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UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM, 

UNDER DIRECTION OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 

Washington, August 1, 1887. 

Sie: I have the honor to submit herewith a report upon the present 

- condition of the U.S. National Museum, and upon the work accom- 
plished i in its various departments during the fiscal year ending June 

30, 1887. 
_ -Very respectfully, 

G. BRowN GOODE, 

Assistant Secretary, in charge U. S. National Museum. 

Professor 8. P. LANGLEY, 
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Page. 

* These nine plates are placed at the end of the article on Primitive Money. 
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FIFTIETH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION. 

Concurrent resolution adopted by the House of Representatives July 28, 1888, and by the 

Senate October 1, 1888. 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That there be printed 

of the Report of the Smithsonian Institution and of the National Museum for the years 

ending June 30, 1886 and 1887, in two octavo volumes for each year, 16,000 extra copies 

of each, of which 3,000 copies shall be for the use of the Senate, 6,000 copies for the 

use of the House of Representatives, and 7,000 copies for the use of the Smithsonian 
Institution. 
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REPORT UPON THE CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE U. 8, NATIONAL 
MUSEUM DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 380, 1887, 

A.—GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

The report now presented relates to the period between June 30, 1886, 

and July 1, 1887. Before the completion of the report the Museum had 

suffered the loss of him who had been for ten years its official head, and 

who, from the very beginning of the Museum work of the Smithsonian 

Institution, had been its chief administrator and promoter. Although 

it is proper that any extended statement concerning Professor Baird 

and his relation to the Museum should be reserved for the report for 

the year in which his death occurred, it seems to be proper to refer in 

this place to the beginning of his protracted illness, in the fall of 1886, 

and to the year of sadness which followed, in which none of his assist- 

ants and associates could possibly feel the usual enthusiasm or interest 

in the work in which he had always been their leader as well as their 

director and counselor. 

The work of the Museum was carried forward during the year in the 

customary way, and the amount of actual routine work accompiished 

has perhaps not been less than in previous years.. There is, however, 

less of interest to chronicle in the way of new enterprises, and scarcely 

more will be attempted at this time than the ODS ETCH statement of 

the progress of administrative routine. 

One of the last official acts of the late Secretary was to request the 

Board of Regents, at its meeting on the 12th of January, 1887, to ap- 

point two Assistant Secretaries of the Smithsonian Institution, who 

should relieve the Secretary of a portion of his official duties. By the 

appointment of Professor Langley to the position of Assistant Secre- 

_ tary in charge of Exchanges, Publications, and Library, and of myself 

as Assistant Secretary in charge of the National Museum, it was the 

definite purpose of the late Secretary to effect a return to the system 

of organization which existed at the time of his first connection with 

the Smithsonian Institution in 1850, when the senior Assistant Secre- 
tary was officially in charge of the Library, and the junior Assistant 

Secretary—himself—in charge of the Museum collections. It was Pro- 

fessor Baird’s earnest desire that, so far as the Museum was concerned, 

the appointment of its executive officer to an assistant secretaryship 
3 
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should lead to the strengthening of the bond of union between the 
Institution and the National Museum, a bond which, although nomi- 

nally the same as it was twenty-eight years ago, had, as a matter of fact, 

become somewhat less definite and intimate. 

The relations of the Museum to the Interior Department, as they now 

exist, are undefined and complicated, and it is important that early steps 

should be taken to secure that definite control over the Museum, on the 
part of the Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, which in later years 
it became more and more evident that it was the desire of Professor 

Baird to emphasize. 

On the 10th of February, 1887, Professor Baird relinquished his 
active administrative control of tbe Institution and the Museum into 

the hands of the senior Assistant Secretary, who was at that time 

designated Acting Secretary, and from that time forward his failing 

strength prevented him from further efforts in its behalf. Inthe midst 

of his illness, however, he found time in July to arrange for a collecting 

expedition from Wood’s Holl to Nantucket, for the purpose of obtaining 

a collection of sharks, and the letter which he wrote at that time shows 

that the Museum was in his mind to the last. 

During the same summer he took advantage of a long-cherished plan 

for sending a Museum expedition to the islands in the Gulf of St. Law- 

rence to search for the remains of the long extinet Great Auk, by 
sending two collectors upon the Fish Commission schooner Grampus, 
which went to that region for the purpose of investigating the fish- 

eries.* 3 

B.—THE MUSEUM STAFF. 

Few changes have been made during the year in the arrangement of 

the Museum staff. Prof. O. C. Marsh, of Yale College, whose high 

reputation as a paleontologist is familiar to all, and who has for many 

years been in charge of the vertebrate paleontological work of the U.S. 

Geological Survey, was early in the year appointed curator of the 
department of Vertebrate Fossils. Mr. 8. R. Koehler, of Roxbury, a 
well-known authority upon the art of engraving, and custodian of the 

Gray Collection in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, has undertaken 

to give a portion of his time to the arrangement of the collections of 

engravings, and has been appointed acting curator of the section of 
Graphic Arts. 

Mr. A. Howard Clark has been requested to undertake the editorial 

work in connection with the Proceedings and Bulletin of the Museum, 

by this arrangement relieving Dr, Bean, who, since 1875, has performed 

this duty in addition to that of curator of Fishes. 

The thirty-one departments and sections now recognized in the Mu- 

seum are administrated by twenty-six curators and acting curators, 

of whom nine receive salaries from the Museum appropriation, while 

PPA. report upon the results of this expedition will be published in the report for 

1838. 
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XIII. 

XVI. 
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four are “honorary” or unpaid officers, detailed from the U.S. Fish 

Commission, one from the U.S. Navy, five from the U.S. Geological 
Survey, one from the Bureau of Ethnology, and two are volunteers. 

THE SCIENTIFIC STAFF, 

The scientific departments are now arranged as follows: 

DIVISION OF ANTHROPOLOGY. 

Department of Arts and Industries, the Assistant Secretary acting as cura- 
tor, with adjunct curatorships as follows: 

Animal Products, R. Edward Earl], U. 8. Fish Commission, acting curator. 

Foods, Romyn Hitchcock, acting curator. 

Fisheries, R. Edward Earll, acting curator. 

Materia Medica, H. G. Beyer, M. D., U. S. Navy, honorary curator. 

Textile Industries, Romyn Hitchcock, acting curator. 

Historical Relics, A. Howard Clark, assistant curator. 

Transportation, J. E. Watkins, honorary curator. 

Graphic Arts, 8. R. Koehler, acting curator. 

Naval Architecture, J. W. Collins, U. 8. Fish Commission, honorary curator. 

Department of Ethnology, Otis T. Masom, curator. 

Department of American Aboriginal Pottery, W. H. Holmes, Bureau of Eth- 
nology, honorary curator. 

Department of Archeology, Charles Rau, curator. 

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY. 

Department of Mammals, F. W. True, curator. 

Leonhard Stejneger, assist- 

ant curator. 

Department of Birds Eggs, Charles E. Bendire, U. 8. A., honorary curator. 

. Department of Reptiles and Batrachians, H. C. Yarrow, M. D., U. S: A., 
honorary curator. 

. Department of Fishes, Tarleton H. Bean, curator. 

Department of Vertebrate Fossils, O. C. Marsh, honorary curator. 

. Department of Mollusks, W. H. Dall, U.S. Geological Survey, honorary cura- 

tor; R.E.C. Stearns, adjunct curator. 

. Department of Insects, C. V. Riley, entomologist of the Department of Agri- 

culture, honorary curator; J.B. Smith, assistant curator. 

. Department of Marine Invertebrates, Richard Rathbun, U.S. Fish Commis- 

sion, honorary eurator. 

. Department of Comparative Anatomy, F. W. True, curater; F. A. Lucas, as- 
sistant curator. 

Department of Invertebrate Fossils: 

Paleozoic section, C. D. Walcott, U.S. Geological Survey, honorary cura- 

tor. ; 

Mesozoic section, C, A. White, U.S. Geological Survey, honorary curator. 

Cenozoic section, W. H. Dall, U.S, Geological Survey, honorary curator. 

DIVISION OF BOTANY, 

Department of Fossil Plants, Lester F. Ward, U.S. Geological Survey, hono- 
rary curator; F.H. Knowlton, assistant curator. 

Department of Recent Plants, Lester F. Ward, U.S. Geological Survey, hone- 

rary curator; F.H. Knowlton, assistant curator, 

DIVISION OF GEOLOGY. 

Department of Mineralogy, F. W. Clarke, chief chemist U.S. Geelegical Sur< 

vey, honorary curator; William §, Yeates, assistant curator, 

Department of Lithclogy and Physical Geology, George P, Merrill, curator, 

Department of Metallurgy and Economic Geology, Fred, P, Dewey, curator, 
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C.—THE CONDITION OF THE COLLECTIONS. 

The general condition of the collections is fairly satisfactory ; for, 
although greatly hampered by lack of room, and impeded by the in- 
creasing amount of unproductive routine, such as the examination of 

material for correspondents and the preparations for participation in 

exhibitions in other cities, the curators have succeeded in bringing 

the material under their charge more fully under control than it had 

hitherto been and in preventing any deterioration in its condition. 

CENSUS OF THE COLLECTIONS. 

The recent extensions of the collections are indicated by the accom- 

panying table. No enumeration was made in 1885, and the variation 

between the tables for 1884 and 1886 exhibits the increase during 

eighteen months, from December, 1884, to June, 1886. 

Table showing yearly increase in the collections in the National Museum, 1882-1887. 

Name of department. 1882. 1883. 1884, |11885.) 1885-’86. | 1886-87. 

Arts and industries: 
Maferianme dics tas 62225. cic. 4,000 A AAO nanan 4, 850 5, 516 
IO OUS es see ey sere cree all vat ta iee ?1, 244 DSO miaeaeee 3822 4877 
ANCOR) 2 Cee mnie Ree ses re lee 210005 aera 3, 064 3, 144 
TST Sessa Me ai hal eras Seal 0 Sele OnO005| Somer 39, 870 10, 078 
ANSHTTTEN TORO CWI aos Be ce llbaseao se leaeoe see 0005 pasar 25092 2, 822 
Newall Guvelonineer mena Bas alone sco lesoee se G00 psec eS) ee ae ee eeo ee eee 
SELISHOTIGAl Mmelie sys sks Ss 25) See See las he ees ee 1, 002 
Coins, medals, paper 13, 634 

TTIMOROKENYAMOUG — SiO EAe A ae ns Mircea mune eee alte ama. Ds Bell ais ue 1, 055 
Mins icalmansimiumenbtSmesc|saoe eae |e eeee see eee se eee 400 AI7 
Modern pottery, porce- 

TL auTEN UTA O ZO =h a2 my ASee |e eeee [e 2,278 2, 238 
EATINGS AM vdsyesy S252 ak er] cme 2 ye ee ea ear ae ete epee 877 100 
Soa Maney (Grewnlbtial (Crier yen eee eerel ieee eee elle le oe 506 500 
eiysicalrapp ava tus. 222 ec fe celle one |e ken | 250 251 
COG earns Oars Seas ey eS el Ae 2 ee ee Hi 198 
Chemical products eo ye | Soe a Ae |e ee a canoe 3659 661 

RIOR Meh a olin Soa ,tl ecient sel Ome 200, 000s eae eee 6500, 000 503, 764 
American aboriginal pottery.|........|....---- LONO0ON Seen 25, 000 526, 022 
Prehistoric anthropology -..| 35,512 | 40, 491 ADS? teen ee 65, 314 101, 659 
Mammals (skins and alco- 
MESO ee sna oe sa ats Sa 4,660 | 4,920 by GO ees ace 7, 451 7, 811 

LITT 2S See eel ea 44,354 | 47,246 D0 B00 ee Sees 59, 945 54, 987 
ST ISU oo at 34 aa eR atl PRR a a AD 072" et | 44,163 648, 173 
Reptiles and batrachians ...|........|....._.- 28, 405 oleae. 25, 344 27, 542 
BRB ree Aen ee a Sigh! Suc 50, 000 | 65, 000 68,000 | -.... 75, 000 100, 000 
MOUSER a 22202520 cet2 ecko o. TR GE ul a ape AN; 000") 5: 2252 8460, 000 425, 000 
MRCS hse to ee UAOOO | Le tee 9151, 000 1.222. 6500, 000 | 585, 000 
Marine invertebrates......_. 711,781 |714, 825 | 5200,000 |...-.. 5350, 000 5450, 000 
Comparative anatomy : ’ 

WBTEOLOLY Sones o. Secnes 3,585 | 3,640 4,214 
Anatomy Biot Sia ia ae 70 103 3) 000 10, 210 511, 022 

alseozoic fossila-. ..-...52.|<b.. cos. 20, 000 73,000 |..--.- 80, 482 84, 491 
MIESOZOLOTLONSINSS 2k) coe che hoe al th tas 100,000 |....-. 69, 742 70, 775 
Cenozoic fossils. ....-....--. | (Included with mollusks, )/|0.222)|/taeeee senelee ieee 
1No census of collection taken. 
2 Including paints, pigments, and oils. 
*Duplieates not included, 
4}oods only. 
5 Estimated. 

62,235 are nests. 
7 Catalogue entries. 
§ Including Cenozoic fossils. 
® Professor Riley’s coliection numbers 150,000 

specimens, 
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Table showing yearly increase in the collections in the National Museum, etc.—Continued. 

Name of department. 1882. 1883. 1884. 1885. | 1885-86. | 1886-87. 

NGSSi HAMS 25s co ese a a)esceobs. A, 624 ky COU oes 27, 429 _ 8, 462 
ECM ESERCM DD CUMS eer sey NS Cle eS Ny ee 30, 000 332, 000 
MEME M AIS eee oe oh eo ee ee eS AS 550 GHOLOM see 1%, 401 18, 601 
Lithology and physical ge- 3 
OOM TEE tees eer en eee 49,075 | 12, 500 IS CWO Weceees 20, 647 321, 500 

Metallurgy and economic 
PRE OLOO Aa caieeisine Gis od Saja | ee 3 eas 30, 000 AQ O00) Ee eae: 48, 000 249, 000 

Living “DNTP TISi, Glue a EAE i a i act aa oI i oan NR aca 

BG etl ies ae. aoe Se HSV aG2 |2Oaql4or | Are G00 ase. 2, 420, 944 | 2, 666, 335 

3 Estimated. 
4In reserve series. 

1 Fossil and recent. 
2 Exclusive of Professor Ward’s collection. 

CATALOGUE ENTRIES. 

The words “accession,” ‘‘specimen,” and ‘catalogue entry” are by 

no means synonymous. An accession may consist of several classes of 

objects, or may be a single specimen, or may include several specimens 

of only one class. A specimen is a Single object. A catalogue entry rep- 

resents one or more specimens of a ciass, and may include hundreds of 

individual objects. The number of catalogue entries during the year, 

as shown in the following table, is perhaps the best criterion of the im- 

portance of the accessions to the collections, since they represent the 

number of separate “lots” not only received but of sufficient value to 

be added to the collections. It frequently happens that material is re- 

ceived which is of no value and is therefore not entered on the catalogue. 

Number and aon of depart- ae Number and name of depart- eee 

STM entries. sista entries. 

I. Arts and industries: DXeyMollusks s24se8 boss eee 10, 530 
Materia medica ...----. 73 TMS CCUS SS Ye eeyeeayeeere = 101 
Textile industries -.--- 09 XJ. Marine invertebrates -- - 5,252 
HOC Ses eee eae 55 XII. Comparative anatomy : 
Animal products .-_---- 425 Mamie si ies seen } 
Philosophical instru- Bird steces 2 t eet eee l 

MICMIUSH ee ciose see ace 1 Reptiles and batra- | } 812 
IMI aIES Ha oees Seba se 324 ChUMS Pee eer 
Chemical products --.. 2 Mishesseee see wees ) 
Musical instruments -- 17 || XIII. Invertebrate fossils: 
Historical relics, coins, @. Paleozoic 2. 2 2225 1, 036 

badges; ete. ----- 2... 3, 122 b. Mesozoic ..-..----. 1, 033 
PEt hmMOlo sy o55 2 22. cect 2,308 c. Cenozoic, * 

American aboriginal pot- XIV. Fossil plants -.....-.-- 9 
CODY A ee Shoe Lins cts 1, 022 XV. Recent plants ........- 30 

III. Archeology..-.---.------ 3663) || Vile Mameralls) sos oe eee. 875 
Vie Miamomiallsiic.\/sbie a 2) = 417 || XVII. Lithology and phyeal 
Wie ae Birds wick $2 05: hats 2, 393 greology ss uhese ak 442 

b. Birds’ eggs ....---.--- 355 ||XVIII. Metallurgy and eco- 
VI. Reptiles and batrachians 130 . nomic geology-.--.-- 671 

WARDMAN SHES: see ald 1, 225 — 
VIII. Vertebrate fossils -..-... 13 Totals -cevee sae 36, 695 

* Included under ‘ Mollusks.” 
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PROGRESS IN CLASSIFICATION AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE STUDY 
SERIES. 

The final classification and arrangement of the material is a work of 

great moment, and the curator who makes progress in this direetion is 

forwarding the legitimate objects of the Museum quite as much asif 

his whole time had been devoted to the acquirement of new material. 

Until a collection has been classified and arranged, it is of little or no 
use to visitors and students. Referring to the zodlogical collections, — 

Professor Henry wrote in his report for 1856: “However valuable 

these collections may be in themselves, they are but the rough materials 

from which science is to be evolved, and so long as the specimens re- 

main undescribed and their places undetermined in the system of or- 

ganized beings, though they may serve to gratify an unenlightened 

curiosity, they are of no importance in the display of the laws of life.” 

The reports of the curators for the year give evidence of a steady for- 

ward movement in the work of classification and arrangement. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXHIBITION SERIES. 

The general appearance of the exhibition halls has been somewhat 

improved during the year. The Grant relics have been placed in cases 

and have proved of much interest to the visitors. Considerable material 

has been gathered for the collection illustrating the graphie arts. 

The east and west halls have been made attractive by the installation 

of the ethnological collection. The arrangement of Eskimo tools and 

implements is very satisfactory. The archeological collection is still 

exhibited in the upper floor of the Smithsonian building, and its ar- 

rangement is thorough and excellent. New cases have been constructed 

for the mammal collection, which is now being overhauled with a view 

to introducing a more satisfactory system of classification. The collec- 

tion of birds still remains in the Smithsonian building, and although 

the hall, in which it is now, is entirely unfit for the purpose, no 

change for the better can be made until an additional building has 

been provided. There are now 7,000 specimens of birds on exhibi- 

tion. The reptile collection is still stored away in the laboratory of the 

department on account of lack of room, a few casts of snakes and turtles, 

which are exhibited in the Smithsonian building, being the only rep- 
resentatives of this collection. The exhibition series of fishes, now 

numbering 34,000 specimens, is still unprovided with proper accommo- 

dations, and is installed temporarily in the Smithsonian building. The 

department of Mollusks has filled a few cases in the Smithsonian build- 

ing with very interesting material, but nothing more can be done at 
present on account of lack of room. The same may be said in regard 

to the department of Insects, whose exhibit, when proper space can be 

provided, will probably become one of the most popular in the Museum. 

The osteological hall continues to present a very satisfactory appearance, 

which is enhanced by the effective method of labeling and installation 
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- which has been adopted. The curators of the several divisions of the 

department of Invertebrate Fossils are still unprovided with exhibition 

space. An immense quantity of material in each of these sections is 

_ ready for exhibition, and aspecial effort will be made during the autumn 

to provide in some measure for their exigencies. The collections of 

fossil and recent plants are provisionally arranged upon the south 

balcony, where they are at all times accessible to students. The curator 
of Minerals is giving much attention to building up the collection of me- 

teorites. Several new cases have been constructed for tbe lithological 
hall, which will afford some relief to the unavoidably crowded condition 

of this collection. In this hall is being gathered together a valuable 

coliection of relief maps and models showing the geological features of 

various parts of the United States. 

D.—REVIEW OF THE YEAR'S WORK IN THE SCIENTIFIC 
DEPARTMENTS. 

DIVISION OF ANTHROPOLOGY. 

DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIES. 

It has seemed desirable to continue the existence of the so-called 

department of Arts and Industries, as a convenient means of grouping 

together a number of special collections not elsewhere assigned, although 

the scope of this department is much less extensive than it was beiore 

the organization of the department of Ethnology, to which properly be- 

longs a very large proportion of the objects formerly assigned to the 

department of Arts and Industries. 

In this department, under the charge of a number of special curators, 

are included at present the various technological collections, which are 

for the most part made up of materials derived from the civilized races 

of mankind. ; 
In the hall containing the Fisheries collection very little has been done 

since its formal opening to the public in April, 1834. Its arrangement 

had at that time been so thoroughly completed that this section was 

considered to be more nearly in a finished condition than any other in 

the Museum, and there was little left to be desired in the way of addi- 
tional material. The collection is still under the charge of Mr. R. 

Edward Earll, one of the assistants in the Fish Commission, who has 
been so much occupied by his regular official duties that he has had 

little time to devote either to this or to the other collection of which he 

has voluntarily assumed the care, that of the Animal Products, which 

_was thoroughly adjusted after its return from the New Orleans Exposi- 

tion in the spring of 1885. 

The section of Naval Architecture is also under the charge of an - 

honorary curator attached to the Fish Commission, who has been con- 
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stantly absent from the city, and there is little to report in the way 

of addition or change, 

The section of Transportation, closely related to that of Naval Archi- 

tecture, is under the charge of Mr. J. H. Watkins, of Philadelphia, who 

continues to act as honorary curator, and whose plans were described 
at length in his report presented last year. Owing to lack of space in 

the exhibition halls, no new steps have been taken in the development 

of the collection, although there are known to be numerous important 

objects which can be secured whenever arrangements shall have been 

made for their reception. 

The absence in Japan of Mr. Romyn Hitchcock has necessitated a 

suspension of operations in the sections of Foods and Textile Industries. 

The collections of Musical Instruments and Ceramics have received 

a number of important additions. 

The Materia Medica collection is still under the charge of Dr. H. G. 

Beyer, U. 8S. Navy, who has been carrying forward with great industry 

the general plans adopted at the time of the establishment of this sec- 

tion in 1881, and who reports that up to the present time the arrange- 

ment and labeling of 1,970 specimens had been completed. Dr. Beyer 

has carried on a number of experiments in pharmaco-pbysiology and 

has published several papers. This work of investigation has been ear- 

ried on chiefly at the laboratories of the Naval Museum of Hygiene in 

Washington, and of Johns Hopkins University. Incidentally Dr. Beyer 

had devoted a considerable amount of time to devising methods for 

preservation of the perishable animal and vegetable substances of which 

the bulk of the Materia Medica collection is composed, and reports that 

he has found bichloride of mercury to be the most satisfactory germicide. 

Seventy-three entries have been made in the catalogue during the year. 

The total number of specimens registered is 5,516, there being 3,488 in 
the exhibition series and 500 duplicates. 

The collection of historical and personal relics, coins, medals, en- 
graved portraits, and similar objects, is gradually increasing, though 

without direct effort, and Mr. A. Howard Clark, for some time attached 

to the Museum, has begun the work of cataloguing and arranging them. 

It would appear that no part of the work is more attractive to the visitor 

than that in which are displayed the personal relics of Washington, 

Franklin, Jefferson, and the other statesmen and soldiers identified 
with the early history of the nation, and its interest has been greatly 

increased during the year by the addition of the Grant collection of ob- 

jects, including the swords and military and civil testimonials belonging 

to General U. 8. Grant. These had been purchased by Mr. W. H. Van- 

derbilt, and by him given to Mrs. Grant in trust to hold during the life- 

time of General Grant, and at his death, or sooner, at her option, to be- 

come the property of the United States Government. In accordance 

with Mrs. Grant’s request, the transfer of this collection was made by 
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Mr. Vanderbilt in 1885, and a copy of his letter to the President of the 

- United States transmitting the deed of trust is here given: 

640 Firth AVENUE, January 20, 1885. 

DEAR Sir: I purchased the articles of historical interest belonging to General Grant 
and gave them to Mrs. Grant in trust, to hold during the life-time of the general, and 

at his death, or sooner, at her option, they to become the property of the Government. 

They consist of his swords, memorials of his victories, from the United States and 

cities, and tributes to his fame and achievements from Governments all over the world. 

In their proper place at Washington they will always be secure, and will afford pleas- 

ure and instruction to succeeding generations. This trust has been accepted by Mrs. 

Grant, and the disposition of the articles is in conformity with the wishes of the gen- 

eral. I transmit to you herewith the deed of trust. Mrs. Grant informs me that she © 

prefers to close the trust at once and send the memorials to Washington. May Lask, 

therefore, that you will designate some official representing the proper department to 

receive them, and direct him to notify Mrs. Grant of the arrangements necessary to 

perfect the transfer and deposit in such of the Government buildings as may be most 

suitable ? 

Yours, respectfully, 
ro 

W. H. VANDERBILT. 
His Excellency CHESTER A. ARTHUR, 

President of the United States. 

The matter was formally brought to the attention of Congress by the 
President of the United States in a message dated February 3, 1885, a 
copy of which follows: 

To the House of Representatives : 

I take especial pleasure in laying before Congress the generous offer made by Mrs, 

Grant to give to the Government, in perpetuai trust, the swords and military and 

civil testimonials lately belonging to General Grant. <A copy of the deed of trust, and 

of a letter addressed to me by Mr. W. H. Vanderbilt, which I transmit herewith, will 
explain the nature and motives of this offer. 

Appreciation of General Grant’s achievements and recognition of his just fame have 

in part taken the shape of numerous mementoes and gifts which, while dear to him, 

possess for the nation an exceptional interest. These relics, of great historical value, 

have passed into the hands of another, whose considerate action has restored the col- 

lection to Mrs. Grant as a life trust, on the condition that at the death of General 

Grant, or sooner, at Mrs. Grant’s option, it should become the property of the Govern- 

ment. * * * In the exercise of the option thus given her Mis. Grant elects that 
- the trust shall forthwith determine, and asks that the Government designate a suit- 

able place of deposit and a responsible custodian for the collection. 

The nature of this gift and the value of the relics which the generosity of a private 

citizen, joined to the high sense of public regard which animates Mrs. Grant, has 

thus placed at the disposal of the Government, demand full and signal recognition 

on behalf of the nation at the hands of its representatives. I therefore ask Congress 
to take suitable action to accept the trust and to provide for its custody, at the same 

time recording the appreciative gratitude of the people of the United States to the 

donors. *) * * 
CHESTER A. ARTHUR. 

EXECUTIVE Mansion, February 3, 1885. 

In the mean time the collection was placed in charge of the War 

Department until definite action had been taken by Congress, and on 

August 5, 1886, the following resolution was adopted and became a law: 

Whereas Julia Dent Grant and William H. Vanderbilt, by deed of trust executed 

on the tenth day of January, eighteen hundred and eighty-five, presented to the 
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United States certain swords, medals, paintings, bronzes, portraits, commissions, and 

addresses and objects of value and art presented by various Governments in the 

world to General Ulysses S. Grant as tokens of their high appreciation of his illus- 

trious character as a soldier and a statesman: Therefore, 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in 

Congress assembled, That the United States accept, with grateful acknowledgment, 

the said property and articles more fully described in the schedule attached to said 

deed of trust, to be held by the United States and preserved and protected in the 

city of Washington for the use and inspection of the people of the United States. 

Sec. 2. That the said property and articles be placed under the custody of the Di- 

rector of the National Museum, and he is hereby directed to receive the same for safe 

keeping therein. 

Approved August 5, 1886. 

The collection was transferred to the National Museum in November, 

1886. A complete catalogue of the objects in this collection is given in 

the list of accessions, under No. 18528. 

During the year has been commenced the formation of a collection of 

moneys of the world, exhibiting the metallic and paper currency in 

use at the present time, and the moneys of the ancient world. Several 

thousand specimens have been received by gift and loan, and a con- 

siderable number of them have been put on exhibition. In preparing 

the labels an attempt has been made to show the monetary standard 

of different nations and give the origin of each denomination. 

The principal activity in this department has been in the promotion 

of the collection of Graphic Arts, for which provision was made in the 
general plan of classification proposed six years ago, and materials for 

which have since been accumulating so rapidly that it has become 

necessary to make some provision for their installation. In December, 

1882, Mr. 8S. R. Koehler, of Boston, was invited to undertake the instal- 

lation of an exhibition collection, illustrating the method of lithography, 

which had been presented to the National Museum by Mr. Louis Prang, 

and the preparation of a manual in connection with the same. At that 

time Mr. Peter Moran, of Philadelphia, was preparing for the Museum 

a series of plates illustrating the process of etching, and a set of etcher’s 

tools. This was to form a basis for the etching collection. The Helio- 

type Company, the Photo-Engraving Company of New York, and sev- 

eral other firms and individuals, had tendered their co-operation. The 

Director of the United States Mint has offered to illustrate the art of 

die cutting, and Ringler & Co., of New York, have in hand the illustra- 
tion of the process of electrotyping. 

An excellent nucleus for a collection representing the graphic arts 

seemed to be available, but active steps towards its installation were 

materially retarded by the preparation of exhibits for the London 

Fisheries Exhibition in 1883, and for the New Orleans and other expo- 

sitions in 1884. Matters did not take any definite shape until De- 

cember 11, 1886, when Mr. Koehler was appointed acting curator of 
the section of Graphic Arts, 
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Offers -of several collections additional to those already mentioned 
have recently been made. Hoen & Co., of Baltimore, are preparing an 

exhibit of the lithocaustic process. Mr. Charles Henry Hart, of Phila- 
delphia, has given a number of specimens of work of the earlier Ameri- 

can engravers. Messrs. Thomas Hovenden, Stephen Parrish, Peter 

Moran, James D. Smillie, Charles H. Miller, Alfred Kappes, Henry 

Farrer, and F. Juangling, of New York, have promised to contribute 

etchings and drawings. Mr. W. J. Linton, of New Haven, presents a 

collection of proofs, including both his own work and that of some En- 
glish wood engravers. He has also promised a number of fac-similes of 

old work, collected by himself.. The Century Company offers a techni- 

cal collection—blocks, tools, etc.—drawings showing the various styles 

employed in designing for engravings, some of the process work done 

for them, and a series of proofs chronologically arranged. Harper & 

Brothers promise specimens of their work dating from the organization 

of their house, if possible. Mr. J. W. Osborne, of Washington, has a 
large and very interesting collection of early attempts in various pro- 

cesses, many of the specimens being undoubtedly unique, and this he 

wishes to present to the Museum if assured that it would be properly 

cared for. The Photogravure Company has offered to make a techni- 

ca! exhibit. 

Arrangements have been made with the School of Drawing and Paint- 

ing at the Museum of Fine Arts at Roxbury, Massachusetts, for a set of 

students’ drawings illustrating various technical methods, and a selec- 

tion of the best drawings will be made. The Art Students’ League, in 

New York, will probably make a similar contribution. Among the 

latest accessions to this section is a machine said to have been invented 

and used by Joseph Saxton for engraving on copper plate. 

DEPARTMENT OF ETHNOLOGY. 

The additions to the ethnological collections have this year been of 

- extraordinary value, and are described in the appended report of Pro- 

fessor Mason: upon the work of his department. Nearly 2,500 entries. 
have been made in the ethnological catalogue, and the work of classi- 

fying and arranging the great accumulations of the past has been act- 

ively continued. The results of the curator’s labors in this direction 

will be more fully seen, as soon as certain proposed re-arrangements in 

the exhibition halls have made it possible to assign additional space 

and to construct more suitable exhibition cases. Special attention has 

been paid to the entire Eskimo collection, which is an exceedingly rich 
one, and probably unsurpassed even by the famous one of similar 

nature in the Ethnographic Museum at Copenhagen. In this work the 

curator has been assisted by Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy, who, 

having been stationed for some years on the northwest coast, was 

familiar with the customs of the Eskimo race and especially well suited 

for this work. In this connection Lieutenant Bolles has prepared an 
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exhaustive catalogue of the Eskimo collection in the National Museum, 
with indications of the localities in which the specimens were obtained. 

This geographical list is published in Section 111 of this report. It will 

be especially serviceable to collectors in the Arctic regions, who will be 

able at a glance to determine whether or not certain forms of imple- 

ments are represented in the national collection. 

Mr. L. M. Turner, formerly a Signal Service observer in Alaska and 
Labrador, has prepared for the use of this department an elaborate 

manuscript report relating to the Eskimo objects collected by himself 

and now in the Museum. 

Paymaster E. B. Webster, U.S. Navy, also an experienced Alaskan 

traveler, was for six months detailed by the Navy Department for serv- 

ice in the National Museum, and rendered valuable assistance to the 

curator of ethnology. 

Among the studies in progress in this department two have been 

brought to completion, and the results have been published in Section 

1 of this report in the form of illustrated papers upon “The Human 

Beast of Burden” and “Cradles of the American Aborigines.” 

The methods of classification and arrangement now experimentally 

employed in the National Museum have given rise to much discussion, as 

it was but natural that they should, since they are so thoroughly unlike 

those employed in any of the other museums of the world. The con- 

ditions of growth and the character of the collections in the Museum 

have been from the start peculiar, and the adoption of novel means of 

administration was found to be necessary. In the first separate report 

upon Museum work, published in 1881, certain suggestions were made 

which became the subject of vigorous criticism on the part of some of 

the scientific journals. Passing reference has been made to this matter 

in previous reports, and it is probable that a full discussion of the sub- 

ject may be undertaken hereafter. During the present year a very 

interesting debate has taken place in the columns of “Science” in regard 

to the proper method of arrangement of ethuological collections. The 

discussion was opened by Dr. Franz Boas, a German ethnologist, now 

a resident of New York, and was participated in by Professor Mason, 

Major J. W. Powell, and Mr. William H. Dall. 

SECTION OF AMERICAN ABORIGINAL POTTERY. 

Mr. W. H. Holmes, the curator of this department, has completed 
his studies of the wonderful pottery collection from Chiriqui, in Nica- 

ragua. He reports that much valuable new materia! has been acquired, 
especially noteworthy having been that obtained through the agency 

of the Bureau of Ethnology, in the collections purchased from Dr. 

Edward Palmer and Mr. W. E. Curtis. 

Col. James Stevenson, of the Geological Survey, has transferred to 

this department a series of Pueblo pottery, ancient and modern, col- 

lected by himself in 1581, and Dr. Cyrus Thomas, of the Bureau of 
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Ethnology, made some collections of pottery in the Mississippi Valley 

and the eastern states. A number of interesting pieces of Mexican and 

Peruvian work has been acquired by exchange. 

The catalogue records show that 1,022 entries have been made during 

the year. ° 
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAZOLOGY. 

The report of the curator, Dr. Charles Rau, consists chiefly of a geo- 

graphical review of the principal accessions. Among these may be 

mentioned as especially valuable the collection of Mr. Thomas Wilson, 

_ made in Kurope, embracing drift and cave relics of the paleolithic age, 

objects belonging to the neolithic age and the bronze period, and speci- 

mens of Etruscan and Roman origin. 

The curator is writing a work upon North American antiquities, to 

_ be entitled, “‘The Typical Forms of North American Prehistoric Relics 

of Stone and Copper in the U. S. National Museum.” 

There have been 3,863 entries made in the catalogue during the year. 

The total number of specimens is 101,659, of which a large proportion 

has been received through Major J. W. Powell, director of the Bureau 

of Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution. 

The failing health of the curator has made it necessary for him to be 

absent during a portion of the year, and but little has been accomplished 

beyond the necessary routine work of the Department. 

During the year the Museum was so fortunate as to secure a val- 

uable accession from Easter Island, comprising two of the celebrated 

stone images, a large number of painted and carved slabs from the 

rock houses, and a choice collection of objects illustrating the ancient 

and modern history of theisland. Thelast-named specimens have been 

lent to the Museum by Paymaster William J. Thomson, U.S. Navy. 

- Professor Baird made frequent attempts to secure specimens of the 

archeology of this island, and in 1885 received from Commodore John 

G. Walker, Chief of the Bureau of Navigation, the gratifying intelli- 

gence that the U.S. 8S. Mohican would be sent to Haster Island to 

relieve some American sailors who had been reported as castaways 

there. This expedition met with signal success. The Mohican an- 

chored in Cook Bay in December, and spent twelve days there. A 

thorough survey of the island was made, and everything was secured 

which would enable the explorers to make a thorough report. 

The specimens were brought to Panama by the Mohican. The Pana- 

ma Kailroad Company kindly forwarded the collections across the Isth- 

mus to Aspinwall, and they were brought to Washington ip the U.S.S. 

Galena. 
Kaster Island is a small volcanic projection, 12 miles long and 4 miles 

wide, isolated from all other habitable parts of the globe, the nearest 

land being about 2,000 miles away. 
The Easter Island images are the most interesting of the archeologi- 

cal enigmas. There are over 600 of them on this island. Formerly 
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they stood in groups of six to twelve on platforms of hewed stone facing 
the sea; but in later years they have been thrown down during the 

civil strife among the natives. Most of them are to be found on hill- 

sides at the eastern end of the island. They were hewn out of volcanic 

tufa in the center of an extinct volcano, and transported over its sides, 

sometimes 3 or 4 miles, to their destination. The island is almost 

treeless, and the wonder is how savages could remove objects fragile 

as these, weighing from 3 to 30 tons each, over a country so rugged. 

The images exhibited in the National Museum, together with many 

other objects of ethnological interest, were procured during a twelve- 

days’ visit. 

There are now about 400 people living on the island, and they are of 

pure Polynesian stock. They know nothing whatever of the erection 

of these images, and it is quite possible that they are the descendants 

of a later migration. ‘The following brief description of the objects in 

this collection may be found interesting: 

No.1. Stone image, weighing about 3 tons and about 8 feet in height 

by 4 in width, showing head, shoulders, and bust, but only outline of 

arms, the latter not distinct from the body, but a slightly raised surface 

carved straight down the side, with the forearms placed across the 

stomach at right angies, fingers touching and slightly interlaced. Be- 

low this point the general shape of the monolith is square. 

No. 2. Block of red tufa, or calcareous rock, porous and _ brittle, 

slightly oval shaped, syuare on top, with slightly convex base. Sup- 

posed to be a crown for image. 

No. 3. Image (head and shoulders) composed of or cut from substance 

resembling sandstone, measuring about 26 inches across shoulders and 

about 40 in height. Mouth small, lips very thin, nose and ears well 

defined and abnormally large. Eyes are simply deep recesses. 

Nos. 4 and 5. Stone slabs, with hieroglyphics in reddish-brown and 

white color traced upon them. Average thickness about 3 inches. 

Length and width about 4 feet by 2. 

Nos. 6, 7, and 8. Stone slabs, similar to, but smaller than, the above, 
and hieroglyphies more indistinct. 

No. 9. Stone slab slightly larger and heavier than Nos. 4 or 5, with 

diagonal and horizontal lines. ‘ 

No. 10. Small, irregular-shaped porous stone, with an indistinet hiero- 
glyphic cut into it. Weighs about 25 pounds. 

No. 11. Stone about three times as large as No. 10, having numerous 

hieroglyphics cut into it. Weight about 60 pounds. 

No. 12. Small stone of about the same size and weight-as No. 10, on 

which is a rude carving representing a human head and features. 

Nos. 13, 14, 15, and 16. Small slabs, seemingly of iron ore, very brit- 

tle. No tracings, carvings, or hieroglyphics anywhere visible. 
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DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY. 

DEPARTMENT OF MAMMALS. 

The most important work has been the commencement of a re-ar- 

rangement of the exhibition hall. The cases previously in use were 

found unsuitable, and others of a new model have been substituted. 
An exceedingly fine series of buffalo skins and skeletons from Montana 

has been added to the collection, as the result of the expedition sent 
out under the leadership of Mr. Hornaday. 

Among the most valuable accessions may be Tapaioned the gifts of 

Dr. J. C. Merrill, U. 8. Army; Mr. John Gundlach, Mr. C. B. Cory, and 

Mr. Anastasio Alfaro. The Zoological Society of Piletiel bra and the 

Central Park Menagerie of New York have presented several animals 

in captivity. From the old world accessions have been received from 

Mr. E. Hargitt, and from the Fish Acclimatization Society of Ballarat. 
Among aquatic mammals obtained, may be mentioned a skeleton of an 

adult male West India monk seal, Monachus tropicalis, purchased from 

Mr. H. A. Ward. Capt. M. A. Healy, of the U. S. Revenue Marine, 
presented three skins of the ribbon seal, Phoca fasciata. The U.S. 

Fish Commission secured some harbor seals off Wood’s Holl, Massa- 
chusetts. Specimens of porpoise were presented by Lieut. Commander 

H. E. Nichols, U. S. Navy, and skeletons of the common dolphin, 
pygmy sperm whale, and short-finned blackfish were received from Mr. 

Bayley T. Barco, keeper of the U.S. Life-Saving Station at Dam Neck 

Mills, North Carolina. In this connection reference should be made 
to the continuance by the Superintendent and officials of the U. S. Life- 

Saving Service of their courteous co-operation in notifying the Museum 

of the stranding of cetaceans and in attending to the shipment of speci- 

mens to Washington. 

Specimens representing 27 species have been added to the exhibition 

series during the year. There are now 752 specimeus in the exhibition 

series and 4,088 in the study series. The alcoholic series numbers 2,971. 
The curator, Mr. F. W. True, has been occupied most of the time 

available for study in completing his ‘* Review of the Species of the 

Family Delphinide.” He has also made a special study of the color 

‘variations of the puma, Felis concolor. 

DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS. 

The accessions received by this department during the year have 

been numerous and important, and the curator, Mr. Robert Ridgway, 

has made in his report special mention of 59 as being of peculiar in- 

terest. The amount of literary work accomplished is exemplified by 

the fact that 92 papers, based upon the collection, have been published 

during the year. Of this number, 59 were written by the curator and 

assistant curator, Dr. Leonhard Stejneger. 
Mr. Ridgway has completed his series of analytical keys to North 

American birds, which is being issued by a Philadelphia publisher under 

H, Mis, 600, pt. 2 , 
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the title “A Manual of North American Birds.” The assistant curator 

has continued his researches in Japanese ornithology, and reports upon 

several families have been already completed. These studies are of 

great importance, and are based on what is believed to be the richest 
collection of Japanese birds extant. The assistant curator has also 

worked up an interesting collection of birds from the island of Kanai, 
one of the Hawaiian group. That portion of the collection for which 

suitable provision has been made, is reported to be in excellent condi- 

tion, and it is expected that during the next year it will be practicable 

to improve the condition of the exhibition series, which is suffering for 

want of insect-proof cases. The total number of specimens in this 

department is estimated to be 54,987, of which 40,875 belong to the re- 

serve series, 7,000 are on exhibition, and 7,112 have been assigned to 
the duplicate series. 

SECTION OF BIRDS’ EGGS. 

The collection of birds’ eggs and nests was first properly arranged in 

1884 by Capt. Charles E. Bendire, U. S. Army, who has since that 

year been acting as honorary curator. At that time the total number 

of eggs entered on the catalogue was 40,072, of which 8,000 beautifully 

prepared specimens have been contributed by Captain Bendire. There 

are now in the collection 45,938 specimens of eggs and 2,235 nests. 

An exhibition of birds’ eggs would be of popular interest. Among the 

most generous contributors to the collection during the past year were 

Lieut. H. C. Benson, U.S. Army; Lieut. G. M. Stoney, U.S. Navy; 
Dr. A. K. Fisher, Department of Agriculture; Col. N. 8. Goss; Capt. 
B. F. Goss; Mr. H. W. Henshaw; Mr. William Brewster; Mr. Loren 

W. Green, and Mr. J. Parker Norris. 

The accessions for the year number 1,208 specimens, which have 

been classified and arranged. Measurements and records of 7,125 

specimens have been made, and 235 nests have been mounted, labeled, 
and arranged for exhibition. A portion of the reserve series of eggs, 

which now includes 32,899 specimens, has also been relabeled and 

classified according to the nomenclature of the check-list recently pub- 

lished by the American Ornithologists’ Union. 

DEPARTMENT OF REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS. 

Active work in this department, under the honorary curatorship 

of Dr. H.C. Yarrow, U.S. Army, has been confined chiefly to the pres- 

ervation of new material and general routine work. The laboratory 

rooms have been closed during the fire-proofing of the west end of the 

Smithsonian building. 

Some interesting accessions have been received during the year, not- 

ably of Corean serpents presented by Dr. N. McP. Ferebee, U.S. Navy; 

Mr. C. J. Herring; and Mr. D. Ridgway, of Wheatland, Indiana; and 

to this gentleman the Museuin is indebted for previous co-operation, 
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Lieut. Commander H. E. Nichols, U.S. Navy; Ensign W. E. Safford, U. 

S. Navy, and Charles H. Townsend sent large collections. Hon. V. O. 
King, U. 8. consul-general at Bogota, United States of Colombia, sent a 

large and valuable general collection, including some interesting species 

of snakes. 

The curator has published a paper on the “Recurrence of Symptoms 

of Poisoning after Snake-bites.” He has also prepared a paper entitled 

“Poisonous Reptiles of the United States.” Prof. E. D. Cope, for sev- 

eral years a collaborator of the Smithsonian Institution, prepared a | 

“Catalogue of the Reptiles and Batrachians of Central America and 

Mexico.” This is now in the hands of the printer and will be published 

as Bulletin 32 of the U.S. National Museum. 

' Professor Cope has also prepared a monograph of the Batrachians 

of North America, the manuscript of which has been sent to the printer, 
and which wil! be published as Bulletin 34, U. 8. National Museum. 

The collection of reptiles is in good condition. and now includes 

27,542 specimens. 
DEPARTMENT OF FISHES. 

The annual rate of increase of specimens in the collection of fishes 

continues to be exceedingly large. In1882, Dr. T. H. Bean, the curator, 
reported that the collection contained not less than 50,000 specimens, 

and in the present year the total number is estimated at 109,000. The 

recent increase is largely due to the U. S. Fish Commission, which has 

contributed twelve of the most important accessions received during the 

year, while many other interesting contributions have been made by 

agents of the Fish Commission in various parts of the country. The 

officers of the Navy Department: have, as usual, co-operated zealously - 

with the interests of this department, and five very interesting collec: 

tions have been received in this way. The curator has, during the year, 

been relieved of his duties as editor of the ‘‘ Proceedings” and “ Bul- 

letins,” a duty which he undertook many years ago. 

The literary work of this department has been extensive, and in the 
bibliography there are noticed no less than thirty-six papers which 

have been published during the year, based upon the collection. 

The curator is engaged in several investigations, one of the most im- 

portant of which has for its object the publication of a synopsis of the 

Salmon family of North America, their study and identification. 
There are now 34,000 specimens of fishes in the exhibition series, 

41,000 in the reserve series, and 25,000 duplicates. 
Dr. Bean, at the request of Professor Baird, accompanied the U.S. 

Fish Commission schooner Grampus in its cruise along the middle and 

southern Atlantic coast with a view to investigating the spring mack. 

erel fishery, in the months of April and May. <A report of this expedi- 

tion will be published by the U. 8. Fish Commission, 
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DEPARTMENT OF MOLLUSKS (INCLUDING CENOZOIC INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS). 

From the report of Dr. W. H. Dall, curator of this department, it 

will be seen that seventy-five accessions were received during the year, 

including some 32,000 specimens. Some are of great extent and value, 

those perhaps most worthy of mention being the series of deep-sea 

mollusks dredged by the U. 8S. 8S. Blake and presented by Prof. 

Alexander Agassiz, the types of a report on the mollusks of the Blake 

expedition by Mr. Dall, and a valuable series of mollusks dredged in 

the Gulf of Mexico and the Bahamas, presented by Dr. W. H. Rush, 

U.S. Navy. The curator has made a special study of the mollusks of 

the Blake collection. The investigation of the mollusks from later Ter- 

tiary beds of South Florida is still in progress. Mr. Dall has also made 

studies upon a collection of mollusks obtained by the Jeannette Hxpe- 

dition at Bennett Island, has carried on his work upon the general 

Floridian and Gulf fauna, and on the geology of South Florida, besides 

working up several collections made by L. M. Turner in Labrador, by 

Nicholas Grebnitzki in Bering Sea, and by himself in several parts of 

northern Alaska. 

Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, the adjunct curator, has been engaged, in addi- 

tion to his regular work, in the study of the fossil Zryonias, of Teredo, 
and of the Phoride. 

Very notable advances have been made in the arrangement and 

cataloguing of the mollusca, as is shown by the fact that 10,530 cata- 

logue entries have been made, which represent the final classification 

of about 32,000 specimens. 

DEPARTMENT OF INSECTS. 

Progress has been made in the arrangement of the collections of in- 

sects. The curator, Prof. C. V. Riley, states in his report that the ar- 

rangement of the Lepidoptera from the Rhopalocera to the end of the 

Arctvide has been completed ; the material embracing the order of Dip- 

tera has been separated into families. The collection of Arachnide has 

been re-arranged. The work of labeling and separating the duplicate 

material in the suborder Heteroptera has been completed. 

Many important accessions have been received from the correspond- 

ents and agents of the entomological division of the Department of 

Agriculture, and conspicuous among them is the valuable cellection 

made by Mr. Albert Koebele, in California, including several thousand 
specimens. Mr. HE. A. Schwarz presented about 300 specimens of 

Coleoptera. In all, 102 accessions have been received during the year, 

representing, exclusive of the collection of the assistant curator, Mr. 

J. B. Smith (which has become the property of the Museum), at least 

10,000 specimens. The exhibition series now includes 7,878 specimens 
(2,637 species), besides a large number of drawings. There have been 

made 101 entries in the catalogue of the department during the year. 
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Work has been continued by the curater and his assistant in the 

study of the Noctuide,* and the latter has investigated the Museum 

material in the lepidopterous family Saturniide, and also the genus 

Callimorpha.t 
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES. 

Mr. Richard Rathbun, the curator of this department, reports that 

advances have been made in the permanent arrangement of the general 

reserve collection during the year, and that much material has been 

prepared for the display series. He has also during the year begun 

the preparation of a card catalogue of the identified material. This 

affords an excellent means of reference, and renders it possible to 
determine at a glance the presence or absence of a given species in 

the collection. During the summer of 1886 the curator completed, 

for the Fish Commission, a report upon the surface water temper- 

atures of the Atlantic coast of the United States. The deep-water 

and littoral Madreporaria anid Hydracoralle, obtained by the U. S. 

' Fish Commission steamer Albatross during 1884, 1885, and 1886, have 

been examined and identified. The determination of nearly all of the 

corals of the genera Madrepora, Porites, and Synareea has been completed, 

and reports based thereupon have been prepared for publication in the 

Proceedings of the Museum. Mr. Rathbun is now engaged upon a 

revision of the star-fishes belonging to Asterias and the allied genera; 

and a description of the species Heliaster, with photographic plates of 

all the known forms, has been completed. 

The accessions of the year number fifty-five, the largest and most 

important consisting of the material brought in by the Fish Commis- 

sion steamer Albatross during the summer and fall of 1886, and the col- 

lection of 484 specimens of sponges and 266 specimens of corals, made 

by Dr. G. Brown Goode in Bermuda, in 1877, for the Wesleyan Uni- 

versity at Middletown, Connecticut, and now sent to the National 

Museum in exchange. ; 

There have been made 5,252 entries in the catalogue of this depart- 
ment, of which 996 represent Crustacea, 2,611 Worms, 130 Bryozoa and 

Ascidians, 1,412 Echinoderms and Celenterates, and 103 Sponges and 

Protozoans. 

Thirty-one sets of daplicate series of marine invertebrates from the 

collections of the U. S. Fish Commission were sent to colleges and 

schools in various parts of the United States, and special sets were 

’ prepared for the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College 

and for the American Museum of Natural History in New York. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. 

The collections in this department are under the care of Mr. F. W. 
True, assisted by Mr. F. A. Lucas, and are increasing very rapidly. 

The catalogue shows 468 entries of birds, 330 of mammals, 10 of reptiles 

*See Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, vol. 10, pp. 450-479. 

+See Proc. U. 8. Nat. Museum, vol. 10, pp. 338-352. 
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and batrachians, and 4 of fishes. The mammalian series is at present 
much the largest, and that of alcoholic birds, important for anatomical 

purposes, contains many forms. 

Reference to the statement of work accomplished by the osteological 

preparator* will show the number of specimens which have been pre- 

pared or mounted. The Zoological Society of Philadelphia and the 

Central Park Menagerie in New York have generously continued to 

seid specimens of animals which have died in captivity. 

Among the principal accessions may be mentioned a gorilla, Gorilla 

savaget, obtained from the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris, a fine 

example of Caribbean seal, Monachus tropicalis, and a small whale, 
Kogia breviceps,t which was secured through the co-operation of Capt. 

B. T. Barco, of the life-saving station at Dam Neck Mills, in Virginia. 

Numerous skeletons and skulls of the American buffalo, Bison amert- 

canus, and of other mammals and of birds, were added to the collection 

as a result of the successful expedition sent out by the Institution to 

Montana under the charge of Mr. William T. Hornaday. 

The exhibition series now includes nearly 500 specimens. 

DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (PALEOZOIC). 

The work of this department, under the curatorship of Mr. C. D. 

Walcott, of the U. 8S. Geological Survey, has made marked progress. 

Thirty-six accessions, aggregating 4,009 specimens, have been received 

and, for the most part, identified. Many of these accessions consisted of 
materials gathered by officers of the U. 8. Geological Survey during the 

summer of 1886, and duly transferred to the custody of the Museum by 

Major Powell, the Director of the Survey. Dr. R. R. Gurley has been 

designated to act as assistant, and the curator reports rapid progress 

in the classification and arrangement of the material. He further states 

that a very good representative collection for exhibition will be ready 

as soon as exhibition cases can be supplied. Mr. Walcott has continued 

his studies upon the Cambrian faunas of North America, and during 
the year has published in the American Journal of Science a memoir 

relating to the classification of this system. 

DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (MESOZOIC). 

Dr. C. A. White, of the U. 8S. Geological Survey, continues his work 

upon the collection of mesozoic fossils. He states that during the year 

he has been enabled to complete the card catalogue of all the Museum — 
materials in his custody. The entire collection is now ready for exhi- - 

bition, and it is unfortunate that no space is at present available for 
this important and carefully identified material. The accessions during 

the year numbered twelve, and 1,033 entries were made in the cata- 
logue. 

* See page 40. 

t See report of Department of Mammals, 
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DIVISION OF BOTANY. 

FOSSIL AND RECENT PLANTS. 

The collections of fossil and recent plants continue under the care of 
Mr. Lester F. Ward, of the U. S. Geological Survey, assisted by Mr. F. 

H. Knowlton. Much of the material in the collection of fossil plants is 

in the hands of Prof. Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus, Ohio, for determina- 

tion, but nothing has recently been published by him. Mr. Knowlton has 

been carrying on an investigation of the microscopical structure of the 
wood and lignite of the Potomac formation. The results of his work 

are to be published in one of the bulletins of the U..S. Geolegieal Sur- 

Vey. 
‘The collection of fossil plants now contains 8,462 specimens. 

The collection of recent plants has been greatly enriched during the 

year, notably by the addition of the material collected by Dr. Edward 

Palmer in southwestern Mexico. This includes about eight hundred 

species, of which one fifth are new to science. Mr. Pringle made valu- 

_ able contributions to the fauna from Mexico, and from Mr. 8. Applegate 

was received a smail collection of Alaskan plants. Much interesting 
material which was exhibited at the New Orleans Exposition, has been 
added through the courtesy of the Government of Costa Rica. 

The herbarium of the late Mr. O. H. Pearce has been received during 
the year. This includes over 600 finely mounted species, together with 

a large number of duplicates. Other collections of interest’ and value 

were received from Dr. J.C. McCormick, Mr. J. W. Johnson, and Prof. 

Alfred Dugés. 

Active work in this department has been mainly confined to the de- 

termination of the material received. It is estimated that there are 
32,000 specimens in the collection. Thirty entries have been made in 
the catalogue during the year. 

DIVISION OF GEOLOGY. 

DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS. 

The honorary curator, Prof. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist of the U.S. 
Geological Survey, reports satisfactory growth in the collections under 

his charge. 

The mineral collection received some remarkable specimens of quartz, 

stibnite, and amber from the Educational Museum at Tokio, Japan. A 
collection of 74 specimens of Swedish minerals collected by L. J. Igel- 

strom was purchased. 

Among the important accessions to the series of gems were those 
from Mr. C. S. Bement, of Philadelphia, Mr. Thomas Wilson, of Wash- 

ington, and Mrs. Spencer F. Baird. From the Treasury Department 

was received a collection of 133 small diamonds and 150 pearls, which 

were presented in 1840 te President Van Buren by the Imaum of Museat. 

The collection of meteorites now numbers about 301 “ falls,” of which 

141 have been obtained during the year. 
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The celebrated collection of Prof. C. U. Shepard, jr., numbering 101 

specimens, has been deposited during the year. 

Researches have been made by Professor Clarke, and under his diree- 

tion, upon the micas, the natural borates, and the tourmalines belonging 

to the Museum collection. 

There are now 3,238 specimens on exhibition, 5,404 in the study series, 
and 8,530 duplicates, which, together with the Willcox collection of min- 

erals and the Shepard polee ea of meteorites, make a totai of 18,601 

specimens in the care of this department. 

DEPARTMENT OF LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY. 

Mr. George P. Merrill, curator, has devoted the greater part of his 

time to the arrangement of the exhibition and reserve series, both of 

which have been greatly extended during the year. Of the reserve se- 

ries 5,687 specimens are on exhibition, 2,720 of which are examples of 
building stones, while 1,893 belong to the educational series of rocks 

and rock-forming minerals. Mr. Merrill has had permission to do a por- 

tion of his work in the petrographical laboratory of the Johns Hopkins 

University in Baltimore, and has there examined several hundred mi- 

croscopical slides of the sections of rocks, and has thus been enabled 
to arrange a large mass of hitherto unclassified material which had been 

accumulating for several years. Mr. Merrill has, at his own cost, made 

expeditions to California and Montana, and has gathered much desir- 

able inaterial, described in the accession list accompanying this report 

(Section v). In dis report he makes mention of 13 accessions received 

during the year, which areof special value. The total number of speci- 

mens in his department is estimated at 21,500. 

DEPARTMENT OF METALLURGY AND ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

The time of the curator, Mr. Fred. P. Dewey, has been in part devoted 

to the preparation of a preliminary descriptive catalogue of the collec- 

tions. 

The accessions of the year have consisted chiefly of material sent for 

examination and report, and 186 specimens have been examined. Six 

hundred and seventy-one entries have been made in the catalogue. 

There are now about 49,000 specimens in the collection, of which 18,000 
are on exhibition. 4 

H.—REVIEW OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE WORK. 

PROGRESS OF GENERAL AND INCIDENTAL WORK. 

TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE. 

Of the total number of boxes, packages, barrels, tanks, ete., received 
during the year, which was 38,367, no less than 3,798 contained material 
for the Museum. 

The registrar, Mr. 8S. C. Brown, continues to act as transportation 

clerk for the Smithsonian Institution. 

During the year 436 boxes and packages have been entered on the 

storage records. The temporary storing of material, it may be noted, 
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is of very great convenience to the curators, who, upon the arrival of 

bulky accessions, may not be prepare to receive them immediately 

into their laboratories. 

LIBRARY. 

Mr. John Murdoch* has furnished the following statement concern- 

ing the operations of the library. 

The work of the library has been carried on according to essentially 
the same methods as during the preceding years. 

he total number of publications (exclusive of regular periodicals) 

added to the library during the year was 1,511—391 volumes of more 

than 100 pages, and 1,120 pamphlets. Of these, 257 volumes and 711 

pamphlets were retained for the use of the Museum from the accessions 

of the Smithsonian Institution. The remainder were obtained as usual 

by gift, and less frequently by purchase. As in previous years, the 

chief donor to the library was Prof.S. F. Baird, to whom the library is 

indebted for 17 volumes and 109 pamphlets. Next in importance as 

contributors are Mr. Robert Ridgway, 49 pamphlets; Mr. W. H. Dall, 

46 pamphlets; the Smithsonian Institution, 14 volumes, 18 pamphlets; 
Prof. J. O. Westwood, of Oxford, England, 27 pamphlets (a complete set 
of his shorter archeological writings); and the United States Fish 

Commission, 3 volumes and 19 pamphlets. 

During the year 4,350 books were borrowed from the library, and 

4,396 returned. 

The card catalogue by authors has been continued, and 1,647 tities 

have been added to it during the year. A catalogue by subjects is a 

great desideratum, but it is impossible to begin it with the force new at 

command. 

The condition of the sectional libraries remains practically unchanged 

since the last report. 

The covering of pamphlets with the binders, described in the last 

report, has been continued, and 2,111 have been covered during the 
year. On June 24 we received a supply of Randolph pamphlet-boxes . 

F, of the standard quarto and octavo sizes. It is intended to keep the 

. covered pamphlets in these, grouping together, for instance, all the 

pamphlets by the same author in one of these boxes, which then forms 

practically a book, and. can be put in its proper place on the shelf. 

On the establishment of the Smithsonian reading-room, soon after 
April 1, the current volumes of nearly all the important periodicals 

not belonging to the sectional libraries, were transferred to it. This 

affords a long-desired opportunity for the display of the recent numbers 

of these publications, and as the periodicals in the reading-room are 

not allowed to circulate until the volume is complete, all readers have 

an opportunity of consulting them. 

No changes were made in the force employed in the library until 

April1l. At this date, in consequence of the reorganization of the 
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* Appointed Librarian of the Smithsonian Institution April 1, 1887, 
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Smithsonian library, Mr. F. W. True resigned the position of librarian, 

and the assistant librarian, Mr. Murdoch, became librarian of the 

Smithsonian Institution, in charge also of the Museum library, with Mr. 
N. P. Seudder as assistant librarian. 

The chief need of the library is more room for the storage of the 

files of periodicals. The room now available is scarcely sufficient to 
provide for the regular growth of the series now kept, and want of 

room is a serious hindrance to the acquisition of the files of important 
periodicals. 

DISTRIBUTION OF DUPLICATES, AND EXCHANGES. 

The policy of the Smithsonian Institution in reference to the distri- 

bution of its duplicate material has frequently been emphasized in its 

annual reports. It has always been the desire of the Institution to 

utilize this material by sending it to colleges, museums, and individ- 

uals, either as a gift or in exchange, and thus to extend as widely as 

possible the means of diffusing a knowledge of the natural history of 

this country. In the Smithsonian report for 1859* Professor Henry 

wrote: “The object of the Institution in obtaining so large a number 

of duplicates is that they may be distributed for the advancement of 

knowledge to persons who may be engaged in original investigations in 

natural history, and also to colleges for the purpose of education.” In 

_ the same place hesays: *‘ Although the primary object of the Institution 

is not educational, yet the Museum is arranged with special reference 

to the study of the elements of different branches of science; and the 
distribution of the extra specimens will furnish the means of diffusing 

a knowledge of natural history more generally throughout the country.” 

During the last few years each department in the Museum has been 

under the care of a specialist, but in former years, when the Secretary 

of the Institution acted as the sole keeper of the Museum, the collec- 
tions, aS soon as they were received, were sent away to various specialists, 

who undertook to identify the specimens, which were duly returned, 

labeled, to the Institution. 

Thus in the early days of the Museum the value of the collections 

depended in large part upon the willingness of specialists to co-operate, 

and to them distributions of material were of course most readily made. 

Professor Henry, in the annual report for 1861} states that up to that 

time 80,000 specimens had thus been distributed. He adds: “‘ When it 
is considered that all these have been named and labeled by naturalists 

admitted to be of the highest authority in their respective departments, 

and that all have thereby the character and value of types, it will be 

readily understood how much their systematic and judicious distribu- 

tion by the Institution all over the world must conduce to the advance- 

ment of science.” 

Asaresult, however, of the more thorough organization of the Museum 

at the present time, the determination of material is for the most part 

*Page 50. t Page 63. 
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performed within the walls of the Museum, and therefore extraneous 

co operation is no longer so necessary a feature of the work of the 

establishment. 

The applications for specimens this year numbered 83, most of which 

were filled, besides 46 which remained on file from previous years. 

The distributions for this year consist for the most part of material 

sent as gift to needy colleges and museums, or in exchange for material 

received. These amounted to 327 packages, among which were included 

3,460 specimens of marine invertebrates (32 sets), 1,573 rocks, 1,462 

birds, 1,168 minerals, 1,029 mollusks, ‘555 paleozoic fossils, 543 ethno- 

’ logital objects, 165 ores, 148 birds’ eggs, 133 mammals, 106 reptiles, 94 

fishing implements, and 84 fishes. Forty-nine boxes and one package, 

containing materia medica specimens, animal products, pottery, and 

fossil plants, were also included in the distribution. In addition to this, 

13 sets of plans and drawings of Museum cases and bottles, 95 pho- 
tographs of Museum specimens, and 9 musical instruments were also 

given or lent. 

Among the most important distributions of the year have been those 

of the buffalo heads, skins, and skeletons which formed a part of the 

result of the Smithsonian exploration into Montana, and which were 

presented to corporations and individuals who had materially assisted 

in bringing the expedition to success. A large number of axolotls, for 

the most part presented to the Museum by Dr. RK. W. Shufeldt, U. 8. 
Army, were given away to various applicants for purposes of study. 

FOREIGN EXCHANGES. 

A collection of 112 specimens (105 species) of birds and 24 mammal 

skins was sent to the museum of the municipal library in Kurrachee, 

India, in exchange for collections of drugs, reptiles, and mammals re- 

ceived. A skull and 11 bones of Rhytina together with additional 

skeletons of mammals and birds and some insects, were sent to M. 
Beauregard, of the Museum of Natural History in Paris, in exchange 

for 18 mammal skeletons and a small series of insects received. Four- 

teen pieces of Chiriqui pottery were sent to M. Lauth, director of the 

establishment of Sevres, France, in exchange for material received; 

and a bust of Osceola and a Sioux head-dress were transmitted to the 

minister of public instruction for the Trocadero Museum in Paris, in 

part exchange for a valuable collection of Sevres porcelain received 

from the French Government. The negotiations which for some time 

have been pending with the Annecy Musée, Haute-Savoie, have been 

completed during this year by the transmission of a collection of eth- 

nological objects and a series of fossils in exchange for a collection of 

minerals, rocks, etc., received last year. A buffalo-skin was sent to 

Dr. Tor Helliesen, curator of the zoological department of the Stavan- 

ger Museum in Norway. A sea-lion skin was sent to the Bergen Mu- 

seum in Norway. A small and varied collection of fossils, moa bones, 
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etc., was received from Mr. 8. H. Drew, of Wanganui, New Zealand, 
and in exchange an equivalent in ethnological material has been sent. 

A series of the bones of AKhytina was sent to Mr. J. W. Clark, of the 
- Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy at Cambridge, Bng- 

land, in part exchange for some valuable skeletons received at the close 

of the London Fisheries Exhibition in 1883. An exchange of mammal 

skins has been made with Prof. Tycho Tullberg, of Upsala, Sweden. — 

In addition to these exchanges correspondence has been carried on 

with several museums with a view to arranging exchanges. Prof. 8. 

Hertzenstein, of the Imperial Zoological Museum in St. Petersburg, 

Russia, has offered to send fishes and shells in exchange for American 
fishes. Dr. A. Strauch, director of that museum, has been invited to 

exchange Russian and Central Asiatic mammals for mammals from 

North, Central, and South America. An exchange of fishes is being 

arranged with Prof. T. Jeffery Parker, of the Otago University Museum, 

at Dunedin, New Zealand. Dr. Serrurier, director of the National Ethno- 
logical Museum of the Netherlands, in Leyden, has offered African eth- 

nological material in exchange. 

The arrival of specimens of tin-bearing material, together with 
systematic series representing the mode of occurrence and extraction, 

and of mammals, from L. Wray, esq., curator of the Perak Museum in 

the Straits Settlements, in exchange for mineralogical specimens, is 

awaited with much interest. Professor Bernardin, of the Commercial 

and Industrial Museum in the College of Melle, near Ghent, has been 

asked to send samples of commercial products. D. Morris, esq., as- 

sistant director of the Royal Gardens at Kew, in England, has made 
application for specimens of American woods. These wiil be put aside 

for that establishment as opportunity offers. Dr. Ernest Bayet, of 

Brussels, has requested an exchange of fossils, desiring quaternary 

and pliocene material. In behalf of the department of Mollusks this 

Museum has written to the director of the Cape Town Museum for a 

series of land, fresh-water, and marine shells of that region, offering 

in exchange any desired material. For the same department applica- 

tion for a series of Storms shells has been made to the director of the 
Brussels Museum. A letter has been addressed to Hon. St. John Lar- 

nack, minister of marine Wellington, New Zealand, asking for speci- 
mens in any department of zoology, an offer having been voluntarily 

made to send us any desiderata which could be supplied, in return for 

whitefish ova transmitted by the U. S. Fish Commission. M. Milne- 

_ Edwards, of the Museum of Natural History in Paris, has offered du- 
plicate material from the dredgings of the Travailleur. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

The report on the operations of the Museum for 1884 was issued in 

October, 1886, as Smithsonian Report, Part 11, and was the first bound 

volume published as a report on the Museum. ‘This book consists of. 
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1x+458 pages. A new feature of this report was the inclusion of svien- 

tific papers based upon collections in the Museum. These are six in 

number and bear the following titles: 

I. Throwing-sticks in the National Museum; by Otis T. Mason ; 12 pages; 17 plates. 

IJ. Basket-work of the North American Aborigines; by Otis T. Mason; 16 pages; 64 

plates. 

Ill. A study of the Eskimo bow in the U. 8. National Museum; by John Murdoch ; 

10 pages; 12 plates. 
IV. On a Spotted Dolphin, apparently identical with the Prodelphinus doris, Gray ; by 

Frederick W. True; 8 pages; 6 plates. 

VY. The Florida Muskrat, Neofiber Alleni, True; by Frederick W. True; 6 pages; 3 

plates. 

VI. On the West Indian Seal, Monachus tropicalis, Gray; by Frederick W. True and 

F, A. Lucas; 5 pages; 3 plates. 

The manuscript of the report for 1885—’86, the first report embracing 

an entire fiscal year, has been sent to the Printing Office. 

Mr. A. Howard Clark has been appointed editor of Proceedings and 

Builetins. This work has for many years been well performed by Dr. 

T. H. Bean, in addition to his regular duties as curator of fishes. 

The eighth volume of the Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum, 

for the year 1885, appeared in October. It contains 78 contributions in 

40 signatures by 36 authors, 14 of whom are officers of the Museum. 

Twenty-five of the papers related to fishes, 22 to birds, 12 to marine in- 

vertebrates, 6 to mammals, 3 to rocks and minerals, 3 to physiological 

subjects, 2 to botany, and 1 each to ethnology, entomology, paleontology, 

metallurgy, and materia medica. The report is illustrated by 25 plates 

and15 cuts. The Appendix contains circulars 32 and 33 of the National 

Museum, the former being “A classification of the materia medica col- 

lection of the U. 8S. Natioual Museum” previously published by Dr. 

James M. Flint, U. 8. Navy, and extended by Dr. Henry G. Beyer, U. 

S. Navy, and the latter entitled ‘‘ Notes on the Preparation of Rough 

Skeletons, by Frederic A. Lucas.” 

The ninth volume of the Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, 

1886, has been issued only in signatures, of which a list is published in 

Section Iv of this report. The bound volume will soon be ready for 

distribution. 

Of the tenth volume of Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, 

for the year 1887, only six signatures (the sixth dated May 17) had 

appeared up to the close of the fiscal year now being reported upon. 

Bulletin 31, SYNOPSIS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN SYRPHIDA, by 

Samuel W. Williston, M. D., Ph. D., was issued in May, 1887, and con- 

tains Xxx+335 pages. It is illustrated by 12 plates. The subject is 

discussed in three parts, of which the first is devoted to classification, 

the second to descriptions, and the third to habits, structural characters, 

geographical and geological distribution, and chronological list of gen- 

era, 
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Bulletin 32, CATALOGUE OF BATRACHIANS AND REPTILES OF CEN- 

TRAL AMERICA AND MEXxIco, by Prof. E. D. Cope, is in type and 
ready for printing. 

The manuscript for Bulletin 33, entitled CATALOGUE OF MINERALS 

AND SYNONYMS, by Thomas Egleston, as well as that for Bulletin 34, 

CATALOGUE OF BATRACHIANS AND REPTILES OF NORTH AMERICA, 

by Prof. EK. D. Cope, has been sent to the Printing Office. 

In Section rv of the report will be found a list of the publications of 

the Museum, and also a bibliography of the papers by officers of the Mu- 

seum and by others whose writings have a bearing upon Museum ma- 

terial. The authors of these papers number 84, 32 of whom are con- 

nected with the Museum, 10 being honorary officers. The papers num- 

ber 345, and are thus distributed under the following subjects: 

By By other 
Subjects. Musenm |investiga-| Total. 

officers. tors. : 

Mexbiles se Sie. bs Sos wane Gee digest eels ee eee 1 0 il 
WOOOS sec. e ee sins te wis Seneca ese = eesectene Nees 1 0 1 
Materia edie as. oc 1k Ce eee Re a eel eee it 0 7h. 
Nenvalvarehiteeture: ck sees ease sae semen ea eee 1 0 1 
ESETICS) fot ico camera apne ey mee pea rere eee) Sete 9 5) 14 
SMT OVO Seyi 2 Ne ial cia Sroy ore enloiny teten loan clarence tetera 37 6 43 
AIMNGTQUMUDLER oct eioe Sas aee ee seule aoe eee he seme erence) Meer 5 0 5 
MIVA S/o 2 Sache s ooo cette Met ese ete ici aiseteree ae ee Ue 12 1 13 
TOS ee ee ers ae ct eae be eae Oh cn ae a re 59 37 96 
Repnilesand batrachians=3.)-2- sesso ss eee esos 2 1 3 
SHES. ace sched sie eau eats mae en ere orem ones 5 20 25 
Mollusks (including crustaceans)-.-.....-.--..----.---. 5) 4 9 
WSOC ISM eee se secue cues Ge ee sees ge bssimeaere 50 VO 50 
MIMVELECULADCS Lia. k)jcjertienineice acc eccem eee mes ence 5 3 8 
invernebrate fossils s-22 sie2e yk Nee as Sosa ea se ee 11 1 12 
PRAMAS Hee eae t BS ALE Ch tie 2 tee eB om od cos 12 0 12 
ALVES Sy eae aN AU Sten eg cree LY ea A 4 0 4 
Lithology and physical geology --.------..--.------- 6 0 6 
PreplOcailObe. Sees sce tenccls NS Re eee ae eats 2 2 0 2 
GANSTAIN UV greticetce nets ao cle eels Cece Me wets dealers tees 3 0 i as 13 
WMG MIAN Onyarametrais Grcisracs ave atelclolciats ties, caralcinis Se ee erlore oe 1 0 il 
Biysiolooyzan Guhistology. s/-% /cjcses). cam cose iesee eee 0 6 6 
LET CGB TTS TS pen ee ae a a Se Re ge cs ey 2 1 3 
LEN UGE VLA ea oo earch a i er nO ne OR aD Ug Nee LS 5 0 5 
RG SoM NM eee ate ie mia esia ic hele a ei aoe Ni ce Amt cya ranma (ee 15 0 15 

ARO ete Ree oleh aie Iola Sk Nai eect ae 260 85 345 

VISITORS. 

The total number of visitors to the National Museum during the fis- 

cal year ending June 30, 1887, was 216,562, giving a daily average of 

691+, and to the Smithsonian building, 98,552, giving a daily average 
of nearly 316, 
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Table showing the number of visitors to the Museum and Smithsonian buildings since 1881. 
f 

New Museum Smithsonian 
POes building. building. 

WSS sereeir ss SOLS s ales Re alts oe ee eee as eed ALS ONOOO) (ete sas cee soe: 
TICES oe SOB ees SEMEN ae geen eee eee Ea ee +167, 450 152, 744 
Nee OMAR ee se See eee etek es Peewee belesk ete. , 202, 188 104, 823 
SS emiepmes pose ke Ge aes nodes ew olan ie 195, 322 91, 130 
HECOMCMAMUALY—IUNO)) o< oce cals She ce cce ace e cee ses 107, 365 60, 428 
eon SORE Re Sere eo ee esas ste caceleune Soe eee 174, 225 88, 960 
MESO Cup tee avec inci ae wc seee ce sice cede sieees os ew esas 216, 562 98, 552 

Horalmoamiber ofvisitors 2. 022225 syle. Se. Thy Dalley abi i7s 596, 637 

* Estimated on basis of register. 

+ Estimated on basis of attendance from February 8 to December 31. 

STUDENTS, LECTURES, AND MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

As in past years, the Museum has offered facilities to several students, 

who have in some instances rendered a partial equivalent by volunteer 

work upon the collections. 

Mr. Walter H. Brown spent six weeks with the Department of Com- 

parative Anatomy for the purpose of studying the methods of preparing 

and mounting osteological specimens. ; 

In the Department of Insects volunteer service was rendered by Mr, 

S. Davis, of Washington, and Mr. W. H. Crane, of Cincinnati, whose 

assistance was utilized chiefly in the arrangement of the Diptera and in 

the synoptic collection of Coleoptera. Prof. P. R. Uhbler, of Baltimore,. 

having offered to arrange and name the insects of the family Capside, 

the material was sent to him for that purpose. 

Paul Pelseneer, of the museum at Brussels, applied for certain species 

of pteropod mollusks for study. Certain Pacific specimens and copies 

of colored drawings, made from life by Mr. Dall while in the North 
Pacific, were lent to him. 

Mr. Delano Ames, of Washington, served as a volunteer in the depart- 

ment of Marine Invertebrates during the months of May and June. 

Prof. A. E. Verrill, of Yale College, assisted by Misses A.J. and C. 

E. Bush, and Mr. Sanderson Smith, Prof. J. Walter Fewkes, of the 

Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Prof. S. 

I. Smith, of Yale College, Prof. L. A. Lee, of Bowdoin College, Prof. 

EH. Linton, of Washington and Jefferson College, Pennsylvania, and 

others have rendered valuable aid to this department by researches in 

special directions. 

In the department of Minerals volunteer service was rendered from 

July to November, 1886, by Mr. H. H. James. 

An examination of the entire collection of deer antlers, in connection 

with the question of bilateral asymmetry in the class Mammals, was 
made by Dr, Harrison Allen, 
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In the department of Ethnology Paymaster E. B. Webster, U. S. 

Navy, rendered valuable service. 

Among the investigators who have utilized the ichthyologica! collec- 

tions of the Museum in the preparation of papers, etc., were President 

David S. Jordan, of Indiana University, and his assistants, and Prof. 

John A. Ryder, of the University of Pennsylvania. 

The gallery of the department of Birds was thrown open to the mem- 

bers of the American Ornithologists’ Union, who held their annual meet- 

ing from November 16 to 18, and daily use was made of the library and 

collections by these gentlemen in connection with the objects of the 

meeting and their researches as ornithologists. 

Mr. Anastasio Alfaro was sent to Washington by the Government 

of Costa Rica in October, 1886, to study the methods of the National 
Museum. This gentleman was shown every courtesy, especially by the 

department of Birds, in which he was particularly interested, and 

every possible facility was afforded him for familiarizing himself with 

the methods pursued by the Institution. 
In the photographic laboratory instructions were given by Mr. T. W. 

Smillie to Lieutenants Schaefer, Rogers, Bolles, and Werlich, of the U. 
S. Navy; Messrs. Merrill and Hornaday, of the Museum; Mr. Thomas 
Lee, U. S. Fisb Commission; the photographer of the U. 8. Coast 

Survey, aud to Dr. May King, a young Chinese lady who is preparing 

herself for a career aS a medical missionary and scientific student in — 

her native land. 

. Iustructions in taxidermy were given by Mr. W. T. Hornaday to 

. Prof. L. L. Dyehe, of the University of Kansas, who served as an un- 

salaried volunteer in the department for the sake of the experience 

pequired. ‘ 

Mr. L. M. McCormick asked for and obtained access to the collection 

of fishes and ichthyological literature, to aid him in the identification 

pf a collection of fishes belonging to Oberlin College. 

' The use of the lecture hall has as usual been granted for a series 

pf lectures delivered on Saturday afternoons, and in some cases on 

Wednesday evenings, under the joint auspices of the Biological and 

Authropological Societies of Washington. These were largely at- 

tended. Some of the lectures had direct reference to the work of the 

Museum, and were illustrated by specimens. 

The programmes of the two parts of this course are here given: 

Part I. 

March 12.—General A. W. GREELY, U.S. Army: Animals of the Arctic Regions, 

March 19.—Capt. C. E. Durron, U.8. Army: Earthquakes. i 
March 23.—Mr.W J McGre: The Charleston Earthquake. 

March 26.—Prof. O11s T. Mason: The Nutural History of Human Arts, 

April 2.—Dr. B. E. FeERNow: Our Forestry Problem. — 

April 6.—Mr. THoMas WILSON: Prehistoric Man in Western Europe, 
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Part II. 

April 16.—Dr. EDwarD M. HARTWELL: The Aim and Effects of Physical Training. 
April 20.—Dr. FRANK BAKER: Facial Expression. 

April 23.—Miss H.C. DES. ABBoTT: The Chemistry of the Higher and Lower Plants. 
April 30.—Prof. HARRISON ALLEN: Rights and Lefts. 

May 4.—Prof.S. P. LANGLEY: Sunlight and the Earth’s Atmosphere. 

May 7.—Dr. J. H. BRyAN: The Mechanism of the Human Voice. 

During the year the following-named societies have, by permission of 

the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, held their meetings in the 

Museum lecture hall: The National Dental Association, July 27 to 29, 

inclusive; The Biological Society of Washington,* annual meeting, 

January 22; National Convention of Superintendents of Schools, March 
15 to 17, inclusive. 

‘CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE WORK. 

FURNITURE, SUPPLIES, AND ACCOUNTS. 

The following statement in regard to the cases and other furniture, 
supplies, and accounts of the Museum, covering the fiscal year 1886~87, 

has been prepared by Mr. W. V. Cox, chief clerk. 

The U.S. National Museum is supported by three appropriations an- 

nually voted by Congress; one being for preservation and increase of 

collections, one for furniture and fixtures, and one for heating, lighting, 

electrical, and telephonic service. 

The principal appropriation made for the Museum is the one for the 

Preservation of Collections. The wording of the act of Congress mak- 

ing this appropriation for the year ending June 30), 1887, is as follows: 

PRESERVATION OF COLLECTIONS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM: For the preserva- 

tion, exhibition, and increase of the collections received from the surveying and ex- 

ploring expeditions of the Government, and from other sources, including salaries or 

compensation of all necessary employés, one hundred and six thousand five hundred 

dollars. 

Out of this appropriation, therefore, are paid the salaries of curators, 

scientific assistants, clerks, and other employés, the nature of whose 

work is properly chargeable to it. This service amounted during the 

year to $95,133.70. 
The greatest number of employés on the roll in any one month 

was 126, in January, 1887; the smallest number was 106, in April of 
the same year. 

The highest salary paid was $300 per month; the lowest was $20, 

paid to an attendant; the average salary being $65. 

The further disbursements of this fiscal year were as follows : $1,768.69 
was expended for stationery; $281.94 was expended for books; $4,847.63 
for specimens; $2,619.61 for general supplies ; $1,765.37 for freight and 

cartage; which, with the total of $95,133.70 paid for services, left a bal- 
ance of 2 cents to be “‘ covered into the Treasury.” 

* The regular meetings were held by this society every other Saturday evening un- 

. til March 19, after which the society met in the Cosmos Club rooms. 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——3 
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The appropriation for Furniture and Fixtures for the year ending 

June 30, 1887, was $40,000. 
Out of this sum there was expended $18,603.80 for exhibition cases 

of different designs, screens, wing-frames, insect-boxes, blocks, tablets, 
bird-stands, drawings for cases, furniture for offices, glass, brackets, 

locks, and other necessary fittings and appliances. 

During the same time $2,139.04 was spent for lumber; $598.35 was 

spent for paints, oils, brushes, etc.; $161.40 was spent for glass vials 
and containers for specimens; $191.41 was spent for apparatus, appli- 

ances, ete., for laboratory, and exhibition halls; $941.28 was spent for 

miscellaneous purposes; making a total of $22,635.28. 

The following fittings, appliances, etc., were made or furnished dur- 

ing the year by persons outside the Museum: 

LOimahorany junit table Cases. os sancnecsic= cet se oeceveeeiee «2e/tee pee $750. 00 
36 mahogany table cases (sloping). .-.-.. .----- ..---- 2-22 e-e2 eens 1, 475. 25 

1O}tfableyecases with storage bases ceecaccs ao ee ees = aetna 1, 295. 00 

1 mahogany table case (special) ...-....---...---------------------- 125. 00 

lGmahorany Kensinston; cases-iq-ss.-sen-i-2- a4 42- pe nee sae eelesee ee 1, 040. 00 

20 mahogany Kensington cases..--...-----. jooece acho svessessessess 1, 900. 00 
Gimahogany wallcaseses.-c.s-i sic aisnnain aise tees ics Sooke ersten eaeeeee 1, 489. 00 

20 spimequmib pba les 22 .<\ae seis cin teeiele <= aisecielssineisiai sine wiceme Seer eleesinee 504, 40 

arce walnuticabinetecanscesecsen sss sesseciacticneaceeec ena seams 250. 00 

Zicherry Cabinets 22 [ee nce cee se ees eae coke cele a ese eames westeeee wee 200. 00 

Awhite-pine herbarrum:Cas@si2.~ ac scl ceils oes Se ee aes oe eee 236. 00 

A sban@ard wbook=caseses ch sr cteeoe Se = eee See ste elon = Soe ee Hee 64. 00 

5 white-pine wood-cut cases.----..----. -----------.- Seeley oe 47.50 

Mi CherPy CASE 2 os wee Salve elas See oa oe atau see eee ele eS SITS eee eee 15. 00 

Anmahooany, table SCreen’s, ose cic ctste cele sole) aecine cies se 22 ates 288. 00 

ijhali-unitiebonized tablevsereen'| 2 22 nt Seales ee eee. Seen 45. 00 
MOS TOMK HEPATITIS. eA re NS Na Re OAM eS Ere ee SE ois 49, 25 
Seiehonizediwing-trames! 4/202 032 3aeee ee 82. 50 
oumahopanive will Stra Mes. seas icae Ae 2 eS eae ai Nena es ene “15.00 

28, 038 pasteboard trays, boxes, and covers: .-...-+-.---0-- ..--s.sen0 sacs 543. 87 

1ob4 ow hite-pine blocks) tabiets, Cte nac-see ace = cmine secon saeeo an ener 124. 80 

TRO MWATS CIEE Abas sae se nits bet aya emit iw Sie ae Y Auten que oem 14.58 

Pee RUSCE LO RES iE). wa eee soe ewe nicl Meenas ow ae meclnia cial eee 286. 25 
989 lights of glass—plate, crystal, and hammered.................---- 3, 975. 98 

JOS LOCKSIANG TORE aciss sacks otc eee Jee oaks e cale Ree eee ee 1, 312. 85 

BOAIDUAC OLA eb bps xs ayn Siate ice oe ERs ce betleeelabwiaes so cleual eee eere eee 23.75 

PSO NO INORR noe) op wis Ewe itm clonciatstwecreisisniae Ke caaece cia a aco ee 223. 91 

MarniuLe; be. LOL OMIGeR: «noc sens coe eee me So os = hac ee 743. 63 
Dea AIDS TOLICASCH, CUCL o nia af wicrns los wane ox sieajera.c 6 ld Jc eee meee 130. 00 

Traveling expenses to inspect cases, etc..--..- 22-22. 22 ee. enon ene 11. 86 

Inferior, andiothemfittings es osetee cence eee eke cence eee ree 1, 266. 42 

There was also expended out of this appropriation for wages of 

mechanics and laborers, salaries of property clerk, copyists, and other 

necessary employés, $17,289.75, leaving an unexpended balance of 

$74.97. 
The average monthly roll on furniture and fixtures was $1,440.81. 

The greatest number of employés in any month was 27, the smallest 

20; the average number being 25. 
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The highest salary was $110, the lowest $30. The wages of car- 

penters, painters, and laborers were the same as paid for work of like 

nature in other departments of the Government, the average per indi- 

vidual on this rcll being $57.63. 
The mechanics have been kept busy with the varied work of the Mu- 

seum. When necessary to have cases of new design or of peculiar 

form made, it has often been found economy of both time and means, 

sometimes even with working drawings, to have a sample prepared in 

the Museum shop before finally awarding the contract. Our men have 

remodeled numerous old cases, and have built many new ones, as shown 

by the accompanying list. 
The following cases, screens, etc., were made in the Museum shop 

between June 30, 1886, and July 1, 1887: 
10 mahogany alcove cases. 2 stationary screens with sliding doors. 

4 mahogany pillar cases. 2 large stationary screens. 

A glass screen, sloping cases. 4 poplar screens, between arches. 

1 glass case, special form. 24 pine screens, between arches. 

1 ebonized case, special form. 18 pedestals. 

4 unit cases. 4 pyramids, pedestals. 

4 white-pine standard book-cases. 4 gun-racks. 

13 walnut bases. 8 oak frames. 

7 pine bases. 16 pine shelves and bases. 

1 water-tight base. 8 wall cases, remodeled.. 

1 sample wall bracket. 2 storage cases, remodeled. 

2 diaphragms. 2 white-pine cases, remodeled. 

8 oak settees. 

The appropriation for heating, lighting, and electrical and telephonic 

service was $11,000. 
Out of this sum there was expended for fuel, $2,923.87; for heating, 

supplies, and repairs, $852.58 ; for-gas, $811.78; rental of telephones, 
$766.69; electric works and supplies, $748.42; rental of call-boxes, 

$120; salary of telephone clerk and telegraph operator, $1,080; wages 

of engineer and firemen, $3,678.12 ; leaving an unexpended balance of 

$18.54. 

The methods described at length in report of 1885~-’86 for purchasing 

supplies for the Museum have been followed, and have generally proved 

satisfactory. Itis thought that by means of a few slight changes, which 

experience has suggested, still greater perfection in business methods 

may be attained. 

Little has been accomplished towards the completion of the back 

records mentioned in the report of last year, for the entire time of the 

limited number of employés of the department of Property and Sup- 

plies has been taken up with necessary current work. 

CORRESPONDENCE AND REPORTS. 

The scope of the work of this department, under the charge of Mr. 
R. I. Geare, executive clerk, has been greatly enlarged during the year, 

Owing to the fact that all letters bearing upon the work of the Museum 
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are now referred from the Smithsonian Institution to the Assistant Sec- 
retary for final action. In previous years a considerable part of the 

Museum correspondence had been attended to by officers of the Smith- 

sonian Institution. 

The Museum correspondence may be grouped under the following 

headings: . 
(1) General Museum business, including matters connected with 

Museum administration, arrangement of foreign exchanges, ete. 

(2) Replies to requests for information of a technical character. 

(3} Acknowledgment of gifts, loans, and exchanges. 
(4) Reports upon specimens sent for examination and report. 

During the year, 1,406 letters were written relating to the general 

business of the Museum. The reports upon specimens sent for identi- 

fication numbered 540, and 1,152 acknowledgments of accessions were 
made, a large number both of reports and of acknowledgments being 

in letter form. This gives a total of 3,098 official papers prepared for 

the signature of the Assistant Secretary in charge. 

Reports upon specimens sent for examination.—The special researches 

which have been carried on by the curators during the year have been 

referred to at some length in the discussion of the work accomplished 

in the scientific departments. In addition to this a large quantity of 

laboratory work is necessitated by the receipt of specimens of all kinds 

which are sent to the Museum for examination and report. The ex- 

amination of this material, of which a classified list is given below, oc- 

cupies very much of the curators’ time, elaborate reports being in many 

cases necessary. In each instance a copy of the report, or a letter em- 

bodying it, is mailed to the sender. The following table gives the num- 

ber of requests of this kind received, and arranged by states, the state 

given being that in which the sender resides and not necessarily that 

from which the specimen originally came, this fact in many cases not 

being stated by the sender. 

AU NIKITA syste tee sere eislcrerouninneinens cies wales 10: Lonisianay.s oes ease eens ser eee eee 4. 

INT UZOMN Ae ee eae eet ee ee ices ee cies 9.) Maines 22 so ee eee nee pea 3 

ATKAMBAG en Geeeessite ss ve ccerceesc= se 9°) Maryland’ 2222 sco seceroseiecis see Sees iyahirs: 

WTO L MIA ee ees oe ee eee aee eee fle Massachusetts.: oeon eee oe eee ere 6 

(CHICAGO RS Sess pAgepeearore Suen meee 5) | Michigan Ja.l2202 a5. sae eeeneeee 6 

Wonnecticul coocce ssc sees ee cltce 3. Minnesota.-: Sor 5.hos See eee 1 

DAY RCRY PeSS de osdesaRses ero SEaaees 5 || Mississippi}... 22.0) scee pene aoe eee 10 

Wolawantene-meccnes co sence eels OS MagSOUEL 22. . oye ee eee 3 

District of Columbia .-2:-22-- =. ---- 14" Monbana ie oe ee Secreta eae 4 

EOTUL Aner oe ee ews Ae Pe 13) Nebraska. F see ee ee 3 

(Gre High SES Boa Ra boas ho btodor SulMNGvada soos iis ol bee ke ers ee 3 

Vaanoee ass neers LN sae es ifeerat eae LINO Wired CLSOY. eiisiensc ema eect ee 6 

AIS 2s ARS a c's os SOL Sil NG we xiGon ct) cee eee ome 5 
MGA 25 oes oe ae ccm soccer Fy Wee INTENTS ee Sch ee Siesta re ee 19 

OWA Pete chee eae Sees ce cans eeunees AVONOLGM CAnOUMAy ss ae senate oie te seis 12 

Miarisdameecs i. si eatcitomnce sulcertebice ns QP ORIO. Ses Soa Sh eee emcee 16 

TAO ARB Bees ge Gen DedoeG BEOa ace AN NOLETONE ety nsec cers akerterae elas ssa ie 3 
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Pennsylvania .....-. Pe Seely Sori IO Wasconsint eee ah ale ec te aeccle Seales 2 4 
Ruiodewislantersone ssc ecss soem cee oe 5a) OWiyoming) 2 52ce see oe few ck 1 

WammoCarolinay sees weLsssess SL See Sa Bahama ges Ne eee ee yee ae eee te Pe 1 

PRETAMESSEO) Ae cee = GSES SSS Lae e Bkk Pou Canada ise sate CSN eee 2 ee ato avin 

TREES pS SSIS See eae Se eae 23 MC OsbackulG dy peseee nis sae ee see oe See 1 

Mita ae eaten eae feces ke ss PP eTsiar aes celcaa te cee ONS nase 1 

\WRAGHINIG, = age Deane eee ian ae eee 35 — 

Washington Territory .-.--.--..---- 4 Motal e222 Ves eee 347 

LABELS. 

There were received from the Government Printing (ffice 2,055 forms 

of labels, classified as follows: 

Materia medica .....----.-------- Bar| Minerals... <0 - <co2s- secs sees ese LOE 
Metalingeical 22.523. 2 25.5 S52. 552. TE Ne Oa SAA oa ocidnae booeiseseae 70 

Foods, textiles, ete ..-.-.----.---- GEUIRE ols TSB es Cee a Pe eee 106 

Mammalsereseacf ceo. l steko ee 471 

MUHMNOO SICA cscs ss ete tees - 918 Motdle ee te ew ecmeece Sacco OOD 

Building-stones +...2.-.-....-.--. 133 

Each form contained 24 labels, 12 on board and 12 on paper. 

BUILDINGS AND LABOR; POLICE AND PUBLIC COMFORT. 

The staff employed for police and inspection under the charge of 

Henry Horan, superintendent of buildings, consisted of 20 watchmen 

and doorkeepers; for construction, care of buildings, and repairs, 8 

carpenters, 2 painters; for labor and cleaning, 19 laborers, 6 cleaners, 

2 attendants; for heating and lighting, 1 engineer and 4 firemen. 

From the reports of the superintendent are quoted in brief the fol- 

lowing statements, which will serve to show in part the character of 

the work accomplished by the iaboring foree during the year: 

In July a large amount of mechanical work was done; eight large settees were 

completed and placed in the rotunda of the Museum building, and diaphragms made 

for the installation of photographs of fishery appliances, etc. The walls at the 

north entrance were wainscoted, and screens were placed at the west entrance. 

A sloping case was made for the department of Fishes for exhibiting relief maps. 

Sky-lights were placed in the east balcony. Tin trays were placed under the floor 

ventilators to catch the dust that would otherwise drift through. A numberof boxes 
were received from the New Orleans Expcsition, and were turned over to the su- 

perintendent for unpacking. Two mahogany pillar cases were completed for the 

department of Ethnology. The electrical clocks in the buildings were all over- 

hauled and repaired. Screens were made for the different courts. 

In August four mahogany pillar cases were completed for the department of Eth- 

nology. Diaphragms were made for cases, and drawers fitted to them. A partition 

was put up on the north balcony separating the textile and label departments. 

Excavations were made at the east front and walled up for ventilation of trenches. 

Work was begun on eight mahogany upright floor cases and on a partition wall on 

the second floor in northwest pavilion, cutting off the larger portion of the room as 

& private office for the Assistant Secretary. 

In September several large tubs were made for the reception of palmtrees. A sky- 
light was placed in one of the rooms on the north balcony. The wall cases were re- 

paired. A large number of pedestals were made for the use of the taxidermist in 

mounting large animals. Book-cases were made for the Assistant Secretary’s office. 

The large fur-seal case ard pedestal of the kangaroo lizard were repaired. 
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In October a book-cas6 was made for the property clerk’s office, and work was con- 

- tinued in reconstructing the wall cases in the south hallof the Museum. Three ped- 

estals were made for petrified logs, and others for use in the departments of Mammals 

and Comparative Anatomy. All the mahogany upright floor cases were completed. 

Screens were made to go over pier cases. The roof of the Museum building was 

painted. Slope cases for the building-stone department were made, and work was 

begun on a mahogany book-case for the chief clerk’s office. 
In November a plank walk was laid along the west front of the Museum building. 

The walls in the northwest court and the ladies’ reception-room were painted. A 
mahogany slope case was completed, and work begun on mahogany upright floor 
cases. Work was begun on a small brick addition to the building at the east front. 

In December partitions were erected in the Annex building for the purpose of mak- 

ing a larger number of rooms. 

The collections of Paleozoic Fossils and the office of the curator of that department 

were removed to the first floor of the southwest pavilion, the curator of mammals 

removing his office to that vacated by Mr. Walcott. A large book-case in the office 
of the superintendent was remodeled. Cases for the department of Paleozoic Fossils 

were reconstructed and storage boxes made for the department of Fishes. The work 
on the walls of the ladies’ room was completed and similar work begun on the gen- 

tlemen’s lavatory. The taxidermist’s outfits were moved from the Annex to the 

Armory building. Packing boxes were made for the Materia Medica department, and 

a book-case was repaired for the department of Mineralogy. The last of the lot of 

mahogany upright floor cases were completed, and work was begun on a mahogany 

slope case for Gobelin tapestries and carpets. Shelves were arranged in the cases in 

the anthropological hall. 
During the last half of this fiscal year (January to June, inclusive, 1887) the follow- 

ing items relating to the most important work accomplished are given: Partitioning 

and fitting up room at Armory building; shelving cases in anthropological hall; re- 

pairing floors in pottery court ; construction of pedestals for large models of pueblos; 

making bases for seals; construction of screen with sliding door at south entrance; 

making eight screens over wall cases; repairing eight cases for department of Metal- 

lurgy; shelving in wall cases for department of Building-Stones; construction of 

eight screens over pier case in east hall; three pedestals for Easter Island idols; 

fitting up cases and screens for the Grant relics. 

THE WORK OF THE MUSEUM PREPARATORS. 

The preparation of specimens for exhibition in the Museum or for 

the study series has been continued, and the character of the work of 

the preparators is indicated in the following statements: 

TAXIDERMISTS. 

During the present year the work of the department of taxidermy 

has been unusually extensive. The lack of satisfactory and fairly 

representative specimens of the American bison in the exhibition series 

made it imperatively necessary to send the chief taxidermist into the 

field to collect material for a proper representation of this most con- 

spicuous and important quadruped of North America. During the 

months of October, November, and December, when the pelage was at _ 
its finest, an extremely rich and varied collection was made of fresh 

skins, skeletons, and skulls of animals of both sexes and all ages, from 
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the foetal young up to an enormous old bull which measured 5 feet 8 
inches in height at the shoulders.* 

Upon his return from the field Mr. Hornaday at once proceeded to 

mount a series of six of the finest skins to form a group, with natural 

surroundings. In view of the near extermination of the species the 

specimens are already of almost priceless value, and the group when 

finished will form a very important and attractive addition to the hall 

of mammals. The careful life studies made by the chief taxidermist 

in the field enabled him to produce specimens of unrivaled excellence. 

Notwithstanding this very serious interruption to work in the labora- 

tory by work in the field, and still further by a removal of the laboratory 

from the Annex building to the Armory, and the care of the Montana 

collection when it arrived, the amount of work accomplished in the 
laboratory has been very considerable. During the year thirty-one 

mammals were mounted and placed on exhibition, among which, after 

the group of buffaloes, the most commanding fierce is that of a gion 

Bengal tigress. A very fine barren-ground caribou, an immense prong- 

horn antelope buck, and a family of coyotes are also noteworthy addi- 

tions of the year, while the collection of marsupials is still further en- 

riched by the addition of eleven more species. 
During the months of April, May, and June, Mr. Joseph Palmer ren- 

dered the chief taxidermist very efficient and valuable assistance in 

the work of mounting some of the buffaloes, the caribou, antelope, and 

other mammals. Mr. A. H. Forney has continued to render satisfac- 

tory service as assistant taxidermist during the year, and remained at 

the Museum in charge of the laboratory during the absence of the chief 

taxidermist in Montana. 

List of mammals mounted in the Museum workshops from July 1, 1886, to June 30, 1887. 

15381. Felis tigris. 15694. Bos americanus (old bull). 

15491. Canis latrans, juv. 15697. Bos americanus (old cow). 

15707. Canis latrans. 15685. Bos americanus (young bull). 

15708. Canis latrans. 15686. Bos americanus (young cow). 

15575. Vulpes fulvus, 16703. Bos americanus (yearling). 

Odobenus obesus (remount). 15503. Bos americanus (young calf). 

15478. Sarcophilus ursinus. 15502. Bos americanus (bull head). 
15479. Phalangista vulpina. 15503. Bos americanus (kull head). 

15477. Thylacinus cynocephalus. 15668. Rangifertarandus grenlandicus. 

15311. Bettongia rufescens. 15714. Antilocapra americana. 

15303. Halmaturus temporalis. 15634. Cariacus, sp. 

13600. Halmaturus bennetit. 15621. Cariacus, sp. 

13606. Halmaturus wilcoxi. 15314. Ornithorhynchus paradoxus. 

13602. Halmaturus billardieri. 13596. Bettongia grayi. 

13598. Halmaturus brachyurus. 

Thirty mammals representing the following orders were skinned and 

preserved for mounting or for study: Pinnates, 2 specimens; Carnivora, 

* See Section 111, Paper 5. 
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19 specimens; Rodentia, 14 specimens; Ungulata, 4 specimens; Mar- 

supialia, 1 specimen. 

Three large fishes were cast and skinned for mounting. 

One hundred and twenty large mammals were cleaned, retouched, 

and prepared for casing. Three large mammals were repaired. One 

large mammal was dismounted. Forty-three large mammal-skins were 

received (Montana field collection), cleaned, and preserved in bath. 

Thirty-nine boxes of specimens were packed for shipment, 

Moved furniture, materials, and specimens in the laboratory from the 

Annex building to new quarters in the Armory building. 

Gave instructions in taxidermy to three persons. 

Summary of specimens collected in the fieldt by Mr. Hornaday and his party.* 

EXPLORATION FOR AMERICAN BISON.{ 

Bos americanus (Buffalo), 22 skins, 11 skeletons, 44 skulls, 

Antilocapra americana (Prong-horn Antelope), 9 skins, 3 heads, 3 skeletons, 3 

skulls. 

Cariacus macrotis (Black-tail Deer), 5 skins. 

Cariacus virginianus (Virginia Deer), 5 skins. 

Canis latrans (Coyote), 4 skins, 43 skeletons. 

Vulpes velox, 1 skin. 

Taxidea americana (Badger), 1 skin. 

Lepus callotis (Jack Rabbit), 2 skeletons. 

Cynomys ludovicianus (Prairie Dog), 3 skeletons. 

Aquila chryswtus (Golden Eagle), 1 skeleton. 

Nyctea scandiaca (Snowy Owl), 2 skins. 

Centrocircus urophasianus (Sage Grouse), 22 skeletons. 

Pedicecetes phasianellus (Sharp-tailed Grouse), 9 skeletons. 

Ampelis garrulus (Bohemian Wax-wing), 3 skeletons. 

Branta canadensis (Wild Goose), 2 skeletons. 

Pica melanoleuca, var. hudsonica (Magpie), 1 skeleton. 

Mr. Henry Marshall devoted his time, as usual, to mounting speci- 

mens for the department of Birds. During the year he has mounted 

about three hundred specimens for the exhibition series, and removed 

from old stands to new ones about five hundred specimens. 

OSTEOLOGICAL PREPARATOR. 

The following table shows the number of osteological specimens pre- 

pared or mounted during the year, as well as the number of animals 

received in the flesh whose rough preparation§ involved an outlay of 

considerable time and labor: 

* This summary does not include any of the specimens collected during the spring 

operations in the field, which have been reported upon with the work of the previous 

year. See Smithsonian Report 1886, Part 11. The spring collection, however, 
should be credited in summing up the total results of the expedition. 

t Accession 18617. 

¢t During October, November, and December, 1886. 

§ Including the poisoning of the numerous pbecmens destined to be prepared as 
hgamentary skeletons. 
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Description. Mammals.| Birds. | Reptiles.| Batrachians. | Fishes. |Total. 

Received in the flesh: 
Entire skeletons..-.-... 17 SO a eee 1 2 116 
Incomplete skeletons -. 4 Sie ewe hele atema om amace 3 10 

Cleaned: 
Entire skeletons. ..--.-. 40 26 | 1 3 il 71 
Skulllsws Sos /220 4-3 lisse TCS |e A aan ee eee 1 17 
Incomplete skeletons -. THR WSCA ERIE | id Set ms ese uly a se eens eS a 

Mounted : 
Entire skeletons-..-.-.-. a 12 5 2 1 27 
Sct! See eee Ble etter rss apostate clare eres cree mee, |l aces > tans 5 
Limbs and other pieces. 2 Tuli ove syaorers a] yee aise Stabe seeded ies 3 

These tables give a total of 256 specimens on which work was done 

during the year, and show that, while the entire number is much less 

than that of the year previous, the number of large pieces handled is 

very much greater. The necessary work of preparation has indeed inter- 

fered seriously with other work, and has increased to such an extent as 

to render it impossible with the present force to bestow upon it all the 

attention which could be desired. 

The reflooring of the pedestals of the casts of Megatherium and Ha- 

drosaurus has necessitated repairs, and in addtion the series of Dino- 

ceras casts, numbering some twenty pieces, has been mounted and 

placed on exhibition. A number of skeletons have been transferred to 

new pedestals, leaving but little to be done in that direction. 

The mounting of the skeleton of the Asiatic elephant “ Albert” has 

been the most difficult and protracted work of the year. The skele- 

ton forms a very important addition to the exhibition series. The label- 

ing of the osteological collection, which has been done by Mr. Lucas, 

is in all respects satisfactory. 
The transferring of the work-rooms to the Armory building caused a 

temporary interruption of work during the month of January. 

Mr. Walter H. Brown, of the University of Kansas, spent six weeks 

in this department as a volunteer assistant, for the purpose of study- 

ing the methods of preparing and mounting osteological specimens. 

MODELERS. 

A portion of the time of Mr. Joseph Palmer has been devoted to 

making casts of fishes and reptiles received from time to time by the 

Museum, and to repairing casts already on exhibition, which have from 

‘handling at various expositions and from other reasons become dam- 

aged. Mr. Palmer has rendered much assistance to Mr. Hornaday in 

connection with the mounting of mammals. 

Mr. J. W. Hendley has made casts of Eskimo heads, meteoric stones, 

various objects for the food collection, stone implements, ete. He also 

made a model of an Indian woman and several models of Eskimos, for 

use in the display of costumes. 
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PHOTOGRAPHER. 

Mr. T. W. Smillie, in charge of the photographic work, states that 

506 negatives have been added to the permanent files during the year, 

as follows: 

Archeological and ethnological. .--. 36) (Mammials) i. Jojo 2225s Se es aa 24 
aitholo gical eee eer secon seers ait 8 | For illustrations of lectures.......-. 86 

Mineraloorcall a eee ese eek aie “ole Muscellancous)sceec.ceceece ee eee 324 

Ornitholosical) eos.) aces ceee ese 13 —— 
Metallunoicaline cc) eeccua see sleet) 4 Uetal 22t--eeee eee eee 506 

In addition, 117 transparencies have been made, 110 being for use in 

connection with lectures given in the Museum. Seventy-two geological 

negatives have been stripped and developed. Three thousand seven 

hundred and six prints (silver) have been made, as follows: 

Archeological and ethnological... 183 | Mammals ............--..-------- 48 
Pnitholoorc alee eae eee eee AQ) |i Miscellancousitee=- eee seater 3, 268 

Mineralosicaly assoc eee accesses sl 36 === 
Onnitholowicalis: so. bob 2 sot cee 23 ToOtalva Aree sucess oeyscees 3, 706 

Metaillarorealisseeeereccccesce see 94 

In addition, 506 cyanotypes of case drawings and 45 enlargements 

have been made. One hundred and fifteen miscellaneous photographs 

have been mounted. In connection with experimental work for the In- 

stitution upon solar and lunar spectrum, 5 negatives and 10 prints were 

made. 

The following persons have been instructed in the methods of pho- 

tography: Dr. May King (Kiu Yia Me), Mr. C. H. Townsend, Mr. G. P. 
Merrill, and W. T. Hornaday, of the Museum; Lieutenants Schaefer, 

Rogers, Bolles, and Werlich, of the U.S. Navy; Mr. Thomas Lee, U. 

S. Fish Commission, and the photographer of the U.S. Coast Survey. 

Every tacility has been afforded them for acquiring sufficient knowledge 

of photography to be of practical use to them in the field. (See p. 32 

antea.) : 
The usual routine work of numbering and filing negatives has been 

continued. Several photographic outfits for collectors have been pre- 

pared. 

By order of the Secretary, a test of seven canceling inks and samples 

of paper for postal notes was made at the request of the Post-Office 

Department, and the con‘racts for the ensuing year were based upon 

the results of the test. 

The large stereopticon has been transferred to the care of this de- 

partment, and was very successfully employed during the last season 

of Saturday lectures. 
COLORIST. 

Mr. A. Zeno Shindler has, in addition to his regular work of coloring 

casts of fishes, reptiles, etc., for exhibition in the Museum, painted a 

large collection of similar objects for the American Museum of Natural 

History, New York, and has made a number of sketches in water color, 
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among which are views of the Carp pond, a Pima Indian woman engaged 

in weaving, a Madagascar woman, and a sketch of a Mexican Indian. He 

also colored photographs of eleven Winnebago, thirty Apache, and 

twelve Sac and Fox Indians, and also a photograph of an Indian 

priestess. 

Twelve life-size casts of Ute Indians were painted, and a pen-and-ink 

copy made of a painting of Japanese fishery. Six large casts of grind- 
ing stones were painted in oil, and a cast of an ancient plate painted in 

gold. He also made a chart of the spectrum, and sketches illustrating 
the mechanism of the voice for the lecture room. 

PREPARATOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIES. 

Mr. E. H. Hawley has devoted the greater portion of his time to the 

preparation of material for exhibition. Among the more important 

collections which he has installed during the year were the “ Grant 

relics,” and a large number of Japanese and Chinese objects received from 

Dr. D. B. McCartee, which have all been mounted and placed on exhi- 
bition. A considerable number of pictures for the section of Steam 

Transportation and the department of Lithology, as well as a large col- 

lection of photographs from the British Museum, were mounted in folding 
screens. In addition he has prepared for exhibition many smaller col- 

lections and detached objects and prepared manuscript for labels. 

ACCESSIONS. 

The total number of accessions to the Museum during the year was 

1,646. 

A table showing the number of accessions to the Museum each year, 

beginning with 1881, is here given: 

Year. Cena Accessions. 

LS ET OSE BEANS SERN a Dan en Dee ee a a .9890-11000 1,111 
TIPS FR ay A A I ea RI 11001-12500 1,500 
TSIEN AR aie gaan ENE Dat gD ge BA eG Re pe 12501-13900 1, 400 
TRSHSIE VS MP De eR a ee 13901-15550 1, 650 
1885 (January to J ae Ue aie a cleat thls, 27a at 15551-16208 658 
SSO = COE te NHI See Ve Na, A Uo che ones 16209-17704 1, 496 
TCI Se/ aes ei I eM OLR CE RE Ease ee 17705-19350 1, 646 

Mopalisimcenl Sse woes OER Oe MEM RETR a St 9, 461 

The first entry in the accession book bears the date of January 1, 
1859, although considerable material had been received before that time. 

From these figures it will therefore be seen that the accessions of the 

past six years and a half nearly equal the total number received during 

the previous 22 years. An “accession” may include hundreds of 

specimens. 
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Mr. S. C. Brown, registrar, has completed an alphabetical index of all 

accessions to the Museum received up to January, 1887. The manu- 

script is included in fifteen quarto volumes, and contains 1,394 pages of 

type-written and printed matter. This is invaluable as a resource for 

reference. 

Of the 1,646 accessions received during this year, no less than 369 

consisted of material sent for examination and report. The quantity of 

this material is rapidly increasing each year, and a classified list may 

be found in the chapter on laboratory work. 

A geographical statement has been prepared, showing the sources of 

the more important accessions. 

GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW OF THE MORE IMPORTANT ACCESSIONS. 

AFRICA. 

Comparatively few accessions were received from this continent, and 
these embraced but few specimens each, in some cases only a single 

object. The principal collection was that received in exchange from 

the Bureau of Arts, Paris. This included mammals, insects, ethnologi- 

cal material, and a series of casts of heads of various African tribes. 
The remaining accessions were the following: Fragments of garnet 

from Cape Colony; meteoric iron and a “‘tiger-eye” from Orange River; 

an ebony club, 2 bone-pointed arrows, a drum or tom-tom and a leather 

pouch, sent by Mr. Charles Heape, of Manchester, England, in ex- 

change; an ibis (Bubulcus ibis) from Egypt. From Lieut. E. H. Taunt, 
of the U.S. Navy, was received a carved elephant’s tusk, garment made 

of dyed native cloth embroidered, and a specimen of native cloth from 

the Baluba country, headwaters of Kassai River. 

AMERICA. 

BRITISH AMERICA. 

From Newfoundland were received collections of marine invertebrates 

and of bird-skins. Col. Cecil Clay, of the Department of Justice, col- 

lected and presented moose-skins and skulls from Ontario. Skulls 

of a small quadruped, Richardson’s Spermophile, obtained in Manitoba, 
were received from Mr. E. E. T. Seton. Mr. W. B. Anderson, of Fort 

Simpson, Northwest Territory, sent a collection of shells. Some fossils 

from the Chazy formation, Terrebonne, Quebec, and a few Canadian 

coins were also received. 

CENTRAL AMERICA. 

A few specimens illustrative of the natural history of Central America 

were acquired. Among them the following: Aniguana from Big Swan 

Island, from which locality was also obtained a collection of twenty spec- 

imens representing five species of land shells, sent by Mr. Charles T. 

Simpson, and the skull of a Loggerhead turtle ( Thalassochelys caretta); a 
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series of the woods of Guatemala, and a collection of the fibers, fabrics, 

herbs, tallow, crude sulphur, etc., of the country were received from the 

Guatemalan Government through Enrique Toriello. Mr. Anastasio Al- 

faro, secretary of the National Museum of Costa Rica, sent three photo- 

graphs of Costa Rican antiquities and a type of a species of rail, Porzana 

alfaro. Mr. José C. Zeledon sent from Costa Iica skins of Cotinga ridg- 

wayi, Zeledon, a new species, and a female of Carpodectes antonice, 

Zeledon, hitherto undescribed. A peculiar woolen garment worn by 

Ixtatan Indians of Guatemala, and specimens of the foods used by that 

tribe, were sent by Prof. Miles Rock. 

MEXICO. 

Many contributions from this country were received, the most com- 
plete being that transmitted by Prof. A. Dugés, of Guanajuato, which 

embraced bird-skins, shells, fishes, plants, reptiles, insects, mammal 

skin, and polishing slate. The director of the Mexican Geographical 

Commission presented a collection of 324 specimens, representing 

seventy-six species of land, fresh-water, and marine shells. <A collec- 

tion of bird-skins was made at Simora by Lieut. H. C. Benson, U.S. 
Army. From Hon. John A. Sutter, U. 8. consul at Acapulco, were re- 

ceived specimens of cotton, hand-spun yarn, quilt, dye, and shell-fish 

from which the dye is obtained, from the Indians of Acapuleo. Gold 

and silver ores were sent by Hon. J. T. Morgan, and ores from the 

Piedras Negras mine were forwarded by the U.S. consul at Piedras. 

Negras. A collection of Mexican pottery, including a clay head, thirty 

miniature clay heads, two clay toys, six obsidian arrow-heads, etc.,, 

was purchased from Rev. Ward Batchelor. A slab of meteoric iron 

weighing 850 grams, from Toluca, was forwarded by Messrs. Ward 

& Howell, of Rochester, New York, and a collection of twenty-seven 
specimens of the marine shells of the Gulf of Mexico, representing 
twenty species, was received. 

SOUTH AMERICA. 

Several countries of this continent are represented by small collec- 

tions or single objects. Among them are the following: Barnacles found 

attached to a wreck at Payta, Peru, sent by Lieut. W. C. Babcock, U.S.. 

Navy; a crystal from Brazil, sent by Lieut. Commander H. E. Nichols, 

U.S. Navy ; fossil shells from the Pebas group of the valley of the Am- 

azon ; six humming-birds, contributed by F.S. Webster; a collection of 
vegetable fibers from Brazil; a reptile from British Guiana; a South 
American monkey received from the Zoological Garden of Philadelphia, 

where it died in captivity ; specimens of a grub highly esteemed as food 

by the natives of Venezuela, found in the heart of palm trees along the 
Orinoco River. From Santarem, Brazil, were received three bird-skins. 
Mr. W. E. Curtis, of Chicago, Illinois, sent a small collection of ethno- 

logical material from Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Chili, Buenos Ayres, and 

Patagonia, and a specimen of moss from near the Pass of Chicta, Andes. 
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Mountains, 15,000 feet above sea-level. Mr. C. J. Hering, of Surinam, 
Dutch Guiana, sent a collection of lepidoptera, reptiles, bird-skins, eth- 

nological objects, etc. In addition to the above were received a few 

gourd-bowls, a young deer, and a Chilian coin. 

UNITED STATES. 

Alabama.—A large collection of archzological objects was gathered 

by Messrs. Henry J. Biddle and I. C. Russell of the U. 8S. Geological Sur- 

vey. This collection contained 222 specimens, among which were a 
human skull and bones, 2 bowls, beads, iron knife-blade, baked clay, 2 

stone implements, flint chips, shells, and fragments of pottery, found 

on the bank of Coosa River, in Cherokee County. A collection consist- 
ing of about 350 specimens of shells (Unio) from the same locality was 
sent by Mr. Russell. <A collection of 27 species (22 genera) of Clinton 

fossils and 2 species (2 genera) of Trenton fossils were sent by the 

U.S. Geological Survey. Three specimens of pottery and 2 minerals 

were also received. 

Alaska.—A number of large and valuable collections were received 

from Alaska, the principal ones being gathered by officers of the U. S. 

Navy stationed there. Among these collectors were Lieut. G. M. Stoney, 

who sent a suit worn by himself while in Alaska, and a collection in- 

cluding ethnological material, and specimens of the different branches 
of natural history; Lieut. Commander H. H. Nichols, from whom was re- 
ceived a collection of reptiles, crustacea, echinoderms, porpoises and 

fishes; Capt. C. A. Abbey, U.S. Revenue Marine Steamer Corwin, who 
sent voleanic dust, found on a piece of board at Unga Island; Ensign 

A. P. Niblack, who sent a specimen each of mink and western porcupine, 

and also a series of twenty-three photographic negatives of scenes in 

Alaska; Capt. E. P. Herendeen, who forwarded Eskimo garments from 

Point Barrow. Other contributors sent valuable material, among whom 

may be mentioned S. Applegate, who sent a very large collection of eth- 

nological objects, crustacea, insects, fishes, echinoderms, a valuable 

series of grasses, etc. J. W. Johnson forwarded a collection of bird- 

skins, plants, ethnological objects, etc., from Nushagak. From W. J. 

Fisher was received a collection of one hundred and seventy-five ethno- 

logical objects, including stone axes, spear-heads, scrapers, snow-knives, 

pestles, etc. A collection of Alaskan fossils was received from HE. E. 

Howell, and two specimens of almandite in mica schist were sent by 

Messrs. Ward & Howell, of Rochester, New York. 
Arizona.—The principal collections received from this Territory were 

those of Lieut. Harry C. Benson, U.S. Army, who was stationed at 
Fort Huachuca. When not engaged in military duties he has collected 
diligently for the Museum, and has sent many interesting birds’ nests 

and eggs. Several specimens of minerals, insects, birds’ nests, silver 

ore, rocks, and a decoy deer’s head, used by the Apache Indians, were 
also received. 
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Arkansas.—A. few ores and minerals were received from this State, 
principally those given by the Department of the Interior. A quartz 

crystal from Crystal. Mountain, near Hot Springs, two rock crystals 

from Ozark Mountains, specimen of pyrolusite from the manganese 

mining district, and specimens of meteoric iron from .Johnson County 

were contributed. Minerals, rocks, and fish were sent for examination 

and report. 

California.—The collections though small were numerous. Among 

them may be noted an interesting collection of 98 pearls from Califor- 

nia mollusks, sent by Mr. C. R. Orcutt, of San Diego; collections of 

bird-skins forwarded by Messrs. L. W. Green, L. Belding, John J. Sny- 

der, E. W. Blake, jr., and H. W. Henshaw. F. Stephens sent a rare 

mammal, the Kangaroo rat (type), (Dipodomys deserti). Two blocks 

of calcite, from Siskiyou County, were given by Prof. J.S. Diller, of the 

Geological Survey. A mortar from the auriferous gravels on the north 

side of the American River was presented by H. W. Turner. A very 

valuable addition was a fossil fish, apparently a fresh-water sculpin, of 

the genus Uranidea, or an allied form of fresh-water Cottoids, found 

in the tunnel of the Monte Cristo mine on the summit of Spanish 

Peak, in the auriferous gravel, and sent by John G. Phelps. Chrome 

ores from Del Norte, Placer, and San Luis Obispo Counties, were pre- 
sented by the Baltimore Chrome Works. 

The State Mining Bureau of California sent shavings of the San Ber- 

nardino meteorite, with two photographs of the same object; also, 

twelve specimens of the mineral Colemanite, from San Bernardino 
County. Sugar-bearing oak leaves were received from Mr. Livingston 

Stone. . 

Colorado.—Of the birds from this State, Mr. Robert Ridgway gave 

two specimens of Richardson’s Merlin, and two other specimens of 
this species were sent by Dr. Elliott Coues. Col. James Stevenson, 
of the U. 8S. Geological Survey, gave seven bird-skins, and C. W. Beck- 

ham presented ten specimens, representing six species. Birds’ nests 

were received from H. W. Henshaw, and birds’ eggs from A. W. An- 
thony and Mr. Dennis Gale, of Goid Hill (22 specimens). A few min- 

erals came in, among which were a specimen of astrophyllite in quartz, 

from E] Paso County, and two crystals of almandite in chlorite. A 

peculiarly colored specimen of the western brook-trout (Salmo purpura. 

tus), was also received, through the Fish Commission. 
Connecticut.—From Mr. G. Curtis Bishop was received a hawk (Buteo 

latissimus) for examination, and a small collection of birds’ eggs was 
sent by Mr. M. Abbott Frazar in exchange. A specimen of Wall-eyed 

pike (Stizostedium vitreum), from the Connecticut River, was received 

from Prof. William North Rice, of the Wesleyan University, Middletown, 
Connecticut, the first of the genus ever found in this region. The Shell- 
Fish Geniakion of Connecticut sent 40 epeceneus of young shad 

(Clupea sapidissima). 
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Dakota.—Specimens of ore, and rocks stained by decomposition, were 

seut for examination. From A. T. Sherwood, two crystals of selenite, 
and from the Etta mine, Rapid City, specimens of tin ore were received. 

Delaware.—Only two specimens Were received from this State, one 

of them being a hair-worm, Gordius sp., sent by Dr. E. G. Shortlidge, 

and the other a fish for identification. 

District of Columbia.—Among the materials received were a fossil 

. oyster (Ostrea selleformis), sent by John D. Bartlett; a Copper-head 

snake (Ancistrodon contortrix), a Red phalarope, from F. S. Webster; 

two specimens of lignite from the new reservoir of Washington, a 

cocoon of Attacus crecopia for examination, several Terns (Sterna 

forsteri) given by Thomas Marron, and 19 specimens, 13 species, of 

birds from H. W. Henshaw. 

Ficrida.—W. H. Ashmead sent 38 specimens of insects. Specimens 

of Myriapoda were given by C. H. Bollman, also a cocoon of so-called 

“Blectric worm” (Telea polyphemus). Several collections of insects (Dip- 

tera and Myriapoda) came from EK. A. Schwarz. An ornamental gold 

disk from an Indian mound was sent by S. A. Robinson; an enamel 
bead, found in a mound, was sent for examination, by Mr. John HE. 
Younglove. Commander L. A. Beardslee, U. 8S. Navy, presented a col- 

lection of fishes from Key West. W.H. Dall made a collection of fishes, 

mollusks, etc., which he gave to the Museum. Several bird-skins were 

obtained by exchange with A. P. Chadbourne, and at Key West some 

bird-skins were obtained by the naturalists on the U.S. Fish Commission 

steamer Albatross. Lieut. J. F. Moser, U.S. Coast Survey steamer A. D. 

Bache, sent a very interesting collection of marine invertebrates from 

the west coast of Florida. Skeletons and a cranium of a Blackfish 

(Globiocephalus, sp.) came from J.G. Webb, of Sarasota Bay. A young 

alligator, a Yellow-tailed fish, and six species of marine shells for ex- 
amination, were also ea 

Georgia.—The specimens sent were all for examination and sects 

Among these were insects, ores, decomposed rock, and stone imple- 

ments. F 

Tdaho.—The only object received was a specimen of bituminous coal 

sent for examination by 8. D. Edwards. 

Illinois.—R. 8. Hodge presented some crayfishes, and a bird’s nest 

and eggs were given by W.S. Adams. Plants were sent by H.G. 

Hodge, a bird by G. F. Morcom, and fresh-water shells by H. A. Pils- 
bry. Human skulls and bones from mounds and graves in Schuyler 

and Knox Counties were given by Mrs. Abner Foster. 

Indiana.— A large collection of fishes was sent by Prof. O. P. Hay; 

a drift bowlder of quartz-porphyry was received from F. M. and C. O. 

Merica. The Hoosier Stone Company sent a specimen of building- 

stone. Insects were sent by C. H. Bollman and C. E. Rutherford. 

Iowa.—Specimens of shells were received from C. R. Keys and H. E. 

Pilsbury. Sixteen specimens of quartz geodes containing calcite were 
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given in exchange by W. T. Hornaday. J. F, Kemmertfield sent an 

arrow-head and a wedge-shaped Indian stone implement. 

Kansas.—A collection of fishes sent by O. P. Hay, and a few birds’ 

eggs and fishes comprised the gifts from this State. Numerous speci- 

mens were sent for examination and report; among them sulphides, 

quartz crystals, insects, magnesian limestone, zinc-blend, and a por- 

tion of the mandible of a fossil horse. 
Kentucky.—Prof. J. S. Diller, of the U. S. Geological Survey, sent a 

specimen of peridotite from Elliott County, and C. U. Shepard, jr., a 
fragment of meteoric iron. A collection of birds was received from 

L. O. Pindar. From Ward and Howell came slices of meteoric iron 

in exchange. J.R. Proctor contributed a piece of rope with crystals 

of chalcedony clinging to it, found in a gas well. 

Louisiana.—Among the objects received were land and fresh-water 

shells, polishing slate, an iron bullet—probably dropped by one of 

De Soto’s soldiers—a stone ax, crystals of lignite, calcite, and selen- 

ite, a collection of rocks, a basket made by an Indian, minerals for 

examination, and miscellaneous specimens. 

Maine.—E. C. Greenwood sent several specimens of birds. A collec- 

tion of minerals came in from the U. 8. Geological Survey, and another 

from N. H. Perry. In addition to these several minerals, a large 
quartz crystal, two large specimens of diaspore, and a specimen of 

green mica were given. 

Maryland.—The material from this State was almost exclusively 

ornithological. Messrs. George and Henry Marshall sent a large num- 

ber of birds, among them being skins of the Red-tailed Hawk and 

the Red-shouldered Hawk, ete. From other contributors were re- 

ceived Albino robins, Ruffed grouse, Crow, Red crossbill, Cooper’s 

hawk, Mourning dove, Whippoorwill, Screech owl, Short-eared owls, 

ete. O. N. Bryan gave a large collection of archeological objects from 

Charles County. 

Massachusetts—Minerals from this State were received from Amherst 

College, the U. S. Geological Survey, from H. H. Macia, who sent 

erystals of Diaspore, and Dr. O. J. Shepardson, from whom were re- 

ceived specimens of margarite and diaspore with corundophyllite. 

Seals were collected for the Museum by the U.S. Fish Commission. 
Isaac M. Jackson sent birds, and a collection of birds’ nests was given 

by H. W. Henshaw. Eight Mandarin ducks and several fishes, etc., 

were also received. 

Michigan.—Specimens of the Whitefish (Coregonus clupeiformis), the 

ake Carp, and the Loon (Colymbus torquatus) were received. C. H. 

Bollman sent a collection of insects. Larve of Hristalis and of a small 

fly came in, and C. A. Whittmore sent some stalactites and stalagmites 

for examination. 

Minnesota.—C. W. Hall sent four specimens of a fossil brachiopod 

mollusk (Orthis, sp.) from the Trenton formation at Minneapolis, and 

H, Mis. 600, pt. 2——4 
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J. Parker Norris sent three eggs of a gull, Larus franklinii. <A collec- 

tion of insects was sent by C. H. Bollman. A fragment of rock, sup- 
posed by the sender to be meteoric, came for examination. 

Mississippi.cH. C. Medford sent specimens of a plant, Hibiscus mos- 

cheutos L., for identification. Ferruginous sandstone, quartz, sulphide 
of lead, iron, and insect larve were sent for examination. <A. J. Row- 

land sent a specimen of meteoric zine. A fossil from the Blue Rock 

Bluffs, of Metublie Creek, was received from G. V. Young. 

Missouri.—Two collections were received from this State in exchange, 

one consisting of 53 specimens of quartz from I’. P. Greaves, and the 

other of stone ax, arrow-heads, and flint chips, from Dr. A. D. Thomas. 
Montana.—A collection of reptiles was sent by L. L. Kennedy. W. 

T. Hornaday, acting under the auspices of the Institution, made a col- 

lection of skins and skeletons of the buffalo and other mammals. The 

head of an Elk was deposited by Col. J. D. Wilkins. Specimens of 

fishes from the Gallatin River came from W. C. Harris. A collection 

of mammals, silver ore, rocks, wood-opal, minerals, reptiles, bird-skins, 
etc., was made by Mr. George P. Merrill, in Gallatin County, whilst in 

the field with the U. 8S. Geological Survey. C. 8S. Bement sent one cut 

sapphire. 

Nebraska.—W. Li. May sent some minnows, said to have fallen from 

the clouds inashower. Rocks from lake beds were collected by George 

P. Merrill. A Kangaroo Gopher was sent by F. N. Sisk. 

Nevada.—The specimens received from this State, were silver ore 

from John Ivey, minerals from L. C. Russell, cobalt and nickel ore, 

and other ores for examination. 

New Hampshire.—A. P. Chadbourne and 8. Albert Shaw sent fae 
skins. John I. Legro and C. H. Hitchcock sent minerals. 

New Jersey.—J. M. C. Eaton gave specimens of the Jumping Mouse. 

A Trumpet-fish from J. T. Havens, and a Lumpfish (Cyclopterus lumpus) 
from Joseph Reed were received. 

New Mexico.—Dr. M. N. Van Fleet sent specimens of Hair-worms 

(Gordius, sp.); Dr. Rk. W. Shufeldt, U.S. Army, sent specimens of mice, 

and 250 specimens of a Salamander (Amblystoma mavortium); also birds, 

birds’ eggs, and mammals. Dr. H. C. Yarrow gave a Green-tailed 

towhee (Pipilo chlorurus) from Zuni. A specimen of cerargyrite was 

received from Dr. F. W. Taylor. By the Bureau of Ethnology a model 

of the ruin “‘ Pefiasco Blanco” was deposited. 

New York.—From the American Museum of Natural History were 
received in exchange 17 mineral specimens. <A large series, embracing 

1,152 specimens of Taconic fossils, gathered by Mr. C. D. Walcott, was 

transferred to the Museum by the Geological Survey. In this series 

are represented 35 species of 23 genera. Mr. Walcott also obtained 

two slabs of Potsdam Quartz with ripple marks. <A collection of arche- 

ological objects was given by W, W, Adams, From D, C. Beard was 
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received a compound nest of the Red-wing blackbird (Agelaius pheni- 

ceus) and the Marsh wren (Cistothorus palustris), both oceupied at the 

same time, and a double nest of the Summer Yellow-bird (Dendroica 
estiva). G. H. Hudson sent a collection of 31 specimens, 26 species, 

of butterflies and moths. Among other objects were a Cramp-fish - 

(Torpedo, sp.), decomposed tourmaline, larve of a Salamander (Ambly- 
stoma, Sp.), apatite, iron ore, and 3 specimens of the Ausable granite. 

North Carolina.—A collection of birds’ nests and eggs was sent by 
M. Abbott Frazar in exchange. Minerals, among them a cut sapphire 

and two specimens of cassiterite, came from Dr. C. W. Dabney, from 

W. C. Poteat, who also sent some shells, and from T. J. Poyner. A.J. 
Austin, keeper of Poyner’s Hill life-saving station, secured two Black. 

fish (Globicephalus) skeletons. A Bald eagle, several insects, birds’ 

nests and eggs, and Indian stone implements were also contributed. 

Ohio.—A. collection of archeological objects was sent in exchange 

by W. C. Cone. H. W. Henshaw gave some birds’ nests. A specimen 

of meteoric iron from a mound near Madisonville was received in ex- 

change from the Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Oberlin 

College sent in exchange 28 kinds of corals. A microscepical slide con- 

taining what was suppposed to be volcanic dust was sent by G. H. 

Curtis. This material upon examination proved to be the pollen of 

some plant.. W.H. Crane sent ten specimens of an insect, a new species 

of Cis, from Cincinnati, and other insects were received for examina- 

tion. The cast of a stone pipe found near Piqua, fossils and minerals 

for examination, a stone implement found in an ancient Indian camp 

in Hardin County, and four arrow-heads, were also received. 

Oregon.—Among the contributors sending material from Oregon was 

Dr. J. C. Merrill, of the U. S. Army, who has rendered the Museum 

much valuable assistance in sending from time to time various speci- 

mens of natural history. From him this year come, among other 

things, five shrews, three gophers, two mice, and a chipmunk. A 

collection of fossils was received from Prof. T. Condon, and a collec- 

tion of minerals from H. C. Durkee. W. B. Malleis sent skins of 

grouse and pheasants. The California State Mining Bureau sent ten 

Specimens of priceite. A. W. Anthony sent a nest and five eggs of a 

Jay (Perisoreus obscurus). Specimens of obsidian were also received. 

Pennsylvania.—A collection of plants numbering 269 specimens was 

purchased from Dr. J. F. Brunner. The Baltimore Chrome Works sent 

“specimens of chrome ore. Robert Hare Powel’s Sons gave a large col- 

lection of ores, minerals, etc., which had been exhibited in New Orleans 
in 1884. “Lead buckles” were sent by Harrison Bros. & Co., and a 

specimen of cassinite by Dr. Isaac Lea. Mr. Willard Nye, jr., gave 

three specimens of Pileated woodpecker (Hylotomus pileatus). 

Rhode Island.—D. T. Church sent specimens of fishes. 

South Carolina.—William Brewster sent a bird’s nest and five eggs. 

A Barn-owl was given by Major T. B, Ferguson, A carved powder-horn, 
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a relic of the French and Indian wars, was donated by Master C. 

MeMichael Barton. A tortoise, an Indian ceremonial weapon, and a 

species of frog were given by Mr. Frank Burns, of the U.S. Geological 

Survey, who also sent mollusks. Mr. George H. Ingraham sent speci- 

mens of clay mixed with sand, thrown up out of the earth in Charleston 

during the earthquake. 

Tennessee.—Dr. J. C. McCormick, of Strawberry Plains, sent several 

collections of human bones, teeth, fragments of flint, pottery, sbells, 

ete. Four shells were received from Miss A. E. Law, and examples of 
meteoric iron from Prof. Ira Sayles. A carved stone pipe and small 

copper ax were lent for examination by J. B. Nicklin. A specimen of 

meteoric iron was received in exchange from Ward and Howell. A 

number of objects were received for examination, among them a Rhi- 

noceros beetle, manganese ore, lithographic limestone, quartz, limonite, 
pyrite, pig-iron, ete. : 
Texas.—Among contributors sending ornithological material from 

this State were William Lloyd, who sent 40 specimens of birds, repre- 

senting 22 species; L. ©. Leith, who contributed 3 specimens of - 

the Roseate spoon-bills (Platalea ajaja); and M. Abbott Frazar, from 
whom came 13 birds’ eggs. Land and fresh-water shells were sent by 

H. A. Pilsbry, W. W. Westgate, Robert T. Hill, and Samuel Hammon- 

tree, who also sent the lower valve of an extinct species of the Rudistz 

(Radiolites austinensis). A Virginia deer (Cariacus virginianus), plants, 

and minerals were sent for examination. A small collection of garnets 

was purchased from 8S. G. Maxwell. The hind feet of an ass, showing 

abnormal development, together with a photograph of the same, were 

sent by J.C. Baldwin. Dr. R. W. Noble gave a fossil fish-head, found 

embedded in blue slate rock 20 feet below the surface. Several 

species of fish were given by R. A. Golden, a fish-dealer of Washing- 
ton. 

Utah.—Only two contributions were received. Dr. F. W. Taylor sent 
specimens of silver from the Storm King mine, and Dr. A. S. Packard, 
of Brown University, gave aspecimen of a peculiar snail (Helix subrupi- 

cola) from Clinton. 

Vermont.—A beetle (Adalia bipuncta) was sent by Rev. J. W. Guern- 

sey, and Prof. Henry M. Seely sent 31 specimens of Nothozoa ver- 
montana and several specimens of Olenellus. 

Virginia.—Collections of birds and nests were made by Robert Ridg- 

way. A Great Horned owl, buzzard, Red-tailed hawk, Red-tailed 

woodpecker, and several other birds were given. Prof, I. H. Morrison 7 

sent limonite crystals, pseudomorph after pyrite, and polished dufren- 

ite; also, a slab of dendrites from the Lower Silurian formation. Two 

specimens of marble from Loudoun County, one cut moonstone, iron 

and manganese ore, limonite, iron pyrites, copper ore, black quartz, 

quartz with particles of mica, iron pyrites in quartz, meteoric iron, 
hematite containing a small amount of titanium were received, most 
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of the specimens being sent for examination. From Mount Vernon were 

received several specimens of the Sand adder (Heterodus) and a “nest” 

of a hornet ( Vespa maculata), containing a large number of insects, given 
by Mr. J. H. Kuehling. A few insects, among the number the larvee 

of Citheronia regalis, were received. S. B. Hoopman sent a model of a 

“stone chair” found in a mountain near Hillsborough. Several small 

collections of Indian beads, pottery, and a rude chipping tool were 

received. J. McNamara sent a camphene chandelier, illustrating a 
method of house illumination prior to the use of gas. Several speci- 

mens of fishes and an Albino deer were also received. 

Washington Territory.—Dr. W. E. Everett sent a Wood rat and birds’ 

nests. A collection of ethnological objects was received from Charles 

Willoughby, U.S. Indian agent at Quinaielt. 

West Virginia.—G. F. Kunz, of New York, sent eleven fragments of 
meteoric iron from Jenny’s Creek. A ‘water bug” (Belostoma americana) 

. was sent for examination. Dr. J. R. Mathers sent a Rattlesnake. A 

collection of 14 species, 13 genera, of Carboniferous fossils came from 

August D. Selby. 

Wisconsin.—Capt. B. F. Goss sent a nest and eight eggs of a Wren 

(Regulus satrapa). ©. H. Slayton sent a species of tape-worm taken 

from the white of an egg, and Andrew Oleson sent spevimens of quartz 

and mica, both for examination. 

Wyoming.—Col. James Stevenson, of the Bureau of Ethnology, sent 

eight garnet pebbles and garnet in quartz. 

WEST INDIES. 

The principal collection from these Islands was received from the 

Wesleyan University, of Middletown, Connecticut, and consisted of 

484 specimens of sponges and 246 specimens of coral gathered in the 

Bermudas by Dr. G. Brown Goode, in 1876-1879, for the university, 

and now transferred to the National Museum inexchange. Prof. Alex- 

ander Agassiz, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, sent a collection of about 

500 specimens of mollusks and brachiopods (representing 205 species), 

obtained by the Coast Survey steamer Blake in the West Indies and Gulf 

of Mexico, in the years 1876, 1877,and 1878. Mr. John Gundlach, of Ter- 

mina, Cuba, sent 3 species of birds, one of which, a hawk (Accipiter frin- 

gilloides), was new to the collection. General D. EK. Coombs, of Baracoa, 

Cuba, sent 2 specimens of Chromium ore. Eight specimens of Audu- 

bon’s Shearwater (Puffinus auduboni) were received from C. J. May- 
nard & Co., and Mr. Charles B. Cory sent a collection of bird-skins. 

ASIA. 

Dr. D. Bethune McCartee made several additions to his already iarge 

Japanese and Chinese collections now in the Museum. Among the 

specimens received were mussel-shells with images of Buddha painted 

on the inside, a geomantic compass, a spoon made from the pearly 
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nautilus-shell, such as is used by Buddhist priests in Siam for eating 

rice. He also deposited a Japanese stiletto. 

Ethnological objects from Persia, India, and Japan were received 

from Mr. Charles Heape in exchange. 

Dr. N. McP. Ferebee, of the U.S. 8S. Trenton, sent a collection of fishes, 
marine invertebrates, reptiles, etc., from China, Japan, and Corea. 

Three trunks made of pig-skin, and two fragments of the ‘ Great 

Wall,” were received from China. 
The Bureau of Education at Tokio, Japan, sent a large collection of 

ethnological objects, fishes, and minerals, and a valuable series of 104 

bird-skins. Prof. R. Collett and Mr. Kneeland also made interesting 

contributions from Japan. P.L. Jouy presented some valuable objects 

_from Japan and Corea. Dr. L. Stejneger contributed a collection of 

bird-skins, 40 specimens (17 species), from Kamschatka. This collec- 

tion was an especially valuable addition, containing several species new 

to the Museum collection. He also contributed bird-skins from Japan. 

From India specimens of meteoric iron were given by Ward & How- 

ell, and a bird-skin by H. K. Coale. Mrs. Helen Tompkins sent from 

Lahore two tea-pots made of Cashmere lacquer. 

AUSTRALIA. 

JosephS. Spinney forwarded some seed of the “ Blue Bush” and “Salt 

Bush,” collected by H. C. Mais. 
A “Great kingfisher” (Dacelo gigas) was received from the Zoolog- 

ical Society of Philadelphia. 

OCHANICA. 

A collection of ethnological objects from Oceanica was received from 

the Musée de Trocadero in exchange. 

Several Tasmanian mammals were received from the Ballarat Fish 

Acclimatization Society. 

From Mr. Charles Heape, of Manchester, England, were received, in 

exchange, ethnological objects from New Guinea, Solomon Island, and 

New Hebrides. 

Ethnological objects from New Britain, Savage Island, Admiralty 

Isiand, Tonga, New Ireland, Fiji Islands, and Navigator’s Islands were 

received. 

Valdemar Knudsen sent bird-skins from the Hawaiian Islands, 

whence also were obtained a bat, presented by C. N. Spencer, and a 

collection of mammals and 37 bird-skins. Most of the latter are new to 

the collection, wuile no less than 5 are new to science. 

The U.S. 8. Mohican was sent by the Secretary of the Navy to Easter 
Island, where a most interesting collection of archeological objects was 

obtained. 
The Auckland Museum, in Auckland, New Zealand, sent a large col- 

lection of bird-skins, including 104 specimens. 
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_ A Fijian war club was received from Dr. Browers, and a collection of 

bird-skins was given in exchange by Oberlin College, Ohio. 

EUROPE. 

Mr. Thomas Wilson deposited a large archeological collection which 

he had gathered while residing in Nice, Franee, as United States con- 

sul. This includes specimens from Italy, France, England, Switzerland, 

and Sardinia. 

B. Sturtz sent in exchange a collection of minerals from Germany, 
Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, and Austria. Minerals were also re- 
ceived from Germany, France, Italy, Norway, and Switzerland. F. W. 

True gave a collection of coins from Germany, France, and Switzer- 

land. 
A collection of shells from Northern Europe was sent by Rev. A. M. 

Norman, and 5 specimens (4 species) of Kuropean birds were given by 

Dr. L. Stejneger. 

From France 4 specimens of cuprite altering to malachite were re- 

ceived from 8. C. H. Bailey in exchange. Specimens of diptera were 

received. 

A fossil cephalopod from Germany was sent by Prof. C. Schluter, of 

Bonn am Rhein. 

From Italy was received a specimen of meteoric iron. 

H. C. Hallowell sent in exchange minerals from Norway. 

A spheroid of granite from Tonne, Sardinia, was sent by B. Sturtz. 

From the Academy of Science at St. Petersburg, Russia, were re- 

ceived two specimens of a new Cyprinoid fish (Phoxinus stagnalis, sp. 

nov.). 

A collection of rocks and minerals from Sweden was purchased for 

200 francs from L. J. Igelstr6ém. 

A collection of Irish archeological objects was sent by Mr. James F. 

‘Johnson, of Holywood. 

CO-OPERATION OF THE DEPARTMENTS AND BUREAUS OF THE GOVERN- 

MENT. 

The courteous assistance rendered by the Departments of the Gov- 

ernment has as usual been the means of adding much valuable material 

to the national collections, and has renewed the obligations of the 

Museum. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 

Hon. 8. 8. Cox, United States minister to Turkey, sent a Turkish 
caique with oars and dresser from Constantinople, which unfortunately 

was destroyed by the carelessness of the transportation agents. 

General A. C. Jones, United States consul at Chin Kiang, China, 

sent a brick from the “‘ Great Wall.” 
John A. Sutter, United States consul at Acapulco, Mexico, contrib- 
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uted cotton, hand-spun yarn, quilt, purple dye, and shell from which 

the dye is made, used by Indians of Acapulco. 

Jacob Schoenhof, United States consul at Tunstall, England, trans- 
mitted a case of scoured wools. ; 

Charles P. Williams, United States consul at Rouen, France, for- 

warded specimens of flax, and consular report 67, containing a state- 

ment concerning the same; also specimens of ramie fiber in different 

stages of manufacture. 

V.O. King, United States consul-general, Bogota, sent a collection 

illustrative of the natural history of the United States of Colombia. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 

In 1840 the Imaum of Muscat presented to the United States Gov- 

ernment a collection of 106 diamond brilliants, 27 diamond ‘ chips,” 

148 perforated pearls, 2 large pear-shaped pearls, gold plate, inside 

lining of snuff-box, gold ornament, 2 lumps of gold, and bottle of “ attar 

of roses.” This collection has since the time of its presentation been 

kept in a vault at the United States Treasury, and was this year trans- 

ferred to the custody of the Museum. 

Life-Saving Service.—A. J. Austin, keeper Poyner’s Hill life-saving 

station, North Carolina, sent two skeletons of a Blackfish (Globicephalus 

melas}, and Joseph Reed, keeper life-saving station at Tom’s River, New 

Jersey, sent a Lumpfish (Cyclopterus lumpus). 
Light-House Board.—Herbert M. Knowles, keeper of light-house, Point 

Judith, Rhode Island, sent fishes in alcohol. 

U. S. Revenue Marine.—A specimen of the rare Banded-seal ( Histrio- 
phoca equidens) was presented by Capt. M. A. Healy, U.S. R. M.S. Bear. 

voleanic dust from Nuga Island was transmitted by Capt. C. A. Abbey, 
U.S. BR. M.S. Corwin. 

WAR DEPARTMENT. 

Col. John D. Wilkins, U. S. Army, Fort Keogh, Montana, sent the 
head of a Deer (Cervus canadensis). 

Maj. W.S. Beebe, U.S. Army, Brooklyn, New York, sent a cast of a 
carved stone of green serpentine. 

Capt. H. Catley, U.S. Army, sent a Blue Spotted sunfish. 

Capt. B. F. Goss, U.S. Army, contributed nest and eight eggs of Reg- 

ulus satrapa. : 

Dr. J. C. Merrill, U. S. Army, sent several collections of mammal-skins 

and a collection of insects. 

Dr. James Reagles, U. 8. Army, sent a decoy (deer’s head) used by an 

Apache Indian, found in a cave on the east fork of the Verde River. 

Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U. S. Army, sent 250 specimens of Amblystoma, 

3 specimens of a striped snake (Hutenia vagrans), also several bird- 
skins and birds’ eggs. 

Capt. Henry Romeyn, U.S. Army, Fort Keogh, Montana, sent speci- 

ize § 
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mens of a turbot (Lota maculosa) and of the blistering beetles (Zpicauta 
maculata). 

Lieut. H. C. Benson, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona, sent sev- 

eral collections of birds’ eggs and bird-skins. 

Dr. H. C. Yarrow, U. 8. Army, sent samples of food used by the In- 

dians of Venezuela, and reptiles from the Island of Trinidad. 

Charles Ruby, U.S. Navy, sent some natural concretions, some fossils, 
and a Civet cat. 

Sergt. S. Applegate, U.S. Signal Corps, sent from Unalaska, Alaska, 

a large collection of ethnological objects, crustacea, insects, and grasses. 

Acknowledgment is here made for the continued service of Dr. H. C. 

Yarrow and Capt. C. E. Bendire as honorary curators, the former of the 

Department of Reptiles and the latter of the Department of Birds Eggs. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT. 

The Secretary of the Navy rendered a most important service to the 

National Museum and to science by detailing the U. S. S. Mohican, 

Commander Benjamin F. Day, to obtain a collection of stone images 

and archeological objects from Easter Island. 

Lieut. Seth M. Ackley, U.S. Navy, sent a fragment from the ‘ Great 

Wall” of China. 
Lieut. W. C. Babcock, U.S. Navy, sent barnacles found attached to a 

wreck at Payta, Peru, and a fish. 

Lieut. L. A. Beardslee sends a specimen of fungus. 

A collection of silver and copper coins were given by Lieut. T. Dix 

Bolles. 

Surgeon N. McP. Ferebee, U. 8. 8. Trenton, sent a large collection of 

fishes, marine invertebrates, reptiles, and insects from Japan, China, 

and Corea. 

Capt. E. P. Henderson sent a collection of Eskimo clothing from Point 

Barrow, Alaska. 
Lieut. J. F. Moser, U. S. Navy, of the Coast Survey steamer A. D. 

Bache, sent two collections of marine invertebrates from the west coast 

of Florida. 

Lieut. H. EH. Nichols, commanding U.S8.S. Pinta, sent a collection of 

reptiles, crustacea, worms, echinoderms, and fishes. 

Lieut. R. E. Peary, U. S. Navy, gave a collection of shells, minerals, 

voleanic rock, fish, mineral dust, ete. 

Lieut. George M. Stoney, U. 8. Navy, sent a large collection of nests, 

ethnological objects, mammals, insects, plants, bird-skins, birds’ eggs, 

and a suit worn by the donor while in Alaska. 

Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U.S. Navy, sent a collection of knives, spears, 

shields, ete. ; native cloth, embroidered and dyed, from Central Africa. 

_ Paymaster E. B. Webster, U. S. Navy, sent a Chilkaht drum, Tinné 

Indian snow-shoes, and a fishing catamaran, full rigged, from Pernam- 

buco, Brazil. 

Ensign A. P. Niblack, U. 8. Navy, sent from Alaska the skin of a 
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Western porcupine, and 23 photographic negatives taken in Alaska 

and elsewhere. . 

Ensign W. H. Safford, U. S. Navy, U. S.S. Mohican, sent 5 bird-skins 

from the Isthmus of Panama; bird-skins, birds’ nests and eggs, arche- 

ological and ethnologi¢al objects, marine shells, fresh-water and land 

shells, marine invertebrates, reptiles, etc., from various localities. 

Dr. H. G. Beyer, U.S. Navy, has continued to act as honorary cura- 

tor of the section of Materia Medica. Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, Paymaster 

EK. B. Webster, and Dr. F. 8. Nash have rendered valuable services in — 
connection with the Department of Ethnology in the Museum. 

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 

A collection of United States postage-stamps, newspaper wrappers, 

stamped envelopes, and newspaper stamps, 170 specimens in all, was 

received from the Postmaster-General. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 

A collection of minerals from Arkansas and specimens of petrified 
wood from the Yellowstone National Park were received. From the 

Office of Indian Affairs was sent a set of bows and arrows. Charles 

Willoughby, United States Indian agent at Quinaielt, Washington 

Territory, sent a collection of ethnological objects. 

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

As in previous years, a large amount of valuable material, including 

not less than 5,000 specimens, has been received from the U.S. Geo- 
logical Survey, transferred by Major J. W. Powell, Director of the 

Survey. Among the collections received from this source were the 

following: Clinton fossils, 22 genera, 27 specimens, from Etowah and 

DeKalb Counties, Alabama; also, Trenton fossils, 2 species; Potsdam 

quartzite, with peculiar markings; Ausable granite, 3 specimens; Ta- 

conic fossils, 23 genera, 35 species, 1,152 specimens, collected by C. D. 

Walcott; Pogonip. fossils, 31 genera, 68 species, 1,202 specimens, col- 

lected by Mr. Walcott; Trenton fossils, 19 genera, 26 species, from 

Nevada; a collection of fossils, rocks, sponges, ete., from Florida; 

Clinton and Oriskany fossils, 6 species; fossil bones from Mississippi 

and fossil wood from California and South Carolina; a mortar from the 

auriferous gravels at the north side of the American River at Folsom, 
California; gold in quartz, from Sky High mine, Plumas County, Cali- 
fornia; rocks, ores, etc., collected in Texas and Louisiana by L. C. 
Johnson; two slabs of marble from Loudoun County, Virginia; frag- 

ments of upper and lower molar teeth of a fossil horse, and fragments 

of mastodon molars, collection of fossil fishes, mammals, silver, ores, 

rocks, wood, opal, and minerals, collected in Gallatin County, Montana, 

by George P. Merrill, while in the field with the Geological Survey ; 

collection of minerals from Arkansas and Yellowstone Park, and fer- 
ruginous concretions from Maryland. 
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Very valuable services have been rendered by the following gentle- 
- men, who are acting as honorary curators in the Museum: Mr. W. H. 

Dall, Department of Mollusks; Mr. C. D. Walcott and Dr. C. A. White, 

Departments of Paleozoic and Mesozoic Invertebrate Fossils; Prof. 

Lester F. Ward, Departments of Fossil and Recent Plants, and Prof. F. 

W. Clarke, Department of Minerals. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 

Col. Cecil Clay, chief clerk of this Department, sent skins and a skull 

of a moose (Alces machlis) and photographs of cow-moose. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

Dr. A. K. Fisher, of the Bureau of Economic Ornithology, sent Spar- 

row-hawk, Red-tailed hawks, Red-shouldered hawks, Red-breasted mer- 
ganser, and birds’ nests and eggs. The Museum still enjoys the co- 

operation of Prof. C. V. Riley, the entomologist of the Department, as 

honorary curator of insects. —~ 

U. S. FISH COMMISSION. 

Several collections of marine invertebrates, fishes, birds, shells, rep- 
tiles, etc., have been received; also birds’ nests and eggs, skulls of sail- 

fish, birds, lice from seals, 3 worm-eaten planks taken from schooner 
Melissa D. Robbins, shark, fish, seals, fungi, etc. From Major T. B. Fer- 

guson was received a specimen of Barn-owl, and from C. H. Townsend 

15 specimens of Menopoma and eggs. Mr. Townsend made an explora- 

tion of Swan and Grand Cayman Islands, and has already forwarded a 

collection of birds, concerning which Mr. Ridgway, curator of birds, 

makes the following statement: 

Swan Island.—The collection from this place embraces 31 species, of 

which 22 are land birds. Of the latter 17 are migrants from Eastern 

North America; Coccyzus seniculus is West Indian and Central Ameri- 
can; Columba leucocephala belongs to the coast of Honduras and some 

of the Greater Antilles; Mimocichla rubripes (of which a good series 
was collected) is identical with the Cuban species, instead of being that 
found on Grand Cayman (M. ravida Cory); Contopus albicollis Lawr? 
(2 specimens) is probably identical with a Yucatan species, and Dendro- 

ica vitellina Cory, is identical with a species found elsewhere only on 

Grand Cayman. The only new form is a Butorides, allied to B. virescens, 

but altogether darker in coloration, and perhaps different enough to be 
considered specifically distinct. 

The water-birds include five specimens of the following: Tringa 

maculata, Hreunetes pusillus, Totanus flavipes, Porzana carolina, Sula 

cyanops, S. piscator, S. sula, and Fregetta aquila. 

Grand Cayman.—Mr. Townsend’s collection from this island contains 

12 species, including 5 of the 13 new species obtained by Mr. Cory’s 
collector, viz: Certhiola sharpei, Dendroica vitellina, Centurus cayman- 
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ensis (good series), Quiscalus caymanensis, Myiarchus denigratus, and 

Vireo caymanensis. Mr. Townsend also collected a good series of the 

Dendroica which Mr. Cory identified (from a very poor specimen) as D. 

petechis gundlachi, which proves to be a very strongly characterized 

new race, not specially near to anything else. 

Notwithstanding the very limited time spent on Grand Cayman Mr. 

Townsend did remarkably well, and the specimens secured by him are 

in fine plumage and beautifully prepared. 

Although the results attained on Swan Island are disappointing, 

they show clearly that that island is, geologically, of very recent forma- 

tion, and none of the birds (except the Butorides, which is a peculiarly 

‘“plastic” type) have yet had time to become differentiated into local 

forms. Additional collections are expected and will be referred to in 

the next report. 
( BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. 

’ A series of 30 photographs of Apache Indians—10 of the Saes and 

Foxes, and 39 of Winnebagoes, Utes, and Osages—was received. 

Models of the pueblos Bonito and Shemopavi, and,ruin of Penasco 

Blanco were also transferred. These numbered about 400 specimens in 

all. Dr. Washington Matthews sent a woolen blanket worn by a Navajo 

Indian. Prof. H. W. Henshaw sent birds’ nests, eggs, and skeleton. 

Mr. W. H. Holmes, of the Bureau, has continued to act as honorary 

curator of the Department of American Aboriginal Pottery. 

EXPLORATIONS. 

It is deemed appropriate to mention in this report certain explora- 

tions which have been made during the year, and which have redounded 

to the advantage of the Museum. 

An expedition under the direction of Mr. William T. Hornaday was 

sent to Montana in May, 1886, in search of buffalo. The object of this 
undertaking was to secure a sufficient number of specimens for exhibi- 

tion and for exchange with other museums. A subsequent expedition 

was sent out in the fall of the same year. The results have been highly 

gratifying. Special mention is made in this connection of the valued 

co-operation rendered to the Institution in this enterprise by the War 

Department, the Northern Pacific Railroad, and the Chicago, Milwaukee 

and St. Paul Railroad. . 2 

In addition to the collection of mammal skins and skeletons obtained 

by Mr. Hornaday on his first expedition, was a small collection of bird 
skeletons and skins. 

The following is a complete list of the specimens obtained : 

Antelope, Antilocapra americana, 2 skins and 3 skeletons. 

Prairie Hare, Lepus campestris, skin and skeleton. 

Wood Hare, Lepus sylvaticus, 2 skins. 

Pale Chipmunk, Tamias asiaticus pallidus, skin. 

Coyote, Canis latrans, skin. ' 

Buffalo, Bison americanus, 3 skins, 7 skulls, and 5 skeletons. 

* Accession 17750. 

a 7 
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Eastern Striped Spermophile, Spermophilus tridecim-lineatus (skin. ) 

White-footed Mouse, Hesperomys leucopus, skin. 

Muskrat, Fiber zibethicus, 3 skins. 

Sage Cock, Centrocercus urophasianus, 2 skeletons. 

Marsh Harrier, Circus hudsonius, skeleton. 

Blue-winged Teal, Querquedula discors, skeleton. 

Shoveller Duck, Spatula clypeata, skeleton. 

Blue-headed Grackle, Scolecophagus cyanocephalus, skeleton. 

Cliff Swallow, Petrochelidon lunifrons, 2 skeletons. 

Red Thrasher, Harporhynchus rufus, 2 skeletons. 

Lark Bunting, Calamospiza melanocorys, 3 skeletons. 

Shore Lark, Hremophila alpestris, skeleton. 

_ Lark Finch, Chondesies grammacus, skeleton. 

Western Mourning Dove, Zenaidura macroura, skeleton. 

Mountain Plover, #gialitis montana, skeleton. 

As the result of the second expedition quite a large collection of skins, 

skeletons, and skulls of buffalo, deer, antelopes, wolves, and sma!ler 
animals was received.* The collection included the following species: 
Bison americanus, Canis latrans, Antilocapra americana, Cariacus macro- 

tis, C. virginianus, Vulpes velox, and Taxidea americana. 

One of the buffaloes, an old bull, the most conspicuous of the 

group now being mounted by Mr. Hornaday for exhibition in the Mu- 

seum, has attracted considerable attention. This specimen was ex- 

amined by several gentlemen who from familiarity with the animal in 

its native condition were competent to express an opinion as to the ac- 
curacy of the taxidermist’s work. Among the gentlemen who examined 

it were General Stewart Van Vliet, of the U. S. Army, and Col. 

James Stevenson, of the Bureau of Ethnology. Both of these gentle- 
men expressed their opinion in been and copies of their letters are 

herewith given: 
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 10, 1887. 

My ines PROFESSOR BAIRD: On the receipt of your letter of ie 6th instant I saw 

General Sheridan, and yesterday we called on your taxidermist and examined the 

buffalo bull he is setting up for the Museum. I don’t think I have ever seen a more 

splendid specimen in my life. General Sheridan and I have seen millions of the 

buffalo on the plains in former times. I have killed hundreds, but I never killed a 

larger specimen than the one in the possession of your taxidermist. 

General Sheridan thought the animal was too tall, but the taxidermist showed us, 

in his note-book, the measurements he made of the animal when he shot him, and 

they agreed with the stuffed animal. I thought that the left hind leg might be 

brought forward 6 inches. This would make the animal look a little shorter, but I 

doubt if I would do even this. It is a magnificent specimen as it is, and perfectly 

natural. You will have this consolation, anyhow, even ifthe animal is exaggerated— 

which he is not—and that is, not one in ten thousand who looks at him ever has or 

ever will see a live buffalo. 

Yours, sincerely, 

STEWART VAN VLIET, 

Brevet Major-General U. S. Army. 

Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 

Smithsonian Institution, Washington. 

* Accession 18617, 
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, 

Washington, D. C., April 14, 1887. 

Drar Sir: After having made two visits especially to examine the buffalo bull 

which you recently secured from the West, and the mounting of which you have just 

about completed, I beg to freely express my opinion in regard to the same; that is, 

as to the general correctness of the attitude, shape, and appearance of the specimen. 

At first sight I would say that it appears too full about the rump; in the next place 

the specimen appeared somewhat lengthy, and the vertebral ridge does not seem 

quite prominent or sharp enough, especially to the rear of the loins. I think, how- 

ever, as to the criticism first expressed, after a closer examination of the robe or coat, 
it is quite evident that the animal was in an unusually fleshy condition, as the coat- 

jng of hair is the finest and heaviest I ever saw on a bull, either young or old, and this 
quite satisfactorily accounts for the fullness of the ramp and the hind quarters. As 

to the second question, that 1s the length, I find upon examination of over two hun- 

dred measurements of buffalo bulls made by myself both before and subsequent to the 

war, when buffalo were counted by the millions, and the best specimens were avail- 

able, that your specimen is as nearly correct in every respect as it is possible to make 

it. I find also upon examination that the profusion of wool along the back fully 
accounts for the apparent defect in the prominence of the backbone. 

On general principles I would say from an extensive personal experience in skin- 

ning buffalo and preparing and mounting specimens during a period of many years, 

when the entire northern and western parts of our country were roamed over by vast 

herds of buffalo, that you have been most fortunate in securing one of the finest, if 

not the finest, specimen I ever saw, almost perfect in every respect, and in my opinion 

beyond criticism in the completeness of mounting, anatomical appearance, and nat- 

uralness of attitude. 

I do not think that any one could safely venture to criticise any feature of the speci 

men referred to who has not killed, measured, and mounted specimens themselves. 

Very respectfully, etc., 

JAMES STEVENSON. 
WILLIAM T. HORNADAY, Esq., 

 Taxidermist, U. 8S. National Museum. 

A full account of these expeditions is given in a special paper pre- 

pared by Mr. Hornaday and published in Section 11 of this report. 

Mr. C. G. Pringle, an accomplished botanist, went to northern Mexico 

under the auspices of Harvard University and the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution for the purpose of securing botanical and general natural history 

collections. 

Dr. T. H. Bean, on a cruise in the U.S. Fish Commission steamer 

Albatross, investigated the movements of the “ southern mackerel.” 

A party sent out by the U.S. Geological Survey to make explora- 

tions in the Upper Mississippi Valley was accompanied by Dr. R. R. 

Gurley, of the Museum, who went for the purpose of securing additional 

material for the collection of Cambrian fossils in the Museum. This 

party left in June, and nothing has yet been heard as to the results of 

Dr. Gurley’s work. 

Through the courtesy of the Secretary of the Navy a valuable col- 

lection of stone objects was obtained from Easter Island. A full ac- 

count of this collection is given on pages 15-16. 
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF ETHNOLOGY IN THE NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, 1887, 

By Otis T. Mason, Curator. 

During the fiscal year 188687 the Department of Ethnology has re- 

ceived many important additions. Chief among these may be mentioned 

a beautiful-series of Greenland costumes, from Mrs. Lilla May Pavy; a 
collection of costumes and implements from northern Alaska, from Mr. 

HE. P. Herendeen; many valuable articles from Kotzebue Sound, given by 

Lieut. George M. Stoney, U.S. Navy; Mr.S. Applegate’s collection from 

Togiak River, Alaska; Mr. J. W. Johnson’s collection from Fort Alex- 
ander, Alaska; Mr. William J. Fisher’s collection from Ugashik, Alaska; 

Mr. Charles Willoughby’s collection from the Quinaielt Indians, Wash- 

ington Territory ; an immense number of ethnological objects from the 

Zuni and Moki pueblos, secured by Col. James Stevenson and the Bureau 

of Ethnology. A collection of rare and valuable specimens from the 

Congo region, brought by Lieut. EK. H. Taunt, U.S. Navy; many precious 

objects from China and Japan, the gift of Dr. D. Bethune McCartee ; 

and an exceedingly valuable series from the Department of Education 

in Japan, illustrating the common industries of that country. 

The last-named series especially illustrates a method of collecting 

which the curator thinks should supersede, as far as possible, that 

which has formerly prevailed. 

In following out this plan, the curator has sought to procure com- 

plete “ouifits” of varied industries, with many pictures of steps in art 

processes, and minute detail of everything done and said from begin- 

ning to end. All of these furnish a polyorganic unit, to which desul- 

tory material may be referred. 

In pursuance of the plan hitherto adopted of elaborating series of 

' Specimens on purely natural history principles, the cradles of the Mu- 

seum, the scrapers of American savages, and the carrying apparatus 

pertaining to the human pack-animal have been arranged and described. 

The chief labor of this departmert during the year, however, and the 

one of most lasting value, is the arrangement of the entire Eskimo col- 

. lection according to our system, by Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy. 

65 
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An exhaustive statement concerning this work accompanies this report, 

and will enable scholars to know the riches and deficiencies -of the Na- 

tional Museum. 

As soon as our whole series can be worked out on the same plan, the 

Museum will furnish a type series of all savage apparatus. 

During the first half of this fiscal year the curator was favored with 

the assistance of Paymaster Webster, U.S. Navy. 

The following is a comprehensive list of accessions to the ethnological 

department, arranged by countries, and shows the chief source of sup- 

ply to this department of the National Museum : 

Lapland.—Dr. Emil Bessels (accession 17867): Pipe and case. 

Greenland.—Mrs. Lilla May Pavy (accession 17854): Kayaks (2); umiak (1) ; dog-har- 

ness (1); sledge (1); long boots (1 pair); slippers (1 pair); belt (1); bag (1); 

hand-bag (1); mats (8); hassock (1); eider-skin cloak (1); cape (1); eider-skin 

muffs (2); wristlets (1 pair); eider foot-muff (1); eider-duck skins (3); beaded 

collar (1); ivory counters (95 pieces, 1 set); paper-knives (2); hand-bag (1). 

Dr. Emil Bessels (accession 17800): Model of child’s sled (1); snow-knife (1); 

woman’s knife (1); parka(1). R.E. Peary (accession 18485): Model of kayak 

and equipments. Capt. J. O. Spicer (accession 18669): Arctic cotton. Dr. R.M. 

Stone (accession 10127): Slippers (1 pair). 

Cape Barrow, Alaska.—K. P. Herendeen (accession 19110): Boy’s gloves (1 pair); 

infants’ suits (2); infant’s mitts (1 pair); man’s coat (1); belt (1); tobacco- 

pouch (1); fire-bag (1); woman’s coat (1); man’s dancing coat (1); man’s 

breeches (1 pair) ; man’s winter boots (1 pair). 

Kotzebue Sound, Alaska.—Lieut. George M. Stoney, U. 8. Navy (accessions 18491 and 

18616): Shaman’s cup (1); dance paint (1); ivory carvings (4); ornament (1); 

doll-head (1); quoit pegs (2); top (1); belt-box (1); man’s costume (1); 

woman’s pants (1 pair); clothes-bag (1); combs (6); pipes (2); snuff-tube 

(1); dippers (2); snuff muller and pestle (1); fish-hooks (4); line eye (1); 

goose-snares (2); nets (7); seine needles (2); mesh-spacers (2); mesh weights 

' (3); net-sinker (1); snow-shoe needle (1); snow-shoes (2 pairs); seal-hide line 

(1); harpoon lines (2); snow-goggles (1 pair); bow (1); arrows (9); quiver (1); 

arrow-pointer (1); flint-flaker (1); arrow wrench (1); knife-sharpener (1); 

spokeshave knives (2); handle of woman’s knife (1); skin-scraper (1); fuller’s 

earth (1); bark-peeler (1); baskets (3); box (1); spoons (2); pouches (4); sew- 

ing box (1); needle-case (1); model of snow-shovel (1); pickax (1); drill parts 

(2); buoy-mouth (1); raw sinew (1); picked sinew (1); suit of fur clothes (1). 

St. Lawrence Island, Alaska.—E.W. Nelson (accession ——): Parts of harpoons (17); parts 

of bird tridents (2 sets); fish hooks and lines (¥0); sinkers (4); float (1); ice- 

creepers (7); arrows (3); bird bolas (2); parts of fox-trap (3); bird-arrow points 

(3); snares (14); bailers (3); oar-locks (1 pair); shovel-blades (2); bone wedge 

(1); thongs (4); toggles (3); jade adze-blade (1); drills (5); drill socket (1); 

slate knife-blades (2); woman’s knives(6); carving tools (6); ivory charger (1) ; 

spacer (1); pipes (2); comb (1); armor plates (1 piece); ivory carvings (19); 

seal gut (1 roll); spoon (1). 

Toyiak Kiver, Alaska.—S. Applegate (accession 18036) : Masks (7); dance-house orna- 

ment (1); charm (1); labret (1); belt ornament (1); bead-spacer (1); chain of 

walrus whiskers (1); head-dresses (6); finger-masks (4 pairs); dolls (33); bull- 

roarer (1); combs (3); ear-rings (7 pairs); ivory carving (1); bird-arrow head (1); 

traps for ermine (20); sinker (1); fish-hooks (15); model of Kayak (1); harpoon 

points (3); beluga spears (4); harpoon fore-shafts (2); boat-book (1); snow-gog- 

gles (2 pairs); skin-scrapers (13); fat-scrapers (2); leather-crimper (1); clay pot 

(1); lamps (3); wooden boxes (3); wooden cup(1); grass-basket (1); bag-fasten- 
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Togiak River, Alaska—Continued. 

ers (31); net-needles (2); mesh-measurer (1); piece of netting (1); fishing-line (1) ; 

awls (3); carving-knife (1); powder chargers (3); cap-boxes (3); toggles (3); 

needle-cases (12); thimbles (10); ivory rifle-bullets (7); chisels (4); daggers (10) ; 

berry-mashers (4); wooden tray (1); snow-knives (15); women’s knives (12); 

adze (1): wedges(3); saw (1); spoons (9); fire-making sets (2 and 3 odd pieces); 

mittens (1 pair); grass-shoes (1 pair); skin bags (7); gut bags (10); bag-mender 

(1); bottle mouths (9); bone tubes (4); breast yoke (1). 

Fort Alexander, Alaska.—J. W. Johnson (accession 18416): Necklace (1); mask-hoops 

(3); dance-wand (3); plumes (22); mask-frame (1); belts (2); water-proof coats 

(4); baskets (6); pouches (3); pail (1); dishes (4); snuff-boxes (2); scraper (1); 

spoons (9); knife (1); knife-sharpeners (2); women’s knives (3); adze (1); flesh- 

ing-chisels (2); ivory mauls (2); needle (1); needle-cases (2); lamps (4); fire-mak- 

ing sets (2); bows (2); arrows (6); harpoons (3); throwing-sticks (3); harpoon 

heads (2); daggers (4); bird-dart (1); hook and line (1); ammunition belt (1). 

Ugashik Region, Alaska Peninsula.—W. J. Fisher (accession 18490): Shaman’s para- 

phenalia (7 articles); masks (2); ivory carvings of animals (55); ear-rings (4 pairs); 

comb (1); belt-hooks (2); belt (1); throwing-stick (1); beluga spear and throw- 

ing-stick (2); pike-gigs and decoy (3); goose-spear (1); fish-hooks (12); harpoon 

points (9); ivory fore-shafts (3); beluga spear, complete (1); walrus-spear (1); 

whale-spears (4); spear-heads (22); finger-rest for spear (1); sinker (1); snow- 

goggles (1 pair); spermophile nooses (20); goose-snares (3); drill(1); flesher (1); 
stone scrapers (5); woman’s knives (35); spoons (5); tobacco-box (1); wooden 

box (1); paint mortar and pestle (1); snuff mortar and pestle (1); food dish and 

masher (1); braid-gauge (1); mesh-spacers (3); bobbins (8); needle-cases (2); 

clam-spades (2); bucket-clamps (1 pair); blubber-hooks (4); spokeshaves (2); 

hammer (1); stone axes (17); gut-scrapers (2); snow-knives (7); carving tools (2); 

polishers (2); wedge (1); bag-fasteners (9); fire-making sets (2); lancets (4). 

Indians of Sitka and vicinity.—E. B. Webster (accessions 18409, 18397, 18028): Dance- 

wand (1); carved pipe (1); bent box (1); harpoon-head (1); slave-killer (1); 

charm (1); stone seal (1); drum (1); snow-shoes (1 pair). 

Chilkat Indians, Alaska.—Mr. George M. Robeson (accession 19051): Blanket (1). 

British Columbia. — State Department, New Orleans Exposition (accession 16550): 

Carved eagle and fish (1). 

Quinaielt Indians, Washington Territory.—Charles Willoughby (accession 18615): Nets 

(3) ; salmon-spear (1) ; sleeping rug (1); baskets (2); baskets in process (3); braid 

(1); basket-grass (4); bag (1); rushes (1)3 cedar bark (1); stone maul and wedge 

(2); adze (1); wooden dishes (4); horn dishes (3); horn spoons (2) ; oil cup (1) ; sha- 

man’s wooden image (1); whale-rib chisel (1); fire-making set and slow-match 

(1); cedar-bark skirt (1); frame for bruising cedar bark (1); tool for bruising 

bark (1); rain coa‘ (1); bowl (2); arrows (9); needle and creaser (2). 

Hupa Indians, California.—Lieut. P. H. Ray, U. S. Army (accession 17688): Arrow_ 

tool (1); arrow-straightener (1); gambling sticks (2 sets); head pad (1); 

elk-skin armor (1); woven armor (1). 

' Baird, California.—Loren W. Green (accession 18608): Baskets (4); basket materials 

(3); pestle (1). 

Naltunne Tunne Indians, Oregon.—Mrs. J. O. Dorsey (accession 18439: Model of a cradle. 

Zum Indians, New Mexico.—Bureau Ethnology, Mrs. Col. Stevenson (accession 19294) : 

Shrine idol (1); sacred sticks ; plume sticks ; sacred plumes : 

shells from shrine ; sacred bow (1); spear-heads(3); belt-weaving outfit 

(4 objects); sword-swallower’s blade (1); shrine objects ; rattle (1); 

top (1); medicine (2); arrow-heads and flint chips ; fragments of pot- 

tery ; medicine-bag (1); spear-heads for dance (5); spindle whorl (1); 

shell breast ornament (1); fetishes (100); medicine-stones (4); concretions 

(8); ornaments for fetishes (1 lot); part of mask (1); sacred sashes (2); 

sacred belts (34). 
bs * 
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Mokis, Arizona.—Bureau of Ethnology, Mrs. Col. Stevenson (accession 19294): Pipes 

(28); baskets (29); materials for making coiled trays (19 objects) ; ear-rings 
(1 pair); necklace (1); spindle whoris (6); apparatus for preparing cotton 

for sacred yarn (4 objects); weft combs (4); burling-pin (1); yarn (1); cot- 

ton seed (1); batten sticks (2); web stick (1); wool rope (1); knitting (1); 

embroidery sticks (2); flute (1); whistle (1); rattles (27); drums (4); mu- 

sic sticks (3); gourd bottles (4); rabbitsticks (8); cactus pickers (3); stone 

axes ; rubbing stones (7); reed mats (2); game of ball and sticks (3); 

gaming balls (2); children’s bows and arrow (6 bows, 1 arrow); whirligigs 

(8); rotary drills (2); dolls (57); toy birds (4); boy’sgun (1); dolls’ cradles 

(5); game of darts(1); hat(1); gaming cups(6); fetishes (87); head-dresses 

(27); bangs (2); hair bows (3); plumes (2); arrow-head and stones used as 

medicine charms ; Sun bird (1); sacred mortars (4); medicine-boxes (2), 

snake charms (2); dance wands or sticks (101, mostly pairs); drills (5), 

mask (1); sacred fire-brands (2); shields (2); armlets(15 pairs); anklets (12 

pairs); water jugs (4); bead-grinder (1); slate ax (1); powder-horn (1), 

plan of house (1); rake (1); lion skirt (1); women’s blanket (1); men’s sa- 

cred sashes (9); sacred kilts(5); breech-cloths (2); woman’s belts(2); white 

sashes (2); white blanket (1); snow-shoes (1 pair); shoes (2 pairs); tassels 

(2); various. pigments (6); meal (1). 

Utes, White River.—E. B. Webster (accession 18351): Mummied head (1). 

Navajos, Arizona.—W. M. Stephen (accession 18812): Awls (3); needles (2); unfin- 

ished shoes (3); finished shoe (1); dance shoes (1 pair). Dr. Washington Mat- 

thews (accession 18865) : Woman’s dress (1). : 

Navajos, New Mexico.—Cosmos Mindeleff (accession 18048): Model of cradle (1); string 

silver beads (1). R. W. Sbufeldt (accession 18392): Cradle (1). 

Arizona.—James Reagles (accession 17976): Deer decoy (1). 

Yuma Indians, California.—A. B. Upshaw (accession 19212): Ceremonial bow (1); 

arrows (5). 

Pawnee Indians.—Dr. J. O. Dorsey (accession 18438): War club (1). Nelson Rice .ae- 

cession 19018): Head-dress (1). 

Kaw Indians, Indian Territory.—Dr. J. O. Dorsey (accession 1¢438): War hatchet (1). 

Omaha Indians, Nebraska.—Mrs. J. O. Dorsey (accession 18439): Moceasins (1 pair). 

Poneas, Niobrara, Nebraska.—Dr. J. O. Dorsey (accession 18438): Catlinite pipe (1). 

Winnebago Indians, Nebraska.—Mrs. J. O. Dorsey (accession 18439): Dolls (2). 

Choctaws, Louisiana.—A. S. Gatchet (accession 18171): Basket (1). 

Mexico.—S. L. M. Barlow (accession 18030): Votive offering (1). Dr. E. Palmer (ae- 

cession 18723): Pottery figurettes (25); pot scourers (4); model of banana pack- 

age (1); gourd dipper (1); prickly-pear knife, grooved. (1); hammer (1); milk 

from mulberry tree; carved finger-ring (1). Bureau of Arts, Paris (accession 

18694): Terra-cotta cup (1). 

Central America.—Nicaragua, State Department, New Orleans Exposition (accessions 

16658, 17048): Palmetto hats (5); pouches (2); saddle-bags (1 pair); halter (1); 

crupper (1); Belize fly-brush (1); calabash (1); bowl (1); baskets (3); native 

trunks (2); grater (1). Guatemala, Miles Rock (accession 18575): Black woolen 

coat (1). Yucatan, Bureau of Arts, Paris (accession 18694): Stone hatchets (4), 

V. O. King (accession 19112): Cane basket (1); sandals (1 pair). 

South America.—Charles Heape (accession 18898): Gourd bowls (2); spoon (1). 

Venezuela, Yaruros.—Bureau Arts, Paris (accession 18694): Tent (1). 

French Guiana.—Bureau Arts, Paris (accession 18694): Hammock (1); cineture (1). 

Ecuador.—W. E. Curtis (accession 18223): Carnival hat (1). Bureau Arts, Paris (ac- 

cession 18694): Cinecture (2); necklaces (2). 

Bolivia.—W. E. Curtis (accession 18223): Leggings (1 pair). 

Peru.—W. E. Curtis (accession 18223): Sandals (1 pair); head of baton (1). Bureau 

Arts, Paris (accession 18694): Necklace (1); feather pendant (1). 
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Chili.--W. E. Curtis (accession 18223): Knife. 

Brazil.—E. B. Webster (accession 18364): Model of catamaran (1). Bureau Arts, Paris 

(accession 18694): Head ribbon (1); feather bracelets (1 pair). 

Argentine Confederation.—W. E. Curtis (accession 18223): Horn cup (1); horn bottle 

(1); bone carvings (1). 

Patagonia.—W. E. Curtis (accession 18223): Harpoon head (1). Museum Natural 

History, Paris: Busts of human races (55). 

Russia.—State Department, New Orleans Exposition (accession 16550): Droshka 

yokes (2). Charles Heape (accession 18898): Spoon (1). Miscellaneous objects 

(15). : 
Congo Basin, Africa.—Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U. 8. Navy (accession 17986): Wooden 

‘stools (2); spoons (2); ladle (1); muller (1); pipe (1); pestle (1); ivory pendant 

(1); armlet (1); legging (1); wristlet (1); pouches (5); belt (1); bark dresses (4); 

fly-flapper (1); mat (1); grass cloth (1); head-dress (1); feather pendant (1); dag- 

gers (6); shields (3); knife (1); swords (10); sword-blades (2); assagais (11); as- 

sagai-head (1); hippopotamus spear (1); paddle (1); war-horns (2); bell (1); 

“‘Sansa” music-box (1); carved elephant tusk (1); cloak of cloth (1). 

Africa.—State Department, New Orleans Expositicn (accession 16550): Hand loom 

(1). Bureau of Arts, Paris (accession 18694): Arrows (16), assagais (19) ; dippers 

(4); tray (1); spoons (2); powdercup (1); pots (4); comb (1): cinctures (2); 

plate (1); bracelet (1); model of a canoe (1); cloth (3); ceremonial hat (1); 

amulet (1); mat (1); bracelets (2). Charles Heape (accession 18898): Arrows 

(6); assagais (2); club (1); leggings (1 pair); pouch (1). 

' Madagascar.—Bureau of Arts, Paris (accession 18694): Horn spoons (2). 

India, Cashmir.—Mrs. Helen Tompkins (accession 17866): Lacquer tea-tables (2). 

Corea.—P. L. Jouy (accession 19276): Eating table. C.G. Talcott (accession 13867) : 

Red stone ornament (1). Prof. G. B. Goode (accession 19010): Cloth armor (2 

pieces). - 
China.—Dr. D. B. McCartee (accessions 17698, 17798, 17838, 17960, 18047, 18063, 18138, 

18139, 18144, and 18900) : Buddhist Sutras (2 volumes) ; books on tillage and weav- 

ing (2 volumes); Pekin Gazette (9 copies); visiting cards (10); envelope (1); gev- 

mantic compass (1); sun and moon dial (1); images in mussel-shell (1); carved frame 

(1); portrait of Liu Sin Yuen (1); autograph fans (3); scrolls of presentation (2 

sets); traveler’s case (1); silk and ivory fan (1); painting on silk (1); spoon 

(1); ethnographical photographs (10). Prof. G. B. Goode (accession 18994) :-Seroll 

picture. Mrs. W. P. Mangum (accessions 19079 and 19218): Charcoal birds (18) ; 

palm-leaf basket (1); student’s bronze kettle (1). T. B. Ferguson (accession 

17727): Lantern. 

Japan.—Dr. D. B. McCartee (accessions 18047, 18138, 18144, 18283): Serrurier’s Cyclo- 

pedia (1 volume) ; heraldic devices (1 volume); designs (5 volumes); painting 

on silk (2); stone spoon (1); stiletto (1); postal card (1). P. L. Jouy (accession 

18343): Basket (1); photograph (1). G.L. Faucher (accession 18057): Image of 

Buddha. G. Goward (accession 19048): Original sketches by Japanese artists. 

Japanese Department of Education (accession 18415): Kindling wood (1); fire-wood 

(1); hard charcoal (1) ; best charcoal (1); soft charcoal (1); balls of charcoal (1) ; 

sulphur matches (3); flint and steel (2); warming box (1); fire-vessel (1); iron 

tongs (1 pair) ; kettle tripod (1); ash leveler (1); ash sieve (L); copper shovel (1) ; 

charcoal basket (1) ; fire-blower (1); smoker’s box (1); sickle (1); hatchet (1); set 

carpenter’s tools (58) ; set plasterer’s tools (28); set metal- worker’s tools (24) ; set 

ivory carver’s tools (28) ; chest protector (1) ; rain coats (4) ; trousers (2); leggings 

(1 pair); socks (4 pairs); sandals (5 pairs); clogs (4 pairs) ; hats (5); hoods (3); 

women’s collars (2); child’s pouch (1); towels(4); hair pins (5); combs (7); hair 
ribbon (1); tinsel cord for hair (6); switch (1); rat (1); mirror (1); toilet case (1) ; 

razor (1); hair strings (2); face powder (1); powder cup (1); toilet brushes (2) ; 

pomatum (2) ; hair oil (2); rougecup (1); bran bag (1); tooth-pick holder (1); 
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Japan—Continued. 

tooth-picks (1 pack); tooth-powder (1); tooth-brushes (6); tooth-brush case (1) ; 

wash basin (1); hot-water kettle (1); fans (6); umbrellas (3); writing box (1) ; 

ink-holder (1); paper weight (1); stationery box (1); note paper (5 rolls); en- 

velopes (2 packs) ; poem paper (7); pen-holder (1); ink and pen carrier (1); stone 

seal (1) ; ink paste (1); knife and aw] (1); scissors (1 pair); night light (1); oil 

can (1); wick (1); lanterns (5) ; candlesticks (2); candles (14); smokers’ sets (3) ; 

tobacco pouch and pipe case (2); pipe cleaner (1); pocket-books (2); money 

pouches (2); boiler (1); earthen plate (1); tile (1); water jar (1); tea-cup (1); 

tea-cloth (1), tea-stirrer (1); tea-spoon (1); tea-caddy (1); napkin (1); dipper 

(1); lid-rest (1); slop basin (1); charcoal basket (1); shaped charcoal (1); 

branch charcoal (1); iron tongs (1); boiler mat (1); incense box (1); duster 

(1) ;_broom (1); linen cloth (1); powdered tea (1); pictures illustrating Japan- 

ese industries (30 sheets). W. H. Chandlee (accession 18315): Pipe. 

Loo Choo.—Japanese Department of Education (accession 18415): Man’s summer and 

winter robes (2); woman’s summer and winter robes (2); woman’s under trousers 

(1); man’s ceremonial robes (2); girdle, under trousers and hat, in all (5); mod- 

els showing coiffure of male and female (2); pipe (1); straw paper (3); hat (1); 

pouch and towel (1); towel rack (1); lantern (1); earthenware pan (1); earth- 

enware furnace (1); rice bowl (1); soup bowl (1): dish (1) ; sake bottle (1); sake 

cups (3); flower vases (2); round fans (3); water-pail (1); tea-cups (4). 

Fiji Islands.—Dr. Bowers (accession 17826) : War club (1). Appleton Sturgis (acces- 

sion 19186): Wooden pillow (1); wigs (2). 

New Caledonia.—Bureau Arts, Paris (accession 18694): Assagais (4). 

New Hebrides.—Charles Heape (accession 18898): Arrows (4). 

New Ireland.—Appleton Sturgis (accession 19186): Paddles (2); ceremonial ax (1); 

carving (1). 

Savage Island.—Appleton Sturgis (accession 19186): War ax (1). 

Solomon Islands..—Charles Heape (accession 18898: Club (1); paddle (1); arrows (2). 
New Britain.—Appleton Sturgis (accession 19185): Club with stone head (1). 

New Guinea.—Charles Heape (accession 18898); Club and sago beater (1); lance (1). 

Hawaii.—State Department, New Orleans Exposition (accession 17038): Seed-box (1); 

necklaces (6); tapa cloth (1). Mrs. J.C. Welling and Miss Dixon (accession 

19116): Feather head-dress (1); feather cape (1). 

South Pacific Islands.—Charles Heape (accession 18898) : Cap (1). 

Admiraity Islands.—Appleton Sturgis (accession 19186): “pear with obsidian head (1). 

Tonga Islands (Friendly Group).—Appleton Sturgis (accession 19186). War club (1). 

Samoa (Navigator’s Group).—Appleton Sturgis (accession 19186): Paddle (1). 

New Zealand.—Charles Heape (accession 18898): Chief’s staff (1). Easter Island, 

U.S. 8. Mohican (accession 19025): Stone images (2); tufa crown (1); stone slabs, 

decorated (6); carved stones (4); building slabs (4). ; 

Malaysia.—Bureau of Arts, Paris (accession 18694): Poisoned arrows (1 case) ; cuirass 

(1); net (1); leather portmanteau (1); mat (1); lime tube (1); hats (4) ; baskets 

(9); dipper (1); brooms (3); vase (1). 
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JAPANESE ARTICLES USED CHIEFLY IN THE FORMER TIMES. 

(Following mainly Dr. Klemm’s classification, Smithsonian Report, 1873.) 

FIRE AND FIRE IMPLEMENTS. 

. Takyi, fire-wood, chiefly used for 

kindling fire. 

. Maki, fire-wood. 

. Katadzumi, hard charcoal. 

. Kiridzumi, best charcoal. 

. Dogama, soft charcoal. 

. Tadon, ball made of charcoal powder 

and sea-weeds, paste generally used 

for keeping fire all night. 

. Tsukegi, match made of sticks tipped 

with sulphur. 

. Hinchibako, box for holding the in- 
struments for striking fire. 

. Hinchibukuro, bag for holding the in- 

struments for striking fire, carried 

in the pocket in traveling, etc. 
Kuwairo, small metal box for holding 

fire, carried in the bosom to warm 

the chest, with a fragment of its 

burning charcoal inside. 

Hibachi, vessel partly filled with fine 

ashes, containing when in use a few 

bits of burning charcoal. 

Hebashi, a pair of iron rods, generally 

placed at the corners of hibachi for 

holding burning charcoal. 

Gotoku, iron tripod. This is an iron 

ring on three feet projecting up- 

ward; half of it is buried in the 

ashes, and on the top of the feet the 

tea-kettle is placed. 

Hainarashi, levelling ashes. 

Haifurui, ash seive. 

Juno, pan for holding burning char- 

coal. 

Aumitoro, charcoal holder. 

Hibukidake, a piece of bamboo used 

for blowing fire. 

Tabakoton, a square wooden box con- 

taining a small earthen vessel for 

holding hot charcoal, and a segment 
of bamboo either with or without 

cover, used by smokers. 

TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS. 

Kama, sickle. 

Nata, hatchet. 

Daiker Dogu, carpenter’s tools (1 set, 

59 articles), 

TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS—continued. 

3. Sakuwan Dogu, plasterer’s tools (1 set, 
23 articles). 

. Kadzariya Dogu, metal worker’s tools 

(1 set, 31 articles). 

. Ivory carver’s tools and specimens of 

horn carving (1 set, 23 articles). 

. Tools and material used in making 

common lacquer. 

Models illustrating process of making 

lacquered plate. 

- Tools and material used in making 

gold lacquer. 

. Specimens of gold lacquer. 

ele 

CLOTHING. 

Articles of clothing. 

30. Harakake, cloth covering tied over 

the chest and abdomen, used by 

common laborers. 

Amelapa, an oiled paper coat with 

square sleeves, used by common 

people in time of rain. 

32a. Mino, a rain-coat made of Barex, sp., 

worn generally by Samurai in olden 

times. 

32b. Mino, a rain-coat made of Barex 

marrowti, worn by farmers. 

33. Kakegosa, a rain-coat made of Juncus 

calticus. 

31. 

Foot covering. 

. Momobiki, tight trousers, used by 

common laborers. 

. Patchi, a kind of silk trousers. 

. Kiyahan, a pair of leggings, used by 
common travelers. 

. Tabi, a pair of socks. 

. Kokahe, a kind of socks without soles. 
These are only used when the people 

wear Waraji (No. 47). 

. Setta, a pair of leather sandals. 

. Ashida, wooden clog, used in wet 

weather; worn by males. _ 

. Ashida, wooden clogs, used in fair 

weather; worn by females. 

. Komageta, wooden clogs, used in fair 

weather; worn by males. 

. Komageta, wooden clogs, used in fair 

weather; worn by females, 
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CLOTHING—continued. 

Foot covering—Continued. 

Takekawa Zori, sandals of bamboo 

sheath. 

Zori, sandals of straw. 

Asaura Zori, sandals chiefly for in- 

door wear. 

Waraji, pair of straw sandals, used in 

traveling. 

HEAD GEAR. 

Augegasa, a hat made of Bare dit- 

palatha, used by Common laborers. 

Amigasa, a hat of rattan, used by fish- 

ermen, etc. 

Takinokogasa, a rain-hat made of 

bamboo sheath, used by common 

‘laborer. 
Takenokogasa, a rain-hat made of 

bamboo sheath, used by Samurai in 

old times. 

Nurigasa, a hat made of bamboo slips 

and lacquered paper on them. 

Funazoko, a head covering of cotton 

cloth, worn in cold by common peo- 

ple. 

Okoso, a head covering of crape for 

women. 

Kappa Boshi, an oiled paper head coy- 

ering. 

ORNAMENTS. 

Articles of ornament. 

. Hanyeri, collar for female. 

. Kinchaku, a pouch for child, sus- 

pended in the girdle. 

. Asetenogoi, summer towel for female. 

. Tenugui, a towel. 

Head ornaments. 

. Kanzashi, hair-pin used by young 

girl. 

. Hanakushi, comb worn by young girl. 

. Hangake, crape for hair ornament. 

. Negake, paper cord for hair ornament. 

. Kamoji, false hair. 

. Marumagekata, mold for dressing wo- 

men’s hair, used as stuffing. 

. Tabodome, hair-pin. 

. Bindome, hair-pin. 

. Hariuchi, a kind of hair ornament, 

used the same as No. 63. 

. Nisebekko Kushi, hair ornament comb 

made of imitation tortoise shell. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

ORNAMENTS—continued. 

Head ornaments—Continued. 

Nisebekko Kogai, hairornament made - 

of imitation tortoise shell. 

TOILET ARTICLES. 

Kushi, combs. 

Kagami, mirror with case. 
73. Kiodai, mirror-stand with drawers, 

7A. 

75. 

76. 

die 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

for lady’s toilet articles. 

Kamisoribako, razor-case with a ra- 

zor. 

Motoyui, a bundle of paper cord for 

binding the hair into a bunch. 

Oshiroi, white powder for powdering 

the face. 

Oshiroi Tokashi, vessel for dissolving 

white powder. 

Mayuhake, toilet brush. 

Abura, pomatum for the hair. 

Koyu, perfumed oil for the hair. 

Gomanoabura, oil of Sesamum orien- 

talis. 

Benichoku, rouge-cup for painting 

lips by females. 

Nukabukuro, small cotton bag to put 

Tice bran in, used in place of soap. 

Yojure, tooth-pick holder. 

Yoji, bundle of tooth-picks. 

Hamigakiko, tooth-powder. 

Migakiyoji, tooth-brushes. 

Migakiyoji bako, tooth-brush case. 
Kanatarai, metal tub used for wash- 

ing hands, ete. 

Tuto, hot-water jar. 

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES OF ORNAMENT. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94, 

95. 

96. 

97, 

98. 

99. 

Ogi, fan. 

Uchiwa, round fan. 

Amagasa, rain-umbrella. 

Higasa, a parasol. 

Biotengasa, umbrella used for sun or 

rain; 5 vessels, plates, and other 

objects for household use. 

VESSELS, PLATES, ETC. 

Kama, iron pot for boiling rice. 
Kamashiki, stand for iron pot (Kama). 

Meshiage, large wooden handle used 

for taking rice from iron pot. 

Samoji, a wooden ladle used for filling 

cups with boiled rice. 

100. Meshibitsu, a tub for holding boiled 

rice, 
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VESSELS, PLATES, ETC.—continued. 

101. Meshibitsu, tub for holding boiled 

102. 

103. 

rice, with ladle. 

Chatzubo, tea-jar. 

Chagama, iron tea-pot. 

104a. Chabukuro, tea-bag used for tea- 

straining. 
104b. Chakoshi, tea-strainer for tea-pow- 

der. 

104c. Chahoji, tea-roaster. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114, 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129, 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 
134, 

Chashaku, tea-dipper. 

Nabe, iron pan for cooking. 

Tukihira, earthen pan for cooking. 

Tukihira, earthen pan for cooking. 

Hotategai, a shell used for cooking 

food, etc. 

Shakushi, a wooden ladle used for 

filling cups with soup, etc. 

Kaishakushi, shell dipper. 

Kaneshakushi, a copper ladle with 

numerous holes. 

Saji, wooden spoon. 
Renge, earthen spoon. 
Dobin, tea-pot ordinary use. 

Tetsubin, an iron kettle for boiling 

water. 

Yuwakashi, kettle for boiling water 

quickly. 

Hayanabe, a copper pan. 

Midzusashi, water-jar. 

Teoke, wooden pail. 

‘Komeoke, a tub used for cleaning 

rice. ; 
Hishaku, dipper. 

Katateoke, a wooden pail with single 

handle. 

Midzukoshi, a water-strainer. 

Suribachi, a bowl for rubbing Miso, 

(fermented mixture of soy beans, 

wheat, and salt’. 

Surikogi, a rubbing-stick made of 
Zamthoxylon piperitum for the 

above. 

Suino, a strainer. 

Misokoshi, a sieve for filtering Miso. 

Meyaru, a basket holding foods. 

Komeagezaru, a basket for drying 

rice after cleaning in water. 

Manaita, a chopping-block. 

Debahocho, a kitchen knife, gener- 

ally used for cutting fish, ete. 

Nakiri hocho, a kitchen knife. 

Sashimihocho, a knife for slicing fish 

(eaten uncooked), 
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135. 

136 

137. 

138. 

139. 

140. 

141, 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

152. 

153. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

157. 

158. 

159. 

160. 

162. 

163. 

164. 

165. 

166. 

167. 

168. 

169. 

170. 

171. 

172. 

173. 

174, 

Kogatana, a knife. 

Kawamuki, peeling radish, ete. 

Senninmai, chopping radish, ete. 

Wasabioroshi, horse-radish grater. 

Jago, a funnel. 

Katakuchi, a pail with a lip. 

Nomikuchi, faucet. 

Katsuobako, box for shaving Kat- 

suobushi (dried bonite for flavor- 

ing food). 

Saibashi, chop-sticks for helping to 

food. 

Uokushi, sticks of bamboo on which 

fishes are strung to dry or roast. 

Kaneami, a gridiron for roasting 

food, etc. 

Shibu uchiwa, a common fan used 

generally in kitchen. 

Shakusashi, bamboo rack. 

Hochosashi, knife-case. 

Sasara, a small brush made of split 
bamboo for cleaning utensils. 

Tawashi, mop for cleaning utensils. 

Sudare, covering food. 

Zen,a dining table (common quality). 

Meshichawan, porcelain bowl for 

boiled rice. 

Misoshiruwan, Miso soup bowl. 

Hira, flat wooden bowl for fish and 

vegetables. 

Sara, porcelain plate for fish. 

Sara, porcelain plate. 

Kozara, small saucer for dressed or 

salted vegetables, etc. 

Osara, large porcelain plate. 

Hashibako, box of chop-sticks. 

Waribashi, chop-sticks made into 

tow by splitting. 

Kobashi, short chop-sticks. 

Konomano Hachi, porcelain dish for 

salted vegetables. 

Donbuzi Hachi, porcelain bowl. 

Choku, small cup for salad. 

Shoyutsugi, Shoyu-pourer. 

Kayoibon, small tray. 

Tokuri, large bottle for sake. 
Kan Dokuri, bottle for sake, with 

its stand. 

Kan Dokuri, bottle for warming 

sake. 

Saka dzuki, sake cup. 

Chabon, tea-cup tray. 

Chago, tea-measurer, 
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VESSELS, PLATES, ETC.—continued. 

175. Kiusu, tea-pot. 213. 

176. Chawan, a set of tea-cups. i 

177. Chadai, tea-cup stand. 214. 

178. Kizara, wood plates. 

179. Hegi, plates made of strips of bam- | 215. 

boo for sweetmeats, etc. 216. 

180. Zen, dining table. 

181. Meshiwan, lacquered wooden bowl | 217. 

for boiled rice. 218. 

182. Misoshiruwan (see No. 154). 219. 

183. Hira (see No. 155). 220. 

184. Tsubo, small pot for salad, ete. 

185. Koshidaka, plate for salted vegeta- 

bles. 

186. Suimonozen, a table for soup bowl. 

187. Suimonowan, a lacquered wooden 

bowl for soup. 

188. Choshi, sake kettle. 

189. Sakadzuki, sake cup. 222. 

190. Sakadzukidai, sake-cup stand. 

191. Kuwashibon, confection tray. 

192. Kuwashizara, confection dish gen- 

erally placed on a tray. 
193. Midzutsugi, water-jar. 

194. Chaire, tea-caddy. 225. 

195. Chami, tea-measurer. 

196. Chabon, tea-cup tray. 

197. Yusamashi, vessel for cooling water. 

198. Kiusu, tea-pot. 

199. Chawan, tea-cup. : 
200. Chadai, tea-cup stand. | 228. 

201. Koboshi, vessel for pouring out 

waste water. 

202. Fukin, cloth used for wiping cup, 

etc. 
203. Hatoki, feather duster. 

204. Teboki, short broom, made of Sor- 231. 

ghum saccharatum. 

205. Hataki, paper duster. 232. 

206. Hoki, broom of the Trachycarpus 233. 

221. 

excelsa. 234. 

207. Chiritori, dust-pan. 235. 

208. Zokin, house cloth used for cleaning 236. 

floor. 237. 

209. Kamikudzukago, waste-basket. 

LAMPS. 239. 
. Yatate, portable inkstand, generally 

210. Andon, night-light with saucer, 

plate, etc. 241. 

211. Aburatsugi, oil-can for filling the | 242. 

saucer of Andon. 

212. Toshin, Juncus communis, for the | 248. 

wicks of Andon, 244, 
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LAMPS—continued. 

Chiochiu (Umibhar) lantern with 
bow-shaped bamboo handle. 

Chiochin (Cdawara) folding lantern 
with its bag. 

Bajo, lantern used on horseback. 

Gifu, ornamental lantern made of 

Gifu. 

Shokudai, candle-stick. 

Teshokn, hand candle-stick. 

Bonbori, hand lantern. 

Rosoku, candles. 

PERSONAL ARTICLES. 

Tobacco Ire (Koshisage), tobacco- 

pouch, which is fastened to the 

belt by means of the Netsuke (kind 

of button). 

Tobacco Ire (Koshidzashi), tobacco- 

pouch with case for pipe. 

. Tobacco Ire (Kamasu), tobacco- 

pouch. 

. Tobacco Ire (Kawaichiu), pocket 

tobacco-pouch. 

Tobacco Ire (Tamota-otoshi), pocket 

tobacco-pouch for female. 

. Kiserutostie, pipe-cleaners. 

. Kuwaichiumous, pocket-book for 

paper money, coins, papers, medi- 

cines, etc., when walking. 

Kuwaichiumono, ditto for female. 

. Shiheuri, paper-money pouch. 

. Kuwa huire, coin pouch. 

WRITING MATERIALS. 

Sudzuribaki, writing-box for ink- 

stone, water-pot, etc. 

Sumihasami, India-ink holder. 

Bunchin, paper-weight. 

Bunko, box for stationeries. 

Makigami, note paper. 
Fujibukuro, letter envelopes. 
Tanzaku, tinted paper for writing 

verses. 
. Ihikishi, paper for writing verses. 

Fudetate, pen-stand. 

carried in belt. 

In, stone stamp. 

Nikuire, box of coloring stuff for 

stamping. 

Kogatana, knife. 

Hasami, pair of scissors, 
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WRITING MATERIALS—continued. 

245. Hangi, engraved block for printing, 

with its printed paper. 

246. Sumi, printing ink for 245. 

247. Hake, brush for printing preparation. 

248. Baren, rubber for printing. 

A SET OF ‘* POWDERED” TEA SERVICE. 

249. 

250. 

251. 

Furo, furnace. 

Kama, iron boiler. 

Mayegawarake, earthen plate placed 

in front of Furo to keep off heat. 

Marukoita, base on which the Furo 

is placed. 

Hai, ashes produced by burning Sa- 

kura charcoal and then coloring 

them with tea. Such are the only 

ashes used in the Furo. 

Midzusashi (water-jar) with lid. 

Its use is to hold water to fill the 

boiler. ; 
Chawan,tea-cup used for a tea party. 

Chakin, tea-cloth. 

Chasen, tea-stirrer used for mixing 

the powdered tea with hot water. 

Chashaku, tea-spoon. 

Natsume, thin powdered-tea caddy 

for holding and presenting the 

powdered tea. 

Fukusa, silk napkin. 

Hishaku, dipper used for dipping up 

boiling water from the boiler. 

Futaoki, rest for lid of iron boiler. 
Koboshi, earthenware slop-basin. 

Sumitori, charcoal basket. 

Kiridzumi, shaped charcoal. 

Yedadzumi, branch charcoal. This 

kind burns more readily than the 

above. 

Kibashi. 

Kuwan, small rings used when re- 

moving the boiler. These rings 

are attached to its handles. 

Kamashiki, iron boiler rest. It is 

placed on the matting on which 

the kettle is put when taken off of 

furnace. : 

270. Kogo, incense case. 

- 202. 

253. 

254. 

255. 

256. 

207. 

258. 

259. 

260. 

261. 

262. 

263. 

264. 

265. 

266. 

267. 

- 268. 

269. 

| 273. 

"302. 

(5 

WRITING MATERIALS—continued. 

271. 

272. 

Metsubaboki, eagle’s feather duster. 

Zatoki, hand broom. 

Fukin, linen cloth; is used to wipe 

up water. 

274. Kocha, powdered tea. 

ARTICLES USED BY LOO CHEWUIN. 

275. 

276. 

eee 

278. 

279. 

280. 

Male’s garment for summer use. 

Male’s garment for winter use. 

Female’s garment for summer use. 

Female’s garment for winter use. 

Under trousers for female. 

Male’s ceremonial garment for sum- 

mer use. 

Male’s ceremonial garment for sum- 

mer use. 

Male’s ceremonial girdle. 

Male’s ceremonial girdle under- 

trousers. 

Red hat worn by male under twenty 

years of age on ceremonial occa- 

sions. 

- Model showing hair arrangement of 

male. 

- Model showing hair arrangement of 

female. 

Tobacco-pipe. 

Bundle of straw paper. 

Bundle of paper made of Musobasjoo. 

Hat. 

Pocket and towel. 

Towel hanger. 

Lantern. 

294. Harthenware pan. 

295. Earthenware furnace. 
296a. Porcelain bow] for boiled rice. 

296). Porcelain bow! for Miso soup. 

297. Dish. 

298. Bottle for warming sake. 

299. Cup for Awamori (kind of brandy). 

300. Pair of flower vases. 

301. Round pans. 
Pail for carrying water. 

Tea-cup. 

Oshiyekusa, pictures illustrating 

Japanese arts (30 sheets). 

281. 

282. 

283. 

284, 

287. 

288. 

289. 

290. 

291. 

292. 

293. 

303. 

304, 

(Lined garments are almost unknown to the common people of the Loo Choo 

Islands, owing to the hot climate ; and twothin garments are worn by them in winter 

when occasion requires. ) 





REPORT ON THE SECTION OF AMERICAN ABORIGINAL POTTERY IN THE 
_U. 8. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887, 

By W. H. HoumeEs, Honorary Curator. 

The work of the Department of Aboriginal Pottery has been carried 

forward in the lines indicated in the report of the preceding year. A 

number of new cases have been constructed and series of representative 

groups of relics have been transferred to them from the Smithsonian 

hall. 

Accessions have been numerous and important, but not equal in value 

to those of the years immediately preceding. The agencies through 

which the acquisitions were made are, first, those of the Smithsonian In- 

stitution and the National Museum, including donations, purchases, and 

the products of original researches; and second, those of the Bureau of 

Hthnology through corresponding channels. A series of pueblo pottery, 

ancient and modern, collected in 1886 by Mr. James Stevenson, of the 

Geological Survey, was turned over to this department during the year. 

Amongst the 160 numbers are some extremely fine specimens of the 

white and the polychrome wares of ancient Tusayan. A small series of 

vessels of the ancient white ware were secured by purchase from Mr. 

C. M. Landar, of Lawrence, Kansas. Capt. J. G. Bourke, of the U.S. 

Army, presented a series of small plain and coiled vases obtained by 

him from cliff dwellings and caves in Arizona. 

A few small collections were made in the Mississippi Valley and in 

the eastern States by Dr. Cyrus Thomas and his assistants. 

From Mexico’some interesting accessions have been made. Dr. Ed- 

ward Palmer obtained from the State of Chihuahua a number of vases 

and fragments of ancient earthenware, besides a series of modern works 

and a most instructive set of pottery-making utensils. This collection 

was purchased for the Museum by the Bureau of Ethnology. A small 

number of interesting pieces of ancient ware, collected in the valley of 

Mexico, were acquired by purchase from Mr. Ward Batchelor. 

By exchange with museums in France, through the agency of Mr. 

John Durand, we have acquired a number of interesting pieces of Mex- 

ican and Peruvian work. 

A valuable collection of vases and other earthenware relics from the 
graves of ancient Peru, was purchased by the Bureau of Ethnology from 

Mr. W. E. Curtis, and is now exhibited in the pottery court. 
77 
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Besides the above-mentioned accessions I may mention small series 

of earthen relics obtained through William J. Baker, C. J. Hering, A. 
A. Peling, J. K. Watson, J. N. McComb, jr., W. E. Safford, and E. M. 
Kirkby. . 

This enumeration includes only those acquisitions that were turned 

over directly to the curator of the department. Other accessions of ob- 

jects of clay are included in series or sets intrusted to other depart- 

ments. ; 

The first catalogue number for the year is number 131934, and the 
last 132955. The total number of entries is 611. 

The curator has been occupied during the year in completing his © 

studies of the collections from Chiriqui and in taking initiatory steps 

looking toward the discussion of the ceramic art of Mexico. 

A special paper upon a remarkable group of spurious antiquities 

from Mexico has been prepared and delivered to the Smithsonian In- 

stitution for publication. It is shown in this paper that for more 

than half a century the manufacture of pottery and certain other 

classes of objects has been extensively carried on and for no other pur- 

pose than to profit by sales to collectors of antiquities. It is alsoshown 

that museums in all parts of the world are well supplied with these 

spurious articles, and that a number of pieces have found their way 

into literature as genuine antiquities. Some twenty illustrations are 

given. They are taken from the most striking pieces in the National 

Museums of Mexico and of the United States, and from published 
illustrations. 

The papers published during the year are referred to in Section Iv 

of this report. 



REPORT ON THE SECTION OF TRANSPORTATION IN THE U. 8, NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, 1887, 

By J. ELFRETH WaTKINS, Honorary Curator. ° 

During the year, work in the section of Steam Transportation has been 

conducted during such brief periods and irregular intervals that it has 

not been possible to make any systematic attempt to increase the col- 

lection or to install objects already obtained. 

By correspondence I have been able to ascertain the whereabouts of 

considerable material which will naturally be deposited in the National 

Museum when the section shall be fully organized. 

I have also succeeded in collecting amass of information which I 

hope to make use of in preparing a series of models to illustrate the 

beginnings and the development of the English and American systems 

of track. : 

While illustrated histories of the steam-boat and locomotive are nu- 

‘merous, I am not aware that any systematic attempt has been made to 

preserve the history of the development of the systems of permanent 

way, which, after many years of experiment, are now being reduced to 

a Series of standards depending on the traffic. 

My connection with the Amboy division of the Pennsylvania Rail- 

road Company, of which the famous old Camden and Amboy Railroad 
is a part, has made it possible for me to make a most interesting col- 

lection of rail sections, which I shall deposit in the Museum as soon as 
space for the purpose can be assigned. 

A section of the first rail rolled with a base, which has ever since 
been known as the American rail, has been installed in the collection. 
This rail was designed by Robert L. Stevens, president of the Camden 

and Amboy Railroad Company, and was manufactured in Wales under 

his supervision in 183031. A fac-simile of his letter (and draft of the 

cross-section first proposed)* to the English iron-masters soliciting pro- 

*This fac-simile having been reduced, the section is not full size. The original 

rail was 3$ inches high; base 3 inches wide, 
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posals for manufacturing it, is reproduced in Plate I. It is a most in- 

teresting relic. | 

At the time that this rail was ordered, the section (Fig. 1) was in use 

on the best railroads in England, and modifications of it with the 
‘¢ fish-bellied” stem had been imported and laid on several American 

roads. 

Fig. 1.—Birkenshaw’s patent Malleable Rail, 1820. (Full size). 

Fig. 2 shows the shape of the wooden rail capped with strap-iron, 

which was in general use almost everywhere in the United States as 

late at least as 1839. 

aS eS ee 

Se aes S 

Fic, 2.—Strap-rail, § inches thick; laid on wooden stringers. In use on American 

Railroads, 1830-40. 

I shall be glad if those interested in the matter and who have access 

to old rail piles will collect short sections, say 2 or 3 inches long, of the 
rails used on the roads in various States during early times and pre- 
serye them for future reference, 
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Tam much gratified to find that the interest shown by many rail- 

roads officials and others when the work was first inaugurated still 

continues, notwithstanding the fact that it has been found necessary to 

delay the organization of the section upon a basis commensurate with 

its importance. . 
It is to be hoped that the affairs of the Museum will be in such a 

condition as to permit the inauguration of active work early during 

the coming fiscal year. 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 26 





REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHOLOGY IN THE U, §. NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, 1887, 

By CHARLES Rau, Curator. 

REVIEW OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ACCESSIONS. 

The following are the most important additions to the collection dur- 

ing the year: 

Edward L. Hyde, of Middleborough, Massachusetts, sent six casts of depressions 

produced by grinding stone implements, taken from the rock on which they occur, 

at Middletown, Rhode Island. 

W. W. Adams, of Mapleton, New York, sent a flint fat hook from Cayuga County, and 

a copper dart-head found near the Soa end of Owasco Lake, in the same county. 

From the Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts (through Prof. F. W. 

Putnam), were obtained six argillite implements taken from the quaternary gravels 

at Trenton, New Jersey, by Dr. Charles C. Abbott, and two photographs, one show- 

ing the Abbott coilection in the Peabody Museum, and the other a number of bone 

fish-hooks belonging to different collections in the same museum. 

Dr. Charles C. Abbott, of Trenton, New Jersey, presented two argillite implements 

taken by the donor from the Trenton gravels, about 6 feet below the surface. 

A. R. Roessler, of Liberty Hill, Texas, sent a cutting tool remarkable for unusual 

notching, from Fall Creek, San Saba County, Texas. 

C. T. Wiltheiss, of Piqua, Oho, gave a good cast of a stone pipe inthe form of an 

animal’s head. The original was found in Piqua. 

T. L. Whitehead, of Dexter City, Missouri, sent a collection from a mound in Stod- 

dard County: A quartzite celt, with expanding cutting-edge, chipped and afterwards 

polished, a large flint digging-tool, a large carved stone pipe (calumet pipe), eight 

clay vessels, and two fragments of pottery (birds’ heads). A very good collection. 

H. W. Turner, of the U.S. Geological Survey, gave a stone mortar from auriferous 
gravel on the north side of American River, near Felsom, Sacramento County, Cali- 

fornia. This mortar is of elegant form, and differs from any in the collection. 

W. Cuppage, of Winfield, Kansas, gave a copper celt-gouge, found at Sunnidale, 

near Georgian Bay, Lake Huron, Ontario, Canada. 

From W. W. Blake, of Kansas City, Missouri, was obtained the Fischer collection of 

Mexican antiquities, consisting of obsidian flakes and cores, arrow and spear heads 

of obsidian, flint, and chalcedony, a large cutlass-shaped weapon or implement of ob- 

-sidian, polished celts and chisels, polishing-tools, pendants of chalcedony, obsidian, 

_and other materials, some in the shape of human and animal figures and heads, lab- 

rets of obsidian, a large number of stone heads (partly of jade), mirrors of iron py- 
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rites, a small skull carved in rock-crystal, stone carvings in human and animal forms 

(a number consisting of jade), face-marks (human) of serpentine, steatite, white 

marble, and obsidian, a carved box with lid (of voleanic stone), an ornamented stone 

cylinder 16 inches in diameter, probably part of a column, copper or bronze objects 

embracing celts, chisels, awls, needles, bells, T-shaped objects, and a small humana 

head. Further, clay spindle-whorls, vess 1s of various forms (plain and ornamented), 

a pipe, musical instruments, figures (human), and a number of stamps. This col- 

lection contains many rare and even unique specimens. 

J. C. Zeledon, of San José, Costa Rica, gave a very large and fine metate from 

Costa Rica. 
W. E. Safford, ensign, U. 8. Navy, obtained and presented a collection from ancient 

graves near the beach at Arica, Peru. Hight flint dart-heads (four inserted in wooden 

stems and representing the detachable part of harpoons), a grooved stone sinker, two 

implements, a ladle, a small box with partitions, and five pin-shaped objects, all of 

wood; a copper knife with wooden handle, four copper fish-hooks, one with line at- 

tached, a bone fish-hook with line and stone sinker, a fishing line, three spines of cac- 

tus (?), one with a head of plaited rushes, a spindle with whorl and cord attached, two 

wooden combs (?), two toy mattresses made of twigs, a Pandean pipe of small reeds, 

pulverized mineral substances taken from the blanket of a female mummy, and three 
fragments of pottery. 

S. H. Drew,-of Wanganui, New Zealand, sent seventy-five flakes of obsidian and 

chert from a Maori kitchen-midden, a fish-hook made of shell and bone, fragments of 
Moa bones, and a plaster cast of a nephrite idol. 

James F. Johnson, of Holywood, Ireland, sent a collection of prehistoric antiquities 

from county Down: Rude stone celts or axes, pounding or crushing stones, rude im- 

plements more or less leaf-shaped, fragments of animal bones (split), ox-teeth and 

teeth of deer or elk from caves at Ballymenoch and Craigavad; hammer-stones, pol- 

ishing-stones, and rude axes and celts from an ancient manufactory at Ballymenoch; 

crushing-stones, a hammer stone, rude celts, arrow and spear-heais, scrapers, knives, 

harpoon-heads (?), sinkers, and sling-stones, all of flint, from second raised beach at 

Holywood. 

Thomas Wilson, of Washington, recently United States consul at Nice, has de- 

posited a large and valuable collection of prehistoric and, to sqme extent, historic 

antiquities, gathered by himself in Italy, Switzerland, France, England, and the 

Scandinavian countries, which was received and catalogued during the latter part of 

this year. The contribution embraces drift and cave relics (paleolithic age), objects 
belonging to the neolithic age and to the bronze period, and specimens of Etruscan 

and Roman origin. The whole collection, the value of which can hardly be over- 

estimated, contains 10,297 articles, and the entries nearly fill a volume of the cata- 

logue. It would be impossible to give in the limited space of this report a statement 

in detail of the collection, but at the same time something more than the brief abstract 

above given is due both to the donor and to the collection. Where every specimen 

is of importance it is hard to discriminate, but worthy of special mention are the 

objects from the well-known caves of Southern France, the articles from the Dolmens 

in Brittany, and a fine series of implements of stone, bone, and horn, including anum- 

ber of clay vessels (entire), from the Swiss lakes. Scandinavia is represented by a 

large number of chipped implements, and a series of perforated axes in different 

stages of manufacture, from the rude beginning to the finished specimen. Last, but 

not least, is the bronze collection, which numbers over seven hundred objects, In 

this we have an exhibit which can not be duplicated, except, perhaps, by some of the 

larger European museums. It contains specimens from Scandinavia, from the Swiss 

lakes, and a large number of Etruscan origin. Considering the fact that there were 

less than fifty articles of bronze in the collection previous to this accession, its im- 
portance will at once be seen, 
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The entering of specimens and their distribution, either for exhibition 

orfor exchange, has been carried on in accordance with the plan indicated 

in the last annual report. This being the case, any further statement 

would be only a repetition. 

Duplicates have been sent in exchange as follows: 

To O. P. Rogers, Marengo, McHenry County, Illinois.—A grooved stone hammer. 

- To Dr. Alfred R. Wallace, Frith Hill, Godalming, England.—Collection of arrow- 

heads (114 specimens). 

To Dr. Oskar Schneider, Dresden, Saxony.—Six small bottles of shell beads (Calli- 

fornia). 

To Edward Lovett, West Burton House, Outram Road, Croydon, England.—Col- 

lection of archzological specimens (52). 

The curator of this department has been engaged during the year 

in the composition of a work on North American antiquities, entitled 

‘«¢The Typical Forms of North American Prehistoric Relics of Stone and 

Copper in the U.S. National Museum.” 

The present state of the collection is shown by the following tabular 

statement: 

Number of specimens entered in this department. 

Bion nOnward trom last year... 2p occ4 cies ce snjensces so ccce oe ee vecede 48, 763 
Accessions during the year ending June 30, 1887: 

saiiOMSOLIOSH sscietec aes ciseecec ce toe Socece ck eseecosee rote s 12, 869 

MME AUCISCLICS cai. oaeiisct oe sls Soca pelseeic boc secseeews Sle Seececs's 764 
- 13, 633 

ANC sie Setar Meas ore cra alrite Sa Sah swe ct Cae Oui Ee PES oe Ope ~ 62, 396 

Received from the Bureau of Ethnology: = 

Amount brought forward from report, January-June, 1885 ..-.-..--.--- 16, 551 

Honthenyear ending, June 30; 1886)... ... ..2--- 2.6 sac- ooo sccsee 2, 879 

For the year ending June 30, 1887 .. 25. soe. ee ee cee ene eee 19, 833 
22, 712 

TUOUR Ses aE ESS SBIn are 10 nC oD SOS UN Cs = pn VP eee OR A SE a 39, 263 

Grancato tale enacts akan ne ance ane, Sa eee SR Ne eae aren SS ote 101, 659 
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MAMMALS IN THE U.S. NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, 1887, 

By FREDERICK W. TRUE, Curator. 

The most important work of the year has been the commencement of 

a re-arrangement of the exhibition hall. Of the movable cases which 

were in the hall at the close of the last year but one remains, and the 

wall cases have been remodeled and added to. 

The new floor cases depart from the standard originally adopted for 

other departments of the Museum. Their size and proportions were de- 

termined upon after a careful study of the material to be exhibited, and 

the collection is, therefore, seen to a much greater advantage than for- 
merly. The new wings added to the wall cases are designed for the re- 

ception of the longest specimens in the collection (the ruminants, seals, 
etc.), which have not hitherto been under cover, and have been subject 

to injury at the hands of visitors. » > 
As a result of the expedition into Montana, under the charge of Mr. 

W. T. Hornaday, sent out by the Institution, the Museum has come 

into the possession of a very fine series of specimens of the Bison—a 

matter of great importance in view of the approaching extinction of 

that species. 

The reference series has been enriched by purchases and donations of 

well-preserved skins of certain North American species of Mammals in 

which the collection was previously deticient. 

In a region like North America, where, in many cases, the range of 

a species extends over thousands of square miles, and the species itself 

is differentiated into numerous geographical races, a large series of 

specimens will alone suffice to enable the student of zoogeography, or 

the systematist, to work out the problems with which he has to deal; 
and since the characters, which are chiefly relied upon for distinguish- 

ing subspecies, are external, it is necessary that the skins should be 

prepared in the very best manner. It is in this direction that the 

growth of the reference series of the National collection ought to tend. 

The work of the past year is but a beginning. 
87 
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Six species and one subspecies have been added to the North Ameri- 

can fauna during the year. These are— 

Hesperomys taylori Thomas. (Texas.) 

Hesperomys anthonyi Merriam. (New Mexico.) 

Neotoma bryanti Merriam. (Lower California.) 

Dipodomys deserti Stephens. (California. ) 

Vespertilio longicrus True. (Puget Sound.) 

Vespertilio ciliolabrum Merriam. (Western States. ) 

Thomomys talpoides perpallidus Merriam. (California. ) 

Of H. taylori the Museum possesses one specimen, a very defective 

skin, in alcohol, which was found soon after the species had been de- 

scribed by Mr. Thomas. H. anthonyi is represented by two specimens 

(apparently a subspecies) purchased from Mr. Stephens, who also pre- 

sented the type of his Dipodomys deserti. 

Several specimens of Thomomys perpallidus were purchased from Mr. 

Stephens. Neotoma bryanti is not in the collection. Vespertilio cilio- 

labrum is represented by several specimens, but of V. longicrus only the 

type (No. 15623) is known. 

NOTES ON IMPORTANT ACCESSIONS. 

The accessions of the past year compare favorably in point of inter- 

est with those of former periods. The sources from which they have 

been derived have been unusually varied. - 

The amount of material received from the different Bureaus of the 

Government has not been so great as in some previous-years, while the 

number of private contributions has increased. For the first time in 

the history of the department a considerable number of specimens has 

been purchased. ‘ 
TERRESTRIAL MAMMALS. 

North America.—One of the most important accessions of the year 

was the series of skins and skeletons of the American Bison, obtained 

in Custer County, Montana, by the expedition sent out by the Smith- 

sonian Institution (Mr. W. T. Hornaday in charge). A portion of this 

series, comprising individuals of both sexes and of different ages, has 

been mounted by Mr. Hornaday and his assistants and will soon be 

placed on exhibition. Good specimens of the Prong-horn Antelope, Coy- 

ote, etc., were also obtained by this expedition. The party sent out to 
reconnoiter in this region in the summer of 1886 found the Bison in poor 

condition and made no attempt to secure a series. They brought back 

a living Bison calf, which, however, survived but a few weeks. 

Two collections of Mammals from southern California, purchased 

from Mr. F. Stephens, of San Bernardino, California, contain excellent 
specimens of numerous species occurring in that region, in which the 

Museum collections were previously deficient. Among these may be 
mentioned the Round-tailed Spermophile, Spermophilus tereticaudus ; 

Anthony’s Field Mouse, Hesperomys anthonyi; and the Desert Pocket- 
rat, Dipodomys deserti, of which the describer (Mr. Stephens) had pre- 

viously presented the type to the Museum. 
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‘The Mammals collected by Mr. Charles H. Townsend in northern 

California, and described in the Proceedings of the Museum (Vol. x, pp. 

159-241), were added to the study series during the year. 

Dr. J. C. Merrill, U. S. Army, stationed at Fort Klamath, Oregon, 

has presented a considerable number of interesting specimens taken in 

the vicinity of the fort, including a series of Sorex vagrans. 

_ Among the specimens of North American Ungulates received during 

the year was a very fine pair of antlers of the Wapiti, presented by the 

Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar. Col. Cecil Clay and Mr. R. A. Klock presented 
the skins of a female Moose and calf captured in Maine, together with 

_ photographs of the, head of a Moose. An albino Virginia Deer from 

Clover Creek, Virginia, was purchased in the Washington market. 

Prof. George F. Atkinson, of Chapel Hill, North Carolina, prepared and 
presented a series of the southern variety of the common Chipmunk, 

Tamias striatus. A similar series of Richardson’s Spermophile, S. rich- 

ardsoni, was presented by Mr. E. E. Thompson, of Manitoba. The 

Museum is indebted to Mr. Daniel C. Beard for the storehouse and nest 

of a Field Mouse, H. leucopus. Good specimens of the rather rare 

Mountain Beaver, Haplodon rufus, and of the Dusky-footed Wood Rat, 
NV. fuscipes, were purchased from Mr. A. Todd, of Elk Head, Oregon. 

Central and South America (including West Indies).—By far the most 
interesting accession from the West Indies was a living specimen of 

- the Almiqui, Solenodon cubanas, which was probably the first example 

of the species ever brought alive to the United States. It was obtained, 

together with two others, a female and a young individual, through 

Mr. John Gundlach, and was captured in the Sierra Maestra Mount- 
ains, Cuba. Mr. C. B. Cory presented about’ 56 specimens of the rare 

Bat known as Natalus micropus. These were obtained in Old Provi- 

dence Island, Yucatan. Only the type-specimen was previously known. 

The authorities of the British Museum presented a specimen of the South 

American variety of the Horny Bat, Atalapha cinerea grayi, a variety not 

previously in the Museum collections. A specimen of the rare Ouakari 

‘Monkey, Brachyurus rubicundus, and three specimens of a South Ameri- 

can Deer, believed to be C. gymnotis, were presented by the Zoological 

Society of Philadelphia. Mr. Anastasio Alfaro presented a series of 

skins of Sciurus hypopyrrhus and S. rufoniger prepared by himself. 

Old World.—A number of mounted specimens of Kuropean Mammals 

were received from Mr. E. Hargitt, among which may be mentioned a 

specimen of the Wild Cat, Felis catus, and the European Badger, Meles 

taxus. Inexchange for North American mammals, Dr. Tycho Tullberg, 

on the part of the Upsala Museum, sent a small collection of Swedish 

species. By a similar exchange the Museum received from the Museum 

d Histoire Naturelle, Paris, a number of skeletons of Old World spe- 
cies, including the Gorilla, Bactrian Camel, Civet Cat, Entellus Monkey, 

etc. Among a number of Tasmanian mammals presented by the Fish 

Acclimatization Society of Ballarat, are a very fine native Wolf, Thyla- 

_ Cinus cynocephalus, and two specimens of the so-called Tasmanian Devil, 
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Dasyurus ursinus. Specimens of the two species mentioned were also 

received from the authorities of the Australian Museum and have been 

mounted. 

As in former years, the Philadelphia Zoological Society (through Mr. 

A.E. Brown) has presented to the Museum a number of valuable mam- 

mals which died in the gardens. The following species deserve special 

mention: Capra ibex 6, Hystrix cristata, Herpestes widdingtoni, Cercopi- 

thecus diana, and C. sabeus. 

Mr. W. A. Conklin, superintendent of the Central Park Menagerie in 

New York, presented a tiger cub; and Messrs. Barton and Logan, of 

Washington, a specimen of Ateles arachnoides. 

AQUATIC MAMMALS. 

Seals.—The most interesting representative of this order received dur- 

ing the year is a skeleton of an adult male West India Monk Seal, Mon- 
achus tropicalis, purchased from Mr. H. A. Ward, who obtained it in Los 

Triangulos Islands, off Yucatan. Capt. M. A. Healy, of the U.S. Rev- 

enue Marine, presented three skins of the Ribbon-seal, P. fasciata, ob- 

tained off the Alaska coast. During the winter of 1886~87 a number 

of Harbor-seals were taken in the fish-nets off Wood’s Holl, Massachu- 
setts, and were forwarded to the Museum by the agent of the U.S. Fish 

Commission at that point. 

Cetaceans.—A second skull of the interesting Porpoise described by 

the curator some time since, under the name of Phocena dalli, was 

presented by Lieut. Commander H. E. Nichols, U. 8. Navy, who obtained 

it, together with a skeleton of P. communis, on the coast of southern 

Alaska. The species is unquestionably valid. From the U.S. life-sav- 

ing station at Dam Neck Mills, Virginia (Mr. Bayley 'T’. Barco, keeper), 

were obtained skeletons of the common Dolphin, D. delphis, the Pygmy 

Sperm Whale, Kogia breviceps, and the short-finned Black-fish, Globi- 

cephalus brachypterus. Specimens of the latter species, which is quite 

distinct from the Blackfish of our northern coast, were also obtained 
from Osprey, Florida, through the efforts of Mr. Joseph Willcox. 

DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

The series illustrative of the breeds of the domestic Dog has received 

several important accessions during the year. Among the races repre- 

sented are a Blenheim Spaniel, an Irish Setter (Glenclaire), two Grey- 
hounds, and a Bloodhound. A skull of a Pointer dog fourteen years 

old and the skull of a Newfoundland dog were also received. 

Important changes in the arrangement of the exhibition hall have 

taken place during the year. 

The large special case for the group ot Fur Seals, mentioned in the 

last report, was finished and the group was placed therein. ‘ 

The new floor cases referred to in last year’s report were received in 

February and the old cases were released and removed from the hall. 

The new cases are furnished with large glasses and are to be fitted with 
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terraced bases instead of shelves. No diaphragms are employed. The 

specimens will be seen to a much better advantage in these cases than 

they could be while the old cases were in use, and the general appear- 

ance of the hall is likewise greatly improved by their introduction. 

- None of the fittings have yet been completed, but it is expected.that 

they will be finished early in the coming year. 

The instailation of the cetacean casts over the wall cases, which was 

contemplated last year, has been carried into effect. Finding that the 

glasses in the tops of the wall cases were constantly in danger of being 

broken, they were removed and wooden panels were substituted. At 

_the same time the entire interior of the cases was painted afresh, and 
a partial re-arrangement of the specimens was effected. 

After much deliberation it was deemed best to place the Seals and 

large Ungulates under glass to protect them from ruthless hands. A 

large wing has been added on the south end of each of the wall cases 

These wings (which practically form cases by themselves) are the high- 

est and deepest cases which have thus far been erected. They are over 

12 feet in height and are 7 feet deep in the deepest part. The Moose, 

Wapiti, Sea Lion, and other large mammals in the collection, will be ar- 

ranged in them, the Ungulates occupying one wing while the other is 

given up to the Seals and Sea Lioii. They will be furnished and in use 

early in the coming year. 

There are at present in the hall thirty floor cases, including the two 

large cases containing the groups of Orangs and Fur Seals; and the 

two large wall cases referred to above. The principal addition during 

the ensuing year will be a large case for the group of Bison now in the 

hands of the taxidermists. 

The mounted specimens added to the exhibition series during the 

year were chiefly Marsupials. The collection of representatives of that 

group is now large and very interesting. Of the placental Mammals 

added to the series may be mentioned as especially worthy of notice, 

the Tiger, Leopard, Cheetah, and Californian Sea Elephant. 

The species represented by the specimens added to the exhibition 

series during the year were as follows: 

Black Macaque, Cynocephalus niger. 

Leopard, Felis leopardus. 

Tiger, Felis tigris. 

European Wild Cat, Felis catus. 

Cheetah, Cynelurus jubatus. 

Coyote, Canis latrans. 

Ursine Dasyure, Dasyurus ursinus. 

Great Rock Kangaroo, Macropus robustus. 

Parry’s Kangaroo, Macropus parryi. 

Bennett’s Wallaby, Halmaturus bennetti. 

Red-legged Wallaby, Halmaturus wilcowi. 

Red-bellied Wallaby, Halmaturus billiar- 

Red Fox, Vulpes fulvus. dit. 

European Ermine, Putorius erminea. Red-necked Wallaby, Halmaturus rufi- 

European Badger, Meles taxus. collis, é 
Californian Sea Elephant, Macrorhinus an- 

gustirostris. 

Pademelon Wallaby, Halmaturus thetidis. 

Crescent-marked Wallaby, Onychogalea lu- 

Hedgehog, Hrinaceus ewropeus. 

Black R Mus rattus. 

Rabbit, Lepus cuniculus. 

Tasmanian Wolf, Thylacinus cynocephalus. 

natus. 

Rufous Rat-Kangaroo, Betiongia rufescens. 

Vulpine Phalanger, Phalangista vulpina. 

Wombat, Phascolomys ursinus. 
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The work of preparing specimens was considerably retarded by the 

absence of the chief taxidermist, who, as already stated, spent about 

three months in collecting specimens of Bisonin Montana. Asan offset, 
however, the exhibition hall will soon be graced by a very fine group 

of Bison. ‘ 

Nearly all the larger mounted specimens were cleaned and repaired 

while the wall cases were being painted, and they are, therefore, in ex- 

cellent condition. It is confidently hoped that when the new cases are 

completed the hall will present a much more attractive appearance than 

ever before. 

The laboratory and office of the department were moved to a section 

of the Museum building in which the accumulation of dust, complained 

of in the last report, is less troublesome. The office now adjoins the 

exhibition hall, a matter of great convenience. 
The laboratory had previously been fitted with racks, and the drawers 

containing the ‘“‘study” series of skins were, therefore, simply trans- 
ferred from the old racks to the new ones. The alcoholic series was 

temporarily placed in the south gate-way, where they have remained 

during the year. The erection of shelves in this space for the accommo- 

dation of the alcoholic series is contemplated, since it is very desirable 

that this series should be separated from the collection of skins. 

The card catalogue has not yet been copied, but the first draft has 

been brought up to date. All specimens received during the year have 

been entered in the registers upon receipt and assigned to their proper 

places. 

The rather large labels attached to the Rodents and other small species 

have been replaced by a smaller form, which renders the specimens less 

liable to injury when handled. The metal tags have also been discarded 

in the case of the smallest species, since they tend to endanger the in- 

tegrity of the specimens by their weight. 

The curator has had the assistance of a clerk and a copyist during 

the greater part of the year. He has been relieved of the care of the 

library. 

The curator has spent the greater part of the time available for study 

during the year in completing the review of the species of the family 

Delphinide. The papers of Mr. McKay’s Alaskan collection, on the 

Canada Lynx, on a new Mole from Japan, and.on the genus Dipodomys, 

referred to in the report of last year, have been published. 
Mr. Nelson’s report on his Alaskan collection was ordered printed by 

act of Congress, and the proof of the portion of the same referring to 

the Mammals has passed through the curator’s hands. The small col- 
lection of Mammals forwarded to Washington by the Geographical and 

Exploring Commission of Mexico was identified by request of Mr, 

Ferrari-Perez, chief of the natural history section. 

The curator described, under the name Vespertilio longicrus, a new 

Bat received from Puget Sound. He also published a few notes on the 
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living specimens of the Almiqui, Solenodon cubanus, which was obtained 

from Mr. J. Gundiach, and on a remarkable malformation of the hoofs 

of an ass received from Texas. 

A considerable number of inquiries regarding North American Mam- 

mals have been responded to. A number of Texan species were identi- 

fied for Mr. G. H. Ragsdale, of Gainesville, in that State, who also 

-received information regarding methods of preparation. Dr. D. D. 

Slade, of Cambridge, applied for information regarding the metacarpals 

of the Auroch and Bison. A controversy between this observer and 

Mr. F. A. Lucas on the value of the character drawn from the differ- 

ences in the metacarpals of the two species will be found in ** Science.” 

At the request of the Director, the curator spent some time in inves- 

tigating the question of the color variation of the Puma, Felis concolor. 

Dr. Harrison Allen examined the entire collection of deers’ antlers in 

connection with the question of bilateral asymmetry in the class Mam- 

malia. 

The collections are in nearly the same condition as at the close of last 

year; it is, on the whole, quite satisfactory. The entire series is under 

control, though a final division of material remains to be made, and ap- 
pliances for keeping out dust are still needed. Very few of the speci- 

mens, either in the exhibition or study series of skins, are without 

- written or printed labels. The alcoholic series is arranged by species 

in preserve jars, and’ the specimens themselves, in most cases, have 

only simple metallic labels bearing the catalogue numbers. 

- The number of specimens in the different series at the present date 

and at the close of the last fiscal year is shown in the following table: 

Number of specimens in the exhibition series of skins --......- 
Number of specimens in the duplicate-study series of skins ..-. 
Number of specimens in the alcoholic series......---.---.----- 

June 30, | June 20, 
1886. 1887. 

735 752 
3, 862 4, 088 
2, 854 2,971 

7,451 7,811 

The number of skins and specimens in alcohol added and distributed 

during the year is as follows: 

Number of specimens added during the year ending June 30, 1887 

_ Number of specimens distributed during the year ending June 330, 1887 

Among the skins and alcoholic specimens added were represented 

17 species and subspecies not previously in the collection. The type of 

Dipodomys deserti, Stephens, was added, and Bat No. 15623 was made 

the type of a new species, Vespertilio longicrus, True. 

The last entry in the register for skins and alcoholics on June 30, 

1886, was No, 15482; on June 30, 1°87, No. 15899, 
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Aithough the condition of the collection as regards preservation may 

be considered as generally satisfactory, its condition as regards com- 

pleteness is quite otherwise. The need of larger series representing 

geographical races has already been referred to, and we now add some 

statistics as to the number of species represented. 

Murray, in his Geographical Distribution of Mammals (1866), recog- 

nizes 378 genera of Mammals. The National Museum possesses skins 

of representatives of about 207 of these, or somewhat less than three- 

fifths. Again, in Troussart’s Catalogue des Mammiféres (1880), 112 gen- 

era of recent Rodents are given. Of these, the Museum possesses rep- 

resentatives of only 50 genera; while of the 791 species recognized as 

belonging in the order, the Museum possesses skins of about 160. 

When it is remembered that the collection is chiefly made up of 

North American skins, it becomes evident that the exotic forms are 

but poorly represented. Though probably surpassing every other col- 

lection in the world in the amount of material representing a small 

number of species, it will not bear comparison in general richness with 

those of soine other Museums of the first class, such as the British Mu- 
seum, the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, at Paris, and the Royal Zoo- 

logical Museum of the Netherlands, at Leyden. Thus, in the latter in- 

stitution, in the genus Sciurus (Squirrels), 59 species are represented, 
or about six-sevenths of all known species. ‘These 59 species are rep- 

resented by 638 mounted skins, an average of 11 specimens for each 

species. In the National Museum but 18 species of the same genus are 

represented. Again, the Leyden Museum has 26 mounted skins of the 

genus Manis (Pangolins), representing all of the seven known species ; 

while the National Museum has but two specimens, representing two 

species.* 

The same scarcity of material obtains in the case of the Monkeys, 

Lemurs, Antelopes, and other groups. 

The desirability of securing more specimens of the larger Mamalia at 

the earliest day can not be too strongly set forth. Thelarger forms on 

every continent are rapidly diminishing in numbers, and some which 

were abundant half a century ago are now practically extinct. 

The danger that the National Museum will never be able to exhibit 

some of the largest and most striking forms is real. 

A list of the papers published during the year by the curator, and 

by co-operators, based upon Museum material. is included in the bibli- 

ography in Section Iv of this report. 
—— 

* See Notes from the Leyden Museum, v. p. 142; Iv, p. 209. 
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By ROBERT RIDGWAY, Curator. 

The character of work accomplished during the year has not differed 

materially from that of preceding years. 

During the fourth annual meeting of the American Ornithologists’ 

Union, held November 16 to 18, inclusive, in the lecture hall of the 
National Museum, the gallery of the Department of Birds was thrown 

open to the assembled members of the union, who daily made profitable 

use of the library and coilections in connection with the objects of the 

meeting and their researches as ornithologists. . 
In October, 1886, the Government of Costa Rica sent to Washington 

Mr. Anastasio Alfaro as their accredited representative, to study the 

business methods and arrangement of collections in the U.S. National 

Museum. Being particularly interested in ornithology, Mr. Alfaro 

spent a very considerable part of his time in the Department of Birds, 

where he was shown every courtesy and extended every facility for 

familiarizing himself with the methods of the department. Since his re- 

turn to Costa Rica that Government has formally established a national 

museum at the capital, San José, of which Mr. Alfaro was made secre- 
tary. 

CLASSIFICATION AND PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS. 

In regard to the character of routine work in connection with the 

arrangement and classification of the collection and in the preparation 

of the exhibition and study series there has been no change from the 

work of preceding years, there being no opportunity, in the absence of 

many facitities which are deemed desirable, for inaugurating any im- 

provements in the condition or arrangement of the collection. 

The taxidermist has performed the work here indicated : 

SUM OMMECH TOME X MID IDLO SLICES... =.= 5.92. ee Awe ke Ss son sees onee oteee Hates 262 
MemiteOMbITds put On Hew Stands.» 5. ¢ . 02 senednsenccine voces ceewes weunsyeene 455 

MES CSE Mh LOPEDITOT yee f) Boe Le ye on ls APO Cetin Aen Hoh Neem te Sea dewete 451 
Birds skinned (including mounted specimens made over into skins).-.--...----- 103 
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REVIEW OF SPECIAL RESEARCHES PROSECUTED UPON MATERIAL 

BELONGING TO THE DEPARTMENT. 

During the year Mr. Leonhard Stejneger has prosecuted actively his 

very important researches in Japanese ornithology, and the following 

families have been thoroughly worked up (put in shape for printing) 

during the year: Woodpeckers, Wrynecks, Rails, Tits, Thrushes (part), 

Pigeons, Auks; also the order Herodiones (Herons, Storks, Spoonbills, 

and Ibises), and some smaller groups, as the genera Acanthis and 

Pyrrhula. Mr. Stejneger’s researches are based on what is believed to 

be by far the richest collection of Japanese birds extant, and are of 

very great importance, his methods being characterized by a peculiar 

degree of care and exactness. The published results include 100 pages 

referring exclusively to Japanese ornithology, in which are described 11 

new species. In addition to his investigation of Japanese ornithology 

Mr. Stejneger has worked up an interesting collection of birds from the 

island of Kauai, Hawaiian group, said collection embracing no less 
than 7 new species (out of a total of only 15 species) and 1 new genus. 

The curator has during the year completed his series of analytical 

keys to North American birds, soon to be published by the J. B. Lippin- 

cott Company, Philadelphia, under the title, “A Manual of North Amer- 

ican Birds,” a book of royal octavo size, consisting of 631 pages and 

464 illustrations of the generic details. 

ACCESSIONS. 

The number of additions to the collection of birds has been large, 
and the following statement will show the sources of the more impor- 

tant contributions: 
From W. B. Anderson, of Fort Simpson, British Columbia: 4 specimens, 4 species, 

from Fort Simpson. 

From A. W. Anthony, of Denver, Colorado: 8 specimens, 3 species, from Denver, 

Colorado. 

From the Auckland Museum, Auckland, New Zealand, were received in exchange 

104 specimens, 59 species, allfrom New Zealand. An elegantly prepared collection, of 

unusual interest, containing many species new to the collection of the Museum. There 

are fine specimens of 2 species of Ocydromus, Strigops, 2 species of Nestor, Apteryx 

mantelli, Anarhynchus (4 specimens), Larus, Hematopus unicolor, etc. 

From C. W. Beckham, of Bardstown, Kentucky: 10 specimens, 6 species, Passerine 

birds, from Pueblo, Colorado. 

From James Bell, of Gainesville, Florida: A fresh skin of wild turkey, Meleagris gal- 

lopavo. 

From Lieut. H. C. Benson, U. 8. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona: 11 specimens, 6 

species, of which may be mentioned 6 adults and young Sialia azurea, a young Trogon 

ambiguus in the first plumage, all from Arizona, and the head of a female Imperial 

Woodpecker (Campephilus imperialis), from Sonora, Mexico, a species of which the 

Museum as yet possesses no complete specimen, the above head being the first frag- 
ment of this magnificent bird to reach the Museum; 170 specimens, 70 species, chiefly 

from southern Arizona, and a few from Sonora, Mexico. This collection is one of‘un- 

usual interest and value as containing a number of rare species excellently prepared. 

This is an exceedingly important accession, consisting as it does of a fine series of 7 
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beautifully prepared specimens of Colinus ridgwayi hitherto not represented in the 

Museum collection, and 4 equally fine specimens of a new subspecies of Callipepla 

elegans, named C. elegans bensoni by the curator in honor of its discoverer. A special 

interest arises from the fact that this collection was made about 150 miles from the 

United States and Mexican border lines. 
From E. W. Blake, jr.: 2 Horned Larks from Santa Cruz Island, California. 

From A. P. Chadbourne, of Boston, Massachusetts : 9 specimens, 6 species, of North 

American birds were received in exchange. 

From H. K. Coale, of Chicago, Illinois: 90 specimens, 85 species, from different 

_ parts of the world, but chiefly from South America and India. <A very valuable col- 

lection, containing several species new to the collection ; 34 specimens, 34 species, 

mostly Old World birds, several new to the collection; 14 specimens, 14 species, of 

_ €xtra-limital birds, received in exchange ; 46 specimens, 43 species, mostly Old World 

birds, some of them mounted. The collection is valuable and interesting, contains 

several species new to the Museum. 

From E. A. Colby, of Chicago, Illinois: An Evening Grosbeak, Hesperiphona resper- 

tina, in the flesh. 

From W. A. Conklin, of New York: A Black Swan, Chenopis atrata, in the flesh. 

From C. B. Cory, of Boston, Massachusetts ; 19 specimens, 10 species, West Indian 

_ birds. An interesting and valuable accession, containing as it does specimens of 

the recently described Centurus caymanensis and Certhiola sharpei from Grand Cayman 

Islands; Calyptophilus frugivorus, Hirundo sclateri, Picumnis lawrenceit, and Todus sub- 

ulatus from Santo Domingo, besides two fine pairs of Chrysotis sallet and Conurus chlo- 

ropterus from the same island, and two male Geothlypis rostrata from the Bahamas. 

From Prof. A. Diges, of Guanajuato, Mexico: 24 specimens, 20 species, of Mexi- 

can birds, among which may be mentioned two specimens of Buteo albicaudatus, and 

one of Megascops trichopsis. 

From Vinal Edwards, of Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts: Several lots of birds in the 

flesh, from Wood’s Holl, mostly Bronzed Grackles, Quiscalus @neus. 

From W. O. Emerson, of Haywards, California: 8 specimens, 2 species, six Passer- 

culus alaudinus and two ‘‘ hybrid” Flickers. 

From Dr. W. H. Fox, of New York City: 10 specimens, 9 species of birds from 

New Hampshire. oe 
From Dennis Gale, of Colorado: 12 specimens, 10 species from Colorado, 

From Dr. John Gundlach, of Fermina, Cuba, West Indies: 9 specimens, 3 species, 

from Cuba. 

From Edward Hargitt, of London, England: 91 specimens, 63 species, chiefly water 

birds and birds of prey, all from the Old World. This collection is very valuable 

and contains some species new to the collection. 

From H. W. Henshaw, of Washington, D. C.: 19 specimens, 13 species, from the 

District of Columbia. 

From W. T. Hornaday, of Washington, D. C.: 6 specimens, 5 species, from Montana. 

From J. W. Johnson, of Port Huron, Alaska: 71 specimens, 48 species, from Alaska; 

a collection especially valuable for the good preparation of the specimens. 

From P. L. Jouy, of Washington, D. C.: 13 specimens, 8 species, from Japan. A 

very valuable accession, containing a beautiful hybrid between the Copper Pheasant 

and the Green Pheasant; a fine specimen of Spizaétus nipalensis, and a good series of 

the Japan Bullfinch, purchased; 6 specimens, 5 species, from Japan and Australia. 

From Valdemar Knudsen, of Kauai, Hawaiian Islands: 37 specimens, 16 species, from 

Kauai. A most interesting collection, most of the species being rare and new to the 
collection, while no less than five are new to scieuce, and will be described by 

L. Stejneger as Himantopus knudseni, Chasiempis dolei, Phawornis myadestina, Himatione 

parva, and Oreomyza bairdi, the latter being a type of a new genus. 

From Dr. F. W. Langdon, of Cincinnati, Ohio: A specimen of Vireo solitarius alti- 

gold, the first one of this North American bird the Museum has ever possessed, 

H, Mis, 600, pt. 2——7 
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From L. C. Leith, of Texas: 3 specimens of the Roseate Spoonbill, Ajaja ajaja. 
From J. A. Loomis: A specimen of Buteo swainsoni, from Texas. 

From L. M. Loomis, of Chester County, South Carolina: A specimen of Scolecopha- 

gus cyanocephalus, from Chester County, South Carolina, the easternmost occurrence 

of this species. 

From William Lloyd, of Paint Rock, Texas: 19 specimens, 9 species, mostly Vireos 

and Flycatchers, from Texas. Seven specimens, ten species, of Texan birds, among 

which are five species of Spizella and a series of Thryothorus bairdi; two specimens of 

Spizella pusilla arenacea. 

From George Marshall, of Laurel, Maryland: 2 Crossbills, Loxia curvirostra minor. 

From Fred. Mather, of Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts: 2 chicks, in alcohol, of the 
Mandarin duck, Aix galericulata, bred in captivity. 

From C. J. Maynard, of Boston, Massachusetts: 8 specimens of Puffinus auduboni, 

from the Bahamas; purchased 

From G. Frean Morcom, of Chicago, Illinois: An adult Little Brown Crane, Grus 

canadensis, in the flesh. 

From the National Museum of Costa Rica (through Mr. Anastasio Alfaro): 46 

specimens, 23 species, of birds from Costa Rica were received in exchange. 

From the Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio: 65 specimens, 51 species, from Africa 

(Natal and Gaboon), and from the Caroline Islands, were received in exchange. The 

collection is one of considerable importance, inasmuch as most of the species are 

new to the Museum, even a great number of interesting generic types being added 

to it; 22 specimens, 21 species, from Southern and Western Africa, nearly all new 

to the collection, among them no less than three different species of Hornbills, 

From R. Ridgway, of Washington, D. C.: The type specimen of Falco richardsoni, 

from Colorado. : 

From C. D. Riker, of New York City: A specimen of a new species of Picolaptes 

from the Lower Amazon, named by the curator P. rikeri. 

From Ernest E. T. Seton, of New York City: 6 specimens, 6 species, from Carberry, 

Manitoba. ; 

From George B. Sennett, of New York City: A chick, Buteo albicaudatus, from Texas, 

and 6 specimens of Bronzed.Cowbirds, from Texas. 

From J. Schneck, of Mount Carmel, Illinois: A live Barred Owl, Syrnium nebulosum. 

From R. B. Sharpe, of London, England: 38 specimens, 2 species. Extensive series 

of the British Redpoll, Acanthis cabaret, and the Linnet, Linaria cannabina, were 

received in exchange. 

From L. Stejneger, of Washington, D. C.: 40 specimens, 17 species, from Kamt- 

schatka. ‘This is a very valuable addition to our coll ction of Kamtschatka birds, 

adding several species not hitherto possessed by the Museum. Among them is the 

type of Picoides albidior Stejneger; 5 specimens, 5 species, of European birds, chiefly 

interesting as being young birds in the first plumage; 4 specimens, 3 species, from 

North America and Europe. One immature Kamtschatkan Sea Eagle, Thalassowius 

pelagicus, was received in exchange. 

From I’. Stephens, of San Bernardino, California: 33 specimens, 21 species, from 

Arizona, Colcrado, and California were purchased. This collection consists mostly 

of rare birds, excellently prepared, and all special desiderata of the Museum; also a 

specimen of Junco cinereus palliatus, from Arizona. 

From Lieut. George M. Stoney, U.S. Navy, of Washington, D.C.: 142 specimens, 

57 species, of birds from Putnam River, Alaska. This collection furnishes valuable 

information in regard to the geographical distribution of birds in Alaska. One of 

the most remarkable additions to the fauna of Northern Alaska is that of Picicorvus 

columbianus, of which there is only one previous record north of Sitka. 

From Rk. C, Stuart, of Tampa, Florida: A pair of Wurdemann’s Heron, Ardea wuerde- 

manni, from Cape Sable, Florida, was purchased. The typo of this species (belonging 

to the Museum) was for a long time unique, and the acquisition of additional speci- 
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mens is, therefore, of extreme interest. A mounted Wurdemann’s Heron, Ardea wuer- 

demanni, from Cape Sable, Florida, and a fine specimen of the Great White Heron, 

Ardea occidentalis, from Southern Florida, were purchased. 

From the Swan Island Club, Swan Island, North Carolina: A specimen of the Ful- 

yous Tree Duck, Dendrocygna fulva, from Currituck Sound. 

From Ernest E. Thompson, of Toronto, Canada: 3 specimens of Canadian Ruffled 

Grouse, Bonasa umbellus togata, and 2 Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse, Pediocwies phasia- 

nellus campestris, were received in exchange; 35 specimens, 12 species, from Manitoba. 

From the Tokio Educational Museum, Tokio, Japan: 155 specimens, 107 species, all 

from Japan. This collection is especially valuable on account of the care with which 

the specimens are prepared, sexed, and Jabeled. It also contains several species new 

to the collection of the Museum, besides three species new to science. Many of the 

species in this collection were not previously represented in our Museum by Japanese 

specimens. Altogether, itis a most interesting and valuable accession, which in many 

respects completes the collection of Blakiston and Jouy, making the collection of 

Japanese birds inthe National Museum one of the best ones, if not the best one, in ex- 
istence. 

From the U.S. Fish Commission: 108 specimens, 10 species, of water birds from the 

coasts of Massachusetts and from the Newfoundland banks, collected by the natural- 

ists at Wood’s Holl and on board the ‘‘Albatross” and the ‘‘Grampus.” The collection 

is very valuable and interesting, containing, as it does, a series of 44 specimens of 

Pufinus borealis (which was only described a few years ago, and up to date a very rare 

species in collections), besides very large series of Jaegers, Stercorarius parasiticus 

and pomarinus, illustrating the enormous individual color-variations in these birds. 
Nearly one-half of the collection was received in the flesh and was prepared by the 

taxidermist, who also mounted a great many of them in excellent style for the exhi- 

bition series. Only part of the collection was received during October, though, for 

reasons detailed in the report for September, were first entered in the Museum register 

during the former month. Also 11 specimens of Bonaparte’s Gull, Larus philadelphia, 

from Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 

From F. 8. Webster, of Washington, District of Columbia: 6 specimens, 4 species of 

Hummine-Birds, from South America, and a Crymophilus fulicarius, shot on the Eastern 

Branch, District of Columbia, October 17, 1886, received in exchange. 

From Hon. J. 8. Wise, of Richmond, Virginia: A Loggerhead Shrike, Lanius tudo- 
vicianus. . 

From Henry D. Woolfe, Coal Station, Alaska: 27 specimens, 17 species, from Cape 
Lisbourne, Alaska. 

From Don José C. Zeledon, of San José, Costa Rica: A specimen of a new species, 

Ootinga ridgwayi Zeledon, named in honor of the curator of this department, and one 

female Carpodectes antonie Zeled., a recently described and a very rare species, both 

from Costa Rica. 

From Fred. Zeller, of Washington, District of Columbia: A specimen of Quiscalus 

eneus from Prince Charles County, Maryland. 

From the Zoological Gardens, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, through the superin- 

tendent, Arthur E. Brown: A Brush Turkey, Talegalla lathami, in the flesh, and a 

Parakeet skin, Polyteles melanura. 

From the Zoological Museum, University of Christiania, Norway: 2 specimens, 2 

species, of birds from Japan, one species new to the collection. 

The present state of the collection is excellent so far as that portion 

included in suitable receptacles is concerned, except that the drawers 

are very much overcrowded. A considerable portion, however, yet 

remain in old drawers which are without lids or other fastenings, 

and therefore exposed to the attacks of insects. By a liberal use of 

naphthaline, and constant watchfulness, however, damage has been 
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prevented to the reserve or study series, the few specimens which were 

injured belonging to the duplicate series. 
The exhibition collection is still in decidedly the most unsatisfactory 

condition of any portion of the collection, it being impossible to prevent 

injury to the specimens from insects and dust, both of which have free 

ingress to the old and in every respect unsuitable cases in which the 

collection is arranged. 

It has not been practicable to make an actual count of the specimens 

in the collection. In fact, it is the curator’s opinion that this should 

only be done at intervais of several years (when it becomes necessary, 
on account of crowding, to re-arrange the collection) for the specimens 

suffer more or less deterioration from frequent handling. A careful es- 

timate, however, based on the inventory of the preceding year and the 

accessions for the one just closed, gives the following as the approxi. 

mate numbers of specimens in the reserve, exhibition, and duplicate 

series, and the total number in the collection.* 

Series. 188586. | 188687, | bereaset 
ecrease — 

ESOL VCR maisese en aioe ae creor ate Seaaleatece 38, 875 40, 875 +2, 000 
Saxby ethos eee Cee ets yo Oe te ik ee oe apa 7, 000 7, 000 (none) 
DMplVCAteeee eee eee ies Selec ak ca os 7, 750 0, te — 638 

MO Gast oe cat a ee et Seen oe caters 53, 445 54, 987 1,542 

Last entry in catalogue, in June, 1886 ......-2-- 2-22 s.20--e5-------2-2-- ee 109060 

Wastentry, mi cataloone, mi) JiMne OSC eae. ieee eee eee oe ee eet ema A ote 

The papers published during the year by the oaraior and his official 

associates, and by collaborators upon Museum material, are noticed in 

the bibliography. 

* Of the 2,393 total additions during the year it is estimated that 2,000 went into 

the reserve series and 393 into the duplicate series. This would increase the latter 

to 8,143, were it not that the specimens distributed during the year (1,031) were taken 

from that series. 



REPORT ON THE SECTION OF BIRDS’ EGGS IN THE U. §, NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, 1887, 

By CapTaIN CHARLES E. BENDIRE, U. S. Army, Honorary Curator. 

My principal object during the year has been to fill as far as possible 

the existing gaps in the odlogical collection, and to increase the series 

of eggs, especially amongst the rarer species. In this I have been mod- 

erately successful. ~ 

The largest and most important collection received during the past 

year is that made by Lieut. Harry C. Benson, Fourth Cavalry, in the 

vicinity of Fort Huachuca, Arizona, consisting of 22 species and 630° 

specimens, a valuable gift, as all the specimens are nicely prepared, 

and the majority of them very rare, and scarcely known in collections. 

I mention a few of the rarer species: Crvus coryptoleucus, 57 sets, 275 

specimens; Aphelocoma sieberti arizone, 33 sets, 137 specimens and 

nest; Columba fasciata, 3 specimens; Buteo abbreviatus, 1 specimen; 
Psaltriparus plumbeus, 9 sets, 41 specimens and nests. 

With the exception of the first-mentioned species these eggs have 

been represented in the collection by but a single specimen, and the 

last-named species was till now unknown. In making this collection 

Lieutenant Benson has often ridden 40 miles a day, and he deserves a 

great deal of credit for the amount of work he has accomplished in a 

few weeks’ collecting. 

Dr. A. K. Fisher, Department of Agriculture, presented 18 specimens, representing 

5 species, all of them rare, comprising the following: Spinus pinus, set of 4 eggs and 

nest ; Helminthophila pinus, set of 5 eggs and nest; Empidonax flaviventris, set of 4 
eggs. New to the collection. 

Col. N. 8. Goss, Topeka, Kansas, gave a set of 2 eggs of Ictinia mississippiensis. 

From Capt. B. F. Goss, Pewaukee, Wisconsin, was received a set of 8 eggs and 
nest of Iegulus satrapa. 

Mr. H. W. Henshaw, Washington, District of Columbia, gave an egg of Ammodra- 

mus beldingi. New to the collection. 

From William Brewster, Cambridge, Massachusetts, came a set of 4 eggs of Junco 
hyemalis carolinensis. New to collection. He also contributed one set of 2 eggs of 

Pipilo erythrophihalmus alleni, and one set of 3 eggs of Helinaia swainsoni with nests. 

From Lieut. G. M. Stoney, U. 8S. Navy, were received: One set of 3 eggs and nest of 

Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis. New to the collection. One set of 4 eggs and nest 

of Hesperocichla nevia, and two sets of 4 eggs and nests of Branta canadensis minima. 
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Loren W. Green, of Baird, Shasta County, California, sent one set of 3 egos of Me- 

lanerpes formicivorus, and two sets of 7 and 12 eggs of Oreortyx pictus. 

J. Parker Norris, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, gave one set of 2 eggs of Syrnium 

nebulosum alleni. New to the collection. 

During the year 85 nests have also been received, of which some of 
the rarer ones have been mentioned. 

The character of routine work for the fiscal year has been as follows: 

(a) The numbering, classifying, and arrangement of 1,208 new speci- 

mens; (b) taking the measurements and records of 7,125 specimens, and 

(c) mounting, labeling, and arranging 235 species of the nests for ex- 
hibition, and (d) relabeling and classifying part of the reserve series of 

eggs according to the nomenclature of the American Ornithologists’ 

Union Check List. 

NUMBER OF ENTRIES AND SPECIMENS. 

Last entry in June, 1886, No. 22805; in June, 1887, No. 23160. 

Total number of entries during the year (representing 1,208 specimens) ..---- 355 

NUMIDer Of 6295.10 TESCLVO SCTICS.< ~ 2 sic< acco poe See < eo mie foo ee ten ee 32, 899 
MAN eroOrerccs in CUpliCaAte ks es cae owe oe ice cen se Bee Sanaa eee 11, 548 

ANUNBeL OL Eves in xh bitlOM ss ooe les Nee Laie ctee le eee ee eee 1, 491 

Total number of eggs (including 697 species) ....-...---.--.--------- 45, 938 

Number of nests in reserve serieS ..2 2.2 6.655 eee e cece cee eee ene wee eee 2, 000 

Number ot nests on exhibition. ss. 2.202 sscee adsense eee eee eee ete 235 

Fotal-number ‘of nests sx oo sose oe ete sew seed eee coe nee. 2, 235 



REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS IN 
THE U. 8. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887, 

By H. C. Yarrow, M. D., Honorary Curator. 

No special studies or investigations have been made by the curator 

or his assistant, their time having been taken up in attending to the 

general routine office work. The study of the Batrachia by Prof. E. D. 

Cope is elsewhere alluded to. 
Among the accessions received during the year was quite a valuable 

collection, containing 23 specimens, from Prof. Alfred Dugeés, of Mexico, 

comprising the principal forms of reptiles of that country. These speci- 

mens have not as yet been fully identified. 

A small but interesting collection of Corean serpents, including 7 

specimens, was received from Dr. N. M. Ferebee, U. 8. Navy. 

A collection from Surinam, made by C. J. Herring, was also received. 

A large and valuable collection came from D. Ridgway, Wheatland, 

Indiana, containing most of the principal reptile forms of that locality. 

A collection from Alaska, by Lieut. Commander H. E. Nichols, U.S. 

Navy; one from Ensign W. E. Safford, U. S. 8. Mohican, collected at 

Montevideo; one from Charles H. Townsend, collected in the West 
Indies, and another from the United States of Colombia, South Amer- 

ica, received from Consul-General V. O. King, comprise the largest con- 

tributions made during the year. 

Valuable specimens have also been received from George Chandler, 

Georgetown, District of Columbia; F. W. Hayward, Oakley, South 
Carolina; L. Stone, McCloud River, California; Henry L. Barker, South 

Carolina; H. W. Turner, Butte County, California; Frank Burns, Dar. 

lington, South Carolina; Capt. E. S. Stone, coast of Nicaragua; Dr. 
J. R. Mathers, Upshur County, West Virginia; J. H. Kuehling, Vir- 

ginia; H. J. Shaw, New Berlin, New Jersey; Dr. George H. Mitcheil, 
Arizona; Dr. Robert W. Shufeldt, U. S. Army, Fort Wingate, New 

Mexico; Henry L. Barker, South Carolina; Dr. George W. Nelson, 
Panama; A.C. Peale, Montana; Dr. H. J. Bigelow, Massachusetts; U. 

S. Fish Commission; R. F. Hill, Texas; Otto Lugger, British Guiana; 
HK. P. Alexander, Cuba; R. Ellsworth Call, Dent County, Missouri; W. 

H. Phillips (through Dr. H. C. Yarrow), Trinidad; L. W. Green, Shasta 

County, California; Dr. T. H. Bean, U. S. National Museum; S. D. 
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Karus, Deuel, Colorado; Dr. J. EH. Nagle, St. Augustine, Florida; Mrs. 
Fannie Malone, Texas; G. M. Rhees, Mount Pleasant, District of Co- 
lumbia; F. Stephens, San Bernardino, California; Mabel and Marga- 

ret Johnson, South Carolina; Anton Schott, Akanchee Lake, Wiscon- 
sin; Lieut. W. M. Wood, U.S. Navy, South America; Thomas Flynn, 
Arizona; and a new species of snake (Tropidonotus bisectus Cope) from 

the Central Station of the U. 8. Fish Commission in Washington. 

The routine work of the Reptile Department consists in entering in 

the record books all specimens on their arrival; in identifying and la- — 

beling them, when possible, and in placing them in the series to which 

they belong. 

An order was received during the year to move temporarily the De- 

partment of Reptiles from the west basement of the Smithsonian build- 

ing, so that that part of the building might be renovated. The speci- 

mens were all carefully removed, and stored in cases temporarily erected 
in the basement hall of the main portion of the Institution. The cura- 

tor’s office was removed to, and now occupies, the south-front room on 
tbe ground floor, in the brick building west of the Smithsonian. 

The only paper published by the curator during the year is entitled 

“¢ Recurrence of Symptoms of Poisoning after Snake-bites.” This is no- 

ticed in Section Iv of the report. He has prepared a paper for ‘‘ Wood’s 

Reference Hand-book of the Medical Sciences,” entitled ‘‘ Poisonous Rep- 

tiles of the United States.” Prof. E. D. Cope has been specially em- 

ployed by the Institution to prepare a report and description of the 

Batrachia of North America. The drawings and manuscript of the 

work are fiuished, and the work is nearly ready to go to press. 

PRESENT STATE OF THE COLLECTION. 

All of the reptile specimens are in excellent condition, but since they 

are stored away, as before mentioned, they are not as easy of access for 

study and comparison as formerly. 

There have been 130 entries made in the catalogue, a ets 503 

Specimens. 

Specimens received during the year ending June 30, 1886.....-.-.----..----- 1, 705. 

Specimens received during the year ending June 30, 1887.----...---.-------- 503 
SPeciMels iN reserve SCTICS.... sc acces Soke sees eee eR eee ee eee 9, 631 

SHecwmens in Peneral Series. 6s se yA ees We GE ioe) a ear 8,819 

Exhibition series, domestic (selected for) .----..----. ..---.---------- De Wea ts 600 

Hehibitionjseries, foreion (selected for)22 4.242222 seee eee oe Cee cece eee 150 

Unclassified and exotic specimens, probably 



REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF FISHES IN THE U. 8. NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, 1887, 

By TARLETON H. BgeAN, M. D., Curator. 

GENERAL REVIEW OF THE YEAR’S WORK. 

Much time has been devoted to the identification of collections made 
in various parts of the world by correspondents of the Museum. This 

will be more particularly referred to in another part of this report. 

Until the month of October I was much occupied with editorial work 

upon Museum publications and upon the reports of collectors in the 

service of other bureaus of the Government. After this time I was re- 

lieved of this duty by Mr. A. Howard Clark. 

In preparing a sketch of the history of the collection of fishes it be- 

came desirable to prepare a geographical list of the principal sources 

from which fishes were received from 1851-1886, and to make a census 

of the collection now in the possession of the Museum. It was found 

that the Museum now has upwards of 24,000 jars of fishes, besides 208 

tanks, 4 barrels, and a lot of stuffed skins, drawings, color sketches, and 

casts. The number of specimens in the collection must be not less than 

100,000, which is probably the greatest number possessed by any mu- 

seum in the world. . 

Messrs. B. A. Bean and Peter Parker, jr., besides attending to their 

usual routine work, have been employed in adding to the bibliography 

of ichthyology with particular reference to deep-sea species, and pre- 

paring copies of the original descriptions of species. In connection with 

this same work I have prepared a list of the deep-sea fishes, which is 

now almost completed. A comparison of the results of deep-sea explo- 

rations conducted by foreign Governments with those obtained by the 

United States Government reveals the fact that so far as the fishes are 

concerned we have brought to light more new forms than all the other 

Governments combined. 

The curator has prepared descriptions of new fishes from Mexico, re- 

ceived from Prof. A. Dugés, and in connection with Mr. Goode has pub- 

lished a paper on new genera and species of deep-sea fishes collected 

by the steamer Blake. Work has also been vontinued upon other re- 

‘ports, which will be referred to under special researches. 
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Numerous important papers have been published by Prof. D.S. Jordan 

and his assistants, upon materials belonging to the Museum, and Prof. J. 
A. Ryder has published many valuable embryological papers, which will 

be found noticed in the bibliography. 

The work has been continued upon the drawings of fishes by Mr. H. 

L. Todd and Mr. W. 8S. D. Haines. The character of the illustrations 

has been kept up to the high standard. 

During the latter portion of the year almost the entire collection of 

fishes was moved out of the exhibition halls, the tank-room, the corri- 

dors, and the ichthyological laboratory at the expense of a considerable 

loss of time and the causing of more or less confusion, 

ACCESSIONS. 

The total number of accessions during the year was 110, of which the 

following are among the more important: 

From S. Applegate, U. S. Signal Service, Unalashka, Alaska: 7 species of Alaskan 

fishes. 

From Senor Don José Arechavaleta, Montevideo: Geotria chilensis, Siphostoma, Halo- 

cypselus, Loricaria, Tetragonopterus, Curimatus, Acara, and Piratinga. 

From Commander L. A. Beardslee, U. S. Navy: 10 species of fishes from Key West, 

Florida, common to vicinity. “ 

From R. E. Call, of Columbia, Missouri: A small box of fishes from the Ozark 

region in northern Missouri. 

From A. F. Clapp, of Sunbury, Pennsylvania: A specimen of Lamprey. Petromyzon 

marinus, juv., irom the Susquehanna River, at Sunbury. . 

From F. N. Clark, of Northville, Michigan: A specimen of Coregonus clupeiformis, 

5 inches long, grown in railroad water-tank at Northville. 

From Capt. J. W. Collins, Gloucester, Massachusetts: A specimen of an abnormal 

Cod-fish. ' 

From Capt. J. W. Collins, U. S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus : Lower jaw of 

Ground Shark, Somniosus microcephalus, taken on Grand Bank, August, 1886, in 22) 

fathoms, by N. Day, of schooner VW. A. Baston; also eggs of Slime Hel, Myzxine gluti- 

nosa, from 122 fathoms on the trawl-line. 

From the Connecticut Fish Commission, New Haven, Connecticut: About 40 species 

of young Shad, Clupea sapidissima, from 4 to 6 inches in length, ao the canal at 

Birmingham, on the Housatonic. 

From Alfred Dugeés, of Guanajuato, Mexico: Lampeira spadicea Bu., Characodon 

atripinnis, Characodon variatus, Bn., Limnurgus variegatus. 

From J. B. Edwards, of Amagansett, New York: A fresh specimen of Torpedo occi- 

dentalis. Sent to Mr. Hornaday to be stuffed. . ? 
From J. M. C. Eaton, of Irvington, New Jersey: 1 specimen of Zoarces anguillaris. 

From C. H. Eigenmann, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana: Type of Oph- 

ichthys retropinnis, from Snapper Banks of Pensacola, Florida. 

From N. M. Ferebee, surgeon U. 8. Navy, U.S. 8. Trenton: Alcoholic specimens of 

fishes from China, Japan, and Corea. 

From C. H. Gilbert, of Cincinnati, Ohio: A specimen of Ltheostoma niangue spilo- 
tum from Owsley County, Kentucky, and three specimens of Lilheostoma cragini, Gar- 

den City, Kansas. 

From R. A. Golden, of Washington, D. C. (through Henry Marshall, U. 8. National 

Museum): A specimen of Chub Mackerel, Scomber pneumatophorus. 

From R. A. Golden, of Washington, D. C., was purchased a specimen of Halibut, | 

Hippoglossus hippoglossus, caught in the Potomac River, having in its stomach a 

partly-digested Cat-fish, Amiurus albidus.. 
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From Loren W. Green, of Baird, Shasta County, California: 2 specimens of Pota- 

mocottus gulosus from the McCloud River. This fish is destructive to Salmon eggs. 

From Gwynn Harris, of Washington, D. C.: A specimen of tench, Tinca tinca, from 

the Potomac River. 

From William C. Harris, of New York: Coregonus williamsoni, Thymallus tricolor 

(Montenus form), and Salmo purpuratus (virginalis form), from the Gallatin River, 

Montana. 

From William C. Harris, of New York: Salvelinus malma, Coregonus williamsont, and 

Ptychochilus oregonensis from Clark’s Fork of the Columbia. : 

From J. T. Havens, Fourth life-saving station, Point Pleasant, New Jersey: A fresh 

specimen of Trumpet-fish, Mistularia tabaccaria. 

From O. P. Hay, of Irvington, Indiana: 16 species of fish from Kansas. 

From William Herrick, Swan’s Island, Hancock County, Maine: Specimens of food 

taken from mouti of Mackerel, Onos cimbrius, juv., Gasterosteus gymnurus, Clupea haren- 

gus, Phycis, juv., Pollachius virens, all very young. 

From C. F. Hodge, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland: One jar of 

fishes for identification from Green Turtle Bay, Bahama Islands, out of which the 

Museum retains 3 specimens of Querimana gyrans, 2 of Gambusia puncticulata, and 1, 

14 inches long, Sphyrena picuda. 

From E. B. Hodge, of Plymouth, New Hampshire: 8 fresh specimens of Salvelinus 

agassizii from Sunapee Lake. 

From Prof. D. 8. Jordan, of Bloomington, Indiana: Prionotus roseus, Scarus ever- 
manni, Steinegeria rubescens, Anthias vivanus, Scarus bollmani, Zygonectes escambie, Z. 

cingulatus, Gallechelys murena, Serranus ocyurus, and Phycis floridanus. 

From Prof. D. 8. Jordan, of Bloomington, Indiana: A specimen ‘of Thalassophryne 

dows from Punta Arenas, Gulf of California. 

From Alfred Johnson, schooner Mary S. Hontvet (through W. A. Wilcox): A very 

large specimen of Alepocephalus bairdi aud one specimen of Pteraclis carolinus. 

From W. L. May, of Fremont, Nebraska: A small bottle of Fat-head Minnows, 

Pimephales promelas. Rained down at Harvard, Nebraska, June 14, 1826. 

From H. C. Nichols, U.S. Navy, commanding U.S.S. Pinta, Sitka, Alaska: A tank 

of Alaskan fishes and a specimen of Myxine australis from the Straits of Magellan. 

From Joseph F. Reed, keeper U.S. life-saving station, Island Beach, Tom’s River, 
New Jersey: A specimen of Lump-fish, Cyclopterus lumpus. 

From W. E. Safford, ensign, U. S. steamer Mohican: Seven bottles and nine vials 

of fishes from the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and from Montevideo, Uruguay, South 

America; Myxine australis from Straits of Magellan, Xiphorhamphus jenynsii, and Tetra- 

Eaeonirlin: besides some pelagic forms not yet identified. 

From the Zoological Museum of the Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, Russia : 

2 specimens Phoxinus stagnalis; new species. 

From Miss Rosa Smith, of San Diego, Calfornia: A photograph of Tetraodon setosus. 
Picture of the type. 

From Lieut. G. M. Stoney, U. S. Navy: 15 species of fishes from the Kowak 

River, Alaska. Large and well-preserved specimen of Stenodus, Coregonus tullibee, 

Bicorlnwuchi, Salvelinus, Thymallus, etc. 

From Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U. 8. Navy: Sketches of 10 species of fishes from the Congo 

River, Africa. 

From Thomas Thompson, schooner M. A. Baston (through W. A. Wilcox, Glouces- 

ter, Massachusetts): 2 specimens of Chimera affinis, and a specimen of Haloporphyrus 

Viola. — 
From C, H. Townsend, Honduras, Central America: 17 species of fishes from Cen- 

tral America. 

U.S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts: A fresh specimen of Amber- 

fish or Yellow-tail, Seriola lalandii, from Menemshe, Martha’s Vineyard. 

U. S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts: A fresh specimen of Histio- 

phorus gladius. 
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From the U. 8. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts: A fresh specimen of 
Orcynus thynnus and parts of a Tetrapturus. 

From the U. 8. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts: A specimen of Ophio- 

gnathus leet Ryder. 

From the U. 8. Fish Commission schooner Grampus : Somniosus microcephalus, Car- 
charias glaucus, Raia ocellata, and Raia levis. From Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 

From-the U. 8. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts: 220 jars and bottles 

of fishes collected by tke steamers Albatross and Fish Hawk, and by the schooner 

Grampus, during the summer of 1886. 

From the U. §. Fish Commission schooner Grampus, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts : 

Eggs and milt of Gadus morrhua, of Pollachius virens, Brosmius, and Phycis. One 

specimen of Maurolicus and two of Sebastoplus, all taken near Gloucester, Massachu- 

setts, November, Pee 

From the U. 8. Fish Commission, Washington, D. C.: A fresh Salmo purpuratus, 

which was eae at the Armory in December, 1865, from Colorado. It was kept 

at the Armory two months when it was sent to Wytheville, where it remained until 

April 1, 1887. Sent to Armory. Died April 21. 

From the U. 8S. Fish Commission: Hybrid trout from Wytheville, Virginia, result- 

ing from fertilizing eggs of Salm» irideus with milt of Salvelinus fontinalis. A beautiful 

fish, strongly resembling a similar cross between Salmo fario and Salvelinus alpinus in 

Nonwar. 

From the U.S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus: 2 half-barrels and 3 boxes 

containing collections of fishes made on the southern mackerel grounds in April and 

May, 1887. 

From F. L. Washburne, of Minneapolis, Minnesota: An 8-gallon tank containing 

14 species of Minnesota fishes, principally from Lake Mille Lacs. 

From W. A. Wilcox, of Gloucester, Massachusetts: An Argyropelecus olfersi, picked 

up alive at surface on Grand Banks. 

From W. A. Wilcox, of Gloucester, Massachusetts: 4 specimens of Chimera affinis 

(g and @). 

From W. A. Wilcox, of Gloucester, Massachusetts: Sword of a Sword-fish, Xiphia: 

gladius, that killed Capt. Franklin D. Langsford, of Lanesville, Massachusetts. 

Wounded August 9 and died August 12, 1886. 

From Lieut. W. M. Wood, U.S. 5S. Juniata: A specimen of Haplochiton zebra from 

Puerto Bueno, South America. Taken from a small lake. 

There have been made 1,225 additions to the Catalogue of Fishes. — 

Collections received from the following sources have been identified : 

Corea, China, and Japan, made by - M. Ferebee, U.S. Navy. 

Alaska, made by S. Applegate, U. S. Signal Service; Lieut. Commander H. E. 

Nichols, U.S. Navy; Lieut. G. M. ae U.S. Navy, and C. H. Townsend. 

Bering Island, made by N. Grebnitzki. 

Pacific Ocean, made by Dr. W. H. Jones, U.S. Navy. 

Mexico, made by Prof. A. Dugés. 

Bahama Islands, made by a party from Johns Hopkins University. 

West Indies and deep sea, by U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross. 

Key West, Florida, made by Commander L. A. Beardslee. 

Fishing Banks, made by U. S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus. 

Prince Edward’s Island, food of Mackerel (young fishes), made by Capt. wane 
Herrick. 

Montana and other Territories, Salmonide, sent by William C. Harris. 

Minnesota (Lake Mille Lacs), made by Mr. F. L. Washburne. 

New Hampshire, Trout of Sunapee Lake, by E. B. Hodge. 

The usual work of labeling jars and changing alcohol has been con- 

tinued at proper intervals. The card catalogue, also, has been kept up 

to date. 
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One hundred and eighteen drawings made by H. L. Todd and thirty- 

five drawings made by W.S. D. Haines were examined and accepted. 

An accurate census of the collection referred to elsewhere was made. 

The preparation of reports upon specimens sent to the Museum or to 

the Fish Commission for examination has become an important feature 

of the work of this department. 

SPECIAL RESEARCHES. 

In connection with Dr. G. Brown Goode a partial report was prepared 

upon the fishes of the Blake. Thirteen species and two genera 

were described in the Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, 

‘Vol. xu, July, 1886. The curator described some new fishes sent from 

Mexico by Professor Dugés. Other papers now in progress and well 

advanced are the following: (1) Report on the Fishes of Great South 

Bay, Long Island; (2) Report on the Fishes of Cozumel; (3) Synopsis 

of the Fishes of Alaska; (4) Synopsis of the Salmonide of North 

America; (5) in connection with Dr. Goode, Report on the Deep-sea 
Fishes; (6) with Dr. Goode, A Study of the Fishes of the Atlantic 

Basin. 

The curator was detailed by Professor Baird to make an investiga- 

tion of the spring mackerel fishery in the schooner Grampus. He ac- 

cordingly left Washington April 20, joined the vessel at Fortress Mon- 

roe, and cruised with the mackerel feet until May 31, when the spring 

mackerel fishing was practically ended. He published letters de- 

scriptive of this cruise in the Boston Herald of May 9 and 26 and June 

6, and now has in preparation a more exhaustive report of the voyage 

for the Bulletin of the U. S. Fish Commission. 

The collections of the Museum have been utilized to a very large 

extent by collaborators not belonging to the Museum force. Professor 

Jordan and his assistants have published many extensive papers, which 

are mentioned in the bibliography.* 

Prof. J. A. Ryder has also published important embryological memoirs, 

which are likewise included in the bibliography. . 

A large number of specimens were at their request sent for study to 

collaborators of the Smithsonian Institution. 

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE COLLECTION. 

The present state of the collection is about the same as at the time 

of the last annual report, with the exception of some improvement in 

the condition of the specimens in jars and some additional deteriora- 

tion in tanks. It will be found necessary for the safety of the tank 

Specimens to transfer them as far as possible into large glass vessels. 

Requisitions have been made for preserving material from time to time, 

but so far we have not been able to obtain a sufficient quantity. 

The first entry number in the catalogue in July, 1886, was 37894, and 

*Seo Section rv of this report, 
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the last entry in June, 1887, was 39118, making the number of entries 
for the year 1,225. 

NUMBER OF SPECIMENS IN THE COLLECTION. 

ORO tir Soke eee SSS Ae on a sense eee ae He eet tice ae 34, 000 
TL CSOLVC ss Serb eS i UN J Mecca ae SiS eeiccc cas wot bo eas ts ae eee ee ome 41, 000 

IDiNpleAtes Mess eS waa he SE Eas eS Seas ar thin arora: See an eee eens 000 

AGT rT Ret ee ct oe d a a 6? _ 100, 000 

In February, 1887, the total number of jars containing nthe by 

actual count, was 24, 069. This number has been increased by acces- 

sions since wpa: There were at that time 208 tanks and 4 barrels 

filled with fishes. There were exhibited in the fish hall 64 stuffed fishes. 

The total number of casts at that time was 1,086, of which 276 were 

exhibited, 315 duplicates and stored, and 190 moulds, which had not 

yet been utilized. 

The number of drawings at that time was 1,354. There is also a 

large collection of photographs and color sketches, to which I have not 

yet obtained access. There is a large number of wood-cuts, 281 of 
which are stored in the fish hall and about twice as many in the wood- 

cut room. 

A census of the types of species was made in February, when it was 

found that the Museum possesses 364 described in outside publications 

prior to the foundation of the Proceedings of the National Museum, 

and 549 which have been described in the Proceedings, 150 of these 

being deep-sea species and 399 fresh- and shoal-water species. To this 

number should be added a great many extra-limital species, principally 

described by Dr. Gill, and a large number of types of West Indian 

fishes described and Poubaenred by Prof. Felipe Poey. 

In 1871 the National Museum had more specimens in the collection 

of fishes than the British Museum, but they represented a smaller num- 

ber of species. The British Museum at that time had 5,177 species, 

represented by 29,275 specimens. 
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MOLLUSKS (INCLUDING CENOZOIC IN- 
VERTEBRATE FOSSILS) IN THE U. 8, NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887, 

By W. H. DALL, Honorary Curator. 

The force of the Department of Mollusks beside the curator has con- 

sisted of Dr. R. H. C. Stearns, adjunct curator; Miss Agnes Nicholson, 
clerk (to February, 1887); Mr. Pierre Louis Jouy, aid (since February, 

1887). 

Assistance has also been rendered from time to time, by permission 
of the Director of the U.S. Geological Survey, by Messrs. BR. Stuart, 

Frank Burns, and R. T. Hill, of the Geological Survey, chiefly in con- 

nection with the Tertiary fossils contributed by the Survey to the 

Museum. 
The work, as during the past years, has chiefly consisted in the clas- 

sification and preparation of material received during the year and left 

over from previous years. By the faithfulness and industry of those 

employed upon the work, good progress has been made, and with sim- 

ilar success during the next two or three years we may hope to see the 

last of eleven years’ arrearages (to 1884) finally administered upon. 

This once accomplished it will be a comparatively easy task to keep 

up with the annual accessions except in very unusual cases. 

As there is no logical or biological reason for separating the Tertiary 

fossils from the recent shells in general administration (though the 

Specimens may be kept in separate cases for convenience of reference), 

no sepafation has been made, and this report therefore is practically a 

Ss report on the Department of Tertiary Invertebrate Fossils as well as of 

the Department of Mollusks. 

A biological arrangement has been adopted in arranging the fossils, 

the distinctions of supposed age being retained only on the labels. 

The result of this is to bring together all the species of any one genus 

from the Eocene to the Post Pliocene, and, in the writer’s opinion, a 

study of the collection thus arranged is likely to reduce by two-thirds 

the number of nominal species now on our lists of Tertiary fossils of 

the United States. 

The general collection is divided into three principal geographical 

Series with two subordinate groups, all being biologically arranged. 

Thus we have the species of West America from the Arctic province 

111 
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to Cape Horn, the species of East America, and the general collection 

of exotic species. In the latter we have two subordinate divisions 

which are contained in one room with the East American series, but 

independently arranged. These are (1) the Jeffreys collection of North 

Atlantic, North European, and British shells, and (2) the collection of 

Arctic marine shells from all parts of the Polar basin and adjacent 

waters. Among the land shells of North America, a case is devoted 

to the types of Binney, and in the same way, when received and ar- 

ranged, the Lea collection of Unionide and other fresh-water types will 

form a special series. 

In this connection it is my sad duty to refer to the death, December 

8, 1886, of Dr. Isaac Lea, for many years the oldest living American 

student of mollusks, and known all over the world for his researches on 

the Naiades, especially of North America. Dr. Lea had been a valued 

correspondent and friend of the Museum from its earliest stages, and 

had given large numbers of valuable specimens to the collection. In 

his will, subject to certain reasonable conditions, he left his entire col- 

lection of Mollusca to the Museum, which, when received and arranged, 

will put the Department of Mollusks, in the matter of Naiades, far in 
advance of any other existing biological museum. 

The administration on our material is progressing so rapidly that it 

already exceeds our case room. I shall therefore be obliged to make 

requisition for some eight new cases with their accompanying drawers, 

etc., to accommodate the general exotic series. 

The few persons available for work on the collection of mollusks, re- 

cent and fossil, have been engaged with the greatest assiduity in the 

labor above described, so that comparatively little work has been possi- 

ble on the large and valuable collection of cephalopods and other mol- 

lusksin alcohol. They have been examined, however, to determine their 
safety, and a card catalogue of the collection begun, to be taken up as 

occasion serves. Though not available for certain sorts of work, the 

alcoholic specimens afford opportunity for determining with certainty 

many points of prime importance in classification ; as in one case during 

the past year in the matter of the gills of Newra (= Cuspidaria) this ma- 

terial enabled the remarkable fact to be determined that specialized - 

gills of the ordinary form are entirely absent, thus rendering necessary 

the revision of the definition of the entire class and even the final rejec- 

tion of one of the most commonly received class appellations. The im- 

possibility of getting rare exotic material in a living condition will always 

give to a well-preserved alcoholic collection a certain importance. 

The full list of accessions to this department will be found by refer- 

ence to Section Vv of the report, and includes seventy-five numbers. 
Among the more important of these are the series of deep-sea mol- 

lusks dredged by the Coast Survey steamer Blake, types of the report 

on the mollusks of the Blake expedition by the curator, presented 

by Prof, Alexander Agassiz; thirty-two species of Scalaria and allied- 
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groups from the Tertiary of France, obtained in exchange from M. E. 

de Boury; four hundred species of Pliocene fossils, and many species 

from older rocks, with a large collection of mollusks obtained by the 

curator during field-work in south Florida under the auspices of the U. 

S. Geological Survey; a small collection, representing eight species 

from Bennett Island in the Polar Sea, collected during the Jeannette 
expedition and presented by R. L. Newcomb, naturalist of the expe- 

dition ; twenty specimens from Enoshima Island, Japan, presented by 

Mr. P. L. Jouy, containing some very acceptable rarities; seventy-six 

species of Mexican shells, presented by the Mexican Geological Com- 

mission ; some interesting fresh-water shells, from H. A. Pilsbry; a 

valuable series of specimens dredged in the Gulf of Mexico and the 

Bahamas, partly in very deep water, and presented by Dr. W. H. 

Rush, U. 8. Navy; a small but interesting collection of shells from 

South America, and pelagic mollusks, from W. E. Safford, U.S. Navy; 

a number of acceptable species from the southern coast of the United 

States and Honduras, presented by Charles T. Simpson ; eleven boxes 

of fossils and rocks containing fossils, from the U.S. Geological Sur- 

vey, through W. H. Dall; and eighty-four very beautifully preserved 

species of land and fresh-water shells of the Southern United States, 

_by A. G. Wetherby, of Roan Mountain, North Carolina. Contrary to 

our usual experience, nothing of importance has been received from 
the U. S. Fish Commission during the year. 

The work of the past year was chiefly devoted to the administration 

upon the marine forms of West America, the preliminary arrangement 

of which has been completed ; to the unpacking and arrangement of 

the Indo-Pacific series of the Stearns collection ; the selection and ar- 
rangement of the Floridian Tertiary and the general East American 

series ; preparation of material for exchanges chiefly in favor of other 
departments of the Museum ; and the assistance of students and cor- 
respondents desiring names of species or other information of use in 

their studies. A report was made and printed on the Blake brachio- 

pods and pelecypods, which is more fully described in the list of pub- 

 lications appended to this report. A collection brought by the Mexi- 

can Geographical Commission was named for them, and will serve as a 

basis for future study to the conchologists of Mexico. 

Information or assistance of more or less importance, involving the 

writing of letters to the number of some 350, was furnished by the De- 

partment of Mollusks to the following persons : 

Agassiz, Prof. A., Cambridge, Mass. Diller, J.S., U. S. Geological Survey. 

Aldrich, T. H., Cincinnati, Ohio. Dominion Geological Survey, Ottawa, 

Beecher, C. E., Albany, New York. Canada. 

Binney, W.G., Burlington, New Jersey. | Dugés, Prof. Alfred, Mexico. 

Boury, E. de, Vigny, France. Flint, Dr. Earl, Nicaragua. 

Cooper, J. Y., Haywards, California. Greegor, Isaiah, Jacksonville, Florida, 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——8 
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Greely, General A. W., U.S. Army. 

Heilprin, Prof. A., Philadelphia, Penn. 
Hemphill, H., San Diego, California. 

Henshall, Mrs. James A., Cynthiana, Ky. 

Hitchcock, Prof. C. H., Hanover, N. H. 

Hodge, C. F., Baltimore, Maryland. 

Jones, EH. E., Sewanee, Tennessee. 

Leidy, Prof. J., Philadelphia, Penn. 

McCormick, Dr. J. L., Tennessee. 

Mazyck, W. G., Charleston, S. C. 

Merriam, Dr. C. H., Washington, D. C. 

Mexican Geographical Commission, Pue- 

bla, Mexico. 

Mills Seminary and College, Alameda, Cal. 

_ Moser, Lieut. J. F., U. 8S. Navy, Cedar 

Keys, Florida. 

Nash, Dr. F.S., U. 8. Navy, Washington, 

District of Columbia. 
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Newlon, Dr. W. S., Oswego, Kansas. 

Pilsbry, H. A., Des Moines, Iowa. 

Redway, J. W., Philadelphia, Penn. 

Rush, Dr. W. H., U. S. Navy, Philadel- 

phia, Pennsylvania. 

Ryder, W. P., Upper Marlborough, Md. 

Sandberger, Prof. H., Wiirzburg, Bavaria. 
Shaler, Prof. N. P., Cambridge, Mass. 

Simpson, Charles T., Ogallala, Nebraska. 

Sterki, Dr. V., New Philadelphia, Ohio. 

Swan, J. G., Port Townsend, Wash. 

Jodd, Aurelius; Elkhead, Oregon. 

Westgate, W. W., Houston, Texas. 

Wetherby, A. G., Roan Mountain, N.C. 

Whiteaves, J. F., Dominion Geological 

Survey, Ottawa, Canada. 

Wilson, Thomas, Washington, D.C. 

SPECIAL RESEARCHES. 

In the flood of routine work an occasional rest was taken for study, 

and investigations prosecuted by the curator. 

1. On the mollusks of the Blake collection, of which the brachiopods 

and pelecypods were completed and published; 2. On the fossils of the 

later Tertiary of south Florida, still in progress; 3. On a small collec- 

tion of fragments, etc., obtained by the Jeannette expedition at Bennett 

Island in the Polar Sea; 4. On the general Floridian and Gulf fauna, 

still in progress; 5. On the geology of south Florida, in press; and 

on several Arctic or sub-Arctic collections made by Mr. L. M. Turner 

in Labrador, Mr. Nicholas Grebnitzki in Bering Sea, and by the cura- 

tor in several parts of northern Alaska. The papers printed are enu- 

merated in the list appended to this report. Dr. Stearns, the assistant 
curator, has devoted some time to the study of the fossil Tryonia, a 

small genus of the Amnicola group; of Teredo; and of the Phoride, or 

Carrier shells. 

Mr. Paul Pelseneer, of the Museum at Brussels, having taken up the 

study of the pteropods, applied for certain material to be used in his 

studies. This, consisting chiefly of specimens of Pacific and other 

pteropods and copies of colored drawings made from life while in the 

North Pacific by the curator, was furnished to the Museum of Brussels 
for his use. 

A preliminary paper describes a new genus found off the eastern 

coast of the United States by the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Alba- 

tross, and further pubiications may be expected. 

In previous reports I have shown why it is impossible to state the 

exact number of specimens, species, duplicates, etc., contained in the 

collection. Two years ago the collection was estimated to contain 

400,000 specimens. Since then not less than 25,000 specimens have 

been added to it. It will be several years before an exact statement 
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ean be made as to any of these details; certainly not before all arrear- 

- ages are cleared up. 
For the year 1885-’86 the number of entries in the Museum register, 

being the final culmination of some two years’ preparatory work, was 

18,638, representing between 50,000 and 60,000 individual specimens. 

- A larger number of specimens has been handled during the past year, 

but owing to a deficiency of clerical assistance not so many of them 
have reached the final stage of registration. 

The following table shows the state of the register, sundry gaps being 

due to the allotment of numbers to the Fish Commission for the use of 

Professor Verrill and his assistants : 

STATE OF REGISTERS. 

From num-|Tonumber,| Total en- 
Volume. ber. inclusive. tries. 

NOME ere eee KE area alee hh Ue 5 64, 004 68, 150 4,146 
PNM anne tapi rters oe bein SU ee el lgtalee a bec noes st otee cule oaeces amasiad 
OPER IRE Re ute cursiceeee wSoace seed ae boss 73, 050 77, 876 4, 826 
DOWD oo nb oO Bae OS ORE eee eee ee 78, 000 78, 974 974 
DIAN Geeta ee ae Se one Sule dove. clowiesis! oo direc dee 82, 950 83, 534 584 

BN Ga wee ries y se Hoes cca rele ce cde bead sei cce belie tents sigemaicis 10, 530 

have been registered during the last two years. 

* Reserved for Fish Commission, and but partly filled. 

The total number of entries for 1886-87 is 10,530, equivalent to about 

32,000 specimens, cach lot registered averaging over 3 specimens. 

Adding this to the total for the preceding year, we get 29,165 entries, 

while in the twenty years previous to July, 1885, the whole number of 

entries was only 42,440, or less than one and one-half times as many as 

These figures show 

better than any lengthy explanation how the work has been pressed. 

It may also be observed that, whereas in former days many specimens 

were entered merely under the generic name or without any name, the 
present entries are nearly all identified and fully administered upon. 
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF INSECTS IN THE U, 8. NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, 1887, 

By C. V. Ritzy, Honorary Curator. 

The general work of the year was mainly that of arrangement, as by 

far the greatest amount of time has been devoted to the separation of 

material, and its more or less complete arrangement either for exhibi- 

tion or study. 

First in order, the arrangement of the Lepidoptera from the Khopalo- 

cera to the end of the Arctiide has been completed. This had been 

begun during the preceding year and nearly completed. The work this 

year embraced the addition of new material, the completion and partial 

re-arrangement of series, and such changes as experience suggested. A 

tolerably complete statement of this part of the work is contained in 

last year’s report, and nothing more need be said here on the same 

subject. 

A more tedious, and in many respects more important, work was the 

separation into families of the material in the order Diptera. 

There was in the order the material of the Burgess collection, much 
of it without labels, and most all of it without arrangement of any kind; 
the material in the Belfrage collection in somewhat similar condition; 

the material of the Riley collection and that of the Department of 

Agriculture containing a vast lot of bred species; the Riley collection 

being the only one with any attempt at arrangement. The work of Dr, 

Williston, in the winter of 1885, on this collection included the separa- 
tion and arrangement of some of the leading families, and these served 

as a guide and basis for the continuation of the work. 

There are now 107 boxes of material arranged as to families, much of 
it determined generically or specifically; the boxes of all sizes, many of 

them large, double storage cases. 

A series of eight unit boxes was prepared, containing a synoptic col- 

lection of North American Coleoptera, with labels defining and draw- 

ings illustrating the families of this order. A more detailed statement 

of this work is given further on. 

The collection of Arachnide has been overhauled, partly remounted, 
and roughly separated for convenience of future study. The old ma- 

terial in adolescent stages has been similarly treated. 
117 
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A lot of typical Myriapoda, received from Mr. Rathbun, the curator 

of Marine Invertebrates, has been carefully preserved and arranged. 

A lot of slides containing parts of insects and many minute species, 

also from Mr. Rathbun, were carefully listed and arranged for ready 

reference. 

The Heteroptera had been arranged by Prof. H. Osborn, as detailed 

in the last report, but the duplicate material had neither been labeled 

nor entirely separated; this unfinished work on the suborder was also 

done during the year. 
The Capside, one of the families of this order, was sent to Prof. P. R. 

Uhler, of Baltimore, for study, at his request. 

The collection of Orthoptera had already been carefully arranged by 

Mr. Lawrence Bruner while associated with me at the Department of 

Agriculture, in 1884, in a series of single and double folding boxes; 
but in order to assist in the preparation of a monograph of the Acridide, 

which I have planned with Mr. Bruner, the whole order has been trans- 
ferred to permanent cabinets. This re-arrangement has permitted the 

incorporation of the new material that has accumulated since 1884, and 

has placed the collection in far better condition both in regard to safety 

from breakage and to facility for study. In the re-arrangement a dupli- 

cate series was also prepared for the Department of Agriculture to facili- 

tate reference work there. 

Reports on accessions often require considerable study and time, and 

the correspondence of the department has been extensive. 

A considerable amount of time was occupied in determinations for 

such entomologists as either sent specimens for the department or who 

had in some way deserved well of the Museum, and for institutions 

where the determinations would be valued and valuable. 

Some twenty such lots were named in addition to those which were 

reported upon as accessions in the regular manner. 

During the year two additional standard cabinets of the kind de- 

scribed in my previous report have been made. These are of cherry 

and mahogany, and superior to those previously received. 

One hundred of the standard single folding boxes were also ordered 

and received. 

The Smith collection is contained in one large walnut cabinet of sixty 

drawers; a small pine cabinet of nine drawers; 80 single folding boxes; 

27 pine double folding boxes; 17 very large walnut double folding boxes, 

and a miscellaneous lot of over 100 boxes of all sizes and shapes. Two 

unit table cases were also assigned to the department. 

A very fair proportion of the boxes received are already in use, and 

they are being rapidly filled as arrangement of material progresses. 

The preparation of papers for publication, as a direct result of the 

Museum work, has occupied, compared with the other work, but a small 
part of the time. It is chiefly represented by the paper by Mr. Smith 

on the classification of some of the Bombycina in the Proceedings of 
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. the Museum, aud hereafter more particularly mentioned, and of a few 

contributions by myself. . 
Based largely upon Museum material, and almost entirely upon ma- 

terial which will, I hope, ultimately become the property of the Museum, 

is the “Synopsis of the North American Syrphide,” by Dr. S. W. Willis- 

ton, published as Bulletin No. 31 of the U. S. National Museum. 
This is the most valuable contribution to systematic dipterology in 

North America that has appeared in recent years. 

NOTES. 

In considering the more important accessions during the year, I have 
drawn attention to a few of those which have come through the ordinary 
channels with their accession numbers; but by far the greater num- 

ber of important accessions to the collection have come (1) through 
the curator in the shape of material constantly received by him or col- 

lected during his travels, and which on account of their numbers and 

frequency are added to the general collection without accession num- 

bers; (2) those received through the Department of Agriculture from 
the correspondents and agents of its entomological division. By far 

the most important of these last is the material that has been collected 

by Mr. Albert Koebele in California, which comprises many thousand 

Specimens in all orders, much of which is exceedingly valuable material. 

Again, Mr. E. A. Schwarz, of said entomological division, very kindly 

donated some 300 specimens of the 108 species of Coleoptera which 

were required to complete the synoptic collection in that order which 

were either not represented in the collection or were represented in in- 

sufficient numbers. 

Of the accessions by purchase, only one has been made during the 

year, but that is an important and valuable one, viz, the private collec- 

tion of the assistant curator, Mr. J. B. Smith. 

Of the numbered accessions direct to the Museum, the following may 

be mentioned as of special interest : 

July, 1886.—Several specimens of Lpicauta maculata from Capt. Heury Romeyn, Fifth 

' U.S. Infantry, Fort Keogh, Montana. (17743.) ‘These insects were said to have ap- 

peared suddenly in great numbers, and proved very destructive to vegetables, creating 

somealarm. Later Captain Romeyn wrote that Pyreihrum proved a complete remedy. 

Specimen of the work of Scolytus wnispinosus in Abies douglassi from L. E. Ricksecker, 
Sylvania, California, through J. B. Smith. (17767.) This specimen was interesting 

as presenting the first known instance of a true Scolytus boring in conifers. 

August, 1886.—Twenty one specimens of fourteen species of Lepidoptera from Mis- 

souri, from Miss M. E. Murtfeldt, Kirkwood, Missouri. The species were undetermined, 

and many of them proved interesting. (17848.) 

September, 1886.—Six packages of Lepidoptera and two viais of miscellaneous insects, 
from C. J. Herring, colony of Surinam, Dutch Guiana. (17929.) 

The Lepidoptera were mostly fragmentary and so badly infested with Anthreni that 

they could not be saved and were destroyed. It was with great regret that this was 

done, for several of the species would have been desirable. The vials contained a few 

larve and some Orthoptera of much less value. 
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October, 1886.—One specimen, Carabus truncaticollis, from S. Applegate, sergeant, 

Signal Corps, Unalaska. (18036.) In point of value the most important accession of 

the month, as it is rather a rarity. 

Thirty-one specimens of twenty-six species of Tennis from northern New York, 
from George H. Hudson, Plattsburgh, New York. (18077.) This lot contained some 

good species, very useful to the Museum. A complete list was sent Mr. Hudson. 

Nest of Vespa maculata, Mount Vernon, Virginia, from J. H. Kuehling, 419 Twelfth 

street northwest, Washington, D.C. (18081.) A very fine, large example, contain- 

ing numerous inhabitants. 

Thirty-one specimens of Lepidoptera in papers from Dr. J. C. Merrill, U. S. Army, 

Fort Klamath, Oregon. (18147.) A few of these were good species and of value to 

our collections. A complete list was sent Dr. Merrill at his request. 

Twenty-eight species of Lepidoptera and three of Coleoptera from George H. Hud- 

son, Plattsburgh, New York. (18148.) A list of determinations was sent to Mr. Hud- 

son. 

November, 1886.—Twenty-seven vials containing as many named species of Myri- 

pods, from C. H. Bollman, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. (17905.) 

Contained a large proportion of forms heretofore unrepresented in the Museum col- 

lections. 

A lot of named Acridide, four of fheni types of new species, from C. H. Bollman, 

Bloomington, Indiana. (18261.) These insects were badly damaged when they 

reached the department, but as they were of considerable value as typical of notes 

and descriptions by Mr. Bollman, they were carefully repaired and remounted in part. 

January, 1887.—Two vials of insects in alcohol from the head of Usamasinta River, 

Mexico, from Richard M. Walker, Commision de limites con Mexico, Guatemala City, 

Central Mexico. (18478.) A mixed lot of species, some of them very bright and at- 

tractive. A desirable addition to a popular exhibition. 

Smerinthus pallidulus, 1; Pamphila, sp.?,1; and an undetermined Geometrid, 1, from 

W.N. Tallant, 73 Jefferson avenue, Columbus, Ohio. (18507.) All of these speci- 

mens not in our collection and rare. 
A lot of Myriapoda from Prof. L. M. Underwood, Syracuse, New York. (18494.) 

This is part of the material sent Professor Underwood for study and arrangement and 

now returned. It includes only the Chilopoda and the genera allied to Scolopendra. 

A lot of named Coleoptera and Lepidoptera from James Fletcher, Ottawa, Canada. 

(18510.) Among the Lepidoptera were type specimens of Chionobas macounii and Ne- 

meophila selwynii, as well as other good species. There were also a lot of Coleoptera, 

Lepidoptera, and Orthoptera for determination, and a list of these, so far as readily 

namable, was sent Mr. Fletcher. 

Fifty specimens of thirty-nine species of Hemiptera, not in our collection, from 

William H. Ashmead, Jacksonville, Florida. (18550.) These were obtained from 

Mr. Ashmead in exchange for others to be sent him from the Museum. 

Eleven type species of Myriapoda, Michigan-Indiana, from C. H. Bollman, Indiana 

University, Bloomington, Indiana. (18529.) These types accompanying a paper 

sent for publication in the Proceedings of the Museum. 

February, 1837.—Three trap-door spiders and one nest of same from Prof. George F. 

Atkinson, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. (18678.) The species are typical specimens 

of Pachylomerus carabivorus Atk. and nest, Myrmekiaphila foliata Atk., and Nidival- 

vata maraxii Atk. 

March, 1887.—A lot of insects from Alaska, from Lieut. George M. Stoney, U.S. 
Navy, collected by Dr. Nash of the expedition. (18491.) 

A list of the species contained in this collection was made and handed Dr. Nash. 

It contained: Coleoptera, 9 species, 30 specimens; Lepidoptera, 6 species, 18 speci- 

mens; Diptera, 4 species, numerous specimens; Orthoptera, 1 species, 1 specimen ; 

Neuroptera, 4 species, numerous specimens; Arachnida, 12 species, 35 epeqiuens, , 

Myriapoda, 1 species, 1 specimen. 
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Ten specimens of a new species of Cis from William H. Crane, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
(18842. ) 

April, 1887.—Nest of Vespa maculata from Hon. Wade Hampton, United States 

Senate. (18886.) A fine specimen and one of the largest we have. 

Pityophthorus rhois Sz. and sample of work; Thysanoes ficus Sz. in all stages and 

samples of work, and parasites; Anisomorpha buprestoides; Penthetria sp. and co- 

coon, and Forficula sp. and eggs from E. A. Schwarz, Washington, District of Co- 

Jumbia, collected in Key West, Florida. (18954.) These Coleoptera are types of 

manuscript species by Mr. Schwarz, and have been EES E as to life, history, etc., 
heretofore. 

May, 1887.—Two boxes pinned Lepidoptera; specimen of twigs of fig, with Pityoph- 

thorus ficus Sz. in all stages; three small vials of Myriapods. (19040.) 

Box of pinned Diptera and two vials of Myriapods. (19068.) 

Box of specimens, all orders, pinned. (19113.) 

All these are from Dade County, Florida, collected by Mr. Schwarz personally. 

They are mostly of great interest, many of them new species, and to some i them 

Mr. Schwarz has notes of interest and value. 

A lot of butterflies in papers, and a mixed lot of several orders in alcohol, United 

States of Colombia, from VY. O. King, consul-general of the United States at Bogota. 
(19112.) These have been mounted and are in very good condition throughout. They 

form a bright and sparkling addition to the collection, the butterflies and beetles 

being usually the most brilliant. 

June, 1887.—A lot of dry Coleoptera in papers from Aurelius Todd, Elkhead, Ore- 

gon. (19015.) 

A similar lot from Lewis L. Kennedy, Blackford, Custer County, Montana. (19227.) 
Two mixed lots containing considerable valuable material apparently. 

1 box of White Mountain Coleoptera, from Rev. F. Gardiner, jr., Sioux Falls, Dakota. 

(18820.) Chiefly valuable because it has been worked over by Dr. Leconte; unfortu- 

nately in such poor condition that but a small fraction can be saved. 

Two boxes of pinned insects (miscellaneous lot), from E. A. Schwarz, collected in 

Dade County, Florida. (19234.). 

Altogether 102 accessions have been sent in to the department, comprising several 

thousands of specimens. 

The mounting, labeling, and proper Peon of these specimens occu- 

pied no inconsiderable time. Forty-eight of these accessions required 

reports of some kind, often taking up considerable time in making the 

necessary determinations ; some sendings involving the determinations 

of from 50 to 75 species, or a few of them even a greater number. 

In the first part of this report a general statement of the work done 

was given, and it needs but little amplification. In the Lepidoptera the 

chief work was the re-arrangement of the species of Callimorpha. 

In the Diptera the work has been entirely in the way of temporary 

arrangement. 

In the Coleoptera the principal work has been in the arrangement of 
the synoptic collection for exhibition. This has been most carefully 

arranged by Mr. Smith. Every family is defined, in almost every case 

there are drawings of structural peculiarities of the family, and wher- 

ever it was possible to obtain them, specimens of the leading genera in 

each family. In those cases where the species were very minute, figures 

of the species were either added or substituted. The eight unit cases 

in which this collection is arranged contain 571 species, 2,410 speci- 
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mens, and 237 drawings, most of them made for this series, and many 
of them original. 

The Arachnida were still mostly contained in jars and vials of all 

kinds and sizes, and the species were sadly mixed. They have all been 

assorted, and placed in the standard vials adopted by the curator. The 

material in the adolescent stages of insects was in somewhat similar 

condition and was similarly treated. 

Several small lots of named Myriapods received, as noted in the list 

of accessions, were also mounted and temporarily arranged. In this 

class the Museum collection has an unusual number of types. 

During a portion of the summer Mr. A.S. Davis, of Mount Pleasant, 

served as a volunteer in the department, and with his aid a large lot of 

material previously mounted was labeled and separated and the balance 

of the old material was mounted. 

Mr. W. H. Crane, of Cincinnati, also served in the department for a 

short time this year, and his aid was effective in the arrangement of 
the Diptera and in the synoptic collection of Coleoptera. 

The Orthoptera were arranged in two cabinets, occupying forty 

drawers in all. Of some groups drawings, illustrating specific distine- 

tions, were made and pinned into the collection with the species. 

Prof. P. R. Uhler has been for some time studying the Capside 

(Hemiptera Heteroptera) of the United States, and offered to arrange 

and name the Museum material in the family. 

The material was therefore carefully looked out and sent to Professor 

Uhler, who finds many new and interesting forms. Some of these he 

has referred to in describing new species in Hntomologica Americana, 

but none have as yet been returned by him. 

So far as the more pressing work would allow, progress has been 

made in the studies of the Noctuide in furtherance of the monograph 

in preparation by myself and Mr. J. B. Smith. The latter has also 

made a study of the material in the lepidopterous family Saturniida, 

and the results are published in the Proceedings of the U. S. National 

Museum, 1886. He has also studied the lepidopterous genus Calli- 

morpha, and the results are embodied in a paper presented for publica- 

ing in the Proceedings for 1887, but not yet issued. The genus Huery- — 

thra was also studied in the same way and a paper prepared and pre- 

sented, but not yet published. 

These papers contain many new facts of interest in structural Lepi- 

dopterology that have resulted from a careful study of the material; 

but the conclusions, especially in the Callimorpha and Huerythra pa- 

pers, sometimes run counter to my own convictions and to the facts 

from the biologic side. 

The curator’s researches, so far as they are indicated by publication, 
have been as heretofore mostly in connection with his work for the 

Department of Agriculture, and are indicated in the bibliography.* 

* See Section Iv of this Report. 
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Dr. Willistou’s work of the Syrphid@ has been already referred to. 
In the report for 1885~86 a statement was presented giving as nearly 

as possible the state of the collection at that time. Its condition is 

more satisfactory at the present time, by virtue of the material that 

has been more carefully arranged and worked over during the year. 

Exclusive of the Smith collection at least 10,000 specimens have been 

added. 

To the exhibition series has been added the synoptic collection of 

Coleoptera, contained in 8 unit cases, containing—species, 571; speci- 

mens, 2,410; drawings, 237, making a total in the exhibition sere of— 

species, 2,637 ; specimens, 7 9/8; drawings not counted. 

In the indy Series the shee collection of Orthoptera now con- 

tains 542 species, comprising 4,442 pee mens The species are divided 

as follows: 

Faunily. Species. Specimens. 

Pirate EDN) emerge cei aint ae wee Stee aS te rei es 17 66 
Witte eerie ites ho Un eS ea od 12 105 
rein niulec emma ne. ss a cates oan sce. s Sodse Seu eee eed 3 32 
IEICE. oes SObS See Bone eee ae ee 25 165 
PO Eee So .5 Johan s cissacccece wacaeccceeuseneene 30 190 
ANGTENOUS 8.3 MAES SIR SA ie ioe cs nee eh ee 337 3, 280 
ILD GREED ESSE ee a ae 85 464 
(SSUES. < GSES Oa eR ES eae ey act ge nn ea a 33 140 

TEQABEDLE 1 coe, ERS ST Se oe ai eee pe ce ea es SE 542 A, 442 

These numbers in regard to species may not prove exact, aS so many 

are still either unnamed or entirely undescribed, and until they are care- 

fully worked over the specific or other rank of some forms can not be © 

defiinitely determined. 

There are also twenty-seven double boxes, Sonne several thou- 

sands of duplicates for exchange. 

In the parasitic Hymenoptera the Microgasters have all been re- 

arranged so as to include all the new and many undescribed species, 

which I hope soon to find time to define; while in the biologic series, 

much of the alcoholic material has been brought together by families, 

especially that in the Noctuide, and all in the Rhopalocera has been 

brought together and classified. In the Coleoptera I have also begun, 

with Mr. HE. A. Schwarz, the classification and study of the accumulated 
biologic specimens. 

The last catalogue entry for June, 1886, was 242, and the last cata- 

logue entry for June, 1887, is 343. 
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES IN THE 
U. 8S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887, 

By RICHARD RATHBUN, Curator. 

Most attention has been paid during the past year to the working up 

of the collection of Corals, Star-fishes, and parasitic Copepods, and to 

the sorting, cataloguing, and preservation of specimens. Several re- 

ports upon the groups mentioned, mainly of the nature of annotated 

catalogues, have been completed and submitted for publication in the 

Proceedings. No increase has been made in the number of specimens 

on exhibition, but much material has been prepared for the display se- 

ries, and will be mounted as soon as opportunity offers. . 

The number of accessions has been rather above the average; and, 
as during many previous years, the Fish Commission has made the 

largest and most important contributions. Very valuable collections of 

Bermuda corals and sponges have been received from the Wesleyan 

University, and donations from the naval service have been numer- 
ous and interesting. The Fish Commission steamer Albatross was in 

active service only during the summer and fall, so that her regular 

southern cruises, which have always yielded very important results for 

this department, were omitted. Much progress has been made in the 

permanent arrangement of the general reserve collections, and many 

duplicates have been distributed to institutions of learning throughout 

the country. The card or reference catalogue of the identified speci- 

mens has been kept up to date, and now covers a large part of the col- 

lections. 

The work-rooms of this deeiment were closed from the first of July 

until the last of October, the curator and bis assistants taking part in 

the investigations of the Fish Commission at Wood’s Holl, Massachu- 

setts, during that period. 

Fifty-five accessions have been received by this department during 

the year. The largest and most important of these comprised the in- 

vertebrate collections made by the Fish Commission steamer Albatross 

during the summer and fall months, with headquarters at Wood’s 

Holl, Massachusetts. Over 1,200 packages, many of which were of 

large size, and contained a great variety of specimens, were sent to 

Washington in October, as a partial result of the season’s explorations, 

125 
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nearly aS many more having been placed in the hands of naturalists 

elsewhere for special study. The regular winter and spring cruises of 

the Albatross were unfortunately omitted, for reasons explained below, 
and the Museum was thereby deprived of the source of revenue from 

southern waters, which had so greatly enriched its collections during 
the previous three years. A small amount of material was, however, 

obtained by this steamer from the shallow water off Fortress Monroe, 
Virginia, in April, while giving instructions in dredging to.the officers 

of the U. 8.8. Thetis. 

The Fish Commission schooner Grampus has secured and transmitted 

to the Museum, in the course of its special fishery investigations in 

different regions, a large number of interesting specimens, including a 

fine series of surface towings taken on the southern mackerel grounds 

during April and May, to illustrate the food of that important econo- 

mic species. Several collections, made in the vicinity of Wood’s Holl, 

Massachusetts, during the winter and spring, have been received from 

Mr. Vinal N. Edwards. They were especially rich in specimens of fish 

parasites. Mr. 8S. E. Meek, who was in the employ of the Commission 

in the summer and fall, has also supplied a number of interesting lots 

of specimens of the same character, obtained from the many varieties 

of. fish that are brought to Fulton market in a fresh condition during 

those seasons. Mr. John Marshall, captain of the Gloucester fishing 

schooner Landseer, has presented, through the Fish Commission, a small 

but interesting series of Iceland crustaceans, mostly fish parasites, ob- 

tained from the shark fishermen of that region. 

To officers of the United States Navy this department is indebted for 

several valuable contributions. Lieut. J. F. Moser, in command of the 

Coast Survey steamer Blake, has forwarded a large tank of alcoholic 
preparations, dredged in depths of 10 to 20 feet of water, in the neigh- 

borhood of Cedar Keys, Florida. Ensign W. E. Safford, formerly at- 

tached to the National Museum and Fish Commission, and now of the 

U.S.8S. Mohican, has recently sent from San Francisco, California, an in- 

teresting assortment of specimens, mostly secured at the surface of the 

water by means of the tow-net, from off the Rio de la Plata, the South 
Pacific Ocean, and the western coast of America. Collections have also 

been received from Lieut. Commander H. E. Nichols, of the U.8.S. Pinta, 

obtained in southern Alaska; from Dr. N. McP. Ferebee, of the U.S.S. 
Trenton, obtained in Corea and China; and from Lieut. William C. Bab- 
cock, of the U.S. 8S. Hartford, obtained at Payta, Peru. Signal-Service 

observers Henry D. Woolfe and 8. Applegate have supplied small col- 

lections from the northern and central Alaskan coasts. 

The largest and most important accession of the year, next to that fur- 

nished by the Fish Commission, has been received from the Wesleyan 

University, Middietown, Connecticut. It comprises a portion of the ex- 

tensive collection madeatthe Bermudas in 1877 for that institution by Dr. 
G. Brown Goode, and consists of 484 specimeus of sponges and 266 speci- 
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mens of corals. They were sent in exchange for duplicates in the Na- 

tional Museum. The sponges include only the dried preparations of the 

larger and commoner species, identified by Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, of Bos- 

ton, Massachusetts, who has not yet concluded his studies upon the rarer 

ones. Future installments of the same collection are promised at an early 

date. The following species are represented by numerous varieties: 

Tuba vaginalis, Hircinia campana, Spongia tubulifera, Spongia pune- 

tata, Verongia fistularis. The corals belong to the following genera: 

Oculina, Madracis, Mycedium, Meandrina, Diploria, Isophyllia, Porites, 

Gorgonia, and Millepora. A small lot of corals, comprising about 20 

species, from the South Pacific Ocean and the West Indies, has also 
been received from Oberlin College, in exchange, and the Museum of 

Comparative Zoology, at Harvard College, has donated 5 species of 

Stylaster from the dredgings of the Coast Survey steamer Blake. to be | 

used in the identification of Albatross collections. 

Mr. P. L. Jouy, lately of Seoul, Corea, and now an assistant in the 

Museum, has contributed an interesting series of Crustaceans, Echino- 

derms, Corals, and Sponges, including several nearly perfect specimens 

of Hyalonema, from Corea and Japan. Mr. C. H. Townsend, who has 

been collecting for the Museum off Swan Island, in the Caribbean Sea, 
during the past spring, has already forwarded many finely preserved 

specimens of Crustaceans, Corals, and Echinoderms, and additional ma- 

terials of the same character are expected from him. The following 

donations are also deserving of special mention: Mr. W. H. Dall, a 

small collection of Crustaceans, Radiates, Ascidians, and Sponges from 

Charlotte Harbor, Florida; Prof. A. Dugés, marine and fresh-water 

specimens from Mexico; Mr. S. F. Cheney, miscellaneous marine speci- 

mens from Grand Manan, New Brunswick; Mr. W. E. Curtis, through 
the Bureau of Ethnology, specimens of Echinoderms, Corals, and Barna- 
cles from Peru; and Mr. S. Kneeland, also through the same Bureau, 

a fine specimen of Hyalonema, from Enoshima, Japan. 

AS in previous years, the curator and his assistants participated in 

the summer explorations of the ish Commission at Wood’s Holl, Mas- 

sachusetts, leaving Washington July 4, and returning about the middle 

of October. During that period work was entirely suspended in this 

department in Washington, but was actively continued at Wood’s Holl. 
The duties there comprised the sorting and working up of the zoological 

materials brought in by the steamer Albatross, and by the field parties 

collecting along the shore. Most of the specimens were at once entered 

in the catalogue books of the National Museum, whether they were to 

be sent directly to Washington or to the specialists engaged in study- 

ing them. By this method, which has now been practiced for several 

years, a careful record of all the specimens obtained by the Commission 

1s kept under one series of catalogue numbers, by which they may 

always be recognized. The correcting of proof sheets of the writer’s 

reports on ocean temperatures and the marine invertebrate fisheries 
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for the quarto Fishery Report, and other Fish Commission duties, 

have greatly interfered with work upon collections, but many careful 

preparations of marine animals were made for the study and exhibition 

series of the Museum. : 

During the winter and spring much time was occupied in the care 

and preservation of collections. All of the accessions received during 

the year have been assorted, and the specimens catalogued and trans- 

ferred to suitable receptacles where they are permanently safe. The 

record books show the following number of entries under each group: 

Crustaceans, 996; Worms, 2,611; Echinoderms and Ceelenterates, 1,412; 
Bryozoans and Ascidians, 130; Sponges and Protozoans, 103; a total 
of 5,252. The large number of entries made in the Worm catalogue re- 

sulted from the recording of the fine collection of annelids, turned over 

to the Museum by Mr. James E. Benedict, naturalist of the steamer 

Albatross, who resigned his position during the summer to engage in 

business. He had been making a special study of the group and had 

placed this collection in exceilent condition. 

Much progress has been made with the systematic or card catalogue 

of identified specimens in all the groups. This is used as the reference 

catalogue, and enables one to determine without delay the existence of 

any species in the collection, and the number and character of the speci- 

mens by which it is represented. Each ‘ lot” of specimens of each spe- 

cies is entered upon a separate card, together with all the data known 

respecting it, including the catalogue number. These cards are then 

arranged in drawers in systematic order, after the manner of library 

catalogues, the principal divisions, down to genera, being indicated by 

taller cards appropriately inscribed. The main group to which these 

cards now serve as a convenient index are several divisions of the Crus- 

tacea, the Echini, Ophiurans, Asteridz, and stony Corals. 

The permanent arrangement of specimens has kept pace with the 

completion of studies in each group of animals. After all the material 

representing a species or genus has been determined, entered, and de- 

seribed, where necessary, the duplicates, if any, are selected and 

placed apart by themselves. Each “lot” of specimens is then boxed or 

bottled, according to its character, ana given a conspicuous outer label, 

to facilitate arrangement in the cases and the subsequent reference to 

any desired species. The amount of material gone over in this manner 

has been very great, and a comparatively short time will suffice to 

place the bulk of the collection, and especially that portion composed 

mainly of the larger specimens, in similar good order. 

As it was announced early in the year that extensive alterations 

would be made in the corridor connecting the west hall, containing the 

marine invertebrate display collections, with the main Smithsonian hall, 

thereby necessitating its being closed to the public for several months, 

very little attention has been paid to the exhibition series, and it re- 

mains in about the same condition as at the end of the previous year. 
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The same changes also required that all of the alcoholic collections be 

removed from the west basement, and they have been transferred to 

temporary storage elsewhere. The exhibition hall itself has been 

turned into a large store-room and work-room, where many of the alco- 

holi¢ specimens are now safely stored for the sammer. Advantage was 

taken of this opportunity to inspect all the alcoholic materials, in order 

to ascertain the condition of the specimens and to renew the preserva- 

tive where necessary. 

Mr. A. H. Baldwin and Miss M. J. Rathbun have acted as my assist- 

ants throughout the year, and Mr. Delano Ames served as a volunteer 

during May and June. Mr. Baldwin has had special charge of the sort- 

ing and care of collections, and has rendered valuable aid in the delin- 

eation of specimens for the Museum reports. Miss Rathbun has been 

occupied mainly with office work and cataloguing. 

STATEMENT OF CATALOGUING DONE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 

1887. 

Entries to | Entries to | Number of 
Invertebrates. June 30, June 30, | entries made 

1886. 1887. during year. 

COUNUD G82) eo SRSs BBE Apron See eneeeene 11, 610 12, 606 996 
ANVGID TOS 2s Se OMe ee So ee 1, 352 3, 963 2,611 
Bryozoa and Ascidians.........-.-.--..---- 829 959 130 
Echinoderms and Ceelenterates....-..-...-..- 14,771 16, 183 1, 412 
Sponges and Protozoans ............-.----. 5, 328 5, 431 103 

PU Gua Se assiccc es cece. cass soncoeccce. 33, 890 39, 142 5, 202 

, Lhe following institutions have been supplied with sets of duplicates 

- belonging to Series Iv during the fiscal year ending July1, 1887. (These 

sets consist of about 105 species each, selected from the collections of 
marine invertebrates received from the U. S. Fish Commission): Berk- 
shire Atheneum, Pittsfield, Massachusetts; Museum of Natural His- 
tory of the State University of lowa; Earlham College, Richmond, In- 

diana; Nebraska Fish Commission, Nebraska; Wilmington College, 

Wilmington, Ohio; Saint John’s Ecclesiastical Seminary, Brighton, 
Massachusetts; Sherbrocke Library, Art, and Natural History Associ- 

ation, Sherbrooke, Canada; Moore’s Hill College, Moore’s Hill, Indiana; 
Chelsea High School, Chelsea, Massachusetts; Hyde Park High School, 

Hyde Park, Illinois; State Normal School, Emporia, Kansas; Massa- 
chusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Massachusetts ; Washburn 

College, Topeka, Kansas; Cairo Public Schools, Cairo, Illinois; De- 

troit High School, Detroit, Michigan; Northwestern College, Naper- 

ville, Illinois; State Agricultural and Mechanical College, College 

Station, Texas; Pennsylvania College, Gettysburgh, Pennsylvania; 

Western Normal College, Shenandoah, Iowa; Fremont College, Fre- 

mont, Nebraska; Eureka College, Eureka, Illinois; Bridgton Academy, 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——9 
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North Bridgton, Maine; High School, Syracuse, New York; Tulane 

University, New Orleans, Louisiana; Drake University, Des Moines, 
Iowa; Clyde High School, Clyde, New York; All Saints School, 
Sioux Falls, Dakota; Dana Natural History Society, Albany, New 

York; Public Schools, Carthage, New York; Fayetteville Public 

Cabinet, Fayetteville, New York ; Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. 
‘Special sets of duplicates were also furnished the Museum of Com- 

parative Zoology at Harvard College and the American Museum of 

Natural History, New York. They were selected from the collections 

of the Fish Commission by Prof. A. E. Verrill and sent directly from 
New Haven. ; 

RESEARCHES. 

During the summer the curator completed for the Fish Commission a 

first report upon the surface-water temperatures of the Atlantic coast 

of the United States, based upon observations made at twenty-four of the 

more exposed light-houses and light-ships, beginning with Petit Manan, 

in eastern Maine, and ending with the Tortugas, in southern Florida. 
This report covers a period of five years, from January 1, 1881, to Jan- 

uary 1, 1886, and includes 32 graphic charts, representing the yearly 

temperature at each station, by ten-day means, and the yearly and 

mean isotherms for the entire coast, plotted for every 5° F. The ob- 

servations were taken specially for the Commission by the light-house 

keepers, whose services were kindly granted for that purpose by the 

Light-House Board. The reductions and original plottings were made 

by Miss M. J. Rathbun and the curator, and the final charts for en- 

graving were prepared by Mr. C. E. Gorham. The report has been in 

type since last October, and will form a part of Section 111 of the quarto 

Fishery Report. Miss Rathbun also continued during the summer the 

work of reducing and mapping other series of temperature observations, 

mainly those taken at more enclosed stations of the Light-House and 

Signal Services. The object of this work has been to determine the 

bearing of temperature upon the migrations of such economic fishes as 

the mackerel and menhaden. The zoological studies of the curator, 

while at the Wood’s Holl Station, were mainly limited to the parasitic 

copepods collected by the Fish Commission, and many drawings and 

descriptions were prepared. 

During the winter and spring the writer examined and identified 

most of the species of deep-water and littoral Madreporaria and Hydra- 

coralle obtained by the steamer Albatross during the previous three 

years, on the Atlantic coast south of Cape Hatteras, and in the Gulf of 

Mexico and Caribbean Sea. Only a few species that are possibly new 

were discovered, but many of doubtful identity will be taken to Cam- 

bridge, Massachusetts, during the summer, for comparison with the 

Blake collections, described by the late Count Pourtales. 

Nearly all of the corals of the genera Madrepora, Porites, and Syna- 

rea have also been carefully determined, and reports upon the same 
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have been submitted for publication in the Proceedings of the Museum 

That upon-the Madrepora has already been issued; the second one, 

upon Porites and Synarea, is accompanied by several figures of the ex- 

ceedingly variable West Indian branching forms, Porites furcata and 
P. clawaria. The old coral collection of the Museum consisted mainly of 
the very valuable types described by Prof. James D. Dana, from the 

collections of the United States Exploring Expedition, 183842, and by 
Prof. A. EK. Verrill, from the smaller ccllections made by the North 

Pacific Exploring Expedition, 1853~57. As explained in previous re- 

ports, the specimens received from the former expedition did not come 

- into the possession of the Museum until some time after they had been 

returned to the Government, and in the interval many specimens were 

lost or badly injured, and numerous labels were displaced. About 

_ twenty years ago Professor Verrill made a partial revision of the col. 

lection, but tlre manner in which it was stored at the time did not per- — 

mit of its being placed in satisfactory condition. Within the past few 

years, however, nearly all the specimens have been remounted and ar- 

ranged in the exhibition cases, where they may be regarded as safe for 

all time, and are also convenient for reference. In view of this fact it 
becomes a labor of great satisfaction to undertake a second revision of 

the specimens in connection with the identification of similar materials 

more recently received; and as each group is gone over, it is proposed 

to publish catalogues of the species, like those above mentioned. This 
work has been rendered more easy by the discovery among Professor 

Verrill’s papers during the past year of a copy of the coral catalogue of 
the National Museum, the original having been destroyed probably in 

the Smithsonian fire of 1865. Type specimens of all the species of 

Madrepore described by Dana and Verrill have been found in the col- 

lection, and of Porites the types of only one or two species are now 

missing. Work upon the family Ocwlinide had been nearly completed 

at the close of the year. 

The collection of Star-fishes belonging to the genus Asterias and al- 

lied genera is also being revised in a similar manner, and a short paper 

descriptive of the species of Heliaster, with photographic plates of all 

the known forms, has already been offered for publication in the Pro- 
ceedings. Stimpson’s types of the species of Asterias are all preserved 

in good condition, and have recently been supplemented by very large 

collections from the western and northwestern coasts of North America. 

The elaboration of collections belonging to the Museum, or soon to 
come into its possession, elsewhere than in Washington has been con- 

tinued about as in former years. Professor Verrill, of Yale College, 

has retained general control of the Fish Commission invertebrates col- 

lected on the Atlantic coast north of Cape Hatteras, but has been occu- 

pied mainly with the study of the Mollusca, Echinodermata, Ceelente- 

rata, and Annelida, assisted by Mr. Sanderson Smith, Miss A. J. 
Bush, and Miss C. E. Bush. Prof. S. I. Smith, of Yale College, has 
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been at work upon the Crustacea of the Fish Commission, excepting 
the Copepoda; Mr. J. Walter Fewkes, of the Museum of Comparative 
Zoology, Cambridge, upon the Acalepha; Prof. L. A. Lee, of Bowdoin 

College, Maine, upon the Foraminifera; and Prof. E. Linton, of Wash- 

ington and Jefferson College, Pennsylvania, and Mr. b. F. Koons, of 

the Storrs Agricultural School, Connecticut, upon the internal para- 
sites of fishes. 

The Hon. Theodore Lyman, of Brookline, Massachusetts, continued to 

give his kindly assistance in determining our collection of Ophiurans, 

until ill health obliged him to relinquish active work. He has, however, 

nearly completed the identification of the Albatross specimens collected 

south of Cape Hatteras, and has made considerable progress with the 

collections from western North America and Alaska. 

EXPLORATIONS. 

The Fish Commission steamer Albatross, Lieut. Commander Z. L. 

Tanner, U.S. Navy, commanding, was engaged in explorations from 

the beginning of the fiscal year until the latter part of October, when 

she returned to Washington and was laid up for the winter, pending 

the necessary changes to fit her for the contemplated expedition to the 

Pacific coast. The first cruise was made during July, and a line of 

dredging was carried across the inner edge of the Gulf Stream slope 

south of Martha’s Vineyard, from a depth of 226 to a depth of 1,137 

fathoms. The second cruise extended mainly to the eastward of New 

England, and was undertaken in the joint interests of the Fish Com- 

mission and Hydrographic Bureau. Sounding was begun August 3, in 

search of the mythical Hope Bank, about 200 miles south of Halifax, 

Nova Scotia, but during a three days’ search no shallow water could be 
found, the depths on the reported position of the bank ranging from 1,930 

to 2,900 fathoms. After leaving Hope Bank a line of soundings was . 

run across the southern edge of the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, and 

a search was then instituted for another supposed bank, about 200 miles. 

southeast of the Flemish Cap. The shoalest water discovered was 
1,900 fathoms, the deepest 2,600 fathoms. Five dredge hauls were sub- 

sequently made on the Flemish Cap, in depths of 72 to 105 fathoms, 

and one between the Flemish Cap and the Grand Bank in a depth of 
206 fathoms, after which the Albatross put into St. John’s, Newfound- 
land, for supplies. On the homeward trip five dredgings were made 

on and south of St. Peter’s Bank in depths of 59 to 215 fathoms, two 

east of Sable Island Bank in 110 to 140 fathoms, and one south of the 
same bank in 1,255 fathoms. Three days were again spent in sounding 

for Hope Bank, eighteen casts of the lead being made in depths of 

1,587 to 1,943 fathoms. Just west of this locality the beam-trawl was 
hauled twice in 1,099 and 1,188 fathoms, and south of George’s Bank 

three times in 866 to 984 fathoms. 
From September 16 to 20 a second deep-water cruise was taken to the 

—— 
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Gulf Stream slope, about 200 miles south of New England, and twelve 
hauls obtained from depths of 594 to 1,867 fathoms. While returning 
to Washington, the latter part of October, a successful series of dredg- 
ings was carried along the same slope, off the Virginia coast, in depths 

of 679 to 1,685 fathoms. Early in April, when giving instructions in- 

the use of the dredging apparatus to the officers of the U.S. S. Thetis, 

several hauls were made in about 15 fathoms of water, directly in front 

of Fortress Monroe, Virginia. The total number of dredgings made 

during the summer and fall was fifty-six (stations 2680-2735), in depths 

varying from 72 to 1,867 fathoms, and a large amount of valuable ma-- 

_ terial was obtained. The large beam-trawl was almost exclusively em- 

ployed, and with uniform success. 
Mr. James E. Benedict, who had acted as chief naturalist of the Al- 

batross since it first went into commission, resigned his position in Au- 

gust, to engage in business, and was succeeded by Mr. Thomas Lee, 

who had already served with the steamer about a year. Mr. Sanderson 

Smith also accompanied the steamer on all its cruises, taking special 

charge of the Mollusca. 

The Fish Commission schooner Grampus, commanded by Capt. J. 

W. Collins, remained in active service during the entire year, and its 

explorations covered an exceedingly wide area. Collecting was done 

mostly by means of hooks and lines, but during April and May, while 

following the movements of the early school of mackerel, on the south- 

ern grounds, the towing-net was frequently employed at the surface in 

obtaining specimens of mackerel food. The results of this cruise, when 

fully worked up, will prove very instructive. 

The Fish Commission station at Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts, was 

open from early in July until the middle of October, and became for 

that period the headquarters of the steamer Albatross, where its col- 
lections were landed and studied. The Commissioner was present 

during the entire season, and retained general direction of the scientific 

work. Prof. A. E. Verrill took charge of the biological laboratory, 

while able to be present, or for about two months, the same duty being 

assigned to the curator at other times. The regular laboratory party 
was constituted as follows: Prof. S. I. Smith, of Yale College; Mr. 
Sanderson Smith, of New York; Mr. John A. Ryder, of Washington ; 

Prof. L. A. Lee, of Bowdoin College, Maine; Prof. BE. Linton, of Wash- 
ington and Jefferson College, Pennsylvania; Prof. B. F. Koons, of the 
Storrs Agricultural College, Connecticut; Mr. Peter Parker, jr., of 
Washington, in charge of the fishes; Mr. J. Henry Blake, of Cam- 

bridge, Massachusetts, as artist.; Mr. A. H. Baldwin and Miss M. J. 
Rathbun, the curator’s assistants ; and Miss A.J. Bush and Miss C. E. 
Bush, assistants of Professor Verrill. The chemicaland physical labor- 

- atory was under Dr..J. H. Kidder, as in previous years; and Mr. W. P. 

Seal, of Philadelphia, had charge of the aquaria, which, under his 

arrangement, became very useful adjuncts to our work. Tables in the 
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biological laboratory were also occupied by Prof. 8S. F. Clarke, of Wil- 
liams College, Prof. E. B. Wilson, of Bryn Mawr College, and Mr. 

Bruce, of Johns Hopkins University. Mr. James HE. Benedict and Mr. 

Thomas Lee rendered services on shore when the Albatross was in port, 

_ and Mr. Vinal N. Edwards, who is stationed at Wood’s Holl the entire 

year, was always on hand for collecting and the preparation of large 

specimens. Mr. S. E. Meek was employed at Fulton Market, New 

York, durirg the summer and fall, in collecting the parasites of fish, 

which are now being studied by several specialists. 

It is fitting that mention should be made in this connection of the 

death of one of the most valued members of our party. Capt. Hubbard 

C. Chester, well known as the executive officer of Hall’s Polaris expe- 
dition to the Arctic regions, and the rescuer of the ship’s crew, drifted 

from the land on the ice-floe bearing the ill-fated steamer, joined the 

Fish Commission in 1874, the year in which the writer first entered the 

same service. His duties were varied, and were always performed in 

the same thorough and conscientious manner, which brought success to 

all his undertakings. On the smaller steamers, before the Albatross was 

built, he was generally in charge of the dredging manipulations, and it 

was scarcely deemed auspicious to go to sea without him. After the 

completion of the new station at Wood’s Holl, he became its superintend- 

ent, and so continued to the time of his death. He was thus brought 
again in intimate relations with the investigating party, but from that 

time on his attention was mainly directed toward improving the methods 

of marine fish culture, and the appliances of his invention are now ex- 

clusively employed in the hatching of cod and lobsters. He had been 

ailing more or less since the winter of 1878—’79, when he suffered from a 

severe attack of pneumonia, and died July 19, 1887, after a short but 

painful illness. His death brought sorrow to many friends. 

No other branch of the Government besides the Fis) Commission has 

such excellent opportunities for increasing the stores of this department 

of the Museum as the naval service, and scarcely a year passes without 

important contributions from that source. The U.S8.S. Thetis, which 

left Norfolk, Virginia, for Alaska, in May last, in charge of Lieut. W. 

H. Emory, U. 8. Navy, received a complete dredging oufit from the Fish 

Commission, at the solicitation of her commanding officer, who promises 

to devote much time to the collecting of marine specimens. The coast 

along which he will cruise has never been explored below a depth of 

about 50 fathoms, and as it is Lieutenant Emory’s intention to work 

mainly between that depth and 200 fathoms, very valuable results may 

be expected, both for the fisheries and for science. 
Lieut. J. F. Moser, U. S. Navy,in command of the Coast. Survey 

steamer Bache, which has been sounding in the shallow waters of the 

Florida coast, in the neighborhood of Cedar Keys, and between Cape 

Roman and Cape Sable, found time, during the last spring, to do 

considerable dredging with very successful results. His outfit was 

a 
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furnished by the Museum and Fish Commission, both of which are bene- 
fited by his work. A portion of his collection, received before the close 

of the year, is acknowledged above. Ensign W. E. Safford, U.S. Navy, 

who was detailed in 1883 for instruction in natural history at the 

National Museum, arrived in San Francisco, California, during last 
spring from a long cruise on the U.S. 8. Mohican, which sailed from the 
Atlantic coast about a year before. A collection received from him in 

June indicates that the many rare opportunities afforded him for ob- 

taining specimens were not neglected, and the surface towings he ob- 

tained are very rich in interesting forms. Lieuts. W.M. Wood and A. 

Baker, U.S. Navy, who were also formerly in the service of the Com- 

mission, have mace collections during their cruises of the past year, 

which have not yet been received. Lieut. Commader H. E. Nichols, 

U.S. Navy, of the steamer Pinta, has continued his collecting on the 
southern Alaskan coast, and Dr. Ferebee, U.S. Navy, of the U.S.S. 
Trento, has sent in a number of specimens which he obtained in Corea 

-and China. 
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By FREDERICK W. TRUE, Acting Curator. 

For reasons already pointed out in the report for 1885, this depart- 

ment continues of necessity to be in fact a department of comparative 

osteology, and with the rapidly increasing amount of material it is dif- 

ficult for the present force to do full justice to it, even as thus limited. 
Mammalian osteology still largely preponderates in the exhibition series, 

but representative forms of other classes are being added as fast as 

possible. 

Among the more notable accessions of the year are a Gorilla (Gorilla 

savaget) obtained with other specimens in an exchange with the Paris 

Museum of Natural History; a fine example of the Caribbean Seal 
(Monachus tropicalis): and a Pygmy Sperm Whale (Kogia breviceps). 

This last was secured, with two other cetaceans, through Capt. B. T. | 
Barco, keeper of the U.S. life-saving station at Dam Neck Mills, Vir- 
ginia. . . 

Mr. William T. Hornaday, chief taxidermist of the Museum, collected 
a large and valuable series of skeletons and skulls of the Bison (Bison 

americanus), besides many other very desirable skeletons of smaller 

mammals and of birds. By the continued courtesy of Mr. A. KE. Brown, 
of the Philadelphia Zoological Society, and Mr. W. A. Conklin, of the 

Central Park Menagerie, many valuable specimens have been added to 

the collection. 
The series of birds preserved in alcohol has very largely increased | 

and contains many important forms. 

Work upon the study and exhibition series has steadily progressed 

during the year, the number of specimens which have been prepared or 

mounted being shown in the report of the osteological preparator, who 

has been appointed assistant curator of this department. 

As fast as possible the specimens on exhibition have been provided 

with printed labels, while to increase the educational value of this se- 

_ ries many colored sketches of living animals have been placed alongside 

of the skeletons of the species to which they belong. 
Much has been done in classifying and arranging the study series of 

bird-skeletons, but much still remains to be done. 

137 
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It is impossible to state the number of specimens in the osteological 

collection other than in the exhibition series, but the following table 
gives the increase during the year as indicated by the catalogues: 

Last entry 
number recorded in 

catalogue— 
Class. Increase. 

June 30, | June 30, 
1886. 1887. 

Mammals .-.......-... NA ES ee ie ee eee 22, 363 22,693 330 
BIRO Syste cee tos. ees ss Some Se eRe eee une see Be eeeeEee 17,561 18, 029 468 
Reptiles and Batrachians .........--...---.---..---- 29, 229 29, 239 10 
IBIS OS oe eee Be cis welee aes Seles Chee oboe ke ceeecbees bees 26, 063 26, 067 4 

On June 30, 1887, there were 425 specimens on exhibition : 

Skeletons : Skulls: 

Mammnials 22 Sos esees sesonteoe ees 168 Mammals -...2-25.222 26 sen? oe 61 

Binds) joo aah e Leow eae ae 55 IDITGS {osc eee osiss sae eee ee eee 16 
UWSESis ofp ton ssoSeto sooo sencocdS gas 

Pee ar A 77 
—— | Morphological and histiological se- 

Toba ee Sees ak ae 279 PIGS sc sek cee ee ee 69 

Additional assistance is very greatly needed in this department, and 

the lack of it is being more and more severely felt. Much of the ma- 

terial received is of such a character as to require immediate attention, 

and this causes constant interruption of work already well under way, 

the assistant curator being compelled to devote to the work of prepa- 

ration time which could be much more profitably employed. 

The collection of alcoholic birds is in want of immediate attention, 

many specimens having lain untouched for ten or fifteen years, and to 

make this valuable mass of material thoroughly available a card cata- 
logue is imperatively needed. A catalogue of the bird-skeletons, if 

available, would also be of much service. 
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (PALEO- 
ZOIC) IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

By CuHar_trs D. WaxcotTtT, Honorary Curator. 

Two objects have been kept in view in conducting the work of the 

year: (1) The systematizing and recording of the old collections and 

accessions preparatory to classifying an exhibition, a study, and a du- 

plicate series of specimens; (2) The obtaining by collection, exchange, 

and gift, of material to fillin gaps in the collection and to renderit, in 

certain lines, more comprehensive and complete than any other A meri- 

can collection. And two events have taken place that have had and 

will continue to have a marked effect upon the first object. These are 

(1) the change from the small rooms in the south tower of the Museum 
to the larger laboratory and office in the southwest pavilion, and (2) the 

appointment of a Museum assistant in the person of Mr. R. R. Gurley, 

who began work December 1, 1886. 

With better facilities for handling the collections, and with Mr. Gur- 

ley to do the routine work on them, I hope within another year to have 

the entire series properly classified and arranged. In order to advance 

this work more rapidly, during the winter, Mr. C. J. Akin, of the Geo- 

logical Survey, was employed for three monthsin cataloguing and paint- 

ing therecord numbers on thespecimens; and, with butslight exception, 

all the accessions have been recorded, numbered, and transferred to the 
main collection. 

The additions to the collections, as given in the appendix to this re- 

port, show a satisfactory increase; yet there are over 6,000 specimens 

- not therein included which will be transferred from the U.S. Geological 

Survey as soon as they shall have been studied. 

In June, Mr. Gurley went into the field, accompanying one of the 

field parties of the Geological Survey, to collect fossils in Kast Tennes- 

see, which are needed to give a fuller representation of the Upper Cam- 

_brian fauna of that region. 
I respecfully repeat the recommendation made in my report for the 

last fiscal year, ‘that a sum be set aside each year for the increase of 

the collection, by purchase and by sending out collectors.” 

The following accessions have been received : 

No. 17474,* from H. C. Powers, Beloit, Wisconsin, contains many fine 

* Received prior to July 1, 1886. 
139 
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specimens, and supplements the important accession given by him the 

previous year. With these additions the collection of Trenton fossils 

from Wisconsin is placed in a creditable condition. 

No. 18532, from A. C. Benedict, Indianapolis, Indiana, is large and 

contains many interesting and valuable specimens, as also. No. 18543, 

from John H. Lemon, New Albany, Indiana, and furnish corals which 

were very much needed in the Museum series. 

No. 18642, collected by I. C. Russell, of the U. S. Geological Survey, 
although small, is of unusual interest; and Mr. Russell has indicated 
his intention of making a large addition to it during the ensuing field 

season. 
No. 18991, collected and identified by N. H. Darton, of the U.S. Geo- 

logical Survey, was received in good condition for exhibition and adds 
material to a weak spot in the collections. 

Nos. 19043 and 19115, collected by myself, contain types of 26 new 

species and give a good series of the faunas they represent. 

Altogether, 4,989 specimens were added during the year. 

The first four months of the year I was engaged in field-work in con- 

nection with the Geological Survey. After returning in November and 

moving into the new office and laboratory, work was begun by Mr. Gur- 

ley on the accumulated accessions and pushed so vigorously that by 

June 1 all the accessions, with the exception of those I wished to study 

before identifying, were catalogued and the record numbers painted on 

the specimens. A large amount of material in the general collection 

was also cleaned, identified, and labeled. From the latter and other 
accessions the exhibition series will be selected. 

From material collected by the U.S. Geological Survey not yet trans- 

ferred to the Museum, and from material already in the Museum collec- 

tions, I continued the study of the Cambrian faunas of North America. 

A large number of drawings were prepared, and the preliminary study 

of the Upper Cambrian fauna so far advanced that the work of another 

year will get the larger portion of it in readiness for publication. 

A special study of the fauna of the Taconic rocks of New York was 

completed and a paper thereon prepared for publication. The speci- 

mens are recorded under accession number 19115. A paper was also 

prepared on the “Taconic System” of Emmons and read before the 

National Academy of Sciences April 22, 1887. 
In my last report a summary was given of the material in the collec- 

tion. To that must be added the accessions of the past year, 4,989 
specimens. 

The catalogue numbers taken up during the year were from 15461 

to 16000 and from 17001 to 17496. The break in the numbering, from 

16000 to 17001, represents the one thousand numbers assigned to Prof. 

Henry S. Williams, but not yet taken up. 

Additions have been made to the material selected for exhibition,. 
and by the time the exhibition cases are ready to receive the specimens 
avery good representative collection can be displayed. Until after 
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the exhibition series is selected the collection will not be dismembered 

the handling of over 80,000 specimens is too great to be undertaken 

until the entire collection shall have been labeled and systematized. 

A list of the publications which appeared during the year and which 

were based on studies of the material contained in the collections, or 

_ on data obtained from field-work done by myself, will be found in Section 

Iv of this volume. 
RECAPITULATION. 

Accession No. of No. of No. of No. of 
No. genera. species. | varieties. |specimens. 

digs sas o5 1 Ue eres ea 1 
(932-35 c dpipaileaeae we 16 
18012....-. 1 Ul eeeeeces ae 3 
WSZG2 So: = = 5 Sule sacs 34 
TSS4F ss = 1 ds See SSS 3s 6 
163032655. 1 Gp ste arate 9 
18440....-. ag | Sees Smee 34 
PSad2 Joe 5 27 29 2 93 
18539...-... (Ch RE EE = ee Oe er eee on] MERE ee ore 
18543...-... 21 Gbh seaoe coos 351 
18547...... (i). alles See Soe aloe See oceans 1 
18558... .-. 6 Gr ee 15 
18567 ...... ¢*) Satna Sens |eimare feb ot arms |ainjara) aaa 
18588; =. = -- @) eRe oecitcs Mie SOSe cs asec Sed 
lcs) > Eros 1 iM abeSoEeecee 1 
18641...... 9 De ec eeaee ns 2 69 
18642...... 22 DOg Sania ere mee 190 
1666T o> 2... 20 dl Bence oon 84 
18695....-. 3 ao |p2eatoraes 3 
1S135~ =<. 6 Ghieeeeeceaeee 22 
ISSIR Toca 2 Beles s asin ee an 5 
188602 22 2. 4 Ani ecu bees 7 
18880..2... (GE oe EB mcr Ae aed Ste meter [cn etree 
iiStefot Meee 8 Silas satu 20 
18882...... 1 alae ee 4 
PSOSt ss. 19 PM ater cyan ok 113 
TOOT 1 1 dp bra cares Waals 1 
#B998 5 =. oe 19 SAD eae soa 142 
19013...... 7 PN tee See te 107 
19043...... 31 G8) bess. cses os 1, 202 
190942. 1 BAe se ees 
TOTS. oc <a 23 35 2 1, 152 
192067 = 2527 44 77 5 893 
T2TieSs- =< (ho ald Be clee eee Soe Ee ee seeeee 2 
19304...... (Cin a ase wae ace ek 4 
Wage otc 47 146 3 236 
19334...... Gives WS aor se Roce |Semsecte cans 165 

340 587 12 4, 989 

* Identified and returned. 
t Of no paleontologic value. 
+ Not examined. 

Total accessions for the year ............--.-----.----- 37 
Identified and returned ..........-....-----2..---.-- 3 
Of no paleontologic value ....---...----..----------- 2 
INGtrE XMM Md emerc os catos sc. ccae esteemed ce tacers cence 3 

— 8 

Passed into the Museum coller ions ...-...--.---- Spaces 29 





REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (MESOZOIC) 
IN THE U.S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

By C. A. WHITE, Honorary Curator. 

By far the greater portion of my time, and of my assistant, has been 

devoted to the performance of work connected with my duties as pa- 

leontologist of the U. S. Geological Survey, so that comparatively little 

has been accomplished in the way of Museum work. During the year, 

however, the card catalogue of all the material belonging to the Museum 

and now in the custody of the department was completed, and the en- 

tire collection is now identified, labeled, and ready for exhibition. 

Only twelve accessions were received, among the most important of 

which were the following: 
Four specimens of Belemnitella quadrata, from Prof. C. Schluter. A 

collection from the Pebas group of the Amazon, sent by Dr. O. Bottger. 

Seven specimens each of Cyclostoma antiquus and C. tricarinata, and 

two specimens of Oyrena lirata, from Prof. C. L. F. Sandberger, of 

Wirzburg, Germany. A collection of 63 specimens from Prof. M. Neu- 

mayr, for which a collection was sent him in exchange. Hight speci- 

mens from Mr. Edward Crane, Brighton, England. A collection from 

the Laramie group, sent by C. R. Beiderman. Alaskan cretaceous fos- 

sils, from EK. E. Howell. A collection of fossils from Oregon, sent by 
Prof. T. Condon. A collection of fossils, from Dr. J. S. Newberry, of 

Columbia College, New York City. 

The number of the last entry for June, 1886, was 19970; that for 
June, 1887, 21003. 

Five papers were published by the curator during the year, and are 
noticed in Section ry of the report. 
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF FOSSIL PLANTS IN THE U. 8 
NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887, 

By LESTER F. WARD, Honorary Curator. 

No very important accessions have been received. The additions 

have been mostly single specimens sent in by the various correspond- 

ents, either for scientific determination or as objects of interest, and 

are comparatively unimportant. 

Prof. Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus, Ohio, has been engaged during 

a part of the year in determining the collection of fossil leaves made by 

Capt. Chas. Bendire, U.S. A., in the John Day River region, Oregon. 

Many new and interesting things have been reported by him from time 

to time, but the work was not finished at the end of June, nor was it in 
condition to admit of any systematic analysis. The specimens, with 

accompanying illustrations, will be returned to the Museum as soon as 

the work is completed. 

Mr. F. H. Knowlton has devoted much time during the year to the 

investigation of the internal structure of fossil wood, a study which has 

been much neglected in this country, but in which there is manifested a 

great and constantly increasing activity in Europe. 

A room in the west south balcony, before used only as a store-room, 

has been fitted up as a microscopical laboratory. A microscopical table, 

specially designed for this work, has been supplied by the Museum 

authorities, and a considerable number of microscopical appliances 

have been purchased by the U. 8S. Geological Survey. These, together 

- with a good microscope, and other instruments which are the private 

property of Mr. Knowlton, make a fairly good working laboratory. 

The special subject of investigation has been the wood and lignite of 

the Potomac formation, from which considerable material had been 
collected by the members of the U. 8. Geological Survey and other par- 

ties. Microscopical sections of these specimens have been prepared, 

either by Mr. Knowlton or under his immediate direction, and carefully 

studied. The results reached have been very satisfactory indeed, and 

have helped to clear up several points that were before obscure. It 

was proved that all the fossil wood and lignite of this formation was 
coniferous, and includes types of structure that are very old. The ma- 
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terial was found to contain five species, all new to science. These are, 
Cupressinoxylon, with four species, and Araucarioxylon, with one species. 

The results are embodied in a report which contains about 150 manu- 

script pages and is illustrated by 7 plates. It will be published as 4 

bulletin by the U. S. Geological Survey in connection with reports by 

Mr. W J McGee and Prof. W. M. Fontaine on the geology and paleon- 
tology. In the preparation of this paper almost the entire literature of 

the subject was examined, and a brief réswmé, from its first mention in 

literature down to the close of the year 1886, is included as an intro- 

duction to the paper. 

A great amount of fossil wood is in the possession of the National 

Museum, which Mr. Knowlton proposes to investigate as opportunity 

may permit, since nothing is now known regarding its internal stract- 

ure or botanical affinities. 

PRESENT STATE OF COLLECTION. 

Number of last catalogue entry, June 30, 18:6 ....-..-... .--. -22---20-- eee 240 

Number of last catalogue entry, June 30, 1887 -...-....---...---.------------ 249 

Total number of specimens of catalogued material (exclusive of my recent col- 

lections still in hand and not formally turned over to the Museum) -..-. 7,371 

Number of specimens not specially identified (mostly wood) --...----.-------- 1,757 

Determined materials es. Joe ec eee tes cars ees seetecwaesteecs ie rece 5, 614 

Duplicates, stored in the Armory building ..-.......--...--...-22. e222 -2---- 1,091 

Number of distinct species identified, catalogued, and installed : 

PaleoZOie eaok tech Ge owelodceioe mel op see Meee etnies sem camera 396 

IMTESOZOIC SEINE Ves se eA eleie 2 Nc ieee oS pote ae Stale dame reese Claret 203 

Cen OZO1C se 2e RR a ek cys BS Se lee eles tale loss inio arias isielale Sele ome eusteeye 566 



REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF RECENT PLANTS IN THE U. 8S. 
NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887, 

By Lester I’. Warp, Honorary Curator. 

Probably the most valuable collection received during the year was 

that made by Dr. Edward Palmer in southwestern Mexico. It con- 

tained about 800 species, of which number about 20 per cent. were new 

to science. More than half the entire number proved to be new to the 

herbarium, which, through the activity of Dr. Palmer and Mr. C. G. 

Pringle, now contains a fairly good representation of the Mexican flora. 

Mr. Pringle also made during this year a continuation of his “ Plante 

Mexicane,” which contained the usual number of new species. 
Mr. 8. Applegate contributed a small collection of Alaskan plants, a 

few of which were new to the herbarium. 

Through the New Orleans Exposition the U. S. National Museum 

received a valuable collection of ferns from Costa Rica, which numbered 

112 species. From lack of the necessary books and material for com- 

parison these specimens were sent to Kew for determination, where they 
received the attention of Mr. J. G. Baker, the well-known authority 

on the Filices. He detected among them some species new to science. 

This collection, which is the largest ever received from Costa Rica, 
added 60 species to the list of ferns that were before known to grow in 

that locality. Two full sets were returned from Kew, one of which is 

deposited in the herbarium of the National Museum. The other was 

sent to the Gray herbarium at Cambridge, Massachusetts. . 
A very fine collection, numbering over 600 carefully mounted species 

and a large series of duplicates, was received from central New York. 
This comprised the entire herbarium of the late Mr. O. E. Pearce, whose 
death occurred September 11,1886. The collection was made mostly in 

the vicinity of Ithaca, New York, and contains many interesting forms. 

Other collections of smaller size were donated by Dr. J.C. McCormick, 

Mr. J. W. Johnson, and Prof. Alfred Dugés. 
The routine work of the department has been largely a continuation 

of that outlined in several of my former reports. The herbarium was 
established so recently that the only thing to be done at first was to 

mount the specimens and arrange them in a suitable manner for refer- 

ence and study. Consequently the routine work has been in this direc- 
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tion. Thousands of specimens have been poisoned and mounted on the 

regular herbarium paper and put in the commodious cases provided for 

them. They have been arranged according to the latest and best sys- 

tem of classification, and the compartments in which they are placed 

have also been labeled so that the contents of each is shown at a glance. 

There are now over 17,000 species arranged in the cases and ready for 

reference and study. The species index is kept up, and will continue 

to be made an important feature. The duplicates, of which there are 
probably from 8,000 to 10,000 specimens, representing about 4,000 spe- 

cies, have been arranged alphabetically and put away in the old herba- 

rium cases. By this arrangement everything in hand can be readily 

found, and we are thus in position to begin exchanging with other her- 

baria, a matter that will receive early attention. 

The new herbarium cases, four in number, were received during the 

month of December, and the entire collection expanded and placed in 

them. There is now probably ample spare room to accommodate the 

growth of several years. é 

No exhibition or study series has as yet been attempted; but it is 

hoped that something of the kind may soon be undertaken, as there is 

undoubtedly a great field for popular instruction open in this direction. 

The active technical work has been confined mainly to the determi- 

nation of such collections as have come unnamed to the Museum, or 

such specimens as have been sent in by the various correspondents of 

the Institution or Museum with the special request to have them iden- 

tified. A little work has also been done on the collections of cultivated 

plants made about the District. Lack of books of reference and suit- 

able material for comparison makes this work difficult. It will, how- 

ever, be undertaken shortly in a more thorough manner, and then more 

satisfactory results may be looked for. 

The following tabular statement shows the present condition of the 

collection: 

Number of species in herbarium June 30, 1886.........-...----.----.-.----- 15, 538 

Number of species added during the year ...-.......2---. 02-222 -e-ceeeeeese =, 709 

Number of species in herbarium June 30, 1887........---....--..----+------ 17, 247 

Number of duplicate species June 30, 1887 (estimated) .........----.--.---- 4, 000 

Number of duplicate specimens June 30, 1°87 (estimated)...---..-.--...---- 10, 000 



REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS IN THE U.S, NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, 1887, 

By F. W. CLarkeE, Honorary Curator. 

During the year the routine work of the department has been carried 

on under my direction by Mr. W.S. Yeates, assisted by Mr. H.H. James 

as clerk, and the growth of the mineral collection has been quite satis- 
factory. The following important accessions may be properly noted: 

(1) The collection of meteorites has been enriched by the deposit of 

the private collection belonging to Prof. C. U. Shepard, jr. This col- 

lection numbers about 200 falls, some of them of extreme rarity. The 

meteorite collection has also been increased during the year by exchanges 

with the cabinets of Harvard, Yale, and Amherst Colleges, the British 

Museum, and Mr. B. Stiirtz, of Bonn, Germany. About 40 falls were 
thus added, making our total number, exclusive of the Shepard collec- 
tion, 101. ; 

(2) There were obtained for the gem collection by purchase 154 cut 

specimens of agate, jasper, carnelian, bloodstone, etc. Additions have 

also been made by the special cutting of rough specimens previously 

in the Museum, and the collection has thereby gained several handsome 

gifts. Mr.C.S. Bement, of Philadelphia, gave some fine sapphires and 

zircons, and a large moonstone from Virginia. Mr.G. F. Kunz, of New 
York, gave 18 cut specimens of moss agate, bloodstone, onyx, sard- 
onyx, etc. Mrs. 8. F. Baird gave a brooch of Norwegian pegmatite, 

set in silver, and a fine bloodstone. Mr. Thomas Wilson deposited a 

large carved seal of yellow quartz and 10 antique intaglios of rock 

crystal, carnelian, agate, and plasma. From the Treasury Department 

was received a collection of 133 small diamonds and 150 pearls. These 

were presented by the Imaum of Muscat to President Van Buren. The 
gem collection has practically doubled during the year. 

(3) Tue general collection of minerals has received important additions 

as follows: By gift—from H.H.Thorpe, of Liberty Hill, Texas, 40 speci- 

mens of celestite, garnet, aragonite, ete. By exchange—64 specimens of 

Maine minerals from N. H. Perry, of South Paris; 16 specimens of the 

Lake Valley vanadates, etc., from T. Kendall, of Reading, Pennslyvania ; 

37 specimens of Japanese minerals, including some remarkable quartz, 

stibnite, and amber, from the Educational Museum at Tokio; 30 
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specimens from the iron mine at Antwerp, New York, from Mr. R. 8. 
Hodge, of Antwerp; 86 specimens, mainly of German minerals, from 

B. Stiirtz, of Bonn. By purchase—74 specimens of Swedish minerals, 

collected by L. Igelstrém. The total growth of the collection during 

the year, though not remarkably rapid, has been satisfactory. 

Concerning the routine work of the department little need be said. 

The usual amount of necessary cataloguing, labeling, mounting, ete., 

has been done, and the exchange system has been kept up so as to leave 

no outstanding obligations at the close of the year. In exchanges we 

sent out 23 packages, containing 753 specimens, and two collections, 

numbering 198 specimens, have been given to educational institutions. 

Seventeen specimens have been transferred to the chemical laboratory 

of the U.S. Geological Survey for use in current investigations. In 

field-work, under the Geological Survey, I visited a number of localities 
in Maine and Massachusetts, and sent in fair but not large collections. 
A little scientific work upon minerals belonging to the Museum has 

been done by myself and my associates in the laboratory of the Geolog- 

ical Survey. This is covered by three researches, namely: One by my- 
self upon the micas; one by Mr. J. E. Whitfield, on the natural borates; 

and one by Mr. R. B. Riggs, upon thetourmalines. None of these were 

published during the current year. 

During the year 1,938 specimens have been added to the collection 

(comprising 875 entries in the catalogue). Of these, 1,283 have been 

assigned to the reserve and 649 to the duplicate series. Six were re- 

jected. Of the 1,938 specimens above mentioned, 1,428 are derived 
from new accessions, 495 belonging to the old collection, and 15 being 

re-entered on account of polishing. Of the 1,428 specimens, 175 were 

acquired by gift, 589 through exchange, 241 by purchase, 12 were re- 

ceived on deposit, and 411 were collected by Government parties and 

transferred to the National Museum according to law. 

In the above enumeration the Shepard meteorites are not included. 

Number of specimens on exhibition, Museum series ..-......-..------------ 3, 238 

Number of specimens on exhibition, study series, reserved..--......-..----- 5,404 

IDeA Ses Socebe Shoes seen soetod dacesd codasd bbe eas aebos6 cnddan odee 8, 530 

(NOUNS Re eee See ooo as soo se Bora ccbuaY sade Sdesisdeg hs doeSes GseeSs 17, 172 
MAMMVWllicaxtcollecbromg yaa ees WANs) Oi! isn ree alae SNe Data Oya 1, 229 
ImiShepardcollection, say -cseeseeera css eee eer eee ce eee eee eee ecient 300 



REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY 
IN THE U. 8. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

By GEORGE P. MERRILL, Curator. 

The work of the year has been almost wholly in the line of preparing 

the exhibition and reserve series, and this necessitated the study 

with the microscope of a large number of thin sections of rocks. To 

facilitate this work the curator has passed three days of each week from. 

December until March in the petrographical laboratory of the Johns 

Hopkins University at Baltimore. While there, several hundred slides 

were examined, and from the results obtained I have been enabled to 

classify and arrange a considerable amount of material which has been 

accumulating for many years, but which could not be utilized owing to 

a lack of proper identification. . 
No systematic collecting has been carried on during the year. In the 

course of a six weeks’ outing in Montana during August and Septem- 

ber, in company with Dr. A.C. Peale,-of the U.S. Geological Survey, I 

obtained much material of interest and value, which will be noticed 

under the head of accessions. During a hurried trip to California in 

March I also obtained some valuable material and made arrangements 

for a series of exchanges by which I hope to gain much of interest. 

Four new cases for the accommodation of relief maps have been con- 
structed from designs furnished by myself, and have proved very satis- 

factory. In one instance the map—that of the Comstock Lode and 

Washoe district, Nevada, from surveys by Becker—is arranged to lie 

horizontally and is protected by a covering of plate-glass and a mahog- 

-any railing. In the other three instances the maps are inclined at a high 

angle, the bottoms being some 18 inches from the floor, and each case 

carrying two maps, one on each side. The cases are so constructed that 

when desired they can be separated vertically into two parts, each half 

constituting a case by itself. This arrangement is of especial conve- 

nience whenever it is desired to remove temporarily one or more of the 

maps to the lecture-room. A large wali case, consisting of three inde- 

pendent sections, has also been constructed for the west end of the ex- 

hibition hall. Owing to the two large doorways, gas-meter, and hose- 

pipe, no perfectly satisfactory case for purposes of exhibition could be 
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constructed. All things considered, the present one is probably the best 

that can be designed. ; 

The accessions of special interest are enumerated and annotated be- 

low: 

John N. Atwood sent a collection of some 40 specimens of norite from Keeseville, 

New York. 
Henry J. Biddle sent a fine series, comprising some 41 hard specimens, of olivine 

and bronzite-rocks from the vicinity of Webster, North Carolina. 

Mrs. E. K. Huntington presented (through Prof. C. Chamberlain) one large slab 

glacial polished and fluted limestone from Kelly’s Island, Lake Erie. ‘This is a very 

fine and unique specimen, and the Museum was especially fortunate in being able to 

procure it before it was destroyed by the quarrying operations now being carried on 

in that vicinity. 

W. J. McGee, of the U. S. Geological Survey, gave one large concretion of ferruginous 

sandstone from the glauconitic sand formations on Lloyd Creek, Sassafras River, 
Maryland. 

George P. Merrill gave a small collection of serpentine and eruptive rocks from 

California and Arizona. Also a very beautiful vein of shodochrosite and quartz from 
Butte, Montana. 

Dr. A. C. Peale and G. P. Merrill gave a beautiful series of wood opals from the 
‘bluffs on the Madison River. Also a fine lot of eruptive and sedimentary rocks from 
the region of the Gallatin Valley, Montana. 

Pike Manufacturing Company, of Pike Station, New Hampshire, gave a large and 

carefully prepared series of hone whetstones, scythe stones, and grinding stones, both 

native and foreign. 

Charles D. Walcott, of the U. 8. Geological Survey, gave two large slabs of Pots- 

dam quartzite with ripple marks. Extra fine specimens, both on account of size and 

the quality of the markings. ; 
B. Sturtz, of Bonn, Prussia, sent in exchange for other material an interesting 

series of rocks, comprising 34 specimens, from Monte Vultari, Italy, Sardinia, Isle 

of Ponza, Transylvania, and other European localities. 
Dr. George H. Williams sent a fine example of contorted gneiss. 

Prof. W. O. Crosby gave specimens of contorted mica schist from Naragansett Bay. 
K. Fritsch, New York, gave a series of 5 slabs African and German marbles. 

J.S. Diller, of the U. S. Geological Survey, gave a collection of eruptive rocks 

from California and Kentucky. 

A statement of the character of the routine work has been given in 

previous reports and needs no repetition here. A very considerable 

amount of time is being continually demanded in attending to corre- 

spondence and identifying materials sent in by outsiders. While this 

is a legitimate and necessary work, unfortunately for the curator it 

requires time which might otherwise be devoted to the preparation of 

his exhibition series, or other work in which he is more especially in- 

terested. The merely mechanical part of label writing also consumes 

much time. Some 825 labels have been written and sent to the printer 

during the year. In the preparation of these and in other clerical 

work, I was assisted from July until November 15 by Miss B. Frank- 

land, and from November 30to March 10 by Miss Carrie Rosenbusch. 
The main points of growth in the exhibition series have been the 

lithological and stratigraphical collections. This, for the reason that 

proper cases are yet to be prepared for the other exhibits. The mechan- 
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ical work of preparing the specimens both for exhibition and storage, 

has as heretofore been acceptably performed by Mr. Forney. About 

50 samples of building-stone have been dressed and a large amount of 

material has been trimmed down into the form of hand specimens for 

storage exhibition, and exchange. Eleven lots of duplicates, compris- 
ing some 480 specimens, have.been sent out during the year. 

No researches of consequence have been carried on upon Museum ma- 

terial, excepting so far as was necessary for correct identification, and 

this has been already referred to. What papers have appeared have 

been wholly my own and are noticed in the bibliography. 

The numbers given below regarding the present state of the collec- 

tion are, so far as they refer to the duplicate collections, mere approxi- 

mations. A large rock specimen which to-day counts as one, may to- 

morrow be a dozen or twenty, as it is the custom in many cases to bring 

in material in the mass, and cut it up or break it, as occasion demands. 

Whole number of specimens in reserve series .........----- -------- --- 2 eee 18, 000 

Nyiholemrumberot duplicates! 221 53.082 i... cele coke etic tece sees seas 3, 500 

Otel epee sens See ste tala ys SV ee Lelie irate Wee 21,500 

Of the reserve series 5,687 are now on exhibition; of these 2,720 are 

building-stones, and 1,893 belong to the educational series of rocks and 

rock-forming minerals. 





REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF METALLURGY AND ECONOMIC 
GEOLOGY IN THE U. 8. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887, 

By F. P. DEWEY, Curator. 

The principal work of the department during the year was the prep- 

aration of a preliminary descriptive catalogue of the collections in 

economic geology and metallurgy. 

Starting with the collections exhibited at the New Orleans exposition 

as a foundation, they were expanded, and as many systematic series as 

possible were constructed out of material in the Museum. 

These systematic collections are designed to show the actual occur- 

rence of each metal, and the processes used in their extraction. To 

these are added illustrations of the occurrences of non-metallic ores and 

their utilization. 

The collections start, in the case of each metal, by showing the series 

of minerals in which the metal forms an important constituent; the 
specimens are selected to show each mineral in its best perfection, in 

order that it may be seen just how the metals occur in the ores. 

The next step is a series of ores selected to show the actually occur- 

ring material that is mined, together with the associates of the ore. In 

the case of the base metal, there may not be much difference between 

the ore specimens and the mineral specimens, except the general purity 

and perfection of the latter, and that an ore may contain several minerals 

of the same, or even different, metals, especially alteration products, 

which do not have a definite composition. 

In the case of the precious metals, however, there may be a wide dif- 

ference between the two, depending upon the manner of occurrence of 

the valuable portion of the ore. In the case of silver, one part distrib- 

uted through a thousand parts of foreign material, may constitute a 

paying ore; if now this one part be distributed through the remainder 

evenly it will not be possible to detect any silver mineral in the ore. If, 

however, the silver should be concentrated in separate portions through 

the mass, it may be possible to pick out distinct silver minerals. 

The same observations apply to gold, but in a much greater degree, 

since gold is so much more valuable, and in some cases can be extracted 

at much less expense than silver; this is especially the case with the 

hydraulic gravels of California, where, in some instances, an average 
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value of five or six cents worth of gold in a cubic yard of the Bee has 

yielded a profit. 

The gangue or material carrying the valuable mineral varies greatly, 

and exercises much influence upon the processes to be followed in the 

extraction of the metal. 

In many cases an ore contains more than one valuable metal, and, fre- 

quently, long and costly operations are required to separate the different 

metals, while in other cases their separation is quite easy, and in some 

cases a useful alloy can be smelted directly from ores containing more 

than one metal. 

After the ore is mined it is frequently subjected to some kind of a con- 

centrating process in preparation for smelting; these processes vary 

from simple sorting by hand, whereby much worthless material is re- 

moved, to very elaborate treatment by machinery, whereby the valuable 

portion of the ore is concentrated to a smaller volume and weight, gen- 

erally with a loss of a small portion of the valuable constituents, and the 

waste material is rejected, and in some cases, ores of different metals oc- 

curring together are separated from each other. Illustrations of these 

processes form the next step in the series, and consist of the ores as 

mined, and the products of each step in the dressing operations, includ- 

ing both the valuable and the waste products. 

The final step of the series represents the processes of extracting the 

metals from their ores and converting them into useful forms. These 

collections include the ores, the fuels, the fluxes, and all other materials 
entering into the operation. Where there are different stages in the 

operation, each stage is fully represented. 

The non-metallic ores are treated in the same general way as the me- 

tallic ores. 

The collections shown at the New Orleans exposition have been ex- 

panded to over 3,000 specimens, and the collections described are but 
a beginning. While generally complete in themselves, they will require 

many additions to even approach a fuil illustration of the subjects. 

After this catalogue had been prepared 1,840 labels were written for 

the new material added to the collections. 
During the year 139 accessions were received. Of these the most im- 

portant were: 

A large amount of tin ore and its associates from the Irish Creek lo- 

eality in Rockbridge County, Virginia, ary by Mr. E. Willis, of 

Charleston, South Carolina. 

A large collection representing the iron resources of Louisiana and 

Texas, containing many specimens of ore and pig-iron, and a few speci- 
mens of coal, presented by Prof. L. C. Johnson, U.S. Geological Survey. 

A large amount of the nickel and cobalt ores from Lovelock, Nevada, 
containing both the sulphide ore, and ores consisting essentially of ox- 

idized decomposition products, presented by George Lovelock, sr., Reno, 

Nevada. 
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A full series of chromium ores, presented by the Tyson Manufacturing 

Company, Baltimore, Maryland. 

A full series illustrating the smelting of iron at the Pennsylvania 

furnaces of Robert Hare Powels’ Sons & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

A complete and very valuable collection illustrating the smelting of 

silver-lead or base bullion at the Colorado Smelter, South Pueblo, Col- 

orado, presented by Mr. Anton Hilers, South Pueblo, Colorado. 

This last collection is exceedingly full and complete, and is accompa- 

nied by a description of the process, with diagrams and many analyses, 

which render it especially valuable. It well illustrates the kind of col- 

_lections that it is desirable for the department to gather in order to com- 

plete the systematic series. 

The ores as received at the works are classified into oxidized and sul- 

phureted ; the oxidized ores are further divided into basic and silicious, 

that is, basic ores, the gangue of which is essentially a base, and silicious 

ores, the gangue of which is essentially acid or silica; these are sent di- 

rectly to the shaft furnaces. The sulphureted ores are also divided into 

basic and silicious. In this case, however, it is the ores that are high 

in sulphur that are called basic, for the reason on roasting they furnish 

mainly oxides, which act as bases in the smelting operation. The sili- 

cious sulphureted ores consist essentially of quartz, with only a small 

amount of sulphides; they are generally very rich in silver and poor in 

lead, being more nearly true silver ores. 

The basic sulphureted ores are separated into coarse and fine. The 

coarse are roasted in stalls and then go to the shaft furnaces; the fine 
are roasted in reverberatory furnaces, and are sometimes fused at the 

end of the roasting and sometimes not. From the roasting furnaces 

they go directly to the shaft furnaces. 

The silicious sulphureted ores are sometimes roasted in the fusion 

furnace, but they are generally sent to the shaft furnaces, especially 

when they are very rich in silver. 

The fluxes are all basic, and consist of iron ores and limestone, and 
go direct to the shaft furnaces. 

The products of the smelting in the blast furnaces are: 

Base Bullion, the valuable product which goes to market. 

Slag, containing the earthy constituents of the furnace charge— 

divided into clean, or free from lead and silver, which is thrown over 
the dump; and impure, that is, containing lead and silver, which goes 

back to the shaft furnaces. 

Matte, a by-product, essentially a sulphide of iron and copper, which 

goes to the roasting stalls and then back to the shaft furnaces. 

Speiss, a by-product, essentially an arsenide of iron, which goes to 

the roasting stalls and then back to the shaft furnaces. 

Flue dust, deposited in the flues of the furnaces, which is mixed with 
lime and ores low in lead, roasted in the fusion furnace, and then goes 

back to the shaft furnaces. 
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Accretions, which are deposits formed upon the walls of the furnaces ; 
these are assorted according to their characteristics, and then go back 
to the shaft furnaces. 

The bullion from these furnaces holds a high position with the re- 

fineries on account of its freedom from impurities, due to the purity of 

the ores of the Madonna mine, which form a large proportion of the 

charge in the shaft furnaces. It varies in richness, although it gen- 

erally carries 300 ounces of silver per ton, and about an ounce of gold. 

It is cast into bars or pigs weighing 98 pounds, and is shipped from the 

furnace in car-loads of 300 bars. ’ 
By far the greater number of accessions are specimens sent in for 

examination and report, 80 reports, covering 186 specimens, having 

been made. 

In cataloguing the collection, 671 entries, covering 1,266 specimens, 

having been made, and during the year 1,358 cards added to the cata- 
logue; 1,840 labels have been written; 14 boxes of duplicates and 

reserve material have been sent to general storage; 242 specimens have 

been sent out in exchange. 
The total number of specimens in the collection is about 49,000, of 

which 18,000 are on exhibition, 12,000 are duplicates, 7,000 reserves, 

the balance consisting of specimens as yet unadministered upon, and 

which are at present classed with the reserve series. 
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CRADLES OF THE AMERICAN ABORIGINES* 

By Otis T. Mason. 

Many questions in anthropology depend for their answer upon a cor- 

rect knowledge of the manner in which the child passes the first year 

a of its life. 

It is commonly believed that the shape of the head and, indeed, of 

the whole frame is modified by the cradle. From time to time the 

National Museum at Washington has come into possession of cradles 

and cradle-frames from the farthest north of their limit to the farthest 

south. A description of these with accurate drawings is herein given 

in order to throw further light upon the problem. 

Deformation of the head, as is well known, is both designed and un- 

designed. Among the Chinuks and other tribes near the mouth of the 

Columbia River and northward, flattening of the head was intentionally 

practiced in a manner to be hereafter described. 

Undesigned head-shaping is believed to have resulted among the 

Mound people as well as among our modern Indians, especially in the 

occipital region, from the contact of the soft and pliable head of the 

infant with the cradle-board or frame, even with the downy pillow. 

In both Americas the majority of aboriginal children were confined 

in some sort of cradle from their birth until they were able to walk 

about. The cradle during this period serves many purposes: 

(1) It is a mere nest for the helpless infant. 
(2) It is a bed so constructed and manipulated as to enable the child 

to sleep either in a vertical or a horizontal position. 

(3) It is a vehicle in which the child is to be transported, chiefly on 

the mother’s back by meansof a strap over the forehead, but frequently 

dangling like a bundle at the saddle-bow. This function, of course, 
always modifies the structure of the cradle, and, indeed, may have 

determined its very existence among nomadic tribes. 

*T wish to express my sincere thanks to Dr. J. H. Porter for the valuable notes 

and references which accompany this paper. OUT Me 

iy Mis. 600, pt. 2——11 161 
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(4) It is indeed a cradle, to be hung upon the limbs to rock, answer- 
ing literally to the nursery rhyme: 

Rock a-bye baby upon the tree top, 

When the wind blows the cradle will rock, 

When the bough bends the cradle will fall, 
Down will come baby, and cradle, and all. 

(5) It is also a play-house and baby-jumper. On many, nearly all, 

specimens may be seen dangling objects to evoke the senses, foot-rests 

by means of which the little one may exercise its legs, besides other 

conveniences anticipatory of the child’s needs. 

(6) The last set of functions to which the frame is devoted are those 
relating to what we may call the graduation of infancy, when the pap- 

poose crawls out of its chrysalis little by little, and then abandons it 

altogether. The child is next seen standing partly on the mother’s 

cincture and partly hanging to her neck or resting like a pig in a poke 

within the folds of her blanket. 

An exhaustive treatment of this subject would include a careful 

study of the bed and especially of the pillow, in every instance. as well 

as of the frame. But collectors have been extremely careless in this 

regard. Very few cradles in the National Museum are accompanied 

with the beds and pillows. Were it not that here and there a traveler 

or a correspondent had made observations on the ficid, a hopeless la- 

cuna would be in our way. Much remains to be done exactly at this 

point, and future investigators must turn their attention to this subject 

especially. 

In this investigatiun much depends upon the age at which the child 

is placed in the cradle, the manner of bandaging and of suspending. 

Also there are a thousand old saws, superstitions, timcs and seasons, 

formularies, rites and customs hovering around the first year of every 

child’s life in savagery that one should know, in order to comprehend 

-many things attached to the cradle and its uses. Indeed, no one but 

an Indian mother could narrate the whole story in detail. Awaiting 

information from these sources, we shall describe as faithfully as pos- 

sible the material now stored in the National Museum. 

The method pursued in this description is that adopted in the series 

already begun in the report of 1884. The design is to apply the rules 

and methods of natural history to the inventions of mankind. We fol- 

low up the natural history of each human want or craving or occupa- 

tion separately with a view to combining them into a comparative psy- 

chology as revealed in things. 

Again, Bastian’s study of “great areas” finds a beautiful illustration 

at this point in the fact that the cradle-board or frame is the child of 

geography and of meteorology. In the frozen North the Eskimo mother 

carries her infant in the hood of her parka whenever it is necessary to 

take it abroad. If she used a board or frame the child would perish 

with the cold. Indeed, the settled condition of the Eskimo does away 
with the necessity of such a device. 
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It is somewhat difficult to mark the southern limit of the cradle frame 
owing to the great elevations in Mexico and middle America. The Na- 

tional Museum does not possess a cradle frame of any tribe living south 

of the northern tier of Mexican States until we cross the equator. The 
most southern tribes of Mexico from which specimens have come, are 
the Pimas, Yumas, and Yaquis. Itis not here denied, however, that 

tribes farther south use this device. 
No attempt is here made to exhaust the study of child life in sav- 

agery. All who read this paper are doubtless familiar with the work 

of Dr. Ploss, entitled “‘ Das Kind.”* 

The most exhaustive analysis of the subject will be found in the 

treatise of Dr. E. Pokrooski, of Moscow, published in the fourteenth 
volume of the Transactions of the Society of Friends of Natural Sci- 

ence, Anthropology, etc. The work is devoted especially to the differ- 

ent peoples of Russia. The table of contents is here appended because 

the volume is likely to be overlooked, and in order to show the ramifi- 
cations of this interesting theme: 

Chapter 1. Attention paid to the protection and development of the embryo, heredity, 

relations of the sexes, condition of woman, consanguine marriages, polygamy 

and polyandry, marriage in classical antiquity, care taken of pregnant women 

among ancient and modern peoples. 

Chapter. Abortion and infanticide; motives: superstitions, fear of monsters, misery, 

ete.; legislation relative to abortion and infanticide. 

Chapter 11. Parturition and the condition of the new born. 

* Chapter 1v. Care relative to the umbilical cord. , 

Chapter v. Dwelling of the infant in the family of the parents. 
Chapter vi. Care of the skin. 

- Chapter vu. Bathing of infants. 

Chapter vil. Cold baths and baptism, in Europe, in Thibet, etc. 

Chapter 1x. Dressing of infants among ancient peoples and modern savages. 
Chapter x. Dressing of Russian children. 

Chapter x1. Enameling (emmaillotement). 
Chapter x11. Kneading and rectification of the body of the infant. 
Chapter x11. Artificial deformation of the skull, ancient macrocephals, deformation 

among modern peoples, especially in Russia, Caucasia, Poland, Lapland, etc. 

Chapter x1v. Influence of the infant’s posture in its bed upon the deformation of the 
occiput, custom of bedding children among the Thracians, Macedonians, Ger- 

mans, and Belgians of the sixteenth century, and among the modern Asiatics. 

The form of the occiput in Russians of the Kourgans, from the craniological col- 

lections of Moscow. 
Chapter xv. The cradle among different peoples. 

Chapter xvi. The cradles of the Russians. 

Chapter xvu1. Cradles among other peoples of Russia, Tsiganis, Fins, Esths, Livon- 
ians, Laps, Poles, Jews, Lithuanians, Tcheremis, Bashkirs, Nogai, Sarts, Kirghiz, 

Kalmuks, Vakuts, Buriats, Tunguses, Soiotes, Woguls, Samoides, Goldoi, Koriaks, 

Kamchadales, Caucasians, etc. 

Chapter xvi. Methods of putting children in their beds, of carrying them and trans- 
porting them, dependence on climate, mode of life; bearing them on the arm, 
back, neck, head, hip ; in bags, paniers, chests, skins, etc. ; customs of the Chinese, 

Negroes, Hottentots, American Indians, Kamchadales, Japanese, etc.,in thisregard. 

“Dr. H. Ploss. Das Kind in Brauch und Sitte der Vélker. Anthropologische Stu- 
dien. Leipzig (1884), Grieben, 2 vols., 8vu, 
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Chapter x1x. Amusement of the child by the mother in Russia. 

Chapter xx. Accustoming the child to sit and to go on all fours, 

Chapter xx1. The upright position and walking. 

Chapter xx. Importance of food. . 
Chapter xx111. Suckling among various peoples, ancient and modern. 
Chapter xxiv. Among the Russians. 
Chapter xxv. Among other peoples of Russia. 

Chapter xxvi. Ethnic mutilations of children: tattoo, depilation, piercing the nose, 

the ears, the lips, or the cheeks; filing and removing the teeth, castration, cir- 

cumcision, and similar mutilations; corset, Chinese feet, high-heeled boots, etc. 

Chapter xxvil. Games, sports, and amusements of children. 

Chapter xxv. Treatment of the maladies of children among different peoples. 

Popular child medicine in Russia, Germany, England, Switzerland, Dalmatia, 

Kalmucks, Kirghiz, Caucasians, ancient Hindoos, Iranians, ete. 

Chapter xxrx. Care relative to the corporeal development of children and the means 
employed to toughen and fortify them ; seclusion of children, asceticism, horse- 

manship, physical and warlike training of children among savages, etc. : 

Chapter xxx. Réle played by animals in the education of man—cows, goats, dogs, 
she wolves, apes, etc. : ; 

Chapter xxx1. Physical education among the children of Russian peasants, and the. 

results. 

Chapter xxx11. Conclusions. 

ESKIMO CRADLES.* 

The Hyperboreans or Eskimos skirt the Arctic coast in Greenland, 

Labrador, the islands north of Canada, at the mouth of the Mackenzie 

River, all around Alaska to Mount St. Hlias. In all of these areas the 

mother has the hood of her skin robe or parka made very large, so as 

to carry therein her babe, which nestles around the mother’s neck 

secure from the cold. (Figs. 1 and 2.) The home life of the Hyperbo- 

reans is more permanent in its character than that of the southern 

Indians. There is provision made in the huts of the Eskimo for any 

babies that may be present. 

The Indians contiguous to the Eskimo in Alaska and northeastern 

Canada belong to the great Tinnéan or Athapascan stock. They are 

called Kutchin in Alaska, and in the basin of the Mackenzie River have 
names ending with tena or dene, or an equivalent vocable. In the lan- 
guage of the Hudson Bay fur traders they bear various titles, most of 

* Lyon, Capt. G. F. (Private Journal, i. e.of Parry’s Arctic Ex., London, 1824, 

8vo), remarks that the Eskimo women of Savage Islands had large hoods for the pur- 
pose of carrying their young children stark naked against the back (p.20). Of the 

Eskimo in general he says that they have ‘slightly bowed” legs(p.318). Their feat- 

ures of the face are diversified in an extraordinary manner (p. 309). About a sixth 

part * * * had high Roman noses (p.310). Everywhere the hood answers the 

purpose of a child’s cradle (p. 315). 

Rink, Dr. Heiry (Danish Greenland, London, 1877, 12mo) asserts that the exter- 

nal curvature of the legs is general among Eskimo women of middle age, and that it 

is due to the cramped position in which they sit on the ledge in the hut (p. 154). 

Heriot, G. (Travels through the Canadas, London, 1807, 4to) describes the ‘‘ Eski- 

maux” women of Newfoundland as having ‘‘their capuching * * * much larger 
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them terms of derision.* The classiscation of the Tinné of Alaska is 

—— given by Dall. 

Fig. 1. 

EskKIMO WOMAN OF POINT BARROW, EskiMO WOMAN OF POINT BARROW, 
CARRYING CHILD. : CARRYING SLEEPING CHILD. 

(From photograph. ) (From photograph. ) 

The Tinnéan tribes use some sort of device in which to lash their 
children during the first year. One should expect, however, to find 
these Indians also copying the Eskimo cradle hood.t Strachan Jones, 

_ towards their shoulders” than those of the men, ‘‘in order to cover their children 

when they wish to carry them on their backs” (p. 23). 
Franklin, Capt. J. (Narrative of Second Expedition, London, 1828, 4to): The same 

; kind of hood, for the same purpose as that among the Loucheux, was seen in use 

_ among the Eskimo women nzar the mouth of the Mackenzie, on the Arctic coast (p. 

P * Contributions to N. A. Ethnology, Bur. Ethnology, I, 24; also The Native Tribes 

F of Alaska, A. A. A.S., Ann Arbor, 1885. 
tCradles (Dixon’s Voyage, p. 239): It might be imagined that the children of 

these savages would enjoy the free and unrestrained use of their limbs from their 

- earliest infancy. This, however, is not altogether the case. Three piecesof bark are 
fastened together, so as to form a kind of chair. The infant, after being wrapped in 

furs, is put into this chair, and lashed so close that it can not alter its posture, even 

with struggling, and the chair is so contrived that when a mother wants to feed her 

child, or give it the breast, there is no ocasion to release it from its shackles. Soft 

moss is used by the Indian nurse to keep her child clean; but little regard is paid to 

this article, and the poor infants are often terribly excoriated; nay, I have frequently 

seen boys of six or seven years old whose posteriors have borne evident marks of this 

neglect in their infancy. 
Franklin, Capt. J. (Narrative of Second Expedition, London, 1828, 4to): The hood 

of the dress among the Lower Loucheux women is ‘‘ made sufficiently wide to admit 

of their carrying a child on their back” (p. 28). 
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in his Notes on the Tinné or Chippewyan Indians, gives the figure of 
an infant sitting on a diminutive “bedstead,” having a soft fur seat. 
The body of the child is bandaged to the high back of the seat. (Fig. 3.) 

The same observation just made concerning the 

Eskimo is true of the Indians on the Upper Yukon. 
Dr. Dall informs me that their homes are permanent, 
and that there therefore is no need of the cradle- 
frame. The infant, if lashed at all, is fastened in a 
kind of coal-scuttle-shaped cradle, and at night 

sleeps in a hammock or on the banquette. 

Fig. 3. K. W. Nelson has sent to the Smithsonian Insti- 

CurrewyaN Cup-rrams. tution, among the many thousands of specimens col- 

(From By suachan Jones.) Jeeted throughout the entire western Eskimo area, 
the model of a trough-shaped cradle of birch bark, made from three 

pieces, forming, respectively, the bottom, the top and hood, and the 

awning. (Fig. 4.) The two pieces forming the bottom and the hood 

overlap an inch and a half, and are sewed together with a single 

basting of pine root, with stitches half an inch long. Around the bor- 

118). In Dr. Richardson’s narrative of his expedition eastward from the mouth of the 

Mackenzie, he speaks of coast Eskimv women who “draw their children out of 

their wide boots, where they are accustomed to carry them naked” (1, p. 226). 

Franklin, Parry, Back, Richardson, and the more modern explorers, speak of the flat 

nose of the Eskimo. As in Oceanica this may be the result of compression, since Sir 

John Ross (Voyage to Baffin’s Bay, London, 1819, 4to) found ‘‘small straight” noses 

and “‘large aquiline” noses among the Arctic Highlanders of Prince Regent’s Bay 

(pp. 126, 127). 
Holmberg says of the Koniagas (Eskimos), that the posterior part of the head is 

“not arched, but flat.” The description of their huts and sleeping places suggests 

that this may be the effect of hard pillows or head-rests on an incompletely ossified 

skull. (Bancroft, Nat. Races of Pacific States, vol.1, p. 72.) 

Ledyard, who accompanied the expedition of Captain Cook to the North Pacific, 

noticed the bowed legs of the Aleuts, and attributed it to their position in the boats, 

in which they spend so much of their time. (Bancroft, Nat. Races of Pacific States, 

vol.1, p. 88.) 
Hall, C. F. (Life with the Eskimo, London, 1864, 12mo): Fac-simile of an Es- 

kimo wood-cut showing mother and child, with position of latter in hood (vol. 1, p. 

53). Plate of child in what he calls (p. 98, vol. 1) “the baby pouch” (vol. 1, p. 

159). ‘‘ The infant is carried naked in the mother’s hood, yet in close contact with the 

parent’s skin” (vol. I, p. 189). Compression of head (vol. 11, p. 313), This is lateral, 

made by the hands, and by askin cap. But no cap could exert lateral pressure, and 

the words ‘‘a little skin cap placed lightly over the compressed head, which is to be 

kept there one year” (vol. 0, p. 313), may not convey this idea. 
Hearne, Samuel, in the narrative of his journey from Prince of Wales Fort, in Hud- 

son Bay, to the Northern Ocean (London, 1795), informs us that no cradles are in use 

among the northern Indian tribes between 59° and 68° north. He says that the major- 

ity of the children are bow-legged from the way in which they are carried. 

Portlock, in his Voyage Round the World (London, 1789), makes observations on 

the general distortion of the legs among Indians of Prince William’s Sound (p. 248). 

Kerr, Robert (Collection of Voyages and Travels, London, 1824, 8vo vol. XVI): 

In Cook’s description of the natives of Nootka Sound, the same distortion of legs, from 

position in canoe, is noticed as has been before referred to. (Vid. notes, passim, p. 
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der of the body and just under the margin, continuing around the bor- 
der of the hood and awning, lies a rod of osier. A strip of birch bark 
laid on the upper and inner side of the margin serves as a stiffener. It 

is sewed down by an ingenious bast- 

ing, with stitches an inch or more 
long, which pass down tnrough the 

two thicknesses of birch bark, 
around the osier twig that lies just 

below the margin, and up again 

through the two thicknesses of birch 

bark by another opening, to com- 
mence the next stitch. The hood is 

formed by puckering the birch bark 

_after the manner of a grocer’s bag. 

The bordering osier is neatly sewed 

to the edge of the hood and awning 

by acoil of split spruce root. Rows 

of beads of many colors adorn the 
awning piece. In a country intol- 

erable by reason of mosquitoes it is 

not strange that provision for sus- 

taining some sort of netting should 

have been devised. Playthings of 

various kinds are also hung to this 

awning for the hands and eyes and 
ears of the infant occupant, and it Fig. 4. 

mite sure, that this bow.or hood —. S20! P4®& CRACLE FROM Yoxon Hive, 
saves the face of the child many. - (Cat. No. 32985, U. §8s 7 paftouSomne. Collected 

hurtful blows from a fall.* 

232.) (Voyages, etc.). Captain King states that he observed the custom of carrying 

children in the hood among the Chuckchees of the east coast (XVI, 364, note). Onthe 

other coast Captain Cook remarked of the dresses at Prince William’s Sound that 

“some” only had hoods (xvi, 280). 

*Long, J. (Voyages and Travels of an Indian Interpreter, London, 1791, 4to): He 

describes the cradle of the Chippewas, who range north to the Arctic Circle; describes 

also the position and mode of carrying the child, and its swathing; states that before 

the French occupation of Canada there were no swathings ia use, failing material for 
_ them (pp. 60,61). Before the French period the cradle was “a trough filled with dry 

rotten-wood dust,” in which the baby, ‘‘covered with furs,” was “‘ kept until weaned” 

(p.51). The head of the child in the Chippewa cradle is protected by a hoop (p. 60). 

Back, Captain (Narrative of Arctic Land Expedition, Philadelphia, 1836, 8vo): On 

the shore of Great Slave Lake he saw infants ‘‘ swaddled and unable to stir.” 

Harmon’s Journal. (The title page of this work is lost. Harmon’s expedition was 

made in 1800, and, under the auspices of the Northwest Company, he traveled 

through the same country as Mackenzie.) Speaking of the Sauteux, Crees, Assini- 
boines, Rapid Indians, Blackfeet, Bloods, Sussees, Cautonies, Muskagoes, Chipeways, 

Beavers, Sicaunies, TA-cullias, Ate-nds, and Nate-ote-tains, he says that they all use 

the cradle-board (p. 316). Harmon thus describes the cradle-board of the Indians of 

British America: ‘‘ All Indian children, when young, are laced ina kind of bag * * * 
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Ross, in describing the Eastern Tinnéh, says:* “Among the Hastern 
Tinnéh, immediately after birth, without washing, the infant is laid 

naked on a layer of moss in a bag made of leather, and lined with hare- 
skins. If it be summer the latter are dispensed with. This bag is 

then securely laced, restraining the limbs in natural positions, and 

leaving the child freedom to move the head only. In this phase of its 

existence it resembles strongly an Egyptian mummy.” Cradles are 

never used; but this machine, called a “moss bag,” is an excellent ad- 

junct to the rearing of children up to a certain age, and has become 

almost if not universally adopted in the families of the Hudson Bay 

Company’s employés. The natives retain the use of the bag to a late 

period, say until the child passes a year, during which time it is never 

taken out except to change the moss. ‘To this practice, continued to 

such an age, I attribute the turned toes and rather crooked legs of 

many of these Indians. One is somewhat reminded by this process of 

the Eskimo sleeping-bag. In the National collection are several small 

bags of the same pattern, but the label does not authorize the ae 

that these small bags were used as cradles for infants. 

Bordering the Eskimo in the Labrador Peninsula live the Naskopi or 

Scoffies, in latitude as far north as 53 degrees. Lucien Turner spent two 

years among them, and has collected much precious information. Hetells 

us that when the Naskopi child is born it is not washed or allowed to 

made of a piece of leather. * * * Some moss is laid in the bottom of this bag, the 

child is laid into it, and moss is inserted between its legs. The bag is then laced to 
the fore side of the child as high as its neck. This bag is laid upon a board, to which 

it is fastened by means of a strip of leather” (p. 316). Further details of arrangement, 

ornamentation, and nursing (pp. 316, 317). 

Mackenzie, Sir A. (Voyages from Montreal to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans, Lon- 

don, 1801, 4to): Descriptive of the ‘‘swaddling-board” used by the Beaver Indians 

(p. 149). 
N. B.—This board, about 2 feet long, covered with a bed of moss, to which it (the 

child) is fastened by bandages “‘was in use in a sub-arctic climate”! Equally op- 

posed to Hearne’s statement concerning the absence of cradles in these regions is 

Mackenzie’s full description of a board cradle ‘“‘in which the child, after it had been 

swathed, is placed on a bed of moss.” Head compression practiced here, 7. ¢., near 

Northwest coast; tribe not named (p. 371). It is to be remarked that Mackenzie 
speaks of this last as a ‘‘new kind of cradle,” the inference being that the Beaver 
“swaddling-board” was used by the Chippewa, Knisteneaux, Assiniboines, ete. 

Fitz William (Northwest Passage by Land, p. 85) says that the cradle is ‘‘a board 
with two side flaps of cloth, which lace together up the center. The child is laid on 

its back on the board, packed with soft moss, and laced firmly down with its arms to 

its sides, and only the head at liberty. The cradle is slung on the back of the mother 

when traveling, or reared against a tree when resting in camp, the child being only 

occasionally released from bondage for afew moments. The little prisoners are re- 

markably good; no squalling disturbes an Indian camp.” 

Whymper (Alaska, p. 229): ‘The Tenan Kutchin (Tinneh) children are carried 

in small chairs made of birch bark.” Richardson (Journal 1, 384) makes the same 

statement. Bancroft (Nat. Races, etc. 1, 131) says: ‘‘The women carry their infants 
in a sort of bark saddle, fastened to the back; they bandage their feet in order to 

make them small.” 

* Smithsonian Report, 1856, p. 302. 
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take the breast until three days have elapsed; it is considered to weaken 

the infant if permitted to take the breast before that time. The mother 

prepares sphagnum moss by beating it until it becomes quite soft and 

fluffy. A portion of this moss is placed about the child, and it is then 

wrapped in clothes or skins. The swaddling process begins at the feet 

and wraps the lower limbs close together; the trunk is also swathed as 
far as the neck, until the child resembles a cocoon. At earliest infancy 

the arms are wrapped next the body, but when several months old those 

limbs are free, except at night. The reason of this is to make them 

_ grow straight .and afford the mother convenience in handling them 

when on a journey, or to prevent them from rolling about the tent and 

into the fire. The bandages are removed once a day and a clean 

quantity of moss supplied. Water is never given to the child to drink 

until it is old enough to help itself—an occasion of remark among the 

women—for it marks an event in the infant’s life. 

Figure 5 is from a sketch in the Century Magazine, taken at Cape 

Breton, and gives us an excellent example of the combinations which 

j 
yj 

CHILD IN HAMMOCK. CAPE BRETON. 

(From sketch m Century Magazine. ) 

civilization entails. The wigwam is to the manner born, the hammock 

reminds one of the far south, while the baby, ensconced in fur and 

blankets, without a pretense of lashiug, points to Eskimo as well as 

white man’s methods. Dr. Dall’s remark about the Alaska Indian fash 

ion of the hammock may be recalled here. 

-On the Pacific side of the Rocky Mountains appear in turn the Kolo 

shan, the Haidan, Hailtzukan (Quackiool), Salishan, Wakashan, or 

Nutkan stock. All of these people are more or less, the slaves in all 
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their arts to the splendid forests of pine and cedar which cover their 

lands. The Bellachoola or Bilkhula belong to the great Salishan stock. 

Their home is in the vicinity of Bentinck Arm. The cradle of this peo- 

ple is probably a fair sample of that used by the stocks north and south 

of the Bilkhulas (Fig. 6). It is a trough-shaped frame of cedar wood 

made in two pieces, as follows: The bottom and head-board are in one 

piece about one-half or three-quarters inch thick. The two sides and 

foot are also in one piece. The angles and the bends near the child’s 

knees are effected by scarfing the-wood almost through on the inside 

and boiling and bending it into shape. In this art these Indians are 

very expert, making great numbers of boxes for food and clothing, with 
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Fig. 7. 

Fig. 6. Ducout CRADLE, WITH HEAD-FLATTENING] 
BELLA-COOLA TROUGH-CRADLE. APPARATUS. 

(Get Wo. 20556, (8. N.M. , ella Bella B. 0. s Cofladtadby, | 4) i NOeEEOR RD 
James G. Swan. 

joints invisible on the outside. The joints of this cradle are united by 

means of small withes of willow. The characteristic marks are a flat 

bottom; head-board, like a little grave-stone, painted in red and black 
with conventional symbol of a totem. Two streaks of red paint skirt 

the upper margin of the sides. The change in the angle of convergence 

of the sides near the child is effected by scarfing and bending. The 
bed consists of a mass of finely shredded cedar bark. This is overlaid 
with some kind of sheet of cloth or fur, and the lashing passes through 
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holes in flaps of raw-hide, in place of the series of eyelet loops occurring 

on cradles farther south. 

In the commencement of this article two kinds of deformation were 

mentioned, the designed and the undesigned. The first-mentioned method 

is found in British Columbia, on its western border, and in our domain 

along the coast of Washington and Oregon. On the extreme north- 

west corner of Washington live the Makahs, a people associated with 

the Ahts on Vancouver Island, and belonging to the Nutkan or Waka- 

shan stock. Living as they do in the great cedar region, their cradle 

would naturally be similar to those of the Indians living farther north. 

It is a trough rudely hewed out of cedar wood. (lig. 7.) A low bridge 

is left across the trough to strengthen it. Slats are put across to level 

of height of bridge. The bedding consists of mats of cedar bark. On 

the lower end of the cradle is a handle. Around the sides are fastened 

strings. The compress is fastened to head of cradle. It curves over 

and is tightened by means of cords to the sides of the cradle. It is 

woven of, and stuffed tightly with, cedar bark. ‘These cradles are sus- 

pended by strings to pliant poles, swung by the mother with her hand 

or great toe. 

Another ecradle-trough in the National Museum, said to have come 
from Oregon Territory, is a block of cedar wood 30 inches long and 12 

inches square, roughly hewn in shape of a boat, with bulging sides. 

At the foot, on the outside, is carved a handle, function not known. The 

bed is shredded cedar bark, and the covering a quilt of the same mate- 
rial, roughly held together by twined weaving; a long pad is hinged to 

the head-board, and so arranged as to be drawn down over the child’s | 

forehead and lashed to either side of the trough. There is evident con- 

nection between the boats of the Northwest and the cradles. An inter- 

esting feature about this form of cradle is the appliances for lashing 

the child: 
(1) A series of holes along the side, just below the margin, parallei 

with the border most of the way, but sloping quite away from it at the 

head. 

(2) A cord of coarse root laid along over these holes on the outside 

of the cradles. 

(3) On either side the standard series of loops for the lacing-string 

is formed by passing a twine through the first hole, around the root cord 

on the outside, back through the same hole up to the middle of the 

cradle to form a loop, back through the next hole in the same manner. 
(4) The lacing-string runs through these loops alternately from bot- 

tom to top. The ornamentation of this type of cradle is chiefly by 

means of parti-colored basketry and furs. The Chinuks were an ad- 

vanced people in art, and many of their cradles were very prettily 

adorned. Mr, Catlin figured one in which the process of head-flattening 

is going forward. 

In Mayne’s “British Columbia and Vancouver’s Island” we read that 
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the child lies at full length, and the sides of the cradle are suffi- 

ciently high to enable the mother to lace it in by a cord passed from 

side to side, a small block being put at one end as a pillow. When the 
mother is traveling she carries the cradle on her back in nearly an up- 

right position, with the head appearing just above her shoulders. But 

if she is working she suspends the infant from the pliant branch of a 

tree, or, sticking the pole in the ground at a slight angle, hangs the 

cradle, sometimes upright, sometimes horizontally, on the end of it. 

They move pole and cradle so as to keep it near them, and every now 

and then give it a swing so that, it rocks up and down. It is said that 

when children die they are put in some lake or pool, in their cradle, and 

left to float, the water being regarded as sacred ever after. 

Swan, in his “Indians of Cape Flattery,”* says: ‘“* The practice of 

flattening the heads of infants, although not universal among the Ma- 

kahs, is performed in a manner similar to that of the Chinuks and 
other tribes in the vicinity of the Columbia River. As soon as a child 

is born it is washed with warm urine, and then smeared with whale oil 

and placed in a cradle made of bark, woven basket fashion, or of wood, 

either cedar or alder, hollowed out for the purpose. Into the cradle a 

quantity of finely separated cedar bark of the softest texture is first 

thrown. At the foot is a board raised at an angle of about 25 degrees, 

which serves to keep the child’s feet elevated, or when the cradle is 

raised to allow the child to nurse, to form a support for the body, or a 

sort of seat. This is also covered with bark (he-sé-yu). A pillow is 
formed of the same material, just high enough to keep the head in its 

natural position, with the spinal column neither elevated nor depressed. 

First the child is laid on its back, its legs properly extended, its arms 

put close to its sides, and a covering either of bark or cloth laid over 1t; 

and then, commencing at the feet, the whole body is firmly laced up, so 

that it has no chance to move in the least. When the body is well se- 

cured, a paddin g of he-sé-yu is placed on the child’s forehead, over which 

is laid bark of a somewhat stiffer texture, and the head is firmly lashed 

down to the sides of the cradle; thus the infant remains, seldom taken 

out more than once a day while it is very young, and then only to wash 

it and dry its bedding. The male children have a small opening left in 

the covering, through which the penis protrudes, to enabie them to void 

their urine. The same style of cradle appears to be used whether it 1s 

intended to compress the skull or not, and that deformity is accom- 

plished by drawing the strings of the head-pad tightly and keeping up 

the pressure for a long time. Children are usually kept in these cradles 

till they are a year old, but as their growth advances they are not tied 

up quite so long as for the first few months. The mother, in washing 

her child, seldom takes the trouble to heat water; she simply fills her 

mouth with water, and when she thinks it warm enough spirts it on 

the child and rubs it with her hand.” 

*Smithsonian Cont. to Knowledge, No. 220, pp. 18-19. 
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Inhabiting the lower parts of the Columbia are a small tribe who cor- 

rectly come under the name of Flat Heads, as they are almost the only 

people who strictly adhere to the custom of squeezing and flattening the . 

head. 

The process of flattening consists in placing the infant on a board, 

to which it is lashed by means of thongs to a position from which 

it can not escape, and the back of the head supported by a sort of 

pillow, made of moss or rabbit-skins, with an inclined piece (as seen 

in the drawing), resting on the forehead of the child, being every 

day drawn down a little tighter by means of a cord, which holds it in 

its place until it at length touches the nose, thus forming a straight 

line from the crown of the head to the end of the nose. This process 

iS seemingly a very cruel one, though I doubt if it causes much pain, 

as it is done in earliest infancy, while the bones are soft and easily de- 

pressed into this distorted shape, by forcing the occipital up and the 

frontal down. 

i, Z 

FLAT HEAD WOMAN AND ee 

(Showing the manner in which the heads of the children are flattened. ) 

. The skull at the top in profile will show a breadth of not more than 14 

or 2 inches, when in front view it exhibits a great expansion on the 

sides, making it at the top nearly the width of one and a half natural 
heads. 

By this remarkable operation the brain is singularly changed from 

its natural shape, but in all probability not in the least diminished 

or injured in its natural functions. This belief is drawn from the tes- 

timony of many credible witnesses who have closely scrutinized them 

and ascertained that those who have the head flattened are in no way 

inferior in intellectual powers to those whose heads are in their natural 
Shape, 
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In the process of flattening the head there is another form of erib 

or cradle into which the child is placed, much in the form of a small 

canoe, dug out of a log of wood, with a cavity just large enough 
to admit: the body of the child and the head also, giving it room-to 

expand in width, while from the head of the cradle there is a sort of 
lever, with an elastic spring, that comes down on the forehead of the 

child and produces the same effect as the one I have described. The 

child is wrapped in rabbit-skins and placed in this little coffin-like 

cradle, from which it is not in some instances taken out for several 

weeks. 

The bandages over and about the lower limbs are loose and repeatedly 

taken off in the same day, as the child may require cleansing. But the 

head and shoulders are kept strictly in the same position, and the breast 

Vig. 8a. 

THE CHINUK METHOD OF FLATTENING THE H@EAD. 

(Plate 21034, Vol. 1, Catlin's Eight Years. ) 

given to the child by holding it up in the eradle, loosing the outer end 

of the lever that comes over the nose and raising it up or turning it 

aside so as to allow the child to come at the breast without moving its 

head. The length of time that the infants are carried in these cradles 

is three, five, or eight weeks, until the bones are so formed as to keep 

their shape. 

This cradle has a strap that passes over the woman’s forehead whilst 

the cradle rides upon her back, and if the child dies during its subjection 

to this rigid mode its cradle becomes its coffin, forming a little canoe, in 

which it lies floating on the water in some sacred pool. (Catlin, vol. 
tI, p. 110.) 
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From the Oregon coast the Wilkes Expedition* brought a cradle 

which is shown in Fig. 9. The frame 

board is trowel or spade shape. The 

whole back and front are covered 

with buckskin. At a proper distance 

from the edges, the buckskin is sewed 

or lashed down, and the flaps form 
the inclosing wrappings of the child. 

A triangular ‘ fly” covers the lower 

extremities. Compare this portion of 

the cradle with the Nez Percés (Sa- 
haptian) cradle described further on. 

a cover of beaded buckskin. It can 

readily be seen that this hood may 

be drawn to any tension across the 

forehead of the infant. The ornamen- 

tation and the head-band or carrying- 
strap are similar to the same parts 

in other cradles. Wilkes (Explor. 

Exped., Iv, 388) says: “At Niculuita 
Mr. Drayton obtained a drawing of 

a child’s head that had just been 

released from its bandages, in order 

to secure its flattened appearance. 

Both parents showed great delight at 
N CRADLE OF OREGON INDIANS. 

the success they had met with in effect- (Cat. No. 2575, U. S. N.M. Collected by Wilkes’ Ex- 

ing this distortion.” (See Fig. 10.) _ To ce : 
*Marchand (Voyages) reports that among the Thinkeets, infants are ‘‘so excoriated 

by fermented filth, and so scarred by their cradle, that they carry the marks to the 

grave.” (Bancroft, Nat. Races of Pacific States, vol.1, p. 112.) 
Lord (Nat., vol. 1, p. 232), Scouler (Lond. Geog. Soc. Jour., vol. x1, pp. 218, 220, 

223), Schoolcraft (Arch., vol. 11, p. 325) mention the custom of flattening the head 

in infancy among the Haidahs (Columbians). (Bancroft, Nat. Races, etc., 1,158.) In 

their platform houses they slept on ‘‘cedar mats” (p. 161). ; 

Bancroft (Native Races of the Pacific States, N. Y., 1875, vol. 1): ‘‘ The custom of 

flattening the head is practiced by the Nootkas in common with the Sound and 

Chinook families, but is not universal” (p. 180. See, also, note, p. 58). 
Bancroft (Native Races of the Pacific States, N. Y., 1875, vol. 1, note, p. 177) 

quotes the accounts of Cook, Meares, Mofras, Macfie, Poole, Sutil y Mexicana, Mayne, 

and Scouler, to the effect that the Nootka Indians are bow-legged and intoed from 

boat work, and have deformed limbs fromthe effect of garters. 
Swan, J. G. (Indians of Cape Flattery, Smithsonian Contributions, No. 220): 

Description of the process of head-flattening among the Indians of Vancouver 

Island (pp. 18, 19). 

Heriot, G. (Travels through the Canadas, London, 1807, 4to): ‘‘In the latitude of 

fifty-two degrees, on the northwest coast of America, there exists a tribe whose heads 

are molded into a wedge-like form” (p. 303). 

Bancroft (Native Races of the Pacific States, N. Y., 1875, vol.1): The custom of 

head-flattening, apparently of sea-board origin and growth, extends * * * across 
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Governor Stevens (Ind. Aff. Rep., 1854, p. 227) says: “The women at 

Walla Walla sit astride in a saddle made with a very high pommel and 

Fig. 10. 

SHOWING THE EFFECT OF H&AD-FLATTENING. 

(From drawing by Mr. Drayton, published in Wilkes’ Exploring Expedi- 

tion, Iv, p. 388.) 

cantle, and in traveling carry their infants either dangling by the cradle 

strap to the former or slung in a blanket over their shoulders.” The 

the Cascade barrier, and is practiced to a greater or less extent by all the tribes of 

the Sahaptian family.” They merely depress slightly the forehead of infants, and this 

disappears at maturity ” (p. 256). 

Macfie, M. (Vancouver Island and British Columbia, London, 1865): Between 

lat. 53° 30’ N. and lat. 46° N. the Indians of the northwest coast of America flatten 
the head, under the impression that the distortion is becoming (p. 441). 

Macfie (idem., p. 441) gives the following account of the process of head-flat- 

tening among the coast tribes: ‘‘ The child, as soon as born, is placed in a cradle 

scooped out of a log of timber. Thisrude ark is flat at the bottom, and raised at the 

point where the neck of the child rests. A flat stone is fastened to the head of the 
infant im this posture by thin strips of twisted bark. In the situation indicated the 

child is kept till able to walk, and its forehead has been molded into the required 

shape.” In the Quatsino district the skulls of the women have “‘a tapering or coni- 

calform” * * * produced by artificial means. Only the families of chiefs (tenass) 

and ‘‘gentlemen commoners” (tyhees) are permitted to modify the form of the 

head. 
Bancroft (Native Races of the Pacific States, N. Y., 1875, vol. 1): The Sound In- 

dians, among the Columbians, flatten the head, ‘‘ but none carry the practice to such 

an extent as their neighbors on the south” (p. 210). 

Bancroft (Native Races of the Pacific States, N. Y., 1875, vol. 1): Among the 

Chinooks the “legs are bowed and otherwise deformed by a constant squatting posi- 

tion in and out of their canoes” (p. 224). Head-flattening ‘‘seems to have origi- 

nated * * * about the mouth of the Columbia,” and the Chinooks carry the cus- 

tom to an excess of deformity (p. 226). 

Bancroft remarks that ‘‘the Chinook ideal of facial beauty is a straight line from 

the end of the nose to the crown of the head. ‘The flattening of the skull is effected by 

binding the infant to its cradle immediately after birth, and keeping it there from 

three months to a year. Thesimplest form of cradle is a piece of board or plank, on 

which the child is laid upon its back with itsthead slightly raised by a block of 

wood. Another piece of wood, or bark, or leather is then placed over the forehead 

and tied to the plank with strings, which are tightened more and more each day until 

the skull is shaped to the required pattern. Space is left for lateral expansion, and, 

under ordinary circumstances, the child’s head is not allowed to leave its position un- 

til the process is complete. The body and limbs are also bound to the cradle, but 

more loosely, by bandages, which are sometimes removed for cleansing purposes,” 

(Native Races, etc., vol. 1, p. 227.) 
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same authority says that the Clallams, and in fact all the Sound Indians, 

flatten the head (243).* 
Mr. William Meinold, in sending to the National Museum the skull of 

a Flathead Indian from northwest Montana, writes as follows: ‘* When 
the child is about one week old it is put on a board and tied hand and 

foot. A small bag of sand is tied over the forehead and remains in this 

position eight or ten days. It is then taken off for a short rest and 

afterwards fastened to the board again. This continues from six weeks 

. to six months. The head then has its shape and grows in the right di- 

rection. The skull mentioned belonged to Redgrass, a chief, who died 
about forty years ago. His body was deposited.on posts 6 feet high. 

In his canoe were found beads, and a General Harrisor badge of 1841.t 

* Meares, J. (Voyages to the Northwest Coast of America, London, 1791, 8vo), de- 

scribes the compression of head into the form of a ‘“‘sugar loaf” among Indians of 

Nootka Sound by bandages. Says the process flattens the nose (vol. II, p. 37). 

Wilkes, Commander (U. 8S. Exploring Expedition, Philadelphia, 1845, 4to, vol. 1v): 

Two plates illustrating head-flattening among the Indians of Niculuita (Wallawalla), 

observed by Mr. Drayton (p. 415). Flower quotes Kane’s description of the process 

of head-compression in Vancouver (p. 13). He refers to evident distortion in the case 

of an order of Chinese mendicants, as indicated by plate 131, vol. 11, Picart, Histoire 

des Religions. He quotes Townsend’s account of head-flattening among the Walla- 
mets (p. 14). a 

+ Catlin, George. (Illustrations of the Manners, etc., of the N. Amer. Indians. Lon- 

don, 1876, 8vo, vol. 1.) Head of Crow chief distorted into semi-lunar shape, with com- 

pression of forehead (p. 50). Vol. um. Head-flattening among Chinooks. Descrip- 

tion of cradle and process (pp. 110,111). Statement concerning the former preva- 

lence of this custom among Choctaws and Chickasaws (p. 112). The evidence af- 

forded by this and other works dealing with the details of life points to the fact that 

head distortion is less practiced now thanformerly. Itexistsat present sporadically. 

Cox, R. (The Columbia River. London, 1832, 3d ed.8vo.) On the Lower Columbia 

all heads were distorted; and there was a-perfect uniformity in their shape (vol.1, 

pp. 105,106). Speaking of ‘‘Flatheads,” says, their “ heads have their fair proportion 

of rotundity” (1, pp. 219-222). Gathlamahs, Killymucks, Clatsops, Chinooks, Chilts, 

at mouth of Columbia, flatten the head. Cradle oblong, with pillow. Pad and slab 

on forehead held by cords. Time, a year. No pain (vol. 1, page 276). Among 

this group of tribes the body and limbs among the men well shaped, but the women’s 

legsare ‘‘ quite bandy,” owing to the tight ligatures they wear on the lower part of 

the legs (vol 1, p. 276). 
Wood, J.G. (Uncivilized Races of Men. Hartford, 1871. 8vo.) Description of 

the process of head-flattening among the Columbia Indians (pp. 1319, 1320). 

Lewis and Clark. (Expedition to the Sources of the Missouri, etc. Philadelphia, 

1814. 8vo.) On the Kimooenim, an affluent of the Columbia, ‘‘the Sokulk women” 

had ‘‘their heads flattened in such a manner that the forehead is in a straight line 
from the nose to the crown of the head” (vol. 11, p. 12). The women of the Pishquit- 

paws, on the Columbia, had ‘‘ their heads flattened ” (vol. 11, p.23). Among the Enee- 

shurs and Elcheloots ‘‘ the heads of the males, as well as of the other sex,” were flat- 

tened (vol. 11, p.45). The women of an unnamed tribe on the sameriver ‘‘ universally 

have their heads flattened,” and they saw ‘‘female children undergoing the opera- 

tion” (vol. 11, p.57). Pressure of anklets and mode of sitting also distorted their legs 

(id.). “The Skilloots, both males and females, have the head flattened” (vol. 11 p. 64). 

The Wahkiacums ‘‘all have their heads flattened” (vol. 11, p. 69). Head-flattening is 

general among the ‘‘ Chinnooks.” Men’s legs ‘‘small and crooked ; women’s tumefied 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2 12 
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The Hupa Indians of northwestern California belong to the Tinnéan 

stock. They have been described in a paper entitled, ‘‘ The Ray Col- 

lection in the U.S. National Museum.”* The cradle-basket of the Hupas 

of northwestern California is a slipper shaped, open-work basket of 

osier warp, and twined weaving 

constitutes the body of the cradle. 

(Fig. 11.) It is woven as tollows: 

Commencing at the upp:rend, the 

small ends of the twigs are held in 

place one eighth of an inch apart 

by three rows of twined weaving, 

followed by a row in which an ex- 

tra strengthening twig is whipped 
or sewed in place, as in the Makah 

basketry. At intervals of 24 to3 

inches are three 1ows of twined 

basketry, every alternate series 

having one of the strengthening 

twigs, increasing in thickness 

downward. The twigs constitut- 

ing the true bottom of the so-called 

slipper continue to the end of the ~ 
square toe, and are fastened off, 

while those that form the sides 

are ingeniously bent to form the 
vamp of the slipper. This pait of 

Be ashe Water oc cette the frame is held together by rows 

(Cat. No. 126519, U.S. N. M. Hupa Valley, California. of twined weaving (boustrophedon). 
Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray, U.S. A.) When two rows of this kind of 

twining lie quite close it has the appearance of a four-ply plaiting, and 

has been taken for such by the superficial observer. 

The binding around the opening of the cradle is formed of a bundle 

of twigs seized with a strip of bast or tough root. 
The awning is made of open wicker and twined basketry, bound with 

Fig. 11. 

by pressure of bead anklets (vol. 01, p. 115). The Cookoooose, on the Pacific coast, donot 

flatten the head (vol. 11, p.119). It is stated that ‘the Killamucks, Clatsops, Chinnooks, 

and Cathlamahs * * * have thick ankles and crooked legs” due to ‘‘the uni- 

versal practice of squatting, * * * and alsotothe tight bandages of beads and 

strings worn around the ankles by the women,” whose limbs are “particularly ill- 
shaped and swollen.” ‘The custom * * * of flattening the head by artificial 

pressure during infancy, prevails among all the nations we have seen west of the 

Rocky Mountains” (Snakes and Cookoooose they themselves except). ‘‘To the east 

of that barrier the fashionis * * * perfectly unknown.” An error! ‘On the 

lower parts of the Columbia both sexes are universally flatheads; the custom dimin- 

ishesinrecedingeastwird, * * * till among theremoter tribes, near the mount- 

ains,” the practice ‘‘is confined to a few females” (vol. 11, pp. 130, 131). 

“Smithsonian Report, 1836, i., pp. 205-239, pl. xxv1. 
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colored grass. This pretty, flat cone resembles the salmon-baskets fig- 

ured and described in the Ray collection.* 

There is in the National Museum a cradle for a new-born babe, from 
the McCloud River Indians of California, belonging to the basket-tray 
type. It is shaped very much like a large grain-scoop or the lower 

half of.a moccasin inverted, and made of twigs in twired weaving. 
There are double rows of twining two inches or thereabouts apart, and 

nearly all of them are interlocked, which gives the appearance of a four- 

ply braid. The meshes form a diamond pattern by inclusion in the 

half turns of the twine quincuncially. 

The general shoe-shape of the cradle is produced by commencing at the 

heel, which is here the bottom, and doubling the twigs by a continually 

sharper turn until along the bottom the rods simply lie parallel, that 

is, the rods that lie along the middle of the bottom terminate at the 

heel, while those that form the sides and upper end are continuous. 

Around the edge and forming a brace across the upper end is a 

border made of a bundle of rods seized with tough bast or split root.t 

The twigs themselves project upwards an inch or two from this brace, 

and are not fastened off. (Figs. 11 and 12.) 
The Modoc women make a very pretty baby-basket of fine willow- 

work, cylinder-shaped, with one-half of it cut away, except afew inches 

at the ends{ It is intended to be set up against the wall or carried on 

the back; hence the infant is lashed perpendicular in it, with his feet 

standing in one end and the other covering his head, like a small para- 
sol. In one that I saw this canopy was supported by small standards, 

spirally wrapped with strips of gay-colored calico, with looped and scal- 

loped hangings between. Let a mother black her whole face below the 

eyes, including the nose, shining black, thrust a goose quill 3 inches 

long through the septum of the nose, don her close-fitting skull cap and 

start to town with her baby-basket lashed to her back, and she feels the 

pride of maternity strong within her. The little fellow is wrapped all 

around like amummy, with nothing visible but his head, and sometimes 

even that is bandaged back tight, so that he may sleep standing. 

From the manner in which the tender skull is thus bandaged back it oc- 

casionally results that it grows back ward and upward at an angleof about 

45 degrees. Among the Klamath Lake Indians I have seen a man fifty 

years old, perhaps, whose forehead was all gone, the head sloping right 

* Perouse, G. de la. (Voyage Round the World. London, 1799. 8yo. Vol. ur.) 

Description by Dr. Rollin of the manner of swathing infants and of the cradles used 

by the California Indians (p.209). Almost the same statement is made of the treat- 
ment of infants among the Tartars of the east coast, opposite Saghalien. Their 

cradles were of basket work, wood or birch bark (p. 237). 

tBancroft. (Native Races of the Pacific States. New York, 1873. Vol. 1.) Among 
the central Californian tribes, ‘‘as soon as the child is born” it is washed ‘“‘and then 

swaddled from head to foot in strips of soft skin and strapped to a board, which is 

carried on the mother’s back” (p. 391). 

{ Powers, Cont. N. A. Ethnol., 111, p. 257. 
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back on a line with the nose, yet his faculties seemed nowise impaired. 

The conspicuous painstaking which the Modoc squaw spends on her 

baby-basket is an index of her maternal love. Indeed the Modoc are 

strongly attached to their offspring. On the other hand a California 

squaw often carelessly sets her baby in a deep conical basket, the same 

in which she carried her household effects, leaving him loose and liable 

to fall out. If she makes a baby-basket it is totally devoid of orna- 

ment, and one tribe, the Mi-woh, contemptuously call it the dog’s nest. 

It is among Indians like these that we hear of infanticide. 
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Fig. 12. Fig. 13. 
KLAMATH CRADLE OF WICKER AND RUSHES. FRAME OF PITT RIVER CRADLE. 

(Cat. No. 19698, U.S. N. M. Klamath Indians, Tule River, (Cat. No 21411, Round Valley, California, 
California. Collected by Stephen Powers. ) U.S.N.M. Collected by Stephen Powers. ) 

The cradle of the Pitt River Indians is a transition between the forked 

stick and the ox-bow type. <A pole of wood, with bark removed, is bent 

in the middle, the two ends crossed and lashed together. Across this 

primitive frame are laid broad laths, perforated at the corners, and lashed 

to the poles with buckskin strings (Fig. 13). The foot-rest is a block of 
wood 7 by 4 by #? inches, perforated, and through it are passed the 

two ends of the pole. The convergence of the ends prevents the slip- 

ping down of this little platform. Comparing this cradle with one from 

the vicinity, called a cradle of a new-born pappoose, it will be seen that 

we have before us two extremes of a series, commencing with a mere 
tray for an absolutely helpless creature to.a standing place for a child 
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just ready to learn to walk. Regarding the cradle in the light of a 

' chrysalis, we discover not only the tiny creature within has passed 

through wonderful changes, but that the encapsulating cradle has passed 

from a horizontal to a vertical function. It was first a trough to be 

firmly lashed in; it ends with being a frame on which the juvenile In- 

dian takes his stand prior to taking his flight into the realm of self-sup- 

port. Compare this device with the practice of the Pimo and Yuma 

children of standing upon the mother’s cincture and grasping her neck 

or shoulders. Another Pitt River example is a cradle net or bag, the 
warp of coarse twine of milkweed fiber laid close together and joined 

‘by twined weaving of finer twine, in double rows, an inch and a half 

apart. Some noteworthy features of this cradle are the following: 

The whole twining, from beginning to end, seems to be continuous, like 

plowing aseries of double furrows. On the right edge the weaver sim- 

ply turned and weaved back alongside of the former twine; at the left 

edge she laid her twine by the side of her warp for an inch and a half, 

and then turned in for another double row. Indeed, it seems as though 

the whole cradle were made of one pair of twines. The hood is made - 

by puckering the ends of the warp together and tying them, as with a 

bag-string. The part over the forehead is formed of a separate set of 

warp strands. The sun-shade is a round, disk-like structure of twined 

weaving. 

The Potter Valley cradle-trough is made of willow twigs laid closely 

together and held in place by an ingenious stitching, to be explained 
further on (Fig. 14). 

The head of the cradle is a hoop of wood 1 foot in diameter, quite 

open. It is fastened to the wicker-work by a continuous coil of twine 

passing around it and between the willow rods consecutively, being 
caught over the curious braid that holds the twigs together. In the 

example described the lashing is cotton string, but in a more primitive 

form it would be sinew or grass cord. The ends of the twigs are cut 

off flush with the hoop. The sides and bottom of the cradle are scoop- 

shaped, with high perpendicular sides, the twigs forming it all termi- 

nating at the head hoop. 

The rods of the cradle-frame are woven together by a series of braids 

about 2 inches apart. This braid is so constructed as to resemble two 

rows of coiled sewing on the inside and a close herring-bone on the out- 

side, and is made as follows: Commence one edge and carry the twine 

along three osiers, bending to the left, bringing it back two and through 

to the front, forward two, crossing number one; through, back two, 

through to front, just over and over, forward three, back two, forward 
two, back two, ready to start again. 

Long leather loops are attached to the bottom of the cradle where it 
joins the upright sides to receive the lacing-string which holds the 
baby in place. 

The Tule and Tejon cradle-frame consists of three parts: the founda- 
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tion, which is a forked stick; the cross-bars, lashed beneath, and the 
slat of twigs upon which the bed is laid. Some parts of this frame 

demand minuter description. The fork is a common twig, not neces- 

sarily symmetrical, with short handle and prongs nearly 3 feet long, 

spreading about 16 inches at the distal end or top. 

Fig. 14. 

PoMO CRADLE. THE CHILD SITS IN THE ROUNDED PORTION. 

(Cat. No. 21398, U. S. N. M. Porter Valley, California, Collected by Stephen Powers. ) 

At the baék of the fork are lashed seventeen rods of wood, projecting 

at their ends an inch or more beyond the fork. The lashing of the rods 

to the fork is by means of sinew skillfully crossed both in front and 

rear, that is, the seizing is partly parallel and partly cross-laced to give 

the strongest joint. These wooden rods seem to follow a rude plan of 

pairs, but the design is not apparent. Between the upper pair is a 

third rod, whose function is to hold in place the slats in front. The 

slat-work or slats on the front consist of a separate transverse rod, to 

which about forty twigs are attached by bending the large end of each 

one around the rod and then holding the series in place by a row or 

two of twined weaving with split twigs. To fasten this crib-work in 

place the rod is put behind the two ends of the forked stick, and the 

twigs laid in order on the front of the series of transverse rods so as to 

fill neatly the space between the forks. These twigs are held in place 

by lashing them here and there to the transverse rods and to the side - 
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prongs. This lashing crosses the twigs diagonally in front and the 

rods behind vertically. 

The Mohave cradle-frame is a prettily-made ladder or trellis, built 

up as follows (Fig. 15): A pole of hard wood about 7 feet long is bent 
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Fig. 15. 

MOHAVE CRADLE, WITH BED OF SHREDDED BARK. 

(Cat. No. 24146, U. S. N. M. Colorado River, Arizona. Collected by Edward Palmer.) 

in the shape of an ox-bow, the sides 7 inches apart at top and 54 inches 

at bottom, so that the cradle is a little narrower at the foot. Eleven 

cross-bars, like ladder-rounds, connect and strengthen the frame, com- 

mencing at the bottom and ending near the bow. These rounds con- 

sist each of three elements: a rod or spreader between the two sides; a 

Strap-like binding of two or three split twigs clasping the sides and 

laid along on the spreader; a seizing of tough twigs holding fast the 

Straps and spreader. The drawing of the reverse side clearly sets forth 

the manner of administering the light but strong cross-bracing. Upon 

this ladder is laid the cradle-bed of willow or mezquite bast, made as 

follows: Three bundles of stripped bast, each about an inch in diameter, 

are lashed at their middle with bast. They are then doubled together 

concentrically and spread out to form a bed. On this is laid a little 

loose, finely-shredded bast like a nest, and the bed is ready for the baby. 

A dainty quilt or counterpane of bast is made from strips 30 inches 

long, doubled and braided at the top like a cincture. This braiding is 
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unique, and so very neatly done as to demand explanation. Twostrips 

of bast are seized about their middle by a single twist of the two ele- 

ments of twined weaving. Of course two halves will project above and 

two below the twist. Lay two more strips of bast in the second bight 

of the twist and draw down the first two upper ends, one to the right of 

and the other between the second pair of strips, seizing them in place 

by another half turn of the twines. Lay on a thin pair of bast strips 

and bring down the second pair of ends projecting upward, as at first. 

The weaving consists of four movements, namely: Laying in a pair of 

bast strips, grasping them with a half turn of the two twining wefts, 

bending down the two upward strips just preceding one between the 

other outside of the last two strips; and grasping them with a half turn 

of the twine. The lashing belts of this cradle are twelve to fifteen ply 

braids, made of red, green, white, and black woolen and cotton cords, 

braided after the manner of the peculiar type of ornamentation unde- 

signedly originated by braiding with threads of different colors. On 

this belt of several colors the threads are so arranged as to produce a 

continuous series of similar triangles, filling the space between two par- 

allel lines by having their bases above and below alternately. Now 

the gist of the ornamentation is the parallelism of the braiding threads, 

now to one side of the triangle, and in the next figure running in a di- 

rection exactly at right angles. One of the commonest ornaments on 

the pottery, rude stone, and carved wood is this distribution of lines in 

triangles. 

Of the Pimos, neighbors of the Mohaves, Dr. Palmer says, that on long 

journeys they use the cradle-board; but as soon as a child is able to 

Stand alone the Pimo mother allows it to mount upon the immense 

cincture of bark worn on her back and to grasp her around the neck.* 

The floor of the Yaqui cradle is of the slatteded type, 30 inches long. 

A dozen or more reeds, such as arrow-shafts are made of, are fastened 
in the same plane by a dowel-pin. The reeds are not bored for the pins, 

but simply notched in a primitive fashion. (Fig. 16.) 

There is no cradle-trough, but a bed of willow or other bast, shredded, 

is laid on longitudinally. The pillow consists of a bundle of little splints 

laid on transversely, at either end of which is a pad of rags. There is 

no awning; the lashing in this instance is a long cotton rag, taking 

the place of a leather strap, passing round and round baby and frame, 

and fastened off in a martingale arrangement, crossing the feet and tied 

to the lower corners of the cradle. Upon this cradle-rack or frame is. 

fastened the true cradle, which, in this instance, is a strip of coarse mat, 

* Bourke, Capt. J. G.: Speaking of the Umene of the Rio Helay, in 1824, who must 

have been the Yumas of the Rio Gila, Pattie says: ‘‘ They contrive to inflict upon 

their children an artificial deformity. They flatten their heads by pressing a board 

upon their tender scalps, which they bind fast by a ligature. This board is so large 

and tight that I have seen women when swimming in the river with their children, 

towing them after them with a string which they held in their mouth. The little 
things neither suffered nor complained, but floated behind their mothers like ducks.” 
(Pattie’s Narrative, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1833, p. 92.) 
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made of soft flags, a foot wide, joined by cross-rows of twined weaving 

2 inches apart. This mat is bordered by a braid of flags, and the two 
ends are puckered or drawn toa point. The cradle belongs to the open, 

unhooded type, and is made by doubling the matting at the head and 

drawing it together to a point at the foot. The two edges next to the 

cradle-frame are joined and fastened to the 
frame, while the outer edge is allowed to flare 

open. In this little ark of fiags or rushes the 

baby is placed.* 

The children of the California peninsula 

stand and walk before they are a year old. 

When they are born they are cradled in the 

shell of a turtle or on the ground. As soon 

as the child is a few months old, the mother 

places it perfectly naked astraddle on her 

shoulders, its legs hanging down on both 

sides in front. In this guise the mother roves 

about all day, exposing her helpless: charge 

to the hot rays of the sun and the chilly winds 

that sweep over the inhospitable country. t. 

Like her white sister, the Indian mother (to 
be) in Montana and her friends make prepa- 

rations for the coming event by collecting 

cloths, and the board that the child is to pass 

so many hours of its first year of life on, 

which, if richly ornamented with beads, otter- 

skin, and fringes, with bells on them, is worth 
a good horse, which is generally whatis given 

_ for the child’s board or cradle. Thisis usually YAQut CRADLE, MADE OF CANES. 
_ the case when the boy or girl is given and (u.s.n.m._ sonora, Mexico. Collected by 

adopted by another mother. So an Indian el ea 
child has generally two mothers, and of course two fathers, but the 

father has but little to do with the child till it is old enough to run 

around. 
When the child is born it is taken in charge by its adopted mother, 

or by a hired woman. It is washed, dried, then greased, and powdered 

with red ocher, then nursed by some Indian woman or its mother, and 

wrapped up, with its arms down by its side, in a buffalo-calf skin or 

Shawl or small blanket, and placed in its board or cradle, to be taken 

* Acosta, Padre José de. (The Natural.and Moral History of the Indies. Ed. Hak- 

luyt Soc. London. 1820. 8vo.) Of the ‘“‘ Chichimecas”—sayage mountaineers—he 

says: “ The wives likewise went a hunting with their husbands, leaving their young 

children in a little panier of reeds, tied to the boughs of a tree.” (Vol. 11, p. 450.) 

Head-flattening. (Mexico.) ‘Las parteras hacen que las criaturas no tengan colo- 

drillos; y las madres las tienen echadas en cunas de tal] suerte que no les crezca, 

porque se precian sin el.” (Gémara, Mejico, p. 440.) 

t Cradle of Turtle-shell, Low. Cal. Inds., 1773. Baegert, in Smithsonian Rep., 1863, 

p. 362. 
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around to its relations’ lodges for inspection. Every evening it is taken 

from its confinement to be washed, painted, and dressed again, and 

greased. The first cloth over its posterior is laid with a coating of dry 

pulverized buffalo dung or chips, and this is used as a white woman 

uses a diaper. 

As it grows older it is taken by its mother, placed up in the lodge or 

outside, while she goes about her work. If the child is restless it is 

nursed while on the board. After six to eight months of age the child 

is laid to sleep without the board, and it is generally discarded after a 

year old, though I have seen Indian boys and girls suckling at five and 

six years of age. An Indian child, like a white one, is pleased with 

toys, candy, etc., and their instincts are alike. They ery, laugh, are 

amused, frightened, and astonished, and as they are born and: brought 

up so do they live. . 
The board upon which a child is laid is covered with a tanned elk- 

skin or deer.skin, and beads worked onit. The place where the child 

reposes is loose, and is laced and tied up when the child is placed in it.* 

The straps for carrying and suspending it are on the opposite side of 

the board, and in carrying, the strap is brought over the head and placed 

across the upper part of the breast and across the shoulders. This 

brings the board upon which the back of the child rests against the 

back of the mother. The board is one-quarter of an inch thick, from 
23 to 3 feet in length, and 14 feet in bulge of board. 

The Nez Percé Indians belong to the Sahaptian stock, and were 

once a noble people, dwelling on the Snake River and its affluents in 

Idaho. They have produced the historical character, Chief Joseph, but 

are now reduced to an enervated remnant dwelling on the Nez Percé 

Reservation. The basis of the cradle is a rough board, generally hewn 

out, 3 feet high, 15 inches wide at the top, and not more than an inch 

thick. It is shaped somewhat like a tailor’s sleeveboard, but is more 

tapering (Fig. 17). This board is covered with buckskin, drawn per- 

fectly tight upon the back and across the broad part of the front as far 

down as the hood, or about one-third the length. Below that the two 

edges of the buckskin form flaps, which meet nearly over the child. 

Along the edges of these flaps strings are looped, into which loops a 

lashing cord passes backward and foi ward to inclose the child tightly 

in its capsule. On the top of the back a fringe of buckskin strings is 

formed, either by slitting the buckskin covering itself or by a separate 

strip sewed on at this point. A little above the center is sewed the head- 

strap of buckskin, to enable the mother to transport her child or to sus- 

pend it when at rest. The hood of the cradle is based upon the flaps of 

buckskin, but these are entirely concealed by the covering of flannel or 

other substance. The most ornamented portion of the cradle is the 

* Catlin, George. (Illustrations of the Manners, etc., of the N. American Indians. 

London. 1876, 8vo. Vol.1.) Head of Crow chief distorted into semi-lunar shape 

(p. 50). 
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part above the hood; a piece of flannel or buckskin is covered with 
bead-work, solid, or has figures wrought upon it in various patterns. 

To the hood are attached medicine-bags, bits of shell, haliotis perhaps, 

and the whole artistic genius of the mother is in play to adorn her 

offspring. After the child is lashed in the cradle, a triangular flap of 

buckskin, also adorned with bead-work, is tied over the child to the 
buckskin flaps on either side. 

The Spokanes belong to the Salishan stock. They are described by 

Lewis and Clarke, by Governor Stevens (Rep. Ind. Aff., 1854), and by 

Winans. Living on the eastern border of the Salish area in Idaho and 

Washington Territory, their cradles are almost identical with those of 

the Nez Percés, just described.* Neither of the specimens contains 

~ a bed or a pillow, so that we are at a loss as to the effect of the cradle 

in occipital flattening. But we can be positive as to one thing, that 

in neither of these examples is there the least provision for intention- 

ally deforming the forehead. The Salish are frequently called Flatheads, 

but from the example of cradle furnished it seems that they are the 

Fig. 17. Fig. 18. 

NkEZ PERcE CRADLE-BOARD WITH BUCKSKIN SIDES. SAHAPTIAN CRADLE-BOARD. 

(Cat. No, 23845, U.S. N. M. Nez Percé Agency, Idaho. Collected by (Cat. No. 129675, U.S.N. M. Spokane Indians, Washingtno. 
J. B. Monteith. ) Collected by Mrs, A. C. McBean, 

only coast stock about the Columbia that does not practice intentional 
flattening. The Museum specimen from the Spokanes is an excellent 

example of aborigival work. (Fig. 18.) Everything about itis complete. 

* See Fig. 17. 
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On the back is a long ornamental fringe at top, and lower down both 

the head-strap and two extra straps at the margin to secure the cradle 

in other manipulations. Theupper porticn of the front is covered with 

bead-work, solid blue ground, with bird-shaped figures in amber ‘and 

pink beads. On the right side of the hood hangs a long medicine bag 

of buckskin, adorned with light-blue beads of large size. A newspaper 

correspondent from this region mentions a buckskin string upon these 

cradles in which a knot is tied for every moon of the child’s life. There 

are little buckskin strings in the margin of this cradle near the hood, 
but no knots have been tied in either of the cradles here described. 

In these two, asin many others mentioned in this paper, there is a 

charming combination of the old and the new. The slab, the buckskin, 
the medicine-bag, the fringe, the lashing are all pre-Columbian. The - 

beads, the flannel, the cloth lining, ete., are evidently derived ma- 

terially from the whites. There is no change of structure or function 

effected by any of these things. They simply replace other materials, 

such as quill-work, shell-work, native cloth, fur or buckskin, in use be- 

fore the advent of the whites. 

\\ A « AK 0 : eN 
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ig. 20. 

NEVADA UTR CRADLE-FRAME: OF RODS, WITH AD- g 
JUSTARLE AWNING. NEVADA UTE CRADLE; FULL RIGGED. 

(Cat. No 76734, U. S. N. M. Specimen cbtained from the Nevada (Cat. No. 19040, U. S. N. M. Pyramid Lake, Nevada. 
exhibit at the New Orleans Exposition ) Collected by Stephen Powers. ) y 

One of the widest-spread stocks of Indians formerly were the Sho- 

shonians, reaching down the Great Interior Basin throughout its whole 
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extent, crossing the Rockies on the east under the name of Comanches, 

and in southern California extending quite to the Pacific Ocean. Spread 

over such a vast territory, the Shoshonian cradle was modified here 

and there by the nature of things, by the contact of dominant tribes, 
and by changed habits of life. 

The Utes of Pyramid Lake, Nevada, make use of a flat wicker cradle- 

frame, kite-shaped or roughly triangular. The widening is effected by 

the intercalation of rods as they are wanted. At the top the rods are 

held in place by a cross-rod lashed to the ends of the parailel pieces. 

The twined weaving is characteristic of the Utes in all of their textiles. 
A pretty addition to the Ute cradle is the delicate awning of light wicker 

attached by its lower narrow border to the bed-frame and held at the 

proper angle by means of braces made of the same material (Figs. 19, 

20). 

Three specimens from this area are in the Museum, showing them as 
frame and as finished cradles. Indeed, we have only to cover the lat- 

tice with buckskin after the manner of those used by the Spokanes and 
the affair is complete. 

In the eastern portion of Utah once dwelt various tribes of Ute In- 

dians. In the National collection is a cradle from this region marked 

Uncompaghre Utes (Fig. 21). It is an old affair, showing scarcely a 
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Vig. 21. 

UNCOMPAGHRE UTE CRADLE; SHOWING FRONT AND BACK. 

(Cat. No. 128342, U. S. N. M. Uncompaghre River, Colorado (?). Collected by Captam Beckwith, U. S.-A.) 

sign of white contact, excepting a bunch of blue rag over the hood. 

The cradle is built upon a thin board 4 feet high, 18 inches wide at top, 

and tapering to half that width at bottom. The covering is of buck- 

Skin, seamed on the back, and very clumsily put on. There are two 
2 
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suspension straps, one near the top and the other very low down. On 

the front the buckskin has loose flaps to inclose the child. The hood or’ 

awning is a very curious affair, and if closely drawn down would cer- 

tainly give to the Uncompaghre child the forehead of a Flathead. It 

is a kind of tiara, made of little twigs lashed to stronger rods. The 

lower margin over the child’s forehead is bound with soft buckskin 

The hard ecradle-board allies it to the Northern type, where timber is 

larger, rather than to the pure Ute type, where a burdle takes the 

place of the board. 

The cradle-frame of the Southern Utes is so well shown in the three 

drawings presented as not to need very minute description (Figs. 22, 

23, 24). The frame-work consists of three parts, the slats, the hoop, 
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THREE VIEWS OF UTE CRADLE-FRAME, MADE OF RODS AND COVERED WITH 
{ DRESSED BUCK-SKIN. 

(Cat. No. 14646, U.S. N. M. Southern Utah. Collected by Major J. W. Powell.) 

and the hood. A dozen twigs like arrow-shafts, 4 feet long, are held 

in place by here and there a twine of basketry; across the portion to 

which the ends of the head-band are to be attached a rod is lashed to 

hold the lattice firmly in place. A hoop of twig, elliptical in form, is 

lashed to the frame wherever it touches and to the ends of the cross.rod. 

To the upper border of the hoop is sewed an irregular quadrangular 

piece of twined basketry weaving. Its outer border is sewed to a rod, 

which is bent and fastened at its ends to the slats. This forms the 
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awning of the cradle. Weare now ready for the cover, which is formed 
by a wide piece of the whitest buckskin, wrapped on as in making a 

bundle, sewed on the back and slit open in front. The upper portion 

is cut into the neatest possible fringe. A broad head-band of soft buck- 

skin completes the outfit. A specimen from the same locality varies 

somewhat in detail. 
This cradle has the ox-bow frame lathed along the back with twigs 

close together and held in place by a continuous seizing of sinew. 

Although a rude affair, this fact is evidently due to the lack of material 

in a desert country rather than to want of taste in the maker. The awn- 

ing for the face is a band of wicker, 4 inches wide, attached by its ends 

to the side frame of the cradle. This band is of twined weaving, the 
weft running boustrophedon. | Notice especially that each half turn of 

the twine takes in two warp twigs, and that when the weaver turned 

backward she did not inclose the same pairs of warp twigs, but twined 

them in quincuncially, creating a mass of elongated rhomboidal open- 

ings, exactly as the Aleutian Islanders weave their marvelously fine 

erass wallets, while the Ute weaving is a model of coarseness in an iden- 

tical technique. 

The head-band of buckskin is not tied immediately to the bowed 

frame, but is knotted to a loop made of a narrow string, wound three 

times around the frame and knotted.* 

The elements of the Moki cradle-frame are the floor and the awning. 

Asa foundation a stout stick is bent in shape of the ox-yoke bow. Rods 

of the size of a lead-pencil are attached to the curve of this bow and 

stretched parallel to the limbs of the bow. Twigs are closely woven on 

this warp by regular basketry weaving. The Mcki are the only savages 

west of the Rocky Mountains who practice this real wicker weaving. 

The awning, as the drawing shows, is a band of the same kind of weav- 

ing on a warp of twigs in bunches of twos or threes, these last attached 

to blocks of wood at the ends of, the fabric. The awning is bowed up- 

ward and the end blocks lashed to the upper portions of the limbs of 

the bow. A small aperture in the floor is for convenience in cleansing. 
The next figure shows how by using parti-colored and finer twigs, and 

by a different administration of the middle warp strands and the awn- 

ing, pretty varieties of the same style of cradle may be effected (Figs. 

25. 26). 

The Zui cradle-board is worthy of our closest study (Fig. 27). It 

is founded on a rough piece of board, hewn out to an inch in thickness, 

3 feet. long, and about a foot wide. A pillow-rest of wood is fastened 

so as to steady the head. This is pegged or nailed down to the board. 

* Powell, Maj. J.W. (Exploration of the Colorado River. Washington, 1875. 4to). In 

Grand Cafion the Indians ‘‘ make a wicker board by plaiting willows, * * * sew 

a buckskin cloth to eitheredge, * * * fulledin the middle, * * * to forma 

sack,” and place the child, wrapped in fur, within this. There is a wicker shade at 

the head, and the cradle is slung on the mother’s back by a strap passing over the 

forehead (p 127). 
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There is no buckskin covering, but « set of loops along the edges serve 

to acconrplish the lashing. The most curious part of the apparatus is 

a series of four bows or half hoops of equal radius. These are woven to 

the side of the board, as indicated in the drawing. A string is tied to 
the top of the board and to each of the hoops at a certain distance, so 

that when the loose end of the string is pulled the hoops form a “‘buggy 

Fig. 25. Fig. 26. 
Moxk! CRADLE-FRAME, OF COARSE WICKER, WITH MOKI GRADLE-FRAME, OF FINE WICKER, RE- 

AWNING. : SEMBLING THE SACRED MEAL-TRAY. AWN- 
IN : UNIQUE. 

(Cat No. 23154a. Moki Pucblos, Arizona Collected by Maj. 

J. W. Powell.) (Cat. No. 11789a, U. S. N. M. Moki Pueblos. Arizona. 
Collected by Maj. J. W. Powell. ) 

top,” or adjustable hood to the cradle. In no other cradle is the prob- 

lem more delicate. It depends almost entirely upon the bed to nullify 

the effects of this cradle. Without examining the heads of Zani Indians 

at all we ought to find the occiput pushed in, flattened, and asymmet- 

rical. Should they prove otherwise, it is right to assume a bed able to 

counteract this influence. 

The Apache Indians of Arizona and New Mexico* make a very 

elaborate cradle, the substantial part consisting of the frame and the 

hood. (Fig. 28,ab) The frame is elliptical in form, the outline being 

formed by a pole of wood bent and the two ends spliced and lashed. 

Upon this ellipse are laid laths of white pine, planed. Over the child’s 

* Baneroft. (Native Races of the Pacific States. New York, 1873. Vol.1.) Among 

the Apaches of the Lower Colorado the great toe ‘‘is widely separated from the others, 

which arises probably from wading in marshy bottoms” (p. 479). 

A 
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face is built the hood formed by bending two bows of supple wood to 
- the required shape and overlaying them with transverse laths of pine 

laid close together and tied down. The upper edges of these laths 

are beveled, so as to give a pretty ies 

effect to the curved surface. The 

leather-work on the cradle consists 
of a gable of white buckskin to the 
hood, a binding of brown buckskin 

on to the bowed frame above the 

hood, variegated with narrow bands 
of white buckskin, and, finally, the 

true sides or capsule of the cradle, 

consisting of a strip of soft brown 

buckskin, say 10 inches wide, cut in 
a fringe along its lower border and 

edged with fringe of white buckskin 
along its upper outer edge. This 

strip is fastened to the cradle con- 
tinuously, commencing at an upper 

margin of the awning, carried along 

this awning, fastened to, its lower 

margin 4 inches above the junction 

of the awning and frame, passes on 

to the foot and around to the other Fig. 27 
side, as at first. Slits are made in ZUSt CRADLE-FRAME. 

pe own buck: ete eearonnenaae 
skin just below where the white 

buckskin fringe is sewed or run on, and back and forward through 
these slits a broad soft band of buckskin passes to form the cradle 

lashing. To perfect the ornamentation of this beautiful object, tassels 
of buckskin in two colors, and strings of red, white, and blue beads are 

disposed with great care. Thanks to the generosity of friends living 

on the frontier, it is possible to reproduce from photographs the method 

of fastening the child in the cradle. (Fig. 29.) A bed of fur lies between 

the back of the infant and the floor of the cradle. The head is perfectly 
loose and free during waking moments. Indeed, there is always free 

play to the child’s head in all cradles except on the Pacific coast around 

the Columbia River and Puget Sound. Another drawing (Fig. 30) 

exhibits the method of nursing the babe without removing it from the 

cradle. Finally, Fig. 31 shows an infant and a small child that have 

been subjected to the cradle-board. 

The cradle-frame of the Navajos is made of two pieces of wood lashed 
together so as to make the upper end or head in shape like a boot-jack. 

To the sides of these boards long loops of buckskin are attached to aid 

in the lashing (Fig. 32). A new feature in western cradles appears in 
M, Mis, > 
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the specimen figured. It is the foot-board, so common in all the Al- 

gonkin and Iroquois specimens. The pillow is to be noticed especially, 

consisting of soft furs and rags rolled up in soft buckskin and fastened — 

to the board. The awning frame is a wide bow of thin, hard wood, | 
over which falls a wide, long vail or flap of buckskin. This cradle-was 

collected by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U. S. Army, who kindly made some 

investigations relative to the use and effect of the Navajo cradle. 

Fig. 28. 

APACHE CRADLE. FRONT AND BACK VIEW. 

(Cat. No. 21523, U. S. N. M. Arizona Territory. Collected by Dr. J. B. White, U. S. A.) 

Of some two or three dozen children of all ages from the infant up- 
wards that I have examined I have yet to find a case wherein the Navajo 

mother has not taken the special precaution to place a soft and ample 

pad in the cradle to protect the back of the child’s head. Moreover, 

Ihave yet to.see a case, except for a few days or more in the very 

youngest of babies, where the head is strapped at all. On the other 

hand, this part of the body is allowed all possible freedom. I am here 
enabled to present a picture, which shows exactly the method employed | 

by these squaws in both carrying and strapping their babies in the 
cradle (Fig. 33.) 

It will at once be observed that the head of the child is perfectly free, 

and that it has been supplied with a thick and soft pillow at the back 
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of it, whereas the body and limbs have been strapped up almost to the 

last degree. This child has light, thin hair, through which the general 

form of the skull could be easily examined, but after the most careful 

measurements I failed to detect any flattening of the occipital region 

of the head. 
In examining the full-blooded infants of 

different ages of this tribe of Indians I 

occasionally found one wherein I thought 

I could satisfactorily determine that the 

back of its head was unduly flattened, but 

it was by no means always the case. 

Another thing must be remembered, and 

this is that these Navajo women do not 

always keep their infants thus strapped 

up in their cradles, and this fact goes to 
sustain the proposition that whatever 

pressure is brought to bear against the 

back of their heads, it is not a constant one. i 

We often see here the little Navajo babies 
playing about for hours together.at a time 

when they are scarcely able to walk. 

Among older children I have satisfied my- She BU 
self—as well as I could through their mat- “74%” WoMAN CARRYING cup. 
ted hair—that the hinder region of their oe ai 
heads was flattened, but it never seemed to equal that of the Navajo 
girl, which I have illustrated in the October number of the Journal of 
Anatomy. 

There can be, I think, no question but that Prof. Sir William Turner 

is correct in regard to its being not only a distortion but due to pressure, 

though it would appear from the examinations which I have been able 

to make that at some time or other the strapping must have been very 

differently applied. To produce posterior flattening of the skull alone 

the pressure must be applied only upon that side, and to do this, in 

order to produce anything like the extraordinarily distorted skull that 

I have figured in my second paper on this subject, the child would 

have to have its head against a hard board for a long time and con- 

tinually kept there. If it were strapped it must be quite obvious 

that a certain amount of frontal flattening would also be produced, 

but I have never discovered such a distortion in any of the Navajo 

skulls. 

Now, so far as I have seen, they do not treat their children in this 
way, but, as I have said, always give them a soft pillow and leave the 

head free. 

Perhaps in former times the strapping of their babies in these cradles 

was very different from the methods now employed among this tribe, 

and again, the question of heredity may possibly enter into the subject, 
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or more extended observations may prove that this flattening of the 

skull only occurs in a certain proportion of the representatives of this 
race, and not in every individual. 
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Fig. 30. 

APACHE MOTHER NURSING CHILD. 

(From photograph. ) 

Dr. k, W. Shufeldt, U. S. Army, sent to Prof. Sir William Turner, of 

Edinburgh, a Navajo skull, which is described in the Journal of Anat- 

omy and Physiology, vol. xx, p. 430, as follows: The skull presented a 

well-marked parieto-occipital flattening, obviously due to artificial press- 

ure, which had been applied so as to cause the suprasquamous part of 

the occipital bone and the posterior three-fourths of the parietal to slope 

upwards and forwards. The frontal region did not exhibit any flatten- 

ing, so that in this individual, and it may be in his tribe of Indians, the 

pressure applied in infancy was apparently limited to the back of the 

bead. Owing to this artificial distortion the longitudinal diameter of 

the head was diminished, and the cephalic index 94.6, computed from 

Dr, Shufeldt’s measurements of the length and breadth, was therefore 

higher than it would have been in an undeformed skull, The cranium 

was hyperbrachycephalic, 
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The height of the skull was also very considerable and reached, as 
may be seen from the table, 115 millimeters; the vertical index was 89, 

so that the skull was hyperacrocephalic. In all probability the pressure 

during infancy, which shortened the skull in its antero-posterior direc- 
tion, forced the vertex upwards and added to the height of the cranium, 
so that the high vertical index was occasioned both by diminished 

length and increased height. The skull was cryptozygous, for not only 

was the breadth in the parietal region great, but the stephanic diameter 

was 137 millimeters. The glabella was not very prominent, but the su- 

Fig. 31. 

APACHE MOTHER WITH CHILDREN. 

(From photograph. ) 

praciliary ridges were thick and strong. The bridge of the nose was 

concave forward, so that the tip projected to the front. The basi-nasal 

diameter was 105 millimeters ; the basi-alveolar 98 millimeters, the gna- 

thic index was 93, and the skull was orthognathic. The nasal spine of 

the superior maxilla was moderate. Where the side walls of the an- 

terior nares joined the floor the margin of the opening was rounded. 

The transverse diameter of the orbit was 40 millimeters, the vertical di- 

ameter 36, the orbital index was 90, and the orbit was megaseme. The 
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nasal was 48 millimeters, the nasal width 25, the nasal index was 52, 

and the nose was mesorhine. The palato-maxillary length was 56, 

the palato-maxillary width was 72 millimeters; the palato-maxillary in- 

dex was 128, and the roof of the mouth was brachyuranic. The teeth 

were all erupted and not worn. The cranial sutures were all unossified. 

Fig. 32. Fig. 33. 
NavaJO CRADLE: FULL-RIGGED. OF NAVAJO CRADLE, WITH WOODEN HOOD AND 

THE POORER SORT. AWNING OF DRESSED BUCKSKIN. 

From Arizona. Cat. No. 127615, U S. N. M. Fort Wingate, New Mexico 
Collected by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U.S. A.) 

The parieto-sphenoid suture in the pterion was 19 millimeters in antero- 

posterior diameter. There were no Wormian bones. The anterior end 

of the inferior turbinated bone was almost in the same plane as the an- 

terior nares. 

The Comanche cradle (6970) is the most primitive cradle in the Na- 
tional Museum (Fig. 34). It is a strip of black bear-skin 30 inches long 

and 20 wide, doubled together in form of a cradle-frame. Along the 
side edges loops of buckskin are made to receive the lacing. The loops 

are formed as follows: A buckskin string is passed through a hole in 

the bear-skin and the longer end passed through a slit or cut in the 

shorter end. The long end is then passed through the next hole and 

drawn until a loop of sufficient size is left; a slit is made in the string 

near the last hole passed through, and then the whole lashing is drawn 
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through this shit. This serves the purpose of a knot at each hole, as in 

many other cradles. A foot-piece of bear-skin is sewed in with coarse 

leather string.* 

Governor Stevens (Ind. Aff. Rept., 1854) says the Blackfeet women 

earry their children in their arms or in a robe behind their backs. 

When traveling, the children are placed in sacks of skin on the tent 

poles. I saw no cradle of any form. We have in this mention a par- 

allel to the Comanche type. Note also the use of stiff rawhide as a sub- 

stitute or antecedent of boards to secure stiffness. The subject will 

come up again in speaking of the Sioux and other Eastern cradles. 

Fig. 34. Fig. 35. 

COMANCHE CRADLE OF THE RUDEST BLACKFEET CRADLE, MADE QF LAT- 
SORT, MADE OF A STIFF PIECE OF TICE-WORK AND LEATHER. 

LOLS BES SSN (Cat. No. 6918, U.S. N.M. Texas. Collected by 

(Cat. No. 6970, U. S.N. M. Texas. Collected by PEN VIR EE 
Edward Palmer. ) 

The frame illustrated by Fig. 55 belongs to the latticed type, and is 
thus constructed: Two strips of narrow board, ofteu native hewn, wider 

and further apart at the upper end, are held in place by cross-pieces 

lashed and apart just the length of the leather cradle sheath. This 

lashing is very ingeniously done; four holes an inch apart are bored 

through the frame board and cross-piece at the corners of a square, a 

String of buckskin is passed backward and forward from hole to hole 

*Bancroft (Native Races of the Pacific States, N. Y., 1873, vol. 1): As soon asa 

Comanche child is born “ it is fastened to a small board by bandages, and so carried 

for several months on the back of the mother. Later the child rides on the mother’s 

hip, or is carried on her back in a basket or blanket” (pp. 513, 514). 
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and the two ends tied, or one end is passed through a slit cut in the 
other. The lashing does not cross the square on either side diagonally. 

Above the upper cross-piece the frame pieces project a foot and are 

straightened atop like fence pickets. Disks of German silver and 

brass-headed nails are used in profusion to form various geometric 

ornaments; upon the front of the frame, between the cross-pieces, a 

strip of buffalo hide is sewn, with rawhide string passing through holes 

bored in with the hair side (the side pieces) towards the cradle-bed. 
The inclosing case is a shoe-shaped bag made of a single piece of 

soft deer-skin lashed together half way on top in the usual manner, 

and kept open around the face by a stiffening of buffalo leather or raw- 

hide. A small opening is left opposite the penis, and a stiffening piece 

keeps the bag open at the feet. This case is attached to the frame by 

thong lashings. Little sleigh bells, bits of leather, feathers, etc., com- 

plete the ornamentation (Fig. 30). 

Fig. 36. Fig. 36a. 

OGLALLA Sioux CRADLE. OGLALLA SIOUX WOMAN. 
Similar to Fig. 35, with 
addition of beading. 

(From photograph. ) 

(Cat. No. 75472. Black Hills, Dakota. ) 

The Sioux cradle is a frame of two diverging slats, painted yellow, 

held in place at the head and foot by cross-slats, lashed as in the Co- 

manche cradle, with this difference, that the string crosses between the 

holes diagonally. This is true, but may have no significance. The tops 

of the side pieces project above the cradle sack at least 18 inches, and 

ine in fi a 
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are studded with brass-headed nails in straight lines (Figs. 36, 36 a). 

As in the Comanche cradle there is a bottom or mattrass, and a quilt 

of calico, lined, supplants the buffalo hide. The baby-case is shoe- 

shaped, the part around the head and shoulders stiffened with a lining 

of buffalo leather. All over the outside of the baby-case bead-work is 

laid on in geometric patterns of blue, red, yellow, green, and blue-black 

on a white ground. ‘The beads are strung on a fine sinew-thread in 

proper number and color to extend quite across the case. This string 

is then tacked down at intervals of three-fourths of an inch so regularly — 

as to form continuous creased lines, extending from the foot longitudi- 

nally around the baby-case to the foot on the other side. Streamers of 

colored tape and ribbon take the place of old-fashioned strings, fur, and 

feathers. The edges of the lower half of the case are joined by four 

strings tied separately, instead of the universal lashing. There are 

about this cradle several marks of modification by.contact with whites, 

which show at the same time the tenacity with which old forms remain 

and the readiness with which they yield to pressure at the points of 

least resistance, indicating also where the points of least resistance are. 

Another specimen of Sioux cradle has the back-board square at top, 

carved and painted, barrow-shaped, like last, awning-frame bent and 

painted, covering-cloth decorated with beads. Itis tacked around edge 

of side board, brought up and Jaced in the middle like a shoe. Model 
of doll with iron necklace. Length, 282 inches; width, 13 inches. 
Back-board carved on front above; back-brace has large rounded ends; 
foot-rest low, curved around at bottom; cradle covered over with quill- 

work in red, white, and black; pattern, lozenges, men, horses, etc.; dec- 

orated with iron bells; opening across cradle-cover in middle. (Fig. 37.) 

Mr. Catlin thus describes the Sioux cradle, from a specimen in his 

collection, and the early life of the Sioux infant: ‘‘The back-board is 
wide; wedge-shaped opening made by cutting piece out of top; top is 

_ _ painted and decorated with beads; cradle has bent-wood sides, which 
make it like a barrow; the head-pad is over the lower part of the wedge- 
opening; ash awning-frame. The ends of this are fastened to a rod 

going across the back, by a device, which may be called an ear-mortise. 

It is held down over rod by an iron dog fastened to side of cradle. 

Cradle, 294 inches long, 12 inches wide; length of side board, 23 inches; 
height, 44 inches; height of awning-frame, 144 inches; width, 164 

inches. 
“The custom of carrying the child, among the Mississippi Sioux, is not 

peculiar to this tribe, but belongs alike to all, as far as I have yet visited 

them, and alsoas far as I have been able to learn from travelers who have 

been amongst tribes that I have not yet seen. The child, in its earliest 
infancy, has its back lashed to a straight board, being fastened to it by 

bandages, which pass around it in front, and on the back of the board 

they are tightened to the necessary degree by lacing-strings, which 

hold it in a straight and healthy position, with its feet resting ona 

broad hoop, which passes around the foot of the cradle, and the child’s 
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position (as it rides on its mother’s back, supported by a broad strap 
that passes across her forehead), that of standing erect, which, no 

doubt, has a tendency to produce 
straight limbs, sound lungs, and 

long life. 
“In plate 232, letter d, is a cor- 

rect drawing of a Sioux cradle, 

which is in my collection, and 

was purchased from a Sioux wo- 

man’s back, as she was carrying 

her infant in it, as is seen in let- - 
ter e of the same plate. 

‘““In this instance, as is often 

the case, the bandages that pass 
around the cradle, holding the 

child in, are all the way covered 

with a beautiful embroidery of 

porcupine quills, with ingenious 

figures of horses, men, ete. A 

broad hoop of elastic wood passes 

around in front of the child’s face 

to protect it in case of a fall, from 

the front of which is suspended a 

little toy of exquisite embroidery 

for the child to handle and amuse 

itself with. To this and other lit- 

tle trinkets hanging in front of 

(Cat. No. 73311, U..S. N. M. Missouri River. Collected by it there ale attached sesakyy little 

oor ona tinseled and tinkling things of the 

brightest colors to amuse both the eyes and the ears of the child. While 

traveling on horseback the arms of the child are fastened under the 

bandages, so as not to be endangered if the cradle falls, and when at rest 

they are generally taken out, allowing the infant to reach and amuse 

itself with the little toys and trinkets that are placed before it and 

within its reach. 
‘The infant is carried in this manner until it is five, six, or seven 

months old, after which it is carried on the back in the manner repre- 

sented in two of the figures of the same plate, and held within the folds 

of the robe or blanket. 

“The modes of carrying the infant when riding are also here shown, 

and the manner in which the women ride, which, amongst all the tribes, 
is astride, in the same manner as that practiced by the men. 

“Letter b, in the same plate, is a mourning cradle, and opens to the 

view of the reader another very curious and interesting custom. If 

the infant dies during the time that is allotted to it to be carried in 

this cradle, it is buried, and the disconsolate mother fills the cradle 

Fig. 37. 

SIOUX CRADLE. 
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with black quills and feathers in the parts which the child’s body had 

occupied, and in this way carries it around with her wherever she goes, 

for a year or more, with as much care as if her infant were alive and in 

it, and she often lays or stands it leaning against the side of the wig- 

wam, where she is all day engaged in her needlework, and chatting 

and talking to it as familiarly and affectionately as if it were her loved 

infant, instead of.its shell, that she was talking to. So lasting and 

so strong is the affection of these women for the lost child that it mat- 

ters not how heavy or cruel their load or how rugged the route they 

have to pass over, they will faithfully carry this, and carefully, from 

day to day, and even more strictly perform their duties to it than if 

the child were alive and in it. 
“Tn the little toy that I have mentioned, and which is suspended be- 

fore the chiid’s face, is carefully and superstitiously preserved the um- 

bilicus, which is always secured at the time of its birth, and, being 

rolled up into a little wad of the size of a pea and dried, it is inclosed 

in the center of this little bag and placed before the child’s face, as its 
protector and its security for “‘ good luck” and long life. 

“Letter c, same plate, exhibits a number of forms and different tastes 

of these little toys, which I have purchased from the women, which they 

were very willing to sell for a trifling present; but in every instance 

they cut them open and removed from within a bunch of cotton or moss, 

the little sacred medicine, which to part with would be to endanger the 

health of the child, a thing that no consideration would have induced 

them in any instance to have done.”* (Pages 130-132, vol. 11, Catlin’s 

Hight Years). 

* Long, Maj. 8. H. (Expedition to the Sources of the St. Peter’s River. Philadelphia. 

1824. 8vo.) Among the Pottawatomie great care is taken that the body shall be 

straight and well formed; no attempt * * * is made te change the shape of the 

head, ‘‘this being regarded as having a tribal significance” (vol. 1, p. 100). On the 

Cottonwood River, Long saw an old Pottawatomie chief with “a child-board on his 

back, in which he carried his little grandson” (vol. 1, p. 178). The child was naked 

(p. 179). Of the Dacotah, Long or Keating, who compiled and edited his notes, says: 
“The practice of shaping the heads of infants is unknown to them” (vol. I, p. 

404). 

Charlevoix, Pérede. (Journal of a Voyage to North America. London. 1761. 8vo.) 

The Tétes de Boule (Roundheads), an Algonquin tribe north of Montreal, ‘‘ have their 

name from the roundness of their heads; they think there is a great beauty in this 

figure, and it is very probable the mothers give it to their children while in the 

cradle” (vol. 1, Letter x1, p. 285). Speaking of the fine figures of the “Indians of 

Canada,” Charlevoix says that one reason for this is, that ‘‘ their bodies are not con- 

strained in the cradle” (vol. 11, Letter xx1, p. 79). Just after (p. 120) he describes 

the ornamentation of ‘‘ their children’s cradles” among the Hurons. 
Lahontan, Baron. (New Voyagesto North America. London. 1735,2ded. 8vo.) 

These observations were made upon the Algonkian and Iroquoian tribes of the St. 

Lawrence and the Lakes in the latter part of the seventeenth century. Like Hearne, 

he says: ‘‘ There is no such thing as a cradle among the savages” (vol. I, p. 7); but 

_ he adds that ‘‘the mothers make use of certain little boards, stuffed with cotton, upon 
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East of the Mississippi River, north of the Tennessee and the North 
Carolina line, and south of Hudson Bay lived Algonkin and Iroquois 
stocks, and all of them used a flat cradle-board, not far from 24 feet 
long, 10 inches- wide, and one-half inch thick, tapering wider at the 
head. The St. Regis Iroquois, in the north of New York and near the 

Canada line, have for many years bought 

their cradle-boards from the whites or 

made them of material bought from a 

white man (Figs. 39, 40). The specimen 
illustrated has the back carved in flowers 

and birds, and painted blue, red, green, 

and yellow. The cleat at the upper end 

of the back is a modern chair-round. The 

foot-board is a small shelf or bracket. on 

which the child’s feet rest. 

An interesting relic of sav: gery on this 

quite civilized cradle are the notches in 

the awning-bow, falling down over the 

ends of the cleat, extended and held in 
place by braces of leather thong. The 

hoop serves many functions, such as sup- 

port for sunshade, rain protector, mos- 
quito net, ornaments, dangling trinkets 

to please the child, ete. 

18306. Cradle back-board, carved in 

peacocks, and painted bright colors. 

Square at top. Awning frame mortised 

at ends, which allow them to slide over 

awning-bar. Held down and guyed by 

(Cat. No. 18006, U.S. N. M. St. Regis, New York. stays on opp osite side. Has a movable 

i aa eo foot-rest at bottom. Thongs along sides 
for lashing baby in. Length, 294 inches; width, top, 104 inches; bot- 

tom, 8i inches. Foot-rest, height, 34 inches; width, 6inches. (Fig. 38.) 
The following notes regarding the Indians east of the Mississippi 

River have been collected in the course of the author’s reading, and are 

here appended to throw additional light upon the subject: 

Heriot, G. (Travels through the Canadas. London, 1807. 4to.) ‘‘ The use of a 

pillow is known to but a few” among the Iroquois tribes. Having seen that article 

in use, they imitate it ‘‘ with a billet of wood, with a mat rolled up, or with skins 

stuffed with hair (p. 237). 

which the children lie as if their backs were glued to them, being swaddled in linnen 

and kept on with swath bandsrun through the sides of the boards. To these boards 

they tie strings, by which they hang their children on the branches of trees” (vol. 11, 

p- 7). ‘As soon as their children come into the world they dip them in warm water 

up to the chin.” The Dacotahs, Aleutian Islanders, elc., use cold water. ‘‘After 

this they swathe them down upon little boards or planks, stuffed with cotton, where 

they lie upon their backs” (vol. 1, p. 43). : 

TROQUOIS CRADLE. BACK VIEW. 
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Jefferys, T. (Nat. and Civil Hist. of French Dominions in North and South Amer- 
ica, London, 1760, fol.), says of Algonkian Tétes de Boul: ‘‘The Round-Heads * * * 

take their name from the figure of their heads. * * * It is believed that the 

mothers * * * form the heads of the children into this shape when they are in 

the cradle ” (part 1, p. 47). 
Liancourt, Dukede. (Travels through the United States, ete. London, 1799. 4to.) 

Very much the same account as that of Weld, ete., is given by this traveler of the 

eradle-board used by the Iroquois tribes. He says, however, that ‘‘suckling children 

are generally suspended in a basket fastened to the ceiling” (vol. I, p. 177). 

Weld, I. (Travels through North America and Canada. London. 1799. 4to.) As 

the result of general observation of the tribes of Canada and the Lakes, he says that 
“an Indian child, soon after it is born, is swathed with cloths or skins (vide Long, 

Notes), laid on its back, and bound down on a piece of thick board, spread with soft 

moss.” Hoops protect the face. The cradle-board is suspended on the mother’s back 

when traveling, otherwise hung by the head-strap. Infants are also pujin hammocks, 

and when able to craw! are released from the cradle-board (p. 387). 

«Their infants are borne with haire on their heads, and are of com- 

plexion white as our nation, but their mothers in their infancy make a 

bath of Walnut leaves, huskes of Walnuts and such things as will stain 

their skinne for ever, wherein they did & washe them to make them 
tawny. The coloure of their haire is black & their eyes black.” 

NotTe.—tThe idea that the Indian was born white was very commonly 

entertained in the first half of the seventeenth century. Lechford, in his 

« Plaine Dealing,” p. 50, says: *‘ They areof complexion swarthy & tawny. 

Their children are borne white, but they bedaube them with oyle & colours 

presently.” Josselyn also speaks of the Indians “dying their children 

with a liquor of boiled Hemlock-Bark.” (Two Voyages, p.128.) Speaking 

of the Virginia women Smith says: “To make their children hardie in 

the coldest mornings they them wash in the rivers, & by paynting & 

oyntments so tanne their skinnes that after a year or two no weather 

will hurtthem.” (True, Travels, vol.I,p.131.) Strachey gives amore par. 

ticular account of the supposed process: “The Indians are generally 

of a cullour browne or rather tawny, which they cast themselves into 

with a kind of arsenic stone, & of the same hue are their women, how- 
beit yt is supposed neither of them naturally borne so discolored ; for 

Capt. Smith (lyving somtymes amongst them) affirmeth how they are 

from the womb indifferent white, but as the men, so doe the women dye 

& disguise themselves into this tawny cowler, esteeming yt the best 

beauty to be neerest such a kynd of murrey as a sodden quince is of 

_(to liken yt to the neerest coulor I can), for which they daily anoint both 

face & bodyes all over with such a kind of fucus or unguent as ean east 

them intothatstayne.” (Historie,63.) (‘‘New English Canaan.” Prince 
Soe. Boston, 1883, p. 147.) 

“These infants are carried at their mothers’ backs by the help of a 

cradle made of a board forket at both ends whereon the childe is fast 

bound and wrapped in furres; his knees thrust up towards his bellie, 

because they may be the more usefull for them when he sitteth, which 

is as a dogge does on his bumme; and this cradle surely preserves them 
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better than the cradles of our nation, for as much as we find them well 

proportioned, not any of them crooked-backed or wry-legged; and to 

give their charracter in a worde, they are as proper meu and women for 

feature and limbs as can be found, for flesh and blood as active.” (“ New 
English Canaan.” Prince Soc. Boston, 1883, p. 147.) 

The Choktah flatten their foreheads with a bag of sand, which with 

great care they keep fastened on the skull of the infant while it is in its 

tender and imperfect state. Thus they quite deform their face and give 

themselves an appearance which is disagreeable to any but those of 

their own likeness.* (Adair’s American Indians, p. 284.) 

“The Indians flatten their heads in divers forms, but it is chiefly the 

crown of the head they depress in order to beautify themselves, as their 

wild fancy terms it, for they call us long heads by way of contempt. 

The Choktah Indians flatten their foreheads trom the top of the head 

to the eye-brows with a small bag of sand, which gives them a hideous — 

appearance, as the forehead naturally shoots upward, according as it is 

flattened, thus, the rising of the nose, instead of being equidistant from 

the beginning of the chin to that of the hair is, by their wild mechanism, 

placed a great deal nearer to the one and farther from the other. The 

Indian nations round South Carolina and all the way to New Mexico 

(properly called Mechiko), to effect this, fix the tender infant on a kind 

of cradle, where his feet are tilted above a foot higher than a horizontal 

position, his head bends back into a hole made on purpose to receive it, 

where he bears the chief part of- his weight on the crown of the head 

upon a small bag of sand, without being in the least able to move himself. 

The skull, resembling a fine cartilaginous substance, in its infant 

state, is capable of taking any impression. By this pressure, and their 

thus flattening the crown of the head, they consequently make their 

heads thick and their faces broad, for when the smooth channel of 

*Volney, C. F. (A View of the Soil and Climate of the United States of America. 

Philadelphia, 1804. 8 vo.) It is “the custom of the Choctaws to mould the skull of 

their new-born children to the shape of a truncated pyramid, by pressing them be- 

tween boards. This method is so effectual that the tribe is known by the name of 

the Flat-Heads” (p. 365). Among the tribes near the head of the Wabash, ‘‘ Weeaws, 

Payories, Sawkies, Pyankishaws, and Miamis, * * * thefemales * * * carry 

one or two children behind them in a sort of bag, the ends of which are tied upon 

their forehead. In this respect they have a strong resemblance to our [the French] 

gypsies” (p. 353). 

Bartram, William. (Travels through North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, 

ete. London, 1794. 2ded., 8vo.) ‘*The Choctaws are called by the traders Flats or 

Flat-Heads, all the males having the fore and hind parts of their skulls artificially 

flattened or compressed” (p. 515). The infant is placed ‘‘in a wooden case,” on its 

back, ‘‘a bag of sand being laid on the forehead, which, by continual gentle compres- 

sion,” causes the head toslope ‘‘off backwards * * * fron: the temples upwards.” 

The occiput is received in a concavity ‘‘ fashioned like a brick-mould” (p. 515). 

Heriot, G. (Travels through the Canadas. London, 1807. 4to.) ‘‘Some of the 

tribes of Louisiana flatten the forehead of their children, and cause the summit to 

terminate ina point. *~ * * Beauty, in their conception, consists in moulding the 
head to a round form” (p. 348). 
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nature is.stopped in one place, if a destruction of the whole system doth 

not thereby ensue, it breaks out in a proportional redundancy in another. 

May we not to this custom, and as a necessary etfect of this cause, 

attribute their fickle, wild, and cruel tempers? Especially, when we 

connect therewith both a false education and great exercise to agitate 

their animal spirits. When the brain, in covier people, is disturbed, it 
neither reasons nor determines with proper judgment. The Indians 

thus look on everything around them through their own false medium, 

and vilify our heads because they have given a wrong turn to their 

own.” (Adair’s American Indians, p. 8.) 
Lafitau* speaks as follows concerning tke Southern Indian cradle: 

‘‘The cradle for the savage children in New France is made through- 

out pretty and roomy. It consists of one or two very thin planks of 

light wood, 24 feet long, ornamented on the edges and rounded at the 

foot, to give convenience of cradling. ‘The child enveloped in fine fur is 

as though glued to the united planks, and is placed standing up in a 

way that it shall hang over a little ledge of wood where its feet are, 

the point turned under for fear lest they should get hurt, and in order 

that it should hold the fold by which it is necessary to carry the frame. 

The swaddling-clothes or furs are held up in front by large bands of 

painted skin, which does not stretch much, and which are passed and 

repassed in the small loops of tough skin which hang from the sides of 

the cradle, where they are firmly fastened. They let these swaddling- 

clothes hang considerably below the cradle, and they throw them be- 

hind when they wish to go walking with the child, or let them fall over 

a half circle, which is fastened to the planks near the head of the child, 

and which can be made to turn forwards in order that the child em 

breathe freely without being exposed to the cold of winter or to the stings 

of mosquitos or gnats in summer, and in order that it} should not receive 

‘injury if the cradle fell. They put over that half circle little bracelets 

of porcelain and other little trifles that the Latins call crepundia, which 
serve aS an ornament and as playthings to divert the child. Two large 

lengths of strong leather, which come out from the cradle at the head, 
enable the mother to carry it everywhere with her, and to fasten below 
all their other bundles, when they go to the fields, and to suspend to 

some branch of a tree, where cradled and soothed to sleep by the wind, 
while she works. 

‘The children are very warm in the cradle and very easy, for besides 

the furs, which are very soft, they put much down taken from the cala- 

mus (cat-tail, rush ?), which they stuff in a wad, or perhaps the pounded 

bark of the peruche (birch?), with which the women scour their hair 
to invigorate it. They are also very careful so that it can not soil their 

furs; by means of a little skin or a rag which they pass between their 

thighs, which hangs out over the fore part, they can attend to their 

*Moeurs des Sauvages Ameriquains, vol. I, p. 597, 
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natural needs without the inside being wet or soiled, except the down, 
which is easily replaced with new. 

“Some nations in Louisiana, to whom the French have given the 
name of flat heads, * * * havea groove practically in their cradle, 

in which the mother puts the child’s head ; she applies on the front and . 

‘back of the head a mass of clay which binds and bears down with all 

force. She cradles the child all the time until its head has taken its 

shape, and when the sutures of the head have taken consistency. The 

children suffer extremely, become almost black; a white and viscous 
liquor comes from the eyes, nose, and ears; they suffer much more from 

the uneasy situation, where they are forced to pass all the time during 

the first months of their infancy, but it is the cost of becoming beauti- 

ful by art and the suffering to get that charm which nature refuses. 

“The Caribs and most of the Southern Indians have also flattened 

foreheads and pointed heads. Their mothers fasten the head down 

with little boards and pads of cotton bound stron. ‘°*°! of the head. 

“The child has no other cradle but a hammock proportioneu vo their 

height in which the mothers can suspend them and transport them very 

commodiously, and where the children are cradled all naked, without 

any pain from confinement. 

‘‘ The Indians, which are called in Canada (le gens de Terres) Garha- 

gonronnon, have a different taste from the Flatheads, for their beauty 

consists in having a round head; thence they are called ‘ Bullet 

Heads ’” (pp. 593, 597). 

“ The first years the child is kept all naked in the cabin to keep its 

body from being injured by the air. When larger it works for the 

family. They carry water and little billets of wood; this they regard 

as sport. Up to puberty they neglect their person; no ornaments are 

worn until they are enrolled in the body of young men. They are edu- 

cated like Spartans ” (p. 597). 
‘¢ Women strong and robust but are not prolific. The encemnte woman 

does not take care of herself; she carries heavy burdens and works 
harder as she approaches her time. They say this violent exercise 

facilitates their parturition and makes the child more robust.- No one 

can deny that they do bring forth with surprising ease. If caught in 
labor away from the cabin they attend to themselves, and are appar- 

ently able to do their regular work the same day” (pp. 590, 591). 
‘‘They do suffer and die sometimes, but they bear their pain with 

such fortitude that they do not seem to suffer” (p. 592). 

‘‘Some Southern Indians think if the women do not bear their pain 

with fortitude the children will inherit their weakness, and they kill 

those children that are born of such a mother. They kill the mother 

of a still-born child, and also sacrifice one of twins, because one mother 

is not enough for two children” (p. 592). 
“The Indians will not give their children to others to bring up. If 

it happens that the mother dies while the child is yet in the cradle, it 
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is brought up in the family, and what appears strange, old grandmoth- 

ers, who have passed the age of having children, have their milk return 

to them, and take the place of the mother. Indians love their children 

with an extreme passion, and although they do not show their affection 

by lively caresses, as do the Europeans, their tenderness is, however, not 

less real. They suckle their children as long as they are able, and do 

not wean them but from necessity. I have seen children three or four 

years old taking milk with their younger brothers” (p. 593). 

In South America the same custom seems to obtain that we have 

seen in North America, namely, in the tropics the carrying of children 

in the shawl or sash, and bedding it in the hammock; while in the colder 
regions the cradle-frame appears. Frames corresponding to some in 

North America are found in Peru. Simon de Schryver, in his Royaume 

d’Araucanie-Patagonie (1887), figures at page 21 an Araucanian woman 

carrying a child in a frame (Fig. 39), which seems to be nothing more 

atts 

Letaitof bag. 

Fig. 39. 

ARAUCANIAN WOMAN CARRYING CHILD. 

(From Simon de Schryver’s “Royaume d’Araucanie-Patagonie.”) 

than a short ladder, with cross-bars. On this frame the child is lashed, 

the head being perfectly free, except that the lower part of the occiput 

rests against the top cross-bar, as in the case of the Polynesian pillow. 

In addition to her living freight the woman carries in front a bag of 

H, Mis. 600, pt. 2——14 
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provisions suspended by a cord depending from the head-strap at its 

junction with the cradle-frame. 
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Fig. 40. 

TURKISH GYPSY CARRYING A CHILD IN PEDDLER’S PACK. 

(From photograph in U. S. N. M.) 

A feature in the weaving of the Patagonian wallet is worthy of at- 

tention, although its description would be better in a paper on weaving. 

There is in the National Museum a game-bag from Mackenzie River, 
and another from Kodiak, made of exceedingly fine babbiche or buck- 

skin cut into string. The weaving is effected by means of an endless 

chain of half-hitches, each loop caught into loop below. In Central 

America, everywhere, thousands of open net-work bags of all sizes are 

. 
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made from the pita fiber, the strings of which loop in the same man- 

ner. In Peru the same stitch occurs, and now from Patagonia and 

Tierra del Fuego we receive examples of the same method of weaving. 

il 
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Fig. 41. 

OsTJAK ‘‘ BABY-J UMPER.”’ 

» (From Seebohm’s ‘Siberia in Asia.’’) 

The insertion of a rod or a bundle of rushes serves to convert the op 
net-work bag into a water-tight wallet or a rigid basket. 

Ce 

ae 

Fig. 42. 

OstTsJAK CRADLE. 

(From Seebohm’s “ Siberia in Asia.’’) 

en 
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Another method of carrying children is shown in Fig. 40. The wo. 

Vig. 43. 

APACHE SQUAW CARRYING a CHILD. 

(From photograph in U.S, N, M.) 

Fig. 44. 
JAPANESE WOMAN CARRYING A CHILD. AFRICAN WOMAN CARRYING A CHILD, 

(From photograph in U, 8. N. M.) (From Racinet’s “ Le Costume,’’) 

man the rerepresented is a Turkish Gypsy, 

and the child has been placed in a ped- 

dler’s pack for convenience of earrying. 

The resources of the Museum do not 

justify anything like an exhaustive treat- 

meut of the eastern continent. In the 

three figures shown (Figs. 43, 44, 45) we 

see the Northern device, in which the 
safety of the child from cold is the main 

source of anxiety. The Japanese mother 

is concerned partly with temperature and 

partly with transportation. The African 

mother consults transportation alone. 

There is nothing in the ordinary treat- 

ment of the child to occasion a deformity 

of the cranium. Any change of the shape 

of the head must be attributed to congen- 

ital causes or to custom. 

’ 
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NOTES ON THE ARTIFICIAL DEFORMATION OF CHILDREN 

AMONG SAVAGE AND CIVILIZED PEOPLES. 

[WITH A BIBLIOGRAPHY. | 

By Dr. J. H. Porrer. 

The accompanying notes are collected from various sources aS a sup- 

plement to Professor Mason’s paper on ‘“‘ The Cradles of the American 

Aborigines.”* The time allotted did not permit the compiler to exhaust 

the subject, but enough is here given to show the practices concerning 

children in their first year throughout the world, and the varied beliefs 

obtaining as to the effects of such treatment. Inthe future the subject 

will receive more careful and systematic study, 
The author embraces this opportunity to express his obligation to 

the librarians of the State, War, and Navy Departments at Washing- 

ton for many courtesies. 

Intentional modifications of the form of the head, although less gen- 

eral than other fashions by which conformity to an ideal of beauty has 

been attemped, have, nevertheless, been widely prevalent among races 

of men, but can not be said to include all the variations from an average 

cranial type actually existing in nature. The ethnical classification of 

M. Topinard (Eléments d’Anthropologie Générale) displays deforma- 

tion with reference to race in a manner which fulfills all practical 

requirements. Deformity is, however, as real when slight as when 

excessive, and apart from those distortions he has described, from the 

many which are due to pathological causes, and the yet more numerous 

deviations from symmetry which unintentionally exerted pressure pro- 

duces in the incompletely ossified skull, there still remain those varia- 
tions in the processes of nutrition and growth through which assymetry 

becomes the rule not in the head and notin man only, but in the homol- 

ogous parts of all axially developed animals. 

As a matter of fact, and exclusive of the embryological identity of 

their elements, an ideal head is no more demonstrable than an ideal 

vertebra; and whatever may be hereafter accomplished, at present the 

anatomical and physiological constants of neither can be determined 

in detail. it therefore appears to be inexact to speak of the deformities 

of an organ whose conformation has not been distinctly ascertained. 

~In addition to this, only a small portion of mankind have arrived at 
any common judgment on the subject of cranial contour, and wherever 

a standard is furnished by such a consensus of opinion, this is derived 
from art and not from science. Both empirical knowledge and physio- 

logical principles justify the general conclusion that the artistic form is 

that which is usually associated with superior brain power; but it does 

not at all follow that an alteration of outline that would destroy the 
former would similarly affect the latter. Such facts undoubtedly dis- 

* Most of the bigliography relating to the artificial deformation of children in North 

America is embodied in Professor Mason’s work. 
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parage alike the methods and the resuJts of anthropological research 

in certain directions, but they neither obviate the necessity of initiating 

further study from existing information, nor impugn its value as a whole. 

In considering the natural history of the human head, account must 

be taken of the fact that man, while not alone in this respect, is never- 
theless an execeding!ly aberrant form among the Mammalia. On any 

theory of life, however, except that of special creation, and independ- 

ently of conflicting estimates of the systematic implications of structure, 

the organization of this most highly specialized being must be regarded 

as the outcome of descent, with modification, and should therefore be 
considered in connection with that of the groups to which man is affil- 

lated. 

As has been said, there is no absolute form for the head or for the 

vertebree of which it is composed, and the fact that all classifications 

resting upon its features have failed, does not encourage the hope that 

the results sought through craniometry will be attained by means of its 

descriptive anatomy. All that can be properly affirmed is, that during 

the immemorial series of adjustments by which the mammals culmi- 

nated in man, and in which evolutional changes of all orders are in- 

cluded, the human head assumed an incompletely distinctive form, which 

is, both in itself and in the causes which determine its variations, more. 

or less clearly revealed in the tribal history of mankind. The state- 

ment that the anthropoid head becomes less human with development 

has been generally united with the assumption that this implies im- 

portant generic differences between them, and if the observation were 
true in the sense in which it is for the most part understood, it would. 

do so. Its special significance is, however, detracted frem by the gen- 

eral truth that in zoology the rule is that, for obvious reasons, young 

creatures are less differentiated than those which are mature; while, 

on the other hand, the difficulty of discriminating between the adult 
brains of some of the higher apes and those of certain savages, may be 

considered as qualifying the former assertion to so great a degree as to 

suggest error, or at least inexactness, in the observation. No doubt 
the mistake is partially attributable to misconceptions arising from an 

idea of the fixity of species, but in itself, the error is involved in all 

comparisons between unlike things. To found a parallel upon the ex- 
ternal tables of the skull, as if these were equally characteristic and 

similarly developed in a gorilla and a man, is to include in the terms 
dissimilar elements, and thereby vitiate the comparison. The contours 

of the head in these instances are differently related, and, considering 
the plates of the skull especially, the external table of the ape’s cra- 

nium is much more prominently associated with the muscular appar- 

atus than is the case with man, in whom the subordination of the en- 

tire head to the encephalon is exceptional. This is but a single illus- 

tration of the general fact that throughout the vertebrate class the era- 

nium proper, amid innumerable subordinate variations, assumes the 
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more specialized character of a brain-case as we ascend in the organic 

scale. In fishes, where the head contains other organs than those of 

the nervous system, its indefinite relations to the cerebro-spinal axis 

are conspicuous. Among the Reptilia, though containing only the brain, 

the extreme disproportion between the head and its contents indicates 

that its conformity with the cerebral ganglia is subsidiary to other con- 

formities; while in birds the limited range of the cranial cavity, as 
contrasted with its range when compared with the bulk of the body, 
conveys in a modified form the implication of increasing specialization 

of the head. As might be expected, the anatomical evidence furnished ° 

by the Mammalia is corroborative of that derived from lower groups. 

No variation, however extreme, is competent to free a structure from 

the influence of heredity, and it might be argued a priori that the hu- 

man head would have the outlines of its history delineated in the mor- 

phology of the primates. 

The facts in this instance justify the anticipation. As in the develop- 

mental record of birds, among which the ornithic stamp, either general 

or special, is but gradually and indirectly evolved, so also with the 

more immediate congeners of man, where the more salient characteris- 

ties of his type, distributed throughout a group of authropoids, do not 

admit of consecutive arrangement, and can not be attributed in their 

totality to any specific form. From the primates, as from the. other 

mammalian sub-classes, a cranial figure involved in the metameric de- 

velopment of the encephalon, gradually disengages itself and becomes 

’ more regular and more definite in its cerebral relations as the grade of 

organization is elevated; so that the profiles associated with ganglionic 

mass increase in prominence, while those which are otherwise associated 

correspondingly diminish. 

‘These anatomical traits link themselves natnrally with physiological 

co-ordinates. Everywhere encephalic structure is related, though not 

directly, to function. Enhanced importance in the brain implicates in- 

creased solidarity in the entire organism. As the cerebral elements 

grow in multiplicity, variety, and complexity, this development is con- 

comitant with cranial amalgamation, with progressive obliteration of 

: - the features attaching to lower forms, with condensation of the ence- 
phalic ganglia, with a more direct correspondence between the skull and 

brain, and finally with a greater conformity of the bodywith the head. 

Whatever phylogenetic siguificance may be found in these facts, their 

morphological and physiological bearing is unmistakable. Through 

quite various structural gradations there appears, though not in linear 

sequence, ‘‘a series of forms,” which ultimately display in modifications 

of cranial contour a more definite coaptation of the envelope to its con- 

tained viscus in developmental progress, and in the falling away and 

weakening of its muscular attachments, the paramount function of the 

skull as a brain-case, and the subordination of its structure to that of 

the organ which it incloses. : 
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It is not necessary here to consider the elements which compose or- 

ganic form or the conditions that determine their arraugement. The 
process, so far as the head is concerned, has been, to a great extent, 
masked among the vertebrates by adaptation to other than encephalic 

relations, while the part was carried through the cartilaginous, semi- 

osseous, unamalgamated, and consolidated types of crania, to one which, 

as representative of the most important organ in the body, has been 

commonly selected by the anthropologists for investigation, and generally 

believed to promise results corresponding with its position and the 

function it sustains. Tried by the tests afforded by craniometry, how- 

ever, it appears to have little or no taxinomical value, since the outcome 

of these measurements is to transpose races and fuse peoples otherwise 

known to be distinct. 

At the same time, in man, cranial outlines are unquestionably pre- 

ponderantly determined by the brain, while the features by which its 

action is obscured have been so frequently and completely described that 

they need not be recapitulated. But although this statement holds on 

the morphological side of the question, from the physiological stand- - 

point the case is not the same. The brain limits the shape of the head 

and is itself limited by the laws of growth, heredity, and structural 

correlativity; but in the phenomenal series cerebral development is 

antecedent to cranial evolution, and the relation subsisting between 

these—a relation which is in its nature causal, so far as shape is con- 

cerned—places the factors upon different planes. In virtue of prepon- 

derant function and equivalent preponderance of structure in special 

ganglia, a general form of head has been attained; but from fluctuations 

jn the energies by which it was produced in correspondence with varia- 

tions in the conditions of life, this form varies both in human and pre- 
human history, and so widely as to have thus far prevented classifi- 

cation. 

That the organ through which all adjustments to the environment 

are primarily made should vary among groups whose lowest aggregates 

are nearly as passive to the direct action of natural selection as beasts, 

and whose higher forms are but partially and incompletely adjusted, is 

not surprising; and while it must be assumed upon biological grounds . 

that the plasticity of the brain has lessened since its deviation from the 

ancestral type, whence issued in divergent lines that of man and his 

congeners, still, the facts of descent suggest that to its organic variability, 
and to that expressed in specific adaptations, there must be added a 
strong inherited tendency in this direction. 

The cerebral history of the primates seems to warrant the theoretical 

conclusion that among these great variability of the head exists. 
In Lemuridé, where the cranium relatively to the face is small, and ~ 

the ethmoidal, tentorial, and occipital planes are greatly inclined to- 

wards the basi-cranial axis, the brain scarcely exceeds the base of the 

skull in length, whereas in Simiadz the encephalon is more than twice as 
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long. The anterior cerebral lobes in the Arctopithecini compare in mass 

with those of anthropoids, while the posterior lobes are more developed 

than in certain races of men. Among the Platyrrhini great cranial va- 

riations correspond with extreme contrasts in brain structure and mass. 

The low facial angle, inclined tentorial plane, and perpendicularity of 

the axis of the occipital foramen to that of the cranial base, belong, as 
in Mycetes, to a type in which the cerebellum is scarcely covered, while 

in Chrysothrix the posterior lobes of the cerebrum are of relatively 

greater proportions than in any of the Mammalia; and, moreover, the 

vertex is arched, the facial angle large, the basi-cranial axis short, as 

compared with its cavity, and the planes of the occipital foramen and 

tentorium are in correspondence. The surface of the brain in Cebus is 

nearly as much convoluted as that of the catarrhine apes, but the 
sulci fade almost to obliteration through Pithecia, Chrysothrix, and 

Nictipithecus. On the other hand, by the nearly total structural mask- 

ing of the annectant gyri of the external perpendicular fissure, the brain 

in Ateles rises above the catarrhine type. 

Diversities such as these, occurring within the limits of a single 
group, put craniological classification out of the question; but in Catar- 

rhines and Anthropide differences obtain, which, though less extreme, 

are equally decisive, and without anatomical details, for which there is 

no space, it may be said that the heads and brains of Semnopitheci and 

Colobi vary from those of Macaci and Cynocephali as significantly as 

the same structures do in the man-like apes. Apparently, then, no typi- 

cal cranium exists among the simians any more than among men, from 

whom an artistic preconception has to a great extent concealed its 

absence. 
With regard to this standard of art, also, it must be remembered that 

it is primarily one of form, while, physiologically, form has no necessary 

_ connection with the constitution of a ganglion. Such expressions as 

“nervous are” and “reflex action” emphasize as if essential, that which, 

except contingently, has nothing to do with either curves or angles. In 

“the building of a brain” the terminal elements of nervous tracts are 

cellular, and agglomeration therefore results in the composition of a 

mass attached to a pedicle. Nothing which is generally more exact than 

this can be advanced. Components Jike these make up the parts and 

wholes of all nervous systems, and how they have combined in man and 

his class, and with what degree of uniformity, has already been indicated. 

Of course it is net meant that the human head has not an average 

shape, or that this or any other part whose conformation is due to ac- 

tions and reactions between an ancestral group and its entire environ- 

ment, could alter otherwise than infinitesimally under the incidence of 

discontinuous forces. Nor is it intended to say that the harmony which 

exists in other instances between an organ and its properties is here 

ignored. No more than in any other machine or structure can the 

skull be considered as unaffected by the laws which co-ordinate mechan- 
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ical and functional fitness with functional and mechanical requirements. 

But resemblances of this kind are not those which are contemplated in 

anthropometry, where the relations of structure and function, and of 

these to the conditions of life, have been disregarded in a search for 
morphological constants, whose occurrence, under the circumstances, 

was biologically impossible. Much but not all has been done towards 

a science of man, when the divergent forms of his class have been 
united by forms that are intermediate, and when his pedigree has been 

reconstructed on the basis of kinship. The whole question of race is 

included in this generalization, although it is not thereby fully ex- 

plained, neither is it likely to be elucidated by measurements. 

Without pursuing the subject further it may be remarked that, ab- 

stractly, structure and function are determined in all organisms by the 
affinities of their units of composition; that complete homogeneity in 

a group of protoplasts is impossible, and that initial diversities will in- 

crease during evolution. The minuteness of these ultimates may not 

add to the difficulty of comprehension more than is the case with those 

dealt with by molecular physics and chemistry, but it is otherwise when 

the plasticity of life is added. That adaptation is connected with 
changes in function and structure is obvious, but neither in an organ- 

ism, an organ, nor in the pilastidules which compose them, is adaptation 

a final term in the progress from homogeneity to heterogeneity, from 

simplicity to complexity, from indefiniteness to definiteness ; since, with- 

out alteration of elementary composition, there are no conceivable cir- 

cumstances under which re-adjustment can be effected. 

As it is with these phenomena which lie at the foundation of life, so 

is it with all the vital phenomena to which natural and sexual selection, 

growth, survival, genesis, heredity apply. Amid all degrees of compo- 

sition and recomposition, function constitutes the substance, adapta- 
tion the form of life. Every statical or dynamical distribution of or- 

ganic energy by which incident forces are met is included in function ; 

and though in large groups of organisms, correlative changes, structural 

and functional, occur slowly and within comparatively narrow limits, 

yet they are, in the nature of things, relatively indefinite, but contin- 

gently permanent, and do not afford on this subject the data which sys- 

tematic ethnology requires. Not less than its co-ordinate, the evolution 

of form, does physiological development press for interpretation in every 

question relating to race, and the doctrine that all factors by which dif- 

fereuces among men are worked out are resolvable into results of the in- 

tercourse between these and the conditions under which they are placed, 

is essentially a corollary from the persistence of force. 

Space has permitted but the merest sketch of this subject, but there 
yet remains a question which sooner or later confronts the investigator 

of cranial deformities, and this is that of their transmission. Present 

opinion almost unanimously opposes the belief that these may, in any 
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degree, be perpetuated when of artificial origin; nevertheless it may 
be maintained with reason that the grounds upon which unqualified de- 

nial rests, are theoretically as untenable, in the present state of anthro- 

pological science, as those upon which an unqualified assent could be 

founded. Future results in this direction will depend largely upon the 

possibility of connecting facts of observation with those furnished by 
the experimental physiology of the nervous system. The question is 

a biological one, and without adverting to what has been said concern- 

ing variation, it may be urged that in this, as in all such problems, the 

first necessity is to view them under biological conditions. This re- 

quirement has not in this instance been complied with. Teleological 

preconceptions seem to have been more or less obstructive of the view, 

and equally so, incorrect parallels between alterations apparently within 

the limits of health, and those which involve morbid consequences. 

There is no doubt that modifications of development involve functional 

modifications, and that imperceptible molecular changes in the brain 

rest on precisely the same basis as perceptible ones in other parts of 

the bedy. The inconceivability of spontaneous variation, properly so 

called, the heredity of function as well as of structure, the certainty 

that if structure changed by fanction is transmitted, any alterations of 

structure which have physiologically altered function must be also in- 

herited, appear to suggest an explanation of certain phenomena con- 

nected with this subject, which, except on the poncipis of descent, do 

not seem to be interpretable at all. 

According to the statements of Mr. Spencer, there is reason to think 

that special structures of all varieties proceed from the special polari- 

ties of their organic units, and that any tissue or combination of tis- 

sues will impress the modificatious it may have experienced upor its 

component elements, between which and the aggregate life implies 

perpetual action and reaction. If this process, as must be generally 

the case, takes place under normal conditions, the forces manifested 

tend towards equilibrium without reaching, practically, an exact physi- 

ological balance. During these adjustments and re-adjustments, how- 

ever, one of two alternative results inevitably occurs. Wither the 
structure will take the shape determined by the pre-existing tendencies 

of its elements, or the aggregate’s altered form will mould these into 

harmony with itself. The question thus becomes. one of affection of 

function, because, for every reason, it must be assumed that structural 

elements organically changed will, when acting as reproductive centers, 

_ engender similar changes. 

To oppose to these statements the common assertion that mutilations 

do not become congenital, is to misconceive their character, and to con- 

found pathological conditions with those which must be normal in order 

to be effective. It may readily be suspected that the impossibility of 

inheriting artificial alterations has been too hastily assumed, since this 

involves an additional assumption, which has not been demonstrated, 
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viz, that such changes do not become organic because they may occur 

without implicating function. The profound alterations effected by 

artificial selection are, of course, due to functional modifications, but it 
has not been shown that these can not be artificially induced, or that 

deformation must be universally morbid in character because it is a 
departure from such standards of organic type as now exist in imagi- 

nation. he 

On tae morphological side the question seems equally uncertain. 

Given, however, any cause which will effectually modify function, and 

modification of structure is inevitable. No naturalist supposes that the 

digital variations recorded as inherited, or those of the teeth, skin, etc., 
are attributable to any other cause than physiological change; and the 

same with transmitted club-foot, harelip, amaurosis, deafness. Fur- 

ther, adjustments by involution take place in nature as well as those 

by evolution, and although there are no structures whose properties are 

not origiually ascribable to predetermined structural traits, there are 

yet structures which have no discoverable physiological features; and 

while morphological species, or species whose specific forms have no 

biological value, are recognized in zoology, aud which, whether perma- 

nently or not, are withdrawn from the action of natural selection, it is 

difficult to see why the production of variety by any means that would 

effectually change function should be disallowed. 

As was stated, there are reasons for suspecting that some such process 

has occurred among mankind to a limited extent; but whether or not, 

when all accessible information on the subject is organized, this may 

not prove to be a misconception attributable to insufficient knowledge, 

remains to be determined. 

GENERAL NOTES ON DEFORMATION. 

Malte-Brun. (Géographie Universelle. Ed. of Lavallée. Paris, 1858. 4to, t. 1.) 

General remarks on the causes and modes of distortion of the head (p. 303). 
Humboldt & Bonpland. (Voyage, etc. Paris, 1811. 4to, 3° partie, t.1. ‘‘ Essai 

Politique, ete.) Remarks on head-flattening, its character and cause among Indians 
of North and South America. (Note, pp. 89, 90.) 

Jefferys remarks upon the fine forms of the Indians of North America, and says the 

fact is attributable to “ their bodies not being swathed and straitened in the cradle” 

(part 1, p 96). The cradle-board was in use among all the tribes described by him; 

but this error is not surprising in an author who characterizes the Eskimaux as ‘ tall 

of stature,” and speaks of ‘“‘ their flaxen hair, their beards, the whiteness of their skin 
* * * quite as fair as that of Europeans” (part 1, p. 43). Certain blond tribes do 

occur among the Hyperborean races, but not where Jefferys places them; although 

the Eskimanx are not really dark-skinned. Withregard to the fine forms so constantly 

noted among the American and other savages, most writers have ascribed it to their 

modes of life; Humboldt adding, in the case of the Americans, a certain racial im- 

plasticity. Most of the earlier authorities have evidently judged an assumed eth- 

nological fact from the stand-point of a social theory. There does not appear to be 
any natural reason why a savage should be better shaped than a civilized man, and 

that this isthe case remains to be shown. There is, however, an excellent reason 

why those who are physically defective should be eliminated from all aggregates in 
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a state of savagery, both by the action of natural selection and by that of their 

fellow-creatures. A very large body of proof could be readily brought forward to’ 

support the view that Wrangell’s statement concerning the Chukchees held true of 

most peoples in a similar social phase, viz: ‘‘La mort attend Venfant quia le malheur 

de naitre avec quelque difformité.” Le Nord de la Sibérie. Paris, 1843, vol. 1, p. 267. 

Kennan and Bush made like cbservations in the same region, and Capt. John G. 

Bourke, U. 8. Army, has pointed out that in the south this custom is mentioned by 

Padre Gumilla (‘‘ Orinose.” Madrid, 1741, p. 344), and by Clavigero (Historia de la 

Baja California. Mexico, 1852, p. 27). I do not recall any reference of the same kind 

in Hennepin, Le Clerc, Charlevoix, etc.; but though the custom may have existed 

among the northern tribes, despite Robertson’s assertion that all the American Indians 

killed the children who “ appeared feeble or defective” (Hist. Dis. & Set. of America. 

N. Y., 1856, p. 144), there is no doubt that in the literature of travel itis more fre- 

quently mentioned as occurring among the southern tribes; and this may have been 

one reason why the earlier discoverers, Columbus, Vespucci, Verrazzano, &c., have 

spoken only of the fine appearance of the natives. The same contrasts, however, 

are found in savage life in this as in other respects. Captain Bourke confirms from 
personal observation the statement make in Emory’s ‘‘ Reconnoissance”’ (p. 61), that 

among the Apaches the deformed are sometimes well cared for. He also refers to a 

like mention in Francis Parkman (The Jesuits in North America. Boston, 1867, 

Introductory, XL), and also to Peter Martyr’s narrative (Hakluyt, Voyages, vol. 5, 

p. 397). 
In connection with head-flattening in America, Humboldt (Political Essay on New 

Spain. London, 1814. 8vo, vol. 1) asserts that the back-head is naturally flat (p. 

155). Also that the American cranium is normally ‘‘depressed backwards * * * 

among nations to whom the means of artificially produciug deformity are * * * 

unknown.” The Aztecs ‘never disfigure the heads of their children.” The Mexican, 

Peruvian, and Aturean heads—all flattened; those Bonpland and himself procured 

were natural. ‘‘Certain hordes do compress the heads of children” (pp. 154, 155). 

Squier (The States of Central America. N. Y., 1858. &vo) quotes Valenzuela to 

the effect that among the Indians found by the Spanish at Lacandon (Dolores), Gua- 

temala, ‘‘the cradles for their children were made of reeds” (p. 567). 

Under the heading Téte, Encyclopedie des Sciences, etc., Neufchatel, 1765, is the 
following: ‘‘Tl est parlé dans les voyages et dans les geographies modernes, de cer- 

tains peuples qui se rendent la téte plat que Ja main, et qui mettent la téte de leurs 

enfans, dés qwils sont nés, entre deux presses, ou planches, sur le front et le der- 

_ riére de la téte pour l’appiatir.” 

NOTES ON AMERICA. 

Bancroft. (Native Races of the Pacific States, N. Y., 1873, vol. 1.) Chichimec 

women carried their infants on the back, “wrapped in a coarse cotton cloth, leaving 

the head and arms free” (p. 633). The cradle was a wicker basket suspended from 

a beam or bough (p. 633). 

Gomara (Con. Mex., fol. 318) states that the occiput was flattened among the Nahua 

nations by an arrangement of the cradle, this form being considered becoming. (Ban- 

croft, Native Races, etc., vol. 11, p. 281.) 

Humboldt’s statement that the Aztecs did not distort the head was, as Bancroft 

remarks (Native Races, vol. 11, p. 281), too sweeping. That the custom “ was prac- 

ticed to a considerable extent in remote times by people inhabiting the country seems 

to be shown by the deformed skulls found in their graves, and by the sculptured 
figures upon the ruins.” Klemm states that ‘“‘the cradle consisted of a hard board to 

which the infant was bound in such a manner as to cause the malformation.” 

Sahagun, Torquemada, Clavigero, Brasseur de Bourbourg, Carbazal Espinosa say 
that when a Teochichimec child was born on a journey ‘“‘the new-born babe was 

placed in a wicker basket and thrown over the back of the mother.” (Bancroft, 

Native Races of the Pacific States. N. Y., 1875, vol. 1, p. 271, note.) 
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*«Yorquemada (Book xiv, ch. 24) states that the Indians,” in Mexico, “used to de- 

form their heads with a view to appear more formidable.” (Spencer, Des. Soc. An- 
~ cient Mexicans, Central Americans, etc., p. 27.) 

Landa (§ xx). ‘The Indians of Yucatan are, * * * asarule, * * * bow- 

legged, for in their infancy their mothers carry them about suspended at their haunch- 

bones. They were made ‘squint-eyed,’” and their heads were flattened artificially. 

(Spencer, Des. Soc. Ancient Mexicans, Central Americans, etc., p. 27.) 

Landa (§ xxx) describes the process: “Four or five days after birth the child was 

put on a small bed made of rods, and there, the face being underneath, the head was 

put between two boards, in front and behind. Between these they compressed it 

* * * until the head was flattened and shaped like their own.” (Idem, p. 27.) 

Brancroft. (Native Races of the Pacific States. N. Y., 1873, vol. 1.) The Quiché 

woman (Central America) carries her baby en her back ‘in a cloth passed around 

her body” (p. 704). 

Bancroft. (Native Races of the Pacific States. N. Y., 1875, vol. 1, 8vo.) The Nica- 

ragua and Yucatan infants’ heads were compressed and permanently flattened be- 

tween two boards asa sign of noble birth. Squier asserts that occipital flattening 

was effected by the cradle-board among the Quichés, Cakchiquels, and Zutugils 

(pp. 731, 732). Don Horatio Guzman, minister from Nicaragua, informs me that no 

compression of the head and no swathing of the infant is now practiced in any part 

of that country. ; 

Bancroft. (Native Races of the Pacific States. N. Y., 1873, vol. 1.) The Smoos 

Indians of the Mosquito Group flatten the forehead by a process like that in use 

among the Columbians (p. 717). 
Fuentes. (Palacio, p. 106.) In Guatemala children were fastened ‘“‘to a board by 

means of straps wound round the body * * * from the feet to the shoulders, in 

consequence of which all the Indians have the backs of their heads smooth and flat.” 
(Spencer, Des. Soc. Ancient Mexicans, Central Americans, etc., p. 28.) 

Jefferys, T. (Nat. and Civil Hist. of French Dominionsin North and South America. 

London, 1760, fol.) Among the aborigines of Hispaniola ‘‘the singular conformation 

ofthe head * * * iseffected by art.” Mothers pressed their infant’s skull, either 

by hand or with boards, until it was distorted, ‘‘and in a manner bent back upon 

itself” (Part 11, p. 8). 

Oviedo. (Historia General y Natural de Indias, book 11, chap. 5.) His statement 

of head-flattening is rather vague. ‘Porque al tiempo que nacen los nitos les aprie- 

tan las cabezas,” etc. The width of the front head, which he remarks as the result of 

artificial interference, points to the same form, and like appliances, noticed by Porto- 

Seguro, and others, in Brazil. (Idem, book 42, chap. 3.) Gomara is cited as giving 

the same evidence concerning the natives of San Domingo. He says they flattened 
the head with cotton compresses for the purpose of enlarging the face. ‘‘ Aprietan 

4 los ninos la cabeza muy blando, pero mucho entre dos almohadillas de algodon, para 

ensancharles la cara,” ete. 

There seems to have been some confusion in Gomara’s mind on this subject—Bernal 

Diaz says there was on all subjects. At all events he gives another account of the ~ 

manner in which the infant’s head was distorted, which amounts to this: that it was 

done by the midwife at the moment of birth, or shortly after. In this case, a very 

common one among different tribes, the fact apparently indicates gradual extinction 

of the custom, since the effect of simple manipulation would be temporary, and where 

distortion implies as much as it sometimes does, its absence exposes the individual to 

the greatest misfortunes. 

Topinard. (Eléments @’Anthropologie Générale. Paris, 1885. 8vo.) Remarks of 

forms of distortion by manipulation alone that they must be impermanent—“‘incapa- 

bles de produire une déformation sontenue” (p. 756). Prof. William H. Flower holds 

the same views, and, indeed, the fact is physiologically self-evident unless the ma- 

nipulation were of an unprecedented kind. 
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Las Casas (Apologética Historia. Madrid, 1875, chap. 34) remarks that in Peru 
head distortion was distinctive of the Inca family and of the highest nobility. 

“Privilegio grande concedian los del Peri 4 algunos sefores y que ellos querian fa- 

vorecer” (p. 396, vide Marcot, notes). 

Major, R.H. (Select Letters of Christopher Columbus, etc. London, 1870. Second 

edition, Hakluyt So. Pub.) Dr. Chanca, fleet surgeon on Columbus’s second voyage, 

says, of the native and Carib women in the West Indies, that the latter wore ‘‘on 

each leg two bands of woven cotton, the one fastened round the knee, the other 

‘round the ankle; by this means they make the calves of their legs large, and the 

above-mentioned parts very smal]. * * * By this peculiarity we distinguished 

them” (p. 30). 4 
Dr. Chaneca supposed this custom to depend upon an idea that the distortion was 

becoming—‘‘ que esto me parece que tienen ellos por cosa gentil” (p. 30). 

De Rochefort, C. (Histoire Naturelle, etc., des [les Antilles. Rotterdam, 1658. 

4to.) Notice of head and nose flattening among the Caribs (p. 382). 

Humboldt and Bonpland. (Voyage, etc. Paris, 1819. 4to, seconde partie, p. 11. 

Relation Historique.) Distortions practiced by the Caribs on the Orinoco (p. 235). 

Squier, E.G. (Nicaragua, ete. New York, 1852. 8vo, Vol. u.) Head-flattening 

among aborigines. Process and local origin of custom (p. 345). Vide Relacion of 

Fray Bobadilla on the same points. (Archivo de Indias.) ? 

Heriot, G.. (Travels Through the Canadas. London, 1807. 4to.) ‘*The Caraibs 

have their foreheads flattened. * * * The head of the infant is compressed into 

this shape by placing on its brow a piece of board tied with a bandage, which is al-. 

lowed to remain until the bones have acquired consistence” (p. 348). 

Heriot,G. (Travels Through the Canadas. London, 1807, 4to.) Carib girls have 

a cotton sock woven to the leg, and ‘so closely * * * that the calf thereby ac- 

quires more thickness and solidity than it would naturally possess” (p. 307). 

Armas, Juan I.de. (Les Cranes dits Déformés. Havana, 1885.) This is a paperread 

before the Anthropological Society of Havana, November, 1885, to prove that mechani- 

cal deformation of the head was never practiced in the West Indies or on the continent. 

Graells, Vilanova and Arcas. (Rapport présenté 4 Madrid, le 24 Mars, 1871.) This 

was to the effect that certain crania from Cuba, taken to be flattened Carib skulls, 
could not be identified as artificially deformed, but were probably natural heads. 

The text is, ‘having noticed that in the front and back part of the head the depres- 

sion is not uniforin, the commission is inclined to consider the flattening as natural, 

etc.” These skulls seem to have been found by Don R. Ferrer, who very truly says 
that they can not be regarded as specimens of head-flattening among the Caribs, be- 

cause there were never any Caribs in Cuba. (De Armas, Cranes dits Déformés, p. 7.) 
De Armas (Les Cranes dits Déformés) says that no such practice could have been 

general in America for various reasons, viz, it was difficult, tedious, and painful, and 

would have been destructive to the intellect (?); also that the Indians, though say- 

ages, were men with natural feelings toward their offspring which would have pre- 

vented them from perpetrating a custom so destructive as distortion of the bead (p. 

14 et seg.). Having given this illustration of his knowledge of the literature of an- 

thropology, he declares that neither among the Peruvian mummies nor in the exist- 
ing race could von Tchudi and Rivero discover a justification of the theory of me- 

chanical deformation. A fact, and a singular one, but no more decisive than Robert- 

son’s statement that the mound skulls of North America are all normal (pp. 14, 15). 

In conclusion he remarks that “there is no basis, scientific, historical, or rational, 

on which to rest the affirmation that there were * * * andare * * * parts 

of America in which the natural formation of the head was (or is) modified by me- 
chanical means.” And more particularly is this a self-evident truth with regard to 

the Caribs of the Lesser Antilles: first, because none of the earliest chroniclers 

speak of the custom ; and second, because the crania of this people have not the form 

attributed to them. Of course it was not possible for de Armas to deny the unsym- 
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metrical contour of certain skulls, but he asserted that this was natural, and if the 

statement could be relied on, none could be made of moreimportance. The weight of 

evidence is, however, overwhelmingly against him. 

De Armas also asserts that Oviedo was the originator of the idea that distortion of 

the cranium was customary among the Indians of San Domingo, ete., but Gomara, 

Las Casas, De Leon, and Garcilasso dela Vega make like statements, and the evidence 

includes West Indian, Peruvian, Floridian tribes, 

Walker (Colombia. London, 1822. 8vo) quotes Humboldt to the effect that. among 

the Caribs of Panapana ‘‘the women * * * carried their infants on their backs.” 
They also, for the sake of adornment, compress the thighs and legs by “‘ broad strips 

of cotton cloth, by which” the flesh * * * wasswelledinthe interstices. * * * 

They attach great importance to certain forms of the body. (Vol. 1, p. 545.) 

Heriot, G. (Travels through the Canadas. London, 1807. 4to.) ‘The natives of 

South America generally make use of hammocks of cotton or of the interior bark of 

trees. * * * This they suspend in their cabins and sometimes on the boughs of 

trees” (p. 287). 

Sener Mutis Duran, of the Colombian legation at Washington, states that no tribe 

of Indians known to him in New Granada or Colombia distorts the head, but that cra- 

nial compression may be practiced by other tribes of this area which he had not ob- 

served. Bandaging infants with the idea of preserving the symmetry of their forms 

is general among all classes. The cradles used by the wealthy are imported or made 

after European models. Among the poorer classes there are two forms of cradle 

in use—one a boat-shaped case of light wood or bamboo, which will rock on any 

plane surface, and another constructed of similar materials and of like form, which is 

suspended from the end of a crooked rod and swung in the air. 
Hilhouse, William. (Warow Land of British Guiana. Jour. Roy. Geo. Soc. Lon- 

don, 1834. Vol.1Iv.) Dr. Hancock remarks (note, pp. 332, 333, on Hilhouse’s account 
of the Indians seen here) that ‘‘ these tribes have also,” 4. e., like the coast tribes of 

the Marafion, “‘ the spread in the foot, or duck’s foot. * * * Their feet and toes 

are spread out in the manner most suitable for walking on the muddy shores and 

marshes they inhabit.” 
Im Thurn, E. F. (Among the Indians of Guiana (i. e., British Guiana). London, 

1883. 8yvo.) Head-flattening customary among people of upper Essequibo River; 

formerly prevalent among chief tribes throughout Guiana and among all ‘true 

Caribs” (p. 191). Distortion of women’s legs by Caribs (p. 192). 

Ploss, Dr. H. (Das Kind im Brauch und Sitte der Vélker. Leipzig, 1884. 2 Aufl., 

2 Band.) Description of the treatment of infants in Peru under the Incas (Idem, p. 

57). The same with respect to children in Asiatic Turkey and Chinese Turkestan 

(Idem, p. 60). Remarks on the effects of position at rest (Idem, pp. 81, 82). State- 

ments concerning the cradle-board and head-flattening in America (Idem, pp. 101 

102). Description of the suckling-board and swaddling of infants among the Maron- 

ites and Modern Germans (Idem, p. 113, 114). 

Squier, E. G. (Peru, etc. New York, 1877. 8vo.) Distorted Aymara skull from 

Chulpas (p. 244). 

Appendix B. Extract from Fourth Annual Report of Peabody Museum. Cam- 

bridge. Remarks of Professor Wyman ‘On crania. Two modes of distortion, their 

effects,” etc. (pp. 580, 581). Vide Padre Arriaga on this custom. 

Prichard, J. ©. (Researches into the Physical History of Mankind. London, 1841. 

4th ed. 8vo) quotes Spix and Martius on the separation of the great toe among the 

Puris, Coropos, and Coroados, South America. 
Marcoy, P. (Travels in South America. . London, 1875. 4to.) Head-flattening 

formerly practiced by Peruvian Conibos. Obsolete within two generations. All 

very old people seen by Marcoy had distorted crania; no young persons. (Vol. 1, p. 

40, and note.) 

Acosta, Joaq. (p.24). The Panches (Chibchas) compressed the skulls of infants be- 
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tween boards into a ‘“‘pyramidal” shape. (Spencer, Des. Soc. Ancient Mexicans, 

Central Americans, etc., p. 28.) 

Idem. Lengthening (apart from piercing) the lobe of the ear was a royal fashion 

of the first four Incas. After Mayta-Cupas it became designative of the Curacas 
(Caciques) of the body guard. Now prevalent among certain tribes of the Amazons, 

e. g., the Orejones (Spanish), broad-ears. (Vol. it, p. 270.) 

Piedrahita. (Book 1, ch.2.) The Coyaimas and Natagaymas (Chibchas) ‘‘have 

the custom of putting the tender head of a new-born child between two boards 

* * * insuchawaythatit * * * gets flattened.” The Pichaos and Panches 

of the same stock do this also. (Spencer, Des. Soc. Ancient Mexicans, etc., p. 28.) 

Idem. Compression of the head into the shape of ‘‘a bishop’s mitre.” (Vide Porto- 

Seguro.) Now obsolete among the Omaguas or Flatheads—a Spanish corruption of 

the Quichua Omahuas. These are an emigrant stock—the Umaiias, called by the 

Tupinambas of Brazil Icanga-pefia (flatheads), which was contracted and corrupted 

hy the Portuguese into Cambebas, whence La Condamine’s mistake. (Vide Ref.) 

He mistook a title for a race name. (Vol. 11, 340-342.) 

Cieza (ch. 100) says of the Peruvian Collas that ‘‘their heads are very long and 

flattened behind, because they are pressed and flattened into what shape they choose 
during childhood.” (Spencer, Des. Soc. Ancient Mexicans, Central Americans, etc., 

p. 28.) 
‘Owen, Prof. R. (Anatomy of the Vertebrates. London, 1866. 8vo.) In the Inca 

race the skull ‘‘is high behind, owing to the habit of carrying the infant with the 

back of the head resting on a flat board, the pressure usually producing unsymme- 

trical distortion of the occipital part of the skull.” (Vol. 11, p. 567.) The same state- 

ment is made concerning the Patagonians. (Vol. 1, p. 568.) 

Cieza (ch. 50). Among the Caraques of Peru the child’s head was pressed between 

boards, so that it ‘‘ was long and broad, but flat behind.”’ The Indians said this was 

conducive to health and vigor. (Spencer, Des. Soc. Ancient Mexicans, Central 

Americans, etc., p. 28.) 

Idem. Pls. Nos. 386, 387, and 388, vol. 11, p. 567, exhibit artificially distorted 

skulls of the ancient Peruvians from Titicaca. 

Meyen (p. 36) mentions a decree of the Lima Synod of 1585 against flattening bre 

head. Rivero and Tschudi say that the irregularities in crania from the coast of 

Peru “ were undoubtedly produced by mechanical causes” (p. 32). Santa Cruz, Nar- 

ratives, p. 78, states that Manco Capac introduced head-flattening to make the people 
silly and easily ruled. (Spencer, Des. Soc. Ancient Mexicans, etc., p. 28.) 

Marcoy, P. (Travels in South America. London, 1875. 4to.) Notice of custom 

of distorting the head among the Aymaras. (Vol. I, pp. 67, 68.) Old Aymara sculp- 

tures showing vertical and antero-posterior flattening. (Vol. 1, p. 185.) This work 

contains many ‘‘ typical portraits” (1, 103) “taken from life” (1, 518). If correct at 

all, the Quichuas on the west, and Antis and Chunlaquiro Indians east of the Andes, 
distort their heads now, though Marcoy does not say so. (Vide pls. Vol. 1, pp. 103, 

476, 515.) 
Seatijwermocls (Book xtrv, ch. 25) affirms that permission to —a the heads of their 

children was a favor granted by the Inca to some nobles, e. g., the artificial contour was 

that of the royal family. (Spencer, Des. Soc. Ancient Mexicans, Central Americans, 

etc., p. 28.) 

In all these contemporary fac-similes, and in the portrait medallions (Vol. 1, pp. 210, 

216, sixteenth century) of Incas and Coyas—‘‘ The Imperial Tree ”—it is noteworthy 

that, if the delineation is at all accurate, some heads are distorted and some not. 

-. It is not possible in this instance to reconcile the portraits with Las Casas’ statement 

that after the fourth Inca the custom ceased. 
Ulloa, Juan and Antonio de. (Voyage to South America. London, 1807. 8vo.) 

Among the Quito Indians, “their beds consist of two or three sheepskins, without 

pillows or anything else.” (Vol.1, pp. 408,409.) Children are carried on the mothers' 

shoulders. (Vol.1,p. 409.) 

H, Mis. 600, pt. 2——15 
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Miers, J. (Travels in Chili and La Plata. London, 1826. 8vo.) The Pampa In- 

dians ‘‘never walk any distance * * * some use saddles, but not all; * * * 

they are ill made.” (Vol.1, pp. 256,257.) Dr. Leighton says of the ‘ horse ” Tudians 

of Chili, that ‘‘ their legs are generally bandy.” (Vol. 1, p. 473.) 

anion the Indians of Chili, ‘‘ the child is slung in a kind of basket, formed of a 

wooden hoop having a net-work stretched across it; it is hung by thongs to the roof 

of the hut.” (Vol. 11, p. 462.) 

De LaCondamine. (Relation Abrégée dun Voyage, ete. Maestricht, 1778. 12mo.) 

Derivation of the tribal names, Omaguas and Camberas, from the custom of flatten- 

ing the head; notice of the process (p. 70). Vide Porto-Seguro, Historia Geral do 

Brazil. Vol. 1, pp. 18, 19. 

Porto-Seguro. (Historia Geral do Brazil. Rio de Janeiro, 1878. 8vo. Vol. 1. 

Head-Flattening.) Etymological remarks on the derivation of the name of certain 

Tupi (Guaranie) tribes, from what appears to be antero-posterior compression. 

«‘ Parecidas a mitras de bispos.” (Vol. 1, pp. 18, 19.) 

Southey remarks (History of Brazil. London, 1819. 4to. Vol. m1, p. 705) that 

when Ribeiro encountered the remains of the Omagua at Olivenga in 1774, ‘‘ they. 

-had left off the apparatus for flattening the foreheads and elongating the heads of 

their infants; still they admired the old standard of beauty so much that they 

moulded them by hand; but the custom is now wholly disused.” In Note 32, Vol. 

Il, p. 896, he adds that ‘several tribes of the Rio Negro flattened their heads like 

the Omaguas.” Humboldt (Political Essay on New Spain. London, 1814. 8vo. Vol. 

I, p. 154) says, ‘‘the barbarous custom * * * of pressing the heads of children 

between two boards” in South America, ‘‘ was, like the Greek exaggeration of the 

facial angle, the Kalmuck nose, the Hottentot lips, an attempt to conform to an ideal 

of beauty.” 

Spix and Martius. (Travelsin Brazil. London, 1824. 8vo.) It is stated that the 

women of the Coroados of East Brazil “‘ carry their children about on their backs,” 

and from the context, as well as the fact that the sleeping-cradle is a hammock, it 

seems probable that they are carried in a sling. (Vol. 11, p. 247.) 

Brown and Lidstone. (Fifteen Thousand Miles on the Amazon, etc. London, 

1878.- 8vo.) They mention another exception to the use of the hammock. The 

Pamary Indians, on the Rio Negro, ‘have not the peculiarity of using hammocks, but 

sleep on the floor of their tents” on ‘‘ mats of plaited palm leaves” (p. 433). 

Heriot, G. (Travels Through the Canadas. London, 1807. 4to.) ‘‘The Brazil- 

ians, and several other nations in South America,” plunge the new-born infant into 

water. It is then ‘“‘swaddled to little boards lined with cotton, and more frequently 

with moss” (p. 343). 

In connection with references to nose-flattening as a custom among Brazilian and 

other South American Indians, the following indicates both the variability of the 

facial type and that of the standard to which nasal contour conforms when arti- 

ficially modified. De Moussy, V. M. (Description, etc., de la Confédération Arger- 

tine. Paris, 1860. 8vo.) quotes d’Orbigny’s L’homme américain, etc., to the effect 

that in the Peruvian branch of the Ando-Peruvian race the nose is long and high— 
“‘nez long, tres aquilin.” In the Antisian branch of same race it varies—‘ nez vari- 

able.” In the Araucanian branch of same race it is “‘trés court.” The Pampa branch 

of the Pampean race have the “‘nez trés-court, trés-épaté, 4 narines larges, ouvertes.” 

Among the Chiquiteau branch of this race the nose is ‘‘court, un peu épaté.” In the 

third or Moxcan branch of the Pampean race it is “‘court, peu large.” Among the 

Guarani tribes of the Brazilio-Guaranian race, the feature is described as “nez court, 

étroit, narines étroites.” Length is a natural characteristic; the rest may bo natural 

or artificial, but no doubt are largely modifications. Vide references, passim. (Vol. 

Il, pp. 145-147 ; note.) 

Dobrizhoffer, M. (An Account of the Abipones. London, 1822. 8vo.) Father 

Dobrizhoffer was in Paraguay from 1749 to 1767, and his ethnological matter is ex- 
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; ceptionally valuable. Of a certain tribe at Mbaevera he says: ‘‘The mothers put 

their babies in wicker baskets, and carry them on their shoulders.” (Vol. 1, p. 62.) 
This is the first notice of any cradle but a sling in this region. 

_ Dobrizhoffer, M. (An Account of the Abipones, London, 1822. 8vo.) The 

mounted tribes—Indios bravos—of Paraguay ‘‘do not use stirrups, and most of them 

are unfurnished with saddles, even.” This fact accounts for the excessive curvature 

of the legs noticed in previous references. (Vol. 1, p. 236.) 

Dobrizhoffer remarks of the Abipones of Chaco, also ‘‘an equestrian people,” but 

who are provided with saddles, though ‘stirrups are not in general use,” that ‘you 

never see an Abipone with * * * bandy legs.” Like the Kirghiz, ali these In- 

dians ride more than they walk, and are placed on horseback at the earliest age. 
Father Dobrizhofter’s statement is not in accordance with the facts of common obser- 

7 _ vation in this regard; but, taken with some reservation, the greater symmetry of 

limb among the tribes of Chaco is evidently due to the difference of position involved 

in the use of asaddle. (Vol. m1, p. 113.) 
- King, Col. J. A. (Twenty-four Years in the Argentine Republic. London, 1846. 

 8yo.) ~The Chirivione Indians of Gran-Chaco would not eat mutton for fear “ their 

noses would become flat” (p. 109). 

Parrish, Sir W. (Buenos Ayres. London, 1852. 8vo.) Speaking of the Pehuen- 

_ ehes—‘‘ Pine Trees”—a Pampa branch, he says: ‘‘I have seen some of these Indians 

who, from being so constantly on horseback, had become bow-legged to such an ex- 

tent of deformity that the soles of their feet were turned inward, etc.” (p. 173). 

This points to the absence of a saddle, such as used, at least, by their congeners, the 

Tehuelches-Patagonians. 

Harris, J. (Navigantium atque Itinerantium Bibliotheca. London, 1744. Folio.) 

Sebald de Weert speaks of the ‘“‘ crooked legs” of a certain Indian woman found in the 

Straits of Magellan. (Vol.1, p. 42.) From what is said afterwards (Idem. p. 43) this 

was evidently a Fuegian. 
There are several references to the distortion of limbs among the Fuegians, and toits 

cause. As an example of the uncertainty attaching to reports of the early voyagers, 

Harris’, Navigantium, etc., quotes Jaques le Hermite, Voyage of Circumnavigation, 

1623, to the effect that the inhabitants of Terra del Fuego were ‘‘as fair as any in 

Europe; * * * very strong and well proportioned, and generally about the 

height of the people in Europe.” (Vol.1, p. 71.) Of the same kind is Captain Cow- 
B -ley’s statement, made from personal observation, that the Hottentots “are born white, 

but make themselves black with soot.” (Harris’s Bibliotheca, Vol. 1, p. 83.) 

Cook, Captain. (Voyages, etc. London, 1773. 8vo.) Describing the beds of the 

natives of Terra del Fuego, says that ‘‘alittlegrass * * * served both for bed 

and chairs.” (Vol. 11, p. 55.) 

NOTES ON EUROPE. 

Rae, Ed. (The White Sea Peninsula. London, 1881. 8vo.) Bowed legs are men- 

tioned as characteristic of the Norwegian Lapps. Nota pure race like those of South 

_ Finmark and Terski Lapland. Distortion probably due to the skin-bag cradle (p. 
232). 

Laing, §. (Journal of a Residence in Norway. London, 1836. 8vo.) He describes 

as a characteristic the bowed legs of the Norwegian Lapps. ‘They form a curve 

with the leg-bone down to the foot, so that in standing with their feet close together 

all above is far apart” (p. 247). Pressure in the hood, etc., during infancy probably 

causes this. 

Panofka, T. (Mannersand Customs of the Greeks. London, 1849. 4to.) Descrip- 

tion of the Afxvoy, or wicker, shoe-shaped swinging cradle of Greece (Pt. 11). 

Guhl and Koner. (Life of the Greeks and Romans. London, —-. &vo.) ‘‘The 
antique cradle,” 7. e., the Aixvov of the Heroic age, “ consisted of a flat swing of bas- 

ket-work.” The child, enveloped in the ondépyava, must necessarily have been bound 
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to this. In the shoe-shaped basket-cradle the infant occupied a sitting position 
(vide pl., p. 195). The last-named cradle had handles, by which it could be carried 

orswung. Subsequently, when communication with Asia was constant, other forms 

of the. cradle came into use, ‘‘ cradles similar to our own modern ones” (pp. 195, 

196). The ordpyava, used everywhere in Greece, except in Sparta, were designed to 

prevent distortion. Besides the swaddling-clothes, however, there was in common 

use a sufficient variety of bed-clothes to make any kind of resting place for the child 

soft enough to insure safety against pressure, viz, the «Aivy of Homer was covered 

with hides (kéec), and over this lay the pyyea, blankets or mattress, perhaps. At 

all events, the later xvépatov was a sack of some kind of stuff filled with feathers, 

picked wool, etc., and was laid across the straps of the déua, or folding bed (cot). 

There were also linen sheets, the blankets before mentioned, and some kind of a 

heavier covering, presumably of wool, since it was rough on both sides—mepiorpouara, 

émiBAjuata, ete.—together with stuffed pillows and bolsters. 

Professor Becker (Charicles, London, 1880; Excursus, pp. 221, 222) gives much the 

same account of the Greek bed and bedding as Guhl and Koner, Life of the Greeks and 

Romans (p. 136, et seg.). Cradles, he says, are first mentioned by Plutarch. ‘ Plato 

knew nothing of them.” No author of his age can be said to have mentioned ‘‘a 

regular cradle.” Mothers probably carried their children in their arms, and these 

‘‘were not encouraged to walk very early.” Wet-nurses were commonly employed, 
and among these the Spartan women were the most famous. 

Potter, Dr. J. (Archeologia Greca. New York, 1825. 8vo.) It appears that ob- 

servation had taught the Greeks the effects of pressure on immature bones, since 

everywhere, except in Sparta, where the end was otherwise secured, the infant was 
wrapped “‘in swaddling-bands * * * Jlestits limbs * * * should happen to 

be distorted” (p. 628). 

De Perthes, B. (Voyage en Russie. Paris, 1859. 12mo.) Remarks on nose-flat- 

tening in Asiatic Russia, and probable cause of the custom (p. 288). i 

Burton and Drake. (Unexplored Syria. London, 1872. 8vo.) Cranium said to 

be Turanian, exhibiting ‘‘unilateral flattening * * * from use of the suckling- 
board.” (Appendix, vol. 11, p. 277.) 

Burton and Drake. (Unexplored Syria. London, 1872. 8vo. Vol. 11, Appendix.) 

Distortion of cranial contour referred to ‘‘custom of swathing the child’s head 

tightly after birth” (vide Foville on the process). This distortion of the calvaria 

was in the case of a Semitic (probably Jewish) skull (p. 346), (ibid., Appendix, 

vol. 11). Specimen of brachycephalous Greco-Roman cranium, exhibiting asymmet- 

rical parietal and supra-occipital flattening, partially due to ‘suckling-board” (pp. 

356, 357). 

Seebohm, H. (Siberia in Asia, London, 1882. 8vo), describes an Ost/-yak cradle as 

“a wooden box, about 3 inches deep, with rounded ends, almost the shape of the 

child.” The oval bottom covered with sawdust. Infant wrapped in flannel and furs, 

and lashed in the cradle. The child is nursed while in this position (pp. 62, 63). 

Prichard, J. C. (Researches into the Physical History of Mankind. London, 1841. 

Ath ed. 8vo.) He quotes Pallas to the effect that the only deformity visible among 

Kalmuks is ‘‘an outward bending of the arms and legs, resulting from the practice 

of cansing children to rest in their cradles on a kind of saddle” (vol. 1, p. 263). 

Prejvalsky, Col. N. (Mongolia. London, 1876. 8vo. Vol.1.) Chapter 1, page 

47 et seq., ‘“is especially devoted to the ethnology of Mongolia.” Hesays of the Mon- 

gol, ‘his legs are bowed by constant equestrianism ;” but nothing of any form of 

cradle, or mode of carrying infants, or of malformations other than the above, is said 

any where, 

In Pumpelly’s Across America and Asia, La Farge (p. 199) has given fac-similes of 
wood-cuts representing various deformities of the head, evidently artificial. Jap- 

anese art, and especially genre art, is of a high order, not relatively, but positively, 

and as it can not be supposed that such should be the case without a knowledge of 
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_ the fact that all caricature depends for its effect upon an exaggeration of well-known 

characteristics to the degree of grotesqueness, it would be well to inquire if now or 

formerly any custom, etc., justified these contours. 

From Dr. W. W. Rockhill the information is received that in China and Mongolia 
children are carried in the same way as described by Mr. Akabané in Japan, except 
that the crossed bands to secure the child on the mother’s back are not made use of, 

Capt. John G. Bourke, U.S. Army, states that the Navajos use a eradle-board similar 

to that described by Major Powell on the Colorado, viz, a buckskin sack fastened to 

a board, into which the infant is put without being swathed. No cradles are used 
by the Japanese, Chinese, or in Mongolia. 

NOTES ON ASIA. 

The Emperor of China, Kien-hing (1736-1796), in his work Mandchou-yuen-lion-kas, 

says: ‘‘The ancient Mandchoussome days after the birth of a child prepared for it a 

little hard bed, and laid it thereon face up. Little by little the back of the head was 
flattened and became larger. The Chinese have a custom opposite to this. They lay 

' the new born upon its side, first right, then left, wherefore the head is made nar- 

P rower.” This would make the Mandchous brachycephals and the Chinese dolicocephals. 

Busk, George (Jour. Anthrop. Inst. Great Britain and Ireland, Nov., 1878, ‘Notes 

on askull termed Nabathzan”) says that regarding the norma lateralis, its outlines 

“almost suggest that the skull has been constricted by a bandage.” 

Spencer, H. (Descriptive Sociology, N. Y. Asiatic Races among the Nomadic 
Arabs.) ‘‘Noble families used to alter the shape of children’s heads.” (Table xxx1.) 
This was done in the age of Abou-Zeyd. (Bastian. Mensch. 11, 229.. Id., p. 21.) 

Vambéry, A. (Sketches of Central Asia. London, 1868. 8vo.) The Turkoman 
head is ‘‘ proportionally small” and oblong. This form “is ascribed to the cireum- 

stance” that infants are not cradled, but “placed * * * inaswing made of linen 

cloth” (p. 296). The Turkomans commonly have “ their feet bent inwardly; proba- 
bly the consequence of their continually riding on horseback ” (p. 296). 

Pallas. (1, 98, efseqg.) The Kalmucks “are wellmade, with the exception of the legs, 

which are generally bent (arising from being so much on horseback), and slender, 
like the arms.” (Spencer, Des. Sociol. Asiatic Races, p. 3.) 

Featherman, A. (Social History of the Races of Mankind, 2d division. London, 

18-7. 8vo.) The women among the Néasesa, ‘‘who are accustomed to bear heavy 

burdens, have their knees turned inward, and their hips are more or less deformed” 
(Cp. 347). 

Featherman, A. (Social History of the Races of Mankind, 2d division. London, 

1887. 8vo.) Among the Nicobar Islanders “the skull is depressed by art” (p. 239). 
“4 block of wood answers the purpose of a pillow” (p. 240). 

Langsdorf, G. H. von (Voyages and Travels, London, 1813. 4to) deserihes the 

_Ainos (Japan) as having ‘‘compressed noses” (vol. 1, p. 328). He says the same of 

the people of Oonalashka (vol. 1, p. 31). It is not stated that this peculiarity is 

produced by artificial means. In this, as in a great number of other instances, noth- 
ing is said of the appliances used; but the inference is that such must have existed in 

the case of infants. The following information, communicated by Mr. Shiro Akabané, 

secretary of the Japanese legation at Washington, exhibits a very simple mode of 

carrying infants on the back. No cradles of any kind are used in Japan. The child 
is never bandaged. It is wrapped loosely in a cloth of some kind, and placed on a 

soft mattress on the floor. There it remains, except when nursed, until it isold enough 

to clasp the body of its parent with its legs, when it is placed on the back beneath 

the outer garment, and supported by two bands passing over its back like cross-belts. 

History of Kamtchatka (translated and abridged from official Russian account, based, 

on all voyages and travels to Kamtchatka and Kurile Islands, by Dr. James Grieve. 
Glocester, 1764. 4to). The Koreki (Koriaks) ‘use neither cradle nor swaddling- 

cloths,” No mention of any kind of bodily malformation (p. 233). 
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As Grieve says he only mentions facts concerning the Koriaks and Kurile Islanders, 

which are not true of Kamtchatdales, it may be true that in Kamtchatka and the Ku- 

riles cradles are used. 

Both among the Ainos and Tartars, Rollin’s descriptions point to distortions. The 

following are his cranial measurements in Saghalien and at the Baie de Castries: 

Island of Tchoka (Saghalien), circumference of head, 1 foot, 10 inches, 4 lines; long 

diameter, 9 inches, 8 lines; short diameter, 5 inches, 8 lines. Baie de Castries, cir- 

cumference of head, 1 foot, 9 inches, 4 lines; long diameter, 9 inches; short diameter, 
5 inches, 4 lines. 

Bush, R. J. (Reindeer, Dogs, and Snow-Shoes. N. Y., 1871. 8vo.) In October Bush 
saw among the Gilaks, on the Amoor, ‘‘a babe tightly bandaged in a wooden box or 

cradle, something like that used by our Americay Indians, but with its legs from the 

knee downwards unfettered.” This cradle was hung vertically to the ‘‘ridge-pole” 

of a ‘“‘leav-to” shelter, and, the child’s feet touching the ground, it ‘‘swung itself” 

(p. 123). In northeast Siberia in January, Bush saw ‘‘two little boys,” belonging to 

the nomad Tungusians, “lashed together and thrown over a pack-saddle, the one 

balancing the other. * * * They were each sewed up in single garment * * * 

made of heavy reindeer fur.” Only the eyes and nose were visible (pp. 240, 241). 

A. E. Nordenskiéld (Voyage of the Vega, London, 1881, 8vo, Vol. 11) describes 

‘(a wide skin covering with the legs and arms sewed together downwards” as the 

substitute for the cradle among the Chukchis. Similar devices used by most polar 

tribes apparently. No visible cause for distortion (p. 102). ; 

NOTES ON AFRICA. 

Wood, J.G. (Uncivilized Races of Men. Hartford, 1871. 8vo.) The Abyssinian 

midwives mold the features of infants ‘‘to make them handsome” (p. 658). 

Wood, J.G. (Uncivilized Racesof Men. Hartford, 1871. 8vo.) Among the Fans 

the child is carried astride of a bark belt (p. 530). The ‘‘paingkoont” or cireular 

mat cloak of Australians serves to carry the child, vertically placed. The Australian 

form is exceptionally fine (p. 699). The cradle of the New Zealand infant is a mat 

wrap (p. 817). In New Guinea the child lies ‘‘in a sort of sling” of leaves or bark, 

and is so carried (p. 901). 

Alexander, Captain (Jour. Royal Geogr. Soc., London, 1835, Vol. v, p. 318, note) 

says of the Fingoes (or Wanderers) of South Africa, that their ‘‘ children are carried 

behind wrapped in the kaross.” 

Little, H. (Madagascar. Edinburgh and London, 1884. 12mo.) The Magalasy 

“‘mother carries her infant upon her back, and notin her arms” (p. 64). No descrip- 

tion of the means used to support the child. 

On page 193 of M. C. Buet’s Madagascar la Reine des Iles Africaines, there is a 

plate of a woman carrying a child, placed in a sort of hood formed of a fold of the 

outer garment, which may explain Little’s statement. 

Wilkinson, Sir J. G. (Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, New York, 

1879) states that the head-rest, or according to Porphyry ‘‘a half-cylinder of wood 

in lieu of a pillow,” was in general use in Egypt. (Vol: 1, pp. 185, 186.) 

Wilkinson adds that the same kind of a pillow is found in China, Japan, and among 

the Ashantees and Kaffirs. This isa very incomplete statement of the peoples who 

use the head-rest; but there is a slight incongruity between his assertion of the uni- 

versal use of this kind of pillow, and that made (Vol. 1, p. 417) to the effect that the 

Egyptians commonly slept on couches, because many of those depicted in his plates 
would not have permitted the head-rest to be used on,account of their form. He 

says also that the Egyptian bed was often a skin placed on the ground or a frame of 

palm wicker-work like the modern caffass, and 1n these cases a wooden pillow, cush- 

ioned as in Japan and China, for the rich, might have been employed. 

The Madi women carry their infants in skins which have been dried in the sun 

and scraped clean and smooth with a stone and softened with butter, The skins of 
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, goats, gazelles, sheep, and calves are used, the legs being tied together and strung 

_ over the mother’s shoulders. The baby is placed in the skin under the woman’s arm, 

with its head behind. Sometimes a gourd is placed over the head to protect it from 

the sun. When older, the child is carried on the arm. (Proc. Roy. Soc., Edinburgh, 

1883-’84, p. 325.) 

NOTES ON OCEANICA. 

Forbes, H.O. (A Naturalist’s Wanderings in the Eastern Archipelago. New York, 

1885. 8vo.) In Timor-Laut infants are laid ‘‘quite naked * * * ona hard palm 

spathe,” which is spread in a siwela or ‘‘rough rattan basket” (pp. 315, 316). Every 

one sleeps on a banquette covered with bamboo mats, and they. ‘‘rest their heads on 

a piece of squared bamboo with rounded edges” (p. 318). 

Dr. J. G. Garson (Appendix to Part Iv, p. 343), describing the Timor-Laut crania 

procured by Forbes, remarks that ‘‘all the brachycephalic skulls * * * exhibit 

more or less flattening in the occipital and parieto-cccipital region, such as would be 

produced by laying an infant, without any soft material under its head, in a cradle 

- like that described.” Owing to race intermixture there are two types of cranial con- 

tour in Timor-Laut; but it is evident that the same conditions must be operative 

whether the head is short or long. The difference is one of degree, not of kind. Dr. 

Garson observes also that “‘the height of the skulls is in all instances less than the 

breadth,” a fact which (although not mentioned as such) is of the same class as that 

of occipital flattening, and apparently due to the same cause, viz, the weight of a 

head incompletely ossified resting on an unyielding surface, and in which restitution 

during growth is prevented by the subsequent use of a wooden pillow. An isolated 

fact, and of course having only that value in this connection, is stated by Major 

Cambell (Geographical Memoir of Melville Island, north coast of Australia, in Jour. 

Royal Geogr. Soc. London, 1834, Vol. 1v). He says that the pillows he saw were 

made of ‘‘pieces of soft silky bark, rolled up in several folds” (p. 157), and also that 

their cranial characteristic is that ‘“‘the back of the head projects very much (p. 

_ 153). * * *. The aborigines of Melville and Bathurst Islands are of the same race 
_* * * as those throughout New Holland (p. 153). Hard or wooden pillows are 

not universal in warm countries. The Ovahs of Madagascar sit on cushions, lie on 

mats, and have a matted bolster.” (Jour. Roy. Geogr. Soc., 1835, Vol. v, p. 332; 

Captain Lewis.) 
Flower, William H. (Fashion in Deformity. Humboldt Library, New York. Vol. 

.. 11, No. 28.) The author reports a statement made to himself by Mr. H. B. Law, to 

the effect that the Dyaks of Arawak practiced artificial flattening of the occiput (p. 
12). 
Featherman, A. (Social History of the Races of Mankind. 2d division. London, 

1887. 8vo.) Among the Dyaks a mat like the Mexican petate, which serves the same 

' purpose, is used fora bed. “A bag stuffed with grass answers the purpose of a pil- 

low” (p. 258). 

Reynolds, J. H. (voyage of the U. 8. frigate Potomac, New York, 1835, 8vo) states 

i that the heads of the Achenese ‘‘are somewhat flat or compressed,” but gives no rea- 

son for this (p. 183). 
Guillemard, Dr. F. H. H. (Cruise of the Marchesa, London. 1886. 8vo.) In the 

Sulu Archipelago the cradle used is a ‘‘little basket-woven cot” hung in the middle 

of a long bamboo supported at the ends. The vibrations of the bamboo when pulled 
rock the child. (Vol. 1, p. 14.) Among the Hatam Papuans he saw a number of 

women “with babies strapped upon their backs.” (Vol. m1, p. 294.) 

- Featherman, A. (Social History of the Races of Mankind. 2d division. London. 

1887. 8yvo.) Among the Sumatras ‘‘the nose is flattened and the skull is compressed 
from early infancy as a mark of beauty” (p. 289). 

Marsden (p. 44). ‘‘The Sumatrans flatten the noses, and compress the noses of 

-¢hildren newly born, They likewise pull out the ears of infants to make them stand 

\ 
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at an angle from the head.” (Spencer, Des. Soc. Negritto and Malayo-Polynesian 

Races, pp. 20.) 

Featherman, A. (Social History of the Races of Mankind. London, 1887. 8vo.) 

Among the Melville Island tribes ‘‘ a roil of thin, silky bark serves as a pillow at 

night and asa seat in the day-time.” (Papuo-Melanesians, 2d divis., p. 120.) 

Featherman, A. (Social History of the Races of Mankind. London, 1887. 8vo.) 

The aboriginal Tasmanian women (Papuans) ‘‘throw over their shoulders the skin of 

an uutanned kangaroo or opossum,” in which they place their children “‘ when earry- 

ing them on the back.” (Papuo and Malayo Melanesians, 2d divis., p. 100.) 

~ Cook, Captain. (Voyage towards the South Pole, etc., 1, p. 34.) Natives of Mal- 

licollo wear a belt which ‘‘they tie so tight over the belly that the shape of their 

bodies is not unlike that of an overgrown pismire.” (Spencer, Des. Soc. Negritto. 

and Malayo-Polynesian Races, p. 20.) 

Busk, George (Jour. Anthrop. Inst. Great Britain and Ireland, Jan., 1877) speaks 
of the ‘‘extreme flattening * * * of the frontal region” in certain Mallicollo 

skulls as “ artificial.” 

Cheever, H.T. ‘‘The unnatural flattening of the occiput” (in the Hawaiian head) 

‘is thought to be owing to the way the mother holds her babe, which is by the left 

hand supporting the back of its head.” (Spencer, Des. Soc. Negritto and Malayo- 

Polynesian Races; pp. 20, 21.) Occipital flattening also promoted by the use of a 

mat pillow or one of wood. 

D’Albertis, L. M. (New Guinea. London, 1881. 8vo). On Yule Island ‘‘children 

werecarried * * * innetted bags, resting on the backs of their mothers, suspended. 

by a cord that passed round the women’s heads. * * * Their legs were small in 

proportion to their bodies.” (Vol. 1, p. 262.) Both on the coast and in the interior 

of Yule Island the natives wear a tight, broad belt, ‘‘sometimes woven on the body.” 

Compression from this results in distortion, giving the figure a “‘ very peculiar appear- 

ance.” (Vol. 11, p. 302.) 

Featherman, A. (Social History of the Races of Mankind. London, 1887. 8vo). 

State that the Riara women (Papuo-Melanesian group) carry their children ‘on their 

backs in a bag of net-work * * * suspended from the forehead bya band” (p.51). 

Other Papuans carry their infants in the “flap” of a cloak made of cocoa-nut fiber 

(p. 21). The Tasmanians carried them ‘‘ wrapped in a kangaroo-skin, which hung 

behind the back” (p. 21). 

United States Exploring Expedition (Wilkes). (4to. Vol. v1. ‘‘ Ethnography.” 

' Horatio Hale. Philadelphia, 1846.) General remarks on prevalent occipital flatten- 

ing among Polynesians (p. 10). 

In connection with the references to occipital flattening among the Polynesians (a 

fact variously explained), but not in any case, so far, referred to the general custom 

of laying infants on hard mats in warm countries, and especially so in Oceanica, thus 

undesignedly compressing the head by its own weight, the following statements are 
made: Sir J. Bowring (Philippine Islands, London, 1859, 8vo) quotes the ethnolog- 

ical tables of Buzeta to the effect that the ‘‘ pure Indians” (Tagals) of the Philippines 

have this characteristic, whereas among the Mestizos and Negrittos it is uot mentioned 

(p. 176). Wood (Uncivilized Races of Men; Hartford, 1871; 8vo) states that in child- 
hood the Bushman skull exhibits excessive occipital projection, and this naturally 

(p. 249). Further, that the same is the case with the Ovambo at ali ages (p. 316). 

Finally, that marked convexity of the front as well as the back head distinguishes the 
Wahuma (p. 400). These facts, by themselves, cancel any inferences from the excep- 

tional contour of a single cranial bone unsupported by evidence of abnormal growth 

or mechanical interference. Hard mats and a wooden pillow explain the fact of occip- 

ital flattening, where a vertical occiput is not a decided race feature. 

Wallace, A. R. (Australasia, London, 1879, 12mo) quotes Captain Erskine to the 

effect that among the Polynesian or Mahori race it is the custom to flatten the nose 

during infancy (p. 493).. He remarks that the occipital flattening may be artificial 
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(p. 494). Throughout this work and the ethnological appendix by Keane, there are 

no notices of distortion other than the above. On page 476 is a portrait of a ‘‘ chief 

of Vanitoro, Santa Cruz Islands,” whose skull appears to have been compressed and 

elevated by circular bandages. 

Pritchard W. T. (Polynesian Reminiscences. London, 1866. 8vo.) Without de- 

scribing the process, he states the fact that the Tongans, Samoans, and Fiji Islanders 
have the custom ‘‘of squeezing the heads of infants into * * * ashape in con- 
formity with their ideal of beauty” (p. 417). Remarks on contour of distorted skull 

(pp. 427, 428). 

Martin, Dr. J. (An Account of the Natives of the Tonga Islands. London, 1818. 

8vo). On Yule Island ‘‘ children were carried in netted bags, resting on the backs of 

the mothers, suspended by a cord that passed round the women’s heads.” (Vol.1, p. 

202.) 

Buller, J. (Forty Years in New Zealand. London, 1878. 12mo.) Description of 

nose-flattening and modification of shape of limbs by manipulation (pp. 215,216). 

Foster, Dr. J.R. (Observations made during a Voyage round the World. London, 

1778. 4to). Noticeof antero-posterior depression of skull in Mallicollo (pp. 242, 267, 268). 

People of Tierra del Fuego, constantly in canoes, have ‘‘ the legs bent, the knees large, 

and the toes turned inwards” (pp. 251, 268). Remarks on nose-flattening in Tahiti 

(pp. 593, 594). Says Hottentots and natives of Macassar have same custom (p. 594). 

Foster describes the process of flattening the nose in Tahiti, and quotes his descrip- 

tion of the process used by the Hottentots and in Macassar from Gomara, Historia 

General de las Indias (pp. 593, 594). 

Turnbull, John (Voyage Round the World, London, 1813, 8vo) remarks that the 

noses of the Otaheitans are “universally flat, occasioned by pressure during their in- © 

fancy” (p. 344). Nothing further said. 

Ellis, William. (Polynesian Researches. London, 1829. 8vo.) ‘‘ During the period 

of infancy” in the Society and Caroline Islands ‘‘the children were seldom clothed, 

and were generally laid or carried in a horizontal position. They were never confined 

in bandages or wrapped in tight clothing.” In Tahiti ‘ the shape of the child’s head” 

and its features were carefully observed, and parents and nurses ‘‘often pressed or 

spread out the nostrils of the females, as a flat nose was considered by them a mark 

of beauty.” (Vol.1, p. 343.) In Tahiti ‘“‘the forehead and the back of the head of 

the boys were pressed upwards, so that the upper part of the skull appeared in the 

shape of a wedge. This, they said, was done to add to the terror of their aspect.” 

(Vol. 1, p. 343.) 

In general remarks on the ‘‘South Sea Islanders,” 7. e., natives of the Georgian, So- 

ciety, Caroline, ‘and adjacent isles,” Ellis says they ‘are generally above the middle 

stature,” but their limbs are not correspondingly muscular, though ‘‘ well formed.” 

In mountainous parts they have inturned feet and an “‘exceedingly awkward” gait, 

from using the naked feet in climbing rocks and ravines. Except when distorted, 

“the facial angle is frequently as perpendicular as in the European.” Nose-flattening 

is not so general as it was formerly, and the nose “is seldom flat,” but ‘‘ rectilinear 

or aquiline.” (Vol. 11, pp. 13-15.) The bed of the majority is a single mat. The 

chiefs have many. The pillow is wooden. (Vol. 11, p. 67.) 

On Carpentaria Gulf, Australia, the mothers flatten the nose of their young children 

by pressing it with the hand on the point and laying the child on its face. 

Dr. KarlScherzer. (Voyage of the Novara. London, 1863. 8vo. Vol.1.) Opin- 
ion that artificial flattening of occipital region prevails among women of Tahiti (p. 

220). Remarks on artificial distortion of head on west coast of North and South 

America (ibid., pp. 347, 348, 393). 

Wood, J.G. (Uncivilized Races of Men. Hartford, 1871. 8vo.) Occipital flatten- 

ing and nose-flattening among the Tahitans, with description of the process (p. 1059). 

United States Exploring Expedition, i, 339. Method of carrying children illus- 
trated. 
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Calvert, T. W.andJ. (Fijiand the Fijians, N.Y.,1>59, 8vo.) The bed of a chief, 
made on the banquette, ‘‘is covered with mats, varying in number from two to ten, 

and spread over a thick layer of dried grass and elastic ferns, while on them are 

placed two or three neat wooden or bamboo pillows” (p. 108). There was an elabo- 

rate form of general bed. An infant is ‘‘anointed with oil and tumerie,” but appar- 

ently not swathed in any way. The friends ‘‘plait small mats, measuring about 2 
feet by 1, for the mother to nurse her babe upon.” ‘There is no notice that its bed is 

not like that described above (p. 138). ‘‘Natives nurse the child sitting quite naked 

astride the mother’s hip, where it is kept from falling by her arm” (p. 139). 

The Calverts also describe the nose as ‘‘ well shaped, with full nostrils, yet distinct 

from the negro type.” The ‘lower extremities” are ‘‘of the proportion generally 

found among white people.” The ‘‘mold of the body is decidedly European” (p. 

82). Dr. Pickering (Races of Men, p. 147) says the Fijian crania are unique, have 

“rather the negro outline,” while ‘‘the profile” appears to be “as vertical, if not 

more so, than in the white race.” 

Nind,S. (Jour. Royal Geogr. Soc. London, 1832. 8vo. Vol.1.) Describing natives 

of King George’s Sound (Swan River colony), Australia, he says: ‘‘ For the first few 

weeks the child is carried on the left arm in a foid of the cloak, but subsequently is 

suspended on the shoulders” (p. 39). 

Foville, A. (Influence des Vétemens sur nos Organes, etc. Paris, 1834), describes 

cases of cranial deformity and mental incapacity produced by bandaging the head 

during infancy. 

Foville quotes Blumenbach (Collectio Craniorum) with reference to cases of antero- 

posterior flattening accompanied by occipital protrusion, and to instances of the 

pyramidal form of the Peruvian skull. He states that Turkish crania grooved by 

ligatures have been found. 

M. Virey (Art.-‘‘ Enfant,” Dic. des. Sci. Méd.) asserts that caps drawn tight by 

ribbons will ‘‘ force the head into a sugar-loaf shape, and produce idiocy” in infants. 

La Bret. (Compt. Rend. Soc. de Biologie. Paris, 1852, Iv, etseq.) Surla déformation 

artificielle du crdne en Amérique. The author gives arésumé of the opinions of well- 

known writers on the production of cranial deformity by artificial means in North 

and South America. ; 

Guéniot (Bull. Soc. de Chir. de Paris, 1870, 2d Ser. x, 382 et seq.), ‘‘ Obliquité par 

propulsion unilatérale,” describes a case of flattening of the occipito-parietal 

region on one side, accompanied by corresponding projection of the other, due to 

constant position of the head on a hard surface during infancy. ? 

Dr. J. Thurnam (On Synostosis of the Cranial Bones. London, 1865), describes a 

brachyeephalous skull from the Reund Barrows, with a broad, shallow depression 

passing behind the coronal suture, and over the occiput in the line of the transverse 

spine. This was evidently the effect of some kind of head-dress ; probably, one such 

as MM. Foville and Lunier has described as now in use in France. 

L. A. Gossei (Essai sur les déformations artificielles du crine. Paris,1855. Ack- 

ermann. Neues Magazin von Baldringer, Bd. 2, p.5), says, ‘‘ Hune morem in Germania 

satis usitatum esse et Laurenberg; etiam Hamburgensis capita neonatorum vinculis 

artificiose compressisse.” Schade, J. De Singulari cranii cujusdum deformitate. 

Gryphie, 1858, 11.” 
Idem. Lunier (Essai sur les déformations artificielles du crane. Gosse. Paris, 1865), 

refers to this custom as prevailing in the Franco-Gallic Provinces, and adds, “ Itague 

hand difficile intellectu videtur, forsitan etiam hujus cranii deformitatem ca causa 

affectam esse.” 11. 
Idem. Andry (Gosse’s essai) reports the same in Flanders. Shadel recognizes the 

intra-uterine causes, and for the most part occupies himself with distortion due to 

affections of the sutures, following Hyrtl, Stahl, and Virchow. 

Case of what Guéniot calls Obliquité par propulsion unilatérale, “‘ reported by M. 

Mocquet. (Bull, Soc. Anat. de Paris, 1375, 1. 56.) Cause stated to be in all such cases, 
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or most, prolonged pressure over occipito-parietal region from hard pillow, and posi- 

tion and weight of head. 
Bourke, Capt. John G. (Snake-Dance of the Moquis, New York, 1884), describes 

‘cradles of flat boards, with a semi-circular screen for the head. | These differ among 

the Moquis in no essential from the ordinary cradle-board of the North American 

Indians. When the child is placed on it it is wrapped up tightly in pee, with its 

arms pinioned tightly to its sides” (pp. 240, 241(. 

Vambéry, A. (Sketches of Central Asia. London, 1868). Swaddling clothes are 

here in Danetal use, and the kindik kesen, or cutter of the same, is a person of much 

consequence, because the act of cutting these out is accompanied by many ceremo- 

nial observances. WVambéry seems to indicate, however, that the child is not swathed 

for any length of time. 

Harris, Maj. W. C. (Highlands of Ethiopia. London, 1844). The beaux of the 

Dankalis and Somalis, at Tajura, ‘‘employ in lieuof a pillow a small wooden bolster, 

shaped like a crutch-handle, which receives the neck * * * and preserves the 
periwig from derangement” (1, p. 58). 

D’Albertis, L. M. (New Guinea). ‘Great varieties of type, in color, physiognomy, 

and in the shape of the skull,” are found on Pangian Island. Here it is observed 

that parietal compression protrudes the supra-orbital arches (i, p. 29). The same 

statements may, he says, be made of the natives at Orangerie Bay (1, p. 97). Along 

the whole line, from Sorong to Dorey, the nose varied in form from flat to aquiline 

(1, p. 210). In his plate of the mummified head got from Darnley Island, Torres 

Straits, the type is macrocephalous. 

Blake, Dr. Carter (Appendix Unexplored Syria, Burton & Drake. London, 1872), 

describes a female skull from the Dayr Mar Miss el Habashi showing artificial ‘‘com- 
pression of the parietal bones,” probably caused by use of the ‘‘suckling-board.” | 

Davis. (Collection of Voyages and Travels, ete. London, 1745). ‘In Morria, a 

small, low island, lying in the river of the Amazons,” children are thus carried: 

“They take a piece of the rind of a tree, and with one end thereof they fasten the 

child’s head, and about the arm-pits and shoulders with the other, and so hang it on 

their backs like a tinker’s budget” (0, p. 487). 

Dawkins, W. Boyd. (Cave Hunting. London, 1874). Refers to Professor Busk’s 

notes on the crania of Perthi-Chwaren, in which a skull with “a well-marked de- 

pression across the middle of the occipital bone” is described. This depression had 

the appearance of being “‘caused by the constriction of a bandage.” Except this 

deformation the skull was ‘‘ well formed and symmetrical,” not having any of the 

contours of the téte annulaire, due, according to MM. Foville and Gosse, to occipital 

compression (p. 170). 

Professor Busk states, in his ethnological notes (Cave Hunting), that the Berber 

contingent of the Moorish invaders of Europe in the eighth, ninth, and tenth cen- 

turies ‘‘used to elongate the skull posteriorly and flatten the head” (pp. 170, 171). 

_ In the same work Professor Dawkins suggests that the flattened occiput of the 

brachycephalous invaders of neolithic Britain ‘‘may have been caused by the use of 

an unyielding cradle-board in infancy” (p. 193). Evidently the flattened vertex of 

the Sclaigneaux cave was not natural (p. 219). 





THE HUMAN BEAST OF BURDEN, 

By Otis T. Mason. 

I never see a great passenger or express train approaching a station 

without thinking of the long and tiresome experiences through which 

the human mind has passed upward to this concrete climax of inven- 

tions. 
I take my stand as near as safety will allow, that I may drink in the 

eddies of the boiling atmosphere with the aroma of civilization which 

it represents. 
There is something wonderful in the iron horse—his glaring head- 

light, irresistible momentum, extreme docility. On the platform of the 

locomotive stands the controlling mind, the engineer, one hand upon a 

lever, which sets in motion all this ponderous mass at the rate of even 

a mile a minute, as Cicero says, ‘“‘quadam inclinatione corporis.” His 
other hand rests upon the air-brake, by means of which he controls the 

momentum of 500 tons, reducing it at will to absolute rest. Who has 
not imagined, as he whirled along on one of these trains, that he could 

hear the measured hoof-beats of this horse of progress striking the ties 

or the iron rails? If we consider all the industries and motives involved 

in this man’s activity, the myriad trades and occupations invoked in 
the manufacture of train and track, the multitudinous avocations ac- 
commodated by and stimulating his movements, the infinite variety of 
freight, animate and inanimate; bags of letters, the messengers of 

every want and emotion; an endless caravan of passengers of every class 

- of humanity on every possible errand, representing all commercial de- 

signs, social and civil structures and functions, we shall have an example 
of the climax of human endeavor in its most highly organized condition 

relative to a long series of inventions, of which this is only the intro- 

ductory chapter. Besides these there are thousands of other occupations, 

in which carrying is neither directly nor remotely interested, wherein 

man’s handiwork has preceded, initiated, and kept up the higher utili- 
zation of animals and of natural forces. 

But we are not concerned at the present moment so much with the 

tedious and varied manipulations by which the railway train has been 

manufactured from the forest and the mine (that would be its ontogeny) 

as with the millenniums of change through which a common human 
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back-strap or head-band has passed upward through inventive creation 

into the train and track, the latest common carrier (which constitutes 
the phylogeny of the railway). 

At the lower end of this line of inventions and experiences, neglecting 

all the mental burdens which often weigh heavier on us than our packs, 

as we pass downward ignoring wagon trains, mule trains, caravans, 

couriers, pack-horses, dog travois and sleds, reindeer sledges, donkeys, 

llamas, and other beasts of burden, we come at last to the primitive 
common carrier, the pack-man himself, and also the pack-woman, for 

men and women were the first beasts of burden.* 

Primitive commerce and all the carrying and running involved in 

primeval arts connected with food, shelter, clothing, rest, enjoyment, 

and war were accomplished on the heads or foreheads, shoulders or 

backs, or in the hands of men and women, and civilization, while it has 
invented many ways of burden-bearing, finds also an endless variety of 

uses for the old methods. How many thousands of our fellow-creatures 

are still in this condition of mere beasts of burden? It is, for instance, 

only a few years since the invention of the passenger and freight ele- 

vator began to supplant that train of “ hod-carriers,” who have been 

since the beginning of architecture carrying upward to its completion 

every wooden and brick structure in the world. 

To get something like an adequate conception of the enormous amount 

of labor performed by human backs, calculate the weight of every earth- 

work, mound, fort, canal, embankment, wooden, brick, metal, and 

stone structure and fabrication on earth. ‘These have all been carried 

many times and elevated by human muscle. In the light of this con- 

templation, Atlas, son of Heaven and Earth, supporting on his shoul- 

ders the pillars of the sky, is the apotheosis of the human son of toil, 

and the gaping wonder of archeologists over the hand-made stract- 

ures of Thebes, Palenque, Carnac, and Salisbury Plain subsides to the 

level of a mathematical problem. Indeed, the great majority of earth- 

works, mounds, menhirs, cairns, cromlechs, and dolmens now to be seen 

witnessed the exertions of no other artisan than the human earrier.t 

In the Internationale Archiv fiir Ethnographie, Plate Ix, is a street 

scene in Singapore. The first thing that arrests the attention is that 

everybody is carrying something or is harnessed to something. Com- 

inencing at the left hand occur the following: 

(1) Two coolies carrying a lady in a hammock. 

(2) Two coolies carrying a live pig in a bamboo cylinder suspended 
to a pole. 

(3) A lady carrying a fan and a reticule. 

*Innumerable examples of women as burden-bearers may be cited. See Schooleraft, 

Archives, vol. v1, plate opp. p. 560; J. G. Wood, Unciv. Races, vol. I, p. 330, eé seq. 

+Cf. Lucien Carr, Mounds of the Mississippi Valey, p. 90, for a calculation of the 

time required to build an earth mound. Reference is made to the coal-carriers iv St. 

Thomas, and to a paragraph by Isaac McCoy in the History of the Baptist Indian 

Missions, p. 27, for the capabilities in this line of a single tribe of Indians, 
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(4) A cooliecarrying on his right shoulder a pole; from one end dangles 

a box, from the other a basket. Indeed, there are three men hitched in 
this fashion in the foreground. 

(5) A man dragging a small truck loaded with bundles. 

(6) A coolie carrying a furnace on the end of a stick resting on his 

shoulder, as a peddler does his pack. 

(7) A coolie drawing a jinrickasha. 

(8) A Chinese gentleman carrying a fan and a cane. 

Considering the activity now displayed in transporting men and pro- 

ductions from one part of the earth to another, it will not be a valueless 
contribution to science if we trace the natural history of those early 

occupations and industries, the improvement of whose apparatus and 

methods stimulated the pristine inventors to make their burdens lighter, 

to enable the human carrier to bear the load with greater ease, to ren- 

der his pack: weight proportionate to the length of his journeys, and to 

adapt his occupation to the ever new exigencies of his environment. 

It is a common saying that we must go to nature for our supplies. 

Equally true is it that we go in vain, unless we descend to the condi- 

tion of the brutes, if we expect nature to supply us with aught else 

than that whereon we may exercise fhe inventive faculty. Indeed, there 

are innumerable examples of animals transporting materials to distant 

places in order to utilize them. The beaver, the bird, the lamprey eel, 

the bee, the ant are all carriers.* Many animals also modify natural 

objects for the purpose of using them, But the two ideas of modifying 

a natural object for the purpose of making a carrying tool seem to con- 

cur only in the human mind. We are the only animals that modify 

nature to produce a carrying device. Again, these creatures all carry 

their implements and weapons with them as part of their natural en- 

dowment; they do not have to invent them. But the farmer, the arti- 

san, the professional man, even the laborers go about weighted down, 

with their tools, apparatus, books, or even their carrying implements 

as ponderous often as the trunk and tusks are to the elephant. 

There are two sets of ideas involved in harnessing the human jument, 

which may be studied in part separately, in part together. They are 

conveyance and transportation, or the carrying of the man and the carry- 
ing of things. The former may be older, for devices in which to carry 

infants may have been the first in the order of invention. The passen- 

ger and the freight train express the two ideas exactly, because each, 

while encroaching on the function of the other, has modifications for its 

ownends. The subject of mere locomotion involving snow-shoes, canes, 

Staves, alpenstocks, stilts, crutches, and the like will not be here con- 

sidered, because they are only aids to locomotion and involve little that 

relates to the beast of burden. 
The cradle-board and other devices for carrying infants will also be 

*For comparison of the engineering skill of beavers and ants with that of the mound- 

builders, cf. Lucien Carr, ‘‘The Mounds of the Mississippi Valley,” p. 66. 
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the theme of a separate chapter, inasmuch as other ideas are involved, 

but the methods of human conveyance on the backs of bearers among 

people not highly civilized will receive brief mention. 

Many other industries have been created, stimulated and modified 

by the carrying trade. Every one will have a dozen suggested by the 

mere mention of the subject. One has lately come to the writer’s notice, 

which will serve as a very primitiveexample. The erudest agriculture 

in the world is practiced by the Pimasand contiguous tribes in southern- 

most California to procure gourds for the transportation of seeds and 

water. The women, accompanied by a body-guard of men, go, in the 

spring time, to the bluffs or rocky slopes, where a little rich, moist 

earth fills the crevices, and therein, by the help of a sharpened stick, 

they insert their gourd seed. In the autumn the women return to these 

spots to gather the large gourds hanging from their natural trellis, and 

from them supply their households with a variety of utensils. So the 

carrier is patron to the farmer. 

In the same way has the carrier stood friend to the potter. Among 

the Pueblos and other pottery-making peoples hundreds of jars are made 

to be carried on the head or to be swung from the shoulder in a yoke. 

The potter molds his vase at the order and convenience of the carrier. 

Basketry has also lent its services largely to the carrying industry, 

and in turn has assumed a multitude of shapes and textures demanded 

by this occupation alone. 

In the National Museum, at Washington, gathered from many parts 

of the world, are a great variety of devices designed exclusively to 

facilitate the carrying of burdens by mankind. There are many others 

in various parts of the world quite as important. 

We may approach our task from different points of view, guided by a 

variety of ruling concepts. It is possible to consider the subject geo- 

graphically. I was delighted to find this fact recognized by Plato :* 

“CLEINIAS: Look-at the character of our country. Crete is not like 

Thessaly, a large plain, and for this reason they have horses there and 

we haverunners on foot here. Theinequality of the ground in our coun- 

try is more adapted to locomotion afoot.” 

The word “ geography” as here used applies to all natural payee 

to materials used in constructing appliances, and to objects carried. 

Or we may view the subject ethnically, in relation to tribal patterns, 

customs, and the prejudices of clan, class, or sex. 
Or it may be regarded nationally, with reference to the regulations 

concerning carriers under the same government and treaties relating 

thereto between different political bodies. 

A philogenetic method would lead us to scrutinize the various ways of 

carrying in relation to the influence of one invention in giving birth to 

another or in some way modifying the form of another, either in the 

same category or in other categories. 

* Laws N. Y. (1873), Scribner, vol. Iv, p. 156. 
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An interesting method of study would be by crafts, and it would en- 

list the co-operation of many searchers. For instance, we might ask the 

fur trader of Hudson Bay territory to tell us all the ways of carrying 

peltry that his land had seen, from packing up to the Red River cart. 

In like manner the emigrant over the earth, the peddler or merchant, 

the woodman, the miner, the fisherman, the farmer could each tell us 
a wonderful story, beginning with a very simple process and winding up 

with a story worthy of the Arabian Nights; or, finally, our thoughts 

could be arranged progressionally in relation to the phenomena, inciud- 

ing both what some call natural evolution and also technical elabora- 

tion or design. 

One of the most interesting chapters in the history is that which por- 

trays the methods of hitching up this animal of burden, the parts of the 

body utilized, the harness adopted, and the adaptation of these to the 

burden, the country, and, in short, all the exigencies of the case. With 

this one idea in mind look carefully over the great works devoted to the 

ancient monuments of Egypt, Assyria, Greece, and Rome, or turn the 

leaves of pictorial journals and books of travel, and the variety of 

ways by which man has grown equal to his burden will be astonishing. 

As the study of railroading includes the engine or motor, the train or 

burden, the road and the signal, no less does the consideration of the 

original freightman or pappoose-carrier involve the person, the load, 

the trail, and the primitive signal. Indeed, the germ of the latest pas- 

senger and freight train was in the first human burden-bearer. 

The task of duly appreciating rude inventions is not easy, and some 

of thestatements herein made may seem trivial. Living in the enjoyment 

of so many privileges in the matter of conveyance and transportation, 

we Shall find it hard to realize the former condition of things unless we 

transport ourselves to savage and barbarous lands or out-of-the-way 

country places. In a thriving city one no longer thinks of walking. 

_ The cheapest hand laborers ride to their work in cars of palatial splendor 

drawn by horses, steam, or electricity. Men and women flit around on 
cycles. It is considered vulgar to carry a parcel. The servant girl 

buys a few cents’ worth of tawdry stuff and has it brought to her in a 

parcel-dispatch wagon that is covered with forty coats of lacquer. 

Everywhere the old régime is changed in our civilization. We get an 

inadequate conception of the early history of human backs by contem- 

plating the service that nature is at present rendering to the comfort 

and convenience of our race. 

It would hardly be worth while to mention the clothing and adorn- 
ment of mankind as a load to be carried, were it not for the fact that in 

some cases, such asthe brass wire of the Africans and the mail of the 

medizval knight,* as much as one hundred pounds are borne by a single 

individual. Counting all humanity, it is safe to say that two millions of 

tons of apparel and personal ornament are constantly worn to supply 

ve} Cf, Mey rich, or Hewitt, or Demmin, 

H, Mis, 600, pty 2——16 
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artificially what nature has given gratis to other animals, either in the 

way of hair or wool to keep them warm, or plumage to increase their at- 

tractions. 

It is impossible to enumerate every form of burden-bearing, but to 
show the almost endless variety in which inventive genius has dis- 

played itself in loading the human body, the following enumeration is 

introduced : 

METHODS OF BEARING BURDENS. 

1. In the hand.—This method is universal. In the house, at the sta- . 

tion, on the street, wherever one turns, light parcels are flitting in every 

direction, which in the aggregate amounts to an enormous mass, carried 

principally in the right hand. At the other end of human history the 

act repeats itself. For we can scarcely frame a conception of man pri- 

meval without a club or stone weapon or rude spear in one hand, and 
here again the right hand has been selected to do the work.* 

2. In both hands.—It is really easier to carry in both hands than in 

one, even though the load be larger. So it is a common sight to seea 

man or a woman dividing the luggage into two parcels, bearing two 

buckets or baskets, sometimes-held apart with a hoop. In raising a load 

to the shoulders both hands are used. It is amusing to watch the pot- 

ters on the Egyptian monuments—to see the multiplicity of attitudes 

they assume in the application of the two hands to burden-bearing. 

3. On the fingers.—Tuis is a kind of fine art in carrying. In the old 

descriptions and pictures of royal cup-bearers the salver is delicately 

poised on three fingers. The climax of this plan is the summer-resort 

waiter’s feat of bringing the food of half a dozen individuals borne aloft 

on the ends of his fingers in a huge tray. 

4. With a baldric.—The modern tourist hangs his opera-glass, satchel, 

haversack, etc., to a strap passing over one shoulder aud under the op- 

posite arm. The hunter carries his game-bag in a similar manner. 

Among hurdy-gurdy players and fruit-peddlers the strap hangs on 

the back of the neck and the load rests against the stomach. The hands 

are then free to make music, handle the merchandise, or even to help in 

carrying the load. The baldric is now a military ornament especially, 

and may never have had extensive use among savages. 

5, Hung to a belt.—Combining the belt with the baldric, the soldier 

carries his weapons. It is common to See small objects hung to a belt 

before, behind, or on either side. This is not an easy way to carry ¢ 

heavy burden; yet among semi-civilized peoples it is the place for trans- 

porting treasures—in short, the first step in the insurance of carrying 

treasures. Also, the broad sash of many peoples serves admirably for 

holding children, victuals, weapons, papers, and things not to be exposed. 

*The writer hasexamined a great many savage weapons and tools that will fit only 

one hand. The proportion of left-handed is not more than one in fifty for men, and 

he has never seen a left-handed woman’s implement. 
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6. On the arm.—This might be called the retail method of carrying. 

One sees every moment about the farm boys and men using this method 

of carrying, and on the busy street multitudes of men, women, and 

children are ever flitting to and fro with loads. These vary from afew 

ounces to several pounds, and are borne under the arm, on the forearm, 

on both forearms. In the stores it is the same thing. The arm seems 

to be the vehicle for retail conveyance. To vary this style a little we 

must inerease the load and basket and watch the market people as they 

trudge along with 50 pounds of food hung on the elbow, resting on the 

hip, and the body bent to get the center of gravity poised exactly. The 

writer has never seen in any book of travels a savage man with a load 

hung to his arm like a great hook and himself twisted around so as 

to throw a part of the weight upon his hip. This must be a product 

of civilization. 

7, Hung from the shoulders.—This is the favorite devine of farmers and 

others who carry smallloadsinabag. One ofthe indelible recollections 

of country life is of the farm hand carrying grain, plaster, and other things 

about the premises in a sack suspended from his shoulders. The same 

man on Saturday afternoon trudges homeward from the mill and the store 

with the week’s provisions for his family carried in the same manner. 

The peddler of small wares, the laborer moving with his little property, 

the hunter returning with his game, the woman of southern climes with 

her child, all are examples of the importance of the shoulder in the 

economy of transportation when used merely as an accessory to the 

back. The universal sack of the negro population of the rural districts 

in the Southern United States as a receptacle for everything, is a good 

example of this method of carrying, which has come down to us from the 

remotest antiquity. Travelers state that a Peruvian miner will ascend 

100 or more feet of a rude ladder with 300 pounds of ore in a skin bag 

hung from his shoulder. 

8. On the shoulder.—The shoulder alone plays a leadipg part in trans- 

portation. There is no lack of examples of women pursuing this method. 

The miller takes a sack of grain on his shoulder, places his palm on his 

hip, and moves on to his hopper, or he reverses the Brees with a sack 

of flour from the milli to the farmer’s wagon. 

In great shipping houses lines of porters carry sacks of grain to the 

ship in the same way. 

Again, the hod-carrier, antecedent of all modern elevators, with 75 

to 100 pounds of brick or mortar on his back, has been for ages all over 

the world transporting upward the material of the builder. 

Look, moreover, at the coolies of the Orient. More than a million 

Chinese make their living as professional carriers. In the cities are the 

porters and others who carry rice, etc., on the shoulder in sacks or bur- 

dens upon a pole, half the weight at either end. 

Writes a friend: 
“The average load of a coolie is 100 pounds, and with this he travels 
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30 miles. Kinkiang is an important place for the export of tea. The 

tea districts are situated about 60 miles from the town, and the coolies 

bring in the chests in two days, each man carrying a load of 100 pounds. 

The weight of a load and the distance over which a coolie travels may 

be different in the north and south. I have not been able to make in- 

quiries elsewhere but at this port.” 

In Shanghai 140 pounds is an ordinary burden. For long distances 

100 pounds is the load and 20 miles the ordinary day’s journey. The 

bearer has a staff in his hand and rests ad libitum by balancing his bur- 

den on top. One hundred pounds 20 miles equals a ton a mile per day. 

Now, if there are a million coolies, there are each day in China 1,060,000 
tons of freight: moved 1 mile on the backs of professional carriers. The 

ancient Egyptians practiced this moce of carrying extensively. 

9. On the scapule.—The grain carriers or lumpers who load vessels 

‘with wheat or corn may frequently be seen with a full sack resting on 

top of their backs. They run up a plank to the hatch, toss the sack in 

the air, mouth downwards, and catch the lower corners so as to save 

- the sack and dump the grain into the hold. 

The English porters and furniture men have a knot, padded with 

something soft, which they place around the forehead and on the 

scapula. They are then ready to take on the largest pieces of furni- 

ture, such as bureaus, sideboards, etc. The higher form of this art of 

carrying on the scapule is the Holland yoke, a device which enables 

the bearer to bring the hands into play. 

10. On the back.—The back is the natural resting place for the bur- 

den. The lowest savages know this, and inventive genius early began 

to devise apparatus for harnessing this part of the body. In Africa, 

on the Andes, in Mexico, throughout the civilized world, the peaceable 

earrier bears on his back the commerce of the race. The load is held in 

place either by the forehead strap, the breast strap, the shoulder strap, 

or by two or more of these combined. Bock, in his ‘‘ Head-hunters of 
Borneo,” represents a carrier using both the head band and the sboul- 

der straps aS in knapsack carrying. In war the soldier fastens his 

knapsack to his back and shoulders, leaving his arms free to do their 

work. There are many patent devices for distributing the soldier’s load 

over the shoulders, breast, back, and hips. For obvious reasons his 

hips are left free. Children play at pick-a-pack, passengers are landed 

in shallow ports, persons of means pass over difficult places in the man- 

ner described by Cassius: 

I, as Aineas, our great ancestor, 

Did from the flames of Troy upon his shoulder 

The old Anchises bear, so from the waves of Tiber 

Did I the tired Cesar. 

The burdens of Kurdish women are thus graphically described : 

‘¢ Soon we came to a place where the road was washed away, and we 

were obliged to go around, We saw a woman there with a loaded 

ee oe 
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~ donkey which could not pass with its load; the woman took the load 

on her own back and carried it over, and then led the donkey over. 

She also carried a load of at least 100 pounds, and she had a spindle in 

her hands. Thus she went spinning and singing over the rugged way 

which I had passed with tears and pain. * * * In the evening they 

spin and make sandals; when they lie down, they place under their heads 

the ropes to bind the heavy loads of grass and wood which they bring 

down from the mountains. After midnight they go up to get loads. 

* * * Jn the early morning I often saw the women, looking like 

loaded beasts, coming down the precipitous mountain path, one after 

the other, singing and spinning as they came. * * * Isaw women 

with great paniers on their backs and babies on top of these or in their 

arms, going four days over that fearful Ishtazin pass, carrying grapes 

for sale and bringing back grain. Men said the women must suffer 

much more before God could forgive Eve’s sin. 

“A few years ago a woman from Jeloo came to my home in Genera: 

Her husband, who was almost a giant, sickened in Gawar, and she told 

me she had carried him on her back all the way, four days’ journey. He 

died in our house. I did not believe her then; now I do, for my eyes 

have seen what loads these women carry.”* ; 

11. On the head.—This process is usually called toting, and is espe- 

cially characteristic of woment of the lower classes and of negroes.{ The 
traveler may see the dairy-maids anywhere in Europe carrying 25 pounds 

of milk on the head, women in Iceland carrying loads of unsavory cod- 

fish on their heads, ait Italian peddlers of all sorts use the head for a 

carriage. In the southern part of the United States 50 pounds is the 

““toter’s” steady load. Men and women constantly bear that amount. 

A slater’s assistant mounts a ladder with 50 pounds of slate on the head. 

The farm woman totes a tub of water holding 10 gallons, the whole 

weight being 100 pounds. The head-ring is seen among the Zuni In- 

dians as a means of keeping the load on the head and relieving the 

pressure. Pads of various kinds replace the ring where toting is for 

long distances.§ 

12. The forehead and the bregma are also parts on which to hang har- 

ness. In civilization the yoke has passed from the forehead of the ox 

to his seapule. Comparing the head-strap of all our Indian tribes with 

the neck-yoke of the Holland woman, it is permitted to see the same 

* Woman’s Work for Women, November, 1888, p. 296. 

t See illustration of Kaffir women carrying fagots in Wood’s “‘ Unciv. Races, vol. 1, 

91; 
: { “All along the road we met numbers of men, women, and children going to the 

Badagry market, with palm-oil, corn, yams, fowls, fire-wood, etc., which they carried 

in heavy loads on their heads, according to the universal custom of this country, 

though the Golahs and others in that region carry -urdens on their backs.” (Bowen, 

Cent. Africa, p. 103.) 

§ Wood mentions the Bechuana habit of ‘‘ bogale,” or drilling young girls in carry- 
ing loads of wood long distances and jars of water without spilling a ‘ina: (Unciv. 
Races, 1, p. 26.) 
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process of improvement antedating the domestication of the ox, and pos- 

sibly suggesting his harness. 

13. In pockets.—This method of conveyance is scarcely worth mention- 

ing from the civilized point of view; yet, when we consider the endless 
variety of small merchandise carried in the pockets of men and women, 

and remember that all these pockets are for no other purpcse than to 

serve as instruments of transportation, we can not omit including it. 

We must remember also that the Oriental, especially the Corean, has 

pockets in his sleeves having the capacity of a half bushel. The Turk 

and the Arab stow away as much as this in the ample folds of their 

robes, and any boy who has stolen fruit can add his testimony. 

14. Men combined.—Two men bearing a log or burden on their shoul- 

ders, four or six men carrying a bier or stretcher,* sailors hoisting to 

the rhythm of a song or “Ohyea,” two or more men with a palankin 

borne among them, a set of bearers in Madagascar and elsewhere with 

relays, a company or a regiment of men carrying an immense stone in 

India, as figured by Count Wurmbrand, a lot of men setting up a barn 

frame or telegraph pole, all illustrate the utility of combined effort to 

transport a heavy mass. There is no doubt that the great works of 

modern times, whose existence and utility depend entirely upon the 

co-working of thousands to make and to maintain them, were fore- 

shadowéd and completely outlined in the days when hand-work alone 

was the force employed. Herodotus ascribes the beginning of the first 

canal between the Nile and the Red Sea to Neku, and the completion 

to Darius, the Persian. A hundred and twenty thousand Egyptians 

lost their lives in Neku’s reign.t Peons entering some Mexican city or 

slave trains from the heart of Africa often reveal a long row of men 

and women co-operating in carrying a great weight. The same is true 

of the pulley, answering to a compound hod, by means of which one 

- man transports a single weight much too heavy for one.t In an account 

of Cheops’ causeway, “some were required to drag blocks of stone 

down to the Nile; others drew them to the range of hills called Libyan; 

a hundred thousand men eat bread constantly, and were relieved every 

three months by a fresh lot.”§ In Munich those who carry large sacks 

use an implement like M to grasp, as it hurts the hands to lock fingers 

under the end of the sack. They stand face to face and grasp the 

rounded sides of this wooden buckle, slide it under the sack, lift it up, 

and steady it with the free hand, which carries it along and gives it a 

toss in unloading.|| In this country men carry pianos by means of a 

*Rawlinson’s Herodotus, 1, 77, figure. The transportation of the disabled with 

reference to conveyance by human bearers. By James E. Pilcher, M.D., Ph. D. J. 

Mil. Serv. Inst., 1x (1888), 222-242. 

+t Rawlinson’s Herodotus, 11, 158, with notes. 

¢ Rawlinson’s Herodotus, 11, 124, 
§ Rawlinson’s Herodotus, 11, 277; 111, 377. 

|| Theo. A. Mills. See Prescott, Conquest of Mexico (Philad., 1874, 1, 145) for the 

transportation of the calendar stone from the mountains beyond lake Chaleo, a dis- 

tance of many leagues, over a broken country intersected by water-courses and canals, 

’ 
‘ 
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shoulder-strap and a peg that goes into the hole left by unscrewing the 

legs. Two men can carry a piano thus. 

15. Hauling.—The simplest form of traction among men may be seen 

in the small boy dragging his wagon or sledge. With the arms alone 

for traces the primitive man dragged his game over the ground or ice 

to his distant home. Even two or more might co-operate in this prime- 

val team. The next step would be the use of a line, perhaps of raw- 

hide, perhaps of fiber. Along the edge of some quiet water they walked, 

those pristine tow-men, dragging their rafts or rude boats from the 

pebbly beach. Here began that immense industry now carried on in 

the canals of the world. . 
The ways of fastening one’s self to this traction or tow line are many.* 

The simplest is the grasp of the hand. Others may be seen bending 

to their work with the line over the shoulder, around the waist, or tied 

to a becket or bricole. A curious variety of this tracking is seen on 

Russian rivers, where an anchor is carried up-stream in a small boat 

and dropped. ‘The cable passes back to a windlass or a heavy barge, 

by which the great mass is moved up to theanchor. <A delightful spee- 

imen of helpless modern invention is a picture in Baker’s “ Ismailia.” t 

Steamer No. 10 has balked among the rank vegetation of a canal, and’ 

she is being hauled along by a hundred or more naked Africans drag- 

ging at acable. In the Southern States formerly the great shad-nets 

were drawn ashore by a gang of fifty to one hundred negroes, who wore 

each a becket with a Turk’s-head knot, which the seine-hauler knew 
how to attach or detach in a second. . 

‘A species of tracking practiced on the Upper Missouri and other 

northern rivers in the fur-trading period before steam-boat days, has 

been called to the writer’s attention by Dr. Washington Matthews, U. 

S. Army. It is called cordeling.s The goods of the trader are loaded 

-upon a boat and the craft dragged by a tow-line along the margin of 

the stream. These articles were traded for furs until the boat had 

gradually exchanged its freight of civilized wares for peltry. Then the 

craft was easily floated back to St. Louis, its starting point. Mention 

is made of this process by Lewis and Clarke, Prince of Wied, Brack- 

enridge, and other travelers of the pre-steamboat days. 

Before cordeling, even, there was a method of ferriage of the most 

primitive character practiced on the Missouri River. The bull-boat was 

a contrivance used as a primitive ferry. It was made as follows: A 

* Hinds’s Labrador, vol. 1, pp. 77, 94. 

+t New York, 1875, opp. p. 53. 
¢ ‘The British fur companies held the trade of these Indians until 1807, when Man- 

uel Lisa ascended the river in keel-boats to the Mandan villages and beyond. Until 

1832 goods were brought up the Missouri River chiefly in keel-boats, or Mackinaw 

boats, which were cordeled, or towed by men with great labor against the rapid cur- 
rent of the river. Twosummers at least were always occupied in dragging a boat 

from St. Louis to the head of navigation, the crew sustaining themselves chiefly by, 

hunting.” Ethnography of the Hidatsa, p. 30. 
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number of elastic poles were firmly inserted in the earth in a circle the 

size of the guuwale of the boat, and a horizontal pole was lashed to 

these a few inches from the ground. The tops of these poles were bent 

inward, each opposite pair being firmly and neatly lashed together at 

a height from the ground to correspond with the depth of the craft. 

This done, a buffalo-bull hide, depilated and thoroughly soaked, was 

drawn down and stretched over the frame, and the edges secured to the 

horizontal pole which served the purpose of a gunwale. The ends of 

the poles were then cut off, the vessel turned over, any little crevices 

were stopped, and the ferry-boat was ready to launch;* and this is the 

way the apparatus worked: Whenever an Indian wished to cross a 

river in his bull-boat he placed therein his luggage and babies, and 

fastening a rawhide line to his gunwale, he swam across the river with 

the other end attached to his body. Behind the craft swam his wife or 

daughters, pushing the boat as much as possible against the stream. 

Indians have told the writer that oblong bull-boats were formerly used, 

before the days of steam, whenever longer journeys were to be taken. 

The practice would be perfectly in keeping with the birch-bark canoe 

journeys of the tribes north and east, where the, vessel was only an im- 

proved bull-boat, in which birch-bark took the place of rawhide. 

According to Herodotus (1, § 1) Cleobis and Bito were honored by 

Solon with the second place of happiness among men. ‘There was a 

great festival in honor of the goddess Juno at Argos, to which their 

mother must needs be taken inacar. Now, the oxen did not come home 

from the field in time, so the youth, fearful of being too late, put the 
yoke on their own necks and themselves drew the car.” Without dream- 

ing of their distinguished company hundreds of rag-pickers, small- 

truckmen, and peddlers are pulling and pushing wagons and carts 

about the streets, sometimes alone and often hitched by the side of dog 

or donkey.t 

16. Throwing or tossing—An immense amount of material is moved 

by various methods of throwing, with or without tools. Itis a process 

‘of rapid transit in which the material alone moves without the neces- 

sity of atrack of any kind. Doubtless many will remember the old fash- 

ion of passing buckets of water at a fire before the invention of engines. 

The negroes in southern cities move many thousands of watermelons and 

other produce from the vessels to the warehouses or wagons, often hun- 

* Cf. Lewis and Clarke's ‘Travels, London, 1817, vol. 3, p. 348. 

tThe Egyptian sculptures abound in representations of human traction in every 

attitude in which it is possible for a man to be attached to arope. See Rawlinson’s 

Herodotus, 11,72. See also in Rawlinson’s Five Monarchies, New York, 1871, p. 402, from 

Layard, a spirited picture of men moving a human-headed bull. We have here in 

one picture men drawing sledges, others drawing hand-carts filled with ropes, and 

others fixing rollers, working levers, holding props and guys, carrying rollers, relays 

coming to relieve their fellows, taskmasters with clubs, and the boss on the front of 

the sledge marking time for those at the ropes. All the draft-men have bricoles or 

beckets as individual harness. 
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dreds of feet, by tossing them from one to another, standing ten feet 

apart. It is a simple step from this to the shovel, the fork, the hoe, or 

the rake, used on every farm and in connection with almost every busi- 

ness in the world.* Jn the oldest forms of embankment the laborers 

doubtless carried the dirt in sacks or baskets. ‘To this day the fellaheen 

of Egypt follow the primitive method.t Butin all military operations, 

canal and railroad work, excavation in cities, the shovel is the vehicle 

of transportation, and the navvy, or his technical representative, is the 

beast of burden. 

17. Caravans.—It is only a step from the single carrier to the organ- 

ized train under the direction of a leader performing in common a task 

which would be dangerous to one, or in which mutual help is needed. 

No one supposes that the caravans of historic times were invented at 

a single effort. The caravansaries, the wells, the armed guard, the 

joining of forces at difficult places, are complicated affairs which are 

the resultants of many trials of much simpler character. 

In the old slave-hunting days in Africa the same method was prac- 

ticed with slaves. A lot of negroes would be captured and driven to 

the coast for sale, but to save freight each individual was loaded with 

ivory, gold-dust, and other commodities. On arriving at the coast the 

trader sold out the whole concern and returned to repeat the process.t 

In Southern Mexico and Central America the trade from the interior 

is brought to the coast on the backs of peons marching en traine under 
a leader. 

18. In all the ear:y accounts of settlements in our country trails are 

not only mentioned as the veritable war-path, but commercial trails 

were also known. ‘This introduces us to the whole subject of roads, the 

series being paths marked by stakes or blazed trees, unkept roads, high- 

ways, turnpikes, plank roads, paved streets, tramways. In these rude 

trails or paths are many obstacles—declivities, streams, chasms. To 

overcome these, inventive genius has devised bridges, fords, steps, 

graded ways, tunnels, etc., part of the outcome of the packman’s in- 

dustry.§ 

* Dr. Samson reports a curious combination of the spade with traction. ‘‘In spad- 

ing up the ground a fellah pressed the spade into the earth, while a woman on each 

side, by means of a rope attached to the handle, raised the spade with its load and 

turned it over.” 

t ‘I saw in the Delta of Egypt a common occurrence, young women and girls dig- 

ging in the canals, shoveling the black, dripping mud with a bit of wood and their 

hands into palm-leaf baskets, putting the dripping baskets on their heads so that 

their hair and faces were all matted with slime, toiling up the sides of the canal to 

empty their loads, while a taskmaster with a whip would cut their bare legs as they 

passed if in weariness they loitered.”—Dr. G. W. Samson. 

{ See reference to selling boat and cargo in Herodotus, vol. 1, p. 194. 

§ Mommsen’s ‘‘ Rome,” New York, 1869, 1, 177. For an excellent account of the 

swinging bridges of Peru, cf. Squier, Incidents of Travel, etc., New York, 1877, 544- 

547. 
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19. Relaying—An important element in transportation is resting and 

relaying.* In most rude earrying-devices the greatest effort is put forth 

in rising from the ground or in getting the load in place. The organ- 

grinder and the coolie carry staves, on which they rest their load when 

they are fatigued. The Damara girl lifts her load from her head and 

holds it aloft on both hands while she proceeds on her journey. The 

soldier shifts his weapons; the Malagasy bearers replace one another 

under the poles of the jilanzana, or carrying-chair, without interrupting 

their journey. The Montezumas had relays of runners between the sea 

and the city of Mexico, so as to receive fish and other lowland products 

in a fresh condition. 
20. Couriers.—From this inquiry must not be omitted the courier, — 

swift messenger of tidings, earthly prototype of Hermes, who was suc- 

ceeded later by horses, dromedaries, carrier-pigeons, ships on the sea, 

steam-cars on land, and, last of all,the telegraph. His modern sur- 

vival is the district and telegraph messenger boy. I have seen some- 

where the picture of a naked Kaffir running at full speed, bearing in 

one hand a pair of assegais and in the other a rod split at the upper end 

to receive a letter, carried thus to keep it from being soiled by contact 

with his naked body. 

In ancient Mexico, says Prescott, “communication was maintained 

with the remotest parts of the country by means of couriers. Post- 

houses were established on great roads, about two leagues distant from 

each other. The courier, bearing his dispatches in the form of a hiero- 

glyphic painting, ran with them to the first station, where they were 

taken by another messenger and carried forward to the next, and so on 

untal they reached the capital. These couriers, trained from childhood, 

traveled with incredible swiftness, not four or five leagues an hour, as 

an old chronicler would make us believe, but with such speed that dis- 

patches were carried from one to two hundred miles a day.”t 

There is no doubt that all of these various devices have had their in- 
fluence in shaping and deforming the human body. Students of crani- 

ology and anthropometry should have their attention called to the fact. 

that among savages the use of carrying-pads, straps, and other devices 

about the head commences just as soon as the child can walk, with little 
loads at first in small baskets, wallets, nets, frames, or what not, when 

* Hinds’s ‘‘ Labrador,” vol. I, p. 43. 

+ Conquest of Mex., Phila., 1874, vol.1, p.43. For an exciting account of couriers 

with lighted torches proclaiming the new cycle, id., 130, compare C. A. Muray, Travels 

in North America, New York, 1839, vol.1, p. 198, who says that an Indian of his party 

traveled a hundred miles in four and twenty hours. Prescott also alludes to Plutarch’s 
account of the Greek who brought the news of victory to Platxa, 125 miles, ina day; to 

pedestrian capabilities of man in a savage state collected by Buffon; to Marco Polo’s 

account of couriers in China in the thirteenth century ; to Anderson’s account of Gov- 

ernment couriers in China in 1796. (Conq. of Mex., Phila., vol. 1, p. 44, note.) ‘‘Noth- 

ing in the world is borne so swiftly as messages by the Persian couriers.” (Herod., 

Urania, 98.) In this case horses were used as in the pony mail formerly in use across 

the plains, but the man or courier went on. 
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a forehead strap for the top of the head isemployed. Even though these 

marks may not be hereditary, they can not escape the notice of the crani- 

ometer. 

It should not be overlooked that this human pack animal possesses 

the greatest versatility. In the case of your train, hundreds of men 

load the ears, carrying burdens on back and trucks; men manipulate 

the senseless and purposeless thing looking so proud and capable; men 

unload the train, and, indeed, put the fiery steed to bed. Not so in 

primitive culture; the man-beast feeds, waters, and curries himself, 

gathers and adjusts his own load, changes himself into propeller, track- 

man, carrier ad libitum, besides adapting himself to a multitude of sub- 

sidiary occupations vot here under consideration. Indeed, the man is 

engineer, engine, freight-car, truck, wheelbarrow, horse cart, dray, tow- 
path, mule, ete., all combined. 

The mean effect of the power of a man unaided by a machine, working 

to the best possible advantage and at a moderate estimation, is the rais- 

ing of 70 pounds 1 foot high in a second for ten hours in a day. 

Two men working at a windlass at right angles to each other ean raise 

70 pounds more easily than one man can raise 30 pounds. 

Mr. Bevan’s results with experiments upon human strength are for a 

short period: 
Pounds of force. 
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By Mr. Field’s experiments in 1838 the maximum power of a strong 

man exerted for two and one half minutes is 18,000 pounds raised 1 

foot in a minute. 
A man of ordinary strength exerts a force of 30 pounds for ten hours 

in a day with a velocity of 24 feet in a second, equal to 4,500 pounds 
raised 1 foot in a minute, equal to one-fifth of the work of a horse. 

A foot soldier travels in one minute in common time ninety steps 

equal 70 yards; in quick time, one hundred steps equal 86 yards; in 

double-quick time, one hundred and forty steps equal 109 yards. 

He occupies in the ranks a front of 20 inches and a depth of 13 inches 

without a knapsack; the interval between the ranks is 13 inches. 
Average weight of men, 150 pounds each; five men can stand in a 

Space of 1 square yard. 

A man travels without a load on level ered during eight and one- 

half hours a day at the rate of 3.7 miles an hour or 314 milesaday. He 
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can carry 111 pounds 11 miles in aday. Daily allowance of water for 

aman, one gallon for all purposes. 

A porter going short distances and returning unloaded carries 135 

pounds 7 miles a day. He can carry in a wheelbarrow 150 pounds 10 

miles a day. 

The muscles of the human jaw exert a force of 534 pounds. 

Dr. Dwight observes: “Indians will travel with a facility, a celerity, 

and a freedom from fatigue unknown to the people of Europe. Their 

couriers or runners are said.to go at the rate of 100 miles a day. Two 

Choctaws followed my father 500 miles to steal from him two valuabie 

horses. When I asked how they could be willing to take so much trouble | 

for such an object, he observed that they had no other Pues and 
that roving was their favorite enjoyment.” * 

The number of pounds that a man is able to lift or carry a short 

distance hardly enters into this investigation, but rather belongs to 

feats of strength and agility. A naval officer tells of a Swede who, wish- 

ing to show his captain how nicely he had polished a brass cannon, took 

it on his shoulder and earried it upon the bridge. The weight could 

not have been less than a half ton. The following example of woman’s 

strength, by Captain Healy, involves also the idea of ingenuity and the 

conquest of natural forces: A woman volunteered to bring in her boat 
a Stone for an anchor to his launch which required two strong men to 

lift; weight guessed to be 800 pounds [that is too high]. She first filled 

her boat with small branches of spruce; then, choosing a part of the 

bank where her boat-rail would be on a level with the ground, rolled 

the stone over on the pliant boughs. Afterwards the spruce boughs 

were removed one by one, to allow the stone to slip to its place in the 

boat.t [From Capt. Healy’s account J infer that she first filled her boat 
with water and used the buoyancy of the water to help her in moving 

the stone. He says that they understand this. | 

As to the amount ope man can carry, Prof. Asaph Hall, of the United 

States Naval Observatory, communicates the following : 
** When I was nineteen years old I could carry a barrel of flour from 

the wagon into the house without putting it down, a distance of 3 rods, 

and up six stone steps; but I could not do this with a barrel of cider. 
Jf we put my carrying strength equal to x, we have therefore, barrel of 

cider 7 x 7, barrel of flour. It was the custom in Litchfield County, 

Connecticut, forty years ago, to use 112 pounds for a hundredweight. 

A common test of strength among the young men was to string ten 

half-hundredweights on the shanks of a fork for a lift. There were many ~ 

men who could lift 560 pounds.” 

THE PROFESSIONAL CARRIER, 

A new epoch in the history of the human beast of burden commences 

with the appointment of professional bearers or professional common 

* Hodgson’s North America, vol. 1, p. 250. 

tM. A. Healy, Cruise of the Corwin, 1887, p. 49. 
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 earriers. It is brought about by the differentiating process of advanc- 

ing society. As soon as a body or caste of men are allowed to give 

their whole time to a pursuit their efficiency is quadrupled; the unsuc- 

cessful drop out of line; advantages are handed down; powers of per- 

ception and skill are strengthened; all sorts of devices for packing, 

padding, shifting the load, resting, relieving, relaying, combining effort, 

are thought of as measures of self-protective necessity. The profes- 

sional carrier is more likely to have been the inventor of the beast of 

burden, having to suffer more in his own back and legs by reason of his 

daily burden. The Bajuli of the Romans were professional porters: 

‘“Herri proprie dicimus quae quis suo corpore bajulat; portari ea, quae 

quis in jumento secum ducit; agiea, quae animalia sunt. Gaj. Dig., 50, 

16, 235, ete. Bajulos dicebant antiqui, quos nunc dicimus operarios.” 

Fest., p. 29. In late Latin, a bearer at a funeral. Ammian., 14,7. The 

Greek equivalent is Baétaxtys. 5 

PEDDLERS. 

This chapter would not be complete without a passing mention of the 

peddler as a beast of burden who enters on his work as a professional - 

for the purpose of commerce. ‘The coolie, for instance, is a carrier pure 

-_ and simple. He takes up his burden at the instance of another and 

lays it down for the same reason. The peddler combines employer and 
employed, retail buyer and seller, with common carrier. Col. C. C. Jones 

says: ‘The primitive merchantmen engaged in this traffic were held 

in special repute, were generously treated, and had at all times safe 

conduct through the territories, even of those who were at war with 

each other.”* The peddlers of the Middle A ges held a conspicuous place 

in the social order, special laws were enacted on their behalf, and they 

enjoyed immunities not accorded to warriors and statesmen. Julius 
Cesar attributes the bravery of the Belgians to the absence of peddlers, 
‘“minimeque ad eos mercatores saepe commeant, atque ea, quae ad ef- 
feminandos animosi pertinent, important.” 

THE PREHISTORIC CARRIER. 

Although we have no evidence in the remains of early prehistoric 

man that carrying apparatus of any kind was employed, yet the exist- 

ence of mounds, earthworks, and walls of many sorts of material far 

from its original source, of relics in old camp sites, indicating that the 

former occupants lived very much as do those tribes from which the 

specimens hereafter to be described have been collected, attests the use 
of similar harness and methods of conveyance and transportation. In- 
deed, nothing is more probable than that the first men and women on 
earth bowed their backs and foreheads to those loads which their de- 

*Of. C. Rau. “Die Tauschverbiiltnisse der EKingebornen Nordamerika’s,” Archiv, 

f, Anthrop., y. (Antiq. So, Indians, 64, 243.) 
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scendants have borne unremittingly and will continue to carry in spite 
of, and forsooth because of, the progress of invention. a 

The whole world is covered with megalithic monuments in the erection 

of which it is extremely doubtful whether any living beings were used 

exceptmen. In the Easter Island are immense platforms on which stand 

images weighing from three to twenty tons. These have been hewn 

out in the crater of a voleano and moved in some instances several miles 

over a region as rough as it can be. On the monuments of Egypt are 

exhibited teams of men hitched to long cables dragging a sledge on 

which sits an enormous statue. Rollers were used and greased tracks, 

but we look in vain for the pulley. The immense buildings on our own 

continent from Central Mexico to Southern Peru were the sole work of 

man. Without a draft animal he brought togetber the material for 

his splendid palaces and temples, and put every stone in place with his 

own hands. We may go further than this. Long after horses, camels, 
oxen, mules, and donkeys were used as beasts of burden the wagons 
and wheel conveyances were so clumsy as to be practically useless in 

transporting heavy loads. Allover Asia, and indeed in many parts of 

Europe, the inconvenience of clumsy carriages kept rapid transport in 

the hands of human bearers. 

To one who believes implicitly in the universal domination of inven. 

tion throughout all human activities, the temptation is great to pass 

beyond the study of the human bearer to those intermediate stages be- 

tween the same and the shifting of the load to vehicles and the backs of 

animals. As interesting to the technologist as to the naturalist are 

those intermediate forms that now and then appear to confirm his 

theories of creation. 

The forces of nature, the wind, the water-fall, the expansion of steam, 
the electric current would form another series, the last in the climax, in 
which the wind acts directly likea hand ; the water, through machinery, 

as a hand turning a crank; the steam, through change of form and the 

element, like a hand winding aspring; the electricity, through chemical 

changes, like a hand discharging a gun. 

THH ESKIMO CARRIER. 

Let us commence the special application of our subject at the farthest 

north, the land of almost perpetual ice and snow. What time the Hs- 

kimo freight-man is not moving about in open waters moving chattels 

and merchandise from place to place in the lightest of all boats, the seal- 

skin pontoon or oomiak, he appears as a draft-man, dragging the 
dead seal or other game over the ice by means of a rawhide line. He 

has invented an infinite variety of toggles, made chiefly of walrus ivory 

in shape of seal, walrus, bear, and other game. These are grasped in 

the hand firmly, the rawhide line passing out between the ring and the 

middle finger. The short piece of rawhide attached thereto is a loop 

which is connected by an easily detachable arrangement to the drag: 
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3 line of any length. It is rare to see an Eskimo carrying anything, ex- 

cept a mother bearing around a baby in her ample hood. It is a beau- 

tiful illustration of the play between environment and the industry to 

_ mark the absence of all carrying devices, and at the same time the great- 

est expenditure of invention and energy upon traction apparatus where 

the safety of the carrier would be endangered by the very medium which 

offers the greatest facility in the world to the draft-man. Nothing 

Lut this perfect harmony could have induced the Eskimo to expend so 

much time and energy. Parry, in his second voyage, gives a figure 

(plate opp. p. 274) of a man carrying a kyak by placing his head in the 

manhole and resting the gunwale on his shoulders. This is indeed the 

first step to the portages in the birch-bark country farther south. 

In the study of the human burden-animal we must not forget that 

material had to be moved in very early times vertically as weil as hori- 

zontally. For instance, a great walrus is killed out at sea or near the 

shore, and the carcass must be lifted out of the water. It has dawned 

on the mind of the Alaskan Eskimo that by cutting slits in the hide of 

the animal and placing paddles or other wooden bars between the rocks 

above, a very respectable tackle may be improvised with the aid of the 

ever present rawhide line (Fig.1). Friction is overcome by means of 
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Fig. 1. 

THE PRIMITIVE PULLEY. ESKIMO LANDING A WALRUS BY MEANS OF 4 RAWHIDE LINE (AFTER A 

DRAWING BY HENRY VW. ELLIOTT). 

abundant grease, and five or six sturdy fellows, by dint of surging and 

pulling, succeed in landing the monster, weighing many times as much 
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as any one of the Eskimo hunters. This art may have been suggested 
by the tackle used by the Russians on their ships. 

In many places along the sloping beaches and quiet waters the Hs- 

kimo has learned to track or tow his loaded oomiak. Again, on land 

he is often compelled to draw loads without the aid of a sledge. Tor 

these purposes he has invented a breast-board of wood. The specimens 
in the National Museum are from Nunivak Island and Oogashik, on the 

Alaskan peninsula. These localities have between them the shallows 

and inlets of Kuskokvim and Bristol Bays. The board is made of drift- 

wood and has the curve to fit around the breast at the shoulders (Fig. 2), 

Unfortunately no description of the manner of use accompanies the spec- 

EG 

¢ 

Fig, 2. 

BREAST YOKES USED IN HITCHING THE ESKIMO TO HIS LOAD. 

a. (Cat. No. 127326, U. S. N. M., from Oogashik, Alaska. Collected by S. Applegate. 0 and ec. (Cat. Nos. 
16251-2), from Nunivak Island. Collected by Dr. W. Hi. Dall.) 

imens, so we must remain in doubt as to the way in which the primitive 

draft-man hitched himself up. In the northern regions traction of 

sledges is performed by dogs, either alone or assisted by men. There 

is no doubt, however, that the sledge was in use before the dog was do- 

mesticated. The material and style of the sledge vary much according 

to the region. Dr. E.R. Young, who spent many years in the Saskatch- 

ewan regions, says that a great deal of sledging is done by men. He 

has even seen dogs disabled riding on a sled drawn by men. In 

the east it is ruder than in the west. In Labrador, where timber can 
be procured, the sledge differs little from that of the school-boy. Only 

the uprights at the back enable the driver to steer. Farther north bits 

of old wrecks or sections of whale-jaw do duty forrunners. The method 

of putting a coating of ice ou the bottom of the runners is very ingenious 

and effective. 

Parry’s description of those in Tgloolik is as follows: 

“The Eskimo sledges vary in size, being froni 64 to 9 feet in length 

and from 18 inches to 2 feet in breadth. Some of those at Igloolik were 

of larger dimensions, one being 11 feet in length and weighing 268 
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pounds, and two or three others above 200 pounds. The runners are 

= sometimes made of the left jaw-bones of a whale, but more commonly 
of several pieces of wood or bone, scarfed and lashed together; the 

interstices being filled to make all smooth and firm, with moss stuffed 

in tight and then cemented by throwing water to freeze upon it. ‘The 

lower part of the runner is shod with a plate of harder bone, coated 
with fresh-water ice to make it run smoothly and to avoid wear and 

tear. This coating is effected with a mixture of snow and fresh water, 
about a half inch thick, rubbed over until itis smooth and hard upon 

the surface. When the ice is only in part worn off, it is removed by 

_ taking some water in the mouth and spirting it over the former coating. 

_“ We noticed a sledge which was curious on account of one of the run- 

ners, and a part of the other, being constructed without wood, iron, or 

bone of apy kind. For this purpose a number of seal-skins were rolled 

up and disposed into the required shape, and an outer coat of the same 

kind was sewed tightly around them. This formed the upper half of the 

runner; the lower part consisted entirely of moss, molded while wet 

into the proper form, and being left to freeze, adhering firmly together 

to the skin. The usual shoeing of smooth ice completed the runner, 
which for six months of the year is as hard as wood. The cross-pieces 

which form the bottom of the sledge are made of bone, wood, or some- 

thing they can muster. Over these is generally laid a seal-skin as a 

- flooring, and in summer a pair of deer’s horns are attached to the sledge 

as a back, which are removed in winter to enable them, when stopping, 
to turn the sledge up, to prevent the dogs running away with it. The 

whole is secured by lashings of thong, giving it a degree of strength, 

combined with flexibility, which no other mode of fastening could effect.” 

(Parry’s Expedition, 514,515.) 
Of the natives of Point Barrow, Lieutenant Ray says: *“‘Thesleds which 

q they use for this purpose are made from drift-wood fastened with whale- 
- bone and rawhide lashing; they are about 10 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 

_ the runners 8 inches wide and 13 inches thick, straight on top, and have 

- norail; they are shod for ordinary use with strips of bone cut from the 

_ whale’s jaw-bone, and sometimes with walrus ivory; but this would not 

_ doin hauling a heavy load over the snow, where there is no beaten trail, 

_ so they are shod with ice in the following manner: From the ice on a 

' pond that is free from fracture, they cut the pieces the length of a sled- 

3 runner, 8 inches thick and 10 inches wide; into these they cut a groove 

; deep enough to receive the sled-runner up to the beam; the sled is care- 

fully fitted into the groove, and secured by pouring the water, a little 

at a time, and allowing it to freeze. Great care is taken in this part of 

the operation, for should the workmen apply more than a few drops at 

q a time the slab of ice would be split and the work all to do over again ; 
after the ice is firmly secured the sled is turned bottom up and the ice- 

shoe is carefully rounded with a knife, and then smoothed by wetting 

_ the naked hand and passing it over the surface until it becomes per- 

H. Mis, 600, pt. 2——17 
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fectly glazed; the sled when ready for use will weigh over 300 pounds, 

and they load them with the carcasses of from seven to nine deer, weigh- 

ing over 100 pounds each. Men, women, and children harness them- 

selves in with the dogs to haul these loads to the coast, often the dis- 

tance of 100 miles and over, seldom making more than 8 or 10 miles 
each day.” (Report of the Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska, Lieut. 
P. H. Ray, p. 28.) ; 

The Eskimo sled is framed of spruce, birch, or whalebone, strongly 

bound with thongs, and the runners shod with smooth strips of whale’s 

jaw-bone. This sled is heavy and fit only for traveling over ice and snow. 

Indian sleds of the interior are lighter, the runners being of thin, 
fiexible boards. 

Sleds used by voyageurs of Hudson Bay are of different construction. 

Three boards, each about 1 foot in width and 12 feet in length, thinned 
and curved into a semicirele at one end, are placed side by side, and 

firmly lashed together with thongs. (Bancroft, I, 52.) 

SLEDGE ISLAND. 

This sledge is about 20 inches in breadth and 10 feet in length, a sort 

of rail-work on each side, and shod with bone, and put together with 

wooden pins or with thongs or lashings of whalebone. (Cook’s Voy.) 

KAMTSCHATKA. 

The length of the body of this sledge is about 44 feet and the breadth 

1 foot. It is made in form of a crescent, of light, tough wood, fastened 

together with wicker-work, and, among the principal people, is stained 

with red and blue, the seat being covered with furs or bear-skins. It 

has four legs about 2 feet in height, resting on two long flat pieces of 

wood of the breadth of 5 or 6 inches, extending a foot beyond the body 

of the sledge at each end. These turn up before, somewhat like a skate, 

and are shod with the boneof someanimal. The carriage is ornamented 

at the fore part with tassels of colored cloth and leather thongs. It has 

a cross-bar, to which the harness is jointed, and links of iron or small 

bells are hanging toit, which by the jingling are supposed to encourage 

the dogs. (Cook.) 

YUKON RIVER. 

The snow shoes used in this district are about 44 feet long, are rounded 

and bent upward in frontand pointed behind. They are made of birch 
woed and covered at either end with a fine netting of gut. The lash- 

ings are strips of rawhide. (Whymper.) 

The sledge consists of a plank, oneend of which has been softened by 
steam and bent in prow-like form. The material does not exceed one- 

half an inch in thickness and the width varies from 10 to 14 inches. 

Thongs keep the curved ends in place. It is especially adapted to soft 
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snow. Runners are occasionally added, the freight held in place by 
lashings. 

When a canoe or other heavy burden requires to be transported over 

the land, the Indian has discovered that however much a piece of rein- 

deer-skin may be used it will stretch a little more when again strained 

with the weight it is to support. The skin of a seal will not, when dry, 

sensibly lengthen after it has sustained a load for a length of time. 
This valuable quality renders the skin of. the seal a matter of conse- 
quence to the people, who are unable to procure it for themselves, and 

must necessarily rely upon their Innuit neighbors to furnish it in ex- 

change for other value. 

The strap is employed to sustain the weight carried on the shoulders 

while the person may be traveling on snow-shoes, or when carrying a 

burden over a portage tothe next landing place. It is generally placed 

over the forehead and shoulders, the muscles of the neck supporting the 
entire strain, while the hand carries the gun, spear, or staff. 3. 

Turner says that he has seen the Ungava natives place a barrel of 

flour on their shoulders and carry it up a hill-side so steep as to require 

one not burdened to pick his steps with care. 

Day after day, with plenty of food or none at all, whether pack on 

back, trapping in the woods, treading out a path with snow-shoes in 

the deep snow for the sleigh dogs, or running after them ata racing 

pace from morning to night, when there is a well-beaten track, they will 

travel 50 or 60 miles a day for a week together without showing any 
sign of fatigue. (Northwest Passage, Fitzwilliam, p. 43.) 

“The Indian packers over these mountain passes usually carry 100 

pounds, although one I had walked along readily with 127 pounds, 
and a miner informed me that his party employed one that carried 160 

pounds. The cost of carriage of a pack (100 pounds) over the Chilkoot 

trail for miners has been from $9 to $12, and the Indians were not in- 

elined to see me over at any reduced rates, despite the large amount of 

material required to be transported, some two tons. By giving them 

a two loads, or doubling the time over the portage, a slight reduction 

could be had, not worth the time lost in such an arrangement, and I 
made coutracts with enough of them to carry my effects over at once. 

Mr. Spuhn was also very energetic in his efforts to secure for me better 
terms, but without avail, and after I had crossed the trail I in no way 

blamed the Indians for their stubbornness in maintaining what seemed 

at first sight to be exorbitant, and only wondered that they would do 

this extremely fatiguing labor so reasonably.” (Lieutenant Schwatka, 
Reconnaissance in Alaska, 1883.) 

Fig. 8 of the Reconnaissance is a view on Payer Portage, and repre- 

sents a Chilkat Indian, with two ammunition boxes, going over the port- 

age. The amount some of these packers will carry seems marvelous, 

and makes estimates for pack-mules or trails therefor seem superfluous. 

Their only packing gear is a couple of bands, one passing over the fore- 
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head, where it is flattened out into a bread strip, and the other over the 
arms aud across the breast; the two meet behind on a level with the 

shoulder, and are there attached to lashings, more or less pani ke oe ac- 

cording to the nature of the material to be transported. 

“Tf a box or stiff bag, the breast-band is so arranged in regard to eee gth 

that when the elbow is placed against it (the box) the strip fits tightly 

over the extended forearm across the palm cof the hand bent backwards, 

The head-band is then the width of the hand beyond this. At least 1 

saw a few Indians arranging their packs and their harness according 

to this mode. The harness proper will not weigh over a pound and the 

lashing according to its length. ‘The strip across the head and breast 

is of untanned deer-skin about 2 inches wide, with holes or slits in the 

ends protected from tearing out by spindles of bone orivory.” (Recon. 

in Alaska, p. 23.) 

“¢ Tt seemed marvelous beyond measure how these small Indians, not 
averaging I think over 140 pounds each, could carry 100 pounds up 

such a precipitous mountain, alternately on steeply inclined glacial snow 

and treacherous rounded bowlders, where a misstep in many places 

would have hurled them hundreds of feet down the slope or precipices.” 

(Reconnaisance in Alaska, p. 18.) 
‘“The Indian then chased the goat, almost keeping up with him, 

down into the valley where we camped, and up the steep mountain 

slopes of the eastern side, equally as high as those mentioned, and all 

this immediately after he had carried over 100 pounds across the trail.” 
(Reconnaisance in Alaska, p. 17.) 

“The things were then divided into bundles or packs of as even 

weight as possible, giving some 50 or 60 pounds to each man. Ar- 

ranging these packs is a matter of no little difficulty, for the Indian 

has a great objection to altering his load after he has started, so that 

you have to give the men carrying the provisions, which grow lighter 

daily, a heavier load at starting than those who have the canteens or 

tent to carry. They generally stop for some five minutes’ rest every 

half-hour. This they do with surprising regularity. They generally 

squat near a ledge of rock on which they can rest their burden without 

removing it. They carry everything the same way, viz, with a band 

over the forehead, the pack resting on their shoulder-blades or a little 

below.” (Mayne’s British Columbia and Vancouver Island, p. 100.) 

Col. Cecil Clay says that the commonest methods used in carrying 

from the St. Lawrence to the jumping-off place northward and from 

Labrador to the Pacific is by a “tump-line,” a long strap with a broad 
band in the center. 

The Indians of the Ungrava district are often compelled, by particu- 

lar conditions of weather, to travel afoot, and while on a journey of 

this description they must carry the articles necessary to their comfort 

or the articles they desire to barter and those they receive in return 

upon their backs, In order that the arms may be free and aid their 
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_ progress, the bundles are made as compact as their nature will permit, 

and slung across the shoulders transversely or suspended over the 

neck, and the arms passed over the thong supporting the weight behind. 

A piece of netting, made of deer-skin twisted and then netted, having 

thongs run through the outer meshes, draws the net tight over the 

bundle, which is slung as indicated above. 

The method employed by the Makah Indians in carrying burdens 

when afoot is to strap or tie the load together, whenever practicable, in 

a compact form, and then, by means of straps or belts that they weave 

themselves from rags, the “ pack” is carried resting on the back, the 

strap resting against the forehead. The packing strap is woven round, 

except when it is intended to rest against the forehead; then it is flat. 
In carrying a number of small parcels or berries, fish, clams, sea-urchins, 

small pieces of wood, and when haste in loading or unloading a canoe 

is desired, they use a basket, also woven by themselves, of different 

patterns, resting on the back and held by a strap around the forehead. 

They earry cord-wood in the same manner, the sticks lying transversely 

on the basket. 
The baskets intended for heavier articles are woven of the twigs of a 

tree that resembles lignum-vite, the sides intended to rest against the 

back being flatter and broader than the others. For berries, dried 

fish, and lighter articles, the baskets are woven of the inner fiber of 

cedar bark. It may be needless to say that all this work is done by 

the women. 

The native name for the heavier basket is “‘ kah-ow-utz,” aud for the 
lighter “‘ bu-hquee.” Their name for the packing-strap is ‘‘de-de-quad- 

ut,” derived from de-ahp (hanging) and quad-ut (handle), the com- 

bination or derivation meaning “ hanging handle.” 

The Makahs do not “ track,” there being no rivers of any size in the 
country, and the nature of the country forbidding travel along the 

banks of such as there are for any distance, the timber being very 

_ dense and extending to the very edge of the stream. The canoeing is 

principally on salt water. 

CARRYING LOADS.—INDIANS NEAR STILLWATER, MONTANA TER- 

RITORY. 

The men and women carry loads in a similar way. He or she takes 

areata, or rope about the size of your finger, which is made cut of buffalo- 

a hair or braided elk-skin, three plait, lays it on the ground in the shape 
of an elongated U, placing the load across the legs of the letter. They 

generally get a little rise in the ground or a cut bank, but if on the level 

_ of a prairie they are helped to raise it by one of their number, or else 

work over on their side until they can get upon their knees, when they 

are allright. After placing their load of a hundred-pound sack of flour, 

or a quarter of a buffalo or steer, or a half cord of dry wood, they, with 

_ their back against it, take the curve of the rope over their head, down 
co 
by he 
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across their breast and across their shoulders, and then taking the tow 

ends in each hand bring them up behind their back, catch the rope on 
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top of the load by running each end under, then pulling ends over each 

shoulder tighten the load if loose and then raise on one side, then the 

other, to make it more secure, and with a heave forward she or he comes 
to the knees before getting on their feet. The load or burden rests on 

the back and shoulders. When moving the body is bent forward and 

the heavier the load the more the body is inclined. Have seen them 

carrying wood over four miles in this way, resting whenever they found 
a suitable place like a cut bank or a washed gully so the load will be 

even with the place and can be taken again in a minute or so. 
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Fig. 4. 
ConIcAL CARRYING-BASKET, WITH HEAD-BAND. 

(Collected by James G. Swan.) 

Fig. 3. 

COARSE WALLET FOR BURDEN-BEARING. 

(Cat. No. 127843. Quinaielt Indians. Chehalis County, Washing- 
ton. Collected by Charles Willoughby. ) 

Among the Salish tribes of Washington Territory, as well as those of 

British Columbia and southeast Alaska, twined weaving in pine root, 
cedar bark, rushes, and grasses is very common. ‘These tribes all use 

the wallet for carrying, resting on the back, and prevented from falling 

as well as partly supported by the head-band resting on the forehead 

(Fig. 3). One specimen of wallet in the collection is a very interesting 

example of weaving. The warp threads are very far apart. The twine 

threads are coarse and loosely woven. At the top two rows of close 

twine run parallel with the warp. The loose ends of the weft are 

fastened off in true Indian style to imitate braiding. 
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_ A more elaborate example of carrying-basket from Washington Ter- 

 ritory is cone-shaped, like those of the Utes. Strengthening rods are 

_ fastened to the outsides of the cone (Fig. 4). A braid of tough fiber 

passes quite around the basket and is loose enough to pass over the 

forehead of the bearer. The weaving is close enough to hold fine seeds, 

_ the rushes being held in place by twined weaving and by a species of 

braiding with one thread, which will be seen better in a cradle from 
northern California, in the article on Cradles in this volume. The top 

of the basket is explained in the enlarged drawing below the figure 

showing the outside and the inside of the margin. ; 
Still further south are encountered the artistic tribes of northern 

a California. Mr. Powers and the gentlemen of the Fish Commission 
* 

_ havesentsome beautiful examples of carrying-basketsfrom the McCloud | 

fishing Indians. One here illustrated is in twined weaving, as close 
% almost as the Sitka work. The bottom is protected frequently by a 

thimble of leather (Figs. 5 and 6). The ornamentation on the outsideis | 

: BURDEN-BASKET WITH HEAD-BAND. BURDEN-BASKET. 

(Cat. No. 19289, U.S. N. M. McCloud River Indians. Shasta (Cat. No. 19280, U. S. N. M. McCloud River Indians. Shasta 
County, California. Collected by Livingston Stone. ) County, California. Collected by Livingston Stone. ) 

K _ produced by an overlaying of maiden-hair fern or dyed grass, and the 

figure may or may not appear on the inside of the weaving. This bas- 

a ket is bordered by a wooden hoop sewed on by coiled work. 

One of the most noteworthy specimens of carrying appliauces in the 

National collection was collected by Dr. Palmer from the Mohaves of 
| Fe 

si 
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the mouth of the Colorado River. The affair, as can be readily seen 
from the drawing, consists of two long bent poles, securely lashed to- 

gether at their middies. The four ends are fastened to a hoop at equal 

distances (Fig. 7). Warp-threads are stretched from the intersection 

at the bottom to the hoop at the top. The weaving is done by a series 

of turns around the poles and the warp-threads in passing. This is the 

most interesting sample of aboriginal weaving the writer has ever seen. 

Collected many years ago from the Mohaves it is undoubtedly a genuine 

specimen of their work. Indeed, as no white man weaves in that man- 
ner, this could not possibly be an example of borrowing. The chief in- 
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Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 

CARRYING-BASKET. CARRYING-FRAME, WITH HEAD-BAND AND RESTING 
é : a PROPS, SHOWING THE MOST PRIMITIVE STYLE OF 

(Cat. No. 24145, U.S. N. M. Mojave Indians, California. geen ante 
‘ Collected by Edward Palmer. ) COILED NETTING. 

(Cat. No. 126680, U. S. N. M. Pima Indians, Arizona. 
Collected by Edward Palmer. ) 

terest in the specimen, however, is not in its simple method of manip- 
ulation, but in the connection which it has with regions far remote. 

In Foster’s Pre-historic Races (p. 225) is figured a piece of weaving, taken 

from the bottom of a mound in Ohio. There are three warp-threads, 

precisely as in our Mohave basket, and three weft-threads wrapped suc- 

cessively around each warp-thread in an orderly manner. Mr. Holmes, 
in speaking of impressions of textiles on pottery, draws attention to this 

interesting specimen from Foster. The writer has rolled out a large 

sheet of sculptor’s clay and pressed it against the interior of this net- 
work and found that the threads held the clay in place perfectly until 
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it dried. On the deserts of southern Arizona one has to goa long way 

for food and fuel. It is a common thing, says Dr. Palmer, to see a Mo- 

have woman coming in with this great basket stacked full of mesquite- 

bean pods, to be broken up and ground into meal when they are dry. 

The head-band is made of coarse rags, made into a pad at the center for 
the forehead. | 

Contiguous to the Mohaves, and belonging to the same Yuman stock, 

are the Pimas. (By some writers the Pimas are relegated toa separate 

stock.) Their arts are similar to those of the Mohaves. In the example 

of carrying-basket figured four rude sticks form the uprights. The 

netting is formed by a continuous coil of yucca-fiber thread caught into 

the coil beneath it. When this material is pressed flat it has the ap- 

pearance given by the drawing (Fig. 5s). The head-band and the staff 

(which also serves to support the carrying-basket when the porter is 

resting) complete the outfit. The form of stitch here seen looks like 

the boundary between the 

hard coil of the California 

and interior basketry on the 

one side, and the more elab- 
orate net-work of Mexico and 

Central America. From the 

same region Dr. Palmer has 

collected three specimens of 

a still more elaborate device 

for carrying. It consists of 

a frame-work of four sticks, 

two of which project down- 

ward for legs. These sticks 

are attached to a hoop, which 

holds them in place above, 
but they extend some dis- 

tance above the hoop, like 

standards on a wagon, to 

hold a top load of all sorts 

of light material. There isa 

pad of cane fabric attached 

to the portion of the appara- 

tus next to the back, and a 

broad head-band also, which Fig. 9. 
can be used on occasion (Fig. CARRYING OUTFIT. 

9). The net-work of these (Cat. No. 76033, U.S. N. M. Pima Indians, California, Collected by 
Edward Palmer. 

MN 

Ue Be 

baskets is very delicately 

wrought. In reality the coarse yucca thread is coiled, as in the last ex- 

ample, but all sorts of straight or zigzag bands are produced by making 

a whole turn in the thread before passing downward, through the next 

Stitch of the uuderlying coil. This work is done witb a needle and 

thread, as one may see the carrying nets and bags made in Central 
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America or the snow-shoes furnished with sinew among the Eskimos. 

- The latter use a double-pointed needle, with the thread hole in the mid- 

dle, but the natives of Central America and Mexico employ a needle 

of wood or bone about 4 inches long and one-tenth inch in thickuess. 

Around the uprights of this specimen are ropes for lashing on the load, 

and a staff, with a crutch at top, serves the double purpose of a cane 

and a rest. : . 

In a former paragraph allusion was made to the correlation of primi- 

tive agriculture with transportation. At the borders of Mexico gourds 

raised by rude processes begin to appear as vessels. In the example 

here figured a long gourd, holding a gallon or more, is inclosed in a 

net-work of yucca twine, laid on in coils, with half hitches above, and. 
with the standard open net-work below (Fig. 10). A bandolier of com- 

mon rag furnishes the carrying-strap. This specimen was collected 

from the Pimas by Dr. Palmer. 

The Diegenos belong to the Yuman stock, and dwell about San Diego, 

California. A rude carrying basket or wallet, collected by Dr. Palmer, 

is made of sticks in open work, held in place by a series of twined 

weft (Fig. 11). The handle is a common bale of string. There is noth- 
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Fig. 10. 

CARRYING-GOURD, 

(Cat. No. 76047, U. S. N. M. Pima Indians. 
Colorado River, Arizona. Collected by (Cat. No. 19742, U.S.N.M. Diegenos Indians. San Diego, Cali- 
Edward Palmer. ) fornia. Collected by Edward Palmer. ) 

Fig. 11. 

BASKET FOR CACTUS-FRUIT, UTC. 

ing striking about the specimen, excepting the occurrence of twined 

weaving so far south. It will be remembered from former studies that 

this style of textile gives place to the coil in northern California, In 
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the Great Interior Basin the Shoshonian stock have carried it much 

further southward, and even to the Pacific Ocean in southrn California. 

The Shoshonian stock, especially the central tribes in Utah, are agri- 

 eulturists in a crude fashion. The women gather the seeds of fifty or 

more plants, fan out the chaff ina basketry tray, elsewhere described, 

_ grind the seeds on a flat slab with a muller, and of the meal make 

- eakes or mush. The gathering-basket in which this harvest is collected 

and transported is shown in the accompanying figures (12, 13). This 

Fig. 13. 

UTE TYPE OF HARVESTING-BASKET AND FAN, 
HARVESTING-BASKET, USED BY ALL TRIBES IN USED BY ALL OTHER TRIBES; ALSO IN THE 

COLORADO, UTAH, AND NEVADA. GREAT INTERIOR BASIN. 

(Cat. No. 14664, U. S, N. M.) (Cat. No. 42155, U.S. N. M. Collected by James Stevenson. ) 

- conical receptacle is held with the point on the ground and the rim close 
_ tothe plants. The female harvester holds the gathering-basket with 
her left hand, and by means of a coarse fan held in the right hand 
beats the seed into the receptacle. The carrying-strap of soft buckskin 

is passed across the forehead to hold the basket high on the back. 

Thus burdened the Ute pack-woman trudges home to change her craft 

from the burden-bearer to the miller and the baker. The carrying-bas- 

ket of the Utes is made in twined weaving. The pattern is varied 

according to the number of warp-sticks included within each turn. 

The simplest incloses each rod separately; another style takes in two, 

_ and the twines are always between the same pairs of warp twigs. A 

third style imitates diagonal or twill by including a different set of rods 

- oOneach round. This has been described in another place. (Smithson. 

_ Rep. 1884, Pt. 11.) 
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The Utes have no pottery except what they have borrowed. Not to 

be defeated, however, in a matter so necessary to their happiness, their 

ingenuity has been equal to the occasion. Both the Utes and the 

Apaches make bottles and jars of twigs (Fig. 14) holding from half a 

pint to many gallons. These they calk with hot pitch until they are 

perfectly water-tight. On the side of this primitive demijohn lugs or 
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San CARLOS APACHE WOMAN CARRYING WATER IN A WICKER JAR LINED WITH PITCH. 

(From a photograph in the U. S. National Museum.) 

loops are fastened, and a soft buckskin head-band served through these 

enables Aquaria to bring often from a great distance water, seeds, and 

other necessaries. 

The use of the carrying-net is not common in America. Major Powell 

brought from Utah in 1874 a large collection to illustrate the life of the 

tribes there. The Utes, and indeed the tribes south of them, employ 

the net to catch rabbits and other small game. They know also how to 

turn the net into a carrying appliance. (Fig. 15.) One of the devices 

is here shown. The knot here used is the standard mesh-knot found all 

over the world, and it is interesting to find it here among the savages 

of Utah. , 
In northwestern Arizona are the Moki Pueblos. The westernmost 

of these, Oraibi, is celebrated for its basketry. In addition to the twined 
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and coiled work, which they practice in common with their neighbors 
and blood kindred, the Utes, though with vastly greater taste and skill, 

they have somewhere learned the art of making true wicker-work. 

(Fig.16.) Thisisindeed rare west of the Rocky Mountains. Two speci- 

-mnens are here figured, the one coarse and holding over a bushel, the 

other fine and having the capacity of a peck. Both of them are carried 

by means of ahead-band. The wicker is based on a warp of rigid twigs, 

in bunches of twos or threes. The woof is made up of twigs passing 

alternately over and under the warp. In fact, it would be more correct 

to call the bent twigs the warp, because they are alternately raised and 
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Fig. 15, Fig. 16. 

CARRYING-NET. ““CARRYING-CRATE”’ OF ZUNI AND OTHER PUEBLOS. 

(Cat. No. 11244, U. S.N.M. Ute Indians. Southern Utah. (Cat. No. 22971, U.S. N.M. Collected by Major J. W. Powell.) 
Collected by Major J. W. Powell. ) 

lowered as if with a weaver’s harness, while the straight twigs pass 

along the openings just as the warp does in common weaving. The 

method of fastening off the wicker twigs is shown in the detail of the 

coarser pattern. (Figs. 17,18.) Baskets of this very pattern are found 

at Zuii, but the opinion obtains that the basketry of this region belongs 

especially to the Shoshonian and the Apache-Tinné stock. Barter is 
going on all the time, and it is difficult to follow tribal characteristics 

“under such circumstances. 
The Zuni and most of the Rio Grande pueblos are famous for their 

pottery. The pack-men and the pack-women here distinguish them- 

selves, especially for the ease and grace with which they carry water 

and other burdens on the head. Here comes in the head-ring or burden- 

pad, specimens of which are figured (Figs. 19, 20). They are made either 

by wrapping a bundle of soft bast or grass into a ring, as in the top 
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figure, or by weaving a ring of yucca fiber neatly around a mass of the 

shredded fiber. This ring is placed upon the head and the round-bot- 

tomed jar upon that. When the jar is set down the ring still is made 

to support it and keep itin an upright position. Many jars have a 

concavity beneath, which really seems to be an afterthought. Itis only 

a seeming, however, as there is no evidence either way. In comparison 

with the Zufi water-carrier is shown an Italian girl in Palermo perform- 
ing the same feat. It is only a short step from this figure tothe cary- 

atid, in which architecture glorifies in marble one of the humblest oe- 

cupations of humanity. (Fig. 21.) 
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Fig. 17. 
SMALL FRUIT-PICKER’S BASKET. FRUIT-BASKET. 

Collected by James (Cat. No, 22998, U.S. N.M. Moki Pueblos, Arizona. Collected (Cat..No, 70937, U.S. N. M. Moki Pueblos, Arizona. 
by Major J. W. Powell. ) Stevenson ) 

The Pueblo Indians, like the Eskimo above described, use the breast- 
‘strap in dragging loads. They have the clumsy wooden Spanish cart 

and the diminutive burro, but there are occasions when the man or the 

woman is regularly hitched up to drag a load up the precipitous mesas, : 

where even a burro could not climb. The breast-strap is made of yucca | 

fiber woven in diagonal patterns, and forms a very efficient harness. 

This strap, however, is even more likely to be rested across the fore- 

head than upon the breast. (Fig. 22.) j 

The Apaches are extremely artistic in their manufacture of appliances 

for burden-bearing. The carrying basket, here figured, is made of rods 

sewed together by the coiled process. Ornamentation is effected by the 
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manner of stitching, by using different-colored material, and by sewing 

on strips of soft, white buckskin, to the lower end of which are attached 
the small hoofs of deer or bits of tin rolled up. (Fig. 23.) ‘The method 

_ of carrying burdens among the Apaches is shown in the next figure, of 

a woman bearing the cradle frame hung to the top of her head. Note 

here the position of the strap high up on the head, as suggesting the 

inquiry whether various uses and abuses of the head may not have con- 

tributed to its deformation. (Fig. 24.) 
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Fig. 20. 
E Fig. 19. 

ZUNI WOMAN SUPPORTING A JAR OF WATER. 

(From a photograph in the U.S. National Museum. ) 

HEAD OR MILKMAID’S PADS. 

(Cat. No. 40466, U. S. N. M. Pueblo Indians, Arizona and New 
Mexico. Collected by James Stevenson.) ¢ 

Before passing southward it is well to consider the habits of the In- 

dians east of the Rocky Mountains. No less than their western neigh- 

bors were they formerly accustomed to carry heavy burdens, For this 
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purpose they used baskets, hampers, wallets, par-fleche cases, skin 

bottles, skin wallets, and every other receptacle hitherto described. 

(Figs. 25, 26.) In some of the mounds that have been carefully ex- 

amined little striz showed that about a peck of earth constituted the 

separate loads of dirt which were doubtless scraped up near by and 

carried on the head or back in basketstothe mound. ‘The first settlers 

found the aborigines carrying on a respectable commerce, and using 

inventions that were truly labor-saving machines. 

Fig. 21. 
Fig. 22. 

ITALIAN WOMAS SUPPORTING EMPTY 
JAR. - BREAST-STRAPS. 

(From a photograph in the U. S. National Mu- (Cat. No. 70962—4, U.S. N. M. Zuni Indians. New 
seum. ) Mexico. Coilected by James Stevenson.) 

Fortunately a beautiful example of a carrying apparatus was gath- 

ered forty years ago from the Arikara and Mandan area. (Fig. 26.) 
Its composition is worthy of our closest study. Four bent poles con 

stitute the frame-work, two of them with a wide interspace, the other 
two narrow, like an ox-yoke bow. The two wide bows are placed nearly 
parallel and about 10 inches apart at top and 4 at bottom. The nar- 

row ones cross these at right angles nearly, only they are spread a 

little at top. They are also as far apart as the length of the basket 

demands. These two narrow bows descend 6 inches to afford a rest for 
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the load. The carrying-strap is of rawhide. The weaving is allied 

to that of the Columbia River natives and the tribes northward to the 
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Fig. 23. Fig. 24. 

DECORATED CARRYING-BASKET. APACHE SQUAW CARRYING PAPPOOSE-FRAME BY MEANS 
¥ a OF HEAD-BAND. 

(Cat. No. 21489, U.S.N. M. Apacke Indians of Arizona. 
Collected by Dr. J. B, White, U. S. N.) (From a photograph in the U. S. National Museum. ) 

THE UNIVERSAL “PAR FLESH” CASE OF RAWHIDE, USED BY ALL BUFFALO HUNTING INDIANS. 

Peel River, in British Columbia. It is indeed weaving in diaper, the 

warp and the weft equally important in width, flexibility, and manip- 

H., Mis, 600, pt. 2——18 
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ulation, narrow strips of birch or other tough bark, some of them 

having the dark, others the light side exposed. This gives a pretty 

figured effect to the surface. 

Mexico is the land of carriers. The early chroniclers mention over 

and over the employment of pro- 

fessional bearers by the rulers 

of the ancient city. Indeed, the 

mountainous condition of the 

country has kept alive the prac- 

tice of using men for beasts of 

‘burden up to the present time, 

when the very best substitute 

is the pack-mule. Travelers in 

modern Mexico refer to regular 

caravans of peons, who are to be 

seen entering the city from every 

direction, bringing to market 

every kind of commodity. Even 

the butchers send their meat 

around on the backs of men. 

The Mexican earrier is a student 

of attitudes, to the extent that 

there is not a position of his 

body adapted to burden-bearing 

~with which he is not familiar. 

One specimen of basket in the 

National Museum is made of split 

ee ee cane, Woven in diaper. (Figs. 28, 

oapariyeer ooo a do ea ew eur me 
but in some cases the top load is 

greater than the contents of the basket. The strap passes beneath the 

basket up to the two loops midway. It extends just around the 

shoulders to the breast-bone in front. The head-band is also used in 

Central America, but the breast-strap has not appeared since we left 

Alaska. In the figure of the carrier here presented, quite an elaborate 
back-pad is shown. In the Pimaspecimen a pad of this sort is attached 

to the basket, but in the Mexican example the pad is attached to the 

man. It consists of a large piece of soft leather, folded several times, 

hung to the neck above, and held down at the bottom by a belt around 

the waist. (Figs. 29, 30.) The Pima carrier, therefore, has but one 

basket, while the Mexican is detachable from his basket, and padded 
for any load whatever. 

The human yoke is probably a foreign invention to Mexico. Itisa 

common sight now to see a man with a stout strip of wood on his 

shoulder, from either end of which depends a jar by means of a strap, 

as shown in the figure. These jars hold about two gallons each of 

Fig. 26. 
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PORTRAIT OF A WASHINGTON NEGRO, SHOWING A VERY COMMON 
METHOD OF BURDEN-BEARING. 

(From life, by W. H. Chandlee. ) 
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Pig. 28. 

‘CARRYING-BASKET OF THE CARGADOR. 

(Cat, No, 91508, U.S. N. M. Choctaw Indians, Mobile, Alabama. Collected 
by Edward Palmer, ) 
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water, pulque, flour, beans, etc. The frame at the bottom of the draw- 
ing holds two of these jars. Other frames hold three or more. One of 

these frames on either side of a burro makes up a pack, when the load 

is easily transferred from the pack-man to the pack-mule. The pottery 

is made in the mountainous districts, and one may frequently see mule- 

trains coming along, their packs filled with pottery of this kind. (Fig. 

31.) 
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Fig. 29, 

PORTRAIT OF A MEXICAN CARGADOR STANDING ON A TRACK, SHOWING THE TWO 

EXTREMES OF TRANSPORTATION. 

(Original drawiug by W. H. Chandlee. ) 

Another method of hitching up mankind has crept into Mexico, 

namely, the wheelbarrow. The drawing here given is an exact copy 

of a Guadalajara potter’s conception of the happy wheelbarrow man, 

his machine made entirely of wood, the shafts supported by a strap 

hung from one shoulder and passing under the right arm. (Fig. 32.) 

Tylor (Anahuac, 120) says; “A crowd of women follow close in the 
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rear of a Mexican army, almost every soldier baving some woman who 

belongs to him, who carries a heavy load of Indian corn and babies, 

and cooks tortillas for her lord and master. The number of these 

poor creatures who perish in the wars is very great.” 
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Fig. 30. 

PORTRAIT OF A MEXICAN BUTCHER. 

(After W. H. Holmes. ) 

Observe the parts of the body involved. 

Mrs. Polhemus, in her ‘‘ Woman’s Work for Woman,” speaks thus of 
the Mexican burden-bearers: ‘‘ Who are these two men coming towards 

us, and what do they carry? The first is bearing to the city nothing 

less than a load of wash-tubs. - Very primitive they are, as you may see, 

yet clothes will come from them as white and beautiful as any you 

may have washed in your stationary tubs at home, with all the modern 

improvements. Our next friend carries a bundle of wood, picked up 

outside the city, and how precious those crooked sticks are you would 

never guess till you tried to buy them. Here comes the baker's boy, 

with his great flat basket, nicely balanced on his head, and filled with 
fresh rolls and sweetened breads for your afternoon chocolate; then 

comes an Indian woman with a great bundle of charcoal strapped to 

her back, a baby tucked into her rebozo in front, and beyond walks 
another, bearing on her head an earthen jar. In Guatemala this is the 

way they carry milk, but here in Mexico City the jar is more likely to 

contain water, either for bathing or drinking. On the corner stands a 

porter, waiting and ready for a few cents to hoist to his back your 

heaviest Saratoga trunk and transportit whither you will. Here comes 
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another Indian woman. A few peas, beans, and perhaps peppers are 

tied up in a blanket, which is knotted around her neck. She stops at 
doors, calls out her wares, and trots along till she is sold out and her 

blanket empty; and so, as we pass along, do you notice how much in 

Mexico is carried by men and still oftener by Indian women.” 
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Fig. 31. 

CARRYING-YOKE. A FRAME FOR SHIFTING THE JARS TO THE BACK OF A MULE. 

(Cat. No. 126592, U.S. N M. Guadalajara, Mexico. Collected by Edward Palmer. ) 

It is well known that the ancient Mexicans worked in the silver mines. 
The art of mining is about as primitive now in Mexicoas formerly. The 

ore is placed in rude bags or baskets. The carriers work their way to 

the surface by means of notched poles put across a part of the shaft in a 

zigzag fashion, and they then give their load to the breakers, who knock 

the ore into pieces exactly as if they were going to macadamize a road. 

(Mexico Illustrated, Mark Beaufoy, p. 268.) 
Mr. W. A. Croffut speaks as follows about the remarkable carrying 

capacity of those ubiquitous porters of Mexico, the cargadores : 

“In every part of the country have I observed them patiently following 

the trails and carrying immense loads on their backs. I recollect seeing, 
four years ago, near a railroad station, half a dozen of them squatting 

on the ground, resting. One had a sofa upon his shoulders, strapped 

on I could not see how; another bore a tower of chairs locked into each 
other and rising not less than 8 feet above his head; another carried a 
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hen-coop with a dozen or twenty hens, and others were conveying laden _ 

barrels and various household goods. They had come, they said, from 
San Luis Potési, not less than 50 miles distant. These cargadores will 

cover 30 miles a day for a week or more, going from ocean to Gulf. 
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Fig. 32. 

PEDDLFR WITH RUDE BARROW. MEXICO. 

(After a figure in the U.S. National Museum, by 2 Guadalajara potter. ) 

“During a ride which I made over the Andes, on the Mexican National 

Railroad, these persistent carriers were almost always in sight from the 
car windows, the peons and burros following each other up and down 

the slopes. The vice-president of the road, Thomas C. Pardy, whose 
guest I was, said, as we watched these animated trains advancing on 

parallel lines, ‘There is our rival. That is the only transportation 

company we fear. If it were not for that line, this country would treble 

its railroads next year, and the roads would double their profits. We 

are combating the custom of centuries. Those fellows carry on their 

backs to Mexico the entire crops of great haciendas far over the mount- 

ains. I have been and sat down with a wealthy and enterprising haci- 

endado, and explained to him that we could do his carrying in a quarter 

of the time and for half the cost, and have seen him refuse to change, 
and stubbornly stick to the old method. I was never before so im- 

pressed with the tremendous force of habit.’” 

All the salt produced in Salinas is carried away on the backs and heads 

of men, who come for it (many from great distances) and sell it at home 
or ina suitable market.. In Guatemala everything—with the exception 

of grain, vegetables, and sugar, which are transported on beasts of 

burden—is carried on the heads of men, there being no cart-road of any 

length except that from the port to the capital. The articles to be car- 

ried are adjusted into a package higher than wide, and secured by a 

net, called red. To the back part of this pack, near its base, is fastened 
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a strap of rawhide, the two ends of which are attached to another strap, 

called tapal, of the size and form of alarge hand. The burden is placed 
on a stone, or some other elevated object, and the man, stooping down, 

puts the tapal on the top of his head, and lifting his burden trots off 

with it. When a paterfamilias, going on a journey, has baggage to 

carry, either his wife or one of his children accompanies him to carry 

his provisions. A professional carrier dispenses with such company 

and ‘secures .\his provisions on the top of the load. In most instances 

his food consists of tortillas and a few peppers as a condiment, to which, 

exceptionally, some boiled beans are added. Carriers always take with 

them, in a little bag, some meal of toasted maize mixed with scraped 

brown sugar (dulce). A handful of this mixture put in hot water forms 

their only beverage, for they never touch fresh water, and whatever they 

drink must be warm. For preparing this beverage every one carries 

with him a small iron pot. All these articles are put in a netted bag, 
called matate. There are, at certain intervals on the road, places where 
the carriers rest during the day or at night. Such places are generally 

near to a brook, if there is one by the road, or to a rancho, where there 
are always some sticks of wood left glimmering by the previous party 

for making a fire and preparing the drink (pinol). The usual weight 

of a man’s load is from 4 to 5 arrobas, an arroba being fixed by law at 

25 pounds. Occasionally a man will carry a great deal more for a short 

distance. To protect the load from rain every carrier takes with him 

a kind of cloak (soyacal) made of the leaflets of a palm, stitched to- 
gether in such manner as to overlap each other and form a short cone 

with a broad base. This cloak is rolled up and secured to one side of 

the load, indicating the nationality of the bearer; for by this he is at 

once recognized as an inhabitant of Guatemala whenever he comes to 

the neighboring states. This mode of carrying loads is undoubtedly 

the cause of the fashion in which men wear their hair, which is clipped 

short in front and on the top of the head, but allowed to grow to some 
length on the back part. A similar fashion is observed by the Hanaks, 

the inhabitants of the fertile plain of Central Moravia. The hair onthe 

top of the head of a professional carrier becomes much abraded. 

A specimen of carrying frame from British Honduras begins to fore- 

shadow the apparatus used in the Andes for transporting travelers. It 

consists of a stout wooden frame like the seat of a child’s carriage elon- 

gated, and is fastened to the back as in the Mexican basket carrier. 
All sorts of luggage are brought within the lines of the British trading 

posts on the backs of men in frames of this sort. (Fig. 33.) 

The far-famed coffee-carriers of Rio usually go in troops, numbering 

ten or twenty individuals, of whom one takes the lead and is called 

the captain. These are generally the largest and strongest men that 

can be found. While at work they seldom wear any other garment 

than a pair of short pantaloons; their shirt is thrown aside for the time 

as an incumbrance. Each one takes upon his head a bag of coffee, 

—. 
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weighing 160 pounds, and when all are ready they start off upon a 

measured trot, which soon increases toarapidrun. (Fig. 34.) (Kidder 
and Fletcher, Brazil and the Brazilians, p. 29.) 
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Fig. 33. Fig. 34. 

CARRYING-FRAME. COFFEE-CARRIER OF RIO. 

(Cat. No. 126805, U.S.N.M. British Honduras. (After Wilkes. ) 
Collected by U. S. Consul A. E. Morlan. X 

Slaves are almost the only carriers of burdens in Rio Janeiro. They 

go almost naked and are exceedingly numerous. They appear to work 

with cheerfulness, and go together in gangs with a leader, who carries 

a rattle filled with stones, similar to a child’s rattle. With this he keeps 

time, causing them all to move on in a dog-trot. Each one joins in the 

monotonous chorus, the notes seldom varying above a third from the 

key. The words they use are frequently relative to their own country, 

sometimes to what they heard from their master as they started with 

their load, but the sound is the same. 
The coffee-carriers go in gangs of twenty or thirty. In singing, one- 

half take the air, with one or two keeping up a kind of hum on the 

common chord, and the remainder finish the bar. These slaves are re- 

quired by their masters to obtain a certain sum, according to their 

ability, say from 25 to 50 cents a day, and pay it every evening. The 

surplus belongs to themselves. In default of not gaining the requisite 

sum, castigation is alwaysinflicted. The usual load is about 200 pounds. 

(Wilkes.) 
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In Rio Janeiro as well as in the United States and the West Indies 

may be seen in perfection the African toting on the head. This prac- 

tice does not seem to have been a favorite one among the American 

aborigines, if we except the water-carriers of the interior basin of the 

United States. In the coffee-carriers of Rio as well as among the steve- 

dores of all our sea-ports and commercial towns, the load rests partly on 

the head and partly on the top of the scapule, there being local vari- 

ations of the method running from support on the head alone to support 

on the scapule alone. The method is an exceedingly convenient one 

either for unloading or for emptying the sack. 
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NEGROES IN RIO JANEIRO, BRAZIL, ACTING AS DRAUGHT ANIMALS. 

(From an old print.) 

From Rio we have also an old sketch, after Wilkes, illustrating the 
use of man as a draft animal. (Fig. 35.) All over the world the 

‘“push-eart” is known. Nothing is commoner in Washington than the 

sight of a negro with his little two- 

wheeled cart, moving at a dog-trot, 

with a light load of everything con- 

ceivable. The freight of one of these 

carts rarely exceeds the quarter of a 

ton, but the draft-man moves much 

faster than a horse ora mule. The 

climax of this process of using men 

for draft is seen on the monuments 

of Egypt, where hundreds of them 

are hitched to a single sledge. The 

romantic survival presents itself 

everywhere in firemen’s processions, 

the car of Juggernaut, the triumphal 

car. 
A negro dray team in Rio consists 

of five stalwart Africans pushing, 

pulling, steering, and shouting as 

they make their way amid the ser-_ - Fig. 35a. 

ried throng. Now an omnibus thun- Navo INvIAN CARRIER, OF Ecuapor. 

ders through the crowd, and a large Seana 
four-wheeled wagon, belonging to some company for the transportation 

of ‘‘ goods,” crashes in its wake. Formerly all this labor was performed 
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by human hands, and searcely a cart or a dray was used in the city, 

unless, indeed, it was drawn by negroes. Carts and wagons propelled 

by horse-power are now quite common; but for the moving of light 

burdens and for the transportation of furniture, pianos, etc., the negro’s 

a head has not been superseded by any vehicle. (Kidder and Fletcher, 

- Brazil and the Brazilians, page 29.) 
a The Napos Indians, of Ecuador, also use the head-band to support 

the basket; the staff is also introduced to throw a portion of the load 

upon the arms and turns the bearer into a veritable quadruped. (Fig. 

35 A.) 
In the island of Madeira is also seen the rudimentary form of loading 

4 up two or more men. The primitive palankin is simply a hammock 

swung on a pole, with ornamental awning and so forth to suit the rider. 

We vill pause a moment to scrutinize this apparatus. (Fig.36.) When- 
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Fig. 36. 

HAMMOCK CARRIAGE, WITH TWO BEARERS. MADEIRA. 

(Frem a photograph in the U S. National Museum. ) 

ever a4 man wishes to carry a stick of timber he finds the center of 

gravity and places that upon his shoulder. It is only a slight step 

forward to make the stick lighter and add weights on either end, as do 

the Mexican carrier and Chinese cooly. Revolve the pole ninety de- 

grees so as to be perpendicular to the line of progression and we have 

the typical Holland yoke. We are proceeding here, as always, on the 

supposition that the human mind sets ever before itself the problem 

how to get the greatest result with the least effort. This involves in 

the case in hand a study of padding, fitting, resting, etc., all of which 

things have their local methods of treatment. 

Again, suppose two men have a log or plank to carry between them, 

each rests one end of the load on his shoulder. This is the first step 

in that varied apparatus which becomes in different lands palankin, 

bier, filanzana, in which rank or cireumstance make one set of men the 

carriers of another. Many of the peasantry are employed as carriers, 

_and one is much struck by their numbers as they enter Funchal early _ 
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in the morning with sheep-skins filled with wine upon their shoulders, 

Fig. 37. 
WINE-CARRIER IN MADEIRA. 

(After Wilkes, in Report on the U. S. Exploring Expedition. ) 

are bearers, and they rest them- 

selves by supporting the load 

on crutch-like staves, since they 

can not set it down. (Fig. 36.) 
A sledge, about 6 feet in 

length, 20 inches, wide, and 6 or 
8 inches high, with two strips 

of hard wood fastened together 

for runners, used to transport 
pipes of wine, is the only vehicle 

employed in Madeira. Figured 

(Wilkes I, p. 10.) 

A drawing of the Persian 

water-carrier is introduced here 

(Fig. 38) for the purpose of trac- 

ing the head-band and the skin 
bag in their distribution. The 

pulque-gatherer of Mexico uses 

the skin of a hog in collecting 

the crude juice of the plant; 

the Eskimo employs the closed 

skin for a water-carrier as well 

as for a float. All over the 

Orient and in Africa the goat 

-skin is the accompaniment of 

looking at a distance more like 

a live animal than a filled skin. 

The skins are preserved entire, 

even the legs of the animal being 

retained. (Fig. 37.) These bur- 

dens are kept steady by a band 

that passes over the forehead, 
which supports a great part of 

the weight. About 25 gallons, 

weighing more than 200 pounds, 

isa load. They move rapidly and 

earry this load for a mere trifle. 

To us a remarkable feature in the 

population was to see a female not 

only thus employed, but a -stout 

mountain lass trudging up a steep 

path with ease under a load that 

would have staggered one of our 

laborers even a short distance. 
( Wilkes.) 

- In the Madeira type two men 

ss GPE, 

PERSIAN WATER CARRIER. 

(After H. Fenn, in Century Magazine. ) 
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the water and the wine carrier. A load of this kind rests on no particu- 

lar portion of the back, adjusting itself perfectly to head, neck, should- 

ers, and back. 

The paternity of the modern knapsack appears in the carrying- basket 

of Holland represented in the figure. (Figs. 39, 40.) This method of 
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Fig. 40. 

GERMAN WOMAN CARRYING-BASKET WITH SHOULDER- HOLLAND YOKE, SHOWING BOTH HANDS AND 
STRAPS. SCAPULAS USED IN CARRYING. 

(From a photograph in the U. S. National Museum. ) (From a photograph in the U. S. National Museum. ) 

hitching up the pack-woman can not be very ancient. It is not widely 

spread amoung the aborigines of America, where the woman is the bearer 

and the man goes on ahead to do the fighting or hunting. To all ap- 

pearances this is a sacrifice of great weight to the labor-saving scheme 

of joining the bearer and the warrior in one individual. Hence the sol- 

dier discards the head-strap or the breast-strap, and adopts the knap- 

sack. (Fig. 41.) 

In an example of head-strap from Africa we have a repetition of one 

from Montana, in which the pack-man becomes, as it were, his own driver. 
He puts the sack, or bundle of fagots or what not, on the two lines 

about the middle. He then backs up to his load, inserts his forehead 
into the head-band, and seizing the lines by the outer ends rolls his 
load upon his back. In the same manner grocers roll barrels of goods 

up and down the cellar skids. (Fig. 42.) 

A very neat and ingenious framework for burden-bearing comes from 
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the Congo region. Two stout palm leaves are laid about a foot apart 

and the:leaflets on their adjacent sides are braided together. The leaf- 
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PEASANT WOMEN OF RUSSIA CARRYING STONE ON A BIER. 

(After George Kennan, in Century Magazine.) 

lets on their outer margins are twisted into short cords and then braided 

into a continuous margin for the frame. (Fig. 43.) This apparatus is 

loaded with the greatest variety of merchandise, to be carried to and 

from the coast in trade. 

“The Madis of Africa make admirable porters, being very careful of 

the loads intrusted to them, and display no little iorethought and inge- 

nuity in preserving them from injury. The rule is that no load should ex- 

ceed 50 pounds in weight, and that it should be either square or oblong, 
the latter being preferred. They always carry the load on the head on 

a pad made of grass, very rarely steadying it with the hand unless going 

over very rough ground. They strongly object to carry loads over 50 

pounds, but if pressed will take them up to 70 pounds, if the distance to 

be marched is not more than three days and extra fond is given them. 

Loads of 100 or 120 pounds are carried by two men, hung on a pole, 

which they balance on their heads, but they do not like the work. If 

a very heavy load has to be carried, e. g., a man, they place him on a 

native bed and carry him, two at a time, changing relays of men at 

about each mile. This they prefer to carrying by four men at once. I 

can testify from personal experience that it is far better to be carried 

by two men than four, for they go much more easily and do not run_ 

against so many trees or overhanging branches. ‘The relief men march 

before those who are bearers and cry out when obstacles oceur. 

As regards distance they carry loads of 50 pounds 20 miles a day, for 

eight or ten consecutive days, without showing signs of distress, but 
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- on the march they appear to require a great deal of water, and will 

: sooner burden themselves with a gourd full than go without it for more 

than two hours ata time. If they go by a road where water is scarce, 
_ they generally take a few women or children with them to carry it. 

When they arrive at a stream all loads are put down, and they bathe, 

if the water is deep, or sit down and wash themselves, if it be shallow, 
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Fig. 43. 

AFRICAN CARRYING-STRAP. THIS METHOD OF CARRYING-FRAME OF THE CONGO, MADE BY BRAID- 

CARRYING ALSO PREVAILS IN NORTIWEST ING THE LEAVES OF THE PALM. 

UNITED STATES. i 

ai (Cat. No. 4959 (P), U. S. N. M. Collected by Capt. Charles Cat. No. 72708, U.S. N.M. TLoango Coast, West Africa. Col- 
Wilkes, U.S. Navy.) lected by Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Leipzig, Germany. 

and then take a long drink. The Madis can searcely be prevailed upon 

to march at night, even in bright moonlight, on account of bad roads, 

which is strange, as their eye-sight is remarkably good. Neither will 

they start until the dew is entirely off the grass, or if made to do so by 

promises of reward, they tie bunches of grass or skins before them to 

avoid as much as possible being wetted by the dew. : 

; In crossing a river of 4 or 5 feet deep they stand in the water in a 

double row and hand the loads from one to the other. Should the 
stream be very strong, they break down branches which have broad 

forks, and placing one end firmly in the bed of the stream lean against 
the fork, and so get the needed support. They march at a quick pace, 

but generally halt for ten or twenty minutes after each 3 or 4 miles. 

In carrying the Egyptian post these men make long and quick 
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marches, 60 or 70 miles often being accomplished in twenty-four hours. 

(Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, 1833-84, Nos. 115-118, p. 316.) 
The open palankin or chair has reached an excellent differentiation in 

Madagascar. <A traveler sits ina leather seat, made to fit the body, at- 

tached to the two bearing poles and having a stirrup for the feet. To 

the poles are also attached the traveler’s gun, haversack, assagais, and 
other necessary apparatus. 

The frame rests upon the shoulders of four carriers, who trot along 

with the load until they get tired. Extra bearers shift the load upon 

their shoulders without stopping. In this method of relaying the bear- 

ers are enabled to carry the traveler oftimes a hundred miles a day. 

This same method of bearing and relaying is found also in Africa, and 

furnishes an advanced and quite complicated system of transportation. 
(Fig. 44.) ; 

Fig 44, 

FILANZANA OR CARRYING-FRAME OF MapaGascar. (After Shufeldt.) 

(Cat. No. of frame 75928, U.S.N.M. Madagascar. Collected by Lieut. M. A. Shufeldt, U. S. Navy.) 

“The average load of a coolie,” says Mr. Neumann, ‘is 100 pounds, 

and with this he travels 30 miles. Kinkiang is an important place for 

the export of tea. The tea districts are situated about 60 miles from 

the town, and the coolies bring in the chests in two days, each man 

carrying a load of 100 pounds. 

“The weight of a load and the distance over which a cooly travels, 

may be different in the north or south. I have not been able to make 

inquiries elsewhere but at this port.” 
Any one who has looked at all into the subject will recall the thousand 

and one attitudes of Chinese carriers in all pictures of social life. The 
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same is also true of J apan and the countries south of China, (Figs. 45, 
46, 47.) 
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Fig. 45. ae 46. 
SHOULDER-YOKE AND CARRYING-BASKETS. SIMPLEST FORM OF FRAME FOR SHOULDER- 

YOKE. 
(Cat. No. 74506, U.S. N. M. China. Gift of the Chinese Centennial eee 

Commission, Philadelphia, 1876. (Cat. No. 54174, U. S.N.M. China. Gift of the Chinese 
Centennial Commission, Philadelphia, 1876. 

Fig. 47. 

JAPANESE PEDDLER AND SHOULDER-YOKE. 

(From a photograph im the U. S. National Museum. ) 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——19 
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The shoulder-pole, or carrying-pole, assumes as many forms in China 

and Japan as the ingenuity of one-fourth of the human race has been 

able to devise. Inasmuch as they all operate on the same plan, a de- 

scription of a very simple one in the National Museum will suffice for 

the whole series. 

The essential parts of a Chinese carrier’s outfit are, first, a stout strip 

of bamboo, 6 feet or more long, wide in the middle, and having knobs or 

notches at either end. 

The middle of this apparatus rests on either shoulder of the bearer, 

and from the notched ends, with or without suspending strings, hangs 

the well-balanced load. The bearer carries a staff in hand, upon the 
top of which he may support his load while resting. 

The wheelbarrow reaches its highest perfection in China (Fig. 48). 

Fig. 48. 

CHINESE BARROW WITH TWO SIDES, FOR BURDENS OR PASSENGERS. 

(From a photograph in the U. S. National Museum. ) 

The man of burden is harnessed by means of his hands acting as stirrups, 

and a rope or strap passing from the shafts over his neck. To his rope 

or band he gives the effect of a trace by fastening it to the shaft some 

distance behind the hand. 

The wheel is, moreover, in the center of the barrow, so that the 

downward pressure on the shoulders is far less than in our Kuropean 

barrows. 
The load of this apparatus is disposed around the wheel, with some 

attention to the center of gravity; and the disposing of men, pigs, mer- 
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chandise, and household effects, with this sole object in view, gives to 
‘some of the Chinese loaded barrows rather a romantic effect. 

The Japanese back is one of the best in the world, and the people 
have repeated many of the Chinese methods of burden bearing. The 

most frequent method of burden bearing is the bamboo basket, suspended 
from the shoulders in like manner to the knapsack. (Fig. 49.) 

The palankin of Japan is also very similar to that of China. In 

both countries, especially in the latter, on ceremonial gccasions, frames 

and other devices have been invented for hitching up a great number of 

men, and thus of securing the advantage of combined effort. This 
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Fig. 49. 

CoMMON CARRYING-BASKET OF JAPAN. 

(From a photograph in the U. S. National Museum. ) 

should not be overlooked in studying the civilization of countries that 

became quite elevated without our modern appliances. 

Any knowledge of Aino culture at this time is valuable, when a sys- 

tematic effort is being made to discover the relationships of this primi- 

tive people. For carrying burdens the Ainos use a frame, like a small 

trellis or ladder, around which braided cord is wrapped to furnish a bed 
for the load. (Fig. 50.) 
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This frame is attached to the body by means of shoulder-ropes braided 

so as to be thick, and padded in the portions against the shoulders. 

This is quite primitive as a carrying device, and has its counterpart 

only among the rude carriers of America and Africa. 

"7 The palankin of Corea is an empty 

i EF cube 24 feet each way. Little win- 
AN § —— SSS, dows look out in front and on either 
VIZ WLP ee CE ° . . ° 

LN side, each fitted with a pair of slid- 
WT ze X . . 

SS < ing screens. Into these are let tiny 

panes of glass 2 inches square. Two 

men carry this box and divide the 

burden by means of a yoke, with 

straps that fit over the ends of the 

poles to which the box is fastened, 
ex two other men accompaning as re- 

1. (2) lief. Hach man is armed with a 
2 VOX stick, which is used to insert under 

poem, 24 the chair and lift it up to ease their 
<—e) ts fellows. (Percival Lowell, Chosén, 
= oF Ly p. 50.) 

1A The same author informs us that 

Ly "there is not a single wheel in Corea, 
A the palankin being the only means 

of conveyance. 

"Vi One of the most primitive illus- 
trations of carrying on the shoulder 

pa Tee is furnished by a copy of a small 

(Cat, No. 73093 U.S. NM. Tate Yama, Japan, Collectedby Photograph, taken in the Karen hill 

be ee country by the Rev. R. M. Luther. 
A boy is returning home with two bread- 

fruits attached to the stock by their 

natural stem. The pole on the shoulder, 

with a weight depending from either 

end, is the commonest device of the pro- 

fessional carrier throughout this whole 

region. And in this picture we have 

the ancestor of every Chinese coolie 

art, of the principal part of Japanese, 

Siamese, and Polynesian carrying on the 

shoulder. 

Indeed the Karen bread-fruit picker 

is at a single view the primitive agri- 

culturist, taking his load at once from 

Za 
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Fig. 50. 

nature and the primitive agent of trans- Fig. 51. 
. KAREN Boy Of BURMA, CARRYING BREAD- 

portation. FRUIT. 
A very elaborate and highly artistic (From a photograph in the U. §, National Museum. ) 
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offshoot of the Chinese coolie’s double load is found in Siam. The pole 

rests on the shoulder, and on either end is suspended a long, daintily 

woven hamper. A wooden bottom protects the basket from injury, 

and the holes for the insertion of the pole are arranged like grommets 

by means of bamboo sewing. (Fig. 52.) 
Cords are provided, both for 

the attachment of the top load 

and the convenience of the 

bearer. In all the Siamese car- 
rying apparatus from Siam in 

the National Museum the work- 

manship is of the most delicate 
character. The baskets are wov- 

en of split rattan, and the stitch- 
‘ing compares favorably with 

that of our best California weav- 

Se ee 
2 —— 

Compare the Siamese with the 

Sandwich Island pack, and the 

rude parentage of the Siamese 

method may be seen. (Fig. 53.) 

Captain Wilkes long ago said of 
the Hawaiian carriers: “One 

can not but be struck with see- 

ing the natives winding their 

way along the different thor- 

oughfares laden with all kinds —/f 

of provisions, wood, charcoal, * ee 
and milk, to supply the mar- Nearer Sik 

(Cat. No. 27613, U.S. N.M. Siam. Presented by the King of Siam.) 

ket and their regular customers. 

Their mode of carrying burdens is to suspend them with cords from 

the ends of a stick; this is laid across the shoulders, and so accustomed 
are they to carry the load in this manner that they will sometimes in- 

crease the weight by adding a heavy stone in order to balanceit. The 
stick on which they carry their load is made of the Hibiscus tiliaceus, 

which is light and tough. Instead of baskets they use a kind of gourd 

which grows to a large size. These are thin and brittle, but with the 

care the natives take of them are extremely serviceable. They are 

used for almost everything. It takes two gourds to make one of the 

baskets used for transporting articles, the smaller one being turned 
over the opening cut in the larger one, effectually protecting the con- 

tents from rain. Some of these gourds will contain upwards of two 
bushels. The gait of the Kanaka moving with his load is a quick trot, 

and he takes very short steps.” (Wilkes.) 
The carrying net of the Utes of Utah and Colorado re-appears in the 

Papuan area in the shape of a bow of wood, the space between being 
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filled with a net-work. All sorts of loads are fastened within this frame 

and it is borne on the back in the most comfortable manner to the 

bearer. (Fig. 54.) 

Fig. 54. 
Fig. 53. 

CARRYING-NET AND FRAME. 
CARRIER OF THE SANDWICH ISLANDS. : 

(Cat. No. 73386, U. S.N. M. New Guinea. Collected by 
(From a photograph in the U. S. National Museum.) A. P. Godwin.) 

In the vast majority of the islands in the great oceanic area the human 

burden-bearer is transformed into the human propeller, most of the 

savage life here being passed on the water; but it is curious to notice 
that hand-work even here precedes machine work, in that men, women, 
and children are the most expert swimmers in the world. ; 

“The women of New Britain,” says Mr. W. Powell,* ‘carry their 

babies in net-work bags, the band or strap of which comes round the 
forehead, and the child in the bag rests on their shoulder blades, and in 
traveling to market and elsewhere, should the child require suckling, 
they do it over the shoulder. . 

“They will also carry on their backs two or three cocoanut-mat bags 
full of merchandise, as well as the baby; this gives them a stooping 

gait and makes them always walk in a doubled-up manner, even when 
not carrying anything.” 

*W. Powell, ‘‘ Wanderings, etc.,” London, 1884, 
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ETHNO-CONCHOLOGY—A STUDY OF PRIMITIVE MONEY. 

By Ropert E. C. STEARNS. 

The study of Nature leads through enchanted fields, full of new sur- 

prises and fresh delights. Whichever path we pursue, vistas open on 

either side equally inviting, with every charm of life and form and 

color, ever changing but never old. 

‘¢ Who,” wrote P. P. Carpenter, ‘has not admired the beauty of shells, 

the luster of the Cowries, the polish of the Olives, the painting of the 

Cones, the varied layers of the Cameos, the exquisite nacre of Mother- 
of-Pearl? Who has not listened to the mysterious ‘sound of the sea’ 

: in the Whelks and Helmets, or wondered at the many chambers of the 

Nautilus? What child ever went to the sea-shore without picking up 

shells; or what lady ever spurned them as ornaments of her parlor? 

Shells are at once the attraction of the untutored savage, the delight 

of the refined artist, the wonder of the philosophic zoologist, and the 

most valued treasures of the geologist. They adorn the sands of sea- 

girt isles and continents new, and they form the earliest ‘footprints on 

the sands of time’ in the history of our globe. The astronomer wan- 

dering through boundless space with the grandest researches of his in- 

teliect and the most subtle workings of his analysis, may imagine indeed 

the history of past time and speculate on the formation of globes, but 

his science presents us with no records of the past; but the geologist, 

after watching the ebb of the ocean tide, examines into the soil on the 
‘surface of the earth and finds in it a book of chronicles, the letters of 

which are not unknown hieroglyphics but familiar shells.” 
Conchology, or the study of shells, in itself one of the most delightful 

studies, in its ethnological aspect is also full of interest. 

Aside from the use of various species of mollusks as articles of human 

food all the world over, we find that several forms belonging to this di- 

vision ef the animal kingdom have in the past been curiously interwoven 

with the affairs of men, both in civilized and barbarous communities. 
Some of these are still in use as of old, but to a comparatively limited 

extent. 

As we follow the direction of ethno-conchological inquiry over the 
pathway of dead centuries, we catch glimpses of great events—events 

phenomenal, picturesque, and impressive; important in their time, char- 

acteristic of the period or epoch which they mark and in which they oc- 
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curred, and it seems strange that forms of animal production so insig- 
nificant should have had any connection therewith. 

PEARL-BEARING MUSSELS. 

The fresh-water mussels are widely distributed over the surface of the 

globe; the rivers and minor water-courses of the northern hemisphere 

-contain a great number of species, and individuals of these species are 

wonderfully abundant. The freshets which swell the streams and tear 

away their banks, and make their waters turbid with silt, earry into the 

soft parts of the mussels particles of sand which irritate the delicate tis- 

sues. This irritation causes a flow of nacreous lymph, which is deposited 

on and coats over the rough surface of the disturbing atoms, or it may 

be that a shriveled egg-case of the mollusk itself becomes similarly 

lodged and causes a similar annoyance and is coated with nacre in the 

same way. And so a pearl is commenced, and afterward receives coat- 
ing upon coating until the accumulated deposits of nacre have reached 

a thickness that gives the pearl not only size but translucency and iri- 

descence, and if the color is good and the shape symmetrical, a pearl of 

value, a precious pearl, is formed. And so in Nature’s laboratory an 

aborted egg or a grain of sand is transformed into a thing of beauty. 

THE INVASION OF BRITAIN BY THE ROMANS (B. C. 55). 

The pearls of Great Britain were famous throughout Europe in the 

century before Christ. They were obtained from the fresh-water mus- 

sels (Margaritana margaritifera) of the mountain rivers and streams. 

Doubtless the extent of the fishery was exaggerated, and the value of 

the yield in pearls greatly overestimated. History has preserved the 

tradition that it was this source of wealth that tempted the Romans to 
the shores of that country in the year 55 B. C., and ancient writers re- 
fer to the shield studded with British pearls which Cesar* suspended 

as an offering in the temple of Venus at Rome.t 

It is highly probable that the invasion of Britain by this famous gen- 

eral was not for the single purpose of punishing the Britons for the as- 

sistance they had rendered to the Veniti of Brittany, with whom Cesar 

was at war, but with an eye to the pearls, which in his time were far 

more highly prized than at the present day. 

The invasion of Britain by the Romans, in daring and romance must 

yield the palm to the enterprise and expeditions of the Spanish con- 

quistadores centuries later. 

THE CONQUEST OF FLORIDA BY DE SOTO. 

‘Never was the spirit of wild adventure more universally diffused 

than at the dawn of the sixteenth century. The wondrous discoveries 

* His journey in Britain was attributed by Suetonius to avarice, which had been 

kindled by the report of enormous pearls of fine quality tobe found in that country. 

t Simmonds, 
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of Columbus and his hardy companions and followers, the descriptions 
of the beautiful summer isles of the west, and the tales of unexplored 

regions of wealth locked up in unbounded wildernesses, had an effect 

_upon the imaginations of the young and the adventurous not unlike 

the preaching of the chivalric crusades for the recovery of the Holy 

Sepulchre. The gallant knight, the servile retainer, the soldier of for- 

tune, the hooded friar, the painstaking mechanie, the toilful husband- 

man, the loose profligate, and the hardy mariner, all were touched with 

the pervading passion ; all left home, country, friends, wives, children, 

loves, toseck some imaginary El.lorado, confidently expecting to return 

with countless treasure.” * 

The glamour of wealth in gold and silver, the precious metals and 

precious pearls, the presents of these articles made by the kindly, hos- 

pitable, and unsuspecting natives to the Spanish captain, Diego Miruelo, 

and to the subsequent visitors to their country connected with de Ayl- 

lon’s enterprise, was followed in 1539 “by the most splendid expedition 

that had yet set out for the New World,” commanded by Hernando De 

Soto, and the conquest of Florida was soon an accomplished fact. The 
Portuguese and Spanish chroniclers of the exploits and adventures of 

De Soto and his men have given fabulous accounts of the quantities of 

pearls seen in the possession of the natives. One Portuguese narrator 

says “‘they obtained fourteen bushels of pearls” from a certain sepulchre, 

and at another place in the text it is stated that a common foot soldier, 

whose name is given as Juan Terron, had “a linen bag, in which were six 

pounds of pearls,” and pearls are elsewhere spoken of that are ‘‘as large 

as filberts.” Garcillasso de la Vega says ‘‘ while De Soto sojourned in 

the province of Ichiaha the cacique visited him one day and gave him a 

string of pearls about two fathoms long. This present might have been 

a valuable one if the pearls had not been pierced, for they were all of 

equal size and as large as hazelnuts.” That pearls were abundant and 

that great quantities were seen in the possession of the natives has 

been fairly corroborated in these later times. Within a few years a 

great number have been discovered in aboriginal graves. 

Professor Putnamt has stated that in excavating the mounds near 

Madisonville, Indiana, not less than fifty thousand pearls were found, 

most of them pierced and injured by heat. Squier and Davis found 

them on the hearths of five distinct groups of mounds in Ohio, and 

sometimes in such abundance that they could be gathered by the hun- 

dred. Like the British pearls, these also were obtained from the fresh- 

water mussels of the rivers and streams, from shells of various species, 

all different from the British form. 

Before proceeding to the main theme of this paper mention may be 

made of the Pectens or scallop-shells, which have a place in history and 

insong. “In the days when Ossian sang, the flat valves were the plates, 

the hollow ones the drinking-cups of Fingal and his heroes.” ¢ 

* Trving’s Conquest of Florida. +Proc. Am. Assn. Adv. Sci., 1884. 

} The species referred to by the poet was most likely Pecten (Vo a) maximus, 
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THE CRUSADES AND PILGRIMAGES OF THE MIDDLE AGES. 

The common Mediterranean shell (Pecten jacobeeus) or St. James's shell 
was, during the Middle Ages, worn by pilgrims to the Holy Land, and 

became the badge of several orders of knighthood. ‘When the mouks 

of the ninth century converted the fisherman of Genneseret into a Span- 

ish warrior they assigned him the scallop-shell for his ‘cognizance.’ ”* 

Sir Walter Scott in his poem, ‘‘ Marmion,” refers to this badge or em- 

blem, as follows: 

Here is a holy Palmer come 

From Salem first and last from Rome; 

One that hath kissed the blessed tomb, 

And visited each holy shrine 

In Araby and Palestine! 

* * * co + * * 

Fn Sinai’s wilderness he saw 
The Mount where Israel heard the law, 

’Mid thunder-dint and flashing leven, 
And shadows, mists, and darkness given. 

He shows St. James’s cockle-shell— 

Of fair Montserrat, too, can tell. 

The summoned Palmer came in place, 

His sable cowl o’erhung his face ; 

In his black mantle was he clad, 

With Peter’s keys, in cloth of red, 
On his broad shoulders wrought; 

The Scallop-shell his cap did deck. 

From the romantic pages of the past which relate to Pearls and famous 

Pearl-hunters, from the Pilgrims and Pecten shells of the Middle Ages, 
let us turn over a few leaves and briefly review 

THE USE OF SHELLS FOR THE PURPOSES OF MONEY. 

It would be quite difficult to point out any natural production better 

adapted for use as money, or more convenient, when size, shape, and sub- 

stance are considered, than the Money cowry, and no species of shell or - 

form of shell money has had so wide-spread, so general and extended 

use as this species. With a few exceptions, other forms of shell money 

have been made from portions of shells of larger species, necessitating 

considerable labor in the process of manipulation, the natural form of 

the shells not being preserved, the form or shape of the money being 

altogether conventional.t 

*Moule’s Heraldry of Fish. 

tWhen the division of labor was first introduced, commodities were directly bar- 

tered for each other. Those, for example, who had a surplus of corn and were in 

want of wine endeavored to find out those who were in the opposite circumstances, 

or who had a surplus of wine and wanted corn, and they exchanged one for the other. 

It is obvious, however, that the power of changing and, consequently, of dividing em- 
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The followin e extract from a paper on Early Hindoo Mathematics 

justifies the inference that the use of the Cyprea moneta for money has 

avery considerable antiquity, and quite 

likely extends back to a period many cen- 

turies earlier than the date of the trea- 

This treatise, the Lilivati of Bhascara 

Acharya, is supposed to have been a com- 

pilation, and there are reasons for believ- 
ing a portion of it to have been written D) 

about A. D. 628. However this may be, Fic. 1. 

it is of the greatest interest, and its date Money cowry (Cypreea moneta). 
, is sufficiently remote to give to Hindoo (Pacific Islands. From specimens in the U.S. Na- 

tional Museum. ) 

mathematics a respectable antiquity. 

‘The treatise continues rapidly through the usual rules, but pauses 
at the reduction of fractions to hold up the avaricious man to scorn: 

‘The quarter of a sixteenth of the fifth of three-quarters of two-thirds 

of a moiety of a dramma was given to a beggar by a person from whom 

he asked alms. Tell me how many cowry shells the miser gave, if thou 

be conversant in arithmetic with the reduction termed subdivision of 

fractions.’” * : 

ployments, must have been subjected to perpetual interruptions, so long as it was 

restricted to mere barter. A carries produce to market, and Bisdesirous to purchase 

it; but the produce belonging to B is not suitable for A. C, again, would like to buy 

B’s produce, but B is already fully supplied with the equivalent C has to offer. In 

such cases—and they must be of constant occurrence wherever money is not intro- 

duced—no direct exchange could take place between the parties ; andit might be very 

difficult to bring it about indirectly. 
The extreme inconvenience attending such situations must early have forced them- 

selves on the attention of every one. Efforts would, in consequence, be made to 

avoid them; and it would speedily appear that the best, or rather the only way in 

which this could be effected, was to exchange either the whole or a part of one’s sur- 
plus produce for some commodity of known value, and in general demand; and which, 

consequently, few persons would be inclined to refuse to accept as an equivalent for 

whatever they had to dispose of. 

After this commodity had begun to be employed as a means for exchanging other 

commodities, individuals would become willing to purchase a greater quantity of it 

than might be required to pay for the products they were desirous of immediately 

obtaining, knowing that should they at any future period want a further supply of 

either of these or other articles they would be able readily to procure them in ex- 

change for this universally desired commodity. Though at first circulating slowly 
and with difficulty, it would, as the advantages arising from its use were better ap- 

preciated, begin to pass freely from hand to hand. Its value, as compared with other 

things, would thus become to be universally known, and it would at last be used, not 

only as the common medium of exchange, but as a standard by which to measure the 

value of other things. 

Now this commodity, whatever it may be, is money. _McCulloch’s Com’l Dict’y. 

Vol. II, p. 193. Phila. ed., 1851. 
* Prof, E. 8, Holden, Popular Science Monthly, July, 1873, 
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This well-known species, an inhabitant of the Indo-Pacific waters, is 

still ‘used as money in Hindostan and many parts of Africa. Many 

tons are imported to Great Britain and exported for barter with the 

native tribes of Africa.” * 

These shells are used both strung and unstrung. 

Reeve mentions in the second volume of the Conchologia Systematica 

that ‘‘a gentleman residing at Cuttack is said to have paid for the 

erection of his bungalow eutirely in these cowries (C. moneta). The 

building cost him about 4,000 rupees sicca (£400 sterling), and as sixty- 

four of these shells are equivalent in value to one pice, and sixty-four 

pice to a rupee sicca, he paid for it with over 16,000,000 of these 

shells.” 

Though thé number above mentioned is very large, this is an exceed- 

ingly abundant form. We have received in a single box from the East 

Indies not less than ten thousand specimens at onetime. “In the year 

1848, sixty tons were imported into Liverpool, and in 1849 nearly three 

hundred tons were brought to the same port.” ‘‘ Their relative currency 

value varies in different localities. In British India about four thousand 

pass for a shilling, and the erection of a church, which cost £4,000, is 

said to have been paid for entirely with cowries. The ordinary grada- 

tion or value on the west coast of Africa is as follows: 

40 cowries=1 string. 10 heads=1 bag. 

24 strings=1d. 2,000 cowries=1 head. 

100 cowries=1 d. 3  heads=1 dollar. 

50 strings=1 head of cowries. 20,000 cowries=1 bag. 

‘In other places they aré valued at 1s. 3d. the 1,000. Sometimes 

60,000 to 100,000 (or from £3 15s. to £7 10s.) are given for a young wife, 

whilst a common or ordinary wife may be had for 20,000 cowries, or 

25s. In Sudan, as much as the people trade, they have no other cur- 

rency than the cowry, of which 2,000 shells, weighing seven pounds, 

are worth only oné dollar. Although completely depreciated in the ter- 

ritory of the Upper Nile, cowries form among the Mittoo tribes, between 

5° and 6° north latitude, a favorite ornament. 

“The Dyaks stick small white money-cowry shells in the eye sockets 

of the skulls of their enemies, which they keep. In India these shells 

are much used to ornament the trappings of horses and elephants. 

* * * COowry shells are also strung like beads or sewed like buttons 

on their dress by Brinjari women as personal ornaments, and are in 

circulation as money in the Hyderabad State, and in other parts of the 

country.” Besides the true money cowry (Cyprewa moneta), the ring 

cowry (Cyprea annulus) passes current in many parts of Africa as a 

medium of exchange. A Hamburg house, probably the late firm of 

Godeffroy & Co., sent annually fourteen vessels to Zanzibar for cargoes 

* Baird’s Dietionary of Natural History. 
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of cowries, with which they purchased cargoes of palm-oil and other 

kinds of produce on the west coast of Africa. 

Simmonds gives the following as the imports of cowries into the port 

of Lagos alone in three years: 
A lee 2 ee, ae 

Cwts 

THCY GSS eee ee a sg er are Sore er Ea eg ee eae 65, 496 

TSG) Bs cee SER St ae OAs SEU Se pager tng re ar 56, 040 

SO peeteape ee eee Sele cor rat meni a ety wees isioeine ee Seca Siac 50, 340 

MO ailvartene oe sal ee oe ee oes nee Sen Reo gioy Suiseeeae 4 171, 876 

Or nearly 8,594 tons. 

The statistics of late years are not accessible. It is not unlikely that 

the trade interests involved have led to the suppression or non-publica- 

tion of the extent of the transactions. 

- According to Pickering this species was formerly used as money in the 

Sandwich Islands. Hesays:* “An estimable and intelligent Hawaiian 

lady gave me the following particulars respecting former customs: 

* * * Money was certainly known, for with a string of cowries (Cy- 

prea moneta) it was possible to buy any article wanted. Specimens of 

the same shell that were finer than usual, having a high polish and deep 

yellow color, were extravagantly valued, and could only be worn by 

the highest chiefs, who also exclusively possessed wooden calabashes.” 

Pickering further remarks: “‘On ascending the Nile I met with the 

first instances of mixed descent at Kenneh, the modern capital of the 

Thebaud, about thirty miles below the site of ancient Thebes. Market 

women of the Ethiopian race likewise made their appearance at Kin- 

neh, where a change took place in the weights and measures, and cow- 

ries were seen used as money.” The same author observed that ‘ cow- 

ries were seen used as money at Poona, the species being Cyprea 

annulus.” 

Cyprea moneta, also known as Guinea money, has been used as a 

financial medium in connection with the African slave trade, and doubt- 

less many a poor negro has been kidnapped and sold, and lost his lib- 

erty for a greater or less number of these shells. 

The main sources of supply of this species of shell are the Maldive 

and Laccadive Islands, two groups in the 
Arabian Sea. , 

Cyprea annulus, or the ringed cowry, so 

 ¢alled, the back or upper side of the shell 

F being ornamented with a bright orange-col- 

: ored ring, aside from its use aS money, as 
before mentioned, is also used by the Asiatic 

islanders to adorn their dress and to weight Fie. 2. 

their fishing nets. Specimens of it were P!NGED cowry (Cyprea annulus). 

_— found by Dr. Layard in theruinsof Nimroud.t} hee’ S"Neuona'iseuna) 

2 * Races of Man, Bohn’s ed., 1863. t Woodward’s Manual, 2d ed., p. 233. 
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ACHATINA MONETARIA, ETC. 

The shell of the land-snail, Achatina monetaria, cut into circles, with 

an open center, is the monetary sign employed in commerce and in 

payment of a part of tribute in Benguella.* 

Another Indo-Pacific species, Nerita polita, described by Linneus, a 

very abundant form in the general region of the Viti or Fiji Islands and 

the Navigator or Samoan group, and at certain localities in the Aus- 

tralasian seas, sometimes (once in a thousand) exhibits a banded or 
striped variety; this, it is said, passes as money and is used in trade. 

DIWARA, TAMBU, LIDERAN, AND PELE. 

In the islands of New Britain and New Ireland and those of the Duke 

of York group, situated about 10° south latitude and 150° west longi- 

tude, shell money is used by the natives. The name of this money in 

the Duke of York group and New Ireland is Diwdra. In New Britain 

it is called Tambu. There are other kinds of money in the group made 

of shells broken into flakes and ground down to a cireular form; this is 
called Lideran. In New ireland 1 fathom of Lideran will purchase more 

than one fathom of Diwdra. Still another kind of money is made at a 

place called Mioko, in the Duke of York group; thename of this last is 

Pele. Some forms of this native money are exceedingly special and re- 

stricted as a tender, being used only in the purchase of swine. The 

author* does not give the names of the species or genera of shells from 

which the money he refers to is made, but some forms of it, impliedly, 

are made from bivalves and others from gusteropod shells. 

It is noteworthy that some of it is in the disk form, in this respect 

like the hawock and tocallt of the California aborigines. 

WAMPUM AND SHELL MONEY OF THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS. 

The early settlers of New England found a form of shell money in use 

among the aborigines of that region. In the Historical Co!lections of Mas- 

sachusetts, and from other sources, as recorded by Governor Winthrop 

and Roger Williams, we are informed as to its character and the purposes 

for which it was used. This shell money, to which the Indian name Wam- 

pum was given, consisted of beads made from certain species of shells, and 
unlike the cowry money of India and Africa, before described, required a 

considerable degree of manipulation in its manufacture. The cowry 

money, it will be borne in mind, was used in the natural state, except 

when strung, and to prepaze it for stringing only a simple perforation 

was necessary. The wampum or shell-bead money of the New England 

Indians involved much labor and no small degree of skill. It consisted 

of two principal colors of beads, of cylindrical form, a quarter of an ineh, 

more or less, in length, the diameter or thickness being usually about 

# Tryon’s Conchology, vol. I, p. 149. 

t Rev. B. Danks, in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., May, 1888. 
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half the length. The color of the wampum 
determined its value. The term Wampum, 
Wampon, or Wampom, and Wampam-peege 

was apparently applied to these beads when 

strung or otherwise connected, fastened, or 

woven together,* as in Fig. 3; also shown 

in Plate I. 

Outside of New England it was otherwise 

known. By the Dutch settlers of New York 

it was called Seawan,t Seawant, or Zeewand, 
and Roenoket in Virginia, and perhaps fur- 

ther south, for shell money was also known 

in the Carolinas, but whether the roenoke 

of the Virginia Indians was made from the 

same species of shells as the wampum beads 

of the more northern tribes is not definitely 

shown, as the common names given to “ shell- 

fish” were then, as now, quite confusing. 
Beverly§ says of Virginia wampum: * Peak 

is of two sorts, or rather of two colors, for 

both are made of one shell,|| though or dif- 

feent parts; one is a dark-purple cylinder, 

and the other a white; they are both made 
in size and figure alike, and commonly much 
resembling the English bugles, but not so 

transparent nor so brittle. They are wrought 

as smooth as glass, being one-third of an 

inch long, and about a quarter diameter, 

strung by a hole drilled through the center. 

“The dark color is the dearest,{] and dis- 

tinguished by the name Wampum peak. 

The Englishmen, that are called Indian 

traders, value the wampum peak at eighteen 

* Cylindrical shell beads similar to the wampam- 

peege of the Atlantic coast Indians were made to 
some extent by the red men of the west coast, as is 

proven by examples in the National Museum from 

ancient graves, vide specimens as follows: Santa Rosa 

Island, California, 23698, 29123; San Miguel Island, 

29122; San Luis Obispo, 21173; Santa Cruz, 18235; 

Santa Barbara, 15203. These are a modification of 
the hawock of the California tribes, and were made 
from the dark-purple shells of the mussel, Mytilus cali- 
fornianus, which abounds on the west coast. 

+t Weeden. 
{* Lawson. 

§ History of Virginia, 1705. 
|| This certainly applies to the quahaug, Venus mer- 

cenaria. 
{i This difference in values is the sane as among 

the New Englanders, whites and Indians. 
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pence per yard, and the white peak at nine pence. They also make 

runtees of the small shells, and grind them as smooth as peak; these 

are either large, like an oval bead, and drilled the length of the oval, 

or else they are circular and flat, almost an inch over, and drilled edge- 

ways. * * * ‘They also have another sort, which is current among 

them, but of less value; and this is made of the cockle-shell,* broken 
into small bits, with rough edges, drilled through in the same manner 

as beads, and this they call roenoke, and use it as peak. These sorts of 

money bear the rates set upon them as unalterably and current as the 

value our money are.” 

William Byrd,t F. R.8., wrote: “A vertuoso might divert. himself here 

very wellin picking up Shells of various Hue and Figure, and amongst 

the rest that species of Conque shells which the Indian Peak is made 

of. The extremities of them shells are Blue and the rest White, so 

that Peak of both these colors are drilled out of the same shell,¢ sery- 

ing the Natives both for Ornament and Money, and are esteemed by 

them tar beyond Gold and Silver.” 

“The money of the Carolina Indians,” says Lawson,§ ‘is of differ- 

ent sorts, but all made of shells which are found on the coast of Caro- 

lina,” etc. * * * ‘The general and current species of all the Indians 

in Carolina, and I believe * * * as far as the bay of Mexico, is 

that which we ¢all peak || and roenoak; but peak more especially. This 

is that which at New York they call wampum, and have used it as cur- 

rent money among the inhabitants for a great many years,” ete. 

SUCKAUHOCK OR BLACK WAMPUM. 

One of the most common bivalve shell-fish or clams of the southern 

coast of New England is the Venus mercenaria, the “ hard-shell clam” 

or ‘‘round clam” of the New York market, and in the market-stalls of 

Boston known as the “quahog.” The valves or shells of this species. 

frequently exhibit an interior purple edge, the rest of the shell being 

of an opaque white. From the darker-colored portion** the Indians 

made their purple or black money or beads, while from the axis of a 

*? Fulgur carica, the Pyrula elsewhere so called. 

+ History of the Dividing Line between Virginia and North Carolinia, 1728, p. 24. 

t Venus mercenaria. 

§ History of Carolina. : 
|| ‘‘ Peak and Roenoak beads and white shells, with Holes, which they wear in strings 

about their Arms and Neck.” (Jones, Present State of Virginia, 1724.) 

§] Mercenaria violacea of authors. : , 

**In describing the hard elam or quahaug (Venus mercenaria), Ingersoll says: 
“Toward the anterior end of the otherwise white interior of each of the valves of 

this mollusk’s shell is a deep purple or brownish black scar, indicating the point of 

the muscular attachment; the fishermen call it the eye. This dark spot was broken 

out of the shell by the Indians, and formed the material of their more valuable 

coins.” The above is quite misleading; the term ‘‘eye,” often applied to the mono- 
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“species of Pyrula,* or conch, and from other shells, as we are led to infer, 

they made their “‘ white wampum.” In reference to the first, and its use as 

a substance from which the wampum was made, we have the following: 

“The quahaug ( Venus mercenaria), called by Roger Williams the poquau 

and the hen, is a round, thick shell-fish, or, to speak more properly, worm. 

It does not bury itself but a little in the sand; is generally found lying 

on it, in deep water, and is gathered by rakes made for the purpose. 

After the tide ebbs away a few are picked up on the shore below high- 

Fig. 4. 

THE QUAHAUG (Venus mercenaria). 

Atlantic Coast of North America. From specimenin U.S. N. M. 

water mark. The quahaug is not much inferior in relish to the oyster, 

but is less digestible. It is not eaten raw, but is cooked in various modes 

being roasted in the shell or opened and broiled, fried, or made into 

soups and pies. About half an inch of the inside of the shel! is of a 

purple color. This the Indians broke off and converted into beads, 

named by them suckauhock, or black money, which was twice the value 

of their wompom, or white money, made of the metauhock or periwinkle 
(Pyrula).* 

_ myarian oysters, where the muscular scar is in a general way central, does not apply 

to the dimyarian quahaug with two muscular scars—one anterior, the other posterior. 

In such shells as haye a purple interior both of these scars are often more or less 

merged in that color, which is principally seen on the ventral or lower portion of the 

valves. Mr. Ingersoll refers to the periwinkle shells, ‘‘ Meteatthock” or Pyrula, from 

which the ‘‘ white wampum” was made, thus: ‘‘It was only necessary to take out one 

or two small sections of the central column of the spire and smooth the edges; the 
hollow core made them natural beads.” Iam somewhat familiar with these shells, 

but. have never observed a specimen with a perforated columella. (See ‘‘ Wampum 

- and its History.’’) 

* Mass. Historical Society Collections, vir, 192 (1802). 
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“As to the derivation of the word ‘quahog,’ Governor Winthrop re- 

fers to it as ‘Poquahauges, a rare shell and dainty food with the Indians. 

The flesh eats like veal; the English make pyes thereof; and of the 

Fig. 5. 
Quahaug (Venus mercenaria). Inside view of left valve, showing the dark ventral margin. 

, (Atlantic coast of North America. From specimen in U.S. N. M.) 

shells the Indians make money.’ He says of the money, ‘it is called 

wampampeege.”* Also called by some English hens-po-qua-hock.- Three 

are equal to a peuny; a fathom is worth 5 shillings.t 

“ Poquahock, corrupted into quahaug or quahog.” 

WHITE WAMPUM, OR WAMPUM-PEAGE. 

In Cadwallader Colden’s History of the Five Indian Nations, he says 

that wampum is made of the large whelk-sheli Buccinum, and shaped 

Fig. 6. 

CoMMON Wu Lk (Buccinum un- 
datum). 

(Atlantic coast of North America, From 
specimen in U. 5. N. M.) 

like long beads; it is the current money of the 

Indians. Whether the shells of the true Buc- 

cinum (B. undatum, Linn.) or those of Pyrula 

canaliculatat and Pyrula carica were used is 

not satisfactorily explained. Probably all of 

these were used, the long columella of the two 

latter species causing them to be specially de- 

sirable for the purpose of bead-making, par- 

ticularly the latter for the white beads. 

These shells are frequently referred to by 

the old colonial writers as ““cunk” or “conch” 

shells; and the names “periwinkle,” “ winkle,” 

* Journal Royal Society, June 27, 1634. 

+ Vide Invertebrata of Massachusetts, Binney’s edi- 

tion, p. 134. Specimens of wampum are contained in 

the National Museum from Newport, Rhode Island, No. 

17975; Cuyahoga, New York, 17157; Georgia mounds, 

10027; Franklin, Tennessee, 19974. 

t Fulgur (Sycotypus) canaliculatus, the grooved whelk, 

(See Plate 11.) 
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“eoccle,” ‘ oyster,” etc., were confusingly applied to the various species 

of shells out of which the wampum beads were made. 

In the inevitable intercourse and early traffic 

between the white settlers and the Indians, the 

wampum or shell money of the latter, in the 

place of the ordinary money of civilization, 

naturally came into use as a medium in barter- 

ing and exchange, or in adjusting the differences 

first only to a limited extent, afterwards grow- 

ing into such general use that its value was 
fixed by legal enactment. 

Col. T. W. Higginson, of Massachusetts, in 

one of his Atlantic essays, “The Puritan Min- 
ister,” says: *‘In coming to the private affairs 

of the Puritan divines, it is humiliating to find 

that anxieties about salary are of no modern 

origin. The highest compensation I ean find 
Fig. 7. 

Fulgur carica: Portion of basal 
1 t i 7 +7 whorl, showing axis, ee, from recorded is that of John Higginson, in 1671, — Whorl showing as pies Was 

who had £160 voted him in country produce, made; 3 natural size. 
See, also, Plate III. 

which he was glad, however, to exchange for Oe a a 
£120 in solideash. ‘Solid cash’ included beaver-skins, black and white 

wampum, beads, and musket balls, value one farthing.” 

The value of wampum, as hieielofore given on the authority of Gov- 

ernor Winthrop, was for that known as hens-po-qua-hock, three to a 

penny; and five shillings as the value of a fathom. 
“The fathom was a name for a count, an enumeration of beads. * * * 

Sixty pence, the fathom of beads, was more or less, according to the 

number of beads allowed by the statute to be equivalent to a penny. 

If the number was six, then the fathom was 360; but if it was four, as 
under the Massachusetts standard of 1640, then the fathom numbered 
240 beads. Weare not to forget that this was a fluctuating standard of 

value. The tributes of the Indian tribes to the colonists were usually 

payable in fathoms. Contracts for the sale of land were made by the 

Indians for considerations of all kinds—wampum, coats, guns, bullets, 

and wares of all sorts. The island of Conanicut, in Narragansett Bay, 

was sold to Coddington and his associates in 1657 for ‘one hundred 

pounds in wampum-peage.’ 

“The unit of the fathom of wampum brought it into correlation with 

the other currencies used in the colonies. The beads were at first worth 
more than five shillings a fathom, the price at which they passed current 

when Williams wrote in 1643. A few years before the fathom was worth 

nine or ten shillings. But beaver fell in England, and that reduced the 
price of wampum in the colonies. The wampum was virtually redeem- 

__ able in beaver, as these changes of value show. As long as the natives 
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were active and furs were plenty there appears to have been no diffi- 

culty in passing any quantity of wampum in common with other cur- 

rencies. The Bay annulled its statutes making the beads a legal tender 

in 1661. Rhode Island and Connecticut followed soon after. * * * 

“In 1627 De Rasieres, with a Dutch trading vessel, came into Ply- 

mouth from New Amsterdam. In her cargo was a lot of wampum 

valued at £50, for the Dutch had learned its uses as a currency in their 

traffic with the natives. They sent this first installment to the trading 

post on the river Kennebec, where it was kept in hand for two years. 

Meanwhile the interior Indians heard of it, and the assured supply 

brought ademand. For some years after the Plymouth men could 

hardly furnish wampum enough, etc. * * * In 1637 the trade in 

maize with the Indians up the Connecticut River was so importart to 

the colonies below that they recorded an ordinance with penalties re- 

stricting it. * * * In 1638 the same authority fixed the price of 

corn * * * at 5s. 6d. per bushel in money, at 6s. per bushel in 

wampum at three a penny, or if in beaver according to the order at 9s. 

per pound. * * * This particular instance shows that wampum 

had then made itself nearly equal in purchasing power to money of any 

kind. The Bay authorities had fixed the rate in 1637 at six beads for 

a penny for any sum under 12d. In the early statutes only one rate 

is mentioned. Probably it was understood that the black was included 

at double the rate fixed for the white. In many of the later laws the 

two colors are mentioned in that proportion. The usual difficulty caused 

by a standard of value fluctuating between different markets was ex- 

perienced now. Connecticut received wampum for taxes, in 1637, at 

four a penny. They tried to bring it to the Massachusetts standard, 

for the ordinance of 1640 says: ‘The late order concerning Wamput at 

sixe a penny shall be disolued, and the former of fower a penny and two 

pence to be paid in the shilling shall be established.’ 

“In the same year Massachusetts came to the Connecticut sianaeiial 

the white to pass at four and the ‘bleuse’ at two a penny, not above 

12d. at a time, except at the will of the receiver. In 1641 they submitted 

to the inevitable and made the shell beads a legal tender at six a penny 

in sums of £10.” 

Mr. Weeden, whose admirable memoir* has been freely quoted herein, 

and who it is quite evident from numerous foot-notes has carefully 

gleaned the records of the colonial period in this connection, goes 

on to say: “‘ Evidently the proud merchants and capitalists of the Bay 

had adopted the Indian money only when the absolute necessity of 

their community demanded the sanction of law. The precious maize 

which many writers have designated as an essential factor in the pros- 

perity of the early colonists had yielded the first place, and shell money 

became the principal medium of intercourse with the natives. Stringent 

necessity forced men like Winthrop and Endicott to receive these bar- 

* Indian Money: as a Factor in New England Civilization. Baltimore, 1884. 
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baric trinkets on a par with solid coin of the old Englishrealm. * * * 

_ The coin marks, the £ s. d. of their money, they adopted from the Lom- 

bard merchants who setiled in London, and taught them the larger 

commerce. They brought these mystic symbols of civilization across 

the seas and stamped,them on the shell treasures of Canonicus and 

Sassacus.” 

There was no restriction on the manufacture of wampum. Anybody 

could make it, and it was made by the whites as well as the Indians. 

“Seeing that profit and wealth lay in the possession of wampum the 

burghers [of New Amsterdam] as the easiest way of getting rich began 

to make it. . With their tools of steel this could be done very rapidly, 

but with the loss of the painstaking care with which the Indians wrought 

came a loss of value and the wampum soon began to depreciate. To 

widen their market it was carried to New England.” * 

The inferior quality of much of the wampum in circulation about this 

time led to the legislation of 1648 and 1649, by Massachusetts and Con- 

necticut, in the matter of ** bad, false, and unfinished peage.” 

“In 1644 the Indian trade was at its height in New England. In 1661 

and 1662 all the New England colonies ceased to receive wampum as a 

lawful currency, * * * but its use continued long after. '* * * 

New York continued the beads in circulation longer than the regular 

use prevailed in New England.” 

The ‘Acts of Virginia,t 1655,” show legislation as follows: “Be it 

enacted by this Grand Assembly that peeces of Hight that are good 

and of silver shall pass for five shillings sterling, and Roan only and 

Wompom peeke to keep their wonted value.” 

In 1693 they were recognized in the definite rates of the Brooklyn 

ferry. They continued to be circulated in the remoter districts of New 

England through the century, and even into the beginning of the 

eighteenth. ¢ 

It was practically in use as change and was current with silver in 

Connecticut in 1704. 

The knowledge and use of wampum or wampum-peage extended far 

into the interior of the country, or perhaps more properly wampum in 

some form was not uncommon among the aborigines of what was then 

the “far West.” ‘ 

The territory occupied by the Five Indian Nations being between 

that of the coast tribes and that of the remoter western Indians, indi- 

cates a path of distribution, and justifies the supposition that the 

wampum of the more distant was the same as that of the sea-board 

tribes. 

‘Whether the interior tribes of the continent at that time, made use 

of it as money or as jewelry for personal adornment is a matter of con- 

jecture. It is however highly probable that the wampum beads used 

* Ingersoll et al. ¢{ Weeden, 

t Acts of Virginia Assembly, Iv, 1655. 
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by them were received indirectly from the maritime or coast tribes in 
exchange for such articles as were peculiar to their interior position. 

Without multiplying authorities, it may be safely asserted that this 

shell money was manufactured along the Atlantic coast from Maine to 

Florida, and on the Gulf coast certainly as far south as Central America. 

The use of this circulating medium was undoubtedly very general among 

the agricultural tribes east of the Mississippi River.* The ancient 

sepuichral tumuli of Georgia, Tennessee, Florida, and other Southern. 

States, as well as those located in the valley of the Ohio and in vaileys 

tributary both to it and to the Mississippi from the east, when opened, 

fully corroborate the historical narrative, and afford physical proof that 

this product of the skill and the patience of the eoast tribes, sought 

and obtained through trade relations, was thus, and by means of subse- 

quent migrations, widely disseminated among the red men dwelling far 

in the interior. 

The proximity of the coast tribes to the sources whence the material 

was procured from which the wampum-peage was made would at once 

give to the latter superior commercial advantages, and it is quite likely 

that they were directly or indirectly liberal purchasers from the interior 

communities, who considered them, if not as merchants or bankers, at 

least as particularly fortunate and wealthy on account of the money 

they handled, just as the inhabitants of interior and agricultural dis- 

tricts among civilized people regard the traders and inhabitants of lit- 

toral cities and settlements. 

There is some reason for believing that among the Five Nations wam- 

pum of home manufacture was made out of a species of fresh-water 

snail (shell) that lives in the streams and smaller lakes of the region 
occupied by said tribes. 

From the foregoing some idea may be formed of the importance in 

the past of 

SHELL MONEY AS A FACTOR IN AMERICAN CIVILIZATION. 

Aside from the shell beads, or strings of shell beads, that were used 

as money, wampum was used for personal adornment,} and belts were 
made by embroidering wampum upon ‘strips of deer-skin,” forming a 

girdle or scarf, and these belts and scarfs were not simply an evidence 

of wealth but a symbol of authority and power. 

*C.C. Jones, Antiquities of the Southern Indians. Appleton & Co., 1873. 

t ‘The Queen of Pamunkey was introduced * * * she having round her head 

a plat of black and white wampum peague three inches broad in imitation of a 

corown, and was cloathed in a mantle of dresst deer skins,” etc. T[homas] M[at- 

thews] The Begining and Progress and Conclusion of Bacon’s Rebellion in Virginia 
in the year 1675 and 1676. 

“Their hair was breeded with white and Blue Peak, and hung gracefully upona | 
large Roll upon their shoulders. This peak consists of small cylinders cut out of a . 

Conque shell, drilled through and strung like Beads. It serves them both for Money 

and Jewels, the Blue being of much greater Value than the white.” [Byrd, l. ¢. 73.] 
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In Major Rogers’s Account of North America (London, 1765), in allud- 

ing to the wampum of the Indians, he says: ‘*When they solicit the 
alliance, offensive or defensive, of a whole nation, they send an embassy 

with a large belt of wampum and a bloody hatchet, inviting them to 

come and drink the blood of their enemies. The wampum made use of 

on these and other occasions, before their acquaintance with the Euro- 

peans, was nothing but small shells, which they picked up by the sea- 

coast and on the banks of the lakes; and now it is nothing but a kind 
of cylindrical beads, made of shells, white and black, which are es- 

teemed among them as silver and gold are among us. They have the 

art of stringing, twisting, and interweaving them into their belts, collars, 

blankets, moccasins, etc., in ten thousand different sizes, forms, and 
figures, so as to be ornaments for every part of dress, and expressive 

to them of all their important transactions. 

“They dye the wampum of various colors and shades, and mix and 

dispose them with great ingenuity and order, so as to be significant 

among themselves of almost everything they please; so that by these 

their words are kept and their thoughts communicated to one another, 

as ours by writing. The belts that pass from one nation to another in 

all treaties, declarations, and important transactions, are very carefully 

preserved in the cabins of their chiefs, and serve not only as a kind of 

record or history, but as a public treasure. 

*« According to the Indian conception these belts could tell, by means 

of an interpreter, the exact rule, provision, or transaction talked into 

them at the time, and of which they were the exclusive record. A strand 
of wampum consisting of purple and white shell beads, or a belt woven 

with figures formed by beads of different colors, operated on the prin- 

ciple of associating a particular fact with a particular string or figure; 

thus giving a Serial arrangement to the facts as well as fidelity to the 

memory. ‘These strands and belts were the only visible records of the 

Iroquois; but they required those trained interpreters who could draw 

from their strings and figures [the acts and intentions] locked up in 
their remembrance.”* 

After the defeat of the great chief Philip of the Wampanoags, Ana- 

wan, the most trusted warrior, counselor, and friend of Philip, went 

out quietly, brought the three or four wampum scarfs—splendid in his 

eyes—and gave them to his conqueror. The trinkets were not only 

valuable in themselves, they also symbolized and embodied a complete 
submission to the more mighty men whose prowess had prevailed over 

the Indians. The largest scarf, 9 inches wide, pictured with birds and 

beasts and flowers, when laid over the shoulders of the sturdy Rhode 

Islander, swept his ankles. Another belt designed for the head carried 

two flags attached to it. Governor Winslow in his letter to the King, 
accompanying the spoils of Philip, speaks of them as “being his 

Crowne, his Gorge and two Belts of their own making of their goulde 

* Morgan, Ancient Society. 
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and silver.” Gold it was not, coin it was not; but the governor cor- 

rectly described it as “their gold.” This quality gave it the attributes 

of a currency in the growing intercourse with the colonists. It was this 
quality, this costliness, which impressed the barbaric imagination and 

made wampum a high symbol in every ceremony, political or religious. 

Whenever the Indians made an important statement in their frequent 

negotiations, they presented a belt to prove it, to give force to their 

words. “The hatchet fixed in the head,” one of the most forcible of 

their many figures, expressing a sense of wrong, a legitimate grievance— 

this hatchet must be removed by something more powerful than words. 

A belt was presented to discharge the grievance, and not by mere pur- 

chase. The value of the beads could hardly have been of consequence 

to a haughty confederacy like the Iroquois or Five Nations. It marked 

the gravity of the apology. It gave to the words the weight of hard 

physical facts, and made the expression an emblem of great force and 

significance.* 

It is not the object of this paper to present or consider the use of 

shelis or wampum beads for other purposes than money or a medium in 

trade. As Mr. Holmest remarks in his elaborate memoir, “the litera- 

ture of wampum would fill a volume.” 

So, from a passing glance at the symbolic uses of wampum and the 

important mnemonic use of these insignificant shell beads to the ancient 

Americans of the Atlantic sea-board, we will cross the continent and 

consider 

THE SHELL MONEY OF THE CALIFORNIA ABORIGINES. 

The use of shells for the purposes of money by the Indians of the 

northwest coast of North America prevailed no doubt for a long time 

before any members of the European races had any knowledge of the 

aborigines of this portion of the continent. At the time of the earliest 

contact of white men with the red men of the Pacific slepe, shell money 

was found to be in use, and the same forms have been obtained trom 

the graves and ancient burial places of the aborigines of California, etc. 

Gur knowledge of the Indians of the west coast is, unfortunately, 

exceedingly limited and indefinite. Limited in time, as we find when 

we seek to trace back, prior to the date of the transfer of the territory 

of what are termed the Pacific States to the United States, and indefi- 

nite as to the minor features of the west coast Indians, in matters 

which pertain or relate to their ordinary habits, customs, ete. 

Powers, referring to shell money, says: “ Immense quantities of it 

were formerly in circulation among the California Indians, and the 
manufacture of it was large and constant to replace the continual 

wastage * * * caused by the sacrifice of so much upon the death 

of wealthy men, and by the propitiatory sacrifices performed by many 

~ * Weeden. rae 

+ Art in Shell of the Aucient Americans, Ann. Rept. Bureau Ethnology, 1880-81. 
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tribes, especially those of the Coast Range. From my own observa- 

tions, which have not been limited, and from the statements of pioneers 
and the Indians themselves, I hesitate little to express the belief that 

every Indian in the State, in early days, possessed an average of at 

least $100 worth of shell money. This would represent the value of 

about two women (though the Nishinam never actually bought their 

wives), or two grizzly-bear skins, or twenty-five cinnamon-bear skins- 

or about three average ponies. This may be considered a fair state, 

ment of the diffusion of wealth among them in their primitive condi- 

tion.” 

The late George Gibbs,* in writing (prior to 1873) of the Indians of 

the northwest coast, says: ‘“¢‘ Measures of length were probably all re- 

ferred to parts of the body, the principal being the extent of the out- 

stretched arms, which was used in valuing their money, the haikwa 

or wampum of the Pacific.” 

HAIK-WA, HI-A-QUA, OR TUSK-SHELL MONEY. 

Of these shells, a species of Dentaliwm, Mr. Lord writes:t 

‘The money-shells are procured upon the north end of Vancouver 

Island; also in the bays and inlets along the mainland coast north of 

Fig. 8. 

DENTALIUM. 

(Pacific coast. From specimen in U. S. N. M.) 

latitude of 49 degrees to Sitka, and is common likewise round Queen 
Charlotte’s Isiand. The genus has an enormous geographical range, 

and it is, perhaps, strange that the shells from Northwest America, 

from California, and those obtained on our own coast, when placed side 

by side, scarcely present any material specific difference.” 

The Tusk-shells are collected in the following manner: “An Indian 

when shell-fishing arms himself with a long spear, the haft of which is 

light deal; to the end of it is fastened a strip of wood placed trans- 

versely, but driven full of teeth made of bone. The whole affair resem- 

bles a long comb affixed to the end of a stick with the teeth very wide 

apart. A squaw sits in the stern of the canoe, and paddles it slowly 

along, whilst the Indian with the spear stands inthe bow. He stabs 

this comb-like affair into the sand at the bottom of the water, and after 

giving two or three prods draws it up to look at it. If he has been 

* Tribes of Western Washington and Northwestern Oregon. ° 

tThe Naturalist in British Columbia, vol. 11. 
there are several unquestionably distinct species on the west coast from Sitka 

to Central America. 
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successful perhaps four or five money-shells have been impaled on the 

teeth of the spear. It is a very ingenious mode of procuring them, for 

“it monte be quite impracticable either to dredge or net them out, ‘and 

they are never, as far as I know, found between tide- 
marks.” 

Gibbs also describes the method of obtaining them 

as follows: “This shell is a species of Dentalium, 
which was procured on the northern coast by letting 

down long poles to which was attached a piece of 

wood filled with spikes or teeth, between which the 

shell became fixed. The squaws string them very 

neatly. A small bit of dried sinew, taken from * * * 

the caribou is passed through the shell lengthwise, 

there being a hole at each end. The string is gen- 

erally ornamented with fragments of the * * * 

Haliotis shell and tufts of dry wool taken from the 

mountain goat (Capra americana).” 

KOP-KOPS; SHORT TUSK-SHELLS. 

The short, broken, and inferior shells are strung 

together in the same manner, but in various lengths, 
and represent shillings or pence, as the string is either 

long or short or the shells defective. All inferior 

strings, irrespective of either length or quality, are 

called kop-kops. The hi-qua represents the sovereign, 

the highest standard of currency, and, as arule, would 

purchase one male or two female slaves. The value - 

of the slave, estimating it. by the sum paid in blankets 

for a slave at the present day, would be about £50 

sterling. Forty kop-kops equal a hi-qud in value, but 

various small bargains are made and small debts paid 

with kop-kops, only just aS we pay away shillings or 

lesser coin. : 
Gibbs also says: ‘Its price depended entirely upon 

its length; forty to the fathom being the standard of 

value. When the shells were so short that it required 

more to make up the required length, they were of 

inferior account, but rose proportionately with in- 

a creased size. A fathom of forty was formerly worth 

Big. 2 a slave, and even now will bring five dollars in money. 
EN aa tig ‘‘Single shells were shown me on the Tsihalis for 
kop-kops with pend- which the owner refused one dollar apiece... This ant of ear-shell, Ha- f ; 

Hoty Uht-lo, money is, however, becoming scarce, and is far less 
Mies Erg“ apecimen used than formerly, at least by the tribes who have 

much intercourse with the whites. It was the uni- 

versal currency through an extensive district. On the Klamath River 
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itis valued even more highly than on the Sound and the Columbia, 
and those aboriginal peddlers, the Klikitat, frequently carry it to 

southern Oregon for sale. * * * JI have never met with mnemoni- 
cal signs or pictorial help to memory.” 

Mr. Lord also says that the use of’ these shells (Dentalium) as money 

had at the time he wrote to a great extent died out. This was due to 

the introduction of blankets by the Hudson Bay Company. “A slave, 

a canoe, or a Squaw is worth in these days so many blankets; formerly 

it was So many Strings of Dentalia.”* 

Further touching the value of the tusk shell money the same writer 

remarks: ‘The value depends upon its length. Those representing the 

greater value are called, when strung together end to end, a hi-qua, 

but the standard by which Dentalium is calculated to be fit for a hi-qua 

is that twenty-five shells placed end to end must make a fathom, or 6 
feet in length.” 

In 1810} these were the circulating medium of the country, and twenty 

[? shells] of them would buy a-good beaver-skin. 
Pickering{ says “the Chinooks have ‘wampwum’ of the usual deserip- 

tion, but strings and bands of Dentaliwm shells of somewhat similar 
model seem principally to subserve the purposes of currency.” 

‘In early days, ere the red and white men knew each other, the 
Dentaliwm was the only currency in use. It is quite clear, and also a 

very curious fact, that the hi-qua and kop-kop were known and used by 

the Indians of the interior at some distant period, although no trace of 

their use or knowledge of the shell exists among them at present; for 
in digging out some flint implements, stone beads, and other things I 
need not here enumerate, from the drift, I found numbers of dentaliums 
and round buttons made of the Haliotis nacre. The distance from the 

nearest sea-board was about 1,000 miles, and the language spoken by 

these inland Indians quite inconiprebeasible to the Indians on the 

coast.” § 

. Among the Tah ka-li or Ta cullies, regarded by Gibbs as belonging to 

the Tinnehs, inhabiting a region extending from the Cascade Range in 

British Columbia eastward to the Rocky Mountains, their avarice it was 

said ‘lies in the direction of hiaqua shells, || which they obtain indi- 

rectly from the sea-coast or of the maritime tribes through intervening 

tribes.” ; ' 

Whymper,{] describing an Indian muster of various ane at or near 

Fort Yukon, Alaska, in 1867, said: ‘ Their clothing was much befringed 

with beads, Gud many of new wore through the nose (as did most of 

the other Indian men present) an orrament composed of the hya-qua 

* Proc. Zool. Soc. London, March, 1864. 

+ Harmon’s Jour., Voyages and Travels, 1820. 

{Races of Man. This was in 1841. 

§ Lord, U. ¢. 

|| Harmon’s Journal. 

§] Whymper’s Alaska. 
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shell (Dentalium entalis or Entalis vulgaris). Both of the fur companies 

on the river trade with them, and at very high prices.” He further 

remarks that his spelling “‘hya-qua” conveys a closer approximation 

to the usual pronunciation of the word then Mr. Lord’s “6 hi-qua.” 

The use of these shells for nasal ornamentation,* as observed by 

Mr. Whymper, at Fort Yukon, is practiced by the Californian In- 

dians. While at Crescent City in 1861 we saw a medicine-man be- 

longing to one of the neighboring tribes thus curiously decorated. He 
had perforated the partition which separates the nostrils, and into the 

hole had inserted from each side, point passed by point, two of these 

shells. 
This unique ornamentation was further improved by the sticking of 

the feathers of some species of wild fowl into the larger end of each of 

the hollow shells. 

Whymper gives the scientific name of the Tusk-shell as Dentalium en- 

talis or Entalis vulgaris. Now, this species of Tusk-shell is a North At- 

jantic form; the Pacific coast species is Dentaliwm indianorum.t 
The Atlantic form, which is abundantly obtained in Europe, has been 

largely imported for the Indian trade; it is highly probable that a great 

part of the Tusk-shells that have been in circulation of late years do not 

belong to the indigenous species, but have been worked off upon the 

Indians by the traders. 

Among the California tribes the Tusk-shells were called Alli-co cheek, 
~ or dlli-co-chick,t the latter being the orthography of Mr. Powers. The 

same writer observed the use of this species of money-shell among the 

Cahroes or Karoks, who arrange it on strings, the shortest being worth 

with them 25 cents, the longest $2. * * * The unit of currency isa 

string the length of a man’s arm, with a certain number of the longer 

shells below the elbow, and a certain number of the shorter ones above. 

This shell money is called dllicochick, not only on the Klamath, but 

from Crescent City to Hel River, though the tribes using it speak dif- - 

ferent languages. 

When the Americans first arrived in the country an Indian would 

give from $40 to $50 in, gold for a string of it; but now it is principally 

the old Indians who value it at all.§ 

‘* Hupa dlli-co-chick is rated a little differentiy from the Karok. The 

standard of measurement is a String oi five shells. Nearly every man 
has ten lines tattooed across the inside of his left arm, about half way 

between the wrist and elbow, and in measuring shell money he takes 

the string in his right hand, draws one end over his left thumb nail and 

if the other end reaches to the uppermost of the tattoo-lines the five 

shells are worth $25 in gold, or $5 a shell. Of course it is only one in 

* Mentioned also in Franklin’s narrative: Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea, 
vol. 11, p. 84. 

+ Sometimes called Dentalium pretiosum. 

t Meaning among the Yuroks, literally, Indian money. 

§ Overland Monthly, vol. vu1, 
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ten thousand that is long enough to reach this high value. The longest 

ones usually seen are worth about $2, that is, $10 the string.” 

Powers says of the Indians of Del Norte County, that they are more 

avaricious than others in California. ‘ Money makes the chief among 

them, and he is entitled to that honor who possesses the most alli-ko- 

chick.” ‘ 

After describing the puberty dance (Kin’-alkh-ta) of the Hupas, he 

says: ‘‘She is now ready for marriage, and she will bring in the market 

from three to ten strings (about half the valuation of a man), that is, 

from $15 to $50.” 
I have heretofore referred to the Pectens or scallop shells, and their 

place in history and song. So also with the Dentalia or money-shells 

of the Indians, which it will be seen havea place in their simple rhythm 
and music. 

Among the Moidoes, or Modoks “ when a maiden arrives at woman- 

hood her father makes a kind of party in her honor. Her young com- 

panions assemble, and together they dance and sing wild, dithyrambic 

roundelays, improvised songs of the woods and the waters: 

““< Jumping echoes of the rock; 

Squirrels turning somersaults; 

Green leaves, dancing in the air; 
Fishes white as money-sbells 

Running in the water, green and deep and still. 

Hi-ho, hi-ho, hi-hay! 

Hi-ho, hi-ho, hi-hay!’ 

“This is the substance of one of the songs, as translated for me.”* 

In describing marriage among the Yuroks or Eurocs, he says: ‘‘ When 

a young Indian becomes enamored of a maiden and can not wait to 

collect the amount of shells demanded by her father, he is sometimes 
allowed to pay half the amount and become what is termed ‘ half married.’ 

Instead of bringing her to his cabin and making her his slave, he goes to 

live in her cabin and becomes her slave.” Again he says: ‘“ Since the 

advent of the Americans the honorable estate of matrimony has fallen 

sadly into desuetude among the young braves, because they seldom 

have shell money nowadays, and the old Indians prefer that in exchange 

for their daughters. * * * The old generation dislike the white 

man’s money, but hoard up shell money like true misers,” ete. 

The Patawat have reduced the science and practice of law down toa 

tolerably accurate mechanism in one matter at least—that of muletuary 

punishment. The average fine imposed for the murder of aman is ten 

strings of dl-li-co-chik, each string consisting of ten pieces, and for that 

of a squaw five strings of equal length. As the pieces of shell money 

generally average, and as it was first valued in American coin, these 

fines amount to about $100 and $50, respectively. 

Among the Patwats “a wife is always acquired by purchase, and her 

* Powers, Overland Monthly, vol. X. 
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market value is regulated on a sliding scale, on which the prices range 

all the way from two up to fifteen strings.” Among the Hupas or 

Hoopas, Powers* says: ‘“ Murder is generally compounded for by the 

payment of shell money.” 

Besides the allt-co-cheek or Tusk-shell money; Dentalia, which so far 
as general use aS money is considered, had the widest circulation, we 
will now briefly glance at certain other forms that were used to a.greater 

or less extent for the same purpose. 

The Tusk-shell money, al-li-ko-chik, it seems, was principally used by 

the coast tribes from Mendocino, California, northward to Alaska, and 
by such other tribes to the eastward of the coast tribes whose territory 

joined on or was proximate to that of the coast tribes; and that it was 
known and highly prized still ee to the caste we have the 

following testimony : 

‘““The Hidatsa,t Minnataree, or Gros Ventre Indians, are one of the 

three tribes which at present [1854—62]) inhabit the permanent village 

at Fort Berthold, Dakota Territory, and hunt on the waters of the Up- 

per Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers, in northwestern Dakota and 
eastern Montana.” e 

‘¢ Tt appears probable that they once carried on a trade indirectly 

with the tribes of the Pacific coast, for they had Dentalium shells simi- 

lar to those obtained on the Pacific, and they prized them so highly 

that the white traders found it advisable to obtain them for the trade. 

As late as 1866, ten of these shells, of inferior size, costing the traders 

only a cent apiece, would buy a superior buffalo robe, and formerly 

only two or three of the same quality were paid for a robe. Modern 

traders, with whom the writer has conversed, obtain their shells from 

the Eastern importers, and know nothing of the original source of sup- 

ply. They suppose them to come from the Atlantic coast or the Great 

Lakes, and call them ‘Iroquois shells,’ which is probably their corrup- 

tion of the Chinook Hyakwa, but it is possible the reverse is the case.” 

They also used, and still use as ornaments, fragments of the Abalone 

shells (one or more species or Haliotis) of the Pacific. These are now 

supplied to the trade under the name of California shells. Ten years 

ago one of these sheils, unpolished, sold for a good robe. There is lit- 

tle doubt that they used Abalone, Dentalium, and other sea-shells before 

the traders brought them. Old traders and. Indians say so. Even as 

late as 1833 it would seem that they had not yet become a regular part 

of a trader’s outfit; for Maximilian§ says of the Mandans: ‘They do 

not disfigure the bodies; only they make some apertures in the outer 

rim of the ear, in which they have strings of beads, brass or iron rings 

of different sizes, or shells, the last of which they obtain from other 

* Overland Monthly, vol. rx. 

t Ethnography and Philology of the Hidatsa Indians, ete., p. 3. 

t Id., p. 28. 
§ Travels in the Interior of North America by Maximilian * * * in 1832, 1833, 

1834, Londoned, Ackerman & Co. 1843, 
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Indian tribes. If they are questioned respecting these shells, they an- 

swer that they were brought from the sea.” 

It had but a limited use among the west-coast Indians, if we may 

judge by the rarity of its occurrence in old graves. Of the small num- 

ber of specimens in the National Museum named in the foot-note* 

nearly all belong to a different species of Dentalium, namely, D. hew- 

agonum, and it is not certain that such examples as do not belong to 
this species should be regarded as the same as the northern form. JD. 

hexagonum, though a smaller, slenderer, and more delicate shell, and in 

these respects less desirable through being less serviceable than D. in- 

dianorum, is fully as abundant along the coast in the region around 

San Diego as D. indianorum is in the Puget Sound region. 

HAWOCK OR HA-WOK. 

Powers expresses the opinion ‘that the staple currency of all the 

tribes in central and southern California is made from the same mate- 

TIVELA CRASSATELLOIDES.T 

(Southern coast of California. From specimen iu U. S. N. M.) 

*San Miguel Island: D. hexagonum and perkaps D. indianorum on same string. 

[29144.] San Luis Obispo: Fragments of both of above, or possibly (artificially 

shortened and strung) beads, mixed. [21773.] R 

+ = Pachydesma crassatelloides. : 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——21 
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rial,” but he is not positive of that except among the Nishinam [Maidu]. 

Here it is made from the heavy shells of a bivalve, a ponderous clam 

when adult, of very compact texture, peculiar to the southern coast of 

California; abundant at Morro or Estero Bay and other places south- 

ward to San Diego. ‘This is cut into circular pieces of the diameter as 

shown in the annexed figures, or even smaller, the thickness of the 

pieces varying with the thickness of the shells, or of that portion of the 

valve from which the disks are made. The larger pieces* (Figs. 11 and 

12) of the value of twenty-five cents are cut from the thicker part of the 

valves of large or adult clams of said species, and the smaller (Figs. 13 

and 14) of the value of four cents each from the thinner portions. This 

Fig. 11. Fig. 12. Fig. 13. Fig. 14. 

Hawock or Ha-woKk. Hawock oR Ha-wOK. HAWOCK OR HA-WOK. HAWOCK OR HA-WOK. 

money, of which the smaller pieces closely resemble the disk-shaped 

beads of the natives of the Paumotu I[slands in the South Pacific, except 
in being of twice the diameter and thickness, is strung upon strings the 

same as beads in a necklace, for which it is also used. Figs. 13 and 14 

are the same in form and about the size of the pieces made from Saai- 

domus aratus,t according to Yates, and in use among the Indian Pomos 

[Wailakki] of Lake County,t and probably by the neighboring Wintuns. 

While on a collecting tour along the coast in the neighborhood of 

Bodega, in 1867 or 1868, we were told by some of the old settlers there- 

about that the Indians formerly visited this region for the purpose of 

digging this particular species of clam. The meats were dried for food 

purposes and the shells were used to make this form of money, which 

is called hawock, according to Mr. Powers, though, as he says, different 

tribes call it by different names and attach different values to it. He 

says: ‘The Bear River Indians (Neeshenams) are the only ones I have 

* Similar disks were sometimes made by the Indians of the Atlantic side, as may be 

seen by examining specimen 21618 in the National Museum, from Cocke County, 

Tennessee ; probably cut out of a Busycon shell. 

t= Sanidomus gracilis. A form closely related to the foregoing, Saxidomus nutiallir, 

is used to a certain extent by the Indians in Washington Territory for making these 

disk heads or money. They make two sizes of it, like the figures in this respect. S: 

nultallii is a common clam in Puget Sound. 

t Yates states the value of these small disks as being 80 for $1 among the Indians 

of Lake County. 
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seen who count it by the single piece; the others rate it by the foot or 

yard. * * * It is sometimes strung upon a string many yards long, 

Fig. 15. 

SAXIDOMUS ARATUS. 

(Southern coast of California. From specimen in U. S. N. M.) 

in hundreds of pieces, and doubled into lengths of about a yard. The 
Wai’-lak-kis make the buttons thin, then every tenth one thicker, so 

that it looks like a Catholic rosary, and their name for it is tocalli.” 

In a photograph of a young woman of the Bear River Indians, named 

Valputteh, sent to me by Mr. Powers, her person is adorned with a 

necklace of hawock, which, it is stated, is ten yards long, requiring to be 

wound several times about her neck. It consists of about 1,160 pieces, 
valued at $232. ‘Sometimes disks of hawock are made two inches in 

diameter and half an inch thick, which are rated at one dollar apiece, 

but such large pieces are seldom seen.” These disk-beads or Hawock 

‘are strung on strings made of the inner bark of wild cotton or milk- 

weed (Asclepias); and either all the pieces on a string or all in one sec- 

tion of it are of the same size.” 
In connection with the use of money in traffic among the interior In- 

dians, it appears that “all the dwellers on the plains, and as far up on 

the mountain as the cedar line, bought all their bows and most of their 

arrows from the upper mountaineers. An Indian is about ten days 

making a bow, and it costs $3, $4, or $5, according to the workmanship ; 

an arrow 124 cents. Three kinds of money were employed in this traffic. 

White shell beads, or rather buttons, pierced in the center and strung 

together were rated at $5 per yard (hawock); periwinkles, at $1 a 
yard; faney marine shells, at various prices, from $3 to $10 or $14, ac- 
cording to their beauty. 
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“Among the Yocuts, whose dominion covers the Kern and Tulare 
basins and the middle San Joaquin, etc., their money consists of the 

usual shell buttons (hawock), and a string of them reaching from the 

point of the middle finger to the elbow is valued at twenty-five cents.” 

The use of hawok was quite general no doubt throughout central and 

southern California, and to some extent much farther to the east. One 

example* in the National Museum is from New Mexico. Hawok was 

often made of much smaller size than the figures illustrate; as small as 
the smaller beads or peage of the Atlantic coast and equally well fin- 

‘ished, sometimes even neatly ornamented by serrating the edges,t 

which must have been a difficult and painstaking work in beads so small. 
Again we find cylindrical beads sometimes five inches in length, either 

curved or straight, made from the heavy clam Tivela ; these we may re- 

gard, however, rather as ornaments than money; they have been found 

in the graves on most of the islands in the Santa Barbara Channel, as 
well as infrequently in similar situations on the mainland. 

KOL-KOL OR OLIVELLA SHELL MONEY. 

The periwinkles mentioned by Mr. Powers are Olivella shells of the 

species known as O. biplicata, a form that is exceedingly abundant in 

numerous places along the Californian coast. They were prepared by 

simply rubbing or grinding off the apex, and were called col-col or kol- 

kol. This form was strung in a double string, the shells lying mouth to 

Fig. 16. 

OLIVELLA BIPLICATA. 

(Coast of California. From specimens in U.S. N. M.) 

mouth, and it is stated were “slightly esteemed.” This was no doubt 

owing to the abundance of this species. They were, however, exten- 

sively used for personal decoration. for they have been found in ancient 

graves at various places in southern, central, and northern California 
on the mainland, and also the islands in the Santa Barbara Channel. 

*Museum number 9538. 

t+Santa Barbara (15221) graves. See also specimens from San Miguel Island, 15768, 

29127, 29129; Santa Rosa Island, 23696; Santa Cruz Island, 18190, 26253; Santa Bar- 

bara, 20244; Dos Pueblos, 18773; Stockton, 32316. 

$ ‘We found O. biplicata in great numbers in the graves on San Miguel Island, many 

of which had been bored, seemingly for the purpose of stringing. I observed also 

many of them with the apex ground off, so that a string might be readily passed 

through lengthwise.”—(W. G. W. Harford, 1876.) ‘The shell of Olivella biplicata Sby., 

is also (or was) used as money, the writer having found them occasionally in the 

‘mounds’ of Contra Costa and Alameda Counties mixed with small flat disks described. 

above.”—(Dr. L. G. Yates.) 
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These shells were not only strung whole, but disk-shaped beads were 

cut out of the body whorl as shown in figure. These Olivella shells 

Fig. 17. 

OLIVELLA BIPLICATA. 

A, the portion above the line was ground off to admit 
of stringing; B, the circle shows the part of the shell 
from which the disks were cut; C, a specimen of the 
shell in the natural state. 

(Coast of California. From specimens in U. S. N. M.) 

vary considerably in size, often measuring an inch or more in length. 

The smaller ones were apparently preferred for stringing whole, while 

the larger ones were required for making the disks. 

This way of treating the Olivella Shells seems to have been formerly 

rather popular, if we may judge by the specimens in the National Mu- 

seum* from Indian graves. In the majority of instances these disks 

were rather rudely finished, with rough and uneven edges, but some- 

times, as shown in a specimen from Santa Rosa Island,t the disks are 
made quite small and very neatly finished. 

Mr. Barber{ says: ‘Through eastern Utah and south into Arizona 
many Olivas [Olivellas] were found scattered through the débris of 
erumbling walls and broken pottery. The perforation has been effected 

by grinding down the apex.” * * * He describes other beads that 

“were of two sizes, and usually white. The smaller variety was flat on 

both sides, or slightly convex on one side and concave on the other, 

* * * as thin as a wafer, and the circumference of an ordinary pea. 

In the center a neatly bored hole enabled the owner to string them to- 

gether in the form of a necklace. The larger variety was about the 

circumference of an average buckshot.” 

Capt. John Moss, of Parrott City, Colorado, says that these beads are 

valued highly by the present Navajo Indians to the south, a small 

string, when such can be found, bringing in exchange a good horse. 

The Navajoes are constantly grubbing about the old buildings and 

adjacent graves in search of these trinkets. This accounts in some 
measure for their great scarcity among the ruins to-day. They were 

undoubtedly obtained by the ancients from other tribes, who brought 

them, or at least the shells from which they were fashioned, from the 

Pacific coast. We know that these ruins extend as far west as the 

junction of the San Juan and Colorado Rivers, so that communication 

* Santa Cruz Island, 26,425; San Miguel Island, 14988, 26428, 29024, 29623. 
tSanta Rosa Island, 23693; Santa Barbara County, 21846, 21848; Santa Cruz, 

18231, 26254; Contra Costa County, 9453. 

f American Naturalist, vol. x1, 1277. 
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between the tribe in question and others situated along the Pacific 

Ocean or Gulf of California was rendered easy. Don José Cortez, 

writing of the tribes near the Colorado in 1799, speaks of “‘ the white 

beads they get on the shores of the Gulf of California.” 

' The more general form of kol-kol, combined or arranged in various 

ways, single and double strings, bracelets, etc., from as far east as 

southern Utah,* may be seen in the National Museum. 

The finest example extant is probably that obtained by Lieutenant 

Rayt from the Hupa or Hoopah Indians of northern California. It is 

made of quite small Olivellas of the two species, O. biplicata and O. 
intorta, carefully selected specimens, and neatly strung. If extended 

in a single length it would measure nearly thirty feet, and includes 

probably over a thousand shells. 

Occasionally large specimens of O. biplicata were cut, or more likely 

ground down, lengthwiset and then perforated, so as to admit of attach- 

ment or Sines ; but this is not a common form, and was most likely 

for ornament only. 

Powers, writing about hawock, says: ‘* This may be ealled their silver, 

and is the great medium of all transactions, while the money answering 

to gold is made from. various species of the ear shell” (Haliotis) and is 

called ** Uhl-lo or iil-lo.” 

UHL-LO, UL-LO, OR ABALONE MONEY. 

These shells are without doubt the ‘‘ fancy marine shells” previously 

mentioned, which were valued at ‘$3 to $10, or $15, according to their 

beauty,” and belong to one or the other of the species known to conchol- 

ogists as Haliotis rufescens, H. splendens, and H. cracherodii, all indige- 

nous forms, popularly kuown as abalones;§ the aulones of the Spanish. 

It is not a matter of wonder that these beautiful shells excited the 

admiration of the savage. Many tons of them have within the last 

twenty years been collected and shipped to Europe and China as well 

as to the Eastern United States, where they are manipulated into va- 
rious forms for useful and decorative purposes. The California Indians, 

with their primitive tools of obsidian, cut them up “ into oblong strips 

from 1 to 2 inches in length, according to the curvature of the shell, 

and about a third as broad as they arelong. * * * Holesare drilled 

near one end and they are thereby fastened toastring, * * * hang- 

ing edge to edge. Ten pieces generally constitute a string, and the 

larger pieces rate at $1 apiece, $10 a string; the smaller in proportion, 
—__—__ 

* 14621, also 11986, southern Utah. 

177185, Hoopah Valley, California. 

t{ San Miguel Island, California [No. 29156], in National Museum. 

§ Holmes says that ‘‘ H. kamtchatkana, which furnishes a dark-green nacre, is much 

used farther north.” Thisis probably a mistake, and H. splendens the species in- 

tended, as the former is the least brilliant and has the thinnest shell of any of the 

west American species. 
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or less, if they are not pretty. Being susceptible of a high polish, this 

money forms a beautiful ornament, and is worn for necklaces on gala 

days. But as money it is rather too large and cumbersome, and the 

Indians generally seek to exchange it for the less brilliant but more 
useful ha-wock. The iil-lo may be considered rather as jewelry.” 

Fig. 18. 

RED-BACKED ABALONE (Haliotis rufescens). From nature, reduced one-half. 

(Coast of -California. From specimen in U. S. N. M.) 

The ihl-lo pieces are of a uniform size on the same string; they do 

not mix them. The dollar pieces (Figs. 19, 20) are generally about 14 

inches long and 1 inch wide; the smaller about as long, but narrower; 

* * * a couple of fragments I picked up in an old Indian camp are 

worth twenty-five cents each. 

The Indians are very ingenious and economical in working up the 

aulones. Wherever there is a broad, flat space they take out a dollar 

piece; where the curve is sharper, smaller ones. They especially value 

the outer edge (columella) of the whorl or lip, where the color is brilliant, 

and these they are obliged to cut into twenty-five-cent pieces. You 

will see that the ihl-lo is cut into pieces of different sizes, and even pieces 
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of the same size vary in value, according to their brilliancy. * * * 

All the money that I have seen was strung on grocery twine, but they 

often use sinew of various kinds; also the bark of a milkweed that 
grows about here.* 

ie es 
| 
| | 
} 

Fig. 20. 

UHL-LO. 

“The aulone or iihl-io necklace has three or four strings of very small 

glass beads above the shells, forming a band about a quarter of an inch 

wide, which encircles the neck. * * * A common deep conical bas- 
ket, of about a bushel and a half capacity, such as the squaws use for 

carrying their household effects, is worth one and one-half or two strings 

of iihl-lo, that is, fifteen or twenty dollars.” 

The shells of the various species of Haliotis were as highly prized by 

the red men of the west coast in the vast as in later times, and were 

worked by them into a great variety of forms. These forms, as well as 
entire shells, have been found in the older burial places, mounds, and 

Fig. 21. 

From INDIAN MOUND, VALLEJO, SOLANE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. FOUND IN 1872 By C. D. Voy. 

graves throughout the entire coast, and far to the eastward in interior ° 

localities. 

* Placer County, California. 
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Disks of different sizes, perforated or otherwise, some with plain 

edges,* others with the edges crenulated? or regularly notched; also 

other shapes, crescentic, elliptic, lanceolate, fa.ciform, leaf-shaped, and 

a number of other forms occur; but, with the exception of the discoidal 
pieces, which may have been sometimes used as money, it is probable 

that these were jewelry, and were used as pendants, buttons, spangles, 
ete. 

One instance of the purchasing power of an abalone was related to 

me many years ago by Dr. Edward Palmer. Whiie in New Mexico, 

‘upon one occasion, he was witness to a trade wherein the consideration 
for a horse was a California abalone shell. 

How far or to what extent the use of the whl-lo tor the purposes of 

money prevailed is quite uncertain, or where the use of it as money left 

off or as jewelry began, is too vague even for conjecture. It is, however, 

highly probable that it was used in both of these ways; less as money 

and moreas jewelry or for personal decoration, and for the ornamentation 

of the implements and appurtenances of the red man. 

As before the termination of what may be termed the wampum period 

in the colonial history of the Atlantic sea-board States, shell money, 

“bad, false, and unfinished peage,” got into circulation, so the shell. 

money of the west coast Indians was counterfeited or made by white 

men with machinery, and the purchasing power consequently declined. 

But the decline was not from this cause alone. At the time when Mr. 

Powers wrote, he stated that “the younger English-speaking Indians 

searcely use it at all, except in a few dealings with their elders or for 

gambling. One sometimes lays away afew strings of it, for he knows 

he can not squander it at the stores, and is thus removed from tempta- 

tion and possible bankruptcy; and when he wishes for a few dollars of 

American money he can raise it by exchanging with some old Indian 

who happens to have gold. * * * It is singular how the old Indians 

cling to this currency, when they know that it will purchase nothing 

from the shops; but then their wants are few amd mostly supplied from 

the sources of nature, and besides that, this money has a certain re- 

ligious value in their minds as being alone worthy to be offered up on 

the funeral pyre of departed friends or famous chiefs of their tribe.” 

Shell money made by white men was introduced among the Indians 

probably more than half a century ago, and quite likely by the Ameri- 

can Fur Company at a still earlier period. In Mr. Norton’s papert it 

is stated that Mr. Astor was one of the patrons of *‘ The Last Wampum 

Coinage” or had been a customer, and Mr. Astor has always been re- 

garded as the leading spirit and controlling genius of that famous com- 

mercial enterprise whose field of operations extended to the western 

*San Miguel Island, 29132, 29134, 29135; Santa Rosa Island, 23711; Santa Barbara, 
21854, 30398; Santa Cruz, 18319. 

tSan Miguel Island, 29133; Santa Barbara, 15222, 20239; Santa Cruz, 18198; Dos 

Pueblos, 18769. Imperforate disks: San Miguel Island, 29646; Santa Barbara, 20239. 

tAm. Magazine, March, 1888. 
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shores of the continent. A large number of specimens or pieces of Au- 

lo-ne or Ab-a-lone money (thl-lo), of recent (white man’s) manufacture— 

all alike, too much alike to be genuine—made from the columella, or 

‘“‘outer edge,” as Mr. Powers calls it, are in the collection of the Na- 

tional Museum. These came from the west coast, but they are simply 

samples of “false peage,” as the bogus shell money of the Atlantic side 

was termed. 

Unlike the shell money of the east coast Indians, the shell money of 
the red men of the west coast had no status as ‘‘a medium or cur- 

rency” with the whites. The necessities of the period and of the situ- 

ation that led to and caused the very general use of wampum or shell 

money in the intercourse and relations of the red men and white settlers 

of the Atlantic sea-board never existed on the western slope of the 

continent. 

The Indian money of the west coast was sities used only among 

the Indians themselves. Neither, so far as we can perceive, has the - 
hi-qua, hai-qua, or alli-co-chick, the kol-kol, ha-wock, er tihl-lo, in what- 

ever manner or form used or combined, ever held as high or a similar 

place or function as or with the wampum or Indian money of the ancient 

Americans of the East in its symbolic, historical, governmental, and 

mnemonic aspects. 

There is, it will be admitted, a touch of pathos, a gleam of sentiment, 

exhibited in the preference of the “old Indians” for their money, “a 
touch of nature” in their esteeming it “‘as alone worthy to be offered up 

ov the funeral pyre of departed friends or famous chiefs of their tribe.” 

The Indian money of the Pacific coast* was hardly more than money, 

jewelry, or ornament. However used it was never more than these—an 

evidence of the acquisitive spirit and wealth of its possessor. The In- 

dian money of the Atlantic coast had other uses and served higher pur- 

poses, and in these latter aspects indicated the intelligence and latent 

- intellectual power and strength of the native red men of that side, and 

by comparison from thi8 point of view serves also to show the superiority 

of the aborigines of the eastern to those of the western side of the con- 

tinent. 

SHELL MONEY AND THE SLAVE TRADE. 

The use of cowry money in the African slave trade has heretofore 

been mentioned. It will be seen upon investigation that the shell 

mouey of the red men of North America was commonly used for a 

similar purpose, as well as for the compounding of crimes and the 

evasion of the penalties demanded by justice. In these latter respects 
the black and white peage of the east, and the hatk-wa, alli-co-chick and 

ha-wock of the west coast, were of equal potency with the most ap- 

* The Mojaves have a species of currency called pook, consisting of strings of shell 

beads, whose value is determined by the length. (Whipple, Pac. R. R. Reports, vol. 
iii, p. 115.) 
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proved forms of gold and silver money of the present time, when ap- 

plied, as the latter has been and not infrequently, to similar unworthy 

purposes in modern civilized communities. In other respects the 

Indians of the Hast and the West were alike, simply savagés, before the 

advent of the white man as well as after—to use a homely expression, 

“chips off the same block.” Lawson,* commenting upon the power 

of peage in the matters just presented, says: 

“This is the money with which you may buy skins, furs, slaves, or any- 

thing the Indians have; it being the mammon (as our money is to us) 
that entices and persuades them to do anything and part with every- 

thing they possess except their children for slaves. As for their wives, 

they are often sold, and their daughters violated for it. With this they 
buy off murders; and whatsoever a man can do that is ill, this wam- 

pum will quit him of and make him, in their opinion, good and virtuous, 

though never so black before.” 

Gibbs states that among the Indians of the coast section of Oregon 

and Washington, “slavery is thoroughly interwoven with their social 

polity. East of the Cascades, though it exists 1t is not so common, the 

equestrian habit of the tribes living there probably rendering it less 

profitable, etc. * * * The system most likely originated in wars, 

all prisoners becoming slaves as a matter of gourse. * * * If one 

Indian has wronged another and failed to make compensation, or if a 

debtor is insolvent, he may be taken as a slave. And this slavery is 

final degradation. If aman purchase his father or mother they become 

his slave and are treated as such.” 

From other sources corroboratory of Gibbs, we find that “with the 

Classetst slaves are held by all the tribes, and are treated very much 

like their cogs, being looked upon as property and not within the cate- 

gory of humanity. For a master to kill half a dozen slaves is no 

wrong or cruelty ; it only tends to illustrate the owner’s noble disposi- 

tion in freely sacrificing his property. Slaves are obtained by kidnap- 

ping, and are sold in large numbers to northern tribes. * * * The 

Classets, a rich and powerful tribe, encourage the slave-hunting incur- 

sions of the Nootkas against their weaker neighbors.” 

Slavery, common to all the coast families, is also practiced by the 

Chinooks, but there is less difference here perhaps than elsewhere be- 

tween the condition of the slaves and the free. 
In this connection, of the tribes farther to the north we read that “ the 

Thlinket slaves are either captured in war, bought from other tribes 

who may themselves have captured them, or the children of female 
Slaves. The wars between the tribes, being now of rare occurrence, the 

supply of slaves is kept up by barter with the more southern tribes, and 

hence many of the slaves are the Flatheads of Oregon. The slaves of 

* History of Carolina. 

+t Bancroft: Native Races, eic., vol. 1, pp. 217-218, and elsewhere. 
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the Thlinkets * * * have no rights that the master is bound to 

respect.”* 

Among the Tacullies “slavery is common with them; all who can 

afford it keeping slaves;” and so with the Nootkas. Slavery is 

practiced by all the tribes and the slave trade forms an important part 

of their commerce. Awong the Haidahs “slavery is universal, and as 

the life of the slave is of no value to the owner except as property, they 

are treated with extreme cruelty;” and Lord says of the Indians of 

British Columbia, ‘slaves are bought and sold after the fashion of dogs 

and horses, and shells of the Dentalium are the sovereigns and shillings 
used to pay for them.” 

SHELL MONEY AND THE COMPOUNDING OF CRIMES. 

Proceeding along the west coast from Alaska to California, various 

authorities have reported that among the Kutchins of the Yukon, “in 
the absence of law, murder and all other crimes are compounded for.” 

Of the littoral or maritime tribes of British Columbia, among the 
Haidahs, “crimes have no punishment by law; murder is settled for 

with relatives of the victim by death or by the payment of a large sum.” 

With the Indians farther to the eastward, Harmon, referring to the 

Tacullies, says, ‘‘ Murder is not considered as a crime of great mag- 

nitude.” 

To the southward of Puget Sound and British Columbia, in addition 

to what has been incidentally quoted elsewhere in the text, powers 

says of the Hupas, ‘‘ Murder is generally compounded for by the pay- 

ment of shell money,” and among the Gallinomero, a branch of the Po- 

mos, the same author states that ‘‘no crime is known for which the 
malefactor can not atone with money.” Among the Karoks ‘the 

murder of a man’s dearest relative may be compounded for by the pay- 

ment of money, the price of the average Indian’s life being ¢-sa-pa-sd-ra 

(one string). * * * “A man may own as many women for slaves 
as he can purchase.” * * * No adultery is so flagrant but that 

the husband can be placated with money at about the rate that would 

be paid for murder.” 

SHELL-MONEY ARISTOCRACY. 

Amid the dreary repulsiveness of sensualism and cruelty we catch a 

gleam of the ludicrous as well as a revelation of the weakness and 

vanity of these primitive barbarians, that reads like a satire or seems 

like a burlesque on certain facies of modern society among civilized 

pale-faces. The influence of the almighty dollar in many of the polite 

circles of nineteenth-century civilization seems like a travesty with 

variations and improvements upon the magic power of haik-wa, alli-co- 

chick, hawock, and kol-kol, etc., in the matter of social status among 

* Dall’s Alaska, 1870. 
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the shell-money aristocracy of the Karoks, Hupas, Haidahs, and others 
of the ancient families of western America. 

Among the Karoks “no marriage is legal or binding unless preceded 

by the payment of money, and that family is most aristocratic in which 

the most money was paid for the wife. For this reason it stands a young 

man well in hand to be diligent in accumulating shell money and not 

to be aniggard in bargaining with his father-in-law. So far is this 

shell aristocracy carried, that the children of a woman for whom no 

money was paid are accounted no better than bastards, and the whole 

family are condemned.” 

The Hupas have the same shell aristocracy as the Karok, the amount 

paid for the wife determining her rank in society. 

Among the Haidahs ‘‘rank and power depend greatly upon wealth, 

which consists of implements, wives, and slaves. Wealth, which is 

quite as important here as in any civilized communities and of much 

more importance than is customary among savage nations, consists in 

shell money, called alli-co-chick, white deer-skins, canoes, and indirectly 

in women.” Again: ‘“ Wives, as they must be bought, are a sign of 

wealth, and the owner of many is respected accordingly.” 

Two centuries have nearly passed since the ‘‘peage” and “ wampum” 

of the eastern aborigines ceased to be an implement in the current 

activities in the colonial life of the Atlantic sea-board. A century later 

and the rea men themselves had become as obsolete as their ‘‘ coinage ;” 

outcasts and wanderers from their native haunts, overlooked and for- 

gotten in the tumult, or trampled out in the triumphant westward march 

of a conquering race. 

The past of the red men of the Pacific has not yet been reached. They 

still live and wander, but the twilight is upon them. The glimpse that 

we get incidentally in our brief review is that of forty or fifty years ago 

rather than to day. 

On the shores of British Columbia and at many places to the north, 

to Alaska and inclusive of that Territory, they are numerous even now. 
To the southward it is different. We may follow the westerly slopes of 

the Sierra Nevada, or either flank of the picturesque Coast Ranges, or 

the shore line from southern California to Puget Sound without meet- 

ing asolitary sample of the native stock. Again, perchance while hunt- 

ing in the valleys or fishing in the streams a few “bucks and squaws” 

may be met with, disguised in the cast-off garments of the alien whites. 

In the pleasant valleys where the Wintuns, Matsuns, and Shastas 
once roamed in all the pomp and circumstance of savage pride, adorned 

with glittering fragments of aulone, or necklaces of hawock or kol-kol, 

a few arrow-heads or mortars may be found to verify the traditions of 

former occupancy. Here and there the shriveled remnants of the tribes 

and families, the former tenants of this vast region, are gathered into 

reservations, human drift-weed in the eddies of the stream, thrust aside 

by the pitiless current of a resistless civilization. 
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G. Yates’s Notes on the Aboriginal Money of California, American Nat- 
uralist, vol. x1, 1877; “Wampum and its History,” E. Ingersoll, Amer- 

ican Naturalist, vol. xv11, 1883; Horatio Hale ‘On the Origin and 

Nature of Wampum,” American Naturalist, vol. xv1I1, 1884; Stephen 
Powers, Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. 111, Wash- 

ington, 1877 (a most entertaining volume); W. H. Pratt, Proceedings 

of the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences, vol. 11; J. K. Lord, 

“The Naturalist in British Columbia,” vol. 11; ‘The Last Wampum 

Coinage,” by C. L. Norton, in the American Magazine, March, 1888; 

Bancroft’s *‘ Native Races of the Pacific States of North America,” 1874. 







PLATE I. Stearns. Report of National Museum, 1887. 
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WAMPUM AND ALLICOCHICK. 

Fie. 1. East coast of North America, (Page 304.) 

Fig, 1. 

Fig. 2. West coast of North America. (Page 314.) 





Report of National Museum, 1887.—Stearns. PLATE ll. 

GROOVED WHELK. 

Sycotypus canaliculatus Linn. (Page 305.) 





Report of National Museum, 1887.—Stearns. PLATE Ill. 

FIG WHELK. 

Fulgur carica Linn. (Pages 308, 309.) 
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Report of National Museum, 1887.-—Stearns. PLATE IV. 

Fie. 1. Buccinum undatum Linn., common whelk. (Page 308.) 

Fie. 2. Columella and part of body whorl of Fulgur carica. c, c, portion from which the longer 
white wampum beads were made. (Page 309.) 
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Report of National Museum, 1887,—Stearns. PLATE V. 

Fic. 1. The Quahaug, Venus mercenaria; outside view. (Pages 306, 307.) 

Fic. 2. Inside view of same species. 
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Report of National Museum, 1887.— Stearns. : PLATE VI. 

Fig. 1. 

SHELLS USED IN MAKING HAWoCK. (Pages 321-323.) 

Fic. 1. Saxidomus Nuttallii. Fie. 2. Saxvidomus aratus. 





Report of Nationa! Museum, 1887.—Stearns. PLATE VII. 

Fig. 2. 

Fic. 1. Heavy Clam, Tivela crassatelloides. (Pages 821, 322. 

Fic. 2. Red-backed Ear-shell or Abalone, Haliotis rufescens. (Page 326.) 





PLATE VIII. Stearns. Report of National Museum, 1887. 

26 et seq.) (Pages 3) Abalone or Ear-shell, Haliotis splendens Reeve. 





Report of National Museum, 1887.—Stearns. 

MONEY SHELLS AND SHELL MONEY. 

Pies. 1, 2, 3, 4. Cowry Shells. (Pages 300 et seq.) 
Fas. 5, 6, 7, 8. Hawock disks. (Pages 321 et seq.) 
Fig. 9. Kolkol, of Olivella shells. (Page 324.) 
Fics. 10, 11. Uhl-lo, of Har-shells. (Pages 326-328.) 
Fies. 12, 13. Uhl-lo money or jewelry. (Page 328.) 

PLATE IX. 





A PRELIMINARY CATALOGUE OF THE ESKIMO COLLECTION IN THE U. 8, 
NATIONAL MUSEUM, ARRANGED GEOGRAPHICALLY AND BY USES. 

By Lieut. T. Dix BoLues, U. 8. Navy. 

The list here presented is intended to be of service as an introduction 

to a complete analysis of Eskimo art. 

The collection is made up of the smaller collections of R. Macfarlane, 

Capt. E. P. Herendeen, R. Kennicott, C. F. Hall, Prof. W. H. Dall, T. 
H. Bean, E. W. Nelson, L. M. Turner, L. Kumlein; Lieut. George M. 

Stoney, U.S. Navy; Captain Hooper, U.S. Revenue Marine; Lieut. C. 

L. McKay, U.S. Revenue Marine; Lieut. P. H. Ray, U.S. Army; Henry 

W. Elliott; Sergt. S. Applegate, U.S. Signal Corps; William J. Fisher, 

and others. 

Nearly two years have been occupied by the compiler in reaching a 

result which he trusts will aid the student who may be inclined to an 

exhaustive comparison between the various villages or the Indian tribes 

whose boundaries touch the Eskimo territory. 

The nomenclature is that of Ivan Petroff, from his chart in vol. viii, 

Tenth Census Report. Differences in spelling and even in names made 

it necessary to adopt some writer’s plan in its entirety, evenif some 

errors were evident. Petroff seems to me the most accurate and also 
has more or less official status. . 

Jn many cases the location or use of an object was wrongly given by 

collectors; this was misleading at first, but before long the multiplica- 

tion of these errors caused serious confusion. These have been placed 

in their proper locality. 

In the following table of places the geographical arrangement follows 

the coast-lines from east to west and south, taking in the outlying 

islands, ete., as they occur geographically. 

Although similarities in many or even all respects may point toa 

closer connection between vicinities which are only a few miles apart, 

these may be separated in the list by a number of geographically-coast- 

line-following places; no attempt to follow these similarities will be 

made here. ; 

Latitudes and longitudes are given to facilitate identification. The 

numbers in the columns express the whole number of specimens from 

a locality. 

In the résumé.at the end the writer notes the total number of arti- 

cles handled, located, arranged, marked, and labeled. 
335 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS. 

AMULETS. Objects carried by hunters to bring good luck or to avoid bad. 
BABY-SEAL HOOK. Used for dragging the baby seal from its snow concealment. 

BAG FASTENER. A slip of ivory tied to the end of the string, which is wrapped 

around the bag and then thrust under the cord to keep all tight. 

BAILER, ICE. A sieve on the end of a handle to clear seal hole of small ice. 

BRUSH, ICE. An implement similarly used. 

BARK-SKINNER. A knife and curved bone to cut and remove birch bark. 

BEAD SEPARATOR. Ivory bars placed at intervals in bead-work, and pierced, to hold 

the thread on which the beads are strung. 

Berits. Bone tools to round the edges of ivory or bone implements. 

BLoop-Pins. Used to close the wounds in dead animals, to save the blood for feod. 

BOOT-SOLE CREASER. A crimper used to prepare the seam before sewing. 

BripGe. A small curved wedge used to tighten sinew on bows. 

CHECK ON DRAG-LINE. An ivory slip to keep noose close to object inclosed. 

CHECK ON WHALE-LINE. A friction check to cave the hand from chafing when the 

line is running out. 

CoMBS FOR GRASS. Used to hackle grass. 
Decoys. The seal is inquisitive, and anystrange noise or object, which does not 

frighten, will attract it and bring it into the snare. 

Decoy FLOAT. Float on a net carved to resemble a bird, animal or simply a rattle. 

DECOY SCRATCHER. A claw used near net or seal hole to attract seal; imitation of 

male seal. ; 

DETACHER FOR HARPOON POINT. An ivory double button, on one of which the loop 

of the point-line is fixed, but which allows it to slip off when the point strikes. 

DRAG CHAIN OR HANDLE. Used with a cord and noose to drag game on the ice. 

FINGER-MASKS. Small articles of wood ornamented with hair or feathers 

Fincer-rest. A check for the finger to rest against. 

Frre-Bit. A soft wood spindle, which is rapidly revolved to produce fire. 

FIRE MOUTH-PIECE. A wooden piece held in the teeth. This has astone bearing for 
the upper end of the fire-bit. f 

FIRE-SOCKE?. Soft wood stick, ou which the fire-bit is revolved, producing fire. 
FIsH BAIT. Small ivory fish or bright-colored material, used as bait. 

Fioat. The skin of aseal blown up to sustain the walrus line and act asa drag. 

' FLOAT MOUTH-PIECE. The orifice through which the air enters or escapes. 

Fioat pLuG. A disk, with a groove around it, used to close natural or accidental 

holes in seal float. 

Funeus. Used to mix with tobacco for smoking. 

GAMBLING BLOCK AND PIN. A game similar to ‘‘cup and ball.” 

GAMBLING DucKs. A game similar to “heads and tails.” 

GAMBLING COUNTERS. <A game similar to ‘‘odd and even.” 

GAMBLING TARGET AND LANCE. Hach participant puts up a wager; the target, a 

netted oval ring, is hung in the air and the lance is thrown atit. If the point 

gets entangled the thrower has a choice of the wager laid out. 

HARPOON POINT. The outer section carrying the blade. 

HARPOON LOOSE SHAFT. The intermediate shaft. 
HARPOON FORESHAFT. The bone or ivory socket on wooden shafts. 

Harpoon BuTT. The lower extremity usually shod with a pike to give a hold on ice. 

HUNTING TALLY. A bone or ivory stick on which to mark number of game. 

ICE-CREUPERS. Rough pieces to tie on sole of boot. 

Kayak suits. Two kinds of jackets for fair and foul weather. 

KNIFE, BLUBBER. With heavy blade like a cleaver. 

KNIFE, CUTTING. Defense knife. 

KNIFE, CARVING. To cut and carve wood or ivory. 
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KNIFE, FISH. For cleaning and scaling fish. 
KNIFE, STABBING. To give the coup de grace to captured game. 

KNIFE, SNow. For clearing snow from fur garments, etc. 

LEADERS. Used on dart shaft to keep the line clear from tangles. 

Lovusers. Curved ribs of animals to scrape and destroy vermin in clothes. 

Masks. Used in festivities. 
MEDICINE-MAN’S WAND. Used in ceremonial to discover witch. 

MOUTH-PIECE TO OIL BAG. A cup-shaped orifice used either in filling or drinking. 
MUSKRAT BOW AND ARROW. Thearrowsare tied to the bow and used at short range. 

NEEDLE BOARD. On which needle eyes are drilled. 

NET WEIGHT. To hang in the mesh and keep it open while making. 

-PADDLE YOKE. The cross-piece for the hand on the end of the handle. 

PRICKER. A large bodkin to open knots. 
ScrapPers. Used in dressing skins to remove fat and integument. 
SEAL PROBE. Thrust down a seal hole to give warning of the animal’s approach. 

SINEW TIGHTENER. A bow-maker’s tool to put the turns of sinew on smoothly and 

tightly. ; 

SINEW TWIRLER. A twirling tool used while making sinew cord. 
SLING BOARD. This has been spoken of in other works as a throwing-stick, but it is 

properly a sling, as it does not leave the hand. 

SLING DaRT. The light harpoon, which is used with the board. 
SNUFF TUBES. Inserted into the nose and box to avoid waste and to increase the 

dose. 

SPIDER LINE. A sinew line stretched across the top of boat, under which the lance, 

paddle, etc., are placed to prevent their rolling about. 

Stoon. Used while watching a seal-hole: to keep the feet off the ice. 

WATER TUBES. Used to suck out the water and filth from the boat while en route. 

WHIRLER. A toy toswing about the head. It makes a buzzing noise. © 

Table showing the latitude and longitude of the regions represented in this list. 

Regions. North. Regions. North. | West. 

o Ww fe} MW ° uw 

West Greenland .............|.---------|----.----- Kashunuk.............-. ----| 61 30 | 165 00 
Ungava, Labrador............ 60 00 Kaialigamute.....-...... e---| GL 15 | 164 15 
Cumberland Gulf 66 00 Ookagamute ......---.--..-- 60 50 | 164 40 
Smith Sound ......-.. : Cape Vancouver ...... ete we 60 40 | 165 10 
Tgloolik .........- Agiukchugamute ......-..-... 60 30 | 164 30 
Pelly Bay, -22-.2.5----- Nulokhtologamute 60 25 | 164 20 
King William’ s Land Nunivak ..... i ceye Ao eee 60 00 | 166 00 
Cape Bathurst ..........-..-- Sfaganugamute............-.. -60 25 | 164 00 
Mackenzie River............- Anogogmute ..-............- 59 45 | 163 50 
Anderson River ..... SOR aC ae SO SE AEE ela eamer res are Kongiganagamute........-..- 59 40 | 163 15 
Herschel Island.-..-......-... Koolvagavigamute .......---. 59 50 | 162 45 
Point Barrow ....-...---.---- Chalitmute.................- 60 00 | 163 40 
Point Belcher ..-.....-....... Bio MTialkkewes fy es cee 61 20 | 163 00 
jlcy,;Cape -=..-2-....-.- see 70 25° Kuskokwim River ....-..-.. 60 45 | 161 50 
Cape Lisburne ...........---- 69 50 Togiak River........--...--. 59 10 | 160 10 
Point Hope..-..- SeGccachaee ~--| 68 15 Tousheke ssc 2 ansaeantcases 58 50 | 158 45 
Kotzebue Sound......-......- 66 30 Tuniakput ........-.-....... 59 20 | 160 15 
Hotham Inlet ...............- 66 40 Nin she gale ee iieneeeaeneeen ine 58 55 | 158 25 
Putnam River..........-...-. 67 00 Bristol) BAYS rete eras Ae 58 50 | 157 00 
Cape Espenberg........-..-- 66 30 Wigashike eee ece ee eeseae 57 40 | 157 50 
Kegiktowik .........-...-.-- 63 40 Oonalashka.......------+--- 53 54 | 166 32 
SUPMICH ae ee eeu es 63 40 Chernovsky......-....------ 53 30 | 167 00 
Pikmikltolik ........ 63 20 Bering’s Island......... e----| 55 00 | 164 00 
Pastolik.......... -| 62 55 IN @ knee) ee eo ns ee alone 58 45 | 157 00 
Raibozniksky .. 62 00 Kogginug .--........-..----- 59 10 | 156 46 
Sabotnisky...... ape Wrangel Bay......---.sen0-- 57 30 | 156 00 
Mission ............ 62 00 Thiamine Diaiedealegoene ob a: 59 30 | 155 00 
PAMMULG dase satel denies 62 30 radia ee eee Oe ae 57 30 | 153 00 
PALTV Wate woleictaie iahaiemianicieheeeieials 62 40 Cook’s Inlet................- 61 00 | 152 00 
IN alatoye isa aa steele aes atae 64 45 Nucheleeu esac ea cen eee au 60 20 147 00 
Upper Yukon .............-- Above Nulato. Makutatsce cece ee oes 59 18 | 139 00 
Manama se see eos ceene sce 65 10 | 152 00 Thlinkit es eee as Southeast Alaska. 
PASC UES o)n'sicicielelonetasielseeinete 6L 40 | 166 00 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——22 
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Regions. 

| Mortars | Pesiles. | Forks 

Pry Baye he ee eae | ee a 
King William’s Land ....}...|.--].-.-. 
Cape Bathurst. ...-..----}...].--|---. : 
Mackenzie River ..-.----|...|..-]..-. 
Anderson River ..-..-.-.|...|-..|---- 
Herschel Island ..-.-.---|...|..-|-.-- Sea We 
Point Barrow.----- peau [aie 
Point Belcher...- 
Icy Cape ..... osce0 
Cape Lisburne....-...-.-|.. ah 3 | RSE 
Point Hope......----.---|.-.|.-.|---- : 
Kotzebue Sound.-...-----|...|..-|.... 
iHothamulnlethesecene seal eeleeeleeee P 

Cape Espenberg .-...----]-..|-..|---- 
Cape Prince of Wales..-..}...|...|---- i 
Diomede Island ..-.-.--.|_..]...|.--. 
Cape Wankarem .-....-...]--.]...|-.-. 
Port Clarence ....------.|.-.|..-|.--- ‘ 
MeohnkehiGer ssa. cee soos Slee eee alate 
Koneis Island 22 eeaeeea|eccteee| seas 2 
Sledge Island ......-----.]...]...].--- 
Cape Nome...-..---.--- 5 
St. Lawrence Island -.--.]...|...|.... 
LEW O00) en cee sea soasodesae beelsoel ose 
Plover Bay .... 
Kaviagamute .--. 
Golovina Bay.-..-.------|--.|...|--- 
CaperDar py aeeecsmn= =| Seis |eae|| eae eee : 
Nubviakhchugaluk......]...}.../....|..-. 
Norton Bay..----. S85 esol | eS ae: i 
Lise a adie ahi PU BAS esoonood Sssolooslesed bass 3 
Shaktolik.....-..........)... Byes es ae a 
Oonalakleet..-..---.----.|...|...].--- 
Kegikhtowik.........--./..-|...|..-.|---/ d 
Stich ael rescues Sea Ae ee ep 

Pastoliiche set ed | Seana ; 
Norton Sound ......----.|.--|...|.-.- : 
Yukon Deltaand Month.}...|...|._-. : 
Razboiniksky 
Sabotnisky ........-----.]... is 

eae aE O My ae cin eis ne pany 
Askinuk eaeaele 
Kashom ule: ies dee Joe eal ee ; 
Kajaligamute..-...-..--.|.-.|... L 
Ookagamute-....-.-.---.|2..|... 5 
Cape Vancouver......--. Belen| 2 
Nulokhtologamute....... 
Agiukchugamute.....--. 
Nunivak Island.......-.. 
Sfaganugamute......-... 
Anogogmute ............ 
Kongiganagamute....... 
Koolvagavigamute ...... 
Chalitmute --...........- 
Bip Maken. ees lle cdnenee 
Buskokvim River ....... 
Togiak River..... 
ania NG: owl sce cise e s 
Pe Snolemeeasleiseecaeeausicccwe 

MSS See ek 

Bo 

Marrow-extractors. 

REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

Blood-pins, Blubber-knives, Cutting-knives. 
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Regions. 

Nushegak 
Bristol Bay 
Tliamna Lake 
Koggiung 
Naknek 
Oogashik 
Oonalashka 
Chernovsky 
Wrangel Bay 
Kadiak Island 
Cook’s Inlet 
Nuchek 
Yakutat 
Thlinkit 
Bering’s Island..... Sees 
Japan 
Lapland 
Madison, Ohio ..... ache 
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Regions. 
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Region 
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Regions. 
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| 

a : 

g z | 
= i=") 

H f Tes ise 
Regions. = 2 a iS 

S b 1 Be | 3 

NS metas ‘a | a = 
a|/s|4 ae la le lc|ela ra 
Sls a eS |S eS lee 5 o1g}/?7/Bla|e)s13] a {5 
al/ Pl Sale ele) a) lel e]| 3 ls D Ma} aa a = 
siSISl(BISi/S18 1/8 (S|2/3 13 
AZIA/Hl/nlAlal/ Hse lAlola la 

1 | West Greenland .........]...|--.. ee 
2} |) SUR NAGI! Gaeta seb doSs5Sc|lecellsose yee 
3 | Cumberland Gulf......-..|...|.--. ia 
4 | Smith Sound.............]...|-... nae 
5 | Igloolik.-......---.......|.. sondlleec 
6 | Pelly Bay.---------...-..|...|---. vate 
7 | King William’s Land ....|...].... Bp 
8 | Mackenzie River .-...--.|...].--. ae 
9 | Anderson River ..------.|...|---. Bene, 

10 | Point Barrow ....-..-.---|-.- 2 B 
11 | Point Belcher...........-}..-|.-..|.... 
12 | Icy Cape .----- ----------]---|----].---]. 
13 | Cape Lisburne . ...- .--.|...|.--.|--- 
14 | Point Hope .--.-.---.----].-- Gileee 
15 | Kotzebue Sound .......-.]..-].--- las 
16 | Hotham Inlet............!.. peal 
17 | Putnam River .......----]-.. Ya cealts 
18 | Cape Espenberg -.-....-.-|..- ells 
19 | Cape Prince of Wales..-.|... A galas 
20 | Diomede Island --....-...].-. Pe} [terrae 
21 | Cape Wankarem.........|... sesefeccel|oane 
22 | Port Clarence............|... Bale 
233) Wel elit) Soo sodasdasesood|hee Bpeteie|| eheratel| terete 
24 | King’s Island.-.....-.-.-|--- BAS Seal cette 
25 | Sledge Island.........-.-|-.- Sericllaaaa sac 
26 | Cape Nome .....-.........|..- eevetalems 
27 | St. Lawrence Island ..... TY Selec 
RE} | TEGO 554555 G665cudocalloos eA | teretel| eae 
PON IP loversBay eee see aec cen cole one none ae 
30 | Kaviagamute............|..- Se oel| bie relate 
31 | Golovina Bay .-..........-|--- Appel reed (a 
32 | Cape Darby.......-......|-..|--..|---. 
33 | Nubviakhchugaluk . ....}...}.... 
34 | Norton Bay.-.-..........|-.- 
35 | Koyuk River BRE ae iG) esa ese 
BOs TOD Aktolike sera soseseel eels nee 
37 | Oonalakleet -...... ...-..|---|-.-.|--- 
38 | Kegikhtowik .........-.-|-.-|.--. 1 
39 | St. Michael ...... BB artes sel lense meal Boge 
AOW ees kaniktalikeseee ene sees | eee cen eels al Basal eesalta 
Aly sPastolike: ossctiesenc esas osc lee ste ce stale sel cieeelleeelicnee 
42h Norton Soundeeeeenceeece|--0|-2-4)2cs6 
43 | Yukon Delta and Mouth.}...|..-.|.... 
44 | Razboiniksky......-...-..|--- Salma 
45 | Sabotnisky .-............|..- STG Al eget Lies Rr gS] NS TE a 
AB ON TRS) NYA BE oee sep seosaatellaee| seed looca Iseaalleacal hanelescctbeoe lana lbecieare 
ATG PE ALNIELG rem ceicisse sieelec esa seen | Coal eeel ceree leer 
AS PANU Sec ciies onic m'a sia/ajaiale mie [eerste este 
Au NI AtO ee se cate ae cists alee sisteltearaallt cate 
Hl) Pate b e tepeponecobodesosas seallaseelleoealigcae| senolleseetosdalss-s 
51 | Upper Yukon ... 
52 | Askinuk..... 
53 | Kashunuk ... 
54 | Kaialigumute............|..- 
55 | Ookagamute ..-..........|... Sores ese 
56 | Cape Vancouver.........|... PAS 
57 | Nulokhtologamute.......|...|....].... 
58 | Agiukchugamute........|... BP erie is 
59 | Nunivak Island..........|..-|....|-.-. 
60 | Sfaganugamute ..........|...|....|.-- 
GL PATOL OCICS tam nina ais = sil=)=\|- ote (tae ete 
62 | Kongiganagamute .......|...|..-.]... 
63 | Koolvagavigamute......-|..- scincllenc 
64 | Chalitmuter......--....-|..-|.02. ae 
BON SIP VEO vemos aie ne sa niara | eet Saddllboe 
66 | Kuskokvim River ...... Needs sanlecec 

| Ramrods and tips. 
Powder-flasks. Powder-measures. Cap-holders. Gun-cases. Belt, with shot and bullet bags. 
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Regions. 

Net-floats. 
| Decoy floats and rattles. 

Handles, net. Hook for baby-seal pup. 

REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

Togiak River 
Tuniakhput 
Igushek 
Nushegak ......-...-.--.|---|....]- Sa 
Bristol Bay.-...----------|--.|.-.. as 
pene, ERO ecesoccoucds|esa|aSac 
OGoUNG Re etene te eweee ml sera aaeele as 

Naecer snauasdoscoadososallasellesas aN 
Oogashik ..........------|.--}.--.]- ns 
Oonalashka - -- Gal eel sealeee 
Chernovsky ......-------]---|:-..|- Save 
Wrangel Bay .--..------.]--- CEA esate 
Kadiak Island .......---.|.-. Seca Seiste 
Cook’s Inletieoe 2h. -saee lena |eeee |e see 
Nuchek........ hiss Usha whet Stee | a We eae 
Wakuntat o22.52) 222 eS cee fe oe Pete 
BUN ah Rae Aap ee Aes| pee Behl else 
Bering’s Island..--------|-.-|-.-.|---- 
apanhe ep eeeems ss la-caael salt: aierei|eeese 

Lapland.-.--..--...--....|...|. SOBISNS 

Total 1/14] 5 

| Belt, with shot and bullet bags. 

Sli ; a 5 
¢| 5 g fe Be 
Baie eS a| 2 
ot 5) =| em) M}] @ 4 
a} +s D dgl|al@|g|a 
al st |e gilala ala) a] & o | a} 
e|o}|s asic iZ SialH| 4/3) 35) 
it eh Sele a |/F Sis|elsle 
BlE|s ele/#lelslals|solale 
eh Sei ay iret |t reste ett tll ul) ES | trey ih (sl 
= 7) 5 a OSU iS WSsriicunonl so) “a | 
alAla HIAIS6| a lalallala lols 

so) Bean ea DO ea Ball Mc [de IE MP inf 1} 

ec FS pea Le Pe (A Ph TERME ROI AUC rps Els 
| apa EH REUSE LENA HEU gee ME 
Fal tice NL [RE 16 A EDR PR IEEM EAU hAlih 7 

egg Fe eth se cat ca A SH aA a 
Fos Pa HSE Bol ek NO RS a ON OTE TEI 20% 

Fo (MER MP EEE el cn cr a 

a1 /15| 4| 4|60|/3/2|1{1/4|7/|28| 3912) 2° 
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OOD Oe wh 

Regions. 

| Scraper-blades. | Boot-sole creasers. 

West Greenland 
Labrador...... sate eee ad 
Cumberland Gulf etal: 
SRO SOMM Gi 2 seme els eelee 
Ualo@lhil A shecko eoessecdaliscelh 6 
Pelly Bay Z 
King William’s Land.-.- 
Mackenzie River 
Anderson River 
Point Barrow 
Point Belcher 
Icy Cape 
Cape Lisburne 
Point Hope 
Kotzebue Sound 
Hotham Inlet 
Putnam River 
Cape Espenberg i 
Cape Prince of Wales...|-.. 
Diomede Island ..-.-..--. 
Cape Wankarem 
Port Clarence 
Tehukchi...-.. 
King’s Island 
Sledge Island 
Cape Nome 

sere ee cee ces|= 

Poonook 

Kaviagamute 
Golovina Bay 

St. Lawrence Island --..!... 

Plover Bay oem seus maa 

Cape Darby 
Nubviakhehugaluk 
Norton Bay 
Koyuk River .... 
Shaktolik 
Oonalakleet 
Kegikhtowik 
St. Michael 
Pikmiktalik 

cep ail 

Taigel 

‘PNP tt ae! 

in oo 

| Bark-skinners. | Carving-knife. 

E 
z 
ov 

op) 

Eelam 
een a 

in| aaa es 

LR 
Ws rs | 

a 
Al a : DB 5 

4 Dio] a|& a # 
nN > | A] op Ci iter! = 

S/S/S|38/2/3|31 5/42 | a3 
[=] SIE 2ISizi38 o 

4 as] 2\n|)AH|A A 

Pie feat veee | eacvat ane ioe iB) Ite |e 
2 se hee Pee a ee Aca leiees inl au eee 

Oe ae i PAGES aaa ES Deana Ae 

Pe fe ea sr Fl a) a NSO 

BaP Kee pa le | Da 2 
Scales Ila pe fesereny Hea | ere Pe Ronee Slee 

Pl RE Fee |G rel HT RECT PVD Sat ay 
10} 2) 17) 11) 8 23 I ier ilk pe |e 

Beceem Me Sal 
TL Pea REDE a MR TAY We a Gr a 2 

SG OLY lS AR] STN a gst 

Os APs eye eMule Se 
SUT SSRI mrs By 1 as TV Sh ae |e 
SHOE ERS ce ale FA By RA ABET Ee Te 
i ee OL Tal Eee es eed ae Geteeenl ee 
Suet erde fey a eS CO Noe A le aR 

ase Pl ges ate eR pale pl pap aol i 
Pe (Gast at Np HS CDT Pc ME 2 
Ole al| al gy Pe) pita A BS Pg 
Bs] NOU ete a en Te pe 

PIG Pe RVG LAG ili i soa 
BETA VST 1 ell Poe Way Ie Ars [ipa La Weg, 

AIPA Se a es et WGI PHU ich es 

ee ecece -eecee 

Pastolik 
Norton Sound ...........|--. 
Yukon Delta and Mouth. 

iS) 

Co 10) COP COs 

Tanana.......--...- 
Upper Yukon ...... 
Askinuk 
Kashunuk 
Kaialigumute 
Dokagamute 
Cape Vancouver 
Nulokhtologamute 
Agiukchugamute... 
Nunivak Island 
Sfaganugamute 
Anogogmute 
Kongiganagamnute-.......|.-.|..- 
Koolvagavigamute 
Chatitmute.-.......- 
Big Lake 
Kuskokvim River..-....|.. 
Togiak River 
Roniakn putes cece sess see eee |ows 
WETSWOKE* poe osloccswwinrciestnes 

| Adze-blades. | Bag-fasteners. | Needle-cases. | Thimbles. | Thimble-holders. | Needle-sharpeners. 
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Regions. 

| Boot-sole creasers. | Bark-skinners. | Thimble-holders. | Needle-sharpeners, | Bag-fasteners. | Needle-cases. | Scraper-blades. | Adze-handles, 
; | Adze-blades. 

| Adze-heads. | Hammers. | Shovels. | Picks. | Needles. 

ad | Thimbles. ’ ' ‘ _ 

ae | Carving-knife. / . | Bodkins. 
70 | Nushegak ......---------|..- please 
71 | Bristol Bay -..-...-... aa BE aes enn os War NA Bile ee Pie 
‘72, | Iliamna Lake .......--.- al eta eel eel ese = yell erst ei tral -+-|---|---[---]..-]- 
73 | Koggiung -...-...--.--.. SS elied seo lie seoilaeo sen lle~o|[Meolloselleos eeeyctlh cer Wel ae YT (| ee 
YEN Isle) fe Foe sonesee sada. Sal clay sllesal\seelpsac Ets Pest (eee | keke fener | ees pe Re es 
"75 | Oogashik.........--.-... BE yh a FO | ORT | S| i ee ea en AT 
‘76 | Oonalashka ...--...-...- Repel one 
77 | Chernvosky ......-..-..- Banjos see Bes (es ee ae he bat ee ee eee 
78 | Wrangel Bay .-..----.-- s6e|Abellecolises leaa||see Hapa eral ces eter [etal ieee east fetes fr] metal eval eves ee | pa 

; i : i 
f oa 

. ' ' 

Go oy 

oo 

79 | Kadiak Island....-...-... et aa 
80 | Cook’s Inlet.-...-....-..- pay (ae Pee Pl ge ew Cate nes eel emeate see 
81 | Nuchek -...-.....-...---. Bete |e | (eget lea | Lvov NL Ra Pah FE ly 
82 | Yakutat................. al Aaa Aer Alle es Ml eyevet| Ge edie ceslizz cllatave levers | eee oan A ees | et Mane pera ere 
83) Lhlinkihey see. -eee asec =~ ae reas | er lem alieyeel  fcie col eo i aypilia ico eee ea epee ees oes Pc Bete) Res Is 
84 | Bering’s Island.......... Be Ass a ce iced eee cel adel ee ol aaa Ge ae ea nese eS meltse CHT. 2 
ea) |] GBR ORY bo 54 Sep ooaasaceos SSallens|leselaselsoellsos|senllasuliace||so = 
86 | Lapland ................ o[-s-[ee-|---[e-efee-[---]-=-[---[e-[---[---fe-efee Jee-[-= [eee] eee PAB erent 

Total....-...-..---- 29/132} 5135] 16] 21) 2] 87| 11] 8} 28} 3] 13, 27|171/496 porate 61/100 
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4 | Smith Sound ....--.-..---:-----.|------ 
4 |) Salle Sessa) so ssheodcesd caasen)|sanoss 
6 | Pelly Bay . seoconseoessssesoel|ssenc- 
7| King William’s Land ...........|.-..-- 
8| Mackenzie River.......--.-e----|--200- 
9} Anderson River..----.---...--.. 

108) Point, Barrow, 22 eccms\< pee oe ccinlal< = 
11 | Point Belcher ....-..-......----- 
12 | Icy Cape ........... 
13 | Cape Lisburne.... 
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RésuME.—Total number of articles, 11,452. 

Regions, 

Bristol Bay ..--.....0.6 
Tliamna Lake 
LG yar yi ee ee SoA ecg ances 
INSEMGKAG sh ocscepcieserccicccene 
Oogashik 
Oonalashka 
Chernovsky 
Wrangel Bay......--------- pocabllssa6ad 
Kadiale slander goacenn = 2 sce esac 
Cooks Tnlet ee eee eet lloecete 
Nuchek 

Thlinkit 
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PREFATORY NOTE. 

It is hoped that the following historical account of the discovery, 
partial utilization, and almost complete extermination of the great 
American bison may serve to cause the public to fully realize the 

folly of allowing all our most valuable and interesting American mam- 

mals to be wantonly destroyed in the same manner. The wild buffalo 

is practically gone forever, and in a few more years, when the whitened 

bones of the last bleaching skeleton shall have been picked up and 
shipped East for commercial uses, nothing will remain of him save his 

old, well-worn trails along the water-courses, a few museum specimens, 

and regret for his fate. If his untimely end fails even to point a moral 

that shall benefit the surviving species of mammals which are now being 

slaughtered in like manner, it will be sad indeed. 

Although Bison americanus is a true bison, according to scientific 

classification, and not a buffalo, the fact that more than sixty millions of 

people in this country unite in calling him a “buffalo,” and know him 
by no other name, renders it quite unnecessary for me to apologize for 

following, in part, a harmless custom which has now become so uni- 

versal that all the naturalists in the world could not change it if they 

would. 
W. T. H. 
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THE EXTERMINATION OF THE AMERICAN BISON, 

By WItLiam T. HoRNADAY, 

Superintendent of the National Zoological Park. 

PART I.—LIFE HISTORY OF THE BISON. 

I. DISCOVERY OF ‘THE SPECIES. 

The discovery of the American bison, as first made by Europeans, 

occurred in the menagerie of a heathen king. 
In the year 1521, when Cortez reached Anahuac, the American bison 

was seen for the first time by civilized HKuropeans, if we may be per- 
mitted to thus characterize the horde of blood-thirsty plunder-seekers 

who fought their way to the Aztec capital. With a degree of enter- 

prise that marked him as an enlightened monarch, Montezuma main- 

tained, for the instruction of his people, a well-appointed menagerie, of 

-_ which the historian De Solis wrote as follows (1724): 

“In the second Square of the same House were the Wild Beasts, 

which were either presents to Montezuma, or taken by his Hunters, in 
strong Cages of Timber, rang’d in good Order, and under Cover: Lions, 

Tygers, Bears, and all others of the savage Kind which New-Spain 

produced; among which the greatest Rarity was the Mexican Bull; a 

wonderful composition of divers Animals. It has crooked Shoulders, 

with a Bunch onits Back like a Camel; its Flanks dry, its Tail large, 

and its Neck cover’d with Hair like a Lion. It is cloven footed, its 

Head armed like that of a Bull, which it resembles in Fierceness, with 

no less strength and Agility.” 

Thus was the first-seen buffalo described. The nearest locality from 

whence it could have come was the State of Coahuila, in northern 

Mexico, between 400 and 500 miles away, and at that time vehicles 
were unknown to the Aztecs. But for the destruction of the whole 

mass of the written literature of the Aztecs by the priests of the Span- 

ish Conquest, we might now be reveling in historical accounts of the bison 

which would make the oldest of our present records seem of compar- 

atively recent date. 

Nine years after the event referred to above, or in 1530, another 

Spanish explorer, Alvar Nufiez Cabeza, afterwards called Cabeza de 
Vaca—or, in other words “ Cattle Cabeza,” the prototype of our own 

distinguished “ Buffalo Bill”—-was wrecked on the Gulf coast, west of 
373 
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the delta of the Mississippi, from whence he wandered westward through 
what is now the State of Texas. In southeastern Texas he discovered 

the American bison on his native heath. So far as can be ascertained, 

this was the earliest discovery of the bison in a wild state, and the 

_ description of the species as recorded by the explorer is of historical 

interest. It is brief and superficial. The unfortunate explorer took 

very little interest in animated nature, except as it contributed to the 

sum of his daily food, which was then the all-important subject of his 

thoughts. He almost starved. This is all he has to say:* 

“Cattle come as far as this. I have seen them three times, and 
eaten of their meat. I think they are about the size of those in Spain. 

They have small horns like those of Morocco, and the hair long and 

flocky, like that of the merino. Some are light brown (pardillas) and 

others black. To my judgment the flesh is finer and sweeter than that 

of this country [Spain]. The Indians make blankets of those that are 
not full grown, and of the larger they make shoes and bucklers. They 

come as far as the sea-coast of Florida [now Texas], and in a direction 
from the north, and range over a district of more than 400 leagues. In 

the whole extent of plain over which they roam, the people who live 

bordering upon it descend and kill them for food, and thus a great many 

skins are scattered throughout the country.” 

Coronado was the next explorer who penetrated the country of the 

buffalo, which he accomplished from the west, by way of Arizona and 

New Mexico. He crossed the southern part of the ‘“* Panhandle” of 

Texas, to the edge of what is now the Indian Territory, and returned 

through the same region. It was in the year 1542 that he reached the 

buffalo country, and traversed the plains that were ‘full of crooke- 
backed oxen, as the mountaine Serena in Spaine is of sheepe.” This is 

the description of the animal as recorded by one of his followers, Casta- 

Tieda, and translated by W. W. Davis: t 
“The first time we encountered the buffalo, all the horses took to 

flight on seeing them, for they are horrible to the sight.” 

“They have a broad and short face, eyes two palms from each other, 

and projecting in such a manner sideways that they can see a pursuer. 

Their beard is like that of goats, and so long that it drags the ground 

when they lower the head. They have, on the anterior portion of the 

body, a frizzled hair like sheep’s wooi; it is very fine upon the croup, 

and sleek like a lion’s mane. Their horns are very short and thick, and 

can scarcely be seen through the hair. They always change their hair 

in May, and at this season they really resemble lions. To make it drop 

more quickly, for they change it as adders do their skins, they roll 

among the brush-wood which they find in the ravines. . 
‘“‘ Their tail is very short, and terminates in a great tuft. When they 

run they carry it in the air like scorpions. When quite young they are 

* Davis’ Spanish Conquest of New Mexico. 1869. P. 67. 

tThe Spanish Conquest of New Mexico. Davis. 1869. Pp. 206-7. 
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tawny, and resemble our calves; but as age increases they change color 

and form. 
“Another thing which struck us was that all the old buffaloes that we 

killed had the left ear cloven, while it was entire in the young; we could 

never discover the reason of this. 

“Their wool is so fine that handsome clothes would certainly be made 

of it, but it can not be dyed for it is tawny red. We were much sur- 

prised at sometimes meeting innumerable herds of bulls without a single 

cow, and other herds of cows without bulls.” 

Neither De Soto, Ponce de Leon, Vasquez de Ayllon, nor Pamphilo 

de Narvaez ever saw a buffalo, for the reason that all their explorations 

were made south of what was then the habitat of that animal. At the 

time De Soto made his great exploration from Florida northwestward 

to the Mississippi and into Arkansas (1539-’41) he did indeed pass 

through country in northern Mississippi and Louisiana that was after- 

ward inhabited by the buffalo, but at that time not one was to be found 
there. Some of his soldiers, however, who were sent into the northern 

part of Arkansas, reported having seen buffalo skins in the possession 

of the Indians, and were told that live buffaloes were to be found 5 or 6 

leagues north of their farthest point. 

The earliest discovery of the bison in Eastern North America, or in- 

deed anywhere north of Coronado’s route, was made somewhere near 

Washington, District of Columbia, in 1612, by an English navigator 
named Samuell Argoll,* and narrated as follows: 

‘*As soon as I had unladen this corne, I set my men to the felling of 
Timber, for the building of a Frigat, which I had left half finished at 
Point Comfort, the 19. of March: and returned myself with the ship 

into Pembrook [Potomac] River, and so discovered to the head of it, 
which is about 65. leagues into the Land, and navigable for any ship. 

And then marching into the Countrie, I found great store of Cattle as 
big as Kine, of which the Indians that were my guides killed a couple, 
which we found to be very good and wholesome meate, and are very 

easie to be killed, in regard they are heavy, slow, and not so wild as 

other beasts of the wildernesse.” 

It is to be regretted that the narrative of the explorer affords no clew 

to the precise locality of this interesting discovery, but since it is doubtful 

that the mariner journeyed very far on foot from the head of navigation 

of the Potomac, it seems highly probable that the first American bison 

seen by Europeans, other than the Spaniards, was found within 15 miles, 

or even less, of the capital of the United States, and possibly within the 

District of Columbia itself. : 
The first meeting of the white man with the buffalo on the northern 

boundary of that animal’s habitat occurred in 1679, when Father Hen- 

*Purchas: His Pilgrimes. (1625.) Vol. 1v, p. 1765. ‘‘A letter of Sir Samuel Ar- 

goll touching his Voyage to Virginia, and actions there. Written to Master Nicholas 

Hawes, June, 1613.” 
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nepin ascended the St. Lawrence to the great lakes, and finally Bene 

trated the great wilderness as far as western Illinois. 

The next meeting with the buffalo on the Atlantic slope was in Octo- 

ber, 1729, by a party of surveyors under Col. William Byrd, who were 

engaged in surveying the boundary between North Carolina and Vir- 

ginia. 

As the party journeyed up from the coast, marking the line which 

now constitutes the interstate boundary, three buffaloes were seen on 

Sugar-Tree Creek, but none of them were killed. 

On the return journey, in November, a bull buffalo was killed on 

Sugar-Tree Creek, which is in Halifax County, Virginia, within 5 miles 

of Big Buffalo Creek; longitude 78° 40” W., and 155 miles from the 
coast.* ‘It was found all alone, tho’ Buffaloes Seldom are.” The meat 

is spoken of as “a Rarity,” not met at all on the expedition up. The 

animal was found in thick woods, which were thus feelingly described: 

‘““The woods were thick great Part of this Day’s Journey, so that we 

were forced to scuffle hard to advance 7 miles, being equal in fatigue to 

double that distance of Clear and Open Ground.” One of the creeks 

which the party crossed was christened Buffalo Creek, and “so named 

from the frequent tokens we discovered of that American Behemoth.” 

In October, 1733, on another surveying expedition, Colonel Byrd’s 

party had the good fortune to kill another buffalo near Sugar-Tree Creek, 

which incident is thus described :t 

‘“‘ We pursued our journey thro’ uneven and perplext woods, and in 

the thickest of them had the Fortune to knock down a Young Buffalo 

2 years old. Providence threw this vast animal in our way very Season- 

ably, just as our provisions began to fail us. And it was the more wel- 

come, too, because it was change of dyet, which of all Varietys, next to 

that of Bed-fellows, is the most agreeable. We had lived upon Venison 

and Bear till our stomachs loath’d them almost as much as the Hebrews 

of old did their Quails. Our Butchers were so unhandy at their Busi- 

ness that we grew very lank before we cou’d get our Dinner. But when 

it came, we found it equal in goodness to the best Beef. They made it 

the longer because they kept Sucking the Water out of the Guts in im- 

itation of the Catanba Indians, upon the belief that it is a great Cordial, 
and will even make them drunk, or at least very Gay.” 

A little later a solitary bull buffalo was found, but spared, the earliest 

instance of the kind on ae and which had few successors to keep it 

company. 

Il. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. 

The range of the American bison extended over about one-third of 

the entire continent of North America. Starting almost at tide-water 

* Westover Manuscript. Col. William Byrd. Vol. 1, p. 172. 

t Vol. 11, pp. 24, 29, 

$ Ib., p. 28. 
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on the Atlantic coast, it extended westward through a vast tract of 

dense forest, across the Alleghany Mountain system to the prairies 

along the Mississippi, and southward to the Delta of that great stream. 

Although the great plains country of the West was the natural home 

of the species, where it flourished most abundantly, it also wandered 
south across Texas to the burning plains of northeastern Mexico, west- 

ward across the Rocky Mountains into New Mexico, Utah, and Idaho, 

and northward across a vast treeless waste to the bleak and inhospita- 

ble shores of the Great Slave Lake itself. Itis more than probable that 

had the bison remained unmolested by man and uninfluenced by him, 

he would eventually have crossed the Sierra Nevadas and the Coast 

Range and taken up his abode in the fertile valleys of the Pacific slope. 

Had the bison remained for afew more centuries in undisturbed pos- 

session of his range, and with liberty to roam at will over the North 

American continent, it is almost certain that several distinctly recog- 

nizable varieties would have been produced. The buffalo of the hot 

regions in the extreme south would have become a short-haired animal 

like the gaur of India and the African buffalo. The individuals inhab- 

iting the extreme north, in the vicinity of Great Slave Lake, for exam- 

ple, would have developed still longer hair, and taken on more of the 

dense hairyness of the musk ox. In the “wood” or “‘ mountain buffalo” 

we already have a distinct foreshadowing of the changes which would 

have taken place in the individuals which made their permanent resi- 

dence upon rugged mountains. 

It would be an easy matter to fill a volume with facts relating to the 

geographical distribution of Bison americanus and the dates of its occur- 

rence and disappearance in the multitude of different localities embraced 

within the immense area it once inhabited. The capricious shiftings of 

certain sections of the great herds, whereby large areas which for many 

years had been utterly unvisited by buffaloes suddenly became overrun 

by them, could be followed up indefinitely, but to little purpose. In 

order to avoid wearying the reader with a mass of dates and references, 

the map accompanying this paper has been prepared to show at a glance 

the approximate dates at which the bison finally disappeared from the 

various sections of its habitat. In some cases the date given is coin- 

cident with the death of the last buffalo known to have been killed in 
a given State or Territory; in others, where records are meager, the 

date given is the nearest approximation, based on existing records. In 

the preparation of this map I have drawn liberally from Mr. J. A. 

Allen’s admirable monograph of “The American Bison,” in which the 

author has brought together, with great labor and invariable accuracy, 

a vast amount of historical data bearing upon this subject. In this 

connection I take great pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness to 

Professor Allen’s work. 

While it is inexpedient to include here all the facts that might be 

recorded with reference to the discovery, existence, and ultimate extine- 
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tion of the bison in the various portions of its former habitat, it is yet 

worth while to sketch briefly the extreme limits of its range. In doing 

this, our starting point will be the Atlantic slope east of the Allegha- 

nies, and the reader will do well to refer to the large map. 

_ DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.—There is no indisputable evidence that 

the bison ever inhabited this precise locality, but it is probable that it 

did. In 1612 Captain Argoll sailed up the ‘“‘ Pembrook River” to the 

head of navigation (Mr. Allen believes this was the James River, and 
not the Potomac) and marched inland a few miles, where he discovered 

buffaloes, some of which were killed by his Indian guides. If this 
river was the Potomac, and most authorities believe that it was, the 

buffaloes seen by Captain Argoll might easily have been in whatis now 

the District of Columbia. 

Admitting the existence of a reasonable doubt as to the identity of 

the Pembrook River of Captain Argoll, there is yet another bit of his- 

tory which fairly establishes the fact that in the early part of the sev- 

enteenth century buffaloes inhabited the banks of the Potomac between 

this city and the lower falls. In 1624 an English fur-trader named 

Henry Fleet came hither to trade with the Anacostian Indians, who 
- then inhabited the present site of the city of Washington, and with 

the tribes of the Upper Potomac. In his journal (discovered a few 

years since in the Lambeth Library, London) Fleet gave a quaint 

description of the city’s site as it then appeared. The following is from 

the explorer’s journal: 

‘¢ Monday, the 25th June, we set sail for the town of Tohoga, where 

we came to an anchor 2 leagues short of the falls. * * * This 

place, without question, is the most pleasant and healthful place in all 

this country, and most convenient for habitation, the air temperate in 

summer and not violent in winter. It aboundeth with all manner of 
fish. The Indians in one night commonly will catch thirty sturgeons 

in a place where the river is not above 12 fathoms broad, and as for deer, 

buffaloes, bears, turkeys, the woods do Swarm with them. * * * 
The 27th of June I manned my shallop and went up with the flood, the 

tide rising about 4 feet at this place. We had not rowed above 3 miles, 

but we might hear the falls to roar about 6 miles distant.” * 

MARYLAND.—There is no evidence that the bison ever inhabited 

Maryland, except what has already been adduced with reference to the 

District of Columbia. If either of the references quoted may be taken 

as conclusive proof, and I see no reason for disputing either, then the 
fact that the bison once ranged northward from Virginia into Maryland 
is fairly established. There is reason to expect that fossil remains of 

Bison americanus will yet be found both in Maryland and the District 
of Columbia, and I venture to predict that this will yet occur. 

VIRGINIA.—Of the numerous references to the occurrence of the bison 

in Virginia, it is sufficient to allude to Col. William Byrd’s meetings 

* Charles Burr Todd’s ‘‘ Story of Washington, p. 18, New York, 1889. 
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_ with buffaloes in 1620, while surveying the southern boundary of the 

State, about 155 miles from the coast, as already quoted; the refer- 
ences to the discovery of buffaloes on the eastern side of the Virginia 

mountains, quoted by Mr. Allen from Salmon’s “ Present State of Vir- 

ginia,” page 14 (London, 1737), and the capture and domestication of 

buffaloes in 1701 by the Huguenot settlers at Manikintown, which was 
situated on the James River, about 14 miles above Richmond. Appar- 

ently, buffaloes were more numerous in Virginia than in any other of the 

Atlantic States. 
NortH CARoLInNA.—Colonel Byrd’s discoveries along the inter-state 

boundary between Virginia and North Carolina fixes the presence of 

the bison in the northern part of the latter State at the date of the 

survey. The following letter to Prof. G. Brown Goode, dated Birdsnest 
post-office, Va., August 6, 1888, from Mr. C. R. Moore, furnishes reliable 
evidence of the presence of the buffalo at another point in North Car- 

olina: ‘In the winter of 1857 I was staying for the night at the house 

of an old gentleman named Houston. I should judge he was seventy 

then. He lived near Buffalo Ford, on the Catawba River, about 4 miles 
from Statesville, N.C. I asked him how the ford got its name. He 
told me that his grandfather told him that when he was a boy the buf- 

falo crossed there, and that when the rocks in the river were bare they 
would eat the moss that grew upon them.” The point indicated is in | 

longitude 81° west and the date not far from 1750. 

SouTH CAROLINA.—Professor Allen cites numerous authorities, whose 
observations furnish abundant evidence of the existence of the buffalo 
in South Carolina during the first half of the eighteenth century. From 

these it is quite evident that in the northwestern half of the State buf- 

faloes were once fairly numerous. Keating declares, on the authority 
of Colhoun, “and we know that some of those who first settled the 
Abbeville district in South Carolina, in 1756, found the buffalo there.” * 

This appears to be the only definite locality in which the presence of 
the species was recorded. 

GEORGIA.—The extreme southeastern limit of the buffalo in the 
United States was found on the coast of Georgia, near the mouth of 
the Altamaha River, opposite St. Simon’s Island. Mr. Francis Moore, 
in his ‘‘ Voyage to Georgia,” made in 1736 and reported upon in 1744,t 
makes the following observation: 

“The island [St. Simon’s] abounds with deer and rabbits. There are 
no buffalo in it, though there are large herds upon the main.” Else- 

where in the same document (p. 122) reference is made to buffalo-hunt- 
ing by Indians on the main-land near Darien. 

In James EH. Oglethorpe’s enumeration (A. D. 1733) of the wild beasts 

of Georgia and South Carolina he mentions ‘deer, elks, bears, wolves, 
and buffaloes.”¢ 

* Long’s Expedition to the Source of the St. Peter’s River, 1823, m1, p. 26. 
t Coll. Georgia Hist. Soc., 1, p. 117. 

¢Ibid., I, p. 51. 
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Up to the time of Moore’s voyage to Georgia the interior was almost 

wholly unexplored, and it is almost certain that had not the “large 

herds of buffalo on the main-land” existed within a distance of 20 or 30 

miles or less from the coast, the colonists would have had no knowledge 
of them; nor would the Indians have taken to the war-path against the 
whites at Darien “under pretense of hunting buffalo.” 

ALABAMA.—Having established the existence of the bison in north- 

wesiern Georgia almost as far down as the center of the State, and in 
Mississippi down to the neighborhood of the coast, it was naturally 

expected that a search of historical records would reveal evidence that 

the bison once inhabited the northern half of Alabama. A most careful 

search through all the records bearing upon the early history and ex- 

ploration of Alabama, to be found in the Library of Congress, failed to 
discover the slightest reference to the existence of the species in that 

State, or even to the use of buffalo skins by any of the Alabama In- 

dians. While it is possible that such a hiatus really existed, in this 

instance its existence would be wholly unaccountable. I believe that 

the buffalo once inhabited the northern half of Alabama, even though 
history fails to record it. 

LovuIsIANA AND MISSISSIPPI.—At the beginning of the eighteenth 

century, buffaloes were plentiful in southern Mississippi and Louisiana, 

not only down to the coast itself, from Bay St. Louis to Biloxi, but 

even in the very Delta of the Mississippi, as the following record shows. 

In a “* Memoir addressed to Count de Pontchartrain,” December 10, 

1697, the author, M. de Remonville, describes the country around the 

mouth of the Mississippi, now the State of Louisiana, and further 

Says:* 
AN great abundance of wild cattle are also found there, which might 

be domesticated by rearing up the young calves.” Whether these ani- 

mals were buffaloes might be considered an open question but for the 

following additional information, which affords positive evidence: 

“The trade in furs and peltry would be immensely valuable and ex- 

ceedingly profitable. We could also draw from thence a great quantity 

of buffalo hides every year, as the plains are filled with the animals.” 

In the same volume, page 47, in a document entitled “Annals of Loui- 

siana from 1698 to 1722, by M. Penicaut” (1698), the author records 

the presence of the buffalo on the Gulf coast on the banks of the Bay 

St. Louis, as follows: “The next day we left Pea Island, and passed 
through the Little Rigolets, which led into the sea about three leagues 

from the Bay of St. Louis. We encamped at the entrance of the bay, 
near a fountain of water that flows from the hills, and which was called 

at this time Belle Fountain. We hunted during several days upon the 

coast of this bay, and filled our boats with the meat of the deer, buffa- 
loes, and other wild game which we had killed, and carried it to the 
fort (Biloxi).” 

* Hist. Coll. of Louisiana and Florida, B. F. French, 1869, first series, p. 2. 
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The occurrence of the buffalo at Natchez is recorded,* and also (p. 
11&) at the mouth of Red River, as follows: ‘‘ We ascended the Missis- 
sippi to Pass Manchae, where we killed fifteen buffaloes. The next day 
we landed again, and killed eight more buffaloes and as many deer.” 

The presence of the buffalo in the Delta of the Mississippi was ob- 

served and recorded by D’Iberville in 1699.+ 

According to Claiborne,t the Choctaws have an interesting tradition 

in regard to the disappearance of the buffalo from Mississippi. It re- 

lates that during the early part of the eighteenth century a great 

drought occurred, which was particularly severe in the prairie region. 

For three years not a drop of rain fell. The Nowubee and Tombigbee 

Rivers dried up and the forests perished. The elk and buffalo, which 

up to that time had been numerous, all migrated to the country beyond 

the Mississippi, and never returned. 

TExAS.—It will be remembered that it was in southeastern Texas, 
in all probability within 50 miles of the present city of Houston, that 
the earliest discovery of the American bison on its native heath was 

made in 1530 by Cabeza de Vaca, a half-starved, half-naked, and wholly 

wretched Spaniard, almost the only surviving member of the celebrated 

expedition which burned its ships behind it. In speaking of the buffalo 

jn Texas at the earliest periods of which we have any historical record, 

Professor Allen says: “ They were also found in immense herds on the 

coast of Texas, at the Bay of St. Bernard (Matagorda Bay), and on 
the lower part of the Colorado (Rio Grande, according to some authori- 
ties), by La Salle, in 1685, and thence northwards across the Colorado, 

Brazos, and Trinity Rivers. Joutel says that when in latitude 28° 51’ 

“the sight of abundance of goats and bullocks, differing in shape from 

ours, and running along the coast, heightened our earnestness to be 

ashore.” They afterwards landed in St. Louis Bay (now called Mata- 
gorda Bay), where they found buffaloes in such numbers on the Colo- 
rado River that they called it La Riviére aux Beufs.§ According to 
Professor Allen, the buffalo did not inhabit the coast of Texas east of 
the mouth of the Brazos River. : 

It is a curious coincidence that the State of Texas, wherein the ear- 
liest discoveries and observations upon the bison were made, should 
also now furnish a temporary shelter for one of the last remnants of 

the great herd. 
MeExico.—In regard to the existence of the bison south of the Rio 

Grande, in old Mexico, there appears to be but one authority on record, 
Dr. Berlandier, who at the time of his death left in MS. a work on 

the mammals of Mexico. At one time this MS. was in the Smithso- 
nian Institution, but it is there no longer, nor is its fate even ascertain- 

* Tbid., pp. 88-91. 
t Hist. Coll. of Louisiana and Florida, French, second series, p. 58. 

} Mississippi as a Province, Territory, and State, p. 484. 

§ The American Bisons, Living and Extinct, p, 132. 
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able. It is probable that it was burned in the fire that destroyed a 

portion of the Institution in 1865. Fortunately Professor Allen ob- 

tained and published in his monograph (in French) a copy of that por- 

tion of Dr. Berlandier’s work relating to the presence of the bison in 

Mexico,* of which the following is a translation: 

‘¢In Mexico, when the Spaniards, ever greedy for riches, pushed their 

explorations to the north and northeast, it was not long before they 

met with the buffalo. In 1602 the Franciscan monks who discovered 

Nuevo Leon encountered in the neighborhood of Monterey numerous 

herds of these quadrupeds. They were also distributed in Nouvelle 

Biscaye (States of Chihuahua and Durango), and they sometimes ad- 
vaneed to the extreme south of that country. In the eighteenth cen- 

tury they concentrated more and more toward the north, but still re- 

mained very abundant in the neighborhood of the province of Bexar. 

At the commencement of the nineteenth century we see them recede 

gradually in the interior of the country to such an extent that they be- 

came day by day scarcer and scarcer about the settlements. Now, it is 

not in their periodical migrations that we meet them near Bexar. 

Every year in the spring, in April or May, they advance toward the 

north, to return again to the southern regions in September and Octo- 
ber. The exact limits of these annual migrations are unknown; it is, 
however, probable that in the north they never go beyond the banks of 

the Rio Bravo, at least in the States of Cohahuila and Texas. Toward 
the north, not being checked by the currents of the Missouri, they pro- 

gress even as far as Michigan, and they are found in summer in the 

Territories and interior States of the United States of North America. 

The route which these animals follow in their migrations occupies a 

width of several miles, and becomes so marked that, besides the verdure 
destroyed, one would believe that the fields had been covered with 

manure. 
“These migrations are not general, for certain bands do not seem to 

follow the general mass of their kin, but remain stationary throughout 

the whole year on the prairies coverea with a rich vegetation on the 

banks of the Rio de Guadelupe and the Rio Colorado of Texas, not 
far from the shores of the Gulf, to the east of the colony of San Felipe, 
precisely at the same spot where La Salle and his traveling companions 

saw them two hundred years before. The Rev. Father Damian Man- 

sanet saw them also as in our days on the shores of Texas, in regions 

which have since been covered with the habitations, hamlets, and 

villages of the new colonists, and from whence they have disappeared 

since 1828. 

‘“« From the observations made on this subject we may conclude that 

the buffalo inhabited the temperate zone of the New World, and that 

they inhabited it at ali times. Im the north they never advanced he- 

yond the 48th or 58th degree of latitude, and in the south, , although 

* The ‘Anonenn Bisons, PP. 129-130. 
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they may have reached as low as 25°, they scarcely passed beyond the 

27th or 28th degree (north latitude), at least in the inhabited and known 

portions of the country.” 
New Mexico.—In 1542 Coronado, while on his celebrated march, 
met with vast herds of buffalo on the Upper Pecos River, since which 

the presence of the species in the valley of the Pecos has been well 

known. In describing the journey of Espejo down the Pecos River in 

the year 1584, Davis says (Spanish Conquest of New Mexico, p. 260): 

«They passed down a river they called Rio de las Vacas, or the River 
of Oxen [the river Pecos, and the same Cow River that Vaca describes, 
says Professor Allen], and was so named because of the great number 
of buffaloes that fed upon its banks. They traveled down this river 

the distance of 120 leagues, all the way passing through great herds of 

buffaloes.” 
Professor Allen locates the western boundary of the buffalo in New 

Mexico even as far west as the western side of Rio Grande del Norte. 

UtanH.—It is well known that buffaloes, though in very small num- 

bers, once inhabited northeastern Utah, and that a few were killed by 
the Mormon settlers prior to 1840 in the vicinity of Great Salt Lake. 

In the museum at Salt Lake City I was shown a very ancient mounted 

head of a buffalo bull which was said to have been killed in the Salt 

Lake Valley. It is doubtful that such was really fact. There is no 

evidence that the bison ever inhabited the southwestern half of Utah, 

and, considering the general sterility of the Territory as a whole pre- 

vious to its development by irrigation, it is surprising that any buffalo 

in his senses would ever set foot in it at all. 

IpAHO.—The former range of the bison probably embraced the whole 

of Idaho. Fremont states that in the spring of 1824 “the buffalo were 

spread in immense numbers over the Green River and Bear River 

Valleys, and through all the country lying between the Colorado, or 

Green River of the Gulf of California, and Lewis’ Fork of the Columbia 

_ River, the meridian of Fort Hall then forming the western limit of their 
range. [In J. K. Townsend’s “ Narrative of a Journey across the Rocky 
Mountains,” in 1834, he records the occurrence of herds near the Mellade 
and Boise and Salmon Rivers, ten days’ journey—200 miles—west of 

Fort Hall.] The buffalo then remained for many years in that country, 

and frequently moved down the valley of the Columbia, on both sides 

of the river, as far as the Fishing Falls. Below this point they never 

descended in any numbers. About 1834 or 1835 they began to diminish 

very rapidly, and continued to decrease until 1838 or 1840, when, with 

the country we have just described, they entirely abandoned all the 

waters of the Pacific north of Lewis’s Fork of the Columbia [now called 
Snake] River. At that time the Flathead Indians were in the habit of 
finding their buffalo on the heads of Salmon River and other streams of 

the Columbia, 
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OREGON.—The only evidence on record of the occurrence of the bison 

in Oregon is the following, from Professor Allen’s memoir (p. 119): 

‘‘ Respecting its former occurrence in eastern Oregon, Prof. O.C. Marsh, 

under date of New Haven, February 7, 1875, writes me as follows: ‘The 
most western point at which I have myself observed remains of the 

buffalo was in 1873, on Willow Creek, eastern Oregon, among the foot- 

hills on the eastern side of the Blue Mountains. This is about latitude 

440, The bones were perfectly characteristic, although nearly decom- 

posed.’” 

The remains must have been those of a solitary and very enterpris 

ing straggler. 

THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES (British).—At two or three points 
only did the buffaloes of the British Possessions cross the Rocky 

Mountain barrier toward British Columbia. One was the pass through 

which the Canadian Pacific Railway now runs, 200 miles north of the 

international boundary. According to Dr. Richardson, the number of 

buffaloes which crossed the mountains at that point were sufficiently 

noticeable to constitute a feature of the fauna on the western side of 

the range. It is said that buffaloes also crossed by way of the Koote- 

nai Pass, which is only a few miles north of the boundary line, but the 

number which did so must have been very small. 

As might be expected from the character of the country, the favorite 

range of the bison in British America was the northern extension of 

the great pasture region lying between the Missouri River and Great 

Slave Lake. The most northerly occurrence of the bison is recorded as 
an observation of Franklin in 1820 at Slave Point, on the north side of 
Great Slave Lake. “A few frequent Slave Point, on the north side of 

the lake, but this is the most northern situation in which they were 

observed by Captain Franklin’s party.” * 

Dr. Richardson defined the eastern boundary of the bison’s range 

in British Ameriéa as follows: ‘“*They do not frequent any of the dis- 

tricts formed of primitive rocks, and the limits of their range to the east- © 
ward, within the Hudson’s Bay Company’s territories, may be correctly 

marked on the map by a line commencing in longitude 979, on the Red 

River, which flows into the south end of Lake Winnipeg, crossing the 

Saskatchewan to the westward of the Basquian Hill, and running thence 
by the Athapescow to the east end of Great Slave Lake. Their migra- 

tions westward were formerly limited to the Rocky Mountain range, and 

they are still unknown in New Caledonia and on the shores of the Pa- 

cific to the north of the Columbia River; but of late years they have 
found out a passage across the mountains near the sources of the Sas- 

katchewan, and their numbers to the westward are annually increasing.t 

Great Slave Lake.—That the buffalo inhabited the southern shore of 
this lake as late as 1871 is well established by the following letter from 

* Sabine, Zoological Appendix to ‘‘ Franklin’s Journey,” p. 668, 

tFauna Boreali-Americana, vol. 1, p. 279-280. 
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Mr. BK. W. Nelson to Mr. J. A. Allen, under date of July 11, 1877:* “T 

have met here [St. Michaels, Alaska] two gentlemen who crossed the 
mountains from British Columbia and came to Fort Yukon through 
British America, from whom I have derived some information about 

the buffalo (Bison americanus) which will be of interest to you. These 

gentlemen descended the Peace River, and on about the one hundred 

and eighteenth degree of longitude made a portage to Hay River, di- 

rectly north. On this portage they saw thousands of buffalo skulls, and - 

old trails, in some instances 2 or 3 feet deep, leading east and west. 

They wintered on Hay River near its entrance into Great Slave Lake, 

and here found the buffalo still common, occupying a restricted territory 

along the southern border of the lake. This was in 1871. They made 

inquiry concerning the large number of skulls seen by them on the 

portage, and learned that about fifty years before, snow fell to the esti- 

mated depth of 14 feet, and so enveloped the animals that they perished 

by thousands. It is asserted that these buffaloes are larger than those 
of the plains.” 

MINNESOTA AND WIsSconsIN.—A line drawn from Winnipeg to Chi- 

cago, curving slightly to the eastward in the middle portion, will very 

nearly define the eastern boundary of the buffalo’s range in Minnesota 

and Wisconsin. 

ILLINOIS AND INDIANA.—The whole of these two States were formerly © 

inhabited by the buffalo, the fertile prairies of Illinois being particu- 

larly suited to their needs. It is doubtful whether the range of the 

species extended north of the northern boundary of Indiana, but since ~ 

southern Michigan was as well adapted to their support as Ohio or In- 

diana, their absence from that State must have been due more to acci- 
dent than design. 

Out0.—The southern shore of Lake Erie forms part of the northern 

boundary of the bison’s range in the eastern United States. La Hon- 

tan explored Lake Erie in 1687 and thus describes its southern shore: 

“©T can not express what quantities of Deer and Turkeys are to be found 

in these Woods, and in tne vast Meads that lye upon the South side of 

the Lake. At the bottom of the Lake we find beeves upon the Banks of 

two pleasant Rivers that disembogue into it, without Cataracts or Rapid 

Currents.”+ It thus appears that the southern shore of Lake Erie forms 

part of the northern boundary of the buffalo’s range in the eastern 

United States. 

NEw Yorxk.—In regard to the presence of the bison in any portion 

of the State of New York, Professor Allen considers the evidence as 

fairly conclusive that it once existed in western New York, not only in 

the vicinity of the eastern end of Lake Erie, where now stands the city of 

Buffalo, at the mouth of a large creek of the same name, but also on the 

shore of Lake Ontario, probably in Orleans County. In his monograph 

*American Naturalist, x1, p. 624, 

tJ. A. Allen’s American Bisons, p. 107. 

11. Mis. 600, pt. 2 25 
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of ‘The American Bisons,” page 107, he gives the following testimony 

and conclusions on this point: 

‘“‘The oceurrence of a stredm in western New York, called Buffalo 
Creek, which empties into the eastern end of Lake Erie, is commonly 

aan as traditional evidence of its occurrence at this point, but oe 

tive testimony to this eff-ct has thus far escaped me. 

“This locality, if it actually came so far eastward, must have formed 
the eastern limit of its range along the lakes. I ace found only highly 

questionable allusions to the occurrence of buffaloes along the southern 

shore of Lake Ontario. Keating, on the authority of Colhoun, how- 

ever, has cited a passage from Morton’s “New English Canaan” as 

proof of their former existence in the neighborhood of this lake. Mor- 

ton’s statement is based on Indian reports, and the context gives suffi- 

cient evidence of the general vagueness of his knowledge of the region 

of which he was speaking. The passage, printed in 1637 is as follows: 

They [the Indians] have also made descriptions of great heards of 

well growne beasts that live about the parts of this lake [ Erocoise] such 
as the Christian world (untill this discovery) hath not bin made ac- 
quainted with. These Beasts are of the bignesse of a Cowe, their flesh 

being very good foode, their hides good lether, their fleeces very usefull, 

being a kinde of wolle as fine almost as the wolle of the Beaver, and the 
Salvages doe make garments thereof. It is tenne yeares since first the 

relation of these things came to the eares of the English.’ The ‘ beast’ 

to which allusion is here made [says Professor Allen] is unquestionably 

the buffalo, but the locality of Lake ‘Erocoise’ is not so easily settled. 

Colhoun regards it, and probably correctly, as identical with Lake 

Ontario. * * * The extreme northeastern limit of the former range 

of the buffalo seems to have been, as above stated, in western New 
York, near the eastern end of Lake Erie. That it probably ranged 

thus far there is fair evidence.” 
PENNSYLVANIA.—From the eastern end of Lake Erie the boundary 

of the bison’s habitat extends south into western Pennsylvania, to a 

marsh called Buffalo Swamp on a map published by Peter Kalm in 

1771. Professor Allen says it “is indicated as situated between the 

Alleghany River and the West Branch of the Susquehanna, near the 

heads of the Licking and Toby’s Creeks (apparently the streams now 

called Oil Creek and Clarion Creek).” In this region there were at one 

time thousands of buffaloes. While there is not at hand any positive 

evidence that the buffalo ever inhabited the southwestern portion of 

Pennsylvania, its presence in the locality mentioned above, and in West 

Virginia generally, on the south, furnishes sufficient reason for extend- 

ing the boundary so as to include the southwestern portion of the State 

and connect with our starting point, the District of Columbia. 
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III. ABUNDANCE. 
\ 

Of all the quadrupeds that have lived upon the earth, probably no 
other species has ever marshaled such innumerable hosts as those of 

the American bison. It would have been as easy to count or to esti- 

mate the number of leaves in a forest as to calculate the number of 
buffaloes living at any given time during the history of the species pre- 

vious to 1870. Even in South Central Africa, which has always been ex- 

ceedingly prolific in great herds of game, it is probable that all its 

quadrupeds taken together on an equal area would never have more 

than equaled the total number of buffalo in this country forty years ago. 

To an African hunter, such a statement may seem incredible, but it 

appears to be fully warranted by the literature of both branches of the 

subject. . 

Not only did the buffalo formerly range eastward far into the forest 
regions of western New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, the Carolinas, 
and Georgia, but in some places it was so abundant as to cause remark. 

In Mr. J. A. Allen’s valuable monograph* appear a great number of 

interesting historical references on this subject, as indeed to every other 

relating to the buffalo, a few of which I will take the liberty of quoting. 

In the vicinity of the spot where the town of Clarion now stands, in 

northwestern Pennsylvania, Mr. Thomas Ashe relates that one of the 

first settlers built his log cabin near a salt spring which was visited by 
buffaloesin such numbers that ‘“ he supposed there could not have been 

less than two thousand in the neighborhood of the spring.” During the 

first years of his residence there, the buffaloes came in droves of about 

three hundred each. 

Of the Blue Licks in Kentucky, Mr. John Filson thus wrote, in 1784: 
“The amazing herds of buffaloes which resort thither, by their size and 

- number, fill the traveller with amazement and terror, especially when 

* All who are especially interested in the life history of the buffalo, both scientific 

and eeonomical, will do well to consult Mr. Allen’s monograph, ‘‘The American 

Bisons, Living and Extinct,” ifit beaccessible. Unfortunately itis a difficult matter 

for the general reader to obtain it. Areprint of the work as originally published, 

but omitting the map, plates, and such of the subject-matter as relates to the extinct 

species, appears in Hayden’s ‘‘ Report of the Geological Survey of the Territories,” 

for 1875 (pp. 443-587), but the volume has for several years been out of print. 

The memoir as originally published has the-following titles: 

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Kentucky. | N. S. Shaler, Director. | Vol. I. Part 

II, | — | The American Bisons, | living and extinct. | By J. A. Allen. | With twelve plates 
and map. | — | University press, Cambridge: | Welch, Bigelow § Co. | 1876. ‘ 

Memoris of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, | at Harvard College, Cambridge, 

Mass. | Vol. IV. No.10. | —| The American Bisons, | living and extinct. | By J. A. 

Allen. | Published by permission of N. S. Shaler, Director of the Kentucky | Geological 

Survey. | With twelve plates and a map. | University press, Cambridge: | ete; Bigelow 
§ Co. | 1876. | 

4to., pp. i-ix, 1-246, 1 col’d map, 12 pl., 13 U. explanatory, 2 wood-cuts in text. 

Mhese two publications were simultaneous, and only differed in the titles, Unfor- 

tunately both are of greater rarity than the reprint referred to above. 
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he beholds the prodigious roads they have made from all quarters, as 

if leading to some populous city; the vast space of land around these 

springs desolated as if by a ravaging enemy, and hills reduced to 

plains; for the land near these springs is chiefly hilly. * * * I 
have heard a hunter assert he saw above one thousand buffaloes at the 

Blue Licks at once; so numerous were they before the first settlers had 

wantonly sported away their lives.” Col. Daniel Boone declared of the 

Red River region in Kentucky, ‘“‘The buffaloes were more frequent 
than I have seen cattle in the settlements, browzing on the leaves of 

the cane, or cropping the herbage of those extensive plains, fearless be- 

cause ignorant of the violence of man. Sometimes we saw hundreds in 

a drove, and the numbers about the salt springs were amazing.” 

According to Ramsey, where Nashville now stands, in 1770 there 

were ‘‘immense numbers of buffalo and other wild game. Thecountry 

was crowded with them. Their bellowings sounded from the hills and 

forest.” Daniel Boone found vast herds of buffalo grazing in the val- 

leys of East Tennessee, between the spurs of the Cumberland mount- 
ails. 

Marquette declared that the prairies along the Illinois River were 

“ govered with buffaloes.” Father Hennepin, in writing of northern 

Illinois, between Chicago and the Illinois River, asserted that ‘“ there 

must be an innumerable quantity of wild bulls in that country, since 

the earth is covered with their horns. * * * They follow one an- 

other, so that you may see a drove of them for above a league together. 

* #* * Their ways areas beaten as our great roads, and no herb grows 

therein.” 

Judged by ordinary standards of comparison, the early pioneers of 

the last century thought buffalo were abundant in the localities men- 

tioned above. But the herds which lived east of the Mississippi were 

comparatively only mere stragglers from the innumerable mass which — 

covered the great western pasture region from the Mississippi to the 

Rocky Mountains, and from the Rio Grande to Great Slave Lake., The 
town of Kearney, in south central Nebraska, may fairly be considered 
the geographical center of distribution of the species, as it originally 

existed, but ever since 1800, and until a few years ago, the center of 
population has been in the Black Hills of southwestern Dakota. 

Between the Rocky Mountains and the States lying along the Missis- 

sippi River on the west, from Minnesota to Louisiana, the whole country 

was ove vast buffalo range, inhabited by millions of buffaloes. One 

could fill a volume with the records of plainsmen and pioneers who 

penetrated or crossed that vast region between 1800 and 1870, and 
were in turn surprised, astounded, and frequently dismayed by the tens 
of thousands of buffaloes they observed, avoided, or escaped from. 
They lived and moved as no other quadrupeds, ever have, in great mul- 

titudes, like grand armies in review, covering scores of square miles at 

once, They were so numerous they frequently stopped boats in the © 
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rivers, threatened to overwhelm travelers on the plains, and in later 
years derailed locomotives and cars, until railway engineers learned by 

experience the wisdom of stopping their trains whenever there were 

buffaloes crossing the track. On this feature of the buffalo’s life history 
a few detailed observations may be of value. 

Near the mouth of the White River, in southwestern Dakota, Lewis 
and Clark saw (in 1806) a herd of buffalo which caused them to make 
the following record in their journal: 

“These last animals [buffaloes] are now so numerous that from an 
eminence we discovered more than we had ever seen before at one 

time; and if it be not impossible to calculate the moving multitude, 
which darkened the whole plains, we are convinced that twenty thou- 

sand would be no exaggerated number.” 

When near the mouth of the Yellowstone, on their way down the 
Missouri, a previous record had been made of a meeting with other 

herds: 

“The buffalo now appear in vast numbers. <A herd happened to be 

on their way across the river [the Missouri]. Such was the multitude 
of these animals that although the river, including an island over which 

_ they passed, was a mile in length, the herd stretched as thick as they 

could swim completely from one side to the other, and the party was — 

obliged to stop for an hour. They consoled themselves for the delay 

by killing four of the herd, and then proceeded till at the distance of 

45 miles they halted on an island, below which two other herds of buf- 
falo, as numerous as the first, soon after crossed the river.”* 

Perhaps the most vivid picture ever afforded of the former abun- 

dance of buffalo is that given by Col. R. I. Dodge in his “ Plains of the 

Great West,” p. 120, et seg. It is well worth reproducing entire: _ 

“In May, 1871, I drove in a light wagon from Old Fort Zara to Fort - 

Larned, on the Arkansas, 34 miles. At least 25 miles of this distance 

was through one immense herd, composed of countless smaller herds of 
buffalo then on their journey north. The road ran along the broad 

level ‘bottom,’ or valley, of the river. * * #* 
“The whole country appeared one great mass of buffalo, moving 

slowly to the northward; and it was only when actually among them that 

it could be ascertained that the apparently solid mass was an agglomer- 

ation of innumerable small herds, of from fifty to two hundred animals, 

_ separated from the surrounding herds by greater or less space, but 
still separated. The herds in the valley sullenly got out of my way, 

and, turning, stared stupidly at me, sometimes at only a few yards’ dis- 

tance. When I had reached a point where the hills were no longer 

more than a mile from the road, the buffalo on the hills, seeing an un- 
usual object in their rear, turned, stared an instant, then started at 

full speed directly towards me, stampeding and bringing with them the 

* Lewis and Clark’s Exped., 11, p. 395. 
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- numberless herds through which they passed, and pouring down upon 

me all the herds, no longer separated, but one immense compact mass 

of plunging animals, mad with fright, and as irresistible as 4n avalanche. 

“The situation was by no means pleasant. Reining up my horse 

(which was fortunately a quiet old beast that had been in at the death 

- of many a baffalo, so that their wildest, maddest rush only caused him 

to cock his ears in wonder at their unnecessary excitement), I waited 
until the front of the mass was within 50 yards, when a few well-directed 

shots from my rifle split the herd, and sent it pouring off in two streams 

to my right and left. When all had passed me they stopped, appar- 

ently perfectly satisfied, though thousands were yet within reach of 

my rifle and many within less than 100 yards. Disdaining to fire again, 

. 1 sent my servant to cut out the tongues of the fallen. This occurred 

so frequently within the next 10 miles, that when I arrived at Fort 

Larned I had twenty-six tongues in my wagon, representing the great- 

est number of buffalo that my conscience can reproach me for having 

murdered on any single day. I was not hunting, wanted no meat, and 

would not voluntarily have fired at these herds. I killed only in self- 

preservation and fired almost every shot from the wagon.” 

At my request Colonel Dodge has kindly furnished me a careful esti- 

mate upon which to base a calculation of the number of buffaloes in 

that great herd, and the result is very interesting. In a private letter, 

dated September 21, 1887, he writes as follows: 

‘“‘The great herd on the Arkansas through which I passed could not 

have averaged, at rest, over fifteen or twenty individuals to the acre, 
but was, from my own observation, not less than 25 miles wide, and 

from reports of hunters and others it was about five days in passing a 

given point, or not less than 50 miles deep. From the top of Pawnee 

Rock I could see from 6 to 10 miles in almost every direction. This 

whole vast space was covered with buffalo, looking at a distance like 
one compact mass, the visual angle not permitting the ground to be 

seen. I have seen such a sight a great number of times, but never on 
so large a scale. 

“That was the last of the great herds.” 

+ With these figures before us, it is not difficult to make a calculation 
that will be somewhere near the truth of the number of buffaloes act- 
ually seen in one day by Colonel Dodge on the Arkansas River during 

that memorable drive, and also of the number of head in the entire 

herd. 
According to his recorded observation, the herd extended along the 

river for a distance of 25 miles, which was in reality the width of the 
vast procession that was moving north, and back from the road as far 

as the eye could reach, on both sides. It is making a low estimate to 

consider the extent of the visible ground at 1 mile on either side. This 

gives a strip of country 2 miles wide by 25 long, or a total of 50 square 
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miles covered with buffalo, averaging from fifteen to twenty to the acre.* 
- Taking the lesser number, in order to be below the truth rather than 

above it, we find that the number actually seen on that day by Colonel 
Dodge was in the neighborhood of 480,000, not counting the additional 

number taken in at the view from the top of Pawnee Rock, which, if 

added, would easily bring the total up to a round half million! 

If the advancing multitude had been at all points 50 miles in length 

(as it was known to have been in some places at least) by 25 miles in 
width, and still averaged fifteen head to the acre of ground, it would 
have contained the enormous number of 12,000,000 head. But, judging 

from the general principles governing such migrations, it is almost cer- 

tain that the moving mass advanced in the shape of a wedge, which 
would make it necessary to deduct about two-thirds from the grand 

total, which would leave 4,000,000 as our estimate of the actual number 
of buffaloes in this great herd, which I believe is more likely to be be- 

low the truth than above it. 

No wonder that the men of the West of those days, both white and | 
red, thought it would be impossible to exterminate such a mighty mul- 

titude. The Indians of some tribes believed that the buffaloes issued 

from the earth continually, and that the supply was necessarily inex- 

haustible. And yet, in four short years the southern herd was almost 

totally annihilated. 
With such a lesson before our eyes, confirmed in every detail by living 

testimony, who will dare to say that there will be an elk, moose, caribou, | 

mountain sheep, mountain goat, antelope, or black-tail deer left alive 

in the United States in a wild state fifty years from this date, ay, or 

even twenty-five ? 

Mr. Wiiliam Blackmore contributes the following testimony to the 

abundance of buffalo in Kansas :t 

“Tn the autumn of 1868, whilst crossing the plains on the Kansas 

Pacific Railroad, for a distance of upwards of 120 miles, between Ells- 
worth and Sheridan, we passed through an almost unbroken herd of 

buffalo. The plains were blackened with them, and more than once the 
train had to stop to allow unusually large herdsto pass) * * * In 

1872, whilst on a scout for about a hundred miles south of Fort Dodge 

to the Indian Territory, we were never out of sight of buffalo.” 

Twenty years hence, when not even a bone or a buffalo-chip remains 

above ground throughout the West to mark the presence of the buffalo, 

it may be difficult for people to believe that these animals ever existed 

in such numbers as to constitute not only a serious annoyance, but very 

* On the plains of Dakota, the Rev. Mr. Belcourt (Schoolcraft’s N. A. Indians, Iv, 

p. 108) once counted two hundred and twenty-eight buffaloes, a part of a great herd, 

feeding on a single acre of ground. This of course was an unusual occurrence with 

buffaloes not stampeding, but practically at rest. It is quite possible also that the 

extent of the ground may have been underestimated. 

t Plains of the Great West, p. xvi. 
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often a dangerous menace to wagon travel across the plains, and also 

to stop railway trains, and even throw them off the track. The like 

has probably never occurred before in any country, and most assuredly 

never will again, if the present rate of large game destruction all over 

the world can be taken as a foreshadowing of the future. In this con- 

nection the following additional testimony from Colonel Dodge (“ Plains 

of the Great West,” p. 121) is of interest: 

“The Atchison, Topekaand Santa Fé Railroad was then [in 1871-72] in 
process of construction, and nowhere could the peculiarity of the buffalo 

of which I am speaking be better studied than from its trains. If a 

herd was on the north side of the track, it would stand stupidly gazing, 

and without a symptom of alarm, although the locomotive passed within 

a hundred yards. Ifon the south side of the track, even though at a 
distance of 1 or 2 miles from it, the passage of a train set the whole herd 

in the wildest commotion. At full speed, and utterly regardless of the 

consequences, it would make for the track on its line of retreat. If the 
train happened not to be in its path, it crossed the track and stopped 

satisfied. If the train was in its way, each individual buffalo went at it 

with the desperation of despair, plunging against or between locomotive 

and cars, just as its blind madness chanced to direct it. Numbers were 

killed, but numbers still pressed on, to stop and stare as soon as the 

obstacle had passed. After having trains thrown off the track twice in 

one week, conductors learned to have a very decided respect for the 

idiosynerasies of the buffalo, and when there was a possibility of strik- 

ing a herd ‘on the rampage’ for the north side of the track, the trzin 

was slowed up and sometimes stopped entirely.” 

The accompanying illustration, reproduced from the “ Plains of the 

Great West,” by the kind permission of the author, is, in one sense, 
ocular proof that collisions between railway trains and vast herds of 

buffaloes were so numerous that they formed a proper subject for illus- 

tration. In regard to the stoppage of trains and derailment of locomo- 

tives by buffaloes, Colonel Dodge makes the following allusion in the 

private letter already referred to: ‘‘There are at least a hundred re- 

liable railroad men now employed on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé 

Railroad who were witnesses of, and sometimes sufferers from, the wild 
-rushes of buffalo as described on page 121 of my book. I was at the 

time stationed at Fort Dodge, and I was personally cognizant of several 

of these ‘ accidents.’ ” 

The following, from the ever-pleasing pen of Mr. Catlin, is of decided 

interest in this connection: 

“In one instance, near the mouth of White River, we met the most 

immense herd crossing the Missouri River [in Dakota], and from an 

imprudence got our boat into imminent danger amongst them, from 

which we were highly delighted to make our escape. It was in the 

midst of the ‘running season,’ and we had heard the ‘roaring’ (as it is 

called) of the herd when we were several miles’ from them. When 
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SLAUGHTER OF BUFFALO ON THE KANSAS PACIFIC RAILROAD. 

Reproduced from ‘‘ The Plains of the Great West,’’ by permission of the author, Col. R. I. Dodge. 
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we came in sight, we were actually terrified at the immense numbers 

that were streaming down the green hills on one side of the river, and 

galloping up and over the bluffs on the other. The river was filled, 

and in parts blackened with their heads and horns, as they were swim- 

ming about, following up their objects, and making desperate battle 

whilst they were swimming. I deemed it imprudent for our canoe to 

be dodging amongst them, and ran it ashore for a few hours, where we 

laid, waiting for the opportunity of seeing the river clear, but we waited 

in vain. Their numbers, however, got somewhat diminished at last, 

and we pushed off, and successfully made our way amongstthem. From 

the immense numbers that had passed the river at that place, they had 

torn down the prairie bank of 15 feet in height, so as to form a sort of road 

or landing-place, where they all in succession clambered up. Many in 

their turmoil had been wafted below this landing, and unable to regain 

it against the swiftness of the current, had fastened themselves along 

in crowds, hugging close to the high bank under which they were 

standing. As we were drifting by these, and supposing ourselves out 

of danger, I drew up my rifle and shot one of them in the head, which 

tumbled into the water, and brought with him a hundred others, which 
plunged in, and in a moment were swimming about our canoe, and plac- 

ing it in great danger. No attack was made upon us, and in the con- 

fusion the poor beasts knew not, perhaps, the enemy that was amongst 

them; but we were liable to be sunk by them, as they were furiously 

hooking and climbing on to each other. I rose in my canoe, and by my 

gestures and hallooing kept them from coming in contact with us until 

we were out of their reach.”* 

TV. CHARACTER OF THE SPECIES. 

1. The buffalo’s rank amongst ruminants.—With the American people, 

and through them all others, familiarity with the buffalo has bred con- 

tempt. ‘The incredible numbers in which the animals of this species 

formerly existed made their slaughter an easy matter, so much so that 

the hunters and frontiersmen who accomplished their destruction have 

handed down to us a contemptuous opinion of the size, character, and 

general presence of our bison. And how could it be otherwise than 

that a man who could find it in his heart to murder a majestic bull bison 

for a hide worth only a dollar should form a one-dollar estimate of the 

grandest ruminant that ever trod the earth? Men who butcher African 

- elephants for the sake of their ivory also entertain a similar estimate 

of their victims. 
With an acquaintance which includes fine living examples of all the 

larger ruminants of the world except the musk-ox and the European 

bison, I am sure that the American bison is the grandest of them all. 

His onlyrivals for the kingship are the Indian bison, or gaur (Bos gaurus), 

of Southern India, and the aurochs, or European bison, both of which 
nd 

*Catlin’s North American Indians, 11, p. 13. 
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really surpass him in height, if not in actual bulk also. The aurochs is 

taller, and possesses a larger pelvis and heavier, stronger hindquarters, 

but his body is decidedly smaller in all its proportions, which gives him 

a lean and “leggy” look. The hair on the head, neck, and forequarters 

of the aurochs is not nearly so long or luxuriant as on the same parts of 

the American bison. This covering greatly magnifies the actual bulk 

of the Jatter animal. Clothe the aurochs with the wonderful pelage of 

our buffalo, give him the same enormous chest and body, and the result 

would be a magnificent bovine monster, who would indeed stand with- 
outarival. But when first-class types of the two species are placed side 

by side it seems to me that Bison americanus will easily rank his Euro- 

pean rival. 

The gaur has no long hair upon any part of his body or head. What 

little hair he has is very short and thin, bis hindquarters being almost 

naked. J have seen hundreds of these animals at short range, and have 

killed and skinned several very fine specimens, one of which stood 5 feet 

10 inches in height at the shoulders... But, despite his larger bulk, his 

appearance is not nearly so striking and impressive as that of the male 

American bison. He seems like a huge ox running wild. 

The magnificent dark brown frontlet and beard of the buffalo, the 

shaggy coat of hair upon the neck, hump, and shoulders, terminating 

at the knees in a thick mass of luxuriant black locks, to say nothing of 

the dense coat of finer fur on the body and hindquarters, give to our | 

species not only an apparent height equal to that of the gaur, but a 

grandeur and nobility of presence which are beyond all comparison 

amongst ruminants. 

The slightly larger bulk of the gaur is of little significance in a com- 

parison of the two species; for if size alone is to turn the scale, we must. 

admit that a 500-pound lioness, with no mane whatever, is a more ma- 

jestic looking animal than a 450-pound lion, with a mane which has 

earned him his title of king of beasts. 

2. Change of form in captivity.—By a combination of unfortunate cir- 

cumstances, the American bison is destined to go down to posterity 

shorn of the honor which is his due, aud appreciated at only half his. 

worth. The hunters who slew him were from the very beginning so 

absorbed in the scramble for spoils that they had no time to measure 

or weigh him, nor even to notice the majesty of his personal appearance 

on his native heath. 

In captivity he fails to develop as finely as in his wild state, and with 

the loss of his liberty he becomes a tame-looking animal. He gets fat 
and short-bodied, and the lack of vigorous and constant exercise pre- 

vents the development of bone and muscle which made the prairie 

animal what he was. 

From observations made upon buffaloes that have been reared in cap- 

tivity, 1 am firmly convinced that confinement and semi-domestication ~ 
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are destined to effect striking changes in the form of Bison americanus. 
While this is to be expected to a certain extent with most large species, 

the changes promise to be most conspicuous in the buffalo. The most 

striking change is in the body between the hips and the shoulders. As 

before remarked, it becomes astonishingly short and rotund, and through 

liberal feeding and total lack of exercise the muscles of the shoulders 

and hindquarters, especially the latter, are but feebly developed. 

The most striking example of the change of form in the captive buffalo 

is the cow in the Central Park Menagerie, New York. Although this 
animal is fully adult, and has given birth to three fine calves, she is 

small, astonishingly short-bodied, and in comparison with the magnifi- 

epiitly developed cows taken in 1886 by the writer - in Montana, she 

seems almost like an animal of another species. 

Both the live buffaloes in the National Museum collection of living 

animals are developing the same shortness of body and lack of muscle, 

and when they attain their full growth will but poorly resemble the 

splendid proportions of the wild specimens in the Museum mounted 

group, each of which has been mounted from a most careful and elabo- — 

rate series of post-mortem measurements. It may fairly be considered, 

however, that the specimens taken by the Smithsonian expedition were 

in every way more perfect representatives of the species than have been 

usually taken in times past, for the simple reason that on account of the 

muscle they had developed in the numerous chases they had survived, 

and the total absence of the fat which once formed such a prominent 

feature of the animal, they were of finer form, more active habit, and 

keener intelligence than buffaloes possessed when they were so numerous. 

Out of the millions which once composed the great northern herd, those * 

represented the survival of the fittest, and their existence at that time 

was chiefly due to the keenness of their senses and their splendid mus- 

cular powers in speed and endurance. 

Under such conditions it is only natural that animals of the highest 

class should be developed. On the other hand, captivity reverses all 

these conditions, while yielding an equally abundant food supply. 

In no feature is the change from natural conditions to captivity more 

easily noticeable than in the eye. In the wild buffalo the eye is always 

deeply set, well protected by the edge of the bony orbit, and perfect in 

form and expression. The lids are firmly drawn around the ball, the 

opening is so small that the white portion of the eyeball is entirely cov- 

ered, and the whole form and appearance of the organ is as preaeiok and 

as pleasing in expression as the eye of a deer. 

In the captive the various muscles which support and control the eye- 

ball seem to relax and thicken, and the ball protrudes far beyond its 

normal plane, showing a circle of white all around the iris, and bulging 

out in a most unnatural way. I do not mean to assert that this is com- 

mon in captive buffaloes generally, but I have observed it to be dis- © 

agreeably conspicuous in many. 
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_ Another change which takes place in the form of the captive buffalo 

is an arching of the back in the middle, which has a tendency to make 
the hump look lower at the shoulders and visibly alters the outline of 

the back. This tendency to “hump up” the back is very noticeable in 

domestic cattle and horses during rainy weather. While a buffalo on 

his native heath would seldom assume such an attitude of dejection and 

misery, in captivity, especially if it be anything like close confinement, 

it is often to be observed, and I fear will eventually become a perma- 

nent habit. Indeed, I think it may be confidently predicted that the 
time will come when naturalists who have never seen a wild buffalo will 

compare the specimens composing the National Museum group with the 

living representatives to be seen in captivity aud assert that the former 

are exaggerations in both form and size. 

3. Mounted Specimens in Museums.— Of the “stuffed” specimens to be 

found in museums, all that I have ever seen outside of the National Mu- 

seum, and even those within that institution up to 1886, were “ stuffed” 

in reality as wellas in name. The skins that have been rammed full of 

straw or excelsior have lost from 8 to 12 inches in height at the shoul- 

ders, and the high and sharp hump of the male has become a huge, 

thick, rounded mass like the hump of a dromedary, and totally unlike 

the hump of a bison. It is impossible for any taxidermist to stuff a 

buffalo-skin with loose materials and produce a specimen which fitly 

represents the species. The proper height and form of the animal can 

be secured and retained only by the construction of a manikin, or statue, 

to carry the skin. In view of this fact, which surely must be apparent 

to even the most casual observer, it is to be earnestly hoped that here- 

after no one in authority will ever consent to mount or have mounted a 

valuable skin of a bison in any other way than over a properly con- 

structed manikin. 

4. The Calf.—The breeding season of the buffalo is from the 1st of July 

to the lst of October. The young cow does not breed until she is three 

years old, and although two calves are sometimes produced at a birth, 

one is the usual number. The calves are born in April, May, and June, 

and sometimes, though rarely, as late as the middle of August. The 

calf follows its mother until it is a year old, or even older. In May, 
1886, the Smithsonian expedition captured a calf alive, which had been 

abandoned by its mother because it could not keep up with her. The 

little creature was apparently between two and three weeks old, and 

was therefore born about May 1. Unlike the young of nearly all other 

Bovide, the buffalo calf during the first months of its existence is clad 

with hair of a totally different color from that which covers him during 

the remainder of his life. His pelage is a luxuriant growth of rather 

long, wavy hair, of a uniform brownish-yellow or “sandy” color (cinna- 

mon, or yellow ocher, with a shade of Indian yellow) all over the head, 
body, and tail, in striking contrast with the darker colors of the older 
animals. On the lower half of the leg it is lighter, shorter, and straight. 
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On the shoulders and hump the hair is longer than on the other portions, 

being 14 inches in length, more wavy, and already arranges itself in the 

tufts, or small bunches, so characteristic in the adult animal. 

On the extremity of the muzzle, including the chin, the hair is very 

short, straight, and as light in color as the lower portions of the leg. 

Starting on the top of the nose, an inch behind the nostrils, and form- 

ing a division between the light yellowish muzzle and the more reddish 

hair on the remainder of the head, there is an irregular band of dark, 

straight hair, which extends down past the corner of the mouth to a 

point just back of the chin, where it unites. From the chin backward 

the dark band increases in breadth and intensity, and continues back 

half way to the angle of the jaw. At that point begins a sort of under 

mane of wavy, dark-brown hair, nearly 3 inches long, and extends back 

along the median line of the throat to a point between the fore legs, 

where it abruptly terminates. From the back of the head another streak 

of dark hair extends backward along the top of the neck, over the hump, 

and down to the lumbar region, where it fades out entirely. These two 

dark bands are in sharp contrast to the light sandy hair adjoining. 

The tail is densely haired. The tuft on the end is quite luxuriant, 

and shows a center of darker hair. The hair on the inside of the ear 
is dark, but that on the outside is sandy. 

The naked portion of the nose is light Vandyke-brown, with a pink- 

ish tinge, and the edge of the eyelid the same. The iris is dark brown. 

The horn at three months is about 1 inch in length, and is a mere little 

black stub. In the male, the hump is clearly defined, but by no means 

so high in proportion as in the adult animal. The hump of the calf — 

from which this description is drawn is of about the same relative angle. 

and height as that of an adult cow buffalo. The specimen itself is well 

represented in the accompanying plate. 

The measurements of this specimen in the flesh were as follows: 

BISON AMERICANUS. (Male; four months old.) 

(No. 15503, National Musewm collection.) 
, Feet. Inches. 

Ee ieribeab) SHOUTS ser aye ace safe eee Aig eS Sips eM Se eee eas 2 8 

Length, head and body to insertion of tail -----...--.--....2..---..-. 3 104 

Depuh of chest. 2. fs. =. - ESSShisssaee Asomr a penpe l eaemecee rise aemoeen 1 4 
USER O He HA a ate eae eine tnie Bein sac ena s tec ee en ecae ee toe 10° 
PninmnetdetoOce: lemwen sor ieee nin ee eR aie, Oo Los coke cea 3 4 
eum, base of Horns around end of nose... {2/2/0226 eet 1 74 

Meno ktallieverio Mn ece mpc see sts sate se «ac Se eee eos tet cee eae 7 

The calves begin to shed their coat of red hair about the beginning 

of August. The first signs of the change, however, appear about a 

month earlier than that, in the darkening of the mane under the throat, 
and also on the top of the neck.* 

* Our captive had, in ‘some way, bruised the skin on his forehead, and in June all 

the hair came off the top of his head, leaving it quite bald. We kept the skin well 
greased with porpoise oil, and by the middle of July a fine coat of black hair had 

grown out all over the surface that had previously been bare. 
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By the 1st of August the red hair on the body begins to fall off in 

small patches, and the growth of fine, new, dark hair seems to actually 
crowd off the old. As is the case with the adult animals, the shortest 
hair is the first to be shed, but the change of coat takes place in about 

half the time that it occupies in the older animals. 

By the 1st of October the transformation is complete, and not even 

a patch of the old red hair remains upon the new suit of brown. This 

is far from being the case with the old bulls and cows, for even up to 

the last week in October we found them with an occasional patch of 
che old hair still clinging to the new, on the back or shoulders. 

Like most young animals, the calf of the buffalo is very easily tamed, 

especially if taken when oniy a few weeks old. The one captured in 

Montana by the writer, resisted at first as stoutly as it was able, by 

butting with its head, but after we had tied its legs together and ear- 

ried it to camp, across a horse, it made up its mind to yield gracefully 

to the inevitable, and from that moment became perfectly docile. It 

very soon learned to drink milk in the most satisfactory manner, and 

adapted itself to its new surroundings quite as readily as any domestic 

calf would have done. Its only cry was a low-pitched, pig-like grunt 

through the nose, which was uttered only when hungry or thirsty. 

I have been told by old frontiersmen and buffalo-hunters that it used 

to be a common practice for a hunter who had captured a young calf 

to make it follow him by placing one of his fingers in its mouth, and 

allowing the calf to suck at it for a moment. Often a calf has been 

induced in this way to follow a horseman for miles, and eventually to 

join his camp outfit. It is said that the same result has been accom- 

plished with calves by breathing a few times into their nostrils. In 

this connection Mr. Catlin’s observations on the habits of buffalo calves 

are most interesting. 

“In pursuing a large herd of buffaloes at the season when their 

calves are but a few weeks old, I have often been exceedingly amused 

with the curious maneuvers of these shy little things. Amidst the thun- 

dering confusion of a throng of several hundreds or several thousands of 

these animals, there will be many of the calves that lose sight of their 

dams; and being left behind by the throng, and the swift-passing 

hunters, they endeavor to secrete themselves, when they are exceed- 

ingly put to it on a level prairie, where naught can be seen but the 

short grass of 6 or 8 inches in height, save an occasional bunch of wild 
sage a few inches higher, to which the poor affrighted things will run, 

and dropping on their knees, will push their noses under it and into 
the grass, where they will stand for hours, with their eyes shut, imagin- 

ing themselves securely hid, whilst they are standing up quite straight 

upon their hind feet, and can easily be seen at several miles distance. 
It is a familiar amusement with us, accustomed to these scenes, to re- 

treat back over the ground where we have just escorted the herd, and 

approach these little trembling things, which stubbornly maintain their 
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positions, with their noses pushed under the grass and their eyes strained 

upon us, as we dismount from our horses and are passing around them. 

’ From this fixed position they are sure not to move until hands are laid 

upon them, and then for the shins of a novice we can extend our sym- 

pathy; or if he can preserve the skin on his bones from the furious but- 

tings of its head, we know how to congratulate him on his signal success 
and good luck. 

‘In these desperate struggles for a moment, the little thing is con- 

quered, and makes no further resistance. And I have often, in concur- 

rence with a known custom of. the country, held my hands over the 

eyes of the calf and breathed a few strong breaths into its nostrils, after 

which [ have, with my hunting companions, rode several miles into our 

encampment with the little prisoner busily following the heels of my 

horse the whole way, as closely and as affectionately as its instinct 

would attach it to the company of its dam. 

“This is one of the most extraordinary things that I have met with 

in the habits of this wild country, and although I had often heard of it, 

and felt unable exactly to believe it, I am now willing to bear testimony 

to the fact from the numerous instances which I have witnessed since I 

came into the country. During the time that I resided at this post 

[mouth of the Teton River] in the spring of the year, on my way up the 

river, I assisted (in numerous hunts of the buffalo with the fur com- - 

pany’s men) in bringing in, in the above manner, several of these little 
' prisoners, which sometimes followed for 5 or 6 miles close to our horse’s 

heels, and even into the fur company’s fort, and into the stable where 

our horses were led. In this way, before I left the headwaters of the 
Missouri, I think we had collected about a dozen, which Mr. Laidlaw 

was successfully raising with the aid of a good milch cow.* 

It must be remembered, however, that such cases as the above were 

exceptional, even with the very young calves, which alone exhibited 

the trait described. Such instances occurred only when buffaloes ex- 

isted in such countless numbers that man’s presence and influence had 

not affected the character of the animal in the least. No such instances 

of innocent stupidity will ever be displayed again, even by the youngest 

calf. The war of extermination, and the struggle for life and security 

have instilled into the calf, even from its birth, a mortal fear of both 

men and horses, and the instinct to fly for life. The calf captured by 

our party was not able to run, but in the most absurd manner it butted 

our hurses as soon as they came near enough, and when Private Moran 

attempted to lay hold of the little fellow it turned upon him, struck him 

in the stomach with its head, and sent him sprawling into the sage- 
brush. If it had only possessed the strength, it would have led us a 

.lively chase. 
During 1886 four other buffalo calves were either killed or caught by 

the cowboys on the Missouri- Yellowstone divide, in the Dry Creek region. 

*North American Indians, I, 255. 
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All of them ran the moment they discovered their enemies. Two were 

shot and killed. One was caught by a cowboy named Horace Brodhurst, 

ear-marked, and turned loose. The fifth one was caught in September 
on the Porcupine Creek round-up. He was then about five months 

old, and being abundantly able to travel he showed a clean pair of heels. 

It took three fresh horses, one after another, to catch him, and his final 
capture was due to exhaustion, and not to the speed of any of his pur- 

suers. The distance covered by the chase, from the point where his 

first pursuer started to where the third one finally lassoed him, was 

considered to be at least 15 miles. But the capture came to naught, for 
on the following day the calf died from overexertion and want of milk. 

Colonel Dodge states that the very young calves of a herd have to 

depend upon the old bulls for protection, and seldom in vain. The 

mothers abandon their offspring on slight provocation, and even none 

at all sometimes, if we may judge from the condition of the little waif 

that fell into our hands. Had its mother remained with it, or even in 
its neighborhood, we should at least have seen her, but she was nowhere 

within a radius of 5 miles at the time her calf was discovered. Nor did 

she return to look for it, as two of us proved by spending the night in 

the sage-brush at the very spot where the calf was taken. Colonel 

Dodge declares that “the cow seems to possess scarcely a trace of ma- 

ternal instinct, and, when frightened, will abandon and run away from 
her calf without the slightest hesitation. * * * When the calves 

are young they are always kept in the center of each small herd, while 

the bulls dispose themselves on the outside.”* 

Apparently the maternal instinct of the cow buffalo was easily mas- 

tered by fear. That it was often manifested, however, is proven bee the 
following from Audubon and Bachman: t 

“ Buffalo calves are drowned from being unable to ascend the ns 

banks of the rivers across which they have just swam, as the cows can- 

not help them, although they stand near the bank, and will not leave 

them to their fate unless something alarms them. 

‘¢On one occasion Mr. Kipp, of the American Fur Company, caught 

eleven calves, their dams all the time standing near the top of the bank. 

Frequently, however, the cows leave the young to their fate, when most 

of them perish. In connection with this part of the subject, we may add 

that we were informed, when on the Upper Missouri River, that when the 

banks of that river were practicable for cows, and their calves could not 

follow them, they went down again, after having gained the top, and 

would remain by them until forced away by the cravings of hunger. 

When thus forced by the necessity of saving themselves to quit their 

young, they seldom, if ever, return to them. When a large herd of 

these wild animals are crossing a river, the calves or yearlings manage, 

to get on the backs of the cows, and are thus conveyed safely over.” 

* Plains of the Great West, pp. 124, 125. 

+ Quadrupeds of North America, vol. 11, pp. 38, 39. 
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5. The Yearling.—During the first five months of his life, the caif 

changes its coat completely, and becomes in appearance a totally differ- 

ent animal. By the time he is six months old he has taken on all the 

colors which distinguish him in after life, excepting that upon his fore 

quarters. The hair on the head has started out to attain the luxuriant 

length and density which is so conspicuous in the aduit, and its general 

color is a rich dark brown, shading to black under the chin and throat. 

The fringe under the neck is long, straight, and black, and the under 

parts, the back of the fore-arm, the outside of thigh, and the tail-tuft 
are all black. 

The color of the shoulder, the side, and upper part of the hind quarter 

is a peculiar smoky brown (‘“ broccoli brown” of Ridgway), having in 

connection with the darker browns of the other parts a peculiar faded 

appearance, quite as if it were due to the bleaching power of the sun. 

On the fore quarters there is none of the bright straw color so charac- 

teristic of the adult animal. Along the top of the ueck and shoulders, 

however, this color has at last begun to show faintly. The hair on the 
body is quite luxuriant, both in length and density, in both respects 

quite equaling, if not even surpassing, that of the finest adults. For 

example, the hair on the side of the mounted yearling in the Museum 

group has a length of 2 to 24 inches, while that on the same region of 

the adult bull, whose pelage is particularly fine, is recorded as being 2 

inches only. 

The horn is a straight, conical spike from 4 to 6 inches long, accord- 

ing to age, and perfectly black. The legs are proportionally longer and 

larger in the joints than those of the full-grown animal. The counte- 

nance of the yearling is quite interesting. The sleepy, helpless, inno- 

cent expression of the very young calf has given place to a wide-awake, 

mischievous look, and he seems ready to break away and run at a sec- 

ond’s notice. 

The measurements of the yearling in the Museum group are as fol- 

lows: 

BISON AMERICANUS. (Male yearling, taken Oct. 31, 1886. Montana.) 

(No. 15694, National Museum collection.) 
Feet. Inches. 

PEAR Eh SM OMIGCES, aac eya ae aNenlt elias sae) vale s/a'aold =a omnes Seminneiee eae 3 5 
_Length, head and body to insertion of tail...-....----..-.------------+- 5 

TDD OLE CLES) SS ere eR se ane a eatin Pe Se eon ete 1 11 

Depth of flank .....-. Ryo ell care aree Motcia sivas Ss cvsats win ¥ cle wie meine MereNeR Ce aaa as 1 1 
ce SIE, LOVELESS Ca) G1 1 eg SPS gee tc ote I a 4 3 

ikiom,baseoh horns around end of nose . 22. 2222222920. Joo een ee 2 14 

Monpd bOrreallwente bine so 55552 onc. noes asus cao ene coscasuuaeedaeecex 10 

* 6. The Spike Bull.—In hunters’ parlance, the male buffalo between the 
“vearling” age and four years is called a “spike” bull, in recognition 

of the fact that up to the latter period the horn is a spike, either per- 

fectly straight, or with a curve near its base, and a straight point the 
H, Mis. 600, pt. 2——26 
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rest of the way up. The curve of the horn is generally hidden in the 

hair, and the only part visible is the straight, terminal spike. Usually 
the spike points diverge from each other, but often they are parallel, 

and also perpendicular. In the fourth year, however, the points of the 
horns begin to curve inward toward each other, describing equal ares 

of the same circle, as if they were going to meet over the top of the head. 

In the handsome young “spike” bull in the Museum group, the hair 

on the shoulders has begun to take on the length, the light color, and 

tufted appearance of the adult, beginning at the highest point of the 
hump and gradually spreading. Immediately back of this light patch 

the hair is long, but dark and woolly in appearance. The leg tufts have 

doubled in length, and reveal the character of the growth that may be 

finally expected. The beard has greatly lengthened, as also has the 

hair upon the bridge of the nose, the forehead, ears, jaws, and all other 

portions of the head except the cheeks. 

The “spike” period of a buffalo is a most interesting one. Like a 

_ seventeen-year-old boy, the young bull shows his youth in so many ways 

it is always conspicuous, and his countenance is so suggestive of a half- 

bearded youth it fixes the interest to a marked degree. He is active, 

alert, and suspicious, and when he makes up his mind to run the hunter 

may as well give up the chase. 

By a strange fatality, our spike bull appears to be the only one in any 

museum, or even in preserved existence, as far as can be ascertained. 
Out of the twenty-five buffaloes killed and preserved by the Smith- 

sonian expedition, ten of which were adult bulls, this specimen was the 

only male between the yearling and the adult ages. An effort to pro- 

cure another entire specimen of this age from Texas yielded only two 

spike heads. It is to be sincerely regretted that more specimens repre- 

senting this very interesting period of the buffalo’s life have not been 

preserved, for it is now too late to procure wild specimens. 

The following are the post-mortem dimensions of our specimen: 

BISON AMERICANUS. 

(‘‘Spike” bull, two years old; taken October 14, 1886. Montana.) 

(No. 15685, National Museum collection.) 
Feet. Inches, 

Heioht;atishoulders’ i is2 cs soc28 os seas Say tiaia 8 Se eras eee eres 4 2 

Length, head and body to insertion of tail... ...........----..-----.----- 7 Eine 
Depth: of Chest: F s2c0 52 2S 5S Scie oom ose eee seme cise ee ane beet ae Ug Baa 2 3 

Wepthiol flank 22-24). 7ssoaciseeiseese EG Sra Means Mia ri arenas San et cat UO a 1 7 

Girth behind foreilec 2) eerie ene eeeree eee eeerraecraepscielers a sereyabsicts a einiate 5 8 

From base of horns around end of nose... ......---.---------- ---- eee eee 2 84 

Beneth ofttall vertebra 22s 2 cjee is Sol eee esha te eee ea Some neat: 1 

7. The Adult Bull.—In attempting to describe the adult male in the 
National Museum group, it is difficult to decide which feature is most 

prominent, the massive, magnificent head, with its shaggy frontlet and 
luxuriant black beard, or the Jofty hump, with its showy covering of 



PLATE V. Report of National Museum, 1887.—Hornaday. 
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straw-yellow hair, in thickly-growing locks 4inches long. But the head 
is irresistible in its claims to precedence, 

It must be observed at this point that in many respects this animal 

is an exceptionally fine one. In actual size of frame, and in quantity 

and quality of peiage, it is far superior to the average, even of wild buf- 

faloes when they were most numerous and at their best.* In one re- 

spect, however, that of actual bulk, it is believed that this specimen may 

have often been surpassed. When buffaloes were numerous, and not 
required to do any great amount of running in order to exist, they were, 

in the autumn months, very fat. Audubon says: “A large bison bull 

will generally weigh nearly 2,000 pounds, and a fat cow about 1,200 
pounds. “We weighed one of the bulls killed by our party, and found 

it to reach 1,727 pounds, although it had already lost a good deal of 

blood. This was an old bull, and not fat. It had probably weighed 

more at some previous period.”+ Our specimen when killed (by the 

writer, December 6, 1886) was in full vigor, superbly muscled, and well 

fed, but he carried not a single pound of fat. For years the never- 

ceasing race for life had utterly prevented the secretion of useless and 

cumbersome fat, and his “subsistence” had gone toward the develop- 

ment of useful muscle. Having no means by which to weigh him, we 

could only estimate his weight, in which I called for the advice of my 

cowboys, all of whom were more or less familiar with the weight of 

range cattle, and one I regarded as an expert. At first the estimated 

weight of the animal was fixed at 1,700 pounds, but with a constitu- 

tional fear of estimating over the truth, I afterward reduced it to 1,600 
pounds. This I am now well convinced was an error, for I believe the 

first figure to have been nearer the truth. 

In mounting the skin of this animal, we endeavored by every means 

in our power, foremost of which were three different sets of measure- 

ments, taken from the dead animal, one set to check another, to repro- 
duce him when mounted in exactly the same form he possessed in life— 

muscular, but not fat. 
The color of the body and hindquarters of a buffalo is very peculiar, 

and almost bafiles intelligent description. Audubon calls it ‘between 

a dark umber and liver-shining brown.” I once saw a competent artist 

experiment with his oil-colors for a quarter of an hour before he finally 

struck the combination which exactly matched the side of our large 
bull. Tomy eyes, the color is a pale gray-brown or smoky gray. The 

range of individual variation is considerable, some being uniformly 

* In testimony whereof the following extract from a letter written by General Stewart 
Van Vliet, on March 10, 1837, to Professor Baird, is of interest: 

“My DEAR PROFESSOR: On the receipt of your letter of the 6th instant I saw Gen- 
eral Sheridan, and yesterday we called on your taxidermist and examined the buffalo 

bull he is setting up for the Museum. I don’t think I have ever seen a more splendid 

specimen in my life. General Sheridan and I have seen millions of buffalo on the 

plains in former times. I have killed hundreds, but I never killed a larger animal 
than the one in the possession of your taxidermist,” 

t Quadrupeds of North America, vol. 11, p. 44. 
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darker than the average type, and others lighter. While the under parts 

of most adults are dark brown or blackish brown, others are actually 
black. The hair on the body and hinder parts is fine, wavy on the out- 

side, and woolly underneath, and very dense. Add to this the thick- 

-ness of the skin itself, and the combination forms a covering that is 
almost impervious to cold. 

The entire fore-quarter region, e. g., the shoulders, the hump, and the 

upper part of the neck, is covered with a luxuriant growth of pale yel- 

low hair (Naples yellow + yellow ocher), which stands straight out in a 

dense mass, disposed in handsome tufts. The hair is somewhat woolly 

in its nature, and the ends are as even as if the whole mass had lately 

been gone over with shears and carefully clipped. This hair is 4 inches 

in iength. As the living animal moved his head from side to side, the hair 

parted in great vertical furrows, so deep that the skin itself seemed 

almost in sight. As before remarked, to comb this hair would utterly 

destroy its naturalness, and it should never be done under any circum- 

stances. Standing as it does between the darker hair of the body on 

one side and the almost black mass of the head on the other, this light 

area is rendered doubly striking and conspicuous by contrast. It not 
only covers the shoulders, but extends back upon the thorax, where 

it abruptly terminates on a line corresponding to the sixth rib. 

From the shoulder-joint downward, the color shades gradually into 

a dark brown until at the knee it becomes quite black. The huge fore- 
arm is lost in a thick mass of long, coarse, and rather straight hair 10 

inches in length. This growth stops abruptly at the knee, but it hangs 

within 6 inches of the hoof. The front side of this mass is blackish 

brown, but it rapidly shades backward and downward into jet-black. 

The hair on the top of the head lies in a dense, matted mass, forming 

a perfect crown of rich brown (burnt sienna) locks, 16 inches in length, 

hanging over the eyes, almost enveloping both horns, and spreading 

back in rich, dark masses upon the light-colored neck. 

On the cheeks the hair is of the same blackish-brown color, but com- 

paratively short, and lies in beautiful waves. On the bridge of the 

nose the hair is about 6 inches in length and stands out in a thick, uni- 

form, very curly mass, which always looks as if it had just been care- 

fully combed. 

Immediately around thenose and mouth the hair is very short, straight 

and stiff, and lies close to the skin, which leaves the nostrils and lips 

fully exposed. The front part of the chin is similarly clad, and its form 

is perfectly flat, due to the habit of the animal in feeding upon the short, 

crisp buffalo grass, in the course of which the chin is pressed flat against 

the ground. The end of the muzzle is very massive, measuring 2 feet 

2 inches in circumference just back of the nostrils. 

The hair of the chin-beard is coarse, perfectly straight, jet black, and 

114 inches in length on our old bull. 

Occasionally a bull is met with who isa genuine Esau amongst his 

kind, I once saw a bull, of medium size but fully adult, whose hair 
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was a wonder to behold. I have now in my possession a small lock of 

hair which [ plucked from his forehead, and its length is 224 inches. 

His horns were entirely concealed by the immense mass of long hair that 

nature had piled upon his head, and his beard was as luxuriant as his 

frontlet. 3 
The nostril opening is large and wide. The color of the hairless por- 

tions of the nose and mouth is shiny Vandyke brown and black, with a 

strong tinge of bluish-purple, but this latter tint is not noticeable save 
upon close examination, and the eyelid is the same. The iris is of an 

irregular pear-shaped outline, 1,3; inches in its longest diameter, very 

dark, reddish brown in color, with a black edging all around it. Ordi- 

narily no portion of the white eyeball is visible, but the broad black 

band surrounding the iris, and a corner patch of white, is frequently 

shown by the turning of the eye. The tongue is bluish purple, as are 

the lips inside. 

The hoofs and horns are, in reality, jet black throughout, but the 

horn often has at the base a scaly, dead appearance on the outside, and 

as the wrinkles around the base increase with age and scale up and 

gather dirt, that part looks gray. The horns of bulls taken in their 
prime are smooth, glossy black, and even look as if they had been half 

polished with oil. 

As the bull increases in age, the outer layers of the horn begin to 

break off at the tip and pile up one upon another, until the horn has be- 

come a thick, blunt stub, with only the tip of what was once a neat and 
shapely point showing at theend. The bull is then known as a “ stub- 

horn,” and his horns increase in roughness and unsightliness as he 
grows older. From long rubbing on the earth, the outer curve of each 

horn is gradually worn flat, which stili further mars its symmetry. 

The horns serve as a fair index of the age of a bisov. After he is _ 
three years old, the bison adds each year a ring around the base of his 
horns, the same as domestic cattle. If we may judge by this, the horn 

begins to break when the bison is about ten or eleven years old, and the 

stubbing process gradually continues during the rest of his life. Judg- 

ing by the teeth, and also the oldest horns I have seen, I am of the 

opinion that the natural life time of the bison is about twenty-five years; 

certainly no less. 

BISON AMERICANUS. (Male, elevenyears old. Taken December6, 1866. Montana.) 

(No. 15703, National Museum collection..) 
Feet. Inches. 

Ricoh ab shoulders 10) thes skin) $25.22. .5sse ca cee a scee dana siiesie= ses = 5 8 
Height at shoulders to top of hair.......-.2-. 12-22. --- 22. eee eee eee 6 af 

Length, head and body to insertion of tail..........-. 022-22 ..22-. 2--- 10 2 

ELMO CNES thease ce sys aisia's fic stein al n(slajerss (sicis cies Selene tie eine tenes 3 10 

Bibra tart MIN GHie SLO GE Be oe ah SE a anys cin ope Gos ae ein wees Sa Oa hes 2 0 
Cant nnpehindstore Jeo me. Phe ae 22 We missle ocdele ose ompaeccs et ecsecw Aine 8 4 

From base of horns around end of nose.........--. 2-2. -.0- eee ee ee eee 3 6 

EToM MEGR Ut All: VOTUCUNIO Nocaelc caine sake vonc ee sce tee de veienseese seccen 1 3 

2 Circumference of muzzle back of nostrils ...... ..-cc. wenccc cecccccecece 2 
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8. The Cow in the third year.—The young cow of course possesses the - 

same youthful appearance already referred to as characterizing the 

‘‘ spike” bull. The hair on the shoulders has begun to take on the light 

straw-color, and has by this time attained a length which causes it to 

arrange itself in tufts, or locks. The body colors have grown darker, 

and reached their permanent tone. Of course the hair on the head has 

by no means attained its full length, and the head is not at all hand- 

some. ? 
The horns are quite small, but the curve is well defined, and they 

distinctly mark the sex of the individual, even at the beginning of the - 
third year. 

BISON AMERICANUS. (Young cow, in third year. Taken October 14,1886. Montana.) 

(No. 15686, National Museum collection.) 
Feet. Inches. 

deieht at shoulders .. soc. coe ansieoe see sen a eee eee ee ae eee 4 5 
Length, head and body to insertion of tail..............---.-.-------- 7 7 
Depthrof chéstis. escola SI eee Eee. Se Aa ese 2 4 

Depthiof. flankes. lcpscccqeks ieee osteeeaes see nea se meeeeee eee 1 4 
Girbhibehind fore leg 3225... oc sepa eee a seit enya ne Eee 5 4 

From base of horns around end of nose......-... .2.2 cn. cece ee wenn - ee 2 84° 

henge th of ‘tail: vertebra =. .ce2s sesso. Coe see saree enh ace | eee 1 ze 

9. The adult Cow.—The upper body color of the adult cow in the Na- 
tional Museum group (see Plate) is a rich, though not intense, Van- 

dyke brown, shading imperceptibly down the sides into black, which 

spreads over the entire under parts and inside of the thighs. The hair 

on the lower joints of the leg is in turn lighter, being about the same 

shade as that on the loins. The forearm is concealed in a mass of 
almost black hair, which gradually shades lighter from the elbow up- 

_ ward and along the whole region of the humerus. On the shoulder 

itself the hair is pale yellow or straw-color (Naples yellow+yellow 

ocher), which extends down in a point toward the elbow. From the 

back of the head a conspicuous band of curly, dark-brown hair extends 

back like a mane along the neck and to the top of the hump, beyond 

which it soon fades out. 

The hair on the head is everywhere a rich burnt-sienna brown, ex- 

cept around the corners of the mouth, where it shades into black. 
The horns of the cow bison are slender, but solid for about two-thirds 

of their length from the tip, ringed with age near their base, and quite 
black. Very often they are imperfect in shape, and out of every five 

pairs at least one is generally misshapen. Usually one horn is “crum- 

pled,” ¢.g., dwarfed in length and unnaturally thickened at the base, 

and very often one horn is found to be merely an unsightly, misshapen 
stub. 

The udder of the cow bison is very small, as might be expected of 

an animal which must doa great deal of hard traveling, but the milk 

is said to be very rich. Some authorities declare that it requires the 
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milk of two domestic cows to satisfy one buffalo calf, but this, I think, 
is an error. Our calf began in May to consume 6 quarts of domestic 

‘milk daily, which by June 10 had increased to 8, and up to July 10, 9 

quarts was the utmost it could drink. By that time it began to eat 

grass, but the quantity of milk disposed of remained about the same. 

BISON AMERICANUS. (Adult cow, eight yearsold. Taken November 18, 1836. Mon- 

tana.) 

(No. 15767, National Museum collection.) 
Feet. Inches. 

eto nG) a SHOW ers. = see ae oie seine! -li-lslsteic eelciw sia] atc aiviet= salwe'e| ofaicisielel aivie = 4 10 

Length, head and body to insertion of tail.........-...----..------------ 8 6 

Depth of chest....-......-.. BES ae Se G8 oan Gna Seer ono SE anne 3 7 

| DYSP DVIS OLE Tiley Eee 1 A ee EE Or re SE US 1 7 

Pen HIN ORO NE 22 bee toy Se. i LU cian ane i Nousea deemaneages 6° 10 
From base of horns around end of nose .....- PO TRE Hae NU WRF Nahe 3 3 

Menewiniot tail vertebreo. sil hscds oc ohese Shae tee Sos Sel ce sesh sl eee. 1 

10. The ‘‘ Wood,” or “Mountain” Buffalo— Having myself never seen 
a specimen of the so-calied ‘mountain buffalo” or ‘ wood buffalo,” 

which some writers accord the rank of a distinct variety, I cau only 

quote the descriptions of others. While most Rocky Mountain hunt- 

ers consider the bison of the mountains quite distinct from that of 

the plains, it must be remarked that no two authorities quite agree in 

regard to the distinguishing characters of the variety they recognize. 

Colonel Dodge states that “‘ His body is lighter, whilst his legs are 

shorter, but much thicker and stronger, than the plains animal, thus 

enabling him to perform feats of climbing and tumbling almost inered- 

ible in such a huge and unwieldy beast.” * 

The belief in the existence of a distinct mountain variety is quite 

common amongst hunters and frontiersmen all along the eastern slope 

‘the Rocky Mountains as far north as the Peace River. In this con- 

nection the following from Professor Henry Youle Hind? is of general 

interest: 

“The existence of two kinds of buffalo is firmly believed by many 

hunters af Red River; they are stated to be the prairie buffalo and the 

buftalo of the woods. Many old hunters with whom I have conversed 

on this subject aver that the so-called wood buffalo is a distinct species, 

and although they are not able to offer scientific proofs, yet the differ- 

ence in size, color, hair, and horns, are enumerated as the evidence 
upon which they base their statement. Men from their youth familiar 

with these animals in the great plains, and the varieties which are fre- 

quently met with in large herds, still cling to this opinion. The buffalo 

of the plains are not always of the dark and rich bright brown which 

forms their characteristic color. They are sometimes seen from white 

to almost black, and a gray buffalo is not at all uncommon. Buffalo 

* Plains of the Great West, p. 144. 

tRed River, Assinniboine and Saskatchewan Mxpeditien, 11, p. 104-108. 
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emasculated by wolves are often found uz the prairies, where they grow 

to an immense size; the skin of the buffalo ox is recognized by the 
shortness of the wool and by its large dimensions. The skin of the se- 

called wood buffalo is much larger than that of the common animal, the 

the hair is very short, mane or hair about the neck short and soft, and 

altogether destitute of curl, which is the common feature in the hair or 
wool of the prairie animal. Two skins of the so-called wood buffalo, 

which I saw at Selkirk Settlement, bore a very close resemblance to the 

skin of the Lithuanian bison, judging from the specimens of that species 

which I have since had an opportunity of seeing in the British Museum. 

“The wood buffalo is stated to be very scarce, and only found north 

of the Saskatchewan and on the flanks of the Rocky Mountains. It 

never ventures into the open plains. The prairie buffalo, on the con- 

trary, generally avoids the woods in summer and keeps to the open 

country; but in winter they are frequently found in the woods of the 

Little Souris, Saskatchewan, the Touchwood Hills, and the aspen 
groves on the Qu’Appelle. There is no doubt that formerly the prairie 

buffalo ranged through open woods almost as much as he now does 

through the prairies.” 
Mr. Harrison S Young, an officer of the Hudson’s Bay Fur Company, 

Stationed at Fort Edmonton, writes me as follows in a letter dated Oc- 
tober 22, 1887: “In our district of Athabasca, along the Salt River, 

there are still a few wood buffalo killed every year; but they are fast 

diminishing in numbers, and are also becoming very shy.” 

In Prof. John Macoun’s “ Manitoba and the Great Northwest,” page 

342, there occurs the following reference to the wood buifalo: “In the 

winter of 1870 the last buffalo were killed north of Peace River; but in 

1875 about one thousand head were still in existence between the A th- 

abasca and Peace Rivers, north of Little Slave Lake. These are called 
wood buffalo by the hunters, but differ only in size from those of the 
plain.” 

In the absence of facts based on personal observations, I may be 

permitted to advance an opinion in regard to the wood buffalo. 

There is some reason for the belief that certain changes of form may 

have taken place in the buffaloes that have taken up a permanent resi- 

dence in rugged and precipitous mountain regions. . Indeed, it is hardly 

possible to understand how such a radical change in the habitat of an 

animal could fail, through successive generations, to effect certain 

changes in the animal itself. It seems to me that the changes which 
would take place in a band of plains buffaloes transferred to a perma- 

nent mountain habitat can be forecast with a marked degree of cer- 

tainty. The changes that take place under such conditions in cattle, 

swine, and goats are well known, and similar causes would certainly 

produce similar results in the buffalo. 

The scantier feed of the mountains, and the great waste of vital 

energy called for in procuring it, would hardly produce a larger buffalo 
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than the plains-fed animal, who acquires an abundance of daily food of 

the best quality with but little effort. 
We should expect to see the mountain buffalo smaller in body than 

the plains animal, with better leg development, and particularly with 

stronger hind quarters. The pelvis of the plains buffalo is surprisingly 

small and weak for so large an animal. Beyond question, constant 

mountain climbing is bound to develop a maximum of useful muscle 

and bone and a minimum of useless fat. Ifthe loss of mane sustained 
by the African lions who live in bushy loealities may be taken as an 

index, we should expect the bison of the mountains, especially the 

“ wood buffalo,” to lose a great deal of his shaggy frontlet and mane on 

the bushes and trees which surrounded him. Therefore, we would natu- 
rally expect to find the hair on those parts shorter and in far less per- 

fect condition than on the bison of the treeless prairies. By reason of 
the more shaded condition of his home, and the decided mitigation of 
the sun’s fierceness, we should also expect to see his entire pelage of a 
darker tone. That he would acquire a degree of agility and strength 

unknown in his relative of the plain is reasonably certain. In the 

course of many centuries the change in his form might become well de- 

fined, constant, and conspicuous; but at present there is apparently 

not the slightest ground for considering that the ‘‘ mountain buffalo” or 

‘wood buffalo” is entitled to rank even as a variety of Bison america- 

NUS. 
Colonel Dodge has recorded some very interesting information in 

regard to the “ mountain, or wood buffalo,” which deserves to be quoted 

entire.* 
‘In various portions of the Rocky Mountains, especially in the region 

of the parks, is found an animal which old mountaineers call the ‘ bison.’ 
This animal bears about the same relation to a plains buffalo as a 

sturdy mountain pony does to an American horse. His body is lighter, 

whilst his legs are shorter, but much thicker and stronger, than the 

plains animal, thus enabling him to perform feats of climbing and 
tumbling almost incredible in such a huge and apparently unwieldy 

beast. 
‘‘These animals are by no means plentiful, and are moreover excess- 

ively shy, inhabiting the deepest, darkest defiles, or the craggy, almost 

_ precipitous, sides of mountains inaccessible to any but the most prac- 

ticed mountaineers. 
«T'rom the tops of the mountains which rim the parks the rains of 

ages have cut deep gorges, which plunge with brusque abruptness, but 

nevertheless with great regularity, hundreds or even thousands of feet 

to the valley below. Down the bottom of each such gorge a clear, cold 

stream of purest water, fertilizing a narrow belt of a few feet of allu- 

vial, and giving birth and growth to a dense jungle of spruce, quaking 

asp, and other mountain trees. One side of the gorge is generally a 

* Plains of the Great West, p. 144-147, 
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thick forest of pine, while the other side is a meadow-like park, covered - 

with splendid grass. Such gorges are the favorite haunt of the mount- 

ain buffalo. Early in the morning he enjoys a bountiful breakfast of 

_ the rich nutritious grasses, quenches his thirst with the finest water, 

and, retiring just within the line of jungle, where, himself unseen, he 

can scan the open, he crouches himself in the long grass and reposes 

in comfort and security until appetite calls him to his dinner late in the 

evening. Unlike their plains relative, there is no stupid staring at an 

intruder. At the first symptom of danger they disappear like magic 

in the thicket, and never stop until far removed from even the appre- 

hension of pursuit. I have many times come upon their fresh tracks, 

upon the beds from which they had first sprung in alarm, but I have 

never even seen one. 

‘‘T have wasted much time and a great deal of wind in vain endeav- 

ors to add one of these animals to my bag. My figure is no longer 

adapted to mountain climbing, and the possession of a bison’s head of 

my own killing is one of my blighted hopes. 

‘‘ Several of my friends have been more fortunate, but I know of no 
sportsman who has bagged more than one.* 

‘¢Old mountaineers and trappers have given me wonderful accounts 

of the number of these animals in all the mountain region ‘ many years 

ago;’ and I have been informed by them that their present rarity is 
due to the great snow-storm of 184445, of which I have already spoken 

as destroying the plains buffalo in the Laramie country. 

“ One of my friends, a most ardent and pertinacious sportsman, de- 

termined on the possession of a bison’s head, and, hiring a guide, 

plunged into the mountain wilds which separate the Middle from South 

Park. After several days fresh tracks were discovered. Turning their 

horses loose on a little gorge park, such as described, they started on 

foot on the trail; for all that day they toiled and scrambled with the 

utmost caution—now up, now down, through deep and narrow gorges 

and pine thickets, over bare and rocky crags, sleeping where night over- 

took them. Betimes next morning they pushed on the trail, and about 

11 o'clock, when both were exhausted and well-nigh disheartened, their 

route was intercepted by a precipice. Looking over, they descried, on a 

projecting ledge several hundred feet below, a herd of about 20 bisons 

lying down. The ledge was about 300 feet at widest, by probably 1,000 

feet long. Its inner boundary was the wall of rock on the top of which 

they stood; its outer appeared to be a sheer precipice of at least 200 

feet. This ledge was connected with the slope of the mountain by a 
narrow neck. The wind being right, the hunters succeeded in reaching 
this neck unobserved. My friend selected a magnificent head, that of a 

*Foot-note by William Blackmore: “ The author is in error here, as in a point of the 

Tarryall range of mountains, between Pike’s Peak and the South Park, in the autumn 

of 1871, two mountain buffaloes were killed in one afternoon, The skin of the finer 

was presented to Dr, Frank Buckland.” 
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fine bull, young but full. grown, and both fired. At the report the 

bisons all ran to the far end of the ledge and plunged over. 

Terribly disappointed, the hunters ran to the spot, and found that 

they had gone down a declivity, not actually a precipice, but so steep 

that the hunters could not follow them. 

“At the foot lay a bison. A long, a fatiguing detour brought them to 

the spot, and in the animal lying dead before him my friend recognized 

his bull—his first and last mountain buffalo. None but a true sports- 

man can appreciate his feelings. 

“The remainder of the herd was never seen after the great plunge, 

down which it is doubtful if even a dog could have followed unharmed.” 
In the issue of Forest and Stream of June 14, 1888, Dr. R. W. Shu- 

feldé, in an article entitled ““The American Buffalo,” relates a very in- 

teresting experience with buffaloes which were pronounced to be of the 

“mountain” variety, and his observations on the animals are well worth 

reproducing here. The animals (eight in number) were encountered on 

the northern slope of the Big Horn Mountains, in the autumn of 1877. 
“We came upon them during a fearful blizzard of heavy hail, during 

which our animals could scarcely retain their feet. In fact, the packer’s 

mule absolutely lay down on the ground rather than risk being blown 

down the mountain side, and my own horse, totally unable to face such 
a violent blow and the pelting hail (the stones being as large as big 

marbles), positively stood stock-still, facing an old buffalo bull that was 

not more than 25 feet in front of me. * * * Strange to say, this 

fearful gust did not last more than ten minutes, when jt stopped as 

suddenly as it had commenced, and I deliberately killed my old buffalo 

at one shot, just where he stood, and, separating two other bulls from 

the rest, charged them down a rugged ravine. They passed over this 

and into another one, but with less precipitous sides and no trees in the 

way, and when I was on top of the intervening ridge I noticed that 

the largest bull had halted in the bottom. Checking my horse, an ex- 

cellent buffalo hunter, I fired down at him without dismounting. The 
ball merely barked his shoulder, and to my infinite surprise he turned 

and charged me up the hill. * * * Stepping to one side of my 

horse, with the charging and infuriated bull not 10 feet to my front, I 

fired upon him, and the heavy ball took him square in the chest, bring- 

ing him to his knees, with a gush of scarlet blood from his mouth and 
mostriis:: *)* * ; 

‘Upon examining the specimen, I found it to be an old bull, appar- 

ently smaller and very much blacker than the ones I had seen killed on 

the plains only a day or so before. Then I examined the first one [ had 

shot, as well as others which were killed by the packer from the same 

bunch, and I came to the conclusion that they were typical representa- 

tives of the variety known as the ‘ mountain buffalo,’ a form much more 

active in movement, of slighter limbs, blacker, and far more dangerous 
to attack. My opinion in the premises remains unaltered to-day. In 
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all this I may be mistaken, but it was also the opinion held by the old 

buffalo hunter who accompanied me, and who at once remarked when 

he saw them that they were ‘mountain buffalo,’ and not the plains 

vanletye oe 
“« These specimens were not actually measured by me in either case, 

and their being considered smaller only rested upou my judging them 

by my eye. But they were of a softer pelage, black, lighter in limb, and 

when discovered were in the timber, on the side of the Big Horn Mount- 

ains.” 

The band of bison in the Yellowstone Park must, of necessity, be of 
the so-called ** wood” or ‘‘ mountain” variety, and if by any chance one 

of its members ever dies of old age, it is to be hoped its skin may be 
carefully preserved and sent to the National Museum to throw some 

‘further light on this question. 

11. The shedding of the winter pelage.—In personal appearance the 

buffalo is subject to striking, and even painful, variations, and the esti- 

mate an observer forms of him is very apt to depend upon the time of 

the year at which the observation is made. Toward the end of the winter 

the whole coat has become faded and bleached by the action of the sun, 

wind, snow, and rain, until the freshness of its late autumn colors has 

totally disappeared. The bison takes on a seedy, weathered, and rusty 

look. But this is not a circumstance to what happens to him a little 

later. Promptly with the coming of the spring, if not even in the last 

week of February, the buffalo begins the shedding of his winter coat. 

It is a long and difficult task, and with commendable energy he sets 

about it at the earliest possible moment. It lasts him more than half 

the year, and is attended with many positive discomforts. 

The process of shedding is accomplished in two ways: by the new 

hair growing into and forcing off the old, and by the old hair falling off 

in great patches, leaving the skin bare. On the heavily-haired por- 

tions—the head, neck, fore quarters, and hump—the old hair stops 

growing, dies, and the new hair immediately starts through the skin 

and forces it off. The new hair grows so rapidly, and at the same time 

so densely, that it forces itself into the old, becomes hopelessly entan- 

gled with it, and in time actually lifts the old hair clear of the skin. On 

the head the new hair is dark brown or black, but on the neck, fore 

quarters, and hump it has at first, and indeed until it is 2 inches in 
length, a peculiar gray or drab color, mixed with brown, totally differ- 

ent from its final and natural color. The new hair starts first on the 

head, but the actual shedding of the old hair is to be seen first along the 

lower parts of the neck and between the fore legs. The heavily-haired 

parts arenever bare, but, on the contrary, the amount of hair upon them 

is about the same all the year round. The old and the new hair cling 

together with provoking tenacity long after the old coat should fall, 

and on several of the bulls we killed in October there were patches of it - 
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still sticking tightly to the shoulders, from which it had to be forcibly 

plucked away. Under all such patches the new hair was of a different 
color from that around them. 

The other process of shedding takes place on the body and hind 

quarters, from which the old hair loosens and drops off in great woolly 

flakes a foot square, more or less. The shedding takes place very un- 

evenly, the old hair remaining much longer im some places than in 

others. During April, May, and June the body and hind quarters pre- 

sent a most ludicrous and even pitiful spectacle. The island-like patches 

of persistent old hair alternating with patches of bare brown skin are 

adorned (?) by great ragged streamers of loose hair, which flutter in 

the wind like signals of distress. Whoever sees a bison at this period 

is filled with a desire to assist nature by plucking off the flying stream- 

ers of old hair; but the bison never permits anything of the kind, how- 

ever good one’s intentions may be. All efforts to dislodge the old hair 

are resisted to the last extremity, and the buffalo generally acts as if 

the intention were to deprive him of his skin itself. By the end of 

June, if not before, the body and hind quarters are free from the old 

hair, and as bare as the hide of a hippopotamus. The naked skin has 

a shiny brown appearance, and of course the external anatomy of the 

animal is very distinctly revealed. But for the long hair on the fore 
quarters, neck, and head the bison would lose all his dignity of ap- 

pearance with his hair. As it is, the handsome black head, which is 
black with new hair asearly as the first of May, redeems the animal 

from utter homeliness. 

After the shedding of the body hair, the naked skin of the buffalo is 

burned by the sun and bitten by flies until he is compelled to seek a 

pool of water, or even a bed of soft mud, in which to roll and make him- 
self comfortable. He wallows, not so much because he is so fond of 

either water or mud, but in self-defense; and when he emerges from his 
wallow, plastered with mud from head to tail, his degradation is com- 

plete. He is then simply not fit to be seen, even by his best friends. 

By the first of October, a complete and wonderful transformation has 

taken place. The buffalo stands forth clothed in a complete new suit 

of hair, fine, clean, sleek, and bright in color, not a speck of dirt nor a 

lock awry anywhere. To be sure, it is as yet a trifle short on the body, 

where it is not over an inch in length, and hardly that; but it is grow- 

ing rapidly and getting ready for winter. 

From the 20th of November to the 20th of December the pelage is at 

its very finest. By the former date it has attained its full growth, its 

colors are at their brightest, and nothing has been lost either by the 

elements or by accidental causes. To him who sees an adult bull at 

this period, or near it, the grandeur of the animal is irresistibly felt. 

After seeing buffaloes of all ages in the spring and summer months the 

contrast afforded by those seen in October, November, and December 

_ was most striking and impressive. In the later period, as different in- 
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dividuals were wounded and brought to bay at close quarters, their 

hair was so clean and well-kept, that more than once I was led to ex- 
claim: “ He looks as if he had just been combed.” : 

It must be remarked, however, that the long hair of the head and 
fore quarters is disposed in locks or tufts, and to comb it in reality 

would utterly destroy its natural and characteristic appearance. 

Inasmuch as the pelage of the domesticated bison, the only represen- 

. tatives of the species which will be found alive ten years hence, will in 
all likelihood develop differently from that of the wild animal, it may 

some time in the future be of interest to know the length, by careful 

measurement, of the hair found on carefully-selected typical wild speci- 

mens. To this end the following measurements are given. It must be 

borne in mind that these specimens were not chosen because their 

pelage was particularly luxuriant, but rather because they are fine 

average specimens. 

The hair of the adult bull is by no means as long as I have seen on a 

bison, although perhaps not many have greatly surpassed it. It is 

with the lower animals as with man—the length of the hairy covering 

is an individual character only. I have in my possession a tuft of hair, 

from the frontlet of a rather small bull bison, which measures 224 inches 
in length. The beard on the specimen from which this came was cor- 
respondingly long, and the entire pelage was of wonderful length and 

density. 

LENGTH OF THE HAIR OF BISON AMERICANUS. 

[Measuremenis, in inches, of the pelage of the specimens composing the group in the National Museam.} 

‘ be 1 Young 
Old bull, | Old cow, | SPike | Young) Yearling} “oai¢ 

P ‘ bull, cow, ealt, 4 
killed | killed | yined | killed | killed | *°UT 
Dec.6. ; Nov. 18. : Oct. 14. | Oct. 14.| Oct. 31. | Months 

Length of hair on the shoulder (over scapula). 32 42 34 | 32 3 13 
Length of hair on top of hump ............... 64 7 54! 53 44 2 
Length of hair on the middle of the side ...--. 2 14 | 24 | 14 24 14 
Length of hair on the hind quarter ....-...... 1g 13 an 3 2 1 
Length of hair on the forehead ........-....-. 16 84 64 5 3% 4 
Length of the chin beard -..........--.....---- 114 9% 6% 5 afi) 0 
Length of the breast tuft ........-.-...-..--. 8 84 8 6 5 3 
Leugth of tuft on fore leg.......-......-.-.--- 103 8 8 441 3 1} 
Length of the tail tuft.........--.....--..---- 19 15 1 | 2B 1% 43 

| aa 

Albinism.—Cases of albinism in the buffalo were of extremely rare 

occurrence. I have met many old buffalo hunters, who had killed thou- 

sands and seen scores of thousands of buffaloes, yet never had seen a 
white one. From all accounts it appears that not over ten or eleven 

white buffaloes, or white buffalo skins, were ever seen by white men. 
Pied individuals were occasionally obtained, but even they were rare. 

Albino buffaloes were always so highly prized that not a single one, so 

far as I can learn, ever had the good fortune to attain adult size, their 

appearance being so striking, in contrast with the other members of. 
the herd, as to draw upon them an unusual number of enemies. and 

cause their speedy destruction. 
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At the New Orleans Exposition, in 1884~35, the Territory of Dakota 

exhibited, amongst other Western quadrupeds, the mounted skin of a 

_ two-year-old buffalo which might fairly be called an albino. Although 

not really white, it was of a uniform dirty cream-color, and showed not 

a trace of the bison’s normal color on any part of its body. 

Lieut. Col. S. C. Kellogg, U.S. Army, has on deposit in the National 

Museum a tanned skin which is said to have come from a buffalo. It 

is from an animal about one year old, and the hair upon it, which is 
short, very curly or wavy, and rather coarse, is pure white. In length 

and texture the hair does not in any one respect resemble the hair of 

a yearling buffalo save in one particular,—along the median line of the 

neck and hump there is a rather long, thin mane of hair, which has the 

- peculiar woolly appearance of genuine buffalo hair on those parts. On 

the shoulder portions of the skin the hair is as short as on the hind 

quarters. I am inclined to believe this rather remarkable specimen 

came from a wild half-breed calf, the result of a cross between a white 

domestic cow and a buffalo bull. At one time it was by no means un- 

common for small bunches of domestic cattle to enter herds of buffalo 

and remain there permanently. 

I have been informed that the late General Marcy possessed a white 

buffalo skin. If it is still in existence, and is really white, it is to be 

hoped that so great a rarity may find a permanent abiding place in 

some museum where the remains of Bison americanus are properly ap- 

preciated. 

V. THE HABITS OF THE BUFFALO. 

The history of the buffalo’s daily life and habits should begin with 

the “running season.” This period occupied the months of August 

and September, and was characterized by a degree of excitement and 

activity throughout the entire herd quite foreign to the ease-loving and 

even slothful nature which was so noticable a feature of the bison’s 

character at all other times. 

The mating season occurred when the herd was on its summer range. 

The spring calves were from two to four months old. Through con- 

tinued feasting on the new crop of buffalo-grass and bunch-grass—the 

most nutritious in the world, perhaps—every buffalo in the herd had 

grown round-sided, fat, and vigorous. The faded and weather-beaten 

suit of winter hair had by that time fallen off and given place to the 

. new coat of dark gray and black, and, excepting for the shortness of 

his hair, the buffalo was in prime condition. 

During the “running season,” as it was called by the plainsmen, 

the whole nature of the herd was completely changed. Instead of 

being broken up into countless small groups and dispersed over a vast 

extent of territory, the herd came together if a dense and confused 
mass of many thousand individuals, so closely congregated as to actu- 
ally blacken the face of the landscape, As if by a general and irte- 
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sistible impulse, every straggler would be drawn to the common center, 

and for miles on every side of the great herd the country would be 

found entirely deserted. 

At this time the herd itself became a seething mass of seteans and 

excitement. As usual under such conditions, the bulls were half the 

time chasing the cows, and fighting each otber during the other half. 

These actual combats, which were always of short duration and over in 

a few seconds after the actual collision took place, were preceded by 

the usual threatening demonstrations, in which the bull lowers his head 

until his nose almost touches the ground, roars like a fog-horn until the 

earth scems to fairly tremble with the vibration, glares madly upon his 

adversary with half-white eyeballs, and with his fore feet paws up the 

dry earth and throws it upward in a great cloud of dust high above his | 

back. At such times the mingied roaring—it can not truthfully be de- 

scribed as lowing or bellowing—of a number of huge bulls unite and 

form a great volume of sound like distant thunder, which has often been 

heard at a distance of from 1 to 3 miles. I have even been assured by 

old plainsmen that under favorable atmospheric conditions such sounds 

have been heard five miles. 

Notwithstanding the extreme frequency of combats between the bulls 

during this season, their results were nearly always harmless, thanks 

to the thickness of the hair and hide on the head and shoulders, and the 

strength of the neck. 

Under no conditions was there ever any such thing as the pairing off 

or mating of male and female buffaloes for any length of time. In the 

entire process of reproduction the bison’s habits were similar to those 

of domestic cattle. For years the opinion was held by many, in some 

cases based on misinterpreted observations, that in the herd the identity 

of each family was partially preserved, and that each old bull main- 

tained an individual harem and group of progeny of his own. The 

observations of Colonel Dodge completely disprove this very interest- 

ing theory ; for at best it was only a picturesque fancy, ascribing to 

the bison a degree of intelligence which be never possessed. 

At the close of the breeding season the herd quickly settles down to 

its normal condition. The mass gradually resolves itself into the 
numerous bands or herdlets of from twenty to a hundred individuals, 
so characteristic of bison on their feeding grounds, and these gradually 

scatter in search of the best grass until the herd covers many square 

miles of country. 

In his search for grass the buffalo displayed but little intelligence or 

power of original thought. Instead of closely following the divides be- 

tween water-courses where the soil was best and grass most abundant, 
he would not hesitate to wander away from good feeding-grounds into 

barren “ bad lands,” coyered with sage-brush, where the grass was very 

thin and very poor. In such broken country 4s Montana, Wyoming, 

and southwestern Dakota, the herds, on reaching the best grazing 
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grounds on the divides, would graze there day after day until increas- 

ing thirst compelled them to seek for water. Then, actuated by a 

common impulse, the search for a water-hole was begun in a business- 

like way. The leader of a herd, or “bunch,” which post was usually 

filled by an old cow, would start off down the nearest “draw,” or stream- 
heading, and all the rest would fall into line and follow her. From the 
moment this start was made there was no more feeding, save as a mouth- 
ful of grass could be snatched now and then without turning aside. In 

single file, in a line sometimes half a mile long and containing between 

one and two hundred buffaloes, the procession slowly marched down the 

coulée, close alongside the gully as soon as the water-course began to 

cut a pathway for itself. When the gully curved to right or left the 

leader would cross its bed and keep straight on until the narrow ditch 

completed its wayward curve and came back to the middle of the cou- 

lée. The trail of a herd in search of water is usually as good a piece of 

engineering as could be executed by the best railway surveyor, and is 

governed by precisely the same principles. It always follows the level 

of the valley, swerves around the high points, and crosses the stream 

repeatedly in order to avoid climbing up from the level. The same 

trail is used again and again by different herds until the narrow path, 

not over a foot in width, is gradually cut straight down into the soil to 

a depth of several inches, as if it had been done by a 12-inch grooving- 

plane. By the time the trail has been worn down to a depth of 6 or 7 

inches, without having its width increased in the least, it is no longer a 

pleasant path to walk in, being too much like a narrow ditch. Then 

the buffaloes abandon it and strike out a new one alongside, which is 

used until it also is worn down and abandoned. 

To-day the old buffalo trails are conspicuous among the very few 

classes of objects which remain as a reminder of a vanished race. The 

herds of cattle now follow them in single file just as the buffaloes did a 

few years ago, as they search for water in the same way. In some parts 

of the West, in certain situations, old buffalo trails exist which the wild 
herds wore down to a depth of 2 feet or more. 

Mile after mile marched the herd, straight down-stream, bound for 

the upper water-hole. As the hot summer drew on, the pools would 

dry up one by one, those nearest the source being the first to disap- 

pear. Toward the latter part of summer, the journey for water was 

often along one. Hole after hole would be passed without finding a. 

drop of water. At last a hole of mud would be found, below that a 

hole with a little muddy water, and a mile farther on the Jeader would 
arrive at a shallow pool under the edge of a “‘ cut bank,” a white, snow- 
hke deposit of alkali on the sand encircling its margin, and incrusting 

the blades of grass and rushes that grew up from the bottom. The 

damp earth around the pool was cut up by a thousand hoof-prints, and 

the water was warm, strongly impregnated with alkali, and yellow with 

animal impurities, but it was water. The nauseous mixture was quickly 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——27 
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surrounded by a throng of thirsty, heated, and eager buffaloes of all ages, 

to which the oldest and strongest asserted claims of priority. There 

was much crowding and some fighting, but eventually all were satis- 

fied. After such a long journey to water, a herd wou!d usually remain 

by it for some hours, lying down, resting, and drinking at intervals 

until completely satisfied. 

Having drunk its fill, the herd would never march directly back to 

the choice feeding grounds it had just left, but instead would leisurely 

stroll off at a right angle from the course it came, cropping for awhile 

the rich bunch-grasses of the bottom-lands, and then wauder across the 

hills in an almost aimless search for fresh fields and pastures new. 

When buffaloes remained long in a certain locality it was a common 

thing for them to visit the same watering-place a number of times, at 

intervals of greater or less duration, according to circumstances. ~ 
When undisturbed on his chosen range, the bison used to be fond of 

lying down for an hour or two in the middle of the day, particularly 

when fine weather and good grass combined to encourage him in lux- 

urious habits. I once discovered with the field-glass a small herd of 

buffaloes lying down at midday on the slope of a high ridge, and hav- 

ing ridden hard for several hours we seized the opportunity to unsaddle 

and give our horses an hour’s rest before making the attack. While we 

were so doing, the herd got up, shifted its position to the opposite side 

of the ridge, and again laid down, every buffalo with his nose pointing 

to windward. 

Old hunters declare that in the days of their abundance, when feed- 

ing on their ranges in fancied security, the younger animals were as 

playful as well-fed domestic calves. lt was a common thing to see 

them ecavort and frisk around with about as much grace as young ele- 

phants, prancing and running to and fro with tails held high in air “like 

scorpions.” 

Buffaloes are very fond of rolling in dry dirt or even in mud, and this 

habit is quite strong in captive animals. Not only is it indulged in 

during the shedding season, but all through the fall and winter. The 

two live buffaloes in the National Museum are so much given to rolling, 

even in rainy weather, that it is necessary to card them every few days 

to keep them presentable. 

Bulls are much more given to rolling than the cows, especially after 

they have reached maturity. They stretch out at full length, rub their 

heads violently to and fro on the ground, in which the horn serves as 

the chief point of contact and slides over the ground like a sled-run- 

‘ner. After thoroughly scratching one side on mother earth they roll 

over and treat the other in like manner. Notwithstanding his sharp 

and lofty hump, a buffalo bull can roll completely over with as much 

ease as any horse. 

The vast amount of rolling and side-scratchirg on the earth indulged 

in by bull buffaloes is shown in the worn condition of the horns of 
er 
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every old specimen. Often a thickness of half an inch is gone from 

the upper half of each horn on its outside curve, at which point the 

horn is worn quite flat. This is well illustrated in the horns shown in 

the accompanying plate, fig. 6. 
Mr. Catlin* affords some very interesting and valuable information 

in regard to the bison’s propensity for wollowing in mud, and also the 

origin of the “fairy circles,” which have caused so much speculation 
amongst travelers : 

“In the heat of summer, these huge animals, which no doubt suffer 
very much with the great profusion of their long and shaggy hair, or 

fur, often graze on the low grounds of the prairies, where there is a 
little stagnant water lying amongst the grass, and the ground under- 

neath being saturated with it, is soft, into which the enormous bullt 

lowered down upon one knee, will plunge his horns, and at last his 

head, driving up the earth, and soon making an excavation in the 

ground into which the water filters from amongst the grass, forming for 

him in a few moments a cool and comfortable bath, into which he 
plunges like a hog in his mire. 

‘In this delectable laver he throws himself flat upon his side, and 

forcing himself violently around, with his horns and his huge hump on 
his shoulders presented to the sides, he ploughs up the ground by his 

rotary motion, sinking himself deeper and deeper in the ground, con- 

tinually enlarging his pool, in which he at length becomes nearly im- 

mersed, and the water and mud about him mixed into a complete 

mortar, which changes his color and drips in streams from every part 

of him as he rises up upon his feet, a hideous monster of mud and 

ugliness, too frightful and too eccentric to be described ! 

“If is generaily the leader of the herd that takes upon him to make 

this excavation, and if not (but another one opens the ground), the 
leader (who is conqueror) marches forward, and driving the other from it 

plunges himself into it; and, having cooled his sides and changed his 

color to a walking mass of mud and mortar, he stands in the pool until 

inclination induces him to step out and give place to the next in com- 

mand who stands ready, and another, and another, who advance for- 

ward in their turns to enjoy the luxury of the wallow, until the whole 

band (sometimes a hundred or more) will pass through it in turn,} each 

one throwing his body around in asimilar manner and each one adding 

a little to the dimensions of the pool, while he carries away in his hair 

an equal share of the clay, which dries to a gray or whitish color and 

gradually falls off. By this operation, which is done perhaps in the 

space of half an hour, a circular excavation of fifteen or twenty feet in 
diameter and two feet in depth is completed and left for the water to 

run into, which soon fills it to the level of the ground. 

* North American Indians, vol. 1, p. 249, 250. 

t In the District of Columbia work-house we have a counterpart of this in the pub- 
lic bath-tub, wherein forty prisoners were seen by a Star reporter to bathe one after 
another in the same water! 
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“To these sinks, the waters lying on the surface of the prairies are 

continually draining and in them lodging their vegetable deposits, which 

after a lapse of years fill them up to the surface with a rich soil, which 

throws up an unusual growth of grass and herbage, forming conspicu- 

ous circles, which arrest the eye of the traveler and are calculated to 
excite his surprise for ages to come.” 

During the latter part of the last century, when the bison inhabited. 

Kentucky and Pennsylvania, the salt springs of those States were re- 

sorted to by thousands of those animals, who drank of the saline waters 

and licked the impregnated earth. Mr. Thomas Ashe* affords us a 

most interesting account, from the testimony of an eye-witness, of the 

behavior of a bison at a salt spring. The description refers to a locality 

in western Pennsylvania, where “an old man, one of the first settlers 

of this country, built his log house on the immediate borders of a salt 

spring. He informed me that for the first several seasons the buffaloes 

paid him their visits with the utmost regularity ; they traveled in sin- 

gle files, always following each other at equal distances, forming a 

on their arrival, of about 300 each. 

“The first and second years, so unacquainted were these poor brutes 

with the use of this man’s house or with his nature, that in a few hours 
they rubbed the house completely down, taking delight in turning the 

logs off with their horns, while he had some difficulty to escape from 

being trampled under their feet or crushed to death in his ownruins. At 
that period he supposed there could not have been less than 2,000 in 

the neighborhood of the spring. They sought for no manner of food, 

but only bathed and drank three or four times a day and rolled in the 

earth, or reposed with their flanks distended in the adjacent shades; 
and on the fifth and sixth days separated into distinct droves, bathed, 

drank, and departed in single files, according to the exact order of their 

arrival. They all rolled successively in the same hole, and each thus 
carried away a coat of mud to preserve the moisture on their skin and 

which, when hardened and baked in the sun, would resist the stings of 
millions of insects that otherwise would persecute these peaceful trav- 

elers to madness or even death.” 

It was a fixed habit with the great buffalo herds to move southward 

from 200 to 400 miles at the approach of winter. Sometimes this move- 

ment was accomplished quietly and without any excitement, but at 

other times it was done with a rush, in which considerable distances 
would be gone over gn the double-quick. The advance of a herd was 

often very much like that of a big army, in a straggling line, from four 
to ten animals abreast. Sometimes the herd moved forward in a dense 

mass, and in consequence often came to grief in quicksands, alkali bogs, 

muddy crossings, and on treacherous ice. In such places thousands 

of buffaloes lost their lives, through those in the lead being forced into 
danger by pressure of the mass coming behind. In this manner, in the 

* Travels in America in 1806. London, 1808. 
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summer of 1867, over two thousand buffaloes, out of a herd of about four 
thousand, lost their lives in the quicksands of the Platte River, near 

Plum Creek, while attempting to cross. One winter, a herd of nearly 

a hundred buffaloes attempted to cross a lake called Lac-qui-parle, in 

Minnesota, upon the ice, which gave way, and drowned the entire herd. 

During the days of the buffalo it was a common thing for voyagers on 

the Missouri River to see buffaloes hopelessly mired in the quicksands 

or mud along the shore, either dead or dying, and to find their dead 

bodies floating down the river, or lodged on the upper ends of the islands 

and sand-bars. 

Such accidents as these, it may be repeated, were due to the great 

number of animals and the momentum of the moving mass. The forced 

marches of the great herds were like the flight of a routed army, in 

which helpless individuals were thrust into mortal peril by the irresist- 

ible force of the mass coming behind, which rushes blindly on after 

their leaders. In this way it was possible to decoy a herd toward a 

precipice and cause it to plunge over en masse, the leaders being thrust 

over by their followers, and all the rest following of their own free will, 

like the sheep who cheerfully leaped, one after another, through a hole 

in the side of a high bridge because their bell-wether did so. 

But it is not to be understood that the movement of a great herd, 

because it was made on a run, necessarily partook of the nature of a 

stampede in which a herd sweeps forward ina body. The most graphic 

aceount that I ever obtained of facts bearing on this point was furnished 

by Mr. James McNaney, drawn from his experience on the northern 

buffalo range in 1882. His party reached the range (on Beaver Creek, 

about 100 miles south of Glendive) about the middle of November, and 

found buffaloes already there; in fact they had begun to arrive from the 

north as early as the middle of October. About the first of December 

an immense herd arrived from the north. It reached their vicinity one 

night, about 10 o’clock, in a mass that seemed to spread everywhere. 

As the hunters sat in their tents, loading cartridges and cleaning their 

rifles, a low rumble was heard, which gradually increased to “a thun- 

dering noise,” and some one exclaimed, “There! that’s a big herd of 

buffalo coming in!” All ran out immediately, and hallooed and dis- 

charged rifles to keep the buffaloes from running over their tents. For- 

tunately, the horses were picketed some distance away in a grassy 

coulée, which the buffaloes did not enter. The herd came at a jog-trot, 

and moved quite rapidly. ‘In the morning the whole country was 
black with buffalo.” It was estimated that 10,000 head were in sight. 

One immense detachment went down on to a “flat” and laid down. 

There it remained quietly, enjoying a long rest, for about ten days. It 
gradually broke up into small bands, which strolled off in various 

directions looking for food, and which the hunters quietly attacked. 

A still more striking event occurred about Christmas time at the 
same place. For a few days the neighborhood of McNaney’s camp had 
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been entirely deserted by buffaloes, not even one remaining. But one 

morning about daybreak a great herd which was traveling south began 

to pass their camp. A long line of moving forms was seen advancing 

rapidly from the northwest, coming in the direction of the hunters’ 

camp. It disappeared in the creek valley for a few moments, and pres- — 

ently the leaders suddenly came in sight again at the top of ‘a rise” 

a few hundred yards away, and came down the intervening slope at © 

full speed, within 50 yards of the two tents. After them came a living 

stream of foliowers, all going at a gallop, described by the observer as 
“a long lope,” from four to ten buffaloes abreast. Sometimes there 

would be a break in the column of a minute’s duration, then more buf- 

faloes would appear at the brow of the hill, and the column went rush- 

ing by as before. The calves ran with their mothers, and the young 

stock got over the ground with much less exertion than the older ani- 

mals. For about four hours, or until past 11 o’clock, did this column of 
buffaloes gallop past the camp over a course no wider than a village 

- street. Three miles away toward the south the long dark line of bob- 

bing humps and hind quarters wound to the right between two hills and 

disappeared. ‘True to their instincts, the hunters promptly brought out 

their rifles, and began to fire at the buffaloes as they ran. A furious 

fusilade was kept up from the very doors of the tents, and from first to 

last over fifty buffaloes were killed. Some fell headlong the instant 

they were hit, but the greater number ran on until their mortal wounds 

compelled them to halt, draw off a little way to one side, and finally fall 

in their death struggles. 

Mr. McNaney stated that the hunters estimated the number of buf- 

faloes on that portion of the range that winter (188182) at 100,000. 

It is probable, and in fact reasonably certain, that such forced-march 

migrations as the above were due to snow-covered pastures and a scar- 

city of food on the more northern ranges. Having learned that a jour- 

ney south will bring him to regions of less snow and more grass, it is 

but natural that so lusty a traveler should migrate. The herds or 

bands which started south in the fall months traveled more leisurely, 

with frequent halts to graze on rich pastures. The advance was on a 

very different plan, taking place in straggling lines and small groups 

dispersed over quite a scope of country. 

Unless closely pursued, the buffalo never chose to make a journey of 

several miles through hilly country on a continuous run. Hyven when 

fleeing from the attack of a hunter, I have often had occasion to notice 

that, if the hunter was a mile behind, the buffalo would always walk 

when going uphill; but as soon as the crest was gained he would begin 

to run, and go down the slope either at a gallop or a swift trot. In 

former times, when the buffalo’s world was wide, when retreating from 
an attack he always ran against the wind, to avoid running upon a new 

danger, which showed that he depended more upon his sense of smell 

than his eye-sight. During the last years of his existence, however, this 
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habit almost totally disappeared, and the harried survivors learned to 
run for the regions which offered the greatest safety. But even to-day, 

if a Texas hunter should go into the Staked Plains, and desery in the 

distance a body of animals running against the wind, he would, without 

a moments hesitation, pronounce them buffaloes, and the chances are 

that he would be right. 
In winter the buffalo used to face the storms, instead of turning tail 

and “drifting” before them helplessly, as domestic cattle do. But at 

the same time, when beset by a blizzard, he would wisely seek shelter 

from it in some narrow and deep valley or system of ravines. ‘There 

the herd would lie down and wait patiently for the storm to cease. 

After a heavy fall of snow, the place to find the buffalo was in the flats 

and creek bottoms, where the tall, rank bunch-grasses showed their. 

tops above the snow, and afforded the best and almost the only food 

obtainable. 

When the snow-fall was unusually heavy, and lay for a long time on 

the ground, the buffalo was forced to fast for days together, and some- 

times even weeks. Ifa warm day came, aud thawed the upper surface 

of the snow sufficiently for succeeding cold to freeze it into a crust, the 
outlook for the bison began to be serious. A man can travel over a 

crust through which the hoofs of a ponderous bison cut like chisels and 

leave him floundering belly-deep. It was at such times that the Indians 

hunted him on snow-shoes, and drove their spears into his vitals as he 

wallowed helplessly in the drifts. Then the wolves grew fat upon the 

victims which they, also, slaughtered almost without effort. 

Aithough buffaloes did not often actually perish from hunger and 

cold during the severest winters (Save in a few very exceptional cases), 

they often came out in very poor condition. The old bulls always 

suffered more severely than the rest, and at the end of winter were fre- 

quently in miserable plight. 

Unlike most other terrestrial quadrupeds of America, so long as he 
could roam at will the buffalo had settled migratory habits.* While 

the elk and black-tail deer change their altitude twice a year, in con- 

formity with the approach and disappearance of winter, the buffalo 

makes a radical change of latitude. This was most noticeable in the 

great western pasture region, where the herds were most numerous and 

their movements most easily observed. 

*On page 248 of his “‘ North American Indians,” vol. 1, Mr. Catlin declares point- 

edly that ‘‘these animals are, truly speaking, gregarious, but not migratory; they 

graze in immense and almost incredible numbers at times, and roam about and over 
vast tracts of country from east to west and from west to east as often as from north 

to south, which has often been supposed they naturally aud habitually did to ac- 

commodate themselves to the temperature of the climate in the different latitudes.” 

Had Mr. Catlin resided continuously in any one lovality on the great buffalo range, 

he would have found that the buffalo had decided migratory habits. The abundance 
of proof on this point renders it unnecessary to enter fully into the details of the 
subject. 
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At the approah of winter the whole great system of herds which 

ranged from the Peace River to the Indian Territory moved south a 

few hundred miles, and wintered under more favorable circumstances 

than each band would have experienced at-its farthest north. Thus it 

happened that nearly the whole of the great range south of the Sas- 

katchewan was occupied by buffaloes even in winter. 

The movement north began with the return of mild weather in the 

early spring. Undoubtedly this northward migration was to escape the 

heat of their southern winter range rather than to find better pasture; 

- for as a grazing country for cattle all the year round, Texas is hardly 

surpassed, except where it is overstocked. It was with the buffaloes a 

matter of choice rather than necessity which sent them on their annual 

pilgrimage northward. _ 

Col. RB. 1. Dodge, who has made many valuable observations on the mi- 
gratory habits of the southern buffaloes, has recorded the following : * 

“‘ Karly in spring, as soon as the dry and apparently desert prairie 

had begun to change its coat of dingy brown to one of palest green, the 

horizon would begin to be dotted with buffalo, single or in groups of 

two or three, forerunners of the coming herd. Thicker and thicker and 

in larger groups they come, until by the time the grass is well up the 

whole vast landscape appears a mass of buffalo, some individuals feed- 

ing, others standing, others lying down, but the herd moving slowly, 

moving constantly to the northward. * * * Someyears, as in 1871, 

the buffalo appeared to move northward in one immense column often- 

times from 20 to 50 miles in width, and of unknown depth from front to 

rear. Other years the northward journey was made in several parallel 

columns, moving at the same rate, and with their numerous flankers 

covering a width of a hundred or more miles. 
‘¢ The line of march of this great spring migration was not always the 

same, though it was confined within certain limits. I am informed by 

old frontiersmen that it has not within twenty-five years crossed the 

Arkansas River east of Great Bend nor west of Big Sand Creek. The 

most favored routes crossed the Arkansas at the mouth of Walnut 

Creek, Pawnee Fork, Mulberry Creek, the Cimarron Crossing, and Big 

Sand Creek. 

‘“‘ As the great herd proceeds northward it is constantly depleted, 

numbers wandering off to the right and left, until finally it is scattered 

in small herds far and wide over the vast feeding grounds, where they 

pass the summer. 

‘‘ When the food in one locality fails they go to another, and towards 

fall, when the grass of the high prairie becomes parched by the heat 

and drought, they gradually work their way back to the south, concen- 

trating on the rich pastures of Texas and the Indian Territory, whence, 

the same instinct acting on all, they are ready to start together on the 

northward march as soon as spring starts the grass.” 

*Our Wild Indians, p. 283, et seq. 
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So long as the bison heid undisputed possession of the great plains 

his migratory habits were as above—regular, general, and on a scale 

that was truly grand. The herds that wintered in Texas, the Indian 

Territory, and New Mexico probably spent their summers in Nebraska, 

southwestern Dakota, and Wyoming. The winter herds of northern 

Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska, and southern Dakota went to northern 

Dakota and Montana, while the great Montana herds spent the summer 

on the Grand Coteau des Prairies lying between the Saskatchewan and 

the Missouri. The two great annual expeditions of the Red River half- 

breeds, which always took place in summer, went in two directions from 

Winnipeg and Pembina—one, the White Horse Plain division, going 

westward along the Qu’Appelle to the Saskatchewan country, and the 

other, the Red River division, southwest into Dakota. In 1840 the site 

of the present city of Jamestown, Dakota, was the northeastern limit 

of the herds that summered in Dakota, and the country lying between 

that point and the Missouri was for years the favorite hunting ground 

of the Red River division. 

The herds which wintered on the Montana ranges always went north 

in the early spring, usually in March, so that during the time the hunt- 

ers were hauling in the hides taken on the winter hunt the ranges were 

entirely deserted. Itis equally certain, however, that a few small bands 

remained in certain portions of Montana throughout the summer. But 

the main body crossed the international boundary, and spent the sum- 

mer on the plains of the Saskatchewan, where they were hunted by the 

half-breeds from the Red River settlements and the Indians of the 

plains. Itis my belief that in this movement nearly ail the buffaloes 

of Montana and Dakota participated, and that the herds which spent 

the summer in Dakota, where they were annually hunted by the Red 

River half-breeds, came up from Kansas, Colorado, and Nebraska. 

While most of the calves were born on the summer ranges, many were 

brought forth en route. It was the habit of the cows to retire to a 

secluded spot, if possible a ravine well screened from observation, bring 

forth their young, and nourish and defend them until they were strong 

enough to join the herd. Calves were born all the time from March to 

July, and sometimes even as late as August. On the summer ranges it 

was the habit of the cows to leave the bulls at calving time, and thus it 

often happened that small herds were often seen composed of bulls only. 

Usually the cow produced but one calf, but twins were not uncommon. 
Of course many calves were brought forth in the herd, but the favorite 

habit of the cow was as stated. As soon as the young calves were 

brought into the herd, which for prudential reasons occurred at the 

earliest possible moment, the bulls assumed the duty of protecting them 

from the wolves which at all times congregated in the vicinity of a herd, 

watching for an opportunity to seize a calf or a wounded buffalo which 

might be left behind. A calf always follows its mother until its suc- 

cessor is appointed and installed, unless separated from her by force of 
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circumstances. They suck until they are nine months old, or even older, 
and Mr. McNaney once saw a lusty calf suck its mother4in January) 
on the Montana range several hours after she had been killed for her 

skin. 
_ When a buffalo is wounded it leaves the herd immediately and goes. 

off as far from the line of pursuit as it can get, to escape the rabble of 

hunters, who are sure to follow the main body. If any deep ravines are 

at hand the wounded animal limps away to the bottom of the deepest 

and most secluded one, and gradually works his way up to its very 

head, where he finds himself in a perfect cul-de-sac, barely wide enough 

to admit him. Here he is so completely hidden by the high walls and 

numerous bends that his pursuer must needs come within a few feet of 

his horns before his huge bulk is visible. I have more than once been 

astonished at the real impregnability of the retreats selected by wounded 

bison. In following up wounded bulls in ravine headings it always be- 

came too dangerous to make the last stage of the pursuit on horseback, 

for fear of being caught in a passage so narrow as to insure a fatal acci- 

dent to man or horse in case of a sudden discovery of the quarry. I 

have seen wounded bison shelter in situations where a single bull could 

easily defend himself from a whole pack of wolves, being completely 

walled in on both sides and the rear, and leaving his foes no point of 

attack save his head and horns. 

Bison which were nursing serious wounds must often tt gone many 

days at a time without either food or water, and in this connection it 
may be mentioned that the recuperative power of a bison is really won- 

derful. Judging from the number of old leg wounds, fully healed, which 

I have found in freshly killed bisons, one may be tempted to believe 

that a bison never died of a broken leg. One large bull which I skele- 

tonized had had his humerus shot squarely intwo, but it had united 

again more firmly thanever. Another large bull had the head of his left 

femur and the hip socket shattered completely to pieces by a big ball, 

but he had entirely recovered from it, and was as lusty a runner as any 

bull we chased. We found that while a broken leg was a misfortune to 

a buffalo, it always took something more serious than that to stop him. 

. VI. THE FOOD OF THE BISON. 

It is obviously impossible to enumerate all the grasses which served 
the bison as food on his native heath without presenting a complete list 

of all the plants of that order found in a given region; but it is at least 

desirable to know which of the grasses of the great pasture region were | 

his favorite and most common food. It was the nutritious character 

and marvelous abundance of his food supply which enabled the bison 
to exist in such absolutely countless numbers as characterized his occu- 

pancy of the great plains. The following list comprises the grasses 

which were the bison’s principal food, named in the order of their im- 

portance : 
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Bouteloua oligostachya (buffalo, grama, or mesquite grass).—This re- 

markable grass formed the piéce de résistance of the bison’s bill of fare 

in the days when he flourished, and it now comes to us daily in the form 

of beef produced of primest quality and in greatest quantity on what was 

until recently the great buffalorange. This grass is the most abundant 

and widely distributed species to be found in the great pasture region ~ 

between the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains and the nineteenth 

degree of west longitude. It is the principal grass of the plains from 

Texas to the British Possessions, and even in the latter territory it is 

quite conspicuous. To any one but a botanist its first acquaintance 

means a surprise. Its name and fame lead the unacquainted to expect 

a grass which is tall, rank, and full of “fodder,” like the “blue-joint” 

(Andropogon provincialis). The grama grass is very short, the leaves 

being usually not more than 2 or 3 inches in length and crowded to- 

gether at the base of the stems. The flower stalk is about a foot in 

height, but on grazed lands are eaten off and but seldom seen. The 
leaves are narrow and inclined to curl, and lie close to the ground. In- ‘ 

stead of developing a continuous growth, this grass grows in small, 

irregular patches, usually about the size of a man’s hand, with narrow 

Strips of perfectly bare ground between them. ‘The grass curls closely 

upon the ground, in a woolly carpet or cushion, greatly resembling a 

layer of Florida moss. Even in spring-time it never shows more color 

than a tint of palest green, and the landscape which is dependent upon 

this grass for color is never more than ‘a gray and melancholy waste.” 

Unlike the soft, juicy, and succulent grasses of the well-watered por- 

tions of the United States, the tiny leaves of the grama grass are hard, 

stiff, and dry. I have often noticed that in grazing neither cattle nor 

horses are able to bite off the blades, but instead each leaf is pulled 
out of the tuft, seemingly by its root. 

Notwithstanding its dry and uninviting appearance, this grass is 

highly nutritious, and its fat-producing qualities are unexcelled. The 

heat of summer dries it up effectually without destroving its nutritive ele- 

ments, and it becomes for the remainder of the year excellent hay, cured 
on its own roots. It affords good grazing all the year round, save in 

winter, when it is covered with snow, and even then, if the snow is not 

too deep, the buffaloes, cattle, and horses paw down through it to reach 

the grass, or else repair to wind-swept ridges and hill-tops, where the 

snow has been blown off and left the grass partly exposed. Stock pre- 

fer it to all the other grasses of the plains. 

On bottom-lands, where moisture is abundant, this grass develops 

much more luxuriantly, growing in a close mass, and often to a height 

of a foot or more, if not grazed down, when it is cut for hay, and some- 
times yields 14 tons to the acre. In Montana and the north it is gen- 

erally known as “ buffalo-grass,” a name to which it would seem to be 

fully entitled, notwithstanding the fact that this name is also applied, 

and quite generally, to another species, the next to be noticed. 
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Buchloé dactyloides (Southern buffalo-grass),—This species is next in 

value and extent of distribution to the grama grass. It also is found 

all over the great plains south of Nebraska and southern Wyoming, 
but not further north, although in many localities it occurs so sparsely 

as to be of little account. A single bunch of it very greatly resembles 

’ Bouteloua oligostachya, but its general growth is very different. It is 

very short, its general mass seldom rising more than 3 inches above 

the ground. It grows in extensive patches, and spreads by means of 

stolons, which sometimes are 2 feet in length, with joints every 3 or 4 

inches. Owing to its southern distribution this might well be named 
the Southern buffalo grass, to distinguish it from the two other species 

of higher latitudes, to which the name “ buffalo” has been fastened for- 

ever. 

Stipa spartea (Northern buffalo-grass ; wild oat).—This grass is found 

in southern Manitoba, westwardly across the plains to the Rocky Mount- 

ains, aud southward as far as Montana, where it is common in many 

localities. On what was once the buffalo range of the British Posses- 
sions this rank grass formed the bulk of the winter pasturage, and in 

that region is quite as famous as our grama grass. An allied species 

(Stipa viridula, bunch-grass) is ‘‘ widely diffused over our Rocky Mount- 

ain region, extending to California and British America, and furnish- 
ing a considerable part of the wild forage of the region.” Stipa spartea 

bears an ill name among stockmen on account of the fact that at the 

base of each seed is a very hard and sharp-pointed callus, which under 

certain circumstances (so it is said) lodges in the cheeks of domestic 

animals that feed upon this grass when it is dry, and which cause 

much trouble. But the buffalo, like the wild horse and half-wild range 

cattle, evidently escaped this annoyance. This grass is one of the 

common species over a wide area of the northern plains, and is always 

found on soil which is comparatively dry. In Dakota, Minnesota, and 

northwest Iowa it forms a considerable portion of the upland prairie 

hay. 

Of the remaining grasses it is practically impossible to single out any 

one as being specially entitled to fourth place in this list. There are 

several species which flourish in different localities, and in many re- 

spects appear to be of about equal importance as food for stock. Of 

these the following are the most noteworthy: 

Aristida purpurea (Western beard-grass; purple “‘bunch-grass” of 

Montana).—On the high, rolling prairies of the Missouri- Yellowstone 

divide this grass is very abundant. It grows in little soiitary bunches, 

about 6 inches high, scattered through the curly buffalu-grass (Bouteloua 
oligostachya). Under more favorable conditions it grows to a height of 

12 to 18 inches. It is one of the prettiest grasses of that region, and in 

the fall and winter its purplish color makes it quite noticeable. The 

Montana stockmen consider it one of the most valuable grasses of that 

region for stock of all kinds. Mr.C. M. Jacobs assured me that the 
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buffalo used to be very fond of this grass, and that ‘‘ wherever this grass 

grew in abundance there were the best hunting-grounds for the bison.” 

It appears that Aristida purpurea is not sufficiently abundant elsewhere 

in the Northwest to make it an inportant food for stock; but Dr. Vesey 

declares that it is ‘abundant on the plains of Kansas, New Mexico, 
and Texas.” 

Keleria cristata.—Very generally distributed from Texas and New 

Mexico tothe British Possessions; sand hills and arid soils; mountains, 
up to 8,000 feet. 

Poa tenuifolia (blue-grass of the plains and mountains).—A valuable 
‘“‘bunch-grass,” widely distributed throughout the great pasture region;. 

grows in all sorts of soils and situations; common in the Yellowstone 

Park. : 

Festuca scabrella (bunch-grass).—One of the most valuable grasses of 
Montana and the Northwest generally; often called the “great bunch- 

grass.” It furnishes excellent food for horses and cattle, and is so tall 
it is cut in large quantities for hay. This is the prevailing species on 

the feot-hills and mountains generally, up to an altitude of 7,000 feet, 

_where it is succeeded by Festuca ovina. 

Andropogon provincialis (blue-stem).—An important species, extend- 
ing from eastern Kansas and Nebraska to the foot-hills of the Rocky 
Mountains, and from Northern Texas to the Saskatchewan ; common in 
Montana on alkali flats and bottom lands generally. This and the pre- 

ceding species were of great value to the buffalo in winter, when the 

shorter grasses were covered with snow. 

Andropogon scoparius (bunch-grass; broom sedge; wood-grass).—Sim- 
ilar to the preceding in distribution and value, but not nearly so tall. 

None of the buffalo-grasses are found in the mountains. In the 

mountain regions which have been visited by the buffalo and in the 

. Yellowstone Park, where to-day the ouly herd remaining in a state of 
nature is to be found (though not by the man with a gun), the following 

are the grasses which form all but a small proportion of the ruminant 

food: Keleria cristata; Poa tenuifolia (Western blue-grass); Stipa 
viridula (feather-grass); Stipa comata; Agropyrum divergens; Agro- 

pyrum caninum. 

When pressed by hunger, the buffalo used to browse on certain species. 

of sage-brush, particularly Atriplex canescens of the Southwest. But he 

was discriminating in the matter of diet, and as far as can be ascer- 

tained he was never known to eat the famous and much-dreaded “loco” 
weed (Astragalus molissimus), which to ruminant animals is a veritable 

drug of madness. Domestic cattle and horses often eat this plant where 
it is abundant, and become demented in consequence. 

VII. MENTAL CAPACITY AND DISPOSITION. 

(1) Reasoning from cause to effect—The buffalo of the past was an 

animal of a rather low order of intelligence, and his dullness of intel- 
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lect was one of the important factors in his phenomenally swift exter- 

mination. He was provokingly slow in comprehending the existence 

and nature of the dangers that threatened his life, and, like the stupid 

brute that he was, would very often stand quietly and see two or three 

score, or even a hundred, of his relatives and companions shot down 
before his eyes, with no other feeling than one of stupid wonder and 

curiosity. Neither the noise nor smoke of the still-hunter’s rifle, the 

falling, struggling, nor the final death of his companions conveyed to 

his mind the idea of a danger to be fled from, and so the herd stood still 

and allowed the still-hunter to slaughter its members at will. 
Like the Indian, and many white men also, the buffalo seemed to feel 

that their number was so great it could never be sensibly diminished. 

The presence of such a great multitude gave to each of its individuals 

a feeling of security and mutual support that is very generally found 

in animals who congregate in great herds. The time was when a band 

of elk would stand stupidly and wait for its members to be shot down 

one after another; but it is believed that this was due more to panic 
than to a lack of comprehension of danger. 

The fur seals who cover the “‘bauling grounds” of St. Paul and St. 

George Islands, Alaska, in countless thousands, have even less sense of 

danger and less comprehension of the slaughter of thousands of their 

kind, which takes place daily, than had the bison. They allow them- 

selves to be herded and driven off landwards from the hauling-ground 

for half a mile to the killing-ground, and, finally, with most cheerful 

indifference, permit the Aleuts to club their brains out. 
It is to be. added that whenever and wherever seals or sea-lions in- 

habit a given spot, with but few exceptions, it is an easy matter to 

approach individuals of the herd. The presence of an immense number 

of individuals plainly begets a feeling of security and mutual support. 

And let not the bison or the seal be blamed for this, for man himself . 
exhibits the same foolish instinct. Who has not met the woman of ma- 

ture years and full intellectual vigor who is mortally afraid to spend a 

night entirely alone in her own house, but is perfectly willing to do so, - 

and often does do so without fear, when she can have the company of one 

sinall and helpless child, or, what is still worse, three or four of them? 
But with the approach of extermination, and the utter breaking up 

of all the herds, a complete change has been wrought in the character 

ofthe bison. At last, but alas! entirely too late, the crack of the rifle 

and its accompanying puff of smoke conveyed to the slow mind of the 

bison a sense of deadly danger to himself. At last he recognized man, 

whether on foot or horseback, or peering at him from a coulée, as his 

mortal enemy. At last he learned torun. In 1886 we found the scat- 

tered remnant of the great northern herd the wildest and most difficult 

animals to kill that we had ever hunted in any country. It had been 

only through the keenest exercise of all their powers of self-preserva- 

tion that those buffaloes had survived until that late day, and we found 
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them almost as swift as antelopes and far more wary. The instant a 

buffalo caught sight of a man, even though a mile distant, he was off 

at the top of his speed, and generally ran for some wild region several 

miles away. 
In our party was an experienced buffalo-hunter, who in three years 

had slaughtered over three thousand head for their hides. He declared 
that if he could ever catch a “bunch” at rest he could “ get a stand” 

the same as he used to do, and kill several head before the rest would 

run. It so happened thai the first time we found buffaloes we discov- 

ered a bunch of fourteen head, lying in the sun at noon, on the level top 

of a low butte, all noses pointing up the wind. We stole up within 

range and fired. At the instant the first shot rang out up sprang every 

buffalo as if he had been thrown upon his feet by steel springs, and in 

a second’s time the whole bunch was dashing away from us with the 

speed of race-horses. 

Our buffalo-hunter declared that in chasing buffaloes we could count 

with certainty upon their always running against the wind, for this had 

always been their habit. Although this was once their habit, we scon 

found that-those who now represent the survival of the fittest have 

learned better wisdom, and now run (1) away from their pursuer and (2) 

toward the best hiding place. Now they pay no attention whatever to 

the direction of the wind, and if a pursuer follows straight behind, a 

buffalo may change his course three or four times in a 10-mile chase. 

An old bull once led one of our hunters around three-quarters of a circle 

which had a diameter of 5 or 6 miles. 
The last buffaloes were mentally as capable of taking care of them- 

selves as any animals Lever hunted. The power of original reasoning 

which they manifested in scattering all over a given tract of rough 

country, like hostile Indians when hotly pressed by soldiers, in the 

Indian-like manner in which they hid from sight in deep hollows, and, 

as we finally proved, in grazing only in ravines and hollows, proved con- 

clusively that but for the use of fire-arms those very buffaloes would have 

been actually safe from harm by man, and that they would have in- 

creased indefinitely. As they were then, the Indians’ arrows and spears 

_ could never have been brought to bear upon them, save in rare instances, 

for they had thoroughly learned to dread man and fly from him for 

their lives. Could tbose buffaloes have been protected from rifles and 

revolvers the resultant race would have displayed far more active 

mental powers, keener vision, and finer physique than the extinguished 

race possessed. 

In fleeing from an enemy the buffalo ran against the wind, in order 

that his keen scent might save him from the disaster of running upon 

new enemies; which was an idea wholly his own, and not copied by 

any other animal so far as known. 

But it must be admitted that the buffalo of the past was very often 

a most stupid reasoner. He would deliberately walk into a quicksand, 
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where hundreds of his companions were already ingulfed and in their 

death-struggle. He would quit feeding, run half a mile, and rush head- 
long into a moving train of cars that happened to come between him — 

and the main herd on the other side of the track. He allowed himself 

to be impounded and slaughtered by a howling mob in a rudely con- 

structed pen, which a combined effort on the part of three or four old 

bulls would have utterly demolished at any point. A herd of a thou- 

sand buffaloes would allow an armed hunter to gallop into their midst, 

very often within arm’s-length, when any of the bulls nearest him might 

easily have bowled him over and had him trampled to death in a moment. 

The hunter who would ride in that manner into a herd of the Cape buf- 

faloes of Africa (Bubalus caffer) would be unhorsed and killed before he 

had gone half a furlong. 

(2) Curiosity—The buffalo of the past possessed but little curiosity ; 

he was too dull to entertain many unnecessary thoughts. Had he pos- 

sessed more of this peculiar trait, which is the mark of an inquiring 

mind, he would much sconer have accomplished a comprehension of the 

dangers that proved his destruction. His stolid indifference to every- 

thing he did not understand cost him his existence, although in later 
years he displayed more interest in his environment. On one occasion 

in hunting I staked my success with an old bull I was pursuing on the 

chance that when he reached the crest of a ridge his curiosity would 

prompt him to pause an instant to look at me. Up to that moment he 

had had only one quick giance at me before he started torun. As he 

climbed the slope ahead of me, in full view, I dismounted and made 
ready to fire the instant he should pause to look at me. As I expecied, 

he did come to a full stop on the crest of the ridge, and turned half 

around to look at me. But for his curiosity I should have been obliged 

to fire at him under very serious disadvantages. 

(3) Fear.—With the buffalo, fear of man is now the ruling passion. 

Says Colonel Dodge: ‘“ He is as timid about his flank and rear as a raw 

recruit. When traveling nothing in front stops him, but an unusual 

object in the rear will send him to the right-about [toward the main 

body of the herd] at the top of his speed.” 

(4) Courage.—It was very seldom that the buffalo evinced any cour- 

age save that of despair, which even cowards possess. Unconscious of 

his strength, his only thought was flight, and it was only when brought 

to bay that he was ready to fight. Now and then, however, in the 

chase, the buffalo turned upon his pursuer and overthrew horse and 

rider. Sometimes the tables were completely turned, and the hunter 

found his only safety in flight. During the buffalo slaughter the butchers 

sometimes had narrow escapes from buffaloes supposed to be dead or 

mortally wounded, and: a story comes from the great northern range 

south of Glendive of a hunter who was killed by an old bull whose 

tongue he had actually cut out in the belief that he was dead. 

Sometimes buffalo cows display genuine courage in remaining with 
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_ their calves in the presence of danger, although in most cases they left 

their offspring to their fate. During a hunt for live buffalo calves, un- 

dertaken by Mr. C. J. Jones of Garden City, Kans., in 1886, and very 

graphically described by a staff correspondent of the American Field in 

a series of articles in that journal under the title of ‘‘ The Last of the 

Buffalo,” the following remarkable incident occurred :* 
“The last calf was caught by Carter, who roped it neatly as Mr. 

Jones cut it out of the herd and turned it toward him. This was a fine 

heifer calf, and was apparently the idol of her mother’s heart, for the 

latter came very near making a casualty the price of the capture. As 

- soon as the calf was roped, the old cow left the herd and charged on 

Carter viciously, as he bent over his victim. Seeing the danger, Mr. 

Jones rode in at just the nick of time, and drove the cow off for a mo- 

ment; but she returned again and again, and finally began charging 

him whenever he came near; so that, much as he regretted it, he had 

to shoot her with his sore which he did, killing her almost immedi- 

ately.” 

The mothers of the thirteen other calves that were caught by Mr. 

Jones’s party allowed their offspring to be “‘cut out,” lassoed, and tied, 

while they themselves devoted all their energies to leaving them as far 

behind as possible. 

(5) Affection.—While the buffalo cows manifested a fair ence of af- 
fection for their young, the adult bulis of the herd often displayed a 

sense of responsibility for the safety of the calves that was admirable, 

to say the least. ‘Those who have had opportunities for watching large 

herds tell us that whenever wolves approached and endeavored to reach 

a calf the old bulls would immediately interpose and drive the enemy 

away. It was a well-defined habit for the bulls to form the outer circle 

of every small group or section of a great herd, with the calves in the 

center, well guarded from the wolves, which regarded them as their most 
choice prey. 

Colonel Dodge records a remarkable incident in illustration of the 

manner in which the bull buffaloes protected the calves of the herd.t 

“The duty of protecting the calves devolved almost entirely on the 

bulls. I have seen evidences of this many times, but the most remark- 

able instance I have ever heard of was pelanet to me by an army sur- 

geon, who was an eye-witness. 

‘He was one evening returning to camp after a day’s hunt, when his 

attention was attracted by the curious action of a little knot of six or 

eight buffalo. Approaching sufficiently near to see clearly, he discov- 

ered that this little knot were all bulls, standing in a close circle, with 

their heads outwards, while in a concentric circle at some 12 or 15 paces 

distant sat, licking their chaps in impatient expectancy, at least a dozen 

large gray wolves (excepting man, the most dangerous enemy of the 
buffalo). 

*American Field, July 24, 1886, p. 78. 

t Plains of the Great West, p. 125, 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——28 - 
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“The doctor determined to watch the performance. After afew mo. 

ments the knot broke up, and, still keeping in a compact mass, started 

on a trot for the main herd, some half a mile off. To his very great as- 

tonishment, the doctor now saw that the central and controlling figure 

of this mass was a poor little calf so newly born as scarcely to be able 

towalk. After going 50 or 100 paces the calf laid down, the bulls dis- 

posed themselves in a circle as before, and the wolves, who had trotted 

along on each side of their retreating supper, sat down and licked their 

chaps again; and though the doctor did not see the finale, it being late 

and the camp distant, he had no doubt that the noble fathers did their 

whole duty by their offspring, and carried it safely to the herd.” 

(6) Temper.—I have asked many old buffalo hunters for facts in re- 

gard to the temper and disposition of herd buffaloes, and all agree that 

they are exceedingly quiet, peace-loving, and even indolent animals at 

all times save during the rutting season. Says Colonel Dodge: ‘The 

habits of the buffalo are almost identical with those of the domestic 

cattle. Owing either to a more pacific disposition, or to the greater 

number of bulls, there is very little fighting, even at the season when it 

might be expected. I have been among them for days, have watched 

their conduct for hours at a time, and with the very best opportunities 

for observation, but have never seen a regular combat between bulls. 

They frequently strike each other with their horns, but this seems to be 

a mere expression of impatience at being crowded.” 

In referring to the “running season” of the buffalo, Mr. Catlin says: 

‘‘ Tt is no uncommon thing at this season, at these gatherings, to see 

several thousands ina mass eddying and wheeling about under a cloud 

of dust, which is raised by the bulls as they are pawing in the dirt, or 

Gubaead in desperate combats, as they constantly are, Bese es and 

butting at each other in a most furious manner.” 

On the whole, the disposition of the buffalo is anything but vicious. 

Both sexes yield with surprising readiness to the restraints of captivity, 

and in a remarkably short time become, if taken young, as fally domes- 

ticated as ordinary cattle. Buffalo calves are as easily tamed as domestic 

ones, and make very interesting pets. A prominent trait of character 

in the captive buffalo is a mulish obstinacy or headstrong perseverance 

under certain circumstances that is often very annoying. When a bui- 

falo makes up his mind to go through a fence, he is very apt to go 

through, either peacably or by force, as occasion requires. Fortunately, 

however, the captive animals usually accept a fence in the proper spirit, 

and treat it with a fair degree of respect. 

VIII. VALUE OF THE BUFFALO TO MAN. 

It may fairly be supposed that if the people of this country could have 

been made to realize the immense money value of the great buffalo 

herds as they existed in 1870, a vigorous and successful effort would 

have been made to regulate and restrict the slaughter. The fur 
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seal of Alaska, of which about 100,000 are killed annually for their 
skins, yield an annual revenue to the Government of $100,000, and add 

$900,000 more to the actual wealth of the United States. It pays to 

protect those seals, and we mean to protect them agaist all comers 

who seek their unrestricted slaughter, no matter whether the poachers 

be American, English, Russian, or Canadian. It would be folly to do 

otherwise, and if those who would exterminate the fur seal by shooting 

them in the water will not desist for the telling, then they must by 

the compelling. 

The fur seal is a good investment for the United States, and few 

number is not diminishing. As the buffalo herds existed in 1870, 

500,000 head of bulls, young and old, could have beeu killed every year 

for a score of years without sensibly diminishing the size of the herds. 

At a low estimate these could easily have been made to yieid various 

products worth $5 each, as follows: Robe, $2.50; tongue, 25 cents ;‘ meat 

- of hind-quarters, $2; bones, horns, and hoofs, 25 cents; total, $5. 
And the amount annually added to the wealth of the United States 

would have been $2,500,000. 
On all the robes taken for the market, say, 200,000, the eutcnnnnt 

could have colleeted a tax of 50 cents each, eee vente have yielded 

a sum doubly sufficient to have enenen. a force of mounted police 

fully competent to enforce the laws regulating the slaughter. Hada 

contract for the protection of the buffalo been offered at $50,000 per 

annum, ay, or even half that sum, an army of competent men would 

have competed for it every year, and it could have been earried out 

to the letter. But, as yet, the American people have not learned to 

spend money for the protection of valuable game; and by the time they 

do learn it, there will be no game to protect. 

Even despite the enormous waste of raw material that ensued in the 

utilization of the buffalo product, the total cash value of all the material 

derived from this source, if it could only be reckoned up, would certainly 

amount to many millions of dollars—perhaps twenty millions, all told. 

This estimate may, to some, seem high, but when we stop to consider 

that in eight years, from 1876 to 1884, a single firm, that of Messrs. J. & 

A. Boskowitz, 105 Greene street, New York, paid out the enormous 

sum of $923,070 (nearly one million) for robes and hides, and that in a 

single year (1882) another firm, that of Joseph Ullman, 165 Mercer 

street, New York, paid out $216,250 for robes and hides, it may not 

seem so incredible. 

Had there been a deliberate plan for the suppression of all statistics 

relating to the slaughter of buffalo in the United States, and what it 

yielded, the result could not have been more complete barrenness than 

exists to-day in regard to this subject. There is only one railway com- 

pany which kept its books in such a manner as to show the kind and 

quantity of its business at that time. Excepting this, nothing is known 

definitely. 
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Fortunately, enough facts and figures were recorded during the hunt- 

ing operations of the Red River half-breeds to enable us, by bringing 

them all together, to calculate with sufficient exactitude the value of 

the buffalo to them from 1820 to 1840. The result ought to be of inter- 

est to all who think it is not worth while to spend money in preserving 

our characteristic game animals. 
In Ross’s “Red River Settlement,” pp. 242-273, and Schoolcraft’s 

‘North American Indians,” Part Iv, pp. 101-110, are given detailed ac- 

counts of the conduct and results of two hunting expeditions by the 

half-breeds, with many valuable statistics. On this data we base our 

calculation. 

Taking the result of one particular day’s slaughter as an index to the 

methods of the hunters in utilizing the products of the chase, we find 

that while “not less than 2,500 animals were killed,” out of that num- 

ber only 375 bags of pemmican and 240 bales of dried meat were made. 

‘¢ Now,” says Mr. Ross, ‘‘making all due allowance for waste, 750 animals 

would have been ample for such a result. What, then, we might ask, 

became of the remaining 1,750? * * * Searcely one-third in num- 

ber of the animals killed is turned to account.” 

A bundle of dried meat weighs 60 to 70 pounds, and a bag of pem- 

mican 100 to 110 pounds. If economically worked up, a whole buffalo 

cow yields half a bag of pemmican (about 55 pounds) and three-fourths 

of a bundle of dried meat (say 45 pounds). The most economical cal- 

culate that from eight to ten cows are required to load a single Red 

River cart. The proceeds of 1,776 cows once formed 228 bags of pem- 

mican, 1,213 bales of dried meat, 166 sacks of tallow, each weighing 200 

pounds, 556 bladders of marrow weighing 12 pounds each, and the 

value of the whole was $8,160. The total of the above statement is’ 

132,657 pounds of buffalo product for 1,776 cows, or within a fraction 

of 75 pounds to each cow. The bulls and young animals killed were not 

accounted for. 

The expedition described by Mr. Ross contained 1,210 carts and 620 

hunters, and returned with 1,089,900 pounds of meat, making 900 pounds 

for each cart, and 200 pounds for each individual in the expedition, of 

all ages and both sexes. Allowing, as already ascertained, that of the 

above quantity of product every 75 pounds represents one cow saved 

and two and one-third buffaloes wasted, it means that 14,520 buffaloes 
were killed and utilized and 33,250 buffaloes were killed and eaten fresh 

or wasted, and 47,770 buffaloes were killed by 620 hunters, or an aver. 

age of 77 buffaloes to each hunter. The total number of buffaloes killed 

for each cart was 39. 

Allowing, what was actually the case, that every buffalo killed would, 

if properly cared for, have yielded meat, fat, and robe worth at least 

$5, the total value of the buffaloes slaughtered by that expedition 

amounted to $238,850, and of which the various products actually 
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utilized represented a cash value of $72,600 added to the wealth of the 

Red River half-breeds. 
In 1820 there went 540 carts to the buffalo plains; in 1825, 680; in 

1830, 820; in 1835, 970; in 1840, 1,210. 
From 1820 to 1825 the average for each year was 610; from 1825 to 

1830, 750; from 1830 to 1835, 895; from 1835 to 1840, 1,090. 
Accepting the statements of eye-witnesses that for every buffalo 

killed two and one-third buffaloes are wasted or eaten on the spot, and 

that every loaded cart represented thirty-nine dead buffaloes which 

were worth when utilized $5 each, we have the following series of totals: 

From 1820 to 1825 five expeditions, of 610 carts each, killed 118,950 

buffaloes, worth $594,750. 
From 1825 to 1830 five expeditions, of 750 carts each, killed lee, 250 

buffaloes, worth $731,250. 
From 1830 to 1835 oe expeditions, of 895 carts each, killed 174,525 

buffaloes, worth $872,625. 
From 1835 to 1840 five expeditions, of 1,090 carts each, killed 212,550 

buffaloes, worth $1,062,750. 

Total number of buffaloes killed in twenty years,* $652,275; total value 

of buffaloes killed in twenty years,* $3,261,375; total ale of the 
product utilized* and added to the wealth of the <sleeens, $978,412. 

The Eskimo has his seal, which yields nearly everything that he re- 

quires; the Korak of Siberia depends for his very existence upon his 

reindeer; the Ceylon native has the cocoa-nut palm, which leaves him 

little else to desire, and the North American Indian had the American 

bison. If any animal was ever designed by the hand of nature for the 

express purpose of supplying, at one stroke, nearly all the wants of an 

entire race, surely the buffalo was intended for the Indian. 

And right well was this gift of the gods utilized by the children of 

nature to whom it came. Up to the time when the United States Gov- 

ernment began to support our Western Indians by the payment of an- 

nuities and furnishing quarterly supplies of food, clothing, blankets, 

cloth, tents, etc., the buffalo had been the main dependence of more than 
50,000 Indians who inhabited the buffalo range and its environs. Of 

the many different uses to which the buffalo and his various parts were 

put by the red man, the following were the principal ones: - 

The body of the buffalo yielded fresh meat, of which thousands of 

tons were consumed; dried meat, prepared in summer for winter use; 

pemmican (also prepared in summer), of meat, fat, and berries; tallow, 

made up into large balls or sacks, and kept in store; marrow, preserved 

jn bladders; and tongues, dried and smoked, and eaten as a delicacy. 

The skin of the buffalo yielded a robe, dressed with the hair on, for 
clothing and bedding; a hide, dressed without the hair, which made a 
teepee cover, when a number were sewn together; boats, when sewn 

together in a green state, over a wooden framework. Shields, made 

* By the Red River half-breeds only. 
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from the thickest portions, as rawhide; ropes, made up as rawhide; 

clothing of many kinds; bags for use in traveling; coffins, or winding 

sheets for the dead, ete. 

_ Other portions utilized were sinews, which furnished fiber for ropes, 
thread, bow-strings, snow-shoe webs, efc.; hair, which was sometimes 

made into belts and ornaments; “ buffalo chips,” which formed a valua- 
ble and highly-prized fuel; bones, from which many articles of use and 

ornament were made; horns, which were made into spoons, drinking 

vessels, ete. 
After the United States.Government began to support the buffalo- 

hunting Indians with annuities and supplies, the woolen blanket and 

canvas tent took the place of the buffalo robe and the skin-covered 

teepee, and “‘ Government beef” took the place of buffalo meat. But 

the slaughter of buffaloes went on just the same, and the robes and hides 

taken were traded for useless and often harmful luxuries, such as canned 
provisions, fancy knickknacks, whisky, fire-arms of the most approved 

pattern, and quantities of fixed ammunition. During the last ten years 

of the existence of the herds it is an open question whether the buffalo 

did not do our Indians more harm than good. Amongst the Crows, who 

were liberally provided for by the Government, horse-racing was a com- 

mon pastime, and the stakes were usually dressed buffalo robes.* 

The total disappearance of the buffalo has made no perceptible differ- 

ence in the annual cost of the Indians to the Government. During the 

years when buffaloes were numerous and robes for the purchase of fire- 

arms and cartridges were plentiful, Indian wars were frequent, and 

always costly to the Government. The Indians were then quite inde- 

pendent, because they could take the war-path at any time and live on 

buffalo indefinitely. Now, the case is very different. The last time 

Sitting Bull went on the war-path and was driven up into Manitoba, 

he had the doubtful pleasure of living on his ponies and dogs until he 

became utterly starved out. Since his last escapade, the Sioux have 
been compélled to admit that the game is up and the war-path is open 

to them no longer. Should they wish to do otherwise they know that 

they could survive only by killing cattle, and cattle that are guarded 

by cow-boys and ranchmen are no man’s game. ‘Therefore, while we no 

longer have to pay for an annual campaign in force against hostile In- 

dians, the total absence of the buffalo brings upon the nation the entire 

support of the Indian, and the eash outlay each year is as great as ever. 

The value of the American bison to civilized man can never be cal- 

culated, nor even fairly estimated. It may with safety be said, how- 

ever, that it has been probably tenfold greater than most persons have — 

* On one oceasion, which. is doubtless still remembered with bitterness by-many a 

Crow of the Custer Agency, my old friend Jim McNaney backed his horse Ogalalla 

against the horses of the whole Crow tribe. The Crows forthwith formed a pool, 

which consisted of a huge pile of buffalo robes, worth about $1,200, and with it 

. backed their best race-horse. He was forthwith ‘‘ beaten out of sight” by Ogalalla, 

and another grievance was registered against the whites. 
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ever supposed. It would be a work of years to gather statistics of the 

immense bulk of robes and hides, undoubtedly amounting to millions 

in the aggregate; the thousands of tons of meat, and the train-loads 

oi bones which have been actually utilized by man. Nor can the effect 

of the bison’s presence upon the general development of the great West 

_ever be calculated. It has sunk into the great sum total of our progress, 

and well-nigh lost to sight forever. 
* As a mere suggestion of the immense value of ‘‘ the buffalo product” 

at the time when it had an existence, I have obtained from two of our 

leading fur houses in New York City, with branches elsewhere, a de- 

tailed statement of their business in buffalo robes and hides during the 

- Jast few years of the trade. They not only serve to show the great value 

of the share of the annual crop that passed through their hands, but 

that of Messrs. J. & A. Boskowitz is of especial value, because, being 
| eareiully itemized throughout, it shows the decline and final failure of 

the trade in exact figures. I am under many obligations to both these 

firms for their kindness in furnishing the facts I desired, and especially 

to the Messrs. Boskowitz, who devoted considerable time and labor to 

the careful compilation of the annexed statement of their business in 

buffalo skins. | 

Memorandum of buffalo robes and hides bought by Messrs. J. § A. Boskowitz, 191-105 

Greene strect, New York, and 202 Lake street, Chicago, from 1876 to 1884. 

Buffalo robes. Boffalo hides. 

Year. 

Number, Cost. |Number.} Cost. 

QT. 2 22a as bake NS eee eee ae 31,838 | $39,620 | None. |.....-..-- 
UW: . ose oe SSS GeO Se Ee ee en Web cisie sem ee 9, 353 3D; 660") None. a | seee eee 

| US0S. ot 2222 sec ences esde sees 35sec Ssecoees a5 spsner Jena eSe 41, 268 150, 500 INones jl; eee ese 
Sis O Ene Ete nari aw oa eo ls waa moeisecicemecn esc 28,613 | 110,420 | None. |.......--- 
TED. — on seman eee oe Spe ane eee eT rn a 34,901 | 176, 200 4,570 | $13, 140 
ISSIL. Lo pass ceae ee gE eE Eee a ee a ae eae ee eign 23,355 | 151,800] 26,601 89, 030 
CI. Gee eee Saobdoasasecsas $os0 Widvas sseedacmssagsscccages: 2, 124 15, 600 15, 464 44, 140 
BS See ete acters eins Sain clot a site Scie ctemie hen ewieceidteiu slcisce ce aie 5, 690 29,770 | 21, 869 67, 190 
BES apie eee ta eisai ce eerie at aceacelsteececes dee okoddo. Seok Noney-T|Essece see 529 1, 720 

TUR SE I ae Soren ee a ee ae ge 177, 142 | 709,570 | 69, 033 215, 220 

Total number of buffalo skins handled in nine years, 246,175; total cost, $924,790. 

I have also been favored with some very interesting facts and figures 

regarding the business done in buffalo skins by the firm of Mr. Joseph 

Ullman, exporter and importer of furs and robes, of 165-167 Mercer 

street, New York, and also 353 Jackson street, St. Paul, Minnesota. 
The following letter was written me by Mr. Joseph Ullman on Novem- 

ber 12, 1887, for which I am greatly indebted: 
“Inasmuch as you particularly desire the figures for the years 

1880-86, I have gone through my butfalo robe aud hide accounts of 

those years, and herewith give you approximate figures, as there are a 

good many things to be considered which make it difficult to give exact 
figures. 
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“In 1881 we handled about 14,000 hides, average cost about $3.50, 

and 12,000 robes, average cost about $7.50. 
“In 1882 we purchased between 35,000 and 40,000 hides, at an aver- 

age cost of about $3.50, and about 10,000 robes, at an average cost of 
about $8.50. 

“In 1883 we purchased from 6,000 to 7,000 hides and about 1 500 to 

2,0.0 robes at a slight advance in price oifiet the year previous. 

‘In 1884 we purchased less than 2,500 hides, and in my epinion these 

were such as were carried over from the previous season in the North- 

west, and were not fresh-slanghtered skins. The collection of robes 

this season was aiso comparatively small, and nednnaly robes carried 

over from 1883. 

Jn 1885 the collection of hides amounted to little or nothing. 

“The aforesaid goods were all purehased direct in the Northwest, 

that is to say, principally in Montana, and shipped in care of our branch 

house at St. Paul, Minnesota, to Joseph Ullman, Chicago. The robes 

mentioned above were Indian-tanned robes and were mainly disposed 

of to the jobbing trade both East and West. 

“Tn 1881 and the years prior, the hides were divided into two kinds, 
viz, robe hides, which were such as had a good crop of fur and were 

serviceable for robe purposes, and the heavy and short-furred bull 

hides. The former were principally sold to the John 8. Way Manufact- 

uring Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut, and to numerous small robe 
tauners, while the latter were sold for leather purposes to various hide- 

tauuers throughout the United States and Canada, and brought 54 to 

84 vents per pound. <A very large proportion of these latter were tanned 

by the Wilcox Tanning Company, Wilcox, Pennsylvania. 

‘About the fall of 1882 we established a tannery for buffalo robes in 

Chicago, and from that time forth we tanned all the good hides which 

we received into robes and disposed of them in the same manner as the 

Indian-tanned robes. 

‘“¢T don’t know that I am called upon to express an opinion as to the 

benefit or disadvantage of the extermination of the buffalo, but never- 

theless take the liberty to say that I think that some proper law restrict- 

ing the unpardonable slaughter of the buffalo should have been enacted 

atthe time. Itis a well-known fact that soon after the Northern Pacific 

tailroad opened up that portion of the country, thereby making the 

transportation of the buffalo hides feasible, that is to say, reducing the 

cost of freight, thousands upon thousands of buffaloes were killed for 

the sake of the hide alone, while the carcasses were left to rot on the 

open plains. 

“The average prices paid the buffalo hunters [from 1880 to 1884] was 

about as follows: For cow hides [robes?], $3; bull hides, $2.50; year- 

lings, $1.50; calves, 75 cents; and the cost of getting the hides to mar- 

ket brought the cost up to about $3.50 per hide.” 

The amount actually paid out by Joseph Ullman, in four years, for 
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buffalo robes and hides was about $310,000, and this, too, long after 
the great southern herd had ceased to exist, and when the northern herd 

furnished the sole supply. It thus appears that during the course of 

eight years business (leaving out the small sum paid out in 1884), on 

the part of the Messrs. Boskowitz, and four years on that of Mr. Joseph 

Ullman, these two firms alone paid out the enormous sum of $1,233,070 

for buffalo robes and hides which they purchased to sell again at a 

good profit. By the time their share of the buffalo product reached 

the consumers it must have represented an actual money value of about 

$2,000,000. 
Besides these two firms there were at that time many others who 

also handled great quantities of buffalo skins and hides for which they 

paid out immense sums of money. In this country the other leading 

firms engaged in this business were I. G. Baker & Co., of Fort Benton; 

P. B. Weare & Co., Chicago; Obern, Hoosick & Co., Chicago and Saint 

Paul; Martin Bates & Oo., and Messrs. Shearer, Nichols & Co. (now 
Hurlburt, Shearer & Sanford), of New York. There were also many 

others whose names I am now unable to recall. 

In the British Possessions and Canada the frontier business was 

largely monopolized by the Hudson’s Bay Fur Company, although the 

annual “output” of robes and hides was but small in comparison with | 

that gathered in the United States, where the herds were far more 

numerous. Even in their most fruitful locality for robes—the country 

south of the Saskatchewan—this company had a very powerful com- 
 petitor in the firm of I. G. Baker & Co., of Fort Benton, which secured 

the lion’s share of the spoil and sent it down the Missouri River. 

It is quite certain that the utilization of the buffalo product, even so 

far as it was accomplished, resulted in the addition of several millions 

of dollars to the wealth of the people of the United States. That the 

total sum, could it be reckoned up, would amount to at least fifteen 

millions, seems reasonably certain; and my own impression is that 

twenty millions would be nearer the mark. It is much to be regretted 

that the exact truth can never be known, for in this age of universal 

slaughter a knowledge of the cash value of the wild game of the United 

States that has been killed up to date might go far toward bringing 

about the actual as well as the theoretical protection of what remains. 

UTILIZATION OF THE BUFFALO BY WHITE MEN. 

Robes.—Ordinarily the skin of a Jarge ruminant is of little value in 

_ comparison with the bulk of ftoothsome flesh it covers. In fattening 

domestic cattle for the market, the value of the hide is so insignificant 

that it amounts to no more than a butcher’s perquisite in reckoning 

up the value of the animal. With the buffalo, however, so enormous 

was the waste of the really available product that probably nine-tenths 

of the total value derived from the slaughter of the animal came from 

his skin alone. Of this, about four-fifths came from the utilization of 
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the furry robe and one-fifth from skins classed as “hides,” which weré 

either taken in the summer season, when the hair was very short or 

almost absent, and used for the manufacture of leather aud leather 

goods, or else were the poorly-furred skins of old bulls. 

The season for robe-taking was from October 15 to February 15, and 

a little later in the more northern latitudes. In the United States the 

hair of the buffalo was still rather short up to the first of November; 
but by the middle of November it was about at its finest as to length, 

density, color, and freshness. The Montana hunters considered that 

the finest robes were those taken from November 15 to December 15. 

Before the former date the hair had not quite attained perfection in 

length, and after the latter it began to show wear and lose color. 

The winter storms of December and January began to leave their mark 

upon the robes by the 1st of February, chiefly by giving the hair a 

bleached and weathered appearance. By the middle of February the 

pelage was decidedly on the wane, and the robe-hunter was also losing 

his energy. Often, however, the hunt was kept up until the middle of 

-March, until either the deterioration of the quality of the robe, the mi- 

gration of the herds northward, or the hunter’s longing to return “ to 

town” and “clean up,” brought the hunt tv an end. 

On the northern buffalo range, the hunter, or “ buffalo skinner,” 

removed the robe in the following manner: 

When the operator had to do his work alone, which was almost 

always the case, he made haste to skin his victims while they were yet 
warm, if possible, and before rigor mortis had set in; but, at all haz- 
ards, before they should become hard frozen. With a warm buffalo he 

could easily do his work single-handed, but with one rigid or frozen 

stiff it was a very different matter. 

His first act was to heave the carcass over until it lay fairly upon its 

back, with its feet up intheair. To keepit in that position he wrenched 

the head violently around to one side, close against the shoulder, at the 

point where the hump was highest and the tendency to roll the greatest, 

and used it very effectually as a chock to keep the body from roiling 

back upon its side. Having fixed the carcass in position he drew forth 

his steel, sharpened his sharp-pointed “ ripping-knife,” and at once pro- 

ceeded to make all the opening cuts in the skin. Hach leg was girdled 

to the bone, about 8 inches above the hoof, and the skin of the leg ripped 

open from that point along the inside to the median line of the body. 

A long, straight cut was then made along the middle of the breast and 

abdomen, from the root of the tail to the chin. In skinning cows and 

young animals, nothing but the skin of the forehead and nose was left 

on the skull, the skin of the throat and cheeks being left on the hide; 

but in skinning old bulls, on whose heads the skin was very thick and 

tough, the whole head was left uuskinned, to save labor and time. The 

skin of the neck was severed in a circle around the neck, just behind 

the ears. It is these huge heads of bushy brown hair, looking, at a lit- 
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tle distance, quite black, in sharp contrast with the ghastly whiteness 

of the perfect skeletons behind them, which gives such a weird and 

ghostly appearance to the lifeless prairies of Montana where the bone- 

gatherer has not yet done his perfect work. The skulls of the cows and 

young buffaloes are as clean and bare as if they had been carefully 

macerated, and bleached by a skilled osteologist. 

The opening cuts having been made, the broad-pointed “skinning- 

knife” was duly sharpened, and with it the operator fell to work to de- 

tach the skin from the body in the shortest possible time. The tail was 

always skinned and left on the hide. As soon as the skin was taken 

off it was spread out on a clean, smooth, and level spot of ground, and 

stretched toits fullest extent, inside uppermost. On the northern range, 

very few skins were “pegged out,” 2. ¢., stretched thoroughly and held 

by means of wooden pegs driven through the edges of the skin into the 

earth. It was practiced to a limited extent on the southern range dur- 

ing the latter part of the great slaughter, when buffaloes were scarce 

and time abundant. Ordinarily, however, there was no time for peg- 

ging, nor were pegs available on the range to do the work with. A 

warm skin stretched on the curly buffalo-grass, hair side down, sticks 

to the ground of itself until it has ample time to harden. On the north- 

ern range the skinner always cut the initials of his outfit in the thin 

subcutaneous muscle which was always found adhering to the skin on | 

each side, and which made a permanent and very plain mark of owner- 

ship. 

In the south, the traders who bought buffalo robes on the range 

sometimes rigged up a rude press, with four upright posts and a huge 

lever, in which robes that had been folded into a convenient size. were 

pressed into bales, like bales of cotton. These could be transported 

by wagon much more economically than could loose robes. An illus- 

tration of this process is given in an article by Theodore R. Davis, en- 

titled “The Buffalo Range,” in Harper’s Magazine for January, 1869, 

Vol. XXXVI, p. 163. The author describes the process as follows: 

‘As the robes are secured, the trader has them arranged in lots of ten 

each, with but little regard for quality other than some care that par- 

ticularly fine robes do not go too many in one lot. These piles are then 
pressed into a compact bale by means of a rudely constructed affair 

composed of saplings and a chain.” 

On the northern range, skins were not folded until the time came to 
haul them in. Then the hunter repaired to the scene of his winter’s 

work, with a wagon surmounted by a hay-rack (or something like it), 

usually drawn by four horses. As the skins were gathered up they 

were folded once, lengthwise down the middle, with the hair inside, 
Sometimes as many as 100 skins were hauled at one load by four horses. 

On one portion of the northern range the classification of buffalo pelt- 

ries was substantially as follows: Under the head of robes was included 

all cow skins taken during the proper season, from one year old upward, 
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and all bull skins from one to three years old. Bull skins over three 

years of age were classed as hides, and while the best of them were 

finally tanned and used as robes, the really poor ones were converted 

into leather. The large robes, when tanned, were used very generally 

throughout the colder portions of North America as sleigh robes and 

wraps, and for bedding in the regions of extreme cold. The small 

robes, from the young animals, and likewise many large robes, were 

made into overcoats, at once the warmest and the most cumbersome 

that ever enveloped a human being. Thousands of old bull robes were 

tanned with the hair on, and the body portions were made into over- 

shoes, with the woolly hair inside—absurdly large and uncouth, but 

very warm. 
I never wore a pair of buffalo overshoes without being torn by con- 

flicting emotions—mortification at the ridiculous size of my combined 

foot-gear, big boots inside of huge overshoes, and supreme comfort de- 

rived from feet that were always warm. 

Besides the ordinary robe, the hunters and fur buyers of Montana 

recognized four special qualities, as follows: 

The “beaver robe,” with exceedingly fine, wavy fur, the color of a 

beaver, and having long, coarse, straight hairs coming through it. The 

latter were of course plucked out in the process of manufacture. These 

were very rare. In 1882 Mr. James McNaney tock one, a cow robe, the 

only one out of 1,200 robes taken that season, and sold it for $75, when 

ordinary robes fetched only $3.50. 

The “black-and-tan robe” is described as having the nose, flanks, and 
inside of fore legs black-and-tan (whatever that may mean), while the 

remainder of the robe is jet black. 

A “buckskin robe” is from what is always ealled a “white buffalo,” 

and is in reality a dirty cream color instead of white. <A robe of this 

character sold in Miles City in 1882 for $200, and was the only one of 

that character taken on the northern range during that entire winter. 

A very few pure white robes have been taken, so I have been told, 

chiefly by Indians, but I have never seen one. 

A “blue robe” or ‘‘mouse-colored (2) robe” is one on which the body 

color shows a decidedly bluish cast, and at the same time has long, fine 

fur. Out of his 1,200 robes taken in 1882, Mr. McNaney picked out 12 

which passed muster as the much sought-for blue robes, and they sold 

at $16 each. 
As aiready intimated, the price paid on the range for ordinary buf- 

falo skins varied according to circumstances, and at different periods, 

and in different localities, ranged all the way from 65 cents to $10. The 

latter figure was paid in Texas in 1887 for the last lot of ‘* robes” ever 

taken, The lowest prices ever paid were during the tremendous 

slanghter which annihilated the southern herd. Even as late as 1876, 

in the southern country, cow robes brought on the range only from 65 
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to 90 cents, and bull robes $1.15. On the northern range, from 1881 to 
1883, the prices paid were much higher, ranging from $2.50-to $4. 

A few hundred dressed robes still-remain in the hands of some of the 

largest fur dealers in New York, Chicago, and Montreal, which can be 
purchased at prices much lower than one would expect, considering the 

circumstances. In 1888, good robes, Indian tanned, were offered in 

New York at prices ranging from $15 to $30, according to size and qual- 

ity, but in Montreal no first-class robes were obtainable at less than $40. 
Hides.—Next in importance to robes was the class of skins known 

commercially as hides. Under this head were classed all skins which 

for any reason did not possess the pelage necessary to a robe, and were 

therefore fit only for conversion into leather. Of these, the greater por- 

tion consisted of the skins of old bulls on which the hair was of poor 

quality and the skin itself too thick and heavy to ever allow of its being 

made into a soft, pliable, and light-weight robe. The remaining por- 

tion of the hides marketed were from buffaloes killed in spring and sum- 

wer, when the body and hind-quarters were almost naked. Apparentiy 

the quantity of summer-killed hides marketed was not very great, for 

it was only the meanest and most unprincipled ones of the grand army 

of buffalo-killers who were mean enough to kill buffaloes in summer 

simply for their hides. It is said that at one time summer-killing was 

practiced on the southern range to an extent that became a cause for 

alarm to the great bedy of more respectable hunters, and the practice 

was frowned upon so severely that the maetelies who eng3ged init found 

it wise to abandon it. 

Bones.—Next in importance to robes and hides was the bone product, 
the utilization of which was rendered possible by the rigorous climate 

of the buffalo plains. Under the influence of the wind and sun and the 

extremes of heat and cold, the flesh remaining upon a carcass dried up, 

disintegrated, and fell to dust, leaving the bones of almost the entire 

skeleton as clean and bare as if they had been stripped of flesh by 

some powerful chemical process. Very naturally, no sooner did the 

live buffaloes begin to grow scarce than the miles of bleaching bones 

suggested the idea of finding a use for them. A market was readily 

found for them in the East, and the prices paid per ton were sufficient 

to make the business of bone-gathering quite remunerative. The bulk 

of the bone product was converted into phosphate for fertilizing pur- 

poses, but much of it was turned into carbon for use in the refining of 
sugar. 

The gathering of bones became a common industry as early as 1872, 

during which year 1,135,300 pounds were shipped over the Atchison, 

Topeka and Santa Fé Railroad. In the year following the same road 

shipped 2,743,100 pounds, and in 1874 it handled 6,914,950 pounds more. 

This trade continued from that time on until the plains have been 

gleaned so far back from the railway lines that it is no longer profitable 
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to seek them. For that matter, however, it is said that south of the 

Union Pacific nothing worth the seeking now remains. 

The building of the Northern Pacific Railway made possible the ship- 

ment of immense quantities of dry bones. Even as late as 1886 over- 

land travelers saw at many of the stations between Jamestown, Da- 

kota, and Billings, Montana, immense heaps of bones lying alongside 

the rec awaiting shipment. In 1885 a single firm shipped over 200 

tons of bones from Miles City. 
The valley of the Missonri River was gleaned by teamsters who gath- 

ered bones from as far back as 100 miles and hauled them to the river for 

shipment on the steamers. An operator who had eight wagons in the 

business informed me that in order to ship bones on the river steamers 

it was necessary to crush them, and that for crushed bones, shipped in 
bags, a Michigan fertilizer company paid $18 per ton. Uncrushed 

bones, shipped by the railway, sold for $12 per ton. 

It is impossible to ascertain the total amount or value of the bone 

product, but it is certain that it amounted to many thousand tons, and 
in value must have amounted to some hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

But for the great number of railroads, river steamers, and sea-going 

vessels (from Texas ports) engaged in carrying this product, it would 

have cut an important figure in the commerce of the country, but owing 

to the many interests between which it was divided it attracted little 

attention. 

Meat.—The amount of fresh buffalo meat cured and marketed was 

really very insignificant. So long as it was to be had at all it was so 

very abundant that it was worth only from 2 to 3 cents per pound in 

the market, and many reasons combined to render the trade in fresh 

buffalo meat anything but profitable. Probably not more than one 

one-thousandth of the buffalo meat that might have been saved and 

utilized was saved. The buffalo carcasses that were wasted on the 

great plains every year during the two great periods of slaughter (of 

the northern and southern herds) would probably have fed te satiety 

during the entire time more than a million persons. 

As to the quality of buffalo meat, it may be stated in general terms 

that it differs in no way whatever from domestic beef of the same age 

produced by the same kind of grass. Perhaps there is no finer grazing ~ 

ground in the world than Montana, and the beef it produces is certainly 
entitled to rank with the best. There are many persons who claim to 

recognize a difference between the taste of buffalo meat and domestic 

beef; but for my part I do not believe any difference really exists, unless 

itis that the flesh of the buffalo is a little sweeter and more juicy. As 

for myself, I feel certain I could not tell the difference between the 

flesh of a three-year old buffalo and that of a domestic beef of the same 

age, nor do I believe any one else could, even on a wager. Having 

once seen a butcher eat an elephant steak in the belief that it was beef 

from his own shop, and another butcher eat loggerhead turtle steak for 
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beef, I have become somewhat skeptical in regard to the intelligence of 

the human palate. 
As a matter of experiment, during our hunt for buffalo we had buffalo 

meat of all ages, from one year up to eleven, cooked in as many differ- 

ent ways as our culinary department could turn out. We had it broiled, 

fried with batter, roasted, boiled, and stewed. The last method, when 
employed upon slices of meat that had been hacked from a frozen hind- 

quarter, produced results that were undeniably tough and not partic- 

ularly good. But it was an unfair way to cook any kind of meat, and 

may be guarantied to spoil the finest beef in the world. 

Hump meat from a cow buffalo not too old, cut in slices and fried in 

batter, a la cow-boy, is delicious—a dish fit for the gods. We had 

tongues in plenty, but the ordinary meat was so good they were not 

half appreciated. Of course the tenderloin was above criticism, and 

even the round steaks, so lightly esteemed by the epicure, were tender 

and juicy to a most satisfactory degree. 

It has been said that the meat of the buffalo has a coarser texture 

or “ grain” than domestic beef. Although I expected to find such to 

be the case, I found no perceptible difference whatever, nor do I be- 

lieve that any exists. As to the distribution of fat I am unable to say, 

for the reason that our buffaloes were not fat. 

It is highly probable that the distribution of fat through the meat, so 

characteristic of the shorthorn breeds, and which has been brought 

about only by careful breeding, is not found in either the beef of the 

buffalo or common range cattle. In this respect, shorthorn beef no 

doubt surpasses both the others mentioned, but in all other points, 

texture, flavor, and general tenderness, [ am very sure it does not. 

It is a great mistake for a traveler to kill a patriarchal old bull buf- 

falo, and after attempting to masticate a small portion of him to rise 

up and declare that buffalo meat is coarse, tough, and dry. A domestic 

bull of the same age would taste as tough. It is probably only those 

who have had the bad taste to eat bull-beef who have ever found occa- 

sion to asperse the reputation of Bison americanus as a beef animal. 

Until people got tired of them, buffalo tongues were in considerable 

demand, and hundreds, if not even thousands, of barrels of them were 

shipped east from the buffalo country. 
Pemmican.—Out of the enormous waste of good buffalo flesh one prod- 

uct stands forth as a redeeming feature—pemmican. Although made 

almost exclusively by the half-breeds.and Indians of the Northwest, itcon- 

stituted a regular article of commerce of great value to overland travel- 

ers, and was much sought for as long as it was produced. Its peculiar 

‘staying powers,” due to the process of its manufacture, which yielded 

a most nourishing food in a highly condensed form, made it of inesti- 

mable value to the overland traveler who must travel light or not at all. 

A handful of pemmican was sufficient food to constitute a meal when 

provisions were at all scarce. The price of pemmican in Winnipeg was 
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once as low as 2d. per pound, but in 1883 a very small quantity which 

was brought in sold at 16 cents per pound. This was probably the last 

buffalo pemmican made. H.M. Robinson states that in 1878 pemmican 
was worth 1s. 3d. per pound. 

The manufacture of pemmican, as performed by the Red River half.” 

breeds, was thus described by the Rev. Mr. Belcourt, a Catholic priest, 

who once accompanied one of the great buffalo-hunting expeditions: * 

‘“‘Other portions which are destined to be made into pimikehigan, or 

pemmican, are exposed to an ardent heat, and thus become brittle and 
easily reducible to small particles by the use of a flail, the buffalo-hide 

answering the purpose of a threshing-floor. The fat or tallow, being 

cut up and melted in large kettles ef sheet-iron, is poured upon this 

pounded meat, and the whole mass is worked together with shovels 

until it is well amalgamated, when it is pressed, while still warm, into 

bags made of buffalo skin, which are strongly sewed up, and the mixt- 

ure gradually cools and becomes almost as hard as arock. If the fat 

used in this process is that taken from the parts containing the udder, 

the meat is called fine pemmican. In some eases, dried fruits, such as the 
prairie pear and cherry, are intermixed, which forms what is called seed 

pemmican. The lovers of good eating judge the first described to be very 

palatable; the second, better; the third, excellent. A taurean of pemmi- 

can weighs from 100 to 110 pounds. Some idea may be formed of the 

immense destruction of buffalo by these people when it is stated that a 

whole cow yields one-half a bag of pemmican and three fourths of a 

bundle of dried meat; so that the most economical calculate that from 

eight to ten cows are required for the load of a single vehicle.” 

It is quite evident from the testimony of disinterested travelers that 

ordinary pemmican was not very palatable to one unaccustomed to it as 

a regular article of food. To the natives, however, especially the Ca- 

nadian voyageur, it formed one of the most valuable food -products of 

the country, and it is said that the demand for it was generally greater 

than the supply. 

Dried, or “jerked” meat.—The most popular and universal method of 

curing buffalo meat was to cut it into thin flakes, an inch or Jess in 

thickness and of indefinite length, and without salting it in the least 

to hang it over poles, ropes, wicker-frames, or even clumps of standing 

sage brush, and let it dry in the sun. This process yielded the famous 

“jerked” meat so common throughout the West in the early days, from 

the Rio Grande to the Saskatchewan. Father Belcourt thus described 

the curing process as it was practiced by the half-breeds and Indians 

of the Northwest: 
“The meat, when taken to camp, is cut by the women into long strips 

about a quarter of an inch thick, which are hung upon the lattice-work 

prepared for that purpose to dry. This lattice-work is formed of small 

pieces of wood, placed horizontally, transversely, and equidistant from 

* Schooleraft’s History, Condition and Prospects of the Indian Tribes, Iv, p. 107, 
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each other, not unlike an immense gridiron, and is supported. by wooden 

uprights (trepieds). In a few days the meat is thoroughly desiccated, 

when itis bent into proper lengths and tied into bundles of 60 or 70 

pounds weight. This is called dried meat (viande seche). To make the 

hide into parchment (so called) it is stretched on a frame, and then 
scraped on the inside with a piece of sharpened bone and on the out- 

side with a small but sharp-curved iron, proper to remove the hair. 

This is considered, likewise, the appropriate labor of women. The men 

break the bones, which are boiled in water to extract the marrow to be 

used for frying and other culinary purposes. The oil is then poured 

into the bladder of the animal, which contains, when filled, about 12 
pounds, being the yield of the marrow-bones of two buffaloes.” 

In the Northwest Territories dried meat, which formerly sold at 2d. 

per pound, was worth in 1878 10d. per pound. 

Although I have myself prepared quite a quantity of jerked buffalo 

meat, I never learned to like it. Owing tothe absence of salt in its 
curing, the dried meat when pounded and made into a stew has a “ far 

away” taste which continually reminds one of hoofs and horns. For 

all that, and despite its resemblance in flavor to Liebig’s Extract of 

Beef, it is quite good, and better to the taste than ordinary pemmican. 

The Indians formerly cured great quantities of buffalo meat in this 

way—in Summer, of course, for use in winter—but the advent of that 

popular institution called ‘Government beef” long ago rendered it un- 

necessary for the noble rcd man to exert his squaw in that once 

honorable field of labor. 

During the existence of the buffalo herds a few thrifty and enter- 

prising white men made a business of killing buffaloes in summer and 

drying the meat in bulk, in the same manner which to-day produces 

our popular “dried beef” Mr. Allen states that “a single hunter at 

Hays City shipped annually for some years several hundred barrels 

thus prepared, which the consumers probably bought fer ordinary beef.” 

Uses of bison’s hair.—Numerous attempts have been made to utilize 

the woolly hair of the bison in the manufacture of textile fabrics. As 

early as 1729 Col. William Byrd records the fact that garments were 

made of this material, as follows: 

“The Hair growing upon his Head and Neck is long and Shagged, 

and so Soft that it will spin into Thread not unlike Mohair, and might 

be wove into a sort of Camlet. Some People have Stockings knit of it, 

that would have served an Israelite during his forty Years march thro’ 
the Wilderness.” * 

In 1637 Thomas Morton published, in his “New English Canaan,” 
p. 98,t the following reference to the Indians who live on the south- 
ern shore of Lake Erocoise, supposed to be Lake Ontario: 

“These Beasts [buffaloes, undoubtedly] are of the bignesse of a 
——A 

* Westover MSS., 1, p. 172. : 

t Quoted by Professor Allen, ‘American Bisons,” p. 107. 

H. Mis, 600, pt. 2——29 
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Cowe, their flesh being very good foode, their hides good lether, their 

fleeces very usefull, being a kind of wolle, as fine as the wolle of the 

Beaver, and the Salvages doe make garments thereof.” 

Professor Allen quotes a number of authorities who have recorded 

statements in regard to the manufacture of belts, garters, scarfs, sacks, 

etc., from buffalo wool by various tribes of Indians.* He also calls at- 

tention to the only determined efforts ever made by white men on a lib- 

eral scale for the utilization of buffalo “‘ wool” and its manufacture into 

cloth, an account of which appears in Ross’s “‘ Red River Settlement,” 
pp. 69-72. In 1821 some of the more enterprising of the Red River 

(British) colonists conceived the idea of making fortunes out of the 

manufacture of woolen goods from the fleece of the buffalo, and for that 

purpose organized the Buffalo Wool Company, the principal object of 

which was declared to be “ to provide a substitute for wool, which sub- 

stitute was to be the wool of the wild buffalo, which was to be collected 
in the plains and manufactured both for the use of the colonists and 

for export.” A large number of skilled workmen of various kinds were 

procured from England, and also a plant of machinery and materials. 

When too late, it was found that the supply of buffalo wool obtainable 

was utterly insufficient, the raw wool costing the company 1s. 6d. per 

pound, and cloth which il cost the company £2 10s. per yard to produce 

was worth only 4s. 6d. per yard in England. The historian states that 

universal drunkenness on the part of all concerned aided very mate- 

rially in bringing about the total failure of the enterprise in a very short 

time. ; 
“While it is possible to manrfacture the fine, woolly fur of the bison 

into cloth or knitted garments, provided a sufficient supply of the raw 

material could be obtained (which is and always has been impossible), 

nothing could be more visionary than an attempt to thus produce sal- 

able garments at a profit. 

Articles of wearing apparel made of buffalo’s hair are interesting as 

curiosities, for their rarity makes them so, but that is the only end 
they can ever serve so long as there is a sheep living. 

In the National Museum, in the section of animal products, there is 

displayed a pair of stockings made in Canada from the finest buffalo 

wool, from the body of the animal. They are thick, heavy, and full of 
the coarse, straight hairs, which it seems can never be entirely sepa- 

rated from the fine wool. In general texture they are as coarse as the 

coarsest sheep’s wool would produce. 
With the above are also displayed a rope-like lariat, made by the 

Comanche Indians, and a smaller braided lasso, seemingly a sample 

more than a full-grown lariat, made by the Otoe Indians of Nebraska. 

Both of the above are made of the long, dark-brown hair of the head 

and shoulders, and in spite of the fact that they have been twisted as 

* The American Bison, pelor 
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hard as possible, the ends of the hairs protude so persistently that the 

surface of each rope is extremely hairy. 

_ Buffalo chips—Last, but by no means least in value to the traveler on 

the treeless plains, are the droppings of the buffalo, universally known 

as “buffalo chips.” When over one year old and thoroughly dry, 

this material makes excellent fuel. Usually it occurs only where fire- 

wood is unobtainable, and thoasands of frontiersmen have a million 
times found it of priceless value. When dry, it catches easily, burns 

readily, and makes a hot fire with but very little smoke, although it is 

rapidly consumed. Although not as good for a fire as even the poorest 

timber it is infinitely better than sage-brush, which, in the absence of 

chips, is often the traveler’s last resort. 
It usually happens that chips are most abundant in the sheltered 

creek-bottoms and near the water-holes, the very situations which trav- 

elers naturally select for their camps. In these spots the herds have 

gathered either for shelter in winter or for water in summer, and re- 
mained in a body for some hours. And now, when the cow-boy on the 

round-up, the surveyor, or hunter, who must camp out,, pitches his tent 

in the grassy coulée or narrow creek-bottom, his first care is to start out 

with his largest gunning-bag to ‘‘rustle some buffalo chips” for a camp- 

fire. He, at least, when he returns well laden with the spoil of his hum- 

ble chase, still has good reason to remember the departed herd with 

feelings of gratitude. Thus even the last remains of this most useful 

animal are utilized by man in providing for his own imperative wants. 

IX. THE PRESENT VALUE OF THE BISON TO CATTLE-GROWERS. 

The bison in captivity and domestication.—Almost from time imme- 

morial it has been known that the American bison takes kindly to cap-. 

tivity, herds contentedly with domestic cattle, and crosses with them 

with the utmost readiness. It was formerly believed, and indeed the 

tradition prevails even now to quite an extent, that on account of the 

hump on the shoulders a domestic cow could not give birth to a half- 

breed calf. This belief is entirely ous foundation, and is due to 

theories rather than facts. 
Numerous experiments in buffalo breeding have been made, and the 

subject is far from being a new one. As early as 1701 the Hugenot 

settlers at Manikintown, on the James River, a few miles above Rich- 

mond, began to domesticate buffaloes. It is also a matter of historical 
record that in 1786, or thereabouts, buffaloes were domesticated and 

bred in captivity in Virginia, and Albert Gallatin states that in some 

of the northwestern counties the mixed breed was quite common. In 

1815 a series of elaborate and valuable experiments in cross-breeding 

the buffalo and domestic cattle was begun by Mr. Robert Wickliffe, of 
Lexington, Ky. " and contiiiued by him for upwards of thir ty years.* 

* For a full account of Mr. Wickliffe’s experiments, written 6 himself, see Audu- 

bon and Bachman’s ‘‘ Quadrupeds of North America,” vol, 11, pp. 52-04, 
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Quite recently the buffalo-breeding operations of Mr. 8. L. Bedson, of 

Stony Mountain, Manitoba, and Mr. C. J. Jones, of Garden City, Kans., 
have attracted much attention, particularly for the reason that the 

efforts of both these gentlemen have been directed toward the practical 

improvement of the present breeds of range cattle. For this reason the 

importance of the work in which they are engaged can hardly be over- 

estimated, and the results already obtained by Mr. Bedson, whose ex- 

periments antedate those of Mr. Jones by several years, are of the 

greatest interest to western cattle-growers. Indeed, unless the stock 

of pure-blood buffaloes now remaining proves insufficient for the pur- 

pose, I fully believe that we will gradually see a great change wrought 

in the character of western cattle by the introduction of a strain of 

buffalo blood. 
The experiments which have been made thus far prove conclusively 

that— 

(1) The male bison crosses readily with the opposite sex of domestic 
cattle, but a buffalo cow has never been known to produce a half-breed 
ealf. 

(2) The domestic cow produces a half-breed calf successfully. 
(3) The progeny of the two species is fertile to any extent, yielding 

half-breeds, quarter, three-quarter breeds, and so on. 

(4) The bison breeds in captivity with perfect regularity and success. 

Need of an improvement in range catile—Hiver since the earliest days 

of cattle-ranching in the West, stockmen have had it in their power to 

produce a breed which would equal in beef-bearing qualities the best 

breeds to be found upon the plains, and be so much better calculated 

to survive the hardships of winter, that their annual losses would have 

been very greatly reduced. Whenever there is an unusually severe 

winter, such as comes about three times in every decade, if not even 

oftener, range cattle perish by thousands. It_is an absolute impossi- 

bility for every ranchman who owns several thousand, or even several 

hundred, head of cattle to provide hay for them, even during the severest 

portion of the winter season, and consequently the cattle must depend 

wholly upon their own resources. When the winter is reasonably mild, 

and the suows never very deep, nor lying too long at a time on the 

ground, the cattle live through the winter with very satisfactory suc- 
cess. Thanks to the wind, it usually happens that the falling snow is 

blown off the ridges as fast as it falls, leaving the grass sufficiently un- 

covered for the cattle to feed upon it. If the snow-fall is universal, but 
not more than a few inches in depth, the cattle paw through it here and 

there, and eke out a subsistence, on quarter rations it may be, until a 

friendly chinook wind sets in from the southwest and dissolves the snow 

as if by magic in a few hours’ time. 
But when a deep snow comes, and lies on the ground persistently, 

week in and week out, when the warmth of the sun softens and moist- 

eus its surface sufficiently for a returning cold wave to freeze it into a 
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hard crust, forming a universal wall of ice between the luckless steer 

and his only food, the cattle starve and freeze in immense numbers. 

Being totally unfitted by nature to survive such unnatural conditions, 
it is not strange that they succumb. 5 

Under present conditions the stockman simply stakes his cattle against 

the winter elements and takes his chances on the results, which are gov- 

erned by circumstances wholly beyond his control. The losses of the 

fearful winter of 188687 will probably never be forgotten by the cattle- 

men of the great Western grazing ground. In many portions of Mon- 

tana and Wyoming the cattlemen admitted a loss of 50 per cent. of 

their cattle, and in some localities the loss was still greater. The same 
conditions are liable to prevail next winter, or any succeeding winter, 

and we may yet see more than half the range cattle in the West perish 

in a single month. 

Yet all this time the cattlemen have had it in their power, by the 

easiest and simplest method in the world, to introduce a strain of 

hardy native blood in their stock which would have made it capable of 

successfully resisting a much greater degree of hunger and cold. itis 

really surprising that the desirability of cross-breeding the buffalo and 

domestic cattle should for so long a time have been either overlooked 

or disregarded. While cattle-growers generally have shown the great- 

est enterprise in producing special breeds for milk, for butter, or for 

beef, cattle with short horns and cattle with no horns at all, only two 

or three men have had the enterprise to try to produce a breed par- - 

ticularly hardy and capable. 

A buffalo can weather storms and outlive hunger and cold which 

would kill any domestic steer that ever lived. When nature placed 

him on the treeless and blizzard-swept plains, she left him well equip- 

ped to survive whatever natural conditions he would have to encounter. 

The most striking feature of his entire tout ensemble is his magnificent 

suit of hair and fur combined, the warmest covering possessed by any 

quadruped save the musk-ox. The head, neck, and fore quarters are 

clothed with hide and hair so thick as to be almost, if not entirely, im- 

pervious to cold. The hair on the body and hind quarters is long, fine, 

very thick, and of that peculiar woolly quality which constitutes the 

best possible protection against cold. Let him who doubts the warmth 

of a good buffalo robe tsy to weather a blizzard with something else, 

and then try the robe. The very form of the buffalo—short, thick legs, 
and head hung very near the ground—suggests most forcibly a special 

fitness to wrestle with mother earth for a living, snow or no snow. A 

buffalo will flounder for days through deep snow-drifts without a mor- 

sel of food, and survive where the best range steer would literally freeze 

on foot, bolt upright, as hundreds did in the winter of 1886~87. While 

range cattle turn tail to a blizzard and drift helplessly, the buffalo faces 

it every time, and remains master of the situation. 

It has for years been a surprise to me that Western stockmen have 
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not seized upon the opportunity presented by the presence of the buf- 

falo to improve the character of their cattle. Now that there are no 

longer any buffalo calves to be had on the plains for the trouble of 

catching them, and the few domesticated buffaloes that remain are 
worth fabulous prices, we may expect to see a great deal of interest 

manifested in this subject, and some costly efforts made to atone for 

previous lack of forethought. — 

The character of the buffalo—domestic hybrid.—The subjoined illus- - 

tration from a photograph kindly furnished by Mr. C. J. Jones, repre- 

sents a ten months’ old half-breed calf (male), the product of a buffalo 
bull and domestic cow. The prepotency of the sire is apparent at. the 

first glance, and to so marked an extent that the illustration would 

pass muster anywhere as having been drawn from a full-blood buffalo. 

The head, neck, and hump, and the long woolly hair that covers them, 

proclaim the buffalo in every line. Excepting that the hair on the 

shoulders (below the hump) is of the same length as that on the body 

aud hind quarters, there is, so far as one can judge from an excellent 

photograph, no difference whatever observable between this lusty young 

half-breed and a full-blood buffalo calf of the same age and sex. Mr. 

Jones describes the color of this animal as “‘iron-gray,” and remarks: 

‘“You will see how even the fur is, being as long on the hind parts as 

on the shoulders and neck, very much unlike the buffalo, which is so 

shaggy about the shoulders and so thin farther back.” Upon this 

point it is to be remarked ihat the hair on the body of a yearling or 

two-year-old buffalo is always very much longer in proportion to tle 

hair on the forward parts than it is later in life, and while the shoulder 
hair is always decidedly longer than that back of it, during the first 

two years the contrast is by no means so very great. A reference to 

the memoranda of hair measurements already given Bes afford precise 

data on this point. 

In regard to half-breed calves, Mr. Bedson states in a private letter 
that “the hump does not appear until several months after birth.” 

Altogether, the male calf described above so strongly resembles a 

pure-blood buffalo as to be generally mistaken for one; the form of the 

adult half-blood cow promptly proclaims her origin. The accompanying 

plate, also from a photograph supplied by Mr. Jones, accurately repre- 

sents a half-breed cow, six years old, weighing about 1,800 pounds. 
Her body is very noticeably larger in proportion than that of the cow 

buffalo, her pelvis much heavier, broader, and more cow-like, therein 

being a decided improvement upon the small and weak hind quarters 

of the wild species. The hump is quite noticeable, but is not nearly 

so high as in the pure buffalo cow. The hair on the fore quarters, neck, 

and head is decidedly shorter, especially on the head; the frontlet and 

chin beard being conspicuously lacking. The tufts of long, coarse, 

black hair which clothe the fore-arm of the buffalo cow are almost ab- 

sent, but apparently the hair on the body and hind quarters has lost 
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HALF-BREED (BUFFALO-DoMESTIC) CALF.—HERD OF C. J. JONES, GARDEN CITY, KANSAS. 

Drawn by Ernest E. Thompson. 
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but little, if any, of its length, density, and fine, furry quality. The 

horns are decidedly cow-like in their size, length, and curvature. 

Regarding the general character of the half-breed buftalo, and his 

herd in general, Mr. Bedson writes me as follows, in a@ letter dated 
September 12, 1888: 

“The nucleus of my herd consisted of a young buffalo bull and four 

heifer calves, which I purchased in 1877, and the inerease from these 

few has been most rapid, as will be shown by a tabular statement far- 

ther on. 

“Suecess with the breeding of the pure buffalo was followed by ex- 

periments in crossing with the domestic animal. This crossing has 

generally been between a buffalo bull and an ordinary cow, and with 
the most encouraging results, since it had been contended by many that 

although the cow might breed a calf from the buffalo, yet it weuld be at 

the expense of her life, owing to the hump on a buffalo’s shoulder; but 

this hump does not appear until several months after birth. This has 

been proved a fallacy respecting this herd at least, for calving has been 

‘attended with no greater percentage of losses than would be experienced 

in ranching with the ordinary cattle. Buffalo cows and crosses have 

dropped calves at as low a temperature as 20° below zero, and the 

calves were sturdy and healthy. 

“The half-breed resulting from the cross as above mentioned has 

been again crossed with the thoroughbred buffalo bull, producing a 

three quarter breed animal closely resembling the buffalo, the head and 

robe being quite equal, if not superior. The half-breeds are very prolific. 

The cows drop a calf annually. They are also very hardy indeed, as 

_ they take the instinct of the buffalo during the blizzards and storms, 

* and do not drift like native cattle. They remain upon the open prairie 

during our severest winters, while the thermometer ranges from 30 to 

40 degrees below zero, with little or no food except what they rustled on 

the prairie, and no shelter at all. In nearly all the ranching parts of 

North America foddering and housing of cattle is imperative in a more 

or less degree,* creating an item of expense felt by all interested in cattle- 

raising; but the buffalo [half]breed retains all its native hardihood, 

needs no housing, forages in the deepest snows for its own food,.yet be- 

comes easily domesticated, and consequently needs but little herding. 

Therefore the progeny of the buffalo is easily reared, cheaply fed, and 

requires no housing in winter; three very essential points in stock- 

raising. 
‘‘ They are always in good order, and I consider the meat of the half- 

breed much preferable to domestic animals, while the robe is very fine 

indeed, the fur being evened-up on the hind parts, the same as on the 

shoulders. During the history of the herd, accident and other causes 

have compelled the slaughtering of one or two, and in these instances 

*On nearly all the great cattle ranches of the United States it is absolutely impos- 

sible, and is not even attempted.—W. T. H. 
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the carcasses have sold for 18 cents per pound; the hides in their dressed 
state for $50 to $75 each. A half-breed buffalo ox (four years old, crossed 
with buffalo bull and Durham cow) was killed last winter, and weighed 
1,280 pounds dressed beef. One pure buffalo bull now in my herd weighs 

fully 2,000 pounds, and a [half]breed bull 1,700 to 1,800 pounds. 

“The three-quarter breed is an enormous animal in size, and has an 

extra good robe, which will readily bring $40 to $50 in any market where 

there is a demand for robes. They are also very prolific, and I consider 

them the coming cattle for our range cattle for the Northern climate, 

while the half and quarter breeds will be the animals for the more 

Southern district. The half and three-quarter breed cows, when really 

matured, will weigh from 1,400 to 1,800 pounds. : 

““] have never crossed them except with a common grade of cows, 

while I believe a cross with the Galloways would produce the handsom- 

est robe ever handled, and make the best range cattle in the world. I 
have not had time to give my attention to my herd, more than to let 

them range on the prairies at will. By proper care great results can be 

accomplished.” 

Hon. C. J. Jones, of Garden City, Kans., whose years of experience 

with the buffalo, both as old-time hunter, catcher, and breeder, has earned 

for him the sobriquet of ‘‘ Buffalo Jones,” five years ago became deeply 

interested in the question of improving range cattle by crossing with 

the buffalo. With characteristic Western energy he has puxsued the 

subject from that time until the present, having made five trips to the 

range of the only buffaloes remaining from the great southern herd, and 

captured sixty-eight buffalo calves and eleven adult cows with which to 

start a herd. In a short article published in the Farmers’ Review 

(Chicago, August 22, 1888), Mr. Jones gives his views on the value of 

the buffalo in cross-breeding as foliows: 

‘In all my meanderings I have not found a pkace but I could count 

more carcasses [of cattle] than living animals. Who has not ridden 
over some of the Western railways and counted dead cattle by the thou- 

sands? The great question is, Where can we get arace of cattle that will 

stand blizzards, and endure the drifting snow, and will not be driven 

with the storms against the railroad fences and pasture fences, there to 

perish for the want of nerve to face the northern winds for a few miles, 

to where the winter grasses could be hadin abundance? JRealizing these 

facts, both from observation and pocket, we pulled on our‘ thinking cap,’ 

and these points came vividly to our mind: 

‘©(1) We want an animal that-is hardy. 
‘¢(2) We want an animal with nerve and endurance. 

“©(3) We want an animal that faces the blizzards and endures the 

storms. . 
“©(4) We want an animal that will rustle the prairies, and not yield 

to discouragement. 
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“(5) We want an animal that will fill the above bill, and make good 
beef and plenty of it. 

“All the points above could easily be found in the buffalo, excepting 

the fifth, and even that is more than filled as to the quality, but not in 

quantity. Where is the ‘old timer’ who has not had a cut from the 

hump or sirloin of a fat buffale cow in the fall of the year, and where is 

the one who will not make affidavit that it was the best meat he ever 

ate? Yes, the fat was very rich, equal to the marrow from the bone of 

domestic cattle. * * * 

“The great question remained unsolved as to the quantity of meat 

from the buffalo. I finally heard of a half-breed buffalo in Colorado, 
and immediately set out to find it. I traveled at least 1,000 miles to 
find it, and found a five-year-old half-breed cow that had been bred to 

domestic bulls and had brought forth two calves—a yearling and a 
sucking calf that gave promise of great results. 

“The cow had never been fed, but depended altogether on the range, 

and when I saw her, in the fall of 1883, I estimated her weight at 1,800 
pounds. She was a brindle, and had a handsome robe even in Septem- 

ber; she had as good hind quarters as ordinary cattle; her fore parts were 

heavy and resembled the buffalo, yet not near so much of the hump. 

The offspring showed but very little of the buffalo, yet they possessed a 

woolly coat, which showed clearly that they were more than domestic 
Cathie. = * * i 

“What we can rely on by having one-fourth, one-half, and three- 

fourths breeds might be analyzed as follows: 

“ We can depend upon a race of cattle unequaled in the world for 

hardiness and durability ; a good meat-bearing animal; the best and 

only fur-bearing animal of the bovine race; the animal always found in 

a storm where it is overtaken by it; araceof cattle so clannish as never 

to separate and go astray; the animal that can always have free range, 

as they exist where no other animal can live; the animal that can water 

every third day and keep fat, ranging from 20 to 30 miles from water; 

in fact, they are the perfect animal for the plains of North America. 

One-fourth breeds for Texas, one-half breeds for Colorado and Kausas, 

and three-fourths breeds for more northern country, is what will soon 

be sought after more than any living animal. Then we will never be 

confronted with dead carcarsses from starvation, exhaustion, and lack of 
nerve, as in years gone by.” 

The bison as a beast of burden.—On account of the abundance of horses 

for all purposes throughout the entire country, oxen are so seldem used 

they almost constitute a curiosity. There never has existed a necessity 

to break buffaloes .to the yoke and work them like domestic oxen, and 

so few experiments have been made in this direction that reliable data 

on this subject is almost wholly wanting. While at Miles City, Mont., 

I heard of a German “ granger” who worked a small farm in the 

Tongue River Valley, and who once had a pair of cow buffaloes trained 
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to the yoke. It was said that they were strong, rapid walkers, and 

capable of performing as much work as the best domestic oxen, but 

they were at times so uncontrollably headstrong and obstinate as to 

greatly detract from their usefulness. The particular event of their 

career on which their historian dwelt with special interest occurred 

when their owner was hauling a load of potatoes to town with them. 

In the course of the long drive the buffaloes grew very thirsty, and 

upon coming within sight of the water in the river they started for it 

in astraight course. The shouts and blows of the driver only served to 

hasten their speed, and presently, when they reached the edge of the high 

bank, they plunged down it without the slightest hesitation, wagon, 

potatoes, and all, to the loss of everything except themselves and the 

drink they went after ! ! 

Mr. Robert Wickliffe states that trained buffaloes make satisfactory 

oxen. ‘J have broken them to the yoke, and found them capable of 

making excellent oxen; and for drawing wagons, carts, or other heavily 

- laden vehicles on long journeys they would, I think, be greatly prefer- 

able to the common ox.” 

It seems probable that, in the absence of horses, the buffalo would 

make a much more speedy and enduring draught animal than the domes- 

tic ox, although itis to be doubted whether he would be asstrong. His 
weaker pelvis and hind quarters would surely count against him under 

certain circumstances, but for some purposes his superior speed and en- 

durance would more than counterbalance that defect. 

BISON HERDS AND INDIVIDUALS IN CAPTIVITY AND DOMESTICATION, . 

JANUARY 1, 1889. 

Herd of Mr. 8. L. Bedson, Stony Mountain, Manitoba.—In 1877 Mr. 

Bedson purchased 5 buffalo calves, 1 bull, and 4 heifers, for which he 

paid $1,000. In 1888 his herd consisted of 23 full-blood bulls, 35 cows, 
3 half-breed cows, 5 half-breed bulls, and 17 calves, mixed and pure ;* 
making a total of 83 head. These were all produced from the original 

5, no purchuses having been made, nor any additions made in any other 

way. Besides the 83 head constituting the herd when it was sold, 5 

were killed and 9 given away, which would otherwise make a total of 

97 head produced since 1877. In November, 1888, this entire herd was 

purchased, for $50,000, by Mr. C. J. Jones, and added to the already 

large herd owned by that gentleman in Kansas. 

Herd of Mr. C. J. Jones, Garden City, Kans.—Mr. Jones’s original 

herd of 57 buffaloes constitute a living testimonial to his individual en- 

terprise, and to his courage, endurance, and skill in the chase. The 
majority of the individuals composing the herd he himself ran down, 

*In summing up the total number of buffaloes and mixed-breeds now alive in cap-. 

tivity, I have been obliged to strike an average on this lot of calves ‘mixed and 

pure,” and have counted twelve as being of pure breed and five mixed, which I have 

reason to believe is very near the truth. 

————— 
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lassoed, and tied with his own hands. For the last five years Mr. Jones 
has made an annual trip, in June, to the uninhabited ‘“‘ panhandle” of 

Texas, to capture calves out of the small herd of from one hundred to 

two hundred head which represented the last remnant of the great 

southern herd. Hach of these expeditions involved a very considerable 

outlay in money, an elaborate “ outfit” of men, horses, vehicles, camp 

equipage, and lastly, but most important of all, a herd of a dozen fresh 

milch cows to nourish the captured calves and keep them from dying 

of starvation and thirst. The region visited was fearfully barren, al- 

most without water, and to penetrate it was always attended by great 

hardship. The buffaloes were difficult to find, but the ground was good 

for running, being chiefly level plains, and the superior speed of the 

running horses always enabled the hunters to overtake a herd when- 

ever one was sighted, and to “cut out” and lasso two, three, or four of 

its calves. The degree of skill and daring displayed in these several 

expeditions are worthy of the highest admiration, and completely sur- 

pass anyt'ing I have ever seen or read of being accomplished in con- 

nection with hunting, or the capture of live game. The latest feat of 

Mr. Jones and his party comes the nearest to being incredible. During 

the month of May, 1888, they not only captured seven calves, but also 

eleven adult cows, of which some were lassoed in full career on the prai- 

rie, thrown, tied, and hobbled! The majority, however, were actually 

“rounded up,” herded, and held in control until a bunch of tame buf- 
- faloes was driven down to meet them, so that it would thus be possible 

to drive all together to a ranch. This brilliant feat can only be ap- 

' preciated as it deserves by those who have lately hunted buffalo, and 

learned by dear experience the extent of their wariness, and the diffi- 

culties, to say nothing of the dangers, inseparably connected with their 

pursuit. 

The result of each of Mr. Jones’s five expeditions is as follows: In 

1884 no calves found; 1885, 11 calves captured, 5 died, 6 survived; 1886, 

14 calves captured, 7 died, 7 survived; 1887, 36 calves captured, 6 died, 

30 survived; 1888, 7 calves captured, all survived; 1888, 11 old cows 
captured, all survived. Total, 79 captures, 18 losses, 57 survivors. 

The census of the herd is exactly as follows: Adult cows, 11; three- 
year olds, 7, of which 2 are males and 5 females; two-year olds, 4, of 

which all are males; yearling, 28, of which 15 are males and 13 females ; 

calves, 7, of which 3 are males and 4 females. Total herd, 57; 24 males 
and 33 females. To this; Mr. Jones’s original herd, must now be added 

the entire herd formerly owned by Mr. Bedson. 

Respecting his breeding operations Mr. Jones writes: “‘ My oldest 

{bull] buffaloes are now three years old, and I am breeding one hundred 
domestic cows to them this year. Am breeding the Galloway cows quite 

extensively; alsosome Shorthorns, Herefords,and Texas cows. [expect 

best results from the Galloways. If I can get the black luster of the 

o 
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latter and the fur of a buffalo, I will have a robe that will bring more 

money than we get for the average range steer.” 

In November, 1888, Mr. Jones purchased Mr. Bedson’s entire Heke 

and in the following month proceeded to ship a portion of it to Kansas 

City. Thirty-three head were separated from the remainder of the herd 

on the prairie near Stony Mountain, 12 miles from Winnipeg, and 

driven to the railroad. Several old bulls broke away en route and ran 

back to the herd, and when the remainder were finally corraled in the 

pens at the stock-yards “they began to fight among themselves, and 

some fierce encounters were waged between the old bulls. The younger 

cattle were raised on the horns of their seniors, thrown in the air, and 
otherwise gored.” While on the way to St. Paul three of the half-breed 

buffaloes were killed by their companions. On reaching Kansas City 

and unloading the two cars, 13 head broke away from the large force 

of men that attempted to manage them, stampeded through the city, 

and finally took refuge in the low-lands along the river. In due time, 

however, all were recaptured. 
Since the acquisition of this northern herd and the subsequent press 

comment that it has evoked, Mr. Jones has been almost overwhelmed 
with letters of inquiry in regard to the whole subject of butfalo breed- 

ing, and has found it necessary to print and distribute a circular giving 

answers to the many inquiries that have been made. 

Herd of Mr. Charles Allard, Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana.— 
This herd was visited in the autumn of 1888 by Mr. G. O. Shields, of 
Chicago, who reports that it consists of thirty-five head of pure-blood 

buffaloes, of which seven are calves of 1888, six are yearlings, and six 

are two-year olds. Of the adult animals, four cows and two bulls are 

each fourteen years old, “‘ and the beards of the bulls almost sweep the 

ground as they walk.” 

Herd of Hon. W. F. Cody (“Buffalo Bill”).—The celebrated “ Wild West 
Show” has, ever since its organization, numbered amongst its leading 

attractions a herd of live buffaloes of all ages. At present this herd 

contains eighteen head, of which fourteen were originally purchased of 

Mr. H. T. Groome, of Wichita, Kansas, and have made a journey to” 

London and back. As a proof of the indomitable persistence of the 

bison in breeding under most unfavorable circumstances, the fact that 

four of the members of this herd are calves which were born in 1888 in 

London, at the American Exposition, is of considerable interest. 

This herd is now (December, 1888) being wintered on General Beale’s 

farm, near the city of Washington. In 1886~87, while the Wild West 
Show was at Madison Square Garden, New York City, its entire herd of 
twenty buffaloes was carried off by pleuro-pneumonia. It is to be greatly 

feared that sooner or later in the course of its travels the present herd 

will also disappear, either through disease or accident. 

Herd of Mr. Charles Goodnight, Clarendon, Texas.——Mr. Goodnight 

writes that he has ‘“‘been breeding buffaloes in a small way for the past 
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ten years,” but without giving any particular attention to it. At pres- 

ent his herd consists of thirteen head, of which two are three-year-old 

bulls and four are calves. There are seven cows of all ages, one of which 

is a half-breed. 
Herd at the Zoological Society’s Gardens, Philadelphia, Arthur LE. 

Brown, superintendent.—This institution is the fortunate possessor of a 

small herd of ten buffaloes, of which four are males and six females. 

Two are calves of 1877. In 1886 the Gardens sold an adult bull and cow 

to Hon. W. F. Cody for $300. 

Herd at Bismarck Grove, Kansas, owned by the Atchison, Topeka and 

Santa Fé Railroad Company.—A small herd of buffaloes has for several 

years past been kept at Bismarck Grove as an attraction to visitors. At 

present it contains ten head, one of which is a very large bull, another 

in a four-year-old bull, six are cows of various ages, and two are two- 

year olds. In 1885 a large bull belonging to this herd grew so vicious 

and dangerous that it was necessary to kill him. 

The following interesting account of this herd was published in the 

Kansas City Times of December 8, 1888: 
“Thirteen years ago Colonel Stanton purchased a buffalo bull calf 

. for $8 and two heifers for $25. The descendants of these three buffa- 

loes now found at Bismarck Grove, where all were. born, number in all 

ten. There were seventeen, but the rest have died, with the exception 

of one, which was given away. They are kept in an inclosure containing 

about 30 acres immediately adjoining the park, and there may be seen 

-at any time. ‘The sight is one well worth a trip and the slight expense 

that may attach to it, especially to one who has never seen the Ameri- 

can bison in his native state. 

‘The present herd includes two fine bull calves dropped last spring, 

two heifers, five cows, and a bull six years old and as handsome as a 
picture. The latter has been named Cleveland, after the colonel’s favor- 

ite Presidential candidate. The entire herd is in as fine condition as 

any beef cattle, though they were never fed anything but hay and are 

never given any shelter. In fact they don’t take kindly to shelter, and 

whether a blizzard is biowing, with the mercury 20 degrees below zero, 

_or the sun pouring down his scorching rays, with the thermometer 110 

degrees above, they set their heads resoiutely toward storm or sun and 

take their medicine as if they liked it. Hon. W. F. Cody, “ Buffalo Bill,” 

tried to buy the whole herd two years ago to take to Europe with his 

Wild West Show, but they were not for sale at his own figures, and, in- 

deed, there is no anxiety to dispose of them at any figures. The rail- 

1oad company has been glad to furnish them pasturage for the sake of 

adding to the attractions of the park, in which there are also forty-three 

head of deer, including two as fine bucks as ever trotted over the national 

deer trail toward the salt-licks in northern Utah. 

‘¢ While the bison at Bismark Grove are splendid specimens of their 

class, ‘‘ Cleveland” is decidedly the pride of the herd, and as grand a 
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creature as ever trod the soil of Kansas on four legs. He is just six 
years old and is a perfect specimen of the kings of the plains. There is 

royal blood in his veins, and his coat is finer than the imperial purple. 

It is not possible to get at him to measure his stature and weight. He 
must weigh fully 3,000 pounds, and it is doubtful if there is to-day living 

on the face of the earth a handsomer buffalo bull than he. ‘‘Cleveland’s” 
disposition is not so ugly as old Barney’s was, but at certain seasons he 

is very wild, and there is no one venturesome enough to go into the in- 

closure. It is then not altogether safe to even look over the high and 

heavy board fence at him, for he is likely to make a run for the visitor, 

as the numerous holes in the fence where he has knocked off the boards 
will testify.” 

Herd of Mr. Frederick Dupree, Cheyenne Indian Agency, near Fort 

Bennett, Dakota.—This herd contains at present nine pure-blood buf- 

faloes, five of which are cows and seven mixed bloods. Of the former, 
there are two adult bulls and four adult cows. Of the mixed blood 
animals, six are half-breeds and one a quarter-breed buffalo. 

Mr. Dupree obtained the nucleus of his herd in 1882, at which time 

he captured five wild calves about 100 miles west of Fort Bennett. Of 

these, two died after two months of captivity and a third was killed by 
an Indian in 1885. 

Mr. D. F. Carlin, of the Indian service, at Fort Bennett, has kindly 
furnished me the following information respecting this herd, under 

date of November 1, 1888 : 

“The animals composing this herd are all in fine condition and are 

quite tame. They keep by themselves most of the time, except the 

oldest bull (six years old), whe seems to appreciate the company of do- 

mestic cattle more than that of his own family. Mr. Dupree has kept 

one half-breed bull as an experiment; he thinks it will produce a hardy 

class of cattle. His half-breeds are all black, with one exception, and 
that is a roan; but they are all built like the buffalo, and when young 

they grunt more like a hog than like a ealf, the same as a full-blood 

buffalo. 

‘‘Mr. Dupree has never lost a [domestic] cow in giving birth to a half- 
breed calf, as was supposed by many people would be the case. There. 

have been no sales from this herd, although the owner has a standing 
offer of $650 for a cow avd bull. The cows are not for sale at any price. 

Herd at Lincoln Park, Chicago, Mr. W. P. Walker, superintendent.— 

This very interesting and handsomely-kept herd is composed of seven 

individuais of the following character: One bull eight years old, one 

bull four years old, two cows eight years old, two cows two years old 

in the spring of 1888, and one 2 calf born in the spring of 1888. 

Zoological Gardens, Cincinnati, Ohio.—This collection contains four 

bison, an adult bull and cow, and one immature specimen. 
Dr. V. T. McGillicuddy, Rapid City, Dakota, has a herd of four pure 

buffaloes and one half-breed, Of the former, the two adults, a bull and 
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cow seven years old, were caught by Sioux Indians near the Black Hills 
for the owner in the spring of 1882. ‘The Indians drove two milch cows 

to the range to nourish the calves when caught. These have produced 

two calves, one of which, a bull, is now three years old, and the other 

is a yearling heifer. 

Central Park Menagerie, New York, Dr. W. A. Conktin, director.—This 

much-visited collection contains four bison, an adult bull and cow, a 
two-year-old calf, and a yearling. 

Mr. John H. Starin, Glen Island, near New York City.—There are four 
buffaloes at this summer resort. 

The U.S. National Museum, Washington, District of Columbia —The 

collection of the department of living animals at this institution con- 

tains two fine young buffaloes; a bull four years old in July, 1888, and 

a cow three years old in May of the same year. ‘These animals were cap- 

tured in western Nebraska, when they were calves, by H. R. Jackett, 

of Ogalalla, and kept by him on his ranch until 1888. In April, 1888, 

Hon. Eugene G. Blackford, of New York, purchased them of Mr. Fred- 
erick D. Nowell, of North Platte, Nebraska. for $400 for the pair, and 

presented them to the National Museum, in the hope that they might 

form the nucleus of:a herd to be owned and exhibited by the United 

States Government in or near the city of Washington. The two ani- 

mals were received in Ogalalla by Mr. Joseph Palmer, of the National 

Museum, and by him they were brought on to Washington in May, in 

fine condition. Since their arrival they have been exhibited to the 

public in a temporary inclosure on the Smithsonian Grounds, and have 

attracted much attention. 

Mr. B. C. Winston, of Hamline, Minnesota, owns a pair of buffaloes, 

one of which, a young bull, was caught by him in western Dakota in 

the spring of 1886, soon after its birth. The cow was purchased at 

-Rosseau, Dakota Territory, a year later, for $225. 

Mr. I. P. Butler, of Colorado, Texas, is the owner of a young bull buf- 

falo and a half-breed calf. 

Mr. Jesse Huston, of Miles City, Montana, owns a fine five-year-old 

bull buffalo. 

Mr, L. F. Gardner, of Bellwood, Oregon, is the owner of a large adult 

bull. 

Tke Riverside Ranch Company, south of Mandan, Dakota, owns a pair 

of full-blood buffaloes. 

In Dakota, in the hands of parties unknown, there are four full-blood 
buffaloes. 

Mr. James R. Hitch, of Optima, Indian Territory, has a pair of young 

buffaloes, which he has offered for sale for $750. ; 
Mr. Joseph A. Hudson, of Estell, Nebraska, owns a three-year-old bull 

buffalo, which is for sale. 

In other countries there are live specimens of Bison americanus re- 

ported as follows: two at Belleview Gardens, Manchester, Eugland; 
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one at the Zoological Gardens, London; one at Liverpool, England 

(purchased of Hon. W. F. Cody in 1888); two at the Zoological Gar- 

dens, Dresden; one at the Zoological Gardens, Calcutta. 

Statistics of full-blood buffaloes in captivity January 1, 1889, 

Number kept for, breeding purposesscc 4.c se ie aes eee eee 216 

Num bere p tpfor ce xD UO Meeps eae ele hee ageless eee 40 

Total pure-blood buffaloes in captivity ...........-----.------ eens nett 256 

Wild buffaloes under Government protection in the Yellowstone Park .......--. 200 

Number: of, mixed=breed puitalo—domestic¢s)-so----- 42 =25s2-6) eee eee 40 

There are, without doubt, a few half-breeds in Manitoba of which I 

have no account. It is probable there are also a very few more captive 

buffaloes scattered singly here and there which will be heard of later, 

but the total will be a very small number, I am sure. 

PART II.—THE EXTERMINATION. 

I. CAUSES OF THE EXTERMINATION. 

The causes which led to the practical extinction (in a wild state, at 
least) of the most economically valuable wild animal that ever inhab- 

ited the American continent, are by no means obscure. It is well that 

we should know precisely what they were, and by the sad fate of the 

buffalo be warned in time against allowing similar causes to produce 

the same results with our elk, antelope, deer, moose, caribou, mountain 

sheep, mountain goat, walrus, and other animals. It will be doubly 

deplorable if the remorseless slaughter we have witnessed during the 
last twenty years carries with it no lessons for the future. A continu- 

ation of the record we have lately made as wholesale game butchers 
will justify posterity in dating us back with the mound-builders and 

cave-dwellers, when man’s only known function was to slay and eat. 

The primary cause of the buffalo’s extermination, and the one which 

embraced all others, was the descent of civilization, with all its ele- 
ments of destructiveness, upon the whole of the country inhabited 

by that animal. From the Great Slave Lake to the Rio Grande the 
home of the buffalo was everywhere overrun by the man with a gun; 

and, as has ever been the case, the wild creatures were gradually swept 

away, the largest and most conspicuous forms being the first to go. 

The secondary causes of the extermination of the buffalo may be 

catalogued as follows: 

(1) Man’s reckless greed, his wanton seainaeHRenicae and improvi- 

dence in not husbanding such resourees as come to him from the hand of 

nature ready made. 
(2) The total and utterly inexcusable absence of protective measures 

and agencies on the part of the National Government and of the West- 

ern States and Territories. 

(3) The fatal preference on the part of hunters generally, both white 
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and red, for the robe and flesh of the cow over that furnished by the 

bull. 
(4) The phenomenal stupidity of the animals themselves, and their 

indifference to man. 
(5) The perfection of modern breech-loading rifles and other sporting 

fire-arms in general. 
Each of these causes acted against the buffalo with its full force; to 

offset which there was not even one restraining or preserving influence, 
and itis not to be wondered at that the species went down before them. 

Had any one of these conditions been eliminated the result would have 

been reached far less quickly. Had the buffalo, for example, possessed 

one-half the fighting qualities of the grizzly bear he would have fared 

very differently, but his inoffensiveness and lack of courage almost 
leads one to doubt the wisdom of the Boga IS” of nature so far as it 

relates to him. 

II. METHODS OF SLAUGHTER. 

1. The still-hunt.—Of all the deadly methods of buffalo slaughter, the 
still-hunt was the deadliest. Of all the methods that were unsports- 

manlike, unfair, ignoble, and utterly reprehensible, this was in every . 

respect the lowest and the worst. Destitute of nearly every element 

of the buoyant excitement and spice of danger that accompanied genu- 

ine buffalo hunting on horseback, the still-hunt was mere butchery of 

the tamest and yet most cruel kind. About it there was none of the 

true excitement of the chase; but there was plenty of greedy eagerness 

to “down” as many “head” as possible every day, just as there is in 

every Slaughter-house where the killers are paid so much per head. 
Judging from all accounts, it was about as exciting and dangerous work 

as it would be to go out now and shoot cattle on the Texas or Montana 

ranges. The probabilities are, however, that shooting Texas cattle 
would be the most dangerous ; for, instead of running from a man on 

foot, as the buffalo used to do, range cattle usually charge down upon 
him, from motives of curiosity, perhaps, and not infrequently place his 

life in considerable jeopardy. 

The buffalo owes his extermination very largely to his own unparalleled 

stupidity; for nothing else could by any possibility have enabled the 

still-hunters to accomplish what they did in such an incredibly short 

time. So long as the chase on horseback was the order of the day, it 
ordinarily required the united efforts of from fifteen to twenty-five 

hunters to kill a thousand buffalo ina single season; but a single still- 

hunter, with a long-range breech-loader, who knew how to make a 

* “sneak” and get “a stand on a bunch,” often succeeded in killing 

from one to three thousand in one season by his own unaided efforts. 

Capt. Jack Brydges, of Kansas, who was one of the first to begin 

the final slaughter of the southern herd, killed, by contract, one thou- 

sand one hundred and forty-two paripes in we weeks. 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——30 
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So long as the buffalo remained in large herds their numbers gave 

each individual a feeling of dependence upon his fellows and of general 

security from harm, even in the presence of strange phenomena which 
he could not understand. When he heard a loud report and saw a little 

cloud of white smoke rising from a gully, a clump of sage-brush, or the 

top of a ridge, 200 yards away, he wondered what it meant, and held 

himself in readiness to follow his leader in case she should run away. 
But when the leader of the herd, usually the oldest cow, fell bleeding 
upon the ground, and no other buffalo promptly assumed the leadership 

of the herd, instead of acting independently and fleeing from the alarm, 

he merely did as he saw the others do, and waited his turn to be shot. 

Latterly, however, when the herds were totally broken up, when the 

few survivors were scattered in every direction, and it became a case 
of every buffalo for himself, they became wild and wary, ever ready to 
start off at the slightest alarm, and run indefinitely. Had they shown 

the same wariness seventeen years ago that the survivors have mani- 

fested during the last three or four years, there would now be a hun- 
dred thousand head alive instead of only about three hundred in a wild 

and unprotected state. 
Notwithstanding the merciless war that had been waged against the 

buffalo for over a century by both whites and Indians, and the steady 

decrease of its numbers, as well asits range, there were several million 

head on foot, not only up to the completion of the Union Pacific Rail- 

way, but as late as the year 1870. Up to that time the killing done by 

white men had been chiefly for the sake of meat, the demand for robes 

was moderate, and the Indians took annually less than one hundred 

thousand for trading. Although half a million buffaloes were killed by 

Indians, half-breeds, and whites, the natural increase was so very con- 
siderable as to make it seem that the evil day of extermination was yet 

far distant. 

But by a coincidence which was fatal to the buffalo, with the build- 
ing of three lines of railway through the most populous buffalo country 

there came a demand for robes and hides, backed up by an unlimited 

supply of new and marvellously accurate breech-loading rifles and fixed 

ammunition. And then followed a wild rush of hunters to the buffalo 

country, eager to destroy as many head as possible in the shortest time. 

For those greedy ones the chase on horseback was “too slow” and too 

unfruitful. That was a retail method of killing, whereas they wanted 

to kill by wholesale. From their point of view, the still-hunt or “sneak” 

hunt was the method par excellence. If they could have obtained Gat- 

ling guns with which to mow down a whole herd at a time, beyond a 

doubt they would have gladly used them. 

The still-hunt was seen at its very worst in the years 1871, 1872, and 

1873, on the southern buffalo range, and ten years later at its best in 
Montana, on the northern. Let us first consider it at its best, which in 

principle was bad enough. 
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The great rise in the price of robes which followed the blotting out 
of the great southern herd at once put buffalo-hunting on a much more 

comfortable and respectable business basis in the North than it had 

ever occupied in the South, where prices had all along been phenomenally 

low. 

In Montana it was no uncommon thing for a hunter to invest from 

$1,000 to $2,000 in his “outfit” of horses, wagons, weapons, ammuni- 
tion, provisions, and sundries. 

One of the men who accompanied the Smithsonian Expedition for 

Buffalo, Mr. James McNaney, of Miles City, Montana, was an ex-buffalo 
hunter, who had spent three seasons on the northern range, killing 

buffalo for their robes, and his standing as a hunter was of the best. 

A brief description of his outfit and its work during its last season on 

on the range (1882—’83) may fairly be taken as a typical illustration of 

the life and work of the still-hunter at its best. The only thing against 

it was the extermination of the buffalo. 
During the winters of 1880 and 1881 Mr. McNaney had served in Max. 

well’s outfit as a hunter, working by the month, but his success in kill- 

ing was such that he decided to work the third year on his own account, 
Although at that time only seventeen years of age, he took an elder 

brother as a partner, and purchased an outfit in Miles City, of which 

the following were the principal items: Two wagons, 2 four-horse teams, 

2 saddle-horses, 2 wall-tents, 1 cook-stove with pipe, 1 40-90 Sharp’s 

rifle (breech-loading), 1 45-70 Sharps rifle (breech-loading), 1 45-120 

Sharps rifle (breech-loading), 50 pounds gunpowder, 550 pounds lead, 

4,500 primers, 600 brass shells, 4 sheets patch-paper, 60 Wilson skinning 

knives, 3 butcher’s steels, 1 portable grindstone, flour, bacon, baking- 

powder, coffee, sugar, molasses, dried apples, canned vegetables, beans, 
ete., in quantity. 

The entire cost of the outfit was about $1,400. Two men were hired 
for the season at $50 per month, and the party started from Miles City 

on November 10, which was considered a very late start. The usual 

time of setting out for the range was about October 1. 

The outfit went by rail northeastward to Terry, and from thence 
across country south and east about 100 miles, around the head of 

O’Fallon Creek to the head of Beaver Creek, a tributary of the Little 
Missouri. A good range was selected, without enroachment upon the 

domains of the hunters already in the field, and the camp was made 

near the bank of the creek, close to a supply of wood and water, and 

screened from distant observation by a circle of hills and ridges. The 

two rectangular wall-tents were set up end to end, with the cook-stove 

in the middle, where the ends came together. In one tent the cooking 

and eating was done, and the other contained the beds. 
It was planned that the various members of the party should cook 

turn about, a week at a time, but one of them soon developed such a 
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rare and conspicuous talent for bread-making and general cookery that 

he was elected by acclamation to cook during the entire season. 

To the other three members fell the hunting. Each man hunted sep- 

arately from the others, and skinned all the animals that his rifle 
brought down. 

_ There were buffalo on the range when the hunters arrived, and the 
killing began at once. At daylight the still-hunter sallied forth on 

foot, carrying in his hand his huge Sharps rifle, weighing from 16 to 

19 pounds, with from seventy-five to one hundred loaded cartridges in 

his two belts or his pockets. At his side, depending from his belt, hung 

his “hunter’s companion,” a flat leather scabbard, containing a ripping 

knife, a skinning knife, and a butcher’s steel upon which to sharpen 

them. The total weight carried was very considerable, seldom less 

than 36 pounds, and often more. 
Inasmuch as it was highly important to move camp as seldom as pos- 

sitle in the course of a season’s work, the hunter exercised the greatest 

precaution in killing his game, and had ever before his mind the neces- 

sity of doing his killing without frightening away the survivors. 

With ten thousand buffaloes on their range, it was considered the 

height of good luck to find a “bunch” of fifty head in a secluded 

“draw” or hollow, where it was possible to ‘make a kill” without dis- 

turbing the big herd. 

The still-hunter usually went on foot, for when buffaloes became so 

scarce as to make it necessary for him to ride his occupation was prac- 

tically gone. At the time I speak of, the hunter seldom had to walk ° 

more than 3 miles from camp to find buffalo, in case there were any at 

all on his range, and it was usually an advantage to be without a horse. 

From the top of a ridge or high butte the country was carefully scanned, 

and if several small herds were in sight the one easiest to approach 

was selected as the one to attack. It was far better to find a herd lying 

down or quietly grazing, or sheltering from a cold wind, than to find it 

traveling, for while a hard run of a mile or two often enabled the hun- 

ter to “‘head off” a moving herd and kill a certain number of animals 

out of it, the net results were never half so satisfactory as with herds 
absolutely at rest. 

Having decided upon an attack, the hunter gets to leeward of his 

game, and approaches it according to the nature of the ground. If it 

is in a hollow, he secures a position at the top of the nearest ridge, as 

close as he can get. If it is in a level ‘ flat,” he looks for a gully up 

which he can skulk until within good rifle-shot. If there is no gully, 

he may be obliged to crawl half a mile on his hands and knees, often 

through snow or amongst beds of prickly pear, taking advantage of 

even such scanty cover as sage-brush affords. Some Montana still- 

hunters adopted the method of drawing a gunny-sack over the entire 

upper half of the body, with holes cut for the eyes and arms, which 

simple but unpicturesque arrangement often enabled the hunter to 
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approach his game much more easily and more closely than would 

otherwise have been possible. 

‘Having secured a position within from 100 to 250 yards of his game 

(often the distance was much greater), the hunter secures a comfortable 

rest for his huge rifle, all the time keeping his own person thoroughly 

hidden from view, estimates the distance, carefully adjusts his sights, 

and begins business. If the herd is moving, the animal in the lead is the 

first one shot, close behind the fore leg and about a footabove the brisket, 
which sends the ball through the lungs. If the herd is at rest, the 
oldest cow is always supposed to be the leader, and she is the one to 

kill first. The noise startles the buffaloes, they stare at the little cloud 

of white smoke and feel inclined to run, but seeing their leader hesitate 
they wait for her. She, when struck, gives a violent start forward, but 

soon stops, and the blood begins to run from her nostrils in two bright 
crimson streams. In a couple of minutes her body sways unsteadily, 

she staggers, tries hard to keep her feet, but soon gives a lurch side- 
wise and falls. Some of the other members of the herd come around 

her and stare and sniff in wide-eyed wonder, and one of the more wary 

starts to lead the herd away. But before she takes half a dozen 

steps “ bang!” goes the hidden rifle again, and her leadership is ended 

forever. Her fall only increases the bewilderment of the survivors over 

a proceeding which to them is strange and unaccountable, because the 

danger is not visible. They cluster around the fallen ones, sniff at the 
warm blood, bawl aloud in wonderment, and do everything but run 

away. 

The policy of the hunter is to not fire too rapidly, but to attend closely 

to business, and every time a buffalo attempts to make off, shoot it down. 

One shot per minute was a moderate rate of firing, but under pressure 
of circumstances two per minute ceuld be discharged with deliberate 

precision. With the most accurate hunting rifle ever made, a ‘“ dead 

rest,” and a large mark practically motionless, it was no wonder that 

nearly every shot meant a dead buffalo. The vital spot on a buffalo 

which stands with its side to the hunter is about a foot in diameter, and 

on a full-grown bull is considerably more. Under such conditions as 

the above, which was called getting ‘‘a stand,” the hunter nurses his 

victims just as an angler plays a big fish with light tackle, and in the 

most methodical manner murders them one by one, either until the last 

one falls, his cartridges are all expended, or the stupid brutes come to 

their senses and run away. Occasionally the poor fellow was troubled 

by having his rifle get too hot to use, but if a snow-bank was at hand 

he would thrust the weapon into it without ceremony to cool it off. 

A success in getting a stand meant the slaughter of a good-sized 
herd. A hunter whom I met in Montana, Mr. Harry Andrews, told me 
that he once fired one hundred and fifteen shots from one spot and killed 

sixty-three buffalo in less than an hour. The highest number Mr. Me- 

Nancy ever knew of being killed in one stand was ninety-one head, but 
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Colonel Dodge once counted one hundred and twelve carcasses of buffalo 
“inside of a semicircle of 200 yards radius, all of which were killed by 

one man from the same spot, and in less than three-quarters of an hour.” 

The “kill” being completed, the hunter then addressed himself to the 
task of skinning his victims. The northern hunters were seldom guilty 

of the reckless carelessness and lack of enterprise in the treatment of 

robes which at one time was so prominent a feature of work on the 

southern range. By the time white men began to hunt for robes on the 

northern range, buffalo were becoming comparatively scarce, and robes 

were worth from $2 to $4each. The fur-buy¥ers had taught the hunters, 

with the potent argument of hard cash, that a robe carefully and neatiy 

taken off, stretched, and kept reasonably free from blood and dirt, was 

worth more money in the market than one taken off in a slovenly man- 

ner, and contrary to the nicer demands of the trade. After 1880, buffalo 

on the northern range were skinned with considerable care, and amongst 

the robe-hunters not one was allowed to become a loss when it was 
- possible to prevent it. Every full-sized cow robe was considered. equal 

to $3.50 in hard cash, and treated accordingly. The hunter, or skinner, 
always stretched every robe out on the ground to its fullest extent 

while it was yet warm, and cut the initials of his employer in the thin 

subcutaneous muscle which always adhered to the inside of the skin. 

A warm skin is very elastic, and when stretched upon the ground the 

hair holds it in shape until it either dries or freezes, and so retains its 

full size. On the northern range skins were so valuable that many a 

dispute arose between rival outfits over the ownership of a dead buf- 

falo, some of which produced serious results. | 

2. The chase on horseback or “running buffalo.”—Next to the still-hunt 
the method called “running buffalo” was the most fatal to the race, and 

the one most universally practiced. To all hunters, save greedy white 

men, the chase on horseback yielded spoil sufficient for every need, and 

it also furnished sport of a superior kind—manly, exhilarating, and well 

spiced with danger. Even the horses shared the excitement and eager- 

ness of their riders. 

So long as the weapons of the Indian consisted only of the bow and 

arrow and the spear, he was obliged to kill at close quarters or not at 

all. And even when fire-arms were first placed in his hands their cali- 

ber was so small, the charge so light, and the Indian himself so poor a 

marksman at long range, that his best course was still to gallop along- 

side the herd on his favorite “buffalo horse” and kill at the shortest 

possible range. From all accounts, the Red River half-breeds, who 
hunted almost exclusively with fire-arms, never dreamed of the deadly. 

still-hunt, but always killed their game by “running” it. 

In former times even the white men of the plains did the most of 

their buffalo hunting on horseback, using the largest-sized Colt’s re- 

volver, sometimes one in each hand, until the repeating-rifle made its 
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appearance, which in a great measure displaced the revolver in running 

buffalo. But about that time began the mad warfare for “robes” and 

“hides,” and the only fair and sportsmanlike method of hunting was 

declared too slow for the greedy buffalo-skinners. 

Then came the cold-blooded butchery of the still-hunt. From that 

time on the buffalo as a game animal steadily lost caste. It soon came 

to be universally considered that there was no sport in hunting buffalo. 

True enough of still-hunting, where the hunter sneaks up and shoots 

them down one by one at such long range the report of his big rifle 

does not even frighten them away. So far as sportsmanlike fairness is 

concerned, that method was not one whit more elevated than killing 

game by poison. 

But the chase on horseback was a different thing. Its successful 

prosecution demanded a good horse, a bold rider, a firm seat, and per- 

fect familiarity with weapons. The excitement of it was intense, the 

dangers not to be despised, and, above all, the buffalo had a fair show 

for his life, or partially so, at least. The mode of attack is easily de- 
seribed. 

Whenever the hunters discovered a herd of buffalo, they usually got 

to leeward of it and quietly rode forward in a body, or stretched out in 

a regular skirmish line, behind the shelter of a knoll, perhaps, until 
they had approached the herd as closely as could be done without 

alarming it. Usually the unsuspecting animals, with a confidence due 

more to their great numbers than anything else, would allow a party of 

horsemen to approach within from 200 to 400 yards of their flankers, 
and then they would start off on a slow trot. The hunters then put 

spurs to their horses and dashed forward to overtake the herd as 

quickly as possible. Once up with it, each hunter chooses the best ani- 

mal within his reach, chases him until his flying steed carries him close 
alongside, and then the arrow or the bullet is sent into his vitals. The 
fatal spot is from 12 to 18 inches in circumference, and lies immediately 

back of the fore leg, with its lowest point on a line with the elbow. 
This, the true chase of the buffalo, was not only exciting, but dan- 

gerous. It often happened that the hunter found himself surrounded 

by the flying herd, and in a cloud of dust, so that neither man nor horse 
could see the ground before them. Under such circumstances fatal 

accidents to both men and horses were numerous. It was not an un- 

common thing for half-breeds to shoot each other in the excitement of 

the chase; and, while now and then a wounded bull suddenly turned 

upon his Heuer and overthrew him, the eeupatent number of casualties 

were from falls. 

Of the dangers involved in running buffalo Colonel Dodge writes as 
follows :* 

‘The danger is not so much from the buffalo, which rarely makes an 
effort to injure his pursuer, as from the fact that neither man nor horse 

aw 

* Plains of the Great West, p. 127. 
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can see the ground, which may be rough and broken, or perforated with 

prairie-dog or gopher holes. This danger is so imminent, that a man 

who runs into a herd of buffalo may be said to take his life in his hand. 

I have never known a man hurt by a buffalo in such a chase. I have 

known of at least six killed, and a very great many more or less injured, 

some very severely, by their horses falling with them.” 

On this point Catlin declares that to engage in running buffalo is 

‘cat the hazard of every bone in one’s body, to feel the fine and thrilling 

exhilaration of the chase for a moment, and then as often to upbraid and 

blame himself for his folly and imprudence.” 

Previous to my first experience in ‘‘ running buffalo” I had enter- 

tained a mortal dread of ever being called upon to ride a chase across a 

prairie-dog town. ‘The mouth of a prairie-dog’s burrow is amply large 

to receive the hoof of a horse, and the angle at which the hole descends 

into the earth makes it just right for the leg of a running horse to 

plunge into up to the knee and bring down both horse and rider in- 

stantly ; the former with a broken leg, to say the least ofit. If the rider 

sits loosely, and promptly resigns his seat, he will go flying forward, as 

if thrown from a catapult, for 20 feet or so, perhaps to escape with a 

few broken bones, and perhaps to have his neck broken, or his skull 

fractured on the hard earth. If he sticks tightly to his saddle, his horse 
is almost certain to fall upon him, and perhaps kill him. Judge, then, 

my feelings when the first bunch of buffalo we started headed straight 

across the largest prairie-dog town I had ever seen up to that time. 

And not only was the ground honey-combed with gaping round holes, 

but it was also crossed here and there by treacherous ditch-like gullies, 
eut straight down into the earth to an uncertain depth, and so narrow 

as to be invisible until it was almost time to leap across them. 

But at such a time, with the game thundering along a few rods in ad- 

vance, the hunter thinks of little else except getting uptoit. He looks 

as far ahead as possible, and helps his horse to avoid dangers, but to a 

great extent the horse must guide himself. The rider plies his spurs 
and looks eagerly forward, almost feverish with excitement and eager- 

ness, but at the same time if he is wise he expects a fall, and holds him- 
self in readiness to take the ground with as little damage as he can. 

Mr. Catlin gives a most graphic description of a hunting accident, 

which may fairly be quoted in full as a type of many such. I must say 

that I fully sympathize with M. Chardon in his estimate of the hard- 
ness of the ground he fell upon, for [ have a painful recollection of a fall 
I had from which I arose with the settled conviction that the ground in 

Montana is the hardest in the world! Itseemed more like falling upon 

cast-iron than prairie turf. 

“TJ dashed along through the thundering mass as they swept away 

over the plain, scarcely able to tell whether I was on a buffalo’s back 

or my horse, hit and hooked and jostled about, till at length I found 

myself alongside my game, when I gave him a shot as I passed him. | 

=~ 
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I saw guns flash about me in several directions, but I heard them not. 

Amidst the trampling throng Mons. Chardon had wounded a stately 

bull, and at this moment was passing him with his piece leveled for 

another shot. They were both at full speed and I also, within the 
reach of the muzzle of my gun, when the bull instantly turned, receiv- 

ing the horse upon his horns, and the ground received poor Chardon, 
- who made a frog’s leap of some 20 feet or more over the bull’s back 
and almost under my horse’s heels. I wheeled my horse as soon as 

possible and rode back where lay poor Chardon, gasping to start his 

breath again, and within a few paces of him his huge victim, with his 

heels high in the air, and the horse lying across him. I dismounted in- 
stantly, but Chardon was raising himself on his hands, with his eyes 
and mouth full of dirt, and feeling for his gun, which lay about 30 feet 

in advance of him. ‘Heaven spare you! are you hurt, Chardon?’ 

‘ Hi-hic—hic—hic—hic——no ;—hic—no—no, I believe not. Oh, this 
is not much, Mons. Cataline—this is nothing new—but this is a d—d 

hard piece of ground here—hic—oh! hic!’ At this the poor fellow 

fainted, but in a few moments arose, picked up his gun, took his horse 

by the bit, which then opened its eyes, and with a hie and a ugh— 

ughk !—sprang upon its feet, shook off the dirt, and here we were, all 

upon our legs again, save the bull, whose fate had been more sad than 

that of either.” * 

The following passage from Mr. Alexander Ross’s graphic description 

of a great hunt,t in which about four hundred hunters made an on- 
slaught upon a herd, affords a good illustration of the dangers in run- 
ning buffalo: 

“On this occasion the surface was rocky and full of badger-holes. 

Twenty-three horses and riders were at one moment all sprawling on 

the ground; one horse, gored by a bull, was killed on the spot; two 

more were disabled by the fall; one rider broke his shoulder-blade; 
another burst his gun and lost three of his fingers by the accident; 

and a third was struck on the knee by an exhausted ball. These acci- 

dents will not be thought overnumerous, considering the result, for in 

the evening no less than thirteen hundred and seventy-five tongues 
were brought into camp. 

It really seems as if the horses of the plains entered willfully and 

knowingly into the war on the doomed herds. But for the willingness 

and even genuine eagerness with which the “ buffalo horses” of both white 

men and Indians entered into the chase, hunting on horseback would 

have been attended with almost insurmountable difficulties, and the 
results would have been much less fatal to the species. According to 
all accounts the horses of the Indians and half-breeds were far better 
trained than those of their white rivals, no doubt owing to the fact 
that the use of the bow, which required the free use of both hands, 

* North American Indians, I, pp. 25-26. 

tRed River Settlement, p. 256. 
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was only possible when the horse took the right course of his own free 

will or else could be guided by the pressure of the knees. If we may 

believe the historians of that period, and there is not the slightest — 

reason to doubt them, the “ buffalo horses” of the Indians displayed al- 

most as much intelligence and eagerness in the chase as did their 
human riders. Indeed, in “running buffalo” with only the bow and 
arrow, nothing but the willing co-operation of the horse could have 

possibly made this mode of hunting either satisfactory or successful. 

In Lewis and Clarke’s Travels, volume I, page 387, appears the fol- 

lowing record: 

“* He [Sergeant Pryor] had found it almost impossible with two men to 

drive on the remaining horses, for as soon as they discovered a herd of 

buffaloes the loose horses immediately set off in pursuit of them, and 

surrounded the buffalo herd with almost as much skill as their riders 

could havedone. At last he was obliged to send one horseman forward 

and drive all the buffaloes from the route.” 
The Hon. H. H. Sibley, who once accompanied the Red River half- 

breeds on their annual hunt, relates the following: * 

‘One of the hunters fell from his saddle, and was unable to aves 

his horse, which continued the chase as if he of himself could accom- 

plish great things, so much do these animals become imbued with a 

passion for this sport! On another occasion a half-breed left his 

favorite steed at the camp, to enable him to recruit his strength, enjoin- 

ing upon his wife the necessity of properly securing the animal, which 

was not done. Not relishing the idea of being left behind, he started 

after us and soon was alongside, and thus he continued to keep pace with 

the hunters in their pursuit of the buffalo, seeming to await with im- 

patience the fall of some of them to the earth. The chase ended, he 

came neighing to his master, whom he soon singled out, although the 
men were dispersed here and there for a distance of miles.” 

Col. R. I. Dodge, in his Plains of the Great West, page 129, describes 

a meeting with two Mexican buffalo-hunters whose horses were so fleet 
and so well trained that whenever a herd of buffalo came in sight, in- 

stead of shooting their game wherever they came up with it, the one 

having the best horse would dash into the herd, cut out a fat two-year 
old, and, with the help of his partner, then actually drive it to their 

camp before shooting it down. ‘They had a fine lot of meat and a 

goodly pile of skins, and they said that every buffalo had been driven 

into camp and killed as the one I saw, ‘It saves a heap of trouble 

packing the meat to camp,’ said one of them, naively.” 

Probably never before in the history of the world, until civilized man 

came in contact with the buffalo, did whole armies of men march out 

in true military style, with officers, flags, chaplains, and rules of war, 

and make war on wild animals. No wonder the buffalo has been ex- 

terminated. So long as they existed north of the Missouri in any con- 

* Schoolcraft’s ‘‘ North American Indians,” 108. 
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siderable number, the half-breeds and Indians of the Manitoba Red 

River settlement used to gather each year in a great army, and go with 

-earts. to the buffalo range. On these great hunts, which took place 

every year from about the 15th of June to the 1st of September, vast 
numbers of buffalo were killed, and the supply was finally exhausted. 

As if Heaven had decreed the extirpation of the species, the half-breed 
hunters, like their white robe-hunting rivals farther south, always killed 

cows in preference to bulls so long as a choice was possible, the very 

course best calculated to exterminate any species in the shortest possi- 

ble time. 
The army of half-breeds and Indians which annually went forth from 

the Red River settlement to make war on the buffalo was often far larger 

than the army with which Cortez subdued a great empire. As early 

as 1846 it had become so great, that it was necessary to divide it into two 

divisions, one of which, the White Horse Plain division, was accustomed 
to go west by the Assinniboine River to the “rapids crossing-place,” 

and from there in a southwesterly direction. The Red River division 

went south to Pembina, and did the most of their hunting in Dakota. 

The two divisions sometimes met (says Professor Hind), but not inten- 

tionally. In 1849 a Mr. Flett took a census of the White Horse Plain 

division, in Dakota Territory, and found that it contained 603 carts, 

700 half-breeds, 200 Indians, 600 horses, 200 oxen, 400 dogs, and 1 cat. 
In his *“‘ Red River Settlement” Mr. Alexander Ross gives the fol- 

lowing census of the number of carts assembled in camp for the buffalo 

hunt at five different periods: 

Number of carts assembled for the first trip. 

iT OD seers, sie ces Me Sata bas alee Biaaeeiaeee 540 

2D LES, ERE se A OO eT a pra A a en 680 

LOGI ELC NUS ee RS I apg, cea a A 820 

MMAR Bees ssi: sete teks 2b Lede cose oe. SEA se 970 

aS O Pe Si ris cess ae cubetschyae eiswicle SPidhels <ijo mind ebrneae Sela 1,210 

The expedition which was accompanied by Rev. Mr. Belcourt, a 

Catholic priest, whose account is set forth in the Hon. Mr. Sibley’s pa- 

per on the buffalo,* was a comparatively small one, which started from 

Pembina, and very generously took pains not to spoil the prospects of 

the great Red River division, which was expected to take the field at 

the same time. This, therefore, was a small party, like others which 

had already reached the range; but it contained 215 carts, 55 hunters 

and their families, making 60 lodges in all. This party killed 1,776 

cows (bulls not counted, many of which were killed, though “not even 
a tongue was taken”), which yielded 228 bags of pemmican, 1,213 bales 

of dried meat, 166 sacks of tallow, and 556 bladders full of marrow. 
But this was very moderate slaughter, being about 33 buffalo to each 

family. Even as late as 1872, when buffalo were getting scarce, Mr- 

*Schooleraft, pp. 101-110. 
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Grant * met a half-breed family on the Qu’Appelle, consisting of man, 

wife, and seven children, whose six carts were laden with the meat and 
robes yielded by sixty buffaloes; that number representing this one 

hunter’s share of the spoils of the hunt. 

To afford an idea of the truly military character of those Red River 

expeditions, [ have only to quote a page from Prof. Henry Youle Hind :f 

“After the start from the settlement has been well made, and all 
stragglers or tardy hunters have arrived, a great council is held and a 

president elected. A number of captains are nominated by the presi- 

dent and people jointly. The captains then proceed to appoint their 

own policemen, the number assigned to each not exceeding ten. Their 

duties are to see that the laws of the hunt are strictly carried out. In 

1840, if a man ran a buffalo without permission before the general hunt 
began, his saddle and bridle were cut to pieces for the first offense; 
for the second offense his clothes were cut off his back. At the present 

day these punishments are changed to a fine of 20 shillings for the first 

offense. No gun is permitted to be fired when in the buffalo country 

before the ‘race’ begins. A priest sometimes goes with the hunt, and 

mass is then celebrated in the open prairies. 

‘‘At night the carts are placed in the form of a circle, with the horses 
and cattle inside the ring, and it is the duty of the captains and their 

policemen to see that this is rightly done. All laws are proclaimed in 

camp, and relate to the hunt alone. All camping orders are given by 

signal, a flag being carried by the guides, who are appointed by elec- 

tion. Hach guide has his turn of one day, and no man can pass a guide 

on duty without subjecting himself to a fine of 5 shillings. No hunter 

can leave the camp to return home without permission, and no one is 
permitted to stir until any animal or property of value supposed to be 

lost is recovered. The policemen, at the order of their captains, can 

seize any cart at night-fall and place it where they choose for the public 

safety, but on the following morning they are compelled to bring it back 

to the spot from which they moved it the previous evening. This power 

is very necessary, in order that the horses may not be stampeded by 

night attacks of the Sioux or other Indian tribes at war with the half- 

breeds. A heavy fine is imposed in case of neglect in extinguishing 

fires when the camp is broken up in the morning. 

‘‘In sight of buffalo all the hunters are drawn up in line, the presi-. 

dent, captains, and police being a few yards in advance, restraining the 

impatient hunters. ‘Not yet! Not yet!’ is the subdued whisper of the 

president. The approach to the herd is cautiously made. ‘Now!’ the 

president exclaims; and as the word leaves his lips the charge is made, 
and in a few minutes the excited half-breeds are amongst the bewil- 

dered buffalo.” 
‘‘A fter witnessing one buffalo hunt,” says Prof. John Macoun, “1 can 

* Ocean to Ocean, p. 116. 

+ Assinniboine and Saskatch. Exp. Exped., 11, p. 111. 
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not blame the half-breed and the Indian for leaving the farm and wildly 
making for the plains when it is reported that buffalo have crossed the 

border.” 
The “ great fall hunt” was a regular event with about all the Indian 

tribes living within striking distance of the buffalo, in the course of 

which great numbers of buffalo were killed, great quantities of meat 

dried and made into pemmican, and all the skins taken were tanned in 

various ways to suit the many purposes they were called upon to serve. 

Mr. Francis La Flesche informs me that during the presence of the 

buffalo in western Nebraska and until they were driven south by the 

Sioux, the fall hunt of the Omahas was sometimes participated in by 
three hundred lodges, or about 3,000 people all told, six hundred of 

whom were warriors, and each of whom generally killed about ten buf- 
faloes. The laws of the hunt were very strict and inexorable. In order 

that all participants should have an equal chance, it was decreed that 

any hunter caught “ still-hunting” should be soundly flogged. On one 

occasion an Indian was discovered in the act, but not caught. During 
the chase which was made to capture him many arrows were fired at 

him by the police, but being better mounted than his pursuers he 

escaped, and kept clear of the camp during the remainder of the hunt. 

On another occasion an Omaha, guilty of the same offense, was chased, 

and in his effort to escape his horse fell with him in a coulée and broke 

one of his legs. In spite of the sad plight of the Omaha, his pursuers 

came up and flogged him, just as if nothing had happened. 

After the invention of the Colt’s revolver, and breech-loading rifles 

generally, the chase on horseback speedily became more fatal to the 

bison than it ever had been before. With such weapons, it was possi- 

ble to gallop into the midst of a flying herd and, during the course of 

a run of 2 or 3 miles, discharge from twelve to forty shots at a range of 
only a few yards, or even afew feet. In this kind of hunting the heavy 

Navy revolver was the favorite weapon, because it could be held in one 
hand and fired with far greater precision than could a rifle held in 

both hands. Except in the hands of an expert, the use of the rifle was 

limited, and often attended with risk to the hunter; but the revolver 

was good for all directions; it could very often be used with deadly 

effect where a rifle could not have been used at all, and, moreover, it 
left the bridle-hand free. Many cavalrymen and hunters were able to 

use a revolver with either hand, or one in each hand. Gen. Lew. Wal- 
lace preferred the Smith and Wesson in 1867, which he declared to be 
“the best of revolvers” then. 

It was his marvelous skill in shooting buffaloes with a rifle, from the 
back of a galloping horse, that earned for the Hon. W. F. Cody the 

sobriquet by which he is now familiarly known to the world—*“ Buffalo 

Bill.” To the average hunter on horseback the galloping of the horse 

makes it easy for him to aim at the heart of a buffalo and shoot clear 

over its back. No other shooting is so difficult, or requires such con- 
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summate dexterity as shooting with any kind of a gun, especially a rifle, 

from the back of a running horse. Let him who doubts this statement 

try it for himself and he will doubt no more. It was in the chase of the 

buffalo on horseback, armed with a rifle, that “‘ Buffalo Bill” acquired the ~ 

marvelous dexterity with the rifle which he has since exhibited in the 

presence of the people of two continents. I regret that circumstances 

have prevented my obtaining the exact figures of the great kill of buffa- 

loes that Mr. Cody once made in a single run, in which he broke all pre- 
vious records in that line, and fairly earned his title. In 1867 he en- 

tered into a contract with the Kansas Pacific Railway, then in course 
of construction through western Kansas, at a monthly salary of $500, 

to deliver all the buffalo meat that would be required by the army of 

laborers engaged in building the road. In eighteen months he killed 

4,280 buffaloes. 

3. Impounding or Killing in Pens.—At first thought it seems hard to 

believe that it was ever possible for Indians to build pens and drive 

wild buffaloes into them, as cowboys now corral their cattle, yet such 
wholesale catches were of common occurrence among the Plains Crees 

of the south Saskatchewan country, and the same general plan was 

pursued, with slight modifications, by the Indians of the Assinniboine, 
Blackfeet, and Gros Ventres, and other tribes of the Northwest. Like 

the keddah elephant-catching operations in India, this plan was feasi- 

ble only in a partially wooded country, and where buffalo were so nu- 

merous that their presence could be counted upon to a certainty. The 

“pound” was simply a cireular pen, having a single entrance; but 

being unable to construct a gate of heavy timbers, such as is made to 
drop and close the entrance to an elephant pen, the Indians very 

shrewdly got over the difficulty by making the opening at the edge of 

a perpendicular bank 10 or 12 feet high, easy enough for a buffalo 

to jump down, but impossible for him to scale afterward. It is hardly 

probable that Indians who were expert enough to attack and kill buf- 

falo on foot would have been tempted to undertake the labor that build- 

ing a pound always involved, had it not been for the wild excitement 
attending captures made in this way, and which were shared to the 

fullest possible extent by warriors, women, and children alike. 
The best description of this method which has come under our notice 

is that of Professor Hind, who witnessed its practice by the Plains 

Crees, on the headwaters of the Qu’Appelle River, in 1858. He de- 

scribes the pound he saw as a fence, constructed of the trunks of trees — 

laced together with green withes, and braced on the outside by props, 

inclosing a circular space about 120 feet in diameter. It was placed in 

a pretty dell between sand-hills, and leading from it in two diverging 
rows (like the guiding wings of an elephant pen) were the two rows of 

bushes which the Indians designate “dead men,” which serve to guide 
the buffalo into the pound. The “dead men” extended a distance of 4 

miles into the prairie. They were placed about 50 feet apart, and the 
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two rows gradually diverged until at their extremities they were from 

13 to 2 miles apart. di 
«When the skilled hunters are about to bring in a herd of buffalo 

from the prairie,” says Professor Hind, “ they direct the course of the 

gallop of the alarmed animals by confederates stationed in hollows or 

small depressions, who, when the buffalo appear inclined to take a di- 

rection leading from the space marked out by the ‘dead men,’ show 

themselves for a moment and wave their robes, immediately hiding 

again. This serves to turn the buffalo slightly in another direction, and 

when the animals, having arrived between the rows of ‘dead men,’ en- 
deavor to pass through them, Indians stationed here and there behind 

a ‘dead man’ go through the same operation, and thus keep the animals 

within the narrowing limits of the converging lines. At the entrance 

to the pound there is a strong trunk of a tree placed about a foot from 

the ground, and on the inner side an excavacvion is made sufficiently 

deep to prevent the buffalo from leaping back when once in the pound. 

As soon as the animals have taken the fatal spring, they begin to 

gallop round and round the ring fence, looking for a chance to escape, 

but with the utmost silence women and children on the outside hold 

their robes before every orifice until the whole herd is broughtin; then 
they climb to the top of the fence, and, with the hunters who have fol- 
lowed closely in the rear of the buffalo, spear or shoot with bows and 

arrows or fire-arms at the bewildered animals, rapidly becoming frantic 

with rage and terror, within the narrow limits of the pound. 

“A dreadful scene of confusion and slaughter then begins; the oldest 
and strongest animals crush and toss the weaker; the shouts and 

sereams of the excited Indians rise above the roaring of the bulls, the 

bellowing of the cows, and the piteous moaning of the calves. The 

dying struggles of so many huge and powerful animals crowded together 

create a revolting and terrible scene, dreadful from the excess of its 
_cruelty and waste of life, but with occasional displays of wonderful brute 

strength and rage; while man in his savage, untutored, and heathen 

state shows both in deed and expression how little he is superior to the 

noble beasts he so wantonly and cruelly destroys.”* 

The last scene of the bloody tragedy is thus set forth a week later: 

“ Within the circular fence * * * lay, tossed in every conceivable 

position, over two hundred dead buffalo. [The exact number was 240,] 
From old bulls to calves of three months’ old, animals of every age were 

huddled together in all the forced attitudes of violent death. Some lay 

on their backs, with eyes starting from their heads and tongue thrust 
out through clotted gore. Others were impaled on the horns of the old 
and strong bulls. Others again, which had been tossed, were lying 

with broken backs, two and three deep. One little calf hung suspended 

on the horns of a bull which had impaled it in the wild race round and 

round the pound. The Indians looked upon the dreadful and sickening 

*Assinniboine and Saskatchewan Expedition, p. 358. 
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sight with evident delight, and told how such and such a bull or cow 

had exhibited feats of wonderful strength in the death-struggle. The 

flesh of many of the cows had been taken from them, and was drying in 

the sun on stages near the tents. It is needless to say that the odor 

was overpowering, and millions of large blue flesh-flies, hamming and 
buzzing over the putrefying bodies, was not the least disgusting part 

of the spectacle.” 
It is some satisfaction to know that when the first “run” was made, 

ten days previous, the herd of two hundred buffaloes was no sooner 
driven into the pound than a wary old bull espied a weak spot in the 

fence, charged it at full speed, and burst through to freedom and the 

prairie, followed by the entire herd. 

Strange as it may seem to-day, this wholesale method of destroying 
buffalo was once practiced in Montana. In his memoir on “The Ameri- 

can Bison,” Mr. J. A. Allen states that as late as 1873, while journeying 

through that Territory in charge of the Yellowstone Expedition, he 

‘several times met with the remains of these pounds and their converg- 
ing fences in the region above the mouth of the Big Horn River.” Mr. 

Thomas Simpson states that in 1840 there were three camps of Assin- 

niboine Indians in the vicinity of Carlton House, each of which had its 

buffalo pound into which they drove forty or fifty animals daily. 

4. The * Surround.”—During the last forty years the final extermina- 

tion of the buffalo has been confidently predicted by not only the obsery- 

ing white man of the West, but also nearly all the Indians and half- 
breeds who formerly depended upon this animal for the most of the ne- 

cessities, aS well as luxuries, of life. They have seen the great herds 
driven westward farther and farther, until the plains were left tenant- 

less, and hunger took the place of feasting on the choice tid-bits of the 

chase. And is it not singular that during this period the Indian tribes 

were not moved by a common impulse to kill sparingly, and by the ex- 

ercise of a reasonable economy in the chase to make the buffalo last as 

long as possible. 

But apparently no such thoughts ever entered their minds, so far as 

they themselves were concerned. They looked with jealous eyes upon 

the white hunter, and considered him as much of a robber as if they 
had a brand on every buffalo. It has been claimed by some authors 

that the Indians killed with more judgment and more care for the future 

than did the white man, but I fail to find any evidence that such was 
ever the fact. They all killed wastefully, wantonly, and always about 

five times as many head as were really necessary for food. It was 

always the same old story, whenever a gang of Indians needed meat a 

whole herd was slaughtered, the choicest portions of the finest animals 
were taken, and about 75 per cent. of the whole left to putrefy and fatten 

the wolves. And now, as we read of the appalling slaughter, one can 

scarcely repress the feeling of grim satisfaction that arises when we 

also read that many of the ex-slaughterers are almost starving for the 
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millions of pounds of fat and juicy buffalo meat they wasted a few years 

ago. Verily, the buffalo is in a great measure avenged already. 

The following extract from Mr. Catlin’s “North American Indians,” 1, 

page 199-200, serves well to illustrate not only a very common and very 

deadly Indian method of wholesale slaughter—the * surround ”—but 

also to show the senseless destructiveness of Indians even when in a 

state of semi-starvation, which was brought upon them by similar, acts 

of improvidence and wastcfulness. 

“The Minatarees, as well as the Mandans, had suffered for some 

months past for want of meat, and had indulged in the most alarming 

fears that the herds of buffalo were emigrating so far off from them 

that there was great danger of their actual starvation, when if was sud- 

denly announced through the village one morning at an early hour 

that a herd of buffaloes was in sight. A hundred or more young men 

mounted their horses, with weapons in hand, and steered their course 

to the prairies. * * * 

“The pian of attack, which in this country is familiary called a sur- 

round, was explicity agreed upon, and the hunters, who were all 

mounted on their ‘ buffalo horses’ and armed with bows and arrows or 

long lances, divided into two columns, taking opposite directions, and 

drew themselves gradually around the herd at a mile or more distance 

from them, thus forming a circle of horsemen at equal distances apart, 

who gradually closed in upon them with a moderate pace at a signal 

given. The unsuspecting herd at length ‘got the wind’ of the approach- 

ing enemy and fled in a mass in the greatest confusion. To the point 

where they were aiming to cross the line the horsemen were seen, at full 

speed, gathering and forming in a column, brandishing their weapons, 

and yelling in the most frightful manner, by which they turned the black 

and rushing mass, which moved offin.an opposite direction, where they 

were again met and foiled in a similar manner, and wheeled back in 
utter confusion; by which time the horsemen had closed in from all 
directions, forming a continuous line around them, whilst the poor af- 

frighted animals were eddying about in a crowded and confused mass, 

hooking and climbing upon each other, when the work of death com- 

menced. I had rode up in the rear and occupied an elevated position 

at a few rods’ distance, from which | could (like the general of a battle- 

field) survey from my horse’s back the nature and the progress of the 

grand mélée, but (unlike him) without the power of issuing a command 

or in any way directing its issue. 

“In this grand turmoil [see illustration] a cloud of dust was soon raised, 
which in parts obscured the throng where the hunters were galloping 

their horses around and driving the whizzing arrows or their long lances 
to the hearts of these noble animals; which in many instances, becoming 

infuriated with deadly wounds in their sides, erected their shaggy manes 

over their bloodshot eyes and furiously plunged forward at the sides of 

their assailants’ horses, sometimes goring them to death at a lunge and 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——31 
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putting their dismounted riders to fight for their lives. Sometimes 
their dense crowd was opened, and the blinded horsemen, too intent on 
their prey amidst the cloud of dust, were hemmed and wedged in amidst 

the crowding beasts, over whose backs they were obliged to leap for 

security, leaving their horses to the fate that might await them in the 

results of this wild and desperate war. Many were the bulls that turned 

upon their assailants and met them with desperate resistance, and many 

were the warriers who were dismounted and saved themselves by the 

superior muscles of their legs; some who were closely pursued by the 

bulls wheeled suddenly around, and snatching the part of a buffalo robe 

from around their waists, threw it over the horns and eyes of the in- 

furiated deast, and darting by its side drove the arrow or the lance to 

its heart; others suddenly dashed off upon the prairie by the side of 

the affrighted animals which had escaped from the throng, and closely 

escorting them for a few rods, brought down their heart’s blood in 

streams and their huge carcasses upon the green and enameled turf. 

“Tn this way this grand bunt soon resolved itself into a desperate 

battle, and in the space of fifteen minutes resulted in the total destruction 

of the whole herd, which in all their strength and fury were doomed, like 

every beast and living thing else, to fall before the destroying hands of 

mighty man. 

‘‘T had sat in trembling silence upon my horse and witnessed this 

extraordinary scene, which allowed not one of these animals to escape 

out of my sight. Many plunged off upon the prairie for a distance, but 

were overtaken and killed, and although I could not distinetly estimate 

the number that were slain, yet I am sure that some hundreds of these 

noble animals fell in this grand mélée. * * * Amongst the poor 

affrighted creatures that had occasionally dashed through the ranks of 

their enemy and sought safety in flight upon the prairie (and in some 

instances had undoubtedly gained it), I saw them stand awhile, looking 

back, when they turned, and, as if bent on their own destruction, re- 

traced their steps, and mingled themselves and their deaths with those 

of the dying throng. Others had fled to a distance on the prairies, and 

for want of company, of friends or of foes, had stood and gazed on till 

the battle-scene was over, seemingly taking pains to stay and hold their 

lives in readiness for their destroyers until the general destruction was 

over, when they fell easy victims to their weapons, making the slaugh- 

ter complete.” ; | 
It is to be noticed that every animal of this entire herd of several hun- 

dred was slain on the spot, and there is no room to doubt that at least 
half (possibly much more) of the meat thus taken was allowed to be- 

come a loss. People who are so utterly senseless as to wantonly de- 

stroy their own source of food, as the Indians have done, certainly 

deserve to starve. 

This “ surround” method of wholesale slaughter was also practiced 
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by the Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Sioux, Pawnees, Omahas, and probably 

many other tribes. 

5. Decoying and Driving —Another method of slaughtering by whole- 

sale is thus described by Lewis and Clarke, 1, 235. The locality indi- 

cated was the Missouri River, in Montana, just above the mouth of 
Judith River: 1 
‘On the north we passed a precipice about 120 feet high, under 

which lay scattered the fragments of at least one hundred carcasses of 

buffaloes, although the water which had washed away the lower part 

of the hill must have carried off many of the dead. These buffaloes 

had been chased down a precipice in a way very common on the Mis- 

‘souri, and by which vast herds are destroyed ina moment. The mode 
of hunting is to select one of the most active and fleet young men, who 

is disguised by a butfalo skin round his body; the skin of the head 
with the ears and horns fastened on his own head in such a way as to 

deceive the buffaloes. Thus dressed, he fixes himself at a convenient 

distance between a herd of buffaloes and any of the river precipices, 

which sometimes extend for some miles. 

‘‘ His companions in the mean time get tm the rear and side of the 

herd, and at a given signal show themselves, and advance towards the 

buffaloes. They instantly take alarm, and, finding the hunters beside 

them, they run toward the disguised Indian or decoy, who leads them 

on at full speed toward the river, when, su:idenly securing himself in 

-some crevice of the cliff which he had previously fixed on. the herd is 

left on the brink of the precipice; it is then in vain for the foremost 

to retreat or even to stop; they are pressed on by the hindmost rank, 

who, seeing no danger but from the hunters, goad on those before them 

till the whole are precipitated and the shore is strewed with their dead 

bodies. Sometimes in this perilous seduction the Indian is himself 

either trodden under foot by the rapid movements of the buffaloes, or, 

missing his footing in the cliff, is urged down the precipice by the fall- 

ing herd. The Indians then select as much meat as they wish, and tbe 

rest is abandoned to the wolves, and creates a most dreadful stench.” 
Harper’s Magazine, volume 38, page 147, contains the following from 

the pen of Theo. R. Davis, in an article entitled “The Buffalo Range :” 

““As I have previously stated, the best hunting on the range is to be 

found between the Platte and Arkansas Rivers. Here [ have seen the 
Indians have recourse to another methed of slaughtering buffalo in a 

very easy, but to me a cruel way, for where one buffalo is killed several 

- are sure to be painfully injured; but these, too, are soon killed by the 

Indians, who make haste to lance or shoot the cripples. 

“The mode of hunting is somewhat as follows: A herd is discovered 

grazing on the table-lands. Being thoroughly acquainted with the 

country, the Indians are aware of the location of the nearest point 

where the table-land is broken abruptly by a precipice which descends 
a hundred or more feet. Toward this‘ devil-jump’ the Indians head the 
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herd, which is at onee driven pell-mell te and over the precipice. 

Meanwhile a number of Indians have taken their way by means of 

routes known to them, and succeed in reaching the cafion through 

which the crippled buffalo are running in all directions. These are 

quickly killed, so that out of a very considerable band of buffalo 

but few escape, many having been killed by the fall and others dis- 

patched while limping off. This mode of hunting is sometimes in- 

dulged in by harum-scarum white men, but it is done more for deviltry 

than anything else. I have never known of its practice by army officers 

or persons who professed to hunt buffalo as a sport.” 

VI. Hunting on Snow-shoes.—*‘In the dead of the winters,” says Mr. 

Catlin,* “which are very long and severely cold in this country, where 

horses can not be brought into the chase with any avail, the Indian 

runs upon the surface of the snow by aid of his show-shoes, which buoy 

him up, while the great weight of the buffaloes sinks them down to the 

middle of their sides, and, completely stopping their progress, insures 

them certain and easy victims to the bow or lance of their pursuers. 

The snow in these regions often lies during the winter to the depth of 

3 and 4 feet, being blown away from the tops and sides of the hills in 

many places, which are left bare for the buffaloes to graze upon, whilst 

it is drifted in the hollows and ravines to a very great depth, and ren- 

dered almost entirely impassable to these huge animals, which, when 

closely pursued by their enemies, endeavor to plunge through it, but 

are soon wedged in and almost unabie to move, where they fall an easy 

prey to the Indian, who runs up lightly upon his snow-shoes and drives 

his lance to their hearts. The skins are then stripped off, to be sold to 

the fur-traders, and the carcasses left to be devoured by the wolves. 

[Owing to the fact that the winter’s supply of meat was procured and 

dried in the summer and fall months, the flesh of all buffalo killed in 

winter was allowed to become a total loss.]| This is the season in which 
the greatest number of these animals are destroyed for their robes; 

they are most easily killed at this time, and their hair or fur, being 

longer and more abundant, gives greater value to the robe.” 

IV. PROGRESS OF THE EXTERMINATION. 

1. Tuz PERIOD OF DESULTORY DESTRUCTION, FROM 1730 To 1830. 

The disappearance of the buffalo from all the country east of the 

Mississippi was one of the inevitable results of the advance of civiliza- 

tion. To the early pioneers who went forth into the wilderness to 

wrestle with nature for the necessities of life, this valuable animal 

might well ave seemed a gift direct from the hand of Providence. 

During the first few years of the early settler’s life in a new country, 

the few domestic animals he had brought with him were far too valua- 

* North American Indians, I, 253. 
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ble to be killed for food, and for a long period he looked to the wild 
animals of the forest and the prairie for his daily supply of meat. The 

time was when no one stopped to think of the important part our game 

animals played in the settlement of this country, and even now no one 

has attempted to calculate the lessened degree of rapidity with which 

the star of empire would have taken its westward way without the 

bison, deer, elk, and antelope. The Western States and Territories 
pay little heed to the wanton slaughter of deer and elk now going on 

in their forests, but the time will soon come when the * grangers” will 

enter those regions and find the absence of game a very serious matter. 

Although the bison was the first wild species to disappear before the 

advance of civilization, he served a good purpose at a highly eritical 

period. His huge bulk of toothsome flesh fed many a hungry family, 

and his ample robe did good service in the settler’s cabin and sleigh in 

winter weather. By the time game animals had become scarce, domes- 

tic herds and flocks had taken their place, and hunting became a pas- 

time instead of a necessity. 

As might be expected, from the time the bison was first seen by 

white men he has always been a conspicuous prize, and being the larg- 

est of the land quadrupeds, was naturally the first to disappear. Every 

man’s hand has been against him. While his disappearance from the 

eastern United States was, in the main, due to the settler who killed 
game as a means of subsistence, there were a few who made the killing 

-of those animals a regular business. This occurred almost exclusively 

in the immediate vicinity of salt springs, around which the bison con- 

gregated in great numbers, and made their wholesale slaughter of easy 

accomplishment. Mr. Thomas Ashe* has recorded some very interest- 

ing facts and observations on this point. In speaking of an old man 

who in the latter part of the last century built a log house for himself 

“on the immediate borders of a salt spring,” in western Pennsylvania, 

for the purpose of killing buffaloes out of the immense droves which 

frequented that spot, Mr. Ashe says: 

‘‘Tn the first and second years this old man, with some companions, 

killed from six to seven hundred of these noble creatures merely for 

the sake of their skins, which to them were worth only 2 shillings each; 
and after this ‘work of death’ they were obliged to leave the place till 

the following season, or till the wolves, bears, panthers, eagles, rooks, 

ravens, etc., had devoured the carcasses and abandoned the place for 

other prey. In the two following years the same persons killed great 

numbers out of the first droves that arrived, skinned them, and left 

their bodies exposed to the sun and air; but they soon had reason to 
repent of this, for the remaining droves, as they came up in succession, 

stopped, gazed on the mangled and putrid bodies, sorrowfally moaned 

or furiously lowed aloud, and returned instantly to the wilderness in an 

unusual run, without tasting their favorite spring or licking the im- 

* Travels in America in 1806. London, 1808, 
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pregnated earth, which was also once their most agreeable occupation ; 

nor did they nor any of their race ever revisit the neighborhood. 

“The simple history of this spring is that of every other in the settled 

parts of this Western World; the carnage of beasts was everywhere the 

same. I met with a man who had killed two thousand buffaloes with 

his own hand, and others no doubt have done the same thing. In 

consequence of such proceedings not one buffalo is at this time to be 

found east of the Mississippi, except a few domesticated by the curious, 

or carried through the country on a public show.” 

But, fortunately, there is no evidence that such slaughter as that de- 

scribed by Mr. Ashe was at all, common, and there is reason for the 

belief that until within the last forty years the buffalo was sacrificed 

in ways conducive to the greatest good of the greatest number. 

From Coronado to General Frémont there has hardly been an ex- 

plorer of United States territory who has not had oceasion to bless the 

bison, and its great value to mankind ean hardly be overestimated, 
although by many it can readily be forgotten. 

The disappearance of the bison from the eastern United States was 

due to its consumption as food. It was very gradual, like the march 
of civilization, and, under the circumstances, absolutely inevitable. In 

a country so thickly peopled as this region speedily became, the mas- 

todon could have survived extinction about as easily as the bison. Ex- 

cept when the latter became the victim of wholesale slaughter, there was 

little reason to bemoan his fate, save upon grounds that may be re- 

garded purely sentimental, He served a most excellent purpose in 

the development of the country. Even as late as 1875 the farmers of 

eastern Kansas were in the habit of making trips every fall into the 

western part of that State for wagon loads of buffaio meat as a supply 

for the succeeding winter. The farmers of Texas, Nebraska, Dakota, 
and Minnesota also drew largely upon the buffalo as long as the supply 

lasted. 

The extirpation of the bison west of the Rocky Mountains was due 

to legitimate hunting for food and clothing rather than for marketable 

peltries. In no part of that whole region was the species ever numer- 

ous, although in the mountains themselves, notably in Colorado, within 

easy reach of the great prairies on the east, vast numbers were seen 

by the early explorers and pioneers. But to the westward, away from 

the mountains, they were very rarely met with, and their total destruc- 

tion in that region was a matter of easy accomplishment. According 

to. Prof. J. A. Allen the complete disappearance of the bison west of 

the Rocky Mountains took place between 1838 and 1840. 

2. Tom PERIOD OF SYSTEMATIC SLAUGHTER, FROM 1830 TO-1838. 

We come now to a history which I would gladly leave unwritten. 

Its record is a disgrace to the American people in geueral, and the 

Territorial, State, and General Government in particular. It will cause 
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succeeding generations to regard us as being possessed of the leading 

characteristics of the savage and the beast of prey—cruelty and greed. 

We will be likened to the blood-thirsty tiger of the Indiau jungle, who 

slaughters a dozen bullocks at once when he knows he can eat only one. 

In one respect, at least, the white men who engaged in the systematic 

Slaughter of the bison were savages just as much as the Piegan Indians, 

who would drive a whole herd over a precipice to secure a week’s rations 

of meat for a single village. The men who killed buffaloes for their 

tongues and those who shot them from the railway trains for sport were 

murderers. In no way does civilized man so quickly revert to his former 

state as when he is alone with the beasts of the field. Give him a gun 

and something which he may kill without getting himself in trouble, 

and, presto! he is instantly a savage again, finding exquisite delight in 

bloodshed, slaughter, and death, if not for gain, then solely for the joy 

and happiness of it. There is no kind of warfare against game animals 

too unfair, too disreputable, or too mean for white men to engage in if 

they can only do so with safety to their own precious carcasses. They 

will shoot buffalo and antelope from running railway trains, drive deer 

into water with hounds and cut their throats.in cold blood, kill does 

with fawns a week old, kill fawns by the score for their spotted skins, 
slaughter deer, moose, and caribou in the snow at a pitiful disadvan- 

tage, just as the wolves do; exterminate the wild ducks on the whole 

Atlantic seaboard with punt guns for the metropolitan markets; kill 

off the Rocky Mountain goats for hides worth only 50 cents apiece, de- 

stroy wagon loads of trout with dynamite, and so on to the end of the 

chapter. 

Perhaps the most gigantic task ever undertaken on this continent 

in the line of game-slaughter was the extermination of the bison in the 

great pasture region by the hide-hunters. Probably the brilliant ra- 

pidity and suecess with which that lofty undertaking was accom- 

plished was a matter of surprise even to those who participated in it. 

The story of the slaughter is by no means a long one. © 

The period of systematic slaughter of the bison naturally begins with 

the first organized efforts in that direction, in a business-like, whole- 
sale way. Although the species had been steadily driven westward for 

a hundred years by the advancing settlements, and had during all that 

_ time been hunted for the meat and robes it yielded, its extermination 

did not begin in earnest until 1820, or thereaborts. As before stated, 

various persons had previous to that time made buffalo killing a busi- 

ness in order to sell their skins, but such instances were very excep- 

tional. By that- time the bison was totally extinet in all the region 

lying east of the Mississippi River except a portion of Wisconsin, 

where it survived until about 1830. In 1820 the first organized bnffalo 

hunting expedition on a grand scale was made from the Red River set- 

tlement, Manitoba, in which five hundred and forty carts proceeded to 

the range. Previous to that time the buffaloes were found near enough 
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to the settlements around Fort Garry that every settler could hunt inde- 

pendently; but as the herds were driven farther and farther away, it 

required an organized effort and a long journey to reach them. 

The American Fur Company established trading posts along the 

Missouri River, one at the mouth of the Teton River and another at 

the mouth of the Yellowstone. In 1826 a post was established at the 

eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, at the head of the Arkansas 

River, and in 1832 another was located in a corresponding situation at 

the head of the South Fork of the Platte, close to where Denver now 

stands. Both the latter were on what was then the western border of 

the buffalo range. Elsewhere throughout the buffalo country there 

were numerous other posts, always situated as near as possible to the 

best hunting ground, and at the same time where they would be most 

accessible to the hunters, both white and red. 

As might be supposed, the Indians were encouraged to kill buffaloes 

for their robes, and this is what Mr. George Catlin wrote at the mouth 

of the Teton River (Pyatt County, Dakota) in 1832 concerning this 
trade :* 

“Tt seems hard and cruel (does it not?) that we civilized people, with 

all the luxuries and comforts of the world about us, should be drawing 
from the backs of these useful animals the skins for our luxury, leaving 

their carcasses to be devoured by the wolves; that we should draw from 

that country some one hundred and fifty or two hundred thousand of 

their robes annually, the greater part of which are taken from animals 

that are killed expressly for the robe, at a season when the meat is not 

cured and preserved, and for each of which skins the Indian has re- 
ceived but a pint of whisky! Such is the fact, and that number, or 

near it, are annually destroyed, in addition to the number that is neces- — 

sarily killed for the subsistence of three hundred thousand Indians, who 

live chiefly upon them.” 

The author further declared that the fur trade in those ‘‘ great west- 

ern realms” was then limited chiefly to the purchase of buffalo robes. 

1. The Red River half-breeds.—In June, 1840, when the Red River 

half-breeds assembled at Pembina for their annual expedition against 

the buffalo, they mustered as follows: 

CATS eee eae ce cc ieiisit eee ates lense oe a etnie oe eieeere seem 1, 210 

HUN bers! skeet ees Aaa eee ere eee he oie eine ee erent 620 

Womiene.& 2. 5spbee tie Se eee eae is ees 650 < 630 

Boys. and cine ges oi oe cues oe gee eee erie aes 360 
Horses) (bnitalosrnniers) eee ecee eee tee ee ee eee 403 

TOPS Goin nets, tee esta oie adem etaiae Sige erste ta ate eee Slee eg st otatTavete ate RRO 

Cart HOSES x) ee ata ea eee oe rie aves teen a Cac Eee. 655 

Draughtioxen {ves casseo- ose een aeeitemmtcine swe esje clan 586 

Skinnino Kniwes. 262.5). ccsstise alee eee eae eerie eee 1, 240 

The total value of the property employed in this expedition and the 

working time occupied by it (two months) amounted to the enormous 

sum of £24,000. 

* North American Indians, I, p. 263, 
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Although the bison formerly ranged to Fort Garry (near Winnipeg), 

they had been steadily killed off and driven back, and in 1840 none were 

found by the expedition until it was 250 miles from Pembina, which is 

situated on the Red River, at the international boundary. At that time 

the extinction of the species from the Red River to the Cheyenne was 

practically complete. The Red River settlers, aided, of course, by the 

Indians of that region, are responsible for the extermination of the bison 

throughout northeastern Dakota as far as the Cheyenne River, northern 

Minnesota, and the whole of what is now the province of Manitoba. 
More than that; as the game grew scarce and retired farther and 

faither, the half-breeds, who despised agriculture as long as there was 

a buffalo to kill, extended their hunting operations westward along the 

Qu’ Appelle until they encroached upon the hunting-grounds of the Plain 

Crees, who lived in the Saskatchewan country. 

Thus was an immense inroad made in the northern half of the herd 

_ which had previously covered the entire pasture region from the Great 

Slave Lake to central Texas. This was the first visible impression of 

the systematic killing which began in 1820. Up to 1840 itis reasonably 

certain, aS will be seen by figures given elsewhere, that by this business- 

like metkod of the half-breeds, at least 652,000 buffaloes were destroyed 
by them alone. 

Fiven as early as 1840 the Red River hunt was prosecuted through 

Dakota southwestwardly to the Missouri River and a short distance 

beyond it. Here it touched the wide strip of territory, bordering that 
stream, which was even then being regularly drained of its animal re- 

sources by the Indian hunters, who made the river their base of opera- 

tions, and whose robes were shipped on its steam-boats. 

It is certain that these annual Red River expeditions into Dakota 

were kept up as late as 1847, and as long thereafter as buffaloes were to 

be found in any number between the Cheyenne and the Missouri. At 

the same time, the White Horse Plains division, which hunted west- 
ward from Fort Garry, did its work of destruction quite as rapidly and 

as thoroughly as the rival expedition to the United States. 

In 1857 the Plains Crees, inhabiting the country around the head- 

waters of the Qu’Appelle River (250 miles due west from Winnipeg), 

assembled in council, and “ determined that in consequence of promises 

often made and broken by the white men and half-breeds, and the rapid 

destruction by them of the buffalo they fed on, they would not permit 

either white men or half-breeds to hunt in their country, or travel 

through it, except for the purpose of trading for their dried meat, pem- 
mican, skins and robes.” 

In 1858 the Crees reported that between the two branches of the Sas- 

katchewan buffalo were ‘very scarce.” Professor Hind’s expedition 
saw only one buffalo in the whole course of their journey from Winni- 

peg until they reached Sand Hill Lake, at the head of the Qu’Appelie, 

near the south branch of the Saskatchewan, where the first herd was 
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encountered. Although the species was not totally extinct on the 

Qu’Appelle at that time, it was practically so. 

2. Thecountry of the Siouw.—The next territory completely depopulated 

of buffaloes by systematic hunting was very nearly the entire southern 

half of Dakota, southwestern Minnesota, and northern Nebraska as 

far as the North Platte. This vast region, once the favorite range for 

hundreds of thousands of buffaloes, had for many years been the fayvor- 

ite hunting ground of the Sioux Indians of the Missouri, the Pawnees, 

Omahas, and all other tribes of that region. The settlement of Iowa 
aud Minnesota presently forced into this region the entire body of 

Mississippi Sioux from the country west of Prairie du Chien and around 

Fort Snelling, and materially hastened the extermination of all the 

game animals which were once so abundant there. It is absolutely 

certain that if the Indians had been uninfluenced by the white traders, 
or, in other words, had not been induced to take and prepare a large 

number of robes every year for the market, the species would have 

survived very much longer than it did. But the demand quickly 

proved to be far greater than the supply. The Indians, of course, found 

it necessary to slaughter annually a great number of buffaloes for their 

own wants—for meat, robes, leather, teepees, ete. When it came to 

supplementing this necessary slaughter by an additional fifty thousand 

or more every year for marketable robes, it is no wonder that the im- 

provident savages soon found, when too late, that the supply of buffaloes 

was not inexhaustible. Naturally enough, they attributed their dis- 

appearance to the white man, who was therefore a robber, and a pro- 

per subject for the scalping-knife. Apparently it never occurred to 

the minds of the Sioux that they themselves were equally to blame; 

it was always the paleface who killed the buffaloes; and it was always 

Sioux buffaloes that they killed. The Sioux seemed to feel that they 

held a chattel mortgage on all the buffaloes north of the Platte, and it 

required more than one pitched battle to convince them otherwise. 

Up to the time when the great Sioux Reservation was established in 

Dakota (187577), when 33,739 square miles of country, or nearly the 

whole southwest quarter of the Territory, was set aside for the exclu- 

sive occupancy of the Sioux, buffaloes were very numerous throughout 

that entire region. East of the Missouri River, which is the eastern 

boundary of the Sioux Reservation, from Bismarck all the way down, the 

species was practically extinct as early as 1870. But at the time when 

it became unlawful for white hunters to enter the territory of the Sioux 

nation there were tens of thousands of buffaloes upon it, and their 

subsequent slaughter is chargable to the Indians alone, save as to 

those which migrated into the hunting groands of the whites. 

3. Western railways, and their part in the extermination of the buffalo.— 

The building of a railroad means the speedy extermination of all the 

big game along its line. In its eagerness to attract the public and 
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build up “a big business,” every rew line which traverses a country 

containing game does its utmost, by means of advertisements and 

posters, to attract the man with a gun. Its game resorts are all laid 

bare, and the market hunters and sportsmen swarm fn immediately, 

slaying and to slay. 

Within the last year the last real retreat for our finest game, the 

only remaining stronghold for the mountain sheep, goat, caribou, eik, 

and deer—northwestern Montana, northern Idaho, and thence west- 

ward—has been laid open to the very heart by the building of the St. 

Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway, which runs up the valley of 

the Milk River to Fort Assinniboine, and crosses the Rocky Mountains 

through Two Medicine Pass. Heretofore that region has been so diffi- 

cult to reach that the game it contains has been measurably secure 

from general slaughter; but now it also must ‘ go.” 

The marking out of the great overiand trail by the Argonauts of 749 

in their rush for the gold fields of California was the foreshadowing of 

the great east-and-west breach in the universal herd, which was made 

twenty years later by the first transcontinental railway. 

The pioneers who “crossed the plains” in those days killed buffaloes 

for food whenever they could, and the constant harrying of those animals 

experienced along the line of travel, soon led them to retire from the 

proximity of such continual danger. It was undoubtedly due to this 

cause that the number seen by parties who crossed the plains in 1849 

and subsequently, was surprisingly small. But, fortunately for the 

buffaloes, the pioneers who would gladly have halted and turned aside 

now and then for the excitement of the chase, were compelled to hurry 

on, and accomplish the long journey while good weather lasted. It was 

owing to this fact, and the scarcity of good horses, that the buffaloes 

found it necessary to retire only-a_few miles from the wagon route to 

get beyond the reach of those who would have gladly hunted them. 

Mr. Allen Varner, of. Indianola, Illinois, has kindly furnished me 

with the following facts in regard to the presence of the buffalo, as 

observed by him during bhiS journey westward, over what was then 

known as the Oregon Trail. 

“The old Oregon trail ran from Independence, Missouri, to old Fort 

Laramie, through the South Pass of the Rocky Mountains, and thence 

a}) to Salt Lake City. We left Independence on May 6, 1849, and 

struck the Platte River at Grand Island. The trail had been traveled 

but very little previous to thatyear. We saw no buffaloes whatever 

until we reached the forks of the Platte, on May 20, or thereabouts. 

There we saw seventeen head. From that time on we saw small 

bunches now and then;.never more than forty or fifty together. We 

saw no great herds anywhere, and I should say we did not see ove: 

five hundred head all told. The most western point at which we saw 

buffaloes was about due north of Laramie Peak, and it must have been 

about the 20th of June. We killed several head for meat during our 
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trip, and found them all rather thin in flesh. Plainsmen who claimed 
to know, said that all the buftaloes we saw had wintered in that locality, 

and had not had time to get fat. The annual migration from the south 

had not yet begun, or rather had not yet brought any of the southern 

buffaloes that far north.” 

In a few years the tide of overland travel became so great, that the 

buffaloes learned to keep away from the dangers of the trail, and many 

a pioneer has crossed the plains without ever seeing a live buffalo. 

4. The division of the universal herd.—Until the building of the first 

transcontinental railway made it possible to market the “ buffalo prod- 

uct,” buffalo hunting as a business was almost wholly in the hands of — 
the Indians. Even then, the slaughter so far exceeded the natural in- 

crease that the narrowing limits of the buffalo range was watched with 

anxiety, and the ultimate extinction of the species confidently predicted. 
Even without railroads the extermination of the race would have 

taken place eventually, but it would have been delayed perhaps twenty 

years. With a recklessness of the future that was not to be expected 

of savages, though perhaps perfectly naturalto civilized white men, who 

place the possession of a dollar above everything else, the Indians 

with one accord singled out the cows for slaughter, because their robes 

and their flesh better suited the fastidious taste of the noble redskin. 

The building of the Union Pacific Railway began at Omaha in 1865, 

and during that year 40 miles were constructed. The year following 

saw the completion of 265 miles more, and in 1867 245 miles were 
added, which brought it to Cheyenne. In 1868, 350 miles were built, 
and in 1869 the entire line was open to traffic. 

In 1867, when Maj. J. W. Powell and Prof. A. H. Thompson crossed 

the plains by means of the Union Pacific Railway as far as it was con- 

structed and thence onward by wagon, they saw during the entire trip 

only one live buffalo, a solitary old bull, WUE g aimlessly along the 

south bank of the Platte River. 

The completion of the Union Pacific Railway divided forever the 
buffaloes of the United States into two great herds, which thereafter 
became known respectively as the northern and southern herds. Both 

retired rapidly and permanently from the railway, and left a strip of 

country over 50 miles wide almost uninhabited by them. Although 

many thousand buffaloes were killed by hunters who made the Union 

Pacific Railway their base of operations, the two great bodies retired 

north and south so far that the greater number were beyond striking 

distance from that line. 

5. The destruction of the southern herd.—The geographical center of 

the great southern herd during the few years of its separate existence 

previous to its destruction was very near the present site of Garden 

City, Kansas. On the east, even as late as 1872, thousands of buffaloes 
ranged within 10 miles of Wichita, which was then the headquarters 

=. oe 
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of a great number of buffalo-hunters, who plied their occupation vigor- 

ously during the winter. On the north the herd ranged within 25 miles 

miles of the Union Pacific, until the swarm of hunters coming down 

from the north drove them farther and farther south. On the west,a 

few small bands ranged ‘as far as Pike’s Peak and the South Park, but 

the main body ranged east of the town of Pueblo, Colorado. In the 

southwest, buffaloes were abundant as far as the Pecos and the Staked 

Plains, while the southern limit of the herd was about on a line with 

the southern boundary of New Mexico. Regarding this herd, Colonel 
Dodge writes as follows: “Their most prized feeding ground was the 

section of country between the South Platte and Arkansas rivers, 

watered by the Republican, Smoky, Walnut, Pawnee, and other paral- 

lel or. tributary streams, and generally known as the Republican coun- 

try. Hundreds of thousands went south from here each winter, but 

hundreds of thousands remained. It was the chosen home of the 

buffalo.” 

Although the range of the northern herd covered about twice as much 

territory as did the southern, the latter contained probably twice as 

many buffaloes. The number of individuals in the southern herd in 

the year 1871 must have been at least three millions, and most estimates 

place the total much higher than that. 

During the years from 1866 to 1871, inclusive, the Atchison, Topeka 
and Santa Fé Railway and what is now known as the Kansas Pacific, — 
or Kansas division of the Union Pacific Railway, were constructed from 

the Missouri River westward across Kansas, and through the heart of 
the southern buffalo range. The southern herd was literally cut to 

pieces by railways, and every portion of its range rendered easily ac- 

cessible. There had always been a market for buffalo robes at a fair 

price, and as soon as the railways crossed the buffalo country the 

slaughter began. The rush to the range was only surpassed by the 

rush to the gold mines of California in earlier years. The railroad build- 

ers, teamsters, fortune-seekers, ‘‘ professional” hunters, trappers, guides, 

and every one out of a job turned out to hunt buffalo for hides and meat. 

The merchants who had already settled in all the little towns along the 

three great railways saw an opportunity to make money out of the 

buffalo product, and forthwith began to organize and supply hunting 

parties with arms, ammunition, and provisions, and send them to the 
range. An immense business of this kind was done by the merchants 

of Dodge City (Fort Dodge), Wichita, and Leavenworth, and scores of 
smaller towns did a corresponding amount of business in the same line. 

_ During the years 1871 to 1874 but little else was done in that country 

except buffalo killing. Central depots were established in the best 
buffalo country, fro.n whence hunting parties operated in all directions. 

Buildings were erected for the curing of meat, and corrals were built 

in which to heap up the immense piles of buffalo skins that accumn- 

lated. At Dodge City, as late as 1878, Professor Thompson saw a 
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lot of baled buffalo skins in a corral, the solid cubical contents of which 

he calculated to equal 120 cords. 

At first the utmost wastefulness prevailed. Every one wanted to 

kill buffalo, and no one was willing to do the skinuing and curing. 
Thousands upon thousands of buffaloes were-killed for their tongues 

alone, and never skinned. Thousands more were wounded by unskill- 
- ful marksmen and wandered off to die and become a total loss. But 

the climax of wastefulness and sloth was not reached until the enter- 

‘prising buffalo-butcher began to skin his dead buffaloes by horse-power. 
The process is of interest, as showing the depth of degradation to which 

aman can fall and still cali himself a hunter. The skin of the buffalo 

was ripped open along the belly and throat, the legs cut around at the 
knees, and ripped up the rest of the way. The skin of the neck was 

divided all the way around at the back of the head, and skinned back 
a few inches to afford a start. A stout iron bar, like a hitching-post, 
was then driven through the skull and about 18 inches into the earth, 

after which a rope was tied very firmly to the thick skin of the neck, 

made ready for that purpose. The other end of this rope was then 

hitched to the whiffletree of a pair of horses, or to the rear axle of a 
wagon, the horses were whipped up, and the skin was forthwith either 

torn in two or torn off the buffalo with about 50 pounds of flesh adher- 

ing toit. It soon became apparent to even the most enterprising buf- 

falo- skinner that this method was not an unqualified success, and it was 

presently abandoned. 

The slaughter which began in 1871 was prosecuted with great vigor - 

and enterprisé in 1872, and reached its height,in 1873. By that time, 

the buffalo country fairly swarmed with hunters, each party putting 

forth its utmost efforts to destroy more buffaloes than its rivals. By 
that time experience had taught the value of thorough organization, 

and the butchering was done in a more business-like way. By a coin- 

cidence that proved fatal to the bison, it was just at the beginning of 

the slaughter that breech-loading, long-range rifles attained what was 

practically perfection. The Sharps 40-90 or 45-120, and the Reming- 

ton were the favorite weapons of the buffalo-hunter, the former be- 

ing the one in most general use. Before the leaden hail of thousands 
of these deadly breech-loaders the buffaloes went down at the rate of 

several thousand daily during the hunting season. 

During the years 1871 and 1872 the most wanton wastefulness pre- 

vailed. Colonel Dodge declares that, though hundreds of thousands 

of skins were sent to market, they scarcely indicated the extent of the 
slaughter. Through want of skill in shooting and want of knowledge 
in preserving the hides of those slain by green hunters, one hide sent to 

market represented three, four, or even. five dead buffalo. The skinners 

and curers knew so little of the proper mode of curing hides, that at 

least half of those actually taken were lost. In the summer and fall 

of 1872 one hide sent to market represented at least three dead buffalo. 
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This condition of affairs rapidly improved; but such was the furor for 

slauguter, and the ignorance of all’concerned, that every hide sent to 

market in 1871 represented no less than five dead buffalo. 

By 1873 the condition of affairs had somewhat improved, through 

better organization of the hunting parties and knowledge eens) by 

experience in curing. For all that, however, buffaloes were still so ex- 

ceedingly plentiful, and shooting was so much easier ie skinning, 

the latter was looked upon as a necessary evil and still slighted to such 

- an extent that every hide actually sold and delivered represented two 

dead buffalces. 

In 1874 the slaughterers began to take alarm at the increasing scar- 

city of buffalo, and the skinners, having a much smaller number of 

dead animals to take care of than ever before, were able to devote more 

time to each subject and do their work properly. As a result, Colonel 

Dodge estimated that during 1874, and from that time on, one hundred 

skins delivered represented not more than one hundred and twenty-five 

dead buffaloes ; but that ‘no parties have ever got the proportion lower 

than this.” 

The great southern herd was slaughtered by still-hunting, a eae 

which has already been fully described. A typical hunting party is 

thus described by Colonel Dodge: * 

‘The most approved party consisted of four men—one shooter, two 

skinners, and one man to cook, stretch hides, and take care of camp. 

Where buffalo were very plentiful the number of skinners was increased. 

A light wagon, drawn by two horses or mules, takes the outfit into the 

wilderness, and brings into camp the skins taken each day. The out- 

fit is most meager: a sack of flour, a-side of bacon, 5 pounds of coffee, 

tea, and sugar, a little salt, and possibly a few beans, is a month’s sup- 

ply. A common or “A” tent furnishes shelter; a couple of blankets 

for each man isa bed. One or more of Sharps or Remington’s heaviest 

sporting rifles, and an unlimited suppiy of ammunition, is the arma- 

ment; while a coffee-pot, Dutch-oven, frying-pan, four tin plates, and 

four tin cups constitute the kitchen an table furniture. 

“The skinning knives do duty at the platter, and ‘ fingers were made 

before forks.” Nor must be forgotten one or more 10-gallon kegs for 

water, as the camp may of necessity be far away from a stream. The 

supplies are generally furnished by the merchant for whom the party 

is working, who, in addition, pays each of the party a specified percent- 

ageof the value of the skins delivered. The shooter is carefully selected 

for his skill and knowledge of the habits of the buffalo. He is captain 

and leader of the party. When all is ready, he plunges into the wilder- 

ness, going to the center of the best buffalo region known to him, not 

already occupied (for there are unwritten regulations recognized as 

laws, giving to each hunter certain rights of discovery and occupancy). 

* Plains of the Great West, p. 134. 
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Arrived at the position, he makes his camp in some hidden ravine or 

thicket, and makes all ready for work.” 

Of course the slaughter was greatest along the lines of the three ing 

railways—the Kansas Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé, and 

the Union Pacific, about in the order nitions It reached its height in 

the season of 1873. During that year the Atchison, Topeka and Santa 

Hé Railroad carried out of the buffalo country 251,443 robes, 1,617,600 

pounds of meat, and 2,743,100 pounds of bones. The end of the south- 

ern herd was then nearat hand. Could the southern buffalo range have 

been roofed over at that time it would have made one vast charnel- 

house. Putrifying carcasses, many of them with the hide stili on, lay 

thickly scattered over thousands of square miles of the level prairie, 

poisoning the air and water and offending the sight. The remaining 

herds had become mere seattered bands, harried and driven hither and 

thither by the hunters, who now swarmed almost as thickly as the. 

buffaloes. A cordon of camps was established along the Arkansas 

River, the South Platte, the Republican, and the few other streams that 

contained water, and when the thirsty animals came to drink they were 

attacked and driven away, and with the most fiendish persistency kept 

from slaking their thirst, so that they would again be compelled to seek 

the river and come within range of the deadly breech-loaders. Colonel 

Dodge declares that in places favorable to such warfare, as the south 

bank of the Platte, a herd of buffalo has, by shooting at it by day and 

by lighting fires and firing guns at night, been kept from water until it 

has been entirely destroyed. In the autumn of 1873, when Mr. William 

Blackmore traveled for some 30 or 40 miles along the north bank of 

the Arkansas River to the east ‘of Fort Dodge, “ there was a continu- 

ous line of putrescent carcasses, So that the air was rendered pestilential 

and offensive to the last degree. The hunters had formed a line of 

camps along the banks of the river, and had shot down the buffalo, night 

and morning, as they came to drink. In order to give an idea of the 

number of these carcasses, it is only necessary to mention that I counted 

sixty-seven on one spot not covering 4 acres.” 

White hunters were not allowed to hunt in the Indian Territory, but 

the southern boundary of the State of Kansas was picketed by them, 

and a herd no sooner crossed the line going north than it was destroyed. 
Every water-hole was guarded by a camp of hunters, and whenever a 

thirsty herd approached, it was promptly met by rifle-bullets. 

During this entire period the slaughter of buffaloes was universal. 

The man who desired buffalo meat for food almost invariably killed 

five times as many animals as he could utilize, and after cutting from 

each victim its very choicest parts—the tongue alone, possibly, or per- 

haps the hump and hind quarters, one or the other, or both—fully four- 

fifths of the really edible portion of the carcass would be left to the 

wolves. It was no uncommon thing for a man to bring in two barrels 

of salted buffalo tongues, without another pound of meat or a solitary 
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> robe. _ The tongues were purchased at 25 cents each and sold in the mar- 

kets farther east at 50 cents. In those days of criminal wastefulness it 

was a very common thing for buffaloes to be slaughtered for their tongues 

alone. Mr. George Catlin* relates that a few days previous to his ar- 

rival at the mouth of the Teton River (Dakota), in 1832, ‘‘an immense 

herd of buffaloes had showed themselves on the opposite side of the 

river,” whereupon a party of five or six hundred Sioux Indians on horse- 

back forded the river, attacked the herd, recrossed the river about sun- 

set, and came into the fort with fourteen hundred fresh buffalo tongues, 

which were thrown down in a mass, and for which they required only 

a few gallons of whisky, which was soon consumed in “a little harmless 

carouse.” Mr. Catlin states that from all that ke could learn not askin 

or a pound of meat, other than the tongues, was saved after this awful 

slaughter. 

Judging from all accounts, it is making a safe estimate to say that 

probably no fewer than fifty thousand buffaloes have been killed for 

their tongues alone, and the most of these are undoubtedly chargeable 

against white men, who ought to have known better. 

A great deal has been said about the slaughter of buffaloes by for- 

eign sportsmen, particularly Englishmen; but i must say that, from all 

that can be ascertained on this point, this element of destruction has 

been greatly exaggerated and overestimated. It is true that every 

English sportsman who visited this country in the days of the buffalo 

always resolved to have, and did have, ‘a buffalo hunt,” and usually 

under the auspices of United States Army officers. Undoubtedly these 

parties did kill hundreds of buffaloes, but it is very doubtful whether 

the aggregate of the number slain by foreign sportsmen would run up 

higher than ten thousand. Indeed, for myself, I am well convinced 

that there are many old ex-still-hunters yet living, each of whom is ae- 

countable for a greater number of victims than all buffaloes killed 

by foreign sportsmen would make added together. The professional 

butchers were very much given to crying out against “them English 

lords,” and holding up their hands in holy horror at buffaloes killed 

by them for their heads, instead of for hides to sell at a dollar apiece; 

but itis due the American public to say that all this outcry was re- 

ceived at its true value and deceived very few. By those in possession 

ot the facts it was recognized as “a blind,” to divert public opinion 
from the real culprits. 

Nevertheless it is very true that many men who were properly classed 
as sportsmen, in contradistinction from the pot-hunters, did engage in 
useless and inexcusable slaughter to an extent that was highly repre- 
hensible, to say the least. A sportsman is not supposed to kill game 
wantonly, when it can be of no possible use to himself or any one 
else, but a great many do it for all that. Indeed, the sportsman who 

* North American Indians, 1, 256, 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——32 
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kills sparingly and conscientiously is rather the exception than the rule. 

Colonel Dodge thus refers to: the work of some foreign sportsmen: 

‘Tn the fall of that year [1872] three English gentlemen went out with 

me for a short hunt, and in their excitement bagged more buffalo than 

would have supplied a brigade.” As a general thing, however, the pro- 

fessional sportsmen who went out to have a buffalo hunt for the excite- 

ment of the chase and the trophies it yielded, nearly always found the 

bison so easy a victim, and one whose capture brought so little glory to 

the hunter, that the chase was voted very disappointing, and soon 

abandoned in favor of nobler game. In those days there was no more 

to boast of in killing a buffalo than in the assassination of a Texas steer. 
It was, then, the hide-hunters, white and red, but especially white, 

who wiped out the great southern herd in four short years. ‘The prices - 

received for hides varied considerably, according to circumstances, but 

for the green or undressed article it usually ranged from 50 cents for 

the skins of calves to $1.25 for those of adult animals in good condition. 

Such prices seem ridiculously small, but when it is remembered that, 

when buffaloes were plentiful it was no uncommon thing for a hunter to 

kill from forty to sixty head in a day, it will readily be seen that the 

chances of making very handsome profits were sufficient to tempt hunt- 

ers to make extraordinary exertions. Moreover, even when the buffa- 

loes were nearly gone, the country was overrun with men who had abso- 

lutely nothing else to look to as a means of livelihood, and so, no matter 

whether the profits were great or small, so long as enough buffaloes 

remained to make it possible to get a living by their pursuit, they were 

hunted down with the most determined persistency and pertinacity. 

6. Statistics of the slaughter.—The most careful and reliable estimate 

ever made of results of the slanghter of the southern buffalo herd is 
that of Col. Richard Irving Dodge, and it is the only one I know of 
which furnishes a good index of the former size of that herd. Inas- 

much as this calculation was based on actual statistics, supplemented | 

by personal observations and inquiries made in that region during the 

great slaughter, I can do no better than to quote Colonel Dodge 

almost in full.* 

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé Railroad furnished the following 

statistics of the buffalo product carried by it during the years 1872, 

1873, and 1874: 
Buffalo product. 

No. of skins ete . 
Year. Gand Meat carried. | Bone carried. 

Pounds. ~ Pounds. 
KSPR ee G5, Dera rae D2 1, 135, 800 
RS GIE SPE 251, 443 1, 617, 600 2, 743, 100 
STA one 42, 289 632, 800 6, 914, 950 

Total .| 459, 453 2,250,400; 10, 798, 350 

ee oo tT 

* Plains of the Greab West, pp, 139-144, 
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The officials of the Kansas Pavific and Union Pacific railroads either 

could not or would not furnish any statistics of the amount of the 

buffalo product carried by their lines during this period, and it became 

necessary to proceed without the actual figures in both cases. Inas: 

much as the Kansas Pacific road cuts through a portion of the buffalo 

country which was in every respect as thickly inhabited by those ani- 

mals as the region traversed by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé, it 

seemed absolutely certain that the former road hauled out fully as many 

hides as the latter, if not more, and its quota is so set down. The Union 

Pacific line handled a much smaller number of buffalo hides than either 
of its southern rivals, but Colonel Dodge believes that this, ‘‘ with the 

smaller roads which touch the buffalo region, taken together, carried 

about as much as either of the two principal buffalo roads.” 

Colonel Dodge consilers it reasonably certain that the statistics fur- 

nished by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé road represent only one- 

third of the entire buffalo product, and there certainly appears to be 

goed ground for this belief. It is therefore in order to base further 

calculations upon these figures. 

According to evidence gathered on the spot by Colonel Dodge during 

the period of the great slaughter, one hide sent to market in 1872 rep- 

resented three dead buffaloes, in 1873 two, and in 1874 one hundred skins 

- delivered represented one hundred and twenty-five dead animals. The 

total slaughter by white men was therefore about as below: 

ete Hides 

ides | shipped Total Total Total 
Wea! epee by eee number of | number |of buffaloes 

; Bee roy Tlaamelne butialoes | killed and |siaughtered 
railway. aad ( Ae: utilized. wasted. | by whites. 

mated). 

Le eee 165, 721 | 381, 442 497, 163 994, 326 | 1, 491, 489 
ART oe ean micit sce 251, 443 502, 886 754, 329 754, 329 | 1, 508, 658 
LSA en sis Sinise scx 42, 289 84, 578 126, 867 31, 716 158, 583 

otal pee 459,453 | 918,906 | 1,378,359 | 1,780,461 | 3, 158, 730 
| 

During all this time the Indians of all tribes within striking distance 

_of the herds killed an immense number of buffaloes every year. In the 

summer they killed for the hairless hides to use for lodges and for 

leather, and in the autumn they slaughtered for robes and meat, but 

particularly robes, which were all they could offer the white trader in 

exchange for his goods. They were too lazy and shiftless to cure much 

buffalo meat, and besides it was not necessary, for the Government fed 

them. In regard to the number of buffaloes of the southern herd killed 

by the Indians, Colonel Dodge arrives at an estimate, as follows: 
“‘Itis much more difficult to estimate the number of dead buffalo 

represented by the Indian-tanned skins or robes sent to market. This 

number varies with the different tribes, and their greater or less contact 

‘with the whites, Thus, the Oheyennes, Arapahoes, and Kiowas of the 
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southern plains, having less contact with whites, use skins for their 

lodges, clothing, bedding, par-fléches, saddles, lariats, for almost every- 

thing. The number of robes sent to market represent only what we 

may call the foreign exchange of these tribes, and is really not more 

than one-tenth of the skins taken. To be well within bounds I will as- 
sume that one robe sent to market by these Indians represents six dead 

buffaloes. 

‘Those bands of Sioux who live at the agencies, and whose peltries 
are taken to market by the Union Pacific Railroad, live in lodges of 

cotton cloth furnished by the Indian Bureau. They use much civilized 

clothing, bedding, boxes, ropes, etc. For these luxuries they must pay 

in robes, and as the buffalo range is far from wide, and their yearly 

‘crop’ small, more than half of it goes to market.” 
‘Leaving out of the account at this point all consideration of the kill- 

ing done north of the Union Pacific Railroad, Colonel Dodge’s figures 

are as follows: 

Southern buffaloes slaughtered by southern Indians. 

3 He: a fed ; ent to uilaloes Indians. market. repre- 
sented. 

Kiowas, Comanches, Cheyennes, Arapahoes, 
and other Indians whose robes go over the : 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé Railroad.. 19, 000 114, 000 

Sioux at agencies, Union Pacific Railroad.-.. 10,000 |. 16,000 

Total slaughtered per annum.--.-....-. 29, 000. 130,000 
Total for the three years 1872-1874.....|....-.---- 390, 000 

Reference has already been made to the fact that during those years 
an immense number of buffaloes were killed by the farmers of eastern 

Kansas and Nebraska for their meat. Mr. William Mitchell, of Wa- 

baunsee, Kansas, stated to the writer that “in those days, when buf- 

faloes were plentiful in western Kansas, pretty much everybody made 

a trip West in the fall and brought back a load of buffalo meat. 

Everybody had it in abundance as long as buffaloes remained in any 

considerable number. Very few skins were saved; in fact, hardly any, 

for the reason that nobody knew how to tan them, and they always 
spoiled. At first a great many farmers tried to dress the green hides 

that they brought back, but they could not succeed, and finally gave up 

trying. Of course, a great deal of the meat killed was wasted, for only 
the best parts were brought back.” 5 

The Wichita (Kansas) World of February 9, 1889, contains the fol- 
lowing reference: 

‘¢ In 1871 and 1872 the buffalo ranged within 10 miles of Wichita, and 
could be counted by the thousands. The town, then in its infancy, was 

the headquarters for a vast number of buffalo-hunters, who plied their 

occupation vigorously during the winter. The buffalo were killed 

principally for their hides, and daily wagon trains arrived in towr 
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loaded with them. Meat was very cheap in those days; fine, tender 

buffalo steak selling from 1 to 2 cents per pound. * * * The busi- 

ness was quite profitable for a time, but a sudden drop in the price of 

hides brought them down as low as 25 and 50 cents each. * * * It 

was @ very common thing in those days for people living in Wichita to 

start out in the morning and return by evening with a wagon load of 

buffalo meat.” 
Unquestionably a great many thousand buffaloes were killed annu- 

ally by the settlers of Kansas, Nebraska, Texas, New Mexico, and Colo- 
rado, and the mountain Indians living west of the great range. The 

number so slain can only be guessed at, for there is absolutely no data 

on which to found an estimate. ‘Judging merely from the number of 

people within reach of the range, it may safely be estimated that the 

total number of buffaloes slaughtered annually to satisfy the wants of 

this heterogeneous element could not have been less than fifty thousand, 

and probably was a much higher number. This, for the three years, 

would make one hundred and fifty thousand, and the grand total would 
therefore be about as follows: 

The slaughter of the southern herd. 

Killed by ‘‘ professional” white hunters in 1872, 1873, and 1874 ........-.-- 3, 158, 730 

ied pymdians: Same’ period):: 25.) Ul seiecevw as sae Sessa se Sets 390, 000 

Killed by sevclers and mountain Indians ....................---.--------- 150, 000 

Motalslaushter in: three years 2- 252 )2 ce S..c 2 de odels oes Sues oe seats 3, 698, 730 

These figures seem incredible, but unfortunately there is not the 

slightest reason for believing they are too high. There are many men 

now living who declare that during the great slaughter they each kiiled 

from twenty-five hundred to three thousand buffaloes every year. 

With thousands of hunters on the range, and such possibilities of 

Slaughter before each, it is, after all, no wonder that an average of 

nearly a million and a quarter of buffaloes fell each year during that 

bloody period. 

By the close of the hunting season of 1875 the great southern herd 

had ceased to exist. As a body, it had been utterly annihilated. The 
main body of the survivors, numbering about ten thousand head, fled 

southwest, and dispersed through that great tract of wild, desolate, 

and inhospitable country stretching southward from the Cimarron 

country across the ‘‘ Public Land Strip,” the Pan-handle of Texas, and 

the Llano Estacado, or Staked Plain, to the Pecos River. ~A few small 

bands of stragglers maintained a precarious existence for a few years 

longer on the headwaters of the Republican River and in southwestern 

Nebraska, near Ogalalla, where calves were caught alive as late as 1885. 
Wild buffaloes were seen in southwestern Kansas for the last time in 

_ 1886, and the two or three score of individuals still living in the Can- 

adian River country of the Texas Pan-handle are the last wild sur- 

vivors of the great Southern herd. 
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The main body of the fugitives which survived the great slaughter of 

187174 continued to attract hunters who were very “hard up,” who 

pursued them, often at the risk of their own lives, even into the terrible 

Llano Estacado. In Montana in 1886 I met on a cattle ranch an ex- 

buffalo-hunter from Texas, named Harry Andrews, who trom 1874 to 

1876 continued in pursuit of the scattered remnants of the great south- 

ern herd through the Pan-handle of Texas and on into the Staked Plain 

itself. By that time the market had become completely overstocked 

with robes, and the prices received by Andrews and other hunters was 
only 65 cents each for cow robes and $1.15 each for bull robes, deliv- 

ered on the range, the purchaser providing for their transportation to 

the railway. But even at those prices, which were so low as to make 

buffalo killing seem like downright murder, Mr. Andrews assured me 
that he ‘‘ made big money.” On one occasion, when he ‘ got a stand ” 

on a large bunch of buffalo, he fired one hundred aud fifteen shots from 

one spot, and killed sixty-three buffaloes in about an hour. 

In 1880 buffalo hunting as a business ceased forever in the South- 

west, and so far as can be ascertained, but one successful hunt for robes 
has been made in that region since that time. That occurred in the 

fall and winter of 1887, about 100 miles north of Tascosa, Texas, when 

two parties, one of which was under the leadership of Lee Howard, at- 

tacked the only band of buffaloes left alive in the Southwest, and which 

at that time numbered about two hundred head. The two parties killed 

fifty-two buffaloes, of which ten skins were preserved entire for mount- 

ing. Of the remaining forty-two, the heads were cut off and preserved 

for mounting and the skins were prepared as robes.. The mountable 

skins were finally sold at the following prices: Young cows, $50 to $60; 

adult cows, $75 to $100; adult bull, $150. The unmounted heads sold 
as follows: Young bulls, $25 to $30; adult bulls, $50; young cows, $10 
to $12; adult cows, $15 to $25. <A few of the choicest robes sold at 
$20 each, and the remainder, a lot of twenty-eight, of prime quality and 

in excellent condition, were purchased by the Hudson’s Bay Fur Com- 

pany for $350. 

Such was the end of the great southern herd. In 1871 it contained 

certainly no fewer than three million buifalues, and by the beginning of 

1875 its existence as a herd had utterly ceased, and nothing but scat- 

tered, fugitive bands remained. 

7. The Destruction of the Northern Herd.—Until the building of the 
Northern Pacific Railway there were but two noteworthy outlets for 

the buffalo robes that were taken annually in the Northwestern Terri- 

tories of the United States. The principal one was the Missouri River, 
and the Yellowstone River was the other. Down these streams the 

hides were transported by steam-boats to the nearest railway shipping 

point. For fifty years prior to the building of the Northern Pacific 

Railway in 1880~82, the number of robes marketed every year by way 

of these streams was estimated variously at from fifty to one hundred 
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thousand. A great number of hides taken in the British Possessions 

fell into the hands of the Hudson’s Bay Company, and found a market 

in Canada. 

-In May, 1881, the Sioux City (lowa) Journal contained the foilowing 

information in regard to the buffalo robe “crop” of the previous hunt- 

ing season—the winter of 1830-81: 

“Tt is estimated by competent authorities that one hundred thousand 

buffalo hides will be shipped out of the Yellowstone country this season. 

Two firms alone are negotiating for the transportation of twenty-five 

thousand hides each. * * * Most of our citizens saw the big load 

of buffalo hides that the C. A. Peck brought down last season, a load 

that hid everything about the boat below the roof of the hurricane 

deck. There were ten thousand hides in that load, and they were all 

brought out of the Yellowstone on one trip and transferred to the C. 

K. Peck. How such a load could have been piled on the little Terry 

not even the men on the boat appear to know. It hid every part of 

the boat, barring only the, pilot-house and smoke-stacks. But such a 

_load will not be attempted again. For such boats as ply the Yellow- 

stone there are at least fifteen full loads of buffalo hides and other 

pelts. Reckoning one thousand hides to three car loads, and adding 

to this fifty cars for the other pelts, it will take at least three hundred and 

fifty box-cars to carry this stupendous bulk of peltry East to market. 

These figures are not guesses, but estimates made by men whose busi- 

ness it is to know about the amount of hides and furs awaiting ship- 

ment. 

*‘ Nothing like it has ever been known in the history of the fur trade. 

Last season the output of buffalo hides was above the average, and 

last year only about thirty thousand hides came out of the Yellowstone 

country, or less than a third of what is there now awaiting shipment. 

The past severe winter caused the buffalo to bunch themselves in a few 

valleys where there was pasturage, and there the slaughter went on all 

winter. There was no sport about it, simply shooting down the famine- 

tamed animals as cattle might be shot down in a barn-yard. ‘To the 

credit of the Indians it can be said that they killed no more than they 

could save the meat from. The greater part of the slaughter was done 

by white hunters, or butchers rather, who followed the business of 

killing and skinning buffalo by the month, leaving the carcasses to rot.” 

At the time of the great division made by the Union Pacific Railway 

the northern body of buffalo extended from the valley of the Platte 

River northward to the southern shore of Great Slave Lake, east- 

ward almost to Minnesota, and westward to an elevation of 8,000 feet 

in the Rocky Mountains. The herds were most numerous along the 

central portion of this region (see map), and from the Platte Valley to 

Great Slave Lake the range was continuous. The buffalo population of 

the southern half of this great range was, according to all accounts, 

nearly three times as great as that of the northern half. At that time, 
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or, let us say, 1870, there were about four million buffaloes south of the 

Platte River, and probably about one million and a half north of it. I 

am aware that the estimate of the number of buffaloes in the great 

northern herd is usually much higher than this, but I can see no good 

grounds for making it so. To my mind, the evidence is conclusive that, 

although the northern herd ranged over sucb an immense area, it was 

numerically less than half the size of the overwhelming multitude which 

actually crowded the southern range, and at times so completely con- 

sumed the herbage of the plains that detachments of the United States 

Army found it difficult to find sufficient grass for their mules and 

horses.* 

The various influences which ultimately led to the complete blotting 

out of the great northern herd were exerted about as follows: 

In the British Possessions, where the country was immense and game 

of all kinds except buffalo very scarce indeed; where, in the language 

of Professor Kenaston, the explorer, ‘‘ there was a great deal of country 

around every wild animal,” the buffalo constituted the main dependence 

of the Indians, who would not eultivate the soil at all, and of the half- 

breeds, who would not so long as they could find buffalo. Under such 

circumstances the buffaloes of the British Possessions were hunted 

much more vigorously and persistently than those of the United States, 

where there was such an abundant supply of deer, elk, antelope, and 

other game for the Indians to feed upon, and a paternal government to 

support them with annuities besides. Quite contrary to the prevailing 

idea of the people of the United States, viz., that there were great herds 

of buffaloes in existence in the Saskatchewan country long after ours 

had all been destroyed, the herds of British America had been almost 
totally exterminated by the time the final slaughter of our northern 

herd was inaugurated by the opening of the Northern Pacific Railway 

in 1880. The Canadian Pacific Railway played no part whatever in 

the extermination of the bison in the British Possessions, for it had 

already taken place. The half-breeds of Manitoba, the Plains Crees of 

Qu’Appelle, and the Blackfeet of the South Saskatchewan country 

swept bare a great belt of country stretching east and west between 

the Rocky Mountains and Manitoba. The Canadian Pacifie Railway 

found only bleaching bones in the country through which it passed. 

The buffalo had disappeared from that entire region before 1879 and 

left the Blackfeet Indians on the verge of starvation. A few thou- 

sand buffaloes still remained in the country around the headwaters*of 

the Battle River, between the North and South Saskatchewan, but they 

were surrounded and attacked from all sides, and their numbers dimin- 

ished very rapidly until all were killed. 

* As an instance of this, see Forest and Stream, vol. 11, p. 184: ‘‘ Horace Jones, 

the interpreter here [Fort Sill], says that on his first trip along the line of the one 

hundredth meridian, in 1859, accompanying Major Thomas—since our noble old gen- 

eral—they passed continuous herds for over 60 miles, which left so little grass behind 

them that Major Thomas was seriously troubled about his horses.” 
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The latest information I have been able to obtain in regard to the dis- 

appearance of this northern band has been kindly furnished by Prof. 

C. A. Kenaston, who in 1881, and also in 1883, made a thorough explo- 

ration of the country between Winnipeg and Fort Edmonton for the 

~Canadian Pacific Railway Company. His four routes between the two 

points named covered a vast scope of country, several hundred miles 

in width. In 1881, at Moose Jaw, 75 miles southeast of The Elbow of 

the South Saskatchewan, he saw a party of Cree Indians, who had just 

arrived from the northwest with several carts laden with fresh buffalo 

meat. At Fort Saskatchewan, on the North Saskatchewan River, just 

above Edmonton, he saw a party of English sportsmen who had re- 

cently been hunting on the Battle and Red Deer Rivers, between Hd- 

monton and Fort Kalgary, where they had found buffaloes, and killed 

as many as they cared to slaughter. In one afternoon they killed four- 

teen, and could have killed more had they been more blood-thirsty. In 

1883 Professor Keuaston found the fresh trail of a band of twenty-five 

or thirty buffaloes at The Elbow of the South Saskatchewan. Excepting 

in the above instances he saw no further traces of buffalo, nor did he 
hear of the existence of any in all the country he explored. In 1881 

he saw many Cree Indians at Fort Qu’Appelle in a starving condition, 

and there was no pemmican or buffalo meat at the fort. In 1883, how- 

- ever, a little pemmican found its way to Winnipeg, where it sold at 15 

cents per pound; an exceedingly high price. It had been made that — 

year, evidently in the — of April, as he purchased it in May for his 

journey. 

The first really alarming impression made on our northern herd was 

by the Sioux Indians, who very speedily exterminated that portion of 

it which had previously covered the country lying between the North 

Platte and a line drawn from the center of Wyoming to the center of 

Dakota. All along the Missouri River from Bismarck to Fort Benton, 

and along the Yellowstone to the head of navigation, the slaughter 

went bravely on. All the Indian tribes of that vast region—Sioux, 

Cheyennes, Crows, Blackfeet, Bloods, Piegans, Assinniboines, Gros 

Ventres, and Shoshones—found their most profitable business and 
greatest pleasure (next to scalping white settlers) in hunting the buffalo. 

It took from eight to twelve buffalo hides to make a covering for one 

ordinary teepee, and sometimes a single teepee of extra size required 

from twenty to twenty-five hides. 

The Indians of our northwestern Territories marketed about seventy- 

five thousand buffalo robes every year so long as the northern herd 

was large enough to afford the supply. If we allow that for every skin 

sold to white traders four others were used in supplying their own 

wants, which must be considered a very moderate estimate, the total 

number of buffalos slaughtered annually by those tribes must have 

been about three hundred and seventy-five thousand. 

The end which so many observers had for years been predicting 
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really began (with the northern herd) in 1876, two years after the great 

annihilation which had taken place in the South, although it was not 

until four years later that the slaughter became universal over the en- 

tire range. It is very clearly indicated in the figures given in a letter 

from Messrs. I. G. Baker & Co., of Fort Benton, Montana, to the writer, 
dated October 6, 1887, which reads as follows: 

‘There were sent East from the year 1876 from this point about sev- 

enty-five thousand buffalo robes. In 1880 it had fallen to about twenty 

thousand, in 1883 not more than five thousand, and in 1884 none 
whatever. We are sorry we can not give you a better record, but the 

collection of hides which exterminated the buffalo was from the Yellow- 

stone country on the Northern Pacific, instead of northern Montana.” 

The beginning of the final slaughter of our northern herd may be dated 

about 1880, by which time the annual robe crop of the Indians had 

diminished three-fourths, and when summer killing for hairless hides 
began on a large scale. The range of this herd was surrounded on three 
sides by tribes of Indians, armed with breech-loading rifles and abun- 

dantly supplied with fixed ammunition. Up to the year 1880 the Indi- 

ans of the tribes previously mentioned killed probably three times as 

many buffaloes as did the white hunters, and had there not been a white 

hunter in the whole Northwest the buffalo would have been extermi- 

nated there just as surely, though not so quickly by perhaps ten years, 

as actually occurred. Along the north, from the Missouri River to the 

British line, and from the reservation in northwestern Dakota to the 

main divide of the Rocky Mountains, a distance of 550 miles as the 
crow flies, the country was one continuous Indian reservation, inhab- — 

ited by eight tribes, who slaughtered buffalo in season and out of sea- 

son, in winter for robes and in summer for hides and meat to dry. In 

the Southeast was the great body of Sioux, and on the Southwest the 
Crows and Northern Cheyennes, all engaged in the same relentless 

warfare. It would have required a body of armed men larger than the 

whole United States Army to have withstood this continuous hostile 

pressure without ultimate annihilation. 

Let it be remembered, therefore, that the American Indian is as much 

responsible for the extermination of our northern herd of bison as the 

American citizen. I.have yet to learn of an instance wherein an Indian 

refrained from excessive slaughter of game through motives of economy, 

or care for the future, or prejudice against wastefulness. From all ac- 

counts the quantity of game killed by an Indian has always been limited 

by two conditions only—lack of energy to kill more, or lack of more 

game to be killed. White men delight in the chase, and kill for the 

“sport” it yields, regardless of the effort involved. Indeed, to a genu- 

ine sportsman, nothing in hunting is “sport” which is not obtained at 

the cost of great labor. An Jndian does not view the matter in that 

light, and when he has killed enough to supply his wants, he stops, 

because he sees no reason why he should exert himself any farther. 
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This has given rise to the statement, so often repeated, that the Indian 

killed only. enough buffaloes to supply his wants. If an Indian ever 

attempted, or even showed any inclination, to husband the resources of 

nature in any way, and restrain wastefulness on the part of Indians, it 

would be gratifying to know of it. 

The building of the Northern Pacific Railway across Dakota and 
Montana hastened the end that was fast approaching; but it was only 

an incident in the annihilation of the northern herd. Without it the 

final result would have been just the same, but the end would probably 

not have been reached until about 1888. 

-The Northern Pacific Railway reached Bismarck, Dakota, on the Mis- 
souri River, in the year 1576, and from that date onward received for 
transportation eastward all the buffalo robes and hides that came down 

the two rivers, Missouri and Yellowstone. 
Unfortunately the Northern Pacific Railway Company kept no sep-. 

arate account of its buffalo-product business, and is unable to furnish 

a statement of the number of hides and robes it handled. It is there- 

fore impossible to even make an estimate of the total number of buffa- 

loes killed on the northern range during the six years which ended with 

the annihilation of that herd. 

In regard to the business done by the Northern Pacific Railway, and 

the precise points from whence the bulk of the robes were shipped, the 

following letter from Mr. J. M. Hannaford, traffic manager of the North- 

ern Pacific Railroad, under date of September 3, 1887, is of interest. 

“Your communication, addressed to President Harris, has been re- 

ferred to me for the information desired. 

“T regret that our accounts are not so kept as to enable me to fur- 

nish you accurate data; but I have been able to obtain the following 

general information, which may prove of some value to you: 

“Hrom the years 1876 and 1880 our line did not extend beyond Bis- 

marck, which was the extreme easterly shipping point for buffalo robes 

and hides, they being brought down the Missouri River from the north 

for shipment from that point. In the years 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879 

there were handled at that point yearly from three to four thousand 

bales of robes, about one-half the bales containing ten robes and the 
other half twelve robes each. During these years practically no hides 

were shipped. In 1880 the shipment of hides, dry and untanned, com- 

menced,* and in 188i and 1882 our line was extended west, and the 
shipping points increased, reaching as far west as Terry and Sully 

Springs, in Montana. During these years, 1880, 1881, and 1882, which 

practically finished the shipments of hides and robes, it is impossible 
— 

*TIt is to be noted that hairless hides, taken from buffaloes killed in summer, are what 

the writer refers to. It was not until 1881, when the end was very near, that hunting 

buffalo in summer as well as winter became a wholesale business. What hunting 

can be more disgraceful than the slaughter of females and young in summer, when 

skins are almost worthless. 
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for me to give you any just idea of the number shipped. The only fig- 

ures obtainable are those of 1881, when over seventy-five thousand 

dry and untanned buffalo hides came down the river for shipment from 

Bismarck. Some robes were also shipped from this point that year, 

and a considerable number of robes and hides were shipped from 

several other shipping points. 

“The number of pounds of buffalo meat shipped over our line has 

never cut any figure, the bulk of the meat having been left on the 

prairie, as not being of sufficient value to pay the cost of transportation. 

‘‘The names of the extreme eastern and western stations from which 

shipments were made are as follows: In 1880, Bismarck was the only 

shipping point. In 1831, Glendive, Bismarck, and Beaver Creek. In 

1882, Terry and Sully Springs, Montana, were the chief shipping points, 

and in the order named, so far as numbers and amount of shipments are 

concerned. Bismarck on the east and Forsyth on the west were oe 

two extremities. 

‘‘Up to the year 1880, so long as buffalo were killed only for robes, 

the bands did not decrease very materially; but beginning with that 

year, when they were killed for their hides as well, a most indiserimi- 

nate slaughter commenced, and from that time on they disappeared 

very rapidly. Up to the year 1881 there were two large bands, one 

south of the Yellowstone and the other north of that river. Inthe year 

mentioned those south of the river were driven north and never re- 

turned, having joined the northern band, and become practically ex- 

tin dished: 

“Since 1882 there have, of course, been occasional Slimane both of 

hides and robes, but in such small quantities and so seldom that they 

cut practically no figure, the bulk of them coming probably from north 

Missouri points down the river to Bismarck.” 

In 1880 the northern buffalo range embraced the following streams: 

The Missouri and all its tributaries, from Fort Shaw, Montana, to Fort 

Bennett, Dakota, and the Yellowstone and all its tributaries. Of this 

region, Miles City, Montana, was the geographical center. The grass 

was good over the whole of it, and the various divisions of the great 

herd were continually shifting from one locality to another, often making 

journeys several hundred miles at a time. Over the whole of this vast 

area their bleaching bones lie scattered (where they have not as yet 

been gathered up for sale) from the Upper Marias and Milk Rivers, near 

the British boundary, to the Platte, and from the James River, in cen- 

tral Dakota, to an elevation of 8,000 feet in the Rocky Mountains. In- 
deed, as late as October, 1887, I gathered up.on the open common, 
within half a mile of the Northern Pacific Railway depot at the city of 

Helena, the skull, horns, and numerous odd bones of a large bull butf- 

falo which had been killed there. 
Over many portions of the northern range the traveler may even 

now ride for days together without once being out of sight of buffalo 
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carcasses, or bones. Such was the case in 1886 in the country lying 

between the Missouri and the Yellowstone, northwest of Miles City. 

Go wherever we might, on divides, into bad lands, creek-bottoms, or on 

the highest plateaus, we always found the inevitable and omnipresent 

erim and ghastly skeleton, with hairy head, dried-up and shriveled 

nostrils, half-skinned legs stretched helplessly upon the gray turf, and 

the bones of the body bleached white as chalk. 

The year 1881 witneSsed the same kind of a stampede for the north- 

ern buffalo range that occurred just ten years previously in the south. 

At that time robes were worth from two to three times as much as they 

ever had been in the south, the market was very active, and the success- 

ful hunter was sure toreap a rich reward as long as the buffaloes lasted. 

At that time the hunters and hide-buyers estimated that there were 

five hundred thousand buffaloes within a radius of 150 miles of Miles 

City, and that there were still in the entire northern herd not far from 
one million head. The subsequent slaughter proved that these esti- 

mates were probably not far from the truth. In that year Fort Custer 

was so nearly overwhelmed by a passing herd that a detachment of sol- 

diers was ordered out to turn the herd away from the post. In 1882 

an immense herd appeared on the high, level plateau on the north 

side of the Yellowstone which overlooks Miles City and Fort Keogh 

in the valley below. A squad of soidiers from the Fifth Infantry 

was sent up on the bluff, and in less than an hour bad killed enough 

buffaloes to load six four-mule teams with meat. In 1886 there were 
still about twenty bleaching skeletons lying in a group on the edge of 

this plateau at the point where the road from the ferry reaches the level, 

but all the rest had been gathered up. 

In 1882 there were, so it is estimated by men who were in the country, 

no fewer than five thousand white hunters and skinuers on the northern 

range. Lieut. J. M. T. Partello declares that “‘a cordon of camps, from 

the Upper Missouri, where it bends to the west, stretched toward the set- 

ting sun as far as the dividing line of Idaho, completely blocking in the 

great ranges of the Milk River, the Musselshell, Yellowstone, and the 

Marias, and renderiug it impossible for scarcely a single bison to escape 

through the chain of sentinel camps to the Canadian northwest. Hunt- 

ers of Nebraska, Wyoming, and Colorado drove the poor hunted ani- 

mals north, directly into the muzzles of the thousands of repeaters ready 

to receive them. * * * Only a few short years ago, as late as 1883, 

a herd of about seventy-five thousand crossed the Yellowstone River 

a few miles south of here [Fort Keogh], scores of Indians, pot-hunters, 

and white butchers on their heels, bound for the Canadian dominions, 
_ where they hoped to find a haven of safety. Alas! not five thousand 

of that mighty mass ever lived to reach the British border line.” 
It is difficult to say (at least to the satisfaction of old hunters) which 

were the most famous hunting grounds on the northern range. Lieu- 

tenant Partello states that when he hunted in the great triangle bounded 
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by the three rivers, Missouri, Musselshell, and Yellowstone, it contained, 

to the best of his knowledge and belief, two hundred and fifty thousand 

buffaloes. Unquestionably that region yielded au immense number of 

buffalo robes, and since the slaughter thousands of tons of bones have 

been gathered up there. Another favorite locality was the country 

lying between the Powder River and the Little Missouri, particularly 

the valleys of Beaver and O’Fallon Creeks. Thither went scores of 

“outfits” and hundreds of hunters and skinners'from the Northern Pa- 

cific Railway towns from Miles City to Glendive. The hunters from the 

towps between Glendive aud Bismarck mostly went south to Cedar 

Creek and the Grand and Moreau Rivers. But this territory was also 

the hunting ground of the Sioux Indians from the great reservation 

farther south. 

Thousands upon thousands of buffaloes were killed on the Milk and 

Marias Rivers, in the Judith Basin, and in northern Wyoming. 

The method of slaughter has already been fully described under the 

head of * the still-hunt,” and need not be recapitulated. Itis some grati- 

fication to know that the shocking and criminal wastefulness which was 

so marked a feature of the southern butchery was almost wholly un- 

known in the north. Robes were worth from $1.50 to $3.50, according 
to size and quality, and were removed and preserved with great care. 

Every one hundred robes marketed represented not more than one 

hundred and ten dead buffaloes, and even this small percentage of loss 

was due to the escape of wounded animals which afterward died and 

were devoured by the wolves. After the skin was taken off the hunter 

or skinner stretched it carefully upon the ground, inside uppermost, 

cut his initials in the adherent subcutaneous muscle, and left it until 

the season for hauling in the robes, which was always done in the early 

spring, immediately following the bunt. 

As was the case in the south, it was the ability of a single hunter to 

destroy an entire bunch of buffalo in a single day that completely anni- 

hilated the remaining thousands of the northern herd before the people 

of the United States even learned what was going on. For example, 

one hunter of my acquaintance, Vic. Smith, the most famous hunter in 

Montana, killed one hundred and seven buffaloes in one “ stand,” in 

about one hour’s time, and without shifting his point of attack. This 

occurred in the Red Water country, about 100 miles northeast of Miles 

City, in the winter of 1881~’82. During the same season another hunter, 

named “ Doc.” Aughl, killed eighty-five buffaloes at one “ stand,” and 

John Edwards killed seventy-five. The total number that Smith claims 

to have killed that season is ‘about five thousand.” Where buffaloes 

were at all plentiful, every man who called himself a hunter was ex- 
pected to kill between one and two thousand during the hunting season— 

from November to February—and when the buffaloes were to be found 

it was a comparatively easy thing to do. 

During the year 1852 the thousands of bison that still remained alive 
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on the range indicated above, and also marked out on the accompany- 
ing map, were distributed over that entire area very generally. In Feb- 

ruary of that year a Fort Benton correspondent of Forest and Stream 

wrote as follows: “It is truly wonderful how many buffalo are still left. 

Thousands of Indians and hundreds of white men depend on them for 

a living. At present nearly all the buffalo in Montana are between 

Milk River and Bear Paw Mountains. There are only a few small bands 

between the Missouri and the Yellowstone.” There were plenty of buf- 

falo on the Upper -Marias River in October, 1882. In November and 

December there were thousands between the Missouri and the Yellow- 

stone Rivers. South of the Northern Pacific Railway the range during 

the hunting season of 188283 was thus defined by a hunter who has 

since written out the ‘‘ Confessions of a Buffalo Butcher” for Forest 

and Stream (vol. xxiv, p. 489): ‘“ Then [October, 1882] the western limit 

was defined in a general way by Powder River, and extending eastward 

well toward the Missouri and south to within 60 or 70 miles of the Black 

Hills. It embraces the valleys of all tributaries to Powder River from 

the east, all of the valleys of Beaver Creek, O’Fallon Creek, and the Lit- 

tle Missouri and Moreau Rivers, and both forks of the Cannon Ball for 
almost half their length. This immense territory, lying almost equally 

in Montana and Dakota, had been occupied during the winters by many 

thousands of buffaloes from time immemorial, and many of the cows 
remained during the summer and brought forth their young undis- 

turbed.” 

The three hunters composing the party whose record is narrated in 

the interesting sketch referred to, went out from Miles City on October 
23, 1882, due east to the bad lands between the Powder River and 

O’Fallon Creek, and were on the range all winter. They found com- 

paratively few buffaloes, and secured only two hundred and eighty-six 

robes, which they sold at an average price of $2.20 each. They saved 

and marketed a large quantity of meat, for which they obtained 3 cents 

per pound. They found the whole region in which they hunted fairly 
infested with Indians and half-breeds, all hunting buffalo. 

The hunting season which began in October, 1882, and ended in Feb- 

ruary, 1883, finished the annihilation of the great northern herd, and left 

but afew small bands of stragglers, numbering only a very few thousand 

individuals all told. A noted event of the season was the retreat north- 

ward across the Yellowstone of the immense herd mentioned by Lieu- 

tenant Partello as containing seventy-five thousand head; others esti- 

mated the number at fifty thousand; and the event is often spoken of 

to-day by frontiersmen who were in that region at the time. Many 

think that the whole great body went north into British territory, and 

that there is still a goodly remnant of it in some remote region between 

_the Peace River and the Saskatchewan, or somewhere there, which will 

yet return to the United States. Nothing could be more illusory than 

_this belief, In the first place, the herd never reached the British line, - 
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and, if it had, it would have been promptly annihilated by the hungry 

Blackfeet and Cree Indians, who were declared to be in a half-starved 

condition, through the disappearance of the buffalo, as early as 1879. 

The great herd that “went north” was utterly extinguished by the 

white hunters along the Missouri River and the Indians living north of 

it. The only vestige of it that remained was a band of about two hun- 

dred individuals that took refuge in the labyrinth of ravines and creek 

bottoms that lie west of the Musselshell between Flat Willow and Box 

Elder Creeks, and another band of about seventy-five which settled in 

the bad lands between the head of the Big Dry and big Poreupine 

Creeks, where a few survivors were found by the writer in 1886, 

South of the Northern Pacific Railway, a band of about three hundred 

settled permanently in and around the Yellowstone Naticnal Park, but 

in a very short time every animal outside of the protected limits of the 

park was killed, and whenever any of the park buffaloes strayed be- 

yound the iuamuieure they too were promptly killed for their heads and 

hides. At present the number remaining in the park is believed by 

Captain Harris, the superintendent, to be about two hundred; about 

one-third of which is due to breeding in the protected territory. 

In the southeast, the fate of that portion of the herd is well known. 

The herd which at the beginning of the hunting season of 1883 was 

known to contain about ten thousand head, and ranged in western Da- 

kota, about half way between the Black Hills and Bismarck, between 

the Moreau and Grand Rivers, was speedily reduced to about one 

thousand head. Vic. Smith, who was “in at the death,” says there were 

eleven hundred, others say twelve hundred. Just at this juncture 

(Gctober, 1883) Sitting Bull and bis whole band of nearly one thousand 

braves arrived from the Standing Rock Agency, and in two days’ time 

slaughtered the entire herd. Vic. Smith and a host of white hunters 

took part in the killing of this last ten thousand, and he declares that 

‘when we got through the hunt there was not a hoof left. That wound 

up the butfalo in the Far West, only a stray bull being seen here and 

there afterwards.” 

Curiously enough, not even the buffalo-hunters themselves were at the 
time aware of the fact that the end of the hunting season of 1882~83 

was also the end of the buffalo, at least as an inhabitant of the plains 

and a source of revenue. In the autumn of 1883 they nearly all out- 

fitted as usual, often at an expense of many hundreds of dollars, and 

blithely sought “the range” that had up to that time been so prolific 

in robes. The end was in nearly every case the same—total failure and 

bankruptcy. It was indeed hard to believe that not only the acest 

but also the thousands, had actually gone, and forever. 

I have found. it impossible to ascertain definitely the number of robes 

and hides shipped from the northern range during the last years of the 

slaughter, and the only reliable estimate I have obtained was made for 

me, after much consideration and reflection, by Mr, J. N. Davis, of Min- 
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neapolis, Minnesota. Mr. Davis was for many years a buyer of furs, 

robes, and hides on a large scale throughout our Northwestern Terri- 
tories, and was actively engaged in buying up buffalo robes as long as 

there were any tobuy. Inreply toa letter asking for statistics, he wrote 

me as follows, on September 27, 1887: 

“Tt is impossible to give the exact number of robes and hides shipped 

out of Dakota and Montana from 1876 to 1883, or the exact number of 
buffalo in the northern herd; but I will give you as correct an account 

asany onecan. In 1876 it was estimated that there were half a million 

buffaloes within a radius of 150 miles of Miles City. In 1881 the North- 

ern Pacific Railroad was built as far west as Glendive and Miles City. 

At that time the whole country was a howling wilderness, and Indians 

and wild buffalo were too numerous to mention. The first shipment of 

buffalo robes, killed by white men, was made that year, and the sta- 

tions on the Northern Pacific Railroad between Miles City and Mandan 

sent out avout fifty thousand hides and robes. In 1882 the number of 

hides and robes bought and shipped was about two hundred thousand, 

and in 1883 forty thousand. In 1884 I shipped from Dickinson, Da- 

kota Territory, the only car load of robes that went Hast that year, and . 

it was the last shipment ever made.” 

For a long time the majority of the ex-hunters cherished the fond de- 

lusion that the great herd had only “gone north” into the British Pos- 

sessions, and would eventually return in great force. Scores of rumors 

of the finding of herds floated about, all of which were eagerly believed 

at first. But after a year or two had gone by without the appearance 

of a single buffalo, and likewise without any reliable information of the 

existence of a herd of any size, even in British territory, the butchers 

of the buffalo either hung up their old Sharps rifles, or sold them for 

nothing to the gun-dealers, and sought other means of livelihood. 

Some took to gathering up buffalo bones and selling them by the ton, 

and others became cowboys. 

V. CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE 

BISON. 

The slaughter of the buffalo down to the very point of extermination 

has been so very generally condemned, and the general Government 

has been so unsparingly blamed for allowing such a massacre to take 

place on the public domain, it is important that the public should know 

all the facts in the case. To the credit of Congress it must be said that 

several very determined efforts were made betwen the years 1871 and 

1876 looking toward the protection of the buffalo. The failure of all 

those well-meant efforts was due to our republican form of Government. 

Had this Goverment been a monarchy the buffalo would have been pro- 

tected; but unfortunately in this case (perhaps the only one on record 

wherein a king could have accomplished more than the representatives 

of the people) the necessary act of Congress was so hedged in and beset 

H, Mis, .00, pt. 2——33 
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by obstacles that it never became an accomplished fact. Even when 

both houses of Congress succeeded in passing a suitable act (June 23, 

1874) it went to the President in the last days of the session only to be 

pigeon-holed, and die a natural death. 

The following is a complete history of Congressional legislation in 

regard to the protection of the buffalo from wanton slaughter and 

ultimate extinction. The first step taken in behalf of this persecuted 

animal was on March 13, 1871, when Mr. McCormick, of Arizona, intro- 
duced a bill (H. R. 157), which was ordered to be printed. Nothing 
further was done with it. It read as follows: 

Be it enacted, etc., That, excepting for the purpose of using the meat for food or 

preserving the skin, it shall be unlawful for any person to kill the bison, or buffalo, 

found anywhere upon the public lands of the United States; and for the violation 

of this law the offender shall, upon conviction before any court of competent juris- 

diction, be liable to a fine of $100 for each animal killed, one-half of which sum shall, 

upon its collection, be paid to the informer. 

On February 14, 1872, Mr. Cole, of California, introduced in the Sen- 

ate the following resolution, which was considered by unanimous con- 

sent and agreed to: 

Resolved, That the Committee on Territories be directed to inquire into the expedi- 

ency of enacting a law for the protection of the buffalo, elk, antelope, and other 

useful animals running wild in the Territories of the United States against indis- 

criminate slaughter and extermination, and that they report by bill or otherwise. 

On February 16, 1872, Mr. Wilson, of Massachusetts, introduced a 

bill in the Senate (S. 655) restricting the killing of the buffalo upon the 
public lands; which was read twice by its title and referred to the Com- 

mittee on Territories. 

On April 5, 1872, Mr. R. C. McCormick, of Arizona, made a speech in 

the House of Representatives, while it was in Committee of the Whole, 
on the restriction of the killing of buffalo. 

He mentioned a then recent number of Harper’s Weekly, in which 

were illustrations of the slaughter of buffalo, and also read a partly 

historical extract in regard to the same. He related how, when he was 

once snow-bound upon the Kansas Pacific Railroad, the buffalo fur- 

nished food for himself and fellow-passengers. Then he read the bill 

introduced by him March 13, 1871, and also copies of letters fur- 

nished him by Henry Bergh, president of the American Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, which were sent to the latter by 

Geuerai W. B. Hazen, Lieut. Col. A.G. Brackett, and E. W. Wynkoop. 
He also read a statement by General Hazen to the effect that he knew 

of a man who killed ninety-nine buffaloes with his own hand in one 

day. He also spoke on the subject of cross-breeding the buffalo with 

common cattle, and read an extract in regard to it from the San Fran- 

cisco Post.* 
On April 6, 1872, Mr. McCormick asked leave to have printed in the 

* Cons eraeainsel Globe (OS second session Forty-second Congress, 
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_ Globe some remarks he had prepared regarding restricting the killing 

of buffalo, which was granted.* 
On January 5, 1874, Mr. Fort, of Illinois, introduced a bill (H.R. 

921) to prevent the useless slaughter of buffalo within the Territories 

of the United States; which was read and referred to the Committee 

on the Territories.t 
On March 10, 1874, this bill was reported to the House from the Com- 

mittee on the Territories, with a recommendation that it be passed. 

The first section of the bill provided that it shall be unlawful for any 

person, who is not an Indian, to kill, wound, or in any way destroy any 

female buffalo of any age, fourd at large within the boundaries of any 

of the Territories of the United States. 

The second section provided that it shall be, in like manner, unlaw- 

ful for any such person to kill, wound, or destroy in said Territories 

any greater number of male buffaloes than are needed for food by such 

person, or than can be used, cured, or preserved for the food of other 

persons, or for the market. It shall in like manner be unlawful for any 

such person, or persons, to assist, or be in any manner engaged or con- 

cerned in or about such unlawful killing, wounding, or destroying of 

any such buffaloes; that any person who shall violate the provisions of 

the act shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay to the United States the 

sum of $100 for each offense (and each buffalo so unlawfully killed, 
wounded, or destroyed shall be and constitute a separate offense), and 
on a conviction of a second offense may be committed to prison for a 

period not exceeding thirty days; and that all United States judges, 

justices, courts, and legal tribunals in said Territories shall have juris- 
diction in cases of the violation of the law. 

Mr. Cox said he had been told by old hunters that it was impossible 

to tell the sex of a running buffalo; and he also stated that the bill 

gave preference to the Indians. 

‘Mr. Fort said the object was to prevent early extermination; that 

thousands were annually slaughtered for skins alone, and thousands for 
their tongues alone; that perhaps hundreds of thousands are killed 

every year in utter wantonness, with no object for such destruction. 

He had been told that the sexes could be distinguished while fey.) were 

running.§ 

This bill does not prohibit any person joining in a reasonable chase 

and hunt of the buffalo. _ 

Said Mr. Fort, “So far as lam advised, gentlemen upon this floor 

representing all the Territories are favorable to the passage of this bill.” 

** Congressional Globe, April 6, 1872, Forty-second Congress, second session. 

t Congressional Record, vol. 2, part 1, Forty-third Congress, p. 371. 

¢ Congressional Record, vol. 2, part 3, Forty-third Congress, first session, pp. 2105, 

2109. 
§ I know of no greater affront that could be offered to the intelligence of a genuine 

buffalo-hunter than to accuse him of not knowing enough to tell the sex of a buffalo 
‘fon the run” by its form alone.—W. T, H. 
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Mr. Cox wanted the clause excepting the Indians from the operations 

of the bill stricken out, and stated that the Secretary of the Interior 

had already said to the House that the civilization of the Indian was 
impossible while the buffalo remained on the plains. 

The Clerk read for Mr. McCormick the following extract from the New 

Mexican, a paper published in Santa Fé: 

The buffalo slaughter, which has been going on the past few years on the plains, 

and which increases every year, is wantonly wicked, and should be stopped by the 

most stringent enactments and most vigilant enforcements of the law. Killing these 
noble animals for their hides simply, or to gratify the pleasure of some Russian duke 

er English lord, is a species of vandalism which can not too quickly be checked. 

United States surveying parties report that there are two thousand hunters on the 

plains killing these animals for their hides. One party of sixteen hunters report 

having killed twenty-eight thousand buffaloes during the past summer. It seems to 

us there is quite as much reason why the Government should protect the buffaloes as 

the Indians. 

‘ Mr. McCormick considered the subject important, and had not a 

doubt of the fearful slaughter. He read the following extract from a 

letter that he had received from General Hazen: 

I know a man who killed with his own hand ninety-nine buffaloes in one day, with- 

out taking a pound of the meat. The buffalo for food has an intrinsic value about 
- equal to an average Texas beef, or say $20. There are probably not less than a mill- 

ion of these animals on the western plains. If the Government owned a herd of a 

million oxen they would at least take steps to prevent this wanton slaughter. The 

railroads have made the buffalo so accessible as to present a case not dissimilar. 

He agreed with Mr. Cox that some features of the bill would probably 
be impracticable, and moved to amend it. He did not believe any bill 

would entirely accomplish the purpose, but he desired that such wan- 

ton slaughter should be stopped. 

Said he, “It would have been well both for the Indians and. the 
white men if an enactment of this kind had been placed on our statute- 

books years ago. * * * Iknow of no one act that would gratify 

the red men more.” 

Mr. Holman expressed surprise that Mr. Cox should make any ob- 

jection to parts of the measure. The former regarded the bill as “an 
effort in a most commendable direction,” and trusted that it would pass. 

Mr. Cox said he would not have objected to the bill but from the fact | 
that it was partial in its provisions. He wanted a bill that would im- 

pose a penalty on every man, red, ine, or black, who may wantonly 

kill these buffaloes. 

Mr. Potter desired to know whether more buffaloes were slaughtered 

by the Indians than by white men. 

Mr. Fort thought the white men were doing the strates amount of 

killing. 
Mr. Eldridge thought there mould be just as much propriety in kill- 

ing the fish in our rivers as in destroying the buffalo in order to compel 

the Indians to become civilized. 

Mr. Conger said: ‘As a matter of fact, every man knows the range of 
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the buffalo has grown more and more confined year after year; that 

they have been driven westward before advancing civilization.” But he 

opposed the biil! 
Mr. Hawley, of Connecticut, said: “I am glad to see this pill. Iam 

in favor of this law, and hope it will pass.” 
Mr. Lowe favored the bill, and thought that the buffalo ought to be 

protected for proper utility. 

Mr. Cobb thought they ought to be protected for the settlers, who 

‘depended partly on them for food. 

Mr. Parker, of Missouri, intimated that the policy of the Secretary of 

the Interior was a sound one, and that the buffaloes ought to be ex- 

terminated, to prevent difficulties in civilizing the Indians. 

Said Mr. Conger, ‘‘ I do not think the measure will tend at all to pro- 
tect the buffalo.” 

Mr. McCormick replied: ‘This bill will not prevent the killing of 

buffaloes for any useful purpose, but only their wanton destruction.” 

Mr. Kasson said: “I wish to say one word in support of this bill, 

because I have had some experience as to the manner in which these 

buffaloes are treated by hunters. The buffalo is a creature of vast 

utility, * * * . This animal ought tobe protected; * * * .” 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, there were—ayes 

132, noes not counted. 

So the bill was passed. 

On June 23, 1874, this bill (H. R. 921) came up in the Senate.* 
Mr. Harvey moved, as an amendment, to strike out the words “‘ who 

is not an Indian.” 

Said Mr. Hitchcock, ‘‘That will defeat the bill.” 

Mr. Frelinghuysen said: “That would prevent the Indians from kill- 

ing the buffalo on their own ground. I object to the bill.” . 

Mr. Sargent said: “I think we can pass the bill in the right shape 

without objection. Let us take it up. Itis a very important one.” 

Mr. Frelinghuysen withdrew his objection. 

Mr. Harvey thought it was a very important bill, and Wienarew his 

amendment. 

The bill was reported to the Senate, ordered to a third reading, read 

the third time, and passed. It went to President Grant for signature, 

and expired in his hands at the adjournment of that session of Con- 
gress. 

On February 2, 1874, Mr. Fort introduced a bill (A. R. 1689) to tax 
buffalo hides; which was referred to the Committee on Ways and 
Means. 

On June 10, 1874, Mr. Dawes, from the Gomme on Ways and 
Means, reported back the bill adversely, and moved that it be laid on 

the table. 

* Congressional Globe, Vol. 2, part 6, Forty-third Congress, first session. 

oF Pi 
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Mr. Fort asked to have the bill referred to the Committee of the 
Whole, and it was so referred. 

On February 2, 1874, Mr. R. C. McCormick, of Arizona, introduced 

in the House a bill (H. R. 1728) restricting the killing of the bison, or 

buffalo, on the public lands; which was referred to the Committee on 

the Public Lands, and never heard of more. 
On January 31, 1876, Mr. Fort introduced a bill (H. R. 1719) to pre- 

vent the useless slaughter of buffaloes within the Territories of the 

United States, which was referred to the Committee on the Territories.* 

The Committee on the Territories reported back the bill without 

amendment on February 23, 1876. Its provisions were in every 

respect identical with those of the bill introduced by Mr. Fort in 1874, 
and which passed both houses. 

In support of it Mr. Fort said: *¢The intention and object of this bill 

is to preserve them [the buffaloes] for the use of the Indians, whose homes 

are upon the public domain, and to the frontiersmen, who may properly 

use them for food. * * * They have been and are now being slaugh- 

tered in large numbers. * * * Thousands of these noble brutes are 

annually slaughtered out of mere wontonness. * * * This bill, just 
as it is now presented, passed the last Congress. It was not vetoed, 

but fell, as I understand, merely for want of time to consider it after 
having passed both houses.” He also intimated that the Government 
was using a great deal of money for cattle to furnish the Indians, while 

the buffalo was being wantonly destroyed, whereas they might be turned ~ 

to their good. 
Mr. Crounse wanted the words “ who is not an Indian” struck out, 

so as to make the bill general. He thought Indians were to blame for 

the wanton destruction. 

Mr. Fort thought the amendment unnecessary, and stated that he 

was informed that the Indians did not destroy the buffaloes wantonly. 

Mr. Dunnell thought the bill one of great importance. 

The Clerk read for him a letter from A. G. Brackett, lieutenant-colonel, 
Second United States Cavalry, stationed at Omaha Barracks, in which 

was a very urgent request to have Congress interfere to prevent the 

wholesale slaughter then going on. 

Mr. Reagan thought the bill proper and right. He knew from per- 

sonal experience how the wanton slaughtering was going on, and also 

that the Indians were not the ones who did it. 
Mr. Townsend, of New York, saw no reason why a white man should 

not be allowed to kill a female buffalo as well as an Indian. He said 

it would be impracticable to have a separate law for each. 

Mr. Maginnis did not agree with him. He thought the bill ought to 

pass as it stood. 

Mr. Throckmorton thought that while the intention of the bill was a 

* Forty-fourth Congress, first session, vol. 4, part 2, pp. 1237-1241, 

t Forty-fourth Congress first session, vol, 4, part 1, p. 773. 
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good one, yet it was mischievous and difficult to enforce, and would 

also work hardship to a large portion of our frontier people. He had 

several objections. He also thought a cow buffalo could not be distin- 

guished at a distance. 
Mr. Hancock, of Texas, thought the bill an impolicy, and that the 

sooner the buffalo was exterminated the better. . 

Mr. Fort replied by asking him why all the game—deer, antelope, 

ete.—was not slaughtered also. Then he went on to state that to ex- 

terminate the buffalo would be to starve innocent children of the red 

man, and to make the latter more wild and savage than he was already. 
Mr. Baker, of Indiana, offered the following amendment as a substi- 

tute for the one already offered: 

Provided, That any white person who shall employ, hire, or procure, directly or in- 

directly, any Indian to kill any buffalo forbidden to be killed by this act, shall be 

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and punished in the manner provided in this act. 

Mr. Fort stated that a certain clause in his bill covered the object of 

the amendment. 
Mr. Jenks offered the following amendment: 

Strike out in the fourth line of the second section the word ‘‘can” and insert 

“shall;” and in the second line of the same section insert the word ‘‘ wantonly” 
before “kill; ” so that the clause will read: : 

“That it shall be in like manner unlawfui for any such person to wantonly kill, 

wound, or destroy in the said Territories any greater number of male buffaloes than 

are needed for food by such person, or than shall be used, cured, or preserved for the 

food of other persons, or for the market.” 

Mr. Conger said: “I think the whole bill is unwise. I think it isa 
useless measure.” 

Mr. Hancock said: “I move that the bill and amendment be laid on 
the table.” 

The motion to lay the bill upon the table was defeated, and the 

amendment was rejected. 

Mr. Conger called for a division on the passage of the bill. The 

House divided, and there were—ayes 93, noes 48. He then demanded 

tellers, and they reported—ayes 104, noes 36. So the bill was passed. 

On February 25, 1876, the bill was reported to the Senate, and re- 

ferred to the Committee on Territories, from whence it never returned. 
On March 20, 1876, Mr. Fort introduced a bill (H. R. 2767) to tax 

buffalo hides; which was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, 
and never heard of afterward. 

This was the last move made in Congress in behalf of the buffalo. 

The philanthropic friends of the frontiersman, the Indian, and of the 
buffalo himself, despaired of accomplishing the worthy object for which 

they had so earnestly and persistently labored, and finally gave up 

the fight. At the very time the effort in behalf of buffalo protection 

was abandoned the northern herd still flourished, and might have been 
preserved from extirpation. 

At various times the legislatures of a few of the Western States and 
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Territories enacted laws vaguely and feebly intended to provide some 

sort of protection to the fast-disappearing animals. One of the first 

was the game law of Colorado, passed in 1872, which declared that the 
killers of game should not leave any flesh to spoil. The western game 

laws of those days amounted to about as much as they do now; prac- 

tically nothing at all. I have never been able to learn of a single in- 

stance, save in the Yellowstone Park, wherein a western hunter was 
prevented by so simple and innocuous a thing as a game law from kill- 

ing game. Laws were enacted, but they were always left to enforce 

themselves. The idea of the frontiersman (the average, at least) has 
always been to kill as much game as possible before some other fellow 

gets a chance at it, and before it is all killed off! So he goes at the game, 
and as a general thing kills all he can while it lasts, and with it feeds 

himself and family, his dogs, and even his hogs, torepletion. I knew 

one Montana man north of Miles City who killed for his own use twenty- 

six, black-tail deer in one season, and had so much more venison than 
he could consume or give away that a great pile: of carcasses lay in his 

yard until spring and spoiled. 

During the existence of the buffalo it was declared by many an im- 

possibility to stop or prevent the slaughter. Such an accusation of 

weakness and imbecility on the part of the General Government is an 

insult to our strength and resources. The protection of game is now 

and always has been simply a question of money. A proper code of 

game laws and a reasonable number of salaried game-wardens, sworn 

to enforce them and punish all offenses against them, would have af- 

forded the buffalo as much protection as would have been necessary to 

his continual existence. To be sure, many buffaloes would have been’ 

killed on the sly in spite of laws to the contrary, but it was wholesale 

slaughter that wrought the extermination, and that could easily have 

been prevented. A tax of 50 cents each on buffalo robes would have 

maintained a sufficient number of game-wardens to have reasonably 

regulated the killing, and maintained for an indefinite period a bounti- 

ful source of supply of food, and also raiment for both the white man 

of the plains and the Indian. By judicious management the buffalo 

could have been made to yield an annual revenue equal to that we now 

receive from the fur-seals—$100,000 per year. 

During the two great periods of slaughter—1870~75 and 1880~’84—the 

principal killing grounds were as well known as the stock-yards of 

Chicago. Had proper laws been enacted, and had either the general 

or territorial governments entered with determination upon the task of 

restricting the killing of buffaloes to proper limits, their enforcement 

would have been, in the main, as simple and easy as the cullection of 

taxes. Of course the solitary hunter in a remote locality would have 

bowled over his half dozen buffaloes in secure defiance of the law; but 

such desultory killing could not have made much impression on the 

great mass for many years. The business-like, wholesale slaughter, 
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wherein one hunter would openly kill five thousand buffaloes and mar- 

ket perhaps two thousand hides, could easily have been stopped forever. 

Buffalo hides could not have been dealt in clandestinely, for many 

reasons, and had there been no sale for ill-gotten spoils the still-hunter 

would have gathered no spoils to sell. It was an undertaking of con- 

siderable magnitude, and involving a cash outlay of several hundred 

dollars to make up an “ outfit” of wagons, horses, arms and ammuni- 

tion, food, etc., for a trip to ‘the range” after buffaloes. It was these 

‘wholesale hunters, both in the North and the South, who exterminated 

the species, and to say that all such undertakings could not have been 

effectually prevented by law is to accuse our law-makers and law-offi- 

cers of imbecility to a degree hitherto unknown. There is nowhere in 

this country, nor in any of the waters adjacent to it, a living species of 
any kind which the United States Government. can not fully and per- 

petually protect from destruction by human agencies if it chooses to do 

so. The destruction of the buffalo was a loss of wealth perhaps twenty 
times greater than the sum it would have cost to conserve it, and this 
stupendous waste of valuable food and other products was committed 

by one class of the American people and permitted by another with a 

prodigality and wastefulness which even in the lowest savages would 
_be inexcusable. . 

VI. COMPLETENESS OF THE EXTERMINATION. 

(May 1, 1889.) 

Although the existence of a few widely-scattered individuals enables 

us to say that the bison is not yet absolutely extinct in a wild state, 

there is no reason to hope that a single wild and unprotected individual 

will remain alive ten years henee. The nearer the species approaches 

to complete extermination, the more eagerly are the wretched fugitives 

pursued to the death whenever found. Western hunters are striving 

for the honor (?) of killing the last buffalo, which, it is to be noted, has 
already been slain about a score of times by that number of hunters. 

The buffaloes still alive in a wild state are so very few, and have been 
so carefully ‘‘ marked down” by hunters, it is possible to make a very 

close estimate of the total number remaining. In this enumeration the 

small herd in the Yellowstone National Park is classed with other herds 

in captivity and under protection, for the reason that, had it not been 

for the protection afforded by the law and the officers of the Park, not 

one of these buffaloes would be living to-day. Were the restrictions of 

the law removed now, every one of those animals would be killed within 

three mouths. Their heads alone are worth from $25 to $50 each to 

taxidermists, and for this reason every buffalo is a prize worth the 

huuter’s winning. Had it not been for stringent laws, and a rigid en- 

forcement of them by Captain Harris, the last of the Park buffaloes 

would have been shot years ago by Vic. Smith, the Rea Brothers, and 
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other hunters, of whom there is always an able contingent around the 

Park. ' 

In the United States the death of a buffalo is now such an event that 
it is immediately chronicled by the Associated Press and telegraphed 

all over the country. By reason of this, aud from information already 

in hand, we are able to arrive ata very fair understanding of the present 

condition of the species in a wild state. 

In December, 1886, the Smithsonian expedition left about fifteen buf- 

faloes alive in the bad lands of the Missouri- Yellowstone divide, at the 

head of Big Porcupine Creek. In 1887 three of these were killed by 

cowboys, and in 1888 two more, the last death recorded being that of 

an old bull killed near Billings. There are probably eight or ten strag- 

glers still remaining in that region, hiding in the wildest and most broken 

tracts of the bad lands, as far as possible from the cattle ranches, and 

where even cowboys seldom go save on a round-up. From the fact that 

no other buffaloes, at least so far as can be learned, have been killed in 
Montana during the last two years, I am convineed that the bunch re- 

ferred to are the last representatives of the species remaining in Mon- 

tana. 

In the spring of 1886 Mr. B. C. Winston, while on a hunting trip about 

75 miles west of Grand Rapids, Dakota, saw seven buffaloes—five adult 

animals and two calves; of which he killed one, a large bull, and caught 

acalf alive. On September 11, 1888, a solitary bull was killed 3 miles 
from the town of Oakes, in Dickey County. There are still three indi- 

viduals in the unsettled country lying between that point and the Mis- 

souri, which are undoubtedly the only wild representatives of the race 

east of the Missouri River. 
On April 28, 1887, Dr. William Stephenson, of the United States Army, 

wrote me as follows from Pilot Butte, about 30 miles north of Rock 
Springs, Wyoming: 
“There are undoubtedly buffalo within 50 or 60 miles of here, two 

having been killed out of a band of eighteen some ten days since by 

cowboys, and another band of four seen near there. I hear from cattle- 
men of their being seen every year north and northeast of here.” 

This band was seen once in 1888. In February, 1889, Hon. Joseph 

M. Carey, member of Congress from Wyoming, received a letter inform- 

ing him that this band of buffaloes, consisting of twenty-six head, had 

been seen grazing in the Red Desert of Wyoming, and that the Indians 

were preparing to attack it. At Judge Carey’s request the Indian 

Bureau issued orders which it was hoped would prevent the slaughter. 

So, until further developments, we have the pleasure of recording the 

presence of twenty-six wild buffaloes in southern Wyoming. 

There are no buffaloes whatever in the vicinity of the Yellowstone 

Park, either in Wyoming, Montana, or Idaho, save what wander out of 

that reservation, and when any do, they are speedily killed. 

There is a rumor that there are ten or twelve mountain buffaloes still 
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on foot in Colorado, in a region called Lost Park, and, while it lacks 

confirmation, we gladly accept it as a fact. In 1888 Mr. C. B. Cory, of 

Boston, saw in Denver, Colorado, eight fresh buffalo skins, which it was 

said had come from the region named above. In 1885 there was a herd 

of about forty ‘mountain buffalo” near South Park, and although some 

of the number may still survive, the indications are that the total num- 

ber of wild buffaloes in Colorado does not exceed twenty individuals. 

In Texas a miserable remnant of the great southern herd still remains - 
in the “Pan-handle country,” between the two forks of the Canadian 

River. In 1886 about two hundred head survived, which number by 

the summer ot 1887 had been reduced to one hundred, or less. In the 

hunting season of 188788 a ranchman named Lee Howard fitted out 

and led a strong party into the haunts of the survivors, and killed fifty- 

two of them. In May, 1888, Mr..C. J. Jones.again visited this region 

for the purpose of capturing buffaloes alive. His party found, from first 

to last, thirty-seven buffaloes, of which they captured eighteen head, 

eleven adult cows and seven calves; the greatest feat ever accomplished 

in buffalo-hunting. It is highly probable that Mr. Jones and his men_ 

saw about all the buffaloes now living in the Pan-handle country, and 

it therefore seems quite certain that not over twenty-five individuals 

remain. These are so few, so remote, and so difficult to reach, it is to 

be hoped no one will consider them worth going after, and that they 

will be left to take care of themselves. It is greatly to be regretted 

that the State of Texas does not feel disposed to make a special effort 

for their protection and preservation. 

In regard to the existence of wild buffaloes in the British Possessions, 

the statements of different authorities are at variance, by far the larger 

number holding the opinion that there are in all the Northwest Terri- 

tory only a few almost solitary stragglers. But there is still good 

reason for the hope, and also the belief, that there still remain in Atha- 

-basea, between the Athabasca and Peace Rivers, at least a few hun- 

dred “ wood buffalo.” In a very interesting and well-considered article 

in the London Field of November 10, 1888, Mr. Miller Christy quotes 

all the available positive evidence bearing on this point, and I gladly 

avail myself of the opportunity to reproduce it here: 

‘“‘The Hon. Dr. Schulz, in the recent debate on the Mackenzie River 

- basin, in the Canadian senate, quoted Senator Hardisty, of Edmonton, 
of the Hudson’s Bay Company, to the effect that the wood buffalo still 

existed in the region in question. ‘It was,’ he said, ‘difficult to estimate 

how many; but probably five or six hundred still remain in scattered 

bands.’ There had been no appreciable difference in their numbers, he 

thought, during the last fifteen years, as they could not be hunted on 

horseback, on account of the wooded character of the country, and were, 

therefore, very little molested. They are larger than the buffalo of the 

great plains, weighing at least 150 pounds more. They are also coarser 

haired and straighter horned. 
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‘“‘The doctor also quoted Mr. Frank Oliver, of Edmonton, to the effect 

that the wood buffalo still exists in small numbers between the Lower 

Peace and Great Slave Rivers, extending westward from the latter to 

the Salt Riverin latitude 60 degrees, and also between the Peace and 
Athabasca Rivers. He states that ‘they are larger than the prairie 

buffalo, and the fur is darker, but practically they are the same animal.’ 

* * * Some buffalo meat is brought in every winter to the Hudson’s 

Bay Company’s posts nearest the buffalo ranges. 

“Dr. Schulz further stated that he had received the following tes- 

timony from Mr. Donald Ross, of Edmonton: The wood buffalo still 

exists in the localities named. About 1870 one was killed as far west 

on Peace River as Fort Dunvegan. They are quite different from the 

prairie buffalo, being nearly double the size, as they wiil dress fully 

700 pounds.” 
It will be apparent to most observers, I think, that Mr. Ross’s state- 

ment in-regard to the size of the wood buffalo is a random shot. 

In a private letter to the writer, under date of October 22, 1887, Mr. 

Harrison S. Young, of the Hudson’s Bay Company’s post at Edmonton, 

writes as follows: : 

‘“‘The buffalo are not yet extinct in the Northwest. There are still 

some stray ones on the prairies away to the south of this, but they must 

be very few. Iam unabie to find any one who has personal knowledge 

of the killing of one during the last two years, though I have since the 

receipt of your letter questioned a good many half-breeds on the sub- 

ject. In our district of Athabasca, along the Salt River, there are still 

a few wood buffalo killed every year, but they are fast diminishing in 

numbers and are also becoming very shy.” 

In his “‘ Manitoba and the Great Northwest” Prof. John Macoun has 

this to say regarding the presence of the wood buffalo in the region re- 

ferred to: 

“The wood buffalo, when I was on the Peace River in 1875, were 

confined to the country lying between the Athabasca and Peace Rivers 
north of Jatitude 57° 30’, or chiefly in the Birch Hills. They were also 

said to be in some abundance on the Salt and Hay Rivers, running into 
the S!ave River north of Peace River. The herds thirteen years ago 

[now nineteen] were supposed to number about one thousand, all told. 

I believe many still exist, as the Indians of that region eat fish, which 

are much easier procured than either buffalo or moose, and the country 

is much too difficult for white men.” 

All this evidence, when carefully considered, resolves itself into sim- 

ply this and no more: The only evidence in favor of the existence of 

any live buffaloes between the Athabasca and Peace Rivers is in the 

form of very old rumors, most of them nearly fifteen years old; time 

enough for the Indians to have procured fire-arms in abundance _ 

killed all those buffaloes two or three times over. 

Mr. Miller Christy takes “ the mean of the estimates,” and assumes 
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that there are now about five hundred and fifty buffaloes in the region 

named. If we are to believe in the existence there of any stragglers 

his estimate is a fair one, and we will gladly accept it. The total is 

therefore as follows: 

Number of American bison runing wild and unprotected on January 1, 1889. 

Insthe Panhandle: of Mexas. 22. oo s5- 4 2225.5 sse6 3k Geass 25 

ins C olomad om ect se see ieee fale as oe Soe sew cd secu ems seme 20 

nS Out Me RMA Way OMIM arrestee seach s cae 3 eee sais a aaa Senate a ae 26 

In the Musselshell country, Montana. ....-...---..---..---. 10 

iniwesuerne Dakotaics coms Sesene soso sem ece sceeee Saecemes Ss 4 

Total number in the United States ...--.-.---..----. 85 

In Athabasca, Northwest Territory (estimated) ..-......-.. 550 

TRotalin all North, America, .<-2- 52.250. <22.6- s-5226-2 635 

Add to the above the total number already recorded in captivity 

(256) and those under Government protection in the Yellowstone Park — 
(200), and the whole number of individuals of Bison americanus now 
living is 1,091. 
From this time itis probable that many rumors of the sudden appear- | 

ance of herds of buffaloes will become current. Already there have 

been three or four that almost deserve special mention. The first ap- 

peared in March, 1887, when various Western newspapers published a 

circumstantial account of how a herd of about three hundred buffaloes 

swam the Missouri River about 10 miles above Bismarck, near the 

town of Painted Woods, and ran on in a southwesterly direction. A 

letter of inquiry, addressed to Mr. S. A. Peterson, postmaster at Painted 

Woods, elicited the following reply: 

“The whole rumor is false, and without any foundation. I saw it 
first in the newspaper, where I believe it originated.” 

In these days of railroads and numberless hunting parties, there is 

not the remotest possibility of there being anywhere in the United 

States a herd of a hundred, or even fifty, buffaloes which has escaped 

observation. Of the eighty-five head still existing in a wild state it 

may safely be predicted that not even one will remain alive five years 

hence. A buffalo is now so great a prize, and by the ignorant it is con- 

sidered so great an honor (?) to kill one, that extraordinary exertions 
will be made to find and shoot down without mercy the ‘ last buffalo.” 

There is no possible chance for the race to be perpetuated in a wild 

state, and in a few years more hardly a bone will remain above ground 

to mark the existence of the most prolific mammalian species that ever 

existed, so far as we know. 

VIL. EFFECTS OF THE EXTERMINATION. 

The buffalo supplied the Indian with food, clothing, shelter, bedding, 

saddles, ropes, shields, and innumerable smaller articles of use and 

ornament. In the United States a paternal government takes the place 

| 
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of the buffalo in supplying all these wants of the red man, and it costs 

several millions of dollars annually to accomplish the task. 

The following are the tribes which depended very largely—some al- 

most wholly—upon the buffalo for the necessities, and many of the 

luxuries, of their savage life until the Government began to support 

them : 

STOUR abe ene cates e ce se eer 30,561 | Kiowas and Comanches..._-...... 2,756 

Crow <=... -- ce oa U ees oe 3, 220 | -ATap ANOS) eee) ee aoe res ee 1,217 

Piegan, Blood, and Blackfeet ..-. 2,026 | Apache ........--. ..---.-------- 332 

Cheyenne)sasstesaccee eee meee SsAUT dMULG hen. 2 2 ee oa ee oe ae eee 978 

(Gros) Venuttes ce ose-seesee sess 850.) Omaha ne scoot le oes oe ee eee 1, 160 

Amickanree: Sree eeu 2eiians ac soiaeeiae Olam nee, 40 see aires Bl ase eee 998 

Mian diam ve Seine icici ceca aingins se ease 2835| Wine a 0)- see. ote seets= ect oes 1, 222 
Bannack and Shoshone .-.-.---..... 2, 001 = 

IN@Z#ReTGGist coor oscesece meee nes 1, 460 Total’: se seces vesee eee 54, 758 

AAGSINML DOING: 224. abe ewe ee eae 1, 688 

This enumeration (from the census of 1886) leaves entirely out of con- 

sideration many thousands of Indians living in the Indian Territory 

and other portions of the Southwest, who drew an annual supply of 

meat and robes from the chase of the buffalo, notwithstanding the fact 

that their chief dependence was upon agriculture. 

The Indians of what was once the buffalo country are not starving 

and freezing, for the reason that the United States Government supplies 

them regularly with beef and blankets in lieu of buffalo. Does any one 

imagine that the Government could not have regulated the killing of 

buffaloes, and thus maintained the supply, for far less money than it 

now costs to feed and clothe those 54,758 Indians ? 
How is it with the Indians of the British Possessions to-day ? 

Prof. John Macoun writes as follows in his ‘‘ Manitoba and the Great 

Northwest,” page 342: 

‘‘During the last three years [prior to 1883] the great herds have 

been kept south of our boundary, and, as the result of this, our Indians 

have been on the verge of starvation. When the hills were covered 

with countless thousands [of buffaloes] in 1877, the Blackfeet were 
dying of starvation in 1879.” 

During the winter of 188687, destitution and actual starvation pre- 

vailed to an alarming extent among certain tribes of Indians in the 

Northwest Territory who once lived bountifully on the buffalo. A ter- 

rible tale of suffering in the Athabasca and Peace River country has 

recently (1888) come to the minister of the interior of the Canadian 

government, in the form of a petition signed by the bishop of that dio- 

cese, six clergymen and missionaries, and several justices of the peace. 

It sets forth that ‘“‘ owing to the destruction of game, the Indians, both 

last winter and last summer, have been in a state of starvation. They 
are now in a complete state of destitution, and are utterly unable to pro- 

vide themselves with clothing, shelter, ammunition, or food for the coming 

winter.” The petition declares that on account of starvation, and con- 
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sequent cannibalism, a party of twenty-nine Cree Indians was reduced 

to three in the winter of 1886.* Of the Fort Chippewyan Indians, be. 

tween twenty and thirty starved to death last winter, and the death of 

many more was hastened by want of food and by famine diseases. Many 

other Indians—Crees, Beavers, and Chippewyans—at almost all points 

where there are missions or trading posts, would certainly have starved 

to death but for the help given them by the traders and missionaries at 

those places. Itis now declared by the signers of the memorial that 

scores of families, having lost their heads by starvation, are now per- 

fectly helpless, and during the coming winter must either starve to 

death or eat one another unless help comes. Heart-rending stories of ' 

suffering and cannibalism continue to come in from what was once the 

buffalo plains. 

If ever thoughtless people were punished for their reckless improvi- 

dence, the Indians and half-breeds of the Northwest Territory are now 
paying the penalty for the wasteful slaughter of the buffalo a few short 

years ago. The buffalo is his own avenger, to an extent his remorseless 
slayers little dreamed he ever could be. 

VIII. PRESERVATION OF THE SPECIES FROM ABSOLUTE EXTINCTION. 

There is reason to fear that unless the United States Government 

takes the matter in hand and makes a special effort to prevent it, the 

pure-blood bison will be lost irretrievably through mixture with do- 

mestic breeds and through in-and-in breeding. 

The fate of the Yellowstone Park herd is, to say the least, highly un- 

certain. A distinguished Senator, who is deeply interested in legisla- 

tion for the protection of the National Park reservation, has declared 
that the pressure from railway corporations, which are seeking a foot-hold 

in the park, has become so great and so aggressive that he fears the 

park will “‘ eventually be broken up.” In any such event, the destruc- 
tion of the herd of park buffaloes would be one of the very first results. 

If the park is properly maintained, however, it is to be hoped that the 

buffaloes now in it will remain there and increase indefinitely. 

As yet there are only two captive buffaloes in the possession of the 

Government, viz, those in the Department of Living Animals of the Na-. 

tional Museum, presented by Hon. E.G. Blackford, of New York. The 

buffaloes now in the Zoological Gardens of the country are but few in 

number, and unless special pains be taken to prevent it, by means of 

judicious exchanges, from time to time, these will rapidly deteriorate in 

size, and within a comparatively short time run out entirely, through 

continued in-and-in breeding. It is said that even the wild aurochs in 

the forests of Lithuania are decreasing in size and in number from this 

cause. 

*Tt was the Cree Indians who used to practice impounding buffaloes, slaughtering 

a penful of two hundred head at a time with most fiendish glee, and leaving all but 
the very chvuicest of the meat to putrefy. 
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With private owners of captive buffaloes, the temptations to produce 

cross-breeds will be so great that it is more than likely the breeding of 

pure-blood buffaloes will be neglected. Indeed, unless some stockman 

like Mr. C. J. Jones takes particular pains to protect his full-blood buf: 

faloes, and keep the breed absolutely pure, in twenty years ‘there will 

not be a pure-blood animal of that species on any stock farm in this 

country. Under existing conditions, the constant tendency of the nu- 

merous domestic forms is to absorb and utterly obliterate the few wild 

ones. 

If we may judge from the examples set us by European governments, 

it is clearly the duty of our Government to act in this matter, and act 

promptly, with a degree of liberality and promptness which can not be 

otberwise than highly gratifying to every American citizen and every 

friend of science throughout the world. The Fiftieth Congress, at its 

last session, responded to the call made upon it, and voted $200,000 for 

the establishment of a National Zoological Park in the District of Co- 

lumbia on a grand scale. One of the leading purposes it is destined to 

serve is the preservation and breeding in comfortable, and so far as 

space is concerned, luxurious captivity of a number of fine specimens of 

every species of American quadruped now threatened with extermina- 

tion.* 

At least eight or ten buffaloes of pure breed should be secured very 

soon by the Zoological-Park Commission, by gift if possible, and cared 

for with special reference to keeping the breed absolutely pure, and — 

keeping the herd from deteriorating and dying out through in-and-in breed- 

ing. 

The total expense would be trifling in comparison with the impor- 

tance of the end to be gained, and in that way we might, in a small 

measure, atone for our neglect of the means which would have pro- 

tected the great herds from extinction. In this way, by proper man- 

agement, it will be not only possible but easy to preserve fine living 

representatives of this important species for centuries to come. 

The result of continuing in-breeding is certain extinction. Its prog- 

ress may be so slow as to make no impression upon the mind of a herd- 

owner, but the end is only a question of time. The fate of a majority 

of the herds of British wild cattle (bos wrus) warn us what to expect 
with the American bison under similar circumstances. Of the fourteen 

herds of wild cattle which were in existence in England and Scotland 

during the early part of the present century, direct descendants of the 

*Tt is indeed an unbounded satisfaction to be able to now record the fact that this 
important task, in which every American citizen has a personal interest, is actually 

to be undertaken. Last year we could only say it ought to be undertaken. In its 

accomplishment, the Government expects the co-operation of private individuals all 

over the country in the form of gifts of desirable living animals, for no government 

could afford to purchase all the animals necessary for a great Zoological Garden, pro- 

vide for their wants in a liberal way, and yet give the public free access to the col- 

lection, as is to be given to the National Zoological Park, 
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wild herds found in Great’ Britain, nine have become totally extinct 

through in-breeding. 

The five herds remaining are those at Somerford Park, Blickling Hall, 
Woodbastwick, Chartley, and Chillingham. 

PART III]—THE SMITHSONIAN EXPEDITION FOR MUSEUM SPECI- 

MENS. 

I. THE EXPLORATION. 

During the first three months of the year 1886 it was ascertained by 

the writer, then chief taxidermist of the National Museum, that the ex- 
termination of the American bison had made most alarming progress. 

By extensive correspondence it was learned that the destruction of all 

the large herds, both North and South, was already an accomplished 

fact. Whileit was generally supposed that at least a few thousand indi- 

viduals still inhabited the more remote and inaccessible regions of what 

once constituted the great northern buffalo range, it was found that the 

actual number remaining in the whole United States was probably less 

than three hundred. 

By some authorities who were consulted it was considered an impos- 

sibility to procure a large series of specimens anywhere in this country, 

while others asserted positively that there were no wild buffaloes south 

of the British possessions save those in the Yellowstone National Park. 

Canadian authorities asserted with equal positiveness that none re- 

mained in their territory. 

A careful inventory of the specimens in the collection of the National 

Museum revealed the fact that, with the exception of one mounted fe- 
male skin, another unmounted, and one mounted skeleton of a male 
buffalo, the Museum was actually without presentable specimens of this 

most important and interesting mammal. > 

Besides those mentioned above, the collection contained only two old, 
badly mounted, and dilapidated skins, (one of which bad been taken in 

summer, and therefore was not representative), an incomplete skeleton, 

some fragmentary skulls of no value, and two mounted heads. Thus it 

appeared that the Museum was unable to show a Series of specimens, 
good or bad, or even one presentable male of good size. 

In view of this alarming state of affairs, coupled with the already de- 

elared extinction of Bison americanus, the Secretary of the Smithsonian 

Institution, Prof. Spencer F. Baird, determined to send a party into the 

field at once to find wild buffalo, if any were still living, and in case 

any were found to collect a number of specimens. Since it seemed 

highly uncertain whether any other institution, or any private individual, 

would have the opportunity to collect a large supply of specimens be- 

fore it became too late, it was decided by the Secretary that the Smith- : 

sonian Institution should undertake the task of providing for the future 

as liberally as possible. For the benefit of the smaller scientific mu- 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——34 
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seums of the country, and for others which will come into existence 
during the next half century, it was resolved to collect at all hazards, 

in case buffalo could be found, between eighty and one hundred speci- 

mens of various kinds, of which from twenty to thirty should be skins, an 

equal number should be complete skeletons, and of skulls at least fifty. 

In view of the great scarcity of buffalo and the general belief that it 

might be a work of some months to find any specimens, even if it were 

possible to find any at all, it was determined not to risk the success of the 

undertaking by delaying it until the regular autumn hunting season, but 

to send a party into the field at once to prosecute asearch. .Itwasresolved 

to discover at all hazards the whereabouts of any buffalo that might 

still remain in this country in a wild state, and, if possible, to reach them 

before the shedding of their winter pelage. It very soon became ap- 

parent, however, that the latter would prove an utter impossibility. 

Late in the nionth of April a letter was received from Dr. J.C. Merrill, 

United States Army, dated at Huntley, Montana, giving information of 

reports that buffalo were still to be found in three localities in the North- 

west, viz: on the headwaters of the Powder River, Wyoming; in Judith 
Basin, Montana; and on Big Dry Creek, also in Montana. The reports 

in regard to the first two localities proved to be erroneous. It was ascer- 

tained to a reasonable certainty that there still existed in southwestern 

Dakota a small band of six or eight wild buffaloes, while from the Pan- 
handle of Texas there came reports of the existence there, in small 

scattered bands, of about two hundred head. The buffalo known to be 

in Dakota were far too few in number to justify a long and expensive 

search, while those in Texas, on the Canadian River, were too difficult 

to reach to make it advisable to hunt them save as a last resort. It 

was therefore decided to investigate the localities named in the North- 

west. 

Through the courtesy of the Secretary of War, an order was sent to 

the officer commanding the Department of Dakota, requesting him to 

furnish the party, through the officers in command at Forts Keogh, Ma- 

ginnis, and McKinney, such field transportation, escort, and camp equi- 

page as might be necessary, and also to sell to the party such commis- 

sary stores as might be required, at cost price, plus 10 per cent. The 

Secretary of the Interior also favored the party with an order, directing 

all Indian agents, scouts, and others in the service of the Department 
to render assistance as far as possible when called upon. 

‘In view of the public interest attaching to the results of the expedi- 

tion, the railway transportation of the party to and from Montana was 

farnished entirely without cost to the Smithsonian Institution. For 

these valuable courtesies we gratefully acknowledge our obligations to 

Mr. Frank Thomson, of the Pennsylvania Railroad; Mr. Roswell Miller, 

of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul; and Mr. Robert Harris, of the 
Northern Pacific. 

Under orders from the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, the - 

" TRO eee ae . a a a 
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writer left Washington on May 6, accompanied by A. H. Forney, assist- 

ant in the department of taxidermy, and George H. Hedley, of Medina, 

New York. It had beén decided that Miles City, Montana, might prop- 

erly be taken as the first objective point, and that town was reached on 

May 9. 

Diligent inquiry in Miles City and at Fort Keogh, 2 miles distant, re- 

vealed the fact that no one knew of the presence of any wild buffalo 

anywhere in the Northwest, save within the protected limits of the Yel- 

lowstone Park. All inquiries elicited the same reply: ‘‘ There are no 

buffalo any more, and you can’t get any anywhere.” Many persons who 

were cousidered good authority declared most positively that there was 

not a live buffalo in the vicinity of Big Dry Creek, nor anywhere be- 

tween the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. An army officer from Fort 

Maginnis testified to the total absence of buffalo in the Judith Basin, 
and ranchmen from Wyoming asserted that none remained in the Pow- 

der River country. 

Just at this time it was again reported to us, and most opportunely 

confirmed by Mr. Henry R. Phillips, owner of the L U-bar ranch on Lit- 

tle Dry Creek, that there still remained a chance to find a few buffalo 

in the country lying south of the Big Dry. On the other hand, other 

persons who seemed to be fully informed regarding that very region and 
the animal life it contained, assured us that not a single buffalo remained 

there, and that a Search in that direction would prove fruitless. But 
the balance of evidence, however, seemed to lie in favor of the Big Dry 

country, and we resolved to hunt through it with all possible dispatch. 

On the afternoon of May 13 we crossed the Yellowstone and started 

northwest up the trail which leads along Sunday Creek. Our entire 

party consisted of the two assistants already mentioned, a non-commis- 

sioned officer, Sergeant Garone, and four men from the Fifth Infantry 

acting as escort; Private Jones, also from the Fifth Infantry, detailed 
to act as our cook, and a teamster. Our conveyance consisted of a six- 
mule team, which, like the escort, was ordered out for twenty days only, 

and provided accordingly. Before leaving Miles City we purchased two 

saddle-horses for use in hunting, the equipments for which were fur- 

nished by the ordnance department at Fort Keogh. 

During the first two days’ travel through the bad lands north of the 

Yellowstone no mammals were seen save prairie-dogs and rabbits. On 

the third day a few antelope were seen, but none killed. It is to be 

borne in mind that this entire region is absolutely treeless everywhere 

save along the margins of the largest streams. Bushes are also en- 

tirely absent, with the exception of sage-brush, and even that does not 

occur to any extent on the divides. 

On the third day two young buck antelopes were shot at the Red 

Buttes. One had already commenced to shed his hair, but the other 

had not quite reached that point. We prepared the skin of the first 

specimen and the skeleton of the other. This was the only good ante- 
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lope skin we obtained in the spring, those of all the other specimens 

taken being quite worthless on account of the looseness of the hair. 

During the latter part of May, and from that time on until the long 

winter hair is completely shed, it falls off in handfuls at the slightest 

pressure, leaving the skin clad only with a thin growth of new, mouse- 

colored hair an eighth of an inch long. 

After reaching Little Dry Creek and hunting through the country on 

the west side of it nearly to its confluence with the Big Dry we turned 

southwest, and finally went into permanent camp on Phillips Creek, 8 

miles above the LU-bar ranch and 4 miles from the Little Dry. At 
that point we were about 80 miles from Miles City. 

From information furnished us by Mr. Phillips and the cowboys in 

his employ, we were assured that about thirty-five head of buffalo ranged 

in the bad lands between Phillips Creek and the Musselshell River and 

south of the Big Dry. This tract of country was about 40 miles long 

from east to west by 25 miles wide, and therefore of about 1,000 square 
miles in area. Excepting two temporary cowboy camps it was totally 

uninhabited by man, treeless, without any running streams, save in 

winter and spring, and was mostly very hilly and broken. 

In this desolate and inhospitable country the thirty-five buffaloes 

alluded to had been seen, first on Sand Creek, then at the head of the 

Big Porcupine, again near the Musselshell, and latest near the head 
of the Little Dry. As these points were all from 15 to 30 miles distant 

from each other, the difficulty of finding such a small herd becomes 

apparent. 

Although Phillips Creek was really the eastern boundary of the buf- 

falo country, it was impossible for a six-mule wagon to proceed beyond 

it, at least at that point. Having established a permanent camp, the 
Government wagon and its escort returned to Fort Keogh, and we pro- 
ceeded to hunt through the country between Sand Creek and the Little 

Dry. The absence of nearly all the cowboys on the spring round-up, 

which began May 20, threatened to be a serious drawback to us, as we 
greatly needed the services of a man who was acquainted with the 
country. We had with us as a scout and guide a Cheyenne Indian, 

named Dog, but it soon became apparent that he knew no more about 

the country than we did. Fortunately, however, we succeeded in occa- 

sionally securing the services of a cowboy, which was of great advan- 

tage to us. 

It was our custom to ride over the country daily, each day making a 

circuit through a new locality, and covering as much ground as it was 

possible to ride over ina day. It was also our custom to take trips of 

from two to four days in length, during which we carried our blankets 

and rations upon our horses and camped wherever night overtook us, 
provided water could be found. 

Our first success consisted in the capture of a buffalo calf, which 
from excessive running had become unable to keep up with its mother, 
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and had been left behind. The calf was caught alive without any 

difficulty, and while two of the members of our party carried it to camp 

across a horse, the other two made a vigorous effort to discover the 
band of adult animals. The effort was unsuccessful, for, besides the 
calf, no other buffaloes were seen. 

Ten days after the above event two bull buffaloes were met with on 

the Little Dry, 15 miles above the LU-bar ranch, one of which was 
overtaken and killed, but the other got safely away. The shedding of 

the winter coat was in full progress. On the head, neck, and shoulders 

the old hair had been entirely replaced by the new, although the two 

- coats were so matted together that the old hair clung in tangled masses 

tothe other. The old hair was brown and weather-beaten, but the new, 

which was from 3 to 6 inches long, had a peculiar bluish-gray appear- 

ance. On the head the new hair was quite black, and contrasted oddly 

with the lighter color. On the body and hind quarters there were large 

patches of skin which were perfectly bare, between which lay large 

patches of old, woolly, brown hair. This curious condition gave the 

animal a very unkempt and “seedy” appearance, the effect of which 

was heightened by the long, shaggy locks of old, weather-beaten hair 

which ciung to the new coat of the neck and shoulders like tattered 
signals of distress, ready to be blown away by the first gust of wind. 

This specimen was a large one, measuring 5 feet 4 inches in height. 

Inasmuch as the skin was not in condition to mount, we took only the 
skeleton, entire, and the skin of the head and neck. 

The capture of the calf and the death of this bull proved conclusively 

__ that there were buffaloes in that region, and also that they were breed- 

ing in comparative security. The extent of the country they had to 

range over made it reasonably certain that their number would not be 

diminished to any serious extent by the cowboys on the spring round-up, 

although it was absolutely certain that in a few months the members of 

that band would all be killed. The report of the existence of a herd 

of thirty-five head was confirmed later by cowboys, who had actually 

seen the animals, and killed two of them merely for sport, as usual. 

They saved a few pounds of hump meat, and all the rest became food . 

for the wolves and foxes. 

It was therefore resolved to leave the buffaloes entirely unmolested 

until autumn, and then, when the robes would be in the finest condition, 

return for a hunt on a liberal scale. Accordingly, it was decided to re- 
turn to Washington without delay, and a courier was dispatched with 

a request for transportation to carry our party back to Fort Keogh. 

While awaiting the arrival of the wagons, a cowboy in the employ of 

the Phillips Land and Cattle Company killed a solitary bull buffalo 

about 15 miles west of our camp, near Sand Creek. This animal had 
completely shed the hair on his body and hind quarters. In addition to 

the preservation of his entire skeleton, we prepared the skin also, as an 

example of the condition of the buffalo immediately after shedding. 
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On June 6 the teams from Fort Keogh arrived, and we immediately 
returned to Miles City, taking with us our live buffalo calf, two fresh 

buffalo skeletons, three bleached skeletons, seven skulls, one skin entire, 

and one head skin, in addition to a miscellaneous collection of skins 
and skeletons of smaller mammals and birds. On reaching Miles City 

we hastily packed and shipped our collection, and, taking the calf with 

us, returned at once to Washington. 

II. THE Hunt. 

On September 24 I arrived at Miles City a second time, fully equipped 

for a protracted hunt for buffalo; this time accompanied only by W. 

Harvey Brown, a student of the University of Kansas, as field assistant, 

having previously engaged three cowboys as guides and hunters—Irwin 

Boyd, James McNaney, and L. 8. Russell. Messrs. Boyd and Russel] 

were in Miles City awaiting my arrival, and Mr. McNaney joined us in 

the field a few days later. Mr. Boyd acted as my foreman during the 

entire hunt, a position which he filled to my entire satisfaction. 
Thanks to the energy and good-will of the.officers at Fort Keogh, of 

which Lieutenant-Colonel Cochran was then in command, our transpor- 

tation, camp equipage, and stores were furnished without an hour’s 

delay. We purchased two months’ supplies of commissary stores, a 

team, and two saddle-horses, and hired three more horses, a light wagon, 

and aset of double harness. Hach of the cowboys furnished one horse; — 
so that in our outfit we had ten head, a team, and two good saddle- 
horses for each hunter. The worst feature of the whole question of 

subsistence was the absolute necessity of hauling a supply of grain 

from Miles City into the heart of the buffalo country for our ten horses. 

For such work as they had to encounter it was necessary to feed them 

constantly and liberally with oats in order to keep them in condition to 

do their work. We took with us 2,000 pounds of oats, and by the be- 

ginning of November as much more had to be hauled up to us. 

Thirty six hours after our arrival in Miles City our outfit was com- 

plete, and we crossed the Yellowstone and started up the Sunday Creek 

trail. Wehad from Fort Keogh a six-mule team, an escort of four men, 

in charge of Sergeant Bayliss, and an old veteran of more than twenty 

years’ service, from the Fifth Infantry, Private Patrick McCanna, who 
was detailed to act as cook and camp-guard for our party during our 

stay in the field. 

On September 29 we reached Tow’s ranch, the HV, on Big Dry Creek 

(erroneously called Big Timber Creek on most maps of Montana), at the 

mouth of Sand Creek, which here flows into it from the southwest. This 

point is said to be 90 miles from Miles City. Here we received our freight 

from the six-mule wagon, loaded it with bleached skeletons and skulls 

of buffalo, and started it back to the post. One member of the escort, 

Private C. 8. West, who was then on two months’ furlough, elected 
to join our party for the hunt. and accordingly remained with us to its 
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close. Leaving half of our freight stored at the HV ranch, we loaded the 
remainder upon our own wagon, and started up Sand Creek. 

At this point the hunt began. As the wagon and extra horses pro- 

ceeded up the Sand Creek trail in the care of W. Harvey Brown, the 
three cowboys and I paired off, and while two hunted through the coun- 

try along the south side of the creek, the others took the north. The 
whole of the country bordering Sand Creek, quite up to its source, consists 

of rugged hills and ridges, which sometimes rise to considerable height, 

-eut between by great yawning ravines and hollows, such as persecuted 

game loves to seek shelterin. Inasmuch as the buffalo we were in search 

of had been seen hiding in those ravines, it became necessary to search 

through them with systematic thoroughness; a proceeding which was 

very wearing upon our horses. Along the south side of Sand Creek, 

near its source, the divide between it and Little Dry Creek culminates 

in a chain of high, flat-topped buttes, whose summits bear a scanty 

growth of stunted pines, which serve to make them conspicuous land- 

marks. On some maps these insignificant little buttes are shown as 

mountains, under the name of “ Piny Buttes.” 

It was our intention to go to the head of Sand Creek, and beyond, in 

ease buffaloes were not found earlier. Immediately westward of its 

source there is a lofty level plateau, about 3 miles square, which, by com- 

mon consent, we called the High Divide. It is the highest ground any- 

where between the Big Dry and the Yellowstone, and is the starting 

point of streams that run northward into the Missouri and Big Dry, 

eastward into Sand Creek and the Little Dry, southward into Porcu- 

pine Creek and the Yellowstone, and westward into the Musselshell. 

On three sides—north, east, and south—it is surrounded by wild and 

rugged butte country, and its sides are scored by intricate systems of 

great yawning ravines and hollows, steep-sided and very deep, and 
bad lands of the worst description. 

By the 12th of October the hunt had progressed up Sand Creek A its 

source, and westward across the High Divide to Calf Creek, where we 
found a hole of wretchedly bad water and went into permanent camp. 

We considered that the spot we selected would serve us as a key to the 
-promising country that lay on three sides of it, and our surmise that 

the buffalo were in the habit of hiding in the heads of those great ravines 

around the High Divide soon proved to be correct. Our camp at the 
head of Calf Creek was about 20 miles east of the Musselshell River, 40 
miles south of the Missouri, and about 135 miles from Miles City, as the 
trailran. Four miles north of us, also on Calf Creek, was the line camp 
of the STV ranch, owned by Messrs. J. H. Conrad & Co., and 18 miles 

east, near the head of Sand Creek, was the line camp of the N-bar ranch, 

owned by Mr. Newman. At each of these camps there were generally 

from two to four cowboys. From all these gentlemen we received the 

utmost courtesy and hospitality on all occasions, and all the informa- 

tion in regard to buffalo which it was in their power to give. On many 
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occasions they rendered us valuable assistance, which is hereby grate- 
fully acknowledged. 

We saw no buffalo, nor any signs of any, until October 13. On fhat 

day, while L.S. Russell was escorting our second load of freight across 

the High Divide, he discovered a band of seven buffaloes lying in the 

head of a deep ravine. He fired upon them, but killed none, and when 

they dashed away he gave chase and followed them 2 or 3 miles. Being 

mounted on a tired horse, which was unequal to the demands of the 

chase, he was finally distanced by the herd, which took a straight course 

and ran due south. As it was then nearly night, nothing farther could 

be done that day except to prepare for a vigorous chase on the morrow. 

Everything was got in perfect readiness for an early start, and by day- 

break the following morning the three cowboys and the writer were 

mounted on our best horses, and on our way through the bad lands to 
take up the trail of the seven buffaloes. 

Shortly after sunrise we found the trail, not far from the head of Calf 

Creek, and followed it due south. We left the rugged butte region 

behind us, and entered a tract of country quite unlike anything we had 
found before. It was composed of a succession of rolling hills and deep ° 

hollows, smooth enough on the surface, to all appearances, but like a 

desert of sand-hills to traverse. The dry soil was loose and crumbly, like 

loose ashes or scoriz, and the hoofs of our horses sank into it half-way 

to the fetlocks at every step. But there was another feature which was 

still worse. The whole surface of the ground was cracked and seamed 

with a perfect net-work of great cracks, into which our horses stepped — 

every yard or so, and sank down still farther, with many a tiresome 
wrench of the joints. It was terrible ground to goover. To make it 

as bad as possible, a. thick growth of sage-brush or else grease-wood 

was everywhere present for the horses to struggle through, and when 

it came to dragging a.loaded wagon across that 12-mile stretch of “bad 

grounds” or “gumbo ground,” as it was called, it was killing work. 

But in spite of the character of this ground, in one way it was a bene- 

fit tous. Owing to its looseness on the surface we were able to track 

the buffaloes through it with the greatest ease, whereas on any other 

ground in that country it would have been almost impossible. We fol- 

lowed the trail due south for about 20 miles, which brought us to the 

head of a small stream called Taylor Creek. Here the bad grounds 

ended, and in the grassy country which lay beyond, tracking was almost 

impossible. Just at noon we rode to a high point, and on scanning the 

hills and hollows with the binocular discovered the buffaloes lying at 

rest on the level top of a small butte 2 milesaway. The original bunch 

of seven had been joined by an equal number. 

We crept up to within 200 yards of the buffaloes, which was as close 

as we could go, fired a volley at them just as they lay, and did not even 

kill a calf! Instantly they sprang up and dashed away at astonishing 

— 
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speed, heading straight for the sheltering ravines around the High 

Divide. 
We had a most exciting and likewise dangerous chase after the herd 

- through a vast prairie-dog town, honey-combed with holes just right for 

a running horse to thrust a leg in up to the knee and snap it off like a 

pipe-stem, and across fearfully wide gullies that either had to be leaped 

or fallen into. McNaney killed a fine old bull and a beautiful two-year 

old, or “spike” bull, out of this herd, while I managed to kill a cow and 

another large old bull, making four for that day, all told. This herd of 

fourteen head was the largest that we saw during the entire hunt. 

Two days later, when we were on the spot with the wagon to skin our 

game and haul in the hides, four more buffaloes were discovered within 

2 miles of us, and while I \vorked on one of the large bull skins to save 
it from spoiling, the cowboys went after the buffalo, and by a really bril- 

liant exploit killed themall. The first one to fall was an old cow, which 

was killed at the beginning of the chase, the next was an old bull, who 

was brought down about 5 miles from the scene of the first attack, then 

2 miles farther on a yearling calf was killed. The fourth buffalo, an 

immense old bull, was chased fully 12 miles before he was finally brought 

down. 

The largest bull fell about 8 miles from our temporary camp, in the 

opposite direction from that in which our permanent camp lay, and at 

about 3 o’clock in the afternoon. There not being time enough in which 

to skin him completely and reach our rendezvous before dark, Messrs. 

MeNaney and Boyd dressed the carcass to preserve the meat, partly 

skinned the legs, and came to camp. 

As early as possible the next morning we drove to the carcass with the 

wagon, to prepare both skin and skeleton and haulthem in. When we 

reached it we found that during the night a gang of Indians had robbed 

us of our hard-earned spoil. They had stolen the skin and all the 

eatable meat, broken up the leg-bones to get at the marrow, and even 

cut out the tongue. And to injury the skulking thieves had added in- 

sult. Through laziness they had left the head unskinned, but on one 

side of it they had smeared the hair with red war-paint, the other side 

they had daubed with yellow, and around the base of one horn they had 

tied a strip of red flannel as a signal of defiance. Of course they had 

left for parts unknown, and we never saw any signs of them afterward. 

The gang visited the LU-bar ranch a few days later, so we learned sub- 

sequently. It was then composed of eleven braves (!), who claimed to 

be Assinniboines, and were therefore believed to be Piegans, the most 
notorious horse and cattle thieves in the Northwest. 

On October 22d Mr. Russell ran down in a fair chase a fine bull buf.- 

falo, and killed him in the rough country bordering the High Divide on 

the south. This was the ninth specimen. On the 26th we made an. 

other trip with the wagon to the Buffalo Buttes, as, for the sake of con- 
venience, we had named the group of buttes near which eight head had 
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already been taken. While Mr. Brown and I were getting the ‘wagon 

across the bad grounds, Messrs. McNaney and Boyd discovered a soli- 

tary bull buffalo feeding in a ravine within a quarter of a mile of our in- 

tended camping place, and the former stalked him and killed him at 

long range. The buffalo had all been attracted to that locality by some 

springs which lay between two groups of hills, and which was the only 

water within a radius of about 15 miles. In addition to water, the grass 
around the Buffalo Buttes was most excellent. 

During all this time we shot antelope and coyotes whenever an op- 

portunity offered, and preserved the skins and skeletons of the finest 

until we had obtained a very fine series of both. At this season the 

pelts of these animals were in the finest possible condition, the hair 

- having attained its maximum length and density, and, being quite new, 

had lost none of its brightness of color, either by wear or the action of 

the weather. Along Sand Creek and all around the High Divide an- 

telope were moderately plentiful (but really scarce in comparison with 

their former abundance), so much so that had we been inclined to 

slaughter we could have killed a hundred head or more, instead of 
the twenty that we shot as specimens and for their flesh. We have it to 

say that from first to last not an antelope was killed which was not 

made use of to the fullest extent. 

‘On the 31st of October, Mr. Boyd and I discovered a buffalo cow and 
yearling calf in the ravines north of the High Divide, within 3 miles of 

our camp, and killed them both. The next day Private West arrived 

with a six-mule team from Fort Keogh, in charge of Corporal Clafer 

and three men. This wagon brought us another 2,000 pounds of oats 

and various commissary stores. When it started back, on November 3, 

we sent by it all the skins and skeletons of buffalo, antelope, etc., which 
we had colleeted up to that date, which made a heavy load for the six 

mules. On this same day Mr. McNaney killed two young cow buffa- 

loes in the bad lands south of the High Divide, which brought our total 

number up to fourteen. 

On the night of the 3d the weather turned very cold, and on the day 

following we experienced our first snow-storm. By that time the water 

in the hole, which up to that time had supplied our camp, became so 

thick with mud and filth that it was unendurable; and having discov- 
ered a fine pool of pure water in the bottom of alittle cafion on the 

southern slope of the High Divide we moved to it forthwith. It was 

really the upper spring of the main fork of the Big Porcupine, and a 

finer situation for a camp does not exist in that whole region. The 

spot which nature made for us was sheltered on all sides by the high 

walls of the cafion, within easy reach of an inexhaustible supply of 

good water, and also within reach of a fair supply of dry fire-wood, 

which we found half a mile below. This became our last permanent 

camp, and its advantages made up for the barrenness and discomfort 

of our camp on Calf Creek. Immediately south of us, and 2 miles dis- 
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tant there rose a lofty conical butte about 600 feet high, which forms 

a very conspicuous landmark from the south. We were told that it was 

visible from 40 miles down the Porcupine. Strange to say, this valua- 

ble landmark was without a name, so far as we could learn; so, for our 

own convenience, we christened it Smithsonian Butte. 

The two buffalo cows that Mr. McNaney killed just before we moved 

our camp seemed to be the last in the country, for during the following 

week we scouted for 15 miles in three directions, north, east, and south, 

without finding as much as a hoof-print. At last we decided to go 

away and give that country absolute quiet for a week, in the hope that 

some more buffalo would come into it. Leaving McCanna and West 

to take care of the camp, we loaded a small assortment of general 

equipage into the wagon and pulled about 25 miles due west to the Mus- 

selshell River. 

We found a fine stream of clear water, flowing over sand and pebbles, 
with heavy cottonwood timber and thick copses of willow along its 

banks, which afforded cover for white-tailed deer. In the rugged 

brakes, which led from the level river bottom into a labyrinth of ravines 

and gullies, ridges and hog-backs, up to the level of the high plateau 

above, we found a scanty growth of stunted cedars and pines, which 

once sheltered great numbers of mule deer, elk, and bear. Now, how- 

ever, few remain, and these are very hard to find. Even when found, 

the deer are nearly always young. Although we killed five mule deer 

and five white-tails, we did not kill even one fine buck, and the 
only one we saw on the whole trip was a long distance off. We saw 

fresh tracks of elk, and also grizzly bear, but our most vigorous efforts 

to discover the animals themselves always ended in diappointment. 

The many bleaching skulls and antlers of elk and deer, which we found 

everywhere we went, afforded proof of what that country had been as 

a home for wild arimals only a few years ago. We were not a little 

surprised at finding the fleshless carcasses of three head of cattle that 

had been killed and eaten by bears within a few months. 

In addition to ten deer, we shot three wild geese, seven sharp-tailed 

grouse, eleven sage grouse, nine Bohemian waxwings, and a magpie, 

for their skeletons. We made one trip of several miles up the Mussel- 

shell, and another due west, almost to the Bull Mountains, but no signs 

of buffalo were found. The weather at this time was quite cold, the 

thermometer registering 6 degrees below zero; but, in spite of the fact 

that we were without shelter and had to bivouac in the open, we were, 

generally speaking, quite comfortable. _ 
_. Having found no buffalo by the 17th, we felt convinced that we ought 

to return to our permanent camp, and did so on that day. Having 

brought back nearly half a wagon-load of specimens in the flesh or half 

skinned, it was absolutely necessary that I should remain at camp all 

the next day. While I did so, Messrs. McNaney and Boyd rode over 
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to the Buffalo Buttes, found four fine old buffalo cows, and, after a hard 
chase, killed them all. 
Under the circumstances, this was the most brilliant piece of work of 

the entire hunt. As the four cows dashed past the hunters at the Buf- 
falo Buttes, heading for the High Divide, fully 20 miles distant, Me- 
Naney killed one cow, and two others went off wounded. Of course 
the cowboys gave chase. About 12 miles from the starting-point one 

of the wounded cows left her companions, was headed off by Boyd, and 

killed. About 6 miles beyond that one, McNaney overhauled the third 
cow and killed her, but the fourth one got away for a short time. While 

MecNaney skinned the third cow and dressed the carcass to preserve 

the meat, Boyd took their now thoroughly exhausted horses to camp 

and procured fresh mounts. On returning to MeNaney they set out in 

pursuit of the fourth cow, chased her across the High Divide, within a 

mile or so of our camp, and into the ravines on the northern slope, 
where she was killed. She met her death nearly if not quite 25 miles 

from the spot where the first one fell. : 
The death of these four cows brought our number of buffaloes up to 

eighteen, and made us think about the possibilities of getting thirty. 

As we were proceeding to the Buffalo Buttes on the day after the “kill” 

to gather in the spoil, Mr. Brown and I taking charge of the wagon, 

Messrs. McNaney and Boyd went ahead in order to hunt. When within 

about 5 miles of the Buttes we came unexpectedly upon our companions, 

down in a hollow, busily engaged in skinning another old cow, which 

they had discovered traveling across the bad grounds, waylaid, and 

killed. 

We camped that night on our old ground at the Buffalo Buttes, and 

although we all desired to remain a day or two and hunt for more buf. 

falo, the peculiar appearance of the sky in the northwest, and the con- 

dition of the atmosphere, warned us that a change of weather was im- 

minent. Accordingly, the following morning we decided without hesi- 

tation that it was best to get back to camp that day, and it soon L DEONES 

very fortunate for us that we so decided. 

Feeling that by reason of my work on the specimens I had been de- 

prived of a fair share of the chase, I arranged for Mr. Boyd to accom- 

pany the wagon on the return trip, that I might hunt through the bad 

lands west of the Buffalo Buttes, which I felt must contain some buffalo. 
Mr. Russell went northeast and Mr. McNaney accompanied me. About 

4 miles from our late camp we came suddenly upon a fine old solitary 

bull, feeding in a hollow between two high and precipitous ridges. 

After a short but sharp chase I succeeded in getting a fair shot at him, 

and killed him with a ball which broke his left humerus and passed 

into his lungs. He was the only large bull killed on the entire trip by 

a single shot. He proved to be a very fine specimen, measuring 5 feet 

6 inches in height at the shoulders. The wagon was overtaken and 
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called back to get the skin, and while it was coming I took a complete 

series of measurements and sketches of him as he lay. 

Although we removed the skin very quickly, and lost no time in again 

starting the wagon to our permanent camp, the delay occasioned by the 

death of our twentieth buffalo,—which occurred on November 20, pre- 

cisely two months from the date of our leaving Washington to collect 

twenty buffalo, if possible,—caused us all to be caught in a snow-storm, 

which burst upon us from the northwest. The wagon had to be aban- 

doned about 12 miles from camp in the bad lands. Mr. Brown packed 

the bedding on one of the horses and rode the other, he and Boyd 

reaching camp about 9 o’clock that night in a blinding snow-storm. Of 

course the skins in the wagon were treated with preservatives and cov- 

ered up. It proved to be over a week that the wagon and its load had 

to remain thus abandoned before it was possible to get to it and bring 

it to camp, and even then the task was one of great diificulty. In this 

connection I can not refrain from recording the fact that the services 

rendered by Mr. W. Harvey Brown on all such trying occasions as the 

above were invaluable. He displayed the utmost zeal and intelligence, 

not only in the more agreeable kinds of work and sport incident to the 

hunt, but also in the disagreeable drudgery, such as team-driving and 

_ working on half-frozen specimens in bitter cold weather. 

The storm which set in on the 20th soon developed into a regular bliz- 

zard. A fierce and bitter cold wind swept down from the northwest, 
driving the snow before it in blinding gusts. Had our camp been poorly 

sheltered we would have suffered, but at it was we were fairly comfort- 

able. 

Having thus completed our task (of getting twenty buffaloes), we 

were anxious to get out of that fearful country before we should get 

_ caught in serious difficulties with the weather, and it was arranged that 

Private C. 8S. West should ride to Fort Keogh as soon as possible, with 

a request for transportation. By the third day, November 23, the storm 
had abated sufficiently that Private West declared his willingness to 

start. It was a little risky, but as he was to make only 10 miles the 

first day and stop at the N-bar camp on Sand Creek, it was thought safe 

to let him go. He dressed himself warmly, took my revolver, in order 

not to be hampered with a rifle, and set out. 

The next day was clear and fine, and we remarked it as an assurance 

of Mr. West’s safety during his ride from Sand Creek to the LU-bar 

ranch, his second stopping-place. The distance was about 25 miles, 

through bad lands all the way, and it was the only portion of the route 

which caused me anxiety for our courier’s safety. The snow on the 

levels was less than 6 inches deep, the most of it having been blown 

into drifts and hollows; but although the coulées were all filled level to 

the top, our courier was a man of experience and would know how to 

avoid them. 

The 25th day of November was the most severe day of the storm, the 
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mercury in our sheltered cafion sinking to —16 degrees. We had hoped 

to kill at least five more buffaloes by the time Private West should ar- 

rive with the wagons; but when at the end of a week the storm had 

spent itself, the snow was so deep that hunting was totally impossible 

save in the vicinity of camp, where there was nothing to kill. We 

expected the wagons by the 3d of December, but they did not come 

that day nor within the next three. By the 6th the snow had melted 

off sufficiently that a buffalo hunt was once more possible, and Mr. 

McNaney and I decided to make a final trip to the Buffalo Buttes. 

The state of the ground made it impossible for us to go there and return 

the same day, so we took a pack-horse and arranged to camp out. 

When a little over half-way to our old rendezvous we came upon 

three buffaloes in the bad grounds, one of which was an enormous old 
bull, the next largest was an adult cow, and the third a two-year-old 

heifer. Mr. McNaney promptly knocked down the old cow, while I 

devoted my attention to the bull; but she presently got up and made 

off unnoticed at the precise moment Mr. McNaney was absorbed in 

watching my efforts to bring down the old bull. After a short chase 

my horse carried me alongside my buffalo, and as he turned toward me 

I gave him a shot through the shoulder, breaking the fore leg and bring- 

ing him promptly to the ground. I then turned immediately to pursue 

the young cow, but by that time she had got on the farther side of a 

deep gully which was filled with snow, and by the time I got my horse 

safely across she had distanced me. I then rode back to the old bull. 

When he saw me coming he got upon his feet and ran a short distance, 

but was easily overtaken. He then stood at bay, and halting within 

30 yards of him I enjoyed the rare opportunity of studying a live bull 

buffalo of the largest size on foot on his native heath. I even made an 

outline sketch of him in my note-book. Having studied his form and 

outlines as much as was really necessary, I gave him a final shot through ~ 

the lungs, which soon ended his career. 
This was a truly magnificent specimen in every respect. He was a 

‘‘stub-horn” bull, about eleven years old, much larger every way than 

any of the others we collected. His height at the shoulder was 5 feet 
8 inches perpendicular, or 2 inches more than the next largest of our 

collection. His hair was in remarkably fine condition, being long, fine, 

thick, and well colored. The hair in his frontlet is 16 inches in length, 

and the thick coat of shaggy, straw-colored tufts which covered his 

neck and shoulders measured 4 inches. His girth behind the fore leg 

was 8 feet 4 inches, and his weight was estimated at 1,600 pounds. 
I was delighted with our remarkably good fortune in securing such a 

prize, for, owing to the rapidity with which the large buffaloes are being 

found and killed off these days, I had not hoped to capture a really old 

individual. Nearly every adult bull we took carried old bullets in his 

body, and from this one we took four of various sizes that had been fired 
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into him on various occasions. One was found sticking fast in one of 

the lumbar vertebre.* 
After a chase of several miles Mr. McNaney finally pearhauled his 

cow and killed her, which brought the number of buffaloes taken on the 

fall hunt up to twenty-two. We spent the night at the Buffalo Buttes 

and returned to camp the next day. Neither on that day nor the one 

following did the wagons arrive, aud ou the evening of the 8th we learned 

from the cowboys of the N-bar camp on Sand Creek that our conrier, 
Private West, had not been seen or heard from since he left their camp 

on November 24, and evidently had got lost and frozen to death in the 

bad lands. 
The next day we started out to search for Private West, or news of 

him, and spent the night with Messrs. Brodhurst and Andrews, at their 
camp on Sand Creek. On the 10th, Mr. McNaney and I hunted through 

the bad lands over the course our courier should have taken, while 

Messrs. Russell and Brodhurst looked through the country around the 

head of the Little Dry. When McNaney and I reached the LU-bar 

ranch that night we were greatly rejoiced at finding that West was 

alive, although badly frost-bitten, and in Fort Keogh. 

It appears that instead of riding due east to the LU bar ranch, ke lost 

his way in the bad lands, where the buttes all look alike when covered 

with snow, and rode southwest. It is at all times an easy matter for 

even acowboy to get lost in Montanaif the country is new to him, and 

when there is snow on the ground the difficulty of finding one’s way is 

increased tenfold. There is not only the danger of losing one’s way, 

but the still greater danger of getting ingulfed in a deep coulée full of 

loose snow, which may easily cause both horse and rider to perish mis- 
erably. Even the most experienced riders sometimes ride into coulées 

which are level full of snow and hidden from sight. 

Private West’s experience was a terrible one, and also a wonderful 

case of self-preservation. It shows what a man with a cool head and. 

plenty of grit can go through and live. When he left us he wore two 

undershirts, a heavy blanket shirt, a soldier’s blouse and overcoat, two 
pairs of drawers, a pair of soldier’s woolen trousers, and a pair of over- 

alls. On his feet he wore three pairs of socks, a pair of low shoes with 

canvas leggins, and he started with his feet tied up in burlaps. His 

head and hands were also well protected. He carried a 38-caliber re- 

volver, but, by a great oversight, only six matches. When he left the 

N-bar camp, instead of going due east toward the LU-bar ranch, he 

swung around and went southwest, clear around the head of the Little 
Dry, and finally struck the Porcupine south of our camp. The first 

night out he made a fire with sage-brush, and kept it going all night. 

The second night he also had a fire, but it took his last match to make 

it. During the first three days he had no food, but on the fourth he 

*This specimen is now the commanding figure " the group of buffalo which has 
recently been piaced on exhibition in the Museum, 
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shot a sage-cock with his revolver, and ate itraw. This effort, how. 

ever, cost him his last cartridge. Through hard work and lack of food 
his pony presently gave out, and necessitated long and frequent stops 

for rest. West’s feet threatened to freeze, and he cut off the skirts of 

his overcoat to wrap them with, in place of the gunny sacking, that had 

been worn to rags. Being afraid to go to sleep at night, he slept by 

snatches in the warmest part of the day, while resting his horse. 

On the 5th day he began to despair of succor, although he still toiled 

- southward through the bad lands toward the. Yellowstone, where people 

lived. On the envelopes which contained my letters he kept a diary 

of his wanderings, which could tell his story when the cowboys would 

find his body on the spring round-up. 

On the afternoon of the sixth day he found a trail and followed it until 

nearly night, when he came to Cree’s sheep ranch, and found the solitary 

ranchman at home. The warm-hearted frontiersman gave the starving 

wanderers, man and horse, such a welcome as they stood in need of. 

West solemnly declares that in twenty-four hours he ate a whole sheep. 

After two or three days of rest and feeding both horse and rider were 

able to go on, and in course of time reached Fort Keogh. 

Without the loss of a single day Colonel Gibson started three teams 

and an escort up to us, and notwithstanding his terrible experience, 

West had the pluck to accompany them as guide. His arrival among 

us once more was like the dead coming to lifeagain. The train reached 

our camp on the 13th, and on the 15th we pulled out for Miles City, 

loaded to the wagon-bows with specimens, forage, and camp plunder. 

From our camp down to the HV ranch, at the mouth of Sand Creek, 

the trail was in a terrible condition. But, thanks to the skill and judg- 

ment of the train-master, Mr. Ed. Haskins, and his two drivers, who 

also knew their business well, we got safely and in good time over the 

dangerous part of our road. Whenever our own tired and overloaded 
team got stuck in the mud, or gave out, there was always apairof 

mules ready to hitch on and help us out. Asa train-master, Mr. Has- 

kins was a perfect model, skillful, pushing, good-tempered, and very 

obliging. 

From the HV ranch to Miles City the trail was in fine condition, and 
we went in as rapidly as possible, fearing to be caught in the snow- 

storm which threatened us all the way in. We reached Miles City on 

December 20, with our collection complete and in fine condition, and 

the next day a snow-storm set in which lasted until the 25th, and re- 

sulted in over a foot of snow. The ice running in the Yellowstone 

stopped all the ferry-boats, and it was with good reason that we con- 

gratulated ourselves on the successful termination of our hunt at that 

particular time. Without loss of time Mr. Brown and I packed our 

collection, which filled twenty-one large cases, turned in our equipage 

at Fort Keogh, sold our horses, and started on our homeward journey. 

In due course of time the collection reached the Museum in good con- 
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dition, and a series of the best specimens it contains has already been 

mounted. 

At this point it is proper to acknowledge our great indebtedness to 

the Secretary of War for the timely co-operation of the War Depart- 

ment, which rendered the expedition possible. Our thanks are due to 

the officers who were successively in command at Fort Keogh during 

our work, Col. John D. Wilkins, Col. George M. Gibson, and Lieut. Col. 

M. A. Cochran, and their various staff officers; particularly Lieut. C. 

B. Thompson, quartermaster, and Lieut. H. K. Bailey, adjutant. It is 

due these officers to state that everything we asked for was cheerfully 

granted with a degree of promptness which contributed very greatly 

to the success of the hunt, and lightened its labors very materially. 

Ihave already acknowledged our indebtedness to the ofticers of the 

Pennsylvania; the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul; and Northern 

Pacific railways for the courtesies so liberally extended in our emer- 

- gency. I take pleasure in adding that all the officers and employés of the 

Northern Pacific Railway with whom we had any relations, particularly 

Mr. C. 8. Fee, general passenger and ticket agent, treated our party 

with the utmost kindness and liberality throughout the trip. We are 

in like manner indebted to the officers of the Chicago, Milwaukee and 

St. Paul Railway for valuable privileges granted with the utmost cor- 

diality.. 

Our thanks are also due to Dr. J. C. Merrill, and to Mr. Henry R. 
Phillips, of the Phillips Land and Cattle Company, on Little Dry Creek, 

for valuable information at a critical moment, and to the latter for hos- 

pitality and assistance in various ways, . t times whan both were keenly 

appreciated. 
Counting the specimens taken in the spring, our total catch of buffalo 

amounted to twenty-five head, and constituted as complete and fine a 
series as could be wished for. I am inclined to believe that in size and 
general quality of pelage the adult bull and cow selected and mounted 

_ for our Museum group are not to be surpassed, even if they are ever 

equaled, by others of their kind. 
The different ages and sexes were thus represented in car collection: 

10 old bulls, 1 young bull, 7 old cows, 4 young cows, 2 yearling calves, 
1 three-months calf*; total, 25 specimens. 

Our total collection of specimens of Bison americanus, including 

everything taken, contained the following: 24 fresh skins, 1 head skin, 

8 fresh skeletons, 8 dry skeletons, 51 dry skulls, 2 foetal young; total, 
94 specimens. 

Our collection as a whole also included a fine series of skins and 

skeletons of antelope, deer of two species, coyotes, jack rabbits, sage 

grouse (of which we prepared twenty-four rough skeletons for the De- 

partment of Comparative Anatomy), sharp-tailed grouse, and specimens 

of all the other species of birds and small mammals to be found in 

* Caught alive, but died in captivity July 26, 1886, and now in the mounted group. 

H, Mis. 600, pt. 2——35 
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that region at that season. From this matériel we now have on exhi- 

bition besides the group of buffaloes, a family group of antelope, an- 

other of coyotes, and another of prairie dogs, all with natural sur- 
roundings. 

Ill. THe MouNtTED GROUP IN THE NATIONAL MUSEUM. 

The result of the Smithsonian expedition for bison which appeals 

most: strongly to the general public is the huge group of six choice 

specimens of both sexes and all ages, mounted with natural surround- 

ings, and displayed in a superb mahogany case. The dimensions of 

the group are as follows: Length, 16 feet; width, 12 feet, and height, 

10 feet. The subjoined illustration is a very fair representation of the 

principal one of its four sides, and the following admirable description 

(by Mr. Harry P. Godwin), from the Washington Star of March 10, 
1888, is both graphic and accurate: 

A SCENE FROM MONTANA—SIX OF MR. HORNADAY’S BUFFALOES FORM A PICTURESQUE 

GROUP—A BIT OF THE WILD WEST REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL MUSEUM— 

SOMETHING NOVEL IN THE WAY OF TAXIDERMY—REAL BUFFALO-GRASS, REAL MON- 

TANA DIRT, AND REAL BUFFALOES. 

A little bit of Montana—a small square patch from the wildest part of the wild 

Wesi—has been transferred to the National Museum. It is so little that Montana 

will never miss it, but enough to enable one who has the faintest glimmer of imagi- 

nation to-see it all for himself-the hummocky prairie, the buffalo-grass, the sage- 

brush, and the buffalo. Itis as though a little group of buffalo that have come to 

drink at a pool had been suddenly struck motionless by some magic spell, each in a 

natural attitude, and then the section of prairie, pool, buffalo, and all had been care- 

fully cut out and brought to the National Museum. All this is in a huge glass case, 

the largest ever made for the Museum. This case and the space about it, at the 

south end of the south hall, has been inclosed by high screens for many days while 

the taxidermist and his assistants have been at work. The finishing touches were 

put on to-day, and the screens will be removed Monday, exposing to view what is 

regarded as a triumph of the taxidermist’s art. The group, with its accessories, 

has been prepared so as to tell in an attractive way to the general visitor to the 

Museum the story of the buffalo, but care has been taken at the same time to secure 

an accuracy of detail that will satisfy the critical serutiny of the most technical 

naturalist. 

THE ACCESSORIES. 

The pool of water is a typical alkaline water-hole, such as are found on the great 

northern range of bison, and are resorted to for water by wild animals in the fall 

when the small streams are dry.. The poolisin a depression in the dry bed of a coulée 

or small creek. A little mound that rises beside the creek has been partially washed 

away by the water, leaving a crumbling bank, which shows the strata of the earth, a 

very thin layer of vegetable soil, beneath a stratum of grayish earth, and a layer of 

gravel, from which protrude a fossil bone or two. The whole bank shows the marks 

of erosion by water. Near by the pool a small section of the bank has fallen. A 

buffalo trail passes by the pool in front. This is a narrow path, well beaten down, 

depressed, and bare of grass. Such paths were made by herds of bison all over their 

pasture region as they traveled down water-courses, in single file, searching for water. 

In the grass some distance from the pool lie the bleaching skulls of two buffalo 

who have fallen victims to hunters who have cruelly lain in wait to get a shot at the 
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animals as they come to drink. Such relics, strewn all over the plain, tell the story 

_ of the extermination of the American bison. About the pool and the sloping mound 

- grow the low buffalo-grass, tufts of tall bunch-grass and sage-brush, and a species of 

prickly pear. The pool is clear and tranquil. About its edgesis a white deposit of 

alkali. These are the scenic accessories of the buffalo group, but they have an inter- 

est almost equal to that of the buffaloes themselves, for they form really and literally 

a genuine bit of the West. The homesick Montana cowboy, far from his wild haunts, 

ean here gaze upon his native sod again; for the sod, the earth that forms the face 

of the bank, the sage-brush, and all were brought from Montana—all except the pool. 

The pool is a glassy delusion, and very perfectin its way. One sees a plant growing 

beneath the water, and in the soft, oozy bottom, near the edge, are the deep prints 

made by the fore feet of a big buffalo bull. About the soft, moist earth around the 
pool, and in the buffalo trail are the foot-tracks of the buffalo that have tramped 

around the pool, some of those nearest the edge having filled with water. 

THE SIX BUFFALOES. 

The group comprises six buffaloes. In front of the pool, as if just going to drink, 

is the huge buffalo bull, the giant of his race, the last one that was secured by the 

Smithsonian party in 1888, and the one that is believed to be the largest specimen of 

which there is authentic record. Near by is a cow eight years old, a creature that 

would be considered of great dimensions in any other company than that of the big 

bull. Near the cow is a suckling calf, four months old. Upon the top of the mound 

isa “spike” bull, two and a half years old; descending the mound away from the 

pool is a young cow three years old, on one side, and on the other a male calf a year 

and ahalfoid. All the members of the group are disposed in natural attitudes. The 
young cow issnuffing at a bunch of tall grass; the old bull and cow are turning their 

» heads in the same direction apparently, as if alarmed by something approaching; the 

others, having slaked their thirst, appear to be moving contentedly away. The 

four months’ old calf was captured alive and brought to this city. It lived for some 

days in the Smithsonian grounds, but pined for its prairie home, and finally died. It 

is around the great bull that the romance and main interest of the group centers. 
# # * % * * x 

It seemed as if Providence had ordained that this splendid animal, perfect m limb, 

noble in size, should be saved to serve as_a_ monument to the greatness of his race, 

that once roamed the prairies in myriads. Bullets found in his body showed that he 

had been chased and hunted before, but tate preserved him for the immortality of a 
Museum exhibit. His vertical height at the shoulders is 5 feet 8 inches. The thick 

hair adds enough to his height to make it full 6 feet. The length of his head and body 

is 9 feet 2 inches, his girth 8 feet 4 inches and his weight is, or was, about 1,600 
pounds. 

THE TAXIDERMIST’S OBJECT LESSONS. - 

This group, with its accessories, is, in point of size, about the biggest thing ever 

attempted by a taxidermist. It was mounted by Mr. Hornaday, assisted by Messrs. 

J. Palmer and A. H. Forney. It represents a new departure in mounting specimens 

formuseums. Generally such specimens have been mounted singly, upon a flat sur- 

face. The American mammals, collected by Mr. Hornaday, will be mounted in a 

manner that will make each piece or group an object lesson, telling something of the 

history and the habits of the animal. The first group produced as one of the results 

of the Montana hunt comprised three coyotes. Two of them are struggling, and one 
might almost say snarling, over a bone. They do not stand on a painted board, but 

on a little patch of soil. Two other groups designed by Mr. Hornaday, and executed 

by Mr. William Palmer, are about to be placed in the Museum. One of these repre- 

sents 1 family of prairie-dogs. They are disposed about a prairie-dog mound. One 
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sits on itshaunches eating; others are running about. Across the mouth of the bur- 

row, just ready to disappear into it, is another one, startled for the moment by the sud- 

den appearance of a little burrowing owl that has alighted on one side of the burrow. 

The owl and the dog are good friends and live together in the same burrow, but ya 

appears to be strained relations between the two for the moment. 
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THE PRESERVATION OF MUSEUM SPECIMENS FROM INSECTS AND 
THE EFFECTS OF DAMPNESS, 

By WALTER Houeu, A. M. 

The preservation of museum specimens is of no less importance than 

their acquisition. Periodically the attack of some new insect, or the 
infesting of some new material, is brought to the notice of curators, and 

hitherto many specimens have been destroyed which it would be now 

impossible to replace. In a great museum the abundance of the mate- 

rial will not permit its frequent examination, so that all specimens 

should be thoroughly poisoned before they get out of sight. There are 

many things which one would not think it necessary to poison, yet all 

should be, for nearly all organic structures have peculiar enemies in 

the insect world. As instances, woodwork, basketry, textiles, botan- 
ical specimens, etc., should be poisoned with corrosive sublimate, as it 
coagulates the albuminoid principles in vegetation and thereby pre- 
vents decay as well as the attacks of insects. 

The ravages of moths have been experienced from remote times, and 

though the preservation of materials from the attacks of these and other 

insects has been repeatedly attempted, all efforts, it seems, have so far 

been ineffectual. Most of the chemieal substances suggested are too 

poisonous to be used on articles brought in contact with the person, 

asin every-day wear. Happily this is no objection here, for with ordi- 

- nary precautions the specimens sent to the Museum can be treated with 

the strongest. poisons, the main difficulty being to avoid damaging the 

material in their application. 
First in rank of destructiveness are the moths, of which four species 

have been observed at active work in the Museum. These are Tinea 

flavifrontelia Linn., the common, or clothes, moth; TZ. tapetzella Linn., or 

carpet moth; 7. pellionella Linn., or fur moth, and 7. granella Linn., or 

grain moth. These Tineids are night-flying insects, though the little 
fluttering ‘‘ millers” are often seen flying in darkened rooms in the day- 

time. Their natural habitat is indry animal and fibrous vegetable sub- 

stances, and sometimes on the fur of living animals; in houses they 
infest woolens, furs, grain, etc., and the destruction caused by the larvee 
is well known. They begin to fly about actively in May. I have ob- 

served them in warm rooms as early as March, and have found the 
larvee all through the winter. In the stage in which this insect does 
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its destructive work, it isa plump white caterpillar provided with strong 

mandibles and sixteen legs. It nips the fiber, beginning as soon as 

hatched from the egg, and builds a case which is enlarged as the insect 

grows. These insects are known to travel in search of other quarters; 

they are very hard to kill, extreme cold does not affect them, and many 

of the domestic preventives, such as camphor, tobacco, etc., entirely fail 
to destroy them. 

All articles subject to injury from these moths should be often exam- 

ined and shaken, especially in spring and early summer, to dislodge 
the eggs. 

Another very serious pest is the “buffalo bug” (Anthrenus lepidus 

Linn.), and its relative the “‘ carpet bug” (A. varius Fabr.). The adult 

is.a small round sluggish beetle, brown, with white or variegated scales 

on the wing covers. The larve are short, plump worms with numer- 

ous stiff, brown hairs. This insect is on the increase; its ravages seem 

to have attracted the notice of the public, and much was written about 

it a few years ago, in 1882 and 1883. Like the tinea larva, the buffalo- 

bug larva cuts leather, woolen, or fur, and builds an incoherent case 

from the fragments. These insects multiply very rapidly, and are also 

unaffected by ordinary insect preventives. 

The larvee of the ‘‘basket beetle” (Sitodrepa panicea Linn.) are small 

worm-like creatures with six minute feet. They are furnished with 

strong cutting-jaws by means of which they eat their way into basketry 
and old wood, or similar. substances, boring little holes as round as if 

made with a fine drill. The adult insect is a little, sluggish, brown 

beetle which simulates death on being disturbed. 

Another insect, the subject of a letter to Science, May 28, 1886, and 

there called “A New Museum Pest,” is the “silver fish” (Lepisma domes- 
tica). The adult is a shining fish-shaped insect, wingless, but very quick 

in its movements. It prefers starch for food, and attacks everything 

that contains that substance, such as labels pasted or sized with starch 

or mucilage, cotton or linen laundered goods, etc. This insect is ex- 
tremely obnoxious to librarians, being attracted by the paste used in 

binding books. 
Other insects are often introduced into the Museum on specimens and 

by other means, but these are of less consequence, as they do not breed 
there and are usually not harmful. 

It has been thought well to introduce here a paper by Mr. John B. 

Smith, assistant curator of entomology in the Museum, relating to the 

care of insect collections. It was published in the Proceedings of the 

Entomological Society of Washington;* under the title ‘Some Observa- 

tions on Museum Pests.” 

One of the duties of a person in charge of a large collection of insects is keeping 
out museum pests, as the various species that feed on the dried insects are generically 

called. In a large collection, like that of the National Museum, no inconsiderable 

*Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 113. 
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time is required for that purpose, as it takes at least two weeks to go through all the 
boxes carefully. ; 

It has been the fashion to recommend as a certain preventive tight boxes, and 

quarantining all specimens before putting into the collection, and undoubtedly this 

is an excellent precaution, saving much future labor. It is, however, by no means 

the certain remedy it has been claimed to be. The boxes and cabinets in use in the 

Museum are as perfect, as far as safety is concerned, as it is possible to get them at 

present, yet withal constant care is required. Psocide will find their way into the 

tightest boxes, and though they do little damage ordinarily, yet in a collection of 

Tineide, or minute Diptera, they can do considerable damage. For these pests I have 

found naphthaline a perfect remedy. A single half-ounce cone is a perfect protection, 

and lasts about three months ordinarily. 

Tineid laryee are rather rarely found in the collections on the larger moths, and 

are not always easily discovered, since they make no dust, as do the Anthreni. On 

one occasion I found that une pair of wings of a C. regalis suddenly collapsed with- 

out apparent cause. Close examination showed a Tineid larva that had been feeding 

on the dense, long vestiture, making galleries in all directions in such a way that 

_ when I took hold of one end of the gallery, the vestiture of the under side came off 

in largs sheets, leaving the wings almost clean, the veins broken here and there, 

which produced the collapse. They rarely burrow into the specimen, never in my 

experience. Ptinide are sometimes found, but are exceedingly rare in our collection. 

‘One box lined with corn pith was riddled by them, and a very few specimens were 

attacked. By all odds the most dangerous enemies are the larve of the Dermestida, 
which are pests pure and simple. The principal enemy in our collection is Anthrenus 

varius, though Trogoderma is not uncommon. 

My experience with these is, that in the uniformly high temperature preserved in 

the laboratory they breed all the year around, and have no definite broods; afew 

larvee appear at all times, though during the summer, when the beetles come in from the 

grounds, and from other parts of the Museum, exposed specimens are attacked at more 

regular intervals. The rule is to keep naphthaline in all boxes at all times, but, like 

all rules, it is not always possible to adhere strictly to it. The boxes not so protected 

are usually first attacked. In a cabinet not quite tight I coned a number of drawers 

and left the others unprotected. In the course of the summer the unprotected drawers 

nearly all became infested, while as a rule the others were free. The naphthaline 

seems to act as arepellant. I have found, however, that it does not annoy the larvz 

to any very great extent, and Mr. Lugger has shown me a naphthaline cone in a hol- 

low of which a larva had pupated. Ihave reason to believe, however, that it does re- 

tard the development of young larve. A large number of boxes, nearly one hundred, 

were received from North Carolina, containing a collection, principally Coleop- 

tera. They were overhauled and found to be pretty generally infested with Trogo- 

derma, this being the only species found. No Anthrenus larvee were noticed. Bisul- 

phide of carbon was freely used, and naphthaline cones were placed in all the boxes. 

For awhile the boxes were frequently examined and no larve developed. Through- 
out the summer the boxes were examined at intervals and remained free. With the 

approach of cold weather they were left for a longer period and the cones nearly all 

evaporated. In December this was noticed, and the boxes were again overhauled, 
and it was found that a-very general development of larve had begun, all of them 

Trogoderma, and none of them more than 2 to 3 millimeters in length, most of them 

apparently just hatched. The entire collection was scrutinized, and an occasional 

Anthrenus larva was found, but no other Trogoderma, even in the most exposed boxes. 

I conclude from this that the collection when received was infested, and that there 

were e¢-gs everywhere ready to develop; some had begun to develop, and these were 

destroyed by the use of bisulphide of carbon, which also served to check the develop- 

ment of theeggs. The boxes were quite large, and two large cones were put in each; 

they were also quite secure, and the atmosphere in them was fully impregnated with 
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the odor ofnaphthaline. Throughout the summer, when under ordinary circumstances 

they would have developed, the eggs remained dormant, but after the naphthaline had 

evaporated completely, development began. I might add here that Trogoderma is an 

exceedingly rare pest in New York, and not common in Washington; farther south it 

seems to replace Anthrenus. For all these pests bisulphide of carbon is a sovereign 

remedy, except when they are burrowing in large Coleoptera or Lepidoptera. I have 

repeatedly soaked large Bombycids with chloroform or bisulphide, and a week later 

found them still infested. I worked for a month over some large Lucanids (Procule- 

jus), and finally separated the parts so that I could fill the body cavity with chloro- 

form. In one case, that was somewhat exposed and contained old material of little 

value, I found a specimen destroyed by Wicrogaster, a rare parasite for Anthrenus. 

How they got at this box is difficult to explain, since it was tight enough to prevent 

the entrance of the insect. 

I have noticed also that boxes on the lower tier of shelves are much more liable to 
attack than those on upper tiers, and this leads me to believe that the parent beetle 

will deposit eggs outside of the boxes or on the floor of the cases, and the young larvze 
will work their way into the smallest crevices. It seems difficult to account for iso- 

lated larve in boxes containing only old insects. 

Finally I find the danger of infection comparatively greater at Washington than 

in New York, principally because the warm season begins earlier and lasts longer, in- 

creasing the chances of infection. I find, too, that the only real chance of safety con- 

sists in constant examination, tight boxes, and a free use of chloroform or bisulphide 

of carbon. 
As to naphthaline, I consider that it isa good general preventive. I know that 

it keeps out Psocids and ants. It enhances the tendency to grease and to verdigris, 

and in tight boxes it seems to exercise a relaxing tendency, causing the wings to 

droop. 

There are several classes of substances to be poisoned, in which the 

colors, fabric, or character of material, and therefore the kind of poison 

and the strength of solution, are important factors. For instance, goods 

not fast dyed (especially cotton), or which are dyed with colors that 

contain solutions, will start; also fabrics or substances which may be 
corroded or hardened, or otherwise injured, as feathers, fur, dressed 

deer-skin, etc. Too strong a solution may also cause a deposit on fur, 

etc., with a dulling effect. As a test for this, a black feather should be 
dipped in the solution, if it is of corrosive sublimate or arsenic in alcohol. 

If the solution be too strong, it will produce a white coating when dry. 

Any solution should exert its action in two ways, first to repel the adult 

insect, and second, to destroy the hatched larva. Pungent odors are 
noxious to moths and the higher orders of insects, but this is hardly 

true in the case of the beetles to which we have before alluded. The 

pungency of odor can not be made to last long, so that the poisoning 

quality is of prime importance. The substances used for solutions are 

deadly poisons, and no one who has not had experience in handling 

them had better undertake to apply them. Corrosive sublimate will 

attack the finger-nails and the skin. It is also volatile. Arsenic is 

prejudicial to the health; the dust, it is said, produces catarrh, both 

gastric and nasal, though this has not been confirmed by my observa- 

tion. 
Before poisoning, all objects should be treated with benzine, by put- 
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ting them in a close box or vessel, and pouring the benzine in, leaving 

them tightly closed therein for several days. This operation destroys 

any larve or eggs. They should then be hung up until the benzine 

evaporates before proceeding with the poisoning solutions. Bisulphide 

of carbon is more volatile and more quickly effective than benzine, and 

may be used, if preferred. There is reason to believe that both kill the 

eggs—quickly if the fluid comes in contact with th-m and less rapidly 

if they are directly affected only by the fumes in the vapor. Great care 

must be taken not to allow fire of any kind to come in contact with the 

vapor of bisulphide of carbon. There are several reasons why benzine 

is preferable, and the latter is sure to be effective when followed by * 

the arsenic-naphtha solution. The solution found most satisfactory for 

poisoning nearly every kind of specimens is as follows: 

Saturated solution of arsenic acid and alcohol......--..-.--. i pint. 

SHLOMO CALVOMLG CLM eis coec\e hates a seictios sae Sew aaicie wees Maeno 25 drops. 

DLE MMMe) eek aeatele Bote a bes canned ees oe Sedele sake male oe 20 grains. 

PAMUGO HOI (SUROND)) Mao Sees ese Ls octane ook eee ee Se 1 quart. 

Neaphthaerude Or retined a.\..<cijacase cco. cle~ Sacsicess ore ces elce 1 pint. 

The use of strychnine is not absolutely necessary; butit is a very good 

agent and adds much to the value of the solution. Other solutions and 

poisons will be noticed below. It will be found advisable to apply solu- 

tions in the form of spray to delicate objects, such as feathers or speci- 

mens of similar character. In this treatment an atomizer may be used. 

Some small specimens may be dipped and allowed to drain, and the 

solution may be applied with a brush to a large class of objects, taking 

care to saturate every part. The specimens can then be hung up to dry 

or laid away as they are. They should be kept free from dust, which 

is exceedingly injurious to them. As soon as poisoned, they ought, if 

intended for exhibition, to be mounted in dust-tight cases, or carefully 

stowed away in close-fitting drawers or boxes. In unit or costume 

boxes a small packet of naphthaline may be concealed behind the speci- 

mens, and the junction of the lid should be made dust-proof by pasting 

on strips of paper with paste containing arsenic or corrosive sublimate. 

Some specimens present problems that do not fall under any rule and 

have to be left to judgment and experiment. As an instance in point, 

we mention a fine deer-skin robe collected by Mr. Turner, beautifully 

tawed, with the hair on, and ornamented with a medium which will not 

stand wetting. It is obvious that no solution can be used in this case, 

since alcohol or water will harden the buck-skin and destroy the decor- 

ation. Satisfactory results might be obtained by judicious spraying, 

but there would be doubt as to the completeness of the poisoning. It 

would be better to rub into the kid surface a powder made of precipi- 

tated chalk and white arsenic. The fur side should then be well rubbed, 

care being taken to allow the powder to penetrate into the roots of the 

hair. By all means protect the hands with gloves. Powdered soap 

would also be a good medium for the arsenic. Great care should be 
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taken in applying this poison and in handling a specimen poisoned in 

this way. Such specimens should be at once closed up tightly and put 

on exhibition. 

Corrosive sublimate has been much used for poisoning and is a valu- 

able agent. Several specimens in the Museum, which were poisoned 

years ago with this substance, were so filled with it that they are dusty. 

They are made of fur-skin, and are stiff and unpresentable for exhibi- 

tion. [do not know what was the condition of the articles when they 

were acquired; they are, however, undeniably moth-proof. I have found 

- numerous adult moths destroyed in the act of laying theireggs. A care- 

ful use of corrosive sublimate is very effective, if it is not brought in con- 

tact with skins, as it coagulates albumen. It is also volatile, and Dr. G. 

H. Beyer, U.S. Navy, has proposed to take advantage of this property 

in preventing the growth of fungi on materia-medica specimens in jars. 

One objection to corrosive sublimate is that it crystallizes out very 

easily; this might be obviated by adding a little naphtha to the alco- 

holic solution. 

Naphthaline is used by Mr. J. B. Smith, of the Museum, and by other 

entomologists, to preserve insect collections from Acari, Psoci, Dermes- 

tes, Anthreni, and other museum pests.* It destroys the two former, 

-but only tends to repel the others. It also acts as an antiseptic, de- 

stroying schizomycetes, moulds, bacteria, etc. The salt is perfectly neu- 

tral, is not poisonous to man, and is cheap. It is customary in this 

department to put a small packet or cones in cases containing mounted 

costumes. 

Vaseline may be called perfect grease, since it does not become ran- 

cid or corrosive. It is especially useful to protect iron and steel from 

rust, and no doubt would preserve woodwork from extraneous attack. 
It is also good to soften leather which has become hard. In the case of 

clubs, spears, and implements of hard wood, like those of Polynesia, a 

fine polish may be obtained by using vaseline. I regard vaseline as a 

good vehicle in which to apply white arsenic to skins, as is done with 

arsenic soap. It penetrates very well, especially if thinned a little with 

naphtha. Vaseline is also used on book-backs to soften them, to pre- 

vent mould, and to keep insects away. 

A few recipes germane to this subject, and which may be useful in 

other departments of the Museum, are appended: 

Mr. Hornaday has used arsenical soap prepared in the following 

manner : 

White soapn see te ees eR Re en eee ae 2 pounds. 
Powdered white arsenic....-.---.-.--.-......- fuses 2 do. 

Camphor\.s ose see eee eee eosin ee eiserlae ceceeeras 5 ounces. 

Subcarbonate of potash <2 oso eeecen soe aera eee sa= 6 do. 
RUCODOL (P52 on) escse sek cee chen eee cet amen 8 do, 

See p. 555. 
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Slice the soap, melt it, add the potash, stir in the arsenic, and add the 

camphor previously dissolved in thealcohol. Stir, when cooling, to pre- 

vent the arsenic from sinking to the bottom. For use, mix a small 
quantity with water until it resembles buttermilk, and apply with a 

common paint-brush. This is a mechanical mixture. Mr. Hornaday 

has obtained results of the highest order from its use. The following 

is believed to be a more correct chemical combination: 

WLS ISO DEsteae nec eee cen css eoete ets wockeceeesescete 1 ounce. 

RESCH T 660,01) POUASI oa Sancistar ones noe aaalanemes saan aa 2 do. 
AYALA eS IAs US GT ie it Re aie ae es A en ae 6 drachms. 

aOR, peep a 2G i eee eS Ne A Jan ak 2 do. 

Sirychnines(adilibt)see 8 se cee cite saci er fee eee ale 15 grains. 

The following ingredients make an effective preservative powder: 

Wahine aPsOniGys. cmerasck ech Be le ee eh aloe ea 1 pound. 

VES (uib eae m eeH DOT es eM eT ee Sy Pa GE Sen 1 do. 

Row dered! Oaks Danks: osecetcmc Hoek saw sien am eoeml cee ee ns 2 do 

Wamiphor See wets sos secs ves oie eo oues ae Skt ee eeeiras + do. 

This should be powdered well, sifted and kept in well-stoppered bot- 

tles. It should be applied to the wet surface of skin and rubbed in 

well. The hands should be protected with gloves. I have never tried 

this preparation. 

The following solution has been prepared by Wickersheimer for the 

preservation of objects in the natural state: 

EATON As ees Sen ae eee ms pS te Gear i ee tp nS et 500 grains. 

Ure entre ee peaeel ae a UND NCTC heh is Ue D ee 125 do. 

SaliGpeteiee sane tees cailsc aise tcmsiei ae leaial are e\aete sta 60 do. 

1 EO BED ISH Se cA a PIB a pn eS Ne 300 do. 

Arsenic trioxide (white arsenic) --......---.....---- 100 do. 

Dissolve in 1 quart of boiling water. Cool and filter, and for 1 quart 
of the solution add 4 quarts of glycerine and 1 quart of alcohol. Hither 

soak the objects in the solution, or inject them with it. This solution is 

said to do very well except in tropical climates. 

For botanical specimens this is said to be an excellent preservative : 

One ounce of corrosive sublimate to 1 quart of alcohol, diluted 50 
per cent. The best plan is to dip the specimens and then carefully dry 

them. The poison can also be painted on with a camel’s-hair brush. 

For the preservation of entomological specimens, the strongest solu- 

tion used should be corrosive sublimate in alcohol, 1 to 100, and the 
weakest 0.1 to 100. (See remarks on naphthaline, ante.) 

For insects on plants, the following solutions are recommended : 

First solution. Second solution. 

Salama wcnre ee cousins ase ae 24 pounds. | First solution...........-...-. 1 quart. 

NL CLOTS) We Poa 4 ounces. | Arseniate of potash ........... 2 ounces. 

‘MAGN 2) ee ee 1h waillon’y (pW ate). cee ss hiec aa lee nae 1 gallon. 
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A cheaper solution can be made by taking— 

Wbitevarsenic eco oso eens ereee solo sions bale eelcoree £ pound. 

Sal soda sso hetee mein we een ses reales ae etaje area 4-ounces. 

Water- Eeeeise scouts © ae - 1 gallon. 

Boil till a cetntien is pieda ‘Take 1 Gat ag 40. gallons of water. 

These solutions have been found by the Department of Agriculture to 

be very useful in destroying the scale-bug and the red spider, so harmful 

to plants. 

The following method is employed by furriers in the treatment of fur 

skins for the purpose of rendering them pliable: The skin is steeped 

and scoured in a bath of alum, bran, and salt, in order to remove greas- 
iness; then in a bath of soap and soda, to remove the oil from the fur. 
When thoroughly washed and dried itis found that the pelt has become 

tawed or kid leather. 

To soften and cleanse buck-skin or chamois leather, rub plenty of 
castile soap into the skin and soak for two hours in a weak solution of 

sal sodain warm water and rub well until quite clean. Afterwards rinse 

in a weak solution of sal soda and soap in water; after rinsing, wring it 
dry in a coarse towel, and when fully dry beat it until soft and smooth. 

For domestic purposes the following preventives from moth ravages 

are suggested: Dissolve in 200 parts of alcohol 2 parts of salicylic acid 
and 2 parts of thymol; perfume with.oil of lemon. This is a neutral 

solution and will not injure colors or texture, and has a pleasant odor, 
but is rather expensive. 

A good preparation to sprinkle among furs pene packed away in a 

close box or drawer, is naphthaline and menthol or thymol, in proportion 
of 1 ounce of the fares to 20 grains of either of the latter, rubbed to- 

gether. The odorwill disappear from the furs or goods after they have 

been aired for a short time. Even if moths are present and are hatched, 
they will not feed when closely shut up in the odor of this mixture, and 
in this respect it is far superior to camphor. Thymol alone is very good. 

Naphthatine is now on the market in a very convenient shape called 

‘¢moth marbles,” and seems to be going into general use. 

In the following list of apparatus only those things have been men- 

tioned that have been found necessary or very useful in the operations 

at the National Museum. Doubtless at other places, where such a 

range of subjects for poisoning is not preseue some of the articles 

can be dispensed with: 

Gutta-percha atomizer, which may bought for one dollar. The bottle 

can be easily wired to a handle for convenience. (Hig. 1.) 

Vic. 1. Gutta-percha atomizer. 

Galvanized sheet-iron tank (Fig. 2) used for subjecting specimens to 

bisulphide of carbon. The lid and air-hole cap on the lid both fit into 
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a slot (Fig. 2a) that is to be filled with water to prevent escape of gas. 

The tank should be set out in the open air if possible. The size of the 

tank used here is 3 by 2 by 2 feet, and it has handles on the ends and on 

the lid. (Fig. 2.) 

Fic. 2a. Showing adjustment of lid of tank. Fic. 2. Galvanized sheet-iron tank. 

Shaw and Geary No. 2 air compressor (cost $15), and four-nozzle 

gutta-percha atomizer, cost $2.50. These are found necessary only © 

when much spraying is to be done. 

Stock solution jar, jar for mixed solution, benzine jar or jug, gradu- 

ate, 1 pint; glass funnel, 3 paint brushes, not too large; several stone- 
ware jars with closely fitting lids for smaller specimens. With good- 

sized jars, or even a closely-joined box, the galvanized tank may be 

dispensed with, especially when benzine is to be used. 

The poison tags should not be large. ‘They are convenient for show- 

ing whether specimens are poisoned or not, and when, and are some- 

times a good test whether they are well poisoned. They may be printed 
with death’s-head and word “poisoned,” with space for date and mu- 

seum number. 

The long established ‘Museum standard” cases are provided with 

beadZand groove (Figs. 3 and 4) which effectually exclude dust and in- 

sects, the two worst foes of museum collections. In putting up perish- 

Fic. 3. Section across back of door. . Fic. 4. Section across junction of door. 

able specimens permanently in the glazed Museum unit boxes, etc., the 

backs are made of tin, and to guard against the minute, insinuating, 

newly-hatched moth larva, the junction of the lid with the sides. is 

pasted over with strips of paper or muslin with glue, poisoned with 

corrosive sublimate or arsenic. This, with naphthaline cones inside, is 

the highest triumph of the preservation of museum specimens, 
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In the following table are given the approximate prices of chemicals 
which have been referred to in this paper: 

Meohol Ob: per cent 22228. eet eee eeeen: Seneermee Tease $2.50 per gallon. 
PACH SONIO, CRONE MI VeIWel sie ke es See es Wyslcinssas ss eee2 242 .40 per pound. 
AN SGMEN TE OE CONES. BASE Sanaa SAS puenouccnondisseouseoos.cesuas & lddde do. 

ARI, WO A eas ooo gcoseca ses 265245 (sa yoneeed Goce state: So: -10 ~~ do. 
ISMN a5 oo Be Bie Sa soes ace ae oo ease Sosa a ocealsas oan mae ae .15 per gallon. 
sisul phi deeb ear VOM ee settee am alee eee a ee ae ee ee .25 per pound. 
JSUU AWN, no oSS0 cosooe soebes SagSeo eaasod sosos cergee Soot a eee < .10 do. 

Camp hor kees srsee ens sactecme nc leinetemen © sete rs aiee eee eae .20 do. 
Osrbolicacid Calwert/s solution ou coc sec cnet ees on sees cee nee 60.5% ado. 
COINIGNCLOMIN CSoobs br oess c5eS55 cobeco a505 SoncooinoDs cds occa osodes 75 do. 

Corrosive sublimate (mercuric chloride).....-.-....-.--.---.---- .90° do. 
JONG soe as eos docuece oboau boCUUb econ coetes gouD uoad Ubosed 4aec .85 ~~ do. 

CGVCOnINO Peta tora alae oiseia's oisielts sie = siaieiseenesieoreiciarelasieeete Seer are . 30 do. 

WiemMHnOlS Ce sssq hes seosadsasaauouucnsocdoUUdn ous Soones pose nooGeL . 50 per ounce; 

ING FOINEINEY 24 eS 8 AAS Gea Roe doe ead doneneouon BAD oeaas opSsaCnonoGicogas nMode per gallon. 

Nap hialimere ny shal sens eiemeece en csleeetaese een e ieee = eerie .25 per pound. 
Naphihabinelc omesee seep = snseyareie see eres ee ar eer eee 1.25 per 100. 

Napbthalines<“mothimanbles? 22s: cet ee eae Salles eeeaa wea . 10 per box. 

Oak bark, powdered, or tannin.........-.---.--------------+.-- .10-.25 per pound. 
OiljonmMemone ess sa ctete welneay naa as aa ninpeeiere ae ne ieee eee .20 per ounce. 

Salicylictacids es ce oe se te ctwainicae eden vice. cle ier ister serena eensterorentay = 2.25 per pound. 

SHH OGY Aoi SR ee OA Soh oso rinomeo odo sae soaescc- - 39 do. 

HES OG RS Gol case cies ete AI Sees y Ai. rere Polat eralana|ele (ate cicero iiere ote ue .05 do. 
SILT \CRMEANIO? Bisel aio ate sinlorie eis aetaeiaiaeisle te ic alas silo ci 2 er . 20 per t-ounce, 

Subcarbonate of potash’ -\s22c cases a scien os oe cele aet joistantayee .20 per pound. 

GRR AITO Le GR Oe ee ee Se Seta eee sSCreo See -t ser OA Ba Sac .60 per ounce. 

Vaseline, Cheeseborough’s ....- ice Gol ua chase Srapeiate fale Seine oe eic ete ea sees .50 per pound. 
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LIST OF PAPERS. 

J. A. ALLEN. The Masked Bob White (Colnius ridgwayi) of Arizona, and its Allies. 
Bull. Amer. Mus. N. H., 1, 1886, pp. 273-290, p]. (colored) xxiii. 

A 7ull monograph of this species, including comparisons with allied species. In the prepara- 

tion of this monograph the author was materially aided by the loan of specimens in the Na- 

tional Museum. 

SPENCER F. BarrRD. Occurrence of Cory’s Shearwater (Pufinus borealis) and several 

species of Jaegers in large numbers in the vicinity of Gay Head, Massachusetts, 

during the autumn of 1886. 
The Auk, Iv, 1887, pp. 71, 72. 

“Enormous numbers of Pufinus and Stercorarius followed the young herring inshore 

towards the end of September, the former being almost exclusively P. borealis, with a few P. 

stricklandi, the latter consisting principally of S. parasiticus and S. pomarinus in every stage 

of coloration. The Jaegers were shyer, but the Shearwaters very tame, so that a dozen birds 

were killed by the discharge of two guns froma launch. Abouta hundred specimens were 

secured, and thousands could easily have been killed if necessary.” 

J.G. Baker. Mr. J. J. Cooper’s Costa Rica Ferns. 
The Journal of Botany, British and Foreign. London, XXv, pp. 24-26. 

Gives list of the ferns sent for determination by the National Museum with descriptions of 
new species. 

CHARLES F. BATCHELPER. The North Carolina Mountains in Winter. 
The Auk, 11, 1886, pp. 307-314. 

Two of the specimens of Junco hyemalis carolinensis, mentioned on page 312, were presented 

by the author to the National Museum. 

TARLETON H. BEAN. Cruise of the Grampus on the Southern Mackerel Grounds, 
Boston Herald, May 9, May 26, and June 6, 1887. 

TARLETON H. BEAN. Extract from the report of A. Annaniassen on his voyage to 
Iceland.* (Trauslation.) ; 

Rep. U. S. Fish Oom., Xi, 1886, 309-313. 

TARLETON H. BEAN. Report on Examination of Clupeoids from Carp Ponds. 
Bull. U. S. Fish Com., vi, No. 28, March 24, 1887, pp. 441, 442. 

Olupea estivalis, OC. vernalis, and O. sapidissima. Ten thousand young shad were put into 

one of the ponds in April, 1885; nearly seven thousand of these were caugkt December 10, 1885- 

the maximum length being five inches. 

TARLETON H. BEAN. Report on the Department of Fishes in the United States 

National Museum, 1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 161-178. 

(See under GOODE and BEAN.) 

CHARLES WICKLIFFE BECKHAM. Additional Notes on the Birds of Pueblo County, 
Colorado. 

The Auk, Iv, 1887, pp. 120-125, 

Specimens of some of the species mentioned were presented to the National Museum by the 

author. 

* From Selskabet for de norske Fiskeriers Fremme, Aarsbereting, 1883, pp. 3-10. 
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JAMES E. BENEDICT. Report of the Naturalist. (See Z. L. TANNER.» 
(Report on the work of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross eh the year ending 

December 31, 1883, pp. 117-236, by Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner, U. 8. Navy, command- 

ing.) 

Report U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Part XI, 1883, pp. 175-177. 

James E. BENEDICT. Report of the Naturalist. 
(Report on the work of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross for the year ending 

December 31, 1884, by Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner, U. 8. Navy, commanding.) 

| Report U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Part x11, for 1884, pp. 86-103. 

JAMES EK. BENEDICT. Descriptions of ten species and one genus of Annelids from 

the dredgings of the U. 8. Fish Commission steamer Albatross. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, 1886, pp. 547-553, plates 20-25. 

Describes one new genus, Crucigera of the family Serpulide (p. 550), and the following 

species, all of which are figured: Protula diomedee B., sp. nov., off Cape Hatteras, 43 fathoms; 

Protula alba B., sp. noy., St. Thomas, West Indies; Hydroides dianthus Ver., Chesapeake 

Bay ; Hydroides spongicola B., sp. noy., Gulf of Mexico, 26 fathoms; Hydroides protulicola B., 

sp. novy., off Cape Hatteras, 43 fathoms; Crucigera Webstert B., sp. nov., Gulf of Mexico, 26 

fathoms; Pomatostegus siellatus Schmarda, Jamaica and Curacao; Spirobranchus giganteu, 

Morch, St. Thomas and Curacao; Spirobranchus incrassatus (Kroyer) Moreh, VeraCruz; Spiro- 

branchus dendropoma Morch, St. Thomas, Jamaica, and Curagao. 

H. G. Bryer. The direcé action of calcium, sodium, potassium, and ammonium 

salts on the human blood vessels. 
Medical News, September 4, 1886. 

When these investigations were begun, comparatively little was known with regard to the 

action of these salts on the blood-vessels. The results which had been recorded were rather 

indefinite and contradictory, and the methods used rather imperfect. It was of ‘especial im- 

portance to ascertain by means of new and improved methods, as accurately as possible, the 

action of potassium salts on the vascular system, and, as far as this was done in these observa- 

tions, the few points of interest will here be briefly stated. 

Bromide of potassium, when administered in certain doses, is known to produce, sleep, and 

acts, therefore, as an hypnotic. This effect, it is supposed, is produced by a condition of cere- 

bral anemia induced by the drug, owing to contraction of the blood- vessels, which is said to 

ensue when this drug is administered. 

In the above investigations it was found that all the potassium salts tried, namely, the 

iodide, bromide, and chloride, invariably produced dilatation pure and simple with large 

and small doses, and no contraction whatever resulted at any time of the experiments. It 

is therefore rendered exceedingly probable by the results obtained in these experiments that 

contraction of the blood-vessels is no part of, at least, the direct action of these saits, andif the 

Jatter produce dilatation at all, it can only be owing to an effect which they might possibly 

exert on the vaso-motor center in the medulla._ 

Cerebral anzmia, however, might still be produced even without the assumption of such an 

effect on the vaso-motor center, in about the following manner: In all the experiments which 

were made with potassium salts on the blood-vessels, considerable cedema of those organs 

through which the drug was allowed to flow was noticed. Hence, it must be assumed that 

one of the characteristic effects produced by these salts is to favor the transudation of fluids 

from out of the vessels into the surrounding lymphatics. The perivascular lymphatics, how- 

ever, when completely filled, must necessarily compress to a certain extent tie vascular lumen, 

and hence cause a much diminished flow of blood to the part, besides compressing the tissues 

outside of and immediately against them. 

The conclusions drawn from these experiments are as follows: 

(1) Calcium salts cause the vessels to contract by virtue of their stimulating influence on the 

vaso-motor ganglia. 

(2) Sodium and ammonium salts excite, first, the ganglia of the vaso-dilators; next, those of 

the vyaso-motors; hence producing at first dilatation, and afterwards contraction of the vessels. 

(3) Potassium salts stimulate the ganglia of the vaso-dilator only, and consequently produce 

dilatation ; if, however, as was shown in two observations, the dilatation which they produce 

is followed by contraction, this contraction is so extremely slight that it may practically be 

neglected ; therefore, any stimulating influence on the vaso-motor ganglia which they might 

possess is insignificant when compared with that which they exert over the vaso-dilators. 

H.G. Breyer. On the micro-organisms of lactic fermentation. 
Medical News, November 6, 1886. 

This paper is an experimental inquiry into the causes of the souring of milk. 

The presence of microdrganisms in liquids undergoing fermentation has hitherto been inter- 

preted and explained in various ways. While some looked at those low forms of life as the 
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mere associates of these processes, attributing the real cause of the resulting decomposition to 

chemical ferments, others, though believing in the causation of fermentation by microorganisms, 

looked at these processes as physiological ones or else attributed them to a certain power of 

adaptability possessed by certain microbes to different conditions of life. 

Lister was, perhaps, the first clearly to point out the fact that the peculiar and characteristic 

fermentative process by which milk becomes sour is initiated or directly caused by a certain 

species of microbe. While, however, Lister had proved this fact, it did not necessarily follow 

from his experiments alone that the same process might not also be called into existence by a 

chemical ferment produced by the lacteal glands, and which was contained in the milk when 

it left these glands. 

The matter, therefore, even after Lister's famous experiments, remained as undecided as 

ever, and the contention which has grown up between chemists and biologists for ages past 

had not been diminished in any way. 

In the mean time our methods of bacteriological research having been greatly improved 

by the patient and admirable researche . of Prof. Robert Koch, it had become necessary to 

Teinvestigate this whole question. The task has, indeed, been most ably performed by Dr. 

Heunvpe, whose researches will be found embodied in a recent contribution to our knowledge 

of lactic acid fermentation and fermentation in general, published in the Mittheilungen d. kaiser- 

lichen Gesundheitsamtes, Berlin, 1884. 

In this paper Heuppe has, we think, successfully demonstrated the fact that lactic acid 

fermentation, or the process of the souring of milk, by which the sugar contained in milk is con- 

verted into lactic and carbonic acids, is directly dependent on or caused by a certain definite 

‘variety of microdrganism, the morphological and physiological character of which renders it 

sufficiently distinct from any other known microbe. - 

Heuppe has demonstrated his point in the following manner: First, by showing that this 

particular organism is constantly associated with lactic-acid fermentation ; second, by sepa- 

rating it from other microorganisms; third, by cultivating it outside the original media in 

which it occurs, so as to separate chemical by-products ; fourth, by the inoculation of pure 

cultures into the proper media producing the characteristic decomposition; fifth, by ascer- 

taining the biological conditions under which this process of fermentation is brought about in 

the best manner. 

Although Heuppe himself is exceedingly guarded in his conclusions, the results obtained 

by him from the very accurate series of experiments made according to the most modern and 

advanced methods, will, no doubt, be fully realized by even those who are but slightly familiar 

with the history of fermentation and the long struggle which has existed for ages, and still exists 

between chemists and biologists with regard to the nature and causes of fermentation. This 

alone would, no doubt, form sufficient pretext for a critical examination and repetition of at 

least a portion of Heuppe’s experiments. But aside from this, and in spite of the fact that 

importation of Heuppe’s lactic-acid germ is most likely to be an almost daily occurrence on 

this side of the Atlantic, the identity between it and the germs which cause the same decom- 

position in American milk must be proven by the same methods and experiments, in order to 

make this mere supposition a certainty. 

With this object in view, I gladly took advantage of an opportunity kindly offered to me 

this summer by Drs. E. D. Salmon and Theobald Smith, of the Bureau of Animal Industry, U. 

S. Department of Agriculture, of working out this problem in their well-equipped laboratory. 

In repeating Heuppe’s experiments, so far as this was done by me, it was, of course, thought 

best to follow out the same course of experimenting and to use the same methods as were 

used by him, and the first question, therefore, which naturally arose was, What microorgan- 

isms, if any, do we find in sour milk as it occurs in our market ? 

Bacterium lactis may be described as a short, thick, plump, little rod, distinctly ovoidal in 

shape, about half as broad as long, and varying in length from 1 to 2u, its breadth remaining 

tolerably uniform. ‘The best specimens may be found in ‘milk cultures, the smallest in beef- 

infusion-pepton-gelatine cultures. As the bacterium lengthens a slight constriction about its 

middle portion becomes noticeable, which soon broadens and deepens, giving rise, just before 

complete division takes place, to the figure-8form. This form becomes more especially notice- 

able in preparations stained with methyl-violet, which leaves a very minute central portion 

of the protoplasm unstained. ‘The germ does not liquefy gelatine, and when examined on the 

hollow side itis found to be motionless. With regard to spore-formation our experiments 

have not been attended by very positive results, although everything else seems to indicate 

that they do form spores. The settlement of this question will form one of the subjects of 

future investigations. j ty 

The results of the foregoing experiments have led me to agree fully with those obtained by 

Heuppe, namely, lactic-acid fermentation, or the process of the souring of milk during which 

the sugar contained in the latter is converted into lactic and carbonic acids, is directly de- 

pendent or caused by the life and growth of a certain definite variety of microdrganism, the 
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physiological characters of which are sufficiently distinct to differentiate it from any other 
known organism, and which, therefore, may be properly designated as Bacterium lactis. 

H. G. Beyer. The direct action of Atropine, Hyoscine, Hyoscyamine, and Daturine 

on the Heart of the Dog, Terrapin, and Frog. 
American Journal of the Medical Sciences, April, 1887. 

The question of the action of atropine and its congeners on the vascular system of animals 

has, perhaps, been the most difficult and perplexing which ever presented itself to the physi- 

ologist. 

For a period of fifty years physiologists have been engaged with this problem, many ex- 

periments having been made, many bitter controversies having been fought out during this 

time, and yet the question could hardly be said to have been satisfactorily answered. 

So far as the action of atropia on the heart is concerned, the best authorities still differ in 

about the following points: (1) That its action may be fully explained by assuming that a 

paralyzing influence is exerted on the terminal filaments of the pneumogastrics; (2) that 

atropia at first stimulates and then paralyzes these filaments ; (3) that it not only paralyzes 

these filaments, but also, and at the same time, stimulates the vaso-motor apparatus of the 

heart. 

It seemed to me that the question of the action of atropine had gained anew in interest and 

importance with the discoveries of Gaskell on the origin, course, and distribution of the nerves 

supplying certain viscera. He found, for instance, that the heart of both cold and warm 

blooded animals was supplied with two kinds of nerve-filaments, the stimulation of the one 

accelerating and augmenting the heart’s action, that of the other retarding or altogether stop- 
ping its action. 

It was thought that by a careful study of the action of atropine on the isolated heart it 

might be possible to attain good evidence as to how it affected at least the peripheral portions 

of this double nerve-supply and whether it stimulates or paralyzes the one kind of nerves to 

the exclusion of the other, or whether it affected both alike, and if so, how is this action influ- 

enced by the quantity of the drug administered at the time? 

After a great many experiments of this kind, the conclusions which were finally reached 

were as follows: 

(1) Atropine, homatropine, hyoscine, hyoscyamine, and daturine are stimulants of the sym- 
pathetic nerve-apparatus of the heart. 

(2) The vaso-motor portion of this nerve-apparatus is affected by comparatively small doses 
of the drugs, giving rise to either acceleration or augmentation of the heart’s action. 

(3) The inhibitory portion is excited by large doses only, giving rise to slowing of the heart’s 

action, and, finally, causing diastolic arrest. 

(4) The muscular substance of the heart is greatly excited by atropine, homatropine, and 
daturine, and only slightly so by hyoscine and hyoscyamine. 

(5) The vaso-motor nerves and their ganglia are the first to become exhausted, the inhibitory 

ganglia and their nerves are the next, and the muscular substance is exhausted last of all. 

(6) The slowing of the heart’s action which follows the administration of these drugs in the 

intact animal may be sufficiently accounted for by their influence on the inhibitory nerves 

and ganglia of the heart itself. 

* (7) The acceleration following the administration of certain doses of these drugs can not be 

sufficiently accounted for by their action on the accelerator nerves and ganglia within the 
heart, but is principally due to causes resident outside this organ. 

The essential points brought out by these experiments are that both vaso-motor as-well as 

inhibitory nerves are stimulated by the atropines, but that the former are affected by small 

doses, the latter by large doses only; hence a large dose causing an excitation of the vaso- 

inhibitory portion of this nerve-apparatus may entirely cover up the vaso-motor excitement 

which is present simultaneously with that of the vaso-inhibitory portion of the nerve-appa- 
ratus. Inasmuch, however, as large doses quickly paralyze the vaso-motor apparatus, and 

also as the vaso-motor become exhausted sooner than the vaso-inhibitory nerves, the slowing 
of the heart’s action following primary acceleration must be looked upon as a sign of much 

greater danger than the latter, and is indicative of much more profound action, for if this influ- 

ence is not arrested it will terminate in diastolic arrest. 

A point of interest neéding to be emphasized is that different doses of the same drug may 

produce results on the same organ that are diametrically opposed to each other. 

The influence of atropine on organs of similar innervation, as is the heart, is assumed to 

be identical with that exerted on the heart. 

H. G. BEYER. On some of the problems to be solved by pharmaco-physiology, with 
a new outline classification of Pharmacology. 

Medical News, 1887. 

In this paper some of the more important problems in pharmaco-physiolocy are discussed. 
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Particular attention is called to the necessity of investigating the action of drugs with due 

regard to the chemical constitution of the latter, and examples are cited showing, beyond doubt 

the relation which exists between chemical constitution and physiological action. 

A new outline classification of the whole science of pharmacology is included in this arti- 

cle, with explanatory notes of each of the terms used in this classification, which is as follows: 

Pharmaco-mineralogy.-. )} 

if Descriptive.- / Pharmaco-botany --...- 

| Pharmaco-zoology...... | 
Pharmacology .¢ ( Pharmaco-physics...-... > Pharmaco-therapy. 

| ies sapere y Pharmaco-chemistry .-- | 

oly 1 Pharmaco-physiology -- 

{| Pharmaco-pathology .. J 

BeyER. The action of Tropin Hydrochlorate and Sodium Tropate on the 
peripheral blood-vessels. 

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1887. 

By a careful experimental study of the influence of atropine on isolated organs we have 

been able to furnish good pharmacological evidence in proof of the fact that this alkaloid ex- 

’ erts a double action on those organs which are supplied by both motor and inhibitory sympa- 

thetic-nerve structure. 

It has been shown that very small doses of the drug willstimulate the motor-nerve elements 

and that larger doses of it will stimulate the inhibitory portion of the nerve-supply of these 

organs. Thus, very small doses of atropine will give rise to contraction of the pupil, to ac- 

celeration of the heart’s action, to increased peristalsis of the intestine; large doses, on the 

contrary, produce dilatation of the pupil, arrestthe heart in diastole, and stop the peristaltic 

movements of the intestine. Furthermore, in view of the important researches of Ladenburg 

on the chemical constitution of atropine, it seemed to me strongly advisable to try and ascer- 

tain if thisdouble action of atropine could possibly be explained by a careful study and com- 

parison of the action of its two constituents, tropin and tropic acid. 

The pupil did not seem to me a sufficiently typical object for the determination of this all- 

important point, and I therefore concluded to try the blood-vessels, more especially since it 

is now looked upon generally as a well-settled question in physiology that the blood-vessels 

are supplied by two kinds of nerve structures, namely, vaso-motor and vaso-inhibitory, or 

dilator, the stimulation of the former causing vaso-constriction, that of the latte’ giving rise 

to vaso-dilatation. 

Consequently, we might argue that tropic acid is that part of the molecule of atropine which 

causes pupillary dilation, and if we have, furthermore, reasons to believe that tissues which 

are identical, both in histclogical structure and physiological function, are al o similarly 

affected by the same chemical stimuli, then it ought to follow that this same portion of the 

molecule of atropine should give rise to vaso-dilatation. Atropine, however, producing also 

vaso-constriction (in small doses at least), it would perhaps further follow that the remaining 

portion of the molecule should give rise to vaso-constriction. 

In these experiments on the blood-vessels with sodium tropate and tropin hydrochlorate an 

improved method was used. Instead of an artificial heart and lung to arterialize and pump the 

blood through the blood-vessels, as had been used in the latest researches of this kind by Drs. 

von Frey and Gruber, a natural heart and lung were interposed between the blood-reservoirs 

and the blood-vessels. Hence this method js free from all those objections which still cling to 

the old method, and, consequently, the result ought to be reliable. 

After making a number of experiments, it was found that tropin hydrochlorate produced 

vaso-constriction, and that sodium tropate gave rise to vaso-dilatation. We have here, then, 

an important and very decided illustration of the relation of chemical constitution to physio- 

logical action, and, at the same time, a very striking explanation of the double action of the 

alkaloid atropin. 

H. G. BEYER. Report on the Section of Materia Medica in the U.S. National Mu- 

seum, 1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 75-77. 

Wiiuiam G. BINNEY. Asecond supplement to the fifth volume of the Terrestrial Air- 

breathing Mollusks of the United States and adjacent Territories. 
Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoology, Harvard College, x11, No. 2, Dec., 1886, pp. 23-48, Pl. 1-111. 

Contains a list of the locally introduced species, of the universally distributed species, and 

the species of the Central and Pacific provinces, with notes and new facts regarding them. 

The paper is partly based on material furnished by the Department of Mollusks, U.S. Na- 

tional Museum. 
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Tuomas BLAKISTON. Water birds of Japan. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1X, 1886 Feb. 14, 1887, pp. 652-660. 

An important paper comparing the Japanese fauna of water-birds with that of the Pacific 

coast of North America. 

GEORGE H. BorHmMeEeR. Norsk Naval Architecture. 

Proc. U.S. Nat: Mus., 1x, Dec. 8, 1886, pp. 448-459, 5 plates. 

CHaRLES H. BOLLMAN. Notes on a collection of Fishes from the Escambia River, 

with description of a new species of Zygonecies (Zygonectes escambie). 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Nov. 26, 1886, pp. 462-465. 

Twenty-two species of Alabama fishes noted, most of them briefly. Zygonectes cingulatus 

and Hiheostoma squamiceps described. Note on name of the Striped Bass. 

WILLIAM BREWSTER. Additional notes on Peale’s Petrel (Astrelata gularis). 
The Auk, 11, 1886, pp. 389-393. 
Zstrelata scalaris described as a new species and compared with the types of Z. gularis 

(Peale) and 4. jishert Ridgw. belonging to the National Museum. 

WILLIAM BREWSTER. Three New Forms of North American Birds. 
The Auk, Iv, 1887, pp. 145-149. 

The new forms are named as follows: Symphemia semipalmata inornata; Phalenoptilus 

nuttalli nitidus; and Vireo noveboraceensis maynardi. The types of the latter belong to the 

National Museum, and additional Museum material was also utilized by the author. 

WILLIAM BREWSTER. The Redpolls of Massachusetts. 
The Auk, Iv, 1887, pp. 163, 164. 

The specimens in question were forwarded to the National Museum for comparison and 

identification. 

W. Epwin Brooks. Additional Notes on the Genus Acanthis. 
The Ibis, 1886, pp. 359-364. 

Based chiefly on material borrowed from the National Museum. 

KATHARINE J. BusH. List of Deep-Water Mollusca dredged by the United States 

Fish Commission steamer Fish Hawk in 1880, ae and 1882, with their range in 

depth. 
Report U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Part x1, for 1883, pp. 701-727. 

This list is intended to include all the Mollusca dredged by the Fish Hawk in the region of 

the Gulf Stream, that have been determined. In general, only those species that have been 

taken below 60 fathoms are included, except the surface species inhabiting the same region. 

The total number of species recorded is 269, distributed among the several groups as follows: 

Cephalopoda, 17 species; Gasteropoda, 142 species; Pteropoda, 13 species; Solenochoncha, 8 

species; Lamellibranchiata, 88 species; Brachiopoda, 1 species. 

A. HOWARD CLARK. The American Whale Fishery, 1877-1886. 
Science, 1X, No. 217, April 1, 1887, pp. 321-324. 

A. Howarp Ciark. Fish Preservation by Acids. 
Forest and Stream, Xxviil, No. 22, June 23, 1887, p. 479. 

A. HowarpD Ciark. The Iced and Frozen Fish Trade. 
Forest and Stream, XXvul, No.3, Aug. 12, 1886, p. 50. 

A. Howarp CLark. Notes on the History of preparing fish for market, by freezing. 
Bull. U. S. Fish Com., vi, No. 29, March 27, 1886, pp. 467-469. 

F. W. CLARKE. Researches on the Lithia Micas. 
Amer. Jour. of Science, XXxXil, Nov., 1886, pp. 353-361. 

Discusses the composition of the Maine lepidolites and the iron micas of Cape Ann. 

F. W. CLarKE. A Check-List of the Meteorites represented in the collection of the 

U. S. National Museum. 
“ Circular U. S. Nat. Mus., pp. 1-4. 

F. W. CLarkE. The New Alchemy: 
The Epoch, Feb. 25, 1887. 

F, W. CLarRKE. Saccharin. 

The Epoch, June 17, 1887. 
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F., W. CLARKE. Administrative Report of the Division of Chemistry and Physics, 
U.S. Geological Survey. 

Siath Annual Report U. S. Geological Survey, pp. 86-88. 

F. W. CuaRKE and J. S. DILLER. Turquoise from New Mexico, 
Amer. Jour. of Science, XXXII, Sept., 1886, pp. 211-217. 

The turquoise from Los Cerillos. 

F. W. CLaRKE and others. A Report of the Work done in the Division of Chem- 

istry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year 1884—5. 
Bull. U. 8. Geologial Survey, 27, pp. 3-80; also in Sixth Annual Report, pp. 535-610. 

F, W. Ciarke. [Various abstracts of papers upon Atomic Weight, published in the 

Journal of Analytical Chemistry. ] 

F. W. CLarke. [Report on the] Department of Mineralogy [in the U.S. National 

Museum, 1884]. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 221-225. 

H. K. Coane. Geographical variations between Chondestes grammacus (Say) and 

Chondestes grammacus strigatus (Swains.). 
Ridgway Ornith. Club, Bull. No. 2, 1887, pp. 24, 25. 

Points out the distinguishing characters of the two races, the demonstration being in part 

based on specimens borrowed from the National Museum. 

H. K. Coate. Description of a new species and subspecies of the genus Dendroica. 
Ridgway Ornith. Olub, Bull. No. 2, 1887, pp. 82, 83. 
Based almost entirely on specimens in the National Museum, two of which are also the 

type specimens of the two new forms described as D. estiva worcomi aud D. dugest. 

J. W. Cottrns. Notes on an Investigation of the Great Fishing Banks of the 
Western Atlantic. 

Bull. U. S. Fish. Com., vi, No. 24, Dee. 31, 1886, pp. 369-381. 
These notes relate to researches made during a cruise of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer 

Albatross, from June 17 to July 16, 1885, with the object of investigating the fauna and fish- 

ing grounds of the chain of great ocean banks between Cape Cod and Newfoundland. Many 

references are made to the fishes and marine invertebrates taken in the trawls and dredges, 

and by means of hooks and lines. These specimens are now in the National Museum. 

J. W. Cottins. A curious Knife found in the Head of a Cod-fish. 
Bull. U. S. Fish Oom., vi, No. 24, Dec. 31, 1886, pp. 381-383, 1 cut. 

J. W. Couuins. Notes on the Red-Snapper Fishery. 
Bult. U.S. Fish Com., v1, No. 19, Nov. 18, 1886, pp. 299, 300. 

J. W. Couuins. Report of J. W. Collins [Report on the work of the United States 
Fish Commission schooner Albatross for the year ending December 31, 1883, pp. 

117-236. Zy Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner, U. 8. Navy, commanding]. 
Report U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, part Xi, for 1883 (1886), pp. 164-174. 

J. W. Cottins. Report on the Section of Naval Architecture in the U. S. National 

Museum, 1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 85-106. 

E. D. Corr. [Descriptions of new species of Mexican Reptiles, constituting part 
11 of Catalogue of animals collected by the Geographical and Exploring Commis- 

sion of the Republic of Mexico. By Fernando Ferrari-Perez. ] 
Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 1X, Sept. 28, 1886, pp. 182-199. 

CHARLES B. Cory. The Birds of the West Indies, including the Bahama Islands, the 

Greater and the Lesser Antilles, excepting the Islands of Tobago and Trinidad. 

(Continued.) : 
The Auk, 111, 1886, pp. 337-381, pp. 454-472; Iv, 1887, pp. 137-151, pp. 108-120. 

In the preparation of this paper the author has been assisted by loan of specimens in the Na- 

tional Museum. 

CHARLES B, Cory. Description of Thirteen New Species of Birds from the Island of 

Grand Cayman, West Indies. 
The Auk, it, 1886, pp. 497-501. 

The new species which were compared with material in the National Museum are named as 

follows: Oerthicla sharpei; Dendroica vitellina ; Ohrysotis caymanensis ; Oolaptes gundlacht ; 

Engyptila collaris; Zenaida spadicea; Centurus cayinanensis; Mimocichla ravida; Quis- 

calus caymanensis ; Spindalis salvini ; Vireo alleni; Myiarchus denigratus ; Icterus bairdt. 
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Cuartes B. Cory. A List of the Birds collected in the Island or Grand Cayman, 
West Indies, by W. D. Richardson, ee the Summer of 1886. 

The Auk, 11, 1886, pp. 501, 502. 
Enumerates 40 species. The National Museum acquired a number of them in exchange with 

Mr. Cory. 

WILLIAM HEALEY DALL. Report on the Mollusca. 

Part 1. Brachiopoda and Pelecypoda. Bulletin of the Museum of Oomparative Zoology, xu, 

No. 6. 

(Reports on the results of dredging under the supervision of Alexander Agassiz in the Gulf 

of Mexico (1877-’78) and in the Caribbean Sea (1879-’80) by the U. S.. Coast Survey steamer 

Blake, Lieut. Commander C. D. Sigsbee, U.S. Navy, and Commander J. R. Bartlett, U. 8. Navy, 

commanding. No. xxIx. 8vo, Pp. 171-318, Plates I-1x, Cambridge, the Museum. September, 

1886.) 

This paper comprises the first part of the report on the deep-sea Mollusca collected on the 
Blake expeditions, and consists, first, of a general discussion of the conditions of molluscan life 

at various depths, the effect of these conditions upon variation and specific equilibrium, a clas- 

sification of the regions of the sea bottom, and a review of the fauna of the depths as now 
known; second, of a description of the brachiopods and pelecypods of the Blake collection and 

illustrative species amounting to thirteen species and varieties of brachiopods and two hun- 

dred and fourteen of pelecypods (beside thirty mentioned or described as illustrative), com- 

prising three new families, twelve new subgenera or sections, and eighty-one new species, be- 

side those previously known. 

In addition to description of the shells, etc., anatomical details of high importance and pre- 

Viously unknown are given for many species of the Pectenide ; for Dimya, previously known 

only as a fossil for species of Modiola and Arca, for the new family Poromyide, and for the 

Verticordiide, Cuspidartide, and species of Anatinide. 

The important fact of the absence of gills in the genus Ouspidaria (formerly known as 

Neera) is established, with many details and a re-arrangement of the genera and sections of 

the group as well as of the Poromyide and Verticordiide. 

A new and recent species of the genus Jsocardia, section Metocardia, hitherto represented 

by a single species in oriental seas, is shown to inhabit the Antilles, and the nomenclature of 

many American mollusks is revised and corrected. 

WILLIAM HEALEY DaLu. Report on the Mollusks collected by L. M. Turner, at 

Ungava Bay, North Labrador, and from the adjacent Arctic seas. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 11, 1886, pp. 202-208, pl. iii, figs. 1-3. 

This report enumerates four pulmonates, two pteropods, nine marine gastropods, eight pele- 

cypods, and one brachiopod, with notes. Of these, one genus, Aquilonaria, with its type A. 
turneri, is described as new. 

“WILLIAM HEALEY DaLL. Contribution to the Natural History of the Commander 

Islands. No.6. Report on Bering Island Mollusca, collected by Mr. Nicholas 

Grebnitzki. q 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Oct. 11, 1886, pp. 209-219. 

In this paper seventy-five species are enumerated, with notes and a summary and revision 

._ of the existing knowledge as to the Mollusk fauna of the Commander Islands. The name Os- 

teochiton is proposed for the group typified by Plactphora sinuata Carpenter; Haloconcha for 

Lacunella Dall. (pre-occupied by Deshayes), and a new variety, atkana, of Litorina sitkana 

Phil., is described. 

WILLIAM HEALEY Datu. Supplementary notes on some species of Mollusks of the 

Berivg Sea and vicinity. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 19, 1886, pp. 297-309, pls. iii and iv. 

In this paper besides numerous notes and corrections in regard to previously known species, 

the following are described and figured : 

Bela sculpturata, B. krausei, B. solida, Cerithiopsis truncatum, Velutina conica, Cingula ro- 

busta var. martynt and var. scipio, Onoba cerinella, O. aleutica, Alvania castanea var. alaskana, 

A. castanella, A. aurivillui, and Macoma var. middendor fii. 

The following are figured for the first time: Mangilia aleutica, Bela levigata, B. harpa, and 

Trophon muriciformis. Mangilia funebrale Dall is shown to be a synonym of I. levidensis 

Cpr., and Trophon Stuarti Smith of 7. orpheus Gould. 

WILLIAM HEALEY Datu. Alleged early Chinese voyages to America. 
Science, vi1l, No. 196, Nov. 5, 1886, pp. 402, 403. 

Calls attention to the uncertain character of the evidence generally adduced in favor of 

these voyages, and corrects several wide-spread e1roneous statements bearing on this topic. 
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WILLIAM HEALEY DaLL. The Religion of the Uapé. 
Science, vil, No. 197, Nov. 12, 1886, pp. 487, 438. 

Summarizes the religious system and practices of this South American people. 

WILLIAM HEALEY Dali. The People on the Kongo. 
Science, vitl, No. 197, Nov. 12, 1886, pp. 441, 442. 

A summary of Walck’s observations. 

WILLIAM HEALEY Dau. Isaac Lea, LL. D. 

Science, vill, No. 202, Dec. 17, 1886, pp. 556-558. 

Notice of Dr. Lea’s life and services, with portrait. 

WILLIAM HEALEY Dati. Museums of Ethnology and their classification. 
Science, 1X, No. 228, June 17, 1887, p. 587. 

States the problems which confront a curator with a museum of ethnology to classify, and 
the results which may be attained by adopting either solution. 

WILLIAM HEALEY DALL. The Nestor of American Naturalists. 
Swiss Cross, 1, No. 2, Feb. 1887, pp. 43, 44. 

A biographical notice, for young readers, of the life and works of Dr. Isaac Lea. 

WILLIAM HEALEY DALL. Reporton the Department of Mollusksin the United States 

National Museum, 1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 179-184. 

FREDERIC P. DEwry. [Report on the] Department of Metallurgy and Economic 

Geology [in the National Museum, 1884]. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 239-276. 

GroRGE E. DorRinG. Analyses of the Cinchona Barks on Gesu en oa in the Ma.veria 

Medica Section, U. S. National Museum. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Oct. 30, 1886, pp. 4388-442. 

CHARLES L. EDWaAkDs. (See under JORDAN and EDWARDS.) 

CaRL H. EIGENMANN and ELIZABETH G. HuGHES. A Review of the North American 

Species of the Genera Lagodon, Archosargus, and Diplodus. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, May 17, 1887, pp. 65-74. 

Key to the genera Sparus, Lagodon, Archosargus, Diplodus, Stenotomus, and Guinn and 

to the species of each genus. Notes on skeletons. 

(See under JORDAN aud EKIGENMANN.) 

W. Oris EMERSON. Ornithological Observations in San Diego County. 
Bulletin Calif. Acad. Science, 11, 1887, pp. 419-431. 

Several of the specimens identified by Mr. Ridgway from specimens sent to the National 

Museum for the purpose. 

BaRTON W. EVERMANN. (See under JORDAN and EVERMANN.) 

FERNANDO FERRARI-PEREZ. Catalogue of Animals collected by the Geographical 
and Exploring Commission of the Republic of Mexico.* 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, 1886, pp. 125-199. 

This catalogue includes the following subjects: I. Mammals; II. Birds; III. Reptiles. 

J. WALTER FEWKES. Report on the Meduse collected by the U. S. Fish Commission 

steamer Albatross in the region of the Gulf Stream in 1883-84. 
Report U.S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Part xu, for 1884 (1886), pp. 927-980, pl. 1-10. 

The following new families, genera, and species are described: 

ACRASPEDA, HYDROIDA. 

Periphylla humilis, sp. nov., p, 931. Polycanna Americana, sp. Dov., p. 959. 
Atolla Bairdii, sp. nov., pl. 1-3, p. 936. Mesonema Bairdii, sp. nov., p. 962. 

Verrillii, sp. nov., pl. 4-5, p. 939. 

Nauphantopsis, gen. nov., pl. 6, p. 944. PNEUMATOPHORZ. 

Diomedoe, sp. nov., pl. 6, p. 946. 

Ephyroides, gen. nov., pl. 7, p. 948. 

rotaformis, sp. nov., pl. 7, p. 949 

Rhizophysa uvaria, sp. nov., p. 967. 

Pterophysa, gen. nov., pl. 10, p. 968. 

grandis, sp. nov., pl. 10, figs. 1-3, p. 969. 

NARCOMEDUSE. Angelide, fam. nov., p. 971. 
Balicreaside, fam. nov., p. 952. Angelopsis, gen. nov., p. 971. 

Solmaris incisa, sp. nov., pl. 9,p. 954. globosa, sp. nov., pl. 10, fi, s. 4, 5, p. 972. 

*A great many of the specimens enumerated have become the property of the 

National Museum, 
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MORTON W. ForDICE. (See under JORDAN and FORDICE.) 

WILLIAM H. Fox. List of Birds found in Roane County, Tennessee, during April, 

1884, and March and April, 1885. 
The Auk, 111, 1886, pp. 315-320. 

“The present list is one of special importance as being the first pertaining to the birds of 

Tennessee of which I have any knowledge. With the exception of the few not marked with 

an asterisk (prefixed to the number) the species are verified by specimens in the National 

Museum collection, which have been kindly preseuted by Dr. Fox.’”’ (From a foot-note by R. 
Ridgway.) 

WILLIAM H. Fox. Vireo solitarius alticola in Tennessee. 
The Auk, iv, 1887, p. 164. 

The specimens referred to are in the National Museum. 

B T. GauLt. Ammodromus beldingi Ridgw. (Belding’s March Sparrow.) 
Ridgway Ornith. Club, Bull. No. 2, 1887, pp. 58-60. 

One of the three specimens mentioned was sent to the National Museum for identification. 

RANDOLPH J. GEARE. Mexican Antiquities. 
Popular Science Monthly, xxx1, No.1, May, 1887, pp. 79-83. Four cuts. 

CHARLES H. GILBERT. Description of new and little known Etheostomoids. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., X, May 17, 1887, pp. 47-64. 

The species are all referred to Htheostoma with Ulocentra, Cottogaster, Hadropterus, Rho- 

theca, Etheostoma, and Alvarius as subgeneric subdivisions. Ulocentra histrio, OCottogaster 

uranidea, Hadropterus ouachite, H. squamatus, H. cymatotenia, H. niangue, Rotheca blen- 

nius, R. rupestre, Etheostoma luteovinctum, HE. parvipinne, H. tuscumbia, Alvarius fonticola, 

nn. spp.; Hiheostoma niangue spilotum, EL. whipplei alabame, nun. sub-spp. 

(See under JORDAN and GILBERT.) 

G. Brown GoopE. Report upon the Condition and Progress of the U. S. National 
Museum, 1884. 

Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 3-72. 

G. BRowN GoopE. A Century of Electricity. 
The Epoch, New York, 1, pp. 239-240, April 15, 1887. 

Review of T. C. Mendenhall’s book of the same title. 

G. BROWN GoopDE. Scientific Men and Institutions in America 
The Epoch, New York, 1, pp. 467-469, June 24, 1887. 

On the inadequacy of the organization of Science in the United States. 

G. BROWN GOODE aud TARLETON H. BEAN. Description of thirteen species and two 
genera of Fishes from the Blake Collection. 

Bull Mus. Comp. Zool., Xi1, No. 5, pp. 153-170. 

Barathronus and Benthosaurus, nn. gg., Aphyonus and Bregmaceros represented by new At- 
lantic species. 

N.S. Goss. The Snowy Plover on the Salt Plains of the Indian Territory and Kansas. 
The Auk, 11, 1886, p. 409. 

Colonel Goss’s birds were sent to the Museum for comparison. 

N.S. Goss. Additions to the Catalogue of the Birds of Kansas. 
The Auk, 1V,1887, p. 7-11. 
Specimens compared in National Museum. 

H. W. HensHaw. Description of a New Jay from California. 
The Auk, It, 1886, pp. 452, 453. 

Described as Aphelocoma insularis, from specimens in the National Museum. 

H. W. HeNsHaw. Occurrence of Ammodromus caudacutus nelsoni in Massachusetts. 
The Auk, 111, 1886, p. 416. 

Refers partly to specimens in the National Museum. 

RoMyYN Hitcucock. Report on the Section of Textile Industries in the U.S. Na- 
tional Museum, 1884. 

Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 79-84. 

RomyYN Hircucock. Report on the Section of Foods of the U. 8. National Museum. 
1884. : 

Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1885) 11, pp. 107, 108. 

WILLIAM H. Hommes. Ancient Pottery of the Mississippi Valley. 
Fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 257-260. 
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Witi1amM H. Hotmss. Pottery of the Ancient Pueblos. 
Fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 361-436. 

Witu1aM H. Hormes. Origin and Development of Form and Ornament in the Ceramic 

Art. 
Fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 437-465. 

Wi.i1amM H. Hormzs. A sketch of the Great Serpent Mound. 
Science, vil, No. 204, Dec. 31, 1886, p. 624-628. f 

Witiiam T. Hornapay. ‘The Last Buffalo Hunt:” A series of eight newspaper 

letters, published weekly, from March 6, 1887, to April 24, inclusive, in the New 

York Sun, Boston Globe, Philadelphia Press, Pittsburgh Dispatch, Chicago Inter- 
Ocean, Detroit: Tribune, Indianapolis Journal, St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Washing- 

ton Star, St. Paul Pioneer-Press, Omaha Herald, Portland Oregonian. 

The sub-titles of the letters were as follows: 
I. The Extermination of the Great American Bison. 

II. Closing in on the Remnant. 

III. The Game Begins to Fall. 

IV. The Pursuit of the Pronghorn. 

V. Robbed by Redskins. 

VI. Deer Hunting on the Musselshell. 

VII. The Death of the Twentieth Buffalo. 

VIII. Buffalo Hunters in a Blizzard. \ ° 

An informal narrative of the Smithsonian Exploration for American Bison in 1886, prefaced 

by a statement of the causes which made it necessary, and the condition of the species at 

the present day. Its total extinction in a wild state is predicted to take place in less than 

five years. 

WALTER HovueH. Thumb Marks. 
Science, vitl, No. 185, Aug. 20, 1886, p. 166. 

Notice of the anthropological investigation of the markings on the skin of the hand, espec- 

ially of the thumb, with regard to its value as a racial characteristic. Also notes used in 

China for purposes of identification and by women and illiterates in signing papers. 

WALTER HouGH. A Bayanzi execution. 
Science, 1X, No. 229, June 24, 1887, p. 615, 1 fig. 

Description of the executioner’s sword and mode of execution among the Bayanzi of the 

Congo. The sword figured was presented to the Museum by Lieut. E. H Taunt, U.S. Navy. 

WALTER HouGH. Notes on the Bernadou Corean collection. 
New Dominion, Morgantown, West Virginia, Aug. 7, 1887. 

ELIZABETH G. HuGHeEs. (See under EIGENMANN and HUGHES and JORDAN and 

HUGHES.) 

Davin S. Jorpan. A record of collections of Fishes made under the auspices of the 

U.S. Fish Commission and the U. S. National Museum from 1875 to 1885. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 11 (1886), pp. 169-178. 

This forms a portion of Dr. T. H. Bean’s report on the Department of Fishes in the U. S. 

National Museum, 1884. 

Davin 8. JoRDAN. A preliminary list of the Fishes of the West Indies. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, 1886 (Jan. 25, 1887), pp. 554-608. 

Eight hundred and seventy-five species, besides a supplementary list of fifty-one species not 

yet found in, but properly belonging to, the West Indies. ! 

Davip S. JoRDAN. List of Fishes collected at Havana, Cuba, in December, 1883, 

with notes and descriptions. 
Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 1x (Aug. 14, 1886), pp. 31-55. 

Two hundred and four species collected in the markets. Spanish names in use at Havana 

are given. Color notes and brief descriptions of many species. Some species ame fully de- 

scribed. Prionotus rubio, Citharichthys ethalion, nn. spp.; Scartella Poey, n. g. 

Davip 8. JoRDAN. Notes on Fishes collected at Beaufort, North Carolina, with a 

revised list of the species known from that locality. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Aug. 14, 1886, pp. 25-30. 

List of one hundred and fourteen species, with the names only, except in regard to Serranus 

dispilurus (=subligarius), Gobionellus enceomus, Hypleurochilus geminatus, Etropus microsto- 

mus, Hippocampus punctulatus. 
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Davin S. JorDAN. Notes on some Fishes collected at Pensacola, by Mr. Silas Stearns, 
with description of one new species (Chwtodon aya). 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 11, 1836, pp. 225-229. 

Nine species. Full descriptions of Cheetodon aya, Cryptotomus ustus, and Prionotus stearnsi. 

Key to American species of Oryptotomus. 

Davin S. JoRDAN. Notes on typical specimens of Fishes described by Cuvier and - 

Valenciennes, and preserved in the Musée d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ix, Nov. 26, 1886, pp. 525-546. 

Highty-eight types examined and identified. Marcgravia, n. g., for Batrachus cryptocentrus 

C.andV. — 

Davin S. JORDAN and CHARLES L. EpwarRpDs. A review of the American species of 
Tetraodontide. 

Proc. U. 8S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Oct. 18, 1886, pp. 2380-247. 

Fourteen species, belonging to the genera Lagocephalus, Spheroides, Tetraodon, Colomesus, 

and Oanthigaster. 

Davin 8S. JORDAN and CaRL H. EIGENMANN. A review of the Gobiide of North 

America. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Nov. 26, 1886, pp. 477-518. 

Genera admitted: Toglossus, Gobiomorus, Dormitator, Guavina, Eleotris, Hrotelis, Gymne- 

leotris, Sicydiwm, Sicyopterus, Evorthodus, Lophogobius, Gobius, Chonophorus, Lepidogobius, 

Microgobius, Gobiosoma, Gillichthys, Typhlogobius, Tyntlastes, and Gobioides. Keys to ali the 

species. Notes on skeletons. 

Davip S. JORDAN and BaRTON W. EVERMANN. Description of six new species of 
Fishes from the Gulf of Mexico, with notes on other species. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Nov. 26, 1886, pp. 466-476. 5 

Callechelys murena, Serranus ocyurus, Scarus evermanni, S. bollmani, Prionntus roseus, 

nn. spp.; Steinegeria rubescens, n.g.and n.sp. Descriptions of Narcine brasiliensis, Sidera 

nigromarginata, Myrophis punctatus, and Pronotogrammus vivanus, besides brief notes on 

other species. 
i 

DAVID S. JORDAN and MORTON W. ForDICE. A review of the American species of 

Belonide. 
‘Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Oct. 19, 1886, pp. 339-261. 
Genera admitted: Belone, Tylosurus, and Potamorrhaphis. Keys to all the sp-cies (21). 

Belone belone, Tylosurus notatus, subtruncatus, euryons, exilis, marinus, raphidoma, acus, 

hians, and Potamorrhaphis guianensis described. 

Davin S. JORDAN and CHARLES H. GILBERT. List of Fishes collected in Arkansas, 
Indian Territory, and Texas, in September, 1884, with notes and descriptions. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Aug. 14, 1886, pp. 1-25. 

Notropis sabine, 0. sp.; Hybopsis estivalis marconis, var. nov. 

Davip S. JORDAN and ELIZABETH G. HUGHES. A review of the species of the genus 
Prionotus. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 19, 1886, pp. 337, 338. 

Fifteen species discussed. Key to all. Critical notes on many species. 

Davin S. JoRDAN and ELIZABETH G. HuGHES. A review of the genera and species 
of Julidine found in American waters. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Aug. 23, 1886, pp. 56-70. 7 

Genera admitted: Platyglossus, Oxyjulis, Pseudojulis, and Thalassoma. Keys to all the 

species. Critical notes on many; color notes on some. 

F. H. Knowxton, Additions to the Flora of Washington and vicinity, from April 

1, 1884, to April 1, 1886. 
Proc. Biological Society, Washington, ill, 1884, pp. 106-132. 

The paper is divided into the following heads: 

I. List of vascular plants added to th : flora from April 1, 1884, to April, 1886. 

II. Revision of Musci and Hepatic of Washington and vicinity. 

III. List of the lichens of Washington and vicinity. 

IV. Changes in nomenclature. 

V. New localities for rare species. 

VI. Species excluded. 
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F. H. KNowuton. A résumé of the Algo-Lichen hypothesis. 
The American Monthly Microscopical Journal, Washington, Vil, pp. 101-105. 

Sums up briefly the principal arguments used in defense of the anatomy of the plants called 
lichens, being the results largely of recent European investigations. 

F. H. KNowWLTon. A collection of Exotics. 
The Botanical Gazette, X1, p. 250. 

Describes the collection of exotics belonging to the U. S. National Museum. 

F. H. KNowLTon. Alaskan plants. 
The Botanical Gazette, x1, p. 340. 

Gives a list of twenty-four species of plants collected at Ounalaska by Mr. S. Applegate of 

the U.S. Signal Service. 

F. H. KNowtTon. Felix’s ‘‘ Die Fossilen Hélzer West Indiens.” 
The Botanical Gazette, x11, pp. 90, 91. 

A short review of this important work on the fossil woods of the West Indies. 

F. H. Know ton. Solidago bicolor L., and var. concolor Torr. and Gray. 
The Botanical Gazette, Xi, p. 111. 

Mentions the discovery of both these forms growing from the same root. 

F. H. KNOWLTON. Solidago erecta Prush. 
The Botanical Gazette, Xu, p. 114. 

Mentions the fact that this species has recently been reinstated by Dr. Gray and that tie 

National Museum has a series for exchanges. 

GEORGE N. LAWRENCE. Description of a new species of Thrush from the Island of 

Grenada, West Indies. 
Annals N. Y. Acad. Science, vi, 1887, pp. 23, 24. 

The new species is named Margarops albiventris. The type belongs to the National 

Museum. 

GEORGEN. LAWRENCE. Description of new species of Birds of the families Sy'viida, 
Troglodytide, and Tyrannide. 

Annals N. Y. Acad. Science, v1, 1887, pp. 66-68. 

The new species, which are named Regulus satrapa aztecus, Troglodytes brachyurus, Octhaca 

flaviventris, were compared with specimens of allied forms in the National Museum. 

(See also under JOHN G. WELLS.) 

LEO Lessee List of recently identified fossil ales belonging to the U. 

S. National Museum, with descriptions of several new species. [Compiled and 
prepared for publication by F. H. Knowlton. ] 

Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, X, pp. 21-46, pl. i-iv. 

Gives list of two hundred and three species of fossil plants, identified from large mass of mis- 

cellaneous material accumulated through a long period of years by the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion and National Museum. 

EDWIN LINTON. Notes on two forms of Cestoid Embryos. 
American Naturalist, Feb., 1887, pp. 1-7, pl. x. 

Studies made at the Wood’s Holl Station of the U. S. Fish Commission. The forms de- 

scribed and figured are, an embryo Rhynchobothriwm, from the peritoneum of the blu. fish, 

Pomatomus saltatriz, and an embryo Tetrarhynchobothrium, from the surface of the liver of 

the Cero, Cymbium regale. 

FREDERIC A. Lucas. The mounting of Mungo. 
Science, Viu, No. 193, Oct. 15, 1886, pp. 337-341. 

A description of the manner in which the young African elephant ‘‘'Mungo”’ was mounted 

at the U.S. National Museum, with illustrations by W. H. Chandlee. 

Freperic A. Lucas. The affinities of Chetura. 
The Auk, 111, No. 4, Oct., 1886, pp. 444-451. 
A comparison of the skeleton of the Chimney Swift (Chetura pelasgia) with that of the 

Swallows and Humming-birds, the conclusion being drawn that the affinities of the Swift were 

with the Humming-birds rather than with the Passeres. 

FrREDERIC A. Lucas. Notes of a Bird-catcher. 
The Auk, 1v, No.1, Jan., 1887, pp. 1-6. 
Notes of the capture, habits, and distribution of some of the Antarctic Procellarida. 
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FREDERIC A. Lucas. Official extermination. 
Forest and Stream, XXviul, No. 6, March 3, 1887, p. 104. 

A reply to letter in Forest and Steam, denouncing the killing of the sea elephants collected 
for the U. S. National Museum. 

FREDERIC A. Lucas. Classification of the Macrochires. 
The Auk, tv, No.2, April, 1887, pp. 171, 172. 

A reply to certain comments by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt on the affinities of Chetura. 

FREDERIC A. Lucas. Lepidoptera at Sea. 
Science, 1x, No. 218, April 8, 1887, pp. 340, 341. 

Noting a remarkable occurrence of nocturnal Lepidoptera about 1, 000 miles from the coast of 

Brazil. 

FrEDERIC A. Lucas. The rudimentary metacarpals of Bison. 
Science, 1x, No. 219, April 5, 1887, p. 363. 

A letter referring to a previous communication by Dr. D. D. Slade, and questioning if there 

was as much difference between the metacarpals of the European and the American bison as 

Dr. Slade had been led to believe. ¥ 

FREDERIC A. Lucas. [Osteological notes on the rudimentary metacarpals of Bison. ] 
Science, 1x, No. 223, May 13, 1887, pp. 460, 461. 
(See also under D. D. SLADE and F.W. TRUE.) 

This letter treats of the same subject as that referred to in the foregoing note. Mr. lucas 

shows conclusively that the American bison possesses two rudimentary metacarpals. 

FrEepeERIC A. Lucas. The maxillo-palatines of Tachycineta. 
Science, 1X, No. 223, May 13, 1887, pp. 461, 462. 

Reply to a letter of Dr. R. W. Shufeldt. 

MARSHALL McDonaLD. California Trout for the Ozark Mountain region. 
Bull. U. S. Fish Com., vt, No. 28, March 24, 1887, pp. 447, 448. 
Salmo irideus successfully introduced into Missouri. Specimens are in the National Museum. 

JOHN BELKNAP MarRcovu. Supplement to the list of Mesozoic and Cenozoic inverte- 

brate types in the collections of the National Museum. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 13, 1886, pp. 250-254. 

O. T. Mason. Report on the Department of Ethnology in the U.S. National Museum, 

1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1856) 1, pp. 109-122. 

O. T. Mason. Throwing-sticks in the National Museum. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 279-289, pls. i-xvii. 

O. T. Mason. Basket-work of the North American Aborigines. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 1, pp. 291-306, pls. i-lxiv- 

O. T. Mason. Corea by native Artists. 
Science, vitl, No. 183, Aug. 6, 1886, pp. 115-118, pl. 2. 

O. T. Mason. Archzolological Enigmas. 
Sctence, V1u, No. 201, Dec. 10, 1886, p. 528. 

O. T. Mason. Guadalajara Pottery. 
Science, vil, No. 196, Nov. 5, 1886, pp. 405-408, pl. 2. 

O. T. Mason. Planting and Exhuming a Prayer 
Science, Vil, No. 179, July 9, 1886, p. 24, pl. 1. 

0. T. Mason. Arrangement of Museums. 
' Science, 1X, No. 225, May 27, 1887, p. 534. 

O. T. Mason. Synechdochical Magic. 
Science, 1X, No. 205, Jan. 7, 1887, p.17. 

O. T. Mason. A Hairy Human Family. 

. Science, 1X, No. 205, Jan. 7, 1887, p. 16, 

O. T. Mason. The Aboriginal Miller. 
Science, 1x, No. 206, Jan. 14, 1887, pp. 25-28; 2 plates, 31 figures. Also in The Swiss Cross, |, 

Jan., 1887, pp. 19-22; 2 plates. 

O. T. Mason. The Hupa Indians. 
Science, 1X, No. 221, Feb. 18, 1887, pp. 149-152; 2 plates, 33 figures, 

H, Mis. 600, pt. 2——37 
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O. T. Mason. Indian Cradles. 
Science, 1X, No. 229, Jan. 24, 1887, pp. 617-620; 2 plates. 

O. T. Mason. Anthropological Notes in American Naturalist. 
Davenport Academy Proceedings, vol.Iv, July, 1886, p. 671. 

Vocabulary of Archery, July, 1886, p. 673. 

Anthropology in Brazil, Sept., 1886, p. 831. 

Californian and Polynesian fish-hooks, Sept., 1886, p. 833. 

Ancient Egyptian Classification of Races of Men, Sept., 1886, p. 834. 

The Peabody Museum, Oct., 1887, p. 907. 

West Indian Stone Implements, Oct., 1887, p. 908. 

Indian Children’s Games, Oct., 1887, p. 908. 

Ancient Commerce, Oct., 1887, p. 909. 

Melanesia, Oct., 1887, p. 910. 

Archeological Frauds, Oct., 1887, p. 910. 

Folk-lore, Nov., 1886, pp. 991-995. 

Arrow Release, Nov., 1886, p. 995. 

The Origin of Languages, Nov., 1886, p. 997. 

Australian Medicine Men, Dec., 1886, p. 1067. 

The Iconographic Encyclopedia, Dec., 1886, p. 1070. 

Chinese Jade in America, vol. xx1, No. 1, Jan., 1887, p. 96. 

Head-flattenings, Jan., 1887, p. 98. 

Love and Anthropology, Jan., 1887, p. 98. 

The Races of Man, Feb., 1887, p. 204. 

Folk-lore, June, 1887, pp. 590-594. 

WILLIAM G. Mazycx. A new Land-shell from California, with note on Selenites 
DurantiN. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1X, December 8, 1886, pp. 460, 61. 

Describes and figures S. celata n. sp., and figures §. Duranti Newcomb. 

C. HarTMeErRRIAM. Preliminary description of a new Pocket-Gopher from California. 
Science, VIu, No. 203, Decem. 24, 1886, p. 558. 

GEORGE P. MERRILL. [Reporton the] Department of Lithology and Physical Geology 

[in the U.S. National Museum, 1884]. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 1, pp. 227-238. 

GEORGE P. MERRILL. Fulgurites, or Lightning Holes. 
Popular Science Monthly, xxx, No. 4, Feb., 1887, pp. 529-539, 4 figures. 
This paper gives a popular account of the formation and composition of fulgurites and some 

of the ideas formerly prevailing concerning their origin. The figures are the same as those in 
the preceding paper. 

GEORGE P. MERRILL. Stones for Building and Decoration. 
Building, New York, April 16, and March 26, 1887. 

These two numbers, the only ones that have appeared up to the expiration of the time 

covered by this report, are portions of a series of articles on the subject designed to appear 

frum time to time in the pages of this journal. They differ but little from matters that will 
ultimately appearin my hand-book of the collections. 

GEORGE P. MERRILL. Notes on the Composition of certain “ Pliocene Sandstones” 

from Montana and Idaho. 
Am. Jour. Sci. Nat., Xxvil, No. —, 1886, pp. 199-204, 3 figures. 

This paper shows that certain peculiar rocks collected by Dr. A. C. Peale, of the Haydeu 

Survey, in 1871, and considered at the time as sandstone of Pliocene age, were composed almost 

wholly of finely comminuted particles of pumice dust. Given details of microscopic structure, 

illustrated by figures, and results of chemical analyses. 

GEORGE P. MERRILL. Our Building-stone Supply. 
Scientific American, Jan. 8, 1887, and Scientific American Supplement, Jan. 22 and 29, 1887. 

This paper is merely a popular article on the source and qualities of the building and orna- 

mental stone of the Mine Comumn. Text and seven illustrations. 

GEORGE P. MERRILL. On Fulgurites. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Aug. 26, 1886, pp. 83-91, 1 plate. % 

Describes fulgurites found in Whiteside County, Illinois, and now in the Museum col- 

lection. Gives results of chemical and microscopical examinations. 
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R. H. Miner. Report of Ensign R. H. Miner, U. 8. Navy, Department of Fishes. 

(Report on the work of the U.S. Fish Commission Steamer Albatross for the 

year ending December 31, 1883, pp. 117-236. By Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner, 

U.S. Navy, commanding.) 
Report U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, part x1, for 1883, pp. 178-203. 

JOHN Murpocs. A study of the Eskimo Bows in the U. S. National Museum. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 11 (1886), pp. 307-316, pls. I-x1. 

JouN Murpocu. A few legendary Fragments from the Point Barrow Eskimos. 
American Naturalist, xx, No. 7, July, 1886, pp. 593-599. 

JOHN MurpocH. Shore-Bird Nomenclature. 
Forest and Stream, xxvil, No. 20, Dec. 9, 1886, p. 382. 

JoHN MurpocuH. Shore-Bird Nomenclature. 
Forest and Stream, Xxvil, No. 15, Nov. 4, 1886, p. 287. 

JOHN MurpocH. Alaska Trout and the Fly. 
Forest and Stream, XxXvu, No. 19, Dec. 2, 1886, pp. 366, 367. 

JoHN MurpocH. The Parts of an Eskimo Harpoon. 
American Naturalist, xx, Sept., 1886, pp. 828-831. 

JOHN MurpocH. The East Greenlanders. 
Americon Naturalist, xx1, No. 2, Feb., 1887, pp. 133-138. 

Abstract and review of Dr. Rink’s paper in ‘‘ Deutsche Geographische Blatter,” 1x, No.3, 

1886. 

JoHN MurpocH. On some popular errors in regard to the Eskimos. 
American Naturalist, xxi, No.1, Jan., 1887, pp. 9-16. 

JoHN MurpocH. Note on Eider Ducks. 
Zoologist [3], XI, 123, March, 1887, p. 108. 

Unhurt birds dropping when shot at on the wing. 

JouN MurDocH. The Blue Plover. 
Forest and Stream, Xxvil, No. 16, Nov. 11, 1886, p. 309. 

Brief note identifying this trivial name. 

JOHN MurRDOCcH. Weapons in Game. 
Forest and Stream, xxvul, No. 20, Dec. 9, 1886, p. 383. 

Brief note, identifying as Eskimo a bone arrow-head found in a goose; mentioned in Forest 
and Stream for Nov. 25, 1886. . 

WILLARD Nyg#, JR. Fish and Fishing at Abaco Island. 
Bulletin U. S. Fish Com., vi, No. 8, June 15, 1886, pp. 125, 126. 

Notes on some of the species taken by the Albatross in the West Indies. 

WILLIARD NYE, JR. Habits of Whiting or Frost Fish (Merlucius bilinearis, Mitch.). 
Bulletin U.S. Fish Com., v1, No. 13, Sept. 11, 1886, p. 208. 

PAUL PELSENEER. . Description d’un nouveau genre de Ptéropode gymnosome. 
Bull. Scientifique du département du Nord. 2m™° sér., 9™* année, No.6. Paris, Octave Doin, 

1886. 11 pp., 8vo. Title on cover. 

Describes Notabranchea Macdonaldi, n.sp.et gen., from a specimen obtained by the U.S. 

Fish Commission steamer Albatross, and furnished to the writer by the U.S. Natioual Museum. 

RICHARD RATHBUN. Descriptions of Parasitic Copepoda belonging to the genera 
Pandarus and Chondracanthus (with seven plates). 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., rx, Oct. 19, 1886, pp. 310-234, plates 5-11. 

The following species are described and figured ; they are all from the collections of the U. 

S. Fish Commission, and were obtained on or off the southern coast of New England. Panda- 

rus sinuatus Say, parasitic on the sand shark (Oarcharias americanus), Atwood's shark (Car- 

charodon Atwoodi), and the dogfish (Mustelws canis). Pandarus Smithit Rathbun, sp. nov., 

parasitic on the dusky shark (Carcharhinus obscurus) and the sand shark (Odontaspis littoralis). 

Chondracanthus galeritus Rathbun, sp. nov., parasitic on the common flounder (Paralichthys 

dentatus). Ohondracanthus phycidis Rathbun, sp. nov., parasitic on the common hake (Phycis 

tenuis). Ohondrae mthus cottunculi Rathbun, sp. nov., parasitic on Cottunculus torvus and mi- 

crops. A figure is also given of Pandarus Oranchii Leach. 
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RICHARD RAaTHBUN. Catalogue of the species of Corals Dee ee to the genus 
Madrepora, contained in the U. S. National Museum. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, April 10, 1887, pp. 10-19. 

Fifty-nine species are enumerated, of which forty-seven are represented by the type speci- 

mens described by Prof. J.D. Dana from the collections made by the United States exploring 

expedition around the world, 1838-1842. Forty-eight new species were described by Dana 

from that collection, one of which had not been found at the time of the publication of this 

paper. It has, however, since been discovered, having been accidentally mislaid, and the 

series of his types is now complete. The six species described by Prof. A. E. Verrill from 

the collection of the North Pacific exploring expedition, 1853-1856, are also represented by 
the type specimens. 

RICHARD RATHBUN. Report on the Department of Marine Invertebrates in the U. Ss. 

National Museum, 1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 189-202. 

RICHARD RATHBUN. Catalogue of the collection of recent Echini in the U. S. 
National Museum (corrected to July 1, 1886). 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 13, 1886, pp. 255-293. 

The collection is second, in this country, only to that of the Museum of Comparative Zoology 

at Harvard College. It contains one hundred and fifty-two determined species, many of which 

are represented by large series of specimens, covering a wide range of distribution, both geo- 

graphical and bathymetrical. Fifty-four species were derived from the explorations of the U- 

S. Fish Commission, and the dredgings of the U. 8. Coast Survey steamer Blake are represented 

by a nearly complete series of the species mentioned and described by Mr. Alexander Agassiz. 

The collectien also contains all the species known from the western coast of North America, 

including a very large amount of material from Alaska. Most of the species obtained by Dr. 

William Stimpson, as naturalist of the North Pacific exploring expedition, 1853-1856, are also 

preserved, and miscellaneous accessions from various sources have added many forms. The 

catalogue is arranged systematically with respect to the species, under which each lot of speci- 

mens is recorded separately and in geographical order, with full data as to localities, depths, 
etc. Notes are given under a few of the species. 

RICHARD RATHBUN. Sponges and the Sponge Fishery. 
The Chautauquan, March, 1887, pp. 352-354. 

A popular account. 

CHARLES Rav. Report on the Department of Antiquities in the U. 8. National Mu- 

seum, 1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institutian, 1884 (18386) 11, pp 123-127. 

ROBERT RipGway. Report on the Department of Birds in the U. S. [National] Mu- 

seum, 1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 143-155. 

RoBerT RipGway. Description of an apparently new species of Picolaptes, from the 
Lower Amazon. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Nov. 26, 1886, p. 523. 

The new species is named Picolaptes rikeri Ridgw. 

RoBERT Ripeway. Description of a new species of Cotinga from the Pacific coast 
of Costa Rica. : 

Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., x, April 25, 1887, pp. 1-2, pl. vi, figs. 3 and 4, 

The new species is named Cotinga ridgwayi Zeledon. 

RoBert Ripeway. Description of a new form of Spindalis from the Bahamas. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., X, April 25, 1887, p. 3. 

New subspecies, named Spindalis zena townsendi. 

ROBERT RipGway. Description of the adult female of Carpodectes antonie Zeledon ; 
with critical remarks, notes on habits, etc., by José C. Zeledon. 

Proc, U.S. Nat. Mus., x, April 25, 1887, p. 20. 

ROBERT RipGway. A | Nomenclature of Colors | for Naturalists, | and | Compendium 
of Useful Knowledge | for Ornithologists, | By | Robert Ridgway, | Curator, De- 

partment of Birds, United States National Museum. | ‘| With Ten Colored 

Plates and Seven Plates | of Outline Illustrations | —— | Bos‘on; | Little, Brown 
and Company. | 1886.| 8vo, 129 pp., 17 pl. 
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Rosert RipcGway—Continued. 
This book, which is dedicated to Prof. S. F. Baird, consists of two parts, the first one being 

a ‘Nomenclature of Colors,’ containing: Preface; principles of color and general remarks; 

colors required by the zoological or botanical artist; comparative vocabulary of colors and 

bibliography; the second part being the “‘ Ornithologists’ Compendium,” comprising: Glos- 

sary of technical terms used in descriptive ornithology ; table for converting millimeters into 

English inches and decimals; and table for converting English inches and decimals into milli- 

meters. 

RoBERT RipGway. Descriptions of some new species of Birds, supposed to be from 

the interior of Venezuela. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., rx, Aug. 26, 1886, pp. 92-94. 

The species described as new are Pyroderus masoniand Aulacorhamphus dimidiatus; the third 

species is given as ‘‘ Mytopsitta lineola (Cassin)?” A synoptical table of all the es spe- as 

cies of the genus Pyroderus is also given. 

RoBERT RipGway. On Asirelata sandwichensis Ridgw. 
Proc. U. S. Nat Mus., 1X, Aug. 26, 1886, pp. 95, 96. 

Points out the differences between this species and 2. hesitata, and intimates that it dak 

be identical with 2. pheopygia Salv. 

RoBertT Ripeway. Description of a melanistic specimen of Buteo latissimus (Wils.). 
Proce. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 13, 1886, pp. 248, 249. ; 
Full description, and comparison with B. fuliginosus. 

ROBERT RIDGWAY. Description of a new subspecies of Cyclorhis from Yucatan. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Nov. 26, 1886, p. 519. ues 

New subspecies named Cyclorhis flaviventris yucatanensis. 

RospertT RipGway. Description of a recently new Oyster-catcher (Hematopus gala- 
pagensis) from the Galapagos Islands. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 19, 1886, pp. 325, 326. 

Full description, with a synoptical table of the American Pied Oyster-catchers. 

Robert Ripeway. Description of a new species of Myiarchus, presumably from the 

Orinoco district of South America. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Nov. 26, 1886, p. 520. 

The new species named Myiarchus coalei Ridgw. 

RoperT RipGway. Ona probable Hybrid between Dryobates nuttallii (Gamb.) and 
D. pubescens gairdnerit (Aud.). 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Nov. 26, 1886, pp. 521, 522. 

With full comparative description of the two species and the supposed hybrid, which came 

from San Francisco, California. 

ROBERT RIDGWAY. On the Glaucous Gull of Bering Sea and contiguous waters. 
The Auk, i11, 1886, pp. 330, 331. 

Describes as a new species Larus barrovianus Ridgw. 

RoBERT RIDGWAY. Description of a new species of Oyster-catcher from the Gala- 

pagos Islands. 
The Auk, il, 1886, p. 331. 

Hematopus galapagensis Ridgw., sp. nov. 

Rosert RipGway. Preliminary descriptions of some new species of Birds from 

southern Mexico, in the collection of the Mexican Geographical and Exploring 

Commission. 
The Auk, 111, 1886, pp. 331-333. 
Diagnosis of the following species published in advance by permission of the Director of 

the National Museum: Amphispiza ferrariperezi ; Pipilo submaculatus ; P.complexus; Anas 

diazi; Philortyx personatus. 

Robert RipGway. Description of two species of Birds supposed to be from the in- 

terior of Venezuela. 
. » The Auk, 1, 1886, p. 333: 

Brief diagnosis of Pyroderus masoni and Aulacorhamphus dimidiatus, published in ad- 

vance. 

RoBerT RipGway. Descriptions of a new species of Elf Owl from Socorro Island, 

western Mexico. 
The Auk, UI, 1886, pp. 333, 334. 
Brief diagnosis of Micrathene graysoni Ridgw. 
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ROBERT RipGway. Description of a new genus of Oceanitide. 
The Auk, 111, 1886, p. 334. : 

Pealea Ridgw., gen. nov., type Thalassidroma lineata Peale. 

ROBERT RipGway. Description of four new species of Birds from the Bahama 

Islands. 
The Auk, 111, 1886, pp. 334-337. 

These species were collected by the naturalists of the Fish Commission steamer Albatross 

during the cruise in Bahaman waters, March and April, 1886. They were named as follows: 

Gecthlypis coryi; G. tanneri; Centurus nyeanus; O. blakei. 

ROBERT RipGway. Description of a new genus of Tyrannide from Santo Dominge. 
The Auk, 11, 1886, pp. 382, 383. 

Lawrencia Ridgw., gen. nov., type Empidonax nanus Lawr. 

ROBERT RIDGWAY. [Reply to Dr. J. G. Cooper’s article entitled ‘‘The Water Birds 

of North America, Explanations,” in The Auk, 111, 1886, pp. 401, 402. ] 
The Auk, 111, 1886, pp. 403, 404. 

Concluding remarks in the controversy originally started by Dr. Cooper in an earlier number 

of The Auk. 

RoBerRT RipGway. A singularly marked Specimen of Sphyropicus thyroideus. 
The Auk, 1v, 1887, pp. 75, 76. 
The specimen, which was shot in Blue Cafion, California, is remarkable for the excessive 

development of the red color on the head. 

ROBERT RipGway. The Imperial Woodpecker (Campephilus imperialis) in northern 

Sonora. 
The Auk, iv, 1887, p. 161. 

The head of a female of this species, shot by Lieut. H.C. Benson, U.S. Army, within 50 miles 

of the Arizona boundary, was received by the National Museum. 

ROBERT RipGway. The Coppery-tailed Trogon (Trogon ambiguus) breeding in south- 

ern Arizona. 
The Auk, Iv, 1887, pp. 161, 162. 

Refers to the nestling collected by Lieutenant Benson in the Huachuca Mountains, 

ROBERT RipG@way. Descriptions of a new species of the Genus Hmpidonax from 

Guatemala. 
The Ibis, 1886, pp. 459, 460. 

The new species is named EF. salvini Ridgw.; the type is in the National Museum. 

RoBERT RIDGWAY. On Empidochanes fuscatus (Max.) and Empidonax brunneus 

(Ridgw.). 
The Ibis, 1886, pp. 460, 461. 

Demonstrates the distinctness of the species, based upon comparison of the type specimens 

of both. Gives a synopsis of the species of Empidochanes and proposes conditionally the name 

E. vireoninus for the species from Tobago. - 

ROBERT RIDGWAY. On the species of the genus Empidonax. 
The Ibis, 1886, pp. 461-468. 

A synoptical table, with descriptions of all the species known to belong to this genus. The 

article was prepared at the request of Dr. P. L. Selater, secretary Zoological Society, London, 

who sent his entire collection of these birds to the author for examination and determination. 

RoBeRT RipGway. List of Birds found breeding within the corporate limits of Mount 

Carmel, Illinois. 
Ridgway Ornith. Club, Bulletin 2, 1887, pp. 26-35. 

Enumerates eighty-four species which have been positively identified as breeding within the 

town limits. fi me 

RosBerT Ripaway. Description of a new Plumed Partridge from Sonora (Callipepla 
elegans bensont). 

Forest and Stream, xxvutl, No. 6, 1887, p. 106. 
Based on specimens presented to the National Museum by Lieut. Harry C. Benson, U.S. Army. 

ROBERT RIDGWAY. [Descriptions of five new species of Birds, and critical remarks 

on others of greater or less rarity or interest; constituting part 11 of Catalogue 

of Animals collected by the Geographical and Exploring Commission of the Re- 

public of Mexico. By Fernando Ferrari-Perez. ] 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Sept. 15, 1886, pp. 130-182. 

ee ee ae 
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RoBert RrpGway—Continued. 
The new species are as follows: Amphispiza ferrariperezi ; Pipilo submaculatus ; P. com- 

plecus ; Anas diazt, and Philortyx personatus. Micrathene graysoni Ridgway, from Socorro 

I-land, is also described, and a synoptical table of the North American and Mexican species 

of the restricted genus Anas is given. : 

CHARLES V. RitEy. Report on the Department of Insects in the U. S. National 

Museum, 1884. . 
Report of Smithsonian Institution, 1884, (1886) 11, pp. 185-188. 

CHARLES V. Ritey. The present status and future prospects of Silk Culture in the 

United States. (Abstract.) 
Proc. Am. Assn. Adv. Sci., XXxIv, Ann Arbor meeting, Aug. 1885, p.516. (Author’s extras 

issued July 1, 1886.) 

The author concludes that the adaptability of the United States to silk culture is proven; 

that the profits are very small; that the encouragement given by Congress has been pro- 

ductive of good, and has intensified interest in the subject; but once withdrawn a reaction 

would set in; that no permanent advantage to American silk-growers can be secured unless 

by a protective tariff which will recognize that the so-called ‘‘raw silk” is a manufactured 

‘article and entitled to protection. 

CHARLES V. RitEy. The probabilities of Locust or “‘ Grasshopper” injury in the near 
future, and a new method of counteracting their injury. (Abstract.) 

Proc. Am. Assn. Adv. Sci., XXXIV, pp. 519, 520, Ann Arbor meeting, 2885. (Author’s extras 

issued July, 1886.) 

Shows that there is a certain periodicity in locust visitations; analyzes the indications for 

1886, and concludes that there is some danger of injury for that year, though adverse weather 

may yet modify or avert the danger. The new remedy, somewhat extensively used on the 

Pacific coast recently, is a mixture of bran, sugar, arsenic, and water, which is placed as a 

bait throughout the infested localities. 

CHARLES V. RILEY. Notes on Feniseca Tarquinius Fabr. 
Canadian Entomologist, xvi, Oct., 1886, pp. 191-193. 

Comments on Mr. W.H. Edwards’s article on this species in Canadian Entomologist, XvmI, 

141-153, and gives an explanation of the manner in which the carnivorous habits of Feniseca 

were discovered after long and careful observation, extending from 1880 to 1885. 

CHARLES VY. RitEY. The Mulberry Silk-worm ; being a manual of instructions in 
silk-culture. Sixth revised edition, with illustrations. 

Bull. No. 9, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Entomology, pp. vii, 65, pl. i and ii, 

figs. 1-29. : 
Letter of submittal. Preface to 2d edition. Preface to%th edition, giving a history of past 

work done, future prospects, advice to beginners,-and explanation of techinal terms. Chapter - 

I, Physiology and Life History of the Silk-worm. Chapter II, Wintering and Hatching the 

Eggs. Chapter III, Implements that facilitate the raising of Silk. Chapter IV, The Rearing 

of Silk-worms. Chapter V, Enemies and Diseases of the Silk-worms. Chapter VI, Repro- 

duction. Chapter VII, Choking the Chrysalis. Chapter VIII, Silk-reeling. Chapter IX, 

Physical Properties of reeled Silk. Chapter X, Food-plants; Glossary of terms used; Ex- 

planation to Plates; Index. 

CHARLES V. RILEY. Our Shade Trees and their Insect Defoliators; being a con- 

sideration of the four most injurious species which affect the trees of the capital, 

with means of destroying them. 
Bulletin No.10, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Entomology, pp. 1-69, figs. 1-27. 

Treats of the Imported Elm Leaf-beetle (Galeruca xanthomelena) ; the Bag or Drop Worm 

(Thyridopteryx ephemerceformis); the White Marked Tussock-moth (Orgyia leucostigma) ; and 

the Fall Web-worm (Hyphantria cunea). 

Of each species the full life history is given, details as to structure and other characters, 

methods of work, amount of damage, trees most or least affected, natural enemies and para- 

sites, and what means may be employed to check their ravages. Arsenical sprays are still 

the most effective when it becomes necessary to use insecti ides on alarge scale. Effect of 

winter work in destroying each species; effect of whitewashing trees, as well as of tree boxes; 

injurious as well as beneficial effects of shade trees of Washington; prospects for the ensuing 
year. 

CHARLES V. RILEY. Reports of Experiments with Insecticide Substances chiefly upon 

Insects affecting garden crops, made under direction of the Entomologist. 
Bull. No. 11, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Entomology, pp. 1-34. 
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CHARLES VY. RitEY—Continued. 
Contains: Letter of submittal. Experiments with Insecticides, giving an explanation of 

reasons for having a variety of substances tested, and methods employed. Opinions on the 

value of some of them. Report of experiments at Lafayette, Indiana, by F. M. Webster. 

Gives the results of eighty-five experiments on twelve species of insects. Report of Experi- 

ments at Ames, Iowa, by Prof. Herbert Osborn. Gives the results of experiments with eleven 

different mixtures. Report of Experiments at Trenton, New Jersey, by Thomas Bennett. 

Gives the results of experiments with decoctions of Datura stramonium, Lycopersicum escu- 

lentum, Sambucus, Ailanthus, Podophyllum, Peltatum, and Tanacetum. 

CuarRLEs V. RILEY. Miscellaneous notes on the work of the Division of Entomol- 

ogy for the season of 1885, prepared by the Entomologist. With illustrations. 
Bull. No. 12, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Entomology, pp. 1-46, pl. i. 

of Contains notes of some of the work done under the direction of the Entomologist during the 
time mentioned, and special reports, as follows: Production and Manufacture of Buhach, by 

D. W. Coquillett. Additions to the Third Report on the causes of the destruction of the Ever- 

green and other Forest Insects in northern New England, by A. S. Packard. The Periodical 
Cicada in southeaastern Indiana, by Amos W. Butler, and Notes of the Year. These notes 

contain items of information regarding ‘‘ The Colorado Potato Beetle in Georgia,” ‘‘The Sugar- 

cane Beetle Injuring Corn,” ‘‘ The Corn-root Web-worm, an old pest in Indiana,” ‘‘ Monephora 

bicincta damaging Bermuda Grass,” ‘‘A new Enemy to the Persimmon,” The Black Scale of 

California,” ‘‘The Black Seale of California.found in South Carolina,” ‘‘ Bitio albipennis as an 

injurious Insect,” ‘‘An Enemy to Silk Worms,” Great, Damage to Beans by Blister Beetles,” 

“Anthomyia angustifrons, a lignivorous Insect,” ‘‘The Tile-horned Prionus in Prairie Land,” 

‘“The Clover-seed Midge in Wisconsin,” ‘‘ Colaspis flavida injuring the LeConte Pear,” ‘‘Great 

Damage by the Cottonwood Borer,” ‘‘Leptocoris trivittata injuring Apples,” ‘‘ Proconia undata 

in injurious numbers,’ ‘‘Occurrences of the Army Worm during the Season,” ‘California 

Remedies for the Woolly Aphis,” ‘‘The Hessian Fly in California,” ‘‘Agonoderus pallipes in- 

jurious to Corn.” 

CHARLES V. RILEY. Mr. Hulst’s Observations on Pronuba yuccasella. 
Entomologica Americana, 11, March, 1887, pp. 233-236. 

Criticises Mr. Hulst’s observations, p. 184, same volume, to the effect that yucca may be 

fertilized by other insects than P. yuccasella. Gives a history of his work on the subject, and 

details the reasons for his conclusions; also cites the admitted exceptions to the rule as given 

by him. Discredits Mr. Hulst’s conclusions as unsupported by facts. 

CHARLES V. RILEY. Showers of Sulphur; Pine Pollen. 
The Evening Star, Washington, March 9, 1887. 

Refers to the recent reports of supposed sulphur showers, and states that they consist of the 

pollen of Pinus longifolia, citing other similar instances in previous years. 

CHARLES V. RILEY. Remarks on the Insect Defoliators of our Shade Trees, made by 

Dr. C. V. Riley, U. S. Entomologist. Stenographic report by James W. Tooley 

of an address before the New York Farmers, at a meeting held March 10, 1887. 
Printed by the Globe Stationery and Printing Co., N. Y., 1887. 

Prelude: Imported and native injurious insects. Speaks of the Imported Elm Leaf-beetle 

(Galeruca xanthomelena), the Bag-worm (Thyridopteryx ephemerceformis), the White-marked 

Tussock-moth (Orgyia leucostigma), and the Fall Web-worm (Hyphantria cunea). Gives 4 

brief popular history of each species, their method of injury, the time and amount of damage, 

and what measures for their destruction can be taken. Arsenical sprays and washes are rec- 

ommended, and their use explained and defended. 

CHARLES V. Ritey. Address at the semi-annual State Convention of Fruit-Growers 

of California. 
Pacific Rural Press, April 23, 1887, pp. 361-364. 
Remarks principally on Icerya purchast Mask., giving a review of the nomenclature, the 

geographical distribution and probable origin of the species, a list of the food-plants, possi- 

bility and mode of spreading, characteristics of the insect, natural enemies, and a very ex- 

haustive review of the measures for the prevention of the spread of the pest and means of 

applying them, and the results of some experiments made by him or under his direction; also 

refers to parasites, and suggests the visit of an experienced observer to Australia to study the 

species in its native home, and artificially introduce any parasite there found preying on it; 

urges appointment of State entomologists, and makes suggestions as to best law; importance 

of prevention; prosperity vs. insect injury, etc. 
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CuHARLEs V. RILEY. Bumble-Bees vs. Red Clover. 
Rural New Yorker, April 23, 1887, vol. 46, p. 273. 
Records the fact as to settlement in Europe of the question of the more or less complete 

dependence of Red Clover for fertilization upon the Bumble-Bees. Records the recent experi- 

ences in New Zealand where this clover was nearly sterile. After the European Bumble-Bee 

was introduced and had spread rapidly, the beneficial effects on Red Clover were immediately 

perceptible in a much more liberal seeding. 

CHARLES V. RitEy. Noteson Icerya. Its probable origin on the Islands of Bourbon 

and Mauritius. 
Pacific Rural Press, June 4, 1887, pp. 506, 507. ; 

Discusses the question of the identity of Icerya purchasi Maskell, with I. sacchari Signoret. 

Expresses the opinion that they will be found identical. The question of synonomy here is an 

important one, as it bears on the question of the original home of the species. If the two are 

identical, Mauritius and Bourbon are probably the points or origin, as specimens are easily ~ 

transported with sugar from those points. 

To this are added extracts from correspondence bearing on this subject. of origin as follows: 

Letter from Roland Trimen, of Cape Town, February 8, 1887. 

Letter from Frazer S. Crawford, of Adelaide, February 21, 1887. 

Letter from Baron von Muller, of Melbourne, March 21, 1887. 

Letter from L. M. Kirk, Wellington, New Zealand, March 25, 1887. 

Extract from an article by E. J. Dunn, in Melbourne Argus, August, 1886. 

CHARLES V. Ritty. The Hop Plant Louse. 
Waterville Times and Reflex June 17, 1887. 

Gives an account of recent discoveries in the life history of Phorodon humult. It is now 

definitely established that the winter eggs are laid on Plum; that from these eggs hatch lice 

that for three generations live on Plum, then become winged and migrate to the Hop, where 

they merease and go through the well-known life history. Refutes the views heretofore held 

on the subject, and explains how he was led to discover the true state of the case, and the im- 

portant bearing of the discovery to hop-growers in regions not yet infested with the pest. 

CHARLES Y. RILEY. Two new Insect Pests. 
Rural New Yorker, June 25, 1887, vol. 46, p. 416. 

Treats of ‘‘A new apple pest,” the Apple-leaf Flea-beetle (Haltica punctipennis Leconte), 

and ‘‘A new destructive Cricket in Louisiana.” The former had been found on Hawthorn by 

the author as long ago as 1872. This year it appeared in great numbers near Gainesvilleand Gal- 

veston, Texas, and did greatdamage. Paris green has been used against it successfully. The 

latter has appeared in Catahoula Parish, Louisiana, in destructive numbers. Itisa true Gryllus, 

species as yet unknown, which eats a great variety of cultivated plants. Its method of work 

is described, and a bran, sugar, and arsenic mash suggested as a remedy. 

CHARLES V. RILEY. Report of the Entomologist. 
Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture, 1886, pp. 459-592, plates i-xi. 

Contains divisions and chapters with titles as follows: 

Introduction, pp. 459-465, containing a review of the work of the year in the division, with 

comments on the reports of agents, a specification of plans and of work now under way. 

Miscellaneous insects, pp. 446-546, pl. I-x1, divided as follows: The Cottony Cushion-scale 

(Icerya purchast Maskell), pp. 466-492, pl. 1-v; Buffalo-gnats, pp. 492-517, pl. vI-1x ; the Fall 

Web-worm, pp. 518-539, pl. x-x1; Joint-worms, pp. 539-546. 

Silk-culture, pp. 546-552. 

Reports of agents: Report on remedies for the Cottony Cushion-scale, pp. 552-557, by D. W. 

Coquillett; report upon supplementary experiments on the Red Scale, by Albert Koebele, pp. 

558-572; insects affecting small grains and grasses, by F. M. Webster, special agent, pp. 

673-582; report on experiments in apiculture, by N. W. McLain, pp. 582-591. 

CHARLES V. RILEY. The Cottony Cushion-scale (Icerya purchast Maskell). 
Reportof the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1886, pp. 466-492, pl. i-v. 
Gives first an account of the dates of first acquaintance with the insect; geographical dis- 

tribution, looking more particularly to its probable point of origin, its spread, and limitation 

in California; the range of food-plants in Australia, New Zealand, and California. The life- 

history in all its stages is given in great detail and illustrated. Therate of growth is dis- 

cussed, as are also its habits. The sweet secretion, called ‘‘honey-dew,” is extremely abun- 

dant, and attractive to other insects. Details mode of spread and distribution, gives a list of 

natural enemies, among them a Microlepidopteron, Blastobasis icerycella, n.sp., which is de- 

scribed. A chalcid parasite has also been discovered, belonging to a new genus, character- 

ized as Isodromus Howard, and described as I. icerye,n.sp. Remedies and preventives are 

discussed, and spray solutions with a base of kerosene recommended as most likely to be 

effective, 
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CHARLES V. RitEY. Buffalo-gnats. 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1886, pp. 492-517, pl. vi-x. 

Gives first a brief review, showing origin of names and the kind of injury done by them. 

Treats in detail: The Southern Buffalo-gnat (Simulium pecuarum, n. sp.) ; gives the geograph- 

icai distribution; the early history ; time of appearance; duration of an invasion; character of a 

swarm; mode of attack; animals injured; effect of the bites; how animals protect themselves; 

preventives ; remedies for the bites; attack on man and results; damage done in various years; 

popular opinions about the early stages of the Buffalo-gnat; habits and natural history; treat- 

ing of the egg (not yet discovered) ; the larva, its habits and food, pupa and cocoon and imago; 

number of broods; enemies of the Baffalo-gnat; technical description of S. pecuarum and S. 

meridionale, sp.nov. Discusses the remedies tried and proposed against the larvez, the con- 

nection between overflows and gnats, and number of brood. 

CHaRLES V. RILEY. The Fall Web-worm (Hyphantria cunea Drury). 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1886, pp. 518-539, pls. x and xi. 

The paper contains subdivisions indicating its contents as follows: Natural history, giving 

the life cycle of the species in all stages and in great detail; injury done in 1886; proportion- . 

ate injury to different plants and shade trees; peculiar effects of the defoliation on some 

plants; enemies of the web-worm other than insects; predaceous insect enemies; fungus 

disease of the web-worm; experiments to obtain percentage of diseased caterpillars; true 

parasites of the web-worm; secondary parasites ; describes the new species Telenomous bifidus 

(parasitic in the eggs), Meteorus hyphantrie, and Apanteles hyphantrie ; remedies; review of the 

various appliances for burning, pruning, and spraying; arsenical poisons still most satisfac- 

tory and effective. 

CHARLES V. RILEY. Joint Worms. 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1886, pp. 539-546. 

The common Joint Worm (Isosoma hordei Harr.) has been increasing in number of late 

years; comparison of injury with that caused by the Hessian Fly (Cecidomyia destructor). 

Review of points at which injury wasdone. IJsosoma nigrum Cook, is a re-description of this 

old species. Some details as to breeding and some notes on parasites. The Wheat-straw 

Isosoma (Isosoma tritici Riley) has been carefully studied, and the results of the studies are ~ 

here given. The species proves dimorphic in the female form, the dimorphic variety having 

been described as I. grande Riley. Details of manner in which this was established. Sum- 

mary of life history. Geographical distribution. Appearance in Kansas for the first time. 

CHARLES V. Ritey. Silk-Culture. 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1886, pp. 546-551. 

General work; an experimental filature set up in Washington; Osage Orange vs. Mulberry 

as a food-plant; the Serrell reel; cost of work, a daily deficiency the result thus far; causes 

leading to it; the distribution of eggs and races preferred ; choking of cocoons; table showing 

cocoons produced in the United States in 1886, and the various States where produced. 

JOHN A. RYDER. On the value of the Fin-raysand their Characteristics of Develop- 
ment in the Classification of the Fishes, together with Remarks on the Theory 
of Degeneration. . 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Aug. 26, 1886, pp. 71-82. 

Joun A. RYDER. On the Origin of the Heterocercy and the Evolution of the Fins 

and Fin-rays of Fishes. 
Report U.S. Fish Com., Xi, 1886, pp. 981-1107, 11 nlateet 

JoHn A. RyprerR. On the intraovarian Gestation of the Redfish (Sebastes marinus). 
Bull. U. S. Fish Com., V1, p. 92. 

Joun A. RypER. Preliminary Notice of the Development of the Toad-fish ( Batrachus 

tau). 
Bull. U.S. Fish Com., v1, 1886, p. 4. 

Joun A. RypER. On the earlier Stages of Cleavage of the Blastodisk of Raie eri- 

nacea. 

Bull. U.S. Fish Com., V1, 1886, p. 8. 

P. L. ScitateR. On Empidonax brunneus and its allied species. 
The Ibis, 1887, pp. 64-66. 
Based chiefly on material belonging to the National Museum. The author maintains that 

E. brunneus is the same as Muscipeta bimaculata d’Orb and Lafr., and that Hmpidochanes 

vireoninus is identical with Ochtheca arenacea Scl. and Saly 

= 
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GEORGE B. SENNETT. Descriptions of two new sub-species of Titmice from Texas. 
The Auk, iv, 1887, pp. 28-30. 
The new sub-species are named Parus atricristatus castaneifrons and Parus bicolor texensis. 

National Museum specimens were borrowed for comparison. 

ERNEST E. T. SETON. The Birds of Western Manitoba (concluded). 
The Auk, 111, 1886, pp. 320-329 and p. 453. 

The author borrowed specimens belonging to the National Museum for purposes of identi- 

fying and comparing the birds upon which the present paper is based. 

R. W. SHUFELDT. Observations upon the Habits of Micropus melanoleucus, with 

critical notes on its Plumage and external Charae'ers. 
The Ibis, 1887, pp. 151-158, one color plate. 
Based in part upon specimens belonging to the National Museum, and borrowed for com- 

parison. 

D. D. StapE and F. A. Lucas. Osteological Notes. 
Science, 1X, No. 223, May 13, 1887, p. 460. 

On the metacarpal bones of the bison and auroch. 

Hues M. Smitu. Birds new to the District of Columbia. 
The Auk, 111, 1886, pp. 139, 140. 

Hug M. SmirH. Peculiar Nest of Chelidon erythrogaster. 
The Auk, 1, 1886, p. 278. 

Hueu M. Smita. The Red Phalarope in the District of Columbia. 
The Auk, 11, 1886, p. 482. 

Refers to a specimen in the National Museum. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Collection Note. 
Entomologica Americana, i, July, 1886, p. 71. 

Describes the use of smoke in driving out insects from their places of concealment. 

JouN B. SmitH. Food-plants of Chalcophora. 
Entomologica Americana, 1, July, 1886, p. 71. 

Gives the food-plant of C. campestris as sycamore. All other species feed on evergreen, so 

far as known. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Scent Organs in some Bombycid Moths. 
Entomologica Americana, i, July, 1886, pp. 79, 80, 2 figures. ; 

Describes in detail and figures the peculiar extensile organs in the abdomen of the male 

Leucarctia acrea and Pytrharctia isabella. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Hop Vine Insects. 
Waterville Times and Hop Reporter, Waterville, New York, vol. xxvill, No. 29, July 16, 1886, 

p. 2, col. 2. ; 

An answer to the editor in response to a letter of inquiry in regard to the hop aphis. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Larva of Aphorista vittata Fabr. 
Entomologica Americana, il, Aug., 1886, pp. 85-87, 6 figures. 

Describes and illustrates in detail the larva and pupa of the above species. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Obituary Note on Capt. D. H. Murdock, Ninth U. 8. Infantry, and 

Dr. Gustay Haller, of Berne, Switzerland. 
Entomologica Americana, 11, Aug., 1886, p. 101. 

JoHN B. SmiTH. Ants’ Nests and their Inhabitants. 
American Naturalist, xx, No. 8, Aug., 1886, pp. 679-689. 

Gives a list of the species found in ants’ nests as guests, parasites, and visitors, and the 

habits and functions of each, as far as known. 

JOHN B. SmitrH. Polydactylism. 
Science, vill, No. 187, Sept. 3, 1886, p. 213. 

Gives the history of an occurrence of six-fingered and six-toed individuals of one family, 

Joun B. SMITH. Notice of Dr. Horn’s Paper on the Eucnemida, etc., of the United 

States. 
Entomolugica Americana, I, Sept., 1886, p. 117. 

Gives an appreciative notice of his paper in Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XIII, p. 58. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Note on Quadrina diazoma Grote. 
Entomologica Americana, 11, Sept., 1886, p. 124. 

Gives a review of the structure of the species, criticises Mr Grote’s location of it in the 

Ceratocampide, and places it with the Cosside. 
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JOHN B. SMITH. Notes on Scolytus unispinosus. 
Entomologica Americana, 11, Nov., 1886, pp. 125-127. 

Describes and figures the galleries of this species on Abies Douglassi, and gives list of food- 
plants of the American species, showing that no others feed on conifers. ~ 

JouHN B. SmiTH. Note on Dynastes tityus. 
Entomologica Americana, U1, Nov., 1886, p. 163. 

Unusual abundance of the species, and notes on its habits and odor. 

JOHN B. SmirH. Sexual Brush of the Male Lyranthecia marginata. 
Entomologica Americana, 11, Nov., 1886, p. 164. 

Describes a secondary sexual character of the species, consisting of a long concealed brush 

_ of hair at the base of the abdomen. 

JOHN B. SmiTH. A Revision of the lepidopterous Family Saturniide. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Dec., 1886, pp. 414-437, plates xii, xiii, and xiv. 

Gives a synopsis and deamention of the genera and species ; draws in the genera Platysamia 

and Callosamia (=Attacus); limits the family and describes Calosaturnia, new genus, for Satur- 

nia mendocino Behr. 

JOHN B. SMITH. Beetles as a Nuisance. 
. Popular Science Monthly, Xxx, Jan., 1887, p. 409, 410. 

Describes an unusual swarm of penance tityus, and the annoyance caused by their peculiarly 

fetid odor. 

JOHN B. SMITH. Interesting notes from the Proceedings of the Berliner Ent. Verein. 
Entomologica Americana, 111, March, 1887, pp. 19, 20. 

Miscellaneous scraps of interest, translated from the Berl. Ent. Zeitschrift for 1886. 

JOHN B. SMITH. Note on the genus Cressonia. 
Societas Entomologica, 11, April 1, 1887, p. 3. 

Gives a brief description of the structure of the genus, and especially of the antennz. 

JoHN B. SmitH. Antennal structure of the genus Cressonia. 
Entomologica Americana, 1, April, 1887, pp. 2, 3. 

Describes the unique antennal structure of this sphinged genus. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Note on Minot’s researches into the structure of the skin of Larvez. 
Entomologica Americana, U1, April, 1887, p. 16. 

Gives a brief abstract of Minot’s paper in Archiv. fiir Micr. Anat., XXVIII, pp. 37-48. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Luerythra trimaculata, new species. 
Entomologica Americana, 111, April, 1887, p. 17. 

Describes a species from Texas under the above name. 

JOHN B. SmitH. Die Formiciden der Vereinigten Staaten von Nord Amerika, von 

Dr. Gustav Mayr. 
Entomologica Americana, ut, April, 1887, p. 19. 

A notice of and brief abstract of contents. 

Joun B. SmituH. The genus Quadrina. 
Canadian Entomologist, x1x, May, 1887, p. 100. 

Correction of a misstatement by Mr. Grote in reference to the locatlon of as genus. 

JOHN B. SMITH. New species of Callimorpha. 
Entomologica Americana, 111, May, 1887, pp. 25, 26. 

Describes as new C. lactata from Texas, and (. suffusa, widely spread. 

Jonn B. SmiTH. Notes on a paper by Mr. Butler entitled ‘“‘Notes on certain North 

American species of the group called by M. Guénée ‘ Acronycta.’” 
Entomologica Americana, 11, May, 1887, pp. 35, 36. 

Of the species mentioned by Mr. Butler, A. hilus does not seem to be described, while A. 

modica has been dropped from the lists for want of identification. 

JouHN B. SmitH. A Voice -from the Wilderness. 
Entomologica Americana, 111, May, 1887, p. 39. 

A letter from E. A.Schwarz to J. B. Smith describing insect collecting at Key West, ard 

comments thereon by Mr. Smith. 

Joun B. Situ. Criticism of an article on Orgyia in Science, by Le Metayer de 

Guichainville. 
Lntomologica Americana, U1, June, 1887, p. 55. 
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JouN B. SmitH. Notes on Apion, with description of a new species. 
Entomologica Americana, i1; June, 1887, p. 56. 
Describes as new Apion lividum from District of Columbia. Notices a secondary sexual 

character of one gronp, and corrects the synonomy of four species. 

JOHN B. SmiTH. Williston’s synopsis of the North American Syrphide. 
Entomologica Americana, 111, June, 1887, p. 59. 

Appreciative notice of the paper above mentioned. 

JOHN B. SmiTH. Interesting entomological literature. 
Entomologica Americana, I11, June, 1887, p. 60. 

Calls attention to a fierce personal controversy in Ent. Nachrichten between Drs. Kraatz 

and Kolbe. 

Rosa SmitTH. On the occurrence of a new species of Rhinoptera (R. encenade) in Todos 
Santos Bay, Lower California. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Oct. 11, 1886, p. 220. 

ROBERT E. C. STEARNS. The death of Dr. Albert Kellogg. 
Science, 1X, No. 220, April 22, 1887, p. 391. 

ROBERT E. C. STEARNS. The death of William Ashburner. 

Science, 1x, No. 223, May 13, 1887, p. 462. 

- Rosenrt E. C. STEARNS. Araujia albens as a moth-trap. 
American Naturalist, Xx1, No. 8, June, 1887, pp. 501-507. 

Describes the mechanism by which the plant entraps moths, and gives a list of species taken. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Notes on the northern palearctic Bullfinches. 
Proce. U.S. Nat. Mus., X, 1887, pp. 103-110. 

Shows that Pyrrhula cassini Baird as the older name must take precedence over P. cineracea 

Cabanis; also that P. rosacea Seebohm is identical with P. griseiventris Lafr. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Contributions to the natural history ot the Commander 
Islands, No. 7. Revised and annotated catalogue of the birds inhabiting the 

Commander Islands. (With three plates.) 
Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., X, 1887, pp. 117-145, pls. vii, viii, ix. 

Enumerated one hundred and forty-three species. A Flycatcher from Bering Island named 

conditionally Butalis pallescens. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Review of Japanese Birds. I. The Woodpeckers. (With 

a colored plate.) 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Sept. 2, 1886, pp. 99-124, pl. ii. 

The first of a series of articles forming a kind of ‘‘Prodromus”’ of a contemplated larger 

work on the birds of Japan. The present part of the ‘‘review”’ treats of twelve species and 

subspecies of woodpeckers, three of which are described as new, viz, Picus canus jessoensis, 

Dryobates subcirris, and D. namiyei, the latter being figured on the plate. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. The British Marsh-tit. 
Proce. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Sept. 28, 1886, pp. 200, 201. 

Described as a new subspecies, Parus palustris dresseri Stejn. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Notes on the species of the Australian genus Pardalotus. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 19, 1886, pp. 294-296. 

Maintains that F. assimilis belongs to P. afinis as a subspecies, and not to P. ornatus. A | 

‘Key to the Species” is given, as well as a catalogue of the species, contained in the National 

Museum. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Description of Rallus jouyi, with remarks on Rallus striatus 

and fallus gularis. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., tx, Oct. 30, 1886, pp. 362-364. 

The former described as a new species; the other two shown to be distinct. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. On Turdus alpestris and Turdus torquatus, two distinct species 
of European Thrushes. 

Proce. U. S. Nat. Mus., rx, Oct. 30, 1886, pp. 365-373. 

Proves conclusively that 7. alpestris is a distinct species inhabiting the mountains of south- 

ern Europe; in fact ‘‘that there exist two distinct species of ring-thrushes in Europe, not- 

withstanding the fact that hardly 4 single European ornithologist of the present generation 
even dreams of it,” 
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LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Review of Japanese Birds. II. Tits and Nut-hatches. 
Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 1X, Oct. 30, 1886, pp. 374-394. 

Treats of twelve species, of which one is described as new, viz, Sitta amurensis clara, while 
two are new to the Japanese fauna. Remiza proposed as a new generic term instead of Zgi_ 

thalus, preoccupied. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Review of Japanese Birds. III. Rails, Gallinules, and Coots. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Oct. 30, 1886, pp. 395-409. 

Nine Japanese species are treated of, besides several other extra-limital species. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. On the status of Synthliboramphus wumizusume as a North 

American bird. = 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1X, Nov. 26, 1886, pp. 524. 

Maintains that this species has no right to a place in the North American fauna. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. On a collection of Birds made by Mr. M. Namiye, in the 

Liu Kiu Islands, Japan, with description of new species. 
Proce. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1X, 1886 (Feb. 11, 1887), pp. 634-651. 

This collection was made by Mr. M. Namiye, under the auspices of the Tokio Educational 

Museum, Tokio, Japan, and forwarded to the National Museum. The new species described 

are: Treron permagna, Hypsipetes pryeri, Icoturus namiyei, Chelidon namiyei, Pericrocotus 

tegime. Three other species are new to the Japanese fauna. A new genus, Icoturus, was 

created for the reception of I. namiyet Stejn. and I. komadori (Temm.). 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Review of Japanese Birds. IV. Synopsis of the genus 
Turdus. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, April 25, 1887, pp. 4, 5. 

Eight species, of which one is described as new, Turdus jouyt. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Birds of Kauai Island, Hawaiian Archipelago, collected by 
Mr. Valdemar Knudsen, with descriptions of new species. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, May 17, 1887, pp. 75-102, pl. vi, figs. 1 and 2. 

Enumerates twenty-one species, of which the following are described as new: Htmantopus 

knudseni, Chasiempis ridgwayt, Ch. dolei, Pheornis myadestina, Himatione parva, Oreoimnyza 

bairdi. Oreomyza is characterized as anew genus. Moho braccata Cassin shown to be differ- 

ent from M. nobilis. Several species added to the fauna of the archipelago. A synopsis of the 

species of Chasiempis is given, as well asa ‘‘ Key to the Genera of the Hawaiian Diceide.” 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Madarasz’s “ Zeitschrift fiir Ornithologie.” 
The Auk, i, 1886, pp. 398-399. 
A review calling the attention of American ornithologists to this Journal. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Dr. Shufeldt on the Osteology of the Trochilide Caprimul- 
gide, and Cypselide. 

The Auk, 11, 1886, pp. 404-406. 
A review of a paper by Dr. Shufeldt in the Proceedings of the Zool. Soc. London, criticising 

his conclusions in regard to the Swifts and Hummingbirds, maintaining that these two fami- 

lies are closely related, and should be included in the same order. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Further Notes on the genns Acanthis. 
The Auk, Iv, 1887, pp. 30-35. 

Treats especially of the British Redpoll. The only Japanese species unquestionably identi- 

fied is A. holbeelli. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Pleske on the Birds of the Kola Peninsula. 
The Auk, iv, 1887, pp. 61-63. 

A review of the bird volume of Pleske’s ‘‘ Uebersicht der Siugethiere und Vogel der Kola- 

Halbinsel.” St. Petersburg, 1886. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. W.E. Brooks on the genus Acanthis. 
The Auk, iv, 1887, p. 63. 
A review of two papers by Brooks in ‘' The Ibis,” 1885 and 1886. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Supplementary Notes on the genus Acanthis. 
The Auk, Iv, 1887, pp. 144, 145. 
Notes on four specimens of A. cabaret, from Austria, submitted to the author for examina- 

tion by Ritter von Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Classification of the Macrochires. 
The Auk, iv, 1887, pp. 170, 171. 

Letter to the editors of ‘‘The Auk" in reply to a letter from Dr. Shufeldt commenting on 

the writer’s criticism of Dr. Shufeldt’s original paper. (See above.) 
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LEONHARD STEJNEGER. [Letter to the editors of ‘‘ The Ibis.” ] 
The Ibis, 1886, pp. 381, 382. 

Maintaining that ‘‘to use the oldest available name in every case, where it can be proved, 

and to spell it exactly as it was spelled when published for the first time,”’ is the only rule of 

zoo.ogical nomenclature which can be carried out with safety. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Description of a new species of Fruit-Pigeon (Janthenas 

jouyi) from the Liu Kiu Islands, Japan. 
American Naturalist, 1887, pp. 583, 584. 

Based upon a specimen submitted to the author for examination by the authorities of the 

Tokio Educational Museum: 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. On Brachyramphus perdix (Pall.) and its nearest allies 

(plate vii). ° 
Zettschr. Ges. Ornith., lil, 1886, pp. 210-219. One plate. 

Shows that B. perdizx should be separated from B. marmoratus. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Lundefuglene det Stille Hav. 
Naturen, 1887, pp. 33-38. 

An account of the Puffins and Auklets of the Northern Pacific Ocean. 

LEONHARD STEJNEGER. On the extermination of the Great Northern Sea-Cow 
(Rytina), a reply to Prof. A. E. Nordenskiéld. 

Bulletin Amer. Geograph. Soc., 1886, No. 4, pp. 317-328. 

_ Disproves Nordenskiold’s allegation that living Rytinas have been seen since 1768, the year 

given by Sauer as the year of extinction of the Great Northern Sea-Cow. 

Z. L. TANNER. Report on the work of the United States Fish Commission steamer 

Albatross for the year ending December 31, 1883. By Lieut. Commander Z. L. 

Tanner, U. 8S. Navy, commanding. 
Report U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, part x1, for 1883-1886, pp. 117-236, 1885. 

Gives a narrative of the several cruises made during the year, and includes the following 

special reports: Report of the naturalist, Mr. James E. Benedict, pp.175-177; Report of En- 

sign R. H. Miner, U. S. Navy, Department of Fishes, pp. 178-203; Dredging and Trawling 

Record, Stations 2001-2116, pp. 219-221. 

Z. L. TANNER. Report on the work of the United States Fish Commission steamer 

Albatross for the year ending December 31, 1884. By Lieut. Commander Z. L. 

Tanner, U. S. Navy, commanding. 
Report U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, part x11, for 1884-1886, pp. 1-116, plates 1-3. 

A narrative of the cruises during the year. with the report of the naturalist, Mr. James E. 

Benedict (pp. 86-103), and the records of the dredging and trawling stations, 2117-2310 (pp. 

106-110). 

Z. L. TANNER. Record of hydrographic soundings and dredging stations occupied 

- by the steamer Albatross in 1886. By Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner, U. S. 
Navy, commanding. 

Bull. U.S. Fish Com., V1, 1886, pp. 277-285. 

A list of the localities (Stations 2629-2735) from which specimens, now in the collection of 

the National Museum, were obtained. The following data are given with respect to each 

locality: Serial number, date, position, temperature, depth, character of bottom, apparatus 

. used, etc. 

GrorGE L. Toppan. A Contribution to our Knowledge of Albinism. 
Ridgway Ornith. Club, Bull. No. 2, 1887, pp. 61-77. 

The author enumerates one hundred and fifty-four North American species which have been 

found in albinistic plumage, making special reference to twenty-eight species in the National 

Museum examined by him. 

CHARLES H. TOWNSEND. List of the Midsummer Birds of the Kowak River, north- 

ern Alaska. 
The Auk, Iv, 1887, pp. 11-13. 

Enumerates fifty-two species. The specimens collected are in the collection of the National 

Museum. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. Report on the Department of Mammals in the U. 8. National 

Museum, 1884. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884 (1886) 11, pp. 129-142. 
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FREDERICK W. TRUE. On a Spotted Dolphin apparently identical with the Prodel- 

phinus doris of Gray. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 11, 1886, pp. 317-324, pls. i-vi. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. The Florida Musk-rat, Neofiber alleni True. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 1, 1886, pp. 325-330, pls. i-iii. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE and F, A. Lucas. Onthe West Indian Seal, Monachus tropicalis 
Gray. 

Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 11, 1886, pp. 331-335, pls. i-iii. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. A new study of the genus Dipodomys. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 30, 1886, pp. 409-413. 

(Read before the Biological Society of Washington, November 28, 1885.) 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. An annotated list of the Mammals collected by the late Mr. 

Charles L. McKay in the vicinity of Bristol Bay, Alaska. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Oct. 11, 1886, pp. 221-224. 

.FREDERICK W. TRUE. Description of anew genus and species of mole, Dymecodon 
pilirostris, from Japan. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1x, Aug. 26, 1886, pp. 97, 98. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. A new Bat from Puget Sound. 
Science, Vill,, Dec. 24, 1886, p. 588. 

A diagnosis of Vespertilio longicrus sp. n. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. Description of a new species of Bat, Vespertilio longicrus, 
from Puget Sound. 

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x, April 25, 1887, pp. 6, 7. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. The Almiqui. : 
Science, vil, No. 190, Sept. 24, 1886, p. 282; one cut. , 

Notes on the acquisition of a living specimen. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. An Ass with abnormally developed hoofs. 
Science, VIII, No. 191, Oct. 1, 1886, p. 304. 

An account of a remarkable case of hypertrophy of the hoofs. 

FREDERICK W. TRUE. Some distinctive cranial characters of the Canada Lynx. 
Proc. U.S, Nat. Mus., x, April 25, 1887, pp. 8, 9. 

A. E. VERRILL. Results of the explorations made by the steamer Albatross off the 

northern coast of the United States in 1883. 
Report U. S. Com. Fish and Fisheries, part x1, for 1883 (1886), pp. 513-699, pls. 1-44, 1885. 

This report is divided into the following topics: ‘‘Character of the deep-sea deposits.” 

“List of the stations occupied by the Albatross in 1883.” ‘‘ Fauna of the deep water.” ‘‘Fauna 

of the northern waters.” ‘‘Lists of species dredged by the Albatross in 1883, and by the Fish 

Hawk in 1880-’82.” ‘‘Fauna of the shallow water near Cane Hatteras.”’ ‘‘List of the shallow 

water Mollusca dredged off Cape Hatteras by tke Albatross in 1883, by Miss K. J. Bush.” 

‘‘Wauna of the surface water of the Gulf Stream.” ‘‘Preliminary list of Acalephe collected 

by the Albatross in 1883, in the region of the Gulf Stream, by J. W. Fewkes.” 

The platés contain 245 figures covering most of the groups of marine invertebrates, and 
mainly representing species that had been previously described. 

The following new forms are described: : 

Mollusca. Echinodermata. 

Mangilia ephamilla Bush, p. 80. Synapta brychia Ver., p. 539. 

Mangilia melanitica Dall, var. oxia | Ophiacantha fraterna Ver., p. 545. 

Bush., p. 580. Ophiacantha varispina Ver., p. 545. 

Mangilia oxytata Bush, p. 582. Ophiacantha gracilis Ver., p. 548. 

Mangilia (2) glypta Bush, p. 582. Amphiura fragilis Ver., p. 549. 

Niso egleés Bush, p. 585. 
Dentalium leptum Bush, p. 586. Acalephe. 

Cadulus Carolinensis Bush, p. 587. 
tolia Verrillii Fewkes, p. 596. 

Neera costata Bush, p. 587. ate cst oe 
Nauphantopsis Diomedee Fewkes, gen. et sp. nov., 

p. 596. 
Pterophysa grandis Fewkes, gen, et sp. nov., p. 598. 

Quleolus Tanneri Ver., p. 529 (foot-note). | Angelopsis globosa Fewkes, gen. et sp. nov., p. 599, 

Tunicata. 

‘ 
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CHARLES D. WaLcotTtT. [Report on the] Department of Invertebrate Fossils, Paleo 

zoic [in the National Museum, 1884]. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 11 (1886), pp. 203-214. 

CHARLES D. WatcorT. Classification of the Cambrian system of North America. 
Amer. Jour. Sci., XXXiII, art. xvi, August, 1866, pp. 138-157, 9 figures. 

CuaRLES D. WaLcoTtT. Cambrian age of the Roofing Slates of Granville, Washing- 
ton County, New York. 

Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Buffalo meeting, August, 1886. (One page extract.) Salem 

Press, December, 1886. 

CHARLES D. WatcoTr. The Taconic System. 
Amer. Jour. Sct., XXXII, February, 1887. (One page extract.) 

LESTER F. Warp. [Report on the] Department of Fossil Plants [in the U. S. National 

Museum, 1884]. 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 11 (1886), pp. 219, 220. 

LESTER F..WarRbD. Broadening the Way to Success. 
: The Forum, New York, 11, December, 1886, pp. 340-350. 

Condensed from a lecture delivered at the National Museum, May 1, 1886, on ‘‘ Heredity 

and Opportunity.” It is argued that undue attention is paid to genius and too little to the 

extension of equal opportunities to all. 

LEsTER F, WARD. The Usé and Abuse of Wealth. 
The Forum, New York, m1, February, 1887, pp. 549-558. 

Some of the ways in which persons of ample means might profitably employ it are pointed 

out, and the use of wealth as an aid to thorough and efficient work is suggested as a partial 

solution of the question of restricting fortune. 

LESTER F. WarD. Science and Immortality. 
The Christian Register, Boston, Lxv1, April 7, 1887, pp. 211, 212. : 

Contribution to a ‘‘Symposium” of scientific men on the subject of the title. The article 

was copied in Public Opinion, Washington, 111, April 16, 1887, and the Symposium has since 

been issued in pamphlet form. 

LESTER F. WarD. The Immortality that Science teaches. 
The Open Court, Chicago, 1, May 26, 1887, pp. 199-201. One of the propositions contained in 

the preceding contribution is here more fully expanded. 

LESTER F. Warp. False notions of Government. 
The Forum, New York, ul, June, 1887, pp. 364-372. 

Some of the current fallacies respecting the powersand duties are exposed in this article and 

the direction in which state functions should be enlarged is pointed out. 

Lester F. Warp. Administrative Report to the Director of the U. 8. Geological 
Survey of the operations of the Division of Paleobotany for the year ending June 

30, 1885. 
Sixth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey, 1884-'85. Washington, 1885, issued June, 

1887, pp. 81-85. 

LESTER F. WARD. Synopsis of the Flora of the Laramie Group. 
Sixth Annual Report of the U.S. Geological Survey, 1884—’85. Washington, 1885. Extras, 

Washington, 1886, issued June 1887, pp. 399-557, pls. xxxi-lxv. 

Contains an historical review of opinion relative to the age, the nature anc extent of the 

groups and of the vegetation of tbe Laramie Group, an extensive table of distribution of Lara- 

mie, Devonian, and Eocene plants, and a thorough discussion of the same. Concludes with a 

report upon recent collections from the Laramie Group, especially the results of the author’s 

personal studies in Colorado and Wyoming, in 1881, and on the Lower Yellowstone and Upper 

Missouri (Fort Union Group) in 1883, stillin process of elaboration, giving a list of 140 spe- 

cies identified at that date, 85 of which were new to science. These 140 species are illustrated 
on 35 double plates, containing 409 figures, by the photo-engraving provess. No descriptions 

nor discussions of the botanical affinities of these fossil plants accompany the list of names and 

illustrations, these being reserved for the publication described under the next title. 

LEsTER F. Ward. Types of the Laramie Flora. 
Bull. of the U. S. Geological Survey, No. 37, 354 pages, 57 double plates, 8vo, Wasb- 

ington, 1887. 

The figures published in the ‘‘Synopsis of the Flora of the Laramie Group”’ (see last 

title) are here reproduced on smaller plates, and are preceded by 115 pages of letter-press 

devoted to their thorough systematic description, with synonomy and full discussion of the 

relationships of the species. 
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JOHN GRANT WELLS. A Catalogue of the Birds of Grenada, West Indies, with obser- 
vations thereon. [Edited by George N. Lawrence. ] 

Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 1X, 1886, Feb. 11, 1887, pp. 609-633. 

Most of the species given in this catalogue have been presented by Mr. Wells to the Na- 

tional Museum. Ninety-two species are enumerated. The paper is interspersed with nu- 

merous notes by Mr. Lawrence included in brackets and signed ‘‘G. N. L.” 

C. A. WHITE. On the Fresh-water Invertebrates of the North American Jurassic. 
Bull. 29, U.S. Geological Survey, pp. 1-41. Four plates. 

C. A. WHITE. On the relation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna to that of the suc- 

ceeding Fresh-water Eocene and other groups. 
Bull. 34, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, 1886, pp. 1 (388)-54 (442), pls. i-v. 

C. A. WHITE. On new generic forms of Cretaceous Mollusca and their relation to 
other forms. 

Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., Jan., 1887, pp. 32-37, pl. ii. 

C. A. WHITE. On the Cretaceous Formations of Texas and their relation to those of 

other portions of North America. 
Proc. Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci., Feb., 1887, pp. 39-47. 

C. A. WHITE. On the inter-relation of contemporaneous fossil Faunas and Floras. 
Amer. Jour. Sci. (3rd ser.), XXXIII, pp. 364-374. 

C. A. WHITE. On the age of the Coal found in the region traversed by the Rio 

Grande. 
Amer. Jour. Sci. (8rd ser.), vol. XXXIII, pp. 18-20. 

C. A. WHITE. (Report on the) Department of Invertebrate Fossils, Mesozoic and 

Cenozoic (in the U. S. National Museum, 1884). 
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 11 (1886), pp. 215-217. 

SAMUEL W. WILLISTON, M. D. Synopsis of the North American Syrphide. 
Bull. 31, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1886, 8vo, pp. i-xxx-+1-335, pl. i to xii. 

Gives a definition of the family, its extent, characters, and classifications, and a synoptic 

table of subfamilies, tribes, and genera. This forms Part 1 of the work. 

In Part 11 are given detailed descriptions of the sixty-five genera into which the family is 

divided, and of over three hundred species (many of them new), together with a full synonymy 

and bibliography. 
Part 11. Conclusion. Gives the habits of the species, a résumé of the larval habits as far 

as known, structure of the family, sexual differences, geographical distribution, geological 

distribution, chronological list of genera, and a definition of terms. 

The Appendix contains a few added species, modifications of synopsis, and general notes. 

H.C. Yarrow. Report on the Department of Herpetology in the U. S. National 
Museum, 1884. 

Report Smithsonian Institution, 1884, 1 (1886), pp. 157-160. 

H. C. Yarrow. Recurrence of symptoms of Poisoning after Snake-bites. 
Medical News, 1887, 1, p. 623. , 

H. C. Yarrow. Navajo methods of curing Ague. 
Forest and Stream, XXvil, No. 6, March 3, 1887, pp. 104, 105 
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LIST OF ACCESSIONS. 

JULY, 1886. 

ENGRAVER’S TOOLS (one set), including graver-square and handle, graver-gouge and 

handle, etching-point and etching-ground, eye-glass, scraper, burnisher, and 

roller. 

JOHN SELLERS & Sons, New York City. 17705. ’86. (1) 

Monkey, Macacus maurus, in the flesh. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.), 

17706. ’'86. (IV) 

MOLLUSKS. - 
8. F. CHENEY, Grand Manan, New Brunswick. 17707. ’86. (1x) 

Sea CUCUMBERS, crabs, etc. 

S. F. CHENEY, Grand Manan, New Brunswick. 17707. ’86. (x1) 

PYROXENIC ROCK containing some pyrrhotite; for examination. 

GEORGE W. WATKINS, Moriah, Essex County, New York. 17708. ’86 (xv1) 
INSECTS caught near an electric light; for examination. 

WILLIAM H. ASHMEAD, Jacksonville, Florida. 17709. ’86. (x) 

COPPERHEAD SNAKE, Ancistrodon piscivorus. : 

GEORGE CHANDLER, West Washington, District of Columbia. 17710. ’86. (v1) 

KANGAROO RAT, Dipodomys agilis. 
F. N. Dick, North Platte, Nebraska. 17711. ’86. (Iv) 

MOo.sz, Scalops aquaticus. 
BENJAMIN MILLER, West Washington, District of Columbia. 17712. ’86. (iv) 

FossiL, Spirifera logani; a fine specimen. 

WiLeY BRITTON, Harrisonville, Missouri. (Through Dr. C. Hart Merriam.) 

17713. 786. (XI, A) 

FossiL (Mesozoic). Lower valve of Radiolites austinensis, Roemer, an extinct genus 
of the Rudistz; for examination. 

SAMUEL HAMMONTREE, Bonham, Texas. 17714. ’86. (XIII, B) 

CONFEDERATE SEAL, Treasury Department, stamped on paper manufactured in the 

Confederate States during the war. 
PavuL BECKWITH, U.S. National Museum. 17715. ’86. (1) 

ORNAMENTED GOLD Disk, from a mound. 

8. A. ROBINSON, Orlando, Orange County, Florida. 17716. 786. (IIT) 

PESTLES, sinkers, fragment of a pot-stone bow], natural formations slightly modified, 
etc. 

GEORGE MIDDLETOWN and W. H. H. CHAMBERS, Lumberton, New Jersey. 
UCT) 7865 0 (11) 

STUFFED CROCODILE. 
JamMEs W. Siter, Cape Town, Africa. 17718. 786. 

AMERICAN HERCULES BEETLE, Dynastes tityus ; for examination. 

“* Memphis Avalanche,” Memphis, Tennessee. 17719. ’86. (x) 
LIZARD, Eumeces fasciatus. 

F. W. Haywarp, Oakley, South Carolina. 17720. ’86. (v1) 

STONE AX, arrow-head, broken flint, pebbles, etc. (Exchange.) 
Dr. A. D. THomas, Terre Haute, Missouri. 17721. ’86. (1II) 
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INDIAN OBJECTS made of pot-stone. 

J. S. RATHBONE, Waynesville, North Carolina. 17722. ’86. (111) 

WATER from a large salt lake near Pecos, Texas; for examination. 

J. K. HARRINGTON, Pecos, Texas. 17723. 786. (XVI) 

CoPpPER ORES. ; 
L. STADTMULLER, New Haven, Connecticut. 17724. ’86. (XVIII) 

CARVED Horw, a relic of the English and French wars. 
C. McMIcHAEL BaRTON, Orangeburgh, South Carolina. 17725. ’86. (1) 

SEA HERRING, Clupea harengus ; for examination. 

J. T. CHuRcH, Tiverton, Rhode Island. 17726. ’86. (vuIt) 

CHINESE LANTERN. (Returned.) 
Major T. B. FERGusON, Washington, District of Columbia. 17727. ’86. (II, A) 

Pura and cast-off skins of a species of the higher Bombycide (?). 

B. F. STALKER, New Providence, Indiana. 17728. ’86. (xX) 

STAR-NOSED MOLE, Condylura cristata, in the flesh. 
D. W. Lawson, West Winsted, Connecticut. 17729. ’86. (IV) 

MINERALS; from Rockbridge County, Virginia. 

Prof. J. H. MorRISON, Lexington, Virginia. 17730. ’85. (XVI) 

TORPEDO, cramp-fish, or electric ray, Torpedo occidentalis. 

J. B. Epwarps, Amagansett, New York. 17731. ’86. (VII) 

STURGEON, Acipenser sturio (head). 
E. G. BLACKFORD, New York City. 17732. ’86. (vIlI) 

STONE METATE. 
Jost C. ZELEDON, San José, Costa Rica. 17733. ’86. (111) 

Brirp, Crax globicera (skin); new to the collection. 

Josk C. ZELEDON, San José, Costa Rica. 17733. ’86. (vV, A) 

SHELLS. 
Jost C. ZELEDON, San José, Costa Rica. 17733. ’86. (Ix) 

MINNowS, fat-head and black-head, Pimephales promelas ; said to have fallen from 

rain clouds at Harvard, Nebraska. 

W. L. May, Fremont, Nebraska. 17734. ’86. (vit) 

ROUGH-WINGED SWALLow, Sielgidopteryx serripennis, from Alexandria County, Vir- 

ginia. 
ROBERT RipGway, U.S. National Museum. 17735. ’86. (Vv, A) 

SHELLS, Parapholas californica and Pholas (Zirphea) crispola, trom Queen Charlotte 

Islands. 

W. B. ANDERSON, Fort Simpson, British Columbia. 17736. ’86. (1x) 

FLYING-SQUIRREL, Sciuropterus volucella (skin). 

W. B. ANDERSON, Fort Simpson, British Columbia. 17736. ’86. (IV) 

BIRD-SKINS, Turdus aonalaschke, Cyanocitta annectens, Aphriza virgata, and Tringa 

canutus (4 specimens). 

W. B. ANDERSON, Fort Simpson, British Columbia. 17736. ’86. (vV, A) 

SPONGE, Chelina sp. (2 specimens). 
W. B. ANDERSON, Fort Simpson, British Columbia. 17736. ’86. (XI) 

OYSTER-SHELL taken from the bottom of the frigate Constellation when she was at 

anchor at the dry-dock in Charlestown, after her return from the West Indies. 

Dr. E. STERLING, Cleveland, Ohio. 17737. ’86. (1X) 

GOLDFINCH, a cross between a female canary, Serinus canariensis, and a male gold- 

finch, Carduelis carduelis. 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 17738. 785. (Vv, 4) 

PLANT; for examination. 
Dr. C. M. Casz, Honey Spring, Texas. 17739. ’86. (XV) 

Mor, Anisota virgimensis ; for examination. 

WILLIAM BRADFORD, Centre, Alabama. 17740. ’86. (X) 
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MANGANESE MINERAL and silicious material stained with various particles of decom- 
position products; for examination. 

_ Mrs. E. W. P. Guys, Seattle, Washington Territory. 17741. ’86. (xvIII) 

SHELL, Unio rubiginosus Lea; for examination. 

Dr. W. S. NEWLON, Oswego, Kansas. 17742. ’86. (IX) 

BLISTERING BEETLES,* Epicauta maculata ; for examination. 

Capt. Henry Romeyny, U.S. Army, Fort Keogh, Montana. 17743. ’86. (x) 

Corns, ancient Grecian and Roman. 
FRANK REYNOLDS, U.S. National Museum. 17744. 786. (2) 

GLACIAL FLUTING and striation, from the North quarry, Kelley’s Island, Western 

Lake Erie. 

Mrs. E. K. HunNTINGTON. (Through T. C. Chamberlin, U.S. Geological Sur- 

vey.) 17745. ’86. (XVII) 

PHOTOGRAPHS of Winnebago, Ute, and Osage Indians (39). 

BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17746. ’86. (11, A) 

METEORITES (187 specimens). 

CHARLES U. SHEPARD, Charleston, South Carolina. 17747. ’86. (xvi) 
Fis, specimen of ‘‘ Loox Down,” Vomer setipinnis ; for examination. 

E. M. McComas, Washington, District of Columbia. 17748. ’86. (viz) 

NOTCHED SINKER; for examination. 
D.C. Ey SEOs Tioga, Tioga County, Deeeet 17749. 786. (111) 

MAMMAL SKINS AND SKELETONS: 
Bison americanus. Hesperomys leucopus. 

Antilocapra americana. Lepus campestris. 

Fiber zibethicus. L. sylvaticus. 

Spermophilus 13-lineata. Canis latrans (2) juv. 

Tamias asiaticus pallidus. 

Collected by W. T. Hornaday, in Montana. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17750. ’86. 

(Iv) 
BIRD-SkINs from Montana (7 specimens). Collected by W. T. Hornaday. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17750. ’86. 

(V, 4) 
Ducks’ Ea@e@s (96 specimens). Collected by W. T. Hornaday. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17750. ’86. 

(v,B) 
QUARTZ containing a small amount of mica; for examination. 

J. HOWELL. (Through Hon. M. W. Ransom, U.S. Senate.) 17751. ’86. (xviI1) 

SNAKE EGGs. 
REUBEN WRIGHT, Clifton Station, Virginia. 17752. ’86. (v1) 

CoprEeR COIN, 3 schwaren, Bremen, Germany, 1858. 

GEORGE ECKERT, Jr., Washington, District of Columbia. 17753. ’86, (1) 

HEAD OF ELK, Cervus canadensis (deposited). 

Col. JoHN D. WILKINS, Fort Keogh, Montana. 17754. ’86. (Iv) 

ALBINO RoBIN, Merula migratoria. 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 17755. ’86. (Vv, A) 
IRON PyritTEs; for examination. 

P. H. Spears, Morrillton, Arkansas. (Through Hon. James H. Berry.) 
17756. ’86. (XVI) 

CROCIDOLITE IN QUARTZ; four cut stones artificially colored. 

GEORGE F. Kunz, Hoboken, New Jersey. 17757. ’86. (XVI) 
METEORIC IRON; four fragments from Augusta County, Virginia, and eleven frag- 

ments from Jenny’s Creek, West Virginia. (In exchange.) 

GEORGE F,, Kunz, Hoboken, New Jersey. 17758. ’86. (XVI) 

*See Report on Department of Insects, Part 11, 
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RED ELDER, Sambucus pubens, from Forest, Ontario; for name. 

L. H. SMITH, Forest, Ontario. 17759. 786. (XV) 

HERB, apparently Lithospermum multifiorum ; for name. 

W. R. Brown, Sanders, Fresno County, California. 17760. ’86. (1) 

FOssIL SHELLS, from the Pebas Group in the valley of the Amazon. 

Dr. O. BOTTGER, Frankfort-am-Main, Germany. 17761. ’86. (x1, B) 

ARCHZOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Hammer-stone, 14 chips and flakes, 7 rude implements, 4 

leaf-shaped implements, 6 spear-heads 55 arrow-heads, rude chipped ax, grooved 

ax, 2 fragments of pierced tablets, 3 fragments of pot-stone bowls, 5 fragments of 

split bones, 70 fragments of pottery, 14 Unio and oyster shells, presented. Also 

26 rude implements and 107 arrow-heads, in exchange. 

O. N. Bryan, Marshall Hall, Maryland. 17762. ’86. (111) 

CHLORITIC MATERIAL, decomposed; for examination. 

Hon. W. C. WHITTHORNE, United States Senate. 17763. ’86. (xvuII) 
Fossi CEPHALOPOD, Belemnitella quadrata (4 specimens), from Germany. 

Prof. C. SCHLUTER, Bonn on Rhine, Germany. (Through Dr. C. A. White.) 

17764. ’36. (XIII, B) ‘ 

INVERTEBRATE FOssis, Cyclostoma antiquus (7), Cyclostoma tricarinata (7), Cyrena 
livata (2). 

Prof. F. SANDBERGER, Wurzburg, Bavaria. 17765. ’86. (XIII, B) 

LEADS. 

A. EILERS, Colorado Smelting Company, South Pueblo, Colorado. 17766. ’86. 

(XVIII) 

Woop of Abies Douglassi, bored by Scolytus unispinosus; from Sylvania, California. 

Collected by L. E. Ricksecker. 

J. B. Smiru, U. 8. National Museum. 17767. ’86. (xX) 

PLANT, Hibiscus moschatus, L.; for examination. 

HarRvVEY C. MEDFORD, Tupelo, Mississippi. 17768. ’86. (xv) 

DECOMPOSED TOURMALINE from New York; for examination. 

GEORGE W. WATKINS, Moriah, New York. 17769. (xXvIII) 

Root (Rhizome) ; for examination. 

P. E. Dupuy, Richmond, Virginia. 17770. ’86. (1) 

FERRUGINOUS CONCRETION, from near Havre-de-Grace, Maryland. 

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SuRVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through W 
J McGee.) 17771. ’86. (XVII) 

TETRADYMITE. 
BusH and Mryers, Sheridan, Montana. 17772. ’86. (xvu1) 

PLANT, Hypericum galioides, Lam.; for examination. 

J. C. McGauna, Cedar Mountain, Transylvania County, North Carolina. 17773. 

786; (KV) 

HEAD OF VIRGINIA DEER, Cariacus virginianus (mounted). 
H. H. Miner, Saranac Lake, New York. 17774. ’86. (Iv) : 

PILoT-BoaT (model), Schooner-rigged pilot-boat Glyn, of Brunswick, Georgia. 
Designed by G. L. Daboll and built by Robert Palmer & Sons, Noank, in 1864. 

The top of model represents deck line, above which was a bulwark 20 inches 

high, including the rail. Keel, 12 inches deep forward and 24 inches deep aft. 

Length over all, 78 feet; on water-line, 68 feet; top of keel to top of deck, 9 feet 
4 inches; beam, 20 feet. A marked characteristic is the strong rake of the stem, 

and the considerable flare of the bow above water. 

G. L. DaBox.t, Noank, Connecticut. 17775. ’86. (1) 

FRESH-WATER SHELLS. 
H. G. Hopes, York, Clark County, Illinois. 17776. ’86. (1x) 

ScouRING Rusu, Equisetum hyemale, and Nelumbium luteum. 

H. G. Hopes, York, Clark County, Illinois. 17776. '86. (xv) 
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Two hundred and five species; about 500 specimens 

dry and alcoholic, dredged by U. S. Coast Survey steamer Blake, 187678; from 

the Gulf of Mexico and the West Indies. 

Prof. ALEXANDER AGASSIZ, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

Dall.) 17777. 786. (1X) 

(Through Dr. W. H. 

RockFIisH, Roccus lineatus; from the Susquehanna River, at Bainbridge, Pennsylvania, 

BuRNARD DOYLE, Bainbridge, Pennsylvania. 
BiRD-SKINS,* from New Zealand: 

Hieracidea nove-zealancie, Lath. (2 

specimens. ) 

Hieracidea ferox, Peale. 

Circus gouldi, Bonap. 

Athene nove-zealandie, Gral. 

mens. ) 

Halcyon vagans, Less. 

(2 specimens. ) 

(2 speci- 

(3 specimens. ) 

Prosthemadera nove-zealandiec, Gul. 

(4 specimens. ) 

Anthornis melanura, Sparr. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Zosterops lateralis, Lath. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Orthonyx ochrocephala, Gml. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Certhiparus nove-zealandie. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Petreca longipes, Less. (2 specimens. ) 

Petreca macrocephala, Gml. (2speci- 
mens. ) 

Anthus nove-zealandie, Gml. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Turnagra crassirostris, Gml. 

Rhipidura flabellifera, Gml. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Khipidura fuliginosa, Sparr. (2 speci- 
mens. ) 

Charadrius obscurus, Gm.” (4 speci- 
mens. ) 

Charadrius bicinetus, Jard. (3 speci- 
mens. ) 

Anarhynchus frontalis, Q. & G. (4 

specimens. ) 

Hematopus unicolor, Frost. 

Botaurus peciloptilus, Wag. 

Limosa baueri, Maum. (3 specimens. ) 

Tringa canutus, L. 

Ocydromus soy Gray. 

mens. ) 

Ocydromus earli, Gray. Juv. 

Ocydromus australis, Sparr. 

mens. ) 

Rallus philippensis, L. (3specimens.) 

Ortygometra tabuensis, Gm). 

(2 speci- 

(2 speci- 

17778. ’86. (Vil) 

Porphyrio melanotus,Temm. (2 speci- 

mens.) 

Anas superciliosa, Gral. 
Podiceps cristatus, L. 

Podiceps rufipectus, Gray. 

Larus dominicanus, Licht. 
mens. ) 

Creadion carunculatus, Gul. 

mens. ) 

Heteralocha acutirostris, Gould. (2 

specimens. ) 

Stringops habroptilus, Gray. 

mens. ) 

Platycercus nove-zealandie, Sparr. (2 

specimens. ) 

(2 speci- 

(2 speci- 

(2 speci- 

Platycereus auriceps, Kuhl. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Nestor meridionalis,, Gml. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Nestor notabilis, Gould. (2 speci- 

mens.) 

Eudynamis taitensis, Sparr. (2 speci- 

mens.) 

Carpophaga nove-zealandie, Gml. (2 

specimens. ) 

Apteryx mantelli, Bartl. (2 speci- 

mens.) 

Larus scopulinus, Forst. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Sterna frontalis, Gray. (2 specimens. ) 

Sterna antarctica, Frost. (2 speci- 

mens. ) 

Pufinus tristis, Forst. 

Procellaria parkinsoni, Gray. 

Procellaria cookii, Gray. 

Thalassidroma fregata, Lz 

Dysporus serrator, Banks. Juv. 
Phalacrocorax melanoleucus, Viell. 

Phalacrocorax brevirostris, Gould. 

Phalacrocorax varius, Gm. 

Phalacrocorax punctatus, Sparr. (2 
specimens.) 

Eudyptes pachyrhynchus, 

specimens. ) 

Gray. (2 

The nomenclature is that of Buller’s Manual of the Birds of New Zealand, Wellington, 1882. 

AUCKLAND Museum, Auckland, New Zealand. 

man, curator.) 17779. ’86. (Vv, A) 
(Through Prof. T. F. Cheese- 

*See Report on Department of Birds, Part 11. 
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COKE: 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF KENTUCKY, Lexington, Kentucky. (Through Prof. 

J. B. Proctor.) 17780. ’86. (xvIIr) 

GEOMETRIC COMPASS, from China. 

Dr. D. B. McCarTEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17781. ’86. (a1, A) 
“The New England Nut Courant,” No. 80, 1723, Printed and sold by Benjamin 

Franklin. 

Tuomas A. RicuH, Boston, Massachusetts. 17782. ’86. (1) 

RECEIPTED BILL, dated October 15, 1864—a relic of the Confederacy. 
E. R. Topp, U. S. National Museum. 17783. ’86. (1) 

PYRRHOTITE, containing nickel; for examination. 

A. H. CROWKHITE and GEORGE B. HENDERSON, Denver, Colorado. 17784. ’86. 

(XVI) 

Kao.in ; for examination. 

A. J. BARNETT & Bro., Leakey, Texas. 17785. ’86. (xv1) 

PLANT, large-leaved form of Liliwm canadensis, L. (?); for name. 

W. H. ApDams, Elmore, Illinois. 17786. ’86. (xv) 

LEAD BUCKLES, made in the factory of Harrison Bros. & Co. 

HarRIsoN BROTHERS & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17787. ’86. (xvuI1) 

LIMESTONE, supposed by sender to contain silver or zinc ; for examination. 

S. FLETCHER, Phebe, Tennessee. 17788. ’86. (XVIII) 

PHOTOGRAVURES to accompany the metallurgical collection from the Works of the 

Colorado Smelting Company. 

COLORADO SMELTING Company, South Pueblo, Colorado. 17789. ’86. (xvuIr) 

ORES, consisting chiefly of magnetic oxide of iron, from Arizona; for examination. 

J. D. EMMERSLEY, Dos Cabezos, Arizona. 17790. ’86. (XVIII) 

FossiL SHELLS (68 species). (Exchange.) 
Prof. M. NEUMEYER, Vienna, Austria. 17791, ’86. (XIII, B) 

RHIZOMES of Nuphar pumilum (?) and Nymphea alba var. candida, from Prussia. 
Prof. D. R. Caspary, Konigsberg, Prussia, 17792. ’86. (Sent to the carp ponds. ) 

FossILs, Dictyophyton tuberosum, Zaphrentis solida, Chonophyllum, Chetetes lycoperdon, 

Monticulipora, Productus cora, Zaphrentis. (Sixteen specimens. ) 

W. R. LEIGHTON, Creston, Iowa. 17793. ’86. (XIII, A) 

Corton, handspun yarn, quilt, purple dye, and shell-fish from which the dye is made; 

from the Indians of Acapulco. 

JOHN A. SUTTER, U. 8. consul, Acapulco, Mexico. (Through Quartermaster’s 

Department, U.S.A.). 17794. ’86. (1) 

PEARLS (998), taken from the following species of Californian mollusks: Tivela cras- 

satelloides, Chione fluctifraga, Vomer mercenaria, Haliotis splendens, Haliotis Cra- 

chordti, Haliotis rubescens. 

C. R. OrcuTT, San Diego, California, 17795. 786. (Ix) 
MockKING Birp, Mimus polyglottos (skeleton), from Virginia. 

W. C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Museum. 17796. ’86. (x11) % 

PircE OF WRECK from George’s Banks, supposed to be a part of the quarter-rail of 

an old fishing vessel, brought up by a hand-line fish-hook, lat. 41° 55’, long. 66° 5C’. 

P. A. MercHant, Schooner Zthel, Gloucester, Massachusetts. (Through W. A. 

Wilcox.) 17797. 786. (1) 
O1L PortTRAIT of Sin-Sin, painted in Shanghai, China. Also carved frame, made in 

Ningpo. 

Dr. D. B. McCartTrxz, Washington, District of Columbia. 17798. ’86. (II, A) 

COMMON ATLANTIC SALMON, Salmo wilmotii, and California trout, Salmo irideus. 

Dr. FRANCIS Day, Cheltenham, England. 17799. ’86. (vu) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Model of child’s sledge; snow-knife made of wood from Dr. 
Kane’s ship; Dr. Boas’ seal-skin parka, from Cumberland Gulf. Also Venetian 

pitcher, and wine goblet of the seventeenth century. (Hxchange.) i 

Dr, EMIL BESSELS, Washington, District of Columbia. 17800, ’86, (II, A) 7 
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BirpD SKINS AND SKELETONS (14), from California. 
LoREN W. GREEN, Redding, California. 17801. ’86. (Iv) 

ScREECH OWL, Megascops asio, from Maryland. 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 17802. ’86. (v, A) 

RED PHALAROPE, Crymophilus fulicarius. Shot on Eastern Branch, District of 

Columbia. 

F. S. WEBSTER, Washington, District of Columbia. 17803. ’86. (Vv, A) 

FisHEs, Lepomis pallidus, Micropterus salmoides, Ambloplites rupestris, Amia calva, Esox 

lucius, Stizostedium vitreum, Pomoxys sparoides, Perca americana, Amiurus natalis 

var. cupreus, Lepomis gibbosus, Coregonus sp., Percina caprodes, Lota maculosa, 

Uranidea, sp. 
F. L. WASHBURN, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 17804. ’86. (vit) 

TORTOISE, from Darlington, South Carolina. 

FRANK Burns, U.S. Geological Survey. 17805. ’86. (VI) 

HUMMING-BIRDS, from South America. (6 skins.) 

F.S. WEBSTER, Washington, District of Columbia. 17806. ’86. (v,a) 

WHIP-POOR-WILL, Antrostomus vociferus, from Maryland. 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 17807. ’86. (v,A) 

AMBER-FISH, Seriola lalandi, from Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 

U. S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 17808. ’86. (vit) 
*BIRD SKIN, Picolaptes rikeri, nov. sp., from South America. 

C. B. RikER, 301 Produce Exchange, New York. 17809. ’86. (v,A) 

OXIDE OF LEAD, supposed to be an artificial product; for examination. 
CHARLES Mason, Edge Hill, Virginia. 17810. '86. (xXvuIr) 

PIPE, probably of Indian manufacture. 

Lrvi W. MENGEL, 620 Penn street, Reading, Pennsylvania. 17811. ’86. (11, A) 

MamMats, Plecotus auritus, Vespertilio bechsteiniit, Vesperus borealis, Vespertilio mysta- 

cinus, Arvicola rufocanus (skins); Putorius fetidus, Ursus arctos (skulls); Gulo 

borealis (skeleton). 

Prof. TycHo TULLBERG, Upsala, Sweden. 17812. ’86. (IV) 

GALENA (sulphide of lead); for examination. 

Dr. H. M. Rector, Hot Springs, Arkansas. 17813. ’86. (XVIIL) 

Foss, TEETH OF MAMMOTH, Llephas americanus, and Horse, Equus, sp., from Sul- 
phur Valley, Arizona Territory; for inspection. (Returned.) 

THOMAS J. NEWLAND, Wilcox, Arizona Territory. 17814. ’86. (xII) 

CANARY BIRD, Serinus canariensis, in the flesh. 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 17815. ’86. (Vv, A) 

CEREMONIAL WEAPON, from Orangeburgh, South Carolina. 
FRANK Burns, U. 8. Geological Survey. 17816. ’86, (111) 

FRoG, from Darlington, South Carolina. 
FRANK Burns, U.S. Geological Survey. 17816. 786. (v1) 

FIsHES, Phoxinus stagnalis sp. nov. (2 species); from Russia. (In exchange.) 

ZOOLOGICAL MUSEUM, ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, St. Petersburg, Russia. 17817. 
86. (VIL) 

METEORIC IRON. Shavings (machine turnings) from the San Bernardino meteorite, 
with two photographs. 

SraTE MINING BuREAU OF CALIFORNIA. (Through Prof. H.§. Durden.) 17818. 
86. (XVI) 

TIN ORE, from Etta Mine. 

CHARLES A. HOWARD, Rapid City, Dakota. 17819. ’86. (xvuII) 

Iguana, from Big Swan Island, Honduras. 

Capt. E. 8. Strong, Brooklyn, New York. 17820. ’86. (v1) 

*For description of this new species see Proceedings U.S. National Museum, vol, 

9, p. 523, 
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STURGEON, Acipenser sturio var. oxyrhynchus. 

Rk. H. WALKER, Columbia, Alabama. 17821. ’86. (viz) 

JAPANESE SCREEN. 
Fone Lez. (Through New Orleans Exposition.) 17822. ’86. (i1) 

PHARYNGEALS of fresh-water Drum, Aplodinotus grunniens ; for examination. 

JOHN A. HARPER, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 17823. ’86. (vm) 

QUARTZ mixed with gold and tetradymite; for examination. 

GEORGE TULLOCK, Sheridan, Montana. 17824. ’86. (xvuII) 
TERRAPINS. 

J. W. P. JENKS, Middleborough, Massachusetts. 17825. ’86. (x11) 

Fig1 WAR CLUB. 

Dr. BROWERS, Dunellen, New Jersey. 17826. ’86. (iI, A) 

LIMESTONE. Two pieces; for examination. 

J. F. BUMBELOUGH, Shingle, Tennessee. 17827. ’86. (XVI) 

MockKInG Birrp, Mimus polyglottos. 

Dr. Emit BESSELS, Washington, District of Columbia. 17828. ’86. (x11) 

ARCHZOLOGICAL OBJECTS: 4 cutting tools, 3 perforators, 3 scrapers, 44 arrow and 

spear heads, 6 celts, 2 grooved axes, 2 pestles, and a fragment of pottery; from 

Hamilton County, Ohio. (Exchange.) 

W. C. Cone, Sater, Hamilton County, Ohio. 17829. ’86. (111) 

ARCHEOLOGICAL OBJECTS: 2 grooved axes, arrow-shaft straightener, fish-hook (stea- 
tite), and 5 chipped flint implements; from Ohio. (Returned.) 

K. Q. SmiTuH, Columbus, Ohio. 17830. ’86. (a1) 

FRETWORK, interlaced, after the Moorish patterns. 

C.S. Ransom & Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 17831. ’86. (1) 

‘FIELD Mouse, WHesperomys leucopus; harvest mouse, Ochetodon humilis; common 

mouse, Mus musculus ; for examination. 

G. H. RaGspa.e, Gainesville, Texas. 17832. ’86. (IV) 
TWO-SPOTTED TREE-HOPPER, Membracis binotata, ord. Hemiptera Homoptera; for ex- 

amination. 

W. G. Buisu, Niles, Michigan. 17833. ’86. (x) 
DIGGER WASP, Stizus speciosus ; for examination. 

Dr. Z. D. WALTERS, Marietta, Ohio. 17834. ’86. (x) 

AUGUST. 

ORE; for examination. 
M. A. BoNVILLE, Dardanelle, Arkansas. 17835. ’86. (XVIII) 

MACKEREL, Scomber pneumatophorus (alcoholic). ; 

U. S. Fish ComMIssIon, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 17836. ’86. (vi1) 
ENGLISH REDPOLL and linnet (skins). (HExchange.) 

R. BOWDLER SHARPE, London, England. 17837. ’86. (Vv, A) 

MussrL SHELL, with images of Buddha on inside; from Ningpo, China. 
Dr. D. B. McCarTEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17838. ’86. (11, A) 

Mockine Birpv, Minus polyglottos. 

W. C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Museum. 17839. ’86. (Vv, A) 

WEATHERED MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE. 

S. S. Buck, engineer, Niagara Suspension Bridge. 17840. ’86. (XvIt) 

MINERALS, 126 specimens. (Exchanged.) 

JOSEPH WILCOX, Media, Pennsylvania. 17841. ’86. (xvi) 

FisHEs (alcoholic). 

HEerBEeRT M. KNOWLES, Point Judith, Rhode Island. 17842. ’86. (vit) 

WHITE GLAss (fused). i 
C. RuncE, New Ulm, Texas. 17843. ’86. (XVI) 

SANDSTONES for examination. 

N. A. Ramszty, Asheville, North Carolina. 17844. ’86, (xvIl) 
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Great KINGFISHER, Dacelo gigas, from Australia; skeleton. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.). 

17845. 786. (XII) 

SAIL-FISH, Histiophorus gladius. 

. U.S. Fish Commission. 17846. ’86. (v11) 
TRON Ral. 

J. E. WATKINS, Camden, New Jersey. 17847. ’86. (1) 

LEPIDOPTERA: 17 species, 21 specimens; for examination. 

Miss Mary E. MurtTFELpDT, Kirkwood, Montana. 17848. ’86. (xX) 

FIBERS, FABRICS, ETC. 

GOVERNMENT OF GUATEMALA. (Through Enrique Toriello, Chargé d’affaires of 

the Republic of Guatemala.) 17849. ’86. (1) 

Woops, from Guatemala. 

GOVERNMENT OF GUATEMALA. (Through Enrique Toriello.) 17849. ’86. (xv) 

MOLE CRICKET, Gryllotalpa sp.; American Hercules beetle, Dynastes tityus; for ex- 

amination. : 

JOHN A. RAMSEY, Salisbury, North Carolina. 17850. ’86. (x) 

WILD RvB, Elymus canadensis and E. virginicus; for examination. 

A. E. Bovay, Glen Ullin, Dakota. 17851. ’86. (xv) 

LINNET, Linota cannabina (skeleton). 

Louis SCHMID & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 17852. ’86. (x11) 

MockInG Birp, Mimus polyglottos (in flesh). 

Dr. Emit BrssExs, Smithsonian Institution. 17853. °86. (Vv, A) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS collected in Greenlaud by Dr. Octave Pavy, U.S. Army, 

surgeon and naturalist of the Greely Arctic Expedition: Greenland kyak model 

complete, with spear, harpoon and line, throwing-stick, line-rack, paddle, lance, 

and snow-knife; similar model], mounted for hunting birds; umiak model, with 

paddles complete; set of dog-harness and whip; sledge, named “ Lilla;” pair 

of long Greenland boots, embroidered; pair of seal-skin slippers; embroidered 

leather belt, with carved ivory clasps; square work-bag of embroidered seal- 

skin; hand-bag of seal-skin, embroidered; three embroidered leather mats; 

hassock of black and white hair seal-skin; cape of eider-duck skins; cloak of 

eider-duck skins; muff of eider-duck skins; pair of wristlets of eider-duck 

skins; muff of bird-skins and eider-down; foot-warmer of eider skins; three 

samples of skins; beaded collar; photograph of Gulnare, at St. John’s, Newfound- 

land; piece of Polaris flag, given to Dr. Pavy by Colonel Lupton; lace made by 

Danish women in Southern Greenland; ivory counters (93 pieces); two letters 

commending Dr. Pavy: 1. By Dr. K. Smith; 2. By members of the Greely 

party; North American Review articles on Dr. Pavy’s journal; three photos found 

with Dr. Pavy’s effects; portion of his neckerchief; newspaper clippings with 

account of official papers; memorial services at St. Louis, August 24, 1884; Arctic 

flowers gathered north of Lady Franklin Bay by Dr. Pavy, naturalist of the 

Greely expedition; nine photographs of Dr. Pavy, Mrs. Pavy, and groups of the 

Greely party. (Deposited. ) 

Mrs. Litta May Pavy, New York City. 17854. ’86. (111) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS, from Burmah and India. 

Rey. C. H. A. Dau, Calcutta, India. (Through W. H. Dall.) 17855. ’86. 

(11, A) 
SANDSTONE; for examination. 

CLARENCE L. BARRETT, Clearfield, Pennsylvania. 17856. ’86. (XVII) 

CALCITE, from neighborhood of Campeche, State of Campeche, Mexico. 

Dr. CHARLES RAU, Smithsonian Institution. 17857. (xv1) 

MUSSELS AND LAND SHELLS, from South Carolina, and fresh-water shells from the 
Potomac River. 

FRANK Burns, U, §. Geological Survey. 17858, 786. (Ix) 
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BoG MANGANESE. 
C. G. VieLE, Garrett, North Carolina. 17859. ’86. (xvi) 

INTERNODE of Calamites or Equisetum (fragment). 
H. SHRIVER, Wytheville, Virginia. 17860. ’86. (xIv) 

EPIDOTE AND QUARTZ (fragment). * 
H. Suriver, Wytheville, Virginia. 17860. ’86. (xvi) 

CHIPPED FLINTS (95 specimens) ; for examination. 

H. SHRIVER, Wytheville, Virginia. 17860. ’86. (111) 
CONGLOMERATE Rock, for examination. 

WILLIAM RAwE, Judsonia, White County, Arkansas. 17861. ’86. (XVI) 

PHOTOGRAPH OF OWL captured near Somerset, Pennsylvania. 

W. H. WELFLEY, Somerset, Pennsylvania. 17862. ’86. (Vv, A) 

WESTERN SAVANNA SPARROWS, Ammodramus sandwichensis alaudinus (6); and Hybrid 

Flickers, Colaptes auratus and Colaptes mexicanus. — 

W. Otto Emerson, Haywards, California. 17863. ’86. (Vv, A) 

NESTS AND Ea@@s of Black-throated Bunting, Spiza americana, Gm. 

D. L. BECKHAM, Bardstown, Kentucky. 17864. ’86 (v, B) 

STEEL SLEEPER, with a short piece of 90-pound rail, etc., the standard iron road 

superstructure on the London and Northwestern Railway. 

J. HE. WATKINS, Camden, New Jersey. 17865. ’87. (1) 

TEAPOYS (2) of Cashmir lacquer, from Lahore, Cashmir, India. 

Mrs. HELEN TOMPKINS, Calcutta, India, 17866. ’86. (11, A) 

PIPE AND CasE, from Lapland. Brass portion of English make; pipe probably 
Dutch. 

Dr. Emit BESSELS, Smithsonian Institution. 17867. ’86. (iI, A) 

PICTURE representing the pursing of mackerel with large purse seines. 
AMERICAN NET AND TWINE Company, Boston, Massachusetts. 17868. ’86. (1) 

IMITATION TURQUOISE (four specimens). 

ISRAEL FARJEON, New York City. (Receivedin1880.) 17869. ’86. (XVI) 

Buiack TERN, Hydrochelidon nigra; for examination. 

J.W. BowMan, Aleman, New Mexico. 17870. ’86. (XII) 

GALENA and WHITE MARBLE, containing a silicate of lime; for examination. 

HICKS AND SITGREAVES, Bristol, Tennessee. 17871. ’86. (XVIII) 

SUCKER-FISH, Echeneis remora; for examination. 
J. M. C. Eaton, Irvington, New Jersey. 17872. ’86. (VII) 

FLAT-HEAD MINNOW, Pimephales promelas ; for examination. 

M. M. Bostwick, Iowa City, Iowa. 17873. ’86, (viz) 

LOGGERHEAD TURTLES (three specimens). (Purchased.) 

FRED §. ALLEN, Cuttyhunk, Massachusetts. 17874. ’86. (vr) 

LEATHER JACKET, Oligoplites saurus. r 

JAMES M. SOUTHWICK, Providence, Rhode Island. 17875. ’86. (VvIt) 

MONKEY, Cynopithecus niger. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.). 

17876. 786. (IV) 

DECOMPOSED SCHISTOSE Rock; for examination. 
CHARLES SPURLOCK, Dardanelle, Arkansas. 17877. ’86. (XVIII) 

SHARK’S TEETH (fossil). : 

G. V. YounG, Aberdeen, Mississippi. 17878. ’&6. (vI1) 

Fossit SHELLS, apparently belonging to the Veneride. 

G. V. YounG, Aberdeen Mississippi. 17878. ’86. (IX) 
FossiL Woop, probably dicotyledonous; from blue rock bluffs on Matubbie Creek. 

G. V. Youne, Aberdeen, Mississippi. 17878. ’86. (XIV) 

SANDSTONE CONCRETION; for examination. 
JAMES M. DouGHERTY, Doylestown, Pennsylvania. 17879. ’86. (XVII) 

WoopDcnHuck, Arctomys monax. 

J, C, Winson, Sligo, Maryland, 17880, ’86, (xt) 
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Nicut-Hawk, Chordeiles virginianus, and Red-headed Woodpecker, Melanerpes erythro- 

cephalus, from Virginia. 
R. Ripeway, U.S. National Museum. 17881. ’86. (Vv, A) 

PHOTOGRAPH of Large-billed Shrike, Lanius robustus. 
Dr. L. STEJNEGER, U.S. National Museum. 17882. ’86. (v, A) 

INDIAN Foopbs. 
Dr. H. W. HARKNESS, San Francisco, California. 17883. ’86. (1) 

RICHARDSON’S SPERMOPHILE, Spermophilus richardsoni (skins); from Manitoba. 

Ernest E. T. Seron, New York City. 17884. ’86. (Iv) 

Birps’ Eees: Bartram’s Sandpiper, Bariramia longicauda; Northern Sharp-tailed 

Grouse, Pediocwies phasianellus ; Gray Ruffed Grouse, Bonasa umbellus umbelloides ; 

Colymbus auritus ; from Manitoba. 

ERNEST E. T. Seton, New York City. 17884. ’86. (v, B) 

RICHARDSON’s SPERMOPHILE, Spermophilus richardsoni (skulls); from Manitoba. 
ERNEST E. T. SETON, New York,City. 17884. ’86. (xi) 

BIRD-SKINS (6 specimens, 6 species). 

ERNEST H. T. SeToON, New York City. 17884. ’86. (v, A) 

PHOTOGRAPHS of Labrador Gyrfalecon, Falco rusticolus obsoletus ; Prairie Hens, Tym- 

panuchus cupido, g and 9 ads., and Pallas’s Cormorant, Phalacrocorax perspicillatus. 

R. Ripeway, U.S. National Museum. 17885. ’&86. (Vv, A) 

MUSTARD SEED, black and white varieties; for examination. 

JOHN W. SCHWANER, Guide Rock, Nebraska. 17886. ’86. (1) 

Rock, drift bowlder of quartz porphyry. 
F.M. & C. O. Merica, Garrett, Indiana. 17887. ’86. (XvIl) 

AMERICAN WATER Bua, Belostoma americanum ; for examination. 

E. J. JONES, Batesburgh, South Carolina. 17888. ’86. (x) 

Skin OF MusKRAT, dressed for fur; specimen caught near Richmond, Virginia. 

M. Bowsxy, New York City. 17889. ’86. (1) 

RATTLESNAKE, Crotalus (?). 

Dr. J. R. MatHerRsS, Buckhannon, Upshur County, West Virginia. 17890. 

786. (VI) 

FisHeEs: Moxostoma macrolepidotum, Ictiobus velifer, Lepomis humilis, Hybopsis storerianus, 

Pimephales notatus, P. confertus, Notropis lutrensis, N. weneolus, N. topeka, N. macro- 

stoma, NV. germanus (type), N. deliciosus, Etheostoma lepida, Lepomis cyanellus, Ceratich- 

thys biguitatus, Semotilus atromaculatus, Fundulus zebrinus, Lepidosteus osseus, Phe- 

nacobius mirabilis, Noturus flavus, and Boleosoma olmstedi; from Indiana. 

O. P. Hay, Irvington, Indiana. 17891. ’86. (vil) 

SEmI-OPALS (94 specimens). 

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through L. C. 
Johnson.) 17892. ’86. (Xv1) 

Hair WorRMS, Gordius sp. (?); from New Mexico; for examination. 

Dr. M. N. Van FLEET, Weed, Lincoln County, New Mexico. 17893. ’86. (x1) 

MOUND REMAINS, consisting of bones, teeth, fragments of flint, pottery, etc. 

Dr. J. C. McCorRMIck, Strawberry Plains, Jefferson County, Tennessee. 17894. 

786. (III) 

LEECHES (8 specimens). 

Prof. ALFRED Ducks, Guanajuato, Mexico. 17895. ’86. (x1) 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL (large), two feldspar crystals (large), and emerald green mica; 

from Maine. 

Prof. HENRY CARMICHAEL, Boston, Massachusetts. 17896. ’86. (xv1I) 

AMERICAN HERCULES BEETLE, Dynastes tityus; from Virginia; for name. 

W. L. ALEXANDER, Lick Run, Botetourt County, Virginia. 17897. ’36. (x) 

RED OCHER and a flinty conglomerate; for examination. 

RICHARD BENNETT, Whitcomb, Carroll County, Arkansas. 17898. ’86. (Xvr) 

RICHARDSON’S MERLIN, Falco richardsoni, Ridgw.; from Colorado. 

Rogert Ripeway, U, 8, National Museum, 17899, 86, (Vv, 4) 
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OLD BLANKET. 

Donor not known. 17900. ’86. (11,4) 

GALENA (sulphide of lead); 2 specimens. 

M. T. Newson, Brookhaven, Mississippi. 17901. ’86. (xv1II) 
MAGNETITE; octrahedral crystals with a little quartz; limestone containing a large 

variety of sulphides of copper, lead, zine, and iron; for éxamination. 

Harry D. Musser, Roherstown, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. 17902. 

86. (XVIII) i 

MENHADEN, Brevoortia tyrannus. 

J. T. CHuRCcH, Tiverton, Rhode Island. 17903. ’86. (vit) 

SILVER ORES, from the ‘Silver King” and ‘‘Goodenough” mines in Pinal County, 

Arizona. 

C. P. CULVER, Washington, District of Columbia. 17904. ’86. (xvuimz) 

MYRIOPODA,* 27 species, from Bloomington, Indiana, and Pensacola, Florida; for name. 

C. H. Bottman, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. 17905. ’86. (x) 

HEN’s EG@; malformation. 

A. G. HATFIELD, Washington, District of Columbia. 17906. ’86. (v,B) 

HERB,* Solidago californica, Nutt., a plant possessing aromatic, stimulant, and dia- 

phoretic properties. 

W. R. BROWN, Sanders, Fresno County, California. 17907. ’86. (1) 

ARCHZOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Human skulls and bones, 2 clay bowls, shell and glass 

beads, iron knife-blade, and piece of baked clay; froma grave. Also 2 stone imple- 

ments, flint implements, shells and fragment of pottery (222 specimens); from 

bank of Coosa River, Cherokee County, Alabama. 

Henry J. BIDDLE and I. C. RussELL, Centre, Cherokee County, Alabama. 

17908. ’86. (111) 

SAIL-FISH, Histiophorus sp. (skull), and Tunny or Horse Mackerel, Orcynus thynnus ; 

from Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 

U.S. Fish CoMMission. 17909. 786. (vit) 

(Accession 17910 canceled.) 

ORE; for examination. 

Dr. J. A. SEWELL, Rockwood, Tennessee. 17911. ’86. (XVIII) 

INSECT, Prionotus cristatus ; for examination. 

FRANK 8. GOLD, Rest, Virginia. 17912. ’86. (x) 

CuINA PLATE belonging to the set of George Washington. Blue and white china 

with insignia of ‘‘Society of Cincinnati.” 

Judge JoszPH Hot, Washington, District of Columbia. 17913. ’86. (1) 

AMERICAN HERCULES BEETLE, Dynastes tityus ; for name. 

Miss ESTELLE BuRTHE, Liberty, Virginia. 17914. ’86. (xX) 

t TREMATODE, taken from the white of a freshly laid egg ; for examination. 

C. H. SirayTon, Berlin, Wisconsin. 17915. ’86. (x1) 

LIMONITE ; for examination. 

Dr. C. 8S. Cooper, Roanoke, Virginia. 17916. ’86. (xvi) 

InsEcT, Mantis carolina. 

GEORGE M. Fortune, Argonia, Sumner County, Kansas. 17917. 786. (x) 

FIELD SPARROW, Spizella pusilla, and Nighthawk, Chordeiles virginiana (3 skeletons). 

R. Ripeway, U.S. National Museum. 17918. ’86. (xII) 

TIGER CuB, Felis tigris. 

W. A. CONKLIN, Esq., Central Park Menagerie, New York City, New York. 

17919. ’86. (Iv) 
ALMIQuI, Solenodon cubanus (g, 9, and juv.). Living and alcoholic specimens. (Pur- 

chased. ) 

JOHN GUNDLACH, Santiago, Cuba. 17920. ’86. (IV) 

*See Proceedings U. S. National Museum, vol. 10, pp. 323 and 328. 

t This specimen is the subject of a paper by Dr. Edwin Linton, in yol. 10, Proceed- 

ings of ths U. S, National Museum, pp. 367-369, 
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SEPTEMBER. 

PIPE, found near Piqua (cast). 

C. T. WiLLIAMS, Piqua, Miami County, Ohio. 17921. ’86. (11) 

Vasus (from the Wanufacture Nationale de Sévres) : 

Forni: of vase ‘‘ Stephanus,” after an architect of that name; decorated in the 

style of vases made by Ducerceau, epoch of Louis XIV; medallions of ‘‘The Four 

Seasons,” modeled by Dorat; gray ground. 

Form of vase ‘‘ Stephanus,” after an architect of that name; Limoges style; 
blue ground; enameled with a circle of Cupids (or children) by Seiffert. 

Form of vase, ‘‘ Boizot,” after a sculptor of that name ; gray ground decorated 

with modelings in clay, and gilded. 

Form of vase, ‘‘Mycenez,” Grecian; speckled blue-green ground; figures mod- 

eled in clay by Gobert. 

Form of vase, ‘ Parent,” called after a decorator of that name in the last 

‘century ; Saxon style; flowers by Cabau; medallions by Paillet. 

Form of vase, ‘‘The Gourd of Asti;” salmon ground; figures ‘‘The Vintage,” 

modeled by Archelais. 
Form of vase, ‘‘ Fizen ;” engraved with flower-garlands in white and gold. 

Form of vases (pair), old Chinese; decorated with the nasturtium vine, in blue 

on white ground, gilt. 

TAPESTRIES: 

From the Manufacture Nationale des Gobelins: Six pieces of tapestry, the work 

of the first hundred exercises of the scholars. One piece of tapestry made by 

one of the scholars. One bench (?), ground color yellow, decorated with various 

symbols. 

From the Manufacture Nationate de Beauvais: One picture consisting of several 

pieces of tapestry, the work of the first exercises of the scholars. One piece of 
tapestry, prize study on a flat block of marble. 

MINISTERE DE L’ INSTRUCTION PUBLIQUE ET DES BEauX-ARTS. (Through M. E. 

Tourquet.) 17922. ’86. (1) 

BIRD-SKINS, 24 specimens, 20 species, including: 

Icterus spurius. : Chlorophonia occipitalis. 

Hyphanthornas sp. Buteo albicaudatus. 

Podiceps californicus. Fulica americana. 

Scops sp. Planesticus migratorius. 

Butorides virescens. Centurus aurifrons. 

Colaptes auratus mexicanus. Spizella pallida. 

Harporhynchus curvirostris. Collurio excubitorides. 

Charadrius vociferus. : Molothrus ater. 

Anthus ludovicianus, Sayornis nigricans. 

Sialia azurea. Empidonax obscurus. 

Prof. ALFRED DuG#S, Guanajuato, Mexico. 17923. ’386. (Vv, A) 

SHELLS, Tryonia and Valvata. 
Prof. ALFRED DuG&s, Guanajuato, Mexico. 17923. ’86. (1x) 

Fisuus, Cyprinodonts, Ammocates (probably undescribed), Characodon atripinnis, C. 

 variatus, and Limnurgus variegatus. 

Prof. ALFRED DuGES, Guanajuato, Mexico. 17923. ’86. (v11) 

PLANTS. 
ALFRED DuGiss, Guanajuato, Mexico. 17925. ’86. (xrv) 

REPTILES, Carapace of Hutewnia sp., Eumeces callicephalum, H. lynxe, Triton cristatus 

(France), Scaphiopus dugesi, Hyla eximia, Hutenia flavilabris, Lyla arenicolor. 

Prof. ALFRED DuGhs, Guanajuato, Mexico. 17923. 736. (v1) 

INsEcTsS, Argas megninit Dug., Erebus odora, Libellula rouge, Phancroptera sp., Phas- 

mids, etc. 

Prof. ALFRED DuGis, Guanajuato, Mexico, 17923. ’86. (x) 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——39 
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MAMMAL SKIN, Heteromys longicaudatus. 

Prof. ALFRED DuG&s, Guanajuato, Mexico. 17923. 786. (Iv) 

POLISHING SLATE, from Moro Leon. 

Prof. ALFRED DuGES, Guanajuato, Mexico. 17923. ’86. (XvIIZ) 

INsuECcT, caught at Lagoon Heights. = 

Dr. ROBERT WHITE, Boston, Massachusetts. 17924. -’86. (x) 

CiLay IMAGE, a small terra-cotta figure found in earthworks. (Returned.) 
D. F. Sayre, Marietta, Ohio. 17925. ’86. (111) 

POLISHED DUFRENITE, limonite pseudomorph after pyrite, showing oscillatory com- 

bination between the octahedron and a tetragonal tris-octahedron, and limo nite 
pseudomorph after pyrite (cubes). 

Prof. J. H. MorRison, Lexington, Virginia. 17926. ’86. (xvr) 
TOSSILS. 

Prof. J. H. Morrison, Lexington, Virgiaia. 17926. °86. (x1II, A) 

BRACHIOPOD, Rhynchonella ; for examination. 

Mrs. MARGARET TRUMBLE, Wakeman, Ohio. 17927. 786. (xu, A) 

ARCH ZOLOGICAL OBJECT. 

BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through Major 

J. W. Powell, Director.) 17928. 786. (111) 

GLASS SPONGE, from Enoshima, Japan. Collected by Mr. S. Kneeland. 

BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17928. ’86. (x1) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Cloth pictures, clay vases and bowls, reindeer lichen, straw 

shoes, prepared betel, Chinese anatomical plates, shell bracelet, stone idol (?), 

hand mirror, ‘‘pulu” used for stuffing pillows, and photograph of Japanese 

worshiping at the tombs of deceased persons. Presented by Mr. S. Kneeland. 

BuREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17928. 736. (11, A) 

FISH-SOUNDS. 

C. J. HERING, Colony of Surinam, Dutch Guiana, South America. 17929. 786. (1) 
LEPIDOPTERA,* destroyed by Anthreni. 

C. J. HERING, Colony of Surinam, Dutch Guiana, South America. 17929. ’86. (x) 
POTTERY. ua 

C. J. HERING, Colony of Surinam, Dutch Guiana, South America. 17929, 
Ako, (Eby 1B) 

FROGS, snake, snake’s egg, etc. (Nine specimens). 

C. J. Herne, Colony of Surinam, Dutch Guiana, South America, 17929. 
86. (VI) 

Birp (skeleton), Lophornis ornatus. 

C. J. Herine, Colony of Surinam, Dutch Gane South America. 17929, 
786. (XII) : 

BIRD-SKIN, Phaéthornis sp. 

C. J. HERING, Colony of Surinam, Dutch Guiana, South America. 17929. 

786. (V, A) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Two Indian fans made of the Auara palm leaf, Carib 

Indian rattle, water goblet, earthen dish, two necklaces of the Arecuna Indians, 

one of the ‘‘Japoo papoo” seed and the other made of shells; string of Bamfro 

seed, and Bush negro calabashes, plates, and spoons. 

C. J. HerInG, Colony of Surinam, Dutch Guiana, South America. 17929. 

78650 {E15 -A)) 

BLUE CRAB, Callinectes hastatus, with small oyster growing on the back of carapax. 

W. vE C. REVENEL, St. Jerome, Maryland. 17930. ’86. (Xr) 

Hinp Fret of the ass “Sara Bernhardt,” showing an extraordinary abnormal devel- 

opment, with photograph of the same. (Noticed in Science Oct. 1, No. 191, 

p. 304.) 

J. C. BALDWIN, Houston, Texas. 17931. ’86. (IV) . 

* See Report on Department of Insects, Section 11. 

= 

"aU 
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VEGETABLE FisreEs, from Brazil. 
Dr. J. CARLOS BERRINI, Guissaman, Brazil. 17932. ’86. (1) 

DIVER (oR Loon), Colymbus torquatus (skeleton) ; for identification. 

G. H. Hicks, Grayling, Michigan. 17933. ’86. (xIr) 

PRICEITE (ten specimens), from Curry County, Oregon, and twelve specimens of 

colemanite, from San Bernardino County, California. 

CALIFORNIA STATE MINING BuRrEAU, San Francisco, California. 17934. 

86. (XVI) 

DENDBITES (one slab) from the lower Silurian ; from Smith’s Ferry, Rockbridge County, 

Virginia. 
Prof. J. H. MORRISON, Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia. 17935. 

786. (XVII) 

CRYSTALLIZED BaRITE; for examination. 
R. W. STEFFEN, Payson, Yavapai County, Arizona. 17936. ’86. (XVIII) 

TETRADYMITE, in quartz; halite, natrolite, and apophyllite. 

Dr. F. W. TaAyLor, Washington, District of Columbia. 17937. ’86. (xv1) 

SHELLS. 
CHARLES R. Kryes, Des Moines, Iowa. 17938. ’86. (1x) 

ARROW-HEAD, found on Padre Island, Texas. 
L. C. Lerru, Corpus Christi, Texas. 17939. ’86. (111) 

FLINT IMPLEMENTS (5 specimens). (Exchange.) 

G. L. FAUCHER, West Winsted, Connecticut. 17940. ’86. (111) 

CRICKET, with intestinal worm; a medium-sized species of Mermis; for examination. 

H. G. Hopes, York, Clark County, Dlinois. 17941. ’86. (x) 

UNIFORM of a private soldier of the First Maryland Artillery, C. S.A. Also cross- 

cannons captured at battle of Winchester from the Federal artillery. (Deposited.) 

GEORGE W. WILSON, Upper Marlboro, Prince George County, Maryland. 17942. 

786. (1) 

ENAMEL BEAD (Venetian) from an Indian mound in Florida; for examination. 

JOHN E. YOUNGLOVE, Bowling Green, Kentucky. 17943. ’86. (111) 

a from near Crockett’s Mill, Virginia. 

H. Shriver, Wytheville, Virginia. 17944. ’86. (111) 

LEAD BUCKLES. 

HARRISON Bros. & Co. | Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17945. ’86. (XVIII) 

CLAY mixed with sand, oinated in liquid form during the earthquake at Charleston, 

South Carolina, August 31, 1886. 

GEORGE H. INGRAHAM, Washington, District of Columbia, 17946. ’86. (xvi) 

HEMATITE, containing a very small amount of titanium; for examination. 

M. KENNEDY, Stanardsville, Virginia. 17947. ’86. (xvum1) 

BIRD-SKINS,* from the Tokyo Educational Museum. 

| No. of 
Name. Locality. Japanese names. speci- 

| mens. 

FALCONIDZ. 

Pandion halietus, Linn....--..--..--.-. Kachiyama, Awa ....- Misakowe see aeecvecss 1 
Miluus melanotis, Tem. & Schleg- MOV OMe eens Tobie ee see ae Se 1 
Halictus albicilla, L .-...--.----- Joel RAC ZO Sale te tae taeas ners QOjirowashi......------ 1 
Buteo japonicus, Schleg ...--....-.----- Kachiyama, Awa .... | MNosuri.....,..-..----- 1 

STRIGID A. 

Syrnium rufescens, Tem...-...--.------ Thwakkiiecsto2 sac setter MOTOR ee see see cee 1 
Scops semitorgques Schleg ....---.-.--.-- ANVIOKO Soebocco sence one Okonohazuka. --..---- 2 

CYPSELIDZ. 

Ohetura caudacuta, Lath ......-.- aiNals NIE OMS sid oa eae va tee ae Amatsubame ........- 1 

*See Report on Department of Birds, Section 11. 
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s 

Name. 

ALCEDINID&. 

' Halcyon coromondeliana, Scop ..-.-.--. 
Alcedo bengalensis, Gm..-----.--------. 
Cenyle quittata. Niece ela ate eae 

ANABATIDA. 

SOuiay COMO GZ, WON ee eee esecen ads oe 

CERTHIDA. 

Certhia familiaris, Linn.--..........--- 

TROGLODYTIDA. 

Troglodytes fumigatus, Tem........---. 

LUSCINIDE. 

Calamoherpe orientalis, T.& S.--.-.... 
COiiKG COOTEUS An 65 SSmocnis connesasceacs 
Regulus japonicus, Bp-.--.-.--..--.---- 
JRC MRO LN pe soonuoodsosusos 
Larvivora cyanea, Hodge ...--..--.---. 
Erythacus komadori, V. & S.....--.---. 
TOAD QVCO, JEM Se celsdenoco sbeonc 
Accentor rubidus, T.&§ ..... SRR Se 

PARIDZ, 

IAM EY Ws COS) GSS Sou5caecnassuo se 
SOUT, Watton 5 55 eoosoeseence a6 
Panus minor We. & S22... 2 sey Seah AP 
Acredula trivirgatus, Tem 

MOTACILLIDA. 

Motacilla lugens, T. &S-.--.---...----- 
Anihus maculaiis ol 55 e2ae see ee seen 
Anthus japonicus, T. & S 

TURDIDA. 

ATOMS HI QUSCOLUUS: ola alle em ieee See ee 
Turdus chrysotans, Dem :2.-..+--.s-.<-- 
Turdus pallidus, Gm 
Orcoonelawaniawealliee== pp eee estore 
Cinclusipaliasi, Meni ime2s sen. 5- c= cee 
Monticola solitaria, Miill............--. 

PYCONOTIDA. 

Hypsipetes amaurotis, Tem 

MUSCICAPID A. 

Xanthopygia narcissina, Tem..-..--.--- 
Cyanoptilla cyanomelana, Tem 
Pericrocotus cinereus, Lafr......----.--- 
Pericrocotus, sp 

AMPEEIDZE. 

Ampelis phanicoptera, Tem 
Ampelis garrulus, Linn 

LANIIDZ5. 

Lanius bucephalus, T. & 5 ...-..--.---- 

CORNIDZ. 

Garrulus japonicus, Schleg.......------ 
Cyanopica cyand, Pall....2......- weaties 
Sturnus cinerscens, Tem .....-- rater clots 

No. of 
Locality. Japanese names. speci- 

mens. 

Sagami 2s. Pees scceeo: Miyamajobin .......-. 1 
MOK Or ates ceesecas Kawasemi ..-..... mee: 1 
Chichibureeesessee eee Kanokodori.......2..- 1 

Subashiri -..-. eesetaeiae TOMAWaMlsi- eee eee 2 

MW Bases cients neces Kalbashiniesessseoseeee 2 

washivo =. sas-ceeee eee Misosasi...... LeAban as 3 1 

AQMD) saanmosondosonses Oyoshkiri 2 
west G05. sae nee eee UP Ulsaee 1 
Seeds GO) 25sec haese- se 2 | olmnitad kim acas see ae 1 
walkites. 2 ee eee DObitakie sass sacar Bo 
ITMEVAREN G55 56 5o5.Sa0 Kioruri- oc) 9s eee uit 
JiR it eeeaS Seteeemara| wae ineGy ae OR. See eae ik 
Chichibu, Linkin ....} Ruribitaki--..-......- 72 
Chichibuejeseessseeeee Kayakuguri .....-...- i 

Chichibu, Linkin ..... Wamagara .--.---..5-- G) 
Chichibneis2. ese. 2ee Io carat saci oceone tt 
Tokyoww= sae secke- see Ahbijiukara ....... =e 1 
Ewakissh ot sees Wenagah iam ceses ee es 2 

Cmichibueese eee Segurosekirei......--.|-..--- 
Sapam eect eee LVAD Se Sromosac codsoe 1 
TLOky Oeics sete Tahibari.-...-- ia -Chaern 1 

eons dow ke cates Chomathugumi .....- 2 
Lb edo & Akt Sea ae Akahara cet ots heee 2 

setabe @0.2 25 - Seen ceceee | WE DRONAraseee eae eeeee 1 
ASE Aceon ete Seater Src Nayvethusanns Sasa i 
Tawa esse esac ner Kawagarasu ...--...-- i 
ei Ane. — eee eee TSQhiVOle -eacee eee aae 1 

Sa@amilce ceo ess no! Ebb Od Once te eee 2 

Amagisau .....--..--. Keibitalke Se see seeceece 2 
Amacive ee ancncces en eliurin OSUlIseseee eel eee 
bene GO erssigete Paces Remain ee cece eee 2 
Tiki cece ens ates selene WO ea caeeeseise 1 

Meinkinsseeee-eecas ee Hirenjaku <-2---c2ece. at 
yah elajotetieicte Pie eas KMirenyjak seen scone 2 

Amagisau, Suruga....) Moza.....--.-..--.--- 2 

SUD ASM eee eae Kakestlssecseaesceee 2 
AYN SO or saeeecoosedacs Onagvadorl sere eee ss =- 2 
eee dO Bee canes seem | LEU UCO Tee eeeeen eee 2 
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No. of 
Name. Locality. Japanese names. speci- 

mens. 

FRINGILLIDA. 

Fringilla montifringilla, Linn...-..---- EROVGV Oks Sajna slat esse ee are AOI See ee ae ee. 1 
Ohrysomitris spinus, Linn....-----..--- Haan ino ena wise aia Mahi waleesae == ect 2 
PASSO TU OaNS. REM 3 «225 sco s aoe ce on Magebashi, Joshiu.--.| Niunaisuzume .-.----- 3 
Coccothraustes janonicus, Schleg -..-..-- Subashiril:25..=-225-s-- Shimesecen) seseeaaeeee ] 
Coccothraustes personata, Schieg -..--- |------ QOS SS ee Sy eee Dkarur So ae asset: 1 
Uragus sanguinollentus, Tem.....--.--.|----- AO 7 ceaeers ae ee Mahikoeeassseeses ase 1 
Carpodacus roseus, Pall .......-........ UNSTe Scecsoptssas se Omahik.....-. Lee ge 2 2 
Loxia albiventris, Swinhoe. ..--........|------ Ope ae eee ees teks SVD iets es ula ea eet 2 
Leucosticte brunneoncha, Brandi -......| Shimotsuke.........-- Hakimahiko .........- 2 

EMBERIZIDA. 

Emberiza rustica, Pall ..........-.-.... RO yOlsa sa sees esceaee Kashiradaka....-.. ee 2 
Bmberiza ciopsis, Bp..-.--=--..+------- Sacamily yes sactvateseee ATOPINO oe eee ee 2 
Emberiza personata, Vem ..--..---.---- Mok Ouse ceceeese ZAGWiON] Te wae SS roe 1 
Emberiza yessoensis, Swinhoe.......--- Shimrosarasteseseusceess Nabekaburi........--- 1 

TEKANUMA. 

ALAUDIDZE. 

Alauda japonica, Tem...-.-..-=-..---.- Moki jecccmasicicen = se SUD ALY See oat cisasisea 2 

PICIDZ. 

FEAGUS TREO JUIN SS see ces Seeoecoe peesoe ||aatoee CF (ed tap Ai a Akagera. 4... -.20.--- 2 
PCS TUS UCU OTN se aler-/=ya/2)=iata =\claiejsmimclar de lseinek seo secedoaer = AROS CNS tee ance ee es 2 

SURUGA. 

Gecinus awakera, Tem. & Schleg......- Maye aikciy oh as aaelancominioe ASWASCLAons- sasae sce. 2 

CUCULID&. 

Ouculus poliocephalus, Lath..-..-.----. TOKYO) Nec eneseessclons ISH ON Sesame SAcooce 1 

COLUMBID&. 

TRRCUNS FUSOVUUS SAGMINT, ota ste n1afacre 2212s icin nercce se doy seessemets Shirakobato .-.......- 1 
Turtur gelastes, Lem .........-.-.------ Sagamieyay-eeeaceee THIN eSeccsessoncee 1 

PHASIANIDZ. 

Phasianus versicolor, Vieillot .......--- @hichibnlsssee- shee Rae iceh abana canes 1 
Phasianus semmeringti, Tem......---- SPENCE (Seu ONC ELS es Me ate amadhnitck aaa 1 

TETRAONIDZ. 4 

Coturniz japonica, Schleg..-.--.-. ---- ShimosOrese-eesaes = OVALE mer enmeeence cod iL 

CHARADRIADZ. 

Vanellus cristatus, Mey ...-...--------- SHIMMSaigss emer eae Pagenriv js ssa -sas Se 1 
Lobivanellus inornatus, T.&S.......-.-|....-. COseees ae rit! WieTiiz a ek eee ee 2 
Choradrins fulvus, GU\-c2-25- seca =e cees GW) Daan eeos ao coee Munaguroshigi -..-.--]...... 
Squatarola helvetica, Linn.....-.-----.-|.-.--. GOS. 2 eRe see Deisenye st — 228 oe eee el so ss 
Aigualitis monglica, Pall....-..-2-------|.-.--. GN Beas sebanccde Medaichidori .......-. 1 

HEMATOPOLIDZ&. 

Strepsilas interpres, Linn ..... beach 22 Giyotoku, Shimosa ...| Giyojoshigi........... 2 

ARDEID&. 

Herodias russata, Wagl.....-.--.------ Mayebashi, Joshiu....) Amasagi............-- 1 
Herodias modesta, Gray.----...-.-.--.- JOSbiaie Cle cee eee a DASA ss .c0 2. Cas 2 
Herodias garzetta, Linn ..-.. SoBe E Seno aaa Oya nec te tea eeee Shinasa ows 37.2 es. es See 3 
Ardetta sinensis, Gm............----.--| Shimosa ............-. Voshigosagi ....-..... 1 
Butoroides macrorhynchus, Gould. -..-. SALAM soccer acer MinofOl. 5.22 -- =. se 1 
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Names. Locality. Japanese names. speci- 

mens 

PLATALEIDA, 

Platalea major, Wa 8& S-2- <2 ---e=n\0--5 == ShimM0S8a «eens sees Herasagi..---.-s---.-- 1 

TAULALID&. 

EDS DON, (el aS see neater eee SHIMOSa qaeeeeneeeees Wokiozssaceses-eeee ee 1 

SCOLOPACIDA. 

Lotanws ochropus* Winn...) <= es= Shimoga wa.chaw scent sletiswe. eee seeeeeemeeaee 1 
Lotanis: glottis) Vin 228 sajna <== ='\=le eal =|] == a= DOM sce aaa ene Awoashishigi......-.- 2 
Heteroscelus incanus, Gm ....--- Sees Pees GOs setae eee Kas bp. oe oeeee seers B74 
DNG Qa cUemiunogte HOLStes cee cceecenes| pes eee GORE Re Sees eenee Uzurashioi == so o.c2s-- 2 
RUNG OACHTC US wa Ie sear ees alesse teetetet| eae COM -eeeesae eee Hashinagashigi .....-.-|.----- 
Tringoides hypoleucus, Linn ..--...-----|---.--- OO jreass rece ee Kawashigi....-....... 2 
Tumosa brevipes, G. R. Gray ~-..2---2-6|\-2 2" GO Asesinas cee ase Sorihashishigi .-......].....- 
Scolopax ruticola, Linn ...-.......---.-- Tokyoysehs-sasesteree Botoshisieeaecesees- 2 
Rhynchea bengalensis, Linn..-..--...-- Shimosaiee-seeceeereee Tamashigi..-22...ccn- 2 

PALLIDA. 

Porzana erythrothorax, T.&S...---.--- MokyOrswosaecscee ss Hikwioa =: 3-8 steeeee 2 

ANATIDZ. 

Anser hyperboreus, Pall .......--..----- OKVOis.cnseteeene ese Hakucan) Se ececeseeee 1 
Anz galericuldta, Winn. 2. s4saes se---se% Sapam sys eases ees Oshidort seen seeeee 2 
Querquedula erecca, Linn.....---.------ Mo kVOjee ss -eees eens Kogamo -o-22see sence 2 
Anasizonorhynerda, Win «see sees aees| sees GO). See ereat ace Karugamo.....-- caraeye 1 
PANGS DOSCHOS. Nal N essere aria fee atieete oe Sagamii. ates chasse Matamoteasaarime sorte 1 
Clangula histrionica, Linn...-..-......- Sendalic neceeee ees Shinorigamo ....-...-. 1 

PODICEPIDZ. 

Podiceps philippensis, Bonn .-...--.---- DPOKYO. Sisitcns- nes bee'- Keizomuriaessesceseee 1 

ALCID Za. 

Mormon cirrhatus, Gm ...-.-.---------- Kuril Islands ........- Htaperiea.-:. 2-2. 2- 5. - 1 
Ceratorhyncha monocerata, Pall..-...--- Misalkie: Sante caceekcs Utewseseiet eee 1 
Phaleris camtschatica, Lepechim--...--- Kauril Islands -.......-. Etorufumisuzme..-.... 1 

URIIDZ. 

Brachyramphus antiquus, Lath .....--. IBoshigiews sos. ae ace Umisuzume.....------ 2 

LARID&. 

Larus ridibundus, Linn ......-.-2..0-+- AUOLAT® dascosancoos _-..-| Urikamone .....-. eee 1 

Tokyo LIBRARY AND Tokyo EDUCATIONAL MusEuM, Tokyo, Japan. 17948. 

86. (V, A) 

Larva of Citheronia regalis. 

Dr. E. NEAN, Richmond, Virginia. 17949. ’86. (x) 

Uni0os (about 350 specimens), from Coosa River, Alabama. 

I. C. RussELL, Collinsville, Alabama. 17950. ’86. (1x) 

MowssE, Arvicola austerus. 

Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 17951. ’86. (Iv) 

CATERPILLAR, larva of Lagoa opercularis, from Athens, Georgia; for examinaion. 

Dr. SAMUEL C. BenEpictT, Athens, Georgia. 17952. ’86. (Xx) 

MINERAL. 

Donor not known. 179538. ’86. (XVI) 

WHITEFISH, Coregonus williamsoni; grayling, Thymallus tricolor, and trout, Salmo 

purpuratus, from Gallatin River, Montana. 

Wix1i1aMm C. Harris, New York City. 17954. ’86. (vil) 

SunFisu, Mola rotunda. 

Ropert C. HANDY and Mrs. Sturais, Cotuit, Massachusetts. 17955, 786. (XII) 

1 

j 
‘ 
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Larva of a bot fly from a deer, and Hippodamia convergens; from Shasta County, Cali- 

fornia. 

C. H. TownsEND, U.S. National Museum. 17956. ’86. (xX) 

Crow, Corvus americanus (2 skeletons), from Washington, District of Columbia. 

_F. A. Lucas, U.S. National Museum. 17957. ’86. (xiII) 

CaGE Birp, Psittacula passerina (skeleton), from Brazil. 

GEorRGE D. BiGGs, Washington, District of Columbia. 17958. ’86. (xr) 

BrrpDs: Chrysotis levaillantii, and Fringilla canariensis. (For skeletons). 

W. C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Museum. 17959. ’86. (x11) 

SPOON made from pearly nautilus shell, used by Buddhist priests in Siam in eating 

rice. 

Dr. D. BETHUNE McCarTEx, Washington, District of Columbia. 17960. 786. 

(ar, A) 
Brass Corn issued by the founder of the Ming Dynasty, Hung Wu, 1363-1398 A. D. 

Dr. D. BETHUNE McCaRTEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17960. ’86. (1) 

ETHNOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHS (30). 

O. T. Mason, U.S. National Museum, 17961. ’86. (1, 4) 

BIRDS. 

U. S. Fis Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 17962. '86. (v,A) 

PLANT: Ginko biloba, L. (leaf), a native of China and Japan; for examination. 

W. J. Brown, Jr., Jackson, Mississippi. 17963. ’86. (Xv) 

BirpDs’ Nests: Blue Grosbeak, Guiraca cerulea; American Goldfinch, Spinus tristis ; 

Field Sparrow, Spizella pusilla; and Yellow-breasted Chat, Icteria virens; from 

Gainesville, Virginia. 

ROBERT RipGway, U.S. National Museum. 17964. ’86. (v, B) 

FIsHES: Trichiurus japonicus, Tetraodon, Periophthalmus, Carassius, Monocanthus, Sauri- 

da, Hoplegnathus, Murena, Cestracion, Percis, Sillago, Platycephalus, and Centrider- 

michthys fasciatus, from China, Japan, and Corea. 

N. McP. FEREBEE, Surgeon U. 8. Navy, U. 8.8. Trenton. 17965. ’86. (vit) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES: Crustacea, Star-fishes, Ophiurans, Aleyonium, etc.; from 
Corea and China. : : 

N. McP. FEREBEE, Surgeon U.S. Navy. 17965. ’86. (x1) 

SNAKES, 7 specimens, from Corea. 

N. McP. FEREBEE, Surgeon U.S. Navy. 17965. ’86. (v1) 

INSECTS (alcoholic specimens). 

N. McP. FEREBEE, Surgeon U.S. Navy. 17965. ’86. (x) 

‘CEPHALOPODS and SHELLS, from Japan and China. 
N. McP. FEREBEE, Surgeon U. 8. Navy. 17965. ’86. (1x) 

SILVER SANDSTONE, from Storm King mine, Silver Reef, Utah. 

Dr. F. W. TaYLor, Washington, District of Columbia. 17966. ’86. (xvu1It) 
PHONOLITE; for examination. 3 

Henry L. DE ZENG, Geneva, New York. 17967. ’86. (XVII) 

FRESH-WATER SHELLS, from a mound. 

Dr. J. C. McCormick, Strawberry Plain, Tennessee. 17968. ’86. (Sent to Dr. 
Cyrus Thomas. ) 

Parrot, Amazona leraillantit (2). 

Mrs. George W. Albaugh, Washington, District of Columbia. 17969. ’86. 

(V, A) : 
HELLBENDER, Menopoma (15 specimens), and eggs, from Pennsylvania. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, U.S. National Museum. 17970. ’86. (v1) 

SILVERY Harr-TalL, Trichiurus lepturus ; head, for name. 

ALonzo D. RickER, Brooklyn, New York. 17971. ’86. (vil) 

ALCOHOLIC FISHES. 
Donor not known. 17973. ’86. (vit) 
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ORNAMENTAL STONES, cut and polished, including onyx, sardonyx, agate-jasper, 

plasma, amethyst charms, smoke-quartz charm, chalcedony, jasper, chalcedony 

(artificially colored), jasper (artificially colored), carnelian, carnelian agate, moss 

agate, clouded agate, banded agate, heliotrope (bloodstone), rock crystal scarf- 

pin, and rock crystal letter seal (154 specimens in all). (Purchased.) 

W. J. KNOWLTON, Boston, Massachusetts. 17974. 786. (XVI) ‘ 

CONFEDERATE NOTES, etc., post-office draft for $21.25, four twenty-dollar notes, Nos. 
25712-15, and one hundred ten-cent postage stamps. — 

M. W. Roxwrnson, Asheville, North Carolina. 17975. ’86. (1) 

DEER’s HEAD (skin and horns), used as a decoy by ‘‘ Eskelteche,” an Apache Indian; 

found in a cave on the East Fork of the Verde. 
Dr. JAMES REAGLES, U. S. Army. (Through Dr. John §. Billings, U.S. A.) 

WEDD / eke. (Git A3) 

CAMPHENE CHANDELI£R, illustrating a method of illuiaination prior to the use of gas. 

J. McNamara, Lynchburgh, Virginia. 17977. ’86. (iI, A) 

“KING OF THE HERRING,” Chimera (skeleton). 

THoMAS THOMPSON, master of schooner UM. A. Barton. (Through W. A. Wil- 

@@xe.) Ses Aelo, (aii) : 

FIELD MIcE, Hesperomys leucopus sonoriensis and Ochetodon mexicanus. 

Dr. R. W. SaHurevpt, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 17979. ’86. 

(av) 
MANATEE, Trichecus inunguis (?). (Casts of two skulls.) (Purchased.) 

Dr. J. W. SPENGEL, Bremen, Germany. 17980. ’86. (XII) 

Brirps (skins and skeletons). 

U. S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 17981. ’86. (V,A& X11) 

STONE Curr, found in mountain near Hillsborough, Virginia. (Model.) 

SAMUEL B. HoOpMAN, Purcellville, Virginia. 17982. ’86. (1) 

ARROW-HEAD. 

A. R. RoEssuErR, Liberty Hill, Texas. 17983. ’86. (411) 

MINERALS; for examination. 

A. R. RoESSLER, Liberty Hill, Texas. 17983. ’86. (Xv1) 

Brrps. 

U. 8. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 17984. ’86. (v,A) 

Birps, Langhing Gull, Larus atricilla (1), and Purple Sandpiper, Tringa maritima 

(2); from near Rockland, Maine. 

K. C. GREENWOOD, Ipswich, Maine. 17985. ’86. (v,4) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS, knives, spears, shields, war-horns, etc.; from the Congo - 

River region, near Stanley Falls. 

Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U.S. Navy. 17986. ’86. (11,4) 

SUCKING-Fisu (Remora), Hcheneis naucratus. 

EK. RK. Norny, Odessa, Delaware. 17987. ’86. (vit) 

Oxp IRON FLUE in south tower of Smithsonian Institution (piece).- 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17988. ’86. (1) 

MINERALS. : 

Dr. O. J. SHEPARDSON, Chester, Massachusetts. 17989. ’86. (XVI) 

CRYSTALLIZED DIASPORE (one specimen). (Exchange.) : 

H. H. Macta, Chester, Massachusetts. 17990. ’86. (xXv1) 

MINERALS. (Exchange.) ; 

AMHERST COLLEGE, Amherst, Massachusetts. 17991. ’&6. (XVI) 

MINERALS. 
EK. M. Battuy, Andover, Maine. 17992. ’86. (xv1I) 

MINERALS, from Maine, Massachusetts, and Maryland. 

U. 8S. GEOLOGICAL SuRVEY (through Prof. F. W. Clarke). 17993. ’86. (xviz) 

CERARGYRITE, from Lake Valley, New Mexico, and a polished agate. 

Dr. F, W. Taytor, Washington, District of Columbia. 17994. ’86. (xv) 
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QuARTZ GEODES, containing calcite (16 specimens), from Keokuk, lowa. (Ex- 

change. ) 
W.T. Hornabay, U.S. National Museum. 17995. ’86. (XVI) 

ARROW-HEADS (10) and a rude chipped ax. 

JAMES MORTIMER, jr., Lawyers, Virginia. 17996. ’86. (III) 

ARROW-HEADS (7 specimens). 

Miss GrAcIE CLARK, Lawyers, Virginia. 17997. ’86. (111) 

SHOES (one pair), manufactured in 1864 by Sylvester Budford, of Budford, Virginia, 
such as were worn by soldiers and citizens. (Deposited.) 

M. C. Kup, Lynchburgh, Virginia. 17998. 786. (4) 

SABER AND Bett drawn from the army stores at Richmond, Virginia, and carried by 

the donor from 1862 to 1865. 

Lieut. Patrick McDrvitt, Lynchburgh, Virginia. 17999. ’86. (1) 

Quartz Crystal, from Crystal Mountain, near Hot Springs, Arkansas. 

Prof. SPENCER F. Barrp, Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 18000. ’86. (xv1) 

CATFISH, Amiurus albidus ; Mullet, Moxostoma macrolepidotum ; and Chub, Mieropterus 

salmoides. 

W. E. CutTsHaw, City Engineer’s Office, Richmond, Virginia. 18001. ’86, (vir) 

Moossz, Alces machlis, young and adult (92 hides). 

Col. Ceci Ciay, Chief Clerk, Department of Justice. (Through R. A. Klock, 

Klock’s Mill, Ontario, Canada.) 18002. ’86. (IV) 

MINERALS. (Exchange.) 
N. H. Perry, South Paris, Maine. 18003. ’86. (xvz) 

PIPE-FISH, Siphostoma; for examination. 

W. Sr. J. Mazycxk, Waverly Mills, Georgetown County, South Carolina. 18004. 

786. (VII) 

Rocks stained by decomposition; for examination. 

JOSEPH Cox, Phenix, Arizona. 18005. ’86. (XVIII) 

VIREO, Vireo alticola (skin): new to the collection. 

Dr. F. W. LANGDON, 65 West Seventh street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 18006. ’8€. 

(V, A) 
Cocoon of Atiacus cecropia, from Washington, District of Columbia; for name. 

M. A. ToLson, Smithsonian Jnstitution. 18007. ’86. (x) 

OBSIDIAN (4 specimens), from the Yellowstone Park, Wyoming. 

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18008. 736. 

(XVI) 

_ Orzss, from Arkansas. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. (Through Hon. H. L. Muldrow, Acting Sec- 

retary.) 18003. ’86. (xviI1) 

MINERALS, etc., from Arkansas. t 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. (Through Hon. H. L. Muldrow, Acting Sec- 

retary.) 18009. ’86. (xv1) 

PETRIFIED Woop, from Yellowstone Park. 
. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, Washington. (Through Hon. H. L. Mul- 

drow, Acting Secretary.) 18009. ’86. (xIv) 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS, chalcedony, silicified wood-twigs, onyx, agate, jasper and 

amethyst (34 specimens), from Yellowstone Park; also a quartz crystal from 

Crystal Mountains, near Hot Springs, Arkansas. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. (Through Hon. H. L. Muldrow, Acting Sec- 

retary.) 18009. ’86.(xvr) 
COPPERHEAD SNAKE, Ansistrodon contortrix ; for identification. 

Henry L. Barker, Oakley, South Carolina. 18010. ’86. (v1) 

Rock CrysTau (2 specimens), from Ozark Mountains, Saline County, Arkansas. 

(Exchange. ) 

Mrs. W. 8. YEATES, Washington, District of Columbia. 18011. ’86. (xvt) 
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FOssIL CorAL, Lithostrotion mamillare. 

J. W. BowMAN, Prairie du Rocher, Illinois. 18012. ’86. (xm, A) 

HOG-NOSED SNAKE (or Spreading Adder), Heterodon platyrhinus, from Mount Vernon, 
Virginia. 

J. H. KUEHLING, Washington, District of Columbia. 18013. ’86. (vr) 

HAIR-WoORMS, Gordius sp.; for identification. 

Dr. M. N. VAN FLEET, Weed, Lincoln County, New Mexico. 18014. ’86. (x1) 

FRESH-WATER MUSSELS (1 box) and Goniobasis virginica, from Potomac River. 

FRANK Burws, U. 8. Geological Survey. 18015. ’86. (1x) 

SHELLS, Helix Downicana and Zonites cuspidotus (2 specimens each). 

Miss A. E. Law, Concord, Tennessee. 18016. ’86. (1x) 

METEORIC IRON, from Jefferson County, Tennessee. 

Ira SAyues, U. S. Geological Survey. 18017. ’86. (xvi) 

ALMANDITE, coated with chlorite (2 crystals); from Salida, Colorado. (Exchange.) 

WarD and HOWELL, Rochester, New York. 18018. 7&6. (xvi) 

MINERALS. (24 specimens). 

W. C. Poteat, Wake Forest, North Carolina. 18019. ’86. (xvr) 

SHELLS, Physa heterotropha (2 specimens). - 

W.C. Porrat, Wake Forest, North Carolina. 18019. ’86. (1x) 

FisH, Potamocottus gulosus (3 specimens); San Geronimo Creek, California. 

CuarLes A. ALLEN, Nicasio, California, 18020. ’86. (vir) 
BIRDs. 

U. S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 18021. ’86. (v, A) 

STALACTITES and STALAGMITES; for examination. 

C. A. WHITTEMORE, Grand Rapids, Michigan. 18022. ’86. (xvItr) 

Bot-Fiy, Gstrus sp. 

W. W. ANDERSON, Stateburgh, South Carolina. 18023. ‘86. (x) 

EUROPEAN BULLFINCH, Pyrrhula vulgaris, and Weaver Bird, or ‘African Finch,” Munia 

undulata. 

W. C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Museum. 18024. ’86. (xI1) 

CONFEDERATE BOND CERTIFICATE for one hundred dollars, and a copy of the last 

wall-paper edition of the Daily Citizen of Vicksburg, printed two days before the 

capture of the city. 

Wa ttTeR Houau, U.S. National Museum. 18025. ’86. (4) : 

FASHION PLaTEes and Confederate invoices. Almanac printed at Philadelphia in 

1796. 
WiLiiaAmM L. Paaz, Lynchburgh, Virginia. 18026. ’86. (1) 

WILD-CAT SKIN (black). 

F. L. Tappan, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 18027. ’86. (1) 

HARPOON-H4EAD; native hammered copper and whalebone; from Takoo Indians, 

Takoo River, southeastern Alaska. 

EpwWIn B. WEBSTER, paymaster, U. 8. Navy. 18028. ’86. (11, A) 

CUTTING TOOL, remarkable for an unusual notch. 

Dr. H. H. Torr, Liberty Hill, Texas. 18029. ’86. (111) 

VoTIVE OFFERING (silver amalgam), made by miners near Cuzco, to place in cathe- 

dral. Made by pressing the pasty metal into shape and then roasting out the 

mercury. Z 

S. L. M. BaRLow, Madison avenue, New York. 18030. 786. (11, A) 

TosD-FisH, Batrachus tau. 

H. P. Hoare, Soldiers’ Home, Hampton, Virginia. 18031. ’86. (vil) 

MINERALS; for examination. 

STEPHEN D. Lacy, Franklin, Robertson County, Texas. 18032. ’86. (XVI) 
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TanGal Nuts; for examination. 

Ignacio Patan & Co., Bahia, Ecuador. (Through 8. Samper & Co., New 

York.) 18033. 786. (1) 
The result of the examination is published in the report of the curator of the 

Section of Materia: Medica. 

Woop ; for identification. 

M. A. Kmacu, Providence, Rhode Island. 18034. ’86. (xv) 

OCTOBER. 

WHITE-TAILED Hawk, Buleo albicaudatus : new to the collection. 

GEORGE B. SENNETT, American Museum of Natural History, New York. 18035. 
86. (V,A) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS,* from the following localities: 

Kassianamute, Togiak River (108 specimens); Tuniakput, Togiak River (25 

specimens); Ikaliuk, Togiak River (24 specimens); Togiagamute, Togiak River 

(51 specimens); Agivigiak, Agivigiak River (5 specimens) ; Iguswek, Iguswek 

River (16 specimens); total, 229 specimens. 

J. APPLEGATE, Sergeant Signal Corps, U.S. Army, Unalashka, Alaska. 18036. 

Ashoy, (Ca) 

CRUSTACEA: echinodermata and 1 annelid. 

J. APPLEGATE, Sergeant Signal Corps, U. 8. Army, Unalashka, Alaska. 18036. 

ISOs (ESD) 

STONE Ax. : 
J. APPLEGATE, Unalashka, Alaska. 18036. ’86. (111) 

Insects, Carabus truncaticollis. 

J, APPLEGATE, Unalashka, Alaska. 18036. ’86. (x) 

FisHeEs: Podothecus acipenserinus, Blepsias cirrhosus, Trichodon stelleri, Artedius noto- 

spilotus, Murenoides ornatus, Siphagonus barbatus, Ammocetes aureus. 

I. APPLEGATE, Unalashka, Alaska. 18036. ’86. (VIZ) 

GRASSES. This collection, though small, is very valuable and contains several spe- 

cies new to the Museum herbarium, and one (Carex decidua Boott), collected for 

the third time in North America. 

I. APPLEGATE, Unalashka, Alaska. 18036. ’86. (Xv) ~ 

Clypeaster rotundus; for examination. 

C. C. NuTrine, State University of Iowa. 18037. ’86. (x1) 
Fossit FERN, Callipteridium ; a good specimen. 

T. E. 8. Grirrin, McKeesport, Pennsylvania. 18038. ’86. (xIV) 

MOLE CRICKET, Gryllotalpa sp. 

HakT VANCE, assistant engineer in charge of Red Riversurvey. 18039. ’86. (x) 

Ores, from Tennessee. 

Dr. J. C. McCormick, Strawberry Plains, Tennessee. 18040. ’86. (xvuit) 

RED WoRMS, taken from the Richmond Reservoir Lake. 

W. E. CutsHaw, Richmond, Virginia. 18041. ’86. (x1) 

INSECTS. 

D. Macraz, Wilmington, Delaware. 18042. ’86. (x) 

FLOWER-FLY, Hristalis (larva); for examination. 

W.G. Buisu, Niles, Michigan. 18043. ’86. (x) 
Larva of a species of Moth, Logoa; for examination. 

Dr. H. P. BRISBANE, Vicksburg, Mississippi. 18044. ’86. (x) 

AMERICAN HERCULES BEETLE, Dynastes tilyus ; for examination. 

W. J. HUYBURN, Wakeup post-office, Athens County, Ohio. 18045. ’86. (x) 

DROP-BLOCK: a game played among the Chinese. 

HENRY Horan, U.S. National Museum. 18046. 786. (11, A) 

*See Report on Department of Ethnology, Section 1. 
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Books: ‘‘Ulustrations of Tillage and Weaving,” a Japanese work in two volumes; 

also Serrurier’s Japanese Cyclopedia in French-Japanese. Pt. 1. Quadrupeds 

and birds. a sans 

Dr. D. B. McCartrxn, Washington, District of Columbia. 18047. ’86. (11, A) 

NavaJo CRADLE (model,) and a string of silver beads, from Arizona. ; 

Cosmos MInDELEFF, U.S. Geological Survey. 18048. ’86. (11, A) 

CONFEDERATE UNIFORM, private or artillery. (Deposited.) 

Josrpu THompson, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F, Page.) 138049. 

86; (a) 
TAPE PISTOL, old. 

WILLIAM SILVERTHORN, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 

18050. ’86. (41, A) 

BRANDING IRON, used by an old Virginian family. 

Capt. J.J. DILLARD, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18051. 
786. (dI, A) 

Books: “Songs of Zion,” ‘Questions on the Gospels” (1839), ‘‘ Young Lady’s Eques- 

trian Manual” (1839). 

D. B. Payne, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18052. 786. 

(11, A) 
Hymn-Boox. (Deposited.) 

Rev. P. PATERSON, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page), 18053. 

86. (II, A) 

Stock worn by an old gentleman, and two fashion plates. 

WILLIAM L. PaGE, Lynchburgh, Virginia. 18054. ’86. (iI, A) 

CHINESE RoBIN, Leiothrix luteus. (Skeleton.) 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18055. 86. (xi) 

PYRITE IN LIMESTONE; for examination. 

AMBROSE CONANT, Big Run, Athens County, Ohio. 18056. ’86. (xv1) 

JAPANESE IDOL, ‘‘Amida,” worshiped by the most intelligent Japanese. (Exchange.) 

G. L. FaucHER, West Winsted, Connecticut. 18057. 786. (i, A) 

Birps: Merganser serrator (skull), and Oceanodroma leachti (skeleton), trom Water- 

ville, Maine. 

Dr. C. Hart MerRriaM, Department of Agriculture, Washington, District of 

Columbia. 18058. ’86. (x1) 

Rocks, from lake beds about 5 miles west of Orleans, Nebraska. 

GrorGE P. MERRILL, U. 8. National Museum. 18059. ’36. (xvit) 

CANDLE MouLp, and three broiling irons, smith-made. 
Mrs. E. Hunter, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18060. 

786. (IT, A) 

SPHEROID OF GRANITE, from Fonni, Sardinia. (Exchange.) 

B. Srtr1z, Bonn, Prussia. 18061. ’86. (xvi1) 

HOoG-NOSED SNAKE (or Spreading Adder), Heterodon platyrhinus (young), from Vir-’ 

ginia. 

J. H. Kuruine, Washington, District of Columbia. 18062. 786. (V1) 

Ivory FAN in embroidered case, Chinese traveler’s knife, chopsticks in case, and 

specimen of silk. (Deposited.) 

; Dr. D. B. McCarter, Washington, District of Columbia. 18063. 786. (iI, A) 

SHELLS; for examination. 
Dr. W. H. Rusw, Hyannis, Massachusetts. 18064. 86. (1x) 

DrvM captured at Yorktown by Capt. D. K. Wardell, of the Twenty-second Massa- 

chusetts Volunteers. 

JOSEPH SESSFKORD, Smithsonian Institution. 18065. ’86. (1) 

DOUBLE YELLOW-HEAD PaRRot, Chrysotis levaillanti (skeleton). 

Mrs. Woob, Washington, District of Columbia. 18066. 786. (XII) 

Ee ee ee ae ee 

ee, Oe 
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ARCH OLOGICAL OBJECTS: Rude cutting tool, 14 arrow-heads, 3 rude implements, 13 

fragments of pot-stone bowls, 3 pieces of pottery, grooved ax, unfinished pot-stone 

bowl; from the District of Columbia; 7 arrow-heads, from Montgomery County, 

Maryland; grooved ax, from Annapolis, Maryland, and 3. arrow-heads, from 

Hampshire County, West Virginia. 

Dr. LEwis KENGLA, Kansas City, Missouri. 18067. ’86. (i112) 

FUNGUS, probably a species of Coprinus. . 

Commairder L. A. BEARDSLEE, U.S. Navy, Little Falls, New York. 18068. ’86. 

(xv) 
SALAMANDER, Amblystoma (larva); for examination. 

H. J. SHaw, New Berlin, Chenango County, New York. 18069. ’86. (v1) . 

UNDULATED GRASS PARAKEET, Melapsittacus undulatus (skeleton). 

W.C. WnepeEn, U.S. National Museum. 18070. ’86. (xir) 

ANTIQUITIES, from France. 

THOMAS WILSON, Munich, Bavaria. 18071. ’86. (111) 

SQUIRREL, Sciurus aureogaster; locality not known. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, esq.) 

18072, ’86. (IV) 

ParER Money of the General Government, and of the states, counties, and cities of 

the Confederate States of America, bond certificates, tax bills, postage-stamps, 

merchandise invoices, ete. 

W. F. Paces, U.S. Fish Commission. 18075. ’86. (1) 

SHELL, probably Helix septemvolva Say ; for examination. 

W. E. Hupson, Orlando, Florida. 18074. ’86. (1x) 

LITTLE BROWN CRANR, Grus canadensis. 

G. F. Morcom, Chicago, Illinois. 18075. ’86. (Vv, A) 

AMERICAN GROUND SQUIRREL, Tamias striatus. 

F. C. Houcu, Morgantown, West Virginia. 18076. ’86. (iV) 
LEPIDOPTERA, 26 species, 31 specimens. 

GEORGE H. Hupson, Plattsburgh, New York. 18077. ’86. (xX) 

JUMPING MICE, Zapus hudsonius (seven specimens), from Chatham, New Jersey. 

J. M. C. EATON, Irvington, New Jersey. 18078. ’86. (IV) 

Bonss from a burial cave in Grainger County, Tennessee. 

Dr. J. C. McCormick, Strawberry Plains, Tennessee. 18079. ’86. (IT) 

GILA MonstTeER, Heloderma suspectum. 

Dr. GrorGE H. MITCHELL, Sacaton, Pinal County, Arizona. 18080. ’86. (v1) 

Nest oF Vespa maculata, containing a large number of specimens; from Mount Vernon, 

Virginia. 

J. H. KUEHLING, Washington, District of Columbia. 18081. ’86. (x) 

BIRD-SKINS;* a collection including 11 specimens, 6 species, including 6 adults and 

young of Sialia azurea, Trogon ambiguus, juv., in the first plumage, from Arizona; 

the head of a female Imperial Woodpecker, Campephilus imperialis, from Sonora, 

Mexico, aspecies of which the Museum as yet possesses no complete specimen, 

the above head being the first fragment of this magnificent bird received. 

Lieut. Harry C. Benson, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuea, Arizona. 18082. 786. 

(Vv, A) 
ALBINO WESTERN Ronin, Merula migratoria propinqua (skin). 

JOHN J. SNYDER, Murphys, Calaveras County, California. 18083. ’86. (Vv, A) 

Birbs (19 specimens, 8 species), mostly vireos and flycatchers. 

WILLIAM LLOYD, Paint Creek, Concho County, Texas. 18084. ’86. (Vv, A) 

FLAX, from France. Also Consular Report 87, containing a statement concerning the 
same. 

Hon. Cras. P. WititamMs, U. 8. consul at Rouen, France. (Through Depart- 

“ment of State.) 18085. ’86. (1) 

*See Proceedings U. 8. National Museum, vol. 19, p. 147. 
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MINERALS (17 specimens), from New Jersey. (Exchange.) AY 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL History, New York City, New York. 18086. 

86. (XVI) 

SHELLS, Cocculina spinigera, Jefferys, and Allopora norvegica, Sars; from Northern 

Europe. 

Rev. A. M. Norman, Fence Houses, Durham, England. 18087. ’86. (1x) 

FossiL SCALARIA-(32 specimens); from France. (Exchauge.) 

E. DE Boury, Théméricourt par Vigny, France. (Through W. H. Dall.) 18088. 
786. (1x) 

FRESH-WATER SHELLS, Amnicola limosa, Lag.; for examination. 

CHARLES E. BrecuER, Albany, New York. 18089. ’86. (1x) 

WESTERN PORCUPINE, Hrethrizon epixanthus (2), and Mink, Putorius vison: from Alaska. 

Ensign A. P. NIBLACK, U.S. Navy. 18090. ’86. (Iv) 

BrrpD-skins, from Africa and Polynesia. (Exchange.) 

OBERLIN COLLEGE, Oberlin, Ohio. 18091. ’86. (vV, A) 

STONE PERFORATOR. Lent for casting. (Returned.) 

Co]. CHARLES C. JONES, Augusta, Georgia. 18092. ’86. (111) 

STONE PESTLE, from Montgomery County, Maryland. 

C. B. Boy.n, U.S. Geological Survey. 18093. ’86. (111) 

APPLE, of unusual growth; for examination. 

GEORGE McDOWELL, Fresno City, California. 18094. ’86. (xv) 

Musk Ox AND WOLF SKINS. 
Captain CuurcH. 18095. 786. - 

MoLuusks, Mytilus hamatus, from lower Potomac River, Virginia. 

FRANK Burns, U.S. Geological Survey. 18096. ’86. (1x) 

WATER Birps; a collection of 103 specimens, 10 species, from the coasts of Massa- - 

chusetts and from the Newfoundland Bank, collected by the naturalists at Wood’s 

Holl, and on board the steamer Albatross and the schooner Grampus. The col- 

- lection is very valuable and interesting, containing a series of 44 specimens of 

Puffinus borealis (which was described only a few years ago and was, up to that 

time, a very rare species); also a very large series of two species of Jaegers, 

Stercorarius parasiticus and S. pomarinus, illustrating the enormous individual 

variation of color in these birds. 

U.S. Fis Commission. 18097. ’86. (V, A) 

FIsH; Ophiognathus leet (type), Ryder. 

U. S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 18098. ’86. (vit) 

SHAD, Alosa sapidissima ; about 40 specimens. 

SHELL-FISHERY COMMISSION, New Haven, Connecticut. 18099. ’&6. (viz) 

Woop Rat, Neotoma sp. (skull and bones). 

Dr. Winiis E. EVERETTE, Wallula Junction, Washington Territory. 18100. 

786. (XII) 

Birpb’s Nest; for examination. 

Dr. Warren E. EVERETTE, Wallula Junction, ENE Territory. 18100. 

786. (V, B) 

POTTERY (large specimen). 

Mrs. FANNIE B. EWwIne, Tjynchbureh, Virginia. 18101. ’86. (1) 

Fisues: Prionotus roseus, Scarus evermanni, Steinegeria rubescens, Anthias vivanus, Scarus 

bollmani, Zygonectes escambice, Callechelysmurena, Serranus ocyurus, Phycis floridanus. 

Prof. D..S. JoRDAN, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. 18102. ’86. (VvIq) 

JAPANESE Works or Art: Pair of bronze vases made by the first Tokyo manufact- 

uring ¢ ompany, « Japan; pair of Japanese cloisonné enameled vases; pair of Kaga 

porcelain vases; pair of Satsuma faience vases; Tokugawa or lacquer ink box 

from the Shogun’s palace; Japanese sword and scabbard. Also a Chinese inlaid 

box. (Deposited.) 

Dr. D. BetHUNE McCartTeEx, Washington, District of Columbia. 18103. '86. (1) 
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CHINESE PORCELAIN Dis and antique Japanese bronze vase. (Gift.) 

Dr. D. BEeTHUNE McCaRTEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 18103. 786. (1) 

BERMUDA SPONGES (collected by Dr. G. Brown Goode in 1876-1879): Tuba vaginalis, 

varieties bursaria, papyracea, nuda, crispa ; Hircinia campana, varieties marginalis, 

amorphous, dendritica, turrita; Spongia tublifera, varieties disciformis, turrita; Spongia 

punctata, var. bermudensis, and Verongia fistularis (?) (484 specimens).. 

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, Middletown, Connecticut. 18104. ’86. (x1) 
SHARK, Carcharias glaucus (?), and two heads of specimens of the same species; Som- 

niosus microcephalus, Raia ocellata, and R. levis. 

U. S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 18105. ’86. (vi1) 

Mooss (skull and bones), from Canada. 

Col. Crcit CLay, Department of Justice. 18106. 786. (XII) 

ADZE-HEAD, or celt, and sample of wood; for examination. (Returned.) 

Capt. G. R. Mann, Sturtevant House, New York City. 18107. ’86. (11, a) 

MINERALS. (Exchange.) 

N. H. Perry, South Paris, Maine. 18108. ’86. (xv1) 

CHUB MacKkEREL, Scomber pnewmatophorus. - 

R. A. GOLDEN, Washington, District of Columbia. 18109. ’86. (vit) 

MINERALS. “ 
CHARLES Db. MERWIN. 18110. ’86. (Xv1) 

“W ALKING-STICK,” Diapheromera femorata ; for examination. 

W. T. LANDER, Williamston, South Carolina. 18111. ’86. (x) 

CHUB MACKEREL, Scomber pnewmatophorus. 

R. EDWARD EARLL, Tiverton, Rhode Island. 18112. ’86. (vit) 

PaLZ£ozoic Fossixs, from England. 
H. B, Fasiani, New York City, New York. 18113. ’86. (xIII, A) 

VERTEBRATE Fossixs, from England. 

H. B. Fasrant, New York City, New York. 18113. ’86. (vu1mII) 

SALAMANDER, Amblystoma mavortium (about 250 specimens). 

Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 18114. ’86. (v1) 

RuD-THROATED Loon, Colymbus septenirionalis ; Red-breasted Merganser, Merganser 

serrator; Crested Grebe, Podiceps holbollii; Surf Ducks (2), Melanetia velvetina 

and Pelionetta perspicillata ; Scoters (2), Oidemia americana. (Skeletons.) 

Isaac M. JACKSON, Plymouth, Massachusetts. 18115. ’86. (xII) 

GREATER SHEARWATER, Pufinus major; Fulmar Petrel, Fulmarus glacialis ; Petrels, 

Oceanites oceanica and O. leucorhoa ; Gulls, Larus argentatus and Rissa tridactyla; 

Surf Duck, Pelionetia perspiciliata, and Pomarine Jaeger, Stercorarius pomarhinus. 

(Skeletons. ) 

U.S. Fish Commission. 18116. 786. (x11) 

CATFISH, Amiurus marmoratus, with lernzan parasites. 

B. B. WHITE, Thomaston, Georgia. 18117. ’86. (vil) 

IMPURE GRAPHITE, and rocks stained by decomposition; for examination. 

C. W. Hircucock, Custer City, Dakota. 18118. ’86. (xXvIIz) 

CASSINITE, from Blue Hill, near Media, Pennsylvania. 

Isaac Lea, LL. D., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 18119. ’86. (xvr) 

FisHES: Coregonus williamsoni, Salvelinus mala, Ptychochilus oregonensis. 

W. C. Harris, Broadway, New York City. 18120. ’86. (vil) 

Iron Onzs, fuel and fluxes; from Rusk, Texas. 

L. C. Jounson, U.S. Geological Survey. 18121. ’86. (xvumr) 

IRON PyRivTEs; for examination. 

Urian J. Curr, Adamsville, Bradley County, Arkansas. 18122. ’86. (XVIII) 

Musica INstRuMEnts: zither and case, inlaid; guitar and case, Russian model; and 

instruction book for zither. (Deposited. ) 

RupoLex HErNRIcHs, Washington, District of Columbia. 18123. ’86. (1) 

LIMESTONE containing iron pyrites; for examination. 

AMBROSE CONANT, Big Run, Athens County, Ohio. 18124. ’86. (XvI) 
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MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE; for examination. 

WiLL1aM Watts, Caldwell, Sumner County, Kansas. 18125. ’86. (xvz) 

LONG-HAIRED ARMADILLO, Dasypus velleresus Gray. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through A. E. Brown, Esq.) 18126. 
86. (IV) 

Fossit Fism Heap, found imbedded in blue slate rock 20 feet below the surface. 

Dr. R. W. Nose, Barclay, Falls County, Texas. 18127. ’86. (VII) 

TOKENS AND Corns (6), United States and Canada. 

H. E. Huser, Baltimore, Maryland. 18128. ’86. (1) 

BADGE and cards of Columbian Commandery, Knights Templar, of Norwich, Weer 

ticut. 

JOHN Ecctes, Taftville, Connectient. 18129. ’86. (4) 

COPPER AND SILVER Corns of Canada, United States, Great Britain, France, =_ 
Sweden. 

W. PALMER, U.S. National Museum. 18130. ’86. (1) 

~ BRONZE MEDAL of Lonis Kossuth, “the Washington of Hungary.” Found in a field 

at Christiansburgh, Floyd County, Virginia, in 1885. (Deposited.) 

Miss 8. E. Latuam, U.S. National Museum. 18131. ’s6. (1) 

TRUMPET-FISH (Tobacco-Pipe-fish), Vistularia tabaccaria ; for examination. 

JAMES T. HAVENS, Point Pleasant, New Jersey. 18132. 786. (viz) 

ENAMEL BEaD, Venetian origin, found in a mound uear New Smyrna; for examination. 

J.T. DETWILER, New Smyrna, Florida. 18133. ’86. (1) 

Bat-FisH, Malthe vespertilio. 

J. Y. DETWILER, New Smyrna, Florida. 18133. 786. (vir) 

CHIMERA, Chimera affinis (2 specimens), and Blue Hake, Haloporphyrus viola. 

THOMAS THOMPSON, captain of sc’ ooner M. 4. Barton. (Through W. A. Wil- 

cox, Gloucester, Massachusetts.) 18134. ’86. (<1) 

GALENA. 
J. H. Button, Knoxville, Knox County, Tennessee. 18135. ’86. (xXv1I1) 

OxipEs of Iron and Asbestos. 

Dr. C. Hart MERRIAM, Washington, D.C. 18136. ’86. (xvi) 

HoG-NOSE SNAKE, Heterodon platyrhinus (1 specimen). 

J. H. Kuraiine, Washington, District of Columbia. 18137. 786. (v1) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OpsEects. A stone spoon used by Buddhist priest in eating rice: 10 

photographs; odd numbers of the ‘Pekin Gazette ;” and paintings on silk. 

Dr. D. BETHUNE McCartTEE, Washington, D.C. 18138. ’85. (11, 4) 

PAINTING ON SILK, ‘‘The Metal Worker.” (Deposited.) 

Dr. D. BETHUNE McCaRrTEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 18139. ’86. 

(11, A) 
Birps’ Nests AND Eaas: Nest and four eggs of Spinus pinus; nest and four eggs of 

Helminthophila pinus, and four eggs of Empidonax flaviventris (very rare). 

Dr. A. K. Fisurer, Sing Sing, New York. 18140. ’86. (Vv, B) 

Eae of Crypturus pileatus. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, esq.) 

SIA 056 CVn) 
SHELLS, 76 species (324 specimens) of land, fresh-water, and marine shells. 

MEXICAN GEOGRAPHICAL EXPLORING COMMISS:ON, City of Mexico. 18142. 

86. (IX) 
Voucanic Dust, taken from a piece of board at Nuga Island. 

Capt. C. A. ABBry, U.S. Revenue Marine steamer Corwin. 18143. 786. (XVII) 

CHINESE ENVELOPE, Japanese postal card, and ten Chinese visiting cards. 

Dr. D; BeTHUNE McCarren, Washington, D. C. 18144. 786. (a, a) 

SLAG CRYSTALS. 
ALFRED SHARPLESS, West Chester, Chester County, Pennsylvania. 18145. 

786. (XVIIZ) 
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GOLD in quartz, from Sky High mine, Plumas County, California. 

J.S. DILLER, U.S. Geological Survey. 18146. ’86. (xvi) 

INSECTS: Argynnis eurynome, Colias chrysomelas, C. eytheme, Phyciodes morpheus, Saty- 

rus charon, Lycwna acmon, L. Scudderi, L. melissa, Thymelicus garitu, Pyrgus tessel- 

lata, Pamphila pawnee, P. napa, Pieris protodice, P. Beckeri, Chrysophanus sirius, C. 

dione, C. zeroe; for examination. 

Dr. J. C. Merrit, U.S. Army, Klamath, Oregon. 18147. ’86. (x) 

INSECTS: Anticarsia gemmatilis, Tolype velleda, Asopia costalis, Aletiu argillucea, Nema- 

tocampa filamentaria, Heliothis armiger, Limacodes rectilinea (2), Xanthia togata, Oli- 

gostigma albalis, Plerophura (Cidaria) diversilineata, Zerene catenaria, Mesograpta 

stramentalis, Huphanessa mendica, Gortyna Harrissi, G. purpurifascia, G. nitela, 

Xylina antennata, Catocala relicta, C. unijuga, C. briseis, Smerinthus myops, Crio- 

cephalus agrestis, Margarodes 4-stigmalis, Ligyrus relictus, Semcothisa ocellinata, and 

Copris anaglypticus. : 

GEORGE H. Hupson, Plattsburgh, New York. 18148. ’86. (x) 

SNUFF-DIPPING APPARATUS. 

J. RocERS, Mount Union, Alabama. 18149. ’86. (11, A) 

PIGEON TREMEX, Tremex columba (3 specimens); also Ichneumon fly, Rhyssa lwnator ; 

for examination. : 

H. R. StronG, Wilson, North Carolina. 18150. ’86. (x) 

BEETLE, Adalia bipunctata. 

Rev. J. W. GUERNSEY, Rutland, Vermont. 18151. ’86. (x) 

SNAKES, Hutenia vagrans (3 specimens). 

' Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 18152. ’86. (v1) 

STEAM-ENGINE, built about the year 1829. 

Capt. C. M. BLackrorp, Lynchburgh, Virginia. 18153. ’&86. (1) , 

ORES. 
Dr. W. B. RoBERTSON, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through W. F. Page.) 18154. 

786. (XVII) 

TOBACCO, and sample boxes for packing same. 

Hancock Bros. & Co., Lynchburgh, Virginia. 138155. ’86. (1) 

WATER-BUG, Belostoma americanum; for examination. 

C. W. DARLING, Utica, New York. 18156. ’86. (xX) 

SNAKE, Ophcosaurus ventralis (1 specimen). 

Henry L. BarKER, Oakley, South Carolina. 18157. ’86. (vr) 

PYROLUSITE (1 specimen), from the manganese mining district, Polk County, Arkan- 

sas. J.T. WARD, Lamar, Missouri. (Through U.S. Geological Survey.) 13158. 

86. (XVI) 

RAMIE FIBER, in different stages of manufacture. 

Hon. Cuarirs P. WILLIAMS, United States consul, Rouen, I'rance. (Through 

Department of State.) 18159. ’86. (1) 

ScoURED WOOLS. 
Hon. JACOB SCHOFNHOF, United States consul, Tunstall, England. (Through 

Department of State.) 18160. ’86. (1) 

RECENT PLANTS, Pleris aquilina, L. (Exchange.) 

JAMES RODERICK, Strawberry Plains, Tennessee. 18161. ’86. (xv) 

O1L from the liver of Chimera plumbea ; for examination. 

JAMES P. GREASON, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 18162. ’86. (1) 

LIRD-SKINS. 

U. S. Fis Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. 18163. 786. 

(v, A) 
Birps’ NEsts (23 specimens); from Arizona, Colorado, Massachusetts, and Ohio. 

H. W. Hensuaw, U.S. Geological Survey. 18164. ’36. (Vv, B) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES, mainly crustacean fish parasites; from Iceland. 

JOHN MARSIIALL, captain, schooner Landseer. (Through W. A. Wilcox, Glou- 

cester, Massachusetts.) 18165. 736. (xr) 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——40 
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Drizp Fisu, Potamocottus, sp., Coregonus williamsont, Thymallus tricolor, var. montanus 

(3 specimens); from Gallatin River, Gallatin County, Montana. 

Dr. A. C. PEALE, U.S. Geological Survey. 18166. ’86. (vil) 

ERMINE, Putorius erminea; Mink, Putorius vison, and Spermophile, Spermophilus 

richardsoni (three skins and three stomachs); from Gallatin Valley, Montana. 

Dr. A. C. PEALE, U.S. Geological Survey. 18166. ’86. (IV) 
SILVER ORE, from Lexington Mine, Butte, Montana. 

Dr. A. C. PEALE, U.S. Geological Survey. 18166. ’86. (xv) i 

Rocks, from Montana. 

Dr. A.C. PEALE, U. S. Geological Survey. 18166. ’86. (xvir) 

Woop Opat, from near Gallatin City, Montana. 

Dr. A. C. PEALE, U.S. Geological Survey. 18166. ’86. (xv) 

MINERALS: Wood opal (18 specimens). 

Dr. A. C. PEALE, U. 8. Geological Survey. 18166. ’86. (xv1) 

Duck, Hrismatura rubida (skin), from Gallatin County, Montana. 

Dr. A. C. Peay, U.S. Geological Survey. 18166. ’86. (v,A) 

RATTLESNAKE, Crotalus scutulatus, and Horned Toads (2), Phrynosoma modestum ; from 

Gallatin County, Montana. 

Dr. A. C. PEALE, U.S. Geological Survey. 18166. ’86. (v1) 

SPIDER CRAB, Lithodesmaia, from Marblehead, Massachusetts. 

ScHooneR ‘‘ Dixie,” Gloucester, Massachusetts. (Through W. A. Wilcox.) 

18167. ’86. (XI) 

SILVER MEDAL struck in 1757 to commemorate the victories of Frederick the Great 

of Prussia over the Frenct, Austrians, Russians, and Swedes during that year. 

JOHN H. OWEN, Hallowell, Maine. 10168. ’86. (1) 

SET TYPE melted together by heat, fished from the ocean in 1885, 500 feet off Virginia 

beach. ; 

PauL BreckwitTH, Washington, District of Columbia. 18169. ’86. (1) 

Lake Carp, Carpiodes thompsoni ; for examination. 

GEORGE DECKER, Bay City, Michigan. 18170. ’86. (v1) 

BASKET made by Choctaw Indians. 

A. 8. GatscHET, Alexandria, Louisiana. 18171. ’86. (11, A) 

Buncu oF LEAVES left by a freshet. 

Mrs. LisLE LESTER, Stamford, Connecticut. 18172. ’86. (x) 

LITTLE GREBE, Podiceps nigricans (1 specimen), from Japan. 

Dr. L. STEJNEGER, U.S. National Museum. 18173. ’86. (vV,A) 

BONE FISH-HOOKS and six stone instruments, from the Trenton gravels. Collected 

by Dr. C. C. Abbott. 

PEABODY MusEeuM, Cambridge, Massachusetts. (Through Prof. F. W. Put- 
nam). 18174. ’86. (111) 

SNAKE, Lutenia sirtalis ornatus. 

Dr. H. J. BiGELOw, Boston, Massachusetts. 18175. ’86. (v1) 

BARN OWL, Strix pratincola ; for examination. 

Dr. FREDERICK TayLor, Hillsborough, Loudoun County, Virginia. 18176. 
786. (Vv, A) , 

Nest and five eggs of Perisoreus obscurus, from Beaverton, Oregon; and one egg of 

Scops asio maxwelle, from Colorado. 

A. W. ANTHONY, North Denver, Colorado. 18177. ’86. (v,B) 

Driep Fisu, Argyropelecus olfersi. 

W. A. WiLcox, Gloucester, Massachusette. 18178. ’86. (vir) 

CoprER Coin, Hebrew quadrans or “ widow’s mite”—value, about } cent. (Cast.) 

For examination. 

W. D. Rosertson, Lincoln, Nebraska. 18179. ’86. (1) 

OLD Squaw Deck, Harelda glacialis ; Eider Duck, Somateria mollissima ; Loon, Colym- 

bus torquatus ; Red-Necked Loon, Colymbus septentrionalis. (Seven skeletons. ) 

I. M. Jackson, Plymouth, Massachusetts. 18180. ’86. (XII) 
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MARINE SHELLS, 20 species, 27 specimens, from the Gulf of Mexico; and 5 species, 20 

specimens of land shells, from Honduras. 

CHARLES T. Simpson, Ogallala, Nebraska. 18181. ’86. (1x) 

MARINE SHELLS, foreign (7 specimens). 

Miss Cora Mason, Washington, District of Columbia. 18182. ’86. (1x) 

Cow-Moosz, photographs of side and front view of head. 

General CreciL CLay, Washington, District of Columbia. 18183. ’86. (Iv) 

BINDING, ancient vellum, Bremen, 1735. 

G. Brown Goopeg, U.S. National Museum. 18184. ’86. (1) 

CONFEDERATE GUN-BARRELS (2), and a ramrod. 

Wit1iaM L. PaGr, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18185. 

730. 1(R) 

STEATITE. 
A. WEIRMAN, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18186. 

280209 (@) 

ARCHZOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Arrow-heads, adiscoidal stone, pottery, haman skull, jaw- 

bones and teeth, from a mound in Amherst County, Virginia; a notched ax and 

five arrow-heads, from Bedford County, Virginia. 

Dr. THomas H. NEtson, Coffee, Virginia. 18187. ’86. (4) 

HYMN Books (2), 
Miss DEBORAH Davis, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through W. F. Page.) 18188. 

786. (1) 

CANDLE-SNUFFERS (one pair). 

Miss DrBoraH Davis, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through W=F. Page.) 18188. 

86. (II, A) 

‘Buttons from Confederate Army uniforms (40). 

Mrs. NaNNIE LITCHFORD, Daniel’s Hill, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through Wil- 

liam F. Page.) 18189. ’86. (1) 

INDIAN PIPE and tomahawk given to General Leftwitch at Fort Meigs, Texas, 1812. 

JOHN 8. LEFTWitcH, Bedford Springs, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 

18190. ’86. (1) 

-OLD RELIGIOUS Books (4). 

CHARLES MortTIMER, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through W. F. Page.) 18191. 
786. (1) 

‘“‘SEWING BirRD” made by hand fifty years ago. 

Mrs. H. W. Jonss, Liberty, Virginia. (Through W. F. Page.) 18192. ’86. 

Gi Adee’ 3 
FossiL Woop. 

Max KELLEY, Lovely Mount, Virginia. (Through W. F. Page.) 18193. 786. 

(xiv) ; 
CONFEDERATE BRASS EPAULETTE. 

Capt. J.J. Dituarp, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18194. 
786. (1) 

PERSONAL ACCOUNT Book of the war period in the Confederate States. 

D. B. Bayne, Jr., Lynchburgh, Virginia, (Through William F. Page.) 18195. 

86. (1) 
HYMN Books (2). 

D. B. Bayne, Sr., Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18196. 
86. (1) 

CANDLE-MOULDS (one set, known to have been used seventy-five years). 

W. 1. Paces, Lynchburgh, Virginia. 18197. ’86. (11, A) 

OLD PisTou and eylinder. 

8. 0. Fisurr, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through W.F. Page.) 18198, ’86, (11, A) 
Birps’ NESTS and two eggs, Chondestes grammacus. oo” 

W.H. Adams, Elmore, Illinois. 18199. ’86. (v,B) 
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GASTEROPOD, Haliotis splendens. 

Mrs. Mary H. BENNETT, San Bernardino, California. 13200. ’86. (1x) 

PARASITES (Cryptolepasrhachianecti) from California Gray Whale, Rhachianectes glaucus. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, U.S. National Museum. 18201. ’86. (xr) 

Pipx, said to have been smoked in many Indian councils presided over by Black 

Hawk, a noted chief of the Sac and Fox tribe. 

JAMES C. CLARK. (Through Department of the Interior.) 18202. ’86. (1) 

HERBARIUM containing about 600 species, and a large duplicate set. 

A. G. PEARCE, North Hannibal, New York. 18203. ’86. (xv) 

ARCHEOLOGICAL OBJECTS. More than 20,000 specimens. 

BuREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washinston, District of Columbia. 18204. ’86. (11) 

ARCHEOLOGICAL OBJECTS: 39 arrow-heads, spear-head, two scrapers, and a leaf- 

shaped implement. 

ARCHER L. Payne, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18205. 

86. (IIL) 

TOBACCO-PRESSER and crimper. 

Hancock BROTHERS & Co., Lynchburgh, Virginia. 18206. 786. (1) 

Lower Jaw of Ground Shark, Somniosus microcephalus, taken on the Grand Bank in 

August, 1886; also eggs of the Slime Eel, Myxina glutinosa. Collected by 

Nathaniel Day of the schooner MW. 4. Barton, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 

Capt. J. W. COLLINS, schooner Grampus, U.S. Fish Commission. 18207. ’86. 

VII 
eee eee TURTLE, Thalassochelys caretta (skull), from Swan Island, Caribbean Sea. 

JOHN Howson, Boston, Massachusetts. 18208. ’86. (x11) 

RED-BELLIED SQUIRREL, Sciurus aureigaster, and Moor Monkey, Macacus maurus. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) © 

18209. ’86. (iv) 

SNAKE, Tropidonotus bisectus, type, new species, Cope; caught at Central Station, 

Washington. 

U.S. Fisa Commission. 18210. ’86. (v1) 

CARVED Prre of a green serpentine, found near Santa Fé, New Mexico. (Cast.) 
Major W.S. Bens, U.S. Army, Brooklyn, New York. 18211. ’86. (a1) 

OXIDE OF IRON, with a little quartz; for examination. 

JouN C. WuiT®, Bisbee, Cochise County, Arizona. 18212. ’86. (xvIIz) 

CARVED STONE PiIpx, and a small copper ax. (Deposited). 

J.B. Nickuin, Chattanooga, Tennessee. 18213. ’86. (111) 

Fossi TEETH: Molar Fragments of upper and of lower molar teeth of Horse, Equus 

sp.; fragments of molar of a mastodon and two fragments of molars of a large 

ruminant. i 

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through Mr. 
W.H.Dall.) 18214. ’36. (x11) 

Fossit FisH, apparently Uranidea or an allied genus of fresh-water Cottoids ; found 

in the tunnel of the Monte Cristo Mine on the summit of Spanish Peak, in the 
auriferous gravel of California. 

JouN G. PHELPS, San Francisco, California. 18215. ’86. (VII) 

OLD Lamp, hymn-book, and clay cup. 

E. L. Stour, New Hope, Virginia. (Through W.F. Page.) 18216. ’86. (1, A) 

SHELLS: Helix spinosa Lea, H. alternata Say, H. appressa Say, H. elevata Say, Campe- 

loma ponderosa Lea, C. decisa Say, Io spinosa Lea, dngitrema verrucosa Raf., Plewro- 

cera filum Lea, P. anthonyi Lea, Unio verrucosus Barnes, and U. bullatus Raf. ? var.; 
for examination. 

Dr. J. C. McCormick, Strawberry Plains, Tennessee. 18217. ’86. (ix) 

STONE IMPLEMENTS from the “Trenton Gravel;” also a worked piece of jasper from 
Trenton. 

Dr. C. C. AsBort, Trenton, New Jersey. 18218. ’86. (111) 

Se 
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MourninG Dove, Zenaidura macroura. 

HENRY MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 18219. ’86. (v,4A) 

WHIP-POOR-WILL, Antrostomus vociferus. 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 18220. ’86. (Vv, A) 

BIRD-SKINS. 

ANASTASIO ALFARO, San José, Costa Rica. 18221. 786. (Vv, A) 

‘ANTIQUITIES (photographs). 

ANASTASIO ALFARO, San José, Costa Rica. 18221. ’86. (111) 

GEOLOGIC SPECIMENS collected by I. C. Russell, in the field, in 1885. 

U.S, GnoLtocicaL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18222. 786. 

(XVII) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Hat worn by Ecuador Indians at carnival time; leggings 

worn by natives of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Chili; knife carried by natives 

of Chili; Patagonian harpoon-head; horn vessels made by Guachos of Buenos 

Ayres; bone carving; pair of sandals of Inca mummy; tip of a wand, from the 

grave of an Inca mummy. 

W. E. Curtis, Chicago, Illinois. 18223. ’86. (11,4) 
Moss, from near the paks of Chicta, Peru, Andes Mountains, 15,000 feet in height. 

W. E. Curtis, Chicago, Illinois. 18223. ’386. (xv) 

ORE; specimen from the Cerro del Pasco Mine, Peru. 
W. E. Curtis, Chicago, Illinois. 18223. ’86. (xvi) 

Lapizs’ COMPANION, used in the Confederate States during the war. 
Mrs. H. W. Jones, Liberty, Virginia. (Through William F. Page.) 18224. 

86. (1) 

BirD-SKINS; a collection from various parts of the world. (Exchange.) 

H. K. Coan, Chicago, Illinois. 18226. ’86. (v, 4) 

LIGNITE (2 specimens), from the new reservoir, north of Washington, District of 

Columbia. 

GEORGE H. BOEHMER, Smithsonian Institution. 18227. ’86. (xiv) 

PHARHYNGEALS of the fresh-water Drum, Aplodinotus grunniens; for examination. 

Dr. M. M. Apams, Greenfield, Indiana. 18228. ’86. (vit) 
MODEL of the ruin named Penasco Blanco, New Mexico. 

BurREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18229. ’86. 

(iI, A) ; 

CuuB MACKEREL, Scomber pneumatophorus. 

WILLARD NYE#, Jr., New Bedford, Massachusetts. 18230. ’86. (vil) 

FISHES (6 species). 
GEORGE A. Lewis, Wickford, Rhode Island. 18231. ’86. (viz) 

Fisu, Blepharis crinitus. 

THomas W. Lewis, Wickford, Rhode Island. 18232. ’86. (viz) 

SALAMANDER, dAmblystoma sp. 

Dr. k. W. SHUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 18233. ’86. (vr) 

Cooprer’s Hawk, Accipiter cooperi; from Picowaxen Creek, Charles County, Mary- 
land. ; 

E. R. Topp, U. S. National Museum. 18234. ’86. (Vv, A) 

ARCHZ OLOGICAL OBJECTS: Spear-head, a grooved ax, and a cup-shaped natural for- 
mation. 

Dr. THomAs H. NELSON, Boonesborough, Virginia. (Through Wiliiam F. Page.) 

18235. ’56. (111) 

CHIPMUNK, Tamias striatus (5 skins). 

GEORGE F. ATKINSON, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 18236. ’86. (Iv) 

GRAPHITE; for examination. 

W. Patron, Llano, Llano County, Texas. 18237. ’85. (xv1) 

Cocoon of Telea polyphemus (so-called Electric Worm); for examination. 

C. F. SHUEY, Maclenny, Florida. 18238. 786. (x) 
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Brack Grunt, Hemulon elegans, and Stickle-back, Gasterosteus aculeatus. f 

R. A. Gotprn, Washington, District of Columbia. 18239. 786. (viz) 

SAUCER-EYE PorGy, Calamus calanus. ; 

WALTER MORELAND, Washington, District of Columbia. 18240. ’86. (viz) 

SHORE LARKS, Olocoris alpestris, Chrysotema (2), from Santa Cruz Island, California. 

E. W. BLAKE, Jr., Providence, Rhode Island. 18241. ’26. (vV, A) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES. A collection made by the U. 8. Fish Commission steamer 

Albatross during the summer of 1886, y 

U.S. Fisa Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. 18242. ’86. (x1) 

FuncGus, and a Night Blooming Cereus, from Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 

U.S. FisH COMMISSION, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 18242. ’86. (xv) 

SHELLS, collected by the U. S. Fish Commission steamers Albatross and Fish Hawk 

and the U.S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus, during the summer of 1886 

(194 lots). 

U. S. Fish COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 18242. ’86. (1x) 

Fisures. A large and valuable collection, including Chalinuwra simula, Bathygadus, 

Bathysaurus agassizti, Psenes sp., Onos rufus, Harriotta, Caulolepis, Histiobranchus, 

Gastrostomus, ete. 

U. 8. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 18242. ’86. (VII) 

BirDs: Spinus tristis, Dendroica striata, and Puffinus borealis. 

U.S. Fisa CoMMIssiIon, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 17242. ’86. (Vv, A) 

ARCHZ OLOGICAL OBJECTS: scraper, leaf-shaped implement, 3 arrow-heads, and 6 

fragments of chipped implements. 

THOMAS LEE, U.S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 18242. 786. 

(11) 

INSECT, probably an immature Spectrum bivittatum. 

U.S. Fish COMMISSION. 18242. ’86. (xX) 

TURTLE and Hyla, from Nassau, Bahamas. 

U. S. Fish Commission. Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 16242. ’86. (vr) 

MINERALS: Megabasite in quartz (6 specimens). 

F. MENTZEL, Durango, Colorado. 18243. ’86. (XVI) 

INDIA-INK DRAWINGS (2) of Totem posts and Indian chief’s grave at Fort Wrangel, 

Alaska. 

Mrs. E. B. WEBSTER, Washington, District of Columbia. 15244. ’&6. (II, A) 

MARINP INVERTEBRATES. Collection of alcoholic specimens made by the steamer 

Albatross during a cruise from Wood’s Holl to Washington, October 23-26, 1836. 

U.S. Fish CoMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 18245. ’86. (XI) 

NEsT and eight eggs of Regulus salrapa. 

Capt. B. F. Goss, Pewaukee, Wisconsin. 18246. ’&6. (v, A) 

ROSEATE SPOON-BILLS, Ajaja ajaja (3 specimens). 

L. C. Lrtry, Corpus Christi, Texas. 18247. ’86. (vV,A) 

Birps: Cassin’s Purple Finch, Carpodacus cassini (6 specimens); Pink-sided Junco, 

Junco annectens ; Oregon Junco, Junco oregonus. 

A. W. AntTuoNY, North Denver, Colorado. 18248. ’36. (Vv, 4) 

CHROMIUM ORE (2 specimens). 

General D. E. Coomss, Baracoa, Cuba. 18249. ’86. (XVIII) 

BIRDS, 

D. Ripeway, Wheatland, Illinois. 18250. ’86. (Vv, 4A) “a 

MamMaAts, Putorius vison, Mus musculus, Hesperomys leucopus, Arvicola riparius, Ves- 

pertilio lucifugus, and Vesperugo georgianus. 

R. Ripe@way, Wheatland, linois. 18250. ’386. (Iv) 
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REPTILES : 

Farancia abacura. Hutenia saurita. 

Ophibolus getulus. Storeria dekayi. 

Ophibolus sp. Coluber emoryt. 

Tripodonotus sipedon. Rana halecina (3 specimens). 

T. rhombifer. Hyla versicolor. 

(27 specimens). 

D. Ripeway, Wheatland, Illinois. 18250. ’86. (v1) 

SNAKE, Storeria dekayi. 
“Waco CHIEF,” Waco, Texas. 18251. 86. (V1) 

QUARTZ and mica, and quartz; for examination. 

ANDREW OLESON, Doylestown, Wisconsin. 18252. 786. (XVIII) 

CoprEeR ORE; f-r analysis. 

JAMES 2S cer. Stockton, Tooele County, Teale 18253. 786. (XVI) 

*COTIGNA, a Dew species, Cotigna r Gina Zeledon, and a female of Carpodecies antonie 

Zel., both hitherto undescribed ; for examination. 

Josk& C. ZELEDON, San José, Costa Rica. 18254. ’86. (Vv, A) 
SILVER AND CoppPeER Corns of Japan, China, Straits Settlements, and India (26 speci- 

mens); paper money of Japan (3 specimens), and American colonial paper cur- 

rency (2 specimens). 
Dr. D. B. McCarrTez, Washington, District of Columbia. 18255. 786. (1) 

BIRD-SKINS (5 Specimens), from Newfoundland and Key West, Florida. 

U. S. Fis Commission. 18256. ’86. (v, 4) 
ALBINO FIELD SPARROW, Spizella pusilla. 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 18257. ’86. (v,4A) 

METEORIC IRON (6 specimens) and Meteoric Stone (3 specimens). 

Prof. J. P. Cooxn, Harvard College, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 18258. ’86, 
(xv1) (Exchange.) 

METEORIC IRON (4 specimens) and Meteoric Stone (2 specimens). (Exchange.) 

B. Sturtz, Bonn, Germany. 18259. ’86. (xv1) 

FIsHEs: 

Ictalurus punctatus. Pimephatles promelas. 

Minnilus umbratilis. Chrosomus erythrogaster. 

M. megalops. Catostomus teres. 

Squalius elongatus. Hyodon alosoides. 

Campostoma anomalun. Amiurus melas. 

Hybognathus argyrites. 

From Kansas. 

O. P. Hay, Irving, Indiana. 18260. ’86. (vir) 

INSECTS, four type species. 

C. H. BoLtuMan, Bloomington, Indiana. 18261. ’86. (xX) 

FOSSILS : 

Cythere carbonaria. Bellerophon sublevis. 

Huomphatlus planistria. Eindothyra baileyi. 

Murchisonia vermicula. 

(34 specimens. ) 

K. Pueas, Dunreith, Indiana. 18262. ’86. (xtII, A) 

SHELLS, 

E. Pieas, Dunreith, Indiana. 18262. ’86. (Ix) 
MARBLE (2 specimens), from Loudoun County, Virginia. 

U. 8. GroLogicaL SuRVeEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through Col. 

George W. Shutt.) 18263. ’86. (xvir) 

“See Proceedings U. S. National Museum, vol. 10, pp. 1 and 20. 
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INSECTS: 

Catocala briseis. 

Pyrrhia ecprimens. 

Lathomia germana. 

Homoptera woodii. 

Trigonophora brunnewm. 

Lithophane disposita. 

Hadena jfinitima. 

HA, fractilinea. 

Lithophane petutea. 

Mamestra rosea. 

M. meditata. 

Agrotis badinodes. 

Acronycta occidentalis. 

A. sperta. 

A, hasta. 

Plemyria fluviata. 

Agrotis messoria. 

A. sextalis. 

REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

Caradrina sp. 

Ingura delineata. 

Orthodes infirma. 

Leptina dormitans. 

Nephelodes violans. 

Anytus sculptus. 

Croeigrapha normani. 

Agrotis mimalionis. 

A. cupida. 

A. baja. 

Luceria Burgessi. 

Teniocampa incerta. 

Agrotis fennica. 

Perigea luxa. 

Arclia rectilinea. 

A, nais. 

Lithophana cinerola. 

L. laticinerea. 

A, murenala. L. antennata. 
For examination. 

HowarbD L. CLarkeE, Providence, Rhode Island. 18264. ’86. , (x) 

HORNED ToaD, Phrynosoma cornutum, from El Paso, Texas. 

Rk. T. Hi, U. 8. Geological Survey. 18265. ’86. (v1) 

SANDSTONE and bitumen on a fragment of calcite geode; for examination. 

KKEMPER BENNETT, Wyandotte, Kansas. 18266. ’86. (XVI) 

Orp, for analysis. 

C. W. Hircucock, Custer City, Dakota Territory. i8267. ’86. (xvi) 

SEA GULLS. ; 
U.S. Fisa Commission. 18268. ’86. (v, A) 

BIRD-SKINS: Types (3) of Pyranga bivittata Lafr. ; for examination. 

Boston Society oF Natural History, Boston, Massachusetts. 18269. 
286: (Vi,Ay) 

HazxEL-NvT SHELL (fossil), from Prince George’s County, Maryland. 

J. F. Hickrny, Washington, District of Columbia. 18270. ’86. (xiv) 

FRAGMENT OF SUPPOSED MrrEoric Rock ; for examination. 

F. E. SHELDON, St. Paul, Minnesota. 18271. ’86. (xvrt) 

RUFFED GROUSE, Bonasa wmbellus, wings, tail-feathers, ete., of two specimens; for 

examination. 

Rey. T. M. Tuorrse, McDonough, Chenango County, New York. 18272. 

286s Un (GVis AN) 

CaLivornia TrovT, Salmo irideus, from Wytheville, Virginia. 

U.S. Fisa Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. 18273. ’86. (vir) 

Rocks: Dacite, from Lassen’s Peak, California; peridatite, from Elliott County, 

Kentucky, and quartz basalt, from northeast of Lassen’s Peak. 

J.S. Dittmer, U. S. Geological Survey. 18274. 786. (xvi) 

SEA LAMPREY, Petromyzon marinus L.; for examination. 

A. F. Cuarp, Sunbury, Pennsylvania. 18275. ’o6. (vi1) - 

ALBINO DEER, Cariacus virginianus, from Clover Creek, Highland County, Virginia. 

Rt. A. GoLpEN, Washington, District of Columbia. 18276. ’86. (av) 

Soutm AMERICAN DremErR, Cariacus gymnolis (2 specimens). 

ZOOLOGICAL SocimTY OF PHILADELPHIA. ‘Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

18277. ’86. (XII) 

CHIM©RAS, Chimera afinis (2 specimens). 

W. A. WiLcox, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 18278. ’86. (vil) 

ES Re NS ee ee ee ee ae 
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HOG-NOSE SNAKE, Helerodon platyrhinus. 

ARTHUR E. WILSON, Portsmouth, Virginia. 18279. ’86. (v1) 

Birps’ Ea@as: Five species, seventy-nine specimens, and three nests; from North Caro- 

lina, Connecticut, and Labrador. (Exchange.) 

M. ABBoTT FRAZAR, Boston, Massachusetts. 18280. ’86. (Vv, B) 

Insect: Lasioderma serricorne ; for examination. 

THomMAS ©. WILLIAMS & Co., Richmond, Virginia. 18281. ’86. (xX) 

SHARP-SHINNED HAWK. 

Joun Murpocu, U.S. National Museum. 18282. ’86. (Vv, A) 

STILETTO (Japanese), from Tokio. (Deposited.) 

Dr. D. B. McCarTrxE, Washington, District of Columbia. 18283. 786, (II, A) 

BAVARIAN HELMET and cuirass, used in Franco-Prussian war 1870-1871. 

RoBeRT F. Rocue, hospital steward, Washington Barracks, District of Co- 
lumbia. 18284. 786. (11, A) 

FLUORITE ASH-TRAYS (two specimens.) (Purchased.) 

W. J. KNOWLTON, Boston, Massachusetts. 18285. ’86. (Xvr) 

YELLOWSTONE TROUT, Salmo purpuratus (two specimens); and Rocky Mountain 
White-tish, Coregonus williamsoni, from Montana. 

W.C. Harris, New York City. 18286. ’86. (vm) 

OBSIDIAN (1 specimens), from Yellowstone National Park. 

U. 8. GEOLOGICAL SuRVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18287. 

736. (XVI) 

ARGULUS, taken from a specimen of Hsox nobilior at Clayton, New York. 

FRED. MATHER, Cold Spring Harbor, New York. 18288. ’86. (xr) 

NEsT, also three eggs of Robins, and sixteen eggs of English Sparrows; taken at 
Flushing, Long Island. 

L. PARMLY Brown, Flushing, Long Island. 18289. ’86. (Vv, B) 

Crows, Corvus ossifragus and C. americanus ; also a Turkey-Buzzard, Cathartes aura ; 

from Alexandria County, Virginia. 

Dr. A, K. FisHer, Department of Agriculture. 18290. ’86. (xIZ) 

AINSECTs: 
Smerinthus ophthalmicus, var. pal- Scopelosoma vinnulenta.. 

lidutus. : ~ Chrytolita petrealis. 

Pamphila metea. 

Thecla peas. 

Acronycta rubricoma. 

Nolaphana Zelleri. 

Serricoris corrusca. 

Heterophleps 3-guttata. 

Pensia laticlava. 

Lythria chenechrysaria. 

Epiritta perlineata. 

Therina seminudaria. 

Metanema quercivoraria. 

Lindeopia effectaria var. 

Scopelosoma vinnulenta. 

Pityolita pedipilalis. 

For identification. 

Lithopana Bethunei. 

Priocyela bilinearia. 

Endropia amenaria. 

Lithophana unimoda. 

Coelodasys unicornis. 

Heterocampa unicolor. 

Coelodasys bigutiatus. 

Gluphisia 3-lineata. 

Acronycta luteicoma. 

Chamupis cerinthe. 

Heterocampa subalbicans. 

Charada deridens. 

Euclea bifida. 

_Cerura cinerea. 

W.N. Tatbant, Columbus, Ohio. 18291. ’86. (x) 

BIRD-SKINS, from different parts of the world, chiefly from Europe. 

Epwarp Hareirr, Broadwater Lodge, Broadwater, Worthing, Sussex, Eng- 
land. 18292. ’86. (v, A) 
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MAMMAL-SKINS: 

Hrinaceus europeus. Hesperomys sp. 

Mus rattus. Lepus cuniculus. 

M, decumanus. Khinolophus ferrum-equinum. 

Putorius erminea. R. hipposideros. 

Felis catus. Vespertilio daubentoni. 

Meles taxus. V. mystacinus. 

Lutra vulgaris. Plecotus auritus. 

EDWARD HaraitT, Broadwater Lodge, Broadwater, Worthing, Sussex, Eng- 

land: 18292.) 786, (av) 

FroG, Rana esculenta (?); from France (?). 

EDWARD HarGITT, Sussex, England. 18992. ’86. (v1) 

MINERALS: Nosite; from Sweden, Austria, Norway, Switzerland, and Germany. 

B. Sturtz, Bonn, Germany. 18293. ’86. (XVI) 

JASPER PEBBLE, perforated. 

WILLIAM P. SEAL, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 18294. 786. (111) 

ARCHEOLOGICAL OBJECTS: 3 hammer-stones, 6 sinkers, polishing tool, 5 fragments 

of pottery, part of brass kettle, box of berry seeds found in kettle, and box of 

shells from an Indian grave. 3 

W. W. ADAMS, Mapleton, Cayuga County, New York. 18295. 786. (111) 

HUMAN SKULLS, Homo sapiens (5 specimens). y 

W. W. Apams, Mapleton, New York. 18295. ’86. (XII) 

LAND AND FRESH-WATER SHELLS. (Exchange.) 

GEORGE J. STREATOR, Garrettsville, Ohio. 18296. ’86. (Ix) 

MINERALS: Celestite. 

Dr. H. H. THORPE, Liberty Hill, Texas. 18297. ’86. (XvI) 

LIMESTONE (2 specimens); for examination. 

Dr. H. H. THorps, Liberty Hill, Texas. 18297. ’86. (XVII) 

INDIAN COSTUMES, baskets, arrows, pots, etc.; for examination. (Returned.) 

A. FRANK RANDALL, San Bernardino, California. (Through F. P. Blair, St. 

Louis, Missouri.) 18298. ’86. (iI, A) 

RAILROAD IRON. 

J. E. WATKINS, Camden, New Jersey. 18299. ’86. (1) 

DIASPORE, and Corundophilite in emery (2 specimens. ) 

N. A. HARWOOD, Chester, Massachusetts. 18300. ’86. (XvI) 

“ RICHARDSON’S MERLIN, Falco richardsonii (2 specimens); from Loveland, Larimer 

County, Colorado. 

Dr. ELLIOTT CouES, Smithsonian Institution. 18301. ’86. (Vv,4) 

Birps, 10 specimens, 9 species. 

Dr. W. H. Fox, Hollis, New Hampshire. 18302. ’86. (v, A) 

Eaes of Purple Gallinule (13); from Jefferson County, Texas. (Exchange.) 

M. ABBotTt Frazar, Boston, Massachusetts. 18303. ’86. (Vv, B) 

MamMats: From Asia, Africa, Madagascar, New Holland, and France. 

MUSsEE D’HISTOIRE NATURELLE (Bureau of Arts), Paris, France. 18304. 786. 

(iv) 
Insects: EHpicauta verticalis, Mylabris melanura, Silaris humeralis, Stenoria apicalis, 

from France; Lyduo algiricus and GQinas afer, from Algeria. 

Mus&E D’HISTOIRE NATURELLE, Paris, France. 18304. ’86. (x) 

OLD ENGLISH PISTOL and gun-lock. 
WiLL1aAM DrEEpS MILLER, Lynchburgh, Virginia. (Through 8. O. Fisher.) 

18305. ’86. (11, A) 

Rocks. (Exchange.) 

W. O. CrosBy, Boston, Massachusetts. 18306. ’86. (XVII) 

ORES. 
E. WILLIs, Vesuvius, Virginia. 18307. ’86. (xviIl) 
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ELZOLITE(1 specimen); from Brevig, Norway. (Hxchange.) 

H. C. HALLOWELL, Sandy Spring, Maryland. 18308. ’86. (xvi) 

Rocks collected by L. C. Johnson in Louisiana and Texas. 1885-1886. 

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 18309. ’86. (xvII) 

ORES collected in Louisiana and Texas, 1885-1886. 
L. C. JOHNSON, U. S. Geological Survey. 18309. ’86. (xvuIII) 

TURKISH CAIQUE, with oars, dresser, etc. 

Hon. S. S. Cox, ex-U.S. minister to Turkey. 18310. ’86. (1) 

ALLIGATOR, Alligator mississippiensis. 

U. S. Fisn Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. 18311. ’86. (vr) 

Fossin SHELLS: Rhynchonella tetrahedra (6 specimens); Terebratula punctata (6 speci- 

mens); Jnoceramus sulcatus (2 specimens). 

EDWARD CRANE, Brighton, England. 18312. ’86. (XIII,B) 

RED-TAILED HAWK, Buteo borealis. 

JAMES P. STABLER, Sandy Spring, Maryland. 18313. ’86. (V, 4A) 

POTTERY : Clay head, 30 miniature clay heads, 2 clay toys, 6 obsidian arrow-heads, 

and serpent in two parts; from Mexico. (Purchased.) 

WARD BATCHELOR, Clark’s Summit, Pennsylvania. 18314. ’86. (11,B) 

JAPANESE PIPE. 
W. H. CHANDLEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 18315. ’86. (11, 4) 

Sworp from a sword-fish which killed Capt. Franklin D. Armstrong, Lanesville, 

Massachusetts. ; 
W. A. Witcox, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 18316. ’86. (1) 

Woop, 20 thin sections. 

Dr. F. B. Houcu, Lowville, New York. 18317. ’86. (xv) 

RED-TAILED Hawk, Buteo borealis, adult, from Mount Vernon, Virginia. 

Master HAROLD CUSHMAN, Washington, District of Columbia. 18318. ’86. (v, A) 

KAOLIN; for examination. 

W. H. Apams, Tolersville, Virginia. 18319. ’86. (XVIIL) 

HYALITE, from Gallatin County, Montana. 

U. S. GEoLoGicaL SuRveY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through 

Frank Tweedy.) 18320. ’86. (xvi) 

YELLOW-GREEN VIREO, Vireo fiavoviridis, from Godbout, Canada. 

Dr. C. HART MERRIAM, Department of Agriculture. 18321. ’86. (v,A4) 

Birps’ Skins, from the West Indies. 

CHARLES B. Cory, Boston, Massachusetts. 18322. ’86. (v,A) 

“THE 31 PUZZLE,” 1883. 

G. Brown Goong, U.S. National Museum. 18323. ’86. (11, A) 

BirDs, 10 specimens, 6 species, from Colorado. ; 

C. W. Beckuam, Bardstown, Kentucky. 18324. ’86. (v,A) 

CoPprER Coin, a Brazilian 20-reis piece of Pedro I, date 1823 (?);. for examination. 
(Returned. ) 

J. L. ForBes, Roanoke, Alabama. 18325. ’86. (1) 

Eaas of Trichoglossus rubritorquis (2), and 5 eggs of Spermestes castanotus ; habitat, 

Australia; eggs laid in captivity. 

H. K. Coatez, Chicago, Illinois. 18326. ’86. (v,B) 

Ea@e of Belding’s Marsh Sparrow, Ammodramus beldingi, from Santa Barbara, Cali- 

fornia. } 

H. W. Hensuaw, U.S. Geological Survey. 18327. ’86. (v,B) 

FisH PARASITES. 

S. E. Mregx, Fulton Market, New York City. 18328. ’86. (xr) 

BUILDING SToNnrE, from Bedford, Lawrence County, Indiana. 

Hoosier STONE COMPANY, Chicago, Illinois. 18329. ’86. (xvi) 
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Tisnes: Alepocephalus bairdii, and Pteraclis carolinus, the second specimen in Ameri- 
can collections. 

ALFRED JOHNSON, Gloucester, Massachusetts. (Through W. A. Wilcox.) 

18330. 786. (VIZ) 

CLARK’S TROUT, Salmo purpuratus. 

W. C. Harris, New York City. 18331. ’86. (viz) 

INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE-STAMP ALBUM, by J. W. Scott; quarto, bound in full mo- 
rocco; seventh edition. 

Scott SraMP AND CoIn Company, New York City. 18332. 786. (1) 

SNAILS: Helix (Mesodon) thyroides, Say; H. (Mesodon) thyroides, toothed variety; H. 

(Polygyra) Texasiana, Mor.; H. (Dorcasia) Berlandieriana Mor. ; Physa gyrina, Say; 

Bulimus dealbatus, Say, and Helicina tropica, Pfr.; for examination. 

W. W. WeEsTGaTE, Honston, Texas. 18333. ’86. (1x) 

SHORT-EARED OWLS, Asio accipitrinus (3). 

JAMES P. STABLER, Sandy Spring, Maryland. 18334. ’86. (v, 4) 

Brown [ron Or=# (Limonite); for examination. 

W. P. Canapay, Sergeant-at-Arms, U.S. Senate. 18235. 786. (XVI) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES (small collection). 

U.S. Fish Commission. 18336. ’86. (x1) 

Eae@s and Mitr of Gadus morrhua and Pollachius virens; eggs of Brosmius and of Phy- 

cis. One specimen of Maurolicus and two of Sebastophus. 

U.S. Fish COMMISSION. 18336. ’86. (VII) 

COPPER ORE. 

T. O. Taytor, Hickory Grove, Prince William County, Virginia. 18337. 786. 

(XVIII) 

POSTAGE-STAMPS, a sheet of 15 Confederate States 10-cent stamps. 

W. F. Pace, U.S. Fish Commission. 18338. ’86. (1) 

RomMAN COPPER COINS (4). 

CoPpELAND JONES, Washington, District of Columbia. 15339. ’86. (1) 

CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS. 
_J. B. Stock Ton, Toronto, Kansas. 18340. ’86. (XII, A) 

LEPERDITIA (small bivalve crustacea). Cincinnati formation (Ordovician). 

T. C CHAMBERLIN, Beloit, Wisconsin. 18341. ’86. (XIII, A) 

BATTLE F.LaG, surgeon’s uniform coat, fatigue and dress vest, flannel shirt, sash 

cord, sword, belt, camp pillow, bayonet, camp kettle, with blade of knife, box 

of cartridges, surgeon’s bandages. 
Dr. I. E. NaGuE, Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. 18342. ’86. (1) 

CANARY- BIRDS. 
Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18343. '86. (vV, A) 

RasBeiT, Lepus cuniculus, albino. 
Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18343. ’86. (1V) 

SWALLOW, Chelidon gutturalis, from Hong-Kong. 

P. L. Jour, Washington, District of Columbia. 18344. ’86. (Vv, A) 

LIMESTONE containing iron pyrites; for examination. 
B. C. Yatrs, Weatherford, Texas. 18345. ’86. (XVI) 

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEGATIVES (23), taken in Alaska and elsewhere. 

A. P. NipLack, Ensign, U. S. Navy, Mare Island, California. 18346. 786. (1) 

CONTENTS of the stomach of a cod. 
B. McGrath, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 18347. ’86. (—) 

BASKET made of bark and twigs of Wisteria vine; from province of Shin-shin, Japan. 

Also photograph of a Phallie temple, Japan. 
P. L. Jouy, Washington, District of Columbia. 18348. ’86. (II, A) 

CARDINAL, Cardinalis cardinalis, in remarkable abnormal (yellow) plumage; from 

Riverview, Maryland. : 

FRED. ZHLLER, Washington, District of Columbia. 18349. 786. (vV, A) 

4 

q 
1 
? 
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BLoopHOUND, Canis familiaris; the father came from Russia and was a Siberian 

bloodhound ; the mother was an ‘‘ Ulmer Dogge,” a fine specimen of the so-called 

Ulmer bull-dog. ; ° 

Puinre HunckEL, Washington, District of Columbia, 18550. 786. (Iv) 

INDIAN Heap, dried, with war paint still adhering to the skin. 

EE. B. WEBSTER, paymaster, U.S. Navy. 18351. ’86. (UH, A) 

Rocks. ; 
L. J. IgnLsTROM, Sunnemo, Wermland, Sweden. 18352. 786. (Xvi) 

‘MINERALS, 

L. J. IgELsSTROM, Sunnemo, Wermland, Sweden. 18352. ’86. (Xvi) 

LAND SHELLS; 46 species. 

A. G. WETHERBY, Wilders, Mitchell County, North Carolina. 18353. ’86. (1x) 

MusicaL INSTRUMENT (bamboo neck, cocoanut body, membrane head, two small wire 

strings). 

Mrs. M. E. Brown, Orange, New Jersey. 18354. ’86. (1) 

FULVOUS TREE-DUCK, Dendrocygna fulva ; from North Carolina. 

Swan Is~tanp Cius. (Through William Sohier, Norfolk, Virginia.) 18355. 

786. (V, A) . 

INTERNAL PARASITES of fishes. 

S. E. Merk, Fulton Market, New York City. 18356. ’86. (x1) 

CONTRIBUTION Box, donated to the Washington National Monument Society by 

Great Barrington, Massachusetts. 

NATIONAL MONUMENT Society, Washington. (Through Hon. Horatio King.) 

18357. 786. (1) ; 

ARCHEOLOGICAL OBJECTS: One bearing resemblance to the so-called ‘‘ boat-shaped” 

objects, and another, probably an ornament; for examination. 

J.W. A. Weicat, Livingston, Alabama. 18358. ’86. (arr) 

Birps; 12 specimens, 6 species. 

- Wititam Lioyp, Paint Rock, Concho County, Texas. 18359. ’86. (Vv, A) 

Cuban Parrot, Chrysotis leucocephala. é 
WILLIAM C. WEEDEN, U. 8. National Museum. 18360. (v, 4) 

Birps’ Eaas, for identification: 

Cooper’s hawk, Accipiter cooper. Belted kingfisher, Ceryle aleyon. 

Mourning dove, Zanaidura carolinensis. English sparrow, Passer domesticus. 

Passenger pigeon, Hctopisies migratoria. Cow blackbird, Molothrus ater. 

“ Bobwhite” or American quail, Ortyxvir- Cedar waxwing, Ampelis cedrorum. 

giniana. Barn swallow, Hirundo erythrogastra. 

Roseate tern, Sterna dougalli. Great crested flycatcher, Myiarchus crini- 

Common crow, Corvus frugivorus. tus. 

Sparrow-hawk, Tinnunculus sparverius, | Sharp-shinned hawk, Accipiter fuscus. 

Killdeer, Oxyechus vociferus. Night heron, Nyctiardea grisea nevia. 

Little blue heron, Florida cerulea. Wood thrush, Hylocichia mustelina. 
Bobolink, Dolichonyx oryzivorus. Turkey buzzard, ( arthartes aura. 

Scarlet tanager, Pyranga rubra. Small hen’s egg, Gallus domesticus. 

Small hen’s egg, Gallus domesticus. Brown thrasher, Harporhynchus rufus. 

Ruffed grouse, Bonasa wmbellus. Red and buff shouldered blackbird, Age- 
Purple finch, Carpodacus purpureus. leus pheeniceus. 

American goldfinch, Astragalinus tristis. Yellow-breasted chat, Icteria virens. 

Turkey or hen’s egg, abnormal. Blue jay, Cyanocitia cristata. 

Guinea fowl. Yellow-bellied woodpecker, Sphyrapicus 

Robin, Merula migratoria. varius. 

Black-billed cuckoo, Coccyzus erythroph- Carolina wren, Thryothorus ludovicianus. 

thalmus. Meadow-lark, Sturnella magna. 

Yellow-shafted flicker, Colaptes auratus. American herring gull, Larus argentatus 

Cardinal grosbeak, Cardinalis virginianus,  Smithsonianus, 
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Birps’ Eaes, for identification—Continued. 
Catbird, Galeoscoples carolinensis. 

Song sparrow, Melospiza fasciata. 

Field sparrow, Spizella pusilla. 

Red-eyed vireo, Vireosylvia olivacea. 

Scarlet tanager, Pyranga rubra. 

Pewee bird, Sayornis fuscus. 

Golden-crowned thrush, Siwrus awricapil- 

lus. 

King-bird, Tyrannus carolinensis. 

Bank swallow, Cotile riparia. 

Worm-eating warbler, Helminthotherus 

vermivorus. 

Mocking-bird, Mimus polyglottus. 

Baltimore oriole, Icterus galbula. 

Downy wovudpecker, Picus pubescens. 

Orchard oriole, Icterus spurius. 

Prof. GkorGE F. ATKINSON, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 

LuaMa, Auchenia llama. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. 

18362. ’86. (Iv) 
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White-bellied nut-hatch, Sitta carolinensis. 
Bluebird, Sialia sialis. : 

Hairy woodpecker, Picus villosus. 

Redstart, Setophaga ruticilla. 

Blue-gray gnat-catcher, Polioptila cwrulea. 

Wilson’s thrush, Turdus fuscescens. 

Whip-poor-will, Caprimulgus vociferus. 

Acadian fly-catcher, Empidonax acadicus. 

Indigo bunting, Passerina cyanea. 

Wood pewee, Contopus virens. 

Night hawk, Chordeiles popetue. 

Chipping sparrow, Spizella domestica. 

Blue grosbeak, Guiraca cerulea. 

Summer yellow bird, Dendreca estiva. 

Black-capped chickadee, Parus atricapil- 

lus. , 

18361. 786. (V,B) 

(Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

CoMMON SEA HERRING, ‘‘ White bait,” Clupea harengus L.; for examination. 

JOHN W. TALLMAN, Portsmouth, Rhode Island. 

FISHING CATAMARAN, full-rigged, native 

(Exchange. ) 

iH. B. WEBSTER, paymaster, U.S. Navy. 

18363. ’86. (VII) 

made, from Pernambuco, Brazil, 1883. 

86. 18364. (11, A) 

Rirps: Pyrrhula vulgaris, Accentor modularis, Erithacus rubecula, Parus ater, P. coeru- 

leus, P. caudatus, P. major, Linaria chloris, Fringilla montifringilla, Emberiza citri- 

nella, Sturnus vulgaris, Garru'us glandarius, Luscinia philomela, Sylvia cinerea, 

Muscicapa griseola, Corvus monedula. (Exchange.) 

Dr. W. K. Parker, London, England. 18365. 786. (X11) 

FOssILs, probably from the latest Cretaceous or Laramie Group. 

C. R, BEIDERMAN, Fort Stanton, New Mexico. 18366. 786. (XIII, B) 

SILICEOUS LIMESTONE, fine grained, resembling lithographic stone, from waters of 
Fall Creek, San Saba County, Texas; for examination. 

A. R. Rorssier, Liberty Hill, Texas. 

MINERALS (16 specimens). (Exchange.) 

Tueo. A. KENDALL, Reading, Pennsylvania. 

18367. 786. (xvi) 

18368. 786. (XVI) 

FisHes: Phycis regius, Decapterus macarellus, Clupea estivalis, Anguilla rostrata, Fundu- Z 

lus pisculentus, Gadus tomcod, Brevoortia tyrannus, Stolephorus perfasciatus. 

U.S. Fis Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards.) 18369. ’86. (wit) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES, mostly parasitic copepods and worms. , : 

U.S. Fis Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards.) 183¢9. ’8€. (x1) ’ 

CARDINAL, Cardinalis cardinalis. 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18370. ’86. (vV, A) 

YounG Drmr, 34 months old; fawn of deer; also Hystrix cristata. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. 

18371. ’86. (iv) 

Caucitr ; for examination. 

AMBROSE CONANT, Big Run, Athens County, Ohio. 

ANNELID JAWS, found in Cincinnati rock, Lower Silurian, 6 species: Arabellites quad- 

ratus, A. spicatus, A. cornutus, A. lunatus, A. fastigiatus, A. cervicornus. (Ex- 

change. ) 

CHARLES ScuucnERT, Newport, Kentucky. 

Woop OPAL, asbestus, and manganese-oxide dendrite. 

Miss Mary H. BENNETT, San Bernardino, California. 

(Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

18372. ’86. (XVI) 

18373. 786." 1 (xa As) 

18374. ’86. (xvi) 

. q \ ear SE Ee en STS en eee 
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_ GRANITE, from Yosemite Valley. 
Miss Mary H. BENNETT, San Bernardino, California. 198374. ’86. (XvII) 

SILVER ORE, chloride, Temescal tin ore, etc. 

Miss Mary H. BENNETT, San Bernardino, California. 18374. ’36. (xvull) 

FOSssIL. 
Miss Mary H. Bennett, San Bernardino, California. 18374. ’85. (xtII, A) 

SHELLS, Vitrina limpida (53 specimens). 

T. F. MorGan, Garden Cove, St. George Island, Alaska. (Through H. W. El- 

liott.) 18375. 786. (1x) 

TERNS, Sterna forsteri ; from the Potomac River. 

TnHomas Marron, U.S. National Museum. 18376. ’86. (xII) 

OwL, Syrnium nebulosum. 
J. ScHNECK, Mount Carmel, Illinois. 18377. ’86. (v, A) 

Pike, Esox lucius; pickerel, Lsox americanus. 

FRED. MaTHER, Cold Spring Harbor, New York. 18378. ’86. .(vIz) 

Birps: Buteo borealis and B. lineatus. 

JAMES P. STABLER, etndy Spring, Maryland. 18379. ’86. (Vv, A) 

TURKEY BUZZARD. 

JAMES P. STABLER, Sandy Spring, Maryland. 18379. ’86. (x1) 

Knives (2) forged from the first cnpente cast-steel made in America by Dr. William 

Garrard; also wood-cut of the first steel works in America. 

_ James E. Emerson, Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania. 18380. ’36. (xvur) 

CERARGYRITE (2 specimens), from Lake Valley, New Mexico. 

Dr. W. P. LAwvER, Washington, District of Columbia. 18381. ’86. (xv1) 

PHOTOGRAPH of Tetradon setosus. 

Miss Rosa SmitTuH, San Diego, California. 18382. ’86. (vil) 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL; for examination. 

Cyrit N. Newa.., National City, California. 18383. ’86. (xv1) 

DaRTERS: Ltheostoma niangue spilotum, from Kentucky ; and £. cragini, from Kansas. 

C. H. GivBert, Cincinnati, Ohio. 18384. ’86. (v1!) 

“AMERICAN SOLE,” Achirus mollis; for examination. 

Isaac C. NorTON, Cottage City, Massachusetts. 18385. ’86. (vit) 

Fossit LAND TorRTOISE, Testudo sp.; for examination. 

S. F. FLresarty, Kimball, Cheyenne County, Nebraska. 18386. ’86. (vz) 

SUNAPEE TROUT,* Salvelinus agassizti (8 specimens). 

EK. B. HopGE, Plymouth, New Hampshire. 18337. ’86. (vit) 

GARNET FRAGMENT, from Cape Colony, South Africa. (Exchange.) 

Dr. C. A. Harvey, Washington, District of Columbia. 18388. 786. (xvi) 

Cuay, and a quartz rock containing pyrite; for examination. 

HICKS AND SITGREAVES, Bristol, Tennessee. 18389. ’86. (XVIII) 

ZINC BLENDE, or sulphide of zinc; for examination. 

E. B. Howarp, Potter, Polk County, Arkansas. 18390. ’86. (xvr) 

ANCIENT COPPER COINS (78). 

General M. C. M ias, U.S. Army. 18391. ’86. (1) 

Navayo Baspy Crave. (Purchased.) 
Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U. 8. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 18392. ’86. 

(11, A) 
Fossi1s, from Greenland. 

Lieut. R. E. Peary, U.S.Navy. 18393. ’86. (x11) 

ANTIQUITIES, from France. 

THOMAS WILSON, Nice, France. 18394. ’86. (111) 

RED-TAILED Hawk, Buteo borealis. 

JAMES P. STABLER, Sandy Spee: Movylead: 18395. 86. wy, A) 

* See Proceedings U. 8. Nea ene Museum, vol. 10, p. 6 28, 
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ALBINO OpossuM, Didelphys virginiana. (Purchased. ) 

GEORGE F. ATKINSON, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 18396. ’86. (rv) 
STONE IMAGE OF SEAL, used as a head-scratcher. 

K.B. Wesster, U.S. Navy. 18397. ’86, (11, a) 

CLAY, for examination. 

C. J. Brown, Elmira, New York. 18398. ’86. (xvi) 

Oak LEAVES, sugar-bearing; from California. 

LIVINGSTON STONE, Charlestown, New Hampshire. 18399. ’86. (1) - 

AMADREVADRE FINCH, Estrilda amandava (2 skeletons). 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18400. 786. (x11) 

BITUMEN; for examination. 

W.A. Eviis, Bailey Springs, Alabama. 18401. ’86. (xvim) 

Mousse, Arvicola pinetorum. 

Hon. JOHN S. WIsE, Richmond, Virginia. 18402. ’86. (Iv) 

LAND AND FRESH-WATER SHELLS (38 specimens) in fine condition ; many rare ones. 

Supplementary to Acc. 18353. 

A.G. WETHERBY, Wilders, Mitchell County, North Carolina. 18403. ’86. (1x) 

COINS, copper, nickel, billon coins and tokens. Ancienf Roman (4), Turkey (1), 

Russia (1), Tunis (1), Switzerland (4), Hindostan (3), Brazil (3), Belgium (1), 

Portugal (2), German (20), China (1), Great Britain and colonies (66), Spain (2), 

United States (33), Sardinia (1), France (11). 

JOHN Murpocu, U.S. National Museum. 18404. ’86. (1) 

INSECTS, Lepisma domestica; for examination. 

General M. C. Meras, U. S. Army, Washington, District of Columbia. 18405. 

786. (x) 

FRAGMENT OF POTTERY, rim-piece, bearing the marks of the woven basket in which 

the vessel was moulded. 

HENRY P. HAMILTON, Two Rivers, Wisconsin. 18406. ’86. (111) 

FOSSILIFEROUS LIMESTONE, probably of the Lower Silurian formation. 

Henry P. HAMILTON, Two Rivers, Wisconsin. 18406. ’86. (XIII, A) 

INSECTS. 

JOHN DEAN CaTON, Chicago, Illinois. 18407. ’86. (x) 

SHELLS, Physa gyrina Say.; from the Del Monte Lake at Monterey, California. Col- 

lected by R. Ulrich. 

JOHN DEAN CaTON, Chicago, Illinois. 18407. ’86. (1x) 

CRUSTACEANS, mostly amphipods. 

JOHN DEAN CaTON, Chicago, Illinois. 18407. ’86. (x1) 

STONE Ax, cast (original returned). 

W. H. Abppott, Washington, District of Columbia. 18408. ’86. (111) 

CHILKAHT DruM and Tinné Indian Snow-shoes. (Hxchange.) 

EK. B. WEBSTER, U.S. Navy. 18409. ’86. (iI, A) 

Fisues: Tylosurus notatus, Harengula pensacole, Acanthurus ceruleus, Pomacanthus 

aureus, Chilomycterus geometricus, Tetrodon spengleri, Hamulon arcuatum, Alutera 

scripta, Arius felis, and Ostracion quadricornis; from Key West, Florida. 

L. A. BEARDSLEE, Commander, U.S. Navy. 18410. 7&6. (vim) 

LIMONITE, calcite, and selenite crystals; from Louisiana. , 

U.S, GroLocicaL SurvEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through W. H. 

Dall.) 18411. 7286. (xv) 
Mortar, from the auriferous gravels on the north side of the American River at Fol- 

so:n, California. 

U. S. GEoLogicaL Survny. (Through H. W. Turner.) 18412. 786. (111) 

Birp Skins. A collection of 40 specimens, 17 species; a valuable addition, adding 

several new species not hitherto possessed by the Museum, among which is the 

type of Picoides albidior Stejueger; from Kamtschatka. 

Dr, L. SresNeGER, U.S, National Museum. 18413. 786. (Vv, A) 

—_- 
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JAPANESE DOMESTIC ARTICLES: 

I. Fire implements. II. Tools and implements. III. Clothing: (1) Articles of 

elothing; (2) Foot-covering; (3) Head-gear. IV. Ornaments: (1) Articles of 

ornamentation; (2) Head ornament; (3) Toilet articles. V. Household uten- 

sils: (1) Vessels, plates, etc.; implements for cleaning, etc. ; (2) Lamps; (3) Per- 

sonal articles. VI. Writing implements. VII. Powdered-tea service. VIII. Ar- 

ticles in cemmon use by natives of Loo-Choo. 

TOKYO LIBRARY AND TOKYO EDUCATIONAL MusEuM, Tokyo, Japan. 18415. 
7S, (LI, A.) 

JAPANESE MINERALS: 

Calcite. Galena. Obsidian. 
Native gold. Cinnabar. Anthracite. 

Semiopal. Rhodonite. Brown coal. 

Diallage. Hylite. Lignite. 

Stalactite. Chromite. Jasper. 

Chrysocolla. Sphalerite. Vermiculite. 
Garnet. Arsenopyrite. Orthoclase. 

Cassiterite. Anhydrite. Aveuturine. 

Chrysolite. Wood opal. Graphite. 

Asbestus. Tourmaline. Quartz schist. 

Amber. Wollastonite. Moly bdenite. 

Aragonite. Argenti-bornite. Fluorite. 

Rock crystal. Stephanite. Argentite. 

Amethyst quartz. Chalcopyrite. Pyrolusite. 

Smoky quartz. Pyrrhotite. Magnetite. 

Stibnite. Actinolite. Agate. 

Agalmatolite. Marble. Realgar. 

Analcite. Smithsonite. Topaz. 

Serpentine. Auriferous quartz. Calamine. 

Asbolite. Petroleuin. 

Tokyo LIBRARY AND TOKYO EDUCATIONAL MusEuM, Tokyo, Japan. 18415. 

786. (XVII) 

JAPANESE FISHES: 

Synaptura zebra, Bleek. Shimazarei. To- Tetrodonlunaris, Bleek. Ginfugu. T.M. 

kio Market. (1) () 

Plagusia japonica, Schleg. (2?) Ushino- Sebastes ventricosus, Schleg. Kurowaka. 

shita. Tomo. Bingo. (1) EDS MIE G5) 

Dactylopterus orientalis, C. and V. Semi- 

hoto. T.M. (1) 

Priacanthus japonicus, C. and V. Kinta- 

rodai. T.M. (1) 

Chrysophrys hasta, Bleek. Kurodai. T.M. 

(2) 
Serranus brunneus, Bloch. Fuko. T.M. (1) 

Serranus tsirimenara, Schleg. Akahata. 
T.M. (1) 

Anthias japonicus, Doderl, Alkahata. T, 

Di Ch) 
Prionurus scalprum, Langsd. Nissadai. 

eM (0) 

Lepidotrigla microptera, Gthr. 

shira. T.M. (1) 

Anoplus banjos, Richards, T,M, (1) 

Pelor aurantiacum, Schleg, Akaokoze, 

P.O. .(1) 

H, Mis. 600, pt. Qe] 

Kanaga- 

Anthias margaritacus, Hilgd. Sakuradai. 

A Me Gb) 
Dictyosoma Temminckii, Bleek. Dainan- 

zimpo. T.M. (1) 

Parophrys cornuta, Schleg. Meitakarei. 

T.M. (1) 

Polymixia japonica, Gthr. Gimme. T. M. 

(1) 
Upeneoides bensasi, Bleek. Benisashi. T. 

M. (2) 

Platyglossus pecilopterus, Schleg. 

bera. T.M. (1) 

P. pynogrammus, Schleg. 

Boshiu. (2) 

Centronotus nebulosis, Schleg, 
Boshiu. (1) 

Monacanihus setifer, Benn, 

Boshiu, (1) 

Awo- 

Akabera. 

Gimpo. 

Mabagi, 
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Pseudorhombus cinnamoneus, Schleg. Gan- 

zohirame. Boshiu. (2) 

Platycephalus rudis, Gthr. Kochi. Boshiu. 

(2) 
Serranus nystacinus, Poey. Uata. Boshiu. 

(1) 
Ostracion cubicus, Linn. Hakofugu. 

Boshiu. (1) 

Beryx splendens, Lowe. Kimmedia. T. 

Mie) 

Chilomycterus tigrinus, Cuv. Hishifugu. 

be, WE aly) 

Sillago japonica, Schleg. Kisu. T.M. (2) 

Gobius flavimanus, Schleg. Haze. T.M. 

(2) 
Clupea zunasi, Bleek. Zunashi. T. M. 

(2) 
Ditrema Temminckii, Bleek. Umitanago. 

T. M. (1) 
Chatessus punctatus, Schleg. Konoshiro. 

Ua stab) 
Barus Schlegelti, Gthr. Sai. T.M. (1) 

Percalabrax japonicus,C.and V. Suzuki. 

T.M. (1) 

Carane muroadsi, Schleg. Muroaji. T.M. 

(2) 
Sphyrena obtusata, C. and V. Kamasu. 

a5 MES (Q) 

Cestracion philippii, Bleek. Nekosame. 
T. M. (1) 

Seriola Dumerilii, Risso. Shio or Gam- 

pacity Me a) 

Meagaperca ischinagi, Hilza. Ishinagi. T. 

NUL) 

Girella punctata, Gray. Mejinadi. T. M. (1) 

Sebastes marmoratus, Cuv. and Val. Ka- 

sago. T.M. (1) 

Toxyo LIBRARY AND TOKYO EDUCATIONAL Museum, Tokyo, Japan. 
786. (VIL) 

MARBLE (16 specimens). 

Tokyo LIBRARY AND TOKYO EDUCATIONAL MuseEvum, Tokyo, Japan. 
862 (XVIL) 

BIRDS-KINS. 

J. W. JOHNSON, Port Huron, Alaska. 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS.* 

J. W. JoHNSON, Port Huron, Alaska. 

REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

Echeneis naucrates, Linn. 

T.M. (1) 

Tetrodon rubripes, Schleg. Mafugu. T.M. 

(1) 
Platycephalus insidiator, Forok. Kochi. 
MG ey 

Congromurena anago, Schleg. Anago. T. 

Mem (2) 

Misgurnus anguillcaudatus, Canton. Dojo. 
T.M. (2) 

Uranoscopus asper, Schleg. Temmondaio- 

koze. T.M. (1) 

Kobanitadaki. 

Centropristis hirundinaceus,C.and V. Ki- 
toji. Ajiral. (2) 

Zeus nebulosus, Schleg. Kagamidai. Ajiro. 

dd) 
Peristethus orientalis, Schleg. 

Ajira. (1) 

Halieutea stellata,Wahl. Iroanko. Ajiro. 

(1) 
Leuciscus hakuensis, Charl. 

Ajiro. (1) 

Opsariichthys Temminckii, Schleg. Iwana, 
Chicibu. Musashi. (2) 

Kihobo. 

Akahara. 

.Opsariichthys platypus, Schleg. Oikawa. 
Chichibu. Musashi. (2) 

Gasterosteus noveboracensis,C.and V. Ito- 

riwo. Niigata. Echigo. (2) 

Monocentris japonicus, Houtt. Matsuga- 
sauwo. T.M. (1) 

Pagrus cardinalis, C.and V. Casukodai. 

Was dCi) 

Caranz hippos, Linn. Kishimaji. T.M. (1) 

Cybium niphonium, C. and VY. Sawara. 
Niigata. Echigo. (1) 

18415. 

18415. 

PLANTS, a finely preserved and interesting collection. 

J. W. JOHNSON, Port Huron, Alaska. 

(Destroyed. ) 

J. W. Jounson, Port Huron, Alaska, 
birps’ Eaes, Calcarius lapponicus. 

Musica INSTRUMENTS (3). 
J. W. JOHNSON, Port Huron, Alaska. 

BIRD-SKINS. 

Henry D. Woomrn, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 

18416. ’86. (Vv, A) 

18416. ’86. (11, A) 

18416, ’86. (xv) 

18416. ’86. (Vv, B) 

18416. ’86. (1) 

18417. 786. (Vv, A) 

* See Report on Department of Ethnology, Section 11, 

~~ a ee 
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FisuHEs, Ammodytes personatus. 

Hrnry D. WooLrFE, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’86. (viz) 

SHELLS: Acmea testudinalis L. (2 specimens), Velutina coriacea Pall. (6 specimens). 

Henry D. WoOLFE, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’86. (1x) 

INSECTS. 
Henry D. Woo.rer, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’86. (x) 

JASPER PEBBLE (2 fragments). 

Henry D. WOOLFE, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’86. (Xv1I) 

BONES. 

Henry D. Woo.re, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’85. (x11) 

COAL. 
Henry D. WOOLFH, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’86. (xvmt) 

Birps’ Eaas: Grus canadensis, Branta canadensis hutchinsit, Urra lomvia arra, Dafila 

acuta, Lagopus lagopus, Oidemia americana, Larus brachyrynchus, Rissa tridactyla 

pollicaris, Stercorarius pomarhinus (40 specimens, 9 species). 

HENRY D. WoOLFs, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’86. (Vv, B) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES: Miscellaneous collection of crustaceans, echinoderms, ac- 

tinians, ascidians, etc. 

Henry D. WooLre, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’86. (x1) 

Wuite Earru used as food by natives, and bark used as a dye. 

HENRY D. WooLFn, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 18417. ’36. (1) 

Gray WHALE, Rhachianectes glaucus (skull). 

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY, San Francisco, California. 18418. ’86. (x1I) 

VEGETABLE OF ABNORMAL GROWTH. 

J.W.C. Situ, Benton, Mississippi, 18419. ’86. (4) 

HAWAIIAN Bats (2), Atalapha cinereus (variety). 

VALDEMAR KNUDSEN, Kekaha, Waiawa Kawai, Hawaiian Islands. 18420. 

86. (IV) 

BirD-skins, 37 specimens, 16 species, most of which are new to the collection, while 

ne less than five are new to science, and will be described as Himantopus knud- 

seni, Chasiempis dolei, Phwornis myadestina, Himatione parva, and Oreomyza ba‘rdi, 

the latter being the type of a new genus. 

VALDEMAR KNUDSEN, Kekaha, Hawaiian Islands, 18420. ’86.° (Vv, A) 

CRUSTACEA, small alcoholic collection; also one species of Echini. 

VALDEMaR KNUDSEN, Kekaha, Hawaiian Islands. 18420. ’86. (x1) 

SHELLS, dry and alcoholic. 

VALDEMAR KNUDSEN, Kekaha, Hawaiian Islands. 18420. ’86. (1x) 

HAWAIIAN Bat, Atalapha cinerea (variety). 

CHARLES N. SPENCER, Kau, Hawaii. (Through F. P. Hastings, vice and deputy 

consul-general, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.) 18421. ’86. (Iv) 

BANDED SEA SNAKE, Platurus fasciatus (skeleton). 

J. W. ScoLuick, U. 8. National Museum. 18422. ’85. (x11) 

INTESTINAL WORMS, from viscera of Gymnotus amazon. 

S. E. MEEK, Fulton Market, New York City. 18423. 786. (x1I) 

CLAMS or Quahaugs, Venus mercenaria (shells). 

Henry G. Firz, Peconic, Long Island, New York. 18424. ’86. (x1) 

BIRD-SKINS, 5 specimens, 5 species; from San Angelo, Texas. 

WILLIAM LLOYD, Paint Rock, Concho County, Texas. 18425. 786. (Vv, 4) 

APATITE; for examination. 

.GEORGE W. WATKINS, Moriah, New York. 18426. ’86. (xvr) 

INsEcTS: Dynastes tityus, Prionotus cristatus, and pupa of Sphinx carolina. 

JOHN M. Davis, president Eastern Mississippi College, Sylvarena, Smith 

County, Mississippi. 18427. ’86. (xX) 

Wax Impression of the seal of the Foreign Office, Vienna, Austria; orizinal copy of 
No. 1 of the Dresden Weekly Anzeiger, in September, 1730. 

GEORGE H. BOEHMER, Smithsonian Institution. 18423. ’c6. (1) 
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REDBREAST, Erythacus rubecula (skeleton). 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18429. ’86. (x11) 
BILL or EXCHANGE, first and second, for £100 sterling, dated Norfolk, February 6, | 

1319, drawn on bankers at Liverpool, England, and protest of same. 

Tuomas MarRRON, U. 8. National Museum. 18430. ’86. () 

SHELLS: Helix subrupicola, from Clinton’s Cave, Utah. 

Dr. A. S. PACKARD, Jr., Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island. 18431. * 

“Islay = (@o:9)) : 

REPTILE, from British Guiana. 

OTto LUGGER, Baltimore, Maryland. 18432. ’86. (v1) 
Fuint Fisa-H0oxk (fragment); for examination. 

W. W. ApDAms, Mapleton, New York. 18433. ’86. (111) 

Mrrroric Iron: Slab weighing 830 grammes; from Toluca, Mexico. (Exchange.) 

WARD AND HOWELL, Rochester, New York. 18434. ’86. (xv1) 

BLACK GUILLEMOT, Cepphus grylle, downy young; from Green Isle, Maine. 

E. C. GREENWOOD, Ipswich, Massachusetts. 18435. ’86. (Vv, 4A) 

Fossit Bonus of Zeuglodon cetoides ; from Shubuta, Clark County, Mississippi. 

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. (Through W. H. Dall.) 18436. ’86. (x1) 

Fossit Woop, from California and South Carolina, 

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. (Through W. H. Dall.) 18436. ’86. (xIv) 

HAWAIIAN Bat, Atalapha cinerea (variety); from Sandwich Islands. 

VALDEMAR KNUDSEN, Hotel Bellevue, Boston, Massachusetts. 18437. 7&6. (1v) 
CATLINITE Pipr, Kansas War Hatchet, and Pawnee War Club.: (Deposited.) 

Rev. J. O. Dorsey, Washington, District of Columbia. 18438. ’86. (11,4) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Winnebago dolls, Omaha moccasins. (Deposited:) Toy 

cradle, Nattuetunne Indians, Oregon. (Exchange.) 

Mrs. J. O. Dorsey, Washington, District of Columbia. 18439. 76. (11, A) 

Fossiits: 31 specimens of Nothozoa Vermontana, 3 specimens of Olenellus, from the 

Middle Cambrian, Salisbury, Vermont. This collection is of special interest, 

owing to the specimens being from the quartz rock re-referred to the base of the 
Taconic system of Emmons. 

Prof. Henry M. SEELEY, Middlebury, Vermont. (Through C. D. Walcott.) 

18440. ’86. (XIII, A) : 

LEGAL PAPERS relating to claims on U.S. mineral lands; power of attorney (de 
facto) given in Germany to be used in the United States; Canadian, South Amer- 

ican, and Huropean revenue and postage stamps (38). 

PAUL BecKwiTH, U.S. Nationai Museum. 18441. ’86. (1) 

Corns in silver, nickel, and copper; from Germany, France, Switzerland, Ceylon, etc. 

(Deposited. ) 

FREDERICK W. TRUE, U.S. National Museum. 18442. ’86. (4) 

PIG-SKIN TRUNKS (3), from Fuchow, China. 

(Donor Unknown.) 18443, ’86. (iI, A) 

KANGAROO RAT, Dipodomys deserti (type), from Mohave River, California. 

IF’, STEPHENS, San Bernardino, California. 18444. ’86. (Iv) _ 

ARCH ZOLOGICAL OBJECTS: eighteen flakes of flint, jasper, etc., a scraper, a hammer- 
stone, four polished celts, an unfinished celt, a broken celt, fourteen shell beads, 

twenty-one fragments of pottery, and eleven fragments of human bones. 

J. I. LENGSFIELD, Greenville, Mississippi. 18445. ’86. (111) 

Birps, from Japan. 

Prof. R. CoLLeTt, Christiania, Norway. 18446. ’86. (v, A) 

SEEDS of Victoria regia. 
Prof. W. T. THisELTON-DyER, Kew Gardens, London, England. 18447. 786, _ 

(Carp pond.) 

Coprrr ‘‘Crown,” found in a grave; for examination. (Returned.) 

Miss HELEN Hosss, Little Rock, Arkansas, 18448, 786, (11) 

= ke 
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Work of Calotermeés sp.; for examination. a a 

JouHN C. WHITE, Bisbee, Arizona, 18449. 786. (xX) 

CARVED STONE ImaGe. (Returned. ) 

JOHN M. Park, Dallas, Texas. 18450. ’86. (11, A) 

FIBROUS SERPENTINE in matrix; for examination. 

JOHN CoLE, Cedar Point, Page County, Virginia. 18451. ’86. (xvi) 

BirDs, twelvospecies, nineteen specimens, from District of Columbia. 

H. W. Hrensuaw, Washington, District of Columbia. 18452. ’86. (Vv, A) 

SILVER AND CoPpPER Corns of Great Britain, and of Switzerland. 

W. V. Cox, U.S. National Museum. 18453. ’86. (1) 
QuARTZ and chloritic material ; for examination. 

Dr. A. W. LAKIN, Boonesborough, Washington County, Maryland. 18454. 

786. (XVIII) © § 

Corns: A collection of four hundred and fifteen varieties of United States cents 

dating from 1793 to 1886. Also twelve specimens of metallic store cards, political 
medals, mint tokens, and continental state coins, Cape diamonds, explosive bul- 

let, and musket-flints. 

Dr. I. E. NAGLE, Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. 18455. ’86. (1) 

FOssIL SHELLS. 

Dr. I. E. NAGLE, Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. 18455. ’86. (XIII, B) 

STONE IMPLEMENT, found in an ancient camp of Indians, near Round Head, Hardin 

County, Ohio; also four arrow-heads from various localities. 

Dr. I. E. NaGue, Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. 18455. ’386. (111) 

PAPER CURRENCY: Ten centavos of the Bank of Spain, Havana, Cuba. 

Miss C. C. Curry, care of Paul Beckwith, U. S. National Museum. 18456. 

786. (1) 

SHELLS, from Upper Tennessee River. 

Dr. J.C. McCormick, Strawberry Plains, Tennessee. 18457. ’86. (1x) 

HARBOR SEAL, Phoca vitulina. 

U.S. Fish Commission. 18458. ’86. (IV) 

SKULLS of Sorex Haydeni (10), Arivicola riparius (3). 

Dr. J.C. MERRILL, U. 8. Army, Fort Klamath, Oregon. 18459. ’86. (xr) 

SKINS of Arvicola riparius (1), and Hesperomys leucopus (1). 

Dr. J. C. MERRILL, U. 8. Army, Fort Klamath, Oregon. 18459. ’86. (IV) 

METEORIC IRON (three specimens); troilite from the ‘‘Cranbourne meteorite,” mete- 

oric stone (three fragments), and aslice of iron and stone meteorite. (Hxchange.) 

BRITISH MusEum, London, England. 18460. ’86. (xvr) 

LONG PRIMER TYPE (20 pounds), and iron chase, 12 by 19. 

H. L. PELOUzZE & Son, Washington, District of Columbia. 18461. ’86. (1) 

““PasTEN PRETZELN,” from St. Petersburg, Russia. 
GEORGE H. BOEHMER, Smithsonian Institution. 18462. ’86. (1) 

MINERALS, for analysis. 

EK. Remus, Ravenna, Los Angeles County, California. 18463. ’86. (XvI) 

VENETIAN Braps, of glass and enamel, for examination. (Returned.) 

Mrs. W. B. PowELL, Natchitoches, Louisiana. 18464. 86. (111) 
QUARTZ (33 specimens). (Exchange.) 

F. P. GREAVES, Bonne Terre, Missouri. 18465. ’86. (XVI) 

DENTIGEROUS BONE (? pharyngeal) of fossil fish, probably Ganoid. 

Dr. H. H. THorpr, Liberty Hill, Texas. 18466. ’86. (vit) 

Deposit of impure carbonate of lime, from a spring or stream. 

Dr. H. H. Tuorpsg, Liberty Hill, Texas. 18466. ’86. (xvi) 

ARROW-HBADS, 2 spear-heads, and 2 fragments of spear-heads. 

Dr. H. H. TuHorpe, Liberty Hill, Texas. 18466. 786. (111) 

APATITE, from Bedford, Canada, and pyrophyllite from Chesterfield County, South 

Carolina. 

W.S. Yeates, U.S. National Museum. 18467. ’86. (XvVI} 
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LAND SHELLS; for examination. 

Dr. V. SteERKI, New Philadelphia, Ohio. 18468. ’86. (1x) 

HALF-PENNY of George II, Great Britain, 1740. 

WILLIAM MERO, Alexandria, Virginia. 18469. ’86. (1) 

Coin, silver three-cent piece of 1853, United States. 

SAMUEL Bonn, U.S. National Museum. 18470. ’86.: (1) © 

Tron Org, from Cranberry Lake, New York. . 
Hon. JoHN S. NEGLEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18471. ’86. (xvurr) 

CuBAN Boa, Epicrates angulifer ; for identification. 

EK. P. ALEXANDER, Savannah, Georgia. 18472. ’86. (v1) 

COMPOUND NEsT of Ageleus pheniceus and Cistothorus palustris, both occupied at the 

same time. Also double nest of Dendroica estiva, from Flushing, Long Island. 

DANIEL C. BEARD, New York City. 18473" 786. (v,B) : 
Loe of the steamship Savannah, the first steam-vessel to cross the Atlantic, Moses 

Rogers, master. 

Mrs. SaraH A.WarpD. (Through Col. F. A. Seely, U. S. Patent Office.) 18474. 

’86. (II, A) 

Rocks, from Missouri. (Exchange.) 
Prof, E. HAworTH, Oskaloosa, Iowa, 18475. ‘86. (XvVI1) 

CALCITE, millerite in quartz, micaceous hematite, wolframite (?), and mica in quartz. 

Prof. EH. Haworru, Oskaloosa, Iowa. 18475. ’36. (XVI) 

JANUARY, 1887. 

HARBOR SEAL, Phoca vitulina, taken at Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 

U.S. Fis Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards.) 18476. ’87. (iv) 

PorpPoIsE, Delphinus delphis (skull), from Cobb’s Island, Virginia. 

GEORGE H. BOEHMER, Smithsonian Institution. 18477. ’387. (x11) 

ARACHNIDES and myriapods, from the sources of the Usumasinta River, Mexico. 
RicHaRD W. WALKER, Guatemala City, Central America. 18478. ’37. (xX) 

POLISHED CROCIDOLITE, in quartz. (Exchange.) 

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL History, New York City. 18479. ’87. (v1) 

Book: “The elements of the common lawes of England containing some principal 

rules and maxims of the common lawes of England,” by Francis Bacon, 1630. 

GEORGE B. Harpy, St. Charles Hotel, District of Columbia. 18480 ’87. (1) 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL, found at the base of the Sierra Madre, Mexico; for examination. 

A. 8S. WERTHEIM, Comfort, Kendall County, Texas. 18481. ’87. (xv1) 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL, supposed to be diamond. (Returned.) 

8S. J. Watts, Corbin, Kentucky. 18482. ’87. (xvilII) 

O1L PAINTING of four horscs drawing a wagon, by De Pratére, of Brussels. (De- 

posited. ) j 

Mrs. Mary F. HENDERSON, 3010 Pine street, St. Louis, Missouri. 18483 .’87. 

(11, A) sae 

FisHEs, from Ozark regions in southern Missouri. 

R. ELLSwortuH CaLu, Columbia, Missouri. 18484. ’87. (vit) 

CAMCARUS (five specimens), from Bear Creek, Missouri. 

R. ELLSwortH CaLy, Columbia, Missouri. 18484. ’87. (x1) 

REPTILES, Sceloporus undulatus and Tropidonotus sipidon (7 specimens). 

R. Ettswortu Cay, Columbia, Missouri. 18484. ’87. (xr) 

Kyak (complete), from Godhaven, Greenland. 

Lieut. R. KE. Peary, U.S. Navy. 18485. ’87. (11, A) 

ETRUSCAN POTTERY, arrow-head, and Indian pipe; for examination. (Pottery and 

pipe returned.) 

F. T. Bressac, Natchez, Mississippi. 18486. ’87. (11,B) 

BIRD-SKIN, Accipiler fuscus, juv. 

James I. BennpicT, St. Paul, Minnesota. 18487. ’87. (Vv, A) 
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GoPuER, Geomys bursarius, and 13-lined Sphermophile, Sphermophilus 13-lineatus 

(skins). 

JAMES HE. BENEDICT, St. Paul, Minnesota. 18487. ’87. (Iv) 

GOPHER, Geomys bursarius, and 13-lined Sphermophile, Sphermophilus 13-linealua 

(skulls). 

JAMES E. BENEDICT, St. Paul, Minnesota. 18487. ’87. (x11) 

CORALS; 238 lots of specimens. (Exchange.) 

OBERLIN COLLEGE, Oberlin, Ohio. 18488. ’87. (x1) 
WateER Bue, Belostoma americana; for examination. 

C. R. Moors, Bias, West Virginia. 18489. ’87. (x) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OxJECTS:* Stone axes, stone scrapers, stone knives, stone piguikis, 

spear-heads, bone spear, 2 spokeshaves, 1 polisher, fire-making implement, 

wooden mask, bone wand, rattle, shaman’s cap, shaman’s whistle, bone fish- 

hooks, tobacco-box, snow knives, ivory carvings, stone ear-ring, comb, mortars 

and pestles, etc. (175 specimens. ) 

WILLIAM J. FisHmeR, Kodiak, Alaska. 18490. ’87. (11, A) 

BIRD-SKINS, from Alaska. 

Lieut. G. M. Stonry, U.S.Navy. 18491. ’87. (Vv, 4) 

FIsHEs: Cotius quadricornis, Lota maculosa, Oncorhynchus keta, O. gorbuscha, Coregonus 

kennicotti, C. tullibee, C. quadrilateralis, C. nelsoni, and merki subsp., Salvelinus na- 

maycush, S.malma, Thymallus signifer, Stenodus mackenziit, Hypomesus olidus, Hsox 

lucius, and Dallia pectoralis ; from Kowak River, Alaska. 

Lieut. G. M. Stoney, U.S.Navy. 18491. ’87. (viz) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS,t from Alaska. 
Lieut. G. M. Sronry, U.S.Navy. 18491. ’87. (11,4) 

FroG, Rana cantabrigensis (3 specimens); from Fort Cosmos, Alaska. 

Lieut. G. M. Stonny, U.S.Navy. 18491. ’87. (v1) 

Mammats, from Alaska. 

Lieut. G.. M. Stoney, U.S. Navy. 18491. ’87. (1v) 

INSECTS, from Alaska. 

Lieut. G. M.Stronry, U.S.Navy. 18491. ’&7. (x) 

PLANTS; a good collection of common northern species. 

Lieut. G: M. Stonny, U.S.Navy. 18491. ’87. (xv) 

Birps’ Eaes: 
Hesperocichla nevia. Clangula hyematlis. 

Turdus alicie. Larus brachyrhynchus. 

Dendroica striata. Branta canadensis minima. 

Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis. Dafila acuta. ns 

_Grus canadensis. Olor columbianus. 

Sterna paradisea. Urinator pacificus. 

From Alaska. 

Lieut. G. M. Stonry, U. 8. Navy. 18491. ’87. (Vv, B) 
Rocks, from Alaska. 

Lieut. G. M. Stoney, U.S. Navy. 18491.° ’87. (xvi1) 

PHOTOGRAPHS (5) of antiquities in the Museum at Cartago, Costa Rica. 

ANASTASIO ALFARO, Cartago, Costa Rica. 18492. ’87. (111) 

LAND SHELLS, 5 species; from Atilla, Honduras. (Supplementary to accession 18181.) 

Named by C. F. Ancey, and used as types in one of his publications. 

CHARLES T. SIMPSON, Ogallala,-Nebraska. 18493. ’387. (1x) 

Monkey, Brachyurus rubicundus, from South America. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

18494, ’87. (IV) 

*See Report on Department of Ethnology, Section 1. 

tSee Report onDepartment of Ethnology, Section 1. 

tSee Report on Department of Insects, Section nm. 
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MYRIAPODS. 
L. M. UNDERWOOD, Syracuse, New York. 18495. ’87. (x) 

COPPER ORNAMENT, crescent shape; for examination. (Returned.) 

J.D. McGuire, Ellicott City, Maryland, 18496. ’87. (1m) 

Hair Batt, found in the stomach of a Texas steer slaughtered at Laredo, on the Rio 

Grande, 1878. 
DANIEL RUGGLES, Fredericksburgh, Virginia. 18497. ’87. (IV) 

CONTINENTAL PAPER CURRENCY ; Confederate States Government and State notes 

and fractional currency; local postage-stamps; Virginia State tax return, dated 

1788; sheriff’s warrants dated 1813; Poughkeepsie Bank paper currency 1862; 

piece of Fort Sumter flag-staff at time of surrender, 1861. 

JAMES D. Martin, Willard’s Hotel, District of Columbia. 18498. ’87. (1) 

CoINs and tokens in copper, bronze, etc., from England, Canada, Switzerland, France, 

Connecticut, colonial Mexico, Venezuela, Peru, Jamaica, India, British Guiana, 

Austria, Spain, Prussia, Buenos Ayres, Caracas, Chili, Brazil, Baden, Holland, 

Saxony, Hayti, Hanover, Bremen, Denmark, German States, United States Mint 

token, and 53 metallic store cards. (116 specimens.) 

Henry E. Huser, Baltimore, Maryland. 18499. ’87. (1) 

MopEL of restoration of Pueblo Bonito by W. H. Jackson. Modelled by W. H. Hoff- 

man. 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18500. ’87. (11, 4) 

JAPANESE HERALDIC DEVICES (one volume) and five volumes of Japanese desions. 

a Dr. D. Bethune McCAarRTEE, Washington. 18501. ’87. (iI, A) 

DEWEYLITE, from Ashe County, North Carolina. 

Dr. C. A. HARVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18502. ’87. ‘xv1) 

GROUSE and Pheasant (skins). : 

W. B. Matitts, Portland, Oregon. 18503. ’87. (vV, A) 

LivE SEAL, from Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. Sent to Zoological Garden, Philadel- 

phia. 

U.S. Fish Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards.) 18504. ’87. 

INSECTS; for examination. (Returned.) 

Prof. G. F. ATKINSON, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 18505. ’87. (x) 

LEPIDOPTERA, from Adirondack Mountains, New York, part for determination and 

78 specimens for the Museum collection; for examination. 

Dr. C. 8. McKnieut, Saratoga, New York. 18506. ’87. (x) 

Insects: Smerinthus paddidulus, Pamphila sp., Geometer sv. 

W.N. TALLANT, Columbus, Ohio. 18507. ’87. (xX) 

MINERALS (99 specimens); from Norway, France, Italy, Germany, and Switzerland. 

(Exchange. ) 

Dr. 'T. SCHUCHARDT, Gorlitz, Germany. 18508. 787. (xXv1) 

PILEATED WOODPECKER, Hy ylotomus pileatus (skeletons); from Buck Valley, Pani: 

sylvania. 

WILLARD Ny#, Jr., New Bedford, Massachusetts. 18509. 787. (X11) 

INSECTS, 40 specimens, 27 species, largely new to the collections, and containing two 

types. 

JAMES FLETCHER, Ottawa, Canada. 18510. ’87. (xX) 

SILVER Coun, five-franc, Emperor Napoleon, 1811. 

Harry P. Gopwin, ‘‘ Evening Star” Office, Washington, District of Columbia. 

ites | Meee (Ge) 

Coin, Irish half-penny of George III, 1805. A 

Henry Horan, U.S. National Museum. 18512. ’87. (1) 

Coins: Copper cent, 1827, United States; copper half-penny, 1843, New Brunswick, 

and metallic store card of the Joint Stock Company, New York. Also canceled 

coupon of bond, Republic of Peru. 

AuGcustus W. Marron, Washington, District of Columbia. 18513. ’87. (1) 

i le eee a 
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MepALs: Silver mortuary medal of N icolas, Czar of Russia, 1855, and a miniature copy 

in silver of the royal Prussian life-saving medal. 

GrorGE H. BorHMER, Smithsonian Institution. 18514. ’87. (1) 

MINERALS: Cut moonstone, from Virginia; cutsapphire, from Montana; cut sapphire, 

from North Carolina; two cut sapphires, from Ceylon; and two cut zircons, from 

Ceylon. 

C.S. BemMENT, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 18515. ’87. (xXv1) 

SouTH AMERICAN DEER, Cariacus gynnotis. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

18516. ’87. (av) 

GLAUCOPHAN ScuHisT, from near Hermopolis, Isle of Syra. 

J. S. Ditier, U.S. Geological Survey. 18517. ’87. (xvi) 
Birp, Jynzx torquilla, from Japan. 

P. L. Jouy, Washington, District of Columbia. 18518. ’87. (Vv, 4) 

FRESH-WATER SHELLS (5 species), from Texas, lowa, and Illinois. 

Harry E. Pirsspry, Davenport, Iowa. 18519. ’87. (1x) 

BERYL (silicate of glucina), from a mica mine near New Milford, Connecticut; for 

examination. 

Mrs. Marron B. Spooner, New York City. 18520. ’87. (xvuir) 

GRASS PAROQUET, Melopsittucus undulatus. 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18521. ’87. (Vv, A) 

BREWER’S BLACKBIRD, Scolecophagus cyanocephalus. 

LEVERETT M. Loomis, Chester, South Carolina. 18522. ’87. (Vv, A) 

COMMON GRAY SQUIRREL, Sciwrus carolinensis, from Arlington, Virginia. 

WILLIAM PaLMER, U.S. National Museum. 18523. ’87. (X11) 

EUROPEAN FERRET, Putorius fetidus (2 specimeus). 

C. CurTICE, Department of Agriculture. 18524. ’87. (iv) 

Birps, 14 species, 14 specimens, from various localities. 

Henry K. Coase, Chicago, Illinois. 18525. ’87. (Vv, 4) 

Birps, 4 species, 5 specimens, from Europe. 

Dr. L. StrgnEGER, U.S. National Museum. 12526. 787. (vV, A) 

STONE ReELrcs: Rude chipped implement, 2 spear-heads, 2 arrow-heads, a chisel, pol- 

ished celt, discoidal stone, grooved hematite sinker, fragment of a pierced tablet, 

small clay pipe, fragment of pottery, and necklace of bone and shell beads, ani- 

mal teeth, etc. (13 specimens). ; 

L. W. Brown, Redstone, Pennsylvania. 18527. ’37. (111) 

GRANT RELICS: A collection of objects presented to General U.S. Grant by various 

Governments. 
Aerolite, part of which passed over Mexico in 1871. 

Arabian Bible. 

Silver menu and ecard, farewell dinner at San Francisco, California. 

Silver menu of Paris dinner. 

Horn and silver snuff-box. 

Gold table, modeled after the table in Mr. McLean’s house on which General R. 

E. Lee signed the articles of surrender. This was presented to General Grant 
by ex-Confederate soldiers. 

Gold cigar-ease (plain), presented by the Second King of Siam. 

Silver trowel used by General Grant in laying the corner-stone of the American 

Museum of Natural History, New York. . 

Field-glasses used by General Grant during the war. 

Medal from the United States Congress (gold) for opening the Mississippi. 

Forty-five medals (gold, silver, and bronze), badges of armies and corps. 

Silk paper (Louisville Commercial) printed for General Grant. 

Sillk paper (Daily Chronicle) printed for General Grant. 

Silk paper (Burlington Hawkeye) printed for General Grant, 
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GRANT REeLics—Continued. 
Collection of Japanese coins.* 

Commission, brevet first lieutenant. ° 

-Commission as first lieutenant, U. 8. Army. 

Commission of brevet captain, U.S. Army. 

Comunission of captain, U. S. Army. 

Commission as colonel of volunteers. 

Commission as brigadier-general. ° 

Commission as major-general. 

Commission as major-general, U. 8. Army. 

Commission as lieutenant-general, U.S. Army. 

Commission as genera},.U. 8. Army. 

Commission as member of Sacramento Society of Pioneers. 

Commission as honorary member Royal Historical Society. 

Commissicn as member of military order:of Loyal Legion. 

Commission as member of the Aztec Club. 

Certificate of election President of the United States. 

Certificate of honorary membership Territorial Pioneers of California. 

Certificate of honorary membership St. Andrew’s Society. 

Certificate of election to the degree of Doctor of Laws by Harvard College. 

Certificate of election honorary membership of the Sacramento Society. 

Certificate of election honorary member Mercantile Library, San Francisco. 

Freedom of the city of Dublin, Ireland. * 
Freedom of the city of Stratford-on-Avon. 

Freedom of the city of London, England. 

Freedom of the city of Glasgow, Scotland. 

Freedom of the city of Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Freedom of the city of Ayr, Scotland. : 

Freedom of the burg of Inverness, Scotland. 
Freedom of the city of Oakland, California. a 

Freedom of the city of Londonderry, Ireland. g . : 

Address to Generali Grant from the Chamber of Commerce, Newcastle-upon- Tyne, 

1877. 

Address to General Grant from the mayor, aldermen, and citizens of the city of j 

Manchester, England, May 13, 1877. 

Address to General Grant by the workingmen of Birmingham, England, October : 

16, 1877. 7 
Address to General Grant from the Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade, 

San Francisco, California, September, 1879. 

Address to General Grant by the mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough 

of Gateshead, England. 

Address to General Grant by the mayor, aldermen, magistrates, and councilors of 

the borough of Leicester, England. 

Address to General Grant by the Americans of Shanghai, China, May 19, 1879, 

Address to General Grant by the Calumet Club of Chicago, Illinois. 

Address to General Grant by the Society of Friends in Great Britain. 

Address to General Grant from Chamber of Commerce of Penang. 

Address to General Grant by the mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough 

of Southampton, England. 

Address to General Grant by the provost, magistrates, and town council of the 

royal borough of Stirling. 

Address to General Grant by the mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of Tynemouth, 

England. 

*This is the only complete set except that which is in the Japanese treasury. 

Seven of these pieces cost $5,000, This set was presented by the Government of Japan. 
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GRANT RELICS—Continued. 5 
Address to General Grant by the mayor and town council of Sunderland. 

Address to General Grant by the trade and friendly societies of Sunderland. 

Address to General Grant by the public schools of Louisville, Kentucky. 

Address to General Grant by the colored men of Louisville, Kentucky. 

Address to General Grant by ex-Confederate soldiers. 

Address to General Grant by the State of Louisiana. 

Address to General Grant by the British workmen of London, England. 

Address to General Grant by the North Shields Ship-Owners’ Society, England. 

Address to General Grant by the Chamber of Commerce, Sheffield, England. 

Address to General Grant from the mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough 

of Leamington Spa, England. 

Address to General Grant by the mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of Sheffield, 

England. 

Address to General Grant by the wardens, etc., and commonalty of the town of 

Sheffield, England. 

Address to General Grant from the provost, magistrates, and town council of the 

city and royal burg of Elgin, Scotland. ~ 

Address to General Grant from the mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough 

of Folkestone, England. 

Address to General Grant by the mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough 

of Jarrow, England. 

Resolutions of the Territorial Pioneers admitting General Grant to membership. 

Resolutions of the citizens of Jo Daviess County, Illinois, presenting a sword to 

General Grant (sword of Chattanooga). 

First resolution of thanks of the Congress of the United States. 

First resolutions inviting General Grant to visit the house of representatives of 

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. . 

Second resolution of thanks from the Congress of the United States. © 

Letter from citizens of Jersey City, thanking General Grant for his Des Moines, 

Iowa, speech on the question of public schools. 

Presentation of a silver medal, by the Union League Club of Philadelphia, for 

gallantry and distinguished services. 

Address, Chinese, on silk. 

Resolution, Chamber of Commerce, New York City. 

Two large elephant tusks, presented by the King of Siam. 

Coptic Bible, presented by Lord Napier, who captured it with King Theodore of 

Abyssinia. 

Sporting rifle. 
Sword of Donelson, presented to General Grant after the fall of Fort Donelson, 

by officers of the Army, and used by him until the end of the war. 

New York sword, voted to General Grant by the citizens of New York, at the fair 

held in New York. ‘ 
Sword of Chattanooga, presented to General Grant by the citizens of Jo Daviess 

County, Hlinois (Galena), after the battle of Chattanooga. 

Roman mug and pitcher. 

Silver match-box (used by General Grant). 

Gold cigar-case (enameled), presented by the Celestial King of Siam. 

Gold-handled knife, presented by the miners of Idaho Territory. 

Six pieces of jade-stone, presented by Prince Koon, of China. 

Knife made at Sheffield for General Grant. 
Gold pen, General Grant’s. 

Iron-headed cane, made from the rebel ram Merrimac. 

Silver-headed cane, made from wood used in the Cefense of Fort Sumter. 

Gold-headed cane, made of wood from old Fort Duquesne, Pennsylvania, 

~ 
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GRANT RELICS—Continued. 

Gold-headed cane, presented to General Grant as a tribute of regard for his humane 

treatment of the soldiers and kind consideration of those who ministered to the 

sick and wounded during the war. 

Gold-headed cane used by General La Fayette, and presented to General Grane 
by the ladies of Baltimore, Maryland. 

Carved-wood cane from the estate of Sir Walter Scott. 

Fifteen buttons, cut from the coats worn by General Grant during the war, by 

Mrs. Grant, after different battles. 

Hat ornament worn al Belmont. 

Hat ornament worn at Fort Donelson. 

Shoulder-straps (brigadier-general) worn by General Grant at Belmont, Fort Don- 
elson, and Shiloh. ‘ 

Shoulder-straps (lieutenant-general) cut from the coat worn by General Grant in 

the campaigns against Richmond and Petersburg and Lee’s army. 

Pair of shoulder-straps (general) cut from a coat General Grant worn after the 

war. 

Freedom of the city of San Francisco, California. 

Address to General Grant by the ‘Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade of 

San Francisco, California. 

Address, Chinese, in tin case. 

Resolution of the Caledonian Club of San Francisco, enrolling General Grant as 
an honorary member. 

Two bronze vases, presented to General Grant by the Japanese citizens of Yoko- 

hama, Japan. 

‘Two small elephant tusks from the Moat of Johore. 

Two cloisonné jars (old), presented by Li Hung Chang. 

Mexican onyx cabinet. (Two columus in box No. 7.) 

Two Chinese porcelain jars (old). (Bases in box No. 7.) 

Two crackleware bowls (very old). 

One arm of idol (1,000 years old). 

Two columns of the cabinet which is packed in Nos. 4 and 5. 

Two bases belonging to the jars packed in box No. 6. 

Address to General Grant from the Carpenter’s Company. _ 

Address to General Grant from the citizens of Cincinnati. 

Address to General Grant from the citizens of Nagasaki, Japan. 

Embroidered picture (cock and hen). 

Vote of thanks of Congress to General U. S. Grant, ete. 

Picture of General Scott, by Page. 

Marble bust and pedestal of General Grant. 

Painting of General Grant and family. 

Uniform of General Grant (coat and epaulettes). (These articles were received 
from Colonel Grant by the Adjutant-General and turned over to wae War De- 

partment in connection with the Grant relics.) 

Articles belonging to General U. 8. Grant, now in the War Department safe, dis- 

bursing clerk’s office: 

Received October 7, 1885: 

Address from citizens otf New York, asking acceptance of the portrait of Lieuten- 

ant-General Scott. 

Address from workingmen of Northumberland. 

Received October 9, 1585: tt abe 

Freedom of the city of Elizabeth, North Carolina. 

Received October 19, 1885: 

Address from the Midland International Arbitration Union, Birmingham. 

as A sa 
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Grant ReLics—Continued. 
Address from clerks and work-people of Cambridge Street Works and Rolling 

Mills, Birmingham. 

Received October 19, 1885: 

Description of the Hundred of Salford assize courts. 

Wruiam H. VANDERBILT and Jutia DENTGRANT. (Through the United States 

Government.) 18528. ’87. (1) 

Insrects:* Lithobius minnesota sp. nov., L. bilabiatus, L. tuber sp. nov., L. providens sp- 

nov., L. pullus sp. nov., L. trilobus sp. nov., L. cardinalis sp. nov., L. howei sp. nov., 

L. politus, L. mordax, and L. juventus sp. nov.; from Indiana, Minnesota, and 

Michigan. 
G. H. BoLLMAN, Bloomington, Indiana. 18529. ’87. (xX) 

CoprEeR CoINn, Roman-Semitic, issued in 266 A. D., for use in the Roman Syriac 

provinces; for examination. (Returned.) 

F. Treron, Selma, Alabama. 18530. ’87. (1) 

WURDEMANN’S HERON,t Ardea wuerdemanni (two specimens), (Purchased.) 

Rk. C. Stuart, Tampa, Florida. 18531. ’&7. (Vv, A) 

FOSSILS.} 
Cincinnati formation: Buthotrephis succulens, Hall; Beatricea nodulosa, Billings; 

Stromatopora sp.?; Columnaria stellata, Hall; Zaphrentis spinulosa, E. and H.; 

Paleopiyllum divaricans, Nicholson; Paleophyllum divaricans, Nicholson, and Pti- 

lodictya emacerata, Nicholson (on same block); Tetradium fibratum, Saftord ; Helo- 

pora emacerata, Nicholson; Chatetes sp.; Monticulipora frondosa, D’Orbigny ; 

Monticulipora ; Fenestella oxfordensis, Ulrich; Streptorhynchus crassus, Nicholson; 

Strophomena alternata, Conrad; S. rhomboidalis, and S. rhomboidalis var. tenuistriata 

(on same block); Leptena sericea, Sowerby; Orthis occidentalis, Hall; O. biforata 

var. acutilirata; O. sinuata, Hall; Pterinea demissa, Conrad; Megaptera alata?, 

Meek; Cyclonema bilix, Conrad; Gomphoceras eos, Hall; Orthoceras sp.?; Asaphus 

megistos, Locke; 22 genera, 24 species, cies, 2 varieties, and 75 specimens. 

Niagara formation: Pentamerus oblongus, Sowerby; Orthoceras annulatum, Sow- 

erby; 2 genera, 2 species, and 5 specimens. 

. Lower Carboniferous formation: Fenestellaand undetermined Bryozoa ; Fenestella 

delicata, Meek; Retzia verneuiliana, Hall; 3 genera, 2 species, and 5 specimens. 

Total, 27 genera, 29 species, 2 varieties, and 98 specimens. 

A. C. BENEDICT, Indianapolis, Indiana. 18532. ’87. (xuI, A) 

MOLLUSKS, a small collection of dry and marine shells from Japan aud Corea. 

P. L. Jouy, Washington, District of Colambia. 18533. 787. (1x) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES, sponges, corals, echinoderms, and crustacea, from Japan 
and Corea. 

P. L. Jouy, Washington, District of Columbia. 18533. ’87. (x1) 

QUARTZ; for examination. (Returned.) 

Hon. W. C. WHITTHORNE, U.S. Senate. 18534. ’87. (xvi) 

JAPANESE PHEASANT, Phasianus versicolor 9 (skeleton). 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.). 
18535. 787. (X11) 

METEORIC IRON, from Johnson County, Arkansas. 
J. C. BETTEN, Eureka Springs, Arkansas. 18536. ’87. (XvI) 

ARSENICAL PyRiTES; for examination. 

D. G. McLEan, San Bernardino, California. 18537. ’87. (xv1) 
FLuinT KNIFE, 

W. W. Apams, Mapleton, New York. 18538. ’87. (111) 

* See Proceedings U. 8. National Museum, Vol. 10, p. 254. 

t See Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. 10, p. 112. 

t See Report on Department of Paleozoic Fossils, Section 11, 
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ARROW-HEAD of white quartz; for examination. 
HENRy P. HAMILTON, Two Rivers, Wisconsin. 18539. ’87. (111) 

PEBBLES of thomsonite, and piece of limestone containing iron pyrites; for exami- 

nation. d 

Henry P. HAMILTON, Two Rivers, Wisconsin. 18539. ’87. (xXv1) 

CYATHAPHYLLOID CORAL, Zaphrentis sp., Lower Devonian; for examination. 

Henry P. HaMILton, Two Rivers, Wisconsin. 18539. ’87. (XIIL) 
RED Pouts (4), mounted by Dr. J. P. Kirkland. 

Dr. E. STERLING, Cleveland, Ohio. 18540. ’87. (v, A) 

PARROT, Chrysotis panamensis (skeleton). 

W. C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Museum. 18541. ’87. (xm) 

LIMESTONE and rock containing iron pyrites; for examination. 

AMBROSE CONANT, Big Run, Athens County, Ohio. 18542. ’87. (xvr) 

ARROW-HEADS (27) and 6 grooved axes. (Exchange.) i 

JoHN H. Lemon, New Albany, Floyd County, Indiana. 18543. ’87. (1) 
FOSSILS: 

Niagara formation: Stromatopora concentrica, Goldfuss; Stromatopora sp.; 

Heliolites megastoma, McCoy; H. interstinctus, Linné; Plasmopora follis, EK. and 

H.; Favosites favosus, Goldfuss; F. Niagarensis, Hall; Alveolites fibrosus, Davis; 

Cladopora reticulata, Hall; Thecia major, Rominger; T. minor, Rominger; 

Halysites catenulatus, Linneus; Omphyma verrucosa, E. & H.; Strombodes 

pentagonus, Goldfuss; 10 genera, 13 species, and 65 specimens. 

Corniferous formation: Stromatopora substriatella, Nicholson; Favosites am- 

plissimus, Davis; I. arbor, Davis; F. cariosus, Davis; F. convexus, Davis; F, 

cymosus, Davis; F. Emmonsii, Rominger; F. hemisphericus, Troost, F. pirum, 

Davis ; F. spiculatus, Davis; F. tuberosus, Rominger; F.sp.?; Alveolites mordaa, 

Davis; Vichelinia clappii, K. and H.; Syringopora tabulata, E. and H.?; Cyatho- 

phyllum davidsoni, E. and H.; C. greenei; C. validum, Hall; C.sp.?; Helio- 

phyllum annulatum, Hall; H. corniculum ; H. invaginatum, Hall; H.sp.?; Clisio- 

phyllum oneidaensis, Billings; Clistophyllum,sp.?; Blothrophyllum decorticatum, 

Billings; B. louisvillensis, Davis; Bb. prolificum; B.promissum, Hall; B.sp.?; 

Diphyphyllum archiaci, Billings; D.cruciforme; D.sentium; Cystiphyllum vesi- 

culosun, Goldfuss; Cystiphyllum, sp.?; Zaphrentis gigantea, Baf.; Z. greeneana ; 

Z. nitida, Hall; Z. rafinesquei, HE. and H.; Z.sp.?; Amplexus yandelli, EK. and H.; 

Amplexus. sp.?; Spirifera gregaria, Clapp (?); 14 genera; 45 species, and 283 

specimens. 

Hamilton formation: Favosites placenta, Rominger; Heliophyllum halli, E. and 

H.; Cystiphyllum americanum, E.and H.; 2 genera, 3 species, and 3 specimens. 

JouHn H. Lemon, New Albany, Indiana. 18543. ’87. (xIM, A) 

SIGNAL FLAG of the Huron which was lost near Nag’s Head, on the North Carolina 

coast. (Fragment.) 

ROBERT LODER, Captain, steam-tug Virginia, Duke, Florida. 18544. ’87. (1) 
SANDSTONE QUARTZ; for examination. 

A. B. Ross & Co., Cherokee, Iowa. 18545. ’87. (Xv1I) 
POLISHED SLATE SPHAR-HEADS; for examination. 

W. W. ApDams, Mapleton, New York. 18546. ’87. (111) 

Fossii; for examination. : 

A. W. ALLEN, Aurora, Cayuga County, New York. 18547. ’87, (XIII, A) 
CHINESE COPPER COIN, One-cash of Kang-Hsi Dynasty, 1661-1722. | 

DANIEL LEECH, Smithsonian Institution. 18548. ’87. (1) 

Birds, mounted by Dr. Jared P. Kirtland. 

Dr. E. STERLING, Cleveland, Ohio. 18549. ’87. (v, A) 

HEMIPTERA, 39 species, 58 specimens, mostly new to Museum collection. (Exchange.) 

W.H. AsuMeEaD, Jacksonville, Florida. 18550. ’87. (x) 

SEAL, Monachus tropicalis (skeleton), from Los Triangulos, Yucatan. (Purchased.) 

Henry A. WARD, Rochester, New York. 18551. ’87. (xm) 

Ne ee ee eee a ae 
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STONE Ax. 
J. H. Waker, Homer, Louisiana. 18552. ’87. (1m) 

MAGNETITE, stained by decomposition ; for examination. 

L. ATCHISON, Panaca, Nevada. 18553. ’87. (xXvIII) 

PouisHep CELT. 
Dr. J. F. JonNsTON, Homer, Louisiana. 18554. ’87. (111) 

IRON BALL, supposed to have been made either by the Indians or De Soto; plowed 

up in a field near Homer, Louisiana. 

Capt. J. M. WALKER, Homer, Louisiana. 18555. ’87. (1) 

SHELLS: Cardium magnum, Lucina Jamaicensis, Unio sp., Tagelus gibbus, Racta canali- 

culata, Planorbis trivolvis, Melanian sp., Columbella mercatoria, Petricola pholadi- 

formis, Nerita tesselata, Chione cingenda, Macira ovalis, Arca pexata, Pinna seminuda, 

Tellina alternata, T. constricta ; for identification. 

W. W. WESTGATE, Houston, Texas. 18556. ’87. (IX) 

MEDALS in white metal (2): Yorktown surrender centennial, and Oriole celebration 

in Baltimore, October, 1881. Also, silver franc, Emperor Napoleon, 1812. 

F. W. True, U.S. National Museum. 18557. 787. (1) 

CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS: Syringoporasp.?, Zaphrentissp., Productus nevadensis, Meek, 

Pleurotomaria sp., Straparollus sp., Huomphalus sp., concretionary limestone (15 

specimens). 

ARTHUR Lakes, Golden City, Colorado. 18555. ’87. (XIII, A) 

Birps’ Eacs: Junco hyemalis carolinensis (4), from Highland, North Carolina; Pipilo 

erythrophthalmus allent (2), from Charleston, South Carolina; and Helinaia 

swainsoni (3), from Charleston, South Carolina. 

WILLIAM BREWSTER, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 18559. ’87. (Vv, B) 

BADGE and Pin of the U. 8. Veteran Signal Corps Association. 

K. H. HAawtey, U.S. National Museum. 18560. ’37. (1) 

LOGAN FUNERAL BabDGez, U.S. Pension Office. (Deposited ) 

J. L. JOHNSON, U. S. Pension Office. 18561. ’87. (1) 

CARD OF ADMISSION to the Memorial Service of J. A. Garfield in the United States 

House of Representatives, February 27, 1882. 

Miss C. C. Curry, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through Paul Beck- 

with.) 18562. ’87. (4) 

EAR-RING, with paste gem; an artificial silicate of lead colored by peupen ide of iron; 

for examination. ‘ 

JAMES YouNG, Washington, District of Columbia. 18563. ’87. (xvI) -. 

BADGE of the New York Retail Grocers’ Union. 

CHARLES BRICKW#DEL, New York City. 18564. ’87. (1) 

eae jet Retail Merchants’ Central Association of New York and ee. 

C. F. Bassine, New York City. 18565. ’87. (1) 

BaDGE of Union Veteran’s Union, First National Encampment, January 19, 1887, at 

Washington, District of Columbia. , 

Maj. M. A. Ditton, Washington, District of Columbia. 18566. ’87. (1) 

Piece OF POTTERY; for examination. 

A. A. Petine, Wrights, Pennsylvania. 18567. ’87. (11, B) 

HORNBLENDE containing garnet; for examination. 

A. A. PEELING, Wrights, Pennsylvania. 18567. ’87. (xv1I) 

Fossiz Puant, Lepidodendron sp.; for examination. 

A. A. PELING, Wrights, Pennsylvania. 18567. ’87. (xv) 

FossiLs: Coral, Favosites hemisphericus (?); coral, Diphyphilum simcoense, and a large 

specimen covered with intertwining casts of worm trails and borings; for exam- 

‘nation. 

A. A. PELING, Wrights, Pennsylvania. 18567. ’86, (XIII, A) 
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STONE IMPLEMENTS: 5 cutting tools, a perforator, 25 arrow-heads, 2 rude chipped 

celts, a chipped celt with grooved edge for cutting, 3 polished celts, a fragment 

of leaf-shaped implement, a celt gouge, a pestle, 2 pierced tab ets, a grooved 

sinker, a pierced ceremonial object ; 46 specimens presented, and 24 arrow-heads 

and 5 celts in exchange. 
A. A. PELING, Wrights, Pennsylvania. 18567. ’87. (111) 

AMERICAN RED-NECKED GREBE, Podiceps cornutus (skeleton). 

W. B. Barrows, Department of Agriculture. 18568. ’87. (xII) 

BUZZARD, Cathartes aura (skeleton); from Virginia. 

H. W. HENsHaAw, Bureau of Ethnology, District of Columbia. 18569. ’87. 
(X11) 

Crow, Corvus americanus (skeleton); from Maryland. 

K. R. Topp, U. 8. National Museum. 18570. ’87. (x11) 

MOCKING-BIRD, Mimus polyglottos (skeleton). 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18571. 787. 

(xaz) | 
FISHES: Querimana gyrans (3 specimens), Gambusia puncticulata (2 specimens), 

Sphyrena picuda, juv. (1 specimen); retained from a collection sent for identifica- 

tion. 

Jouns Hopkins UNIVERSITY, Baltimore, Maryland. (Through C. F. Hodge.) 

ISH) Askin (vas) 

GRUB, highiy esteemed by the natives of Venezuela as an article of food; found in 

the heart of palin trees on the Orinoco River. 

Dr. H. C. YaRRow, Washington, District of Columbia. 18573. 787. (1) 

SNAKE-HEADS: Macapie, Xephosoma ruschenborgeis, and Capabella, Orynbopus plum- 

beus ; from the Island of Trinidad. Collected by W. Hallett Phillips. 

Dr. H. C. Yarrow, U. S. Army, Washington, District of Columbia. 18573. 

A etic el QE 6) 

Corns: A Connecticut colonial copper coin and a ‘‘ Knickerbocker currency” war 

token of 1863. 

Mrs. SARAH ECKELS, Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 18574. ’87. () 

Foop of Ixtatan Indians: Totoposte, pifiol, birrin, frijol, chile, and café. 

Prof. MiILes Rock, Guatemala, Central America. 18575. ’87. (1) 

BLACK WOOLEN CoaT worn by the Ixtatan Indians. 

Prof. Mites Rock, Guatemala, Central America. 18575. 787. (II, A) 

OrE, from Piedras Negras Mine, Mexico; for examination. 

J. G. Wetcu. (Through Hon. W. G. Allen, United States consul, Piedras 

Negras, Mexico.) 18576. ’87. (XVII) 
ARROW-HEAD, cutting tools (2), and fragments of chipped implements (3); from 

Nebraska. 

U.S. GEoLoGIcAL Survey. 18577. ’87. (It) 

BikD-SKINS (9 specimens, 6 species), from New Hampshire, New Brunswick, and 

Florida. (HExchange.) 

ARTHUR P. CHADBOURNE, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 18578. ’87. (Vv, A) 

OpossuM, Didelphys cinereus; from Nicaragua. 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

18579. ’87. (ty) 
Rose Hitt PARAKEET, Platycercus eximius. (Skeleton. ) 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

EBV 9s 787.) (Cxam) 

CANARY BIRD, Serinus canariensis var. in flesh. 

W.C. Wrepen, U.S. National Museum. 18580. ’87. (v,A) 

SHELLS: Unio ozarkensis Call. and U. brevicolas, Triodopsis craigent, and Helixsp.; from 

Missouri and Indian Territory. Author’s types of species. 

R. ELLSworTH CALL, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, 18581. ’87, 

(1X) 
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TOURMALINE CRYSTAL; for examination. 
W.S. H.cxry, Bakersville, North OU 18582. ’87. (XVI) 

MOLYBDENITE; for examination. 
iene ZEEKENDORF, Tucson, Arizona. 18583. ’87. (XVI) 

ENGRAVING, head of Christ on Veronica’s handkerchief, 1649. 

G. BROWN GOODE, Washington, District of Columbia, 18584. ’86. (1) 

HARBOR SEAL, Phoca vitulina, from Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 

U. S: Fis Commission, Washington. 18585. ’87. (iv) 

Etcuine Toots: Hand-vise, cake of etching ground, dabber, bottle of transparent 

etching paste, etching needle, cake of banking wax, bottle of acid, roller, bottle 

of “‘stopping out” varnish, scraper, 2 burnishers, charcoal, piece of crocus paper, 

2 dry-point needles, 2 pens, and 2 gravers. 

PETER Moran, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 18586. ’87. (1) 

ENGLISH CRESTED CANARY, Serinus canariensis, var. 

W. C. WEEDEN, U. S. National Museum. 18587. ’87. (v, 4) 

Toor, left post upper molar of domestic pig, Sus scrofa; for examination. 

ELGIN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, Elgin, Illinois. (Through §. F. Perry.) 18588. ’87. 

(XII) 

LOWER PHARYNGEAL BONE of Big-jawed Sucker, Placopharynx sp. ; for examination. 

ELGIN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, Elgin, Illinois. 18588. ’87. (viz) 

PLANT, Cassia sp.; for examination. 

ELGIN SCIENTIFIC Society, Elgin, Illinois. 18588. ’87. (xv) 

CRETACEOUS FossiL, Belemnitelia ; for examination. 

ELGIN SCIENTIFIC SocrETY, Elgin, Illinois. 18588. ’87. (XIII, B) 

GypsuM, and fluorite; for examination. 

ELGIN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, Elgin, Ilinois. 18588. ’87. (xvi) 

Fossit, Illenus coxus (?), cast of Euomphalus, of the type E. decewi, of the Upper 

Helderberg. 

_ ELGIN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, Elgin, Illinois. 18583. ’87. (XIII, A) 

FossiL, Conularia pappilata ; for examination. 

JAMES W. RoGAN, Rogersville, Tennessee. 18589. ’87. (XIII, A) 

Rook, consisting of a hydrous silicate of magnesia with free iron oxides and carbon- 
ate of lime; for examination. 

Hon. M. C. Butter, U.S. Senate. 18590. ’87. (xvit) 

Larv& of a May fly, Palegenia sp.; for examination. 

A. R. Reep, Pleasant Hill, Missouri. 18591. ’87. (x) 

MANGANESE ORE; for examination. 

THOMAS J. CYPERT, Cypress Inn, Wayne County, Tennessee. (Through Hon. 

W.C. Whitthorne.) 18592. ’87. (xvIIr) 
SWAINSON’S Hawk, Buteo swainsoni. 

J. A. Loomis, Paint Rock, Concho County, Texas. 18593. ’87. (v,A) 
PLANTS (9,269 specimens). (Purchased.) 

Dr. J. P. F. BRUNNER, Krumsville, Pennsylvania. 18594. ’87. (xv) 

SHREW, Sorex vagrans. 

Dr. J. C. MeRRILL, U. 8. Army, Fort Klamath, Oregon. 18595. ’87. (Iv) 
CALIFORNIA QUAIL, Lophortyx californicus. (Deposited.) ; 

R. Ripeway, U.S. National Museum. 18596. ’87. (v,A) 

BIRD-SKINS (4 specimens) (3 species). 

WILLIAM LuLoyp, Paint Creek, Concho County, Texas. 18597. ’87. (v, A) 

NUDIBRANCH MOLLUSK, probably Dendronotus. : 

JAMES G. Swan, Port Townsend, Washington Territory. 18598. ’87. (1x) 

BIRD-SKINS ; for examination. (Returned.) : 

CHARLES B, Cory, Boston, Massachusetts. _ 18599. ’87. (Vv, A) 

CHINESE Brass Corn, one-cash of Shim-Chih, 1644-1661. 

Dr. D. BetHunr McCarter, Washington, District of Columbia, 18600. ’87. (1) 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 242 
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HARBOR SEAL, Phoca vitulina, from Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 
U.S. Fish Commission. 18601. 787. (iv) 

Fisu; for examination 

GWYNN HaRRIs Washington, District of Columbia. 18602. ’87. (v1) 
CANARY, Serinus canariensis (2 skeletons). 

RoBert F. McMitxan, Washington, District of Columbia. 18603. ’87. ,(=11) 
MENHADEN, from Pawley Island. 

W. St. J. Mazycx, Waverly Mills, South Carolina. 18604. ’87. (vir) 

ARROW-HEAD and wedge-shaped implement. 

J. F. KUMMERFELD, Minden, Pottawattamie County, Iowa. 18605. ’87. (111) 

PouiticaL MEDALS, coins, tokens, etc. : Six Jacksonian tokens; General Jackson cam- 

paign token; Zachary Taylor campaign medal, 1848; Lewis Cass campaign medal, 

1848; Winfield Scott campaign medal; Abraham Lincoln campaign medal, 1860; 

Abraham Lincoln campaign medal; Abolition of Slavery token, 1838; Washington 

Calendar medal; Nova constellatio, New York colonial cent, 1783; Washington 

‘“‘Liberty and Security” cent; Mount Vernon medal, ‘‘General George Wash- 

ington,” 1776; ‘‘ Franklin cent,” 1787; English half-penny, George II, 1753; Irish 

half-penny, George I, 1723; two Russian copper coins, two-kopek, 1810; four 

Turkish copper coins; medal, ‘‘ Liberty enlightening the World.” 

B. H. Coitiins, Washington, District of Columbia. 18606. ’87. (1) 

BIRD-SKINS. (Exchange.) 

OBERLIN COLLEGE, Oberiin, Ohio. 18607. ’87. (Vv, A) 

FisHes, Potamocottus gulosus. 

LorEN W. GREEN, Baird, Shasta County, California. 18608. 787. (vit) 

INDIAN BASKETS (4 specimens), and material from which made. (Purchased.) Also 

a stone pestle. 

LOREN W. GREEN, Baird, Shasta County, California. 18608. ’87. (11, A) 

FroG, Ayla regilla. 

LoREN W. GREEN, Baird, Shasta County, California. 18608. ’87. (vz) 

OcHERS; for examination, from Virginia. 

Hon. J. 8. NEGLEY, House of Representatives. 18609. ’87. (xvuIZ) 

Cuiay; for examination. 
N. BAYARD CLINCH, Green Cove Springs, Florida. 18610. ’87.. (xvur) 

POTSDAM QUARTZITE with peculiar markings, from Chateaugay, Franklin County, 

New York, and 39 pieces ‘‘ Au Sable Granite” (Norite), from Keeseville, New York. 

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. (Through C. D. Walcott.) 18611. ’87. (xvit) 

GOPHER, Thomomys talpoides bulbivorus (3 specimens), and common mouse, Mus mus- 

culus (2 specimens). 

Dr. J. C. MERRILL, U.S. Army, Fort Klamath, Oregon. 18612. ’87. (iv) 

BANDED SEAL, Phoca fasciata. 

Capt. M. A. Hrary, U. S. Revenue Marine steamer Bear, San Francisco, Cali- 

fornia. 18613. ’87. (Iv) 

REPTILES: Bufo columbiensis, Rana cantabrigensis, and Diemyctylus torosus (4specimens). 

Henry E. NicHo.ts, lieutenant-commander, U. 8. Navy, Sitka, Alaska. 18614. 

eSiise (Val) 

PoRPOISE, Phocena communis (skeleton), and P. dalli (skull) ; from Glacier Bay. 

Henry E. NIcHOLs, lieutenant-commander, U. S. Navy, Sitka, Alaska. 18614. 

4eiie (@:dui)) 

Crustacra,* worms, and echinoderms, from Alaska; and crustacea, from Brazil. 

Henny E. Nicno.s, lieutenant-cemmander, U. 8. Navy, Sitka, Alaska.” 18614. 

heviaa) (C-8i) 

* See Proceedings U. 8. National Museum, Vol. 9, p. 256, 
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FisHEs: Hexagrammus asper, H. decagrammus, Anoplopoma fimbria, Bathymaster signatus, 

Ophiodon elongatus, Pollachius chalcogrammus, Salvelinus malma, Microgadus proxi- 

mus, Hemilepidotus hemilepidotus, Lumpenus anguillaris, Raia stellulata, Ammodytes,. 

Liparis, etc.; from Alaska. Also Myxine australis, from Straits of Magellan. 

Henry E. NIcHOLS, lieutenant-commander, U.S. Navy, Sitka, Alaska. 13614. 

87. (VI1) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS.* 

CHARLES WILLOUGHBY, Indian agent, Quinaielt Agency, Washington Terri- 

tory. 18615. ’87. (II, A) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS,* from Alaska. 

Lieut. GEorGE M. Sronry, U.S. Navy. 18616. ’87. (4,4) 

Suit, worn in Alaska by the donor. (Deposited.) 

Lieut. G. M. Stonry, U.S. Navy. 18616. 787. (II, A) 

MamMats: Bison americanus, Canis latrans, Antilocapra americana, Cariacus macrotis, 

C. virginiakus, Vulpes velox, and Taxidea americana (skins and skeletons); col- 

lected by W. T. Hornaday in Montana. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 18617. ’87. (IV) ~ 

SPANISH GOLD COIN, two-scudo, 1776; copy of ‘‘Dunlap’s Pennsylvania Packet,” 

July 8, 1776, containing Declaration of Independence; religious book printed at 

Madrid in 1792, found at city of Mexico in November, 1847; one-peso bill on 

Bank of Spain, Havana, Cuba; and a miniature copy of Cincinnati Enquirer, , 

May, 1878. 

WALTER S. PHELPS, Santa Catalina, Cuba. 18618. ’87. (1) 

YELLOW-WINGED SUGAR BirRD, Careba cyanea (2 skeletons). 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 
18619. ’87. (xm) 

CONFEDERATE MONEY and stamps and North Carolina currency; for examination. 

(Returned.) 
GEORGE 8S. KEEHLN, Salem, North Carolina. 18620. ’87. (1) 

CENTENNIAL MEDAL of the Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences, Rotterdam, 1878. 
GrorGE H. BOEHMER, Smithsonian Institution. 18621. ’87. (1) 

BirD-SKINs, from Santarem, Brazil (3 specimens.) (Exchange.) 

C.J. MAYNARD & Co., Boston, Massachusetts. 18622. ’87. (vV,A) 

IRON AND MANGANESE ORE, from Buckingham County, Virginia. 

W. D. Hixts, Cleveland, Ohio. 18623. ’87. (xviI1) 

SILVER ORE, from White Pine County, Nevada. 
JOHN IvEY, Treasure City, Nevada. 18624. ’87. (xvutI) 

PigMyY SPERM WHALE, Kogia breviceps; Common dolphin, Delphinus delphis; and 
Southern blackfish, Globiocephalus brachypterus. 

BaiLey T. Barco, Keeper of Dam Neck Mills Life-Saviug Station, Sand Bridge, 
Virginia. 18625. ’87. (XII) 

STEATITE, volcanic rock, mineral dust, etc. 

Lieut. R. E. Peary, U.S. Navy. 18626. ’87. (xvi) 
SHELLS, Liltorina gronlandica. 

: Lieut. R. E. Peary, U.S. Navy. 18626. ’87. (1x) 

SanD LAUNCE, Ammodytes tobianus L. 

Lieut. R. E. Peary, U. 8. Navy. 18626. ’87. (viz) 

ROSE QUARTZ, pyrite, iron, muscovite, and tourmaline in quartz 

Lieut. R. E. Peary, U. 8. Navy. 18626. ’87. (xvi) 

GRAPHITE. ; 

Lieut. R. E. Peary, U.S. Navy. 18626. ’87. (xvuirr) 
HARBOR SEAL, Phoca vitulina. 

U. S. Fish Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood’s Holl, Massa- 

chusetts.) 18627. ’87. (xi) 

“See Report on Department of Ethnology, Section 1, pp. 66-67, 
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MOCKING-BIRD, Mimus polyglottos. (Skeleton.) 
Louis:ScHMID & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18628. ’87. (x1) 

IRON ORE (6 specimens), representing some important New England localities. 

Prof. R. PUMPELLY, Newport, Rhode Island. 18629. ’87. (xvi) 

WINGS OF INSECTS: Junonia lavininia, Eacles impenalis, Agraulis vanille, Pipilio ajax, 

and Sphinx carolina ; for examination. 

F. C. GruGan, Warrington, Florida. 18630. ’87. (x) 
Fossin SHArRxK’s TootH. (Returned.) 

A.M. Dawson, Rhome, Wise County, Texas. 18631. ’87. (IV) 

YELLOW-SHAFTED FLICKER, Colaptes auratus; Red-headed woodpecker, Melaner "pes 

erythrocephalus; Cedar Bird, Ampelis cedrorum; Red and buff shouldered Blacl- 

bird, Ageleus phoniceus. 

L. O. PinpaR, Hickman, Kentucky. 18632. ’87. (xI1) 

InisH SETTER, ‘‘Glenclaire,” with pedigree. 

JAMES T. WALKER, Palmyra, New York, 18033. ’87. (IV) 
SHELL, Voluta junonia; for examination. (Returned.) 

B. F. BLACKBURN, Osprey, Manatee County, Florida. 18634. ’87. (1x) 

Bones, from a cavern in Florida. - 

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18635. ’87. (x11) 

ROcKS containing phosphoric acid; for examination. 

C. L. Busu, Lake City, Florida. 18636. ’87. (xvuiII) 

CoorPEr’s SHREW, Sorex cooperi; for identification. 

F. C. Jessup, West Hampton, New York. 18637. ’87. (Iv) 

“SIXTEEN PUZZLE.” 
HENRY Horan, Washington, District of Columbia. 18638. ’87. (1,4) 

CANARY, Serinus canariensis. (Skeleton. ) : 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, Districtof Columbia. 18639. ’87. (x11) 

SHELLS. 
Ear Friint, Rivas, Nicaragua. 18640. ’87. (1x) 

TuFA, bearing print of human foot, and sand. 

EARL FLuint, Rivas, Nicaragua. 18640. ’37. (XVII) 

CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS: 
Fenestella sp. 2; Spirifera camerata, Morton; Productus ae D’Orbigny; P. 

nebraskensis, Owen; LP. semireticulatus, Mena Allorisma sp.?; Athyris sp.?; 

Streptorhynchus ecrenistria, Phil.; Chonetes granulifera, Owen; Nuculana sp. ?; 

Bellerophon sp. ?. 

' AuGusTUS D. SELBY, Ironton, Ohio. 18641. ’87. (xt, A) 

CLINTON FossiLs : * 

Clinton formation: Cheetetes lycoperdon, Say; Zaphrentis bilateralis, Hall; Strep- 

telasma sp. ?; Leptocalia hemispherica, saeroee Rhynchonella sp. ?; LR. hadentelia. 

Sowerby; Stracitandin salteri, Billings; Pentamerus oblongus, Saree Orthis 

biloba, Linnzeus; O. flabellum, Hall; O. hybrida, Sowerby ; O. reversa, Salter (type); 

Strophomena rhomboidalis, Wahl; Streptorhynchus subplanus, Conrad; Leptana 

transversalis, Dalman; Crania (?); Tentaculities distans, Hall; Cyclonema sp. ; 

Murchisonia sp.; Metoptoma sp.; Avicula, sp.; Dalmanites sp. ?; Calymene sp. ; 

Proetus sp. 
Trenton formation: Sliclopora elegantula, Hall (2); Leperditia fabulites, Conrad. 

(190 specimens). 

U. S. GroLocicaL SurvrY. (Collected by I. C. Russell.) 18642. 787. (XIII, A) 

Wax Impression of the seal of the town of Columbia, South Carolina, which was 

found in the street after the burning of the town, February 17, 1865. 

St. JULIAN FILLETTE, Washington, District of Columbia. 18643. 787. () 

*See Report on Department of Paleozoic Fossils, Section II, 
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BLaCK-TAILED PARAKEET, Polytelis melanurus; and Brush-Turkey, Talegallus lathami 

(skins). 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

18644. ’87. (v,A4) 

MaRKSMAN’S CERTIFICATE and two button badges issued by command of General 

Hancock. 

JAMES Burk, Soldiers’ Home, District of Columbia. 18645. ’87. (1) 

BIRD-SKINS (5 species, 6 specimens). (Exchange.) 

P. L. Jouy, Washington, District of Columbia. 18646. ’87. (v,A) 

ELECLROTYPES of foreign and American coins and medals (361 specimens). 

Mr. —— Brooks, Washington, District of Columbia. 18647. ’87. (1) 

IMPURE LIMONITE, water-worn fragment; for examination. 

J. E. WELcH, Alpine, Talladega County, Alabama. 18648. ’87. (xXvIIr) 

IMPURE LIMESTONE and a decomposed voleanic rock ; for examination. " 

W. H. GERMAIN, Centro, Los Angeles County, California. 18649. ’87. (xvur) 

ALMANDITE in mica schist (2 specimens), from near Fort Wrangel, Alaska; and one 

slice of meteoric iron, and model of meteorite; from Allen County, Kentucky. 
(Exchange. ) 

WarvD & HOWELL, Rochester, New York. 18650. '87. (xv1) 

TURKEY-BUZZARD, Cathartes aura, in the flesh. 

GEORGE MarsHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 18651. ’87. (v, <A) 
Fossits; from Kealagvik Bay, Alaska. 

EDWIN KE. HOWELL, Rochester, New York. 18652. ’87. (x1II, Cc) 

BapGeEs; from World’s Exposition at New Orleans. 

Henry Horan, U.S. National Museum. 18653. ’87. (1) 
YELLOW-TAIL Fisw, Ochyurus chrysurus. 

“Srias STEARNS, Pensacola, Florida. 18654. ’87. (VII) 

MIXTURE of limestone and slate; for examination. 

W. C. Hate, Austin’s Springs, Tennessee. 18655. ’'87. (XviIt) 

QuUARTO VOLUME of “‘ Regulations for the Uniform and Dress of the Navy and Marine 

Corps of the United States.” Printed for the Navy, 1852. 
F. W. True, U.S. National Museum. 18656. ’87. (1) 

Rup ARTILLERY BLANKET. (Purchased.) 

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT, U.S. Army. 18657. 787. (11, A) 
RED-TAILED Hawk, Buieo borealis, juv. 

JAMES P. STABLER, Laurel, Maryland. 18658. ’87. (x1r) 
POINTER DOG, Canis familiaris. 

THoMAS Marron, U.S. National Museum. 18659. ’87. (x11) 

WESTERN FIELD SPARROW, Spizella pusilla arenacea (2 specimens). 

WILLIAM LoyD, Paint Rock, Concho County, Texas. 18660. ’87. (v, A) 

CINCINNATI FOSSILS: 

Cincinnati formation: Dystactospongia insolens, Miller; Pasceolus claudii, Miller ; 

P. darwini, Miller; Pattersonia dificilis, Miller; Monticulipora dawsoni, Nichol- 

son; M. parvonia, D’Orbigny; M. parvonia (photograph) ; Stromatoceriwm rich- 

mondense, Miller; Lichenocrinus affinis, Miller; Glyptocrinus angularis, M. and D. ; 

Lepadocrinus moorit, Meek; Helopora harrisi; Orthis Ella, Hall; O. insculpta, 

Hall; Cyclonema cincinnatense, Miller; Bellerophon mohri, Miller; Cypricardites 

Hainesi, Miller; Orthciesma nicholboroughi, Whit.; Crania socialis, Ulrich; Lin- 

gula norwoodi, James; Spirorbis cincinnatiensis, M.and D.; Annelid jaws; Trilo- 

bite tracks; Plumulites jamesi, H. and W., and photographs; 84 specimens. 

CHAR LzEs L. FasBer, Cincinnati, Ohio. 18661. ’87. (x1, aA) 

BLUE-SPOTTED SUNFISH ; for examination. 
Capt. H. Cariey, Second Infantry, U. S. Army, Fort Omaha, Nebraska, 
18662. ’87. (vm) 
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Nest of Pipilo erythrophthalmus alleni, from St. Helena Island, South Carolina, New 

to. Museum collection. 

WILI4AM BREWSTER, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 18663. ’87. (Vv, B) 

Pig Iron; for examination. 

Dr. G. A. SWANN, Decatur, Texas. 18664. ’87. (XVIII) 

CraB, Callianassa Stimpsoni; for examination. 

GEORGE A. LEwis, Wickford, Rhode Island. 18665. ’87. (x1) 

Birrvs: Towhee, Pipilo erythrophthalmus; Rusty Blackbird, Scolecophagus carolinus; 

Tufted Titmouse, Parus bicolor; Fox-colored Sparrow, Paserella iliaca; and Song 

Sparrow, Melospiza fasciata; for examination. 

L, O. Pinpar, Hickman, Kentucky. 18666. ’87. (x1) 

VESUVIANITE with calcite and quartz; altered meteoric iron (returned), and sodalite 

(9 specimens); for examination. 

GEORGE F. Kunz, Hoboken, New Jersey. 18667. ’87. (XVI) 

MINERAL; for examination. 

Mrs. JOHN Gites, Lowell, Michigan. 18668. ’87. (xv1) 

“ARCTIC COTTON” used by Eskimo for making lamp-wicks. 

Capt. J. O. Spicer, Groton, Connecticut. 18669. ’87. (II, A) 

COPPER COINS, copper one-mill, 1866; copper one-cent, 1880; brass one-cash (2). 

Emperor Kang Hsi, 1661-1722; brass one-cash, Emperor Shun Chih, 1644-1661. 

J. V. Lercy,U.S. National Museum. 18670. ’87. () 

CoMMON SEAL, Phoca vitulina. 

U. S. Fis Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. (Through Vinal N. Ed- 

wards.) 18671. ’87. (iV) 

WHITEFISH, Coregonus clupetformis. 

FRANK N. Cuark, Northville, Michigan. 18672. ’87. (viz) 

GRAY HAGLE, Halictus leucocephalus, from Fauquier County, Virginia. 
P. ORD, Washington, District of Columbia. 18673. ’87. (xIr) 

EVENING GROSBEAK, Hesperiphona vespertina. 

Epwarp A. CoLBy, Chicago, Illinois. 18674. ’87. (Vv, A) 

MANGANESE ORE and iron ore (hematite). 
B. A. HELTON, Hazel Spring, Virginia. 18675. ’87. (XVI) 

DAMOURITE pseudomorph after chiastolite, from Rochester, New Hampshire. 

JOHN I. Lecro, New Britain, Connecticut. 18676. ’87. (XVI) 

Fis, Ophichthys retropinnis; from Pensacola, Florida. 

C. H. EIGENMANN, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. 18677. 787. 

(VIL) 

Insects: Pachylomerus carabivorus Atk., nest and specimen; Myrmekiaphila foliata 

Atk., and Midivalvata marati Atk. 
Prof. GEORGE F. ATKINSON, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 18678. ’87. (x) 

Merpat Mo ps (42), plaster casts of medals (5), metal casts of medals (71), metal 

coin molds (300), original medals (3), and 2 certificates of membership of Joseph 

Saxton in Franklin Institute and American Philosophical Society of Philadel- 

phia. (Deposited.) 

J. S. PENDLETON, Washington, District of Columbia. 18679. 787. (1) 

PARASITES, Limothrips sp., found on Richardia wthiopica; for examination. 

James N. BisHop, Plainville, Connecticut. 18680. ’87. (xX) 

GARNET PEBBLES (8), and garnet in quartzose schist; from Atlantic City, Wyoming. 

Col. J. STEVENSON, Bureau of Ethnology. 18681. ’87. (xvi) 

BuG, Convilinus, probably an immature sanguisirga; for examination. 

Dr. JouNn H. Lacy, Clifton, Arizona. 18682. ’87. (x) 

RED SQuirRREL, from Africa (?). 
CHARLES B. Cory, Boston, Massachusetts. 18683. ’87. (IV) 

BLACK-FOOTED PENGUIN, Spheniscus demersus (skeleton). 

Dr. J. W. SPENGEL, Bremen, Germany. (Purchased.) 18684, ’87, (XI) 
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RurFreD Grouse, Bonasa umbellus (mounted). (Exchange.) 
Henry MArsHati, Laurel, Maryland. 18685. ’87. (v,A) 

HARBOR SEAL, Phoca vitulina. 

U. S. Fish Commission, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 18686. ’87. (1v) 

Fiser; for examination. 

Dr. G. P. SARGEANT, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. 18687. ’87. (1) 

Brick, from the house in which Washington was born. 

Harry C. Given, Washington, District of Columbia. 18688. ’87. (2, 

ENGRAVINGS, ‘‘The Battle near Bergen,” and ‘‘The Siege of Groningen,” 1664. 

(Deposited. ) 

J. S. PENDLETON, Washington, District of Columbia. 18689. ’37. (1, A) 

CANARY, Serinus canariensis. 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18690. ’87. (xm) 

CopFisuH, Gadus ogac, freak; with one anal fin of 38 rays instead of two separate 

anals; for examination. 

Capt. J. W. Couiins, U. 8. National Museum. 18691. ’87. (vil) 
IMPURE KAOLIN; for examination. 

C. M. WEYMAN, Daggett, California. 18692. ’87. (xXv1) 

Casts of African and other typical heads (26). (Purchased.) 

_MustEe pu TROCADERO, Paris, France. (Through Dr. E.Hamy.) 18693. 87. 

(II, A) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS, from Africa, Oceania, Asia, and America (151.) 

Mus&E Du TROCADERO, Paris, France. (Through Dr.E.Hamy.) 18694. ’87. 

(11, A) 

CaT SQUIRREL, Bassaris astuta. 

CHARLES RuBY, Fort Apache, Arizona. 18695. ’87. (iv) 

Fossins: Crinoid stem (Carboniferous ?), Spirifera camerata, and Streptorhynchus cre- 

nistria (3 specimens). 

CHARLES RuBY, Fort Apache, Arizona. 18695. ’87. (XIII, A) 

ZINC BLENDE; for examination. 

HENRY Ross, Elm Valley, Rush County, Kansas. 18696. ’87. (xvt) 

GRAVEL cemented by a ferruginous substance ; for examination. 

ALEXANDER KUHN & Co., Vicksburg, Mississippi. 18697. ’87. (Xvi) 

SHELL CONGLOMERATE, found 5 feet under water in Chesapeake Bay, near rortress 

Monroe. 

F. J. GIACCHETTI, Fortress Monroe, Virginia. 18698. ’87. (xvil) 

Quartz CRYSTAL with flattened termination; quartz crystals interpenetrated ; and 

quartz crystals with implanted crystal. 

CHARLES F. BRowN, Hot Springs, Arkansas. 18699. ’87. (XvI) 

METALLIC IRON, found 150 feet below the surface; for examination. 

Dr. G. A. Swann, Decatur, Texas. 18700. ’87. (xvi) 

SHORT-EARED OWL, Asio accipitrinus. 

T, E. SKINNER, Smithsonian Institution. 18701. ’87. (x11) 

SHELLS, Helix Cumberlandiana ; for examination. 

EK. E. Jonrs, Sewanee, Tennessee. 18702. ’87. (1X) 

BARNACLES, found attached to a wreck at Payta, Peru, 1886. 

W. C. Baxscock, lieutenant, U.S. Navy, U. 8. Flagship Hartford. 18703. ’87. 

(x1) 
“ RED-FISH” or ‘‘ FAT-HEAD”, Pimelometopon pulcher Ayres. 

Lieut. W.C. Bascock, U.S. Navy. 18703. ’87. (vit) 

ARIZONA JUNCO, Junco cinereus palliatus (skin). 
F, STEPHENS, San Bernardino, California. 18704. ’87. (v, A) 

MINERALS 

JoHN W. LANGDALE, Tacoma Station, District of Columbia. 18705. 87. (XVI) 
MINERALS; for examination. 

J. A. Five, Resaca, Georgia, (Hon. J. C. Clements.) 18706. ’87. (xvii) 
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KAo.tn; for examination. 

Dr. WILLIS E. EVERETTE, Portland, Oregon. 18707. ’87. (xviir) 

METEORIC IRON, from Orange River, Africa. (Exchange.) 

AMHERST COLLEGE, Amherst, Massachusetts. 18708. ’387. (XvtI) 

SELENITE; for examination. i 

C. J. Perkins, Paggett, San Bernardino County, California. 18709. ‘37. 
(XVI) 

SPELTER, or metallic zinc. 
A. J. ROWLAND, Falkner, Mississippi. (Through Hon. J. B. Morgan.) 18710. 

737. - (XVIII) 

GREY SQUIRREL, Sciurus carolinensis (albino). 

H. J. GirrorD, Washington, District of Columbia. 18711. ’87. (Iv) 

Canaky, ‘“‘half cinnamon” variety. 

W. C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Museum. 18712. ’87. (Vv, A) 

Birps’ Eas: Buteo latissimus (3), Anas obscura (6), Aix sponsa (8). 
G. A. BOARDMAN, Calais, Maine. 18713. ’87. (Vv, B) 

SMALL-MOUTHED Bxiack Bass, Micropterus dolemiei; for examination. 

H. H. RorrakeEn, State Fish Commission, Little Rock, Arkansas. 18714. ’87. 

(VII) 

BIRD-SKINS. 

Henry K. Coats, Chicago, Illinois. 18715.- 787. (v, A) 
FOSSILS. 

Prof. I. ConDON, Eugene, Oregon. 18716. ’87. (XIII, B) 

STURGEON Hooks, Chinese; found in San Pablo Bay, 20 miles north of San Francisco. 

R. H. BUCKINGHAM, Fish Commissioner of the State of California, Sacramento, 

California. 18717. ’87. (1) 

INDIAN POTTERY (three specimens). 

J. K. Watson, Shorter’s Depot, Mason County, Alabama. 18718. ’87. (11, B) 

TOMAHAWK, clay pipe, three arrow-heads, and four stone implements. All of the 

specimens of this accession were washed up by the floods on the Tallapoosa River. 

(Purchased). 

J. K. Watson, Shorter’s Depot, Mason County, Alabama. 18718. ’87. (11) 

FELDSPAR. 
G. M. EpMONSTON, Milton, Iowa. 18719. ’87. (xv1) 

WOODEN SHOES, Similar to those worn in Minnesota by the Swedes and Norwegians. 

REUBEN WRIGHT, Clifton Station, Virginia. 18720. ’87. (iI, A) 

VIRGINIA DEER, Cariacus virginianus ; from Titus County, Texas. 
REUBEN WRIGHT, Clifton Station, Virginia. 18720. ’57. (x11) 

Rocks. 
JouHN N. ATwoop, Keeseville, New York. 18721. ’87. (xXvI1) 

CoRALS: Diploria, Meandrina, Porites clavaria, Madracis, Mycedium fragile, Isophyllia 

dipsacea, Millepora olicornis, Occulina diffusa, O. varicosa, O. valenciennesii, and 

Gorgonide (266 specimens); from Bermuda. 

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, Middletown, Connecticut. 18722. ’87. (x1) 

INDIAN Foops; from Mexico. ; 

Dr. E. PALMER, Washington, District of Columbia. 18723. ’87. (1) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS (9); from Jalisco and Guadalajara, Mexico. Also terra-cotta 

' figures. . : 

Dr. E. PALMER, Washington, District of Columbia. 18723. ’87. (11, A) 

POTTERY, ancient and modern; from Mexico. 

Dr. E. PaALmMer, Washington, District of Columbia. 16723. ’87. (11, B) 

Materia Mepica; from Mexico. : 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, Washington, District of Columbia. 18723. ’87. (1) 

Rocks; from Mexico. 

Dr. Epwarp PALMER, Washington, District of Columbia. 18723. ’87. (xvm) 

ee 
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PLants; from Mexico. A very valuable collection. 
Dr. EDWARD PaLMER, Washington, District of Columbia. 18723. ’87. (xv) 

ARCHEOLOGICAL OBJECTS: 3 obsidian nuclei, 4 obsidian chips, 2 very large obsidian 

knives, 6 worked obsidian flakes, 20 obsidian arrow-heads, 7 flint arrow-heads, 2 

obsidian ornaments, stone chisel, 2 stone axes, metate, small mortar, rubbing or 

grinding stone, 2 stone carvings, and ornamented clay bead.. (47 specimens.) 

Dr. Epwarp Pater, Washington, District of Columbia. 18723. ’87. (11) 
CONGLOMERATE of siliceous pebbles with ferrugineous cement; for examination. 

Francois B. Perry, Greenfield Hill, Connecticut. 18724. ’87. (xviz) 

MEXICAN PLANTs. ! ; 
C. G. PRINGLE, Charlotte, Vermont. 18725. ’87. (xv) 

FRACTIONAL PAPER CURRENCY, three-cents, 1863. 

T. B. Howe, Pataskola, Licking County, Ohio. 18726. ’87. (1) 
TRON Pyritss, and Brown Iron Ore; for examination. : 

B. A. HELTON, Hazel Spring, Virginia. 18727. ’87. (xv1) 

Rock, apparently from a decomposed granite vein, containing a feldspar, mica, and 

obseure constituent; for examination. 

Hon. T. D. JOHNSTON, House of Representatives. 18728. ’87. (xv1) 

MANGANESE ORE containing 0.365 per cent. phosphorus; for examination. 

Hon. A. H. PETTIBONE, House of Representatives. 18729. ’87. (xvuIr) 
BirRD-skINS,* from Sonora, Mexico. 

Lieut. H. C. Benson, U. 8. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 18730. ’87. (Vv, v) 
EGGs (3), of Melospiza fasciata fallax, from Arizona. 

R. G. WHEELER, Alameda, California. 18731. ’87. (v,B) 

CANARY, Serinus canariensis. 

WILLIAM C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Museum. 18732. ’87. (x1) 
BIRD-SKINS, 7 specimens in exchange, and 28 specimens presented. 

ERNEST E. THomMpsoN, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 18733. ’87. (v, A) 

BRONZED GRACKLE, Quiscalus quiscula cneus, from Prince George’s County, Maryland. 

FRED. ZELLER, Washington, District of Columbia. 18734. ’87. (Vv, A) 

CLINTON AND ORISKANY FossiLs: Scolithus sp.; Spirifera arenosa, Conrad; 8. arrecta, 

Hall; Orthissp. (?); Platyceras magnificum, Hall; Pterinea sp, (?). (22 specimens. ) 

U. S. GEoLoGicaL Survey, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through C. 
D. Walcott.) 18735. ’87. (1) 

Knurn found embedded in the flesh of a cod-fish. 
Capt. JOHN Q. GETCHELL, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 18736. ’87. (1) 

MATERIAL taken from flesh of cod-fish. 
Capt. DoNALD BEATON, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 18737. ’87. (1) 

CANARY, Serinus canariensis. 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18738. ’87. (x1I) 
TRON PyRITES; for examination : 

H, J. Gram, Moline, Texas. 18739. ’87. (XVIII) 

PHOTOGRAPHS of the Nushegak River scenery, and lakes of Alaskan Peninsula 
(64.) (Purchased.) 

HENRY D. WOOLFE, San Francisco. 18740. ’87. (1,4) 

SuREW, Blarina talpoides, in the flesh; for examination. 

AMBROSE PAGE, Salem, Roanoke County, Virginia. 18741. ’87. (iv) 

QuARTZ, with sulphide of iron (pyrites) and sulphide of lead (galena); for examina- 
tion. 

A. BARKLEY, Eastman, Mississippi. 18742. ’87. (xvuqzt) 

GUN FLINT, illustrating its manufacture at Brandon, England. (Exchange.) 
EpwarD LOVETT, Outram Road, Croydon, England. .18743. ’87. (a1, A) 

Vo.tcanic Dust. 
HENRY ZAHN, Denver, Colorado. 18744. ’87. (xvi) 

“ See Proceedings, U.S. National Museum, Vol. 10, p. 148, 
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Dory (model), used in the vicinity of Martha’s Vineyard for setting drag seines; 
built in 1875. 

CHARLES GIFFORD, Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts. (Through Capt. J. W. 
Collins.) 18745. ’87. (1) 

GALVANIZED FIsH HOOKS (4). 

Capt. J. W. CoLLins, Washington, District of Columbia. 18746. ’87. (1) 

FRAGMENT of Somerset, British man-of-war, wrecked on Peaked Hill Bar in 1772. 

Capt. JOHN Q. GETCHELL, Gloucester, Massachusetts. (Through Capt. J. W. 

Collins.) 18747. ’87. (1) 

GRIVET MONKEY, Cercopithecus sabeus. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

18748. ‘87. (IV) 

Brick from wall of China. 
General A. C. Jonss, U. S. consul, Chin-Kiang, China. 18749. ’87. (1) 

“‘NapE BONE HOOK,” used in the preparation of boneless cod. 

Capt. GEORGE MERCHANT, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 18750. ’87. (1) 

GUINEA Pic, Cavia aperea. 
Louis ScHMID & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18751. ’87. (xv) 

MOLE CRICKET, belonging to the order Orthoptera; for examination. 

Dr. D. M. Bute, Burgaw, North Cavolina. 18752. ’87. (x) 

Fossiz OYSTER, Ostrea selleformis. 

JOHN D. BARTLETT, Washington, District of Columbia. 18753. ’87. (1x) 

MAHOGANY CASE, containing three guns. (Lent.) 

JOSEPH 8. PENDLETON, Washington, District of Columbia. 18754. ’87. (II, A) 

TERTIARY Fossits, (HExchange.) 

8. H. Drew, Wanganui, New Zealand. 18755. ’87. (x) 

OBSIDIAN FLAKES (43), chert flakes (32), bone and shell-fish hook, cast of jade orna- 

ment, and eleven fragments of Moa bones. (Exchange.) 

S. H. DREw, Wanganui, New Zealand. 18755. ’87. (iI) 

GLOBE-FISH, Tetrodon richei. (Hxchange.) 

8S. H. Drew, Wanganui, New Zealand. 18755. ’87. (vil) 

COPPER SPEAR-HEAD. (Purchased.) 

W. W. ADAMS, Mapleton, Cayuga County, New York. 18756. ’87. (11) 

YounG DEER, Cariacus sp.; from British Honduras (?). 
W. A. CONKLIN, Central Park Menagerie, New York. 18757. ’87. (IV) 

. TASMANIAN WOLF, Thylacinus cynocephalus ; Wombat, Phascolomys wombat (two spe- 

cimens), and “Tasmanian Devil,” Dasyurus ursinus (two specimens). 

BALLARAT FisH ACCLIMATIZATION SocIeTY, Victoria, Tasmania. (Through 

New South Wales Zoological Society.) 18758. ’87. (iv) 

Birps’ Eaas,* Sitta pygmea (4 sets, 25 eggs); Corvus cryptoleucus (2 sets, 8 eggs); Co- 

lumba fasciata (3 sets, 5eggs) ; Aphelocoma sieberit arizone (1set, 5 eggs) ; Tyrannus 

vociferans (1 set, 3 eggs); Urubitinga anthracina (1 egg). 

Lieut. Harry C. Benson, U. 8S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 18759, ’87 

(v, B) 
Ore; for examination. 

C. J. Brown, Elmira, New York. 18760. ’87. (xvi) 

FLAKE CorRzE, from Montgomery County, North Carolina. 

WILLIAM H. SMEATON, New York City. 18761. ’87. (11) 

HEMATITE IRON ORE; for examination. 

L. H. Lezeost, Evanston, Wyoming. 18762. ’87. (XVI) 
METALLIC PARTICLES containing iron, silica, and carbon, strongly magnetic; for 

examination. 
Dr. G. A. SWANN, Decatur, Texas. 18763. ’87. (XvI) 

BirDs (five specimens). 

Dr. L. StesnnGER, U.S. National Museum. 18764. ’87. (Vv, A) 

. 

* See Proceedings U.S. National Museum, Vol. 10, p. 551. 
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Birps from India and western Africa (34 specimens). 
H. K. Coats, Chicago, Illinois. 18765. ’87. (vV, A) 

“SPINNER,” Altacus cercropia ; for examination. 

GroRGE T. BARTLETT, Wilmington, Delaware. 18766. ’87. (X) 
Wax IMPRESSIONS of a coin. 

Miss Mary CoLtins, Dorchester, Massachusetts. 18767. ’87. (1) 

HuMAN SKULLS (6), lower jaws (6), upper jaw; from mound and graves in Schuyler 

and Kane Counties, Illinois. 

Mrs. ABNER FOSTER, Bardstown, Illinois. 18768. 787. (111) 

Box made of a portion of the heart of the ‘Signal Tree” on Allatoona Mountain, 

Georgia. 

JosEPH M. Brown, Atlanta, Georgia. 18769. ’87. (1) 

Rock; for examination. 
RICHARD BENNETT, Whitcomb, Arkansas. 18770. ’87. (XVIII) 

ENGLISH ENGRAVINGS (1742~50): “‘ Voyage to Siam performed by six Jesuits,” Lon- 

don, 1688; and “‘ Vegetable Statics,” 8. Hales, London, 1731. (Deposited.) 

J. S. PENDLETON, Washington, District of Columbia. 18771. ’37. (iI, A) 

RED-TAILED HAWK, Buteo borealis (4 specimens). 

Dr. A. K. FisHer, Washington, District of Columbia. 18772. ’87. (xII) 

STONE resembling a calf’s head. (Returned.) 
W. G. McApoo, Knoxville, Tennessee. 18773. 787. 

FOossILs (small collection). 

MusEUM oF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 18774. 787. 

(XIII, A) 

Fox Sparrow, Passerella iliaca, and a goldfinch, Carduelis carduelis. 

W. C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Museum. 18775. ’37. (V, A) 

Pic IRON. 
C. CoFrFIN, Muirkirk, Prince George’s County, Maryland. 18776. ’87. (XVIII) 

Ore, from Beaver Head County, Montana. 
HENRY GarRETT, Dillon, Montana. 18777. ’87. (XVIII) 

LIGNITE and clay; for examination. 

J. H. Mead, Palestine, Texas. 18778. ’87. (XVIIL) 

Birps (12 specimens). 

DENIS GALE, Gold Hill, Colorado. 18779. ’87. (Vv, B) 

Birps’ Eeas: Megascops asio maxwellie (4), Dryobates villosus harrisii (4), Mimus poly- 

glottos (4), Sitta carolinensis aculeata (5), and Harporhynchus rufus (5). 

DENIS GALE, Gold Hill, Colorado. 18779. ’87. (Vv, B) 

BIRD-SKINS; for examination. (Returned.) 

GEORGE B. SENNETT, New York City. 18780. ’87. (v, A) 
QUARIZ CRYSTAL; for examination. 

f JAMES A. MULLIN, Ruston, Lincoln Parish, Louisiana. 18781. ’87. (xvr) 

POTSDAM QUARTZITE, with ripple marks (2 slabs); from Keeseville, New York. 

CHARLES D. WaxtcorTT, U. 8. Geological Survey. 18782. ’87. (xvi) 

Fox Sparrow, Passerella iliaca. 

Rk. C. StevART, U.S. National Museum. 18783. ’87. (v, A) 

Pupa of Sphinx carolina, and pupa of a noctuid, dried and broken. 

Dr. D. M. Buin, Burgaw, North Carolina. 18784. ’87. (xX) - 

_ SHELLS, Patula cwmberlandiana Lea (2 specimens). 

W. P. Ryper, Upper Marlborough, Maryland. (Through W. H. Dall.) 18785. 
87. (IX) : ; 

“AXOLOTL”, Amblystoma mavortium (larva); for examination. 

S. D. Karus, Deuel, Colorado. 18786. ’87. (v1) 

PHYLLOPOD CRUSTACEAN, Opus sp.; for examination. 

S. D. Karus, Deuel, Colorado. 18786. ’87. (x1) 

SoiL; for examination. 
Dr. D, M. Bute, Burgaw, North Carolina. 18787. ’87. (xvi1) 
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LARVA of an Anthrenus or Dermesies (broken skin); for examination. 

A. EK. THomas, Bellmore, Indiana. 18788. ’87. (x) 

Lime of spruce tree, the outer surface covered with a limy substance; for examination 

JOHN FANNIN, Victoria, British Columbia. 18789. ’87. (xv) 
PLANT, Malva (?) sp.; for examination. 

Mrs. C. V. S. HACHENBERG, Austin, Texas. 18790. ’37. (Xv) 

GALENA; for examination. 

WILLIAM H. BapGErR, Hickman, Kentucky. 18791. ’87. (xvi) 

MINERALS (20 specimens); from Sterling Iron Mine. (Exchange.) 

R. S. HopGer, Antwerp, New York. 18792. ’87. (xvi) 

CRYSTALLIZED MUSCOVITE (2 specimens), and crystallized muscovite, rutile, and cal- 

cite, (2 specimens); from Alexander County, North Carolina. 

W. E. HippEN, Newark, New Jersey. 18793. ’87. (XVI) 

BLACK-FISH (2 specimens.) (Skeletons.) 

A. J. AUSTIN, Keeper, Poyner’s Hill Life-Saving Station, North Carolina. 

18794. ’87. (x1) 

Fogsit TEETH, tusk, and bones. 

JamEes W. RoGAn, Rogersville, Tennessee. 18795. ’87. (XII) 

CALIFORNIA WOODPECKER, Melanerpes formicivorus bairdi; from Camp Lowell, 

Arizona. 

F. STEPHENS, San Bernardino, California. 18796. ’87. (v,A) 

Gay-Lussite, from Ragtown, Nevada. 
I. C. Russe, U. 8. Geological Survey. 18797. ’87. (Xvi) 

AUDUBON’S SHEARWATER, Pufinus auduboni; from the Bahamas (2 specimens). 

(Exchange.) 

C. J. MaynarD & Co., Boston, Massachusetts. 18798. ’87. (Vv,A) 

Bat, Atalapha cinerea, var. grayi; from Buenos Ayres. 

British MusEuM, London, England. 18799. ’87. (iv) 

CALIFORNIA VALLEY QUAIL. 
GuSTAV EISEN, Fresno, California. 18800. ’87. (Vv, A) 

MEDALS and badges of societies, expositions, and historical events (190 specimens). 

W. H. WARNER & Bro., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 18801. ’87. (1) 

Birps’ NEsSTs AND Ea@s: Blue Yellow-back Warbler (4 eggs and 2 nests); Redstart (3 

eggs and 2 nests); Maryland Yellow-throat (3 eggs and 1 nest); Golden-crowned 

Thrush (2 eggs and 1 nest); Hermit Thrush (7 eggs and 1 nest); Barn Swallow (3 

eggs); oe Bunting (1 egg); Song Sparrow (4 eggs aud 2 nests); Screech Owl (5 

eggs); Belted Kingfisher (7 eggs); Red-wing Blackbird (4 eggs and 1 nest); Pur- 

ple Grackle (5 eggs and 2 nests); Yellow-shafted Flicker (13 eggs); Catbird (3 

eggs and 1 nest); King-bird (1 nest); Mandarin Duck (2 eggs). 

Vina N. Epwarps, Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 18802. ’87. (v,B) 

BLAcK SwAn, Chen pis atrata. — 
W. A. CONKLIN, Central Park Menagerie, New York City. 18803. ’87. (vV, A) 

Eaes of Larus franklinii (1 set of 3 eggs), from Heron Lake, Minnesota. 

J. PARKER NoRRIS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 18804. ’87. (Vv, B) 

RED-TAILED Hawk, Buteo borealis, and Red shouldered Hawk, B. lineatus (2 speci- 

mens each), from Montgomery County, Maryland. 

A. K. Fisaer, Department of Agriculture. 18805. ’87. (xIz) 

SHREWS, Sorex vagrans (4 specimens). 

Dr. J. C. MeRRILL, U. S. Army, Fort Klamath, Oregon. 18806. ’87. (IV) 

CoprERr COIN issued by Austria for use in Flanders, 1684. 

CHARLES F. Bittopr, Washington, District of Columbia. 18807. ’87. (1) 

INDIAN ARROW-HEADS and spear-heads (206). 

Cuar_es A. HARRINGTON, Vinitaville, Virginia. 18808. ’87 (III) 

WORMS FROM THE INTESTINE OF A SEAL. 
U.S. Fisu Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through Vinal N. 

Edwards.) 18809. ’87. (x1) 
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Lice, from seals. 

U.S. Fish Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. 18809. ’87. (x) 

GREEN TURQUOISE, from Los Cerillos, New Mexico. 

W.C. GREGORY, Cincinnati, Ohio. 18810. ’87. (xvr) 
“TIGER EYE,” from Orange River, South Africa. 

Henry Horan, U.S. National Museum. 18811. ’87. (xv1) 
SHOEMAKING MATERIALS, such as are used by the Navajo Indian shoemakers. 

-W.M. STEPHEN, Keam’s Cafion, Arizona. 18812. ’87. (11, A) 
_ SILVER Coin, di-drachma, of Syracuse, Sicily, about 410 to 450 B.C. 

H. WEIDENBACH, Washington, District of Columbia. 18813. ’87. (I) 

TW0O-DOLLAR Bix of Farmers’ Exchange Bank, Gloucester, Rhode Island, November 

' 4, 1800; and two silver coins, 5 cents and 10 cents, of Danish West Indies. 

W.C. GREGORY, Cincinnati, Ohio. 18814. ’87. (1) 

DIAMOND BRILLIANTS (106), weight 4.23 orams, and 27 diamond chips, not weighed, 

total about 21 carats; 148 perforated pearls, weight 35.88 grams, and 2 large pear- 

shaped pearls, weight 2.98 grams. (Presented to the United States Government 

-by the Imaum of Muscat in 1840.) 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Washington, District of Columbia. 18815. ’87. (xv1) 

GoLp PLATE, inside lining of snuff-box; silk cord and tassel; gold ornament. and 

two lumps of gold. (Presented to the United States Government by the Imaum 

of Muscat in 1840.) 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Washington, District of Columbia. 18815. ’87. (xvutt) 

ATTAR OF ROSES (1 bottle, sealed). (Presented to the United States Government, in 

1840, by the Imaum of Muscat.) é 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Washington, District of Columbia. 18815. ’87. (1) 
BALD EAGLE, Haliwtus lewcocephalus (skeleton). 

T. J. POYNER, Poplar Branch, North Carolina. 18816. ’87. (x11) 

GOLDFINCH, Carduelis carduelis (skeleton). 

Louts Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18817. ’87. (x1z) 
Fossiis, Bolboporiies americanus, from the Chazy formation, Terrebonne, Canada. 

EDWARD ARDLEY, Peter Redpath Museum, Montreal, Canada. 18818. ’87. 
(XIII, A) 

COPPER ORE and black quartz; for analysis. 

B. A. HELTON, Hazel Spring, Virginia. 18819. ’87. (xvi) 
COLEOPTERA. : 

Rev. F. GARDNER, Jr., Sioux Falls, Dakota. 18820. '87. (x) 

ORIGINAL PLATE of ‘‘Ariadne,” engraved by A. B. Durand; a very fine specimen of 
line engraving. 

JOHN DuRAND, South Orange, New Jersey. 18821. ’87. (1) 

PIERCED TABLET and a broken boat-shaped implement ; for examination. 

LAFAYETTE Farris, Princetown, Highland County, Ohio. 18822. ’87. (111) 
BaRITE; for examination. 

Dr. J. W. PEARSON, Colorado, Texas. 18823. ’87. (xvi) 
JET of inferior quality ; for examination. 

Dr. J. W. PEARSON, Colorado, Texas. 18823. ’87. (XVIII) 
SELENITE; for examination. 

Hon. Toomas C. McRae, Pfescott, Arkansas. 18824. ’87. (xvr) 
HERONS, * Ardea wuerdemanni, from Cape Sable, Florida; for examination. (Returned. ) 

k. C. Stuart, Tampa, Florida. 18825. ’87. (v,A) 

CozBaLt and nickel ore. 

GEORGE LOVELOCK, Lovelock, Nevada. 18826. ’87. (xvum) 
ORE. 

W. H. Brcr, Washington, District of Columbia, 18827. ’87. (xvuir) 
INSECTS ; for study and comparison. 

iE. L. Graup, Brooklyn, New York. 18828. ’87. (x) 

“See Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. 10, p, L12: 
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BreEcH Woop, a curious malformation, resembling human head; for examination 

(Returned.) 

Dr. H. A. TINGLEY, Susquehanna, Pennsylvania. 18829. ’87. (xv) 

LIMoNnIrTE, from near Village Springs, Jefferson County, Alabama. i 

Frank Burns, U.S. Geological Survey. 18830. ’87. (xvt) 
MARINE SHELLS, 6 species, from Florida; for examination. 

Mrs. J. A. HENSHALL, Cynthiana, Kentucky. (Through W. H. Dall.) 18831. 

4Vin (28:6) : 

LAND AND FRESH-WATER SHELLS, 6 varieties ; from Texas and Louisiana. 

Harry E. PILspry, Davenport, Iowa. (Through W.H. Dall.) 18832. 787. 

(ix) ; 
LIGNiTE ; for examination. 

L. V. Marye, Alexandria, Louisiana. 18833. ’87. (XVIII) 

MANDARIN DUCKS, Aix galericulata ; from Wood’s Holl, Massachusetts. 

FRED. MATHER, Cold Spring Harbor, New York. 18834. ’87. (Vv,A) 

LIMONITE (probably pseudomorph after pyrite) in quartz; for examination. 

W. TEeRTSH LANDER, Williamston, South Carolina. 18835. ’87. (XVIII) 

Corns: Medal struck by French Government to commemorate the victories of the 

French army under Napoleon in Italy; Spanish silver coins; Grecian, Austrian, 

English and Danish West Indies, East Indian, and Japanese coins; for examina- 

tion. (Returned.) 

F. T. Bessac, Natchez, Mississippi. 18836. ’87. (1) 

Wiup-Turkny, Weleagris gallopavo, male. 

JAMES BELL, Gainesville, Florida. 18837. ’87. (Vv, 4A) 

MovEL of Pueblo Shamopavi, ancient province of Tusayan, Moki, Arizona; in ex- 

change for old model. 

BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington. 18838. ’87. (11, A) 

PuaNnt, Malva (2) sp.; for examination. 

Dr. O. EASTLAND, Wichita Falls, Texas, 18839. ’87. (xv) 

MICROSCOPIC SLIDE, containing what was supposed to be volcanic dust; for exami- 

nation. 

GEORGE H. CurTIS, Cincinnati, Ohio. 18840. ’87. (xvi) 

QUARTZ with particles of mica, and rock crystal and amethyst ; for examination. 

S. B. HENSHAW, Stanardsville, Virginia. 18841. ’87. (xvi) 

PORTION OF MANDIBLE of a fossil horse with three molar teeth in position; for ex- 

anination. 

TRAVIS Morss, Scott City, Kansas. 18842. ’87. (x1) 

UNITED STATES POSTAGE STAMPS, newspaper stamps, and wrappers, and stamped 

envelopes (170 specimens). 

Post-OFFIGE DEPARTMENT, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through A. 
D. Hazen, Third Assistant Postmaster-General.) 18843. ’87. (1) : 

Sparrow Hawk, Tinnunculus sparverius ; from Maryland. 

Dr. A. K. FisHer, Department of Agriculture, District of Columbia. 18844. 

Fev O-000) 
QUARTZ, apparently from a talcose schist ; for examination. 

LEONARD CONRAD, Stoutsville, Ohio. 18845.° ’87. (xvi) 

Raseit, Lepus callotis. 

Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 18846. 787. 

(X11) 
BLACK-FISH, Globiocephalus sp. (skeletons and cranium). 

Joun G. WEBB, Osprey, Florida. (Through Joseph Willcox.) 18847. ’87. (x1I) 

INSECTS, Cis nov. sp. (10 specimens). 

WILLIAM H. Crane, Cincinnati, Ohio. 18848. ’87. (x) 

Mup-risu or Bowfin, Amia calva L. (head); for examination. 

H, V. Norzky, Rosetta, Florida, 18849. ’87. (VII) 

: \ 
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ORES; for assay. 
Lieut. H. E. Nicnous, U.8. Navy. 18850. ’87. (xvi) i 

VIOLIN supposed to be a genuine ‘‘Stradivarius.” (Returned.) 

; H. M. ELuInGTon, Mineral Bluff, Georgia. 18851. ’87. (1) 

Box oF Toy FURNITURE. 

(Donor not known.) 18852. 787. (11) 

SPONGES, hydroids, etc. ; from Florida. 

U. S. GroLoaicaL Survey, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through W. 
H. Dall.) 18853. ’87. (x1) 

Fossiis and rocks; from Florida. 

U. 8. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through W. 
H. Dall.) 18853. ’87. (x1) 

METEORIC IRON (1 specimen) ; from Allen County, Kentucky. (Deposited.) 

CHARLES U. SHEPARD, Jr., Charleston, South Carolina. 18854. 787. (xvtI) 

YELLOW-QUARTZ SEAL; from Germany. (Deposited.) 

THOMAS WILSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 18855. ’87. (Xv1I) 

ORE; for examination. g 

Hon. J. T. MorGan, U.S. Senate... 18856. 787. (xv) 

FisuEes: Lepomis pallidus, Malthe cubifrons, Batrachus tau, and Paralichthys albigutta 
(5 specimens) ; also fish skull; from Florida. 

W. H. Dati, U.S. National Museum. 18857. ’87. (vit) 

MOLLUSKS and dry shells; from Charlotte.Harbor, Florida. 

W. 4H. Datu, U.S. National Museum. J8857. ’87. (Ix) 

Post-PLIOCENE ROCK containing Indian pottery; from Sarasota Bay, near Osprey, 

Florida. 

W. H. Dat, U.S. National Museum. 18857. ’87. (11,4) 

CRUSTACEA, radiates, ascidians, and sponges. 

W. H. Datu, U.S. National Museum. 18857. 787. (x1) 

SPIDERS: Gasteracantha rufospinosa. and Dioclus chryosorrhocus Fabr. a 

W. 4H. Datu, U. S. National Museum. 18857. ’87. (xX) 

CALCITE and iron pyrites; for examination. 

Capt. Jack Scott, Dallas, Texas. 18858. ’87. (XvI) 

BITUMINOUS CoaAL; for examination. 

8. D. Epwarpbs, Era, Idaho Territory. 18859. ’87. (xvii) 

Fossiz Corau: Striatopora, Cladopora, and Diphyphyllum ; also Spirifera pinonensis 

and Dalmanites meeki of the Devonian age; for examination. 

K. H. Rose, Eureka, Nevada. 18860. ’S7. (XIII, A) 

FERRUGINOUS CONCRETION OF SANDSTONE; for examination. 

PETER CAMERON, Sandy Hook, New Jersey. 15861. ’87. (xvuiIr) 

MAMMAL SKINS. (Purchased.) . 

F. STEPHENS, San Bernardino, California. 18862. ’87. (Iv) 

BIRD-SKINS (33 specimens). (Purchased.) 

F. SrepuHens, San Bernardino, California. 18862. ’87. (v,A) 
Casts (6) of depressions produced by grinding stone implements from the rock on 

which the depressions occur, at Middletown, Rhode Island. 

Epwarpb L. Hyp, Middleborough, Massachusetts. 18863. ’87. (111) 

LEGAL PARCHMENTS (34) and other papers in the Flemish language, fourteenth to 

eighteenth century; piece of amber; signet; 564 ancient Grecian and Roman 
coins; 179 modern coins; and 22 casts of portrait-medals. (Deposited.) 

THOMAS WILSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 18864. ’87. (1) 
WOOLEN BLANKET, worn by Navajo women. (Exchange.) 

Dr. WASHINGTON MaTTHEWs, U.S. A., Bureau of Ethnology. 18865. ’87. (11, A) 

Brass WARMING-PAN. 

JOSEPH PaLmeER, U.S. National Museum 18866. ’87. (1,4) 
REALGAR; for examination. 

C. G. TaLcoTt, assistant engineer, U.S, Navy. 18867. ’87. (1, 4) 
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ee a 
ARABIAN Harp, ‘‘kanoon.” (Exchange.) r 

Mrs. M. E. Brown, South Orange, New Jersey. 18868. ’87. (1) 

SULPHIDES in quartz; for examination. 

‘Srmon K. WorSTELL, Coronado, Wichita County, Kansas. 18869. ’o7. (xvii) 

Rock, apparently serpentine; for examination. 

CHARLES F. HAYWARD, Los Angeles, California. 18870. ’87. (xXvI) 

IRon PyRiTEs in quartz; for examination. 

A. H. Wess, Hazel Spring, Virginia. 18871. ’87. (xvi) 

CALCITE PAPER-WEIGHTS (2), from near Upper Soda Springs, Siskiyou County, Cali- 

fornia. : 

J.S. Dituer, U. 8. Geological Survey. 18872. ’87. (Xyv1) 

CRYSTALS, found in gray limestone. 
Dr. H. H. THoRPE, Liberty Hill, Texas. 18873. ’87. (xv1) 

Haiput, Hippoglossus hippoglossus L., having in its stomach a partly digested fresh- 

water catfish, Amiurus albidus; from Colonial Beach. (Purchased. ) 

R. A. GOLDEN, Washington, District of Columbia. 18874. ’87. (x11) 

RiBBoNn BavDGE of the ‘‘ Nullifiers,” or advocates of state rights, Charleston, South 

Carolina, 1832. = 

ST. JULIAN FILLETTE, Washington, District of Columbia. 18875. ’87. (1) 7 

GARNETS; for examination. (Purchased.) 

S. G. MAXWELL, Bluffton, Texas. 18876. ’87. (Xv1) 

FLANGED PLATE, showing the effect upon cast-iron of long-continued action of the 

products of combustion of anthracite coal. 

General M. C. Meigs, U. S. Army, Washington, District of Columbia. 18877. 

devia (OQ\a00) 

BaHAMA Cuckoo, Saurothera bahamensis ; for examination. 

W.T. McLrop, Nassau, Bahamas. 18878. ’87. (v,A) 

BIRD SKINS, 3 species, one (Accipiter fringilloides) new to the collection; 9 specimens. 

Dr. JOHN GUNDLACH, Fermina, Cuba. 18879. ’87. (v,A) 

C'ONCRETIONS. 
CHARLES RuBy, Fort Apache, Arizona. 18880. ’87. (XIII, A) 

- Fossizs: Arthrophycus harlani Conrad, Calamites, Graptolites, Sponge, Euomphalus, 

Ophileta compacta Salter, Chetetes, Orthoceras annulatum Sowerby, Knox dolomite, 

Maclurea (20 specimens). 

W.C. Bayess, Mossy Creek, Tennessee. 18881. ’87. (XIII, A) 

FossiLs: Orthis sp. (4 specimens) ; from Trenton formation, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

C. W. Hau, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 18882. ’87. 

(XI, A) 

AFRICAN PARAKEET. : 

Dr. W. W. GoODDING, Washington, District of Columbia. 18883. ’87. (Vv, A) 

PHOTOGRAPHS representing Lapland and Hufigarian customs (3). (Deposited.) 

Mrs. E. 8. Brinton, Washington, District of Columbia. 18884. ’87. (II, A) 

SILVER MEDALS (2) made for ornaments; for examination. | 

CHARLES KOHLER, Brick Church, New Jersey: 18885. ’87. (1) 

HORNET’s Nest, Vespa maculata L. : 

Hon. WapE Hampton, United States Senate. 18886. ’87. (x) 

Fossit Coraus; from Florida. 

Col. W. G. BARTHOLOMEW, Tampa, Florida. 18887. ’87. (XI) 
LIMONITE or brown hematite of good quality ; for examination. 

A. R. JOHNSON, Burnet, Texas. 18888. ’87. (XVIII) 

MARBLES AND GRANITE; for examination. 

A. R. JOHNSON, Burnet, Texas. 18888. ’87. (XVIZ) 

PHoToGRapus of Es-ta-yesht, sister of Mariana, chief of the Navajos, and Choli, 

nephew of Mariana. 

Dr. R. W. Suurerpr, U. S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 138889, 787, 
(II, A) : : 

— oe 

Sea 
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FisHes: Sea-herring, Clupea harengus (larval)?; Rockling, Onos cimbrius; Stickle- 

back, Gasterosteus gymnurus; Hake, Phycis sp.; and Pollock, Pollachius virens, 

taken from the mouth of a mackerel; for examination. 

Capt. WILLIAM HErRIck, Swan’s Island, Hancock County, Maine. 18890. ’87. 

(V11) 

Corrpopa; taken from the throat of a mackerel. 

Capt. WILLIAM HERRICK, Swan’s Island, Hancock County, Maine. 18890. 

87. (KI) 
Casts oF BoNE IMPLEMENTS AND CARVINGS. The originals were found in caves at 

La Madeleine, Laugerie (Haute et Basse), and Brumiquel. 

MuUSBE DE SAINT GERMAIN, Paris, France. 18891. ’87. (iI) 
HeEmatTITE IRON ORE; for examination. % 

I. E. Wetcu, Alpine, Alabama. 18892. 787. . (XVIII) 
ORES. 

FRED E. Lines, Albany, Oregon. 18893. ’87. (XVIII) 

WEATHERED ROCK. 
Donor not known. 18894. ’87. (XVII) 

BIRD SKELETON, Penelope superciliosa. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

18895. ’87. (X11) 
SULPHIDE oF IRON; for examination. 

Hon. H.S. VAN Eaton, Washington, District of Columbia. 18896. ’87. (xvIII) 

WROUGHT IRON (5 specimens), containing aluminum; for examination. 

Capt. A. A. Taomas, Washington, District of Columbia. 18897. ’87. (xvit1) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJEctTs: Shirt of chain mail, pair of gauntlets (plate and chain), pair 
of elaborately carved pattens, musical instrument with sounding-board of gourd, 

native fiddle and bow, brass drum with drumstick (?) of hide, two whistling ar- 

rows, stock of cross-bow, pair of elaborately ornamented and inlaid pattens, drum 

hollowed out of one piece of wood and covered with snake-skin, club and sago- 

beater of black wood (slightly damaged at the point), two long arrows without 
notches or feathers, paddle-shaped black-wood club, paddle with short and broad 

blade, two arrows, two poisoned arrows (human-bone points and hard-wood fore- 

shafts), two not poisoned, ;. ouch of leather (ornamented), pair of leather leggings, 

tomtom or drum of hammered copper, two assegais (one short for stabbing), two 

arrows, two iron-pointed arrows and two bone-pointed arrows used by Bushmen, 

fluted club of ebony, chief’s staff, two gourd bowls, two gourd spoons, wooden 

spoon used by peasants, and a cap of woven grass; from Persia, India, Japan, 

New Guinea, Solomon Islands, New Hebrides, New Zealand, Africa, Nubia, Rus- 
sia, Italy, and Central and South America. (Exchange.) 

CHARLES HxEAPE, Manchester, England. 18898. ’87. (11, A) 

BOMBYCID, Attacus cecropia Linn.; for examination. 

JOHN S. WEBB, Disputanta, Virginia. 18899. ’87. (x) 
CHINESE SUN-AND-MOON DIAL. 

Dr. D. BETHUNE McCarTEE, Washington, D.C. 18900. ’s7. (11,4) 

Rocks, from Europe. (Exchanged.) 

B. Sttrtz, Bonn, Prussia. 18901. ’87. (xXv1) 
Hawk, Accipiter cooperi (2 specimens). 

H. MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 18902, ’87. (v,A) 

RIBBON BADGE of Young Men’s Democratic Club of the District of Columbia. 
JoHN H. DoyLe, Washington, D.C. (Through P. L. Jouy.) 18903. ’87. (1) 

IMPURE HEMATITE, from North Carolina. 

Col. W. A. Nixon, Washington, District of Columbia. 18904. ’87. (xvim) 

SEED of the Blue and Salt Brush. Collected in Australia by H. C. Mais. 

JOSEPH S. SPINNEY, New York City. 18905. ’87. (xv) 

EaGs (2) of Syrnium nebulosum alleni, from Lee County, Texas. 

J. PARKER Norris, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 18906. ’87. (v,B) 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 2——43 
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INDIAN RELICS. (Purchased.) 

J. W. EMMERT, Bristol, Tennessee. 16907. ’87. (111) 

FossIL PLANT, Stigmaria fucoides (7). 

J. W. EMMERT, Bristol, Tennessee. 18907. ’87. (XIV) 

OBJECTS OF ART: Pair of antique bronze vases, modern bronze bowl, bronze candle- 
stick, pair of shoes, and pair of slippers, from Damascus; peasant’s traveling 

box, stolkjearee village cart (model), cariole (model), portrait (Christian IV, 

reigned from 1596 to 1648), peasant’s jackknife, carved wooden spoon, carved 

wooden jewel case, pair of white cotton knit gloves, pair of embroidered woolen 

gloves, peasant’s scarlet belt (five silver ornaments), forty-five photographs of 

costumes, doll (cosjume complete) from Norway; Swedish vase, from Sweden; 

blue shoe, russet slippers, two-stringed musical instrument, straw basket, brass 

tray, pair earthen pitchers, vase, and plate, from Tunis; glass jugs and goblets, 

from Bohemia; Hungarian porcelain jug, plate, cup and saucer, earthen pitcher, 

porcelain plate, blue porcelain cup and plate, gravy dish, from Hungary ; plate, 

representation of ancient ware and jug, from Switzerland; majolica pitcher and 

plate, figures of peasants coming to market eating, fisherman, fisherman seated, 

Capo de Monti vase, earthen lamp (Bacchus), copy of Etruscan lamp, from 

Italy ; earthen antique lamp, from excavated palace of Cesar; antique lamp, 

from Roman columbaria; antique lamp, modern Roman brass lamp, copy of 

Pompeian lamp, copy of two Pompeian bronze lamps, reproduction of catacomb 

lamp, copy of antique inkstand, Roman bronze; statuettes: Mercury of John 

of Bologna; marble base from tomb of Augustus; Remus and Romulus and the 

wolf; Roman chariot and horses; copy of antique biga in Vatican; pair of child- 

ren’s plaited rag shoes, from Northern Italy ; earthen lamp, from Joseph’s tomb, 

Syria; pair of wooden sandals, from the island of Rhodes; pair of red shoes, 
from Athens, Greece; set of Pan’s pipes, inkstand and pen-holder, from Cairo, 

Egypt; lace cap, straw bonnets, from Antwerp; German beer jug and bottle, from 

Vienna Exhibition; German and Italian peasants’ slippers; pair of Holland shoes ; 

reproduction of old French coffee-pot (two hundred years ago); double bottle; 

‘small nappy faience de Gien; enameled brass Byzantine prayer tablet ; tenth cen- 

tury ; silver prayer amulet, in constant use by members of the Greek church; small 
piece insertion, Russian peasant’s, from Moscow market, set Hungarian jewelry, 

one brooch and two ear-rings, copied from originals two hundred years old (in a 

case); silver brooch, design being the bow they place above a horse in harness, 

from Russia; silver filigree cup-holder and earthen cup, from silver bazar, Dam- 

ascus; silver bracelet, six coins set in filigree, from silver bazar, Damascus, 

Syria; silver filigree cross, from Genoa, Italy; silver amulet, from the mountains 
of Lebanon, supposed to be two hundred years oid; silver bracelet and neck- 

lace, from Roumania; silver chain with pendants of coins of Christian IV, 1617; 

and Christian V, 1654, pair gilt silver bangle rings, supposed to be two hundred 

years old, ancient silver brooch, silver filigree buttons, peasant’s coat, from Nor- 

way; silver ear-rings, from Cairo; silver necklace (chain work with forty-eight 

bangles), modern Egyptian, silver purse with sliding cover, from Egypt; pam- 

phlet: Funereal Discourse, Samuel Mather, D. D., of Boston, Massachusetts, 

printed 1738; books: ‘‘ Psalms and Hymns,” ‘ Discourse Concerning the Nature 

of Man,” 1694, ‘‘De Pace Regis,” Pulton, 1609, ‘‘ Exercitations on the Epistle to 

the Hebrews,” J. Owen, D. D., 1663, ‘‘Controversy upon the Catechism,” Andrew 

Willet, 1634; reproduction of a catacomb lamp of the fourth and fifth centuries; 

antique bronze Pompeian lamp; small unmounted photograph of the catacombs; 

Russian tea cloth; Russian toilet towel (legend, ‘‘A man can have gray hair but 
the devil in his heart”); toilet towel, bought at Smyrna ; and ancient oriental 

embroidery, part of a mantel cloth, from Constantinople; pina sash (fiber of 

the pine-apple); part of a Turkish costume, embroidered ; and one photograph. 

(Deposited. ) 

Mrs. E. 8. BRINTON, Washington, District of Columbia. 18908. ’87. (1) 

a ee 
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BIRDS. 

U. 8. Fish Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through Vinal 

N. Edwards.) 18909. ’87. (v,4A) 

Rock containing particles of mica; for examination. 

JOHN CoLzE, Cedar Point, Virginia. 18910. ’87. (xv) 

ALLIGATOR, Alligator mississippiensis; from St. Augustine, Florida. 

Dr. I. E. NaGun, West Winsted, Connecticut. 18911. ’87. (v1) 

FLOWER; for examination. 

Gaanwns BATTEY, Buffalo, New York. 18912. '87. (xv) 

MINERALS: polyadelphite, fowlerite, tephroite, and calcite (1 specimen), from Frank- 

lin, New York. (Exchange.) 

JOHN W. LANGDALE, Tacoma, District of Columbia. 13913. ’87. (xv1) 

LITHOGRAPHIC LIMESTONE, from Tennessee; for examination. 

JOHN M. BisHop, Washington, District of Columbia. 13914. ’87. (xvi) 

SLATE and ore; for examination. 

J. H. BoRDWINE, Greendale, Virginia. 18915. ’87. (xvi) 

FERRUGINOUS SANDSTONE, fragments; for examination. 

F. T. Bessac, Natchez, Mississippi. 18916. ’87. (xvi) 

GUANO. 
W. Nation, Lima, Peru. 18917. ’87. (1) 

WALL-EYED Pike, Stizostedium vilrewm, Mitchill, from the Connecticut River; for 
examination. 

Prof. WILLIAM NORTH RIcE, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut. 

18918. ’87. (vir) 

MOoLuusk; large specimen in alcohol; from near Cedar Keys. 

Lieut. J. F. Moser, U. 8. Navy, commanding Coast Survey steamer A. D. Bache. 

SOMO Sia (EX) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES, from the vicinity of Cedar Keys, Florida. 

Lieut. J. F. Mosrr, U. 8. Navy, commanding Coast Survey steamer 4. D. Bache. 

18919. ’87. (x1) 

MUHLENBURG’S TERRAPIN, Chelopus muhlenbergit. 

I’. C. Hitt, College of New Jersey, Princeton, New Jersey. 18920. ’87. (v1) 

ORE containing small quantity of oxide and carbonate of iron; for examination. 

J. T. Paxton, Lick Run, Virginia. 18921. ’87. (xvu1) 

TRON ORE, slag, and quicklime (8 specimens); for ¢xamination. 

Hon. M. C. Butter, Edgefield Court-House, South Carolina. 18922. 87. 

(XVIII) 
CHERT CONCRETIONS from limestone, cellular and crystallized quartz, dolomite, ete. ; 

for examination. 

RICHARD GRAHAM and J. RoGERS & Co., Knoxville, Tenuessee. 18923. ’87. 

(XVIII) 

Orx resembling zinc; for examination. 

GEORGE W. KuUHVEST, Bristol, Tennessee. 18924. ’87. (xXvuiII) 

FRESH-WATER SHELLS,* Goniobasis sp., from San Marco Springs, Hays County, Texas. 

RoBERT T. HIt1, U. 8. Geological Survey, Washington. 18925. '87. (1x) 
MINERALS. 

Dr. H. H. THorpr, Liberty Hill, Texas. 18926. ’87. (xvi) 

ARROW-HEADS (7). 

Howarpb SHRIvER, Wytheville, Virginia. 18927. '87. (111) 

DECOMPOSED MAGNETITE of good quality, aud white ore supposed by sender to con- 

tain zine; for examination. 

S. L. Kine, Bristol, Tennessee. 18928. ’87. (XVIII) 

MUHLENBERG’S TERRAPIN (2). 

F.C. Hitt, Princeton, New Jersey. 18929. ’87. (vr) 

“See Proceedings U.S. National Museum, Vol. 9, p. 253, 
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Lump-FIsH, Cyclopterus lumpus I. 

JOSEPH EF. REED, Keeper, Island Beech Life-Saving Station, Tom’s River, New 
Jersey. 18930. ’87. (VII) 

GREAT WHITE HERON, 4rdea occidentalis Aud.; from Florida. (Purchased.) 

R. C. Stuart, Tampa, Florida. 18931. 787. (v,A) 

KINGFISHER, Ceryle alcyon, in the flesh. 
COPELAND JONES, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through A. Howard 

Clark.) 18932. ’87. (Vv, 4) 
MARINE INVERTEBRATES: Small collection taken by Albatross off Fort Monroe. 

U.S. FisH COMMISSION. 18933. ’87. (XI) 

-FIsHes: Clupea vernalis, Micropogon undulatus, Phycis regius, Bothus maculatus, and 

Achirus mollis. 

U.S. Fish CoMMission. 18933. 787. (VII) 

Bronze MEDAL struck December, 1886, in commemoration of the three hundredth 
anniversary of the University of Gratz. 

UNIVERSITY OF GRATZ, Austria. 18934. ’87. (1) 

CHROME ORES; from Oxford, Chester County, Pennsylvania; Del Norte, Placer, and 

San Luis Obispo Counties, California, and Alexandretta, Syria. 

BALTIMORE CHROME WORKS, Baltimore, Maryland. 18935. ’87. (xvi) 

BIRDS. : 

U. S. Fish Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood’s Holl, Massa- 
chusetts.) 18936. ’87. (Vv, A) 

FrRoGs (3), Rana catesbiana; for examination. 

A. C. WIGHTMAN, Baltimore, Maryland. 18937. ’87. (v1) 

ORE. 
L. H. JEROME, Tucson, Arizona. 18938. ’87. (XVIII) 

HERMIT THRUSH, Turdus pallasi, Cab.; for examination. 

Dr. C. 8. THORNTON, Moorestown, New Jersey. 18939. 87. (XII) 

CRAY FISHES (5). 
H. G. Hopes, York, Clark County, Illinois. 18940. ’87. (x1) 

BIRD SKINS (102 specimens). (Purchased.) 

E. W. NELSON, Springerville, Arizona. 18941. ’87. (v, 4) 

ORIZNTAL AND EUROPEAN COINS, silver, copper, etc. (99 specimens). 
‘ Lieut. T. Dix Bouies, U. 8. Navy. 18942. ’87. (1) 

PETRIFIED Woop. ; 
W. G. Roprnson, Rosston, Cooke County, Texas. 18943. ’87. (xv) 

Larva of Trogosita sp.; for examination. 

Henry M. Ranp, Hanover, Pennsylvania. 18944. ’87. (x) 

BIRD-SKINS. (Returned.) 

GEORGE N. LAWRENCE, New York City. 18945. ’87. (v,4a) 

CETACEAN VERTEBRA, Zeuglodon sp. 

Groree Durry, Alexandria, Virginia. 18946. ’87. (x1I) 
GRAY Parrot, Psittacus erythacus, in the flesh. 

Louis ScHMID & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18947. ’87. (xit) 

BirD-skins, Molothrus wneus (6 specimens); also specimens for examination. 

GEORGE B. SENNETT, American Museum Natural History, New York Ci.y. 
18948, ’87. (V,A) 

WoORM-EATEN PLANKS (3) taken out of schooner Melissa S. Robbins, of Portland, 

Maine. 

U.S. Fish Ceo-rmisston. (Through W. A. Wilcox.) 18949. ’87. (1x) 

KAMTSCHATKAN UA EAGLE, Thalassodeies pelagicus, in transition plumage. 

Dr. L. StisNEGER, U. 8. National Museum. 18950. ’87. (Vv, A) 

Grouse: Bonasa sp. (3 specimens) and Pediocetes sp. (2 specimens). 

Ernest E, Tuompson, Toronto, Canada. (Through Dr. C. Hart Merriam.) 
18951. 787. (Vv, A) 
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CARP, Cyprinus carpio. 

S. R. FreD, Middleburgh, Virginia. 18952. ’87. (viz) 

CaLcITe; for examination. 
E. R. Ferris, Beelerville, Kansas. 18953. ’87. (xv1) 

INSECTS :* Penthetria sp. and cocoon,. Forficula sp. and eggs, Anisomorpha buprestoides * 

(4 specimens), Pityophthorus manzanita (2 specimens) and samples of work, Thy- 

sanoes ficus, samples of work; also, parasites of this species. — 

E. A. ScHwarZ, Washington, District of Columbia. 18954. ’87. (x) 

TEETH of Sus scrofa (?), from silex bearing mark at Ballast Point, Hillsborough Bay, 

near Tampa, Florida. 

W. H. Dat, U.S. National Museum. 18955. ’87. (XII) 

MetTeoric [ron (14.8 grams), from a mound near Madisonville, Ohio. (Exchange.) 

PEABODY MUSEUM OF ARCHZOLOGY, Caubridze, Massachusetts. (Through 

F.W. Putnam.) 18956. ’87. (xvi) 

LARGE-MOUTHED Buiack Bass, Wicropterus salmoides ; for examination. 

Col. M. McDonatp, U.S. Fish Commission. 15957. ’87. (viz) 
_ VIOLIN; for examination. 

CHARLES Harris, Washington, District of Columbia. 18958. ’87. (1) 

PAPER Money (3 specimens) of the Kast Florida Steam Saw-Mill, Panama, East 

Florida, 1825. 

Dr. T. H. Bean, U.S. National Museum. 18959. ’87. (1) 

PAPER MONEY: $5, Confederate States of America; 10 cents and 25 cents, South 

Carolina; 10 cents, Tennessee; $1, Balston Spa Bank, New York; one peso, 

Buenos Ayres, and $1, Hungarian fund. 

JOHN Murpoc#, U.S. National Museum. 16960. ’87. (4) 

Motu, Actias luna, Leach; for examination. 

JOHN S. WEBB, Disputanta, Virginia. 18961. ’87. (x) 

INSECTS, Artia sps. (Returned.) 

GEORGE D. Hutst, Brooklyn, New York. 18962. ’87. (x) 

RUTILE. 

WILLIAM GESNER (post-office not known), Randolph County, Alabama. 18963. 
787. (XVIII) 

G@LD AND SILVER ORES, from Oaxaca, Mexico. 

Hon. J. T. MorGAN, United States Senate. 18964. ’87. (xvuIr) 

Rocky Mountain Brook Trout, Salmo purpuratus, from Colorado. 

U.S. Fish ComMMission. 18965. ’87.  (VvI1) 

MODEL OF TURKISH CAIQUE, from Constantinople. 

Joun Murpocn, U.S. National Museum. 18966. ’87. (1) 

Birps (8 specimens). 3 

U. S. Fish Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood’s, Holl, Massa- 
chusetts.) 18967. ’87. (Vv, A) 

ORE; for examination. 

THOMAS SMITH, Pactola, Dakota. 18968. 787. (XVIII) 

Canary, Serinus canariensis (skeleton). 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 18969. 787. (tv) 
DECOMPOSED Rock; for examination. 

SCIPLE Sons, Atlanta, Georgia. 18970. ’87. (xv1) 

SuRFACE TOWUw GS, designated as mackerel food, found off coasts of Virginia and 

North Carolina. 

U.S. FisH Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. 18971. ’87. (x1) 

CoKE; for examination. 
A. A. ARTHUR, Knoxville, Tennessee. 18972. ’87. (xXvuIII) 

SALAMANDER, Amblystoma mavorlium. 

Dr. R. W. Suurxcpt, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 18973. '87. (v1) 

i Sea Report on Dense nent aS Te Section Il, 
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HORNED TOAD, Phrynosoma cornutum (2 specimens), from Piney Point, Texas. 

Mrs. FANNIE MALONE, Washington, District of Columbia. 18974. ’87. (v1) 
PUEBLO POTTERY. 

Mrs. LANDON, Lawrence, Kansas. 18975. ’87. (11, B) 

RED CROSSBILL, Loxia curvirostra minor. 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 18976. ’87. (v,a) — 

FRENCH Coprer Corns: One décime, 1815; one sol, 1796, and one double, 1638. 
PavUL BecKwitTH, U.S. National Museum. 18977. ’87. (1) 

MILITARY PASSES and permits (7) issued in 1863-65. 

Dominic DEALDI, Wasbington, District of Columbia. (Through A. Zeno 
Shindler.) 18978. ’87. (1) 

PAPER MONEY, 374 cents, Southern Exchange Bank, Richmond, Virginia. 1861. 

H. M. Smitu, U.S. National Museum. 18979. ’87. (1) 

““Goop-Luck PENNY.” | 
WALTER Houau, U.S. National Museum. 18980. ’87. (11, A) 

Birps’ Eacs:* Aphelocoma sieberii arizone, Geococcyx californianus, Pipilo fuscus meso- 

leucus, Psaltriparus plumbeus ; new to the collection. (10 sets, 46 specimens.) 

Lieut. Harry C. Benson, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 18981. ’87. 

(V,B) 
ORES, fossils, hematites, limestones, etc., from Pennsylvania. 

ROBERT HARE POWEL’s Sons & Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 18982. 787. 

(XVIII) 

BIRD SKINS (170 specimens). 

Lieut. HARRY C. BENSON, U.S, Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 18983. 787. 

(v, A) 
INDIAN TEA-SEED. 

THOMAS CHRISTY & Co., London, England. 18984. ’87. (1) 

OXIDE OF IRON, coarse-grained and fine-grained granite containing a little copper; 
for examination. 

I. TURNBAUGH, Panaca, Lincoln County, Nevada. 18985. ’87. (XVIII) 

POWDERED MATERIAL; for examination. 

L. EWELL, Egypt, Washington Territory. 18986. ’87. (XvIII) 

SILICEOUS LIMONITE, containing a small amount of manganese, from Tennessee; for 

examination. 

JAMES N. BisHop, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through John M. 

Bishop.) 18987. ’87. (xXvuI1) 

CONCRETION. 
PETER CAMERON, Spermaceti Cove life-saving station, Sandy Hook, New Jersey. 

18988. ’s7. (XVII) 

SELENITE, a variety of gypsum; for examination. 

R. GREATHOUSE, Otta, Cottle County, Texas. 18989. ’87. (xvrI) 

OFFICIAL PosSTAGE STAMP of Uruguay, one of Argentine Republic, and two of Mexico. 

PAUL Brockett, U.S. National Museum. 18990. ’87. (1) 

Fossixs,t Lower Helderberg formation: Astylospongia inornata, Hall; Favosites hel- 

derbergiev, Hall; Zaphrentis (strehtelasma) stricta, Hall; Fenestella althea, Hall (?); 

Celospira concava, Hall; Spirifera perlamellosa, Hall; S. macropleura, Conrad; 

Merista arcuata, Hall; Nucleospira ventricosa, Hall; Trematospira globosa, Hall; 

Eatonia medialis; Vanuxem ; Rhynchonella abrupta, Hall; Strophomena rhomboidalis, 
Wilck.; Streptorhynchus woolworthianus, Hall; Strophonella headleyana, Hall; 

Strophodonta becki, Hall; Orthis oblata, Hall; Discina discus, Hall; Platyceras 

platyostoma, Hall; P. retrorsum, Hall. (113 specimens.) Collected by W. H. 

Darton. 

U.S. GkoLoeicaL Survey. 18991. ’87. (xilI, A) 

*See Proceedings U. S. National Mnseum, Vol. 10, p. 551. 

t See Report on Department of Paleozoic Fossils, Section 11. 
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DECOMPOSED Rock; for examination. 

Henry C. Moyer, Hilltown, Pennsylvania. 18992. ’87. (XVIII) 

BREASTPIN, of polished graphic granite, set in silver, and a polished blood-stone. 

Mrs. 8. F. BarrD, Washington, District of Columbia. 18993. 787. (xv1) 

_ AcTor’s Make-uP Box” and Chinese scroll pictures. 

G. Brown Goong, U.S. National Museum. 18994. ’87. (1v) 

GUINEA P1G, Cavia aperes. 
Louis Scamip & Sons, Washington. 18995. ’87. (Iv) 

GRAINS OF SAND, cemented by manganese di-oxide; for examination. 

hk. C. Cook, Richmond, Virginia. 18996. ’87. (xvtI) 

Fossit, [llenus, from the Trenton formation, near Knoxville, Tennessee. 

CHARLES WACHSMUTH, Burlington, Iowa. (Through C. D. Walcott.) 18997. 

134: (XII; A) , 
TRENTON FossILs: Zaphrentissp.; Streptelasma sp. (?); Cystidean plates; Chetetessp. 

undescr.; Bryozoa sp.; Rhynchonella capax, Conrad; Streptorhynchus filitectus, Hall; 

Leptena sericea, Sowerby; Orthis subquadrata, Hall; O. testudinaria, Dalman ; 

Murchisoniasp.; Crytocerassp.; Pierineasp.; Ceraurus sp.; Trinucleus concentricus, 

Eaton; Dalmanites sp.; Bathyurus sp. (?); Illenus sp. (?); Asaphussp.; Trilobita 

sp. (142 specimens. ) 

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 18998. ’87. 
(XIII, A) 

KAo.in ; for examination. 

F. T. Bessac, Natchez, Mississippi. 18999. ’87. (xv1) 

MeETEoRIC IRON. (Deposited.) 

C. U. SHEPARD, Jr., Charleston, South Carolina. 19000. ’87. (xvi) 

Busts, collection of, illustrating the human races. (Exchange.) 

Museum oF Natura History, Paris, France. 19001. ’87. (11,4) 

BARN OWLS, living specimens; from South Carolina. 

Maj. T. B. FERGusoN, Washington, District of Columbia. (Lent to Zoological 

Garden, PhiladeJphia.) 19002. ’87. 

MOLYBDENITE (gift); pyrrhotite containing chalcopyrite ; for examination. 

WILLIAM ZEEKENDORF, Tucson, Arizona. 19003. 787. (XVI) 

CONFEDERATE RELICS: Tripod, revolving gridiron, officer’s sword, long cavalry 

sword, stirrups, bits, and one spherical bomb. 

WILLIAM WHEELER HUBBELL, Concord Depot, Virginia. 19004. ’87. (1) 

IRON PYRITES, quartz, and limonite. 

AMBROSE CONANT, Big Run, Ohio. 19005. ’87. (XvuII) 

ANTIQUITIES, from Italy, France, England, and Switzerland. 

THOMAS WILSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 19006. ’87. (1m) 

MAGNETITE ; for examination. 

M. KENNEDY, Standardsville, Virginia. 19007. ’87. “(xvuIt) 

SPALERITE, containing a little lead and copper; for examination. 

Dr. J. M. SPAINHOUR, Lenoir, North Carolina. 19008. ’87. (xvr) 

PAINT MULLER, and pot-stone gaming disc. 

Dr. J. M. SPAINHOUR, Lenoir, North Carolina. 19008. ’87. (x11) 

DUNITE, from near Webster, North Carolina. 

H. J. BIDDLE, Washington, District of Columbia. 19009. ’87. (xvi) 

May. 

ANCIENT COREAN ARMOR. (Deposited.) 

G. BRowN Goong, U. 8. National Museum. 19010. ’87. (11,4) 

RUBY-CROWNED KINGLET, Jegulus calendula. 

P. L. Jouy, Washington, District of Columbia. 19011. ’87. (x1) 
ALBINO Rosin, Merula migratoria. 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 19012. ’87. (v,A) 
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SEEDS. 

Joun H. Lemon, New Albany, Floyd County, Indiana, 19013. ’87. (xv) 

FossIis: favosites emmonsii Rominger, Ff. hemispherica Troost, and Michelina favosi- 

toidea Billings (107 specimens). 

JoHN H. Lemon, New Albany, Indiana. 19013. ’87. (xzII, A) 

EG@s (3) of Megascops asio. 

Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U. 8. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 19014. ’87. 

(v,B) vs . 
SHELLS: Helix fidelis, H. conspecta, H. vancouverensis, H. columbiana, Bulinus fabricius 

(2), Melania sp. (9 Specimens). 

AURELIUS TOpD, Elk Head, Oregon. 19015. ’87. (1x) 
MAMMALS: Haplodon rufus, Neotoma fuscipes, Sciuropterus volucella, Scapanus town- 

sendi, and Arvicola townsendi (skins). 

AURELIUS TODD, Elk Head, Oregon. 19015. 787. (Iv) 
COLEOPTERA. ; 

AURELIUS TODD, Elk Head, Oregon. 19015. ’87. (x) 

BuRBOT, Lota lota maculosa; for examination. 

Capt. Henry Romeyn, U.S. Army, Fort Keogh, Montana. 19016. ’87. (vit) 

RED-BREASTED MERGANSER, Merganser scrrator. 

Dr. A. K. FisHer, Department of Agriculture. 19017. ’387. (v,A) 

PAWNEE H@AD-DRESS; said to be the last in the Pawnee tribe. 

NELSON RICE, Pawnee Indian Agency, Indian Territory. 19018. ’87. (11,4) 

Eeas of Aphelocoma sieberti arizone and 6 eggs of Psaltriparus plumbeus. 

Lieut. Harry C. BENSON, U. S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 19019. ’87. 

(V,B) 
BIRD-SKINS. 3 

WiLi1amM LLoyD, Paint Rock, Texas. 19020. ’87. (v,aA) 

ORE, for analysis. 

M. L. CRAWFORD, Salado, Bell County, Texas. 19021. ’87. (xvi) 

LIMONITE, rich in iron; for examination. 

Lewis McKenzin, Alexandria, Virginia. 19022. ’87. (xv) 
QuARTZ and chloritic material, quartzose conglomerate containing iron ; for exami- 

nation. 

WILLIAM F. CARLISLE, Washington, District of Columbia. 19023. ’87. (xvi) 

ANCHOR-STONE; for examination. (Returned.) 

R. H. Day, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 19024. ’87. (111) 

ARCHHZOLOGICAL OBJECTS brought from Easter Island (Rapa Nui) by U.S.S. Mohican 

and U.S. 8. Galena: 

No. 1. Stone image, weighing about 3 tons, and about 8 feet in height by 4 in 

width, showing head, shoulders, and bust, but only outlines of arms, the latter 

not distinct from:the body, but a slightly raised surface carved straight down 

the side, with the forearms placed across the stomach at right angles, fingers 

touching and slightly interlaced. Below this point the general shape of the 

monolit i is square. . 

No. 2. Block of red tufa or calcareous rock, porous and brittle, slightly oval- 

shaped, square on top, with slightly convex base. Supposed to be a crown for 

image. ‘ 

No. 3. Image (head and shoulders) composed of or cut from substance resem- 
bling sandstone, measuring about 26 inches across shoulders and about 40 in 

-height. Mouth small, lips very thin, nose and ears well defined and abnormally 

large. yes are simply deep recesses. 

Nos. 4 and 5. Stone slabs, with hieroglyphies in reddish-brown and white color 
traced upon them. Average thickness, about 3 inches; length and width, about 

4 feet by 2. 

Nos. 6, 7, and 8. Stone slabs similar to but smaller than the above, and hiero- 

glyphics more indistinct. 
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ARCHZOLOGICAL OBJECTS—Continued. 
No. 9. Stone slab slightly larger and heavier than Nos. 4 or 5, with diagonal 

and horizontal lines of reddish-brown and white color traced upon it. Two 

black cireular spots are painted on the horizontal lines. 

No. 10. Small, irregularly-shaped porous stone, with an indistinct hieroglyphic 

eutintoit. Weight, about 25 pounds. 

No. 11. Stone about three times as large as No. 10, having numerous hiero- 
glyphics cut into it. Weight, about 60 pounds. 

No. 12. Small stone of about the same size and weight as No. 10, on which is a 

rude carving representing a human head and features. 

Nos. 13, 14, 15, and 16. Small slabs, seemingly of iron ore, very brittle. No 

travings, carvings, or hieroglyphics anywhere visible. Small pieces of Nos. 15 

and 16 have been broken off, the fragments being placed upon the slabs from 

which they were detached. 

Commander BENJAMIN F. Day, U. 8. Navy, commanding U. S. 8. Mohican. 

Me 190R5, 3787s © (HA) 
BIRD-SKINS. 

Ensign W. E. SAFFORD, U.S. 8. Mohican. 19026. ’87. (Vv, A) 

Birps’ Ea@es (14 species, 38 specimens, and 1 nest), from Montevideo, Uruguay, the 

Falkland Islands, Easter Island, and the Straits of Magellan. 

Ensign W. E. SaFrorD, U. 8. §.- Mohican. 19026. ’87. (Vv, B) 

ARCHEOLOGICAL OBJECTS: 8 flint arrow-heads, grooved-stone sinker, ladle, small 

box, copper knife with wooden handle, 4 copper fish-hooks, bone fish with stone 

sinker attached, 3 cactus spines, spindle with whorl and cord attached, 2 combs, 

2 miniature mattrasses made of splints, Pan pipe of small reeds, fragments of pot- 

tery, etc.; from graves on the beach at Arica, Peru. 

Ensign W. E. SAFFORD, U.S. 8. Mohican. 19026. ’87. (11) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS, from graves at Arica, Peru. 

Ensign W. BK. SAFFORD, U.S. 8. Mohican. 19026. ’387. (a1, A) 

WATER PEBBLE and fulgurite, from South America. 
Ensign W. E. SAFFORD, U.S. 8. Mohican. 19026. ’87. (xviIt) 

MARINE SHELLS, from Magellan Straits, and Pteropods, fresh-water and land shells, 

from Montevideo, Argentine Confederation, South America. 

Ensign W. E. Sarrorp, U.S. 8. Mohican. 19026. ’87. (1x) 

TARANTULOID SPIDER, from Montevideo._ 
Ensign W. E. Sarrorp, U.S. 8S. Mohican. 19026.. ’87. (x) 

MammMats, from South America. 

Ensign W. E. Sarrorp, U. 8. 8S. Mohican. 19026. ’87. (1Vv) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES: Miscellaneous collection, consisting mainly of surface tow- 
ings, from off the Rio de la Plata, the South Pacific Ocean, west coast of South 

America, and of North America as far north as San Francisco, California. 

Ensign W. E. Sarrorp, U.S. 8. Mohican. 19026. ’87. (x1) 

REPTILES: Bufo, Hyla, Gerrhonotus, Cnemidophorus (6 specimens); from Montevideo. 

Ensign W. E. Sarrorp, U. 8.8. Mohican. 19026. ’87. (v1) 

Coprrr PLaTE. bapositeds) 
M. F. Forces, Cincinnati, Ohio. 19027. ’87. (111) 

MerTroric [ron (3 specimens) and meteoric stone (2), from various localities. (Hx- 

change.) 

Dr. E. 8. Dana, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut. 19028. ’87. (xv1) 

BIRD-SKINS (3), from Demerara. (Exchange.) 

C.J. MAYNARD & Co., Boston, Massachusetts. 19029. ’87. (Vv, A) 

BIRD SKINS (seven fragments), from Colorado. 

Col. JAMES STEVENSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 19030. ’87. (v,A) 

Brrp’s Nest used by an American White- footed Mouse as a sleeping apartment and 

store-honse. 

D. C. BearpD, New York City. 19031. ’87. (iv) 
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PoTTERY from Peru. Collected by W. E. Curtis. 

BuREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 19032, 87. 

(I, B) 
SHELLS from Peru. Collected by W. E. Curtis. 

BurREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 19032. ’87. (1x) 

SEA-URCHINS, star-fish, Gorgonian and hydroid corals, decapod crustaceans, barna- 

cles, etc.; from Peru. W.E. Curtis, collector. 

BuREAU Or ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 19032. ’87. (xt) 
MINERALS. 

BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 19032. ’87. (xv1) 

FRAGMENT of the great wall of China. 

Lieut. Seta M. AckLry, U.S. Navy. 19033. ’87. (1) 

Baver, G. A. R. 

- Maj. WALTER THOMAS (address unknown). 19034. ’87. (1) ; 
MACHINE invented by Joseph Saxton for engraving on copper plate. (Deposited.) 

JosepH S. PENDLETON, New York City. 19035. 787. (1) 

EGG-SHAPED STONE, found in a mound near Macon, Georgia. (Returned.) 

I. C. PLant, Macon, Georgia. 19036. ’87. (111) 

Crow Buiacx-Birpbs (12 specimens). 

U.S. Fisa Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood’s Holl, Massachu- 
setts.) 19037. ’87. (Vv, 4) 

CRYSTALS of cuprite altering to malachite (four specimens); from Crécy, France. 

(Exchange. ) 

S.C. H. BaiLEY, Oscawana, New York. 19038. ’87. (xvi) 

STEM of Fongwiera splendens. 

Miss H.C. DeS. ABBoTT, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 19039. ’87. (1) 

LEPIDOPTERA, myriapods, and specimens of Pityophthorus ficus, with twigs showing 

“‘work” of same. 

EK. A. ScHwakZ, Washington, District of Columbia. 19040. ’87. (x) > 

GUINEA P1G, Cavia aperea. 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 19041. ’87. (Iv) 
Hy1a, Ayla versicolor. 

G. M. RHEES, Mount Pleasant, District of Columbia. 19042. ’87. (v1) 

Fossits (Pogonip formation): Leptena melita, Hall and Whitfield; Strophomena 

fontinalis, White; S. nemea, H. and W. (types); Orthis electra, Billings (?); O. 

eurekensis, Walcott; O. hamburgensis, Walcott; O. lonensis, Walcott; O. perveta, 

Conrad; O. pogonipensis, H. and W.; O. testudinaria, Dalman; O. tricenaria, Con- 

rad; Orthisina sp.; Streptorhynchus minor, Walcott; Porambonites obscurus, H. 

and W.; Triplesia sp.; Tellinomya contracta, Salter (?); T. hamburgensis (7), Wal- 

cott; Modiolopsis occidens, Walcott; M. pogonipensis, Walcott; Nucula, sp.?; Bel- 

lerophon (Bucania) bicordata, Hall; Straparollus sp.; Euomphalus sp.?; Raphi- 

stoma scutum, H. and W.; R. nasoni, Hall (?); R. (2) trochiscum, Meek; R&R. (?) 

rotuliformis, Meek; Murchisonia milleri, Hall sp.?; Plewrotomaria lonensis, Wal- 

cott sp.?; Helicotoma sp.?; Maclurea annulata, Walcott; M. carinata, Walcott, 

M. subannulata, Walcott; MW. depressa,Walcott; M. minima, H. and W.; Metoptoma 

analoga, Walcott; M. phillipsi, Walcott (2 types); Cyrtolites sinuatus, H. and W. 

(1 type); Fusispira compacta, H. and W. (type); Subulites sp.?; Ecculiomphalus 

sp.; Ophileta sp.; Coleoprion minutus, Walcott; Hyolithes vanuxemi, Walcott; 

Orthoceras multicameratum, Hall; Endoceras multitubulatum (?); E. proteiforme, 

Hall; Serpulites, sp.; Leperditia bivia, White; Beyrichiasp. (31 genera, 68 species, 

and 1,202 specimens.) (Collected by Charles D. Walcott.) 

U.S. GroLogicaL Survey. 19043. 787. (xIII, A) 

““CHRISTIAN BANNER,” Vol. 1, No. 2, published at Fredericksburgh, Virginia, May 17, 

1862. 
J. S. TayLor, Washington, District of Columbia. 19044. 787. (1) 
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OWL, Bubo virginianus. (Exchange.) 
C. A. STEUART, Washington, District of Columbia. 19045. ’87. (v,A) 

BIRD-SKINS, from Chihuahua, Mexico. (Returned.) 

WILLIAM BREWSTER, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 19046. ’87. (v,A) 

LETTER written by General Santa Anna to Dr. M. M. De Meza, his private secretary, 

dated at Nassau, February 23, 1874. 
Dr. M. M. Dr Meza, Washington, District of Columbia. 19047. ’87. (1) 

PRELIMINARY STUDIES and sketches by the Japanese artists Rinsai, Tenshin, Shim- 

kiyo, and others. 

G. GowarpD, Washington, District of Columbia. 19048. ’87. (1, A) 

Tusk oF Mammoth, Elephas primigenius ; for examination. 

J.W. Posty, Sweet Water, Texas. 19049. ’87. (1v) 

Rocks collected by E. E. Howell in 1874. 

U.S. GzoLocicaL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 19050. 787. 

(XVII) 

RaG RuG, made of pieces, some of which are one hundred years old. 

Mrs. May E. HuGues, Washington, District of Columbia. 19051. ’87. (11, A) 

INDIAN BLANKET, worn by the Indians of southeast Alaska; made from the hair of 

the mountain-goat and worked up with cedar bark. It is usually hung up in the 

chief’s house as a badge of wealth and rank, and is generally burned with him 

on his funeral pyre unless his body is buried, when it is hung on his tomb. (De- 

posited.) 

Mrs. GEORGE M. Roseson, Washington, District of Columbia. 19052. 787. (11, A) 

RABBIT. 
Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 19053. ’87. (IV) 

COPPER COIN, one centavo of Chili, 1835, 

N. BurNHAM, Washington, District of Columbia. 19054. ’87. (1) 

SILVER Corn, two annas, India. 

T. R. B. EDWaRDs, Boston, Massachusetts. 19055. ’87. (1) 

MICACEOUS SPECULAR [RON ORE; for examination. 

M. M. Moors, Mount Jackson, Virginia. 19056. ’87. (xXvIII) 

MANGANESE ORE; for examination. 

JaMES W. RoGAN, Rogersville, Tennessee: 19057. ’87. (XVIII) 

STONE RELICS. (Returned.) 

G. W. CLEMENS, Midway, Boone County, Missouri. 19058. ’87. (111) 
FowL, Gallus ferrugineus domesticus. 

Dr. R. H. Evans, Washington, District of Columbia. 19059. ’87. (Vv, A) 
Fow., Gallus ferrugineus domesticus (skeleton). 

Dr. R. H. Evans, Washington, District of Columbia. 19059. ’87. (x11) 

QUARTZ AND CALCITE, containing the red oxide of iron (hematite); for examination. 
J. Mries, Washington, District of Columbia. 19060. 787. (xvur) 

BROAD-WINGED HAWK, Buteo latissimus; for examination. 

G. CurTIs BisHop, New London, Connecticut. 19061 ’87. (Vv, A) 

RABBIT, Lepus cuniculus. 

Louis ScHMID & £ons, Washington, District of Columbia. 19062. ’87. (Iv) 
MINERALS: Chlorastrolite and thomsonite pebbles, from Lake Superior. 

Mrs. 8. B. ConGER, Detroit, Michigan. 19063. ’87. (xvi) 

CHALCEDONY found around a rope in a salt and gas well. 

J.R. Proctor, Brandenburgh, Kentucky. 19064. ’87. (xv) 

ANCIENT PoTtTERyY Lamp and Polynesian cocoanut drinking vessel. 

WILLIAM GREEN, Washington, District of Columbia. 19065. ’87. (II, A) 
Ors; for analysis. 

A. H. WEBB, Hazel Springs, Virginia. 19066. ’87. (xvuII) 

HORNBLENDE Rock; for examination. x 
JOHN DUKE, Ophir, Tooele County, Utah. 19067. ’87. (xv1) 
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DieTerRA aud Myriapoda, from Dade County, Florida. 
E. A. ScHwarz, Washington, District of Columbia. 19068. ’87. (x) 

DRESSED MARBLES. (Exchange.) ; 

E. Fritscu, New York, New York. 19069. ’87. (xvi) 
BRONZE MrEDAL, struck by Americans in 1782. 

W. R. Giszes, New Orleans, Louisiana. 19070. ’387. (1) 

GOLD WATCH- PENDANT, with quartz setting, with coat of arms and the words “‘Vincit 

amor patric.” , 

W. R. GrssBes, New Orleans, Louisiana. 19070. ’87. (xv1) 

FossiL SKULL of Batrachian. 

CHARLES RuBy, U.S. Army, Fort Apache, Arizona. 19071. ’87. (vimt) 

*BIRD-SKINS ; part for identification and part as a gift. 

Toxyo LIBRARY AND TOKYO EDUCATIONAL MusEuM, Tokyo, Japan. 19072. 

87. (V,A) : 

Bats, Natalus micropus, Dobson. Very rare. (58 specimens.) 

C. B. Cory, Boston, Massachusetts. 19073. 737. (Iv) 

SKULL (piece) of horse, Equus caballus ; for examinaticn. 

C. N. VAN PELT, Craig, Missouri. 19074. ’87. (x1I) 

Copper TOMAHAWK, found in Sunnidale, near the Georgian Bay, Lake Huron. (Pur- 
chased.) 

WILLIAM CUPPAGE, Winfield, Kansas. 19075. ’87. (111) 

MAMMAL-SKIN, Herpestes widdringtoni. ; 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Through Arthur E. Brown, Esq.) 

OOS ovis (Cat) 

BirpDs’ NESsTs and eggs. 

U. 8. Fish CoMMission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood’s Holl, Massa- 
chusetts.) 19077. ’87. (Vv,B) 

- BrRDs. 

U. 8S. Fisa Commission. (Through Vinal N. Edwards, Wood’s Holl, Massa- 
chusetts.) 19077. ’87. (Vv,4a) 

KEL Pout, Zoarces anguillaris. 

J. M.C. Eaton, Irvington, New Jersey. 19078. ’87. (vit) 

CHARCOAL BirpDs in palm-leaf basket. 

Mrs. WILLIz Mancum, Washington, District of Columbia. 19079. ’87. (41, A) 

CARVED ELEPHANT’S TUSK, from the Loangos of Congo River ; and garment of native 
cotton cloth dyed and embroidered, from the Upper Niger River (Haousas). 

Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U. 8. Navy, Washington, District of Columbia. 19080. 
"87. (11, A) 

PHOTOGRAPHS (10) of Easter Island tablets, now in possession of the Bishop of Tahiti. 

; Commander BENJAMIN F. Day, U.S. Navy. 19081. ’387. (a, 4) 

MINERAL WATER; for analysis. 

Dr. S. Bowers, San Buenaventura, California. 19082. ’87. (XVI) 

Birps; for examination. 

Harry V. HENSON, Hakodote, Japan. 19083. ’87. (11, A) 

TERTIARY FOSSILS (52 species) of the Coralline Crag and St. Erth tertiary beds, partly 

typical specimens used by S. V. Wood, jr., in his supplement to the ‘‘ Crag Mol- 

lusca”, published by the Ray Society of London ; from Britain. 

Rozvert Bett, London, England. (Through W. H. Dall.) 19084. ’87. (1x) 

GUINEA P1G, Cavia aperea ; Cardinal bird, Cardinalis virginianus. (Skeleton. ) 

Louis ScHMID & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 19085. ’87. (xII) 

FLATFIsH, Limanda ferruginea; Eel, Anguilla rostrata. 

U. S. Fis Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through Vinal 
N. Edwards.) 19086. ’87. (vir) 

MICROSCOPIC SLIDE of pine pollen which fell at Princeton, Indiana, March 6, 1887. 

GEORGE H. Curtis, Cincinnati, Ohio. 19087. ’87. (xv) 

* See Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. 10, pp. 416, 63>. 
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COTTON ; supposed wild species taken from a tree in Acapulco, Mexico. 
C. M, Moors, New York City. 19088. 737. (1) 

SuNFISH, Lepomis auritus; and Rock Bass, Amblopliles rupestris. 

Dr. WILLIAM OVERTON, Stony Creek, Virginia. 19089. ’87. (xII) 

GUINEA Pia, Cavia aperea. 

Louis ScHMip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 19090. ’87. (Iv) 

CHIPMUNK, Tamias asiaticus dorsalis (3). 

Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 19091. ’87. (1v) 

RUBY-CROWNED KINGLET, Regulus calendula. 

Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 19091. ’87. (v, A) 

Rocks, from North Carolina. 

THomas C. Harris, Raleigh, North Carolina. 19092. ’87. (xvit) 

ZINC-BLENDE with iron pyrites, probably a little galena; for examination. 

Hon. JAMES H. Berry, Bentonville, Arkansas. 19093. ’87. (xv1) 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS; for examination. 

I. A. Heap, Cane Ridge, Van Buren County, Tennessee. 19094. ’87. (xv) 
Tron OR=; for analysis. 

A. P. Jackson, Lindell, Virginia. 19095. ’87. (XvIII) 

ORE; for analysis. 

JAMES HANE, Ohio, Herkimer County, New York. 19096. ’87. (xXvIII) 

CRINOID COLUMNS (sections), Pentremites, etc.; for examination. — 

J. A. HeaD, Cane Ridge, Tennessee. 19097. ’87%. (XIII, A) 

VELVET SCOTER, Otdemia deglandii (one pair). 

JOHN CasEyY, Newport, Rhode Island. (Through John Hare Powel). 19098. 
sve 16.608) , 

BIRD-SKINS. " 

From Swan Island, 31 species, 22 of which are land birds. This number in- 

cludes 17 migrants from eastern North America; Coccyzus seniculus, from Central 

America and West Indies; Columba leucocephala, from the coast of Honduras and 

some of the Greater Antilles; Mimocichla rubripes, identical with the Cuban 

species, and not the same as that found on Grand Cayman (VY. ravida Cory); Con- 

topus albicollis Lawr.?, probably identical with a Yucatan species; and Dendroica 

vitellina Cory, identical with a species found elsewhere only on Grand Cayman. 

The only new form is a Butorides, allied to B. virescens, but altogether darker 

in coloration, and perhaps different enough to be considered specifically distinct. 

The water-birds include specimens of the following species: Tringa maculata, 

Ereunetes pusillus, Totanus flavipes, Porzana carolina, Sula piscator, S. sula, Fre- 

gata aquila. 

From Grand Cayman,* 12 species: Certhiola sharpei, Dendroica vitellina, Centu- 

rus caymanensis, Quiscalus caymanensis, and Myiarchus denigratus. A fine speci- 

men of Vireo caymanensis was also secured, and also a good series of the Dendroica, 

which Mr. Cory identified (from very poor specimens) as D. petectria gundlachi, 

which proves to be a very strongly characterized new race not specially near to 
anything else. ; 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (v,a) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES, corals, and sponges, from Swan Island, Caribbean Sea. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (xr) 

PLANTS, about 25 species. : 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (xv) 
REPTILES: 3 lizards, 11 iguanas; from the West Indies. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (v1) 

FISHES: Ostracion trigonum, Gobius soporator, Platyglossus radiatus, Acanthurus tractus 

and hepatus, Glyphidodon saxatilis, Lutjanus cawxis, Gerres lefroyi, Albula vulpes, 

Sphyrena picuda, Tylosurus gladius, Trachynotus glaucus, Mugil trichodon, Trachu- 

rops crumenophthalmus, Hemirhamphus pleci, Atherina velieana, and Caranx latus. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (vil) 

* See Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. 10, p. 572. 
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SHELLS, 25 species, several of which are quite rare, from Swan Island, Caribbean 
~ Sea. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (1x) 

Insrcrs, Lepidoptera, from Swan Island, Caribbean Sea. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (x) 

BIRDS’ SKELETONS: Tachypetes aquila, Sula leucogaster, and Sula piscator ; from Swan 

Island, Caribbean Sea. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (x11) 

GUANO, from Swan Island, Caribbean Sea. 
C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (1) 

MAMMALS: Capromys brachyurus and Mus sp., from Swan Island, Caribbean Sea. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (Iv) 

Birp’s Nest anD Eaas: 4 eggs of Tachypetes aquila, 6 of Sula piscator, 8 of Sula leu- 

cogaster, and nest of Dendroica vitellina. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, Smithsonian Institution. 19099. ’87. (v,B) 

Moss AGATE, banded agate, onyx, sardonyx, chalcedony, blood-stones, and phenacite 

crystals (22 specimens). 

GEORGE F. Kunz, Hoboken, New Jersey. 19100. ’87. (xv1) 

BROWN TOURMALINE; from Orford, New Hampshire. 

C. H. Hircucock, Hanover, New Hampshire. 19101. 787. (xvi) 

CHALCEDONY; from Tampa Bay, Florida. 

W. H. Dati, Smithsonian Institution. 19102. ’87. (xvi) 

* BIRD-SKINS. 

Tc .Kyo LIBRAnY AND Tokyo EDUCATIONAL MusEvuM, Tokyo, Japan. 19103. 

87. (V,A) 

ORE ; for analysis. 

RIvES WALKER, Bristol, Tennessee. 19104. ’87. (xXvIIt) 

tEa@e@s of Falco fusco-cerulescens (3), Buteo swainsoni (2), Accipiter cooperit (4), Psaltri- 

parus plumbeus (6), Pyrocephalus ruber mexicanus (6), Aphelocoma siberii arizone 

(26). 
Lieut. H. C. Benson, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuea, Arizona. 19105. ’87. (Vv,B) 

GALENA lead ore, quite pure; for examination. 

W. W. WINTERS, Oliver Springs, Anderson County, Tennessee. 19106. 787. 

(XVI) 

REPTILES: Crowned horned lizard, Phrynosoma coronatum (3 specimens), and Worm 

Snake, Aniella pulchra (2 specimens) ; for examination. 

F. STEPHENS, San Bernardino, California. 19107. ’87. (v1) 

BIRD SKINS. 
F, STEPHENS, San Bernardino, California. 19107. ’87. (Vv, a) 

TURTLE, Chelopus insculptus (skeleton). 

FRANKLIN C. HILL, Princeton, New Jersey. 19108. ’87. (xt) 

IDOLS and other antiquities (38 specimens). 

WARD BATCHELOR, Mexico, Mexico. 19109. ’87. (III) 

Eskm™o CLOTHING ;{ from Point Barrow, Alaska. 

Capt. E. P. HERENDEEN, San Francisco, California. 19110. ’87. (1,4) 

TURTLES, Pseudemys elegans (4 specimens); from Edisto Island, South Carolina. 

Misses MaBEL and MARGARET JOHNSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 

TG Aeyine (Cyan) 

BIRD-SKINS; from United States of Colombia. 

Hon. V. O. Kine, U. 8. Cousul-General, Bogota. 19112. ’87. (Vv, A) 

*See Proceedings U. 8. National Museum, Vol. 9, pp. 634, 416, 

t Ibid., Vol. 10, p. 551. 
{See Report on Department of Ethnology, Section II. 

a ee ee 
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ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECcTs; from United States of Colombia. 

Hon. V. O. Kine, U. 8. Consul-General, Bogota, United States of Colombia. 

POM DOG (LT, A) 

SANDSTONE and limestone (4 specimens); from United States of Colombia. 

Hon. V. O. Kine, U. 8. Consul-General, Bogota, United States of Colombia. 
LOIS 787. CSvIn) 

CALCITE (2 specimens), pyrite native sulphur and fibrous gypsum. 

Hon. V. O. Kine, U. 8. Consul-General, Bogota, United States of Colombia. 

LOPS 87e (XVI) 

SEA URCHINS, Lchinometra subangularis. 

Hon. V. O. King, U. 8. Consul-General, Bogota, United States of Colombia. 
MOTTE Si) CXL) 

COAL. 

Hon. V. O. Kine, U. 8. Consul-General, Bogota, United States of Colombia. 

TOE 28° (CX VIE) 

INSECTS. 

Hon. V. O. Kina, U. S. Consul-General, Bogota, United States of Colombia. 

LO BCX) 

REPTILES: 4 snakes and 1 toad. 
Hon. V. O. Kine, U. 8. Consul-General, Bogota, United States of Colombia. 

Oey 2873. ° (V1) ° 

INSECTS (miscellaneous collection) ; from Florida. 

E. A. SCHWARZ, Washington, District of Columbia. 19113. ’87. (x) 

Eaees of Falco fusco-cwrulescens (specimens) and Buteo swainsoni (15 specimens), 

Lieut. H. C. BENSON, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 19114. ’87. (v,B) 

FossiLs, Taconic series: Protospongia sp. undt.; ethmophyllum; Lingulella celata, Hall; 

L. granvillensis, Walcott; Linnarssonia taconica, Walcott; Kutorgina pannula, 

White; Obolella, sp.; Orthis salemensis, Walcott; Camarella, sp.; Fordilla troyen- 

sis, Barrande; Modiolopsis prisca, Walcott; Platyceras primevum, Billings; Hyo- 

lithes americanus, Billings; H. communis, Billings; H. impar, Ford; Hyolithellus 

micans, Billings; H. micans var. rugosa, Walcott; Stenotheca elongata, Walcott; 

S. rugosa, Hall; Aristozoe rotundata, Walcott; A. troyensis, Ford; Leperditia der- 

matoides, Walcott; Microdiscus connexus, Walcott; WM. lobatus, Hall; WM. speciosus; 

Olenellus asaphoides, Emmons; Olenoides fordi, Walcott; Solenopleura nana, Ford; 

S. (?) tumida, Walcott; Conocoryphe trilineata, Emmons; Piychoparia clavata, Wal- 

cott; P. (?) fitchit, Walcott; Trilobite sp.; 23 genera, 35 species, 2 varieties, and 

1,152 specimens. (Collected by C. D. Walcott.) 

U.S. GzonoGicaL SURVEY. 19115. ’57. (XIII, A) 

FEATHER CAPE, obtained fifty years ago from the Hawaiian Islands. (Deposited.) 

Mrs. J. C. WELLING, Washington, District of Columbia, and Miss Drxon, Hart- 

ford, Connecticut. 19116. ’87. (a, A) ‘ 

BADGE of Company A, Louisville Legion, Kentucky State Guard. 

J. M. SoHAN, lieutenant, Company A, Louisville Legion, Camp George Wash- 

ington, District of Columbia. 19117. ’87. (1) 

Bavge, of Battery A, Louisville Legion. 

FRANK HAGER, Battery A, Louisville Legion, Kentucky State Guard, Camp 

George Washington, District of Columbia. 19118. ’87. (1) 

BabDGE of Company D, Louisville Legion, Kentucky State Guard. 

GEORGE F. SAUNDERS, Company D, Louisville Legion, Kentucky State Guard, 

Camp George Washington, District of Columbia. 19119. ’87. (1) 

BapGs of Company D, Louisville Legion, Kentucky State Guard. 

Capt. D. W. GRay, Camp George Washington, District of Columbia. 19120. 
teWilen3 (at) 

FOSSILIFEROUS SAND, from Caloosahatchie beds, Florida. 

JOSEPH WILCOX, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 19121. ’87. (1x) 
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PRESSED PLANTS and a medicine case. 

Mrs. Litta May Pavy, New York City. 19122. ’87 (m1, A) 

BIRD SKINS (4 specimens). 

L. BELDING, Stockton, California. 19123. ’87. (v, A) 

Bapags of Custer Guard, Company I, Michigan State Troops. 

H. F. DEGRAFF, Custer Guard, Camp Washington, District of Columbia. 19124. 
UVa (Qt) - 

JERSEY CLOTH. 

F. P. RoBInson & CoMPANY. 19125. ’87. (1) 

SKETCHES of fishes found in Congo River. 
Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U.S. Navy. 19126. ’87. (vm) 

Eskimo SLIPPERS (one pair). 

Mrs. L. M. Pavy, Omaha, Nebraska. (Through Dr. R.M. Stone.) 19127. ’87. 

(iI, A) ; 

CIRCULARS, tickets, and programmes, and two badges of the eighteenth reunion of 

the Army of the Cumberland and unveiling of the Garfield statue; also a Garfield 

funeral badge worn by the Army of the Cumberland at Cleveland, Ohio, Septem- 

ber 26, 1881. 
General R. D. Mussry, Washington, District of Columbia. 19128. ’@7. (1) 

BanbGE of the Indianapolis Light Infantry. 

J. R. Ross, Indianapolis Rifles, Camp George Washington, District of Columbia. 
19129. ’87. (x) 

BADGE of the Bloomdale Rifles. 

JAMES P, LEar, Bloomdale Rifles, Company H, Second Regiment, Ohio National 

Guard, Camp George Washington. 19130. ’87. (1) 

BabGE of the Jackson Rifles, Company D, First Regiment, Michigan State troops. 
A. STRAUB, Jackson Rifles, Company D, First Regiment, Michigan State troops, 

Camp George Washington. 19131. ’87. (4) 

BADGE of the Grand Rapids Guard used at reunion of the Army of the Cumberland. 

J. SCHRONDER, Sergeant, Company B, Second Michigan National Guard, Camp 

George Washington. 19132. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of the Chicago Zouaves, Company E, Fourth Illinois National Guard. 

Frank E. Navas, Camp George Washington, District of Columbia. 19133. 

Movie | (1) 
CaASsTs OF HAILsTONES (3) which fell in Wurzburg, Bavaria, in May, 1882. 

WILLIAM HaL_ock, U. S. Geological Survey. 19134. ’87. (xvuIr) 

PHOTOGRAPHS of Apaches (30) and Sacs and Foxes (10). 

BurEAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District-of Columbia. 19135, 787. 
(iI, A) : 

EGYPTIAN CAT, Felis caligata. (Purchased.) 

Dr. E. Rey, Leipzig, Germany. 19136. ’87. (IV) 

BADGE of Company D, Third Regiment, Virginia Volunteers. : 

T. J. WiLK, Company D, Third Regiment, Virginia Volunteers, Camp Wash- 
ington, District of Columbia. 19137. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of the Belknap Rifles. 

H. A. VIOLLAND, Washington, District of Columbia. 19138. ’87. (1) 
BavDGE of the ‘‘Saratoga citizens,” Saratoga, New York. 

F, E. IsBewy, Saratoga, New York. 19139. ’87. (1) 
BavGe of Bullene Guards of Missouri. 

W. P. Howarp, Company B, Third Regiment, Camp George Washington. 

SNES sire (Gi) 
BapGE of the Lee Light Infantry. 

A. J. CANTHEN, Jr., Camp George Washington, District of Columbia. 19141. 

Fe ppde (6) . 
BIRD-SKINS. (Exchange.) 

Prof. R. COLLETT, Christiania, Norway. 19142. ’87. (v, A) 
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BapGE of Company D, First Regiment M. N. G. 
F. H. HAvuPt, Gases D, First Regiment M. N. G., Camp Cove Washing- 

ton, District of Columbia. 19143. Asin = {Q0) 

BabDGE of Keck Zouaves, of Chicago, Illinois. 
LYMAN ARGERSINGER, Camp George Washington, District of Columbia. 19144. 

Movies (10) 

SHELLS: Spherium cubense Prime and S. stamineum Cour., not before known from the 
North American continent; also Planorbis sp., young. 

I. GREEGOR, Jacksonville, Florida. 19145. ’87. (1x) 

MINERALS; for examination. 

Dr. HERSCHEL FISHER, Des Moines, Iowa. 19146. ’87. (xv1) 

ORE; for analysis. 

GEORGE H. SToxss, Kingston, New Mexico. 19147. ’87. (xvii) 
Bongs collected in Tennessee. 

Dr. J. C. McCormick, Strawberry Plains, Tennessee. 19148. ’87. (111) 

MEDAL, in white metal, of Camp George Washington. 

FRED. A. OLDS, Raleigh, North Carolina. 19149. ’87. (1) 

BabDGE of National Rifles, of Washington, District of Columbia. 

HENRY Horan, Washington, District of Columbia. 19150. ’87. (1) 

BapDGE of the Monmouth Guard, Company H, Sixth Regiment, Illinois National Guard. 

E. J. CLARKE, Monmouth, Illinois. 19151. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of First Light Battery, Wisconsin National Guard. 

Lieut. H. W. THompson, Camp George Washington, District of Columbia. 
19152. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of First Light Battery of Wisconsin National Guard. 
FRANK J. BIRKEL, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 19153. 778. (1) 

' Bapex of the Fort Wayne Rifles. ; 
CHARLES B. FOLGER, Camp George Washington. 19154. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of the Michigan Cadets. 

Capt. E. B. WINANS, Jr., Camp George Washington. 19155. ’87. (1) 

Bapce of the Memphis Merchant Zouaves, Company K, First Tennessee National 

Guard. 

JOSEPH SHELLY, Camp George Washington. 19156. ’87. (1) 
BADGE of the Memphis Merchant Zouaves. 

GEORGE LANGBEN, Camp George Washington. 19157. ’87. (1) 

BabDGE of Knights Templar. 

W. A. SEILING, Allegheny City, Pennsylvania. 19158. ’87. (1) 

-BabGE of the Danville Blues, Company H, Third Regiment, Virginia Volunteers. 

Lieut. SaMUEL Scorr, Camp George Washington. 19159. ’87. (1) 

SILVER Corn, 50 cents, United States, 1821. 
S.A. JEWETT, Cleveland, Ohio. 19160. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of Louisiana Rifles. 

CHARLES AUTH, Camp George Washington. 19161. ’87. (1) 

BabDGsE of Company D, First Regiment M. N. G. 

Kk. 8. BEEM, Camp George Washington. 19162. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of Company A, First Regiment, National Guard, Minnesota, 

JOHN A. Amgs, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 19163. ’87. (1) 

BabDGE of the Governor’s Guard, Company C, First Regiment, North Carolina. 

L. WILDER, Camp George Washington. 19164. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of Chicago Zouaves. 
JOHN BEEM, Camp George Washington. 19165. 787. (1) 

“HISTORY OF THE RED Cross,” ‘‘ Daughters of America” (one copy each), and one 

arm-badge of Red Cross Society. 
Miss CLARA BARTON, president of the American Red Cross Society, Camp. 

George Washington, District of Columbia. 19166. ’87. (1) 

H. Mis. 600, pt. 244 
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BavGE of the Bloomdale Rifles. 

C.S. Scuarer, Bloomdale Rifles, Camp George Wiknceee District of Colum- 
bay 191G7e 287. ah) 

ALLIGATORS (?). 

Louis ScamMip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 19168. ’87. (xm) 

RABBIT, Lepus cuniculus. 

Louis Scumip & Sons, Washington, District of Columbia. 19168. 787. (Iv) 

NEsts of Spizella pusilla, Compsothlypis americana, and set of 5 eggs of Corvus ossi- 

Sfragus. 

R. Ripaway, U.S. National Museum. 19169. ’387. (v.B) 

BIRD SKINS, 16 species (46 specimens); Gainesville, Virginia. 

R. Ripgway, U. 8. National Museum. 19169. ’87. (v, A) 

LaRVA of bot-fly, Cuterebra sp. 

RogertT A. MILxs, Chuluota, Orange County, Florida. 19170. ’87. (x) 

BADGE of the Nealy Rifles. 

W. A. Goss, Lewiston, Maine. 19171. ’87. (1) 

BavGe of the Molineanx Rifles, Company D, Thirty-second Regiment, New York. 

JAMES T. PusEy, Brooklyn, New-York. 19172. ’87. (1) 

BADGE of the Pennsylvania Guard. 

G. W. DEMorTT, Chatham, Virginia. 19173. ’87. (1) = 

BabGE of the Fort Wayne Rifles. : 

Lieut. I. W. LEONARD, Fort Wayne, Indiana. 19174. ’87. (1) 

BavDGE of the Indianapolis Light Artillery. 

SAMUEL B. ROBINSON, Indianapolis, Indiana. 19175. ’87. (1) 

BavbGE of the Cayuga Military Academy. 

W. VERBECK, Aurora, New York. 19176. ’87. (1) 

BaDGE of Monmouth Guards, Company H, Sixth Regiment, Illinois National Guard. 

GEORGE C. RANKIN, Monmouth, Illinois. 19177. ’87. (1) 

CoRALS: five species of Stylaster, from the Gulf of Mexico. 

MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 19178. 787. 

(XI) 
MAGNETIC IRON ORE; for analysis. 

Moore, Hopson & Conway, Bristol, Tennessee. 19179. 787. (XVIII) 

MEDAL, commemorating dedication of the Washington Monument, 

JAY K. B. Vose, Washington, District ef Columbia. 19180. ’87. (1) 

METEORIC STONE. 
(Donor not known.) 19181. ’87. (xv1I) 

GROUND SQUIRREL, Tamias striatus, from Gainesville, Virginia. 

Ropert Ripaway, U.S. National Museum. 19132. ’37. (Iv) 

YELLOW-BREASTED CHAT, I[cieria virens. 

CONRAD ZELLER, Washington, District of Columbia. 19183. ’87. (v,a) 

JUNE. 

BEETLE, Prionus laticollis; Grasshopper, Acridium americanum. 

Rovert A. MILxs, Chuluota, Florida. 19184. ’87. (x) 

Suu ts (100) from dredgings made off the east coast of the southern states and the 

West Indies. 

Dr. W. H. Rusu, U.S. Navy, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 19185. ’87. (1x) 

CLuB with stone head, from New Britain; war ax, from Savage Island; spear with 

obsidian blade, from Admiralty Island; club, from Tonga Island; double- bladed 

paddle and ceremonial ax, carved bird’s head and carved paddle, from New Ire- 

land; paddle, from Navigator’s Islands; pillow, from Fiji Islands; and 2 wigs. 

(Exchange. ) 

APPLETON SturGis, New York City. 19186. ’87. (11,4) 
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Ipots AND Hzaps, 22 specimens, from Mexico. 

Warp BATCHELOR, city of Mexico, Mexico. 19187. ’87. (1I,B) 

MINERALS: Agiaite, muscovite, aud tourmaline (23 specimens). 
CoLumBi1a COLLEGE (School of Mines), New York City. 19188. ’37. (XVI) 

- MINERALS. 
Dr. H.H. THorre, Liberty Hill, Texas. 19189. 787. (xvI) 

AMERICAN GOLDFINCH, Astragalinus tristis. 

CONRAD ZELLER, Washington, District of Columbia. 19190. ’87. (XII) 

Syrran Coat. (Purchased.) 
: Fares A. FERZAN, Mount Lebanon, Syria. 19191. ’87. (1) 

PHOTOGRAPHS of a Turkish woman and of an Egyptian peasant. 

Fares A. FERZAN, Mount Lebanon, Syria. 19191. ’87. (11,4) 

CASSITERITE (2 specimens), from King’s Mountain, North Carolina. 

Dr. C. W. DABNEY, Raleigh, North Carolina. 19192. ’87. (XvrI) 

BabDGE of the Lomax Rifles. 
E. J. Darnzs, Mobile, Alabama. 19193. 787. (1) 

BADGE of Bowling Green Guards. 

ALLIE COLBURN, Bowling Green, Kentucky. 19194. ’87. (1) 

Babee of the Bullene Guards. 

S. H. POTTER, Kansas City, Missouri. 19195. ’87. (4) 
GOLD DOLLAR, coined at Rutherfordton, North Carolina, and issued in 1812-49; or 

North Carolina gold. 
CHARLES H. BETTS, Raleigh, North Carolina. 19196. ’87. (1) 

RIBBON AND METAL BabDGE of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 

Tuomas W. CaPEN, Stamford, Connecticut. 19197. ’87. (1) 
PyniIteE in calcite; for examination. 

S. HEYMANN, Fayetteville, Tennessee. 19198. ’87. (XvIII) 

PHOTOGRAPHS of base bullion. 
Pau BeckwirTH, U.S. National Museum. 19199. ’87. (XVIII) 

CONCRETIONS. 
S. R. Harrison, Clarksburgh, West Virginia. 19200. ’87. (xvIt) 

NATIVE CLOTH, from the Baluba country, headwaters of the Kassai River, Central 

Africa. 

Lieut. E. H. Taunt, U.S. Navy. 19201. ’87. (i, 4) 

Eaes of Lophophanes bicolor. 
AUDUBON Ripeway, U.S. National Museum. 19202. ’87. (Vv, B) 

Eaes (3) of Peucwa estivalis. 

I. M. CHAPMAN, Englewood, New Jersey. 19203. ’87. (vV,B) 

Eaaes of Sitta pusilla, and three nests; eggs of Stelgidopteryx serripennis. 

CHARLES W. RICHMOND, Washington, District of Columbia. 19204. 87. (Vv, B) 

Birps’ Nests,* Psaltriparus plumbeus (6); Amphispiza bilineata (1); Pyrocephalus ruber 

mexicanus (3); Aphelocoma sieberii arizone (1), and Pipilo fuscus mesoleucus (1). 

Lieut. Harry C. Benson, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 19205. '87. 

(Vv, B) 
PALEOZOIC FOSSILS, 893 specimens (44 genera, 77 species, 5 varieties) : 

Endothyra baileyi, Hall. Heliophyllum halli, KE. and H. 

Favosites goldfussi, D’Orbigny. Heliophyllum annulatum, Hall. 
Favosites polymorphus, Goldfuss. Heliophyllum infundibulum. 

Favosites invaginatus, Nicholson. Heliophyllum pravum, Hall. 

Favosites forbesi, var.occidentalis, Hall. Phillipsastrea, sp. undet. 

Favosites spinigerus, Hall. Hadrophyllum orbignyt, K. and H. 

Favosites sp.? Zaphrentis conica ? 

Halysites catenulatus, Linn. Zaphrentis concava, Hall. 

Cyathophyllum rugosum, E. and H. Streptelasma (D.) borealis, Hall. 

“See Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. 10, p. 551, 
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PaLEozoIc Fossits—Continued. 
Aulacophyllum convergens, Hall. 

Aulacophyllum sulcatum, D’Orbigny. 

Pentremites conoideus, Hall. 

Pentremites koninckianus, Hall. 

Ancyrocrinus bulbosus, Hall. 

Trematopora ? 

Trematopora osculum, Hall. 

Trematopora infrequens, Hall. 

Trematopora echinata, Hall. 

LTichenalia concentrica, Hall. 

Paleschara maculata, Hall. 
Chonetes yandelliana, Hall. 

_ Orthis vanuxemi, Hall. 

Orthis elegantula, Hall. 

Orihis hybrida, Sowerby. 

Orthis dubia, Hall. 

Spirifera euruteines, Owen. 

Spirifera euruteines, Owen (showing 

spires). 

Spirifera crispa, Hisinger. 

Spirifera crispa, var. sinuplex, Hall. 

Spirifera radiata, Sowerby. 
Spirifera sulcata, Hisinger. 

Spirifera owent, Hall. 

Spirifera oweni, Hall(showing spires). 

Cyrtina hamiltonensis, var. recta, Hall. 

Nucleospira pisiformis, Hall. 

Meristella rectirostra, Hall. 

Meristina nitida, Hall. 

Meristina maria, Hall. 

Retzia evax, Hall. 

Atrypa nodostriata, Hall. 

Atrypa reticularis, Linn. 

Aitrypa reticularis, Linn. 

spires). 

Ehynchonella grosvenori, Hall. 

Rhynchonella stricklandi, Sowerby. 

(showing 
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Ehynchonella neglecta, Hall. 
Ehynchonella acinus, Hall. 

Rhynchonella whitti, Winchell. 

Khynchonella indianensis, Hall. 

Rhynchonella cuneata,var. americanus, 

Hall. 

Anastrophia internascens, Hall. 

Athyris hirsula, Hall. 

Athyris spiriferoides, Eaton. 

Athyris spiriferoides, Eaton (showing 

spires). 

Terebratula formosa, Hall. 

Humeiria verneuiliana, Hall. 

Hichwaldia reticulata, Hall. 

Conularia (2) subulata (?). - 

Naticopsis carleyana, Hall. 

Holopea proutana, Hall. 

Platystoma niagarensis, Hall. 

Straparollus spergenensis, Hall. 

Straparollus spergenensis, var. planor- 

biformis. 

Straparollus planispira, Hall. 

Straparollus quadrivolvis, Hall. 

Pleurotomaria subglobosus, Hall. 

Murchisonia turritella, Hall. 
Murchisonia vermicula, Hall. 

Murchisonia insculpta, Hall. 

Cyclonema leavenworthianum, Hall. 

Bellerophon sublevis, Hall. 

Polyphemopsis bulimiformis, Wall. 

Bulimorpha elongata, Hall. 

Bulimorpha canaliculata, Hall. 

Orthoceras epigrus, Hall. 

Nucula shumardana, Hall. 

Leperditia carbonaria, Hall. 

Fossiliferous strata (sample). 

E. PLEAS, Dunreith, Indiana. 19206. ’87. (XIII, 4) 

SILVER Corn, 960-reis of Brazil, 1817. 

J. A. DuNNING, Aulander, North Carolina. 19207. ’87. (1) 

ZINC-BLENDE, and rock fragments; for examination. 
B. A. HELTON, Hazel Spring, Virginia. 19208. ’87. (XVI) 

Izis, Bubulus ibis, from Egypt. "i 

C. B. Cory, Boston, Massachusetts. 19209. ’87. (v,A) 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES. 

U. S. Fish CoMMISSsION, Washington, District of Columbia. 19210. ’87. (x1) 

INSECTS (9 specimens), collected by schooner Grampus. 

U. S. Fisn Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. 

FISHES. 

U.S. Fis Commission, Washington, District of Columbia. 

BirRD skins; for examination. 

Boston Society or Natura. History, Boston, Massachusetts. 

(V,4) 

19210. 87. (x) 

19210. ’87. (vir) 

19211. 87. : 
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Bows AND ARROwS (5) made specially as insignia of authority and office of chief of 

the tribe, for presentation to McGill, as successor to Pasqual, chief of the Yumas, 

in the event of the death of the latter, which, however, did not then occur. 

Hon. A. B. Uprsnaw, Assistant Commissiouter of Indian Affairs. 19212. 787. 
(11. 4) 

InsEcT, Actias luna. 

Dr. N. M. BURKHOLDER, Harrisonburgh, Virginia. 19213. ’87. (x) 
MINERALS; for assay. 

WwW. = nna Colfax, Grant Parish, Louisiana. 19214. ’87. (xvi) 

ITALIAN EXECUTIONER’S SWORD. 

THOMAS WILSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 19215. ’87. (11,4) 

GREAT HORNED OWL, Bubo virginianus ; from Virginia. 

G. A. STEUART, Smithsonian Institution. 19216. ’87. (v, 4) 

FossiLs, Bryozoa, from the Trenton limestone. 

JAMES EH. BENEDICT, St. Paul, Minnesota. 19217. ’87. (Xu1II, A) 

CHINESE BRONZE KETTLE. 

Mrs. WILLIE Maneum, Washington, District of Columbia. 19218. ’87. (a1, A) 

_ BanGE of the Toledo Cadets. 

Capt. W. V. McMaxin, Toledo, Ohio. 19219. ’87. (1) 

CAMPAIGN BADGES (two) of General Harrison, 1840; funeral badge of General Har- 

rison, 1841; badge of Bunker Hill Celebration, 1843. Also eight specimens paper 
money and Confederate bond, and three unsigned bank notes of the old Bank of 

South Carolina, Charleston, etc. 

NaTHAN RITTER, Washington, District of Columbia. 19220. 87. (1) 

FLINT; for examination. 

WiLL S. HAZLeETT, Alpine, Alabama. 19221. ’87. (xvi) 

SANDSTONE containing oxides of manganese and iron; for examination. 

I. Comss, Hawk’s Nest, West Virginia. 19222. ’87. (XVI) 

BIRD-SKINS. Lent for comparison and study. (Returned.) 

Boston SOCIETY OF NATURAL History, Boston, Massachusetts. 19223. ’87, 

(Vv, A) , 

ARROW HEADS. 

Dr. WILLIAM OVERTON, Stony Creek, Virginia. 19224. ’87. (111) 

STONE SLAB. 
_ GzorGE H. BoruMer, Smithsonian Institution. 19225. ’87. (xvit) 

MEDALS of John Tillotson, Archbishop of Canterbury, who died in 1694, and James 

Oglethorpe, founder of the colony of Georgia, 1733. (2 sulphur casts.) 

HENRY WEIDENBACH, Washington, District of Columbia. 19226. ’87. (4) 

» BEETLES; miscellaneous collection. 

Tawis Li KENNEDY, Blackford, Custer Gonna Montana. 19227. ’87. (x) 

WHETSTONES. 5 

A. F. Pixs MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pike Station, New Hampshire. 19228. 

ESiie 2 CXVLI) 

OVEN BIRD, Seiurus aurocapillus (nestling). 

GEORGE MARSHALL, Laurel, Maryland. 19229. ’87. (v, A) 

Fisu, Thalassophryne dowi. 

D. S. JORDAN, Bloomington, Indiana. 19230. ’87. (vil) 

Birps’ Eecs:* Corvus cryptoleucus (46), Geococcyx californianus (10), Amphispiza biline- 

ata (3), and Buteo swainsoni (3). 

Lieut. H. C. Benson, U. 8. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 19231. ’87. (Vv,B) 

* See Proceedings U. S. National Museum, vol. 10, p. 551. 
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BapGeEs: Thirtieth Anniversary, 1884, Independent Order of Good Templars; Union 

Veteran Corps, Old Guard, Washington, 186; Logan Tribe No. 8, Improved 

Order of Red Men, District of Columbia; Associated Veterans, District of Colum- 

bia Volunteers, Twenty-fifth Anniversary, 1886; Badge of Webster Lodge, No. 7, 

Knights of Pythias, 1886; Badge of floor committee at the Garfield Ball of Ohio 

+ Club, Washington, January 24, 1881; Badge of honorary members of Emmet 

Guard, Washington, 1884; Badge worn at the fair held by the Washington Con- . 

tinentals, January, 1887; and five United States bronze coins. 

PauL BreckwitTH, U.S. National Museum. 19232. 787. (1) 
CHIPMUNK, Tamias asiaticus 4-vittatus. 

Dr. J. C. MERRILL, U. S. Army, Fort Klamath, Oregon. 19233. ’87. (Iv) 

InsEcts from Dade County, Florida. 
E. S. Schwarz, Washington, District of Columbia. 19234. ’87. (x) 

SNAPPING-TURTLE, Chelydon serpentina. 
ANTON ScHotr. (Through A. L. Schott, U. S. National Museum.) 19235. 

87. (VIL) 

PYRITES. 
H. J. Davis, Davis, Massachusetts. 19236. ’87. (XVI) 

PLANT; for examination. : 

Dr. J. L. GREENE, Denver, Colorado. 19237. ’87. (xv) 

MINERAL; for examination. 

JACOB P. SNYDER, Murphys, California. 19238. ’87. (xv1) 

Mica; for examination. 

R. J. S. THompson, Denver, Colorado. 19239. ’87. (xvulI) 

CryYsTA.s of rutile. (Deposited. ) 

C. U. SHEPARD, Charleston, South Carolina. 19240. ’87. (xvtI) 

MepAz of National Prize Drill at Camp George Washington, District of Columbia, 

May, 1887. 
J. H. Barry, Washington, District of Columbia. 19241. ’87. (1) 

BavDGE of the Washington Light Infantry Corps. 

JOHN G. CowlgE, first lieutenant, Company A, Washington Light Infantry 

Corps, District of Columbia. 19242. ’87. () 

Nai from the door of a dungeon cell under the Doge’s palace in Venice. In this cell 

the Doge Marino Falieri was confined prior to his execution, which occurred in 

the year 1355. 

JaMES M. STEWART, War Department, Washington, District of Columbia. 

19243. 787. (a) 

BIRD-SKINS, Auriparus flaviceps,* Polioptila californica ad., P. cerulea (new sub- 

species ?) ad., Spizella atrigularis (3), Chetura vauxii (very rare) ad., Harporhynchus 

lecontei adult and nestling, and hybrid Lophortyx californicus x L. gambeli ad. 

(Purchased. ) : 
F. STEPHENS, San Bernardino, California. 19244. ’87. (Vv, A) 

SKELETON OF A SEAL. (Purchased. ) 

Rev. Mr. Harvey, St. John’s, Newfoundland. 19245. ’85. (xIIr) 

SEAL-SKINS: Cystophora cristata, young specimen of same, and young specimen of 

Erignathus barbatus; for examination. 

Rev. Mr. Harvey, St. John’s, Newfoundland. 19245. ’87. (iv) 

Fossits, Corbula perangulata, Whiteaves; from the Laramie Group of Canada. 

J. F. WHITEAVES, Canada Geological Survey. (Through Dr. C. A. White.) 

19246. ’87. (XIII, B) 

Fossit Woop, from Stouy Creek, Virginia. 

JouNn E. Brown, U.S. Fish Commission. 19247. ’87. (xv) 

* See Proceedings U. 8S. National Museum, Vol. 10, p. 549. 
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ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Spears, throwing-stick, arrows, articles of dress, baskets, 

knives, bows, carvings, needles and needle-cases, etc., from Alaska. (147 speci- 

mens.) (Purchased.) 

Lucian M. TurNER, Washington, District of Columbia. 19248. ’87. (11, A) 

- Trisu ANTIQUITIES. 

JAMES F. Jounson, Holywood, Ireland. 19249. ’87. (111) ° 
MANGANESE GARNET, spessartite ; for examination. 

F. F. Oron, Villa Rica, Carroll County, Georgia. 19250. ’87. (xvumII) 

Bapee of the Lee Light Infantry of Chester, South Carolina. 

f FRANK Burns, U.S. Geological Survey. 19251. ’87. (1) : 

EaeGs of Corvus cryptoleucus (13 sets, 69 eggs). 

Lieut. H. C. BEnson, U.S. Army, Fort Huachuca, Arizona. 19252. ’87. (Vv,B) 

Goose, Anser cerulescens (2 skins). 

Lupwic KuMLEIN, Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 19253. ’87. (Vv, A) 

SMALL STALACTITE; for examination. 

Dr. H. H. THorpP#, Liberty Hill, Texas. 19254. ’87. (xv1) 

FossiL, fragment of Ammonites feruvianus ; for examination. 

Dr. H. H. Toorps, Liberty Hill, Texas. 19254. 87. (xml, B) 

‘« TWO-SPOTTED TREE Hopper,” Thelia bimaculata Fabr. ; for examination. 

WititamM J. C. Goons, Gilliamsville, Buckingham County, Virginia. 19255. 

UsHie val(@:@)) 

LAMPREY EEL, Petromyzon marinus, and Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus. 

W. A. WiLcox, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 19256. ’87. (vil) 

SHELL found at mouth of Potomac Creek, Virginia. 

Captain Evuis. (Through N. King, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Wash- 
ington, District of Columbia.) 19257. ’'87. (1x) 

CONCRETION found in the Hudson River tunnel. 

Dr. F. R. HORNBLOWER, Jersey City, New Jersey. 19258. ’87. (XVIZ) 

‘CANT LION, ” larva of Wyrmeleon sp. 

B. Rusu RwEES, Washington, District of Columbia. 19259. ’87. (x) 

LARV/ of Sphinx (Daremma) catalpa Bd.; for examination. 

Maj. WittiaM A. Koxsss, Third Artillery, U. S. Army, Fort Monroe, Virginia. 

19260. ’87. (xX) : 
MINERALS; for examination. 

JAMES M. BaRKER, Bristol, Tennessee, 19261. ’87. (xvi) 

Orcuibs, from the island of Grand Cayman, Caribbean Sea. 

C. H. TOwNSEND, U.S. Fish Commission. 19262. ’87. (xv) 
BIRD-SKINS, from the island of Grand Cayman, Caribbean Sea. 

C. H. TOWNSEND, U.S. Fish Commission. 19262. ’87. (Vv, A) 

PHOTOGRAPHS of Easter Island (39) taken by Passed Assistant Surgeon H. W. Whit- 

taker, U. S. Navy. 

Commander BENJAMIN F. Day, U. 8. Navy, commanding U.S. 8. Mohican. 

19263.) 787), (0, A) 

DRINKING WATER; for analysis. 

G. P. GALLOWAY, Redrock, Montrose County, Colorado. 19264. ’87. (xvi) 

Key found in the sand near the fort at Sandy Hook. 

P. CAMERON, New Brunswick, New Jersey. 19265. ’87. (11, A) 

FOssILs, type specimens: Corbicula willisit, White; C. pugetensis, White ; Cerithium? 

sp.; Cardium (Adena?); Psammobia obscura, White; Neritina sp.; Cyrena brevidens 

White; Teredo pugetensis, White; Batissa dubia, White; B. Newberryi, White; 

Sanguinolaria (?) caudata, White; Anatina sulcatina, White; Clisocolus dubius 

(Gabb), White; C. cordatus (Whiteaves), White; Crassatella tuscana, White‘ 

Vanikoropsis suciensis, White; Rhynchonella, sp.; Perna excavata, White; and 

Ammonites maclurei, White. 

Dr. J. 8. Newserry, Columbia College, New York City. Through Dr. C. A. 

White. 19266. ’87. (XIII,B 
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SELENITE CRYSTALS (2); for examination. 

A. T. SHERWOOD, Bismarck, Dakota. 19267. ’87. (XVI) 

GREEN-TAILED TOWHEE, Pipilo chlorurus, from Zuni, New Mexico. 

Dr. H. C. Yarrow, Washington, District of Columbia. 19268. ’87. (v, 4A) 

DOUBLED-BRAINED CHICKENS (5). 

Dr. ReH. Evans, Washington, District of Columbia. 19269. ’87. (Vv, A) 

BIRD-SKINS, from various localities. (Returned.) ' 

Lupwiag KUMLEIN, Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 19270. ’87. 

(V, A) 
Rocks, collection from water-works tunnel, District of Columbia. 

I. RoBinson, Howard University, District of Columbia. 19271. ’87. (xvir) 

_ ARROWHEADS (10); from Wateree River, South Carolina. 

E. M. KrrKLEy, Camden, South Carolina. 19272. ’87. (11) 
PorreryY (fragments). 

E. M. KirKLEY, Camden, South Carolina. 19272. ’87. (11,B) 

NEST AND EGG or Dendroica dominica. 
R. B. McLAuGHLin, Statesville, North Carolina. 19273. ’87. (v, B) . 

“TORTOISE” BEETLES, Coptocycla (Cassida) aurichalcea ; for examination. 

Mrs. E. 8. WARNER, Palma Sola, Florida. 19274. ’87. (x) 
BIRD-SKINS, from Europe. 

C. W. Warp, New York City. 19275. ’87. (v,A) 
DrininG TABLE, from Corea. 

P. L. Jouy, Smithsonian Institution. 19276. ’87. (11, A) 

GRAYHOUND, Canis familiaris. 

Mrs. THEODORE WASSERBACH, Hillman House, Washington, District of Co- 

lumbia. 19277. ’87. (x11) 

Eaes of Buteo latissimus (?), from Sandy Spring, Montgomery County, Maryland. 
Dr. A. K. Fisoer, Washington, District of Columbia. 19278. ’87. (v, B) 

BirbD, type of Myioturdus fuscatus, Leop.; for examination. (Returned.) 

Boston SociETY OF NATURAL HistToRY, Boston, Massachusetts. 19279. ’87. 

(Vv, 4) 
PHOTOGRAPH of Passamaquoddy Indians and their priest, Father Vermilyea. 

SAMUEL SHACKFORD, Chicago, Illinois. 19280. ’87. (iI, A) 

LEAD, copper, and zinc ores. 

G. H. HoupEn, Deer Isle, Maine. 19281. ’87. (xvut) 

STIBNITE, quartz, and calcite stained by copper, perlite, quartz and sulphide of copper 

and iron, galena and pyrite, and quartz; for examination. 

H. C. DuRKEE, Baker City, Oregon. 19282. ’87. (XVIII) 

KILLIFISHES: Fundulus similis (1 specimen), Mollienesia latipinna (2 specimens). 

E. A. ScHWARZ, Washington, District of Columbia. 19283. ’87. (vm) 

STONE VESSEL, ladle-shaped. 
Dr. H. F. WiLiiaMs, Fairbank, Cochise County, Arizona. 19284. ’87. (11) 

Corns (65), American and foreign. 
G. A. B, WALKER, Augusta, Georgia. 19285. ’87. (1) 

MAGNETIC IRON ORE; for examination. 

Hon. J. T. MorGAN, Selma, Alabama. 19286. ’87. (XVIII) 

MOLuLuscA, Octopus sp. 

Lieut. W. M. Woop, U.S. Navy. 19287. ’87. (1x) 

Fisu: Haplochiton zebra Jenyns. Also mould and cast of same. 

Lieut. W. M. Woop, U.S. Navy. 19287. ’87. (vit) 

TURTLE. ! 

Lieut. W. M. Woop, U.S. Navy, U. 8. S. Juniata. 19287. ’87. (v1) 

CoprEeR Corns of ancient Rome. (Returned.) Bi 

General M. C. Mrias, U. S. Army, Washington, District of Columbia. 19288. 
87, (1) 
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BavGe of Cadets of St. John’s Academy worn at Camp Washington, 1887. 
Rk. L. Carnes, Alexandria, Virginia. 19289. ’87. (1) 

ANCIENT ROMAN CoINn: Ais of L. Peso Fruji, 89 B. C. (Deposited.) 

FRANK REYNOLDS, U.S. National Museum. 19290. ’87. (4) 

TEREDO TUBE, lining; from Quoddy Bay, Maine; for examination. 

PETER GODFREY, South Lubec, Maine. 19291. ’87. (1x) 

TYPES OF FOSSILS (39). 

U. S. GroLogicaL SuRVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 19292. ’87. 
(XI, B) 

FOSssILs : 
Dr. J. S. NEWBERRY, Columbia College, New York. 19293. ’87. (XIII, B) 

ETHNOLOGICAL* AND ARCHHZOLOGICAL OBJECTS: From Wolpi-si-chom-i-vi, Tewa 

Shong-oh-pa-vi, Mu-shong-o-nu-bi and Shu-pa-la-bi, and Oraibe, Arizona Terri- 

tory. < 

BuREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through Col. 

and Mrs. James Stevenson.) 19294. ’87. (II, A & B) 

ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS; * a large collection. 
Mrs. JAMES STEVENSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 19294. ’&7. (II, A) 

POTTERY. 

Mrs. JAMES STEVENSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 19294. ’87. (1, B) 

MINERALS (21 specimens); for examination. (Returned.) 
W. A. H. SHREIBER, Webster, North Carolina. 19295. ’87. (xvrI) 

InsEcTS; for examination. ; 

A. E. THomas, Bellmore, Park County, Indiana. 19296. ’87. (x) 

BIRD-SKINS (25); from Isthmus of Panama. 

Ensign W. E. Sarrorp, U.S. Navy, U.S. 8. Mohican. 19297. ’87. (Vv, A) 

BIRD-SKINS. (Returned.) 

H. K. CoALE, Chicago, Illinois. 19298. ’87. (V, A) 
EGG of Buteo latissimus. 

G. CurTIS BisHop, New London, Connecticut. 19299. ’87. (v, By 
HORNED TOAD, Phrynosoma cornutum: from Arizona. 

THomas Fiynn, Soldiers’ Home, Washington, District of Columbia. 19300. 

87. (VI) 

SANDSTONE containing pyrite, and pig-iron; for examination. 

S. HEYMANN, Fayetteville, Tennessee. 19301. ’27. (XVIII) 

SHELLS, Helix and Purpura. 
Rk. Hircucock, Osaka, Japan. 19302. ’87. (1x) 

WINGED TERMITES. 

R. Hircucock, Osaka, Japan. 19302. ’87. (x) 
MINERALS; for examination. 

FRANK PRICE, Rapid City, Dakota. 19303. ’87. (XVI) 

LOWER CARBONIFEROUS CHERT, containing sponge spicules (4 specimens). 

Dr. Grorce J. HinpE, Croydon, England. (Through Dr. C. A. White.) 

19304. ’87. (XIII, A) 

InDIGO Birps, Passerina cyanea (4 specimens); also Coccyge samericanus and Vireo- 

sylvia olivacea. 

H. M. Smitu, U.S. Fish Commission. 19305. ’87. (x11) 

APPARATUS used by Professor Henry. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington, District of Columbia. 19306. 787. 

(1) 
GERMAN Carp, Cyprinus carpio (2 specimens). 

NATHAN KEITH, Campbell, Massachusetts. 19307. ’87. (VII) 

*See Report on Department of Ethnology, Sectioz 11. 
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Piece OF MorTAR from the old reservoir which supplied the city of Rome with 
water. 

Mrs. SARAH D. Davis, Springfield, Massachusetts. 19308. ’87. (1) 

MEDALLION of Benjamin Franklin, 1777; foreign coins (176); two cuneiform inscrip- 

tions in baked clay, from Babylon; volume, ‘‘ Mémoires de la République Romaine,” 
and plaster cast of ancient Roman gold plate. 

THOMAS WILSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 19309. ’87. (1) 

UNITED STATES MARINE DRwuM, found on battle-field at Manassas Junction in 1861. 
(Returned. ) 

GILBERT B. WALDEN, Washington, District of Columbia. 19310. ’87. (1) 

BapGeEs: Sherman Cadets, of Sherman, Massachusetts; Gate City Guard, Atlanta, 

Georgia, and ‘‘ Welcome to Atlanta” Gate City Guard. 

J. H. CoNGER, Washington, District of Columbia. 19311. ’87. (1) 

HAIR-WORM, Gordius sp.; for examination. 

Dr. E. G. SHORTLIDGE, Wilmington, Delaware. 19312. ’87. (x1) 

BirDs’ E@es: Corvus cryptoleucus (160), Buteo swainsoni (44), B. borealis calurus (2), 

Geococcyx californianus (4), Tyrannus verticalis (8), Lanius excubitorides (8), Am- 

phispiza bilineata (3), Empidonazx sp. (4). : 

Lieut. H.C. Benson, U. 8. Army, Fort Huachuea, Arizona. 19313. ’87. (V,B) 

Ea@es of [ctinia mississippiensis. 

N.S. Goss, Neosho Falls, Kansas. 19314. ’87. (v, B) 

BIRD-SKINS; for examination. (Returned.) 

CHARLES B. Cory, Boston, Massachusetts. 19315. ’87. (Vv, A) j 

PINON Jay, Cyanocephalus cyanocephalus. 

Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U. 8S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 19316. ’87. : 

(V, A) ; 

CaRD OF INVITATION to ceremonies, and order of proceedings at dedication of Wash- 

ington Monument, February 21, 1885. (Deposited.) 

Prof. S. F. Barrp, Washington, District of Columbia. 19317. ’87. (1) 

SILVER AND CoppER Couns of United States, Canada, Nova Scotia, France, Prussia, 

Denmark, Great Britain, and one Vermont continental. 

W. PatMER, Washington, District of Columbia. 19318. ’87. (1) 

Corns, American and foreign (318); two specimens postage-stamp money; gold badge . 
of the Eclectic College fraternity (Phi Nu Theta), and subscriber’s card to Vice- 

President Hendricks’s monument fund. (Deposited.) 

G. BROWN Goons, U.S. National Museum. 19319. ’87. (1) 

INSECT, Sphinx 5-maculata, in fragments. 

C. E. RUTHERFORD, Peru, Indiana. 19320. ’87. (x) 

“RHINOCEROS” BEETLE, Dynastes tityus, female; for examination. 

Mrs. T. D. PEARSON, Saratoga, Tennessee. 19321. ’37. (xX) 

FossiL FisH, Clupeoid; from the Green River Falls, Wyoming. 

W.H. Dat, U.S. National Museum. 19322. ’87. (viz) 

BLUE Goose, Chen cerulescens (2 specimens). 

LupwiG KuMLEIN, Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 19323. ’87. (v, A) 

BRANCH ALEWIFE, Clupea vernalis; from Penobscot River; for examination. 

J. FRANK Evuis, U. S. Fish Commission. 19324. ’87. (vit) 

BIRD-SKINS ; from Hawaiian Islands. 

VALDEMAR KNUDSEN, Marion, Massachusetts. 19325. 787. (Vv, A) 

DECOMPOSED DIABASE; for examination. 
R. W. Pace, Salem, Virginia. 19326. ’87. (XVII) -¥ 

Cuair once belonging to Thomas Jefferson and made by a carpenter on his planta- | 

tion. (Deposited.) ° 

Mrs. ELLEN DouaGuass, St. Louis, Missouri. 19327. ’87. (1) 

Rainsow Trout, Sglmo irideus. 
SouTH SIDE SPORTSMAN CLUB, Oakdale, New York. 19328. ’87. (vit). 
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SHELLS, Limnea elodes Say ; taken from stomach of a fish. 

SouTH SIDE SPORTSMAN CLUB, Oakdale, New York. 19328. ’87. (1x) 

COREAN SCREEN. 

‘GUSTAV GOWARD, Washington, District of Columbia. 19329. ’87. (11, A) 

BIRD-SKINS. 

S. ALBERT SHAW, Hampton, New Hampshire. 19330. ’87. (Vv, 4) 

DECOMPOSED SLATE; for examination. 
J. Y. BRADFORD, Daingerfield, Texas. 19331. 787. (xvm1) 

Fossi, LAMELLIBRANCHIATA of the Upper Helderberg, Hamilton, Portage, and Che- 

mung Groups: 

Mytilarca (P.) arenacea, Hall. 

Conocardium cuneus, Conrad. 

Cypricardinia planulata, Conrad. 

Paracyclas elliptica, Hall. 

Actinoptera muricata, Hall. 

Leiopteria levis, Hall. 

Panenka linckleni, Hall. 

Aviculopecten princeps, Conrad. 

A, scabridus, Hall. 

A. exactus, Hall. 

A. fasciculatus, Hall. 

A, idas, Hall. 

A. lauius, Hall. 

A. bellus, Conrad. 

Pierinopecten conspectus, Hall. 

P. intermedius, Hall. 

P.vertumnus, Hall. 

P.undosus, Hall. 

Pterinea flabella, Conrad. 

Actinoptera subdecussata, Hall. 

A. decussata, Hall. 

A. boydi, Conrad. 

Glyptodesma erectum, Conrad. 

Leiopteria conradi, Hall. 

LI. greeni, Hall. 

L. rafinesqui, Hall. 

L. sayi, Hall. 

L. bigsbyi, Hall. 
L. dekayi, Hall. 

Leptodesma rogersi, Hall. 

Iimoptera macroptera, Conrad. 

Mytilarea (P.) oviformis, Conrad. 

Gosseletia triqueter, Conrad. 

Modiomorpha concentrica, Conrad. 

M. mytiloides, Conrad. 

M. alta, Conrad. 

M, macilenta, Hall. 

M. subalata, Conrad. 

Goniophora hamiltonensis, Hall. 

Microdon bellistriatus, Conrad. 

M. gregarius, Hall. 

M. tenuistriatus, Hall. 

Nucula randalli, Hall. 

N. lirata, Conrad. 

NV, bellistriata, Conrad. 

N. varicosa, Hall. 

N. corbuliformis, Hall. 

N. lamellata, Hall. 

Nuculites oblongatus, Conrad. 

YN. triqueter, Conrad. 

Leda diversa, Hall. ~ 

L. rostellata, Conrad. 

Palconeilo constricta, Conrad. 

P. plana, Hall. 

P. tenuistriata, Hall. 

P. fecunda, Hall. 

P. muta, Hall. 

P. emarginata, Conrad. 

P. perplana, Hall. 

P. brevis, Hall. 

Microdon complanatus, Hall. 

Macrodon hamiltonie, Hall. 

Nyassa arguta, Hall. 

Grammysia bisulcata, Conrad. 

G. nodocostata, Hall. 

G. circularis, Hall. 

G. obsoleta, Hall. 

G. alveata, Conrad. 

G. globosa, Hall. 

G. arcuata, Conrad. 

G. constricta, Hall. 

G. (Sphenomya) cuneata, Hall. 

Sphenotus arcefornis, Hall. 

S. cuneatus, Courad. 

Paracyclas lirata, Conrad. 

P. tenuis, Hall. 

Schizodus appressus, Conrad. 

Prothryris lanceolata, Hall. 

Tellinopsis subemarginata, Conrad. 

Cimitaria corrugata, Conrad. 

C. elongata, Conrad. 

C. recurva, Conrad. 

Pholadeila radiata, Conrad. 

Phthonia cylindrica, Hall. 

P. sectifrons, Conrad. 

Orthonota undulata, Conrad. 

0. carinata, Conrad. 

O. parvula, Hall. 

Cypricardinia indenta, Conrad 

Modiella pygmea, Conrad. 
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Glyptocardia speciosa, Hall. L. nereus, Hall. 

Lunulicardium fragile, Hall. L, orus, Hall. 

Ccnocardium cuneus, var. trigonale, L. flaccidum, Hall. 

Hall. L. patulum, Hall. 

Lunulicardium marcellense, Vanuxem. L.arciforme, Hall. 

Ammigenia catskillensis, Vanuxem. LI. phaon, Hall. 

Aviculopecten rugestriatus, Hall. 

A, duplicatus, Hall. 

Lyriopecten priamus, Hall. 

Pierinopecten neptuni, Hall. 

P. suborbicularis, Hall. 

Crenipecten amplus, Hall. 
C. crenulatus, Hall. 

Pterinea chemungensis, Conrad. 

P. consimilis, Hall. 

Ptychopteria salamanca, Hall. 

P. sao, Hall. 

P. thetis, Hall. 

P. falcata, Hall. 

P. elongata, Hall. 

Leptodesma spinigerum, Conrad. 
L. longispinum, Hall. 

L. agassizi, Hall. 

L. protextum, Conrad. 

L. sociale, Hall. 

L. potens, Hall. 

L.mortoni, Hall. 

L. billingsi, Hall. 

L. stephani, Hall. 

I. medon, Hall. 

L.cadmus, Hall. 

L.creon, Hall. 

I. demus, Hall. 

LL. extenuatum, Hall. 

L. hector, Hall. 

L. corydon, Hall. 

L.jason, Hall. 

L. propinguum, Halt 

L. lichas, Hall. 

L. quadrula, Hall. 

Byssopteria radiata, Hall. 

Mytilarca chemungensis, Conrad. 

M. carinata, Hall. 

Modiola (Mytilops) precedens, Hall. 

Modiomorpha subalata, var. chemungensis, 

H. 

M. subangulata, Hall. 

M. quadrata, Hall. 

Macrodon chemungensis, Hall. 

Grammysia elliptica, Hall. 

G. communis, Hall. 

G. undulata, Hall. 

Edmondia phillipi. 

E. tumidula, Hall. 

E. subovata, Hall. 

Sphenotus contractus, Hall. 

S. clavulus, Hall. 

Spathella typica, Hall. 

Schizodus rhombeus, Hall. 

S. chemungensis, Conrad. 

S. chemungensis, var. quadrangularis, Hall. 

Prothyris exuta, Hall. 

Paleanatina typa, Hall. 

P.angusta, Hall. 

Glossites lingualis, Hall. 

G. patulus, Hall. 

Stylonurus excelsior, Hall (cast). 

(47 genera, 146 species, 3 varieties, and 236 specimens.) 

NEw YORK STaTE MUSEUM OF Naturat History, Albany, New York. (Through 

Prof. James Hall.) 19332. ’88. (x11) 

ROSE-CRESTED COCKATOO, Cacatua moluccensis. 

W. A. CONKLIN, Central Park Menagerie, New York City. 19333. ’87. (Vv, 4) 

TRON PYRITE, magnetic iron ore, galena, chalcopyrite, metallic copper, etc.; for ex- 

amination. 

SHAH OF PrERsIA, Teheran, Persia. (Through Department of State.) 19334. 

87. (XVIIL) 

QuaRTz containing a small amount of crystallized pyrite. 

F. GuasEeR, Germania, Alabama. 19335, ’87. (XVI) 

PLANT, Cortilleia (one specimen); for examination. 

Lieut. F. P. Fremont, U.S. Army, Fort Missoula, Montana. 19336. ’87. (xv) 

Piant; for examination. 
Lieut. F, P. Fremont, U.S. Army, Fort Missoula, Montana. 19336. ’87. (xv) 
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Stone Pree with human faces carved on opposite sides, an unfinished ceremonial ob- 

ject, a natural formation, small round stone with groove, and two fragments of 

celts. (Exchange.) 
R. W. Mercer, Cincinnati, Ohio. 19337. ’87. (111) 

SALMON-SKINS, four dried specimens, and three specimens tanned by Indian method. 

As the Indians tan them, they possess an extraordinary elasticity, when they are 

fastened onto the backs of their yew-tree bows, which seem to resist without 

injury a constant strain of many years. 

ROBERT RADCLIFFE, Baird, California. 19338. ’87. (1) 

BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN SEALS. S. 

Rk. S. WILLIAMS, Utica, New York. 19339. ’87. (41,4) 

U. S. CopPpER ONE-HALF CENT, dated 1809. 
A.L. WoopworrTs, Norfolk, Virginia. 19340. ’87. (1) 

Mraty AMAZON, Chrysotis farinosa. 

ZOOLOGICAL SocIETY OF PHILADELPHIA, (Through A. E. Brown). 19341. 

87. (XII) 

Corns, silver and copper, and paper money of Mexico. 

Dr. E. PALMER, Smithsonian Institution. 19342. ’87. (1) 

NORWICH CANARY. 
CoNnRAD ZELLER, Washington, District of Columbia. 19343. ’87. (v, a) 

Fossin CoRAL (100 specimens) and Petremites sp. (65 specimens), Lower Carboniferous. 

JoHN H. Lemon, New Albany, Indiana. 19344. ’87. (xm, a) 
BIRD, type of Porzuna alfaro, from Costa Rica. 

ANASTASIO ALFARO, secretary Costa Rica National Museum. (Through J. C. 

Zeledon.) 19345. ’87. (v,A) 

CHAMELEON (scorpion or green lizard), dnolis preapall: (two specimens from Cape 

Romano, Florida). 

Lieut. J. F. Mosse, U. 8. Navy, U. 8. Coast Survey steamer A. D. Bache, New- 

port, Rhode Island. 19346. ’87. (v1) 

FisHes: Ictalurus, Lagocephalus, Elacate, Prionotus, Vomer, Hemirhamphus, Echeneia, 

Parephippus, Chilomycterus, Achirus, Dactyloscopus, Ophidium, Callionymus, Lipho- 

stoma, Chasmodes, etc. ; from the west coast of Florida. 

Lieut. J. F. Moser, U.S. Navy, U. 8. Coast Survey steamer 4. D: Bache, New- 

port, Rhode Island. 19346. ’87. (vit) 

MO.LuusKS, from Florida Reefs; in alcohol. - 

Lieut. J. F. Moser, U. 8. Navy, U.S. Coast Survey steamer 4. D. Bache, New- 

port, Rhode Island. 19346. ’87. (1x) 

InsEcts ; from Florida. 

Lieut. J. F. Mossr, U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Survey steamer 4. D. Bache, New- 
port, Rhode Island. 19346. ’86. (x) 

MARINE INVERTEBATES: Echinoderms, Crustaceans, Sponges, Ascidians, etc. ; from 
the west coast of Florida. 

Lieut. J. F. Mosrr, U.S. Navy, U. S. Coast Survey steamer 4. D. Bache, New- 
‘port, Rhode Island. 19346. ’87. (x1) 

BirD, type of Porzana alfaro, from Costa Rica. 

ANASTASIO ALFARO, secretary Costa Rica National Museum. (Through J. C. 
Zeledon.) 19345. ’87. (v, 4) 

AMERICAN HERCULES BEETLE, Belostoma americana; for examination. 

H. C. Mosiey, Charleston, South Carolina. 19347. ’87. (x) 

Fase Topaz (8 specimens). (Purchased.) 

Miss Laura E. Scott, Washington, District of Columbia. 19348. ’87. (xvr1) 

METEORIC [RON from Tennessee and Virginia; meteoric stones from Italy and from 

India. (Exchange.) 

WARD AND HOWELL, Rochester, New York. 19349. ’87. (xvi) 
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CHINESE CERAMICS. 

Case 1: Blue and white pilgrim bottle; red vase; red gourd-shaped vase ; 

Celadon vase ; vase, flambé; 10 snuff bottles; 2 vases, Kii ziieh hsuan, blue 

ground, medallions; Chien white teapot; bottle, green Kinkiang; 2 vases, gold 
on blue ground; 2 rose back plates; 2’ Kaughsi plates, ornamentation on body ; 
2 Chienlung plates, perforated edges; 3 bowls. e 

Case 2: 4 cups; 6 eggshell cups, Yung lo; 2 porcelain screens (?) ; vase, purple 
ground, white flowers; cup, plum Hgeercae Shenté t’ang cup; cup; 2cups, pur- 

ple ground; Celadon cup; wine cup, peach ornamentation ; small flambé vase; 

small vase; 2 Kii ziieh hstian wine cups; 2 Kii ziieh hsiian pen-holders; green 

vase (antes of flowers) ; large snuff bottle, flowers; small blue and white vase 

6 blue and gold wine cups; 2 plates, flowers; Yiian plate; vase (flowers and fig- 

ures); 2 cups, flowers over edge; 2 cups, white bamboo on red ground; 2 cups, 

enamel on metal; 2 cups, flowers on white ground; 2 cups, flowers; 2 plates, - 

lotus flower; vase, green ground. 

Case 3: Small flambé vase; 2 small vases, blue and white; snuff bottle, glass; 
gold-colored teapot; vase, blue, flowers white ; small vase, sang de beeuf swall 

vase, purple ground with flowers; 6 snuff bottles; 2 bowls, eggshell porcelain, 

decoration in porcelain; teapot, colored, gourd-shaped vase; blue and white 

vase; deep red vase; 2 bowls and covers (?), flowers, etc.; small vase (? red . 

lizard); 2 small bowls, flowers and fruit; small bow]; small bowl, flowers; 2 ; 

small yellow plates; 2 small plates, flowers, etc.; plate; small plate, black : 

ground; 2 small bowls, flowers on red ground; 2 red bowls and covers; bowl and 

cover, figures; 2 bowls, white flowers on red ground; 2 purple ground vases; 2 

blue and white vases (pa kwa); large plate, flower crossing edge to back; 4 

bowls; 2 blue and white plates; plate, flowers in un ts’ai; 2 gourd-shaped vases, 

flowers; small glass vase; small blue vase; pencil holder, enamel on metal; bis- 

cuit pen-hoider; Kii ziieh hsiian cup; Kii ziieh hsiian small teapot; 2 porcelain 

bamboo pen-holders; eggshell (?) flower pot; 2 seals. 

Case 4: Vase, white dragon in relief; water cruet, with lizard; small vase, 

Celadon; 6 wine cups, various colors; small blue vase, ciselé; pencil-holder, 

white porcelain; pencil-holder, yellow; vase, gold flowers on tea dark ground; 

vase, green sang de beeuf; 2 plates, crab-apple blossoms; 2 yellow bowls; vase, ~ 

blue and white?; 2 Kii yiieh hsiian bowls; Kaughsi vase; porcelain snuff bottle; 

enamel on metal bottle; smallred vase; water cruet, 8 fairies; small vase, Cela- 

don; small vase, flambé; green porcelain box; vase, chi hung; yellow bowl; 

small vase, black and white; 11 plates, various colors. 

Case 5: 4 bronze pots; vase, green: vase, blue and white; vase, white with 

purple dragons; 2 bowls and covers; water cruet, red; plate, blue and white; 

4 bowls, blue and white; 19 snuff bottles; vase, flambé; 2 small water bowls; 

vase, Kaughsi, figures, etc.; vase, Kii ziieh hsiian; water cruet, famille verte; 

vase, black and white; water cruet; vase, yellow ground, deep brown dragon: 

vase, wu ts’ai, figures, etc.; 3 wine cups; small vase. 

Case 6: 3small plates; 3 seals, chien tzu; 8 snuff bottles, porcelain; vase, pea- 
cock green; vase, black and white; 10 medallion bowls; vase, Kaughsi, square ; 

8 bowls, Celadon; water cruet, peacock green; bowl, Celadon with landscape 

medallions; large Celadon, black and white; bowl, eggshell porcelain; 9 bowls; 

12 plates, eggshell porcelain ; water cruet, cucumber skin. 

Case7 : 4 cups, black ts’ai ; 2 vases, pair ofstags; vase, chi hnng; 2small bowls, 

white bamboos; bowl, black and white; water cruet, coral red; 2 bowls, colors 

on yellow ground; 2 bowls, cucumber skin; 2 flower bowls, iron rust; bowl, 

colors on red ground; suuff bottle, glass; 8 wine cups, painted; bowl, black and 

white; porcelain plate; 2 bowls; 4 panels, porcelain screen; small bowl, 100 

flowers; small bronze pot; 2 bowls, coral red, ven chih hung; 6 wine cups (?) 

Kaughsi ts’ai; vase, dragon, black and white ; 2 vases, black and white; 4 plates, 

Kaughsi ts’ai. 

: 
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Case 8: Porcelain brick; vase, flambé; 20 panels from porcelain brick ; 2 plates, 

enamel on metal; 2 bowls, black and white; bowl, small; 4 bowls, red charac- 

ters ; vase, Celadon with lizard ; pene, eee vase, Celadon, with ornamenta- 

tion in relief; vase, tea dust. 

Case 9: Teapot; fish bowl, black and white ; ; plates; bowl; bowl, Ning szuasty ; 

4 or 5 pieces ivory ware; teapot, Kti ztieh nenane ; 2 cups, Kii ziieh hstian; 2 sau- 

cers; small bowl; 3 bowls, pictures in medallions; vase; pencil- Walaa black 

and white; 4 small bowls, various; box, red dragon; vase; snuff bottle ; bronze; 

2 vases, frogs; 2 candlesticks ; vase, with silver damascene ; pot with Agabie in- 

scription ; Buddah’s finger ; 2 snuff bottles; small pot. 

ALFRED E. HIPPIsLey, London, England. 19350. ’87. (1) 





INDEXES TO ACCESSION LIST. 

INDEX A. 

AFRICA. 

17718, 17986, 18091, 18304, 18388, 18404, 18694, 18708, 18765, 18811, 18815, 18898, 
19029, 19080, 19126, 19201, 19209. 

AMERICA. 

NortTH AMERICA. 

British AMERICA: 17707, 17736, 17759, 17884, 18002, 18097, 18106, 18128, 18130, 18207, 

18256, 18280, 18321, 18467, 18499, 18510, 18513, 18578, 18733, 18789, 18818, 18878, 

18898, 18951, 19245, 19246. 

GREENLAND: 17800, 17854, 18393, 18485. 

UNITED STATES. 

ALABAMA: 17740, 17821, 17908, 17950, 18149, 18358, 18401, 18530, 18642, 18648, 18718, 
18830, 18892, 18963, 19193, 19286, 19335. 

Ataska : 18028, 18036, 18090, 18143, 18244, 18346, 18375, 18409, 18412, 18416, 18490, 
18491, 18614, 18616, 18650, 18652, 16669, 18740, 18892, 19052, 19110, 19127, 19248. 

Arizona: 17756, 17790, 17814, 17904, 17936, 17976, 18005, 18048, 18080, 18052, 
18164, 18212, 18300, 18449, 18583, 18682, 18695, 18731, 18759, 18796, 18812, 
18880, 18938, 18941, 18931, 18983, 19003, 19019, 19071, 19105, 19114, 19205, 
19231, 19252, 19284, 19313. 

ARKANSAS: 17756, 17813, 17835, 17861, 17877, 17898, 18000, 18008, 18009, 18011, 
18122, 18158, 18390, 18448, 18536, 18699, 18714, 18770, 18824, 19093. 

CaLirornta: 17760, 17767, 17795, 17801, 17818, 17863, 17883, 17907, 17934, 17956, 
18020, 18083, 18094, 18146, 18200, 18201, 18215, 18241, 18298, 18327, 18374, 
18382, 18383, 18399, 18407, 18412, 18418, 18436, 18444, 18463, 18537, 18608, 
18613, 18649, 18650, 18692, 18704, 18709, 18717, 18734, 18796, 18800, 18862, 
18870, 18872, 18935, 19026, 19082, 19107, 19110, 19123, 19238, 19244, 19264, 
19338. 

CoLorapo: 17766, 17784, 17789, 17899, 17991, 18008, 18009, 18018, 18164, 18177, 
18243, 18248, 18287, 18301, 18324, 18558, 18744, 18779, 18786, 18965, 19030, 19237, 
19239, 19264. 

Connecticut: 17724, 17729, 17775, 17940, 18099, 18104, 18129, 18172, 18280, 18499, 
18520, 18680, 18722, 18724, 18918, 19028, 19061, 19197, 19299. 

Daxkora: 17819, 17851, 18118, 18267, 18820, 18968, 19267, 19303. 
DELAWARE: 17987, 18042, 18766, 19312. 
District or CoLumBia: 17710, 17712, 17715, 17738, 17744, 17746, 17748, 17751, 

17763, 17783, 17788, 17800, 17803, 17815, 17828, 17839, 17846, 17852, 17853, 
17882, 17885, 17892, 17906, 17913, 17918, 17928, 17937, 17957, 17959, 17961, 

H. Mis, 600, pt. 2——45 705 
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17969, 17988, 18007, 18024, 18046, 18055, 18066, 18067, 18070, 18073, 18096, 

18109, 18123, 18136, 18137, 18163, 18166, 18182, 18183, 18204, 18210, 18214, 

18222, 18227, 18239, 18240, 18242, 18282, 18311, 18323, 18335, 18332, 18339, 

18343, 18350, 18351, 18360, 18370, 18376, 18391, 18397, 18460, 18404, 18405, 

18408, 18422, 184129, 18452, 18461, 18470, 18474, 18490, 18498, 18500, 18513, 

18514, 18521, 18524, 18534, 18541, 18557, 18560, 18561, 18562, 18563, 17566, 

18568, 18571, 18580, 18584, 18587, 18590, 18596, 18602, 18603, 18606, 18626, 

18628, 18638, 18639, 138642, 18645, 18646, 18647, 18656, 18657, 18659, 18679, 

18688, 18690, 18691, 18701, 18705, 18711, 18712, 18723, 16728, 18729, 18732, 

18735, 18738, 18746, 18751, 18753, 18754, 18764, 18771, 18772, 18775, 18783, 

18807, 18813, 18815, 18817, 18827, 18838, 18843, 18256, 18864, 15865, 18366, 

18867, 18875, 18577, 18883, 18884, 18886, 18896, 18-97, 18903, 18908, 18932, 

18942, 18947, 18954, 18957, 18958, 18959, 18960, 18969, 18978, 18980, 18990, 

18991, 18993, 18995, 18998, 19011, 19017, 19023, 19040, 19041, 19042, 19043, 

19045, 19047, 19050, 19051, 19053, 19059, 19060, 19062, 19079, 19085, 19115, 

19128, 19129, 19135, 19138, 19150, 19166, 19168, 19180, 19183, 19190, 19199, 

19202, 19204, 19210, 19212, 19220, 19221, 19225, 18232, 19234, 19235, 19241, © 

19242, 19259, 19269, 19271, 19277, 19283, 19288, 19290, 19292, 19294, 19297, 

19300, 19305, 19306, 19309, 19310, 19311, 19317, 19318, 19319, 19322, 19324, 

19343, 19348. ; 

FLoRIDA: 17709, 17716, 17905, 17943, 18074, 18133, 18238, 18256, 18410, 18531, 

18544, 18550, 18578, 18610, 138630, 18634, 18635, 18636, 18654, 18677, 18763, 

18825, 18831, 18337, 18847, 18849, 18853, 18857, 18887, 18911, 18919, 18931, 

18955, 19068, 19102, 19113, 19121, 19145, 19170, 19184, 19234, 19274, 19283, 

19346. 

GEORGIA: 17952, 18092, 18117, 18472, 18706, 18769, 18851, 18957, 18970, 19036, 19250, 

19285. 

IDAHO: 18859.- 

ILLINOIS: 17776, 17786, 17940, 17941, 18012, 18075, 18199, 18226, 18250, 18326, 18377, 

18407, 18519, 19525, 16588, 18674, 18715, 18763, 18940, 19133, 19144, 19151, 19165, 

19177, 19280, 19298. 

INDIANA: 17728, 17887, 17891, -17905, 18102, 18228, 18261, 18262, 18329, 18529, 18532, 

18543, 13788, 19013, 19087, 19154, 19175, 19206, 19230, 19296, 19320, 19344, 19349. 

INDIAN TERRITORY: 18581, 19018. 

Iowa: 17793, 17873, 17938, 17995, 18037, 18475, 18519, 18545, 18605, 18719, 19146. 

Kansas: 17742, 17917, 18125, 18260, 18266, 18340, 18384, 138438, 18696, 183842, 18869, 

18953, 18975, 19314. 

KENTUCKY: 17780, 17864, 18274, 18373, 18384, 18482, 18632, 18650, 18€66, 18791, 

1&854, 19064, 19117, 19118, 19119, 19120. : 

LouiIsiANa: 17892, 18171, 18309, 18411, 18464, 18552, 18554, 18555, 18653, 18781, 18832, 

18533, 19070, 19161, 19214. 

MAINE: 17896, 17985, 17992, 17993, 18003, 18058, 18108, 18435, 18713, 18890, 18949, 

19171, 19281, 19291, 19324. ! 

MARYLAND: 17755, 17762, 17771, 17802, 17807, 17880, 17930, 17912, 17993, 18067, 18093, 

18128, 18219, 18220, 18234, 18257, 18270, 18298, 18313, 18334, 18349, 18375, 18379, ~ 
18395, 18454, 18496, 18499, 18570, 18572, 1851, 18658, 18685, 13734, 18772, 18776, 
18785, 18805, 18844, 18874, 18902, 18937, 18976, 19012, 19229, 19278. 

MassacuusEtts: 17737, 17777, 17782, 17797, 17808, 17825, 17836, 17868, 17874, 17909, 
17924, 17955, 17962, 17974, 17978, 17981,-17984, 17989, 17990, 17991, 17993, 18021, 
18064, 18097, 18098, 18105, 18115, 18134, 18162, 18164, 18167, 18174, 18175, 18178, 
18180, 1823), 18242, 18245, 18258, 18269, 18278, 18285, 18300, 18306, 18316, 18330, 
18347, 18354, 18357, 18369, 18385, 18476, 18504, 18585, 18599, 18601, 18627, 13671, 
13683, 18636, 18736, 18737, 18745, 18747, 18750, 18767, 18774, 18802, 18809, 18834, 
18863, 13909, 18936, 18967, 19037, 19073, 19077, 19036, 19211, 19236, 19256, 19279, 
19286, 19307, 19308, 19315, 
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MIcHIGAN: 17804, 17833, 17933, 18022, 18043, 18170, 18529, 18668, 18672, 19063, 19075, 

19124, 19131, 19132, 19155. 
MINNESOTA: 17804, 18027, 18271, 18487, 18529, 18804, 18882, 19163, 19217. 

MIssissipPi: 17768, 17878, 17901, 18044, 18427, 18436, 18445, 18486, 18697, 18710, 18742, 

18914, 18999, 19327. 
Missouri: 17713, 17721, 18465, 18484, 18581, 18591, 19058, 19074, 19140, 19195. 
Montana: 17721, 17743, 17750, 17754, 17772, 17824, 17848, 17954, 18166, 18286, 18320, 

18515, 18617, 18777, 19016, 19227, 19336. 
NEBRASKA: 17711, 17734, 17886, 18059, 18179, 18386, 18439, 18577, 18662. 

NEVADA: 18553, 18624, 18797, 18826, 18860, 18985. 

New Hampsurre: 18302, 18387, 18578, 18676, 19101, 19228, 19330. 
New Jersey: 17717, 17757, 17826, 17872, 18078, 18086, 18132, 18918, 18258, 18299, 

18354, 18667, 18821, 18861, 18868, 18885, 18920, 18929, 1930, 18939, 18988, 19073, 
19100, 19108, 19203, 19258. 

New Mexico: 17870, 17893, 17951, 17979, 17994, 18014, 18114, 18152, 18211, 18229, 
18233, 18366, 18381, 18392, 18310, 18846, 18889, 18973, 19014, 19091, 19147, 19268, 
19316. 

New Yor«: 17705, 17708, 17731, 17732, 17745, 17769, 17774, 17840, 17847, 17869, 17919, 
18077, 18089, 18107, 18120, 18140, 18148, 
18317, 18328, 18331, 18332, 18356, 18378, 
18471, 18473, 18479, 18495, 18506, 18513, 
18611, 18633, 18637, 18721, 18756, 18760, 

18780, 18782, 18792, 18803, 18828, 18834, 18912, 18913, 18945, 18948, 18962, 19031, 
19176, 19188, 19265, 19266, 19293, 19328, 

17967, 17971, 18030, 18035, 18068, 18069, 
18156, 18203, 18272, 18288, 18289, 18295, 
18398, 18423, 18424, 18426, 18433, 18441, 
18528, 18538, 18546, 18547, 18564, 18565, 

19035, 19069, 19096, 19115, 19122, 19139, 
19332, 19333, 19339. 

NORTH CAROLINA: 17722, 17773, 17844, 

18192, 18236, 18280, 18353, 18361, 18396, 

18620, 18678, 18752, 18761, 18784, 18787, 

19009, 19092, 19149, 19164, 19192, 19196, 

OHIO: 17829, 17830, 17831, 17834, 17921, 
18164, 18291, 18296, 18372, 18455, 18468, 
18607, 18641, 18661, 18726, 18814, 18822, 

19130, 19160, 19219, 19295, 19337. 

OREGON : 17934, 18008, 18147, 18177, 18287, 

18716, 18806, 18893, 19015, 19233, 19282. 

PENNSYLVANIA: 17706, 17749, 17778, 17787, 
17879, 17902, 17945, 17970, 18038, 18072, 
18294, 18342, 18362, 18368, 18371, 18380, 

18586, 18594, 18619, 18644, 18687, 18748, 
18992, 19024, 19039, 19076, 19158, 19341. 

RHODE IsLanD: 17726, 17842, 17875, 17903, 

18629, 18665, 19098. 
South Carona: 17720, 17725, 17747, 

18010, 18023, 18111, 18157, 18436, 18467, 
18663, 18835, 18922, 19000, 19002, 19111, 

TENNESSEE: 17719, 17788, 17827, 17871, 

18040, 18079, 18135, 18161, 18213, 18217, 
18773, 18795, 18881, 18907, 18914, 18928, 
19057, 19094, 19097, 19104, 19106, 19148, 
19321, 19349. 

Texas: 17714, 17723, 17739, 17785, 17832, 
18039, 18024, 18121, 18127, 18190, 18237, 
18333, 18345, 18359, 13367, 18425, 18450, 
18631, 18660, 18564, 18700, 18720, 18739, 
18358, 13873, 18376, 18338, 13906, 18925, 
19021, 19049, 19189, 19254, 19331, 

17850, 17859, 17975, 18019, 
18403, 18502, 18505, 18515, 
18793, 18794, 18816, 18904, 
19273, 19295. 
17925, 17927, 18006, 18045, 
18488, 18507, 18540, 18542, 
18840, 18845, 18848, 18956, 

18439, 18459, 18503, 18595, 

17811, 17823, 17841, 17856, 
18119, 18126, 18141, 18145, 
18455, 18509, 18527, 12535, 
1880i, 18829, 18895, 18935, 

18034, 18112, 18231, 18232, 

17805, 17816, 17858, 17888, 
18494, 18522, 18559, 18590, 
19240, 19251, 19272, 19347. 
17894, 17911, 17968, 18016, 
18389, 18457, 18589, 18592, 
19924, 18928, 18972, 18987, 
19156, 19157, 19179, 19198, 

17843, 17931, 17939, 17983, 
18247, 18251, 18265, 18297, 
18466, 18497, 18519, 18556, 
18763, 18778, 18790, 18823, 
18926, 18943, 18943, 18974, 

18042, 
18559, 
18971, 

18056, 
18545, 
19005, 

18612, 

17862, 
18209, 
18567, 
18944, 

18264, 

17946, 
18604, 

18017, 
18655, 
18997, 
19261, 

18029, 
18303, 
18593, 
18832, 

18989, 

18150, 
18562, 
19008, 

18124, 
18549, 
19027, 

18707, 

17876, 
18275, 
13574, 
18982, 

18363, 

18004, 
18643, 

18025, 
18702, 
18998, 
19301, 

18032, 
18309, 
18597, 
18339, 
19020, 
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UraH : 17966, 18253, 18431, 19067. 

VERMONT: 18151, 18440, 18820. 

VIRGINIA: 17730, 17735, 17752, 17758, 17770, 17796, 17810, 17858, 17860, 17881, 17889, 

17897, 17912, 17914, 17916, 17926, 17935, 17944, 17947, 17949, 17964, 17977, 17982, 

17996, 17997, 17998, 17999, 18001, 18013, 18015, 18026, 18031, 18041, 18049, 18050, 

18051, 18052, 18U53, 18054, 18060, 18062, 18065, 18081, 18096, 18101, 18131, 18153, 

18154, 18155, 18169, 18176, 18185, 18186, 18187, 18188, 18189, 18191, 18192, 18193, 

18194, 18195, 18196, 18197, 18198, 18205, 18206, 18216, 18224, 18235, 18257, 18263, 

18273, 18276, 18279, 18281, 18290, 18305, 18307, 18318, 18319, 18337, 18355, 18402, 

18451, 18477, 18489, 18515, 18523, 18569, 15609, 18623, 18625, 18648, 18673, 18675, 

18688, 18698, 18720, 18727, 18741, 18808, 18813, 18819, 18841, 18871, 18874, 18899, 

18910, 18915, 18921, 18927, 18933, 18946, 18952, 18961, 18971, 18979, 18996, 19004, 

19007, 19022, 19044, 19056, 19066, 19089, 19095, 19137, 19141, 19159, 19169, 19182, 

19200, 19208, 19213, 19216, 19224, 19247, 19255, 19257, 19260, 19289, 19326, 19340, 

19349. 

WASHINGTON : 17741, 18100, 18598, 18615, 18986. 

WEST VIRGINIA: 17758, 17890, 18067, 18076, 18489, 18641. 

WISCONSIN: 17915, 18246, 18252, 18341, 18406, 18539, 19152, 19253, 19270, 19323. 

WYoMING: 18008, 18287, 18681, 18762. 

MEXICO. 

17794, 17857, 17895, 17923, 18082, 18142, 18181, 18314, 18434, 18478, 18481, 18499, 

18576, 18723, 18725, 18730, 13964, 18990, 19046, 19028, 19109, 19178, 19187, 19342. 

WEST INDIES. 

17777, 17920, 18104, 18208, 18242, 18249, 18322, 18456, 18499, 18573, 18618, 18722, 

18798, 18836, 18878, 18879, 19099, 19185, 19262. 

CENTRAL AMERICA. 

17733, 17820, 17849, 18181, 18221, 18254, 18492, 18493, 18551, 18575, 18579, 18640, 
18757, 18849, 18898, 19099, 19262, 19345. 

SoutH AMERICA. 

17761, 17806, 17809, 17929, 17932, 17958, 18030, 18033, 18223, 18277, 18325, 18364, 

18404, 18432, 18494, 18499, 18513, 18516, 18573, 18614, 18622, 18703, 18757, 18799, 

18898, 18917, 18990, 19026, 19029, 19032, 19054, 19112, 19207. 

ASIA. 
ARABIA: 18815. 

BURMAH: 17855. 

CEYLON: 18442, 18515. 

Cuina : 17727, 17781, 17798, 17838, 17960, 17963, 17965, 18063, 18103, 18138, 18144, 

18255, 18344, 18404, 18443, 18548, 18600, 18670, 18749, 18900, 18994, 19033, 19218,. 

19276, 19329, 19350. 

CocHIN CHINA: 18304. 

CorkaA : 17965, 18533, 19010, 19276. 

InpiIs: 17855, 17866, 17960, 18255, 18304, 18404, 18499, 18765, 18836, 18898, 19055, 

19349. , 

JAPAN: 17822, 17928, 17948, 17963, 17965, 18047, 18057, 18103, 18139, 18173, 18255, 

18283, 18302, 18315, 18348, 18415, 18446, 18501, 16518, 18533, 18836, 18898, 19048, 

19072, 19083, 19103, 19302. ; . 

KAMTSCHATKA: 18413, 18950. 

Persia: 18898, 19334. 

Sram: 17960. 

Syria: 18935, 19191. 
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EUROPE. 

AUSTRIA: 17791, 18293, 18428, 18499, 18836, 18934. 

BELGIuM: 18404, 18483. ; 

DENMARK: 18499, 

FRANCE: 17922, 18071, 18085, 18088, 18130, 18159, 18292, 18293, 18304, 18394, 18404, 

18442, 18499, 18508, 1¢511, 18693, 18694, 18836, 18891, 18977, 19001, 19006, 1903s. 

GERMANY: 17753, 17764, 17765, 17792, 17980, 18168, 16259, 18284, 18293, 18404, 

18428, 18442, 18499, 18508, 18684, 18355, 18901, 19134, 19136. 

GREAT Britain: 17799, 17837, 17865, 18113, 18130, 18160, 18292, 18312, 10365, 18404, 

18430, 18447, 18453, 18460, 18469, 18499, 18512, 18743, 18984, 19006, 19084, 19249, 

19304. 

GREECE: 18517, 18836. 

HOLLAND: 18499, 18621. 

ICELAND; 18165. 

IraLy : 18404, 18508, 18898, 19006, 19215, 18243, 19349. 

NorRWwAyY: 18293, 18308, 18508, 19142. 

NORTHERN EUROPE: 18087. 

PORTUGAL: 18404. 

Russia: 17817, 17867, 18404, 18462, 18898. 

SARDINIA: 18061, 18404. 

Spain: 18404, 18499, 18836. 

SWEDEN: 17812, 18130, 18293, 18352. 

SWITZERLAND : 18293, 18404, 18442, 18453, 18499, 18508, 19006. 

Syria: 18517. 

TURKEY: 18310, 18404, 18966. 

MISCELLANEOUS: 18526. 

OCEANICA. 

AUSTRALASIA. 

17845, 18304, 18326, 18755, 18758, 18898, 18905. 

POLYNESIA. 

17779, 17826, 18091, 18420, 18421, 18437, 18694, 18898, 19025, 19026, 19065, 19081, 

19116, 19186, 19263, 19325. 
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INDEX B. 

DEPARTMENT I. 

ARTS AND INDUSTRIES (260 accessions): 17705, 17715, 17725, 17744, 17753, 17760, 

17770, 17775, 17782, 17783, 17794, 17797, 17831, 17847, 17849, 17865, 17868, 17869, 
17883, 17886, 17889, 17894, 17907, 17913, 17922, 17929, 

17998, 17999, 18025, 18026, 18027, 18033, 
18107, 18123, 18128, 18129, 18130, 18131, 

17982, 17988, 
18101, 18103, 

17932, 17942, 17960, 17975, 
18049, 18065, 18073, 18085, 
18153, 18155, 18159, 18160, 

18162, 18168, 18169, 18179, 18184, 18185, 18186, 18187-18191, inclusive, 18194, 
18202, 18205, 18206, 18224, 18255, 18299, 18310, 18316, 18325, 18332, 
18342, 18346, 18354, 18357, 18391, 18399, 18404, 18415, 18416, 18417, 

18195, 18196, 
18338, 18339, 
18428, 18430, 
18498, 18499, 
18557, 18560, 

18441, 18442, 13453, 18455, 18456, 
18511, 18512, 18513, 18514, 18528, 
18561, 18562, 18564, 18565, 18566, 

18461, 18462, 18469, 18470, 18480, 
18530, 18544, 18548, 18550, 18555, 
18573, 18574, 18575, 18584, 18586, 

18600, 18606, 18618, 18620, 18621, 18643, 18645, 18647, 18653, 18656, 18670, 18679, 
18717, 18723, 18726, 18735, 18736, 18737, 18745, 18746, 18747, 18749, 

18750, 18767, 18769, 18801, 18807, 18813, 18814, 18815, 18821, 18836, 18843, 18851, 
18687, 18688, 

18864, 18868, 
18966, 18977, 
19047, 19054, 
19128, 19129, 19130, 19121, 19132, 

18875, 18885, 18903, 18908, 18917, 18934, 18942, 18958, 18959, 18960, 
18978, 18979, 18984, 14990, 19004, 19033, 19034, 19035, 19039, 19044, 
19055, 19070, 19088, 19099, 19117, 19118, 19119, 19120, 19124, 19125, 

19133, 19137, 19138, 19139, 19140, 19141, 19143, 
19144, 19149-19167 inclusive, 19171-19177 inclusive, 19180, 19191, 19193, 19194, 

19195, 19196, 19197, 19207, 19219, 19220, 19226, 19232, 19241, 19242, 19243, 19251, 

19285, 19288, 19289, 19290, 19306, 19308, 19309, 19310, 19311, 19317, 19318, 19319, 

19327, 19338, 19340, 19342, 19350. 

DEPARTMENT II. 

(A.) ETHNOLOGY (142 accessions): 17727, 17746, 17781, 17798, 17800, 17801, 17811, 

17822, 17826, 17838, 17854, 17855, 17866, 17867, 17900, 17928, 17929, 17960, 17961, 
17968, 17972, 17976, 17977, 17986, 18028, 18030, 18036, 18046, 18047, 18048, 18050- 
18054 inclusive, 18057, 18060, 18063, 18103, 18107, 18138, 18139, 18144, 18149, 18171, 

18197, 18198, 18214, 18216, 18223, 18229, 18244, 18283, 18284, 
18323, 18348, 18351, 18364, 18392, 18397, 18409, 18415, 18416, 
18448, 18450, 18474, 18483, 18485, 18490, 18491, 18500, 18501, 
18616, 18638, 18657, 18669, 18689, 18693, 18694, 18711, 18720, 
18754, 18771, 18812, 18838, 18852, 18857, 18865, 18866, 18867, 
18900, 18980, 19001, 19010, 19018, 19025, 19026, 19048, 19051, 
19080, 19081, 19109, 19110, 19112, 19116, 19122, 19127, 19135, 
19212, 19215, 19218, 19243, 19263, 19265, 19276, 19280, 19294, 

18188, 18192, 
18305, 18315; 
18439, 18443, 
18608, 18615, 
18740, 18745, 
18889, 18898, 
19065, 19079, 
19191, 19201, 
19339. . 

(B.) AMERICAN PREHISTORIC POTTERY (13 accessions): 17929, 18314, 18486, 

18718, 18723, 18975, 18998, 19032, 19187, 19272, 19294, 19339. 

ANTIQUITIES (93 

17829, 17830, 

17983, 17996, 

18174, 18204, 

18358, 18394, 

18496, 18527, 

18723, 18755, 

19006, 19024, 

19337 

DEPARTMENT III. 

accessions): 17716, 17717, 17721, 17722, 17733, 17749, 17762, 
17860, 17894, 17908, 17921, 17925, 17928, 17939, 17940, 17943, 
17997, 18029, 18036, 14067, 18071, 18079, 18092, 18093, 18107, 
18205, 18211, 18213, 18218, 18221, 18235, 18239, 18242, 18294, 

18406, 18408, 18412, 18433, 18445, 18448, 18455, 18464, 18466, 
12538, 18539, 18543, 18546, 18552, 18554, 18567, 18577, 18605, 
18756, 18761, 18768, 18808, 18822, 18863, 18891, 18907, 18927, 
19026, 19027, 19036, 19058, 19075, 19148, 19224, 19249, 19272, 

18298, 
18438, 
18575, 
18723, 
18884, 
19052, 
19186, 
19329, 

18567, 

17816, 
17944, 
18133, 
18295, 
18492, 
18718, 
18998, 
19284, 



MamMats (94 accessions): 

17774, 
18002, 
18292, 
18458, 
18601, 
18741, 

17301, 
18072, 

INDEXES 

17812, 
18076, 

17832, 
18078, 

18304, 18343, 18350, 
18459, 
18612, 
18748, 

18476, 
18613, 
18757, 

- 19031, 19041, 19049, 

19233, 

17802, 
17882, 
18006, 
18166, 
18248, 
18313, 
18359, 
18425, 
18531, 
18644, 
18764, 
18862, 
18950, 
19045, 
19123, 
19268, 
19333, 

19245. 

17808, 
17884, 
18021, 
18173, 
18250, 
18318, 
18360, 
18435, 
18540, 
18646, 

17806, 
17885, 
18035, 
18176, 
18254, 
18321, 
18370, 
18446, 
18549, 
18651, 

18765, 18775, 
18878, 
18951, 
19046, 
19142, 
19269, 
19343, 

18879, 
18967, 
19059, 
19169, 
19270, 
19345. 

18487, 
18617, 
18758, 
19053, 

17807, 
17899, 
18075, 
18219, 
18256, 
18322, 
18377, 
18452, 
18578, 
18660, 
18780, 
18883, 
18976, 
19061, 
19183, 
19275, 

TO ACCESSION LIST. 

DEPARTMENT IV. 

17876, 17884, 
18090, 
18362, 18371, 
18491, 18494, 
18631, 18633, 
18799, 18806, 
19062, 19073, 

17949, 

18396, 
18497, 
18637, 
18862, 
19090, 

DEPARTMENT V. 

(A.) BirDs (202 accessions): 17733, 17735, 17736, 17738, 17750, 17755, 17779, 17781, 

17809, 17815, 17837, 

17923, 17929, 
18076, 18082, 
18220, 18221, 
18257, 18268, 
18324, 18334, 
18379, 18395, 
18487, 18491, 
18580, 18587, 
18674, 18685, 
1~783, 13796, 
18902, 18909, 
18983, 19012, 19017, 

17948, 
18083, 
18226, 
18269, 
18338, 
18402, 
18503, 
18593, 
18704, 
18798, 
18931, 
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17706,- 17708, 17711, 17712, 17729, 17736, 17750, 17754, 
17920, 17923, 17931, 17951, 17979, 

18126, 18166, 18183, 18209, 18236, 18250, 18276, 
18402, 18420, 18421, 18437, 18444, 
18516, 18524, 18579, 18585, 18595, 
18671, 18683, 18686, 18695, 18711, 
18969, 18994, 18995, 19015, 19026, 
19091, 19099, 19136, 19168, 19182, 

17839, 17853, 17862, 17863, 17881, 
17962, 17969, 17981, 17984, 17985, 
18034, 18087, 18091, 18097, 18163, 
18234, 18241, 18242, 18246, 18247, 
18272, 18282, 18292, 18301, 18302, 
18339, 18343, 18344, 18349, 18355, 
18413, 18415, 18416, 18417, 18420, 
18518, 18521, 18522, 18525, 18526, 
18596, 18597, 18599, 18607, 18622, 
18712, 18715, 18730, 18733, 18734, 
18800, 18803, 18825, 15834, 18837, 
18932, 18936, 18941, 18945, 18948, 
19020, 19026, 19029, 19030, 19037, 

19072, 19077, 19083, 19091, 19099, 19103, 19107, 19112, 
19209, 19211, 19216, 19223, 19229, 19244, 19253, 19262, 
19279, 19297, 19298, 19315, 19316, 19323, 19325, 19330, 

(B.) BirDs’ EaGs (51 accessions): 17750, 17864, 17884, 17906, 17929, 17964, 18100, 

18289, 18303, 18326, 18327, 18361, 18416, 
18731, 18759, 18779, 18802, 18804, 18906, 
19105, 19114, 19169, 19202, 19203, 19204, 

18140, 18141, 18164, 

18417, 18473, 18491, 

18981, 19014, 19019, 

19205, 19231, 19252, 

18177, 18199, 
18559, 18663, 
19026, 19077, 
19273, 19278, 

18280, 
18713, 
19099, 
10299, 

DEPARTMENT VI. 

_ REPTILES 

17820, 17874, 17890, 17923 17929, 

19313, 19314. 

AND BATRACHIANS (58 accessions): 17710, 17720, 17752, 17805, 17816, 

17965, 17970, 18010, 18013, 18062, 18069, 18080, 
18114, 18137, 18152, 18157, 18166, 18175, 18210, 18233, 18242, 18250, 18251, 18265, 
18279, 18292, 18300, 18311, 18386, 
18786, 18911, 18920, 18929, 18937, 

18432, 

19112, 19235, 19287, 19300, 19346. 

DEPARTMENT YII. 

18472, 18484, 
18973, 18974, 19026, 

18491, 18573, 
19042, 19099, 

18608, 18614, 
19107, 19111, 

Fisms (125 accessions): .17726, 17731, 17732, 17734, 17748, 17778, 17799, 17804, 
17836, 17842, 17846, 17854, 17372, 17873, 17875, 17878, 
17954, 17955, 17965, 17971, 17973, 17987, 18001, 18004, 

18104, 18105, 18109, 18112, 18117, 18120, 
18178, 18207, 18215, 18228, 18230, 18231, 
18.73, 18275, 18278, 18286, 18330, 18331, 
18385, 18387, 18410, 18415, 18417, 13427, 

18588, 18602, 18604, 18608, 18614, 18626, 18654, 18662, 
18714, 18755, 18849, 18857, 18890, 18912, 18918, 18930, 
18965, 19016, 19078, 19086, 19099, 19126, 19210, 19228, 
19307, 19322, 19324, 19328, 19346. 

17808, 
17891, 
18020, 
18127, 
18232, 
18336, 
18466, 
18672, 
18933, 
19230, 

17817, 
17903, 
18031, 
18132, 
18236, 
18363, 
18484, 
18677, 
18938, 
19256, 

17821, 
17909, 
18036, 
18133, 
18239, 
18369, 
18491, 
18691, 
18952, 
19283, 

17823, 
17923, 
18098, 
18134, 
18240, 
18378, 
18572, 
18703, 

18957, 
19287, 

18099, 18102, 
18166, 18170, 
18242, 18260, 
18382, 18384, 
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DEPARTMENT VIII. 

VERTEBRATE FOSSILS (4 accessions) : 17726, 17923, 18113, 19071. 

DEPARTMENT IX. 

MoLLUsKs (76 accessions): 17707, 17733, 17736, 17737, 17742, 17776, 17777, 17795, 

17858, 17878, 17923, 17938, 17950, 17965, 18015, 18016, 18019, 18064, 18074, 18087- 

18089 inclusive, 18096, 18142, 18147, 18181, 18182, 18200, 18217, 18242, 18262, 

18296, 
18493, 
18785, 
19099, 

18333, 
18519, 
18831, 
19121, 

18353, 
18533, 
18832, 
19145, 

18375, 
18556, 
18853, 
19185, 

18403, 

18531, 
18857, 
19257, 

18407, 
18598, 
18919, 
19291, 

DEPARTMENT X. 

18417, 
18626, 
18925, 
19302, 

18419, 
18634, 
18949, 
19328, 

18420, 18431, 18457, 18468, 
18640, 18702, 18753, 18755, 
19015, 19026, 19052, 19034, 
19346. 

INSECTS (108 accessions): 17709, 17719, 17728, 17740, 17743, 17767, 17833, 17834, 
17912, 17914, 17917, 17923, 17924, 17929, 17941, 17848, 

17949, 
18077, 
18264, 
18495, 
18752, 
18899, 
19170, 
19320, 

17850, 
17952, 
18081, 
18281, 
18505, 
18755, 
13944, 
19184, 
19321, 

17888, 17897, 17905, 
17956, 17965, 18007, 
18111, 18147, 18148, 
18291, 18304, 
18506, 18507, 
18766, 18784, 
18954, 18961, 
19210, 19213, 
19346, 19347. 

18405, 
18510, 
18788, 
18962, 
19227, 

18023, 18036, 
18150, 18151, 
18407, 18417, 
18529, 18550, 
18809, 18820, 
19015, 19026, 
19234, 19255, 

18039, 
18156, 
18427, 
18591, 
18328, 
19040, 
19259, 

18042, 18043, 18044, 18045, 
18172, 18238, 18242, 18261, 
18449, 18478, 18489, 18491, 
18630, 18678, 18680, 18682, 
18848, 18857, 18861, 18886, 
19068, 19099, 19112, 19113, 
19260, 19274, 19296, 19302, 
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DEPARTMENT XI. 

MARINE INVERTEBRATES (52 accessions): 17707, 17736, 17893, 17895, 17915, 17928, 

17930, 17965, 18014, 18036, 18037, 18041, 18104, 18165, 18167, 18201, 18242, 18245, 

18271, 18288, 18328, 18336, 15356, 18369, 18407, 18417, 18420, 18424, 18484, 1&488, 

18533, 18614, 18665, 18703, 18722, 18786, 18809, 18853, 18857, 18887, 18890, 18919, 

_ 19933, 18940, 18971, 19026, 19032, 19099, 19112, 19178, 19312, 19346. 

DEPARTMENT XII. 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY (112 

17845, 17852, 17870, 17880, 

17978, 17980, 17981, 18024, 

18180, 18208, 18214, 18260, 

18418, 18422, 18423, 18429, 

18551, 18568, 18569, 18570, 

18628, 18632, 18639, 18658, 

18738, 18772, 18794, 18795, 

18895, 18920, 18939, 18946, 

19089, 19098, 19099, 19108, 

accessions): 17750, 17796, 17811, 17814, 17825, 17828, 
17884, 17918, 17929, 17933, 17955, 17957, 17958, 17959, 
18055, 18058, 18066, 18070, 18100, 18106, 18115, 13116, 
18277, 18290, 18295, 18365, 18376, 18379, 18400, 18417, 
18436, 18459, 18477, 18487, 18509, 18523, 18535, 18541, 
18571, 18579, 18588, 18603, 18614, 18619, 18625, 18627, 
18659, 18666, 18673, 18684, 18690, 18701, 18720, 18732, 
18805, 18816, 18817, 18842, 18844, 18846, 18847, 18874, 
18947, 18955, 19008, 19011, 19059, 19074, 19076, 19085, 
19168, 19190, 19245, 19277, 19305, 19341. 

DEPARTMENT XIII. 

(A.) INVERTEBRATE Fossits (Paleozoic) (44 accessions): 

16012, 18113, 18262, 18340, 18341, 18373, 18374, 18393, 

18543, 18547, 18558, 18567, 18588, 18589, 18641, 18642, 
18818, 18860, 18880, 18881, 18882, 18991, 18997, 18998, 

19206, 19217, 19304, 19344. 
(B.) INVERTEBRATE Fossiits (Mesozoic) (16 accessions): 17714, 17761, 17764, 17765, 

17791, 18312, 18340, 18366, 18455, 18588, 18716, 19246, 19254, 19266, 19292, 19293. 

(C.) INVERTEBRATE FOssILs (Cenozoic) (1 accession): 18652, / 

17713, 17793, 17926, 17927, 
18406, 18440, 18532, 18539, 
18661, 18695, 18735, 18774, 
19013, 19043, 19097, 19115, 
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DEPARTMENT XIV. 

Fossi PLANntTs (13 accessions): 17860, 17878, 17892, 17915, 18009, 18038, 18193, 

18270, 18436, 18789, 18907, 18247. 

DEPARTMENT XY. 

Recent PLANTS (44 accessions): 17739, 17759, 17768, 17773, 17776, 17786, 
17851, 17857, 17394, 17963, 18034, 18036, 14068, 18094, 18161, 18166, 18203, 
18242, 18317, 18416, 18491, 18567, 18588, 18594, 18723, 18725, 18751, 18789, 
18823, 18829, 18439, 18905, 18912, 18943, 19013, 19087, 19099, 19237, 19247, 
19336. 

DEPARTMENT XVI. 

MINERALS (219 accessions): 17708, 17723, 17730, 17747, 17756, 
17785, 17818, 17827, 17841, 17843, 17857, 17859, 17860, 
17896, 17898, 17916, 17926, 17934, 17937, 17953, 17974, 
inclusive, 18000, 18003, 18008, 18009, 18011, 18017, 18018, 
18086, 18108, 18110, 18119, 18124, 18125, 18146, 18158, 
18253, 18258, 18259, 18266, 18267, 18271, 18285, 18287, 
18308, 18320, 18329, 18335, 18345, 18352, 18368, 18272, 
18388, 1¥390, 18398, 18411, 18415, 18417, 18426, 18434, 
18467, 18475, 18479, 18481, 18502, 18508, 18515, 18534, 
18542, 18545, 18563, 18567, 18582, 18583, 18588, 18626, 
18675, 18676, 12681, 18692, 18696, 186¥7, 18699, 18700, 
18719, 18727, 18728, 18747, 18760, 18762, 18763, 18781, 
18810, 18811, 18815, 18819, 18823, 18824, 18830, 18833, 
18854, 18855, 18858, 18870, 18871, 18872, 18873, 18876, 
18916, 18926, 198953, 18956, 18970, 18989, 18993, 18996, 
19008, 19028, 19032, 19038, 19063, 19064, 19067, 19070, 
19100, 19101, 19102, 19106, 19112, 19146, 19181, 19188, 
19214, 19221, 19222, 19236, 19238, 19240, 19254, 19261, 
19303, 19335, 19348, 19349. 

DEPARTMENT XVII. 

LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY (72 accessions): 17745, 

17856, 17877, 17879, 17887, 17935, 17946, 17967, 18022, 

18163, 18166, 18222, 18263, 18274, 13297,~18306, 18307, 

18367, 18374, 18388, 18397, 18415, 18466, 18475, 18491, 

18626, 18640, 18649, 18698, 18721, 18723, 18724, 18744, 

18840, 18861, 18877, 18888, 18894, 18914, 18988, 19009, 

19092, 19112, 19200, 19225, 19228, 19258, 19271, 19326. 

DEPARTMENT XVIII. 

METALLURGY AND ECONOMIC GEOLOGY (145 accessions): 17724, 17741, 17751, 

17766, 17769, 17772, 17776, 17780, 17787-17790 inclusive, 
17824, 17835, 17871, 17877, 17901, 17902, 17904, 17911, 
17947, 17966, 18005, 18009, 18040, 18118, 18121, 18122, 
18154, 18166, 18212, 18223, 18249, 18252, 18263, 18309, 
18380, 18389, 18401, 18417, 18451, 18454, 18471, 18482, 
18592, 18609, 18610, 18623, 18624, 18626, 18627, 18629, 
18653, 18655, 18664, 18706, 18707, 16710, 18729, 18739, 
18778, 18806, 18815, 18823, 18826, 18827, 18833, 18835, 
18859, 188€1, 18864, 18869, 18992, 18893, 18896, 18897, 
18924 inclusive, 18928, 18935, 18932, 18963, 19964, 18968, 
18986, 18987, 18992, 19005, 19007, 19021, 19022, 19023, 
19066, 19095, 19096, 19104, 19112, 19134, 19147, 19179, 
19250, 19281, 19282, 19286, 19301, 19331, 19334. 

17757, 17758, 
17861, 17869, 
17983, 17989 
18019, 18032, 
18166, 18237, 
18293, 18297, 
18374, 18381, 
18460, 18463, 
18536, 18537, 
18650, 18667, 
18705, 18708, 
18792, 18793, 
18841, 18845, 
18901, 18910, 
18999, 19000, 
19082, 19093, 
19189, 19192, 
19264, 19267, 

17771, 17840, 
18059, 18061, 
18309, 18329, 
18517, 18590, 
18782, 18787, 
19026, 19050, 

17810, 17813, 
17923, 17936, 
18135, 18136, 
18319, 18337, 
18520, 18553, 
18636, 18648, 
18742, 18776, 
18845, 18850, 
18904, 18915, 
18972, 18982, 
19056, 19057, 
19198, 19199, 

13. 

18227, 

17849, 
18223, 
18790, 
19262, 

17784, 
17892, 
—17995 

18056, 
18243, 
18300, 
18323, 

18465, 
13539, 

18663, 
18709, 
18797, 
18850, 
18913, 
19003, 
19094, 
19208, 
19295, 

17844, 
18143; 
18352, 
18611, 
18791, 
19069, 

17763, 
17819, 
17945, 
18145, 
18374, 
18576, 
18649, 
18777, 
18856, 
18921- 
18985, 
19060, 
19239, 
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Accession , Accession 
numbers. numbers. 

Abby ©. An aca ete ceed beeeeeeee 18143 | Barker, Henry L....-..----- 18010, 18157 

AbbottsiCx€ tees ae ee eee 182187)" Barker, James eM see: -aeseee eee 19261 

Abbott,.Miss: H.C. De Si2s--22 -22- 19039) | Barkley vA saeco ees See eee 18742 

Abhottaiwiie ctassce2 bse e see aes 18408); Barlow: SoM 252522 theses oes 18030 

Ackley, Seth M., U. S. Navy .:---- 19033 | Barnett, A. J., & Bro..---- -.-. 222: 17785 

Adams aM: IMU ye Ske eee ee 18228 | Barrett, Clarence L....:....-..--.- 17856 

Adams, WiHi-2 <5 .2228. 17786, 18199, 18319 | Barrows, W.B...--.-.- Se elisees see 18568 

Adams, W. W... ..---. e205 S43 a t8aa8s) Bartyeds blone- -]eese see era ee 19241 

18546, 18756 | Bartholomew, W.G-.--....-.-..---- 18387 

Agassiz."Alexander <2! 22.2225. ses. 17777.) Bartlett George T2322) sae 18766 

Alaska Commercial Co.....-....--. 1SA0S) parhlett olny) eee eee 18753 

Albaugh, Mrs.G.W...... ...--.--- 17969 | Barton, C. McMichael--.....-.---..- 17725 

Wlexan@dersh ess coon se che Sees 18472 | Barton, Miss Clara’ ..------... .-.- 19166 

Akeccn Gere sW en so coe e eee ene ere 1789 7a), Bassimoya Eas cma Se one ees 18565 

Alfaro, Anastasio ....-. 18221, 18492, 19345 | Batchelor, Ward ..-.--. 18314, 19109, 19187 

SANT e nn AS Wee Sek oh Saycts ees See 18547 | Battey, Charles ....---...---..... 18912 

‘Ailens Clhamles Ave 22-6 nae See eae 18020) | eBayless; Wi Claas -eeon see ere 18881 

Aen Se Se =e See eleheotccnae S740) Bayne. DD! Bs Vp Seema aeeers cape ABLOD 

Allen, W. G...... Soe ee seen (18576) | Bayne, D.B., sr .----- SMEs ar 18196 

American Museum of Natural His- Beam, Fi oo. 2 cee ys eae 18959, 19162 

COIs sere ee rue 18086, 18479 | Beard, Daniel C..........-.-. 18473, 19031 

American Net and Twine Company 17868 | Beardslee, L. A., U.S. Navy--18068, 18410 

ANTES VOM INSA SASS eosecn se seedee 19163 |. Beaton, Ronald —-2:2 22.2. 226---12-bedom 

Amherst College...-.-...---- 17991, 18708 | Beauvais, Manufacture Nationale 

ATIGeTSONE Wik oe een eee Hee 17736 CGP 5 SoS eS Sy ee eee 17922 

Amd erson Wii We sere ae Sots tele ete 18023 "Becks Wikie ce Sasa cee eee 18827 

Amphomy, “Av Wis aeese see aoe 18177,:18248| Beckham, C.W s2ci....---6656--e 18324 
Applegate, S22. sg... so ekee Seeks 180363) Beckham, |S ees ssceeeesaese eee 17864 

Ardley, Edward --....---..-.--. SSSI Si wbee Kaveh lila ull eee ener (PAS 

Argersinger, Lyman .----.----..-- 19144 18169, 18441, 18977, 19199, 19232 

Arthur, Alexander A..........--.- 18972 | Beebe, W.S., U.S. Army....----.- 18211 

Ashmead, William H.....-.. 17709218550) Beecher, CBee) ae sees eee eee 18089 

Atchison: steve oe See 18553) Beem. Jobnet eee an eee ease ee 19165 

Atkinson, George F.....-..--.---- 182365) Beiderman, (Ci 2222 sane ses -- 18366 

18361 13396,18505 186 7en| bela me. i seas oo ame ape eeeene 19123 

Atwood, John Nes=sse) ees ee eee LEZ Bell: Sames= Lo sn25 ss owe aoe ere 18837 

Auckland Museum..---..--..-.-... 17779") “Bell; Roberts seess2cee nee ere aes 19084 

PATISD IDR TAL J) ze eee cea ee eres 187945 “Bement. C. Se nel ene ease eee 18515 

Auth (Oharles!2te-cccscewes See see 19161) Benedict, AC. sos) see eee 18532 

Babcock, W.C., U.S. Navy -..----- 18703 || Benedict, J.B ---22-25-. 2... 18487, 19217 

BadoorsWi blocs. oes oak oat eit 18791 | Benedict, Samuel C. ..--.....---. 17952 

Bailey, BoM scans 2s5e eceece cae 17992 | Bennett, Kemper ...--...-.-.--.---- 18266 

Batley, (S.C. Estos. ecceeces seer 19038 | Bennett, Miss Mary H ....-..- 18200, 18374 

BBE Se bieceiocer crs cee eeee 18000, 19317 | Bennett, Richard............ 17898, 18770 

Bamds Mrs 8) sBy ce sede ones 18993 | Benson, H. C., U. S. ‘Army-. 18082, 18730, 

BAG Watt el Ce ee na certs ome ste 17931 18759, 18981, 18983, 19019, 19105, 
Ballarat Fish Acclimatization So- 19114, 19205, 19231, 19252, 19313 

CLEDY oe oe ARE ot ee een Lit tae 18753) Berm Jk Canlosacceseee asa 17932 
Baltimore Chrome Works. ....-... 18935 | Berry, James H......---.(17756), (19093) 

Bessac, F. T..... 18486, 18836, 18916, 18999 

— a 
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Accession 
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Beseeis, Wumil <2 2. o=.. co0- 17806, 17828, 
17853, 173867 

LEIS ICSE ol El Ce ee en ears ee erate 18536 

Ouse haries El oe ssh ce eats. 19196 

iidgle Henry Jiz..+.22.-.-- 17908, 19009 

Bipelow,.H. Joos. .->...--- Gas fac 18175 

ISTE). Crt De ee eae Se 17958 

Billings, John S., U. S. Army.-..- (17976) 

Se billopp., Charles By. /22. 222-2. 2-5 18807 

Birkel, Frank J+...--. PE Tos 19153 

Bishop, G. Curtis... -..-- Sees 19061, 19299 

Bishop; James N .---...----- 18680, 18987 

Bishop, John M........---.18914 (18987) 

laeleburn,. eb, Eo os... 222 --s2)-+--- 18624 

Blacktord) (©: Moi. 2. secs. eet 18153 

Permelctnr oF. G 2552-2... a2 -25- 17732 

islonin, RIE ee ae ae ee eee eee (18298) 

ilakereBie Wi, JE cose as esate cee eae 18241 
LEN TUS Op NYSE Da ae ee 17833, 12048. 

Boardman. G. Ayo. i. .22. ssc. 226 =. 18713 

Boehmer, George H.- .. 18227, 18428, 18462, 

18477, 18514, 18621, 19225 

Bolles, T. Dix, U. S. Navy--..-.---- 18942 

Bollman, ©: He. --...--- 17905, 18261, 18529 

i SOUNG HpSE N00 (Ol ee ee ee ee 18470 

Bamville el AGS so: cose ces 17835 

arihwanea Jets 22ss0 2.224... 5 cee 18915 

Boston Society of Natural History - 18269, 

19211, 19223, 19279 

Bostwick WieeM 220). oss. eee 17873 

WS GUUMEENO) Mice. 2 Sco e et eae te esse 17761 

SCO. DOO Re ee ae 18088 

LOGIT VANGH 0 eee ee 17851 

OWES MOE ss as cae tha ce seewee ease 19082 

BOWMAN ss VW 5.-2+--.------ 17870, 18012 

| LOUOSNASLRAY aN EE eee 17889 

HSONNOMO Drees skcvsascs Sl cece canis 18093 

IBFACKebby PAaMeS - 22. 255.2622. 2 18253 

Pretield ads Veo occs 2s. 255 85S 19331 
Praaiord. Wiwiitam .oss2..c22 2. 2-5 17740 

Brewster, William... ..18559, 18663, 19046 

Brickwedel, Charles ..-.-..-....-.- 18564 

Brinton, Mrs: BH: Sis..--.5..-- 18884, 18908 
Bainhahe, Ine e AS 2 SL a ee 18044 

British Museum ..-.....--.. 18460, 18799 

Briopony Whley® :253555.22502-2--5. 17713 

Broekethw eal: aso 5o set. esse A 18990 

PLOOKA MEAs os SSS ol. Skis... 18647 

PLOMETN Mes sso Sees S eS sot jee 17826 

Brown, Arthur E ...---. (17845), (17876), 

(18072), (18126), (18141), (14209), 
(18277), (18362), (18371), (18494), 

- (18516), (18535), (18579), (18619), 
(18644), (18748), (18895), (19076), 
(19341). 
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Accession 
numbers. 

Brow, Charles Be 34-5222 se see eee 18699 

BLOW, Cd osce se ae sees 18398, 18760 

Brown Soh Bet aos. eee ee 19247 

Brown; JosepluuMl, -2555 4-5 45--hes= 18769 

Brown, L. Parmly .....-...-.--.-- 18289 
STOW Dla Wincetae soe.c3 yen a eens 18527. 

Brown; MrsiMek 2225 2eoe ee 18354, 18868 

SLOW, Tse Warcdats Jl atrce sere a aeasreree ee 17963 

Browm; Wo by oooc ec teoe. Sees 17760, 17907 

BRUNE ds Hs jon Ase se see 18594 

Bryan, iO. Nes 2.50) os esse wee a 17762 

TBA eas Opa Vitro a emer, Sie sass 17840 

buckineham wR, ies sso s2=,c- eae 18717 

Bote se Mis reese 18752, 18784, 18787 
Bumbelowohy J.B Ses cece asec. 17827 

Bureau of Ethnology -. 17746, 17928, 18204, 

18229, 18500, 18838, 19032, 19135, 19294 

Burk, James 2.226 o222) apse/s-ae ed eoae 

Baer hpldne, aN ee beseech 19213 

Burn hams Nos Jocnc res ae eee 19054 

Borns, brani. os o25 17805, 17816, 17858, 

18015, 18096, 18830, 19251 

Burthe, Miss Estelle....---..----- 17914 

Bush and: Meyers)... --0o2-5=- 32-5 17772 

Bush, (Ce aie Se arc wisisear teal erecene eo se 12636 

Bute; Di Maes shad ae eens: 18752 

BirblersaWie © se yaa ae eae 13590, 18922 

Buttons J. Hoc. oo cectaee eer eeiseias 18135 

California State Mining Bureau... 17934 

Call, R. Ellsworth ...-..---. 18484, 18581 

Cameron, Peter -...--. 18861, 18928, 19265 

Canada Wis Pb) sascace esos eee 18335 

Canthans»A-“d2,) Jl cssoseteoss. ane 19141 

Canens Mhomas: Wes. sso sse neces 19197 
Carlisle, William F...... Bae eee ANS 19023 

Carmichael, entry so se ae 17896 

Carnes helt oe os sos aces eae eos 19289 

Cases te Mise sa eos no ermneet 17739 

Casey, Jobin.) 2 Soo. ccceke cs eee eee 19098 

Waspany, Do Risen osese comes meaner 17792 

Catloy, He WS Armiy 22 ce one 18662 

Warton Ee oan etn we mares 18407 

Central Park Menagerie.. .-.-..-.-- 17919 

18757, 18803, 19333 

Chadbourne, Arthur P .----...--.. 18578 

Chamberlinwg Cee sass (17745), 18341 

ChamibersaiwWeiele beecm =o selon aia= 17717 

Ghandleey Wyble. -c.c2. acne. cote se 18315 

Chandler, Georee soo. 6 oa aes -- 17710 
ChapntanhslneMt coe sees eee na 19213 

@heesenany Pathe tens sete aca ese Chagea 

Cheney ssbe ass temic ce sone ela a Se 5 17707 

Christy, Thomas, & Co -.-.--..--- 18984 

Churchs Gapts ioe sa ksocce een vos. Levee 

Churchis deb nascsese aa setaes 17726, 17903 
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Accession 
numbers. 

Clapp; Al Bee cc 2ie et sctee eee cee 18275 

Clark, A. Howard...-....---..-:- (18932) 

Clark, Prank NG et scosecceeoeecee ae 18672 

Clark, Miss\Gracie .25-22as--e)2o5- 17997 

Clark, Howard L.....-....----.-.-- 18264 

ClarkyJamesiCesscc co. he sewer se 18202 

Clarkembdigo= 5 -ceee sk sane eases 19151 
ClarkeyP. YW -lscese.ce--o- sey -2 (Wooo) 

Clays (Cectlere cee dase 18002, 18106, 18183 

Clemens) GiyWw taccksisececieetetaes 19058 

Clements, J.C. (18706) 
Chinch SNe Bayard cass sole eae 18610 

Coale, H. K-......-.-.---. -. 18226, 18326, 

18525, 18715, 18765, 19298 

Coftini€ oes eens haestcscie eh ee hemo 

Colburn VAM ees are ee ee cee 19194 - 

Colby, Edward A ..-.-.-.--....--- 18674 

Colewohmeuv sees cae ress ke ae 18451, 18910 

Collettmkercn oe eon were as 18446, 19142 
Collins Bs Eee es. 22 2: ene Bee 18606 

Cobns. J. Wi. o cl -22-----18207, 4000, 

. (18745), 18746, (18747) 

Collins, Miss Mary.....-----.----- 18767 

Colorado Smelting Company...---- 17789 

Conant, Ambrose ..-...-..------- 

18124, 18372, 18542, 19005 

Condon wWhi2so2. Bese teeee see een 18716 
WenenWr Cre ere arene eee cee arcane 17829 

Comma do lab cs soseacnsbaocke boos 19311 
Conger, 2Mirs. Sib see = secs sete 19063 

Conkling WeAucee nas: (17919), (18803), 

(18757), (19333) 

Conrad, Leonard ...--.......-.--- 18845 

(OOK, Ii, © csebes sosces¢ accuse s556 18996 

COORG, UajlP ssssesseseesss65s0 fe02 18258 

Coomiis- 7) eben as tee neice areee 18249 

(Gooner, Gb Ssescs does cosscosde sss 17916 

Cory C. B22. 18322, 18599, 18683, 19073, 

19209, 19315 

Coues;) Milliott ee pace eetcne sacs 18301 

Cowie; Jolin G, 2222 scot acle sass. 19242 

Cox iJosephe i emesacreccee see oa 18005 

COKBS AS jet cemieane.e eee wisee eo 18310 

POXEEW GN coats sees eae nei 18453 
Crane, Bdward) S22 ee ees secs 18312 

Crane, William Ee. .-22se-2ee 22s 18848 

Crawford, uM 15. ens,< nope eee 19021 

Crowlchite, (Ac 2325 ees oles 17784 

Crosby,.Wi O: sees ole Soc oes Sue 18306 

Culp righ dee sees te eels 18122 

Onlver;(C)Pieass 2h eccee eee eee. 17904 

Cuppage, William ...--..----..-.. 19075 

Carity Miss ©. 0- cer once 18456, 18562 
WUTMCOMO Sos 6 obs est icwae te tees 18524 
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Curtis, George H ..---.-.-.- 18840, 19087 

Curtis; Wik o.oo sence eee eee 18223 

Cushman, Harold ...-...-.--..--- 18318 

CuishaweyWiliees sco. esses 18001, 18041 

Cy pert, Dhomas dhe son sceeeeeeere 18592 

Dabney. Wiskeser saees eee 19192 

Daboll sGali soo See ee ee eee oe 17775 

Danes Wie. ase See see ee eee 19193 

Dall, Rev.C, Agee, ane oeeee 17855 

Dall, W.H -.:.. (17777), (18214), (18411), 

(18436), (18785), (18831), (18832), 
18857, 18955, 19084, 19102, 19322 

Dana, Hs. Soo2.22 552 s26 cee eee eee 19028 

Darling eC AW! aes sssoce ee eee eee 18156 

Darton; Nice 26 22 seer ae eee eer 18991 

Davis, Miss Deborah ....-- ---2 22-2 18188 
Davis; Hid iis: See sto nee eee 19236 

Davis; Loh 5 (ooo oe emer 18427 
Davis, Mrs:\SarahiD 222220 22oeees 19308 

Wanwvso ni), At Migs is See ee eee 18631 

Day, Benjamin F.,U. S. Navy ----. 19025, 

19081, 19263 

Day. Prancisi<2: 2532525 seer 17799 

Day. Reis se. oss 2 See eee 19024 
Wealdi Wominicss anise see e eee 18978 

Wecker, \Georve sso. = eee eee 18170 

Degratt;s (H.W Sale so. a2). noe cee 19124 
DeMott;) Gi Wises. ase seen este eae 19173 

Department of the Interior ..----- 18009 

Department of State -...-- 18085, (18159), 

(18160) 

Detweiler;, J. Does 525 .2eee eee 18133 

Dick sh, Niwa cce sce seisec eee eee 17711 

Dillards I. sy ee ee eee 18051, 18194 

Diller ieee s=. 18146, 18274, 18517, 18872 
Dillon: Mi. ACis sss yee eee ee 18566 

Dixie Schoonere-= ses sees ae Beer tell l(o7/ 

Dixon; Misses eee ee ieee 19116 

Dorsey, Rev. J. Owen. ..----------- 18438 

Dorsey, Mrs. J. Owen ...--.-.----- 18439 

Dougherty, James M...-.....-.--. 17879 

Douglass, Mrs. Ellen..---.---..--- 19327 

Dow ss Cn ectee craks cee ae ee (18398) 

Doyle, Bernards 23s2 +e seeee en eeee 17778 

Doyle; John Hs. sess 2c es Rees 18903 
Drews 8 to ees sed See eee 18755 

Ditiva,Georgecses-e sass. poor 18946 

Palos; Aci sis Sess ee Nee 17895, 17923 

Duke; John jioso25 bse eee See 19067 

DMM IN Ale eee mete eeeeer 19207 

ID Ob ype Mine ees sos eadCossc made 17770 

Durand Johns e sees eee eter 18821 

Durden 2552224 se eadee eee 17818 © 

Durkee; H.(C ssitietloce cece 19282 
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Accession 
numbers. 

Ramil Md ward). see ches. aoe 18112 

iashland Oy 255. 35 Sie. eas tee es 18839 

Eaton, J.M.C .-..-... 17872, 18078, 19078 

1 SGC aS. 310) 1 eee eae ae ae 18129 

Kckels, Mrs. Sarah..........-..... 18574 

Hicker, GeOrvenjr 52.2.2 6222. kk 17753 

iHamonston, GM) 2. 2. 2och secs 18719 

IG WaAnds ls Bese sn tc oP ised seen 17731 

fbn she Bie Oles seas Poss. 19055 

Edwards, Vinal N..---. (18369), (18476), 

(18504), (18627), (18671), 18802, 
(18809), (18909), (18936), (18967), 

(19037), 19077, (29086) 
ieenmanmn,.© EL 2 .ss46 652555. 22-5 18677 

BilenseAwesenmns sac foals SsacSe 17766 

Hisem Gustav 2 <<.) <-.0- 22080 52 18800 

Elgin Scientific Society .--.-.---.. 18588 

Piarton ro 1.06.5 2-22. we - 2-5 18851 
SEUNG is LAAN a sone ee eno 18375 

Ms Caphaim\= 5 .cc5 shes scct 19257 

TENS UL hg ee ee eee 19324 

PBR WAG See Ye ea 18401 

BIMECSON ae hy os aos oe) wee ae 8 18380 

Emerson, W. Otto ...---..---. -.- 17863 

Emamersley, J.D). 2-....------2ee%. 17790 

IBMAMET ies Winsiwi sie secces oo \oes 18907 

Wivetisy be, E22 52-2 wees 19059, 19269 

Everette, Willis E........-. 18100, 18707 

TG, 1h GS53 4a See ee 18986 
Ewing, Mrs. Fannie B ............ 18101 

aber, Charles Ti): ---..522---sees 18661 
(2g SIGNS 1B 6 ieee 18113 

emma JOM io. 4 tesa dase Soe 18789 

epenmn her ael).. 2.55226 v2. Ses 17869 

Parris, Lafayette...-.....-....... 18822 

HanehersiGe I 22i).2c20-4--4 17940, 18057 

Ferebee, N. McP., U.S. Navy-..-.-. 17965 
IETS IEA TSO) O15 et Ne ee eee eae 17727, 19002 

TP GSAS 1 Biol ee ne ae 18953 

lena whabes Ayes. oo. 254. secaloeee 19191 

Fillette, St. Julian -....-..-.- 18643, 18875 

IBStre MEAN IC io os. 18140, 12290, 18772, 

18805, 18844, 19017, 19278 
usher, Herschel. -....--.:...4.-: 19146 

BSheror Owes cs sso. -2c 181985 (ds30h) 

aster, Willan... .2j0<ds 2/2: 15490 

FRI ALS See se) S ion a dioui ere aks 18706 

liiemblent yy Grys 5325 ss eiedettis te sese 18424 

plea by one: aapciemvae/qoicie 10s e a 18386 

Bleteher, James .2.5-- .o25.30s222. 18510 

nL Tete 1G re Ae celle eee eee eee 17788 
MEAT econ oat aires = amie ee we 18640 
Ply) NhO Maser oa-.s\/oeee -se ss 19300 
Folger, Charles B ...,.,---------- 19154 
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Accession 
numbers. 

Rorhes\ sian s.0e oy oe ee eee 10325 

IROLCe se MEE: Bias ee ea ee 19027 

Fortune, George M.........-...--- 17917 
HosterMrssvAbner)<-2 25-452) 55- 18768 

Oo WRENS 2 sar Sweat Saeuen 18302 

Frazar, M. Abbott .......--. 18280, 18303 
Bred Sabre. seas oe. bee ee 18952 

Fremont, F. P., U.S. Army -..__.. 19336 

AERTS CTE ee oe Se are ee ae 19069 

Gallet Deniset <i. 2ossa coe ae ee 1877 

Calllowiayel Gib! ceo. c6 = eee ee 19264 

Gardiner: Reyah J sos ss4soeenee 18820 

Garrebo, Henry 25/025. 3625. 605823 18777 

Gatschet,.AwS). 2 oA eee. ose SLA 

Geological Survey of Kentucky--... 17780 

Germain, Wil foc ek en en 18649 

Gesner Walliams 22 5252. see 18963 

etchell, Joli Gy 2222, .secee 18736, 18747 

Giacelie thine ee ae ee eee ee 18698 

AGU DOS Wis ERs ee pao eae 19070 

Guford; Charles a5 2555 oes eee 18745 

Guilford Edis a eee 18711 

Guilbertsi@.s Ans S32 cs ee aoe 18384 

Giles! Marsh diohneseanc eee eens 18668 

GinenEanry) C5353 255 see 18688 

Gillasems By Py (Gos 6 kee pewter ees 19335 
_ Gobelins, Manufacture Nationale 

eS) 255 Sacer eS eee 17922 

GoddingssWoWite sees seen 18883 

Godirey,Petenee ssc ss see 19291 

Godwin; Harty (PR - e755 .cos54 see eeel Spill 

Gold@Eramnka sie 452s eee een 17912 

Golden, R. A-..-.18109, 18239, 18276, 18874 
Goode, G. Brown..2.2:.-<--- 18184, 18323, 

18584, 18994, 19010, 19319 
Goode, William) Jin, C22 25-2. -ee see 19255 

Goss} Bie ie cobs 2 ies mee ae 18246 

Go Seen Giese ee ei i Aes ea eee 19314 

Gossg Wey AGe re ci vse os tas 19171 
Government of Prance:-_- 2222222: 17922 

Government of Guatemala... .... 17849 

Goward) Gs soe amane seomeses 19048, 19329 

Giraies, UBM Naas See ee 18828 
Grahams hichand 23233-50450 fee oe 18923 

Grantekly eee emeee as ct cee’ 18739 

Grant; JularDentieesess cases e426 18528 

Gratz Umiversitv, Obese see se 18934 

Gray Da Wie cesta ae ae ees 19120 

Greasony dames sss sel 5 oe ea 18162 

Gueathonsevhessea\e.cec cnc eaee oe 18989 
GraavessiP ee 346.082. ates ok L. 18465 
Greecor, eee a eealols aeeieinns atsite 19145 

Green Woren Wi scesas sac. 17801, 18608 

Green, William: .-.cc<-seee <e-oee 19065 
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Accession 
numbers. 

Greene; J Linsctsesetecleecsce Skee 19237 

Greenwood, EH. C.....-.---.--- 17985, 18435 

Gresory, WeCs22 .o2s3h2o2ee 18810, 18814 

(Giotto MI Wis) so Cees ae ea Seea oaecr 18038 

Groen a CU ovate acne ere ee 1863 

Guernsey, Rev. J. W..---. rege weds 18151 

Gundlach, John ...-.-...---- 17920, 18879 

Guye, Mrs. B. W. P...----..------ 17741 

Hachenberg, Mrs. C. V..---------- 18790 

Eicon Mrawci soe aes eset see ele 19118 

TET all eh Wik Cie oe ie ars Nera ee 18655 

FlatleJiamescua ne vec seaigeoeenciets (19332) 

Hla CERWersisecn syste te atctel is a ame 18882 

Hallock, William. ......---..----- 19134 

Elallowielle FRAG 2 se) 4e 2 A ees ees 18308 

Hamilton, Henry B.....-..-. 18406, 18539 

Hammontree, Samuel....-...----- 17714 

amiptonmeVWaderi ese srieee cee: 18886 

lays A ees ti wis Meio (18693, 18694) 

Hancock Bros. & Co...-...--- 18155, 18206 

Handy, Roberti@ 2 v2. 2222s sc. 17955 

Hanes Jamese noel. s cetecesseececseed 9096 

Hardy, George B..........-...---- 18480 

Hargitt, Edward .....-..---..-.-- 18292 

Eankn ess ible Wiese ae kien ou eee 17883 

Harper, Johm. Ac). 2eo2 ce eee ee vee 17823 

ELATHINebOm CMA ee et a ae 18808 

Harn gs tO, Ie WKeo reise ceseeecc oe 17723 

Moasnis; Charles... 2-22 2-22 2s5 322 2 18958 

farcniss Gaway ae 2 oy eee ae 18602 

dU Teli a leak Ope een Raa aaa eee eat tee 18286 

Harris, Thomas C22... ..-222:-222: 19092 

Harris, W.C....- 17954, 18120, 18286, 18331 
Harrison Bros. & Co......... 17787, 17945 

Harrison, Sakymsrccs atest. es yl 19200 

PLATRO WET Oe 2a shea aiee eel 17749 
iiarvey, C0) 2226502225. 222. 1S8ceu1so02 

Harvey, ev. Mace sole ee le cee 19245 

Harwood NAc ee ones wee cceee eee 18300 

Easting WEP ce nee. eee (18421) 

Glathield, AniGrcsceentaessseeis eae 17906 

VAM bp ee eke Se enya ee OL ars eee 19143 

Havens digo saseeens. te eacnnese 18132 

1 6 Ein eyed even eB ge pam eA) si 18560 

Eawiorbhy ih tes ees secke out ne see 18475 

ayeiOGP 2c... wea 7 Bok Sea 
Hayward, Charles F....-.........- 18870 

Haywards Ha Wirccentessee castes 17720 

IB AE AD Ee a ela eta ee ee (18843) 

EAC DEG AVAL owes cet 19221 
(ere Bes oe ers seb ak 19094, 19097 

EBA) Mi Ar s ciat a0 ize cie em dwersvayeeier’ 18613 

Meape,(Chatles\.. << sind. 22% Seteeee 18898 

Heinrichs, Rudolph... ..-22....!- 18123 

Helton, B. A ....18675, 18727, 18819, 19208 

*~ Accession 
numbers. 

Henderson, G. B..... eee Soe tee 17784 

Henderson, Mrs. M. F..--.-...--.. 18483 

Henshall, Mrs. James A.......---- 1€831 

Henshaw, H.W 222525252282 18164, 18327, 

18452, 18569 
Henshaw) 8S. (Bie2227 402. see 18841 

Henson, Harry Vos. eee 19083 
Herendeensis F225 ee See ee 19110 

Hering, 0) Gili ss a eee 17929 
Herrick, (Willtameci:2j42- 2a ee 18890 

HeymannyiSiys spi eee 19198, 19301 
Mickey iss 22 oe ee ta egies 18270 

EME eye Wc Sieh oes i ays ie epee aes 18582 
Hicks and Sitgreaves........ 17871, 18389 

Mieke) (G.-H ace hae ce eee me 17933 

Hidden, Wi: Bias... iia) ae 18793 

Hallock Cette tee 18920, 18929, 19108 
SFG, RSE ere alee taterate Stee 18265, 18925 

Hills, Wi Deed 2 dsivacinjee ae eee 18623 

Hinde, George Jd 2.22222) 22 Vee 19304 

Hippisley, A. E2222 t2252 A ogon 205" 19350 

Bitcehcoelk, ©), 2.2246 222 ees 19101 
Hiteheoek; ©. Wi 22222222222 18118, 18267 

Hitehcock, Romyn:.-. 2.02225. 22 222 19302 

Hoare, WwPicnuscnsckecee oe wees 18031 

Hobbs, Miss Helen...-......., ---- 18448 

b Elodie, 0. Bye) ne) 2 Sek emcee eens (18572) 

Hodge, HisBis 2252 seesete tee seme. 18387 

Hodoo mH: Gets. fesse 17776, 17941, 18940 

Hodge, Re sSelocuste yes See 18792 
Holden,,G, House cic see Saas eee 19281 

Holigi Joseph: 22220 ece ese emo 17913 © 

Hoopman, Samuel B.........-.-.. 17982 © 

Hoosier Stone Company .----.-.--. 18329 

Horan, Henry.-.-.-..---.-----18046, 18512, 

REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

18638, 18653, 18811, 19150 
Hornaday, W. T ..(17750), 17995, (18617) 
Hornblower Boone 22252222 bee. sees 19258 

om ohy Wy Bites cece eie mine se balls 18317 

IEG NIN, Opes ee Sea pode cone 18076 

Hough, Walter-2-2.22222.--- 18025, 18980 

Howard, Charles A ......-------.. 17819 

TelOnyairal, is 1B Soa Gace po esos soc 18390 

Howard Wi Peses choc. eee wes 19140 

OW enh BCR eee emers sneer: 18726 

Howell, Edwin E........-.--. .2-. 18652 

Howell, J e2vosie ce teehee eee 17751 

Howson, John 223-222-5222 18208 

Hubbell, William Wheeler.-......-. 19004 ° 

Eiulber; vElenny die restos esas 18128, 18499 

Hudson, George H........--- 18077, 18148 

TERT A WAN CGE gerelset Ge semicia cero 18074 

Hughes, Mrs. May H..-..-...---.- 19051 

Hulst, George: D . 222250 2secenccme 18962 

Hunckel, Philip ..-seecerrerseeeee 18300 
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Kobbé, William A., U. S, Army... 19260 
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Accession Acces-ion 
numbers. numbers. 

mGers Mis pis 2.2-55,---85-25--- 18060") Kohler, Charles /..-2..0220)/ 322232 18885 
Huntington, Mrs. E. K.....--.-.---. 17745 | Kuebling, J. H..18013, 18062, 18031, 18137 

ERMINE, WV ce) sx sete as 22ei- 2 Si 18045 | Kuhn, Alexander & Co-...--..--- 18697 

EME Eien eo oan onic 3 wee 18863 | Kuhnest, George W ...--..--.---- 18924 
tecisirom, i. J. .5-----.---.2----: 183597) Kali Me Ge. 22 Oe ae eee eee 17998 

Ingraham, George H..---... ey a aS 17946 | Kumlein, Ludwig --... 19253, 19270, 19323 

Memon Bs ates ose eiece we Se 1Oig9) | tmnerteldy Js k Cooke. tena eaes 18605 
Hine Wet NO MMA oe calc accel satcie Saw oem on 18624 | Kunz, George I. .17757, 17758, 18667, 19100 

dnieksone AciPi 62 2 eds eens be. cd 19095'\|) acy cohn Hive eo ss es ee eee 18682 

Jackson, Isaac M.--..-.---.---- 18115, 18180 | Lacy, Stephen D.---..---... /22--: 18032 
TST Se \ ed Se a ee ee 17825 | Juakes, “Arthur. = 22.22 .-cce doce 18558 

Grea SravS "1d 8 Be ee pe ae ae eee PB OSS 1) Masi AL Wi is ess ES RS Nps ae 18454 

GASES OS dg OSA ae Sees eee 18637-)|) Mander, Wows s222.)- 52232655. 18111, 18835 

Seweth, SoA... 5..--. .2<. Secale POTCO |) Homdone Mrs p26 SoC ie 2 SG Seto 18975 
Johns Hopkins University ----...- 18542) ane ben, Georve s22. 52-25. -222 LOTS 

Johnsons Alfred... .2-- .--. +o. e 18330 | Langdale, John W ..--.-...-. 18705, 18913 

TohmsonyiAg) i. oie cece cee cee HES88" | Weanodons Ny Wess sas e;aseo esse eee 18006 

Johnson, James F ....-...-.-5---- 19249 | Latham, Miss S. E....2...-------- 18131 

DOTS Tid Se re a 1es6t"|) Law; Miss ACE.c<s--< 200.0 Sb oe 18016 
ONION Vie) Wo ose <b jane ee wie yse ae 2 18416 || Lawrence, George N .-.--. .-2.--.: 18945 

Johnson, L. C..-.---- (i7892) ,As121 183090) awison, ) De Wioe 22s sessed ecae eee 17729 

Johnson, Misses Mabel and Marga- Waivers Wilk ss sooecmger gece see 18381 

REE Ao oie dys oc ES ale 1OUN) |) eas isaac, ub... esse ie a eee ae 18119 
MERE So n6 <b c5 2a -c-, 1eood | Leaf) James. P2030. 8c S28 19130 
Sohnston, A Dee 6226. vase SNS 728! || Wee Hong 5.2 siisee ves oe Sasereeie cet 17822 

LOUD EIS J CS ESE 18/49: ) Weech, Daniell 2522 se eyseemee 18548 

HOMER EO MO Nant a sn: ue seetaie ac NSOODH FE Wes chia a We sae eta cae e ere ae ae 18670 
Jones, Copeland-...-.....--. 1€339, 18932 | Leftwich, John  ..2-..2---2-2.2- 18190 

SUM a Bema cle ao aad) oie ea aie 19702) |): Hegre, John T vec 2 ee. eee 18676 
ICES) LOS hie eee ee eal aoe eaet PBSe: |Mueiehton,s W .Waskcas- 5.5855 aeeoee 17793 

Jones, Mrs: H. W ...--..---- HSTOSSIS2045 |) erbl, Ln C 2 Sees sso 2 ee 17939, 12247 

Jordan, David S........--.-. 18102, 19230 | Lemon, John H -.. ....18543, 19013, 19344 
pO bee Meet aici.) =<). 18344, 18348, 18518, | Lengsfield, J.I-....-...--...------ 18445 

18933, 18646 (18903), 19011, 19276 ;}deeemard, J. W ._...-.-: ---222-2--.- 19174 , 
LOST STS) hei] 5) eae ec eer ae 18786 | Tbester,, Mrs.) Lisle... 42... 22.2 22. 2. LEN 
Hite Map MwA oie = ccna cee <2 ial 18034 | Lewis, George A..--.....---- 18231, 18665 
Weehin George S25. 22.5. 2ti.< « 18620) |) Lewis, Mhomas W .2-2----\.2s22s2¢ 18232 

enya NabWan 6222. cles t. ee. LOZO7E | Mezeost, wl Hess 262 sei scic scletemeete 18762 

Kelly Max.) =.=. Sens SON ae TBIQSs || Wies, Hweds Ee sc: bac l2.s See see 18893 
Kendall, Theodore A ..----...---- 18368 | Litchford, Mrs. Nannie .-.-----..-.- 18189 

Miemeay WOWIS 2.5.2. os eee nee 18067 | Lloyd, William ....-..1£084, 18359, 18425, 
Kennedy, Lewis L....-2.-2..--.-.. 19227 ‘ 18597, 18660, 19020 

Hemmetyssi Mio: 5) 5 oe S's rcicic 94 AG00W Moder Roberto sce 5-55 sa5s5e sense 18544 

Keyes, Charles R ..-..-...--.---.-- 17938) |) THOOMIS Hd Aves are eerste ise 1-593 

Kame Horatio. :...)...---. een aa (18357) | Loomis, Leverett M ..........-.-- 18522 
Ago NE Geese soc emcees Ss (19257); Ihovelock,-Georse- 2222-2 - 3225 ac -- 18826 

THOS Ss USA anes Se ae eae 18928 | Lovett, Bdward ..........-..=---- 18743 

aiMORRViN One scerienc as acess cic <2 STL ME as ORS BSI SVAN, BS ae Goes eee Se Seer 17957 

aime yee s orice nalse ns, o2 o= 2 <ha\= 19272) EamecerwOntor ean e su tse cc tec’ = Sale 18432 

plaligitlegtuenrs sere to 2 kL Si yciatis (18002), |; MeAdoon WriGser.n 220 Joe SS. 18773 
Knowles, Herbert M...--.-..----. 17842 | McCartee, D. B.... -. -.17781, 17798, 17838, 

Hevepliion Weide. 22. 2. 17974, 18285 17960, 18047, 18063, 18103, 18138, 18139, 
Knudsen, Valdemar - .- 18420, 18437, 19325 18144, 18255, 18203, 18501, 18600, 18900 

MeComian, HeNier scene cs cteiatew at 17748 
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Accession 
numbers. 

McCormick, J. C...--- 17894, 17968, 15040, 
18079, 18217, 18457, 19148 

McDevitt, Patrick........-------- 17999 

McDonald) Me 225° oan am an 18957 

McDowell, George ..----.--------- 18094 

McGahaide C. cers ee eset ee 17773 

McGeenwWriinsesce.-- 5 e-csctsee (17771) 

IWC RRN iO, IB) oe Cha seen cco seas 18347 

Me Guinea Ds e7ee awe tases pee 18496 

McKenzie, Lewis ----------------- 19022 

McKuishit, CoS: npc sco see ole 
Melaughilin RB 222222 jnccee ose 19273 

Mclean (OiiG noc -sc se eoeer cee 18537 

Melieods Wrinkle ae see 18878 

Y MeMalkcenswar Va 225.62. aaheee alesis 19219 

MeMillan, Robert F ..--....---.-- 18603 

MeNamanran decent ices eee 17977 

McRae. Thomas C 22-2222 252-26 18824 

Winey Jélo ISIS 55655465545 cocS5 ons 17990 

MacRae, (Dice se. eae ale eae 18042 |. 

Wess JBL (Qh 33 se se Saeunssecu sdacae (18905) 

MatleissSWipb js se seisee soreness 18503 

Malone, Mrs. Fannie.-.-.-.......-- 18974 

Maugum, Mrs. Willie. ....---.--.- 19079 
Miajmmay WG RUS age er iavseitauee ree ee eels 18107 

Marron, Augustus W -.....--..-°.. 18513 
Marron, Thomas... -...18376, 18430, 18659 

Marshall, George -.-... 17755, 17802, 17807, 

18220, 18257, 18651, 15976, 19012, 19229 
Marshall, Henry..---. 18219, 18685, 18902 

Marshall Soh noes ieee) e eee 18165 

Martins James) D Me <2. A bee 18498 

WRAY R Ie Aer so Seis ers abs Slee 18833 

.Mason, Charles...--...---..----- - 17810 

Mason, Miss Cora......-----.----- 18182 

Masomi@ ent iete sD oie eee neue 17961 

Mather, Fred-.-..-... 18288, 18378, 18834 
Mathers. (Jiwhie shes oc uesoeer mace 17890 

Matthews, Washington, U.S. Army 18865 

Maxwell. |S) Gace jest een ee ee 18876 

Maye AVViigd S22 seth 22 as eet ee 17734 

Maynard, C. J., & Co_.18622, 18798, 19029 

Mazyck, W. St. J ..-.---...-18004, 18604 

IMGAGh Ry ELA a. 2 ca ee Se eres see 18778 

Medford, Harvey iC). 335 Sesce iar = 17768 

Me Skea Ss PisscaieS ema 18328, 18356, 18423 
NGISS Nee pee aticeeins mete ee 19060 

Meigs, M.C., U.S. Army .-...18391, 18405, 

18877, 19288 

Memphis Avalanche.......--.---- 17719 

Menicel Mize MV ee. ic cee eeeetaaee 17811 

Menzel Al ss. Soecee cers e peace eae 18243 

Mercer, wiv Wis a8 eee ict OR a7 

Merchant, Capt, George....--.---. 18750 

REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1887. 

Accession 
numbers. 

Merchant, (Piva oes acer ae ee eee 17797 

Merica, 1. Micki: Ove ts eeeeee ee 7887 

Mero, William (2222; cosas soeeee = 18469 

Merriam, C. Hart .....--.------ o(17713); 

: 18058, 18136, 18321, (18951) 
Merrill)|Georce) Pa. 2s-2 eons eee 18059 

Merrill, J.C., U.S. Army -.-.18147, 18459, 

18595, 18612, 18806, 19233 
Merwin; (ChartlesaDi2.42- aoe 18110 

Mexican Geographical Exploring 

Commission: jo2 252,22 5een.cemee eee 18142 

Meza, MAMisdes: 2352 fo 57a 5k ene 19047 
Middletown, George ........----. 17717 
Miller, Benjamingd bc 252. ee 17712 

Milles, William Deeds .-........-- 18305 

Mills; AR Alte Ose ie ee 19170, 19184 
Mindelefi, Cosmos 4222255 - ase 18048 

Min er, ABD soo a isey- 2 se ee 17774 

Ministére de l’Instruction Publique 

et des Beaux-Arts. .... .--.....-.17922, 

(18304), (18693), (18694), (19001) 

Mitchell, George H.-.--.-.-...-2- 18080 
Moore; CM ite tens hs sean 19088 
Moore, Cz Re svac deena s eee ee 18489 

Moore, Hobson & Conway.-.-..--- 19179 

Moore) MiMi eae esi tee 19056 

Moran, iheter .pe2-e the eteem ences 18586 

MorcomiGal ced sae teen een eeere 18075 

Moreland Walter cosas eee eee 18240 

Morgans J.c3 steac seee eee see eee hema 

Morgan, J. T...--. .--. .18856, 18964, 19286 
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